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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

IN tHis Translation I have endeavoured to avoid, as much as pos-

sible, the introduction of new words; but, in the original, various

technical terms occur, with which, notwithstanding their novelty to

the English reader, I could not dispense; because their rejection
would occasion, in some measure, a sacrifice of sense, or a disturb-

ance of the system pursued by the author, as in Tectonics and
Architectonics for example. I may also mention the word scalpture.

It is not, 1 believe, in use in our language, but as scalptura designates
a particular branch of ancient art, I did not hesitate to Anglicise it.

It may be proper also to explain, that throughout the work a dis-

tinction is kept up between column and pillar^ the former denoting
the circular supporting member of the different orders of architec-

ture, the latter the square pier. The words formative and plastic,

likewise, are employed as Convertible epithets, except in a few in-

stances where the latter is used in its original and more restricted

sense; in these, however, its meaning may be discovered from the

context.

The most learned of my readers will be most ready to make
allowance for the difficulties of my task, which were greatly en-

hanced, at least in the notes, by the author's desire to express his

ideas in the briefest possible manner. By the perhaps too unspar-

ing use of ellipsis he has frequently rendered his meaning obscure

or ambiguous. In some instances I was enabled to discover the

sense by my recollection of the monuments described, in many
others by reference to the author's sources, and in some cases I have

derived considerable benefit from the suggestions of Professor

Donaldson, whose valuable works on the architectural remains of

Greece and Italy are so frequently referred to by Miiller, and to

whom I take tliis opportunity of offering my warmest thanks for

his obliging assistance. Nevertheless I cannot flatter myself that I

Lave always succeeded in overcoming the difficulties I have had to

encounter, and, in glancing over the work, I still find passages
which I should have wished to amend.
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It would certainly have been desirable to have tlio references

throughout the work verified, but I was withheld from making tins

addition to my labour, by their immense number., my other engage-

ments, and the difficulty of getting access to the works referred to,

many of which are not to be found in any of our public libraries.

However, I have in numerous instances consulted the authorities

quoted, when I wished to clear up any doubt or obscurity; and on

such occasions I have very rarely discovered any inaccuracy in the

citation. When I was aware of any foreign work having been

translated into English I transferred the reference to the translation.

The present work will probably be followed by Miiller and Oes-

terley's
<c Monuments of Ancient Art," when the original work,

which is now in course of publication at Grottingen, will have been

completed. It is intended as a companion to this Manual, and con-

tains numerous plates illustrating the different periods of art, ac-

cording to the system here pursued.

LONDON, 22 WELBECK STREET,

July, 184:7.

The present edition of this work, besides containing all the addi-

tions in the last German edition, which were partly derived from

the manuscripts of the lamented author, and in great part contri-

buted by the Editor, Professor Welcker of Bonn, is enriched with

a considerable number of additions which that eminent archaeologist

was so obliging as to transmit to me while the translation was pass-

ing through the press. It will be easy to distinguish his share in

the work, as his contributions are all enclosed within brackets. The

paragraph on Nineveh was written before the publication of Capt,

Layard's work, and his discoveries, therefore, are not mentioned,

I very recently requested from Mr. Welcker a supplementary no-

tice of them, which I would have appended to the book, but he

thinks it better to be silent until he can obtain a more connected

and leisurely view of those important discoveries, and bo thus enabled

to treat the subject in a more complete and satisfactory manner.

The additions, which are with very few exceptions confined tc

the notes, amount altogether to several thousands, and this edition

is nearly a fourth larger than the last.

J. L.

j May 1850.
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As tlie book which I now present for a second time to the public,
has been found useful in its earlier form, I have allowed the latter

to remain on the whole unaltered, and have even marked several

new paragraphs (. 75*. 157*. 241*. 324*. 345*. 345**.) so as

that the previous arrangement might not be disturbed by them. I

am indeed aware that much other information on inscriptions, coins,

and the topographical references of monuments might be expected
in a Manual of Archaeology; but I have been forced by my plan to

exclude everything whereby our knowledge of the formative art in

antiquity was not immediately advanced, and have been obliged,

therefore, for example, to treat coins merely as highly important re-

mains of ancient art, but not as monuments of the political life and
commerce of the ancients the chief consideration, and which has

been still too little brought into view, in this study. On the other

hand, I am in like manner convinced, that far more can be done
than this Manual attempts, in the exposition of the internal princi-

ples by which the artists were guided, consciously or unconsciously,
in the development of their ideas. However, I have also, in this

new edition, adhered to the opinion that its object should be nothing
more than to collect the sum and substance of the previous treat-

ment of the science, and, therefore, that it should only communicate
the most certain and evident observations on these questions, which,

have not yet been sufficiently examined in their higher connexion.

I have considered it my duty to practise a similar self-denial in re~

gard to the mythology of art, on which my views still differ widely
from those which are held, for the most part, by the present genera-
tion of archsoological inquirers. If, as they assert, the sculptors of

antiquity sought consciously and
t designedly to express in their

works certain fundamental ideas of heathendom, which are therefore

to be interpreted, so to speak, as hieroglyphics of a physical theo-

logy, we ought not, in my opinion, to expect from the artists of the

best era of Greek art a greater knowledge of their hereditary faith

than we should from any person among the people; but every thing
else was, with the creative spirits 'among the artists, an activity as

free and peculiar to them, dependent only on the requirements of

their art, as the development of any mythus into a Sophoclean tra-

gedy. In whatever way this question, which ought to receive in

our time a thorough investigation, may be decided, the adherents of

this doctrine cannot bring against the present Manual the reproach
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tliat it gives little information regarding an ancient system of theo-

logy which, can be discovered alone from works of art.

But I have so much the more endeavoured to complete, define
more precisely, and arrange more accurately the facts which should
find a place in my book. The great additions to our knowledge of

ancient art during the last few years have not been patched on, in

notices hastily raked together, but have, with continued attention,
been interwoven with the whole. The numerous criticisms to which
the work has been subjected on the part of various learned archaeo-

logists, have also been carefully turned to account. But, altogether,
I may say that the labour attending this second edition has been

scarcely less than that which was at first expended on the entire

work.

I cannot flatter myself that I have always hit the proper medium
between scantiness and superfluity of materials. Those who possess
a knowledge of the subject will readily discover the principles which
I laid down for myself as to the facts and monuments which the
work should embrace; but in many cases, however, I might be

guided merely by a subjective, sometimes by a momentary feeling.

My task was rendered more difficult from the circumstance that I

intended my book to form at the same time a basis for oral exposi-
tions and a Manual for the private student, as a separation of the
two objects might not be advisable in the present state of our
studies. Hence there is more matter given in this book than can
be developed and exhausted in an academical course of a hundred
lectures; and although, perhaps, it might be made the basis of

archseological prelections of very different kinds, yet each lecturer

might still employ a free and independent method of his own; in-

deed, the author himself has latterly found it the best plan to anti-

cipate in the first or historical part what it is most important to

know on the technics, forms and subjects of ancient art, without be-

ing the less convinced on that account that the systematic arrange-
ment of the second part is of essential advantage to the study.

GOTTINOEN, January 1835.
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INTRODUCTION.

.A. THEORETICAL PORTION.

I. ANALYSIS OF THE IDEA OF ART.

. 1. AET is a representation, tliat is an activity by means I

of which something internal or spiritual is revealed to sense.

Its only object is to represent, and it is distinguished by^its
2

being satisfied therewith from all practical activities which

are directed to some particular purpose of external life,

2. Because the exercise of art is aimless it is often called, especially

among nations of a practical turn of mind, a sport, ludus. Useful in

contradistinction to fine art is mere handicraft.

2. The more immediate determination in art depends espe- 1

cially on the kind of connexion between the internal and the

external, the representing and the represented. This con- 2

nexion must absolutely be one imparted of necessity in the

nature of man, not assumed from arbitrary regulation. It is 3

not a subject of acquisition, although it may exercise greater

or less influence on different natures and different stages of

civilization.

3. The spiritual significance of a series of tones, the character and

expression of a countenance, are not learned, although more strongly

and delicately felt by one than another. Nature herself has established

this sympathy of the mind with sensible forms, and on it all art depends.

3. At the same time this correspondence in art is so close 1

and intimate that the internal or spiritual momentum imme-

diately impels to the external representation, and is only com-

pletely developed in the mind by the representation* Hence 2

the artistic activity is from the very beginning in the soul

directed to the external manifestation, and art is universally

regarded as a making, a creating (art,

1. The artistic representation, according to Kant, Kritik der TTrtheil-

skraft, s. 251, is a representation properly so called, vTrvrvvratHSt exlwbvtw,

and not a characterism like language which is only a means for the re-

production of notions, and does not immediately represent them.
A
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1 4. The external or representing in art is a sensible form.

2 Now the sensible form which is capable of expressing an
internal life can be created by the fancy, or present itself to

3 the external senses in the world of reality. But as even or-

dinary vision, and much more every artistic exercise of sight,

is at the same time an activity of the fancy, the form-creat-

ing fancy in general must be designated as the chief faculty
of representation in art.

3.
" The painter really paints with the eye ;

his art is the art of see-

ing with regularity and beauty. Seeing is here entirely active, quite a

formative activity." Novalis ii. s. 127. The difference, therefore, be-

tween imitative and freely-creative art is not so distinct as it may ap-

pear.

5. The creative fanciful conception of th& artistic form is

accompanied by a subordinate but closely connected activity
the representation of the form in the materials which we

call execution.

For example, the representation of the musical tone by song or instru-

ments, of the form of an organic body in stone or by colours. The less

the artistic activity is developed, the less is the execution separate from

the creation of the form, and the fashioning in the materials seems to be

the first, the original object.

'6. To the internal or represented in art the spiritual
life whose corresponding and satisfying expression is the ar-

tistic form, the soul of this body we apply the term artistic

idea, understanding thereby, in quite a general way, the mood
and activity of the mind from which proceeds the conception
of the particular form.

Even a work of art copied from nature has still, however, its internal

Hfe in the artistic idea, that is, in the mental emotion to which the con-

templation of the object gave rise.

7. The artistic idea is never an idea in the ordinary sense

{Die Kunstidee ist niemals ein Begriff), inasmuch as the lat-

ter is a frame into which different phenomena may fit, whereas
the artistic idea must stand in the most intimate agreement
with the altogether particular form of the work (. 3), and
therefore must itself be altogether particular; hence also the
idea of a work of art can never be rendered in a thoroughly
satisfactory manner by language, which is merely the expres-
sion of ideas or notions.

This idea has no expression except the work of art itself. Represen-
tation of notions in art (for example, truth) is only apparent. A notion
is not represented by a work of art, but rather a sum of concrete ideas
and impressions which lie at the bottom of it. Allegory which indicates
notions by external shapes, with the consciousness of their difference, is
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a play of the intellect which does not, strictly speaking, lie within the

sphere of the artistic activity.

8. The artistic idea is rather an idea of a peculiar indivi-

dual kind, which is at the same time united with a strong
and lively feeling of the soul, so that sometimes idea and

feeling lie combined in one spiritual condition (an obscure

mood), sometimes the idea comes forward more detached,
but yet in the creation as well as the adoption of the artistic

form the feeling remains predominant.

1. Schiller, in his correspondence with Gothe (vol. vi. Letter 784, p.
-

34), speaks in an interesting manner of the obscure total idea which pre-
cedes the production of a work of art, as the germ goes before the plant.
Schiller's Auserlcsene Briefe iii. s. 228.

2. The artistic idea of a simple melody which expresses a certain

mood of the soul may be compared with that of a kindred work in sculp-
ture. The music of a dithyramb and a Bacchian group have to repre-
sent nigh-related ideas, but the group, even without taking into account
the more fixed sensible impression of the artistic forms, represents the
idea on which it is based in more perfect development and with greater
distinctness.

II, THE SIMPLEST AND MOST GENERAL LAWS OF ART.

9. The laws of art are nothing else than the conditions 1

under which alone the sensibility of the soul can be excited
to agreeable emotions by external forms; they determine the 2
artistic form according to the demands of sensibility, and
have their foundation therefore in the constitution of the
sensitive faculty.

2. This constitution is here merely recognised in its manifestations ;

the investigation of it belongs to psychology.

10. The artistic form must in the first place, in order to

excite a connected emotion in the sensitive faculty, possess a

general conformity to laws, which is manifested in the obser-

vance of mathematical relations or organic forms of life;

without this regularity it ceases to be artistic form.

Music affects us only by incorporating itself with mathematical rela-

tions, and sculpture only by investing itself with the organic forms of

nature ; if they tear themselves away from these they lose the ground
on which they can find access to our minds.

11. But this conformity to law is not in itself capable of

expressing an internal life; it is only a condition of repre-

sentation, the boundary of the artistic forms which range to

and fro within, modifying, but on the whole preserving this

conformity.
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This is the relation of the harmonic laws to melody, of the law of

equilibrium in rhythm to the multiplicity of measures, of the organic
fundamental form to the particular formations of the plastic art

;
viz.

that these laws indeed condition the representation, but do not yet con-

tain any representation in themselves.

12. Whilst this regularity is the first requisite in the ar-

tistic form generally, beauty is a more immediate predicate
of the artistic form in reference to sensation. We call those

forms beautiful which cause the soul to feel in a manner that

is grateful, truly salutary and entirely conformable to its

nature, which, as it were, produce in it vibrations that are in

accordance with its inmost structure.

Although the theory of art, by such a definition, consigns the further

inquiry into the nature of the beautiful to aesthetics as a part of psy-

chology ; it may be seen, however, even from what has been laid down,
how the beautiful severs itself from that which merely pleases the senses,

and also why desire and personal interest are shut out from its enjoy-
ment. " I wish some one would try to banish the notion and even the

word beauty from use, and as is right put truth in its most complete sense

in its place." Schiller, Briefwechsel II. s. 293.

1 13. As the soul naturally strives after this grateful and

salutary emotion in its sensitive life, so the beautiful is cer-

tainly a principle of art, without, however, being ever in itself

an object of representation, artistic idea in the above sense,
as the latter (. 7) is always an absolutely particular idea and

2 sensation. On the contrary, beauty, carried to the highest,

point, even stands in direct hostility against every endeavour
to produce something particular.

2. Hence the profound apophthegm of Winckehnann (vii. 76), that-

perfect beauty, like the purest water, must have no peculiarity. It has
been disputed whether the beautiful or characteristic is an important
principle of art. A thorough destruction of beauty and regularity by
exaggerated characterizing is caricature ;

on the contrary a partial, on
the whole self-neutralizing destruction (dissonance, arrhythmy, apparent
disproportion in architecture) may become an important means of repre-
sentation.

14 The sublime and the graceful may be regarded as op-
posite points in the chain of sensations which is denoted by
the beautiful; the former demands from the soul an energy
of feeling wound up to the limits of her power, the latter

draws her of itself, without any exaltation of her force, into
a circle of agreeable sensations.

15.^
It lies in the notion of a work of art as an intimate

combination of an artistic idea with external forms, that it

must have a unity to which everything in the work may be
'

referred, and by which the different parts, whether succes-'

sively or simultaneously existing, may be so held together,
'
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that the one, as it were, demands the other and makes it

necessary. The work must be one and a whole.

HI. DIVISION OF AST.

16. The division of art is especially dependent on the 1

nature of the forms by means of which it represents, although
it is not to be doubted that even artistic ideas, in intimate

agreement with artistic forms, are of different kinds in dif-

ferent arts, at their first dawning. Now, all forms to 2

which belongs a definite conformity to laws, are fitted to be-

come artistic forms, particularly the mathematical forms and

proportions, on which depend in nature the figures of the

celestial bodies and their systems, and the forms of mineral

bodies; and, 2dly, the organic shapes in which life on our

earth is more largely and highly developed. In this way art

appears, as it were, a second nature which repeats and renews
her processes.

17. In connexion herewith we note the circumstance, that 1

the more obscure and undeveloped the conception contained

in the artistic idea, the more do the mathematical relations

suffice for its representation; but the clearer and more defi-

nite that conception becomes, the more are the forms borrowed
from more highly and largely developed organic nature. Now, 2
as the scientific intellect completely penetrates only those

mathematical relations, and, on the other hand, can never re-

solve organic life in the same degree into comprehension, so

also the artistic fancy appears only in those forms freely cre-

ative, independent of external nature, whereas in the latter

it is more fettered and altogether confined to the observation
of what is externally present.

1. Rhythmic, music and architecture, which operate by mathematical

proportions, represent ideas of a more obscure description which are

less developed and articulate. The fundamental forms of the universe,
but not of any individual life, are forms of the same kind in time and

space. The forma of vegetative life (landscape-painting) admit of more
distinctness of conception ; but those of the highest animal life in the

greatest degree (historical painting, sculpture). We even find that the
animal kingdom is not shut out from the enjoyment of artistic forms of

the first kind; there are musical and architectonic, but no plastic in-

stincts. Every art fails when it would employ its forms otherwise than

agreeably to their destination; music, for instance, when it paints.

18. Every form presupposes a quantity., which may be 1
either given in time or in space, in succession or co-existence.

Time only comes to view and separate measurable quantity
by movement And indeed movement is so much the more
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to be regarded as a pure time-magnitude, tlie^
less that which

"belongs to space the moving body and the line of movement

2 comes into consideration. Such a pure time-magnitude is

the musical tone in reality, -which, as such, rests altogether on

the degree of rapidity in the regular vibrations of the sound-

ing body. The art which obtains the most perfect expression

of artistic ideas from the succession and combination of these

quicker or slower vibrations is music.

3. Musice est exercitium arithmetics occutium nescientis se numerare ani-

mi, Leibnitz, Kant (p. 217) limits too much this correct observation

when he maintains that Mathematics is merely the conditio sine qua non

of the musical impression, but " has not the slightest participation in

the charms and mental emotions to which music gives rise." With the

musical tone, which alone cannot make itself manifest, sound is neces-

sarily combined in production ;
that is the wave of sound striking on

the ear, which is evidently formed differently in different instruments,

and is not defined in a purely quantitative and measurable, but in a really

qualitative manner.

1 19. The musical tone may be called a disguised time-

magnitude, inasmuch as the difference of tones> which is but

quantitative in reality, is, from the constitution of our sense,

changed ere it reaches the mind into an apparently qualita-

2 tive difference. On the other hand, the tones again are de-

termined in their duration by another species of artistic forms

in which the quantitative, the measuring of a time-magnitude

distinctly presents itself to the mind, in -which we have the

3 consciousness of measuring and counting. The art which ex-

presses its ideas by this kind of measures is rhythmic, which

can never by itself alone appear as an art, but must enter into

combination with all arts that represent by movement.

2. Rhythmic measures tones and movements of bodies. Moreover

the notion of rhythm finds application also in the arts which represent

in space, and here denotes a simple easily comprehended relation of

quantities to one another. Ehythmic applied to language and condi-

tioned by this material is metric,

1 20- Another series of arts with time conjoins space, with

the measure of movement its quality or kind and manner.

Man can only realize such a representation in time and space
2 simultaneously by the movement of his own body. This series

of arts reaches its highest point in mimic orchestics, an ex-

pressive art of dancing in which, besides the rhythm of the

movement, its quality or manner, the beautiful and signifi-

3 cant gesture is artistic form. But manifestations of such an
artistic activity pervade in greater or less degree, according to

the dispositions of individuals and nations, the whole of life,

and a/re combined with various arts*
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2. The mimic art in itself, when combined with the oratorical arts, is

called declamation, among the Greeks o-j^e/*, erp^flw*.

3. Every movement and gesture speaks to us involuntarily ; without

design we constantly represent spiritual life. To regulate this involun-

tary representation was a main point in Greek education. It was ex-

pected that by habituating to outward dignity and a noble bearing the

mind would be also tuned to GMQQQGVVYI and xaAo^&yocS/V. Gymnastics

likewise, especially in the exercise of the Pentathlon, took the form of

an artistic representation allied to orchestics. We find that the arts in

which man appears acting by voice and gesture were on the whole much
earlier developed than the operative arts which require an outward ma-

terial. Only the former, therefore, belonged in Greece to general liberal

education. Comp. Wachsmuth Hellen. Alterthutaskunde, II, li. s, 311 IF.

But the living plastics of the gymnic games and choral dances were after-

wards promoted and exalted in a surprising manner by sculpture in stone

and brass.

21. The arts which, exhibit in space alone (those of de- 1

sign) cannot, like music, represent by pure (arithmetical) quan-

tity, inasmuch as what belongs to space must always be at

the same time defined as figure, and therefore qualitative.

They have only two means of representing, viz. by the form 2

that admits of geometric definition, and the organic corporeal
form which is closely combined with the conception of life.

1. Time corresponds to the lino in space leaving out of view its par-
ticular direction and inclination therefore to a thing unsusceptible of

external representation and nowhere existing.

2. The organic in its more enlarged sense comprehends the vegeta-
tive.

22. Geometric forms may unquestionably even by them- 1

selves be cultivated according to artistic laws and become
artistic form

; however, this species of artistic forms appears,
for reasons which lie in the relation of art to the remaining
life of men and nations, almost never independent arid purely
representative, but in general fettered to a creative industry
which aims at satisfying a particular want of life ( 1, 2). From 2

this alliance springs a series of arts which form and perfect

vessels, implements, dwellings, and places of assembly, on the
one hand indeed agreeably to the end for which they are de-

signed, but, on the other, in conformity with sentiments and
artistic ideas. We call this class of artistic activities tec- $
tonics. Their highest point is architectonics, which rises

most above the trammels of necessity and may become power-
fully representative of deep feelings.

3. I have here tried to introduce the expression tectonics to denote a
scientific notion which we can scarcely dispense with 3 although in doing so

I did not overlook the fact that among the ancients, masons and joiners in-

deed, but not workers in clay and metal, wore called fkwwns in special use
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of the term, I have in this work employed it in the general sense which

lies in the etymology of the word. Gomp. Welcker, Bhein. Museum fur

Phil. Bd. ii. s. 453. [B. Curtius in Cotta's Kunstblatt, 1845, s. 41.] Ar-

chitecture clearly shows what influence may be exercised over the hu-

man mind by geometric forms and proportions. But so soon as it leaves

the geometrically constructible figure, it appropriates a foreign art, as in

animal and vegetable ornaments. Antiquity, with correct sentiment,

first admitted the latter in portable articles, cauldrons, thrones, and the

like. The art of gardening may be called an application of architecture

to vegetable life.

1 23. The peculiar character of these arts rests on the union

of conformity to the proposed end with the artistic represen-

tation, two principles which are still but little distinguished
from each other in the simpler works of the kind; but in

the higher problems they always stand more distinctly apart

2 without however losing their necessary connexion. Hence

the chief law of those arts is that the artistic idea of the work
must naturally spring from its destination to satisfy a lively

and deep feeling.

1. A vessel for a simple object will, for the most part, be beautiful

from the very circumstance that it is fitted for its end ; and the inti-

mate dependence of vemistas and dignitas on utilitas also in architecture

is finely brought out by Cicero de Or. iii, 46. However, in the rites per-

taining to the worship the artistic idea naturally first separates itself from

external usefulness. The Gothic church is not indebted to utility for its

height, the striving upwards of all its parts. Here necessity often gives

merely the occasion, and the fancy appears almost freely creative in the

composition of geometric forms.

24 Those arts which represent by the organic natural forms
derived from life, are essentially imitative (. 17, 2) and depend
on the artistic study of nature, as only the actual, organic,
natural form stands in that necessary and intimate connexion
with spiritual life (. 2, 3), possesses that universal signifi-

cance from which art takes its rise. But the artist is capable
of attaining a conception of the organic form which shall

stand above individual experience, and find therein the fun-

damental form of the most exalted ideas.

2. A perfectly developed natural form is just as little furnished by ex-

perience as a pure mathematical proportion, but it may be felt out from
what has been experienced, and seized in the moment of inspiration.
The true and genuine ideality of the best Greek art rests on the striving
after such a conception of organism. 0. F. von Rumohr speaks with
much discernment of the opposite tendencies of the idealists and realists

in art and theory. Italienische Forschungen i. s. 1 157. [Letters of F.

Thiersch and Kumohr in Creuzer ur Archaol. ii, s. 82 99. and Creuzer
i. s. 59 ff. m direct opposition to Rumohr.] The combinations of the
lower forms of nature with one another and with those of man (griffins.
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centaurs, winged figures) are partly justified by religious "belief, and they

belonged in the best times to decorative sculpture. In Arabesque the ma-
thematical ground-lines of buildings and vessels are for purposes of de-

coration played over in a free manner into vegetable and even animal

forms.
" A kind of painting which employs all natural forms in fantas-

tic composition and combination, to express allegorical forms merely in

an illusive manner." Schorn, Umriss einer Theorie der bild. Kunst.

1835. s. 38,

25. Now these arts are distinguished from one another in 1

this, that the one, sculpture or the plastic art, places bodily
before us the organic forms themselves (only that the differ- 2
ence of material often makes changes of form necessary in

order to attain a similar impression), and that the other, de- 3

sign or the graphic art, merely produces by means of light
and shade the appearance of bodies on a surface, inasmuch as

the eye only perceives corporeal forms by means of light and
shade.

1. nA#0r/x4 originally used in a more restricted sense (see below,
. 305) had already this wider signification in the later rhetoricians and

sophists. Jacobs and Welcker ad Philostr. p. 195.

2. The essentially different impression of the animate and inanimate

body forbids a perfectly true stereometric representation ; different mate-

rials, however, admit herein of different degrees of approximation.

3. Design is happily called by Kant the art of illusion (Sinnen^
schein) ; however, the eye also transforms every plastic work into a pic-
ture, while regarding it from a particular point of view.

26. Colour, so far as regards external possibility, can in- 1

deed be combined with both arts, but in sculpture it operates
with so much the less advantage the more it tries to approach
nature, because in this endeavour to represent the body com-
pletely, the want of life only strikes us the more disagree-
ably; on the other hand it enters quite naturally into com- 2

bination with design, which in itself represents more imper-
fectly, and does not represent bodies, but merely the effects
of light upon them, to which colour itself belongs, and ele-
vates design to the art of painting. Colour, in its nature, &

effects, and laws, has a great resemblance to sound.

1. Hence the repulsiveness of wax figures ; the illusion aimed at is

precisely what here revolts. The painted wooden images of elder Greek
art did not try to attain this faithful imitation of local colours.

3. Colours also probably only differ quantitatively (according to Euler
by the number of vibrations in the ethereal fluid). They form a kind
of octave, produce concord and discord, and give rise to sensations simi-
lar to those awakened by tones. Comp. Q-othe's Farbenlehre, especially
the 6th section "

Sinnlich-sittliche Wirkung der Farben."

27.
The^ relation of sculpture and painting, as regards 1

their capabilities and^ destination, is already hereby defined
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2 in its main features. The plastic art represents the organic
form in highest perfection, and justly holds by its apex, the

form of man. It must always represent completely and

roundly and leave nothing undefined; a certain restricted-

ness in its subjects, but, on the other hand, great clearness

3 belongs to its character. Painting, which immediately repre-
sents light (in whose wonders it rightly shows its greatness),
and in exchange is satisfied with the appearance thereby pro-
duced in the corporeal form, is capable of drawing much more
into its sphere and making all nature a representation of

ideas; it is more suggestive, but does not designate so dis-

4 tinctly. The plastic art is in its nature more directed to the

quiescent, the fixed, painting more to the transient; the lat-

ter can also, in that it combines far and near, admit of more
movement than the former. Sculpture is therefore better

adapted for the representation of character ($W), painting
5 for expression (r& ^O^TI). Sculpture is always bound to a

strict regularity, to a simple law of beauty; painting may
venture on a greater apparent disturbance in detail (. 18,

note), because it has richer means of again neutralizing it in

the whole.

5. The pictorial is by moderns often opposed to the beautiful, the

plastic never.

The bas-relief (basso-, mezzo-, alto-relievo), whose laws arc difficult to

determine, hovers between both arts. Antiquity treated it rather in a

plastic manner, and modern times, in which painting predominates,
often pictorially. Tolken ueber das Basrelief. Berlin 1815. Scalpture

(the art of cutting stones and dies) is in general nothing else than the

art of producing mediately a relief in miniature.

1 28. The oratorical arts differ more from the others in

their forms of representation than these do from one another.

They also represent outwardly, sensibly, and follow external

laws of form (euphony, rhythmic), but this external represen-
tation (the sound striking on the ear) is so little essential

and necessary that the enjoyment of the artistic production
2 is even possible without it. The activity of the poet is cer-

tainly more complicated than that of other artists, and it in

a manner makes double the way, inasmuch as certain series

of spiritual views, images of fancy spring out of the spiritual

basis, the artistic idea, and language then proceeds to seize,

describe, and communicate these by notions.

2. It cannot, likewise, be denied that every discourse which excites

emotions in a satisfactory and agreeable manner bears affinity to a work
of art ; this holds good not merely of eloquence, properly so called, but
also of clear philosophical exposition. Such a production is not, how-

ever, on that account, strictly speaking, to be called a work of art.
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IV. GENERAL KEFLECTIONS ON THE HISTORICAL APPEAE-

ANCE OF THE ARTS, ESPECIALLY THE FORMATIVE.

29. The whole artistic activity, in so far as it depends on 1

the spiritual life and habits of a single person, becomes indi-

vidual, on those of an entire nation, national. It is deter- 2

mined by both in the artistic ideas as well as in the concep-
tion of forms, and is determined in different ways according
to the changes in the life of individuals and nations at dif-

ferent times and stages of development. This determination 3

which art thereby receives we call style.

3. For example, the Egyptian, the Grecian style ;
the style of Greek

art at particular epochs ; that of Phidias, of Praxiteles. He only has a

style whose peculiarity is sufficiently powerful to determine energeti-

cally his whole artistic activity. The style conditions the conception
not merely of the forms but also of the idea, although it has "been re-

cently attempted to confine it entirely to fulfilment of the conditions of

the material (. 25, 2). Schorn Umriss, s. 40. defines style: regular

beauty, the musical or rhythmical element of form-creation. On the

other hand, manner is a false blending of the personal with the artistic

activity from indolent habits or morbid tendencies of feeling, whereby
the form is always modified in a similar way without regard to the re-

quirements of the subject*

SO. The spiritual life which expresses itself in art is con- 1

nected in the closest manner with the whole life of the spirit,

only the constantly active impulse to representation makes*

the artist. However, art universally stands most especially 2
in connexion with religious life, with the conceptions of deity,
because religion opens up to man a spiritual world which
does not appear externally in experience, and yet longs for

an outward representation which it more or less iinds in art

according to the different tendency of nations.

Thus the exercise of architecture, sculpture, music, poetry, orchestics,
and gymnastics, was connected in Greece with the religious worship by
temple, statue, hymn, chorus, pompce, and agones,

31. Keligion will be the more artistic, and in particular 1

the more plastic, the more its conceptions are representable
in an adequate manner in the forms of the organic world.

A religion in which the life of deity is blended with tliat 2
which exists in nature and finds its consummation in man
(as the Greek religion was), is doubtless especially favourable

to the plastic art. However, even, such a religion still recog- 3
nises at the same time something unrepresentable in deity,

something that is not adequate to those forms; and all parts
and phases of it do not surrender themselves in the same
manner to artistic representation.
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3. The religious feeling which dispenses with adequate forms, we
call mystical; when it seeks external forms they are for the most part

designedly strange and deformed.

32. Whilst the genuine artistic form demands an entire

correspondence and intimate combination of the spiritual sig-

nificance with the external representation, the symbol rests

on a bolder conjunction of the conceptions of divine beings
with outward objects, which can only be explained by the

efforts of the religious feeling to gain external aids and rest-

ing points for the aspirations of the soul.

Of this description are the animal symbols of Greek deities ; only he

who is penetrated by the particular feeling and faith sees the divine

life in the animal. Religious worship in the strict sense is symbolical ;

art only links itself to it, and the symbolical becomes subordinate in

art the more the latter is developed.

S3. As the artistic ideas grow out of conceptions which
have been formed and established among nations in an his-

torical manner, they are of a positive nature; however, all

peculiar artistic life would cease if they were completely po-

sitive, wherewith would necessarily be connected the estab-

lishment of altogether defined, and ever-repeated forms (. 3.

7). Forms of this kind, which are established by regulation
or custom, and which set bounds to the free activity of art,

are called types*

2. A type is adhered to in the imitation without emanating sponta-

neously from the mind of the artist as the most suitable form. The so-

called ideals of the Grecian gods are not types ; they do not preclude the

freedom of the artist ; they rather contain the strongest impulse to new

genial creations.

34 It is clear from every thing that a people and a time
in which a deep and at the same time stirring life, which is

more supported than fettered by the positive in religion and

customs, coincides with a living and enthusiastic conception
of natural forms and with the necessary mastery over the

materials, will be favourable to the cultivation of art.

B. LITERARY INTRODUCTION.

35. The arts of design were even in antiquity made a

subject of learning and science, although never in that gen-
eral connexion with which it is at the present day attempted
to treat them. We here distinguish the following classes of

writers: 1st, Artists who communicated rules of their art
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and reflections on works of excellence. 2A, Historical inquir-
ers into the history of artists. 3d, Periegetic authors who
described remarkable objects in places famed for art. 4th,

Sophists who took occasion for rhetorical compositions from
works of art. 5th, Learned collectors.

1. There were ancient writings, commentarii, of architects on parti-
cular buildings erected by them, originating probably in reports (comp.
Corp. Inscr. n. 160), by Theodorus of Samoa (?) about 01. 45, Chersiphon,
and Metagenes (?) about 55, Ictinus and Carpion, 85, Philo, 115, and
others in Yitruvius vii. Prsef. The Nsa TLoivxrts which was ascribed to

the ancient Theodorus or Philo, contained, according to a fragment (in
Pollux x, 52, 188. comp. Henisterh.), general instruction in sacred archi-

tecture ; oVxodqjMj of Philo. M. Yitruvius Pollio, engineer under Caesar

and Augustus, De Architectura libri x. Pub! by L. Marini, 1837, Annali
d. Inst. Archeol, viii. p. 130. Bullett, 1837. p. 188. The artists Antigonus,
Mensechmus, Xenocrates, after Alexander, and others. Be Toreutice,
PKn. Elench. auctor. xxxiii. Pasiteles (a. u. 700) wrote mirabilia opera.
Scientific painters, Parrhasius (OL 95), Euphranor (107), Apelles (112),
and others, wrote on their art (PL EL xxxv), "Writings by painters and

sculptors, Euphranor, Silanion (114) on symmetry, Plin. xxxv, 40, 25.

Yitruvius vii. Prsef. Laas ^ggl A&<UJ/ yhvQfa, Bekker Anecd. Or. p. 1182:

2. O!
7rc!hv'ffgai'yf&oii$ff0trree trwj$fi roi s$ rot's rfhcurrasi Pa-US. V, 20, 1.

Historians, treating of particular epochs, quote from these the contem-

porary artists. On the connoisseurship of the ancients, see . 184, 6.

3. The first source are the Ciceroni, tgviyvrrotl, iFeQrnyvrteil, ptHrrevy&yoit
cl M &aiv/xotG'<v (see Gic. Yerr. iv, 59. Mystagogi Jovis Olympian et

Minervss Athenis, Yarro ap. JSTon. p. 419), who lived by mythi and anec-
dotes of art (Lucian Philops. 4). Oomp, Pacius Collectan. 198. Thorla-
cius De gustu G-roecorum antiquitatis ambitioso, 1797. Bdttiger Archaol.
der Mahlerei, 299. Periegetic authors : the searching and comprehen-
sive Polemon, o weg/ijyjjT^, emjXoxo^raff, about 01. 138, Heliodorus on

Athens, Hegesandrus, Alcetas on Delphi, and numberless others. See
L. Preller Polcmonis Perieg. fragm. Lpz. 1838. Pausanias the Lydian,
under Hadrian and the Antonines, an accurate and very intelligent

writer, but who must be altogether conceived as a periegetes, 'EAXaSog-

4. Descriptions of pictures by the rhetorician Philostratus (about 220

p. C.) and the son of his daughter, the younger Philostratus, In oppo-
sition to Welcker Passow Zschr. f. A. W. 1836. s. 571., from ignorance of

ancient art. [Kayser in his ed of Philostr. 1844, in the prooemium to

the Pictures.] 'E*<pck<K/? of Libanius (314 390) and other rhetori-

cians. Comp. Petersen's four Programmes De labanio, Havnise 1827,
1828. The most ingenious of the kind are some writings of Lucian. Of
a kindred description are the greater part of epigrams on works of art,

regarding which see Heyne, Oommentat. Soc. G-ott. x. p. 80 sqq.

5. M. Terentius Yarro De novem Disciplinis, among these De Archi-

tectura. Plinius Nat. Hist, xxxiii xxxvii. (Cod. Bamberg. Schorn's

Kunstblatt 1833. K". 32- 51). J. Ohr. Elster Proleg. ad exc. Pliniana exl

1. xxxv. Programme by HelmstMt 1838.
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1 36. The modern treatment of ancient art since the love

for classic antiquity was revived, may "be divided into three

periods.

2 I. The artistic, from about 1450 to 1600. Ancient works
of art were taken up with joy and love, and collected with
zeal. A noble emulation was kindled therein. There was
little interest felt in them as historical monuments; enjoy-
ment was the object. Hence the restorations of works of art.

2. Henrici Commentatt. vii. de statins ant. mutilatis recentiori

manu refectis. Yiteb. 1803 sqq. 4to. Works of art were at no time

during the middle ages entirely disregarded; Mcola Pisano (died 1273)
studied ancient sarcophagi (Cicognara, Storia della Scult. i. p. 355) ;

no-

thing was done, however, towards guarding and preserving. The history

of the destruction of ancient Rome does not even close with Sixtus IV.

(died 1484 ; comp. Niebuhr's KL Schriften 433) ; however, they went to

work in a more and more sparing spirit. Gibbon's 71st cap.
"
Prospect

of the Ruins of Rome in the fifteenth century." Collections began as

early as Cola Rienzi, that aper of antiquity (1347), with Petrarca (died
1374 ; coins) ; more considerable ones with Lorenzo di Medici (1472-92,

statues, busts, but especially gems ; see Heeren Gesch. der Classischen

Literatur ii. 68) j even earlier at Rome, as Bliano Spinola's under Paul

II. Poggius (d. 1459) only knew about five statues in Rome, according
to his work De fortunse varietate urbis Romas, edited by Bom. Georgi
1723. On Poggius Plorent. De varietate fortunae, see Pleumann, Poecile

ii. p, 45 sq. Zeal of the popes Julius II. and Leo. X. Raphael's magni-
ficent plan for laying open ancient Rome. (Raphael's Letter to Leo X.

in Bunsen's Beschreibung der Stadt Rom. i. 266. Leo's Commission to

Raphael, P. Bembo, Epistolse, no. 21). Michael Angelo's, Benvenuto Cel-

lini's enthusiasm for antiques. By far the greatest number of antiques,

especially statues, were found between 1450 and 1550. Giovanni Agnolo
Montorsoli, about 1532, the principal restorer (on the Apollo Belvedere,

Xaocoon). Numerous palaces were filled with them (comp. Morillo's

History of Painting, i. 125 sqq. ii. 52 sqq.). Ostentation took the place
of genuine love for art. Restoration was practised in a mechanical
manner.

1 37. II. The antiquarian, from about 1600 to 1750. The
antiquary, who was at first principally employed as nomen-
clator of the statues to be erected, gradually attained more
importance; however, those who were most distinguished for

their knowledge of antiquity did not give themselves much
2 concern about art. The endeavours to explain ancient works

of art, although not without merit, were generally too much
applied to what was external and trifling, and as they did not

proceed from an accurate knowledge of Grecian life, were
3 busied in false directions. That period also attended to the

making collections known, at first negligently, but gradually
with more care and skill.

2. Rome was the central point of these studies ; hence the early in-
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terest in the topography of Rome (from FL Biondo 1449 downwards;

comp. . 258, 3); but hence also the mania for always interpreting ancient

works of art from Roman history: Andr. Fulvms Raphael's contem-

porary, was the first that took the name of antiquary, Hadr. Junius

(15111575). Fulv. Ursinus (1529 1600). Jacques Spon (with Wheler
in Greece 1675) subdivides the whole materials in a rough way into

Humismato-Epigrammato-Architectono-Icono-G-lypto-Toreumato-Biblio-

Angeiography. Miscellanea antiquit. Lugd. Bat. 1685. Recherches Curi-

euses d'Antiquite contenues en plusieurs dissertations par. M. Spon.

Lyon 1683. A similar treatment prevails in the writings of Laur. Beger,
Thesaurus Brandeburg. Berl. 1696. In Montfaucon's Antiquite* expliquee
et represented en figures, 1st pt. 1719, 2d ed. 1722. 5 vols. f. (Supplement
in 5 vols. 1724), art is merely employed to present to view the externals

of ancient life. This antiquarian spirit also prevails in Ernesti's Archse-

ologia Literaria (ed. alt. by G. H. Martini. Leipz. 1790), and Christ's

Abhandlungen liber die Litteratur und Kuntswerke, vornehmhch des

Alterthums (edited by Zeune. Leipz. 1776). Works of art were only

regarded as monuments of commemoration like inscriptions. Notices

of discoveries from a Manuscript of Ghibroti, Bullett. d. Inst. 1837,

p. 67.

3. The earlier works with engravings of statues are at the present

day only of importance in regard to the history of their preservation
and restoration. At first insignium virorum imagines were in especial

request (after coins and busts). Of more value are Engravings by Agos-
tino Veneto (de' Musis) after drawings by Marc. Ant., Bartsch Peintre

graveur xiv. p. 176. Lafrerii Speculum Rom. magnitudinis Roma
[plates engraved singly from 1544-75, Aldroandi statue di Roma 1556.]
Ant. statuarum urbis Romas icones. R. ex typis Laur. Vaccarii 1584. T,

ii. 1621 ex typis Gott. de Scaichis. Cavaleriis Antiquse statuse urbis

Romse (1585), Boissard's Antiqu. Romanse, 6 vols. f. 1579 1627. Franc.

Perrier's Segmenta nobil. signorum et statuarum (1638), and Icones et

segmenta illustr. e marmore tabularum (1645). Insigniorum statuarum
urbis Romas icones by lo. lac. de Rubeis (1645). Signorum vet. icones

by Episcopius (Jan de Bischop). Gio. Batt. Rossi Antiq. statuarum
urbis Romse i. et ii. lib. 1668 f, Sandrart's Teutsche Academie der Bau-
Bild-und Malereikunst. 4 vols. t Niirnberg 1675-76. The designs and

engravings of Pietro Santi Bartoh, mostly accompanied with explana-
tions by Q-. P. Belloni, the Golumnse, Lucernse, the Pitture, the Admir-
anda Romanorum antiquitatis (an excellent collection of reliefs, first ed.

by Jac. de Rubeis, second by Domen. de Rubeis R. 1693, especially

valuable) and others form an epoch, Raccolta di statue antiche da
Domen. de Rossi, illustr. di Paolo Aless. Maffei. R. 1704. Statuse insig-
niores by Preisler, 1734. Ant. Franc. Gori (the Etruscan antiquary's)
Museum Florcntinum, 6 vols. fo. 17311742. Recueil des Marbres

antiques a Dresde by le Plat. 1733 (bad). Antiche statue, che nelT

antisala della libreria di S. Marco e in altri luoghi pubblici di Tenezia si

trovano, by the two Zanettis, 2 vols. fo. 1740. 43. Mich. Ang. Causei (de
la Chausse) Romanum Museum. R. 1746, a motley antiquarian collection.

(Graevii Thesaur. T. v. xiL). [Prange Magazin der Alterth. Halle 1783

f.] Of the works on architectural remains especially: Les restes de Tan-
cienne Rome, drawn and engraved by Bonavent. d'Overbeke. Amsterd.
1709. -3 pts. fo.
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1 38. Ill The scientific, 1750 . This age enjoyed the ad-

vantage of the greatest external aids, to which belonged the

excavation of the buried cities skirting Vesuvius, a more
accurate knowledge of the architectural monuments and lo-

calities of Greece, and the discovery and acquisition of most

important sculptures from Grecian temples; moreover, a more

widely- extended knowledge of Egypt and the East, and

latest of all the unexpectedly great discovery of Etruscan

2 tombs. On the other hand, we are indebted to this period
for the design of a history of ancient art which emanated

from the great mind of Winckelmann; as well as numerous

attempts to investigate more deeply the art of the Greeks

both philosophically and historically; and also a more circum-

spect explanation of art, and built on more accurate bases.

1. The excavation of Herculaneum begun in, 1711, hut not recom-

menced tiE 1736. Stuart (1751, at Athens) and Revett's Antiquities

of Athens, the first vol. Lond. 1762. Undertakings of the Society of

Dilettanti founded in 1734 (Ionian antiquities 1769-97. Uned. Antiq.

of Attica 1817). Investigations of English, French, and other travel-

lers : Chandler, Choiseul-Gouffier, Coekerell, Sir W. Gell, Leake, Dodwell,

Pouqueville, von Stackelberg, Bronsted ; the French expedition to the

Morea. Discovery in JSgina in 1811, at Phigalia in 1812. Acquisition
of the Elgin collection (1801) for the British Museum 1816.- The Egyp-
tian expedition 1798. The sepulchres of Vulci 1828.

2. Winckelmann, born 1717, died 1768, went in 1755 from Dresden

to Rome. Antiquario della camera apostolica. The Monumenti inediti

,1767 form an epoch in archaeological interpretation. The History of Art

1764. Principal edition of his works at Dresden 1808-20, 8 vols. (by

Fernow, H, Meyer, Schulze, Siebelis). Notes by 0, Fea [New od. Dres-

den, 2 Tols. 4to. 1829-1847]. Count Caylus, his contemporary, distin-

guished for technical knowledge and taste, Recueil d'Antiq. Egyptiennes,

Etrusques, Grecques et Romaines 1752-67, 7 vols, 4to. Leasing (1729-81)
tried to reduce the peculiarities of Grecian art to precise notions, some-

times one-sided: Laocoon, or on the Limits of Painting and Poetry, 1766.

Heyne (1729 1812) completed Winckelmann's work, especially in thjf

chronological department (Antiquar. Abhandl.; Comment. Soc. Gott. ;

Opusc. Academ.), and made archaeology, after attempts by Christ (died

1756), a subject of philological instruction. Akad. Vorlesungcn ueber

die Archaol der Kunst. Braunschweig 1822. Ennio Quirino Visconti,
a learned and tasteful illustrator of art, especially in the Museum Pio

Clem. His labours in France and England. Publication of Ms works at

Milan 1818-19. Minor works collected and published by Labus. Zoega,

distinguished for depth and solidity. BassiriKovi Antichi. 1807, sqq,
Millin's writing*? invaluable for the diffusion of a knowledge of works of

art and for popularizing it. Gothe's exertions for the preservation of a

genuine love for ancient art, Propylseon ;
Kunst und Altcrthum. B6t-

.tigor's services to learned archsoology, Ilirt's chiefly, but not merely, for

architecture, Welckor's, Millingen's and others for the illustration of art.

Symbolical method of explanation (Payne Knight, Christie, Creuxel).
H. Meyer's (W. K. F.) Geschichte dor bildenden Kiinste bei den Griechen
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von ihrem ersten Ursprunge bis zum hochstcn Flor. 1824 [with engrav-

ings 1825, and a General View in Tables 1826, fol.], a further development
of Winckelmann's views [3 parts publ. by Riemer 1836.]. An attempt
at a new system : Thiersch, ueber die Epochen der bildenden Kunst unter
den Griechen (2d edit. 1829). Compare Wiener Jahrb. xxxvi-xxxviii.

Die Geschichte der bildenden Kunste bei den Alten von A. Hirt. Berl.

1833.

The publication of antiques in. single or different museums by means
of engravings is going on and becoming more complete. Museum Capi-
tolinum T. i iii. 1748-^5, by Gio. Bottari, T, iv, by BTic. Foggini. Gale-
ria Giustiniana, R, 1631, 2 vols. fo. Barbault les plus beaux Monumens
de Rome Ancienne, R. 1761, fo., and other works by him. Giambatt, Pir-
anesi's (till 1784) and his son Francesco's sumptuous works on Roman
architecture. Raccolta d'antiche Statue, Busti, Bassirilievi ed altre scul-
ture restaurate da Bartol. Cavaceppi, R. 3 vols, 1768-72. Monum. Mat-
thaeiana (bad engravings) 3 vols. fo. 1779, with expl. by Rudolph Yenuti
and Gio. Chr, AmaduzzL II Museo Pio-Clementino descritto da Giam-
batt. Visconti, T. i, 1782, da Enn. Quir. Vise. T. ii vii. 1784 1807,
Museo Chiaramonti, by Fil. Aur. Visconti and Gius. Ant. Guattani, T. i
1808. [T. ii, by A. Nibby 1837, in fol. and 4to>] Guattani's Monum,
Inediti (l784r-89, 1805, in 4to) and Memorie enciclopediche Romane
1806-17, 4to. Augusteum; Dresden's Antike DenkmMer von W, G,

Becker, 3 vols. fo. 1804-11. [Corrections and additions by W. A. Becker

1837-8.] Principal works on the antiquities collected at Paris by Napo-
leon: Muse Fran9ois publ. par Robillard-Peronville et P* Laurent, P.

1803-l^^E-xt by Croze-Magnan, Visconti and Emm, David. As a con-
tinuation Musee Royal publ, par H. Laurent [One antique always ac-

companied by 3 pictures]. Muse*e des Antiques dessine* et grave* par B.

Bullion, peintre, avec des notices explicatives par J. B. de Saint Victor.

Paris, 3 tomes, 1812-1817. Specimens of ancient Sculpture by the soci-

;ety of Dilettanti. London 1809 [vol. ii. 1835]. Ancient Marbles of
the British Museum by Taylor Combe, 6 parts, 1812-1830 [7, 8. 1839].
Ancient unedited monuments by James Millingen, 1822 (a model of a
work). Monumens IneMits d'Antiquite* figured recueillis et publics par
Raoul-Rochette, 2 vols. fo. 1828, 1829. Antike Bildwerke zum erstenmale
bekannt gemacht von Eduard Gerhard, begunm 1827 [ended in 1839. E.

Braun, Ant. Marmorwerke zum erstenmal bekannt gemacht., 1. 2. decade
Lpz. 1843 fo. By the same, Zwolf Basreliefs aus Pallast Spada u. s. w.
Rom. 1845. fol. comp. Bullett. 1846. p. 54]. The establishment of the In-
stituto di Correspondenza archeologica (Gerhard, Panofka, the Due de
Luynes) forms an epoch in regard to the rapid circulation of archaeologi-
cal intelligence and ideas. Monument! Inediti, Annali and Bullettini
delTInstituto from 1829 downwards. [1846, 18 vols. of the Ann. and the
same number of the Bull. Also Nouvelles Annales de la Section Francaise
1836. 1838. 2 vols. 8vo. with 24 pi fol.] Memorie dell'Inst. Fasc. i. 1832.

[2. 3. BuUettino Napoletano since 1842 entirely the work of Avellino, in.

4to, confined to the monuments of the kingdom ; Gerhard's Archaol. Zeit
4to from 1843, ReVue Arche"ol. P. 1844 up to this time, 3 vols. 8vo.]

_
39. The main object of this Manual is to reduce to scien-

tific order the materials contained in archeeological literature,
and which have been sufficiently illustrated by special under-

B
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takings, strictly confining itself to tlie arts of design among
the ancients.

Other literary aids. Millin Introduction a 1'etude des Monumens an-

tiques, 1796 and 1826. Gurlitt's General Introduction in his archseolo-

gical works, .edited by Corn. M tiller, pp. 1 72. Joh. Phil. Sicbenkees
Handbuch der Archaologie. Niirnberg 1799, 2 vols. (not very critical).
,Chr. Dan. Beck Grundriss der Archaologie. Lerpz. 181C (not completed).
Bottiger Andeutungen zu vierundzwanzig Vorlesungen uber die Arch-

aologie, Dresd, 1806. Gio. Batt. Vermiglioli Lezioni elementari di Arch-

eologia, Tom. 1, 2, Milano 1824. (Archaeology as the knowledge of monu-

ments). N. Schow Laerebog i Archseologia. Kiobenh. 1825, Champol-
lion Figeac Besuine* complet de 1'Archaologie, 2 vols. P. 1826. (In Ger-
man by Mor. Fritseh. Lpz. 1828.) Nibby Element! di Archeologia, R.
1828 (mostly topography). R, Bochette Cours d'Arch6ologie. P. 1828

(twelve lectures). Pr. C, Petersen Allgem. Einleitung in das studium
der ArchaoL Translated from the Danish by Friedrichsen. Lpz. 1829.
A. von Steinbuchel Abriss der Alterthumskunde. Vienna 1829 (also

mythology and geographical numismatics), with a large antiquarian at-

las. [A. W. SchlegelLeQons sur Thistoire et latMoriedes beaux arts trad.

par Couturier, P. 1830.] Levezow on Archsaol. criticism and interpreta-

tion, a treatise in the BerL Acad. der Wiss. 1833. B. 1834. The Denk-
jnaler der Alten kunst von K. O.Miiller und K. Oesterley, begun in 1832,

'

stands in connexion with this manual. [After Bd. ii. heft 2. continuec"
'

by Wieseler, heft 3. 1846. The manual is made use of by Ross in-

1st part. Bottiger's Kl. Schriften ArchaoL u. antiq. Inhalts gesaOresden
von SilHg 3 bde. 1837-38. Fr. Creuzer's deutsche Schr. 2 Abth, \editi

ArchaoL oder zur Gesch. u. ErkL der a. K. 1. 2. Th. 1846. Th. 3. 184Art
These lectures were late of publication, and should not indeed hai

'

published at all.
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THE GREEKS.

TOD, TILL ABOUT THE SOtli OLYMPIAD (580 A. C.).

AL CONDITIONS AND MAIN FEATURES OF THE DEVELOP-

MENT OF AET.

,0f all the branches of the Indo-Germanic race, the

were that in which sensible and spiritual, internal and

-l life were found in the finest equipoise; hence they

r'<r to have been from the first most peculiarly fitted for

dependent cultivation of artistic forms, although it re-

ed a long process of development and many favourable

^umstances before this feeling for art, which showed its

activity so early in poetry and mythology, could be also trans-

ferred to external matters and ripen into sculpture.

41. This
/ople

from a very early age dwelt in Greece

Proper, in J
^rer Italy, and partly also on the coast of Asia

Minor, as r Jttled agricultural nation founding fixed habita-

tions wit! jfemples and citadels (wo'Xs/s). These settlements

belonged 4- he most part, to the original tribe of Pelasgians,

of several Pelasgian countries; Aoigiaffot, (also

Hesychius, from Aaj), the name of citadels. Fagrvs in Crete

,. ii, 646) was also called Larissa and Kg^z//^. The citadel

-it 1,000
* * *

n length, that of Tiryns 220 yards, ac-

ie heroic period which rested on the domin- i

i jf Hellenic races, especially those of a warlike character,

/rtain splendour of life was unfolded in the houses of the

/aktes, which was partly derived from the close connexion 2

Ith Asia Minor, and thereby with the further East In the 3

Construction
of their dwellings and the workmanship of their

furniture it was exhibited in a style of architectonics and

tectonics which aimed at magnificence (. 22).
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period emanated entirely from a pious disposition penetrated
with fear and veneration for the godhead. The deities were

represented majestically enthroned (si&govo/), or in a tranquil
and fixed posture ;

in none of them was corporeal beauty ren

dered conspicuous; the limbs displayed great strength, and
the features exhibited a stiff inflexible earnestness. On the

outstretched hand of colossal statues were very often placed
smaller figures of subordinate deities which indicated their

character, or sacred animals.

2. 3. Comp. below the different deities in the second main division.

The chief examples are the Delian Apotto of Tectceus and Angelion, with

the Charites on his hand (Pint, de mm 14. Pans, ix, 35, 1), recognised
in the gem GL M, 33, 474 ; and also on the coins of Athens, Combe N".

'

M. Br. 7, 9. Pellerin, Md. des Peuples, pi. 23, 19. M. Hunter. 11, 14.

[Sestini Descr. d'alc. med. Gr. del Prin. di Danimarca Fir. 1821 tav. 2. no.
fc

6.] Comp. the Author's Dorians L p. 372., below . 359, 4. [The Hera of

Pythodorus with the Sirens, the Zeus of Phidias with the Mke in his

hand.] Then the ApoUo Philesius, placed as a temple-image in the Didy-
mseon (thus is it to be seen on the coins), executed by Canachus after the

plundering and burning by Hiero, 01. 71, 1 (which the brazen colossus

would certainly not have survived), and before 75, 2 (when Xerxes car-

ried it off) in a stiff posture, very muscular and thickset, holding a

young stag in his right hand extended, and a bow in his left which is

more depressed (from the stag on Ms hand must be distinguished the

automatically-wrought cervus, better corbus, in Plin. xxxiv, 19, 14). [The
cervus of all the manuscripts is defended by Soldan Zeitschr. f. A. "W.

1841. S. 579 83. (who groundlessly calls in question the younger Cana-

chus) and by Jan. Jen. L. ZL 1838. Febr.S. 2541 This statue, different

from that of the inscriptions, with which latter that of this Canachus at

Thebes exactly corresponded according to Pans, ix, 10, 2. agreed in the $0^
sition of the doe before the god, with that at Delphi in Paus. x, 13, 3. and
on an engraved stone in the D. A. K. tf. 15. No. 61. and thus at the same
time the form of the automaton and the motive for introducing it, which

may have taken place afterwards, become clear.] The features harsh and
archaistic (. 94), the hair parted on the crown with small curls of wire
over the forehead. To be gathered from the Milesian coins (Seleucus
Mcator gave back the statue), the bronze in the British Museum, Speci-
mens of Antient Sculpture, pi. 12, the head, ibid. Spec. pi. 5. and many
marble statues (Bonus Eventus). Yolkel in Welcker's Zeitschr. i, 1. p.
162. Schorn's Kunstblatt 1821. K 16. D. A. K. 4,- 19 23. [Cornp. the
Statue of the Mus. Chiaramonti in G-erhard, Ant. Bildw, i, 11. Eckhel
D. ST. ii. p. 531.]

C. STATUES OS1 HONOTTB

1 87. The statues of athletes, "by which art was directed to

life, began with the 58th 01. according to the accounts extant,
but became immediately very numerous and occupied the

2 principal artists. Although in general they were by no means
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regular portrait statues, they were however designed to keep
in memory the bodily energy and skill of the athletes

; they 3

often bore reference also by posture and action to the peculiar
art of the combatant. In these anathemes the horse accom-

panied the human figure.

l! Paus. vi, 18, 5 mentions as the first athletes consecrated at Olympia :

Praxidamas of JEgina, 01. 58 (of cypress wood), Bhexibius of Opus, 01.

61 (of fig-tree). Eutelidas' statue therefore (Pans, vi, 15, 4) was cer-

tainly later than the 58th 01. However, the stiff antique statue of Arra-

chioii of Phigalia, who was crowned at Olympia when dead, was older

(01. 53). The statue of the great Milo which was executed by Dameas
for Olympia about the 65th OL was still very antique, with close feet

and very stiffly formed hand, (Philostr. Apoll. Tyan. iv, 28), from whose

attitude the story in Paus. vi, 14, 2 at the end, seems to have arisen.

2. Olympise omnium qtti vicissent statuas dicari mos erat. Eorum
vero qui ter ibi superavissent, ex mernbris ipsariim similitudine expressa,

quas iconicas vocant, Plin. xxxiv, 9.

3. G-laucus the Carystian, distinguished for his dexterity in the

manoeuvres of boxing, was represented preluding (ffuupaxuv) by Gftau-

cias of JSgina, Paus. vi, 10, 1. Diagoras and Ms family raised the

right hand in prayer, and held the left ready for boxing and the pancra-
tion. Schol. Pind. 0. 7, in. and comp. JSepos Chabrias 1 (setting aside

the anachronism. Xenoph. Memor. iji, 10. "Or/ ^sV, f<pu,

(cf. Symp. 2, 17) votst$ ^Qpsig TS KQU Trahauirrets xotl

Ms, og&> re xai ofSof.

88. Excepting these victors in sacred games, statues of

individuals were still very rare during this period ; their con-

secration always presupposes entirely particular occasions; the

ovv nm <rr$jtra/ was at first an almost

This holds true of the statues of the Argives Cleobis and Eiton at

Delphi, Herod, i, 31, about the 50th 01. ; [of the Bathyllus of Polycrates

consecrated in Samos, . 96. No. 17, if the words qua nihil videor effectius

cognovisse, did not raise a suspicion that a false inscription was given to

a charming and spirited brazen statue in the Herseon, executed in later

times] ; of the patriots Harmodius and Aristogeiton of Athens (the for-

mer were made by Antenor, 67, 4, the latter by Critics, 01. 75, 4. Bockh,
C. I. ii. p. 320. 340. Stackelberg Graber, Vign. S. 33. Welcker Bhein.

Mus. iv. s. 472. M. Hunter, tab. 9. n. 4 [R. Eochette sur le torse du Belve-

dere, p. 29. Suppl. au Catal. des Artistes, p. 204.] ; of the Phocian gene-

rals in the dreadful war against the Thessalians, works of Aristomedon,

about 01. 74. Pans, x, 1, 4; also of the &^\a, of the princes of Sparta
who fell in battle, Herod, vi, 58. The statue of Hipponax (. 82) was

anything but an honorary statue, comp. . 420, 1. Kohler liber die

Ehre der Bildsaulen, Schriften der Miinchner Akademie Bd. vi. s. 67.

Hirt, Schr. der Berl. Akad, 181415. Hisi CL 0. 6, ?6ckh, 0, 1 i p*

18 sq, 872 sq. (on the Sigsean Inscription).
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D. MYTHOLOGICAL FIGUEES AS COJTSECBATEB GIFTS

1 89. Figares or even whole groups, mostly of brass, from the

mythi of gods and heroes, were now much more frequent con-

2 secrated gifts. As a reminiscence of the sort of offerings which
were general in former times (. 78) statues were occasionally
placed under tripods which served as a frame and roof to

3 them. In these dedicatory gifts mythology was employed en-

tirely in the same way as in lyric poetry and hy JEschylus in
the drama in order to lend a higher significance to the pre-
sent.

2. Tripods at Amyclae by Gallon and Gritiadas with goddesses tinder

them. Pans, iii, 18. Comp. Amalthea iii. p. 30 sq. Even the consecrated

gifts for the Persian war, and the victories of the Sicilian tyrants over

Carthage were in great part tripods. Ibid, p, 27.

3. The Phocians consecrated the theft of the tripod by Hercules for

the victory over the Thessalians at Parnassus : Leto, Artemis, Apollo on
the one side, Hercules, Athena opposite. Here the idea was to represent
the Phocians as defenders of the Delphic tripod ; the Thessalian princes
were Herachdse, their war cry Athena Itoma. The masters were Chionis,
Diyllus, and Amyclaeus. Herod, viii, 27. Paus. x, 13, 4. comp. x, 1, 4.

A victory of Tarentum over the Peucetii was celebrated in a group by
Onatas, wherein were Taras and Phalanthus. Paus. x, 13, 5.

E. SCULPTURES ON TEMPLES.

1 90. In a similar way were mythological groups chosen as
ornaments for temples, it having become usual to place stoife

sculptures in the metopes, on the frieze, the pediments and
acroteria, for here also everything bore reference to the
deity, the consecrators, and the circumstances of the consecra-

2 tion. Two works of architectonic sculpture mark pretty well
the boundaries of this period, the reliefs in the metopes at

3 Selinus, and the pediment statues of JEgina. Of these th
latter are also especially calculated to throw light on that art
in regard to the choice and treatment of the mythological
subject.

2. The metope tablets of calcareous tufe (4 f. 9| 1, X 3 f. 6} 1.) which
were discovered in 1823 on the acropolis of Selinus~near the middle tem-
ple by W. Harris and Sam. Angell, and put together by them, and which
are preserved at Palermo, are adorned with reliefs which were painted,
and show that the art was still in its infancy (perhaps about the 50th
01.) [or 510 01. earlier], a. Hercules naked (the lion hide perhaps of
gilded bronze) carrying the Cercopes. 5. Perseus with* the hat

(x,vi>%) of
Hermes (comp. the coins of jEnos, Mionnet, Descr. pi. 49, 3) and the
talaria, Athena in the peplos, Medusa with Pegasus. The relief with the
quadriga from the same place is considerably later as well as the metope-
reliefs of the middle temple in the lower town, although these, which
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represent a goddess stabbing a hero or giant, and the torso of a dying

warrior, especially the latter, are executed in a hard antique style which

perhaps belongs to the end of this period. Comp. . 119. Both temples
had metopes only on the east front.

P. Pisani, Memorie sulle opere di scultura in Selinunte scoperte.

Palermo 1823. B. Klenze in the Kunstblatt 1824, No. 83 comp. Nos. 28,

39, 69, 78. 1825, No. 45. 1826, No. 98. Bottiger's Amalthea iii. p. 307

sqq. Sculptured Metopes discovered among the ruins of Selinus descr.

Tby S. Angell and Th. Evans 1826. fo. Hittorff, Archit. Ant. de la Sicile pi.

24, 25, 49. (Fr. Inghirami) Osservazioni Sulle Antich. di Selinunte illustr.

del. S. P. Pisani 1825. Monum. Etruschi Ser, vi. t. v. 5. Thiersch, Epo-
chen p. 404 sqq. pi. 1. (with drawings by Klenze). R. Rochette, Journ. des

Sav. 1829. p. 387. Brondsted, Toy. en Grece ii. p. 149, D. A. K. pi. 4^ 24.

5, 2527.

As to the Metopes on the temple at Psestum (see . 80. ii, 4), which

are related in style to the J3ginetan sculptures, there is but little

(Phrixus on the ram) that can be recognised; those at Assos (. 255, 2)
are not yet sufficiently known.

3. The J3ginetan sculptures, discovered by various Germans, Banes

and Englishmen (Brondsted, Koes, Cockerell, Foster, von Haller, Linkh,
von Stackelberg), have been restored by Thorwaldsen and brought to

Munich (Glyptothek n. 55 78). They formed two corresponding groups
in the tympana of the temple of Minerva (. 80) of which that to the

west is most complete, but the eastern figures are larger and better exe-

cuted, Athena leads the combats of the JBacidse or -<3Eginetan heroes

against Troy, in the west the combat around the body of Patroclus (ac-

cording to others that of Achilles, see Welcker, Rhein, M. iii, 1. p. 50), in

the east around Oicles who was slain by the Trojans as the companion
in arms of Hercules against Laomedon. Comp. Gdtt, G. A. 1832. p.

1139. In the east Hercules stands in the same relation to Telamon the

JBacid as the archer to the heavy-armed soldier (comp. Pind. I. v, 27,

also Eurip. Here. Fur. 158), that Teucrus does to Ajax in the west ;

the costume and form of Hercules correspond to those on the Thasian

coins. As the JSacidse here beat the barbarians of Asia, and rescue

their countrymen from .great peril, so, more recently they aided in battle

at Salamis, according to belief (Herod, viii, 64, A.), and their descendants,

the JEginetans contributed their assistance in the salvation of Hellas.

The Persian archer-costume of Paris, the leathern coat, the curved

cap, &c., point especially to these parallels [?], (Herod, i, 71. v, 49. vii,

61). Vase in antique style, manner, and arming of heroes, among
'whom there is one very like Paris, Pourtales pi. 8, also in Stackelberg's

Graber T 10. These groups, therefore, certainly belong to 01. 75 sqq. [3],

'There was gilded bronze added to the marble (many holes enable us to

guess where the armour was placed) ;
the hair also was partly of wire.

Traces of colour on weapons, clothes, the eye-balls and the lips, not on

the flesh. The disposition of the groups is simple and regular [architec-

tonico-symmetrical] ; as to the style of the workmanship . 92. On the

a^croteria stood female figures in antique drapery and attitude (Moirae3

Nikse, Keres?).

Wagner's Bericht iiber die Mgm. Bildw. mit KunstgeschichtL Anm*
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von Schelling 1817. Hirt in Wolf's Analekten H. iii. p. 167 (where most

has been done towards explanation and determination of time). [Gomp.

Getting. Anz. 1818. St. 115 if.]
Cockerell . 80. Rem. ii, c. Leake, Morea

ii. p. 467. TMersch, Amalthea i. s. 137 ff. Gothe's Kunst u. Alterthum

iii. s. 116 ff. D. A. K. Tf. 68, B. Edw. Lyon, Outlines of the JEgina
marbles- Liverpool, 1829.

[90* A place beside tlie statues of JEgina may worthily
be given to the reliefs of the earlier large monument of Xan-
thus in Lycia, which could not have been erected after the

capture of the city by Harpagus, 01. 58, 3, nearly the time

when the former were probably produced. For when that,

event took place, all the XantMans, not excepting even the

absent heads of families, perished (Herod, i, 176) ; and, after-

wards., when Lycia became a tributary province, and, although
it was intrusted with the government of its cities, which pro-

bably formed a confederation even at that time, there was
however a Persian agent in the capital, Xanthus, it is very

unlikely that so important a monument should have been
raised to one of the subjugated. Besides, notwithstanding all

the difference of the figures, the antique severity of the style,

subdued by a pervading grace, the admirable simplicity and
truth and the already acquired certainty and delicacy of execu-

tion, give considerable probability to the supposition that the

Lydian work was produced nearly at the same time with the
other at jEgina; but whether it was by a native school or

under the influence of the workshop of Chios, which was
much famed at the time, or of the scholars of Dipcenus and
Scyllis, is a point which will neyer be made out. Art at this

stage, as we learn from the later Italian, can at the most
different points having but slight connection with one an-

other, develope from within outwards the wonderful agree-
ment which we observe between these Lydo-Grecian work^
and the Grecian monuments otherwise known to us. How fac,
inferior to this monument are the frieze-pieces from Assos.

We are indebted to Sir Charles Fellows for the surprising extensior^
of the history of art by means of Lydian antiquity. For the mon?/c^
ments collected "by him in. that country, where he made this discovg/
in Ms first journey in 1838, a large separate building has been erec^ -^
at the British Museum, to which he presented them. The Xantli

r

.

elj

marbles, their acquisition, &c. L. 1843. See engraving of the reliefs i* ; ^
Fellows' Journal written during an excursion in Asia Minor, L. 1839. p.""

?v

231, and a better one in Ms Account of Discoveries in Lycia, L 1841. p.

170, repeated in Gerhard's Archseologische Zeitung 1843. Tf. 4. S. 49.

still more improved and corrected. M. d. I. iv. tv. 3. with which we
should take in connexion the extremely profound description and ex-

planation of E. Braun, Ann. xvi. p. 133. Bull. 1845. p. 14., and in the K,
Bhein. Mus. 1844. S. 481490. comp. Gerhard Archaol. Zeit. 1845 S. 69.

This monument, like four others, mostly found in Xanthus itself, is a
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quadrangular tower of limestone in a single piece on a base, so that the

frieze was above 20 feet from the ground ; over the frieze was a large

sima with abacus upon it. The figures are nearly as on the frieze of the

Parthenon, 3 feet 6 in. high, and divided into three white marble tablets

on each side ; the east and west sides 8 feet 4 in., the two others not

quite so long. M. d. I. iv. tv. 2. On the western, being the principal

side, the frieze is perforated by a small doorway, above which is a cow

suckling, as there is a lion over a similar one (Fellows' Asia M. p. 226) ;

this door leads into a chamber seven and a half feet high, and is very incon-

venient to enter, and may have been rather destined for pushing in cin-

erary urns or for making libation. This arrangement is similar to that

on the tornb of Cyrus, . 245. E. 2. The art, on the other hand, not only
seems to be pure Greek on the whole, but the resemblance is still more

surprising in particular figures, for instance the enthroned goddesses to the

Leucothea Albani, of which, therefore, a cast has been taken and placed
beside the sepulchral chamber, and in drapery generally the female

figures resemble the goddess ascending the chariot, and the man in arm-

our the Aristion on the stele at Athens (. 96. No. 19). We are therefore

the more struck with what is strange and peculiar in the religious

ceremonies represented, the gods and their attributes. The compositions
on the four sides have evidently a unity of connexion and a close rela-

tion to one another. On the side with the entrance we may with great

probability recognise Demeter and Cora, the former with a patera, the

younger figure with pomegranate and blossoms, together with the three

Horss or Charites, those in the centre with pomegranate and blossoms,
the one be*hind with an egg ; and as OE. the three other sides the centre

is occupied by three gods enthroned, witji sceptres in wide-sleeved gar-
ments and mantles, two bearded, the third beardless without being

younger, the idea of the three Zeus is naturally suggested (only that in

that case, Poseidon is not to be forced out of this relation into particu-
lar connexion with Demeter as Phytalmios). However, this supposition
is not supported by an animal resembling a bear more than any other, a

Triton as an ornament under the arm of the throne, a pomegranate blossom

in the hand of the second and pomegranates in both hands of the third.

To these three gods a family seems to be dedicating offerings, the man
in armour his helmet, the woman %, dove, a child a cock and a pome-

granate. This child is on the other broader side which lies opposite to

that with the door and the two goddesses, and which has two subordinate

standing figures at the one end and one at the other, corresponding to the

Horse opposite ; whereas the ends of the two narrower sides are occupied

with four very beautiful Harpies carrying off maidens. However appropri-

ate and intelligible this secondary subject maybe, to which the figures in

the principal representation were at first playfully referred in a variety

of ways, it is nevertheless dyficult to give a definite and particular ex-

planation of the latter from the artistically available details of native

Greek mythology and symbolism, which are for the most part scanty in

themselves or in their bearings, ambiguous as to time and place, and

totally destitute of connexion. With regard to coloured ornaments,

besides the blue of the ground, we perceive traces in the red peak of the

helmet, and that the fillets of the plinths and on the thrones, which are in

lower relief, had been painted.
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There are in London specimens of far earlier art and in coarser stone

from Xanthus, a stele with, two lions upon it, several animals from a wall

built at the time of the Romans, partly engraved, Lycia, p. 174. Of great

antiquity also are pieces of a frieze similar to that of Assos, a bear, a

stag, a lion tearing a stag, a satyr running with a branch of a tree ; a
narrower frieze with fighting cocks and other birds, four winged sphinxes
from a tomb, and a couchant sphinx of perfect workmanship in the severe

Style, &c. The lion and bull are prevailing subjects in Lycian sculpture

(Lycia, p. 173), and lions are said to inhabit still the Lycian mountains

(p. 182). All the monuments in the new Lycian Museum are from Xan-
thus ; Sir Charles Fellows has only brought with Mm drawings and a few

casts from other cities, Tlos, Telmessus, Pinara, Myra, Kadyanda.]

P. STYLE OF THE

91. Although when we take into account the widely dif-

fused estivation of art, the difference in character of the
Doric and Ionic races, and the want of a central point, it is

not to be expected that art in a time of such intense striving
should everywhere have advanced in the same way ;

we can
still observe, however, certain general changes which

netpes-

sarily arose in the progressive development of Hellenic tyrt

They consist chiefly in this, that the forms passed over f^m
their original poverty and rudeness in characterizing int

exuberance of expression, directed on the one hand to 1

exhibition of strength, energy and activity, and on the
to the display of elegance which at this period had to supply

want of grace. The sculptures to which this tendency
g)rave rise are said to be executed in "the old Greek style," in-

silead of which they were formerly always miscalled Etruscan.

3^!
After Winckelmann Lanzi perceived still more clearly the true

relation
of these styles. L. Lanzi, Notizie della Scultura degK antichi e

^dei van suoi stili (Sec, ed. 1824. German by Lange, L. 1816), c. 2 dello

stilo Btrusco. [Zoega Bassir. il p. 57 ; de Obel. p. 222, who first ap-

plied to them the term of hieratic.]

1 92. The forms of the body in these sculptures are exces-

sively muscular, the joints and sinews extremely prominent,
2 whereby all the contours are rendered hard and sharp. This

hardness was manifested in a high degree by Gallon, less al-

ready by Canachus, but too much sharpness in the delinea-
tion of the muscles was even still objected to the style of the

3 Attic masters about the 75th Olympiad. However, this very
severity of design led to that fidelity to nature which is in
most particulars so much admired in the -ZEgina marbles.

4 With this force of design are usually combined short and com-
pact proportions, although an excessive lengthening of the

figures is not unseldom to be found, more however in paint-
5 ings than sculptures. The gestures have often something
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violent (a tendency winch -was very much favoured by the fre-

quent representation of mythological "battle scenes), but even"

where there is great animation there is still a certain stiff-

ness, something abrupt and angular,

2. Duriora et Tuscanicis proxima Callon atque Hegesias, QuintiL

Inst. xii, 10. CanacM rigidiora quam ut imitentur veritatem, Cic. Brut.

18, 70. QJoc, rd T% 7rotA706 tyyourtots wrt 'ttyvxriov xotl ray dff>(pl K^triocv

toy "NYiaitoryv, aTrsfftpiyftiyai (adstricta) x,au vevgaftvi xotl raA^a x.a.1
U,X,QI{*>U$

MKoreraphoe, rcct$ y^appofig. Lucian Prsec. Rhet. 9. Demetr. De Elocut.

. 14, says that the earlier rhetorical style was unperiodic, but

fthog, like the ancient ayah/tara, whose rs%,vy} was avorohq x,ati

3. With such a truth to nature as excites our wonder, there are

united in the JEgina marbles many singularities, such as the prominence

given to the cartilage of the breast, the peculiar intersection of the mus-
culus rectus, and the peaked form of the knee which is also much bent.

Wagner (. 90.) p. 96. The Hermes dyogcuos erected about the 64th Olym-

piad seems to have possessed equal merit as regards fidelity to nature,
and was even in the time of Lucian (Zeus Tragod. 33) a study for brass-

casters. Wiener Jahrb. xxxviil p. 282.

4. Short proportions, especially in the Selinuntine metopes (the draw-

ing of which is also determined by the endeavour to exhibit every part
of the body in the greatest possible breadth). In the -<Egina marbles

the heads, especially in the lower parts, are large, the breast long and

broad, the waist- short in proportion, and the thighs short compared with

the legs. Other examples of short proportions . 96. No. 4, 5, 6, 10, 12,

16, 19. Comp. . 99. ITo. 1, 2, 3, 6. Examples of slender proportions
. 96. No. 20, 21, 23. Comp. . 99. Fo. 4, 5, also 9, 10.

93. But that antique love of elegance is shown in the 1

iaeatly and regularly folded drapery (comp. . 69) ;
the curi-

ously braided or wire-like curling and symmetrically ar- 2

ranged hair
;
then in the peculiar mode of holding the finger, 3

which always recurs in the grasping of sceptres, staffs and the

like, and also, with female figures, in tucking up the garments ;

in the buoyant method of walking on the fore part of the 4

foot, and numerous other particularities. Of a kindred nature a

is the demand for parallelism and symmetry in the grouping
of a number of figures.

1. See . 96. No. 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 16, 17. Besides the stiffened and flat*

tened temple-drapery the taste of the age for elegant and many-folded

garments must be taken into account. It prevailed chiefly in Ionia, and
went out at Athens with the time of Pericles. Terr*yo@<fgo/,

The author's Minervse Poliadis sedis, p. 41.

2. So in the JEgina marbles (even in the pubes), comp. . 96. No. 1, 7,

12, 14, 16. 17. This also was derived from the custom of higher and
more polished life at that time, and which was especially observed and
maintained at festivals. Asius ap, Athen. xii, 525 F.

}. Pollux ii, 35.
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3. See No; 14, 15, 16, 17, 21. They worshipped primore digito in

erectum pollicem residence, Appul. Met. iv. p. 90
; Bip. Offering-boxes,

incense, <fcc. were presented with three fingers. Aristoph, Vesp. 95.

Porphyr. de abstin. ii, 15. Ovid. F. ii, 573. Lactant. Inst. v, 19.

1 94 There prevail in old Greek art certain fundamental
forms in the shape of the head which had their origin partly
in the ancient imperfection of art, partly in a degraded con-

ception of the national features, and which, by frequent appli-
cation in famous schools of art, almost attained a typical con-

sideration, and hence were even adhered to when art had

already made great advancement in the drawing of the rest

2 of the body. To these "belong on the whole a retreating fore-

head, peaked nose, the mouth drawn in with the corners

turned up, flat elongated eyes, prominent angular chin, lank

cheeks, and high ears.

1. Vultum ab antiquo rigore variare, was Polygnotus' merit in paint-

ing, Plin. xxxv, 35.

2. Comp. the Apollo of Canachus . 86 with the statues of .ZEgina,

and . 96. No. 5, 12, 13, 14, 16, together with the coins . 98.

95. The peculiarity of the JEginetan style, judging from
the allusions in ancient authors and the character of the

works preserved (. 90, 3, and 96. No. 3), seems to have con-

sisted partly in a rigid adherence to the antique, partly in a

very accurate and studious imitation of nature, and therefore

(conformably with the character of the Doric race), in a very
conscientious, but certainly not a free manner of exercising
art

f T% sgyaxri&s o hlywctiog, TAcwmjM? ^ A/yn/ae/ot, and the like. Pans,

i, 42. ii, 30. vii, 5. viii,53. x, 36, 3. who accurately distinguishes therefrom

roi dQx&wrccTM, as well as the Aiywrrta, vii, 5. Hesych.
fc rovg <rvp@fiy}%6rra$ (comp. . 68, Hem. 3)

G. BEMAINS OF THE PLASTIC AET (j). A. K. PL. 9 14.)

66. It is difficult to point out accurately the remains of

the old Greek style, for this reason that, keeping altogether
out of view its long continuance in Etruria, even in Greece

consecrated gifts for temples were at all times intentionally
executed in a stiff and over-ornate style. This is called the

hieratic or archaistic style. No wooden statues of this period
have been preserved, and as to sculptures in metal, besides

the analogous works in Etruria, nothing has come down to us
but one very stiff antique figure in bronze.

No. 1. This figure served as the foot of a vessel. Inscription (0. 1. n.

6) : Hohvxg&res cweSsxs. [It is very bold to understand here the famous

Samian.] In Paciaudi, Mon. Pelop. ii. p. 51. Gollectio Anti^. Mus. Nan*
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n. 29, 276'. Its genuineness is doubted Tby Count Clarac, Melanges d'An-

tiq. p. 24. Panofka Cab. Pourtales pi. 13. p. 42. The excellent bronze

figure of which an account is given . 422. R. 7. must also be mentioned

here as a chef d'oeuvre of an early Peloponnesian school of art.

2. The Lampadephorus a master-work of early Peloponnesian schools,

. 422. R. 7.

3. Early Greek bronze in Tubingen about 6 in. high, see Grun-eisen

in the Kunstbl. 1835. No. 6 sqq also publ. separately 8vo. The style

Jilginetan, the features however more natural, the figure also more slen-

der. The I^OUTIA of Amphiaraus 1 Pandarus according to Thiersch, but

evidently a charioteer, urging and at the same time restraining.

4. Bronze Minerva from Besanc.on, hieratic, the head fine, pieces de

rapport of silver.

5. Centaurs in bronze . 389. R. 2.

There was an ancient species of -working in the same ma-
terial engraved designs of which very antique specimens,

and an excellent monument from the JEginetic school, have

been preserved.

6. Graffito in. bronze, a stag torn in pieces by two lions, in a very old

style. To be regarded as an example of many similar works in elder

Greece. Gerhard, Ant. Bildwerke Cent. I. T 80, 1.

7. Very thin bronze plate with embossed figures, very antique* tfee

eyes of little balls, five men, four women; I explain them to beArgo^
nauts and Lemnian women. Cab. PourtaBs, vignette.

8. A Bronze Discus from JEgina with two figures referable to the

Pentathlon, a leaper with leaping-weights and a javelin-thrower (with

the dyxvKarw x6yrto), very natural and careful in design. E. Wolf.

Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 75. tv. B.

The stone statues of the old style which are best known, be-

sides those which have been already mentioned . 86, 90, might
be classified according to their style, somewhat in this way.

9. Apollo, a colossus, first executed. Ross in the Kunstbl. 1836, No. 12,

similar smaller statue at Thera, Eoss Kunstbl. 1836, No 18. [His Inselreise

i. s. 34. 81.] small curls of stone, tresses on the shoulders, breast full and

broad, athletic, striding somewhat with the left leg, as in the colossus of

Naxos, and the fragments of the Delian [are these latter sufficient to deter-

mine this ? The Thereeic Apollo, one of the most remarkable monuments

of early antiquity, now in the Theseion at Athens, engraved in A. SchSE'a

Mittheilungen Tf. iv, 8, cf. Schneidewin's Philologus i. s. 344. Not less

important the statue of the sedent Athena on the acropolis, A. Sch8E

Tf. i. with which a smaller supplementing one also on the acropolis cor-

responds, Cf. Bull. 1842. p. 186.]

10. Statues in the sacred way of the Branchidss. Notwithstanding

their extreme simplicity and rudeness they come down, according to the

inscriptions, as far as the 80th Olympiad. Ionian Antiq. T. 1. new ed-

Amalthea iii, 40. C. I. n. 39, and p, xxvi.
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11. Pallas of the YUla AlbanL Winckelm, Mon. Ined. P. I. p. 18, n.

17* Werke vii. Tf. 4.

12. Penelope in the Pio-Clementino Museum and Chiaramonti pub-
listed by Thiersch, Kunstblatt 1824. p. 68 sqq. Epochen p. 426, and R.

Rochette, Mon. Ined. pi. 32, 1. 33, 3. comp. p. 102, 420. The beautiful

terracotta with, four figures Caniaa Tusculo tv. 3.

13. The Dresden Pallas (no, 150).
5

Ei/ irgofiohy. Imitation of a draped

wooden statue with reference to the Panathenaic peplos (on which

Bockh Tragic. Princ. p. 192, the author's Minervse Poliadis sedis, p. 26).

The relief, which represents the battle of the giants wrought in embroi-

dery, is with good reason considered to be in the improved style. Au-

gusteum 9., 10. Bdttiger's Andeutungen, p. 5*7. Schorn, Amalthea ii.

s. 207. Meyer's Gesch. Tf. 5. A.

14. Herculanean Pallas in the hieratic style, gilt and painted. Mil-

lingen, Un. Mon. Ser. i. pi. 7. p. 13. comp. , 368, 5.

15. Artemis from Pompeii in a similar style, tending to the Etruscan

taste, of Luna marble and painted 4 palmi high. Winckelm. W. v. s. 20,

44, 200. M. Borbon, ii. tv. 8. comp. . 363.

16. Among the archaistic statues of Apollo there is one particularly

worthy of notice in the CMaramonti Museum (^Agvsws of Argosl),

Gerhard, Ant. Bildwerke i. Tf. 11.

17. Giustiniani Testa, remarkable for its columnar figure, and flute-

like folds, probably conditioned by architectonic purposes. It is doubt-

ful if it came from Athens. Raccolta 87. Winckelm. W. vii. Tf. 4.

Hirt, Gesch. der BilcL Kunst, s. 125. Thierseh, Epochen, s. 134. There

are different figures allied to the Giustiniani Testa by short proportions*

large heads, rectilinear folds of tlie double chiton, and a peculiar inter-

mediate^ stage between, antique austerity and naive grace ; they aU seem

to represent Attic maidens in procession, or costuming themselves there-

for, especially in the Herculanean bronze figures, M. Borb. ii, 4 7, an<J

the others put in juxtaposition with these, . 422, R. 7.

The reliefs in stone may be arranged somewhat as follows

(it must, however, be remarked that only a few can with cer-

tainty be assigned to the period whose style they nearly

represent).

18. Samothracian relief with Agamemnon, Talthybius and Epeius,
From a judgment-seat, according to Stackelberg, Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 220,

After the 70th OL (on account of the n, C. I. n. 40. Clarac, Melanges, p.

19), but executed in a very ancient manner. Tischbein u. Schorn's Ho-
mer nach Antiken, H. ix. Tf. 1. MiHingen3 Un. Mon. Ser. ii. pi. 1. Am-
althea iil s. 35. Clarac, M. de Sculpt, pi. 116. Comp. Tdlkel's Nach-

lasSj s. 171.

19. The so-called relief of Leucothea ; a mother presenting her child

to a child-fostering deity (xovgorgotpo? $e*). Winck. Mon. In. I. i. p.
67. n. 56. Zoega Bassir. 1. tv. 41. Winckelm. W. iii. Tf. 3. Comp,
Panofka, Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 217 (Birth of Hera). [The stele of Aristion

fgyov
'

Agt<rrox,'h$w$, excellent figure of a Marathonomachos with traces
of colours in the Theseion 'Ecps^/V dtxatcfooy. Tv. 75. i. p. 127 sq, K
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Rhein. Mus. iv. s. 4. Tf. 1, Scholl Mittheil. Tf. 1. In SchoU. Tf. 2, 4.

there is also the large relief on the acropolis of a female figure ascending
a chariot, in which grace is remarkably combined with antiqueness.
The bas-relief Despuiges . 364. R. 8 is far more antique.

20. Theft of the Tripod a subject early cultivated (. 89. Rem. 3),

probably much employed at the consecration of tripods, which very often

occurred at Delphi, Thebes and Athens. The base at Dresden, n. 99

(August. 5 7), can be best explained as the stand of a tripod which was

won as a prize in an dyuv A^T^O^O^ The reliefs in Paciaudi, Mon.

Pelop. L p. 114 (from Laconia), carry us back to the same original,

Mon. du. M. Kapol. ii. pi. 35 (in the Louvre, n. 168. Glarac, pi 119), Zo~

ega ii. tv. 66 (Yilla Albani). The subject was already treated in ancient

vase-pictures in a more free and lively manner. Gomp. especially Pr.

Passow in Bdttiger's Archaol. und Kunst, i. s. 125. [In one only ; only
in one relief also on a sarcophagus at Cologne, Verein der Alterthums-

freunde. Bonn 1845. vii. s. 94. where 46 monuments are collected, to.

which others also will be added,]

21. Reconciliation of Hercules, before whom advances Athena, and
whom Alcmena (?) follows, with the deities of Delphi, who are followed by
Hermes and the Charites as the deities of peace and friendship, from
the well of a Corinthian temple (TTSQIOTOIMOV, puteal sigillatum) in the

possession of Lord G-uilford. Dodwell, Alcuni Bassir. 2 4. Tour ii. p.

201. comp. Leake, Morea iii. p. 246. Gerhard, Ant, Bildwerke i. T 14

16 (Procession of the new-born Aphrodite to Olympus, also Welcker,
Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 328). Panofka, Ann. ii. tv. F. p. 145 (Marriage of

Hercules and Hebe). This Corinthian relief treated, in greatest detail

by K. W. Bouterweck in Schorn's Kunstblatt, 1833, Nos. 96 99, who
also endeavours to prove that it represents the introduction of Hercules

to Olympus and his marriage with Hebe. [The author repeats the above

explanation in the Dorians i. 431 and D. A. K. xi, 42, Gerhard his in the

text to the Ant. Bildw. 2 Lief. 1844. s. 194207. E. Braun also takes

the representation to be a marriage scene, but as Her. and Hebe, in his

Tages s. 10, and 0. Jahn agrees with him. Archaol. Aufs. s. 108. 110 113.]

22. Altar of the Twelve Gods from the Villa Borghese in the Louvre,.

No. 378, an excellent work nobly conceived, and executed with extreme

care and industry. Beneath the twelve deities are the Charites, Horse,

and Moerse. Perhaps an imitation of the /3&>^oV 'tiatisxoi, $sw of the Pisis-

fcratidse about the 64th Olympiad. Yisconti, Mon. Gabini, tv. agg. a. b.

c. Winckelm. W. iii. Tf. 7, 8. M. Bouill. iii, 66. Clarac, pi. 173, 174.

Similar groupings: the Capitolian puteal with twelve deities, Winck-

elm. Mon. In. no. 5. M. Cap. iv. tb. 22. Winckel. W. iii. Tf. 4; the ara

tonda of the Capitol with Apollo, Artemis, Hermes, M, Cap, iv. tb. 56*

Winckelm. W. iii. Tf. 5 ; another from the Mus. of Cavaceppi with Zeus,

Athena, Hera, Welcker's Zeitschrift i, ii, Tf, 3, n. 11. Comp. Zoega,
Bassir. ii. tv. 100, 101.

23. Anathemata for victories in musical games in the most ornate

hieratic style. Apollo, frequently accompanied by Leto and Artemis, as

Pythian singers to the cithern, making libation after the victory ; a god-
less of victory pouring out. Zoega, Bassir. ii. tv. 99

; Mon* du M. Na-

pol. iv. pL 7, 9, 10 (Clarac, pL 120, 122) Marbles of the Brit. Mus. ii.
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pi. 13. Fragment from the Elgin Collection in the Brit. M. R. xv. 103 '

f

from Capri in Eadrava, tv. 4. As a frieze ornament in terracotta, Brit.

M. no. 18. Apollo in the same costume singing a paean to the cithern,
whose cords he grasps with the left (i^<*AAg/), and strikes at the same
time with the plectron in the right (x^s/) Mon. da M. Napol. iv. pi. 8

;

quite like the Samian bronze statue of Bathyllus in the costume of Apollo.

^Appul. Florid, p. 128. Bip. Anacreont. 29, 43. Comp, Welcker, Ann. d.

Inst. v. p. 147. [. 361, 4.]

24. Sacrifice for a victory to Athena-Polias, who is clearly recognised

&y the guardian-serpent, oixovgog ocp'f, in several reliefs, which with a

not unfrequent extension of the original signification were placed on
the cippi of warriors. Mon. du M. Napol. iv. pi. 11. Amalthea iii. s. 48.

Oomp. R. Rochette, Mon. In. i. p. 288, 426. Welcker, Ann. d. Inst. v. p.

162. This representation also on a marble discus M. Borbon. x. 11.

The stele has the aphLaston. [Avellino Casa di Pompeji 1840. tav. 4. p.

57 80 where the Sakminian victory of Ajax is indicated. Comp. Annali

d. Inst. v. p. 162. R. Rochette Mon. Ined. p. 228. 426.]

The following reliefs in particular may serve to present
more clearly to view* the transition from the old-Greek style
to the improved style of the following period.

25. Hercules kneeling on the hind (K&VTCX, vsv^vi). Combe, Marbles
of the Brit. M. ii. pi, 7. Specimens, pi. 11. The posture also remained

nearly the same in later art. See AnthoL Pal. ii. p. 653. Plan. 96. [The
fine group found in Pomp, published by Gaet. d'Ancora, IsF. 1805. 4to.

and in the M. d. L iv, 6, with a similar one in marble, AnnaH xvi. p. 175

by H, KeiL]

26. Castor as horse-tamer with the Castorian dog from the Tibur-

tine TiHa o Hadrian. Combe ii. pL 6. Specimens, pi. 14.

27. Festal procession of a Satyr and three Maenads, in the ancienjfc

solemnity of style. Inscription : K^AA/^^OS- &wois/. M. Cap. iv. tb. 4$f

28. Cippus with the figure of the deceased (as a jjgas) leaning upon a

staff", giving a grasshopper to a dog, near Orchomenos. Clarke, Travels

iii, p. 148. Dodwell, Tour L p. 243. The figure in a relief at Naples from
the grave of a Campanian named Meddix (according to the inscription)

[The inscription does not belong to the stele, and is now even separated
from it] is very similar, only it is clad in a shorter dress, and has an oil-

vessel (AG^SO?) suspended from the wrist as a symbol of gymnastics. R.

Bochette, Mon. Ined. i. pi. 63. p. 251. Odysseus with the dog Argos ac-

cording to "Welcker (as well as R. Bochette and the Catal. del Mus. Bor-

bon.) Rheku Mus. iii, 4. s. 611 [which is however an error. Mus. Borbon.

xiv, 10].

Works of the hieratic style also in terracotta ate much
more common, and are undoubtedly genuine worts of this

period.

29. Those relief-figures are genuine antiques which were found at

Melos, without a ground, probably from a votive shield, representing
Perseus as slayer of the Gorgon, and BeHerophon as vanquisher of the
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Chimasra. Mfflingen, Tin, Mon. Ser. ii. pi. 2, 3. [Also AJcaeus and Sap-

pho in. the Brit. Mus. still unpublished.]

30. Terracotta relief from JEgina, the Hyperborean Artemis riding

with Eros in. a chariot drawn by griffins. Welcker, Mon. In. d. Inst. tv>

18 b. Ann. ii. p. 65.

THE ART OF ENGBAVING STONES AND DIES.

97. The arts of engraving precious stones and coin-stamps 1

gradually arose, as smaller and less regarded ramifications of

the plastic art, into which life did not until late extend from the

main branches. Both served as their first object the purposes
of economy and traffic. The art of stone-engraving was occu- 2

pied with signet-rings, <rpgy/8g, the demand for which was
increased by the ancient practice of sealing up stores and trea-

sures, but was also partly satisfied by metal or even wooden 3

seals with devices of no significance. However, the art of

working in hard and precious stones at a very early period

advanced, after the example of the Phoenicio-Babylonian
stone-cutters (. 238, 240), from a rude cutting out of round
holes to the careful engraving of entire figures in antique se-

vere style.

2. Regarding the sealing of r^fe7cef) Bottiger, Kunstmythol. S. 272.

and elsewhere. On the old metal signet-rings, Atejus Gapito ap* Macrolx

Sat. vii, 13. Plin. xxxiii, 4. On the Sg/-oj3gro/, Spmititmi (in part ac-

tually made from worm-eaten wood, and partly seals in imitation of it),

see Salmas. Exc. Plin. p. 653. b. It is doubtful whether the ring of Po-

lycrates was engraved. Strab. xiv. p. 638; Pans, viii, 14, 5. Clemens

Protr. iii. p. 247. Sylb. for the affirmative. Plin. xxxvii, 4 distinctly op-

posed to that opinion : comp. Herod, iii, 41, vQgviyls x$vffo$&ro$ eftetgdiytiov

"h&ov ; Theodorus certainly did nothing more than enchase it [si fabula

vera]. According to Diog. Laert. i, 2, . 57, it was a law of Solon : Sa*-

rv7iioy7it>(p<f) f&y e%eiitai afyQayfta, tyv'Ka'rrziv rov w(*e&iyros 'betxrv^.fov. The

same writer, according to Hermippus, called the father of Pythagoras a

"tieuervhMyhvQQf (viii, 1).

3. On Scarabaei (. 175. 230, 2) with figures, which almost entirely

consist of round rudely formed holes placed close to one another, Meyer,

Kunstgesch. i. s. 10. Tf. 1. An excellent collection, partly of this sort

and partly of ancient and careful workmanship, but chiefly Etruscan, is

furnished in the Impronti Gemmarii d. Inst. Cent. i. 1 50. iii, 1 55,

See besides, Lippert, Dactyl. Scr. i. P. ii. n. 79, 496. ii, 1, 431. ii, 103.

Millin, Pierres Gravies Ined. 6, 7, 13, 25, 26, 50, 51. Specimens, p. Ixxxi

Comp. Lessing, Antiq Briefe Th. i. s. 155. Facius, Miscellaneen zur

G-esch. der Kunst. im Alterthum, iv, 2. s 62 (where also are noticed the

pretended erpgay?^ of mythology). Gkuiitt, iiber die Gemmenkunde,
ArchaoL Schriften, s. 97 ff. Hirt, Amalthea ii. s. 12. D. A. K. Tf. 15.

98. Coined silver money had even about the 8th Olym-

piad taken the place of the bar-monev formerly used. It was
E
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introduced by the Argive king Pheido, and JEgina became
2 the first officma of coining. But for a long time they were

satisfied with the simplest devices on the convex obverse of

.the coins, with rudely indicated tortoises (in 2Egina), shields

(in Boeotia), bees (at Ephesus), and the like. On the flat re^

verse remained the impression of a projection (quadratum in-

cusum) by which the coin was held fast while receiving the
3 stamp. The heads of gods and complete figures first made

their appearance at this period ;
and the depressed fields of

the reverse became gradually filled with representations more
and more ingenious; different schools of coining were devel-

oped, as in the characteristically but not elegantly designed
num. incusi (with raised and at the same time depressed

figures) of Lower Italy, and the coins of Macedonia and Chal-
cidice which were executed in a very sharp style and with
much delicacy of detail.

L On Pheido and the ancient JSgina standard of money, the author's

J2ginet. p. 51, 88. [Bockh's Metrologie s. 76.]

2. The most unshapely x&uvia, of JEgina (in Mionnet's Empreintes,
n. 616 sqq.) certainly reach very far back. Many of the Corinthian coins

with the Pegasus and Koppa, and the Boeotian with the shield approach
the same epoch. Levezow iiber mehrere im Grossherz. Posen gef. uralte

G-riech. Munzen, B. 1834.

3. On the Attic coins in place of the rude Gorgoneion (comp. Cou~

sinery, Toy. de la MaceM iL p. 119. pL 4) came the head of Minerva with
the antique and bizarre profile (Monnet, Descr. pi. 41, 50, 54. Empr.
603r 4, 5), and the owl on the reverse^ a type which continued for a long
time. Coins of Athens in the imperial cabinet of coins, Weinear Jahrb.
1838. l&xxil s. 28. The mmi incusi (comp, Stieglitz, Archseol. TJnter-

lialtungenii s. 54) of Sybaris, Siris, Poseidonia, Pandosia, Taras, Caulep^
Crotona, Metapontum, Pyxoeis, extend from about the 60th to the 60th
01. (Sybaris destroyed, 67, 3. Pyxoeis founded 77, 2. Siris conquered
about 50, but Sirites continued to exist). Mionnet, Descr. pi. 58 60.

Micali, Italia tv. 58, 60. Millin, Mag. Encycl. 1814. T. ii. p. 327. Coins
of Ehegium and Messana with the hare, and mules in harness (Mionnet,
pi. 61, 5. Combe, M. Brit. tb. 3, 27), are of the time of Anaxilas (70

76). Aristot. in Pollux v, 12, 75; others of Messana have the types of
the Samians who had settled there (70, 4). Gott. G. A. 1830. s. 380.

Elegantly executed old coins of Syracuse and Gela. [Coins with the head
of Theron, probably after 01. 77 ; Visconti Iconogr. Gr. A. ii. p. 6 sq.] The
coins of Alexander I. (01. 70 to 79) which were imitated by the Bisaltse,
are in a severe but very excellent style of art ; the old style appears very
elegant on the coins of Acanthus, also of Mende. Lion and bull on coina
of Acanthos explained from Herod, vii, 125. by Pinder, p. 20. But the
lion there only attacks camels. The Thasian coins (0A) with the satyr
embracing the nymph (on others probably also from thence the satyr
pursues the nymph) exhibit the art advancing from coarse caricature

(comp. . 75*) to the cultivation of elegant forms. At Lete inMygdonia
and Orrhescos in the same country these and other antique coins were
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Imitated in barbarian workmanship (with a centaur instead of the satyr).

Mionnet, Descr. pi. 40, 44, 50. Suppl. ii. p. 545. iii. pi. 6, 8. Cadalvene
Recueil de M6d. p. 76. Cousinery, Voy. dans la Mac6d. T. i. pi. 6, 7.

Comp. Grott. Gr. A. 1833. s. 1270. The figures of animals and monstra

especially are also often very antique on the old gold staters ofAsia Minor,
of Phocaea, Clazomense, Samos, Lampsacus, Gyzicus. (The combination
of lion and bull on the Samian staters reminds one of oriental conjunc-

tions.) See Sestini, Descr. degli Stateri antichi Firenze 1817, and in

particular Mionnet, Suppl. v. pi. 2, 3. Comp. besides Stieglitz, Versuch
einer Einrichtung antiker Miinzsammlungen zur Erlauterung der Ge*
schichte der Kunst. Leipz. 1809. IX A. K. Tf. 16, 17.

4 PAINTING.

99. At this period the art of painting, by means of Gimon 1

of Cleonae and others, made such progress, especially in the

perspective treatment of subjects, as enabled it to appear in

great perfection at the very beginning of the next period.
Vase-painting, which had been introduced into Italy and 2

Sicily from its two metropolises Corinth and Athens, remained
more restricted in its resources, so that the works especially
of the Ghalcidian Greeks in Lower Italy took Attic models as
their ground-work both in subjects and forms. In the now 3

prevailing species with black figures on reddish-yellow clay
were exhibited all the peculiarities of the old style: excessive

prominence of the chief muscles and joints, stiffly adhering
or regularly folded drapery, constrained postures or abrupt
movements of the body ;

but at the same time, owing to the

facility of exercising this art, there were a great variety of
manners belonging to particular places of manufacture, often
with an intentional striving at the bizarre.

1. Cimon of Cleonse, Plin. xxxv, 34. ML V. IL viii, 8 (on the con-

trary we must read MUuy, [who improved on the invention of Eumarus
. 74] in Simonides, Anthol. Pal. ix. 758, also perhaps App. T. ii, p. 648),

invented catagrapha, obtigw imagines, i. e. oblique views of figures, from
the side, from above, from below ; and stimulated to more exact details

in the body and drapery. That was a great picture which was dedicated

by the architect Mandrocles in the Herseum the bridge over the Bos-

porus and the passage of Darius (Herod, iv. 88). Pictures in Phocsea
about the 60th 01. Herod, i. 164. Mimnes mentioned by Hipponax OL
60, painted triremes [Aglaophon in Thasos, father and master of Polyg-
notus and Aristophon.]

2. It is proper to refer here to the question as to whether the great
mass of the vases of Volci (respecting their discovery . 257), which,

probably belong to the time between the 65th and 95th OL, and by their

subjects and inscriptions decidedly irefer to Athens, were manufactured
at Volci by Attic colonists or metoevi, or whether they came by means of
commerce from Athens or a Chalcidian colony of Athens. Comp. MiQin-
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gen, Trans, of the Roy. Soc. of Lit. ii. 1. p. 76. Gerhard, Rapporto int.

i Vasi Yolcenti, Ann. d. Inst. iii.p. 1 (Mon. tv. 26, 27). Welcker, Rhein.

Mus. fur PMlol. I, ii. s. 301 (for the first view, which Gerhard supports,

Bull. 1834. p. 76). R. Rochette, Journ. des Sav. 1831. Fevr. Mars. The

author in Comment. Soc. Gotting. vii p. 77 (for the second as well as Bun-

sen Annali vL p. 40. R. Rochette ibid. p. 285, Journ. des Sav. 1837, p. 486

for importation. Gerhard gives up the Tyrrhenian species as such, Ann.

ix. p. 136, but supports their Italian origin, p. 140). Comp. below No.

13. As to the imitation of Athenian vase-paintings in Chalcidian Kola,

Bockh has brought to light a remarkable instance, Procem. Lect. Hiem,

1831.

3. Among the great host of antique vase-pictures we here select some

of particular interest which belong to the different manners which were

developed in Greece itself. There is an entire series of these with figures

in shadow. Stackelb. Tf. 10 15. [The greatest and most remark-

able of all vases of the earlier times is that discovered by Alessandro

Frangois in 1845 in the district of Chiusi, painted by Clitias, made by th4

potter Ergotimus, with a cyclus of important compositions probably

grouped under a particular point of view, with 115 names of persons re-

presented. An introductory account given by E. Braun AUegem. Zeit.

1845. s. 1379. BuH. 1845. p. 113, and Gerhard ibid. p. 210, and ArchaoL

Zeit. 1846. s. 319.]

No. 1. The Attic prize-vase, TON A0ENE0[E]N A0AON EMI, in

the possession of Mr. Burgon (Millingen, Un. Mon. S. i. pi. 1 3. comp.
C. L n. 33, and p. 450), representing Athena as promachos, and a con-

queror in a chariot race with mwr^w and po^ari^ A Panathenaic vase

from JEgina, Bull 1830. p. 193. 1831, p. 95, one from Cyrene Annali vL

p. 2873. [A host of such, vases M. cL I. i tv, 22, Gerhard Etr. u. Cam-

pani&che Vasen T. A. B.] The numerous amphorae with different gym-
nic and equestrian contests, also a cithern-singer from Volci, are in, a more

elegant style and evidently merely vases for show, (Gerhard, Ann. d. Inst*

ii p. 209. Ambrosch, ibid. v. p. 64. Mon. 21, 22), as well as some fatal

inMagna Grecia (the Koller vase at Berlin, in Gerhard, Ant. Bildw. i *K
5 7 ; gy/it? &yge&$/ vix,s b. Staekelb. Tf. 25, the only example from Athens ;

a peculiar style of painting, with short stiff figures, from a small Athen-

ian tripod ;
the Lamberg vase at Vienna, the least antique, in Laborde i.

73, 74 ; comp. Panofka, M. Bartoldiano, p. 65 sqq.). On the destination

of these vases, Broudsted, Trans, of the Roy. Soc. II. i. p. 102.

2. Vase with the slaying of the Minotaur, in a stiff antique style ;

the female figures with drapery checked in different colours and without
folds. Work of the potter Tateidas

;
found in Sicily, but probably of the

Attic school, as the subject is presented exactly in the same way on an
Attic vase in the possession -ef Mr. Burgon. Most accurately given in

Maisonneuve, Introd. pi. 38. [Gerhard AuserL Vasen i. Tf. 14.]
3. Birth of Pallas in a style very similar to that of the preceding

vase. Prom Volci, where there were a great number of the kind. Micali,
Ant. popoli Italiani, Monum. tv. 80, 2, [Gerhard Auserl. Vasen. i. Tf. 1 1]

4. Vase with boar-hunt by a hero Aatiphatas, a prize for a victory
in the horse-race, from a tomb near Oapua with Dorian inscriptions.

Very symmetrical arrangement of the figures, Hancarville, Antiq. Etr.
Grec. et Rom. i. pi. 14. Maisonneuve, Introduction, pi. 27,
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5. Hermes with the three goddesses hastening to Paris, as on the

coffer of Cypselus, Pans, v, 19, 1. Similar to the preceding vase: paral-
lel direction of the limbs

; regularly folded drapery; slender proportions.

Millingen, Coll. de Coghill, pi. 34.

6. Hercules with the lion's hide, but at the same time a Boeotian

shield, violently springing upon Cycnus (comp. the statue on the Amy-
clsean throne, Paus.

iii, 18), in Millingen, Tin. Mon. 8. i. pL 38.

7. Achilles dragging the body of Hector (in gigantic form) behind

his chariot, often on Sicilian vases, in R. Roehette, Mon. In. i. pi. 17, 18.

On a similar one at Canino the small winged figure of a hero represents
the eidolon of Patroclus, R. Rochette, p. 220,

8. Departure of Eriphyle from Amphiaraus and Adrastus, two groups
on a Magna Grecian vase. Scotti, Illustrazioni di un vaso Italo Greco.

B". 1811. 4to. [Millingen Peint. de Vases, pi. 20, 21, The author's D.

A. K. Denkm. i. Tf. 19, 98. Minervini in the Bullett. Nap. ii. p. 122.

iii. p. 48, 52. 0. Jahn Archseol. Aufs. S, 139 f.]

9. Memnon overcome by Achilles and carried away by Eos, two

groups on an Agrigentine vase (but with Attic inscription) of powerful
and finished design, Millingen, Tin. Mon. i. pi. 4, 5.

10. Pyrrhus slaying young Astyanax before the walls of Troy, at the

altar of the Thymbrsean Apollo, on a Tolcian vase. Mon. d. Last* 34.

Comp, Ambrosch, Ann. iii, p. 361. [young Troilus, Ann, v. p. 25154. 0.

Jahn Telephos and Troilos, S. 70.]

11. Athena, recognisable by her helmet and lance, sitting at the right
hand of Zeus, with the thunderbolt; before them two Horse, behind the

throne Hermes and Dionysus, in a finished antique style such as prevails
at Tolci. Copied in colours (red and white) in Mcali tv. 81.

12. Dionysus in the ship of the Tyrrhene pirates (an ingenious and

grandiose composition) on a cup from Volci, in the inside. On the out-

side of the rim combats around two fallen heroes. Inghirami, G. Omerica
tv, 259, 260. [Gerhard Auserl. Vasen i. T 49.]

13. Athenian virgins drawing water for the bridal bath from the

fountain Callirrhoe (KAAIPE KPENE, read KaKhipflj Kgw), from Yolci.

Brondsted, A brief descr, of thirty-two anc. Greek vases, n. 27. Comp. the

marriage-vases for Lysippides and Rhodon in Pr, Lucian, Muse*e Etrusque
TL 1547, 1548.

t 14. A traffic-scene, sale of wool [Silphion] under the superintendence
of a magistrate, with Doric inscriptions CA^er/x^), on a vase from

Etruria, in a bizarre style, not Attic. Mon. d. Inst. 47. Ann. v. p. 56.

Micali tv. 97. [Cab. Durand, no. 422. Panofka Bilder antiken Lebens

Taf. xvi, 3. Inghirami Tasi fitt. tav. 250.]
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THIRD PERIOD.

PROM THE 80TH TO THE lllTH OLYMPIAD (460 36e B. C).

FROM PERICLES DOWN TO ALEXANDER.

1. THE EVENTS AND SPIRIT OE THE AGE IN RELATION TO ART.

1 100. The Persian wars awakened in Greece the slumber-

2 ing consciousness of national power. Athens was entirely
fitted, by the character of the race to which its inhabitants

"belonged, to become the central point of Grecian civilization,
and availed itself, with great skill, of the means which the

3 circumstances supplied; whereby it quickly arrived at such
a degree of power as no other city ever possessed.

2. The Athenians were, in common with, their kindred race, the lon-
ians of Asia, susceptible, lively, and fond of innovation, but combined
with these qualities an energy which had there soon, disappeared. To

3, The beginning of the palmier state of Athens is fixed by Herod.
v. 78 as early as 01. 67, 4. Themistocles

5

popular decree for the expen-
diture of the silver of Lauxion on. the fleet, about 73. Battle of Salamis,
75, 1. The hegemonm of the Greeks who had been under the king fell to
Athens for the Persian, war, probably 77, 1. Aristides' reasonable taxa-
tion j the treasury at Delos; the sum of the yearly tributes, (pfyoi, 460
Meats (afterwards 600 and 1200). Pericles removed the treasure to
Athens about 79, 3, From that time the allies mostly became subjects,
the alliance-treasure a state-treasure. The highest amount of treasure
before the Peloponnesiaii war was 9,700 talents, the yearly revenue
at that tame about 1,000, B6"ckh, Pub. Econ, p. 396 soAq. 433. Lewis.

1 101. The great riches which, at this period flowed to

Athens, whereof only a small portion was expended on the
Persian war which was indolently carried on, were at first

laid out principally in the fortification of the city, but after-
2 wards in adorning it in the most magnificent style with tem-

ples, and edifices for games.
1. The building of the walls of the Peiraeus was begun by Themisto-

cles in the time of the Archon Cebris before 01. 75 (according to Bockh
De archont. pseudepon. 01 72, 1), continued 75, 3. The rebuilding of
Athens and the renovation of the walls 75, 2. About 01. 78, 4, Cimon
caused the south side of the acropolis to be strengthened (Plut. Cim. 13.

Nepos, Cim. 3), and the foundation of the long walls to be laid, which
Pericles completed 01. 80, 3, 4, but afterwards added another wall to
them. On the three long walls, Leake's Topography by Eiensecker,
Fachtr. s, 467.
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2. The Theseion was begun under Cimon, 01. 77, 4. About 01. 80, 3.

the Athenians made a proposal for a renovation at the common expense of

the temples destroyed by the Persians ; and about this time many temples
were built in Attica. The Parthenon completed 01. 857 3. The Pro-

pylsea built 85/4 to 87, 1. The stone theatre was begun (perd ro KSWV
ra,

itytot,) 70, 1, but the upper portions were not completed until the
financial administration of Lycurgus (109 112). The Peisianactic Hall

was formed into a picture gallery, HWx^ about 79, 3. The Odeion was
built by Pericles for the Panathensea before 84, 1. See the author's

Commentatt. de Phidia i. . 5. The cost of these buildings was consi-

derable; the Propylaea cost (together with all their appurtenances) 2012
talents (Harpocration) ; Thucydides ii, 13. says nothing in contradiction

to this.

102. While in these works of architecture a spirit of art 1

was unfolded which combined grace with majesty in the hap-
piest manner, the plastic art, emancipated by means of the free

and lively spirit of democratic Athens from all the fetters of

antique stiffness, and penetrated by the powerful and magnifi-
cent genius of the age of Pericles, attained through Phidias
the same culminating point. However, in conformity with 2
the character of the elder Hellenians, the admired master-

pieces of that time still bore the impress of calm dignity and

unimpassioned tranquillity of soul. The spirit of Athenian 3
art soon acquired the sway throughout Greece, although art

was also cultivated in the Peloponnesus in great perfection,

especially among the democratic and industrious Argives.

3. Athenian artists about 01. 83, (Be Phidia i. 14) worked for the

Delphian temple [K Bhein. Mus. i. s. 18.] and the Phidian school about
the 86th OL adorned Olympia and Elis with sculptures. On the state of

Argos, see the author's Dorians ii. p. 147. Lewis and Tufhell.

103. The Peloponnesian war, from 01. 87, 1 ex. to 93, 4, 1

destroyed in the first place the wealth of Athens, the ex-

penses of the war having exceeded the amount of revenue,
and at the same time tore asunder the bond which united
the Athenian school with the Peloponnesian and other artists.

Of deeper influence was the internal change which occurred 2

during the Peloponnesian war, not without considerable co-

operation from the great pestilence (OL 87, 3) which swept
away the manly race of old Athenians and left a worse
behind. Sensuality and passion on the one hand, and 3

a sophistical cultivation of the understanding and lan-

guage on the other, took the place of the solid manner
of thinking, guided by sure feelings, which was a character-

istic of earlier times. The Grecian people broke down the
bulwarks of ancient national principles, and, as in public life,

so also in all the arts, the pursuit of enjoyment and the desire

for more violent mental excitement, pressed more prominently
into view.
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1. OIL the expenses of the war see Bockh's Pub. Econ. i p. 289. On
the separation of the schools of art during the war, De Phidia i. 19.

2. Tigaroprs %(>% x.ce-1 e$r?Ou>e. rp vrohzi Iwl irhiov dvo^ictgro voffvif&oi art

Bs V$YI TS 9$v x,ctl ireiyro&xo&sy TO &$ o&vro KS^cchioy, rot/ro x,cx,l Ks&Koy x,ex>l

Xgwrifton xwriffry. Thucyd. ii. 53.

3. In public life the tribe of flatterers of the demos, Cleon, &c. came
in the room of Olympius Pericles, who governed by the penetrating force

of his genius ;
the hetserse exercised more and more influence on domestic

life; in tragedy the Ka.$Yrrixwra>'ro$ and 'btivvrctrog of Euripides suited

the taste of the great public ; lyric poetry passed over into the new un-

bridled and ostentatious dithyrambus, the masters of which (Melanippi-

des, Cinesias, Philoxenus, Telestes, Phrynis, and Timotheus of Miletus)
were regarded by the more rigid as the corrupters of music, particularly
of its ethic character; whereby at the same time the art of rhythm
about the 90th OL became more lax and irregular. The ancient orato-

rical art was founded on a symmetrical construction of sentences, and
demanded the most tranquil declamation ; along with it an impassioned
and pathetic style of speaking gradually obtained a footing.

Particular regard must here be had to the always increasing freedom
and violence in the corporeal expression of mental emotions. According
to Xenophon the Spartan youth did not move his eyes any more than a
brazen statue (Dorians ii. p. 279. 2 Ed.). At Athens Pericles still preserved
a the fixed posture of countenance, the quiet manner of walking, such an

adjustment of his dress that it did not get into disorder from any orato-

rical gesture, the uniform tone of voice." Plut. Pericl. 5. Comp. Siebelis

in Winckelm. W. viii. s. 94. Through Cleon free and violent gestures

(TO ryy %(>& ?&> s^sfy) invaded the oratorical platform, and the ancient

sump.!* of the orators disappeared. Plut. Mcias 8. Tib. Gracchus 2.

-fflscMnes against Timarchus, . 25 sqq. Bekk. Demosth. *. ****. p.
43 R. We must imagine Demosthenes to have been highlyimpassioned
in gesticulation, and -ZEschines to have been somewhat stiffand affected.

Hvely and pathetic gesticulation on the stage began with Melanippides,
a contemporary of Alcibiades, and whom Myniscus, JEschylus' actor, on
that account called v&nixt>$. Aristot, Poet. 26, cum Intpp. Xenoph.
Sympos, 3, 11.

1 104 With this spirit of the times was closely connected
the tendency of those artists through whom the plastic art
after the 100th OL attained another stage; inasmuch as
in their creations, compared with the works of the pre-
vious generation, there is manifested much more sensuality
and pathos, a more disturbed equilibrium, and a more rest-
less longing of the soul, whereby indeed art again acquired a

2 new world of ideas. But at the same time the propensity to

momentary enjoyments, which was a striking feature in the
Athenian people, operated as a hindrance to important pub-
lic undertakings, and art was thus deprived (if we do not
take into account what was done by Oonon and Lycurgus) of
the great public encouragement which was given in the time
of Pericles, until it won the favour of the Macedonian kings.
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This relation brought about changes in the spirit of art which
will be seen at the close of this division,, and more clearly in

the following.

2. Demosthenes complains bitterly of the poverty of public and the

magnificence of private buildings in his time. Comp. Bo'ckh, Public Econ.

1, 205 sq. Lewis. As to the works promoted by Conon, Paus. i, 1, 3. i, 2,

2. Comp. De PMdia i, 3, n* d. and in corroboration of the statement

that the temple of Zeus Soter was erected by Conon
?
also Isocr. Euagor.

. 57. Under Lycurgus former works chiefly were completed, but there

was also something new. See the psephisma in Plutarch x. Orat. p. 279.

H., where perhaps we should read : yfttegytx, Tragx.'h.afitou rov$ re vsusoixovs

x,ot,l rw crxsvoSyxw xa,l ro Ssargoy TO A/OJ/. s^stgyafftzro xa} tirsr&sffe, x,au ro

re arotitov TO Hoc,yo^. x,l TO yvftyafriQv TO Avxeiov xarsa-xsvoure. Comp. p. 251.

Paus. i
; 29, 16. The noblest private outlay, however, still continued to

be that on war-horses and statues, and it is a severe reproach to Dicseo-

genes (Isseus on Dicseog. Inher. . 44) ;
that he allowed dedicatory pre-

sents, purchased by the person, whose property he inherited for three

talents (,615), to lie scattered about unconsecrated in the studios of

sculptors.

2. ABOHITECTONICS.

1 05. The first requisite for the prosperity of architecture^
the putting forth of every energy in order to accomplish

something great, was already exemplified in the walls built afc

this period, especially those of the Peirseus, which, at the
same time that they resembled Cyclopean walls in their colos-

sal size, were distinguished by the utmost regularity of exe-

cution.

The circuit of the walls of the Peirseus with Munychia measured 60

stadia ; the height was 40 Greek cubits (Themistocles wanted the double) ;

the breadth was such that during the erection two waggons laden with

stones could pass each other, the stones were X^^LMQI, closely fitted to ,

one another (h ropy syyavtoi), and held together without any mortar,,

only with iron cramps soldered with lead. The walls of the Parthenon

were built in the same way ;
the cylindrical blocks of the columns, on the

other hand, were connected by wooden plugs (cypress wood in the tem-

ple of Sunium, Bullet, d. Inst. 1832. p. 148). [One of these plugs with its

sheath in Munich.] All the technical details are here found in the highest

perfection.

106. Further, there was evinced in the construction of 1

theatres, odeia, and other buildings for festal amusements, a

clearer and more penetrating understanding which conceived

in the distinctest manner the aim of the building, and knew
how to attain it in the most direct way. The theatron, like 2

the ancient chorus (. 64, 1), was always still in the main an

open space for dancing (orchestra), having entrances on both

sides. Around it arose the seats, arranged* so -as to hold the
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greatest possible number of persons, and the elevated scaffold-

ing of the stage. The building of theatres probably emanated

from Athens, but at this period it had already extended

3 over all Greece. The Odeion also, a smaller theatre within
umbrella roof, received its form at Athens, and it is in

^

like

4 manner probable that one of the contemporaries of Phidias

first produced at Olympia the Ingenious form of the barriers

(&<peff(g)
of a hippodroma

2. On the theatre at Athens . 101, Rem. 2. That of Epidaurus, a

work of Polyclitus (about 01. 90), was the first in beauty and symme-

try; a portion of the very commodiously built stairs is still remaining.

[The seats are still almost entire; the restoration with the stones them-

selves removed from their places would be easy.] See Clarke, Travels ii,

II. p. 60. Donaldson, Antiq. of Athens, Suppl. p. 41. pi. 1. The theatre

of Syracuse (comp. Eouel, T. iii. pi. 187 s<iq. Wilkins, Magna Grecia, ch.

2. p. 6. pi. 7. Donaldson, p. 48. pi. 4, 5) [Cavallari in Serradifalco An-

tich. di Sicilia iv. tv. 17 22. p. 132] was built by Democopus-Myrilla
before Sophron (01 90). Eustath. ad Od. iii, 68. p. 1457. R. Comp. .

289.

3. The odeion is pretended to have been Ibuilt in imitation of the

tent of Xerxes, and the roof was said to have consisted of Persian masts,

hence also Themistocles instead of Pericles has been called the founder

(Hirt, G-esch. ii. p. 18). But even Attica furnished at an early period
much longer trees than it did afterwards for the roofing of large build-

ings. Plato, Critias, p. 111. On the design of an odeion . 289.

4. On Gecetas, the son of Aristocles, Booth, C. I. p. 39, 237. The

author, De Phidia i, 13 ; on Ms cLtywig Hirt, Gesch. iii. p. 148. It fulfilled

the object of bringing all the chariots round the Spina at an equal dis-

tance from the normal starting-point of the circuits.

1 107. Probably also the art of arching, -which was not yet

anywhere employed in temples at this period, except perhaps
in the Eleusinian Megaron, was already used in the building

2 of these theatres. According to the tradition of the ancients
it was invented by Democritus, but he perhaps only im-

3 ported it from Italy (see . 168) into Greece. The same De-
mocritus instituted, together with Anaxagoras, investigations
into the perspective design and detailed construction of the
theatrical scene; it was through him, in an especial manner,
that a philosophical spirit of inquiry began to benefit the arts.

2. Poseidon, in Seneca Ep. 90. Democr. dicitur invenisce fornicem ut

lapidum curvatura paulatim inclinatorum medio saxo (key-stone) alii-

garetur. Democritus, according to the most probable account, died 01,

94, 1, about 90 years old.

3. Vitruv. Praef. vii ISamque primum Agatharcus (. 134) Athenis,
JEschylo docente tragoediam, scenam fecit et de ea commentarium reli

quit. Ex eo moniti Democr. et Anax. de eadem re scripserunt, quemad-
modum oporteat ad aciem oculorum radiorumque extensionem, certo
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loco centro constituto, ad lineas ratione natural! respondere. This matter

falls in with the last days of JEschylus (about 01. 80), hence Aristotle,
Poet. 4, 16, ascribes scenography or perspective scene-painting to Sopho-
cles first. Scenography thenceforward figured as a separate art ; about

the 90th Olympiad we find in Eretria an architect and scenographer
called Cleisthenes (3>iog. Laert. ii, 125) ; afterwards there were various

others, as Eudorus, Serapion in Plin. Aristot. Poet. 4, 16* Also a pictor
scaenarius in Gori Inscr. Etr. i. p. 390. Comp. . 324.

108. With regard to the columnar ordinances, the Doric 1

was at this period cultivated to a higher degree of grace
without however losing its predominant character of majesty.
The Ionic existed at Athens in a peculiar ornate form, and in 2

Ionia itself in that which was afterwards retained as the

regular canonical form. Beside these appeared about the 85th 3

Olympiad the Corinthian capital, which was unfolded by an

ingenious combination of the volute forms of the Ionic with
freer and richer vegetable ornaments, but only attained gra-

dually its canonic form. Accordingly it is found single at 4

first, then multiplied, but only in subordinate portions of the

building. As a leading order it was first employed in small

honorary monuments.

3. See the story of CaUimachus' invention in Vitruv. iv, 1.

4. See . 109. No. 5, 12, 13, 15. We find it employed throughout for

the first time in the Choregic monument of Lysicrates, which, though

elegant, is by no means to be regarded as a perfect model, OL 111, 2.

Stuart i. ch. 4.

109. Whilst the temples of Athens at this period bore the

character of the purest proportion, the choicest forms, and the

most perfect harmony, and a similar spirit was exhibited in

the Peloponnesus, elegance and magnificence were the quali-
ties most aimed at in Ionia where the art was later of coming
into full bloom, and the Ionic style was almost exclusively

employed (with striking, indeed, but not so careful execution

in detail). The Sicilian temples on the other hand adhered

to the old Doric forms, and imposed by their gigantic size and
boldness of plan.

I. ATTICA.

1. [Comparison of the dimensions of 17 temples in Serradifalco, Ant,

di Sicilia ii. p. 80, and a collocation of 21 Sicilian temples in ground plan,

v. tv. 43]. The THESEION, from OL 77, 4. (. 101. rem. 2) till later than

80 (. 118). Peript. hexast. in the Doric order, 104 X 45 f. of Pentelic

marble. The height of the columns more than 11, the intercolumnia 3

mod. Well preserved, even the beautiful lacunaria. Stuart, Antiq. of

Athens iii. ch. 1. Supplem. ch. 8. pi. 1. [L. Boss ro fiyurziov xoti 6 v&o$

rov "Ao<r tv 'ASqitxts 1838. 8vo, Archaol. Zeit. 1844. Sw 245. In oppo-

sition to this Ulrichs Annali d. Inst. xiii. p. 75, E. Curtius in Gerhard's

Arehaol. Zeit. i. S. 97].
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2. The PARTHENON or HECATOMPEDON, 50 feet larger (longer) than, an
older one whose site it occupied, Hesych. Built by Ictinus and

Callicrates,

a work on it by Ictinus and Carpion. Peript. hexast. hypseth. in the

Boric order, on a high platform, entirely of Pentelic marble. Substruc-

tion, Ross Kunstbl. 1835. Ko. 31. Consists of the encircling colonnade
;

the K(>oywQv at each end, formed by columns with railings between, the

hecatompedon strictly so called, that is the cella 100 feet in length [breadth

rather, calculated after Stuart p. 8. and Le Roy p. 5. by Ideler in the

Schr. der Berl. Akad. 1812. S. 186] with 16 (or 231) columns round the

hypaethron ; the parthenon properly so called, or chamber for the virgin,

a square enclosed space around the statue ;
and the closed opisthodomos

with 4 columns, to the west. The front was to the east. Entire dimen-

sions 227 X 101 English feet, height 65 feet. The height of the columns

12 mod., the intercol. almost 2f, diminution, of the shaft U; the swell

^ j corner columns 2 inches thicker. Shields hung on the architrave ; re-

garding its riches in, statuary . 118. The triglyph frieze ingeniously

composed with the greatest possible saving of stone, Klenze Aphorist.
Bern, S. 368. Tf. 1. Fig. 2, 3. The pure splendour of the marble was
enhanced by the gold and colours used in. ornamenting the smaller fillets

and mouldings. The temple suffered particularly on the 28th of Sept. 1 687,
from the YenetianSj and more recently from Elgin; but it always still

excites a wonderful enthusiasm. J. Spon (1675) Yoy. de Grece. Stuart
it ch. i. Wilkins, Atheniensia, p. 93. Leake, Topography, ch. 8. Bockh
C. I. p. 177. The new editors of Stuart in the German translation (Darm-
stadt 1829) i. p. 293, where there is also given at page 349 an account
of the vestiges of the old Parthenon. CockerelTs plan in Brondsted, Yoy.
dans la Grace ii. pL 38. On Heger's Investigations, Gdtt. G. A. 1832, s.

849. The Parthenon measured anew by J. HofFer, Wiener Bauzeit. 1838.

N. 40 ff. [There is a model of the restored Parthenon in the gallery of the

Bodleiana at Oxford, 6J feet in length.] One also in the Bnt. Museum.

3. The PBOPTIIEA, built by Mnesicles. They formed the access to

the acropolis- as to the court of a temple, and stood in connexion with a
road leading up from the market. Carriage road to the Propylsea of
Pentelic marble slabs. L. Ross in the Kunstbl. 1836. N, 60. A grand
gate, with four subordinate doors, an. Ionic portico on the outside, and
on each side a Doric frontispiece, the architecture of which was very
skilfully combined with the Ionic in the interior. Comp. K 5, c. At the
sides project wings, the northmost of which served as apoihle; in front,

of the one to the south stood a small temple to Nike Apteros. Stuart ii.

ch. 5. Kinnard, Antiq. of Athens, SuppL (on the ascent). Leake, Topogr.
ch. 8. p. 176. Le temple de Victoire sans ailes, restaure par R. Kous-
min dScrit par Y. Ballanti B. 1837 fo. Bull. 1837. p. 218. [Kunstbl. 1835.
N. 78 L. Boss u. E. Schaubert Die Akropolis von Athen> 1 Abth. der T.
der Mke Apteros. B. 1839. fo.]

4. The Temple of ATHENA POLIAS and Poseidon Erechtheus. A very
ancient sanctuary which was renewed after the Persian war, but (ac-
cording to the Record C. L n. 160) not completed till after 92, 4, full of
sacred monuments, by means of which the plan, of the building received,,
peculiar modifications. A double temple (veto; fovkaSs) with a separate
apartment to the west (Pandroseion) a prostyle to the east, and two
porticoes (<jr$>ar&ws) on the N.W. and S.W. corners. The edifice stood
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on two different foundations, inasmuch as a terrace extended along on the

north and west sides, and stopped short towards the north and west (on
which side stood the rol%o 6 sxrog in the inscription). Size without the

porticoes 73 X 37 feet. Caryatids (#o#/, Athenian maidens in the full

Panathenaeic costume) [. 330, 5] around the portico in the south-west

corner (in which the Erechtheian salt spring and the very old olive-tree

appear to have been); windows and engaged columns in the Pandro-

seion. The frieze of the whole was of Eleusinian lime-stone with reliefs

(of metal) fixed on (?). [Seventeen pieces stand in the Erechtheion,
a list of them in Ann. d. I. xv. p. 309 sq.] The Ionic architecture pre-
sents much that is peculiar, especially in the capitals (. 276) ; the care

in execution is unsurpassed. Stuart ii. ch. 2. "Wilkins, p. 75. The
author's Minervse Poliadis sacra et sedis. 1820. Eose, Inscript. Graecae

Vetustissimge, p. 145. C. I. L p. 261. New Edition of Stuart, p. 482,

Fragments of a second inscription referring to this temple. Kunstbl.

1836. St. 60 [39 f. Complete in the *E<?>/7^^$- ^^/oA. 1837. p. 30. in Eanga-
bis Antiqu. Hellen. p 45, and Ann. d. I. xv. p. 286 327. An architect

Archilochus of Agryle therein]. Inwood The Erechtheion of Athens,

fragments of Athenian architecture, and a few remains in Attica, Megara
and Epirus. L 1827. [Von Quast Das Erechtheum zu Athen nach dem
Werk des Hr. Inwood B. 1840. Temple of Athene Ergane on the acropo-
lis. See Ulrichs in the 'ASyyA 1841, 4th June, and in the Abhd. der

Munchner Akad. philos. philol. KL iii, 3. S. 627.]

5. ELEUSIS. Uned. Antiq. of Attica, ch, 15 (Tradixct, par M. ffittorff

Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 345). a. Thegreat temple (/^yo^Qy, &yax?ragop) erected

under the superintendence of Ictinus of Coroebus, Metagenes, and Xeno-

cles, and planned for the celebration of the mysteries. [Departure in the

Eleusinian building from the pure style. Kugler S. 43. A large cella with

four rows of Boric columns running across in two tiers ; between them a

large opening for light, which was arched by Xenocles (TO ovraiov s^o^^ffs
Plut. Pericl. 13. comp. Pollux ii, 54), as this temple must not be

hypaethral. Portico of 12 Doric columns (by Philo in the time of Deme-
-trius Phalereus) which have already thin fillets between the flutings.

212. 10. 2 X 178. 6. the measurement of the square within 167 x 166. 6,

Beneath the cella a crypt, undiminished cylinders supported the upper
floor. The material mostly Eleusinian lime -stone, little marble. The

size of the whole 220 X 178 Statements somewhat at variance, Ionian

Antiq ch 6, 1921, new ed. I. The smaller Propylcea in the inner peri-

bolos, with enigmatical disposition of the door. We have here the capi-

tal of a pilaster with the leaves of the acanthus, c. The larger Propyl<w
in the outer court. Entirely similar to those on the acropolis ; only

without the side buildings. The pannelled ceiling (ogocpoj) praised there by
Pausanias is here more distinct (whether Appii propylaeum, Cicero ad

Att. vi, 1
1)

d. A. small temple of Artemis Propyl&a, a templum in antis,

Doric, e. A small temple on the rock above the Megaron, in the inne"r

peribolos. None of the buildings at Eleusis were completely finished.

OTHEE, ATTIC TEMPLES.

6. At EHAMM-US, The larger temple of Nemesis, hexast. peript., Boric
3

,

71 X 33 f. was probably begun in the time of Pericles (comp, . 117), but

not finished till later (fillets with the flutings). Rich paintings and
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gildings are observable on the external cornice, and on the cornice over

the frieze in the interior, the outlines of which are carved. Beautiful

lacunaria, Un. Antiq. ch. 6.

7. Temple of PALLAS ox SUNIUM, hexast. peript. with propylaea of the

same order, the Doric. Also of the age of Pericles. Ionian Antiq. ii.

ch. 5. pL 914. Un. Antiq. ch. 8.

8. STOA AT THOEICITS (7 columns in front, 14 on the side. Comp. . 80.

Rem. ii, 3). The columns (11 mod high) have received but the beginning
of the flutings. Un. Antiq. ch. 9.

II. CHIEF PELOPONNESIAN TEMPLES.

9. Temple of ZETTS AT OLYMPIA, built with the spoils of Pisa (which
fell about the 50th OL) by Libon the Elean, completed about the 86th

OL Of poros stone. Hexast. peript. hypsethral. The pronaos closed

with grated doors (Svg*/ ^aT^at?) between columns, so likewise the opis-

thodomos corresponding to the pronaos ; the cella rather narrow with

upper galleries (<rro#l viregpoi). Size 230 X 95 Greek feet, height 68. On
the ruins, especially Stanhope's Olympia, p. 9. Cockerell, Bibl. Italiana

1831. N. 191. p. 205. Expedition Scien. de la Moree Livr. 11. pi. 62 sqq.

Comp. Yolkel's Hachlass i

10. 11. Temple of HEEA at Asaos by Eupolemus after 01. 89, 2. The

OLYHPIEION AT MEGABA before 87. ISTo ruins of these temples. [Disco-

Tery of the foundation. W. Mure Ann. d. Inst, x. p. 308 tav, H. The
same author's Tour in Greece ii, 177.]

12. Temple of APOLLO EPICUBJTJS AT PHIGALIA, built by Ictinus the

Athenian (Eustath. on the OcL p. 1825. R), therefore perhaps before 01.

87, 2 (according to the supposition of Pausanias, after the plague, 88).

Size 126 X 48 Without, a Doric pteroma; within, Ionic columns

form niches (probably for Donaria) and an hypsethron. A Corinthian

column stood at the end of the hypaethron behind the statue. On the

ruins Combe, Brit. M. iv. pL 25 28. Stackelberg, Apollotempel Tf.

I 5, Donaldson, Antiq. of Athens, SuppL p. 1. pi. 1 10.

13. Temple of ATHENA ELEA AT TE&EA, built by Scopas after the 96th

OL the largest and most beautiful in the Peloponnesus. The combina-

tion of Ionic columns externally, and Doric and Corinthian above one

another within, is important for the history of architecture. Paus. viii,

45. Slight remains. Dodwell, Tour ii. p. 419. Klenze Aphorist. Bern.

S. 647.

14. The very slender Doric columns (more than 13 mod. high) of the

temple of Zeus at Nemea appear to belong to the end of this period.
Ionian Antiq. ii. ch. 6. pi. 15 18. Descr. de Moree iii. pi. 72. [Clarke
Trav. ii, 2. chap. 18. p. 714. 4to Ed,]

m. IONIA [AND CAEIA].

15. DIDYM^OH" AT MILETUS, after its destruction rebuilt 01. 71, prin-
cipally by Pseonius and Daphnis of Miletus, but never entirely com-
pleted. ^Dipteral decast. hypasthral, 163 feet broad, in magnificent Ionic

style, with engaged Corinthian columns in the pronaos. The columns
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6J feet thick, 63J high, more slender than those at Ephesus, Samos, and
"

Sardis (. 54, 80), with lighter entablature. Ionian Antiq. i, ch. 3. p. 27

Choiseul Gouffier, Toy. pittor. i. pi. 113, 114. Hirt, Gesch. ii. p. 62. pL
9, 11.

16. Temple of PALLAS POLIAS AT FRIEZE, built by the learned architect

Pytheus, about 01. 110. According to an inscription, Alexander had the

glory of consecrating it. C. I. No. 2904. Peript. hexast. of beautiful

Ionic order with propylsea which instead of Ionic columns have pilas-

ters inside whose capitals are enriched with griffins in relief. Ionian

Antiq. i. ch. 2. new ed. Choiseul Gouffier, pi. 116.

17. Temple of DIONYSUS AT TEOS by Hermogenes, probably built about

the time of Alexander. Peript. hexast. and eustyle, according to Vitru-

vius (who principally follows Hermogenes). Ionian Antiq. i. ch. 1

Choiseul Gouff. pi. 124. Comp. besides Hirt, Gesch. ii, 66.

18. Temple of ARTEMIS LETTCOPHBYNE AT MAGNESIA on the Meander,
built by Hermogenes, pseudodipteral, according to Vitruvius 198 X 106

f. Leake, Asia Minor, p. 349. To it belongs the elevation, Ionian Antiq.
i. ch. 1. pi. 2. first ed. [R. Kochette after the labours of the architect

Clerges in the Journ. des Sav. 1845. Oct. Nov.]

19. Ruins of a temple of APOLLO AT DELOS in the Doric order (the

height of the columns 12 mod.), Stuart iii. ch. 10. p. 57. [A friese tablet

from the temple of Esculapius, the most important in Cos. See Boss in

Gerhard's Archaol. Zeit. 1846. Tf. 42. S. 281. Temple of Dionysus at

Aphrodisias, octasfc. peript. probably by Hermogenes; panther and crater

alternately on the architrave. Ion. Antiq. iii. ch. 2. pL 13 sqq. cf. I?ellows

Lycia p. 33. and Texien The beautiful Ionic temple of Azani in Phrygia
in Fellows* Asia Minor p. 136. 141. and in Texier.]

IV. SICILY.

20. 21. AOEAGAS. Comp. above . 80. The great Doric temple of

Zeus Olympius was incomplete when Acragas was conquered by the Car-

thaginians 01. 93, 3, and also remained so after the renovation of the

city. Diod. xiii, 82. Size according to Diod. 340 X 160 f. (369 X 182

English f. according to the latest measurements). Height 120, without the

substruction (xgwTrtiaf&a)* The cella has within pilasters 12 feet broad, and

half-columns without, 20 feet in circumference, but porticoes at the ends

according to Diodorus, according to Cockerell however there were here

also pilasters and half-columns. The columns under 10 mod. high. In.

the interior there stood on columns or pillars, gigantic figures in antique
severe style as supporters of the roof [. 279]. Me. Maggiore, Opusa
ArcheoL 1834. cf. Bull. 1836. p. 62. There are many things about

this temple still in the dark. See Wilkins, Mag. Gr. ch. 3. pi. 14

17. Hirt ii, 90. pi. 9, 12. Klenze, Tempel des Olymp. Jupitera 1821,

and in the Kunstblatt 1824. N". 36 (comp. 28, 39). Cockerell. Antiq. of

Athens, Suppl. p. 1. pi. 1 8. Not far from the above stands the so-

called temple of HERCULES. Cockerell, pi. 9, More recent excavations

at the [so-called] temple of Hercules, Bull. 1836. p. 97. 129. Theron's

monument, the pyramid of a victor horse (Plin. viii^ 42), according to

Gtfttling in the Kunstbl. 1836. K 7.
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22 24. SEMNUS. Comp. . 80. Its large and rich temples are men-
tioned in Thucyd. vi, 20, and in connection with its destruction by the

Carthaginians (92, 4). The chief Boric temple was at that time still

incomplete, as only the eight columns of the east front were fluted (with

fillets), and some others begun. Dipteral according to Wilkins, pseudo-

dipt. according to Hittorff and Serradifalco with large columnar pronaos
and hypsethron, 331 X 161 feet according to Wilkins, 367 X 161 accord-

ing to Gottling in the Hermes xxxiii. p. 248. The columns about 10

mod. high. South from this one in the same eastern portion of the city

stand two other temples, all together called i piliere die Oiganti^ 186 X 76

and 232 X 83 f. large ; both hexastyle peripteral, and on the whole they

appear to belong to the same period. The middle and smallest temple is

constructed almost in the same way as the middle temple of the acropolis,

but at a later period however when more slender (about 10 mod.) and at

the same time greatly tapering (about f mod.) columns made their ap-

pearance in Sicily; somewhere about the 80th Olymp. Comp. on the

sculptures . 90 and 119. Wilkins, ch. 4 pi. 111. Hittorff and Zanth,
Archit. de la Sicile. Livr. 5, pL 30 sqq.

25. EGESOJA. Hexast. peript. 190 X 77 f. the columns not yet fluted.

Wilkins, ch. 5. Gartner's Ansichten der Monumente Siciliens. Hittorff,

pi. 2 6. [SYEACUSE. Hexast. peript. Serradifalco i. tav. 3 8. Canina

^p the Bullett. 1836. p. 91.] The cella 86, 6. x, 47, 4. Palm, entire length

018,2. P. Cavallarim Serradifalco iv. tv. 5 8. p. 120. [CORFU. Not far

vfrom the city Hexast. peript. W. Railton, . 253. R. 1.]

834

^10. Luxury in private buildings, houses, and monuments,
if not begin at Athens especially till towards the end of this

Ateriod (. 104, 2). It began sooner with the rich and haughty
ST^sipgentines

who built, according to the well-known saying,
Slzerf they expected to live for ever.

j
s the marvellous accounts in Diodor. xiii, 81 of Gellias' palace and

.al wine-cellar, of the public piscina, the monuments to victorious

., ctes\and favourite birds. The so-called sepulchre of Theron (Wilkins
eh. 19) is remarkable on account of its Ionic engaged columns with

Dorp entablature, and the cross-vault in the interior. A similar mix-
turf ha& been observed in the so-called Heroon of Empedocles on the

arfopolis of Selinus.

I/ 111. The greatest problem likewise of the architect, the
construction of entire cities, fell at this period principally to

Hippodamus of Miletus who, by his improvements in the
Peiraens, which Themistocles had rather designed as a place of

refuge in time of war, converted it into a splendid city. He
laid out Thurii (01 83, 3) with large streets at right angles,
and likewise rebuilt Rhodes (Olymp. 93, 1) in a highly sym-
metrical and regular manner, and in the form of a theatre.

2 Through him as weE as Meton the regular (Ionic) method of

building seems to have gained the ascendancy over the nar-
row and angular construction of cities which prevailed in early
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1. On the designs of Hippodamus, comp. Aristofc, Pol. ii, 5, with

Schneider, vii, 10. Photius and Eesych. s. v.
'

Ivirol&f&ov vkp-wis with
Diod. xii, 10. Schol. Aristoph. Equ. 327 (comp. Meier on the Scholia, p%

457. Dindorf). On Rhodes, Strab. xiv, 654. Aristeides Rhodiacus.

Meurs. Ehodus i, 10. Perhaps the plan of the beautiful city Cos (103,

3) was similar, as well as that of the new Halicarnassus (by Mausolus ;

the plan in Cuper, Apoth. Homeri p. 41 is not altogether correct).

[Yitruv. i. 7. De electione locorum. ad usum communem civitatis.]

2. On the plans of Meton (the astronomer and tydraulist) for the

building of a city, Aristoph. Birds, 995 and Scholia. On the old-Greek

and Ionic mode of laying out towns, comp. Dorians, vol. ii. p. 272 sq. The
cities of the Peloponnesus which grew up after the fall of Sparta were also

certainly more regular, as new Mantinea (01. 102, 2. See G-ell, Stadte-

mauern Tf. 35), Megalopolis (102, 2) and Messene (OL 102, 4) with massive

walls of square blocks and beautiful fortified gates ; the Doric architec-

ture of the portico, around the stadium, however, already declines into

the puny. Leake, Morea T. i. p. 372, pL 3. Gell, Stadtemauera Tf. 36

Donaldson, Antiq. of Athens. Suppl. p. 19. pi. 1, 2. Exp&L Scient. de

la More"e
; pi. 24 sqq.

3, THE PLASTIC ART.

A. THE ACHE OF PHIDIAS AIO) POIYCUMJUS.

112. The highest bloom of art, -which was at this period

zealously cultivated throughout Greece, but principally at

Athens and Argos, was ushered in by Calamis and Pythagoras,
two excellent artists

;
the former indeed was not entirely free

from the hardness of the old style, but nevertheless he exe-

cuted admirable works of the most various kinds, sublime

statues of gods, delicate and graceful women, and spirited

chargers ;
the latter excelled in lifelike representation of the

muscles and veins, in exact knowledge of proportion, but at

the same time also (what was more rare at this period) in

profound expression.

1. CALAMIS (of Athens ?),
toreutes [. 85. R. 2], brass-caster, and sculp-

tor, 01. 78 87. PYTHAGOBAS of BHEGIUM, brass-caster, pupil of ClearchuSj

01. 7587. Paus. vi, 6. vi, 13. comp. Oorsini, Dissert, agon, p. 124 ISO.

Plin. xxxiv, 8, 19. Eueadmus of Athens, sculptor, 80. TELEPHANES, the

Phocsean, brass-caster (worked for the Aleuadae and Persian kings) about

80. Polygnotus, painter and sculptor, about 80. Ptoliehus of Corcyr%

scholar of Critias, brass-caster, 83. Scynmus and Dionysodoras3
biass-

casters and toreutse, scholars of Critias, 83. Acestor of Cnossus, bras&-

caster, 83. [OSTATAS of j%ina, 01. 7883;
and his scholars, . 82.] Pnir

MAS, son of Charmides, of Athens, scholar of Ageladas, painter, brass-

caster, toreutes, and sculptor, 01. 80 87, 1. Praxias of Athens, scholar

of Oalamis, sculptor, 83. Androsthenes of Athens, scholar of Eueadmus,

sculptor, 83. liTesiotes, fellow-labourer of Oritias, Boss in the KunstbL

1836. N. 16. [R, Rochette, Suppl&n. au Catal. des Artistes, p. 368.] POLE-

F
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CLITITS, Sicyonian and Argive, scholar of Ageladas, brass-caster, toreutes,

culptor, and architect, from about 82 92. MYRON, an Athenian of

Eleutherae, scholar of Ageladas, brass-caster, toreutes, and sculptor, about
the same time. CALLIMACHTTS, brass-caster and toreutes, about 85. Sty-

pax of Cyprus, brass-caster, 85. ALCAMEJTES of Athens, scholar of Phi-

dias, perhaps also of Critias, cleruchos in Lemnos, brass-caster, sculptor,
and toreutes, 83 94 (de Phidia i, 19). Golotes, scholar of Phidias, to-

reutes, 86. Pseonius of Mende, sculptor, 86. Cleoetas (of Athens ?), brass-

caster and architect (. 106, 4), about 86. AGOBACBITUS of Paros, scholar

of Phidias, brass-caster and sculptor, 85 88. Phradmon of Argos,

brass-caster, about 87. Gallon of Eiis, brass-caster, about 87. Gorgias
of Lacedsemon, brass-caster. 87. OTESILAUS, brass-caster, 87. Socrates,
the son of Sophroniscus, of Athens, sculptor, about 87. Plato mentions
the sons of Polyclete as artists about 87. Protag. p. 328. Theocosmus
of Megara, scholar of Phidias, brass-caster and toreutes, 87 95". Am-
phion of Cnossus, son of Acestor, scholar of Ptolichus, brass-caster, 89.

Sostratus of Rhegium, scholar of Pythagoras, about 89. Nicodamus, a

Maenalian, brass-caster, 90. Thericles, the Corinthian potter (QyiyxhCia),
about 90. Athenxusxi. p.470.f. Bentley's Phalaridea. [Thericles, the

animal painter, shown to have nothing to do with the cups adorned with

animal figures, Rhein. Mus. vi. S. 404 20.] Cleiton of Athens, brass-

caster (dMi<s>TQ7rQi6s), about 90. Niceratus of Athens, brass-caster, 90.

Apellas, brass-caster, about 90. DEMETBIUS, Athenian of Alopece, about
90 (he must not, on account of Simon, be removed too far from the age
of the painter Micon, and I therefore hold the ancient priestess of Pallas,

Lysimache, whom he sculptured, to be the predecessor of the well-known
Theano. Comp. Lange, Anna, zu Lanzi, p. 84. Sillig, C. A. p. 180). Py-
romachus, about 90. (Plin. xxxiv, 19, 20.) NATTCYI>ES of Argos, son of

Mothon, brass-caster and toreutes, 90 95. PEBICMTTTS, brother of

Haucydes> scholar of Polyclitus, about the same time (Paus. ii, 22, 8, is

perhaps to be read: TO p n&AtSjtAsirof, ra cJs H^ix^stros ewofvyrs, ro ^s

eS&eMptg Hegw&Xs/ray NowwaJ^). Lycius of Eleutherse, son and scholar of

Myron, brass-caster and toreutes, about 92. Athenodorus and Demeas
of deitor, scholars of Polyclitus, brass-casters, 94. Asopodorus of Argos,

Alexis, Phrynon, Demon, brass-casters, together with Aristides, brass-

caster and architect, all scholars of Polyclitus, about 94. Aristandrus of

Paros, brass-caster, 94. Arisfcocles, son of Cleoetas, brass-caster and to-

reutes, 9295 (comp. Bockh, C. I. p. 237). Canachus of Sicyon, the

younger, scholar of Polyclitus, brass-caster, 95. Deinomenes, brass-

caster, 95. Patrocles, brass-caster, 95. Pison of Calauria, Amphion's
scholar, brass-caster, 95. Alypus of Sicyon, scholar of Kaucydes, brass-

caster, 95. Tisandrus, brass-caster, 95. Sostratus of Chios, 95. Archias
of Athens, toreutes, 95 (C. I. n. 150. . 42). Antiphanes of Argos,
scholar of Periclitus, brass-caster, 95 102. Polyclitus the younger of

Argos, scholar of Naucydes, brass-caster, 95 101 (Paus. ii, 22. iii, IS. vi,
2. comp. Corsini, Diss. Agon, p. 123. vi, 6). Mrs, toreutes, 95, DJSDALTTS
of Sicyon, scholar of Patrocles, brass-caster, 96104 (Paus. vi, 2. vi, 3.

comp. Corsini, Piss. Agon. p. 130. 133., x, 9). Stadieus of Athens, brass-

caster, 97. CEPHISOJ>OTUS of Athens, brass-caster, 97 104 (he worked
for the undertakings of Conon and for Megalopolis). Pantias of Chios,
scholar of Sostratus, brass-caster, 100. Callicles of Megara, son of Theo-
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cosmus, brass-caster, 100. [L. Stephani on Attisch. Kunstgesch. in the

Rhein. Mus. iv. S. 1.]

2. Calamidos dura Ula quidem, sed tamen molliora quam Canachi,

Cicero. Jam minus rigida Calamis, Quintilian. See above, . 92. Lu-

cian (Imag. 6) praises in his Sosandra TO (Aziliapx, ^.wrw xa,l AgAijSoV

xal ro everts Is x#i xoffftiov rq$ dyotfiohfa, Comp. the Hetser. Dial. 3.

Sfflig 0. A. p. 115.

3.
'

Hie primus (?) nervos et venas expressit, capillumque dUigentius.

Vicit Myronem pancratiaste Delphis posito. Syracusis (fecit) claudican-

tem, cujus ulceris dolorem sentire etiam spectantes videntur. Plinius

xxxiv, 19. TLvSr&yogay vrg&rw "SoxovvrM, pvSftov x,al a-vpf^sr^i^g gtrro%euat

Diog. Laert. viii. Pyth. 25. Sillig C. A. p. 399, together with Varro de

L, L. V. . 31.

113. Phidias the Athenian now appeared, an artist whose l

genius was so vast and his fame so acknowledged that the

works of Pericles'' age were all carried on under his direction,
and the entire host of artists of every kind assembled at

Athens were occupied in following out his ideas. He himself 2
worked especially at colossal statues composed of gold and

ivory, for the more perfect execution of which, unexampled
liberality on the part of the states, and a more extended
technical knowledge lent their assistance.

1. The circumstances of Phidias' life, according to the writer^ Oomm.
de Phidiae Vita I. (comp. Em. David in the Biographic Univers. xxxrw

p. 27). Born about 73. Instructed at first by native artists, probably

Hegias, about 01. 80, also by the Argive Agekdas, he directed the works

of Pericles from 82 or 83, completed the Pallas in the Parthenon 85, 3,

the Olympian Jupiter after 86. Accused by cabals against Pericles 86,

4, died in prison 87, 1. In opposition to the opinion that he was already

actively employed as an artist about 73, a comparison of the time when
he flourished with that of his predecessors, Critias, Pythagoras, and

Calamis, affords the best evidence.

Under the direction of Phidias there were, according to Plutarch, Per.

12, TSX,TQV, K'htMrfeu, %<xh%orv'Z"0(, h&ovgyoi, fiatpsify xgvffw f^(x^tx>x,r^sg xou

s?i(pMyro$ (. 312, 2), <yyga<po/, cro/^Xr^l, rogevraL Hotxthral were weavers

of variegated stuffs, embroiderers, whose tapestries (Kot,ae,7rsra,a{tc&r<x)

must not be forgotten when we wish to call up an idea of the general

effect of those temples and ivory statues. Whether ACESAS and HELI-

CON, the Salaminians from Cyprus, who weaved so magnificent tapestries

for the Delphian Apollo <comp. Eurip. Ion 1158) and Pallas belonged to

this age? Athen. ii. p. 48. b. Bust, ad Od. i, 131. p. 1400. Bom. (Cy-

prian TTotxfafa vpafffta.*) Plut. Alex. 32. Apostol. ii, 27. Xenob. i, 56.

That the embroiderers mentioned were not later than Phidias is the

more probable from Plut. Alex. 32. calling Helicon "the ancient" in re-

gard to Alexander's time. The military cloak (evrtvogieaftei) of the king
was his work, a gift from the city of Rhodes. This art was practised in

an especial manner in Phoenicia, Cyprus, and Carthage (Athen. xii. p.

541. b.)
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2. The moveable drapery of Pallas, according to Philochorus, was 44

gold talents in weight (about ^120,000) ; yet its thickness did not much
exceed a line. Bredow on Thucyd. ii, 13. Single locks of the Zeus, ac-

cording to Lucian, Zeus Trag. 25, weighed 6 minae, about 300 louis d'or.

On the technical composition of these statues . 312, 2.

To these belonged among others tlie statue of Pallas

Parthenos, 26 Greek cubits in height, which was conceived as

the image of a divine virgin clad in armour, but victorious

and ruling in serene majesty. The grandiose simplicity of

the main figure was here, as in other works of Phidias, re-

lieved by rich ornaments on the pedestal, the armour, and
even the border of the sandals.

*
Ayoctytae Q(QV h %iravi TTO^^SI. Isocr. ST. etvltift. 2. <&si$i<x.$ o 7%

'ASw&g sBo? s^/stacipsvog. JSgis with gorgoneion. On the helmet a

sphinx (round) and griffins in relief. A lance in the hand, and shield

at her feet ;
the latter probably at the same time supported the hand

with the Nike four cubits in height. The sacred serpent (Ericthonius)
beside the lance on the ground. On the shield the battle of the giants

within, and on the outside an Amazonian battle (portraits of Pericles

and Phidias skilfully introduced). The battle of the centaurs on the

border of the Tyrrhenian sandals (Attic national subjects on all the

*^Sptures). Pandoras genesis on the pedestal Paus. i, 24, 5 7, with

Siebelis' notes. Plin. xxxvi, 4, 4 (comp. Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 108). Max.

Tyr. Diss. 14. T. i. p. 260 B. Bottiger, Andeut, p. 86. Nearest to the

Parthenos of Phidias stands without doubt the existing Pallas, in Villa

Albani (Oavaceppi, Eaccolta L t. 1), in the possession of Hope (Speci-

mens> pL 25) [and ii. pi, 9], and at Naples (M. Borb. iv, 7. Neapels An-

tiken, p. 41), on which Q. de Quiney has even supposed the other to have

bepi founded (Jup. Olyiap. 226. Mon. et Ouvrages d'art ant. restitu6s,

T. i. p. 63). Often imitated on coins of Asiatic cities. Eckhel, Syll. 5,

JtO.
M. S. Clement, 4, 74. 5, 75. 21, 151. Mionnet Suppl. viii. pi. 14, 1.

hus ix.

115. The wonder and enthusiasm of all the Greeks was
still more excited by the Zeus Olympius. Extreme richness

in the plastic ornaments surrounding the simple and sublime

form, deep science in regulating the proportions of the very
colossal figure, and the loftiest elevation of genius in the con-

ception of the Zeus-ideal, caused this statue to be regarded as

a wonder of the world. The idea on which it is founded is

that of the omnipotent ruler and all-victorious deity graci-

ously hearing and benignantly granting the prayers of men.
In it the Greeks beheld Zeus face to face ; to see it was a ne-

penthes; not to have seen it before death was almost as great
a calamity as to die uninitiated into the mysteries.

1. The throne of the Olympian Zeus was of cedar wood, with orna-
ments and reliefs in gold, ivory, ebony, and precious stones, also painting.
The sceptre was composed of every kind of metal; the footstool richly

ornamented, the pedestal adorned with sculptures, but probably only on
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a border on the front side. The barriers were painted by Pansenus (near
the back doors they were coloured blue), and probably also the flowers

on the gold-drapery. The figure placed under a portion of the roof,
was colossal even for the temple (. 109, 9). About 40 feet high on a

pedestal of 12. It appeared still larger than it was, Paus. v, 12, 4. Tes-

timonies as to the knowledge of perspective : Story of the countenance,

Lucian, Pro Imag. 14. The Contest with Alcamenes
a
Tzetz. ChIL viii,

193, and the general evidences, . 324.

2. Zeus held in his right hand a Mke (who probably issued from

him, as in the case of the Olympian Zeus at Antioch, . 160), in his left

the sceptre with the eagle (comp. The Elean Coins, Stanhope, Olympia
10). Phidias adduces the description of Zeus xrvevay (II. i, 529), as his

model. E/^/xof xal KMVTMX/QV -r^o?, Dio Chrysost. xii. (Olympicos) p.
215. More general expressions of admiration, Livy xxxv, 28. Quintil

xii, 10. Dio Chrysost. Or. xii. p. 209 sq^. A. Among the works which
have been preserved, those which bear the greatest affinity are the Ve-

rospi Jupiter and the Medicean and Vatican busts, . 349. Elean coins

of the Caesars with the Olympian Zeus in Be Quincy, pi. 17. p. 312, and
M. Fontana 6, 1.

Volkel iiber den grossen Tempel und die Statue des Jupiter zu Olym-
pia. Lpz. 1794. Archseol. Nachlass 1831, p. 1. Siebenkees tiber den Tem-

pel. u. die Bildsaule des Jupiter zu Olympia. Numb. 1795. Bottiger,
Andeut. p. 93. (Marchese Haus) Saggio sul tempio e la statua di Griove

in Olimpia. Palermo, 1814. Q. de Quincy, Jup. Olympian, p. 384. The
author's Comm. de Phidia ii, 11. Rathgeber, Encyclop. Ill, iii p. 286.

116. Besides these and other works in the toreutic art, l
Phidias executed numerous statues of gods and heroes in brass
and marble as religious images or consecrated gifts. But he 2
unfolded in particular the idea of Athena with great ingenu-
ity, in different modifications, inasmuch as he represented
her for Plataea in an acrolith (. 84) as warlike (Areia), and
for the Athenians in Lemnos, on the other hand, peculiarly
graceful and in a mild character (KaXX/^ogpos). The most co- 3
lossal statue, the brazen Promachus, which, standing between
the Parthenon and the Propylsea, and towering over both,
was seen by mariners at a great distance, was not yet finished
when Phidias died; almost a century later Mys executed after

the designs of Parrhasius the battle of the centaurs on the

shield, as well as the other works of the toreutic class with
which the casting was ornamented.

1. Petersen, Observ. ad Plin. xxxiv, 19, 1. Ein Programm, Havnise,
1824. Sillig, 0. A. p. 344. comp. p. 288. Comm. de Phidia i, 9.

2. The temple of Athena Areia was, according to the circumstantial

account of Plutarch, built from the spoils of Plataea (Aristid. 20) j
but the

age of the work is not quite determined by this. On the Kallimorphos,
Paus. i, 28, 2. Lucian, Imag. 6. Plin. xxxiv, 19, 1. Himerius, Or. xxi

3 4.

[cf. Preller in Gerhard's Archaol. Zeit. 1846. S. 264].

3. The site of the Promachus is determined by Paus. i, 28, 2. comp.
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with Herod, v, 77. Here she is also seen on the coin (Leake, Topogr, Vig-

nette. Mionnet,Suppliii.piia Brondsted,Reiseii.Vign.37)* She raised

the shield (<bl#a rfa ta^fta) and grasped the spear (oTw roig mwviv

MarcuAM fft&xotwr*, Zosima v, 6, 2). The height of the statue without

the pedestal was probably more than 50 feet, hut under 60, as may be

inferred from Strabo vi. p. 278. On the age of the work, Comm. de

Phidia i, 9. 10.

1 117. The disciples of Phidias also, especially Agoracritus

who was sincerely devoted to the master, and Alcamenes who

was more independent and even disputed with his instructor,

2 applied their art principally to images of the gods. Beauty
in full bloom, combined with a mild and tranquil dignity in

the features, doubtless characterized the statues of the female

deities which they produced in emulation of each other

the Aphrodite in the gardens, by Alcamenes, and the corre-

sponding statue by Agoracritus, of Parian marble, which, hay-

ing lost the prize, was, with the addition of the proper attri-

butes, consecrated as Nemesis at Khamnus.

2. Comp., besides others, Zoega's Abhandlungen, p. 56. 62. Welcker,

ibid. p. 417. De Phidia i, 20. Sillig, p. 26 sqq. The ingeniously fash-

ioned Hephaestus of Alcamenes. Sillig, p. 32.

1 118. There still exist as worts of this first of all schools

of art, the architectonic sculptures with which it adorned the

temples of Athens, doubtless under the immediate superin-
2 tendence and direction of Phidias, First, there are preserved

portions of the eighteen sculptured metopes together with the

frieze of the narrow sides of the cella in the temple of Theseus,

the style of which evidently belongs to the Phidian school;

secondly, a considerable number of the metopes of the Parthe-

non all ornamented in alto-relievo, as well as a great part

of the frieze of the cella, besides some colossal figures and a

mass of fragments from the pediments of that temple, on

which latter the master himself seems chiefly to have em-

3 ployed his hand. In aU these works we perceive on the

whole the same spirit of art, only that artists who belonged to

the elder school, which still continued to exist (. 112. Rem. 1),

and whose workmanship is less round and flowing, seem to

have been sometimes occupied on the metopes, and that in

the frieze the uniform filling up of the space, which the archi-

tectonic decoration required, as well as the law of symmetry
and eurhythmy, in many points imposed conditions on the

4 striving after nature and truth. Leaving this out of view, we

everywhere find a truth in the imitation of nature, which,
without suppressing anything essential (such as the veins

swoln from exertion), without ever allowing itself to be sev-

ered from nature, attained the highest nobleness and the

purest beauty j
a fire and a vivacity of gesture when the sub-
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ject demands it, and an ease and comfort of repose, where, as

in the gods especially, it appeared fitting; the greatest truth

and lightness in the treatment of the drapery where regular-

ity and a certain stiffness is not requisite, a luminous projec-
tion of the leading idea and an abundance of motives in sub-

ordinate groups, evincing much ingenuity of invention
; and

lastly, a natural dignity and grace united with a noble sim-

plicity and unaffectedness, without any effort to allure the

senses, or any aiming at dazzling effect and display of the ar-

tist's own skill, which characterized the best ages not merely
of art, but of Grecian life generally.

2. THESEION. The statues which stood in the east pediment have

disappeared. Boss O^g/o^ p. 26. [Not. 63 asserts that 6 or 7 statues

stood in each pediment ; Ulrichs throws doubt on the existence of

those in the Tback pediment, as there are no traces of their erec-

tion in the tympanum.] In the ten metopes on the east the achieve-

ments of Hercules ; in the eight adjoining to the north and south

those of Theseus. On the frieze in front a battle of heroes under the

guidance of gods, explained to be that of Theseus and the Pallantidse,

Ilyperbor. Bomische Studien i. s. 276 [a gigantomachy according to

Dodwell Trav. i, 362. according to Uhichs Ann. d. Inst. xiii. p. 74 the

Heraclidae defended by Theseus from Eurystheus, a view which is op-

posed by K. F. Hermann, Gotting. Anz. 1843. S. 488 fF., confirmed by E.

Curtius in Gerhard's Archaol. Zeit. 1843. S. 104 , and which is pre-
ferred "not unconditionally" by 0. Jahn, Jen. L. Z. 1843. S. 1167.] ; the

battle of the centaurs behind. All equally spirited and grandiose. Stucco

casts in the British Museum (B. xiv, 52 73). Stuart iii ch, 1. Dod-

well, Tour i. p. 362. together with engraving. Alcuni Bassirilievi tv. 5.

D. A. K. Tf. 2022.

PARTHENON, a. Metopes, about 4 f. high, the projection of the figures

10 inches. In the whole there were 92 tablets ;
15 from the south side

are now in the British Museum, 1 in the Louvre (Clarac, pi. 147), frag-

ments in Copenhagen (Brondsted, Voy. in Grre*ce ii. pL 43) ; 32 from the

south side were drawn by Carrey by order of Count Kointel 1674 (given

in Brondsted), comp. . 109, 2, some in Stuart ii. ch. 1. pi. 10 12. iv, ch.

4. pi. 28 34, and in the Museum Worsleyanum ii. ch. 5. Accounts of

others in the new edition of Stuart and in Leake's Topography, ch. 8. p.

226. From these we see that on the front or east side Pallas' combat

with the giants and other battles of the gods (that also about the tnpod)
were chiefly represented, in the middle of the south side scenes from the

elder Attic mythology, towards the two corners the battle with the cen-

taurs (to this belongs all that is in best preservation), on the north,

among others, the battle of the Amazons, on the west equestrian and

foot battles alternately, probably of historical import. Comp. Stuart's

Antiq. of Athens in the German Ed. ii. p. 658.

b. FRIEZE or THE CELLAS 3J feet high, 528 long (of which as much
as 456 is still pretty accurately known). There are fifty-three tablets

in the British Museum, besides the stucco castings of the whole west

side, one in the Louvre n. 82. (Clarac pi. 211) ; there have been four
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lately excavated at Athens (together with, a piece of a metope), see Hall.

ALZ. 1833. Intel! 74. There are a great number given in Carrey's

designs which are preserved at Paris and not published, in Stuart iL pL
13 3(X iv. pi, 6 28, and the M. Worsleyamim. Comp. the general view in

the German translation of Stuart ii. p. 667, D. A. K. pi. 23 25. Three re-

cently discovered fragments of the frieze in the Kunstbl. 1835. HF. 8., a.

vessel-bearers, b. charioteer (from the plate b. Stuart ii, 1, 18), c. three

men and two cows ; moreover, three of the twelve deities sitting (Posei-

don, Theuseus and Agraulos, according to Yisconti) Kunstbl. 1836. N.
60. Of. lorcthammer in the ArchaoL Intel! B! 1833. K. 14. Bull. 1833.

p. 89. 137. 1835. p. 11320. The whole represents the Panathenaic pro-
cession. On the west side were to be seen the preparations for the caval-

cade ; then south and north in the first half, the horsemen of Athens

galloping in files (l5r/*/3a<pogovirr5f), next those who took part in the
chariot-contest which succeeded the procession, in the lively action of

apobatee springing up and down (see the German Stuart ii. p. 686,) and
with them goddesses of battle as charioteers ; then farther on the south
the old men and women of the city, on the north choruses with avletce

and ^ithariMcBy ascophori, scapk&phoriy and JiydriapJiori, nearest the front

on both sides the sacrificial cows with their attendants. On the east

side, surrounded by virgins who "bring the consecrated gifts, and the pre-
siding magistrates, are seated the 12 gods (Zeus, Hera with Iris or Hebe,
Hephaestus [. 366, 5], Bemeter, the Anakes, Hygieia, Asclepius, Posei-

don, Erechtheus 1 Peitho, Aphrodite with Eros according to the writer)
between whom the priestess of Pallas Polias with two ersephori and the

priest of Poseidon Erechtheus, who hands the peplos to a boy, form the
central group. There are traces of gold and paint on the draperies and
hair ; the reins, staffs and the like were of metal, as well as the gorgo-
neion, and the serpents on the s&i^s of Pallas, <fec. in the tympanum.

c. STATUES is THE PEBIXBKT (height of the pediment HJ feet,
breadth 94 feet, depth of the lower cornice 2 feet 111- inch). The Brit-
ish. Museum has 9 figures from the east pediment, and from the west 1

figure and 5 considerable fragments : delineated, in Marbles of the British

Museum, P. vL ; Carrey's design (Stuart iv. ch. 4. pi. 15) gives the
west pediment almost complete, but of the east one figure (Nike) less
than there is in the British Museum. B. A. K. p! 26, 27. [In the excava-
tions conducted by L. Boss, several fragments have come to light. A head
from Venice now in Paris, Kunstbl. 1824. S. 92, 253. The Akad. Mus.
at Bonn, S. 86., as a new discovery in Revue Arch6o! 1845. p. 832. cf,

1846, p. 335.] On the east the first appearance of Athena among the
ods as in the Homeri Hm -- 1

<

.

gods (as in the Homeric Hymn 28. o-s/Sag- o
1

!#g <zrvr*s o$yra$ dS
GT^ffsv 4

T'TTSgiayog otyXatoV vlog 'iwKQvs ax<U7!ro$cx. B^oV %goyov) ; on the west
Pallas contending for the tutelar dominion of Athens conquers Poseidon
by teaching Erichthonius how to yoke the horse created by the former.
So, according to the writer's explanation, Be Phidia Oomm. iii. Others
differing from the above are given by Yisconti, Leake, Q. de Quincy,
Mon. restitues T. i. p. 1. Brondsted, Voy. en Grece ii. p. x. CockereU in
Marbles of the Brit. Mus. P, vL Comp. Eeuvens in the Classical Journal,
N. 53, 56. Antiquiteiten, een oudheidkundig, Tijdschrift ii, i. s. 1. ii. s,

55, and Mllingen, Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 197. [The birth of Athene from
the head of Zeus, according to Gerhard Brei Tories. Ber! 1844, ac~
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cording to Welcker in the Classical Mus. L. 1845. vi. p. 367 404. the

birth of the goddess who immediately attains her full stature, among the

gods of Olympus in the middle, and the gods of Attica at each side ; and
the moment is that of the declaration of the victory of Athena who turns

to her chariot, whilst Poseidon expresses his discontent, with the gods who
took part with either at the sides.] Por general accounts ; Memorandum
on the subject of the Earl of Elgin's Pursuits in Greece, 2 Ed. 1815.

Visconti, Deux Memoires sur les ouvrages de sculpture de la collection

d' Elgin. 1816. Q. de Quincy, Lettres & M. Canova sur les Marbres

d
5

Elgin. 1818. [The Elgin marbles in outlines after the London ed.

(of Stuart) 1816. Leipz. and Darmst. fo. with the temple;
51. pi.]

The reliefs of the temple of Nike Apteros are later than these works,
but in many respects related to them, and display uncommon energy
and animation (. 109. Kern. 3. comp. Leake, Topogr. p. 193) ;

in the

British Museum, E. xv. n. 257260. in Stuart ii. ch. 5. pi. 12, 13. They
partly represent battles of Greeks with Persians, and partly of Greeks

with one another. [In Boss and Schaubert Tf. 11, 12. Brit. Mus. ix. pk
7 10. p. 30, new arrangement of the tablets which are divided between

Athens and London, and violently divorced from one another.] The in-

fluence of the Phidian style is also recognizable in the Athenian sepul-
chral reliefs of this and the succeeding period. Clarac, M. de Sculpt. pL
154, 155 (comp. pi. 152). D. A. K. pi. 29. Stackelb. Graber, Tf. 1, 2.

Perhaps this would be the proper place for again placing together the

sculptiares scattered elsewhere which evidently manifest the spirit of the

Phidian school, and whose noble simplicity and freshness of nature in the

forms as well as easy negligence in the attitudes distinguish them at the

first glance from all others. For the present I may here mention the

famous relief of Orpheus finding Eurydice . 413. B. 4, the fragment of a

heroic combat from a very large frieze in. the YiUa Albani, in Wrack. M.
I. 62, Zoega Bassir. i, 51. comp. p. 247, and the representation of the giv-

ing away the bride referred to in . 429. B. 3 ; moreover, the fragment in

Zoega ii, 103, which was in the court of the Louvre in 1822.

4. The ancients extol in Phidias especially ro

&,{&&,, Demet. de Eloc. 14. ro asfAvw K&\ fAs

3)ionys. Hal de Isocr. p. 542.

119. The influence of this school in enlivening, and rescu- 1

ing from antique stiffness was also shown in other districts of

Greece in the plastic adornment of temples, but it was modi-

fied in a remarkable manner by the genius and tendencies of

other individuals and schools of art. The splendid groups in 2
the pediments of the temple of Zeus at Olympia, executed by
Alcamenes and Pseonius of Mende have entirely disappeared ;

but the remains of the metopes on the pronaos and opisthodo-

mos (comp. . 109. ii, 9.) representing the labours of Hercules

manifest a fresh truthfulness and naive grace which hare no

longer anything of the fetters of the old style, but still how-

ever remain far short of the grandeur of the Phidian ideal for-

mations (especially in the conception of Hercules). The reliefs 3

of Phigalia give, in individual groups3
distinct indications of
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Athenian models, and display in the composition a matchless

power of invention combined with the most lively imagination ;

on the other hand we perceive in them a less purified sense

of forms, a love of exaggerated violent gestures and almost

strained postures, a throwing of the drapery into folds singu-

larly tight or as if curled by the wind, and in the conception of

the subject itself a harsher character than can be ascribed to

i the Phidian school. In Sicily indeed we find the old style

preserved in all its severity even at this period for architec-

tonic ends, in the giants of the Agrigentine temple of Zeus
;

but the fragments from the tympana of this sanctuary as well

as the metopes found in the southernmost temple of the lower

city of Selinus (comp. . 109. iv
? 24) show that here also, in

the decades immediately subsequent to the activity of the Phi-

dian school, a freer and livelier treatment had found its way
from Athens.

2. OI^YMPIA. On the east pediment were to be*seen the workman-

ship of Paeonius around the statue of Zeus, (Enoinaus with his wife

Sterope, on the one side, and Pelops and Hippodameia on the other, then

the charioteers, quadriga), and attendants of the horses, awl lastly the

river-gods Alpheus and Cladeus in symmetrical disposition ; on the west

pediment, by Alcamenes, as central point of a battle with centaurs,
Peirithous the son of Zeus, whom Cix>neus helps iu rescuing his wife who
had been carried off by Burytion, whilst Theseus chastises two centaurs

as robbers of boys and girls, Pans, v, 10. But of the twelve labours of

Hercules (in the enumeration of which in Pausanias, v, 11), 2, Cerberus

has probably fallen out), the combat with the Cnossian bull, the vanquished
and dying lion, a local goddess (perhaps the Stymphalian nymph Metopa),
a portion of the hydra and of the Amazon lying on the ground, on the opis-

I'thodom, parts of Diomed, the boar, Gcryon in the pronaoft, together with

iseveral smaller fragments, were discovered in the year 18$), and are now
j&at Paris. The hair, which was not worked out, was indicated by colours.

Mxp6d. Scient. de la Mor6e pi. 7478. Olarac M. <L Sculpt, pi. lif> bis,

wei A. K. pi. SO. Comp.'R. Rochette Journal des Sav. 18IH. p. o:i Bullet,

thalnst. 1832. p. 17. 33. Ann. p. 212, Wclckor's Ilhein. 31. L iv, p. 5t?:i

tionll. Bncyclop. Ill, iii. p. 243.

fro1? PHIGAMA. The frieze of the temple of Apollo Kpicurius (. Wl
at

Ba^
di8COvered by Linckh, von llallcr, Cockcrell, Foster and others,

*on*c c lumns around the hypsothron ; it is in the* British

i, in tolerably complete preservation. It represents in alto-relievo

tle of the Centaurs and Amazons, and between them Apollo and
r^itemis as auxiliary deities hastening to the scene in a chariot drawn

-fty stags. The group of Cseneus is treated as on the Theseion, the rape
11

of the maiden and boy as in the pediment at Olympia. Bassirilkvi clella

Orecia disegn. da GL M. Wagner, 1814. Marbles of the British Museum
P. iv. 0, M. Baron von Stackelberg's Apollotempel zu Bassx in Area-
dien und die daselbst ausgegr. Bildwerke. 1828.

4, AOBJGENTUM. On the giants . 109. iv, 20
; the Caryatides of the

temple of Athena Polias (. 109. i, 4) have in common with these a firm
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and upright posture, although they are in other respects animated by a

quite different artistic spirit. The pediment groups represented the

battle of the giants on the east, and the capture of Troy on the west ;

the slight fragments of these belong to the noblest style of art. Cockerell,

Antiq. of Athens, SuppL p. 4. frontisp.

SELINUS. Portions of 5 metopes from the pronaos and posticum of the

temple nearest the sea, dug up in 1831, by the Duke of Serradifalco and

by Villareale, from the indications of Angell, now in Palermo, Actseon

clothed in the hide of a stag (as in Stesichorus), Hercules with the Queen
of the Amazons, Pallas and Ares [a giant], Apollo and Daphne (?) are

thought to be recognised in them, The bodies of calcareous tufa, with a

coating of paint. Only the extremities are of marble after the manner

of acroliths (. 84), only white extremities however in women [as in the

vase paintings]. Bullet, d. Inst. 1KJ1. p. 177. Transactions of the Royal
8<>c. of Litter, ii, i, vi. [Serradifalco Ant, d. Sieilia ii. tav. 30 34]

120. Beside tills Attic school rose also the Sicyouico- 1

Argivo school (eomp. . 82) to its zenith, by means of the great

Polyclitus. Although, according to some, it was still left to 2

this master to carry the toreutic art to perfection in his colossal

statue of Hera at Argos, he nevertheless remained far behind

Phidias in the fashioning of gods in general. On the other <5

hand the art of modelling braxen statues of athletes, which pre-

vailed in the Peloponnesc, was raised through him to the most

perfect representation of beautiful gymnastic figures, in which

peculiarity of character indeed was not neglected, but still

however the main object was the representation of the purest
forms and justest proportions of the youthful body. Hence 4

one of his statues, the Doryphorus, whether this was the in-

tention of the artist or whether it was the judgment of pos-

terity, became a canon of the proportions of the human frame,

which at that time were in general shorter and stouter than

afterwards. In like manner was ascribed to him, according 5

to Pliny, the establishment of the principle, that the weight
of the body should be laid chiefly on one foot (ut uno crure

umntmnt W///M), whence resulted the contrast, so significant

and attractive, of the bearing and more contracted with the

borne and more developed side of the human body.

2. On the Hera in the sanctuary at Argos, especially Pans, ii, 17,

Maximus Tyr, Dws. 14, p. 200 R.
? BSttigor Andeut, s. 122. Q. de Quincy

p. 3ifl [His copy is worse than a caricature.] Corap. . 353. The head

of the Htatuc is copied on later coins of Argos (Miilingen, Anc. Coins pi

4, 1!). Cadalvonc, Kecueil pi. 3, 1. Comp, the UFA AITKIA of the

Alexandrian coin of Nero, Eckhel D. H. iv. p. 133) ; it is adorned with the

same broad Stephanos (comp, . 340) as the Hera Olympia represented in

older style on the coins of Elk, the Lacinian Hera on coins of Pandosia,

and of Crotona (according to Eckhel ; of Veseris according to Miilingen,

Anc. Coins pi. 2, 8), and also the Plata>an Hera, pkced together in I). A.

K. tf* 30. T. li&Ai/xXu/rov %fl#y& r% ri#ify, xa'Ahwrx TCJV <%a,vrav accord-
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ing to Strabo viii. p. 372. Toreuticen sic erudisse, ut Phidias aperuisse

(judicatur) Plin. xxxiv, 19, 2, [He previously says of Phidias, primusque
artem toreuticen aperuisse atque demonstrasse merito judicatur, in both

passages evidently referring to their brazen statues, in the same way as to-

reutice Is in another passage, xxxv, 36, 83 contradistinguished from paint-

ing, as plastice in the strict sense, or as the plastic art, sculpture generally.

Schneider in his dictionary remarks that Pliny means sculpture in bronze
;

but this expression indeed has been exposed to strange interpretations,

arbitrary and accidental Inaccuracies of all sorts], (on the other hand ac-

cording to Quintil. Phidias in ebore longe citra semulum), Oomp. for

general information the criticisms in Cic. Brut, 18. Quintil. xii, 10,,

Schorn, Studien, s. 282. Meyer, Geschichte i. s. 69.

3. Diadumenum fecit molliter puerum (a similar statue from Villa

Farnese, Winckelm. W. vi tf. 2. Gerard, Ant. Bildw. 69). Doryphorum
viriliter puerum [counterparts with reference to Prodicus, see Welcker

KL Schr. ii. S. 482] destrigentem se (d7co%v6f&syov) et nudum talo in-

cessentem (i. e. irc&yx,{>ajriQt,<rc'hv d-ro'TrTegyt^oyrce,, see Jacobs ad Philostr. p.

435), duosque pueros item nudos tails ludentes (eUffr^yotXi^oyrocg). Plin.

ibid. SUlig C. A. p. 364 sqq.

4. As to the Canon, Plin, ibid. (Doryphorum, quem et canona artifices

vocant), Cic. Brut. 86. Orat. 2. Quintil. v, 12. Lucian de Salt. 75. Hirt,

Abh. der Berl. Acad. 1814. Hist. Cl. s. 19. [Thiersch Ep. S. 357 rejects

the emendation quem et for et quem, comp. Creuzer zur Archaol. i. S. 38 ]

As a writing only in Galen ^sgl ray x,a&
c

iTrro^osTyji/ x,ou TLTidr. iv, 3.

T. v. p. 449, Kuhn, and elsewhere. Quadrata (rgr^y^i/^) Polycl. signa
esse tradit Yarro et paene ad umim exemplum, Plin, This subject treated

more minutely . 332. [of. . 130, 2.]

1 12L It accords very veil mth tMs character of Polyclitus
tliat te conquered PMdias, Otesilaus, Pkradmon and Cjdon

2 mtk Ms amazon in a contest of artists at Ephesus. The
amazon of PMdias leaning on a lance has been recognised in

the one in the Vatican preparing to leap, and the wounded
amazon of Ctesilaus In a Capitoline statue. Accordingly we
must conceive that of Polyclitus to be the highest point at-

tained in the representation of those blooming and powerfully
3 developed female forms. Polyclitus as well as Ctesilaus was

also already distinguished in portrait statues
; the former

sculptured Artemon Periphoretus, the latter Pericles Olympius.

2. On the Amazon of the Vatican (Eaccolta 109. Piranesi Stat. 37. M.

Frang. iii,14. Bouill. ii, 10 ; there Is one equally fine in the Capitol, nu-
merous other copies of the same original), the writer de Myrina Amazone,
in Comnientat. Soc. Gott. rec. vii. p. 59. D. A. K. Tf. 31. Comp. Gerhard,
Bullet, d. Inst. 1830. p. 30. 273. Beschr. Koms. i. . 94, Hirt, Gesch.
der Kunst, s. 177. [The Akad. Mus. at Bonn 1841. S. 63

ff.] On the
wounded Amazon (in the Capitol, M. Cap. iii. t. 46 ; in the Louvre n.

281, Bouill. ii, 11. in the Vatican Gerh. Beschr. Roms. S. 95). See the
ed. Winckelm. Iv. s. 356. vi. s. 103. Meyer Gesch. s. 81. Anna. 78. On a
fine but mutilated statue of the same kind, only in a somewhat hard style,
in the castle at Worlitz, Hirt, ibid. s. 160, A torso in the Royal cabinet
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of antiquities at Yienna, under the natural size, is very remarkable from
this, that, in the sharp features of the countenance with the head inclin-

ing to the left, in the hair disposed in a wiry manner around the fore-

head, in the stiffly folded upper and under drapery (the latter covers also
the right breast), the Amazonian ideal is preserved as it had been already
developed by the generation of artists before Phidias and Ctesilaus.

3. Artemon Periphoretus was constructor of machines for Pericles in
the war against Samos (01. 84, 4) ; the pretended Anacreontic poem
(Mehlhorn, Anacr. p. 224) on him was doubtless of later origin. [The
poem is certainly genuine, and Artemon

a-gg/pogirro?, an effeminate con-

temporary of Anacreon, who must be distinguished from Artemon the
constructor of machines ; the A. Periphoretus of Polyclete was a com-
panion to the Hercules Ageter, as is shown in the Bhein. Mus. iii, 1. S.
155 ff., to which the author himself has referred in the margin.] Pliny
mentions the statues of Artemon and Pericles. On Sosandra . 112.

Colotes, a pupil of Phidias, sculptured^Mosc^W according to a striking
statement in Pliny. Stypax fashioned (in sport) a slave of Pericles as
<rvhyxv6'mis, whom Pliny seems to have confounded with the workman
of Mnesicles (Plut. Pericl. 13).

1
122. Art expressed itself still more corporeally in Myron

tlie Eleutherean (half a Boeotian) who was in an especial man-
ner led by his individuality to . conceive powerful natural
life in the most extended variety of appearances with tlie

greatest truth and nawete (primus hie multiplicasse veritat&m
videtur). His cow, his dog, his sea-monsters were highly 2
vivid representations from the animal kingdom; from the 3
same tendency sprang his dolicJiodromus Ladas, who was re-

presented in the highest and most intense exertion, his dis-

cobolus^
conceived

^

in the act of throwing, and the numerous
imitations of which testify to its fame, his pentatMi andp^m-
cratiastce.

^

With regard to mythic forms, Hercules was parti- 4
cularly suited to him, and he sculptured him together with
Athena and Zeus, in a colossal group for Samos. He remained, S
however, in the indifferent, motionless cast of countenance,
and the stiff workmanship of the hair on the same stage with
the earlier brass-casters (especially those of JEgina), from
whom, generally speaking, he differed less than Polyclitus
and Phidias.

1. On Myron, Bottiger, Andeut. s. 144. Sillig C. A. p. 281. Myron
qui paene hominum animas ferarumque sere expresserat, Petron. 88, is

not in contradiction with : corporum tenus curiosus, anvmi sensus non
expressisse videtur, Plin. xxxiv, 19, 3. [Statius Silv. iv, 6, 25, qua
docto multum vigilata Myroni Aera, overlooked by Sillig, coinciding with
Ovid's operosus.]

2. On the cow rendered famous by epigrams (Anthol. Auson.), with
distended udders according to Tzetz. Ohil. viii, 194; see Qothe, Kunst
und Alterthum ii. p. 1. (It cannot however for various reasons be the
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one on the coins of Epidamnus). Four other cows by Myron, Propert. ii,

31,7.

3. On the Ladas, Anthol. Pal. T. ii. p. 640. Plan, n. 53, 54. On two

brazen figures at Naples as imitations (?), Schorn's Kunstblatt 1826. N.

45. Oomp. M. Eorb. v, 54. The discobolus a distortum et elaboratum

signum, Quintil. ii, 13. Lucian minutely describes a copy, Philops. 18.

r$ srsga, wixora, %vvvaffTnffOfASVQ f&srd 7% /SoAsjf. Besides

on the act of throwing, Ovid M. x, 177. Ibis 587. Stat. Theb. vi, 680.

comp. Welcker ad Philostr. p. 352. Imitations in statues : M. Capitol.

iii, 69 ; M. Frang. i,
20. Bouill. ii, 18 (in the Vatican from Hadrian's

Villa) ; Piranesi Stat. 6. Guattani M. 1. 1784. Febr. p. ix. (in the Yilla

Massimi) ; [now in the palace Massimi alle Golonne, by far the finest

copy, and one of the first statues in the world]; Specimens pi. 29 (in the

Brit. Museum) ; and in gems : M. PioClement. i. t. agg. A. n, 6, D. A.

EL tf. 32. Comp. Franc. Cancellieri del Discobolo scoperto nella Yilla

Palombara B. 1806. Welcker's Zeitschr. i. s. 267. Amalthea iii. s. 243.

[Meyer in the Propyl. ii, 1. S. 35. Wagner in the Kunstbl. 1830. No. 54.

The figure is imitated not merely in the Philostratic picture, but also in

a relief with game-contests represented by children M. du Louvre, pL
187. n. 455. To the well known repetitions of the statue may be added

one at Turin, besides which MUlin Yoy. au Piemont mentions one at

Naples, and one in the Yatican. Beschr. Roms. ii, 2. S. 242. n. 10.]

4. Plin. ibid. Cic. Yerr, iv, 3, 5. Strab. xiv, 637 b.

5. On the workmanship of the hair see Plin. and comp. the observa-

tion by the edit, of Winckelm. vi s. 113. on two copies of the discobolus.

Myron also made goblets and the like (Martial vi, 92. viii, 51) as did

likewise Polyditus, and Lyeiits the^ son of Myron (Avx,/ot/y$j 1).

1 123. The efforts of Galllmaclius and Demetrius appear to

have been deviations from the prevailing spirit and taste. An
industry never satisfied with itself distinguished the works of

CalUmachus, but also spoiled them, and procured for him the

appellation of Catatexitechnus, because his skill was frittered

2 away in the minute finish of insignificant details. On the

other hand Demetrius the Athenian was the first who, in por-
traits of individuals, especially elderly people, aimed at a

fidelity which faithfully rendered even the accidental what
is not essential to the representation of the character, and

3 at the same time not beautiful The spirit of Polyclitus in

particular seems to have lived on among the artists who dis-

tinguished themselves near the end (as Naucydes) and after

the end of the Peloponnesian war (as Daedalus), even although
they were not scholars of Polyclitus. Brass-casting still con-

tinued to prevail ; the artists were chiefly occupied with gym-
nastic figures, statues of athletes and honorary statues.

1. On Callimachus, see Sillig C. A. p. 12*7, and Volkel's Nachlass s.

121. On xrecr^iTs^yoft comp. also ibid. s. 152. The frequent use of the
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auger, the first application of which to marble is ascribed to Mm (comp.
. 56. Bern. 2), the Corinthian capital (. 108), the elegant lychnos of

Pallas Polias (executed perhaps after the 92d 01.), the saltantes Lacsense,
emendatum opus, sed in quo gratiam omnem diHgentia abstulerit, agree
very well with this soubriquet.

2. Dem. nimius in veritate, Quintil. xii, 10. His Pelichus of Corinth

(comp. Thuc. i, 28) was KQayaaruQ, (ptx.'XezvTfas, yfti'yvf&yQg rqv

e, according to Lucian Philops. 18, where Dem. is called avSguvoy
A Signum Corinthium of precisely the same style of art is described by
Pliny, Epist. iii, 6.

3. See especially the accounts of the sacred gifts presented by the
Lacedaemonians of JEgospotami (the sea-blue nauarchi) Paus. x, 9, 4.

Plut. Lysander 18, de Pyth. orac. 2. Comp. Paus. 7i, 2, 4. An iconic

statue of Lysander in marble at Delphi. Plut. Lys. 1.

B. THE AGE OP PRAXITELES A!O> LYSIPPUS.

124 After the Peloponnesian war a new school of art i
arose at Athens and in the surrounding district, not con-
nected with the previous one by any discoverable succession,
whose style in like measure corresponded to the spirit of

the new, as that of Phidias did to the character of earlier Attic
life (. 103). It was chiefly through Scopas who was born 2
at Paros, an island related by race to Athens and then subject
to it, and Praxiteles, a native of Athens itself, that art first

received the tendency to more excitable and tender feelings,
which corresponded to the frame of men's minds at that time.

It was combined however in these masters in the most beau-
tiful manner with a noble and grand conception of their sub-

jects.

1. Plastic artists of the period ; Mentor, toreutes, between the 90th
01. (he imitated the cups of Thericles in silver) and the 106th (when
some of his works perished in the Artemision of Ephesus) ; Cleon of

Sicyon, a scholar of Antiphanes, 98 102 ; SCOPAS the Parian, probably
son of Aristander (. 112. Bockh C. I. 2285 b.), architect, sculptor and

brass-caster, 97 107. POLTCLES of Athens, a scholar of Stadieus (?),

brass-caster, 102 ; Damocritus of Sicyon, a scholar of Piso, brass-caster,
102 ; Pausanias of Apollonia, brass-caster, about 102

; Samolas from Ar-

cadia, brass-caster, about 102. Eucleides of Athens, sculptor, about 102

(?) ; LEOCHABES of Athens, brass-caster and sculptor, 102 111. (About
104 he was, according to the Ps. Platon. Letter xiii. p. 361, a young and
excellent sculptor) ; Hypatodorus (Hecatodorus) and Aristogeiton of

Thebes, brass-casters, 102. Sostrates, brass-caster, 102 114. Damophon
from Messenia, brass-caster, 103 sqq. ; Xenophon of Athens, brass-caster,

103 ; Callistonicus of Thebes, brass-caster, 103
; SIBON-GYMON, brass-caster,

about 103 (1). Olympiosthenes, brass-caster, about 103 (?) ; ETJPHRANOB,
the Isthmian, painter, sculptor, brass -caster and toreutes, 104 110.
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PBAXITKLBS of Athens (0. 1. 1604. Opera ejus simt Athenis in Ceramico,
Plin. "8. H. xxxvi, 4, 5), sculptor and brass-caster, 104 110. Echion

[or Aetion], brass-caster and painter, 107; Theriinaehus, brass -caster

and painter, 107 ; TIMOTHETTS, sculptor and brass-caster, 107
; Pythis,

sculptor, 107 ; BBTAXIS of Athens, sculptor and brass-caster, 107119
;

Herodotus of Olynthus, about 108 ; Hippias, brass-caster, 110
; LYSIPPUS

of Sicyon, brass-caster, 103 114 (with Paus. vi, 4, comp. Corsini Diss.

Agon. p. 125), according to Athen. xi. p. 784, as late as 116, 1 (1) ; Lysis-

trates of Sicyon, brother ,of Lysippus, plastes, 114 ; SILAKIO^ of Athens, a

self-taught artist ; Sthenis, Euphronides, Ion, and Apollodorus, brass-

casters, 114; AmpMstratus, sculptor, 114; Hippias, brass-caster, 114 (to

be inferred from Pans, vi, 13, 3) ; Menestratus, sculptor about 114 (?) ;

Chsereas, brass-caster about 114; Philo, son of Antipatrus (1), brass-

caster, 114
; PampMlus, a scholar of Praxiteles, 114. Cephissodotus (or

-dorus) and Timarchus, sons of Praxiteles, brass-casters, 114 120.

1 125. Scopas, principally a worker in marble (the product
of Ms home), tlie mild light of which doubtless seemed to him
better suited to the subjects of his art than the sterner brass,

borrowed his favourite themes from the cycles of Dionysus
2 and Aphrodite, In the former he was certainly one of the

first who presented the Bacchic enthusiasm in a perfectly free

3 and unfettered form (comp. . 96, Bern. 21) ;
his mastery in the

latter was shown by the collocation of Eros, Hixneros and

Pothos, beings differing from one another by slight shades, in

4 one group of statues. The Apollo-Ideal is indebted to him
for the more graceful and animated form of the Pythian Oith-

arcedus
;
he produced it by lending to the accustomed figure

in art (. 96, Bern. 17) a greater expression of rapture and
5 ^exaltation. One of his most splendid works was the group of

sea^deities who escorted Achilles to the island of Leuce a

subject in which tender grace, heroic grandeur, daring power
and a luxuriant fulness of strong natural life are combined
in such wonderful harmony, that even the attempt to conjure
up and conceive the group, in the spirit of ancient art, must

6 fill us with the most cordial delight. It is highly probable
that the character of the forms and gestures peculiar to the
Bacchian cycle, was first tranferred by Scopas to the repre-
sentation of beings of the ocean, whereby the Tritons took
the shape of Satyrs, and the Nereids of Msenads of the sea, and
the entire train seemed as if animated and intoxicated with
inward fulness of life (comp. . 402).

2. Dionysus at Cnidus in marble, Plin. xxxyi, 4, 5. A Msenad with

streaming hair as %tpeuga(p6yos, in Parian marble, CaUistratus 2. Anthol.
Pal. is, 774, and Plan, iv, 60 (App. ii. p. 642), probably the one on the
relief in Zoega, Bassir. ii. tv. 84, which also recurs on the reliefs, ibid. 83,
106, on the vase of Sosidius (BouilL iii, 79), in the Marquis of Lans-
downe's collection and in the British Museum (E. vi. n. 17*). A Panisc
Cic. de. Divin. i

} 13.
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3. At Rome a naked Venus Praxitdiam ittam antecedens (in order of

time?), Plin. xxxvi, 4, 7. Venus, Pothos (and Phaethon?) in Samo-

thrace, Plin. ibid. Eros, Himeros and Pothos at Megara, Paus. i, 43, 6.

Scopas* brazen Aphrodite Pandemos at Elis, sitting on a goat, formed a

remarkable contrast to Phidias' Urania with the tortoise, which was

placed beside it. Paus, vi, 25, 2. Chametasrse 1

4. The Apollo of Scopas was, according to Pliny, the chief statue of

the temple by which Augustus expressed his gratitude to his tutelar deity

for the victory at Actium, and hence it appears on Roman coins since

the time of Augustus with the two legends : Ap. Actius and Pala-

tines. See Eckhel D. N. vi. p. 94, 107. vii. p. 124. Comp. Tacit. Ann.

xiv, 14. Sueton. IJTero 25 (with the notes of Patinus) It is described by
Propert. ii, 31, 15 : Inter matrem (by Praxiteles, Plin.) deus ipse interque

sororem (by Timotheus, Plin.) Pythws in longa camiina veste sonat. The

one in the Vatican discovered together with the muses in the villa of

Cassius is a copy of this Palatine Apollo. See M. PioCL i. tv. 16 (comp.
Visconti p. 29, who was inclined however to consider the statue by Tim-

archides, Plin. xxxvi, 4, 10 as the original). M. Frang. i. pi. 5. BouHL
i. pi. 33.

5. Sed in maxima dignatione, On, Domitii delubro in Circo Flaminio,

ISTeptunus ipse et Thetis atque Achilles, Nereides supra delphinas et cete

et hippocampos sedentes. Item Tritones, chorasque Phorci et pristes

ac multa alia marina omnia ejusdem manus, prseclarum opus etiamsl

totius vitae Msset, Plin. On the mythus of the statuary, see especial/
v. Kohler, Mlm. sur les Hes et la Oourse d'AcMEe. P^fcersb, 1827,

Sect. 1.

126. The Roman connoisseurs could not determine, as in 1

some other works, whether the group of Niobe (wMch stood

in the temple of Apollo Sosianus at Eome) was by Scopas or

Praxiteles. At all events the group gives evidence of a style
2

of art which loved to represent impressive and agitating sub-

jects, but treated them at the same time with the moderation

and noble reserve which the genius of the Greeks in the best

ages required. The artist does his utmost to win over our 3

minds for the stricken family punished by the gods ;
the nobl^

and grand forms of the countenances, in which family relation-

ship is expressed, appear in no instance disagreeably distorted

by bodily pain and fear of the impending danger ;
the coun-

tenance of the mother the apex of the whole representation

expresses the despair of maternal love in the purest and

most exalted form. A judgment on the composition and the 4

motives which animated and held together the groups in their

parts is rendered very difficult by the state in which they
have come down to us. This much however is clear that, 5

besides the mother, among the other figures also there were

several united into smaller groups, in which the eflxxrt to pro-

tect and assist others interrupted the series of fugitives trying
to save themselves, in a manner equally satisfactory to the

eve and the mind.
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1. Far haesitatio est in temple Apollinis SosianI, Nioben cum liberis

morientem (or Niobse liberos morientes) Scopas an Praxiteles fecerit,

Pliiu xxxvi, 4, 8. The epigrams pronounce for Praxiteles (Anthol. Pal.

App. ii. p. 664. Plan. IT, 129. Auson, Epit. Her. 28). The temple of

Apollo Sosianus was probably founded by C. Sosius who was under An-

toninus in Syria (com. Dio, Cass. xlix, 22, with Plin. xiii, 11). [Wagner
S. 296 ] As to the group having been placed on a pediment (according
to Bartholdy's idea), see Guattani, Memorie Enciclop. 1817. p. 77, and

Le statue della, favola di Niobe sit. nella prima loro disposizione, da -C. R.

Cockerell. F. 1818, also (Zannoni) Galeria di Firenze, Stat P. ii. tv. 76.

[Wagner disputes this.] Thiersch doubts it, but nevertheless gives to

the group the triangular form and bilateral disposition. [Not the trian-

gular form, S. 369. comp. 273.]

4. To the Florentine group (found at Rome in 1583 near the gate of

S. Giovanni) many unsuitable figures have been added (a discobolus, a

Psyche, a muse-like figure, a nymph, a horse). The group of youthful

pancratiasts likewise, although found hard by, does not fit well into the

whole, but seems to have been executed after the symplegma of Cephisso-

dotus, the son of Praxiteles (digitis verius eorpori quam marmori impres-

sis, Plin.) []]. But even the rest of the statues are of unequal merit,

nay of different marble. Of the Niobids at Florence, besides the mother

with the youngest daughter, ten figures may be held as genuine, and

(conformably to the remark of Thorwaldsen) the so-called Narcissus

(Galeria tv. 74) may be added to them. It is still very doubtful whether

the Florentine figures are those which were famous in antiquity, as the

treatment of the bodies, although in general excellent and grandiose, does

not however display that uniform perfection and living freshness which

characterized the works of tixe Greek chisel at the best period. On the

contrary the bimtMng life of Greek: art cannot but be recognised in the

so-called Dionieusm the Glyptotheca at Munich (no. 125) ; though worthy
of aScopaSj it cannot however receive an entirely satisfactory explanation
from a unionwith the Niobids. Comp. Kunstblatt 1828. No. 45. The so-

called Niobid at Paris (L, 441. Clarac, pL 323), is more probably a Maenad

struggling away from a Satyr. Of the authentic figures in the group,
out of Florence the sublime head of the mother (very fine in Sarskoselo

and in Lord Yarborough's collection) and the dying outstretched son

{also at Dresden and Munich) are most frequently to be met with.

5. Besides the mother, the following partial groupings are indicated :

a. The paedagogue (Gal. 15) was so placed beside the youngest son (Gal.

11) that the latter pressed towards him on the left side while he drew
him to himself with the right arm, according to the group found at

Soissons, which is copied (with a confounding of right and left) in B.

Eochette Ml I. pL 79. comp. p. 427. b. A son (Gal. 9) supported, with
his leffc foot advanced under her sinking form, a dying sister, who
is preserved in a group in the Vatican, called Cephalus and Procris,
and endeavoured to shield her by spreading his garment over her ; ac-

cording to the observations of [Ganova], Schlegel, Wagner, and Thiersch

(Epochen, s, 315). c, A daughter (Gal. 3) in like manner tried with out-

spread upper-garment to protect the son who is sunk on his left knee

(GaL 4, Race. 33) ; a group which can be recognised with certainty from
a later gem-engraving (Impronti gemm. d. Inst. i, 74). I also recognise
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these two Fiobids, the brother protected by his sister (D. A. K. Tf. 33,
d. e,), in the group M. Gap, iii, 42. in which however more accurate in-

formation is desirable regarding the restorations, by means of which the

sister appears to have been brought from the upright posture into this

stooping attitude. [Scarcely tenable, 0, Jahn Archaol. Beitr. S. 178 ]

Fabroni, Dissert, sulle statue appartenenti alia favola di Mobe. R
1779 (with unsuitable illustrations from Ovid), H. Meyer, Propylaen
Bd. ii. st. 2, 3, and Amalthea L s. 273 (Erganzungen). A. "W". Schlegel,

Bibliotheque Universelle 1816. Litt6r. T, iii. p. 109. [CEuvres T.
2.]

"Welcker, Zeitschr. i. s. 588 ff. Thiersch, Epochen, s. 315. 308. Wagner in

the Kunstblatt 1830. N. 51 ff. [Welcker on the grouping of Mobe and
her children, in the Rhein. Mus. iv. S. 233. Feuerbach Vatic. Ap. S. 250

if. Guigniaut Religions de TAntiqu. pi. 215 bis. Explic. p. 331-33. Ed.

Gerhard Drei Vorles. 1844. S. 49 ff. Ad. Trendelenburg, Fiobe, cinige

Betrachtungen iiber das Schone u. Erhabene BerL 1846.] Drawings in

Fabroni, in the Galerie de Florence i . . iv. and the Galeria di Firenze,
Stat. P. i. tv. 1 sqq. D. A. K. tf. 33, 34. Comp. . 417.

127. Praxiteles also worked chiefly in marble, and for 1

the most part preferred subjects from the cycles of Diony-
sus, Aphrodite and Eros. In the numerous figures which he 2

borrowed from the first, the expression of Bacchic enthusiasm
as well as of roguish petulance was united with the most
refined grace and sweetness. It was Praxiteles who in several 3

exquisite statues of Eros represented in consummate flower

the beauty and loveliness of that age in boys which seemed
to the Greeks the most attractive

;
who in the unrobed Aph~ 4

rodite combined the utmost luxuriance of personal charms
with a spiritual expression in which the queen of love herself

appeared as a woman needful of love, and filled with inward

longing. However admirable these works might be, yet in 5

them the godlike majesty and sovereign might, which the

earlier sculptors had sought to express even in the forms of

this cycle, gave place to adoration of the corporeal attractions

with which the deity was invested. The life of the artist with 6

the Hetaerae had certainly some influence in promoting this

tendency ; many a one of these courtesans filled all Greece with

her fame, and really seemed to the artist, not without reason,

as an Aphrodite revealed to sense. Even in the cycle of Y,

Apollo, Praxiteles thought fit to introduce many changes;
thus in one of his most beautiful and finely imagined works

he brought the youthful Apollo nearer in posture and figure

to the nobler satyric forms than an earlier artist would have

done. Altogether, Praxiteles, the master of the younger, as 8

Phidias was of the elder, Attic school, was almost entirely a

sculptor of deities; heroes he seldom executed, athletes never.

1. Of Praxiteles as a worker in marble, Plin. xxxiv, 8, 19. xxxvi, 4,

5. Phsedr. v. Praef. Statius S. iv, 6, 26.
'

O K*ra,f&!%

&Sy, Piodor. xxvi. Eel. 1. p. 512. Wess.
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2. Cycle of DELETER, see Preller Demeter u. Persephone, S. 91,

DIOHYSUS of EEs, Pans* vi, 26, 1
3 perhaps the one described by CaJlistra-

tus By of brass, a beautiful youth crowned with ivy, engirt with a nebris>

resting his lyre (1) on the thyrsus, and with a tender and dreamy expres-

sion. Besides this youthful form, which was then but newly introduced,

Praxiteles also represented the god in the older style, in mature man-

hood, as in the group which Pliny describes, xxxiv, 8, 19, 10 : Liberum

patrem et Ebrietatem nobilemque una Satyrum quern Graeci -gg/oVoj

cognominant. It is not ascertained whether the Satyr of the Tripod-
street (Paus. i, 20, 1. Athen. xiii, 591 b. comp. Heyne, Antiq. Aufs. ii,

s. 63) is the same. This is taken to be the one which is often to be met
with leaning on the trunk of a tree and reposing after playing on the

flute : M. PioCl. ii, 30 ; M. Cap. iii, 32 ; M. Fran. ii. pi. 12 ; Bouill. i, 55.

comp. Winckelm. W. iv. s. 75, 277. vi. s. 142. Yisconti PioCl ii. p. 60.

Satyr at Megara, Paus. i, 43, 5. Praxiteles executed a group of Maenads,

Thyads, Caryatic dancers (. 365 ) and Sileni in noisy procession. Plin.

xxxvi, 4, 5. AnthoL Pal. ix, 756. Pan carrying a wine-skin, laughing

nymphs, a Danae, in marble, AnthoL Pal. vi, 317. App. T. ii, p, 705.

Plan, iv, 262. Hermes carrying the young Dionysus, in marble (Paus.

v, 17^ 1), probably copied in the relief, Zoega, Bassir, i, 3, and on the vase

of Salpion. . 384.

3, BEOS, a. At Parion, in marble, naked, in the bloom of youth,
Plin. xxxvi, 4, 5. b. At Thespise, of Pentelic marble with gilded wings

(Julian Or. ii. p, 54 c. Spanh.), a boy in youthful bloom (sy <yg#), Lucian,
Amor. 11. 17. Paus. ix, 27. Dedicated by Phryne (or G-lycera), carried

away by Caligula, then again by ]N~ero
3
at the time of Pliny in Octavise

scholis (Manso Mythol. AbhandL s. 361 IF.). At Thespise stood a copy
by Menodorus, Paus. Juhm, from ignorance, speaks of the Thespian,
statue as if it were of brass*. JSgypk AnthoL PaL App. ii p. 687. Plan,

iv
?
203* & The Bros of marble in the sacrarium of Hejus at Messana,

fiamilar to the Thespian, Cic* Yerr. L iv,, 2, 3. (Comp. Amalthea iii. s.

300. Wiener Jahrb. xxxix. s. 138). d. e. Two of brass, described by
GaHistratuSr 4, 11, the one reposing (Jacobs, p. 693), the other encircling
Ms hair with a fillet. The Parian or Thespian statue is probably imi-

tated in the beautiful Torso from Centocelle, with languishing expression,
and hair arranged in the fashion of youth (Crobylus), M. PioCL i, 12.

BouilL i, 15, the more perfect one, with wings, is preserved at Naples, M.
Borbxm. vi, 25. The Bros of the Elgin Collection in the Brit. Mus. is

similar, only it is still more slender and delicate. R. xv. n. 305.* D. A.
K. Tf. 35. [Brit, Mus. T. ix.]

4. APHKOIXCTE. a. The one ordered by the Coans vdata specie, that
is entirely draped, Plin. xxxiv, 4, 5, b. That purchased by the Cnidians,
in the temple of Aphrodite Euplcea, placed in a chapel specially fitted up
for it (sedicula quae tota aperitur, Piin.? y^g dp(pfSvpQ$, Lucian Amor. 13.

iregi<rxe<7rr&) hi #%$>, AnthoL Pal. App. T. ii. p. 674. Plan, iv, 160) ; after-

wards in Byzantium, according to Cedrenus. Of Parian marble ; Lucian

gives the essential features, Amor. 13 sq, Imag. 6, as follows :

TO &vyf

gc&f&ixQ

. H&v ^ TO J

rX^y oaoc TV
srs^oe.
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Tut/ Bl ToTg- iff%tot$ heffQg&ytfff&tvuv || ex&r&ga
ovx, <x.y sfooi ttg &$ ffivg 6 yk~hug. Mygov rs yce&l xyqftvts &# sv$v re

&%%t KO&OS fa^fiapsvoi pfy*o/. From this and from the coins of Cnidus
in. honour of Plautilla we can recognise this Aphrodite in the statue in
the gardens of the Vatican (Perrier, n. 85. Episcopius, n. 46, Race. 4),
in the recently draped one in the M. PioCl. i, 11, and another brought to

Munich (n. 135) from the Braschi palace (Flaxman, Lectures on Sculpt.

pL 22), and from these also in busts (in the Louvre 59, Bouill. i. 68) and
in gems, Lippert Dactyl. I, i, 81. Her nudity was accounted for by the

laying aside her dress in the bath with the left, the right covered her

lap. The forms were grander, the countenance, notwithstanding an ex-

pression of smiling languishment, was of a loftier character and rounder

form, than in the Medicean Venus; the hair was bound by a simple
fillet. The identity of the Cnidian and the Medicean Yenus was main-
tained by Meyer ad Winckelm. W. iv, ii. s. 143. Jenaer ALZ. 1806. Sept.
67, Gesch. der Kunst. i. s. 113, in opposition to Heyne Ant. Aufs. i s.

123. Visconti M. PioGl. i. p. 18. Levezow, Ob die Mediceische Venus
em Bild der Knidischen sei. B. 1808. Thiersch Epochen, s. 288. c. A
brazen one, Plin. d. One of marble at Thespise, Paus. ix, 27. e. An
Aphrodite by Praxiteles stood in the Adonion at Alexandria on Latmus,
Steph. B. s. v.

'

A7ifjy$gs/a. Peitho and Paregorus (ir&gq>eurt& Homer)
with the Aphr. Praxis at Megara. Paus. i^ 43.

6. According to Clem. Alex. Prot. p. 35. Sylb. Arnob. adv. gent, vi, 13,
Praxiteles took Cratina as the model ofhi& Aphrodite ; according to others

Phryne, who also stood sculptured in marble by him at Tbespise (Pans,
ix, 27) and* gilt at Delphi (Athen. xiii. p. 591. Paus. x, 14, 5. Pint, de

Pyth, orac. 14, 15), the trophy of Hellenic voluptuousness according to

Orates. Comp. Jacobs in Wieland's Att. Mus. Bd. iii. s. 24. 51. Accord-

ing to Strabo he also made a present of an Eros to Glycera, ix. p. 410.

According to Pliny he represented the triumph of a sprightly hetsera

over an Attic matron of melancholy disposition : Signa flentis matronse
et meretricis gaudentis (Phryne). Comp. B. Murr " Die Mediceische

Venus und Phryne."

7. Fecit et (ex aere) puberem [Apollinem] subrepenti lacertae comi-

nus sagitta insidiantem, quern Sauroctonon vocant, Plin. comp. Martial,

Epigr. xiv, 172. Seitz maintained that this lizard-slayer is no Apollo,

Mag. Encycl. 1807. T. v. p. 259. There is now perceived in this an aEu-

sion to augury by lizards (Welcker, Akad. Kunstmus. zu Bonn, s. 71 ff.

A. Feuerbach Vatic. Apoll. s. 226), but playfully handled. Imitations,

possessing naive grace and loveliness, very similar to the satyr of Prax-

iteles in the posture of the feet, are often to be met with (VilL Borgh,
St. 2. n. 5. Winckelm. M. L i. n. 40. M. Royal, i. pi. 16

;
M. PioOL i,

13
;
a brazen one in Villa Albani) ; also on gems (MiHia, Pierr. grav. pL

5 and elsewhere). There is also mention made of an Apollo with his

sister and mother ;
Leto and Artemis several times (osculum guale Praxi-

teles habere Dianam credidit, Petron.), and numerous other statues of

deities by Praxiteles. Sillig 0. A. p. 387. On the encaustic treatment

of the statues of Praxiteles, . 310.

128. A like spirit of art animated Leochares, whose Gany- 1
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mede was an equally noble and charming conception of the
favourite of Zeus borne upwards by the eagle, although the

2 subject had always a questionable side. The striving after

personal charms still more predominates in the Hermaphro-
dite, an artistic creation for which we are probably indebted

3 to Polycles. The tendency to the affecting is shown particu-

larly in Silanion's dying Jocasta, a brazen statue, with deadly-
4 pale countenance. Timotheus (. 125, R. 4?) and Bryaxis

also seem to have been fellow-artists and contemporaries of

Praxiteles; they both ornamented the tomb of Mausolus
5 jointly with Scopas and Leochares, after OL 106, 4 (. 149).

There were likewise portrait-statues of Macedonian princes

by Leochares and Bryaxis, and in Athens itself [where Deme-
6 trius erected models, . 123, 2.] many artists were employed
on honorary statues (comp. . 420). All the masters just
named (only information is wanting as to Timotheus) were
Athenians ; they form together with Scopas and Praxiteles

the newer school of Athens.

1. Leochares (fecit) aquilam sentientem quid rapiat in Ganymede, et

mi ferat, parcentemque unguibus (tpsibopkyous ovvx*<rfft, Isfonn. xv, 281) eti-

am per vestem, Plin. xxxiv, 19, 17. comp. Straton, Anthol. Pal. xii, 221.

The statue in the M. PioCl. iii, 49, is a decided imitation. It represents
the devotedness of the favourite boy to the erastes in the allusive man-
ner of antiquity. For that the eagle denotes the lover himself, is brought
out more clearly for example on the coins of Dardanus (Choiseul, Gouf-
fier Voy. Pitt. ii. pi. 67, 28), where the subject is more boldly handled.

Ganymede is therefore even placed together with Leda, as in the por-
tico at Thessalonica (Stuart, Ant. of Athens iii. chap. 9. pi. 9. 11), as
mascula and muliebris Tenus. Hence it is probable that this concep-
tion of ancient art (. 351) also belongs to the same period.

2. Polycles Hermaphr. nobilem fecit, Plin. That the elder Polycles,
of this period, is here meant, becomes still more probable from observing
that in Pliny xxxiv, 19, 12 sqq. the alphabetically enumerated piastre
stand again under each letter in the same way that they were found af-

ter one another in the historical sources (a rule which is tolerably gen-
eral, and by which perhaps the age of some other artists can be deter-

mined); accordingly this Polycles lived before Phoenix the scholar of

Lysippus. Whether his hermaphrodite was standing or lying (. 392,
4), is a question difficult to answer.

3. On the Jocasta see Plut. de aud. poet. 3. Qusest. gym. v, 1.

5. By Leochares, statues of Amyntas, Philip, Alexander, Olympias,
and Eurydice, of gold and ivory, Paus. v, 20; of Isocrates, Plut. Vit. x.
Oratt.

^

A king Seleucus by Bryaxis. Polyeuctos against Demades asks,
in Apsines Art. Rhetor, p. 708, whether an honorary statue held a shield,
the akrostolioa of a ship, a book, or prayed to the gods? [Longin. de
invent, ed. Walz T. ix. p. 545.]

6.^
Even the reliefs on the Choregic monument of Lysicrates (. 108)

Dionysus and his satyrs quelling the Tyrrhenians may show clearly
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the state of art at Athens during this period; disposition and design,
excellent, the expression in the highest degree animated, the execution
however already less careful. Stuart i. ch. 4. Meyer, Gesch. Tf. 25 27
D. A. K. Tf. 27. comp. . 385.

[128.* Here lies the extreme boundary beyond which the
second large monument on the acropolis of Xanthus cannot
be brought down. It was not till his third journey that Sir
Richard Fellows, after the most assiduous excavation, had
the good fortune to discover the widely scattered constituent

parts, out of which he afterwards ingeniously attempted to
re-construct in design the building known under the name of

mausoleum^or monument in honour of Harpagus. And it is

still a question whether this restoration of the Ionic building
can establish, with complete certainty, that the statues, which
even surpass the Maenads of Scopas in boldness and lightness
of representation, belonged to the building whose masterly
friezes point rather to the time of the Phigalian sculptures.

There are two of these friezes, the one 3 f. 4 in,, the other 1 f. 11 in. high,
the larger one consisting of twelve marble tablets. The composition as a
whole and the connexion of particular parts has not been ascertained, as

only a portion has been discovered. The larger frieze exhibits a battle
with the fire and animation of the representations of PMgalia, but a real

battle, and with the imitation of reality even in the accoutrements of the

combatants, by which it is difficult to distinguish the two sides. There
are distinctly to be seen, Ionic hoplitse in long drapery, Lycians such as
Herodotus (vii, 92) describes them, others wear anaxyrides, the archers'
leathern armour ; two kinds of helmets, the laiseion (Philostr. Imag. p.

323). On five tablets there are hoplitse fighting with horsemen, on
others merely foot soldiers, the most diversified battle groups. The
lances, swords and bows were not expressed ; only as an exception to
this principle we find a shaft in marble, and a hole for inserting the sword
in the hand. On the smaller frieze is represented the capture of a city, a
defeat outside, which is viewed from the walls by the besieged, attack on
the principal gate, a sally, storming ladders placed against well manned,
triple walls towering above one another, ambassadors surrendering the

city. Before the conqueror with Phrygian cap and mantle, who is

seated on a throne and over whom a parasol is held (a sign of the high-
est rank, which passed from the Persians to Egyptians, and is even in
use at the present day in Marocco, that of the imperial prince among the

spoils of the French), two old men stand speaking, accompanied by five

men in armour. On a corner stone there are prisoners, who are not

soldiers, led away with their hands tied at their backs. Detailed descrip-
tions given by Sam. Birch, Britannia xxx. p. 192202 (with explana-
tions which are to be received with caution), and E. Braun in the K
Rhein. Mus. iii. S. 470., afterwards enlarged in the Archaol. Zeit. 1844. S.

358 ff. comp. Bull. 1846. p. 70. Now, these scenes are referred to the

conquest of Xanthus by the general of Cyrus ; on this point there is

hitherto no disagreement with Sir 0. Eellows (Xanthian Marbles 1842.

p. 39). Col. Leake indeed assumes (Transact, of the K. Soc. of Liter.

Second Series i. p, 260 ss.), on account of the style, that the monument
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of Harpagus was not raised soon after the taking of the city (Ol. 58, 3),

but on the contrary not till about 01. 70, perhaps by the grandson of

Harpagus, who figures in Herodotus 01. 71, 4
; judging from it, we

might rather come down another century (01. 95) "or two;" but the

history of Asia Minor after Alexander will not allow this. However,
we may abide by the one century, as we would besides think of the

period of Scopas and Praxiteles, and this objection of history against the

evidence of the style as to the age is removed . Sir Edward Head also (in

the Classical Museum, No.
ii.) } although he agrees with Leake in other

respects (p. 224. 228) assigns the monument to 01. 83 or 96. or even later

(p. E30). But the contents of the frieze itself are opposed to this suppo-
sition : they are not merely different from the history in details as Leake

apologetically admits, but entirely and essentially, and are even in some
measure directly the opposite. After the Xanthians had been driven back

into the city by the masses of Harpagus, they collected together their

wives and children, their slaves and other property, in the acropolis,

consumed them with fire, and then, bound by a fearful oath, they
rushed upon the enemy, and sought in combat a common death, so that

Xanthus received an entirely new population, with the exception of

eighty heads of families who were in other countries at the time of the

destruction. It is impossible therefore that the Persians, who passed
over the dead into the open acropolis, could be represented negotiat-

ing with the Xanthians during the heat of the storming, nearly about the

time when the true history, whose peculiar nature does not admit a

well-grounded suspicion of distortion or exaggeration, and which could

neither be artistically concealed nor forgotten in general, was related by
Herodotus or soon after. Add to this, that the frieze does not exhibit any
Persians fighting, who must have been conspicuous in the army of Har-

pagus above the Ionian and -SSolian auxiliaries* So important an histo-

rical representation compels us therefore to resort to another supposition.
!Uhe XaniManswho also defended their city with similarobstinacy against
Alexander, and again destroyed themselves with their wives and children

In the war of Brutus and the Triumvirs, after the enemy had effected an
entrance by stratagem, might have also at an early period have made art

attempt, like the lonians, to shake off the Persian yoke, the bad result of

which was triumphantly and threateningly presented by this monument
to the eyes of their descendants; it is probable, however, that this would
not have been passed over by Herodotus. Or the representation of the

conquered city does not refer to Xanthus, but to external deeds of the
Persian commissary in Xanthus, as the Greek verses on the pillar of

peace from Xanthus mentioned by Appian, and now in London, covered
over with Lycian characters, extol the son of a Harpagus for proving
himself in the land-fight feg<n srXi?y) the best among all the Lycians >

who fought therefore along with, not against "him destroyed many
fortresses, and procured for his kinsmen a share of the dominion (the
conquered foreign cities, under the royal sanction). This was probably
in the war with Euagoras, who also caused Cilicia to revolt, and was
beaten by the Persians in a sea fight, OL 98, 2, and six years afterwards
in Cyprus itself (Franz in the Archaoi Zeit. 1844. S. 279). The lonians,
then, were here also mercenaries in the service of Artaxerxes, as there
were probably Arcadians fighting on the other side, the Swiss of antiquity,
a,s we know from ancient comedy. Of the two pediments, there are pre-
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served the half of one with a battle scene, and pieces of the other with
two gods enthroned and standing figures probably with thank-offerings
to the gods for the victory, and this perhaps on the fagade. Among
the statues of different size, for the most part very incomplete, which
Sir C. Fellows has placed in the intercolumnia of the front and back

pediments and on the acroteria, our admiration is most excited by the

female figures which are represented hastening away, either inclined to

the right or left, in highly animated movement, partly looking roun<l,

whereby the not less bold than inventive hand of the master has devel-

oped so many beauties in lines of the body to which the seemingly
transparent drapery adheres and the flying masses of drapery, that in

consideration, of them we may easily overlook what is amiss or incom-

plete in the rapid execution. These peculiarities of treatment may be

distinguished from antique hardness. On the plinths of these figures
there is a fish, a larger fish, a lobster, a spiral shell, a bird wMch we
must in this connexion take to be a sea-bird, not a dove ; and besides

those figures with their corresponding signs, we may also assume that

there were similar animals attached to two similar figures which be-

longed to the series, although they are wanting with the greater portion
of the whole. Now, if these symbols evidently indicate Nereids, we can.

only conceive their flight to be occasioned by the disturbance of their

realm from a sea-fight, such as that against Euagoras, or by a battle on

shore, which compelled the enemy to rush helter-skelter to their ships,
as for instance in Herod, v, 116; and only on this Supposition could

Nereids be introduced appropriately on a monument commemorating a

victory. In that case they would also furnish a further proof that the

capture of Xanthus by the first Harpagus is not represented irt the

friezes, but rather a later victory of the Persian authorities over a re-

bellious outbreak. But the unmistakeable reference of these Nereids to

a sea-fight seems also to lend a strong confirmation to the architectonic

combination that they belonged to the same building as these friezes.

This union of the tumult of battle on shore and (allusively) at sea, with the

image of stormed cities, produces a good general effect. In this way was
the Assyrian and Persian custom of representing battles (. 245.* 248.

R. 2) here imitated by an Ionian hand and in the purely Greek style.

Besides this monument there have been also brought to London from

Xanthus, two lions, the tomb named from the winged chariot with remark-

able representations (Asia M. p. 228. Lycia p. 165), a frieze of chariot and

horsemen (Lycia p. 173), a chase, probably from a tomb, as well as the

procession of peasants paying their tribute in tame and wild animals

and other natural productions (Lycia p. 176), all of the best period of

art. The foliowing also seem to be very good, the fragments of a battle

of Amazons and a festal procession, Ibid. p. 177, Bellerophon vanquish-

ing the Chimaera, p. 136, which is of colossal size and has also been taken

from a tomb ; and not afewcf the reliefs from sepulchral monuments, which

represent merely domestic scenes or war (p. 209 does not even seem to

form an exception) contain very excellent and peculiar compositions, p.

116 (comp. the title-plate, where we must read ME202), 118. 135. 141.

166. 17S. 197. 198. 200. 206. 207. 208.]
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1 129. As the first artists of this school still bore in them
the spirit of Phidias, although in a state of transformation,
and therefore chiefly endeavoured to express an inward spir-
itual life in gods or other mythic shapes; so, on the other

hand, Euphranor and Lysippus especially continued the Ar-

givo-Sicyonlc school that of Polyclitus, the aim of -which

was always more directed to fine corporeal forms, and the re-

2 presentation of athletic and heroic energy. Among heroes,
the character of Hercules was perfected by Lysippus in a new
style, and the powerful structure of his limbs, developed by
labour and exertion (. 410), was piled up to that colossal

size which the art of later sculptors always strove to at

3 tain. The statues of athletes did not now occupy the artists

so much as formerly, although six sculptures of this kind are

quoted as works of the incredibly active Lysippus ;
on the

contrary it was chiefly idealised portraits of powerful princes
4 that the age demanded. In the form of Alexander, Lysippus

even knew how to lend expression to defects, and, as Plutarch

says, he alone could duly blend the softness in his eyes and
the posture of his neck with what was manly and lion-like

o in Alexander's mien. Accordingly, his portrait-statues were

always animated and skilfully conceived
; whilst, on the con-

trary, other artists of the time, as Lysistratus, the brother of

Lysippus, who was the first to take casts of the face in stucco,

merely made it the aim of their art to produce a faithful re-

semblance of the external form before them.

1. Cicero, Brat. 86, 296 (comp. Petron, Satyr. 88), Polycleti Dory-
phoruin siM Lysippus magistrum fuisse aiebat. Exactly as Polyclitus
did . 120, lie executed according to Pliny destrvngmkem se. Hence also

why they have been confounded, Sillig C. A. p. 254. K 7.

2. Euphranor (as painter) primus videtur expressisse dignitates her-

oum, Plin. xxxv, 40, 25. Lysippian statues of Hercules, Sillig 0. A. p.
259. a. Hercules reposing for a little from some great undertaking, the

Farnesian colossal statue (Maffei, Race. 49. Piranesi, Statue 11. M.
Borbon. iii^ 23, 24) found in the baths of Caracalla, under which em-

peror the statue probably was brought to Rome (Gerhard Neapels Bildw.

S. 32.), executed by the Athenian Glycon after an original by Lysippus.,
as is proved by the inscription on an inferior copy (Bianchini, Palazzo

dei Cesari tv. 18). The hand with the apples is new, the genuine legs
were substituted in 1787 for those by G-ugl. della Porta. The Hercules
with the name of Lysippus is in the Pitti palace, and a second copy with:

the name TATKQN" at Volterra in the house Guarnacci. The Farnesian
statue in Fea's "Winckelmann ii. tv. 7. iii. p. 459, a smaller copy in marble
Gal. di Firenze Stat. T. iii. tv. 108, small ones in bronze 110. 111. p. 25

sqq[. Of little bronze figures there is no reckoning the number, scarcely
any other famous original has so many. On the reference of the statue,
see Zoega Bassir. ii. p. 86, 0. Jahn Telephos u. Troilos S. 63. A statue

precisely similar is described by Libanius (Peterson, De Libanio Com-
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ment. ii. Havn. 1827) ; the figure is also often to be met with otherwise

in statues and gems, and on coins (Petersen p. 22) ; the head is perhaps

surpassed "by that in Marbles of the Brit. Mus. i. 11, in depth of expres-

sion. Comp. Winckelm. W. vi, i. s. 169. ii. s. 156. Meyer, Gesch. s. 128.

D. A. K. Tf. 38. b. Hercules resting after the completion of his labours,

a colossus at Tarentum, brought by Fabius Max. to the Capitol, after-

wards taken to Byzantium, described by Mcetas De Statuis Constan-

tinop. c. 5. p. 12 ed. Wilken. [Fabr. Bibl. Gr. vi. ed. 1. p. 408.] He sat
4

anxiously stooping, on a basket (in reference to the cleaning of Augeas*

stalls),
on which lay the lion's hide, and supported the left arm on his

bent knee, the right lay on the right leg which hung down. This is

evidently the figure so frequent on gems, in Lippert, Dact. i. 285 87. ii.

231. Suppl. 334 346. c. Hercules bowed down by the might of Eros,

and despoiled of his weapons (Athol. Pal. ii. p. 655. Plan, iv, 103), pro-

bably preserved in gems in a figure similar in form to the preceding.

Lippert, Dact. L 280, 281. ii. 22527. Suppl. 331. Gal. di Fir. v. tv. 6,

2. 3. d. A small bronze Hercules (sKtrgctwefyog), described by Statius S.

iv, 6, and Martial ix, 44, of the grandest form and serene expression, as

if at the banquet of the gods, sitting on a stone covered with the Eon's

hide, a goblet in his right hand, the left resting on his club. Evidently

(according to Heyne) the model of the Torso (. 160 and 411). [The
Hercules of gilded bronze in the Capitol puts one in mind of Lysippus by
its more slender proportions, its longer and less thick neck, and by its

excellence, although it is somewhat injured by mannerism and overload-

ing in the execution, as is the case with imitations of other masterly

compositions. The figure also occurs on coins of Berytus (Rasche SuppL
i. p. 1361) and others.]

3. Euphranor's Alexander et Philippus in quadrigis, Plin. Lysippus
fecit et Alexandrum Magnum multis operibus a pueritia ejus orsus idem
fecit Hephaestionem Alexandri venationem turmam Alexandri, in qua
amicorum ejus (sraignv) imagines summa omnium similitudine expressit

(Alexander, around him 25 hetaeri, who had fallen at the Granicus, 9

warriors on foot, see Plin. comp. Yellei. Paterc. i, 11, 3. Arrian i, 16, 7.

Plut. Alex. 16) fecit et quadrigas multorum generum. On Alexander's

Edict, Sfflig C. A. p. 66. F. 24.

4. Chief statue of Alexander by Lysippus, with the lance (Plut. de

Isid. 24) and the later inscription: Avoouravin't ef eoixev 6 xaLhx.eos sl$ Atoc

Jieitffffav* Tobv VK spot r&ffteu, Zzv, <rv 1? "OXv^Troj/ # (Plut. de Alex. virt.

ii, 2. Alex, 4. Tzetz. Ghil. viii. v. 426, &c.). An equestrian statue of

Alexander as founder (of Alexandria, as it seems) had ray-like waving
hair. Libanius Ekphr. T, iv. p. 1120 R, On the agreement in character

of Alexander's statues, Appulei. Florid, p. 118 Bip. The hair arched up
from the forehead (relicina frons, aiworoXflj T% xopyc, Plut. Pomp, 2) is

always one of the principal distinguishing marks. From the statue with

the lance, the helmeted and peculiarly inclined head is preserved on the

coins of the Macedonians from the times of the Cesars (Cousinery, Yoy-

age dans la Mac6d. T. i. pi. 5. n. 3, 5, 8) ; with it corresponds the Grahinian

statue (Yisconti, Mon. Gab. 23) and the similar head of the statue in the

Louvre, 684. Bouill. ii, 21. Clarac, pi. 263. On the contrary the head

of Alexander in the Capitol, taken by many for Helius (WInckelm. M. I.

n. 175), may have been taken from that equestrian statue. The Ron-
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danini statue, at Munich (n. 152. G-uattanl M. L 1787 Sett.), of Alexan-

der arming himself for battle, has little of the Lysippian character,

especially in the proportions. The bronze of Alexander struggling in

the press of battle is excellent, M. Borb. iii, 43 b. Comp. . 163, 6. The

head of the dying Alexander at Florence is an archseological enigma.

Morghen, Principj del disegno tv. 4 b. Le Blond Le vrai portrait d'Al-

exandre. Mem. de 1'Inst. Nat. Beaux Arts i. p. 615. As a true portrait,

but executed without the spirit of Lysippus, the Cav. Azara's bust is of

most value, hi the Louvre, 132. Visconti Iconogr. Grecque, pi. 39, 1.

Meyer, Gesch. Tf. 13. 29. B. A. K. Tf. 39. 40. On Alexander as the son

of Zeus and Hercules . 158, 2.

5. Hominis autem imaginem gypso e facie ipsa primus omnium ex-

pressit ceraque in earn formam gypsi infusa emendare instituit Lysistra-

^T1S> Hie et similitudinem reddere instituit ; ante eum quam pulcherri-

mas facere studebant (on the contrary . 123). Plin. xxxv, 44.

1 130. Observation of nature and the study of the early

masters, which Lysippus closely combined with each other,

led the artists to many refinements in detail (argutic ope-

rum) ;
the hair in particular was arranged by Lysippus more

2 naturally, probably more for pictorial effects. These artists

also directed the most earnest study to the proportions of the

human body ;
but here the striving to esalt especially portrait-

figures, as it were, beyond the human standard, by an extra-

ordinary degree of slenderness, led them to a new system of

more delicate proportions, which was begun by Euphranor
(also by Zeuxis in painting), but first carried out harmonically
by Lysippus, and which afterwards became prevalent in Greek

3 art. It must however be admitted that this system sprang,
less from a warm and cordial conception of nature, which

particularly in Greece displayed itself to greatest advantage in

more compact figures, than from an endeavour to elevate the
4 work beyond the real The tendency likewise to the colossal

which will be found to predominate in the next period,

already announced itself clearly in the works of these artists.

1. Propriae hujus (Lysippi) videntur esse argutiae operum, custoditse

in minimis quoque rebus. Plin. xxxiv, 19, 6. Statuarige arti plurimum
traditur contulisse capillum exprimendo. Ibid. Comp. Meyer, Gesch. s.

130. Quintilian particularly applauds the veritas in his and Praxiteles*

works xii, 10. Lysippus and Apelles criticised each other's works, Syne-
sius Ep. 1 p. 160. Petav.

2. Euphr. primus videtur usurpasse symmetriam, sed fuit in uni-
versitate corporum exilior, capitibus articulisque grandior (precisely
the same of Zeuxis xxxv, 36, 2) : volumina quoque composuit de symme-
tria. Lys. stat. arti plur. trad, cont, capita minorafaciendo quam antiqui,
corpora graciliora siccioraque, per quse proceritas signorum major vide-
retur. Itfon habet Latinum nomen symmetria quam diligentissime cus-

todivit, nova intactaque ratione quadrate (. 120} veterum staturas per-
aaautando. Plin. xxxiv

? 19, 6. xxxv, 40, 25, Comp. below . 332. On his
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principal of representing quales viderentur homines, Wien. Jahrb. xxxix.

s. 140.

4. Fecit et colossos (Euphranor), Plin. xxxv, 40, 25. Lysippus' Jupi-
ter at Tarentum was 40 cubits high ; comp, Silig 0. A. p. 257, 259.

THE AET OF ENGRAVIKG STONES AND DIES.

131. The luxury of ring-wearing at this period raised the i

art of the dactyKoglyphist to the height which it was capable
of attaining in proportion to the other branches of the forma-
tive art; although the accounts of writers do not mention the 2
name of any artist of this class, except that of Pyrgoteles who
engraved Alexander's signet-ring. In gems also we can here 3
and there find a composition and treatment of forms corre-

sponding to the Phidian sculptures; but works of this descrip-
tion in which the spirit of the school of Praxiteles is mani-
fested are far more numerous,

1. On the rings of the Cyrenaeans (Eupolis Maricas) and the emerald
of Ismenias the aulete, bought in Cyprus, with an amymone, -331ian VI
H. xii, SO. Plin. XXXTO, 3. Musicians in particular were richly adorned
with them (0(pgccy{l$opv%M(>*yoxA{&fyrot,i) and likewise ornamented their in-

struments in the same way ; comp. iucian Adv. Indoct. 8. Appulei FIo-^

rid. p. 114. Bip.

2, On the pretended gems of Pyrgoteles, Winckelm. Bd. vi. s. 107 C
Comp. Fiorillo, Kleine Schriften ii. s. 185. A fact adduced by U. Bo-

chette, Lettre a M. Schorn, p, 49, shows that, even during antiquity, the

name of this as well as other famous artists was fraudulently used. We
have no ground for assigning to this period other names which are only
known through gems (see v. Kohler in Bottiger's Archssol. u. Kunst. i.

s, 12) j however some of the more celebrated stone-engravers were per-

haps not much later.

132. There was also great care bestowed on the engraving 1

of coin-dies, often in districts and towns which are not other-

wise known as the seats of schools of art
; yet, during the first

half of the period the design of devices on coins, although often

grandly conceived and full of character, still retained for the

most part a certain hardness
;
in the second half, on the con-

trary, especially in the cities of Sicily, the highest and bright-
est point that has ever been reached in beauty of expression
was attained (but accompanied often with a surprising awk-
wardness in the mechanical process of stamping). At tie 2

same time the art was advanced by the custom of multiply-

ing the already extremely numerous types of coins^ by the

commemoration of victories in sacred games, deliverance from

dangers by the help of the gods, and other events which

admitted of mythological representation ;
and thus we have
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often presented to us here in the smallest compass a plastic
scene replete with ingenious thoughts and allusions.

1. In coins, to the first half of this period (before the end of the Pelo-

ponnesian war) belong, besides those of Athens which maintained their

primitive impress even in the best age (see Diog. Laert. vii, 1, 19.)

many of Corinth, of Argos with the wolf, also those of Sicyon or Secyon

(Ann, d. Inst. ii. p. 336) with the sharply drawn chimera; in Sicily the

coins of Selinus with the river gods Selinus and Hypsas (between 01. 80
and 94), those of $"axus with the noble head of the bearded Dionysus,
and the saucy form of the old Satyr, also the fine Agrigentine coins with
the two eagles on the hare (before 01. 935 3). The fine silver pieces of

Pheneus and Stymphalus were probably struck after the Peloponnesian

war, when Arcadia was enriched and polished by the school of Polycli-
tus ;

then about the 104th OL the coins of the Arcadian league with the

head ofZeus and Pan; from that time begin the coins of Megalopolis and
Messene which were generally inferior. About OL 100, when Olynthus

presided over the Chalcidian confederation, the Chalcidian silver money
with the head of Apollo and the cithern, was current there (See Cadal-

vfene Recueil, pL \ 28) ; the splendid coins of Opus are worthy of the

best period, as well as many of Thessaly, Lesbos, Cos, and Crete. To those

of Philip are related those of Philippi, but of remarkably hard design. In

Italy many coins of Tarentum, Heracleia, Thurii, Yelia, and Metapon-
tum belong to this period ; and in like manner the costly master-pieces
of Sicilian engravers (comp. . 317), the great Syracusan pentekontalitres
at the head (Etrusker i. s. 327. Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 81), are to be ascribed

to one age, that of the two Dionysii (Payne Knight, Archseol. Brit. xix.

p. 369), in which also the towns of Sicily dependent on Carthage partici-

pated in the same zeal for art. But when Tirnoleon restored (01. 109, 2)
the colonial connexion of Syracuse with Corinth, it is probable that the

great amount of money in Sicily was struck, with less attention to beauty,
with the head of Pallas and Pegasus, which were also in use in the other
colonies of Corinth at that time (with other initial letters instead of the
Corinthian Koppa), B. Rochette, Ann. d, Inst. i. p. 311 sqq. Coins of
the Campanians in Sicily by the Buc de Luynes, Annali d. Inst. i. p. 150.

Engravings of Greek coins available for the history of art in Landon's

Numismatique du Toy. du J. Anacharsis, 2 vol. 1818, in the more recent
works of T. Combe, Mionnet, Millmge%K Bochette, Cadalvene, Oousinery,
fee. Tery fine ones in the Specimens of ancient coins ofMagna Grecia and
Sicily, seL from the cabinet of the Lord ETorthwick, drawn by del Frate
and engr. by H. Moses ; the text by G. H. Nohden. 1824. 25. D. A. K.
Tf. 41, 42. [Buc de Luynes. Choix de m6d. Grecques 1840. fo. 17 Tf.

Prokesch Collection in Gerhard's Arch. Zeit. Tf. 21. 22. 32. 41. 43, Aker-
mann, Ancient Coins of Cities and Princes. L. 1844 46. P. 16. 8vo.]

^

2.
jPlut.

Alex. 4. says of Philip that he put the Olympic victories on
his coins ; with regard to those of Sicily the same is proved by ocular
evidence. The Arcadians denoted their sovereignty over Olympia, from
the treasures of which they paid their troops, by delineating the head of
Olympian Zeus, and their god Pan" sitting on the rock of Olympia and
sending forth the eagle of Zeus. On the coins of Selinus we see Apollo
and Artemis approaching as plague-sending deities, but at the same time
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oil the reverse the gods of the rivers, with the waters of which Empedo-
cles had removed the pestilential air of the marshes, offering a libation
to Esculapius. The coins of Alexandria looked very well without being
good in comparison with the Attic tetradrachms, as Zeno states in Diog
It. vii. 1. 18.

4. PAINTING.

133. At this period, painting reached, in three great stages, i
a degree of perfection which made it, at least in the opinion
of

^the ancients, a worthy rival of the plastic art. Ancient 2
painting, however, remained more closely allied to sculpture
than the modern, by reason of the predominance of forms
over the effects of light; sharpness and distinctness of design,
separation of the different figures in order not to confuse their

outlines, a uniform distribution of light and clear illumina-
tion throughout, and the avoidance of great foreshortening
(notwithstanding considerable knowledge of linear perspec-
tive) still belonged, although not without exceptions [. 140,
2.], to its character in general

2. Artifices etiam quum plura in unam tabulam opera contulerunt,
spatiis distinguunt ne umbrae in corpora cadant. QuintiL viii 5, 26.
The shading should merely make the corporeal form of each figure stand
out by itself.

134. The first painter of great renown was Polygnotus the I

Thasian, who was naturalized at Athens and a friend of
Cimon. Accurate drawing and a noble and distinct manner of 2

characterizing^
the most different mythological forms was his

great merit; his female figures also possessed charms and grace.
His large tabular pictures were conceived with great know- 3
ledge of legends, and in an earnest religious spirit, and were
arranged according to architectonico-symmetrical principles.

1. Polygnotus, son of the painter Aglaophon, probably at Athens, from
79, 2. Painted for the Poecile, the Theseion, Anaceion, perhaps also the

portico at the Propylasa, the Delphian temple (Pliny), the Lesche of the

Cnidians, the temple of Athena at Plataea, at Thespise. Bdttiger, Ar~
chseol. der Mahl. i. s. 274. Sillig 0. A. p. 22, 372. De Phidia i, 3.

2. 'HSoy00, vfrtxos, i. e. the painter of noble characters, Aristol
Poet. 6, 15. Pol. viii, 5. Comp. Poet. 2, 2, and . 138. Instituit os aper-
ire, etc. Plin. xxxv, 9, 35. Lucian praises the beautiful lines of the eye-

brows, the soft bloom of the cheeks, a light disposition of delicate dra-

pery (scr&qret es TO teTrrorc&rou
s^sigyotarfteuw). Imagg. 7. Primus mulieres

lucida veste pinxit, Plin, [Comp, Nouv. Ann. de la Sect. Eran. de
1'Inst. Arch6oL ii. p. 389 sq. where a resemblance to the style of Polyg-
notus is sought for in the vase with Boreas and Oreithyia pi. 22, 23. now
in Munich. Kindred to these are Vases Luynes, pL 21, 22. Achilles tak-

^ng leave of Nereus, pi. 28. Zeus committing the infant Bacchus to the
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Haiads, pi. 34. aad in Gerhard's Trinkschalen Tf. 9. Peleus and Thetis,

<fec.] On the technical treatment of his paintings, comp. . 319. [135.

B.3.]

3. On the pictures in the Lesche, Ilion overthrown, and the departure
of the Greeks on the right ; on the left the visit of Odysseus to the ne-

ther world, Paus. x, 2531. Caylus, Hist, de FAc, T. xxvii p. 34 F.

und J. Riepenhausen Gemalde des Polygnot in der Lesche zu Delphi.

Th. L 1805. mit Erlauterungen von Ohr. Schlosser (the Destruction of

Troy, comp. therewith Meyer in the Jen. ALZ, Juli 1805, and Bottiger
Archseol. der MahL s. 314). Peintures de Polygn. & Delphes dessinees et

gravees d'apres la descr, de Pausanias, par F. et J. Riepenhausen, 1826,

1829 (on the composition comp. Gott. G. Anz. 1827, s. 1309). [0. Jahn
Die Gemalde des Polygnot in der Lesche zu Delphi, Kiel 1844.] In the

picture of the infernal world particular regard must be had to the allu-

sions to the mysteries, which were introduced partly in the corners (the

priestess Cleoboea, Ocnus5 the Uninitiated), and partly in the middle.

Here sat the mystagogue Orpheus in a circle of bards and old men, sur-

rounded by five Trojan and five Grecian heroes. Comp. Rathgeber, in

the EncycL under Ocnus. In the picture of Dion, Neoptolemus, the un-

wearied avenger of blood (whose tomb was in the neighbourhood), pre-
sents an interesting contrast to the gentle Menelaus, who only seeks to

carry off the beauteous prize. With this picture that on the JSTola vase,

Tischbein*s Homer ix, 5, 6, held to be somewhat antique, has some, but

only a few, features in common. On these pictures in general, Corre-

spond, de Diderot, T, iii. p. 270 sq. (ed, 1831). Gothe's W, xliv. s. 97,

1 135. Together with Polygnotus several other painters

(chiefly Athenians, but also Onatas of -ZBgina) are mentioned
2 with distinction ;

for the most part they decorated temples
and porticoes with large historical pictures abounding in

figures, the subjects of which they also willingly took from,

3 the history of the times. One of these, Dionysius, equalled
the expressive and elegant drawing of Polygnotus, but wanted
his grandeur and freedom.

1. Iphidn the Corinthian in Simonides ccxsi Schneidew. Sillax the

Bhegian, about 75. Ibid, ccxxii. OJTATAS also a painter, from 78 83.

Micox of Athens, painter and brass-caster, distinguished particularly in

horses, 77 83. (Sillig C. A. p. 275, comp. above . 99, 1. In Simonides
ccxix. and ccxx. we must with Scheidewin read 3ltxay. Mlxay is also to

be restored in Aman, Alex, vii, 13). DIONYSIUS of Colophon, Micon's

contemporary (comp. Simonides , 99. Hem. 1). Aristophon, brother of

Polygnotus. Euripides (the tragic poet, Eurip. Yita ed. Elmsleius) about
the same time. TIMAGOEAS of Ohalcis, 83. PAOSUTFS of Athens, Phidias*

os7i(p^Gvf, about 83 86. AGATHAKCHUS, scene- and house-painter, from
about 80 (so that hefecit scenam for the last trilogy of JSschylus) till 90.

(Comp. YolkePs ^achlass, s. 103, 149). Aglaophon, son of Aristophon,
as it appears, 90 (comp. ibid. 113). Cephissodorus, Phrylos, Euenor of

Ephesus, Bemophilus of Himera, Neseas of Thasus, 90. Cleisthenes of
Eretria (above . 107. Rein. 3), about 90. Nicanor, Arcesilaus of Paros,
encaustic- painters, about 90 (?). Xeuxippus of Heraclea, about 90
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(comp. Heindorf ad Plat. Protag, p, 495). Cleagoras of Phlius, 91 (Xen.
Anab. vii, 8, 1). APOLLODOSUS of Athens, 93.

2. In the Pceeile (braccatis iUita Persis) there were : 1. The Battle

of Marathon by Micon (or Pansenus, also Poljgnotus) ; the generals of

both armies likenesses ; the Platgeans with Boeotian helmets (Demosth.

ag. JNeasra, p. 1377). G-ods and heroes were mingled together; the bat-

tle taken at several stages ; besides the flight to the ships (Bottiger,
ArchseoL der MahL s, 246). 2. The capture of Troy and the judgment
on the violation of Cassandra, by Polygnotus. 3. Battle of the Atheni-

ans and Amazons, by Micon. 4. Battle at GBnoe. See Bottiger, s. 27&

[0. Jahn Archaol. Aufs. S. 16.] Plato, Euthyphr. p. 6, speaks also of

battles of gods with which the temples (?) were painted. [The same
statement . 319. R. 5. without any mark of doubt.]

3. Dionysius, according to JElian, V, H. iv, 3, imitated closely the

style of Polygnotus in regard to the representation of character, the pas-

sions, gestures, and delicate drapery, but without his grandeur; comp.
Aristot. Poet. 2. and Plut. Timol 36. who calls his works forced and la-

borious, as Fronto ad Yerum 1. non inlustria [referring to the mate-

rials] ; in Pliny he is called ^^^^oy^o^ in the same way as Demetrius
. 123.

IS 6. But Apollodoms of Athens, the sciagrapher, was the
first "who directed a deeper study to the gradations of light
and shade, and by these essential requisites he constituted an
epoch. His art was doubtless built on the perspective scene-

painting of Agatharchus (. 107. Rem. 3), and its immediate
aim was to deceive the eyes of the spectator by the semblance
of reality; but this involved a sacrifice in regard to careful

drawing (hence many unfavourable criticisms by the ancients

on sciagraphy altogether) ; however, it was at all events a

necessary preliminary step for the higher development of art

1. Apollodorus invented 03-ogaj/ x,al UKOXQCAVIV GKIO,^ Plut. de glor

Athen. 2. Hesych. (Luminum umbraramque rationem invenisse Zeuxis

dicitur, Quintil. xii, 10). He said of himself: 'M.af&qfferai n$ ^XAOJ %

fttp&yiffeTat. Keque ante eum tabula ullius ostenditur quss teneat oculos,

Plin. Similar, really unjust criticisms, Quintil. xii, 10.

2. Apollodorus was sciagrapher or scenographer according to- Hesy-
chius. On the close connexion of both, Scheider Eel. Phys. Ann, p. 265.

On the destination of sciagraphy to produce effect at a distance (<rKt~

ygotQioe, wraths xotl faetrrvfrfa Plato Critias, p. 107), Plat. Besp. X. p* 6(^^

comp. Phaedo, p. 69. Parmeru p. 165. Theaetetus, p. 208, with Heindorf's

Notes. Arist. Ehet. iii c. 12.

137. Now began with Zeuxis the second age of improved 1

painting, in which art arrived at illusion of the senses and

external charm. The novelty of these achievements seduced 1

the artists themselves into a degree of presumption unheard
H
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3 of among architects and plastic artists
; although their art>

as well in regard to the earnestness and depth with which
subjects were conceived, as in respect of moral severity, al-

ready seemed to have degenerated from the spirit of the earlier

4 period. At this epoch the Ionic school was in the ascendant
;

conformably to the character of the race (. 4*3) it had a

greater tendency to softness and voluptuousness than the old

Peloponnesian, and the immediately preceding Attic school.

1. See the stories of the grapes of Zeuxis and the curtain of Parrha-

sius, &c. The tradition also bears on this, that Zeuxis laughed himself
to death over an old woman painted by him, Festi Sched. p. 209. Mull.
On the illusion of painting, Plat. Sophist, p. 234. Resp. x. p. 598. Many
evidently held this to be the highest aim of art, in the same way that the

tragic art since the time of Euripides sought to attain ^TTCCT/J (formerly
it aimed at fxTr^f/?).

2. Apollodorus wore a lofty tiara after the Persian fashion [which
was imitated by Alcibiades and the rich Callias], Hesych. Zeuxis at last

gave away his works in presents because their price could not be esti-

mated (Plin. xxxv, 36, 4), and on the other hand he took money for

admission to see his Helena (ML V. H. iv, 12). Parrhasius was proud
and luxurious as a satrap, and asserted that he stood at the boundaries
of art,

3. Parrhasius pinxit et minoribus tabellis Kbidines eo genere petu-
lantis joci se reficiens. An instance, Sueton. Tiber. 44. comp. Eurip.
Hippol. 1091. Clem. Alex. Protr. iv. p. 40. Ovid, Trist. ii, 524. Lobeck,
Aglaoph. p. 606.

4. Ephesus was at tlie time of Agesilaus (95, 4) full of painters,
Xenoph. H. iii, 4, 17. [Several . 139. B.

2.] -The painters of the period ;

ZaasxsB of Heradea, or Ephesus (the head-quarters of the school, Tolken,
Amalth. iii & 123), somewhere about 90100 (Pliny puts him at 95, 4 ;

but he painted for 400 minse the palace of Archelaus, who died 95, 3,
^Blian V. H. xiv, 7. comp. Pliny xxxv, 36, 2. An Eros crowned with a gar-
land of foses in Aristoph. Acharn. 992. Olymp. 88, 3, is ascribed by the
Schol. to Zeuxis. [Sfflig 0. A. p. 464 doubts the correctness of this, B.
Bochette Peintures ant, ine"d. p. 170 contradicts him]), also a worker in
clay. PARRHASIUS of Ephesus, son and scholar of Euenor, about 95
(Seneca, Controv. v, 10. is a mere fiction). [Kunstbl 1827. S. 327. Feu-
erbach's Yatic. Apollo S. 71.] TIMANTHES of Cythnos (Sicyon) and Co-
lotes of Teos, at the same time. Euxenidas, 95, Idaeus (Agesilaus'
<p*A*ofle, Xenoph. H. iv, 1, 39), about the same time. PATTSON, the pain-
ter of ugliness (Aristot.), about 95 (see, however, Welcker in the Kunst-
blatt 1827. S. 327). [The author's explanation is contested KunstbL
1833. S. 88.] Androcydes of Cyzicus, 95100. Eupompus of Sicyon*95 100. Brietes of Sicyon, about the same period.

I
138.

^
Zeuxis, who appropriated the discoveries of Apollo-

doras in sciagraphy and improved upon them, made single,

res of gods and heroes his favourite subjects in painting.
e appears to have been equally distinguished in the repre-

sentation of female charms (his Helena at Crotona) and sub-
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lime majesty (his Zeus on the throne surrounded by gods) ;

yet Aristotle (. 134. Rem. 2) misses ethos in his pictures. Par- 2

rhasius could give still more roundness to his, and was much
richer and more varied in his creations

;
his numerous pic-

tures of gods and heroes (as his Theseus) attained a canonic
consideration in art He was overcome, however, in a pictorial 3

contest by the ingenious Timanthes, in whose sacrifice of Iphi-

genia the ancients admired the expression of grief carried to

that pitch of intensity at which art had only dared to hint.

1. The centaur-family is the best known of the works of Zeuxis a

charming group in which also the blending of man and horse and the

accuracy of execution were admired. Comp. the gem M. Florent. i. tb.

m, 5.

2. Parrh. in lineis extremis palmam adeptus ambire enim se extre*

mitas ipsa debet. Plin. On him as law-giver of art, Quintil. xii, 10.

On his Demos of the Athenians, where in one figure very contradictory
traits were expressed by form of body, expression, gestures^ and attri-

butes, a singular hypothesis has been built (an owl with heads of other

animals) by Q. de Quincy, Mon. Restit. T. ii. p. 71 sqq. On the earlier

opinions, GL A, Lange 1820. N. 11. [Lange Termischte Schr. 8. 277.]

3. Graphic agones in Quintil. iir 13. Plin, xxxv, 35. 36, 3. 5, at Cor-

inth, Apostol. xv, 13, in Samos, ML Y. H. ix, 11. Athen. xii, 543. Ti~

magoras of Chalcis composed a song of victory to himself The pio
ture in Pompeii (Zahn's Wandgemalde 19. B. Rocfcette 1 L i, 27. M.
Borb. iv, 3. comp. . 415, 1) has at least the veiled Agamemnon in com-
mon with the picture of TIMANTHES. Comp. Lange in Jahn's Jahrbft-

chern 1828. s. 316. [Verm. Schr. S. 163.] The picture Antich. di Erco-

lano ii, 19 may be compared with his Marsyas religatus [also a vase-

painting]. In unius hujus operibus intelligitur plus semper quam pin-

gitur (as in the very charmingly conceived picture of the Cyclops), Plin.

xxxv, 36, 6.

139. Whilst Zeuxis, Parrhasius and their followers, under 1

the general name of the Asiatic school, were opposed to the

Grecian (Helladic) school, which. flourished before, and whose
chief seat was at Athens, the school of Sicyon now aros6 bj 2

means of Pamphilus in the Peloponnese, and took its place
beside those of Ionia and Attica as a third essentially differ-

ent. Its chief distinctions were scientific cultivation, artistic 3

knowledge, and the greatest accuracy and ease in 'drawing,
At this period also encaustic painting was cultivated by Arisu 4

tides of Thebes and Pausias of Sicyon; but according to Pliny
it had been already Exercised by Polygnotus (comp. .

2. The Sicyonic painters as a class, Athen. v. p. 196 e. Polemon (.

35, 3) wrote on the poecile at Sicyon, built about 01 120. Athen. vi,

253 b. xiii, 57,7 c. [In the first Ed. followed, "Hence Sicyon Helladica,

TrMch expression of later writers can only perhaps he derived from the
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language of ealier connoisseurs.'* And in JEginet. p. 156 tlie distinction

between the Athenian and Helladic painting and the Asiatic is correctly

drawn. Suid. 2/#t/<ay % vv

Celebrated painters of the period : PAHPHILTTS of Amphipolis, scholar

of Eupompus (school of Sicyon), 97107. AEISTIDES of Thebes, scholar

of Euxenidas, perhaps 102 112, also encaustic painter. Leontion, at the

same time [drops out in the Cod. Bamberg]. PAUSIAS of Sicyon, son of

Brietes, scholar of Pamphilus, encaustic painter, at the same time.

Ephorus of Ephesus, and Arcesilaus (Ionic school), about 103. EUPHRA-

iroB, Isthmian, that is, of Corinth (he worked, however, at Athens, and is

numbered by Plutarch, De Glor. Athen. 2, among the Attic painters),

encaustes, 104 110. Cydias of Cythnos, enc. 104. Pyrrho of Elis, about

105. Echion [ifit is not JBtion], Therimachus, 107 (. 124). Aristodemus,
107. Antidotus, scholar of Euphranor, enc. 108. Aristolaus, son and

scholar of Pausias, enc. 108. Mechopanes (?) [perhaps Myxo(paw$ ; for

Nicophanes is very remote], 108. MELAKTHIUS, scholar of Pamphilus,
about 104 112. Ctesidemus, about 108. PMlochares of Athens, brother

of ^Eschines, 109. Glaucion of Corinth, about 110 (?). Alcimachus, 110

{Plin, comp. Corsini, Dissert. Agon. p. 128). APELLBS of Colophon, an

Ephesian by his school (through Ephorus and Arcesilaus), but also a

Sicyonian (through Pamphilus), 106 118. (Comp. Tolken, Amalthea
iiL s. 123). Mcomachus, son and scholar of Aristodemus (school of Si-

cyon), 110 sqq. EICTAS of Athens, son of Nicomedes, scholar of Antido-

tus, ene. (assists Praxiteles), 110 118. Amphion (?) [Cod. Bamb. Mel-

anthio], 112. Asclepiadorus of Athens, 112. Theomnesfris, 112. THEON
of Samos, about 112. Carmanides, scholar of Euphranor, 112. Leonidas

of Anthedon, scholar of Euphranor, 112 (he was a writer on proportions).

PjEtOToeraus, the Oaunian (also brass-caster), 112 120. Athenion of

Maronea, scholar of (Eaueion, eno^ about 114 (1). Gryllon, about 114,

Innenias of dialcas, 114 (?),

3. Pamphilus prsBstantissimus ratime, Quintil. xii, 10. He taught
10 years for one talent. Required preparatory mathematical knowledge.

Drawing was now received into the circle of a liberal education, Plin.

SXXT, 10, 40. comp. Aristot. Psedag. by Orelli, in the PhiloL Beytragen
aus der Schweitz, s. 95. [Teles in Stobseus, xcviii, 72, mentions, among
the teachers of the ephebi, the painter and the &gfAout6$9 Axiochus 7 and

Kebes 13 the x$m%,av$ instead.] The story in Plin. refers to the delicacy
and firmness of outline, xxxv, 36, 11. which Q. de Quincy, Mem. de Tlnst.

Royal, v, 300, interprets too freely ; tLe expression in ilia ipsa must be

retained. The same figure was outlined on the same space three times

always more minutely and accurately. The one corrected constantly the

drawing of the other. Comp. Bottiger, ArchaeoL der Mahl. s. 154. Mel-

anthius, the painter, in Ms books of painting in Diog. L. iv, 3, 18. *bew

1 14*0. Aristides of Thebes rendered himself conspicuous on
the third stage by his representations of passion, and affecting

2 subjects ; Pausias by figures of children, and animal and flower
3 pieces, and with him began the painting of lacunaria; Euphra-
4 nor was distinguished in heroes (Theseus) and gods ; Melanr
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thins, one of the most thinking artists of the school of Stcyony

occupied, in the opinion of Apelles, the first rank in regard
to disposition ; Nicias, of the newer Attic school, painted
chiefly great historical pictures, naval engagements, and
equestrian battles, in which he attained high excellence.

1. (Aristides) primus animum pinxit et sensus homimim expressly
qu9B vocant Graeci #&? (on the contrary . 133, Bern. 2), item perturba-
tiones (the KC&YI). Hujus pictura oppido capto ad matris morientis ex
vulnere mammam adrepens infans : mtelligiturque sentire mater et

timere, ne emortuo lacte sanguinem lambat. Plin. xxxv, 36, 19. comp.
JEmilian. Anthol. Pal. vii, 623.

2. On the black bull of Pausias (a master-piece of foreshortening and

shading) and the beautiful garland-weaver, Glycera, Plin. xxxv, 40, 24.

* Idem et lacunaria primus pingere instituit, nee cameras ante eum
taliter adornari mos fuit ; that is, he introduced the decorative ceiling-

pictures, afterwards common, consisting of single figures, flowers and

arabesques. The ornamenting of lacunaria with painted stars and the
like had been previously practised in temples.

3. In the twelve gods which Euphranor painted for a portico in the

Cerameicus, after he had exhausted himself in Poseidon, he seems, in

regard to Zeus, to have "been contented with a copy of Phidias* work. See
the passages in SiUig, C. A. p. 208, add. SchoL IL

i, 528. From Echion's

nova nupta verecundia notabilis, something has perhaps passed into the
so-called Aldobrandini Marriage, comp. . 33.9.

Before all, however, ranks the great Apelles, who 1

united the advantages of his native Ionia grace, sensual

charms, and rich colouring with the scientific severity of the

Sicyonian school To his richly endowed mind was imparted 2

ekarls, a quality which he himself avowed as peculiarly his,

and which serves to unite all the other gifts and faculties

which the painter requires ; perhaps in none of his pictures was 3

it exhihited in such perfection as in his famous Anadyomene.
But heroic subjects were likewise adapted to his genius, espe>- 4

cially grandly conceived portraits, such as the numerous like-

nesses of Alexander, his father and his generals. He not only

represented Alexander with the thunderbolt in his hand (a$

%ega,wo<p6go$) 9
but he even attempted, as the master in light and 5

shade, to paint thunder-storms (jSgoyr^, d<rrgcwri, xsgavvopoMa),

probably at the same time as natural scenes and mythological

personifications.

1. Parrhasius* Theseus was, according to Euphranor, nourished with

roses ; on the contrary Antidotus, Athenion and Pausias^ scholars of

Aristolaus and Mechopanes [Mechophanes . 139. IL 2.], were severi, duri

in coloribus (especially Mechopanes by means of sH, wMch was much
used . 319.) There evidently prevailed in the Ionic school a more glow-

ing, in the Sicyon a more sober tone of colour.
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3, The ANADYOMBKE stood in the Asclepieion in Cos (y^ppa Kaioy,

Calling Eragm. 254 BentL), and was transferred by Augustus to the

temple of D. Julius at Rome, where, however, it was in a decayed state

even at the time of Nero. [Most likely that of which Petron. says : quam
Grseci Monocnemon vocant, etiam adorant, see Philostr. Imag. p. M.
Kunstbl. 1827. S 327. (in opposition to Sillig).

There also an Amazon

by Strongylion was called e&zwifMf, and Monocremon is the corrupted

reading. See . 318.] It was, according to some (Pliny), painted from

Pancaste, according to Athenseus, from Phryne. Epigrams by Leonidas

of Tarentum, and others. Ilgen, Opusc. i. p. 34. Jacobs in Wierland's

Att. Mus. iiL s. 50. A later picture of the Anadyomene, Bartoli, Pitt. I,

22. comp. Anacreont. 51.

4. On the standing out of Alexander's arm with the thunderbolt,

Plinu xxxv, 36, 15. In like manner Mcias is praised for painting so ut

eminermt e taMis pictures, and Euphranor for the Ifl^oy. [Fr. Linde-

mann De imagine Al. M. ab Ap. picta Lips* 1820. 8vo.]

5. Comp, Philostr. i, 14. Welcker, p. 289, Plin. xxxv, 36, 17. On
the glazing of the pictures of Apelles, . 319, 5. Arnaud, Sur la vie et

les ouvrages d'Apelle, Mem. de 1'Ac. des Inscr. T. xlix. p. 200. [Apelles

and Antiphilus by Tolken in Bottiger's Amalthea iii. S. 111134.]

L 142, Contemporaneously with Mm flourished, besides those

named, Protogenes, whom Apelles himself, "whose genius raised

him above every low feeling, had rendered celebrated, a self-

taught artist whose, often too careful, industry and accurate

study of nature made his works, which were few in. number,
2 invaluable, Theon also, who was distinguished by the liveli-

ness of Ms inventions (^avra^a/, visiones), belonged to this

short-lived period of bloom in painting.

1. Protogenis ludimenta cum ipsius naturse veritate certantia non
sine quodam horrore traetavi, Petron. 83. His most famous picture was
that of the city-hero Jalysus with the dog and the reposing satyr, a my-
thic representation of the city and district, on which he was 7 years

engaged (11 according to Fronto), 01. 119. Fiorillo, Kleine Schriften i.

s* 330 if. Cic, Verr. iv, 60. mentions as one of Ms finest pictures Para-
lum pictum (pictam), namely, the ship Paralus, which he painted toge-
ther with the Ammonian trireme in the propylsea of the acropolis at

Athens, and as a portion, too, of the picture of the island of Phseacia, as

may be conjectured from Plin. xxxv, 36, 20. Paus. i, 22, 6. It is my
opinion, although it be not perfectly fixed, that in this passage of Paus.

(cf. Hermann de pict. parietum p. 19, who does not consider the matter in
its connexion) the name of Protogenes, as painter of the picture of the
ETausicaa in the Athenian Propylseum, has MLen out ; also that Pliny
xxxv, 36, 20 alludes to the same picture, which also contained the repre-
sentation of a harbour in which lay the Athenian state-vessels Ammonias
and Paralus, after the latter of which Cicero named the whole picture.
[The latter part of this note is from the App. to the 2d Ed. Afterwards
there was reference made in the margin to Welcker's explanation, which,
is

perfectly different. Zwei Gemalde des Protogenes bei Plinius in 2im-
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mermann's Eleitschr. 1837. N. 83 f. Comp. E. Rochette Lettres Archeolog.

1840. i. p. 46 61. Westermann in the Jahrb. f. Philol xxv. S. 480.]

2, Bottiger's Furienmaske, s. 75. On the matricide of Orestes by

Theon, E. Rochette, M. I. p. 177.

143. The glorious art of these masters, as far as regards 1

light, tone, and local colours, is lost to us, and we know no-

thing of it except from obscure notices and later imitations
;

on. the contrary, the pictures on vases (with thinly scattered

bright figures) give us the most exalted idea of the progress
and achievements of the art of design, if we venture, from

the workmanship of common handicraftsmen, to draw conclu-

sions as to the works of the first artists. There were dis- 2

covered in the excavations at Volci (. 99, 2) in particular
abundant specimens: 1st, of elegant and noble, but still stifF,

symmetrical, and over-ornate drawing; but also 2dly, of a free

and at the same time simple and grand style, such as we might

suppose to have been borrowed from Polygnotus; also Sdly, a

very interesting example of over-laboured and trifling imita-

tion of nature somewhat in the manner of Dionysius (. 135, S).

On the other hand, among the vases of Nola, which are, as re-

gards the mass, of later date, together with older styles there

were found specimens of an ea'se, delicacy and tender grace such

as must have first emanated from the Ionic school of painting*

2. Specimens of (1) : The contest over the body of Patroclus and the

reconciliation, with Achilles, OB. a cup from Volci, Inghirami, G. Otaer.

ii, 254. Peleus bringing Thetis to the grotto of Chiron, vase from Volci ;

Ingh. ibid. 235. Vasi fittili 77, Thetis among the Nereids carried off, on

the lid of a Nola vase, more in an imitated style, M. I. d, Inst. 37. comp.

J. de Witte, Ann. v. p. 90. Apollo and Idas, fighting about Marpessa (?)

on an Agrig^ntine vase, M. I. d. Inst. 20. comp. Ann. ii. p. 194. iv, p.

393. Bullet. 1831, p. 132. Poseidon hurling the island of Msyros oa

the giant Ephialtes, on a Sicilian vase, Millingen, Un, Mon. i, 7.

(2.)
Athena receiving the child Erichthonius from the Earth, in

presence of Hephaestus, vase from Volci, M, I. d. Inst. 10. AWL L p. 292.

Achilles and Hector hastening to combat ^ the former held back by Phoenix,

the latter by Priam, vase of Volci. (The figures of the heroes still very

antique.) M. I. d. Inst. 35, 36. comp. Ann. iii. p. 380. iv. 84. Tityus;

subdued by Apollo, vase of Volci (the drawing of the muscles here also

ia an older style). M. I. d. Inst. 23. comp, Ann. ii. p. 225. Apollo, after

Ms voyage in the shape of a dolphin, striking the cithern on a tripod

encompassed with the wings of swans, Vase of Volci. M. I. d. List. 46.

Ann. iv. p. 333. Micali, Mon. 94.

(3.)
Vase of Sosias, the inside picture representing Achilles bind*

ing the wounds of Patroclus, with a careful observation of all details in

the figures and dress ; the outside probably represents the^gods
assembled

at the marriage of Peleus and promising good fortune, in an older and

less studied style. M. L d. Inst. 24. 25. Ann. ii. p. 232. iiL p. 424. iv. p.
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397. [Fow in Berlin, Ho, 1030. Gerhard Trinkschalen des SL Mus.

Ta 6.]

(4.) The heroes Actseon, Castor, Theseus and Tydeus united in the

chase on a vaae probably from Sola, of extremely graceful design, Mil-

lingen, IJn. Mon. i, 18. Rape of Thetis, ingenious, but more carelessly

handled, ibid. L 10. Achilles and Patroclus taking leave of their iathers,

with other pictures, on a magnificent vase in the Louvre, probably from

Locri or Croton, of very careful, noble design, ibid, i, 21. Comp. D. A. IL

Tf. 43 46. Women and two Erotes, in variegated colours and with

gilding extremely graceful, Stackelb. Graber Tf. 27- Gildings the same,

pi. 27. 30. Polychrom. Attic vases, with light and shadow, Steles with

libations, the same, pL 44 46. [Similar and very beautiful Cab. Pour-

tales pi. 25.] Charon's boat, Hermes brings a woman to it pi. 47, a man
comes along with hi 48 (mythically explained by Stackelk). [Poly-

chrom. Lekythi, many of which from Athens are now scattered about, in

R, Rochette Peint. Ined. pi. 9, 10. A collection formed several years ago
in Athens, and containing several excellent specimens, is now in Paris.]

FOURTH PERIOD.

FROM THE lllra TO THE THIRD YEAR OF THE 158TH OLYMPIAD

(336146 B.C.)

FEOM ALEXANDER TO THE DESTRUCTION OF CORINTH.

1. EYE1&TS AHD CHARACTER OP THE PERIOD.

In consequence of the conquest of Persia by a Gre-
cian prince, and the foundation of dynasties by Ms generals,
the arts of design found unexpected and manifold occasions

for great works. New cities, laid out and built in the Grecian

style, arose in the midst of the Barbaric land; the Grecian

gods received new temples. The courts of the Ptolemies, the

Seleucidae, the Pergamenian and other princes gave continued

jnd abundant occupation to art,

p2. Alexandria near Issus, 01. Ill, 41, in Egypt, 112, 1. (St. Croix,
Ij-amen des Hist. d'Alex. p. 286), in Ariadna and Arachotis 112, 3., on

Paropamisus 112, 4., on the Acesines 112, 2, and so forth. (70 cities in

?),
B. Rochette Hist, de TEtab. T. iv. p. 101 sqq. -Antigonia

U-wards ^0^^ Alexandria) in Troas, Philadelphia, Stratonice, Do-
??, and other cities in Asia Minor; Antigonia 01. 118, 2,, Antiochia
Line l^)ron^es 119^ 4?

a^ ^h6 same time Seleucia on the Tigris and manyere
Syria. Cassandria $16, 1., Thessalonica. TJranopolis, on mount

sen
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Athos by Alexarchus, brother of Cassander (Chois. Gouff. Voy. Pitt. ii.

pi. 15).

3. Daphne is an example, a sanctuary of the Pythian Apollo, and

place of recreation near Antioch, since 01. 120 or thereabouts, Gibbon,

Hist, of the Decline, &e., ch, 23. T. ii. p. 396 (1781). The Seleucids*

were reputed descendants and great worshippers of Apollo (as is proved

by their sacred presents sent to the Didymseon, and the restitution of
the statue by Canachus ; Apollo at the tripod, and sitting on the om-

phalos, on their coins). See Norisius, Epochse Syro-Macedonum Diss. 3.

p. 150,

4. The Ptolemies were patrons and encouragers of art down to the

Vllth (Physcon), under him a general dispersion of artists and men of

learning about 01. 162. Among the Seleucidse, Seleucus I. and IL, Antio-

chus III. and IV. In Pergamus, Attalus I. and Eumenes II* Besides

these, the Syracusan tyrants, Agathocles and Hieron II. Pyrrhus of

Epirus, likewise son-in-law of Agathocles, was a friend of art ; see as to

Ambracia's riches in art, Polyb. xxii, 13. Liv. xxxviii, 9.

145. At the same time that the horizon of the Greek ar- 1

tists was thereby undeniably extended, they were stimulated

by the wonders of the east to rivalry in colossal grandeur and

magnificence. The reason, however, why, strictly speaking, 2

no blending of the styles of the different nations took place,

probably lies in this, that the civilization of antiquity, and

especially of the Greeks, was intrinsically stable, sprung from,

a native germ, and therefore guarded from external influence;
but at the same time also in the distinct separation which 3

long continued between the conquering and the native races ;

so that the cities where Greek art was exercised were scat-

tered like islands amidst foreign environment.

3. This separation, with regard to Egypt, where it was most sharply

denned, is very clearly brought out by recent investigations (. 217, 4).

The administration there preserved entirely the character of a standing

army established in a foreign country. In the religion the Ponto-Egyp-
tian Serapis and the Agathodsemon Knuphis were added to the Hellenic

deities ; on the coins of the Ptolemies, however, down to the latest times

the only strange god to be seen is Ammon who had been long Hellenised

already (Eckhel, D. 1ST. i, iv. p. 28). Neither have the coins of the Alex-

andrine Cesars many Egyptian divinities ; it is otherwise with the nomi-

coins, . 232. Antioch had a Grecian demos with phylse and popular

assemblies in the theatre, and a council chosen from old and wealthy

families. All its gods were Grecian, only that Ms received a temple

under Seleucus II., and the Chaldsean astronomy early found admission.

There are Egyptian symbols on coins of Antiochus VII., and on those of

the VIII. a Zeus-Belus as a god of the stars. Cities of mixed popula-

tion like Antiochia ^;|;o/3g/3*go$- (afterwards Edessa) in Osrhoene, were

of rare occurrence. Malalas, T. ii. p. 50. Ven.

146. The cities of ancient Greece, moreover, always re-

mained the seats of artistic industry; 'but few artists sprang
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up in the Grecian settlements in the east, and nowhere did a

school of art of any repute attach itself to any of the courts.

Comp. . 154. On the trade of Sicyon with Alexandria in objects of

art, Plut, Arat. 13. Athen. v. p. 196 e. Among others Bryaxis the

Athenian (. 128, 5. 158, 1) and Eutychides the Sicyonian (. 158, 5)

worked for Antioch.

1 147. Now it can admit of no doubt that the schools of art

in Greece were in a flourishing condition, especially at the

beginning of this period, and that the pure feeling for art

which characterized the earlier times still continued long

alive in individual minds nurtured by the models of the best

2 era. On the other hand, art must have experienced a detri-

mental influence when the intimate union in which it had

subsisted with the political life of free states was weakened,

and on the contrary the pleasure and gratification of indi-

3 viduals prescribed as its great aim. It must have been led

into many a devious path when it was called upon to gratify

now the vanity of slavish-minded cities, now the freaks of

splendour and magnificence of pampered rulers, and to pro-

duce with expedition a great amount of showy workmanship
for the pageantry of court-festivals.

2, Comp. on the union of art with public life in republican times,

Heeren Ideen iii,
1. s. 513. On the other hand, on the spirit of this

period, Eeyne, De genio ssdculi Ptolems&orum, Opusc. Acad. i. p. 114.

3. The character of these court festivals is shown in the description

of that appointed by thie 2d Arsdnoe in honour of Adonis at Alexandria^

under Ptolemy the 2d. Theocrit. xv. 112 sqq. Aphrodite and Adonis

on couches in an arbour, where many little Erotes hovered around [auto-

matically, as at the festival at Florence in the Weisskunig ;
various au-

tomata are mentioned in the sequel], two eagles soaring up with Gany-

mede, and the like. A13 composed of ivory, ebony, gold, magnificent

tapestries, foliage, flowers and fruits. omp. Groddeck, Antiq. Versuche

i. s. 103 ff. Further, in the description of the pompa instituted by Ptol.

II. in honour of all the gods, especially Dionysus and Alexander, from

CaUixenus, ap. Athen. v. p. 196 sqq. Thousands of images, also colossal

automata, such as the Nysa nine cubits in height. A cp^A

t (as in the temple at Bambyce) ^ic&ys.'/^c&f^^kv

axQVGQig, s%ay ITT* ofxgot; avrsgce. ^vowy, ov %v

Comp. . 150. Manso Yermischte Schriften ii. . 336 u. 400. Also

the pompa of Antiochus the Fourth, in which there were images of all

gods, daemons and heroes, regarding whom there was any legend, gilded

for the most part, or clothed in drapery embroidered with gold. Polyb.

xxxi, 3, 13.

1 148. To these external circumstances, hrought about by
the progress of political life, are to be added others which lay

In the internal life of art itself* Art appears on the whole tp
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have completed the cycle of noble and dignified productions
for which it had, as Hellenic art, received its destination.

The creative activity, the real central point of the entire 2

activity of art, which fashions peealiar forms for peculiar

ideas, must have nagged in its exertions when the natural

circle of ideas among the Greeks had received complete plas-

tic embodiment, or it must have been morbidly driven to ab-

normal inventions. We find, therefore, that art, during this 3

period, with greater or less degrees of skill in execution, de-

lighted now in fantastical, now in effeminate productions cal-

culated merely to charm the senses. And even in the better

and nobler works of the time there was still on the whole

something, not indeed very striking to the eye, but which
could be felt by the natural sense, something which distin

guished them from the earlier works the striving after effect

1. Hoc idem (eminentissima ingenia in idem artati temporis spatium

congregari) evenisse . . , plastis, pictoribus, scalptoribusque, si quis tem-

porum institerit notis, reperiet, et eminentia cujusque opens *artissimi&

temporum claustris circumdata, Vellei. i, 17. Visconti's theory of the

long continuance of Greek art in a state of equal excellence, throughout

gix centuries (l'e*tat stationnaire de la sculpture chez les anciens depuls
Pericles jusqu'aux Antonins), which found acceptance in ITrance and

now also to some extent in Germany, cannot even be reconciled with

the general history of the human mind. [K5hler In Bottiger's ArchaoL

und K. I. S. 16.]

2. A comparison with the history of the other arts, especially oratory,

is here useful, (comp. . 103, rem. 3) ; in it the Asiatic and Rhodian styles-

of rhetoric arose side by side during this period, principally through the*

influence of the Lydians and Phrygians, who were naturally more in-

clined to pathos, bombast and parade.

2. ARCHITECTONICS.

149. Architecture, which had formerly the temple as its 1

chief subject, seemed at this period much more active in^min-

istering to the comfort of life and the luxury of princes,

and in laying out cities so as to produce a splendour of gen-

eral effect. Among these Alexandria constituted an epoch, 2

It was built after the design of Deinocrates, whose powerful

genius alone kept pace with Alexander's spirit of enterprise.

The fitness and regular beauty of this plan, the magnificence 3

and colossal magnitude of the public, and the solidity of the

private buildings, made this city a pattern for the rest of the

world, (vertex omnium cimtatum, according to Ammian). But, 4

however, if we leave out of consideration the grandiose fabrics

to which commerce gave occasion, it is probable that Antioch,
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-when it was completely built, produced a still more
striking

and pleasing impression ;
its magnificent edifices remained

throughout antiquity models for all similar undertakings in
that part of the world (. 192).

2. DEIN-OCBATES (Deinochares, Cheirocrates, Stasicrates, Timochares)
was tlie architect of Alexandria, the restorer of the Temple at Ephe-
sus, the same who, according to Pliny xxxiv, 42, proposed to trans-

form Mount Athos into a kneeling figure ; he is also said to have under-
taken the magnetic temple of the second Aifsinoe (01. 133) ; from which

entirely fabulous "building we must distinguish the real temple of Arsinoe-

Aphrodite Zephyritis (Valckenaer ad Theocr. Adon. p. 355 b). Auson.
Mos. 311 17. [Booking in his ed. 1845 assumes that this Dinochares was
different from the founder Dinocrates, with Tross, whom Osann opposes
in the Mem. d. Inst. I. p. 341 sqq. The variation in the form of the
names is customary, Lobeck Aglaoph. p. 996. 1301.] The building of
Alexandria was conducted by Cleomenes of ETaucratis (Justin, xiii, 4.

omp. Fr* Dubner), together with whom Olynthius, Erateus, and Libius*

sons Heron and Epithermus (1), are named as architects by JuL Tale-

rius (de It. G-. Alex, i, 21. 23). At the same period lived CRATES the
canal-builder (Diog. Laert. iv, 23. Strab. ix. p. 407. Steph. Byz. s. v.

*A3jj>#/); SosTRATirs the Cnidian was somewhat later (OL 115); on his

hanging portico, Hirt, Oesch. ii, 160. Amphilochus, son of Lagus, a cele-

brated architect of Ehodes, perhaps also at this period (Inscr. in Clarke's

Travels ii, i. p. 228). C. I. n. 2545. Satyrus the architect. Phoenix the
machine-maker under PtoL II. Plin. xxxvi, 14, 3. Ctesibius under PtoL

Euergetes II. Becker's Gallus L S. 187.

3. On Ai^EXAjsaxKiAy comp. Hirt ii, 78. 166. Mannert, Geogr.
612. The city extended in aai oblong form, divided at a ri^ht angle by
two main streets upwards of 100 feet in breadth, the longer one stretch-

ing 30 stadia, from the west gate wMch led to the necropolis, to the east

gate, that of Canobus. About a fourth of the -whole was occupied by the

acropolis (Brachion) on the north-east, with the palace, the mausoleum
(o-^ee), the museum and propylsea (consisting of four gigantic pillars on
which arose a round temple with a cupola, according to the description iu

Aphthoniua, which is however rather obscure, Progymn. 12. p. 106. WaLz.)
[On the citadel of Alexandria after Aphthonius by Heffter. Zeitschr. f.

A. W. 1839, n. 48. On the so-called Pompey's Pillar, see . 193. K. A
simikr granite column

" next to this one the largest in the world," with-
out base and capital, 37 8 in. high, 5 f. 3 in. in diameter (that of Alex-
andria is 9 feet) and in one piece, was seen by Clarke at Alexandria Troas
on a hill above the city, and he conjectured therefore that both were in-
tended to carry a statue of Alexander. Trav. ii. 1. p. 149.

(iii. p. 188, 8vo.

ed.). This is wrong, as seven other columns of precisely the same di-
mensions are still to be seen lying in the quarries not far from thence,
and like those of one block, unbroken and without trace of a pedestal. Sir
Oh. Fellows Asia Minor, p. 61 sq. (Many ofthe same kind lie in the quar-
ries above Carystus.) Abdollatif saw in Alexandria four hundred columns
broken in two or three pieces, of the same stone as those enormous ones,
and of a third or fourth of the size as it would seem. Abdoll. traduit par
Silv. de Sacy, p. 282.]
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4. ANTIOCH consisted of four towns with, separate walls, enclosed by a

great wall ; the 1st and 2d were built under Seleucus L, on the south bank
of the Orontes, the walls by the architect Xenseus ; the 3d under Seleucus

II. and Antiochus III. on an island in the river, very regular with streets

intersecting each other at right angles ; in the northern portion the large
and magnificent palace of the king with double colonnades behind, over

the wall of the city ; the 4th under Antiochus IV. on the slope of Mount

Silpion, which quarter of the city comprehended the acropolis and the

catacombs, likewise, in the lower portion, the principal street 36 stadia

in length, lined with two covered colonnades and intersected by another

of the same description at right angles, with triumphal arches (rergcMn/-

7io($) at all the crossings. The author's Antiochense Dissertationes (1834).

150. The more splendid fitting up of apartments, which 1

was unknown to republican Greece, such as we afterwards

find it at Rome, and such as Vitravius describes it, certainly

originated at this period, as can be gathered indeed from the
names of the Oyzican, Corinthian and Egyptian rooms (oeci).

An idea of it may be formed from the inventive magnificence
2

and splendour with which the Dionysian tent of the second

and the Nile-ship of the fourth Ptolemy were fitted up, and
all this merely for single festal and pleasure partiea But 3

"besides the palaces of the rulers the mass of the population in

the great cities was cared for by the erection of theatres^ pro-

bably also thermae and nymphasa (. 292, 1. 4), and the liter-

ary men had their museums (. 292, 5).

2. On the Dionysian tent for the pompa of Ptolemy the Second (. 147,

4. 244, 5.) Callixenus in Athen. v. p. 196 sq. Colossal columns of the form

of palms and thyrsi ; on the architraves, under the roof of the tent which

arose in the form of a cupola (pvgetviffjtos),
there were grottos in which

personages of Tragedy, Comedy and the Satyric Drama, apparently living,

sat at table, Caylus, M6m. de 1'Acad. des Inscr. xxxi. p. 96. Hirt, s, 170.

On the vows &**.#f6viyQs of Ptolemy the IV., a floating palace, Callixenus,

ibid. p. 204. In it there was an cecos with Corinthian capitals of ivory

and gold ; the ivory reliefs on the golden frieze, however, were but of

ordinary workmanship; a temple of Aphrodite in form of a cupola

(similar to the Cnidian chapel, . 127, 4) with a marble image ; a Bac-

chian hall with a grotto, a dining-room with Egyptian columns, and

many things of the kind. [Alexandrina belluata conchyliata tapetia, to-

gether with peristromata picta Campanica, Plautus Pseud, i, 2, 16.]

151. This epoch was equally magnificent in its sepulchral 1

monuments, in which species of edifice the Mausoleum of the

Carian queeix Artemisia, even before the time of Alexander,

challenged emulation. Even the funeral piles destined for 2

the flames, were at this period sometimes raised to a towering

height, with a senseless waste of money and art

1. Mausolus died 106, 4. Pytheus (. 109, in.) and Satyrus, the

architects of his monument. An almost square building (412 )
with a

peristyle (25 yards high) supported a pyramid of 24 steps ; on which

stood a quadriga, aere-vacuo pendentia Mausolea, Martialis de spectac. 1.
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Height of the whole 104 f. Reliefs on the frieze by Bryaxis, Leochares,
Scopas, Timotheus (Praxiteles according to Vitruvius) of which there are
still probably remains on the citadel of Budrun. (Of these reliefs, partly
Amazonian battles, there is some account in R. Dalton's Antiq. and
Yiews in Greece and Egypt, L. 1791. Appendix ; Ionian Antiq. ii. pi. 2
add. in the 2d ed. [Five pieces were brought to London in 1846. They
contain 22 groups which are described by Ulrichs in Gerhard's Aorchseol.

Zeitung 1847, S. 169-176, and Gerhard ibid. 177-185 gives an account
of the Mansoleum after Chas Newton in the Classical Museum xvi. comp.
W. R. Hamilton in the Trans, of the Royal Soc. of Literature 1847. ii. p.
251-257. 308.] On a beautiful Caryatid torso likewise from thence, Bullet.

d. Inst. 1832. pi. 168). See Caylus, Mem. de PAc. xxvi. p. 321. Chois.
Gouff. Toy. Pitt. i. pL 98. Hirt, s, 70. Tf. 10, 14. Philo de septem orbis

spectac. c. 4 and in Orelli's Ed. p. 127. Leonis AJlatii diatr. and p. 133 Ouper.
denummo Mausoleum Artem. exhib. Quatremere de Quincy Rec. de Dis-
sert, 1. A similar monument at Mylasa, R. Rochette in the Journ. des
Sav. 1837. p. 202. This form of monument is to be found widely diffused
in Syria; similar to it was the tomb erected in Palestine about the 160th

Olympiad, by the high priest Simon to his father and brothers, a build-

ing surrounded with columns and serving as a foundation to seven py-
ramids. Joseph. Ant. xiii, 6.

2. The so-called Monument of Hephaestion was only a funeral pile

(*t/ga, Diod. xvii, 115) ingeniously and fantastically constructed byDeino-
crates in pyramidal terraces (for 12,000 talents

1). The pyre of the elder

Dionysius (Athen. v. p. 206) described by Timseus was probably similar,
and the rogi of the Cesars on coins present the same fundamental form.

Comp. . 294, 7. Ste Croix, Examen p. 472. Caylus, Hist, de 1'Ac. des
Inscr. xxxi. p. 76. Q. de Quincy, Me~m. de FInst. Royal iv. p. 395, Mon.
Resfatttes ii. p. 105.

152u Mechanics, however, the favourite science of the
period^ showed itself still,more "worthy of admiration, in large
and curiously constructed chariots, in boldly devised warlike
machines, and, above all, gigantic ships with which the princes
of Egypt and Sicily tried to outdo one another. Hydraulics
was applied to mairifold water-works with equal success.

1. On the state-chariot (&gf&a,fi&) for Alexander's body, Hist, de
TAcad. des Inscr. xxxi, p. 86. Ste Croix p. 511. Q. de Quincy, Mem. de
Flnst. Roy. iv. p. 315. Mon. RestituSs ii. p. 1. The beleaguering ma-
chine of Demetrius Poliorcetes, Helepolis, built by Epimachus, frus-
trated by Diognetus, 01. 119, 1. About the same time (Titruv. vii.

Prsef.),
perhaps, however already under the administration of Lycurgus, Philo
built for the Athenians the large ship-houses. The machines of Archi-
medes at Syracuse, 01. 141, 3. The Tarentine machine-builder Hera-
elides, inventor of the Sambuca, contemporaneous. Polyb. xiii, 4.
Athen. xiv. p. 634. Polyaen. v, 17. Enormous ship of Ptolemy 'the
Fourth with 40 banks of oam Hiero the Second's great ship with 3
decks and 20 banks of oars, built by Archias of Corinth, and launched by
Archimedes. There are a few details on the history of mechanics among
the Greeks (there is a great deal unknown) in Kastner's Gesch. der
Mathematik ii. s. 98. Comp. Hirt, ii. s. 259,
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2. Ctesibius of Alexandria, under Ptol. VII. His pupil Heron the hy-
draulist.

It must be understood, however, that temple-archi- 1

tecture also was by no means neglected at a time which took
so much delight in building, and which moreover liberally in-

dulged in magnificent display towards the gods. The Corin- 2

thian order now became more and more common, and took
its place among the chosen and established forms which the
Roman artists retained. But all the stately edifices erected 3

by the Greek rulers in the east, as well as Grecian civilization

itself, have vanished and scarcely left a vestige behind; Athens 4

alone, which now did little by its own exertions, but was

emulously adorned by foreign monarchs, has still some traces

remaining.

2. At this time it was a favourite practice to adorn the Corinthian

capitals with foliage of gilded bronze, as in the Museum at Alexandria

(Aphthonius). Comp. . 150, Bern. 2.

3. TEMPLES OP THE PERIOD. Temple of Apollo at Daphne, at the time
of the Emperor Julian, amphiprostyle, with internal colonnades (Jo*

Chrysost. de Babyla c. Julianum c. 17. 21). Temple of Bel and Atergatis

(Zeus and Hera) at Hierapolis or Bambyce, "built "by Stratonice (about

123), the model of Palmyra, Over the naos arose the thalamos (the

choir) ; the walls and roof were entirely gilded. Lucian, De Dea Syria.

Probably to this time also belonged all the important buildings at

Cyzicus, especially the temple, according to Dio Gass. Ixx, 4, the largest
and most beautiful of all temples, with monolith (T) columns 75 feet

high and 24 in circumference. [Similar monoliths . 149. K 3.] This is

perhaps the magnificent temple of Zeus whose marble seams were marked

by gold threads (Plin. xxxvi, 22). An earthquake destroyed it under

Antoninus Pius, who restored it iu honour of Hadrian. See Aristides,

Paneg. Cyzic. i. p. 241. Malalas, p. 119. Yen, The temple of Apollonis
at Cyzicus was built by Attains II., one of her four sons, after OL 155, 3;

comp. . 157, 2, Regarding the plan of Cyzicus (it was similar to that of

Carthage, Rhodes and Massalia), Plin. ibid. Strab. xii. p. 575. xiv. p. 653 ;

the ruins have not been yet properly investigated (Uenouard de Bussieres,

Lettres sur I'Orient i- p. 165. pi. 11).

Temple of Olympian Zeus at Syracuse built by Hiero the Second.

Diodor. xvi, 83. Cic. Verr. iv, 53. [Serradifalco iv. tav. 28 sc[, p. 153.]

The Doric ruin at Halicarnassus (Chois. G-ouff. i. pi. 99 sc[.) perhaps

belonging to the time after Mausolus, shows the order in its decline; Ife

is without character. [At Cnidos a Corinthian pseudoperipteral prostyle^

Ion. Ant. iii. ch. 1. pi. 5 sqc[.,
a Doric temple, about 200 years before Christ

(p. 30) pi. 26 ;
at Aphrodisius Ibid. ch. 2 a Corinthian, pi. 23, A Corin-

thian temple at Labranda, Fellows Asia Minor, p. 261, perhaps later.]

4. At Athens edifices were reared by the kings (Gymnasian of Ptol.

II. ; Portico of Eumenes, and of Attalus, an Odeion of the Ptolemies ?),

above all Antiochus Epiphanes, who, about the 153d Olympiad, caused
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the temple of Zeus Olympius (. 80, iy 4) to foe changed into the Corinthian

style by Cossutius a Roman (C. 1. 36& comp. p. 433) ; however it was first

completed by Hadrian. Stuart iii. clu 2. Comp. Ersch EncydL Attika

s. 233. At a later period Ariobarzanes II. of Cappadocia renewed the

Odeion of Pericles which was burnt 173, 3, by Aristion. The architects

were G. and M. Stallius and Menalippus. G. I. 357. The octagonal

horologic building of Andronicus Gyrrhestes with peculiar Gorinthian

columns also belongs to this time. Stuart i. ch. 3. Hurt, s. 152. There

was at Rome an imitation of it, but with 12 figures of the winds* See

Polenus, Exercit. Titruv. ii, 2. p. 179. [Magnificent gymnasia in Asia

Minor, . 292, R. 2.]

2. THE PLASTIC A.&T.

1 154 Together -with the Immediate scholars of Praxiteles,
the Sicyonian school in an especial manner flourished from
the beginning of this period, till the 120th Olympiad and
even somewhat later. In it brass-casting was practised in

its ancient perfection and noble style, by Enthycrates, indeed^
with more severity (austerim) than the taste of the time ap-

2 proredL According to historical accounts the art of brass-

3 casting afterwards died out (cessamt deinde ars) ; and although
for a while very meritorious statuaries were still active in

Asia Minor, yet casting in brass, and art in general were

visibly declining, till at the end of this period, by the study of

earlier works, a restoration of art was brought about at Athens,
which coincided with the ascendancy of Greek taste at Rome.

Plastic artists of this period, whose time is known: Aristodemus,
brass-caster, 118. ETTTYCHUMBS of Sicyon, a scholar of Lysippus, brass-

caster and painter, 120. Dahippus and Beda, sons and scholars of Ly-
sippus, EUTHYCEATES and Phoenix, scholars of Lysippus, brass-casters,
120. Zeuxiades, a scholar of Silanion, brass-caster, 120 (comp. Welcker
in the Kunstblatt 1827. No. 82). Bsetondas of Sicyon, brass-caster, 120,

Polyeuctus, brass-caster at Athens, about 120 (1). CHARES of Lindus,
scholar of Lysippus, 122 125. Praxiteles, the younger, brass-caster,
123 (in the Testament of Theophrastes 1). jEtion (Eetion) of Amphipo-
lis, carver, about 124 (Theoc. Ep. 7. Callimach. Ep. 25). TISICEATES of

Sicyon, a scholar of Euthycrates, sculptor, 125. Piston, brass-caster,

contemporary of Tisicrates (?). Cantharus of Sicyon, scholar of Euty-
chides, sculptor, 125. Hermocles of Rhodes, brass-caster, 125. PYRO-

MACHUS, brass-caster and painter, 125 (120 according to Pliny) till 135

(comp. . 157*). Xenocrates, scholar of Tisicrates (or Euthycrates),.
brass-caster, 130. Isigonus, Stratonicus, Antiochus [rather Antigonus,
from Plin. xxxiv, 8, 84 Sillig], brass-casters, about 135 and later. Micon,
son of Itficeratus, of Syracuse, brass-caster, 142. JSginetes, plastes, 144.
Stadieus 150. Alexandras, son of king Perseus, toreutes. 153 (Plutarch
Paulus 37). Antheus, Callistratus, Polycles, Athengeus \1), Gallixenus,
Pythocles, Pythias, and Timocles and Timarchides, the sons of Polycles
(Paus. x, 34, 3. 4.), brass-casters, also inpart sculptors, 155. The sons of
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Tirnarchides, sculptors, 158, See . 159 [A series of Rhodian brass-casters

was discovered by L. Boss on the acropolis of Lindus, partly from Soli, Ca-

lymna and other places, ArcMmenidas, Epicharmus, father and son, Xeno,

Mnasitimus, Peithandrus, Protus, Pythocritus, Sosipatrus, all of whom he

places "before the time of the Roman supremacy, and the majority even

pretty far "back into the Macedonian period. H. Rhein. Mus. iv. S. 161 f.]

155. The Rhodian school was an immediate off-shoot 1

from the school of Lysippus at Sicyon ; Chares of Lindus, a

scholar of Lysippus, executed the largest of the hundred co-

lossi of the sun at Rhodes. As the Rhodian eloquence was 2

more flowery than the Attic, and more allied to the spirit

of the Asiatic, we may readily believe that the plastic art

likewise at Rhodes was distinguished from that of Athens by
the striving after dazzling effect Rhodes flourished most 3

from the time of the siege by Demetrius (119, 1) till it was
laid waste by Cassius (184, 2); at this time also the island

may probably have been most a centre of the arts.

1. The Colossus was 70 Greek cubits in height, cast in separate parts,

said to be of the metal of Helepolis, executed from 122, 1. to 125, 1. It

stood near the harbour, but not over the entrance only till the earth-

quake, 139, 1. (Thus according to the chronographers; but according
to Polybius v, 88, the earthquake took place before 138, 2; in that case

the statue must also have been executed somewhat earlier). Bee PEn.

xxxiv, 7, 18. Philo of Byzantium, Be vii. mundi miraculis (evidently a
later work by a rhetorician) c. 4. p. 15. together with Allatius* and

Orelli's Remarks, p. 97 109. Caylus, M6m. de FAc. Laser, xxiv. p. 360.

Ton Hammer, Topograph. Ansichten von Rhodes, s. 64. On the other

colossi, Meurs. Rhod. i,
16. The Jupiter of Lysippus at Tarentum 40

cubits high.

3. Hennocles the Rhodian executed the brazen statue of the eunuch

Combabus ; but it is quite uncertain whether the numerous other statues

of heroes and kings in the temple at Hierapolis were also by frim.

156. To this time, then, probably belongs the Laocoon: a I

miracle of art as regards the noble and refined taste in the

solution of so difficult a problem, and the profound science dis-

played in the execution, but evidently calculated for dazzling

efiect and exhibition of skill, and of a certain theatrical char

racter compared with the works of earlier ages. At the*same 2

time the pathos in this production* appears to be worked up as

high as the taste of the ancient world and the nature of the

plastic art could ever admit, and much higher than the time

of Phidias would have allowed.

1. Plin. xxxvi, 4, 11 : Laocoon, qui est in Titi Imp. domo, opus om-

nibus et picturae et statuariae artis prseponendum (L e. awork of sculpture

of such boldness in composition as brass-casting and painting can hardly

attain)* Ex uno lapide eum et liberos draconumque mirabiles nexus de

consilii sententia fecere summi artifices, Agesander et Polydorus et

I
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Athenodoms Rhodii (Athenodoras was the son of Agesander, according
to an inscription). Similiter (viz. also de consilii sententia) Palatinas

Caess. domes, etc. Discovered in 1506 in the neighbourhood of the baths
of Titus ;

in six pieces ; the right arm restored after models by Giov.

Agnolo. Some portions of the sons are also new. Race. 1. M. PioCL
ii,

39. Piranesi, Statue. M. Fran9 iv, 1. M. Bouill. ii, 15. A pyramidal

group arranged in a vertical plane. The secondary figures also subordi-

nated according to size, as in Mobe. Three acts of the same tragedy;
the father in the middle, in whom energy and pathos at the highest pitch.

Antique heads of Laocoon in the collection of Prince Arensberg, and at

Bologna [in the Yilla Litta at Lainata near Milan]. Winckelm. W. vi,

1. s. 101 ff. comp, ii. s. 203 ff. Heyne Antio;. Aufs. ii, s. 1. Lessing's
Laocoon. Propylseen Bd. i. St. 1. Thiersch Epochen, s, 322. The head
of the Duke of Arensberg at Brussels, in the Mon. d. Inst. ii, 416, comp,
Schorn AnnaH ix. p. 153., on that at Milan p. 160. [The former is not

antique, Das. Akad. Kunstmus. at Bonn 1841. S. 14; the Earnesian head
referred to by Wmckelmann seems to represent Capaneus.]

1 157. The Famesian Bull, the work - of Trallian artists,
which was brought from Rhodes to Borne, also appears to be-

long to the Rhodian school It is outwardly imposing indeed,
2 but without a satisfying spiritual import. The representation

of the scene was at that time a favourite subject in Asia Mi-
nor, and it is exactly the same as in the temple of Apollonis
at Cyzicus (. 153), whose reliefs, representing, in numerous
mythological and historical groups, examples of the piety of
sons toward their mothers, are deserving of notice as a work
of fine conception and skilful invention towards the end of
this period.

1. Plin. xxxvi, 4, 10 : Zethus et Amphion ac Dirce et taurus, vin-

ctilumque, ex eodem lapide, Rhodo advecta opera Apollonii et Tanrisci.

Probably restored even at the time of Caracalla, then again in modern
times, and overloaded with unsuitable figures (such as Antiope [?]). Pira-

nesi, Statue. [Gal. Myth. pi. 140. Glarac pL 811. 811 St.] Mafiei, Race.
48.

^
Winckelm. W. vi, 1. s. 128 ff. (eomp. ii. s. 233.) vii. s. 190. Heyne,

Antiq. Aufs. ii. s. 182. Er. Paganuzzi, Sopra la mole scultoria volg. den.
il Toro Farnese. [The author's Annali ix. p. 28792. Two mural paint-
ings and other monuments in Avellino Descriz. di una Casa di Pompei
1843. p. 40. Welcker Alte Denkm. 5, 352-370.]

2. The same gronp on a coin of Thyatira, Eckhel tf. Anecd. tb. 15, 1,
and probably also at Antioch, Malalas, p. 99. Yen. It is also described
in the Epigr. on the Cyzican Beliefs, AnthoL Pal. iii (&ys x*l & T*^o/o
x^B-^crrsrs B/'jrAaxa

ffstgyif, otpgae, ol^etf o-^jj T5j<rBi xcxsra, gvXo%ov), These
reliefs (oryXocr/i/ax/oft, the way in which they were put on is difficult to

determine) represented, for example : Dionysus conducting Semele to
Olympus, Telephus discovering Auge, Pytho slain by Apollo and Artemis,down to the Catanaean brothers, deobis and Biton, and Romulus and
Remus. On the subjects, comp. especially Polyb. xxiii, 18. As to the
test, Visconti, Iscr. Triopee, p. 122. Jacobs, Exc. Grit, in Scriptt. Vet.
11. p. 139. Animadv. ad Anth.

iii, iii. p. 620. [Hall. Litt. Zeit. 1836.
Oct. S. 2^6 f, Letronne Append, aux Lettres d'un antiqu. p. 85.]
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]57.* Before this, Pyromachus had acquired at Pergamus 1

the chief renown as an artist He made a famous statue of

Esculapius in the splendid temple of that deity there. He 2

was the first of the artists who celebrated the victories of At-

talus the First and Eumenes the Second over the Celts by
groups of brazen statues, to which some famous statues of an-

tiquity, distinguished for impressive and affecting representa-

tion, are indebted for their first origin. An eminent school of 3

artists seems to have flourished contemporaneously at Ephesus,
at that time a rich and prosperous city, and to have repre-
sented similar battle-scenes

;
of which an excellent specimen,

worthy of Lysippian models, is still preserved to us.

1. On Pyromachus' PERGAMEHTAN ESCTTLAPITTS, Polyb. xxxii, 25. Bio-

dor. Exc. p. 588. together with Yalesius and Wesseling. We can recog-
nise the figure with tolerable certainty as the most usual representation
of the god on numerous coins of Pergamus, (Chois. G-ouff. Yoy. Pitt. ii.

pi. 5) ;
the statue, Gal. di Fir. 27, corresponds most with it, and many

Bothers also, but less accurately. Comp. . 394.

2. With regard to these CELTIC BATTLES, Plin. xxxiv, 19. The De-
feat of the Celts, which was dedicated by Attalus at Athens, was also a

group of statues (Paus. i, 25, 2. comp. with Plut. Anton. 00). IL Ro-
chette sur les represent, d'Atlas, p. 40, takes these for reliefs, and distin-

guishes from them the group of statues in Plutarch. To these, in the

first place, belongs, in all probability, the DYING GLADIATOR, who indeed

puts us in mind of CtesUaus' wdneratus deficiens (Plin. xxxiv, 19, 14), but
is distinctly shown to be a Celt by his moustache, the arrangement of

his hair, the chain round his neck, <fec. Nibby, (Osserv. sopra la statua

volg. app. il Gladiator moribundo. R. 1821), building on Propertius' de-

scription of the Palatine gates of ivory (ii, 31), brought the figure into

connexion with the destruction of the Gauls
;
but it would have suited

still better as the corner figure in one of these battle-scenes. See R.

Rochette in the Bulletin Universel, Set. vii. 1830. Aout. Welcker Rhein.

Mus. i. S. 529. [Das. Akad. Kunstmus. in Bonn, 2d ed. S. 80. A gladiator
"in the posture in which he has fallen, according to Gottling Thusnelda

and Thumelicus, S. 16
f.]

In the M. Capit. iii, 67, Piranesi, Stat. 36.

Maffei, Race. 65. M. Eran. ii, 22. A similar torso at Dresden, n. 2$8.

Leplat, pL 79. Further also, according to the supposition of R Roch06i&y
the group in the villa Ludovisi, called ABBIA and PJBTXTS, representing a

barbarian killing his wife and himself to escape captivity. Piranesi JL

Maffei 60. 61. comp. Heyne, Yorlesungen, s. 240. [Clarac, pL 825. He.

2072, as Macareus and Canace.]

3. The THBEE AGASIAS OF EPHESUS (Agasias, son of Dosiiheus, on the4

Borghese Gladiator ; Agasias, son of Menophilus, about 100 years before-

Christ, C- 1. 2285. b. ; and Agasias as father of Heraclides, on a statue

in the Louvre 411, still pretty distinctly recognisable) point out clearly

that the name Agasias was customary in a family of artists at Ephesus,
or had become famous there through a great master. The BORGHESE

GLADIATOR in the Louvre 304 (according to a notion of Lessing's a Gha-

brias, according to Mongez, M6m. de FInst. Nat. Litt. ii. p. 43 [p. 423
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69.], an athlete, according to Gibelin, ibid. iv. p. 492, and Hirt, a player
at ball, according to Q. de Qttincy, Mem. de Tlnst. Roy. iv. p. 165, a hop-

litodromos) is most probably a warrior with sMeld and lance warding
off a horseman, and was perhaps taken by Agasias from a larger battle-

group in order to finish it with particular refinement of art. Maffeir

Eacc. 76, Piranesi, Stat. 13. M. Eoy. i
;
8. Clarac, pi. 304. comp. . 328,

4. The so-called JASOK (. 412) might also come in here.

1 158, In the cities where the Macedonian rulers resided,
the temple statues, however, were executed more after the

model of earlier works of celebrity than according to more
2 modern ideas of artists. On the contrary, the task most fre-

quently imposed on artists at that time the glorification of

the kings by portrait statues gave occasion to many new
and ingenious productions, especially as the identification of

the princes with particular deities in form of body, costume,

,3 and attributes, afforded great scope to the artistic fancy. In
v

the first generations after Alexander there were still doubt-

less produced many works of the kind, conceived in the noble
and grand style of Lysippus ;

but it can be very plainly seen
*

2rom the coins of these dynasties how soon the portrait repre-
sentations of the Seleucidae, the Ptolemies, and the kings of

Cacedonia, degenerated into mean and insignificant effigies.

$ the same time flattery, which was carried to an extrava-

ULt height, often prescribed the most precipitate execution;

SG, theyrwere satisfied with merely changing the heads or

offcccScriptions on existing statues. With the likenesses of

th rulers were often also combined statues of the city-god-
les (T-J^CW -roAgap) ;

a species of figures which were at that

a^e very prevalent, and which could be individualized in an

Cresting manner, by a regard to localities and productions.

The Daphnaean Apollo of Bryaxis, a colossal acrolith (. 84). was

very similar to the Palatine Apollo of Scopas, only that he poured out a

libation from a goblet with the right hand. The Olympian Zeus which
was erected at Daphne by Antiochus the Fourth was in material and
form quite a copy of that of Phidias. See the author's Antiochense Dis-

sert, i, 17, 24, The chief statue of Serapis at Alexandria is ascribed in

Clemens, Protr. p. 14. Sylb. (the account is very confused) to Bryaxis,
and by JuL Yalerius i, 35. to the architect Pannenion.

2. In the divine costume of the kings Alexander was the model of

the Macedonian dynasties ; he even appeared in his later days some-
times adorned with the drapery and horns of Zeus Ammon, and some-
times with the lion's hide and club of Hercules (Athen. xii. p. 537), and
wished also to be represented by the artists in that manner (Clemens,
Protr. 4. p. 16. Sylb. comp. Paus. v, 24, 3). I have no doubt therefore-

thai, 1st, the head with the horn of Ammon and the diadem on the
beautiful coins of Lysimachus, which is to be found on later coins of
the Macedonian nation at the time of the Romans, with the legend
5

fy and 2d, the head with the lion's hide, with features more or
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less resembling, on the coins of many cities of Asia and some in Europe,
during Alexander's reign, and afterwards on those of the Macedonian na-

tion with the same legend, and copied exactly on later contorniati (Eck-
hel, D. N. viii. p. 289), must represent Alexander. Alexander with the

hide of an elephant on a coin of Apollonia, in Caria, and of Ptolemy the

1st (Kke Demetrius of India in later times) is an ingenious modification

of the latter idea. See on this question Eckhel, D. N. iL p. 108 (with him
Arneth. Wien. Jahrb. xlvii. s. 171, against Alexander with the lion's hide),

Visconti, Iconogr. ii. p. 43 (in favour, with limitations), Ohois. Gouff. Toy.
Pitt. ii. p. 41, Stieglitz Archaol. Unterhalt. ii, s. 107, especially the more
recent investigations of Cadalvene Becueil des M6d. p. 107, 260, and Cou-

sine"ry Toy. dans la Mace*d. i. p. 229. pL 3 5. comp. Mionnet SuppL ii

pi. 8. iii. pi. 10. D. A. K. Tf. 39. After Alexander, Demetrius Poliorce-

tes, a new son of Dionysus and Poseidon, was represented with the horns

of a bull and in the attitude of the god of the sea (thus on a Hercula-

nean bronze, Yisconti ii. p. 58. pi. 40, 3. 4) ; in like manner Seleucus the

First (Appian Syr. 57. Libanius T. L p. 301. Reiske, on coins) and At-

talus the First (Paus. x, 15, 2) as ravgoxsguz; many of the Macedonian

kings with goats' horns on account of the legends of Oaranus (Vise. ii.

p. 61. 69. 341) ; the princes surnamed Epiphanes especially with the rays
of Helius, but others also (Vise. ii. p. 337). Lysimachus' figure was quite
like that of Hercules (AnthoL Pal ii. p. 654. Plan, iv, 100).

3. There is in the Louvre (No. 680) a iragment of a bust, in a grand

style, of Demetrius Poliorcetes (whose fine and noble aspect, according
to Plut. Dem. 2, no artist could approach). On the whole, the busts of

the successors of Alexander are rare; the name of Ptolemy is often in-

correctly applied ; Visconti only assigns two Herculanean bronze busts

to Ptolemy the First and his queen Berenice, pi. 52, 3. 4. 6. 7. Busts less

to be relied on, Antich. di Ercolano v. tv. 61 sqq, M. Borb. vii, 12. Spec.
of ancient Sculpture ii, 40, 41. Arsinoe ii, 39. a female Ptolemy. Musa
hz<fc Ovg&via, consort of Phraates IT. on coins, B. Rochette deux SuppL

a- la Notice sur quelques Med. Gr. de rois de la Bactriane et de 1'Inde.

p. 51 sq.

4 The 360 (or,* according to Dio Chiys. Or. 37. p. 122, even 1500)
statues of Demetrius Phalereus are well known. The ftsTo&ppv&fti'fay

(which was practised even on pictures of Apelles in the time of the Oesars,

Plin. xxxv, 36, 16) and ftsraygaQsw (Pausanias* indignation thereat, 1,

2, 4. comp. Siebelis, 18, 3. ii, 9, 7. 17, 3) was usual at least in Athens as

early as the time of Antony (Plut. Anton. 60), but especially in Bhodes,

according to Dio Chrys. Or. 31 ( Poltotxoi), p. 569 sqq. comp. 37 (KogwStuxMi),

p. 121. B. Kohler, Munchn. Denkschr. vi. s. 207. Winckelm. W. vi, i

s. 285. Bottiger Andeut, s. 212.

5. The Tyche, or female genius of Antioch, executed by Eutychides,

was a richly draped woman with a mural crown, sitting on a rock (the

hill of Silpion) in a negligent posture, holding ears of corn or a palm in

her right hand. At her feet arose with half his body the river Orontes

in the form of a youth. Around her stood Seleucus and Antiochus

crowning her; it was within a little open temple with four columns

(rsr^Kxtovtoy). Visconti, PioOl. iii. p. 72. tv. 46. [Clarac pL 767. No. 1906.

of which there is a smaller repetition in the Vatican, one in the Vigna
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Campana at Rome, and a miniature copy in "bronze in the Collegium Ro~

manum]. Diss. Antioeh. i, 14 A great many city-goddesses of Asia

were copied from this one. In the Tychaeon of Alexandria (as it
appears)

the goddess of Fortune stood in the middle crowning the Earth, and
the latter Alexander, Libanius iv. p. 1113. Reiske. In the temple of

Homer, erected by Ptolemy the Fourth, his reputed native cities [seven

in number] stood around the throne of the bard. -<3Elian V. H. xiii, 21.

comp. 405.

1 159. In these seats of royalty were made an immense
number of ingeniously embossed and engraved vessels; Syria,
Asia Minor, even Sicily was full of such treasures of art;
however the real bloom of this art was past when the Ro~

2 mans conquered the East. Probably belonged also to this

period, which aimed at the striking in so many things, the

so-called /wjcgors^vo/, under which name are always quoted dur-

ing antiquity the toreutae Myrmelides of Athens, or Miletus,
and Callicrates the Lacedaemonian (the ancient Theodoras of

Samos only from misapprehension).

1. Mentor indeed, tne most skilful cselator argenti (Msyro^ov^yy)

yoTs^/a), belonged to the preceding period (. 124), and Boethus (not a

Carchedonian but a Galchedonian) [Wiener Jahrb. xxxix, 149,] seems to

have been Ms contemporary; but Acragas, Antipatrus, Stratonicus and
Tauriscus of Cyzicus, must have belonged to this period. Antiochus the

Fourth had many dealings with toreutse. Athen. v. p. 193. d.

2. The great problem was always an iron quadriga (comp. . 311, 5)
which a fly could cover. The works in ivory were only visible when
back bristles were held upon them. See the passages in Facius ad Plu-

tarchi Exc. p. 217. Osann ad Apulei. de Orthogr. p. 77* Bockh, 0. 1. i
p. 872 eq.

1 160. Notwithstanding all the exertions of luxury, we may
however assume with certainty that art had sunk even at
the time of Philip, the enemy of the Romans, and of Antio-
chus the Great, and while it was stirred by no great ideas it

2 even fell behind more and more in technical perfection. But
half a century later there appeared, especially at Athens, brass-

casters, and at the same time sculptors, who, although stand-

ing according to Pliny far beneath the earlier artists, yet
achieved what was excellent, because they adhered with

right feeling and fine taste to the great models furnished by
3 the true period of bloom in art. This band of restorers of art
was joined by Cleomenes the Athenian, who deserves high
admiration for his Aphrodite, as a successful cultivator of the

4 ideal created by Praxiteles, his son Cleomenes, distinguished
by his soft handling of marble, also> in the following genera-
tions indeed, the Athenians Glycon (. 129. Rem. 2) and ApoK
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lonius, son of Nestor (. 411, 8), who chiefly adhered to the

models of Lysippus. The reliefs on the monument of Cyrrhes- 5
tes (. 153), however excellent they may be in the plastie
embodiment of the eight principal winds represented in them

(. 401), betray in the execution a much ruder style of tech-

nical treatment than can be ascribed to these revivers of the

formative art.

2. Among the brass-casters of the 155th Olympiad were Polycles and

Tiinocles ; probably the family of Attic artists known through Paus. x,

34. comp, vi, 12 : Polycles with two sons, Timocles and Timarchides.

At that time Metellus built with Grecian architects (. 180) the great

portico with the temples of Jupiter and Juno, and evidently employed
on the sculptures with which they were adorned, various artists then

living (and therefore in part not mentioned by Pliny in his chronologi-
cal lists, which were derived from Greek sources). We can gather from

Pliny xxxvi, 4, 10, that Polycles, Timarchides and his sons were then at

Rome, as well as Dionysius and Philiscus of Rhodes. At Elatea there

was a bearded Esculapius and an Athena Promachus, whose shield was

an imitation of that in the Parthenon at Athens, by Timocles and Timar-

chides. Coinp. Hirt, Gesch. der Bild. Kunst. s. 295, where will be found

what is most essential for the history of the Restoration of Art; only the

passage in Pliny does not require the alteration he would make. [L, v.

Jan Jen. Kit. Zeit. 183& S. 25658.]

3. Cleomenes of Athens, the son of Apollodorus and who executed tlie

Medicean Venus, was probably also the sculptor of the Thespiades, in the

possession of Asinius Pollio (from which ar to be distinguished those in

the temple of Felicitas). Comp on him and his son Visconti Decade

philos. et litter, an. x. n. 33, 34. Volkel's Nachlass, s. 139. The Medicean

Yenus is composed of eleven pieces ; only the hands and a portion of the

arms were wanting. There were ornaments in the ears, and her elegantly

arranged hair was gilded. She is sprung from the Cnidian Venus, only
her nakedness did not now need to be accounted for by the bath (the

dolphin too is merely a support, and does not bear reference to any sea-

journey) ; and the countenance has the smaller and more delicate forms

of the refined art of that time. M. Franc, ii, 5. comp. . 377, 3.

4. Cleomenes, son of Cleomenes, was, according to the inscription,

sculptor of the statue in the Louvre 712, usually called Germanicus, ac-

cording to Clarac Marius Gratidianus (see on this point Gb'tt. G. A. 1823.

s. 1325), according to Tbiersch's idea Quintius Flamininus (whose coun-

tenance on a stater probably struck in Greece, in Mionnet, SuppL iii

p. 260. Visconti, Iconogr. Rom. pi. 42, 2 is very different from this

statue), at all events a Roman or Greek of later times, who is pointed

out by his costume of Hermes and his gestures to be an orator. The

workmanship is excellent, but the statue has little life, M. France iv, 19.

Clarac, pi. 318.

5. The same Apollonius [Nestor's son] whose name appears on thfe

Torso, is said to be also named on a statue of Esculapius at Borne. Spon,

MisceU. Brud. Antiq. p. 122 [and is named on a Satyr, WinckeL Vorrede

der Ktinstgesch. S. xiii. (1809), mentioned also by Dati Vita de* pittoria
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p. 118]. In both names, Apollonius and Glycon, there are to be observed

letters which pass into the cursive character (w). These made their ap-

pearance in inscriptions on stone not long before the Christian era*

THE ART OE EKGBAVIira STONES AND

1 1 61. The luxury in engraved stones was carried to a greater

height particularly by the custom, derived from the east and
now chiefly maintained by the court of the Seleucidae, of adorn-

ing with gems, cups, craters, lamps and other works in precious
2 metals. For this and other purposes, where the figure on the

stone was merely intended to be ornamental and not to form

impressions as a seal, the gems were cut in high relief, as

cameos, for which variegated onyxes were preferred (. 313).
3 To this class belong the cups and goblets entirely composed of

engraved precious stones (onyx-vessels) which made their ap-
4 pearance at the same time. In this sort there were executed

real wonders In beauty and technical perfection, at the earlier

stages of this period when art was still animated by a higher

spirit.

1. According to the letters of Parmenion (Athen. xi. p. 781) there

were among Alexander's Persian spoils cups set with gems (awrfy* x/3o-

xoXTurra) weighing 56 Babylonian talents, 34 minae. Theophrastes' brag-

gart (Char. 23) also brought home X/SmoXXwroc Kcrygia from Alexander's

expedition, and therefore considered the Asiatic superior to the European
artists. On the luxury of the Seleucidae in these matters, Cic. Verr. iv,

27, 28, 32, Athen. v. p, 199. compared with Yirgil Mn. i. 729. A $vx.ry

&a$eeix3f x/$>xx& with other silver vessels presented by Seleucus II. to

the Didymseon, Corp. Inscr. no. 2852, 48,

3t Mithridates, whose kingdom was the great mart of precious stones,

had, according to Appian (Mithr. 115), two thousand cups of onyx with

gold chasings. In Cic. Verr. iv, 27. Vas vinarium ex una gemma per-

grandi, trulla excavata.

4. The noblest wort is the G-onzaga cameo (now in the possession of

the Russian emperor) with the heads of Ptolemy the Second and the first

Arsinoe (according to Yisconti) almost half a foot long, in the most beauti-

ful and ingenious style. Yisconti Iconogr. pi. 53. That of Yienna with
the heads of the same Ptolemy and the second Arsinoe is an excellent

work although not so grand in style. Eckhel, Choix des Pierres grav.

pi. 10. The same Ptolemy is very ingeniously costumed in a fragment
to be seen at Berlin. Beger. Thes. Brand, p. 202. A beautiful cameo
with the heads of Demetrius the First and Laodice of Syria in Yisconti

pi. 46. The cameo in Millin M. I. ii. pi. 15. p. 117, belongs to this time.

Compare the description of the very skilfully cut agate, with Apollo and
the Muses, which was in the possession of Pyrrhus, in Pliny xxxvii, 3.

Nicomedes IY. of Bithynia, Impronte gemm. iv, 85.
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1 62. The degeneracy of art in the Macedonian dominions 1
is manifested more clearly in the coins than in anything else,

and at the same time in the most certain and authentic man-
ner. During the first half of the period they display gener- 2

ally excellent design and execution, such as those of Alexan-
der himself, Philip Arrhidaeos, Antigonus and Demetrius Poli-

orcetes, of Lysimachus, of Seleucus Nicator, Antiochus Soter
and Theus, especially the coins of Agathocles, Hicetas and

Pyrrhus, struck in Sicily, which cannot be surpassed in deli-

cate handling, but are however far inferior to earlier works
in power and grandeur. The Macedonian coins fron Anti- 3

gonus G-onatas, and the Syrian coins from Antiochus II. down-
wards, are of much less value; even the Sicilian coins of

Hiero II. and his family (Philistis,* Gelon and Hieronymus)
are inferior to the earlier ones. In like manner, among the 4
coins of the Ptolemies, which however are not generally of

high excellence, the older ones are distinguished as the best.

But among the coins which were struck by Grecian states

after the time of Alexander many will be found remarkable
for easy and powerful handling, none however to which can
be awarded the praise of genuine perfection in art.

2, 3. Mionnet's impressions give sufficient examples , and the custom
wMch began with Alexander of putting portraits of the princes on
coins facilitates very much the chronological arrangement; although,

especially in the case of the Ptolemies, where distinct surnames are

wanting, the assigning of the coins to the rulers who caused them to be
struck has its difficulties. Yaillant's Seleucidar. Imperium and Hist.

Ptolemaeorum, Prohlich's Ann. Regum Syrise, P. van Damme Kecueil de

M6<t des Eois Grecs,

4. The. money of the Achaian league from Olympiad 133 158 (Cou-

sinery, Sur les Monn. d'Arg. de la Ligue Ache"enne.), the Cistophori
struck in anterior Asia Minor about 01. 130 140 (Neumann ET. V. ii. p.

35, tb. 1), the large Athenian and Ehodian silver coins, which can be

easily distinguished from those of earlier times, form particularly impor-
tant classes for the history of art. Cavedoni Oss. sopra le antich. monete
di Atene. Modena 1836, Bullett. 1837. p. 142.

4 PAINTING.

163. Painting was zealously cultivated, especially at the l

beginning of this period, in the three schools -which flourished

during the preceding period; no one however of the successors

made even a distant approach to the fame of the great masters

of the time immediately previous. At Sicyon, where artists 2
were assembled in greatest number, the works of the earlier

masters were more admired about
L the I34th Olympiad than
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3 augmented by similar productions. The tendencies which
were peculiar to this period gave birth sometimes to pictures
which ministered to a low sensuality, sometimes to works
which attracted by their effects of light, and also to carica-

4 tures and travesties of mythological subjects. Hasty painting,
which was rendered necessary by the state-processions in the
cities where the kings resided (. 147), must have ruined

o many an artist. At this time also rhyparography (so-called

still-life) probably made its appearance, and scenography was

applied to the decoration of the palaces of the great (. 209).
6 As the love of magnificence among the great now also de-

manded the decoration of painting on their floors, the mosaic
art arose, and quickly developing itself, undertook to repre-
sent great combats of heroes and highly animated battle-

7 scenes. The painting of earthen vases, which was so favour-

ite an occupation in earlier times, died out in the course of

this period, and sooner, so far as can be observed, among the
Greeks of the mother country and the colonies than in many
of the but superficially Hellenised districts of Lower Italy,
where these vases continued longer to be esteemed as objects
of luxury, but thereby also present very clearly to the eye the

degeneracy of design into a careless manufacture-work, or a

system of mannerism and aifected ornament.

1, Moruit circa PMlippum et usque ad successores Alexandri pictura

praecipue, sed diversis virtutibus, Quintil. xii, 10. comp. Plaut. Poenul.

v, 47
103. Artists of note : AsrarpHiLtrs from Egypt, a pupil of Cteside-

mus, 112 116 (it doe not necessarily foEow from the circumstance of

Ms painting Alexander as a boy that he had seen him when a boy),

Aristides, son and pupil of Aristides of Thebes, about 113. CTESILOOHUS,
brother and scholar of Apelles (Ionic school), 115. Aristides, brother

and scholar of Mcomachus (Sicyonic school), about 116. Mcophanes and
Pausanias (school of SIcyon) at the same time as it appears. PHILOXENUS
of Eretria and Corybas, a scholar of Mcomachus (school of Sicyon), about
116. Helena, daughter of Timon, contemporaneous. Aristocles, Nico-
maehus* son and scholar (school of Sicyon), about 116. Omphalion, a
scholar of Mcias (Attic school), about 118. Kicerus and Aristo, sons
and scholars of Aristides of Thebes, 118. Antorides and Euphranor,
scholars of Aristides (Aristo?), 118. Perseus, scholar of Apelles (Ionic

school), 118. Theodoras (Sillig. 0. A. p. 443), 118. Arcesilaus, son of

Tisicrates, about 119. Clesides, 120
(?). Artemon, 120 (?). Diogenes,

120. Olbiades (Paus. i, 3, 4), '125. Mydon of Soli [Cod. Bamberg. Monac.

Milo], scholar of the brass-caster Pyromachus, 130. Nealces of Sicyon,
132. Leontiscus (school of Sicyon), about 134. The second Timanthes
of Sicyon, 135 (as it seems). Erigonus the colour-grinder of ealces, 138.

Anaxandra, daughter of Nealces, 138 (Clem. Alex. Strom, iv. p. 523).
Pasias, scholar of Erigonus (Sicyonic school), 144. Heraclides, from

Macedonia, ship-painter, encaustes, 150. Metrodorus, at Athens, philo^
sopher and painter, 150.

2. On the Sicyonic school, particularly Plut. Arat. 13. The Anacre-*
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ontic poem (28), where painting is called the Ehodian art, belongs for

that very reason to the time after Protogenes.

3. Polemon in Athen. xiiL p. 567 mentions Aristides (probably him
of the 116th Olympiad) together with Mcophanes and Pausanias as

7rooi>oyg#.<po/.
Of the same stamp (if not identical) with Mcophanes was

Chserephanes, who painted dxtihaurrovs oftihfas yvveu&av wgog oiy^^g, Plut.

de aud. poet. 3. The boy blowing the fire by Antiphilus, Plin.
;
he first

painted gryUi (. 435). A parturient Zeus by Ctesilochus [in vases pa-

rodies on Hercules, as queller of the Cercopes (d'Hancarville iii, 88. Saint

Non Voy. Pitt. T. ii. p. 243), the judgment of Paris, &c.] ;
on such paro-

dic treatment of mythi, see Hirt, Gesch. s. 265, and below . 390, 6.

Galaton's spitting Homer was certainly meant as a hit at the Alexan-

drine poets*

4. Pausias (jjpeggwYog- snWQ, Mcomachus, but especially Philoxenus

(hie celeritatem prseceptoris secutus, breviores etiamnum quasdam pic-

turae vias et compendiarias invenit), and afterwards Lala figured as rapid

painters, Quintilian xii, 10, celebrates ike facilitas of Antiphilus. The

passage Petron. 2 is enigmatical : Pictura quoque non alium exitum fecit,

postquam JBgyptiorum audacia tarn magnse artis compendiariam invenit,

5. Pyreicus (time unknown) tonstrinas sutrimsque pinxit et asellos

et obsonia ac similia : ob hoc cognominatus rhyparographos, in iis con-

summatse voluptatis, Qnippe eae pluris veniere quam maximae multorum.

Comp. Philostratus i, 31. ii, 26 (Xenia). Khopography, on the other hand,

denotes the representation of restricted scenes in nature a small por-

tion of a wood, a brook and the Eke. Welcker ad Philostr. p. 397. [Ob-
sonia ac similia, fruits and flowers, . 211. E. 1. 434. B. 2. are not dirty,

even shops, laden asses, the class generally are not conceived by a healthy

sense under the aspect of dirt adhering to them ; the name would not be

trivial but a disgusting term of reproach ; it cannot be a Grecian artis-

tic expression. Besides Cicero the Etym. M. gives /sWoygacpays-, from

fowes* v^y. The appellation of Pyreicus refers to another kind of

j6<aToyflKp/(fc,
from paws, miscellaneous wares which the merchant ship

brings (JEschyl. fr. Hect. Bekker. Anecd. p. 61). Such fa-nog were dis-

played in the booths, asses were laden with them, even fish may be com-

prehended under that name. To this refers an obscurely composed ar-

ticle in Phot. Suid. and Zonaras, and the allusion of Leonidas Tar.

fa-Trwd ya^*^>a in jocular doutte entendre (Syll. Epigr. Gr. p. 98.), On
the contrary rhyparographus rests solely on the passage in Pliny, and

emendation therein, which is even rejected by Passow and Pape in their

dictionaries. The explanation of still-life is, as the author himself re-

marked, contested by A. W. Becker de com. Romanor. fab. p 43. Fruit

pieces were also specially called Xenia, Philostr. i, 31. Yitruv. vi, 7. 4.

ideo pictores ea quae mittebantur hospitibus picturis imitantes Xenia

appellaverunt, whereby the conjectured explanation to Philostratus is

confirmed.]

6. The first mosaics which are mentioned are the unswept room

(oixo$ dffaguroe) of Sosus the Pergamenian, of clay tesserae, Pliru xxxvi,

60 ; the cantharus there introduced with the doves drinking and sunning

themselves is imitated, but imperfectly however, in the mosaic from

Hadrian's Tula, M. Cap. iv, 69 [a more perfect repetition found at
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Naples in 1833], Then the floors of several apartments In Hiero's great

shijr (. 152, 1) of stone mosaic, which represented the entire mythus of

Ilion [on which. 300 workmen were employed for a year, Hiero, 01. 127, 3

148]. Among those that have been preserved, that which was dug up.

in the Cam del Fauna at Pompeii on the 24th of Oct. 1831 [now in the

Museum at Naples, in the Hall of Flora], consisting of small pieces of

marble [of glass, as has been shown by more recent investigation] is most

deserving of being assigned to this period. It gives an idea of the lively,

almost tumultuous manner, departing considerably from the Greek taste,

in which battle scenes were conceived by the painters of this time, among
whom Philoxenus painted a battle of Alexander with Darius, and Helena

the battle of Issus, The mosaic certainly represents one of Alexander's

battles, that of Issus (Curtius iii, 27), according to the opinion of Quar-

anta, also adopted by Minutoli, Notiz iiber den 1831 gefundenen Mosaik-

J?ussboden B. 1835. [by G. B. Baizini Due Lettere, Bergamo 1836., Heeren
in the Getting. Anz. 1837. No. 89, also in the Rhein. Mus. iv. S. 506],
which is the most probable, according to AveUino [and Janelli, Nuove
riJLess. sul gran. mus. 1834,] that at the Granicus, according to Niccolini

[and Roulez Not. sur la mos. de Pompel 1836.] that of Arbela, according
to Hirt that with the Mardi on account of Bucephalus. M. Borb. viiL

tv. 3645. Kunstblatt 1832. N. 100. Schulzeitung 1832. N. 33. Berlin.

Jahrb. 1832. ii, 12. [The author's D. A. K. 1 Tf. 55. Zahn Ornam. Neue

Folge Tai 9193. Mistake of Schreiber Die MarceUusscMacht in

Clastidium, Freiburg 1843, 4to. not materially rectified by the turn given
to it by Bergk, Zeitschr. f. A. W. 1844. No. 34

f.]

7. If the Nola vases, which are distinguished by elegance of form
and design, fine varnish and agreeable dark yellow colour, may belong
to the time of Philip and Alexander, when the people were greatly at-

tached to everything Greek (Dionys, Hal. Exc. p. 2315. Reiske) ; so, on
the contrary, the vases of Apulia (from Barium, Rubi, Oanusium), mostly
large and slender, of curious forms and mannered design, as well as those

of a similar description which were found in the interior of Lucania

(Armento), will belong to a period when art, in an already degenerate
state, found its way together with Grecian luxury to the Sabello-Oscan
tribes (perhaps at the time of Pyrrhus). The subjects, which bear refer-

ence sometimes to the luxurious enjoyment of life, sometimes to the mys-
teries of Bacchus, and are handled in a very arbitrary and unrestrained

manner, point at the condition of Lower Italy before the SO, de Baccana-

libus, 564, a. u. c. (comp. Gerhard, Bullet, d. Inst. 1832. p. 173). Large
'

vase from Ruvo with a variety of scenes Md. L ii, 30 32. E. Braun
Annali viii. p. 99, Another with reliefs on the neck and handles, paint-
ings on the belly, Hall. L. Z. Intell. 1838. N. 91. Others from Apulia,
ibid. 1837. N. 30. In the same way may the decline of art be traced on
the Campanian vases, comp. . 257, and, on the last epoch of vase paint-
ing, . 177.

1

PILLAGE Ain> DEVASTATION IK GREECE.

164 The carrying away works of art, which, appeared as

robbery of sanctuaries in the mythological times, as real
artjis-
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ic plundering in the Persian wars, and as the work of pecu-
tiaiy want especially in the Phocian war, [as robbery on
he part of the tyrants here and there,] now became under
he Romans a regular recompense which they appropriated
>n account of their victories. In this, however, they had be- 2

ore them the example of many of the earlier Macedonian.

}rinces, who hardly all adorned their residences by purchase.
There were also many monuments destroyed from hatred of

grants (as by Aratus), and numerous temples, by the JEto-

lians especially, from sheer brutality.

1. To this class belongs the stealing of Palladia, and the like, as well

ELS the deorum evocationes. In the Xoanephori of Sophocles the gods them-

selves carried their images out of IHon. Later also statues were still

oftener stolen from pious motives. See the examples in Pausanias viii,

46. Gerhard's Prodromns, s. 142. Xerxes took the Apollo of Canachus

(. 86) and the Attic tyrannicides (. 88). Then the melting of works
of art by the leaders of the Phocian mercenaries (o^o

r

Eg/<pvAjj; the

golden eagles) ; and the temple robberies of Dionysius.

2. The jEtolians laid waste in the war of the League, from 139, 4

downwards, the temples of Dodona and Dion, of Poseidon on Ta&naron, of

Artemis at Lusce, Hera at Argos, Poseidon at Mantinea, the Pamboeo*

tion, Polyb. iv, 18, 62, 67. v, 9, 11. ix, 34, 35 j on the other hand Philip
the Second ravaged Thermon twice, Pol. v, 9. xiy 4 (2,000 d^toiyrss). He
also, about 144, laid waste the temples of Pergamon (Nicephorion), Pol.

xvi, 1 ; after this (156, 3) Prusias plundered the treasures of art at Per-

gamon, in the Artemision of Hiera-Korme, and the temple of Apollo Cy-
rdus at Temnos. Pol. xxxii, 25.

165. The Roman generals plundered at first with a cer- 1

tain moderation, as Marcellus at Syracuse and Fabius Maxi-
mus at Tarentum, merely with the design of adorning their

triumphs and the public buildings. In particular the tri- 2

umphs t
m^i;-n Antiochus, the .52tolians, the Gauls of

Asia, Per\ j)hilip, above all the conquest of Corinth,
and afteri, nctories over Mithridates and Cleopatra
filled the B ticos and temples with works of art of the

most variol The Romans became lovers of art from 3

the time o\ jhaian war; the generals now pillaged for

themselves ;\ same time the struggle for military sway,
as in the cask ylla, necessitated the melting of valuable

objects. Even\ filege, strictly so-called, which at an earlier 4

period the colle, / of high priests was appointed to prevent,
was less and les\ Abstained from; the plunderers passed from

the offerings to tie religious images. The governors of pro- 5

vinces (Verres is one of many), and after them the Cesars,

completed the work of the conquering generals ; and an

approximate calculation of the plundered statues and images
soon runs up to a hundred thousand.
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1. THE GENERALS. On the moderation of Marcellus (01. 14% 1), Cia

Yerr. iv, 3, 52. On that of Fabius (142, 4), lav. xxvii, 16; but on the

other hand, Strab. vi. p. 278. Pint. Fab. 22. Marcelkts even gave pre-

sents to Grecian temples, Samothrace for instance, Plut. Marc. 30. On
the treasures of art at Capua (01. 142, 2). Idv. xxvi, 34.

2. T. Quinctius FlamMnus' triumph over PhiHp the Third, 01. 146,

3., introduced all sorts of works of art from the cities of the Macedonian

party. L. Scipio Asiaticus over Antiochus the Third, 147, 4, (vasa caelata,

triclinia aerata, vestes Attalicse, see especially Plin. xxxiii, 53. xxxvii, 6.

Liv. xxxix, 6). Triumph of Fulvius IsTobilior over the JStokaos and Am-
bracia (285 brazen figures, 230 of marble, comp. . 144. 180), OL 148, 1.

(Reproaches for plundering temples, lav. xxxviii, 44). Cn. Manlius over

the Asiatic Gauls, OL 148, 2 (also particularly vases, triclinia asratay

abaci, Plin, xxxiv, 8. and xxxvii, 6). L. ^Bmilius Paulus over Perseus,

153, 2 (250 chariots full of works of art). Quintus Caecilius Metellua

Macedonians over PseudophiEp, 158, 2, particularly statues from Dion.

Destruction of Corinth by Mummius, 158, 3. On Mummius' barbarity

(without malice however), VelleL i, 13. Dio Chrys. Or. 37. p. 137 sq.

Roman soldiers play at dice on the Dionysus and suffering Hercules of

Aristides, Polyb. xl, 7. From this time forward a taste at Rome for

signa Corinthia and tabulae pictae, Plin. xxxiif, 53. xxxvii, 6. But every

thing did not come to Rome ; many went to Pergamon ; much also was
thrown away. Other regions of Greece were also plundered at that time.

Comp. Petersen, Einleitung, s, 296. Carthage destroyed at the same

time, where there were in like manner Greek and Sicilian works of art

(Phalaris' Bull, BSckh ad Pind. SchoL p- 310, the great Apollo, Plut.

Flamin. 1). Somewhat later, 161, 3, the bequest of Attains the Third

fo-ought particularly Attaiica auZcea, perijpetasmata to Rome. In the

Mithridatic war Sylla conquered and plundered Athens (173, 2) and

Bceotia, and caused the treasures of Olympia, Delphi and Epidaurus to

be delivered to Mm. The whole army plundered and stole (comp. Sallust.

CatiL 11). Lucullus about 01. 177 acquired many fine things, but chiefly
for himself. The pirates plundered, before 178, 2, the temples of Apollo
at darus, Miletus, Actium, and in Leucas, of Poseidon on the Isthmus,

Tsenarum, and Calauria, of Hera in. Samos, at Argos and Crotona, of

Demeter at Hermione, of Esculapius at Epidaurus, of the Cabiri in Sa-

mothrace, until they were overcome by Pompey. Plut. Pomp. 24. Pom-
pey's triumph over Mithridates (179, 4) brought especially engraved
stones (Mithridates' Dactyliotheca), figures of gold, pearls and such
valuables to Rome ; victoria ilia Pompeii primum ad margaritas gem-
masque mores inclinavit. Plin, xxxvii, 6. Octavian procured treasures
of art for Rome from Alexandria (187, 8) and also from Greece.

5. THE GOVEBITOBS. Verres' systematic plunder in Achaia, Asia, and

particularly in Sicily (01. 177) of statues, pictures and vasa ccdata. Fra-

guier, Sur la GaMrie de Yerres, Me"m. de 1'Ac. des Inscr. ix. Facius Mis-
cellen. s. 150. Comp. . 196, 2. Plena domus tune omnis et ingens
stabat acervus numorum, Spartana chlamys, conchylia Coa, et cum Parr-
hasii tabulis signisque Myronis Phidiacum vivebat ebur, nee non Poly-
cleti multus ubique labor : rarae sine Mentore mensae. Inde Dolabellse

atque hinc Antonius, inde sacrilegus Verres referebant navibus altis
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occulta spolia et plures de pace triumphos, Juvenal viii, 100. Cn. Dola-

bella, Cons. 671, Proc. in Macedonia and Cn. Dolabella, prsetor of Sicily

(Yerres was his Quaestor) were both, accused repetundarum; Cn. Dola-

bella, Cicero's son-in-law, plundered the temples of Asia. Cic. Phil, xi,

2. A proconsul plundered the Athenian Poecile according to Synesius,

Ep. 135. p. 272 Petav. Bottiger, Archseol. der Mahlerei, s. 280.

THE EMPERORS. Especially Caligula, Winckelm. W. vi, 1. s. 235 ; Nero,

who out of envy threw down the statues of the victors in Greece, brought
500 statues from Delphi for the Golden House, <fec. Winckelm. s. 257.

On Athens' losses, Leake, Topogr. p. xliv. sqq. And yet Mucianus (Yes-

pasian's friend) still reckoned 3,000 statues at Rhodes according to Pliny

xxxiv, 17 ; there were not fewer at Delphi, Athens and Olympia. Comp.
below . 252.

For general accounts : Yolkel iiber die Wegfiihrung der alten Kunst-

werke aus den eroberten Landern nach. Rom. 1798. Bidder's Gesch. der

Wegnahme vorz. Kunstwerke aus den eroberten Landern in die Lander

der Sieger 1803 (less accurate). Petersen Einleitung, s. 20 ff. [R. Ro-

chette Peintures ant. in6dites, 1836/J



EPISODE.

ON GBEEK ART AMONG THE ITALIAN NATIONS BEFOEE

OLYMPIAD 158, 3 (A. C. 146, A. TL 606, ACCORDING

TO THE CATON. ERA),

1. ORIGINAL GBEEK RACB.

1 166. There can he no doubt that the inhabitants of Lower

and Central Italy were on the whole more closely allied to the

Pelasgian Greeks than to any other Indo-Germanic race.

2 Hence even the striking resemblance, not to be explained

merely by external conditions of locality, of the old city-walls

in the mountainous regions of Central Italy to those of an-

3 cient Greece ; perhaps too the same connexion of race and

culture may account for many of the older architectural

structures in Italy and the neighbouring islands, especially

the circular buildings resembling the treasuries of the Greeks

1. OnthispomtKIeb^ The

author's Etrusker i & 10 ff. Further illumination on this subject de-

pends entirely on the investigations into the Latin tongue and the re-

mains of the Umbrian and Oscan languages, [Grotefend Budim. i.

Umbriacae P. 18. 183639. 4to. Bud. I Oscae 1839. 4to. Th. Momrn-

sen OsMsche Studien B. 1845. Nachtrage 1846].

2, The so-called Cyclopean walls are found chiefly crowded within

the ancient country of the Aborigines or Cascans, which was afterwards

occupied by the Sabines (here Yarro already found the ruins of cities and

ancient sepulchres very remarkable, Dionys. i. 14,) among the neighbour-

ing Marsi, Hernici (ierncr, rocks), in Eastern and Southern Latium, like-

wise in Samnium. So in Lista, Batia, Trebula Suffena, Tiora; Alba

Fucentis, Atina; Aktrium, Anagnia, Sigma, Praneste; Sora, Norba,

Cora, Arpinum, Fundi, Circeii, Anxur, Bovianum, Calatia, -ffisernia;

comp. . 168. Nearly all of limestone, therefore in the neighbourhood of

the Apennines, but by no means however throughout Italy, only in the

portion between the Arnus and Tulturnus. These structures clearly be-

long to an older system, and can hardly be derived even in Signia and

Norba from Roman colonies, although building with large polygonal

masses was a practice maintained much longer in substructions, espe-

cially of streets. The walls are almost all in the second Cyclopean man-

ner (. 46),
the doors pyramidal with a huge stone as a lintel, or alto-

gether converging to the top. Here and there are to be found traces of
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phallic figures hewn upon them, as at Alatrium and Arpinum. [Gomp.
with the gates in Dionigi tv. 54. those at Chseronea, Thoricus, Missolongi,

Diaulis in DodweU, Views, pL 16, 22. 27. 44 sq. 28. 31. Several in Abeken

Mitfcelitalien, Tf. 2.] The Letter of Marcus Aurelius to Pronto (e cod.

Yatic. ed. Mai. iv. 4) shows how full these walls were of antique struc-

tures, at Anagnia not a corner without a temple ;
in like manner there

were found at Norba numerous substructions of old buildings composed
of polygons. M. I. d. Inst. tv. 1, 2. Ann. L p. 60 sq. As to the rest,

besides the literary sources quoted at . 46 : Marianna Dionigi, Tiaggi

in alcune citt& del Lazio. R. 1809. fol. Middleton, Grecian Remains in

Italy. L. 1812. fol. Micali, Ant. Monumenti tv. 13. Gerhard, Ann. d.

Inst. i p. 36 sq. iii. p. 408. Memorie i. p. 67. Dodwell, Bull. d. Inst.

1830. p. 251. 1831. p. 43. 213. Petit-Radel also in the Ann. d. Inst. iv. p.

1. and 233 sqq. iv. p. 350. Memorie i. p. 55. Bunsen, Garta del sito dei piu
antichi stabilimenti Italici nell agro Eeatino e le sue adjacenze M. d. I. ii,

1. Annali vi p. 99 145. comp. p. 35. [W. Abeken Mittelitalien vor den

Zeiten Rornischer Herrschaft, nach s. Denkmalen dargestelit, with 11

pi. J.843, Hist, Einl. Archil S. 121. Plastik und Malerei S. 263. TJeber-

sicht der Kiinste in ihrer Tecnnik und ihren Leistungen S. 355].

3. At Norba sometimes quadrangular, sometimes circular chambers

with converging layers of stones instead of a vault. The same system is

observed in an ancient aqueduct at Tusculum, Donaldson, Antiq. of

Athens, Suppl. p. 31. pL 2. [Ganina Tusculo tv* 14.] In ancient times

there were in Sardinia in the so-called lolaean towns (Paus. x. 17, 4)
architectural works reputed to be Daedalian (Diod. iv, 30), among them
vaulted buildings (B-o'Ao/) after the Hellenic manner, Ps. Aristot. MraK
Ausc. 104. These have been discovered in the so-called ww~kag% mostly

symmetrical groups of conical monuments, composed of horizontal layers

of rather rude stones, piled up without mortar, and arched in the man-
ner of the thesauri. Petit-Badel's work on the subject, quoted at . 46.

Bull. 1833. p. 121. Similar to the Talajots in Majorca and Minorca, BulL

1834. p. 68. Arch. Intell. 1834. St. (34) Phoenician 1 Micali, Ant. Monum.
tv. 71. Hallische ALZ. 1833. Intell. p. 13 (101). These, however, are

probably not earlier than the time of the Etruscans : comp. the author's

Etruscans ii s. 227, and . 170, 3. In Sicily, the Cyclopean structure of

Cefalu (Gephalcedion), see in particular G. F. ISfott, Ann. d. Inst, iii. p.

270. M. L tv. 28, 29 (Daedalus was, according to tradition, also architect

of colossal walls in Sicily, comp. . 50. 81, especially on Mount Eryx, at

Gamicus, Diod. iv, 78. comp. Paus. viii, 46, 2). The Torre de Gtiganti ip.

Gozzo (Gaulos) seem to bear some resemblance to the nwr-hay*. Houel,

Toy. Pitt. T. iv. pi. 249 251. Mazzera, Temple Antediluvien ; Kunst-

blatt 1829. 1ST. 7. Capt. W. H. Smyth, Notice of some Remains at Gozza

near Malta. Archseologia, Vol. xxiL p. 294, pi. 2628. Giant Tower.

Four divisions of the ground by walls, two round cells with terraces and

inner enclosures. (Said not to be depended on.)

2. THE ETRUSCANS.

167. However, we see the striving at tlie erection of stu- 1

pendous time-defying monuments, such as it nrast have been
K
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in earlier times, afterwards disappear among the Oscan and
Sabellian races (from whom the Romans themselves were

sprung), and the native peoples of Central and Lower Italy lose

2 almost all significance for the history of art. On the other hand,
Northern Italy, as far down as the Tiber, was overspread by
the Etruscans or Rasenians, a race which, judging from the evi-

dence of the language, was originally very foreign to the Gre-

cian, but nevertheless had adopted more of the Hellenic civi-

lization and art than any other race not of the Greek family,
3 in those early times. The principal reason is probably fur-

nished by the colony of the Pelasgo-Tyrrhenians which was
driven from Southern Lydia (Torrhebis), and established it-

self chiefly around Caere (Agylla) and Tarquinii (Tarchonion).
The latter city maintained for a while the dignity of a lead-

ing member among the confederate cities of Etruria, and

always remained the chief point from which Greek civiliza-

tion radiated over the rest of the country. [Connexion with
4 Corinth about OL 30. . 75.] However, the Etruscans received

much that was Hellenic from intercourse with the Lower
Italian colonies, especially after they settled at Vulturnum

(Capua) and Nola, as well as in later times by their trade with
Phocsea and Corinth.

An extract from the views unfolded by the author in the Introduction

to his work on the Etruscans. With Niebuhr these Pelasgo-Tyrrhenians
-are aboriginal Siceli; with others (such as Raoul-Rochette) the Etrus-

cans were altogether a Pelasgian tribe.

1 168. The Etruscans, then, appear in general as an indus-
trious people (^/XoYs^vov S5w>), of a bold and lofty spirit of

enterprise, which was greatly favoured by their priestly aris-

2 tocratic constitution. Massive walls, mostly of irregular
blocks, surround their cities (not merely their acropoleis);

3 the art of protecting the country from inundations by the
construction of canals, and outlets from lakes, was very zea-

4 lously practised by them. For the purpose of draining the
low marshy ground and carrying away the filth, the Tarquin-
ian princes built the Cloacae at Rome, particularly the Cloaca
Maxima for the Forum: enormous works in which, even
before Democritus (. 107), the art of arching by means of
cuneiform stones was employed in a quite effectual and ex-

5 cellent manner. The Italian construction of houses with a

principal room in the middle to which the drop from the sur-

rounding roof was directed, was also derived from the Etrus-
6 cans, or at least received from them an established form. In the

laying out of cities and camps, as well as in all kinds of de-

marcation, there was displayed a feeling for regular and invari-
able forms which was strengthened by the disciplina Etrusca*
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2. Cities walled in the Etruscan manner : Volaterrse (whose arched

gate however is pointed out as a Roman restoration, Bull* d, Inst. 1831,

p. 51), Vetulonium, Rusellse, Fsesulas, Populonia, Cortona, Pemsia, Veii

(W. GelL Memorie d. Inst.
i).

The walls of Saturnia (Aurinia), Cosa,
Falerii (Winckelm. W. iii. s. 167), as well as the Umbrian walls of

Ameria, Spoletium, &c. consist of polygonal blocks, Micali tv. 2 12.

3. The Canals of the Padus diverted its waters into the ancient lagune
of Adria, the Septem maria. There were similar canals at the mouths of

the Arnus. Etrusker i. s. 213, 224. The emissary of the Alban lake,
which was occasioned, perhaps also conducted, by an Etruscan haruspex,
was excavated in hard volcanic rock, 7,500 feet long, 7 deep and 5

broad. Sickler, Almanach aus Rom. i. s. 13. tf. 2. Hirt, Gesch. der Bau-
kunst ii. s. 105 ff. Mebuhr's Roman History ii. p. 504. On similar

canals in Southern Etruria, Mebuhr i. p. 129.

4. In order to remove the doubts thrown out by Hirt as to the age
of the Cloaca, GescL i. s. 242. comp. Bunsen, Beschreibung der Stadt

Rom, i. s. 151, Ann. d. Inst. i, p. 44, who agrees with Piranesi, Magnifi-
cenza de' Romani, t. 3.

5. The cavcediijtm is called by a Tuscan word atrium; the middle of

which is the imgplmimfi or <xmpl%viwn. The most simple cavaedium at

Rome was called Fmcanicum, afterwards tetrastylmi, OorintMvm. Varro
de L. L. v, 33. . 161. Vitrav. vi, 10. Diod. v, 40.

1 69. The Tuscan temple-architecture was an offshoot fiom I

the Doric, not however without considerable deviations. The
columns, provided with bases, were more slender (14< moduli

according to Vitruvius) and stood further apart (arcBosbylwm),
as they only carried a wooden entablature, with the ends of

the beams jutting out (mutuli) over the architrave, far-pro-

jecting
cornice (grwidd) and lofty pediment The plan of the 2

temple received modifications in reference to the consecrated

enclosure for the observation of auspices, the augural tem-

plum; the basement became more like a square, the cella or

several cellae were carried to the back (postica), ranges of

columns filled the anterior half (antica), so that the principal
door fell exactly to the middle of the building. The Capito- $
line temple with three cellar was built according to this rule

by the Tarquinian princes. Although elegant and rich in

the execution, this style of architecture never attained the

solemnity and majesty of the Doric, but had always something
flat and heavy. No remains of it now exist; the Etruscan 4

cinerary urns betray in the architectonic enrichments a cor-

rupted Greek taste of later times.

1. Vitruv, iii, 3, 5. On the Tuscan columnar ordinance MarcpieK Bi-

cerche dell' ordine Dorico, p. 109 sqc[. Stieglitz Archa&oL der, Baukunst

ii, i, s. 14. Hirt, Gesch. i. s. 251 ff. Klenze Versuch der "Wiederherstel-

lung des Toscanischen Tempels, Munchen 1821. Inghirami, Mon. Etr,

iv. p. 1. tv. 5. 6. [Memorie per le bele arti, T. 3. p. cclxx.] There is
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notning of It preserved except perhaps two fragments of columns at Y<>lci

and Bomarzo, M. I. d. Inst. tv. 41, 2 e. Ann, iv. p. 269. On the mufuli,

especially the Puteolian Inscription, Piranesi Magnific. tv. 37. Scheppig
liber Capitaler von besondrer Form in Yolci, Toscanella, &c. Annali d.

Inst. vii p. 187. Monum. ii, 20.

2.' Comp. with this the author's Etrusker ii. s. 132 ff, and tf. 1.

3. The Capitoline temple (207J X 192J feet large) contained three

cellse : those of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva ;
the anterior space was called

ante ceUas. Towed and built from about the 150th year of Rome down-

wards : dedicated in 245. Stieglitz, Archseol. der Baukunst ii, i. s. 16.

Hirt, Abh. der Berl. Akad. 1813. Gesch. i. s. 245. Tf. 8, 1. Comp. Etrus-

ker ii. s. 232. The massive substructions, Piranesi, Magnific. tv. 1. The

same style is also presented in the wall of the peribolus of the Jupiter

Latiaris on the Alban hilL

1 170. In edifices also for games we find Grecian funda-

mental forms, just as the games themselves were in great
2 part Greek Sepulchres, on which the Etruscans bestowed

more attention than the elder Greeks, were in many cases ex-

cavations in the rocks, whose construction was determined by
the nature of the ground, being subterranean when plains ex-

tended, and on the surface where walls of rock presented them-

selves. Above the excavated sepulchral chambers mounds fre-

quently arose, which sometimes, by their substructions and

great dimensions, recal the monuments of Lydian rulers (.
3 241*). In the monuments which were entirely walled the

favourite form was that of conic towers, which sometimes con-

tained chambers for the dead (like the Sardinian nwr-hags),
sometimes were only placed as ornaments on a quadrangular
substruction; the latter form appears developed in a quite
fantastic manner in the legends of Porsena's Mausoleum.

1. The Circi (at Rome under Tarquin I.) correspond to the Hippo-
dromes. Ruins of Theatres at Faesulse, Adria on the Po, Arretium,
Falerii (Bull. d. Inst. 1829. p. 72). Amphitheatres for gladiators, per-

haps of Tuscan origin; several ruins. An Etruscan fountain discovered

at Fiesole, Ann. vii. p. 8.

2. a. Subterranean tombs in the tuff under plains with stairs or gal-

leries leading down, and a vestibule ; often consisting of several chambers

disposed symmetrically; sometimes buttresses left standing in them; the

roof horizontal, but also rising in the gable shape. On the same plan the

tombs of Yolci (see particularly Fossati, Ann. d, Inst. i. p. 120. Lenoir

and ELnapp, iv. p. 254 sqq. M. I. tv. 40. 41), similar ones at Clusium,
Volaterrse and elsewhere. Grori, M. Etr. iii. cl. 2 tb. 6 sqq. b. Subter-

ranean tombs in the tuff, and tumuli above them
;
with horizontal gal-

leries, but stairs likewise, mostly small single chambers, in other respects
like those of the first kind. Of this sort were the most of those at Tar-

quinii, in which the bodies were found lying on stone-beds (see 0.

Awolta^ Ann. d. Inst. i. p, 91. tv. B. Lenoir and Knapp, ibid. Inghirami,
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,tv. 22. Micalij tv. 64. Millingen, Transact, of the Royal Society of Litera-

ture ii, i. p. 77). c. Sepulchral chambers., above which tumuli faced with

masonry, with a tower-like structure therein, like the so-called Cocu-

mella at Yolci, the diameter of which is 200 feet (Micali, tv. 62, 1).

Similar walled tumuli at Tarquinii and Viterbo. d. Chambers hewn, out

of the perpendicular walls of rock, with simple or ornamented entrance to

the interior, at Tuscania or Toscanella (Micali, tv. 63) and Bomarzo (Ann.
d. Inst. iv. p. 267. 281. 284). e. Chambers hewn out of rocky walls of the

same description, with facades over the entrance, which is more concealed.

These sometimes exhibit merely door-ornaments, as at the Tarquinian
town Axia, sometimes Doric temple-frontons enriched with scrolls in

the Etruscan taste, as at Orchia. Orioli, Opuscoli Lett, di Bologna i. p.

36. iL p. 261. 309. [The same author, Ann. v. p. 1856. in Mon. d. I.
i,

48 and 60., Tombs of Norchia and Castel d'asso, Castelaccio.] In Inghi-

rami, iv. p. 149, 176. Ann. d. Inst. v. p. 18. Comp. Ann. iv. p. 289. M.
L tv. 48.

3, [Fr. Orioli dei sepolcrali edifizi dell
5

Etr, media e in generale dell'

archit. Tuscanica, Poligrafia Fiesol. 1826, 4to.] Walled sepulchral cham-

-bers, for example at Cortona (the so-called Grotto of Pythagoras), some-

times also vaulted, Gori, M. Etrusc. iii. cl. 2. tb. 1. 2. p. 74. Inghirami
iv. tv. 11. Tombs near Cervetri (Caere), M. d. Inst. u. 19. Ann. viL p.

177. Comp. Hall. A. L. Z. 1834. Int. Bl. No. 38. 1836. Int. BL No. 6.

Tombs at Caere with pointed vault, ibid. 1836. No. (30) Bull 1836. p. 56.

[Heideloff liber die Spitzbogen der alten 1843. 4to. eomp. Edin. Rev.

clvi. p. 449. P. E. Visconti Mon. Sepolc. di Ceri E. 1836. foi Oanina

Descr. di Cere ant. R. 1838. fol. comp. Bull. 1838. p. 169. KunstbL 1839.

No. 40. The large and particularly rich tomb, Mus. Gregor. ii tv. 107.

Tombs of Cssre and Monterone, Micak M. 1. 1844. tv. 55 57. p. 355].

A tomb at Perugia, published by Speroni, Bull. 1834. p. 191. Yermig-
lioli il sep. de7 Yolumni Scop, in Perugia nel 1840. Perugia 1840.

4to. very valuable. Cavedoni osserv. supra un Sepolcreto Etrusco nella

collina Modenese; Mod. 1842. 8vo. comp. Bull. 1841. p. 75> Sepulchral

monuments at Sovana, M. d. I. iii, 55 57. Ann. xv. p. 223. 233. comp.
Bull. 1843, p. 155.] Monuments of a conic form near Yolaterae simi-

lar to the nur-hags. Inghir. Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 20. tv. A. Conic pointed

columns on a cubic substruction in the so-called tomb of the Horatii

near Albano. Bartoli, Sepolcri Ant. tv. 2. Inghir. vi. tv. F 6, and on

Etruscan urns (at the decursio funebris R. Rochette M. I. i. pi. 21, 2.

On the tomb of Porsena, Plm. xxxvi, 19, 4 ; early treatises by Corte-

novis, Tramontani, Orsini, more recent by Qu. de Quincy, Mon. Re-

stitues i. p. 125, the Due. de Luynes, Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 304 (M. I. tv.

13), Letronne, ibid. p. 386. [E. Braun II laberinto di Porsenna comparato

coi sep. di Poggio-Gojella ultimamente dissotterati nel agro Clusino

R. 1840. fol. Comp. Bull. 1840. p. 147. 1841. p. 6.]

. Among the branches of the formative art, working 1

infiotilia especially flourished in Etruria. Vases of clay were 2

made in Etruscan cities in very different styles, sometimes

more after the Greek model, and sometimes in native man-

ners deviating from that standard. In the latter the love for '

plastic ornaments is everywhere observable. In like manner 3
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temple ornaments (antefixa), reliefs or statues in the tym-
pana, statues on the acroteria and in the temples, all of

clay, were in use in Italy; of which the quadriga on, and the

Jupiter painted red on festivals, in the Capitoline temple, are

examples. The former was executed at Veil, the latter by a
Volscian, Turrianus of Fregellse.

1. Elaborata haec ars Italise et maximse Etrurise, Plin. F. H. xxxv, 45.

2. Tmcumfictile, catinum, in Persius and Juvenal. They are divided

into the following principal classes : 1. Yases manufactured and painted
in the Greek style, see . 177. 2. Blackish vases, mostly unburnt, of

clumsy, even canobus-like form, sometimes with single figures in relief

on the feet and handles, sometimes with encircling rows of faintly im-

pressed little figures of men, animals, and monsters : an antique Ara-

besque, in which also oriental compositions (. 178), and sometimes

Grecian mythi, especially that of the Gorgons, are introduced; these

were chiefly the produce of Clusium. Dorow, Kotizie int. alcuni vasi

Etruschi, in the Memorie Bom. iv. p. 135. and at Pesaro 1828. Toy.

Archeologique dans Fane. Etrurie. P. 1829. p. 31 sq. BuH d. Inst. 1830.

p. 63. fficali, tv. 1427. [Mon. ined. 1844, tv. 2734.] M. Etrusco

Chiusino. F. 1830 sqq. (comp. BulLd. Inst. 1830. p. 37. 1831. p. 52. 1832.

p. 142). On the blackening of the vases at Chiusi, Bull. 1837. p, 28,

[Besides at Chiusi there are many of them especially in the mus. at Flo-

rence.] 3. Shining black vases with ornaments in relief of beautiful

Greek design, found at Yolaterras. 4. Arretine vases, manufactured as

kte as the time of the Cesars, coral-red, with ornaments and figures in
relief. Plin., Martial, Isidor. Inghir. v. tv. 1. Excavations, Bull. 1834.

p. 102. 1837. p. 105. Fragments of Modenese vases, Bull. 1837. p. 10.

[A. Fabbroni Storia degli ant. v. fitt. Aretini cong. tav. Arezzo 1841. 8vo.]

3. The proofs, Etrusker ii. s. 246. The existence and native place
of Turrianus indeed depend very much on particular manuscripts of

Pliny. [The distinction between Yeii and Volscian is not well grounded
according to MSS. not interpolated, L. v. Jan. Jen. Litt. Zeit. 1838. s.

258.] From the country of the Yolscians, however, come the very antique
painted reliefs: Bassirilievi Yolsci in terra cotta dipinti a van colori

trovati nella citta. di Yelletri da M. Carloni (Text by Beccheti). B. 1785.
M. Borb. x, 9 12. Inghir. vi. tv. T x, 4. comp. Micali, tv. 61. They
represent scenes from life, chiefly agones. There is not otherwise much
of this branch of art remaining besides the cinerary cistse (of Clusium),
as to which see . 174. Comp. Gerhard, Hyperb. Rom. Studien, s. 206.

1 172. With the plastic art, in the original sense of the
word, was also connected brass-casting among the Tuscans.

2 Brazen statues were very numerous in Etruria: Volsinii had
about 2,000 of them in the 487th year of the city; gilded
bronze statues also adorned the pediments; there were colossi
and statuettes, of which latter a great number is still preserved.

3 Only it is often difficult to distinguish the genuine Etruscan
' amid the mass of later Roman works*
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2. Metrodorus in Pliny xxxiv. 16. Vitruv. iii, 2. Tuscanicus Apollo
L pedum a pollice, dubium aere mirabilior an pulchritudine, Plin. xxxiv
18. Tyrrhena sigilla, Hor.

3, The following are celebrated works: a. The Chimaera of Arreti-

um at Florence (ML of power and
life), Dempster, Etr. Reg. L tb. 22,

Inghir, iii. t. 21. Micali, Mon. tv. 42, 2. b. The she-wolf in the Capi-
tol, probably that mentioned by Dionysius i, 79, and Liv. x, 23. which
was consecrated in the year of the city 458, and stood beside the Rumi-
nal fig-tree, of stiff design as to the hair, but powerful in expression.
Winckelm. W. vii. tf. 3. c. Micali, tv. 42, 1. [Urliehs de lupa aenea in
the Rhein. Mus. iv. p. 519. Lord Byron Childe Harold iv^ 25.] c. The
Aule Meteli, called Arringatore or haruspex, at Florence, a carefully
handled portrait, but not remarkable for spirit, Dempster i. tb. 40.

d. The Minerva of Arezzo, at Florence, a graceful form of art now be
come effeminate, G-ori, M. Flor. iii. tb. 7. M. Etr. T. i. tb. 28. e. Apollo
in archaic Greek form with Etruscan necklace and sandals, M. Etr. i. tb.

32. ; one at Paris, Journ. des Sav. 1834. p. 285. The boy standing, with
the goose, a figure of graceful and naive chaxacter, in the Mus. of Ley-
den, Micali, tv. 43. g. The Mars of Todi, Bull. 1837. p. 26. Int. BL der
A. L. Z. 1836. No. 6. Kunstbl. 1838. No. 65

; an unknown combatant

perfectly similar in England, specimens of anc. sculp, ii, 4. [and in the
Mus. at Florence, Micali, Mon. 1833. tv. 39. Copy of the warrior of

Todi Mus. Chiaram. ii tv. B. M. Gregor. L tv, 29. 32 39. 45,] Comp.
also, besides Gori M. Etr. i., Micalij tv. 29. 32 39. 42 44, especially

32, 2. 6 and 33, as examples of the odd and disproportioned kind ; 2% 2,

3, orientalizing figures with wings (from a sepulchre at Perugia) ; 39> an

early Greek figure of a hero, but with Etruscan peculiarities of costume;
35, 14 (Hercules), 36, 5 (Pallas), 38, 1 (a hero) similar to the early Greek

works, but more clumsy and awkward ; 38, 5, as an example of Etruscan

exaggeration in the expression of force ; 44, 1, the boy of Tarquinii in a
later style, but still harder than the one above described at Perugia
furnishes most bronze figures, Gerhard, Hyperb. Rom. Studien, s. 202.

Eleven small figures, Mon. d. Inst. ii, 29. Annali viii p, 52. [The oldest

of all a female bust from the so-called grotta Egizia near the Polledrara.

at Yulci, in Braun's possession, Bull. 1844. p. 106. Comp. Micali, Mon.
ine"d. 1844. tv. 4 8. ibid. tv. 11 16. Bronze figures and implements
from Falterona in 1838. tv. 17 19* other bronze figures and reliefs.

There is also from Yulci one of the finest bronze statues, in Grecian style,

of the period of the emperors, erroneously taken for Pallas Ergane, from
a helmet found at the same time, as the head which had been fixed on
was wanting in Munich, Bull. 1835. p. 11. 120. 1836 p. 145. Kunstbi
1838. s. 78. 349. Zschr. f. AW. 1839. s. 192. M. Chiaram. ii. tv. 1],

173. Moreover, the work of the toreutes (ciseleur, grawwr^
or/fare) was especially prized in Etrnria, nay Tyrrhenian
bowls of embossed gold, and all sorts of bronze works, such
as candelabra, were in demand at Athens itself, even at the
time when art was at its highest point of cultivation; in like

manner silver cups, thrones of ivory and precious metal, as

the curule chairs, facings of brass, silver and gold for state-

qhariots (cwrus triumphales, ihensce), and richly decorated ar-
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mour were made in great quantity and of Mgh. excellence.

2 There have been even preserved in sepulchres many speci-

mens of embossed work, which served as ornaments for such

3 articles. They are handled in an antiquely elegant and care-

ful style. To this class likewise belong the bronze mirrors

(formerly called paterc&\ together with the so-called mystic

cixtoB, which latter were derived from Latium indeed, but at

a time when Etruscan styles in art were still prevalent there.

1. On Etruscan vessels of bronze and precious metals, Athen. i. 28 b.

xv, 700 c. and the enumeration in the author's Etrusker iL s. 253. On
the triumphal chariots and thensse, i s. 371. ii. s. 199. Handle of an

Etruscan brazen vessel in fantastic style, Gerhard Ant. Bildw. cL

2. A collection of Tyrrhene candelabra displaying a bold invention,

especially in animal and monster ornaments, in MicaJi, tv. 40. There

were found in a sepulchre at Perugia in the year 1812, beside various

jound figures, several bronze plates which adorned a chariot ; some of

them remained at Perugia, and some were brought to Munich (n. 32

38) ; they present in embossed relief with engraved lines, and in a

rude Tuscan style, monsters, gorgons, beings compounded of fish and

men or horses, and a boar-hunt. Yermiglioli, Saggio di Bronzi Etr. tro-

vati nell' agro Perugino. 1813. Inghir. iii. tv. 18. 23 sqq. Ragion. 9.

Micali, tv. 28. [A bronze chariot from Yulci very much patched toge-

ther and with a few winged figures, as facing pieces, the two wheels very

large, the end of the axle-tree a beautiful ram's head, in the poss. of the

prince of Mussignano at Rome. Pine tripod from Vulci, M. d. I. iii, 43.

Arm
r xiv. p. 62. Three others, Hon. ii, 42. Annali ix. p. 161. An in-

comparable candelabram from Yulci, * 63. B. 1. Bronze vessels of all

sorisy also with, sculptures, from the tomba of Cere, Yulci, Bomarzo Mus.

Gregor. L tv* 121. 38 42. 4675. iL tv. 101106. (Statuettes only i,

43. ii, 103. L. Grin Monum. di Cere ant. B. 1841. foL 12. pi. extremely

antique and sometimes rade.] From Perugia are also derived three other

plates, which form the foot of a candelabrum, with figures of deities in

relief (Juno Sospita, Hercules, Hebe?), at Munich (n. 47) and Perugia,

IngMr. iii. tv. 7, 8. Ragion. 3. Micali, tv. 29. Further, the fragmentary
bronze plates exhibiting remarkable care in the antique treatment, which

represent a war-chariot, and, as it seems (?), an Amazonian battle (Micali,

tv. 80), together with other interesting articles of a similar description.

Moreover, embossed silver plates with ornaments of gold riveted on them

(therefore works of the empsestic art, . 59), which represent an eques-
trian fight, and a battle of wild beasts, now in the British Museum.

MiUingen, Tin. Mon. ii, 14. Micali, tv. 45. In 1829 eleven bronze shields

were found in a Tarquinian sepulchre with heads of lions and panthers,
and bulls with human countenance embossed ; the eyes coloured in en-

amel. Bull. d. Last. 1829. p. 150. Micali, tv. 41, 13. Other shields

with stripes of figures ofmen and animals, see A-rm. i. p. 97. Silver vase

from Clusium, with the representation of a pompa in the archaic style.

Dempster i. to. 78. Inghir. iii. tv. 19. 20. [An Etr. mirror case in ara-

besque style. Spec, ii, 6. Gold fibulae, Micali, tv. 45, 3. Gerhard Bull.

1830. p. 4 9. [One of the most remarkable Etr. works is the large

sepuL lamp (AI^OJ), found in 1741 from the neighbourhood of Crotona
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placed in the public Museum there. Bull. 1840. p. 164. Mem. d. I.
iii, 41.

42, Ann, xiv. p. 53. Micali, M. I. 1844. tv. 9. 10 ; on the bottom a Me-

dusa, 16 lights around^ and as many figures, satyrs and sirens alternate-

ly ; 170 Tuscan pounds in weight. Plin. xxxiv, 8. placuere et lychnuchi

pensiles in delubris also in tombs. Tripod from Yulci, Luynes Nouv,
Ann. de PInst. Arch6ol. ii. p. 237, pi. 24. 51 tripods in pi. 0.]

3. The so-called paterae, as mystic mirrors, are treated off in greatest
detail by Inghir. ii. p. 7 sqq. R. Rochette, M. I. p. 187; however, the

use of mirrors in the mysteries of the Etruscans has not yet been point-
ed out ; the author holds them to be mirrors (xc&xoc, IO-OTTT^) which were

put into the grave with the dead among other utensils and treasures of

life (xriffpccTK). Gott. 0. A. 1828. s. 870. 1830. s. 953. [No one any longer
doubts that they were mirrors, neither will the distinction into domestic

and mystical hold good. Only Micali defended the paterae and adheres to

them even in his last work, as Thiersch did in the Jahresberichte der k.

Berl. Akad. of 1829-31. vii. s. 53 Lanzi, L. Yescovali and IngMrami re-

cognised them as mirrors, and such are often found painted on vases, for

example, with judgments of Paris and in wall paintings (Pitt. d'ErcoL iii,

26). Zlahn New Series ii, 10.] There are also extant mirror-covers in a
similar style. (xo<pg7ov argoyyfaoy Aristoph. Nub. 751. AI/$/OK Hesych.) The

figures on the reverse are mostly but outlines, seldom in relief, generally
in a later, sometimes effeminate, sometimes exaggerated style ; the sub-

jects mythological^ and in great part erotic; but also often treated

merely as an indifferent ornament. Many in Iianzi, Baggio ii. p. 191. tv.

6 sqq. Bianconi, Be Pateris Antiquis. Bon. 1814. There axe some of

the Borgia and Townley paterae engraved on separate leaves. Imghir. iL

PL L and ii. Micali, tv. 36, 47, 49, 50. The finest specimen [ofpure
Greek art] is the mirror found at Yolci, in the possession of Gerhard,

where, in a design full of soul and grace, Dionysus, in the presence of

the Pythian Apollo, embraces Semele, who had been brought up from
the infernal world. See Gerhard, Dionysus and Semele. B. 1833. On
others, see . 351, 3. 367, 3. 371, 2. 384, 2. 396, 2. 410, 4. 413, 2. 414

7

5J. 4. 415, 1. 430, 1. and elsewhere. The Palsestrian cista from San Luca
now in the Mus. Gregor. 1, 37. [Gerhard Etr. Spiegel 1, 2. Tk G6tter-

bilder 2. Th. Heroenbilder 1843. 1845. 4to. 240 Taf. E. Braun Tages
u. des Hercules u. der Minerva heilige Hochzeit. Miinchen 1830. foL

comp. Rhein. Mus. i. s. 98. Mus. Gregor. i. tv. 22 36.]

These mirrors are sometimes found in the sepulchres with other arti-

cles of dress and the bath (as, according to Pliny xxxvi, 27, specula et

strigiles were placed in the graves), in little round boxes of embossed

bronze, which are now also called cistce mysticw. See especially Lami,

Sopra le ciste mistiche, and Inghir. ii. p. 47. tv. 3. [Plautus MosteJl %
3, 91. cum ornamentis arcula.] On the lids of these stand figures as

handles ; claws of animals form the feet ; engraved designs decorate Ye&-

sel and lid. Most of them come from Prseneste, where they seem to have

been preserved in the temple of Fortune as consecrated gifts from women.
The best known are : 1. That adorned with beautiful aad interesting re-

presentations from the mythus of the Argonauts (The landing in Bithy-

nia, Amycus and Polydeuces), with the inscription, Nmisw Plawtws med

Romaifecidj Dindia Macolniafflea dedit; from which we must assign the

work to about the year 500 a. u. M, Kircliexigaii Aerea i The Mag-
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nulii, Plautii are Praenestines, Grotefend A. L. Z. 1834. No. 34. [but tne

Novios who executed the work at Rome was an Oscan from Capua;
comp. Mommsen Oskische Studien, S. 72. A drawing in Gerhard's Spiegel

i, 2, Father Marchi will publish one worthy of the great artist. An-
other work on this incomparable cista by Emil Braun with most excel-

lent designs will appear in Leipzig, and the designs of Bourpis, a legacy
from Brondsted, have already appeared at Copenhagen, engraved at Paris

by de Cogny. Comp. Heyne Ant. Aufs. i. 48. M. PioCl. i. p. 81. The
Rom. Coll. possesses two other works of Oscan artists, a Jupiter with C.

POMPONIO QYIRINA (the tribus) FECID and a beautiful Medusa
with C. OPIOS FECID. Pupidiis Stenisis was an Oscan vase painter,
Bull. 1846. p. 98. Cscan goblets in the Mus. at Berlin, No. 1613-18 of

the vase collection.] 2. The one found in 1826, in which cista, lid and
mirror are ornamented with the mythi of Achilles, in R. Rochette, M.
I. pi. 20. p. 90. Stackelberg, KunstbL 1827. St. 32. 33. [47. Gal. Omer.

167.] 3. The one found in 1786, in the British Museum, with the sacrifice

of Polyxena, and at the same time of Astyanax, in R. Rochette, pi. 58.

In opposition to this, Welcker in the Rhein, Mus. iii, 605. [Gerhard Etr,

Spiegel Tf. 15. 16 as a dead offering of Achilles for Patrocles.] On the

Brondsted and nine other cistae which have become known, Gerhard,

Hyperb. Rom. Studien, s. 90. R. Rochette, p. 331. A cista with patera
found at Palestrina in 1794 described by Uhden. See Gerhard Archaeol.

Intell. BL 1836. s. 35. Brondsted de cista aerea Prsenestina Havn. 1834.

A mirror in it with Aurora. [The fifth was found at Prseneste in 1817,
Mem. Sulle belle arti R. 1817. Apr. p. 65. Fr. Peter in the Ann. d. Acad.
di Lucca, KunstbL 1818. No. 2. Cistse of this kind were found also at

Tulci, and one at Baseggio in Rome. The fine cista from the Academy
of S. Lucas is now in the Mus. Gregor. i, 37.]

1 1 74 There was less attention paid in Etruria to carving
in wood (clay images supplied the want of the Grecian |dom)

2 and to sculpture in stone; only a few stone figures show by
their careful and severe treatment that they come down from

3 the nourishing era of Etrurian art; the usually painted, some-
times gilded bas- and haut-reliefs of the cinerary urns, which
sprang out of abridged stone-coffins, belong, with few excep-
tions, to a handicraft-like style of technical treatment charac-
teristic of later times, probably in great part to the period of
Roman ascendancy.

1. Plin. xiv, 2. xxxvi. 99. [? xxxiv, 16. xxxv, 45.] Yitruv. ii, 7. The
marble of Luna not yet employed in. sculpture. See Quintino, Mem. della
R. Ace. di Torino. T. xxvii. p. 211 sq.

2. So the reliefs on cippi and bases of columns in Gori, M. Btr. i.

tb. 160. iii. cl. 4. tb. 18. 20. 21, in Inghir. vi. tv. A. (Mi Afiles Tites, &c.)
c. B. E. L P. 5. z a. Micali, tv. 51, 1. 2. 5256 (Reliefs dug up at Clu-
sium and in the neighbourhood, which mostly represent funeral ceremo-

nies, and have a simple antique character; comp. Dorow, Voy. Archeol.

pL 10, 3. 12, 2. [Micali, M. Ined. 1844. tv. 22. a four-cornered pedestal
with death-bed, funeral procession, banquet and games from the neigh-
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bourhood of Chiusi, now in Berlin; similar tv. 23 26. Sepulchral re-

liefs, tav. 48. 49, Gorgon masts, 50. 51.] Rudely executed and obscene

reliefs on a wall of rock at Corneto, Journ. des Sav, 1829. Mars. To this

class belong the antique figures of animals, sphinxes and men hewn out

of a sort of peperino which are found on the Gocumella and the entrances

of the sepulchres of Volci, M. I. d. Inst. tv. 41, 9. 12, Micali, tv. 57, 7.

3. The urns were of alabaster (Yolaterrae), calcareous tufa, travertine,

and very often of terracotta (Clusium). The subjects: 1. From the

Greek, chiefly the tragic mythology, with frequent reference to death

and the infernal world; moreover Etruscan figures of Mania, Mantus

(Charan) with the hammer, the furies. Ambrosch de Charonte Etr.

Yratisl. 1837. 4to. E. Braun Ann. ix. p. 253. [Charon XAPY, on an
Etruscan vase together with the death of Ajax, and with Penthesilea,
Mon. del I. ii, 9. Ann. vi. p. 274. On an amphora with Alcestis Cha-

ron with his hammer beside another death-demon with a serpent. But
on an earthen cista Charon appears with hammer and the oar, which was
denied by Ambrosch ; the entrance for the dead enwreathed with skulls

of animals. Charon's hammer, Archaol. Zeit. 1846, s. 350.] 2. Scenes of

splendour from life : triumphal processions, pomps, banquets. 3. Repre-
sentations of death and the life to come; leave-takings; death-scenes;

journeys on horseback, on sea-monsters. 4. Fantastic figures and mere
decorations. The composition mostly skilful, the execution rude* The
same groups are repeated with different signification. The reclining

figures above (acewnbentes) are often portraits^ hence the disproportioned
size of the heads. The Bacchian worship was already banished from Italy
at the time of these works ; only one older sarcophagus from Tarquinii

(Micali, tv. 59, 1) has the figure of a priest of Bacchus on the lid. Th&

inscriptions mostly contain merely the names of the deceased, in a later

character. (The Etruscan language and character perished after Augustus^
and before Julian.) Uhden, Abhandl. der Akad. von Berlin vom J. 1816.

s. 25. 1818. s.l. 1827. s. 201. 1828. s. 233. 1829. s. 67. Inghir. i. and
vi. v 2. Micali, tv. 59. 60. 104 112. Several published by Zoega (Bassir. i.

tv. 38 40, R. Rochebte, Clarac and others. Individual examples, . 397-

412, 2. 416, 2. 431. and elsewhere. [Urns from Cere, Bomarzo and other

places partly of clay, Mus. Gregor, i. tv. 92 97. Those of a tomb at

Perugia, with inscriptions, Bull. 1845. p. 106.}

175. The Etruscans, who took pains to adorn the body in 1

every way, and were therefore very fond of rings, practised

engraving on precious stones at an early period; several scar- 3J

abaei of the oldest style, judging from the characters inscribed
*

on them and the places where they were found, are decidedly
Etruscan. The steps by which the art advanced, have been 3

stated above (. 97); on the highest which the Etruscans at-

tained there is combined an admirable delicacy of execution

with a predilection for violent postures and overcharged dis-

play of the muscles, whereby even the choice of the subjects

was mostly determined. Circular plates
of gold also, with en- 4
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graved or even Impressed, figures of an arabesque description,
have been found in tlie most recent excavations, by which

altogether the richness of the Etruscans in articles of decora-

tion which was made known to us by the ancients, has re-

ceived a remarkable confirmation.

2. For the Etruscan origin Yermiglioli, Lezioni di Archeol. i. p. 202.

Etrusker ii. s. 257. comp. also R. Eochette's Cours, p. 138. [Scarabseus
with Greek inscr. found in JEgina and also in Greece, Finlay in the Bull..

1840. p. 140. Since then many nave come to light there.] To the ear-

lier known chefs-d'oeuvre the gem with the five heroes against Thebes

(found at Perugia), Theseus in the infernal world, Tydeus dKo^vopsuos,

Peleus squeezing the water from his hair (Winckelm. M. I. ii. n. 101. 105.

106. 107. 125. Werke viL tf. 2. 3. a similar figure, Micali, tv. 116, 13.),

are now added Hercules slaying Cycnus (Impronti d. Inst. i, 22. MicaH,
tv. 116, 1), Hercules sorrowfully musing (Micali, tv. 116, 5), Hercules

opening the cask of Pholus (Micali, tv. 116, 7), and others, found parti-

cularly at Volci and Glusium. [The so-called Etruscan gem-border.]

4 There are various of these engravings on gold-rings given in the

Impronti d. Inst. I, 57 62, III, 58 62, very Phoenician, and in Micali,

tv. 46, 19 23 ; in all there is exhibited a striving at monstrous combi-

nations, which took advantage especially of Babylonio-Phoenician works
of the kind. There is in Micali, tv. 45. 46, a collection of gold buckles

(one very large put together in a rude taste, and adorned with engraved

combatants, lions, birds ill-proportioned in design) and clasps (which are

sometimes very finely decorated with sphinxes and lions), necklaces, and

pendants (among them Egyptian Phthas-idols of enamelled terracotta, in

Etruscan chasing), diadems, chains, rings, and other articles of decoration.

Comp. Gerhard, Hyperbor. Rom. Studien, s. 240. A neck ornament, Hon.
d. Inst. ii, 7. Annali vi. p. 243. Discoveries at Caere, Bull. 1836, p^ 60.

1839. p. 19% 72 (this last similar to Micali, 45, 3). [The different crowns
and garlands, sacerdotal breast-plates, the necklaces and bracelets, rings
and clasps, and so forth of the new papal collection, Mus. Gregor. i, tv.

6791. Grifi Mon. di Cere, tv. 1. 2. P. Secchi Tesoretto di Etr. arredi

in oro del Cav. Campana, Bull. 1846. p. 3. The Campana collection is

rich in the most curious articles, which are not confined to the Etrus-

can, and which display a skill and delicacy of workmanship now unat-

tainable, although it is inferior to the Mus. Gregor. in numbers. The
bracelet mostly as an Italic national ornament according to K. P. Her-
mann Gott. GeL Anz. 1843. s. 1158. 1844 s. 504 Schiassi sopra una ar-

milla d'oro del M. di Bologna. BoL 1815. 8vo.]

1 1 76. In coins the Etruscans liad at first their native system
cast pieces of copper, perhaps originally four-cornered, which

2 represented the pound with its parts. The types are some-
times very rude; they show, however, an acquaintance with
Greek coin-figures of JSgina, Corinth, and other places (tor-
toises, Pegasus, shells, and the like) ; many of them have even

3 a noble Greek style. Etruria came nearer to Greece in her
silver and gold coins, but such were struck only by a few
cities.
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1. There is Ms grave of Volaterrse, Camars, Telamon, Tuder, Yetto-
na and Iguvium, Pisauram and Hadria (in Picenum), Rome (since Ser-

ving) and many unknown places. The as, originally equal to the libra

(hiTgx), is denoted by I or L, the decussis by X, the semissis by C, the
nncia by O (globulus). Continual reductions on account of the rising

price of copper (originally the libra = obolus, 268 : 1), hence the age of

asses can be nearly determined by the weight. From 200 (Servius)
to 487 a. u. c. the as sinks from 12 to 2 unciae. The four-cornered pieces
with an ox are votive coins according to Passer! Passeri, ParaKpomena
in Dempst. p. 147. Eckhel, D. N. i, L p. 89 sq. Lanzi, Saggio T. ii.

Niebuhr,, R. H. i. p. 458 sqq. Etrusker i. s. 304342. Copies especially in

Dempster, G-uarnacci, Arigoni, Zelada ; brimstone impressions by Mon-
net. [Jos. Marchi and P. Tessieri L'ses grave del M. Kircheriano owero
le monete primitive de' popoli dell* Italia media. Rom. 1839. 4to. PL obi.

fol. Millingen opposed with soundest criticism Consid6r. sur la numisin.
de rancienne Italie. Florence 1841. Suppl6ment Flor. 1844. Gennarelli

La moneta primitiva e i mon. deF Italia ant. R. 1845. 4to. Lepsins
ueber die Tyrrhen. Pelasger in Etrurien u. ueber die Verbreitung des ItaA

lischen. Munzsystems von Etrurien aus. Leipz. 1842.]

2. Many of Tuder for example, with wolf and citharaj are in a good
Grreek style. The Jantts of Volaterrse and Rome is for the most part
rudely designed, without a Greek modeL

3. Silver coins of Populonia (Pupluna x. xx.) similar to those of 6&~

mars, perhaps chiefly from the fifth century of Rome. Gold of Populo1

nia and Volsinii (Felsune). At Rome the Denarii (l-84th of a pound)
begin a. ^. 483.

177. Etruscan painting, in like manner, is only a branch 1

of tlie Greek
;
mural painting, however, seems to have been

practised here sooner than we hear of it in Greece. Nnmer- 2

ous sepulchral chambers, especially at Tarquinii, are painted
with figures in variegated colours which, without much striv-

ing at truth to nature, rather having a harmonic effect for

their aim, are laid almost pure and unmixed on the stucco

with which the walls of these grottoes are coated over. Th 3

style of drawing passes from a severity and care which show an

affinity to early Greek works, into the hasty and caricature-like

manners which prevailed in the later art of the Etruscans.

According to Pliny, wall-paintings of distinguished beauty were
also executed in Italy (Caere, Lanuvium, Ardea), but of course

not until after the times of Zeuxis and Apelles. Greek vase- &

painting became earlierknown to the Etruscans (. 75) ;
how-

ever that people must have found it more advantageous in

general to make use of Greek manufactures, whether these

were introduced by commerce through Tarquioii, Adria, and
other towns where art was cultivated, or whether they were
made by Greek artists in the country (comp. . 99, 2. 257).

Only the comparatively few vases, inferior in artistic value, 5
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axe inscribed with Etruscan characters, can afford a
sure criterion by which to distinguish Etruscan and Greek

productions,

2. , The Etruscan sepulchral paintings fall into two classes. 1. The
earlier ones, approaching nearer to the Greek style, also adhere in the

subjects to Greek customs and ideas. To this class belong a. the grotto-

del fondo Querciola (discovered in 1831), of remarkably pure and simple

design; banquets of the dead; a procession to the tomb which is filled

with vases placed over one another. M. I. d. Inst. tv. 33. b. The grotto-

del fondo Marzi (1830) ; the style of drawing Etruscan exaggerated, ban-

quets and dances of the dead in vine-arbours and gardens, as in Pindar,
after Orphean sources, M. I. d. Inst. tv. 32. c. d. e. The three sepul-
chres opened in 1827, and delineated by Baron v. Stackelberg and Kestnery

previously made known [the engravings have been lying for years with.

Cotta] by Micali, tv. 67. 68, The inscriptions, Bullet, d. Inst. 1833. fol. 4.

Banquets (of the deceased or those performing the obsequies), procession.

to the tomb, gymnic games, chariot races with spectators on platforms.
The least i^efoHy painted grotto is remarkable for the Etruscan, proper
names over the figures of those celebrating the festival of the dead, Comp.
B* Rochette, Journ. des Savans 1828. p. 3. 80. Kestner, An-n r d. Inst, L p.
101. Stackelberg in John's Jahrb. i. s. 220. [Hypogsei or sep. caverns

of Tarquinii by Eev. C. Byres, edited by Prank Howard, L. 1842. foL

Mus. Chiusin. ii. tv. 181 185. The pictures of the Tarquinian grottoes
also in the Mus. Gregor. i. tv. 99 104, after the copies on the walls of the
museum as well as at Munich.] f. Grotto of Clusium (also in 1827) with
chariot races and gymnic games, which are painted on the tufa itself in a
careless but bold style. On the last discovered subterranean pictures in

sepuL of Ghiusi, Annali viL p. 19. 2. The later ones, which have nothing
of the severity of the old style but an easy and sometimes, by overstretch-

ing the figures, caricatured design ; here also the subjects are taken more
irona Etruscan religion, perhaps from the Acheruntian books of the day,
Of tMs class is the Tarquinian tomb in which white and black genii, arm-
ed with hammers, contend for the possession of the deceased. See Wil-

<sox, Philosoph. Trans, lili. tv. 7 9. Agincourt, Hist, de TArchit. pL 10,
I. 2. Inghir. iv. tv. 25 27, and vi. tv. c 3. Micali, tv. 65. Another
tomb (Dempster ii. tb. 88. Aginc. pL 11, 5. Inghir. tv. 24) shows the
damned hung up and punished with instruments of torture. The earlier

accounts of the painted hypogaea of Etruria are summed up by Inghir.
iv. p. Ill 144; comp. C, Awolta, Ann, d. Inst. p. 9L Bull. 1831. p.
81. Gerhard, Hyperb. Bom. Stud. s. 129. comp. p. 234. On three newly
discovered Tarquinian sepulchres with excellent paintings, Bullet. 1832.

p. 213. [Kestner on two sepulchres discovered in Vulci at Ponte della

Badia,Bull. 1833. p. 73. M. d. L ii. 2 5. Orioli Ann. vi. p. 153 190. Wall
paintings of a tomb at Veii, decorated with figures of athletes, in Mi-
cali, M. I. 1844. tv. 58 ; of one with sphinxes, horses, panthers in the style
of Thericles, see Bull. 1843. p. 99 sqq. Other tombs at Yeii have been
since opened by Campana.]

5. Among the vases of Yolci there are only three that have Etruscan
inscriptions which refer to the subjects painted ; [there is one in Braun
with a sentence in the Etr. character ; Prince Borghese found at Bomarzo
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early in 1845 a small vase with the Etr. alphabet complete, comp. Mus.

Gregor. ii. tv. 103 ; two goblets from Bomarzo with names. Bull. 1846. p.
105

.] on several others, of rudest workmanship, there are painted Etrus-
can names of persons (Kale Mukathesa) according to Gerhard, Ann. d,

Inst. iii. p. 73. 175. Micali, tv. 101. In subsequent excavations insti-

tuted by Baron Beugnot other two pictures of a vase were found, which

by the mixture of Etruscan genii and the inscriptions (Aivas, Charun;
Turms, Pentasila) maintain a great resemblance to the cinerary cistae.

"Hallische ALZ. 1833. Intell. 46. M. d. I. ii, 8. Aivas throwing himself

on his sword. Ataiun attacked by dogs, ii. 9. A. Aivas stabbed by an-

other, a gladiatorial conceit, Charu present. B. A woman (HIN0IA),
Charon (TVPMVCAS), a woman (IIENTASILA), yellow figures, extreme-

ly rude drawing, Ann, vi. p. 264. Vase from Perugia, Ann. iv. tv. a. comp.
v. p. 346. [Meloger and Atalanta according to JZannom in the Antologia
di Firenze.] Mirror with numerous inscriptions, Bull 1835. p. 122. 158.

A bowl found at Clusium has a gorgoneion with Etruscan inscription^

Micali, tv. 102, 5. A fragment of a vase, of better workmanship it seems,
with Etruscan inscription (Tritun, Alacca) in Inghir. v. tv. 55, 8. There
was also found at Volci a goblet with the voyage of Odysseus past the
Island of the Sirens, and the inscription Feceiiai pocolom (ALZ^ibid.),
and also at Tarquinii a vase with a figure of Eros in later style, and the;

words VoLcani pocolom. Levezow BerL T. no. 909, in Orte two drinking

cups with rude figures, Lavernae poculum, Salutes poculum, Bull 1837.

p. 130, proofs that painted vases were still manufactured in Etruria even
when it was subject to the Romans in the sixth century of the city*

[Millingen was last in possession, of the two Durand goblets, not Fecetiai

but JEcetisB pocolom, so that Secchi (erroneously) read Egeriae and Be-
lolai pocolom. In the Gregor. Mus. Lavernse pocolom and Keri pocolom*
(that is, Oeri Mani.) Etruscan vases in Micali, M. Ined. 1844. tv. 35 ?

47, in Berlin after Gerhard's newly acquired monuments, n. 1620 29.

1790 95. Of those goblets there are according to Millingen's statements
about 6 known with Etruscan characters, and another with inscriptioa
but without figures.}

178. Now what results, for tlie entire development of art 1

in Etruria partly from the consideration of these different

species of art and classes of monuments, and partly from some
intimations of the ancients is nearly this: that the power-
ful, indeed, but, at the same time, sombre and severe spirit of

the Etruscan nation, which was denied the free creative fancy
of the Greeks, showed itself in art much more receptive than

productive, inasmuch as at its early acquaintance with the

works of Greek, especially Peloponnesian artists, it faithfully

appropriated their style, and adhered to it for centuries; not 3

neglecting, nevertheless, to avail itself also, for decorative

statuary, of the unintelligible, but for that very reason more

interesting forms which commerce with the East introduced^

while at the same time the taste for bizarre compositions and
distorted shapes which was inborn in the Etruscan race> manir
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Tested itself here and there in different ways and in all sorts

4 of works; but that when art in Greece attained its highest

stage, the intercourse of the two nations, on the one hand,
was too restricted by reason of various events, especially the

Samnitic conquest of Campania about the year of Rome 332
and on the other, the Etruscan nation itself was already too

much broken, too degenerate and inwardly decayed, and after

all did not possess sufficient artistic spirit to be able to ap-

propriate art in an equal degree when carried to perfection;
.5 hence, notwithstanding the excellence of particular perform-

ances, the art of the Etruscans, on the whole, declined into a

sort of plodding handicraft, and lost all pretension to Greek
6 elegance and beauty. Accordingly, the art of design was

always a foreign plant in Etruria, foreign in forms, foreign in

materials which she borrowed almost entirely, not from the na-

tional superstition, which was but ill-adapted to artistic repre-

sentations, but from the divine and heroic mythi of the Greeks.

2 5, Accordingly the Etruscan works fall into five classes : 1. The

real Tuscanica, QuintiL xii, 10. Ti/jopy/^, Strab. xvii. p. 806 a., works

which are placed in the same rank with the earliest of Greek art. Heavier

forms, and details of costume, as well as the almost universal want of

"beard in the Etruscan works of art, constitute the difference. To this

class belong many bronzes and engraved works, some stone statues, many
gems, some paterae, and the older wall-paintings. 2. Imitations of orien-

tal, chiefly Babylonian, figures which had become diffused by tapestries

and engraved stones; always merely in decorative statuary of an ara-

besque character. Thus on the Olusinian vases, whose figures often recur

on Perso-Babylonian stones (as the woman holding two lions in Dorow,

Voy. ArcMoL pL 2, 1. b., is very similar to that in Ouseley, Travels i.

pL 2J, 16), and at the same time bear a great resemblance to those on the

so-called Egyptian vases (. 75), (for instance, quite the same female

figure strangling two geese, appears on both, Micali, tv. 17, 5. 73, 1) ; and
on engraved stones, especially where there are animal compositions

(comp. . 175), and battles of wild beasts similar to those of Persepolis.
That the Greek monstra did not yet satisfy the Etruscans is shown by
the figure of the scarabseus in Micali, tv. 46, 17 ; a centaur of the an-

tique form, with gorgon-head, wings on the shoulders, and the fore-feet

like the claws of an eagle. 3. Intentionally distorted shapes, especially
in bronzes (. 172) and in mirror-designs. Comp. Gerhard, Sformate

Iruagini di Bronzo, Bullet, d. Inst. 1830. p. 11. The later wall-paintings

(. 177) also belong to this class. 4. Works in a fine Greek style, very
rare ; only a few mirror-designs and bronzes. 5. Works of the later me-
chanical exercise of art, which is to be observed in nearly all cinerary
tuns. On the peculiar Etruscan profile in ancient works in stone, and
its difference from the Egyptian, Lenoir, Ann, d. Inst. iv. p. 270.

[Epochs of Etr. art according to Micali, Arrpa.1i xv. p. 352 s. On Etruscan

antiquities. Quarterly Review, 1845. K. cli. by an eminent connoisseur.]

LITERATUBE of the Etruscan antiquities of art. Thomas Dempster's
work (written in 1619) De Etruria Regali, 1. viii. ed. Tho. Coke. F. 1723.
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2 vols. fo. The engravings of works of art and explanations nave been

added by Ph. Buonarotti. A. F. Gori, Museum Etruscum 1737-43. 3

vols. (with Passerfs Dissert.) The same author's Musei Gruarnacci Ant.

Mon. Etrusca 1744M. Saggi di Dissertazioni dell' Acad. Etrusca di Cor-

tona beginning from 1742, 9 vols. 4to. Museum Cortonense a Fr. Ya-

lesio, A. E. Gorio et Rod. Venuti Illustr. 1750 fo. Scipione Mafei, Osser-

vazioni Letterarii, T. iv. p. 1 243. v. p, 255 395, vi. p. 1 178. J. B.

Passeri in Dempsteri libros de E. R. Paralipomena, 1767 fo. Gruarnacci

Origini Italiche, 1767 72, 3 vols. fo. Heyne's Treatises in the Isfov. Com-
mentarr. G-ott. iii. v. vi. vii. Opusc. Acadd. T. v. p. 392. Luigi Lanzi,

Saggio di Lingua Etrusca 1789. 3 vols. (who after the example of Winck-
elmann and Heyne in some measure cleared up the field which was
before in confusion). Franc. Inghirami, Monument! Etruschi o di

Etrusco nome
;
7 vols. text in 4to. 6 vols. engravings, fo. 1821 1826.

Micali, Storia degli Antichi Popoli Italiani, 1832. 3 vols. a new
edition of the work Italia avanti il Dominio de* Romani, the atlas of

which, entitled Antichi Monumenti, far surpasses earlier ones in copious-
ness and importance of the monuments comprised in it, and therefore is

here alone made use of. [The last collection not less rich, Mon. ined. a

illustraz. della storia d. ant. pop. ItaL Firenze, 1844, 2. vols. foL Comp.
Annali xv. p. 346. R. Rochette Journ. des Sav. 1845. p. 349. Cavedoni

Oss. crit. sopra i mon. Etr. del Micali, Modena 1844. 8vo.] Etr. Museo

Chiusroo daJ suoi possessor! pubbl. con brevi espos. del Cav. Fr. IngMra^

mi, P. 1. 1833. P. II. 1832 (sic). [Musei Etrusci quod Gregorius XVL in

sedd. Tatic. constituit. P. L IL 1842. 2 vols. foL] Smaller works by Ter-

miglioli, Orioli, Cardinal and otheirs*

3. EOME BEFORE THE YEAR OF THE CITY 606 (OL. 158, B).

179. Rome, which, was an inconsiderable town "before the 1

dominion of'the Etruscans, received through them the struc-

tures that an Etruscan capital required, and at the same time

a circuit of very considerable extent (about seven millia). Its 2

temples also were now provided with statues of which Rome
is said to have been entirely destitute before; however, the 3

gods of Rome long remained of wood and clay, the work of

Etruscan artists or handicraftmen.

1. To these belong the great Cloaca (, 168), the laying out of the

Forum and Comitium, the Circus (. 1*70), the Capitoline temple (. 169),

the prison (robur Tullianum, S. Pietro in Carcere), which sprang from

the latomia of the Capitoline hill, the temple of Diana on the Avemtin%
the wall of Tarquinius or S^rvius (Niebuhr i. p. 394), and the Servian,

walls (Bunsen, Beschreibung Roms L s. 623). On the substructions of

the Yia Appia in the vale of Aricia and the tomb of the Horafcii and Cu-

riatii M, d. L il, 39. Canina Amu ix. p. 10.

2. On the worship without idols at Kome before the first Tarquin,

Zoega de Obel. p. 225.

3. Comp. Varro in Plin. xxxv, 45. with Plin. xrriv, 16.

L
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1 180. At the time of the republic the practical sense of
the Romans, which was directed to the common good, urged
them much less to what is called fine architecture than to
the construction of grand works in water- and road-architec-

ture; however, the military roads, which had a bottom of

gravel, and were paved with large stones, did not make their

appearance till the sixth century, and the extensive aqueducts
2 on arcades till the "beginning of the seventh. Temples indeed

in great number were vowed and dedicated at an early period
even to allegorical deities; but few before those of Metellus

3 were distinguished by their materials, size or art Men of
course were lodged still more meanly than the gods; there was

long even a want of great public courts and halls
;
and build-

ings for games were but slightly constructed for the temporary
4 object And yet of the arts of design, architecture was most

adapted to the Eoman customs and views of life
;
a Roman

named Cossutius built for Antiochus at Athens about 590 (.
1 53, Rem. 4). The sarcophagi of the Scipios show how Greek
forms and decorations had everywhere found entrance, but
also how they were combined and mingled after the example
of the Etruscans, without regard to destination and character.

1, The care of the Romans about road-making, aqueducts, and re-

moval of filth, is placed by Stralbo v. p. 235 in contrast with the indif-

ference of the Greeks as to these things. Braining of the Alban lake

about 359 (. 168), of the Velinus by Curius 462. (Mebuhr iii. p. 265.)

Aqueducts : Aqua Appia (under ground for 10 millia, 300 feet on arches)

442, Anio Vetus 481, Marcia 60S, the Tepula 627, the Julia by Agrippa
719. (Frontinus de aquseduct. 1.) New Cloacae 568. 719. Braining of

the Pomptine marshes 592 (again under Caesar and Augustus). Roads :

Tia Appia, 442 (at first unpaved; 460 it was paved with basaltic lava to

a distance of 10 millia from the city) ; Flaminia 532. 565 ; improvement
in road-making during the censorship of Fulvius Flaccus 578 ; excellent

roads of C. Gracchus about 630. Bridges over the Tiber, Comp. Hirt,
Oesch. der Baukunst ii. s. 184 if.

2. The temple vowed by the Dictator Postumius, and dedicated in
261 by Sp. Cassius to Ceres, Liber, and Libera, near the Circus Maximus,
is worthy of notice, Yitruvius* model of the Tuscan order, the first, ac-

cording to Pliny, which was adorned by Greeks, Damophilus and Gor-

gasus, as painters and statuaries in clay. The Temple of Yirtus and
Honor, dedicated by Marcellus 547, and decorated with Greek works of
art. Temple of Fortuna Equestris, 578, built by Q. Fulvius Flaccus,
systyle according to Vitruv. iii. 3 ; the half of the marble tiles of the
Hera Lacinia were to have formed the roof, Liv. xln, 3. The Temple of
Hercules Musarum at the Circus Flaminius, built by M. Fulvius Nobilior,
the friend of Ennius, 573, and adorned with brazen statues of the Muses
from Ambracia. See Plin. xxxv, 36, 4., together with Harduin, Eumenius
pro restaur. schol. c. 7, 3. and the coins of Pomponius Musa. Q. Me-
tellus Macedonicus built 605, with the spoils of the Macedonian war, two
temples to Jupiter Stator and Juno, ia which marble first made its ap-
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pearance, surrounded by a large portico (in. 722, named after Octavia).
Jupiter's temple peripteral, that of Juno prostyle, according to Vitru-
vius and the Gapitoline plan of Rome. The former, according to Vitra-

vius, was "built by Hermodorus of Salamis; according to Pliny, the
columns were executed by Sauras and Batrachus of Lacedsemon (lacerta

atque rana in columnarum spiris; comp. Winckelmana, W. L s. 379,

Fea, s. 459). Comp. Sachse, G?esch. der Stadt. Rom. i. s. 537. On the
statues therein, 160, 2. Hermodorus of Salamis also built the temple
of Mars at the Circus Maminius after 614. Hirt ii. s. 212.

3. A rude rebuilding of the city with unburnt bricks, 365. The first

basilica mentioned (fi&crihtxyi GTO&) was by Cato 568
;
at an earlier period

the temples of Janus served as places of assembly. Edifices by the censor
Fulvius Nobilior 573 for intercourse. A Senatus consultum against
permanent theatres (theatrum perpetuum) 597. comp. Lipsius ad Tac,
Ann. xiv. 20. The columna rostvata of Duilius in the first Punic war. On.

other honorary columns, Plin. xxxiv, 11.

5. See especially the Sarcophagus of Cornelius Lucius Scipio Barbates
Gnaivod patre prognatus, etc. (Consul 454) in Piranesi Monumenti degli

Scipioni, t, 3. 4. Winckelm, W. i. tf. 12. Hirt, tf. 11. F. 28. On the

insignificant remains of republican Rome, Bunsen i. s. 161. On the tombs
of the Scipios, Gerhard Beschr. Roms ii, 2. s. 121.

181. The plastic art, which was at the beginning very little 1

exercised among the Romans, gradually "became important to

them, through political ambition. The senate and people, 2

foreign states from gratitude., the Thurinians first, erected to

meritorious men statues of brass in the forum and elsewhere;

many even did so to themselves, as Spurius Cassius, according
to Pliny, had already done about 268. The images of their 3

ancestors in the atrium, on the other hand, were not statues,
but masks of wax designed to represent the deceased at pro-
cessions. The first brazen statue of a deity was, according to 4

Pliny, one of Oeres, which was cast from the confiscated pro-

perty of Spurius Cassius. From the time of the Bamnitic

wars, when the dominion of Rome began to extend over Magna
Grecia, statues and colossi were likewise, according to the

Greek custom, raised to the gods as consecrated gifts.

1. Pliny (xxxiv, 11 sqq.) indeed gives out many brazen statues as

works of the time of the kings and the early republic, and even believes

in statues of Bvander's time, and in the dedication of a Janus by -Nfmn%

which indicated the number 355 by bending the fingers in the manner

of the Greek mathematicians. But the most of those mentioned by Mm,

evidently belonged to a later period. The statues of Romulus and Gamil-

lus were in heroic nudity quite contrary to the Roman custom, unless

Pliny (ex his Romuli est sine tunica, sicut et Gamilli in RosMs) is to be

explained from Asconius in Scaur, p. 30. OrelL Romuli et !Fatjl stattua

in Capitolio et Camilli in rostris togata& sine tunicis. Romulus was an

ideal figure, the head of which is preserved on coins of the Memmian fa-

mily ; the same applies to Numa (Yisconti, Icomogr. Rom. t>l. IV, on the
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contrary, Ancus Marcins appears to liave retained a family likeness of
the Marcii. The following are more genuine works of the earlier period^

viz., the Attus Favius (comp. with Pliny Cic, de Div. i. 11), the Minu-
cius of the year 316, and the probably Greek statues of Pythagoras and
Alcibiades (erected about 440), and of Hermodorus of Ephesus, a parti-

cipator in the decemviral legislation. Comp. Hirt Gesch. der Bild.

Kunst s. 271. Statues of Romans before Pyrrhus (454) Cicero CaeL .

39. c. intpp.

2. See Plin. xxxiv, 14. In the year 593 the censors P. Corn. Scipio
and M. Popilius took away all statues of magistrates around the forum
which had not been erected by the people or senate. A statue of Cor-

nelia, the mother of the Gracchi, stood in the portico of Metellus.

3. On the Imagines Majorum, Polyb. vi, 53. with Schweighauser's
note. Lessing Sammtl. Schriften Bd. x. s. 290. Eichstadt iii. Prolu-

^siones. Qu. de Quiacy, Jup. Olymp. p. 14. 36. Hugo's Rechtsgesch.

(eleventh ed.) s. 334. Appius Claudius first dedicated images of his an-

cestors on shields (comp. . 345*) in the temple of Bellona, which was
vowed in the year 456 (not 259). Plin, xxxv, 3.

5. The Hercules dedicated on the capitol in 448 is worthy of remark

(Liv. ix. 44) ; and also the colossal Jupiter consecrated by Spurius Car-

vilius on the capitol after 459, visible from the Jupiter Latiaris. It was
cast from the magnificent armour of the sacred legion of the Samnites

(comp. Liv. ix, 40. x, 38) ; at its feet was the statue of Carvilius cast

from the filings (reliquiis timce). Plin. xxxiv, 18. IsTovius Plautius,
worker in brass at Rome, about the year 500, . 173. Rem. 4.

1 182. In the consular and family coins (as those marked
with the names of the superintendents of the Mint, especially
the tresmri momtales, were called) the art gives evidence of

great rudeness during the first century after the coining of
silver "began (483) ;

the impression is flat, the figures clumsy,
the Roma-head ugly. Even when the more multiplied family-
types made their appearance, the art still remained rude and

2 imperfect The early occupation with painting, especially
in the case of Fabius Pictor, contrasting as it did with the

3 customs ofRome otherwise known to us, is remarkable. How-
ever, the application of painting to the perpetuating of war-
like exploits and the adorning of triumphs also contributed to
its being held in honour among the Romans.

1. The oldest consular coins had on the obverse the head with the

winged helmet (Roma, according to others Pallas) j on the reverse the

Dioscuri, instead of whom, however, a chariot and horses (Mgati, serrctfi)
were soon introduced. The family coins had at first the general Roman
emblems of the consular coins, only different gods were represented on the
chariot

; afterwards different types made their appearances bearing re-
ference to the religion and history of the families. The denarius of the

Pompeian family with the she-wolf, the children, and fbefostlus is interest-

ing. The wolf is well designed, probably after the Etruscan one (.
172) ; every thing else still bad and rude. The principal works on this
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portion of Numismatics "by Car. Patin, Yaillant, Morelli, and Eavercamp.
Ecknel D. K ii, v. p. 53 sqq. especially 111. Stieglitz, Distributio nu-
moram familiarum Roman, ad typos accommodata (an instructive book),
Lips. 1830. B. Borghesi on family coins in Giornale Acad. T. Mv. Ixv.

Cavedoni Monete ant. italicne impresse per laguerra civile, BuHett. 1837.

p. 199.

2. Fabius Pictor painted the temple of Salus, and that too in a mas-

terly manner, in 451. lav. x, 1. Plin. xxxv, 7. Val. Max. viii, 14, 6.

Dion. Hal. Frgm. by Mai xvi, 6. Letronne Lettres d'un Antiquiare, p. 412.

Append., p. 82. denies that the passage in Dionysius refers to Fabius.

M. Pacuvius of Rudise, the tragedian (half a Greek), painted the temple
of Hercules in the Forum Boarium about 560. Postea non est spectata

(haec ars) honestis manibus, Plin. A painter named Tneodotus in Nse-

vius (Festus, p. 204. Lindem.) [Panofka in the Rhein. Mus. iv. s. 133

if.] about 530, was evidently a Greek, as well as the rot%oyg&<po$ Deme-

trius, 590. Diodor. Exc. Vat. xxxi, 8. comp. Osann, Kunstblatt 1832. .

74. [ro^oy^ipof is only Osann's conjecture for rooroy^a^of ; rovtoi

y^oi(p^s

is more likely in the sense which we discover from Yitruvius, from topia ;

R, Rochette Suppl. au Oatal. des artistes, p. 271 sqq. prefers ro'7rQ>y<*@o$>

although roVog- cannot be pointed out in the sense of landscape.]

3. Examples in Pliny xxxv, 7, especially M. Valerius Messala's battle

against the Carthaginians in Sicily, 489, and Lucius Scipia's victory
over Antiochus about 564 Lucius Hostilius Maneinus in 606 explained
to the people himself a picture representing the conquest of Carthage.

Triumphs made pictures necessary (Petersen, Einleit. s. 58) ; for iisat

purpose JSmilius Paulus got Metrodorus from Athens (ad exeolendtra

triumphum), PEn. xxxv, 40, 30.

FIFTH PERIOD,

FROM THE YEAR 606 OF THE CITY (OLYMPIAD 158, 3) TILL THE
MIDDLE AGES.

1. GENERAL REJECTIONS ON THE CHARACTER AND SPIRIT OF

TIME.

183. As the wliole Mstory of civilized mankind (with tie l

exception of India), so also was the history of art now concen-

trated at Borne; but merely through the political supremacy,

,not on account of the artistic talents of the Romans. The

JJomans, although on one side intimately allied to the Greeks,

were yet as a whole of coarser, less finely organized materials.

Their mind was always directed to those external relations of 2

men to one another, "by which their activity in general is
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conditioned and determined (practical life) ;
at first more to

those which concern the community (politics), then, when
freedom had outlived itself, to those which exist ^between in-

3 diyiduals (private life), especially such as arose with reference

to external possessions. To preserve, increase, and protect

the res familiaris, was nowhere so much as here regarded as a

4 duty. The careless, unembarrassed, and playful freedom of

mind which, heedlessly abandoning itself to internal impulses,

gives birth to the arts, was a stranger to the Romans
;
even

religion, in Greece the mother of art, was among them de-

signedly practical, not only in its earlier form as an emana-

tion of Etruscan discipline, but also in its later, when the

5 deification of ethico-political notions prevailed. This practical

tendency, however, was among the Romans combined with a

taste for magnificence which despised doing things by halves,

or in a paltry style, which satisfied every necessity of life in a

complete and comprehensive manner by great undertakings,
and thereby upheld architecture at least among the arts,

3. Compare on this point (a principal cause of the great perfection

of the civil law) Hugo's History of Law, eleventh ed, p. 76. Juvenal

xiv. shows how avaritia was inoculated in the young as good husbandry.

Horace often places as in A. P. 323. the economico-practical education of

the Romans in contrast with the more ideal culture of the Greeks. Om-

nibus, diis, hominibusque, formosior videtur massa auri, quam quidquid

Apelles, Phidiasque, Graeculi delirantes, fecerunt. Petron. 88.

1 184 The character of the Roman world in reference to

art, throughout this period, can be best understood if viewed in

2 four stages: 1st From the conquest of Corinth to Augustus. The
endeavours of the great to impose, and to gain the people by
the magnificence of triumphs, and games of unprecedented

3 splendour, drew artists and works of art to Rome. In indi-

viduals there was awakened a genuine taste for art, for the

most part indeed united with great luxury, like the love for

4 art of the Macedonian princes. The charm of these enjoy-
ments was only enhanced in private life by the resistance of

a party who cherished old-Roman predilections, although in

5 public life these had apparently the ascendancy. Hence
Rome was a rallying point for Greek artists, among whom
there were many of great excellence who vied with the an-

6 cients; artistic science and connoisseurship here fixed their

seat.

2. See . 182, 3. M. jEmilius Scaurus, Sullceprimgnus, in 694. brought
to Borne for his games as sedile the pledged statues of Sicyon, Pan. xxxv,

40, 24. xxxvi, 24, 7. Pictures also were spoiled from want of skill, in

cleaning for such purposes, xxxv, 36, 19. In Cicero's time magistrates
often lent one another works of art from a distance, Cic. Verr. iv. 3.
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Scenographic pictures, in whicli illusion was the highest aim, were also

employed at the games. Plin. xxxv, 7.

4. See Cato's speech (557), Liv. xxxiv, 4. Plin. xxxiv, 14. Cicero was
afraid to "be held by the judges a connoisseur m art : nimirum didici

etiam dum in istum inquiro artificum nomina. Terr, iv, 2, 7. Cicero's

love for art, however, was Tery moderate, see Epp. ad Dly. vii, 23.

Parad. 5
3
2. Hot so with Damasippus, Epp. ibid. Horat. Sat. ii, 3, 64.

6. The iMelligentes stood in contradistinction to the IQMTCU, Cic. ibid.

But evenPetronms^ Trimalchio says amid the most ridiculous explanations
of art : Meum eaim intelHgere nulla pecunia vendo. Important passages
on connoisseurship in Dionys. de Dinarcho, p. 664. de vi Dem. p. 1108.

[Juv. i
?
56 doctus spectare lacunar.] The test was : non inscriptis auo

torem reddere signis, Statius
3
Silv. iv, 6, 24. The idiot&j on the contrary,

were often deceived with famous names. Beck, De ETom. Artif. in Mo-
num. artis iaterpolatis. 1832.

185. II The Time of tie Julii and Flami, 723 to 848 1

A. u. (90 A. B.). Prudent princes, by means of magnificent

undertakings which also procured to the common people ex-

traordinary comforts and enjoyments, brought the Romans
into entire oblivion of political life; half insane successors,

by the gigantic schemes of their folly, gave still ample occu-

pation to the arts. Although art even in such times must 2

have been far removed from the truth and simplicity of the

best ages of Greece, still, however, it everywhere manifested

during this century spirit and energy; the decline of taste is

yet scarcely observable.

1. The saying of Augustus : that he would leave the city marmor&d
which he had received lateritia* Nero's "burning and rebuilding.

186. III. From Nerva to tie so-catted Triginta Tyranni, I

96 to about 260 years after Christ. Long-continued peace in

the Roman empire; splendid undertakings even in the pro-

vinces; a transitory revival of art in Greece itself through
Hadrian; magnificent erections in the East With all this 2

zealous and widely-extended exercise of art, the want of in-

ternal spirit and life is shown more and more distinctly from
the time of the Antonines downwards, along with the striv-

ing after external show; vapidity and inflation combined, as*

in oratory and literature. The force of the spirit of Greco- 3

Roman culture was broken by the inroad of foreign ideas;
the general want of satisfaction with the hereditary religions^
the blending together of heterogeneous superstitions must
have been in many ways pernicious to art. The circumstance 4

that a Syrian sacerdotal family occupied for a while the Ro-
man throne had considerable influence. Syria and Asia Mi- 5

nor were at that time the most flourishing provinces^ and an
Asiatic .character emanating from thence, is clearly observabler

in the arts of design as well as in literature^
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3. The worship of Isis, which made violent intrusion about the year
700 a. u. and often served as a cloak to licentiousness, became gradually
so prevalent that Commodus and Caracalla openly took part in it. The
worship of Mithras, a mixture of Assyrian and Persian religion, became
first known in the Roman world through the pirates, before Pompey,
and was established at Rome from the time of Domitian, and still more
from the time of Commodus. The Syrian worship was in favour even
under Nero, but became prevalent particularly from the time of Septi-
mius Severus. Add to this, the Chaldsean Genethliology ; Magic amu-
lets, . 206; theurgic philosophy. Comp, Heyne, Alexandri Severi Imp.
religiones miscellasprobantis judicium, especially Epim. vi.: de artis fin-

gendi et sculpendi corruptelis ex religionibus peregrinis et superstitioni-
bus profectis, Opusc. Acadd. vi. p. 273.

4. Genealogy also is of importance to the history of art :

Bassianus

Priest of the sun at Emesa

I
i

JTJLIA DOBOTA JFMA M-ESA
the wife of Septimius Severus

Bassianus Septimius SOJEMIAS JULIA MAMM.EA
Caracalla Geta by a Roman senator by a Syrian

Heliogabalus Severus Alexander.

1 187. IV. From the Triginta Tyranni to the Byzantine times.

2 The ancient world declined, and with it art. The old Roman
patriotism lost, through political changes and the powerless-
ness of the empire, the hold which the rule of the Csesars had

3 still left it The living faith in the gods of heathendom dis-

appeared; attempts to preserve it only gave general ideas for

personal substances. At the same time was altogether lost
the manner of viewing things to which art is indebted for its

existence, the warm and living conception of external nature,
4 the intimate union of corporeal forms with the spirit. A dead

system of forms smothered the movements of freer vital

power; the arts themselves were taken into the service of a
tasteless half-oriental court-parade. Before the axe was laid

externally to the root of the tree the vital sap was already
dried up within.

AECHITECTONICS.

1
^
188. Even before the Csesars Rome was provided with all

kinds of edifices which seemed necessary to adorn a great
2 city, after the manner of the Macedonian structures;

_ele-
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gantly built temples, although none of considerable extent;
cwrice and basilicce, which became more and more necessary to 3

the Romans as places of assembly and business, as Veil as

markets (fora) surrounded with colonnades and public build-

ings; buildings also for games which the Roman people was 4

formerly accustomed to see even although magnificent, con-

structed only for a short duration, were now built of stone

and in gigantic masses. In the same way luxury in pri- 5
vate buildings, after it had timidly and hesitatingly taken the

first steps, soon advanced rapidly and unprecedently to a

great height; at the same time the streets were crowded with 6

monuments, and superb villas swallowed up the space destined

for agriculture.

2. Temple of Honor and Virtus built by the architect C. Mutius for

Marius, according to Hirt ii. s. 213 5 others (as Sachse i. s, 450) hold it

to be that of Marcellus, . 180. Rem. 2. The new capitol of Sulla and
Catulus with unaltered plan, dedicated in 674. The temple of Yenus
Grenitrix on the Forum Juliuni, vowed in 706 ; Temple of Divus Julius,

began in 710.

3. The Curia of Pompey 697 ; the magnificent Basilica of JEmilras

Paulus, the consul 702, with Phrygian columns (Basilica Emilia et FoU

via, Varro de L. L. vi . 4). The Basilica Julia, which Augustus com-

pleted and then renewed, at the south-west comer of the Palatine* See

Gerhard, Delia Basilica Giulia. R. 1823. Adjoining it was the newForum

Julium, completed by Augustus. On the design of a Forum . 295.

4. In the year 694 M. JEmilius Scaurus as aedile fitted up magnifi-

cently a wooden theatre ; the wall around the stage consisted of three

tiers of pillars (episceuia), behind which the wall was of marble below,

then of glass, and then of gilded wainscot; 3,000 brazen statues, many
pictures and tapestries. Curio the tribune's (702) two wooden theatres

were united into an amphitheatre. Pompey's theatre (697), the first of

stone, for 40,000 spectators, was copied from that of Mitylene. On the

upper circuit stood a temple of Venus Victrix. Hirt iii. s. 98. [Canina

sul teatro di Pompeo in the Mem. d. acad. Archeol. 1833.] The first am-

phitheatre of stone erected by StatOius Taurus under Augustus. The

circus Maximus was fitted up for 150,000 men in the reign of Caesar.

5. The censor L. Crassus was much censured about the year 650 on

account of his house with six small columns of Hymettic marble. The

first that was faced with marble (a luxury which now crept in) belong^!

to Mamurra, 698 ; but even Cicero lived in a house which cost i&sxxrrt

that is ,26,090. Mazois, Palais de Scaurus, ftagm. d'un voyage fait &

Rome vers la fin de la r^publ. par Me*rovir prince des Sueves, In. Ger-

man with notes by the brothers Wustemann. G-otha 1820.

6. Lucullus' villas, Petersen Einl p. 71. Varro's Ornithon (aHer the

tower of the Winds at Athens, de R. R. iii, 3).
Monument of Ca&cHia

Metella, the wife of Crassus, almost the only ruin of that time. Archi-

tects in the time of Cicero, Hirt ii. s. 257. Cyrus in Cicero's letters.
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1 189. In the time of the first Csesars Roman architecture
in public buildings cultivated a character of grandeur and

magnificence, which "was certainly the most conformable to

the relations and ideas of a people that governed the world.
2 Pillars and arches took their place in considerable buildings

as a leading form, together with the columns and their entab-

lature, while at the same time the fundamental law was ob-

served that both forms, but each preserving its own place,
should go side by side, so that the arches formed the internal

construction of the building, the columns the external front,
and where no roof rested upon their entablature should fulfil

3 their end as supports to statues. However, there were more
severe scholars of the Greek masters, such as Vitruvius, who
were even already forced to complain of the mixture of hete-

4 rogeneous forms; a reproach, that must also indeed apply to

the so-called Roman capital which did not make its appear-
ance till after Vitruvius. Purity of architecture required to

be even at that time learned from the edifices of the Grecian
mother country and Ionia

3. See Titruv. iy 2. iv, 2. on the blending of the Ionic dentels with the

Doric triglyphs. It is found exemplified in the theatre of Marcellus.

Yitruvius complains more loudly of scenography which mocked at all

architectonic principles, . 209,

4. The Roman or Composite capital places the Ionic corner-capital
entire over the lower two-thirds of the Corinthian, into which however
the former had been already taken up in the most suitable manner ; it

loses thereby all unity of character. The columns are carried to a height
of 9 to 9| diameters. First introduced in the arch of Titus.

1 190. Augustus, with a true princely disposition, compre-
hended all branches of a Roman order of architecture: he
found the field of Mars still for the most part unoccupied,
and together with Agrippa and others converted it into a

superb city agreeably interspersed with groves and verdant
2 lawns, which eclipsed all the rest of the city. The succeed-

ing emperors crowded with their buildings more around the
Palatine and the Via Sacra; one enormous fabric here arose

3 on the ruins of another. In the room of the gigantic edifices

of Nero, which only ministered to the debauchery and vanity
of .the builder, the Flavii planted structures of public util-

ity; in their time, however, a perceptible decline of good taste
4 took place. A terrible event in the reign of Titus has pre-

served to posterity the animated spectacle of a whole Roman
country-town, in which, notwithstanding the utmost econ-

omizing of space, and on the whole a slight and cheap style
of

Jbuilding,
there are to be found nearly all kinds of public

buildings which a capital possessed, and a taste for elegant
form and pleasing ornament are seen everywhere diffused.
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1. UITPER AiratrsTUS (Monum. Ancyranum) :

I. IH ROME. a. Built by the Emperor. Temple of Apollo Palatinus,

completed in 724, of Carrara, and the colonnades around of Punic marble ;

libraries in it. Sachse ii. s. 10, Petersen Einl. s. 87. Temple of Jupiter
Tonans, now of Saturn (three Corinthian columns together with entabla-

ture on the Capitoline hill are remains of a restoration, Desgodetz, Les
Edifices Antiques de Rome, ch. 10) ;

of Quirinus, a dipteros ; of Mars Ultor

on the capitol, a small monopteros, which we still see on coins, and in the

forum of Augustus a large temple, of which three columns still remain.

Piale, Atti dell' Ace. Archeol. Rom. ii. p. 69. The Romanfora according
to Bunsen, Mon. d. Instit. ii, 33. 34. Theatre of Marcellus, built into the

Palace Orsini, 378 feet in diameter (see Guattani M 1. 1689, Glenn. Febr.

Piranesi, AntichitS, Rom. T. iv. t. 25 37. Desgodetz, ch. 23). Portico of

Octavia (formerly of Metellus) together with a curia, schola, library and

temples a vast structure. A few Corinthian columns of it remaining, as

is thought (comp. Petersen Einl. s. 97 ff). Mausoleum of Augustus toge-
ther with the Bustum on the field of Mars beside the Tiber ; remains of

it, Ayuce. Vice, [The bust at the Corso, Beschr, Roms iii. 3 Einleitung.]

b. Buildings of other great personages (Sueton. August. 29). By M.

Agrippa, great harbours and cloacae ; the portico of Neptune or the Argo-
nauts ; the Septa Julia and the Biribitorium with enormous roof (Plin.

xvi, 76, and xxxvi. 24, 1. e cod. Bamberg. Bio Oass. Iv, 8); the large
Thermae. The Pantheon formed am advanced building in, front (727) ; a
circular edifice 132 feet high and broad within, with a portico of Uf

Corinthian columns of granite ; the walls reveted with marble, the lacu-

na-da adorned with gilded rosettes. Brazen beams supported the roof of

the portico, the tiles were gilded. Dedicated to the gods of the Julian

family (Jupiter as Ultor, Mars, Venus, B. Julius and three others), colossal

statues of whom stood in niches. [Instead of the words Pantheon lovi

Ultori in the second passage of Pliny, the Cod. Bamb, has vidit orbis : non

et tectum diribitom? There are only six niches] Other statues in

tabernacles, the Caryatides of Diogenes on columns. Colossi of Augus-
tus and Agrippa in the portico. Restored 202 after Christ. S. Maria

Rotonda. Desgodetz, ch. 1. Hirt in the Mus. der Alterthums W. Bd. L

s. 148. Guattani 1789. Sett. Mem. Encycl. 1817. p. 48. [Beschr. Roms

iii, 3. s. 33959.] Four [legal] documents by Fea. 1806 and 1807, [on

the removal of the adjoining houses]. "Wiebeking RurgerL Bauktmst,, Tt
24. Rosini's Vedute. By Asinius Pollio the atrium of Libertas with a

bibliotheca and busts of literary men. See Reuvens in Thorbecke, Be
Asinio Pollione. Cornelius Balbus' Theatre. Pyramid of Cestius.

On the picturesque appearance (scenography) of the Campus
at this time, Str. v. p. 256, Comp. Piranesi's imaginative panoramic

view : Campus Martius. R. 1762.

II. OUT OF ROME. In Italy the arches in honour of Augustus at

Himini (see Briganti's work), Aosta and Susa (Maffei, Mus. Teroru p.

234. Work by Massazza), which are still standing. Road out through

the hill of Posilippo by T. Cocceius Auctus. R, Rocitte, Lettre & M,

Schorn. p. 92. In the provinces, several temples of Augustus and Roma ;

ruins at Pola. The stoa of Athena Arehegetijs at the new forum of
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Athens -with, an equestrian statue of L. Caesar (slender Boric columns)
about 750. C. I. n. 342, 477. Stuart i. ch. 1. Remains of a small temple
of Augustus have "been lately discovered (0. I. 478). Nicopolis near Ac-

tium, and near Alexandria "built "by Augustus. Ara maxima built to Au-
gustus in 744 by the nations of Gaul, on an inscription in Osann Zeitschr.

f. A. W. 1837. s. 387. Sumptuous buildings by Herod the Great in Ju-
deea (Hirt, in the Schriften der Berl. Acad. 1816) ; the new temple en-

deavoured to bring the old style of Solomon into harmony with the Greek
taste now prevailing in architecture. Temple of C. and L. Csesar at Ne-

mausus, Nismes, an elegant Corinthian prostyle pseudopeript., built 752

(1 after Christ). Clerisseau, Antiquite's de Nismes. Comp. . 262, 2.

2. THE CLATTDII. The camp of the Prs&torians (A. D. 22) marks the
time of Tiberius, and the street-like bridge of vessels across the bay of

Baiae that of Caligula (Mannert Geogr, ix, 1. s. 731). Claudius' great
harbour of Ostia with gigantic moles and a pharos on an artificial island,
afterwards still more improved by Trajan (Schol. Juven. xii, 76) ; his

aqueducts (aqua Claudia et Anio novus) and draining of the lake
Fucinus. [Completed by Hadrian, Martiniere Geogr. Lex. iv. s. 1973 sq.]
Bunsen Annali d. Inst. vi. p. 24. tav. d'agg. A. B. [L. Canina sulla sta-

gione dellenavi di Ostia, sul porto di Claudio 1838. Atti del acad. pontef.]
Claudius' triumphal arch on the Flaminian way (on coins, Pedrusi vi. tb.

6, 2), buried ruins of it. Bullet, d. Inst. 1830. p. 81. Palatine palaces of
the Caesars. Del palazzo de' Cesari opera postuma da Franc. Bianchini.
Ter. 1738. A new Rome regularly built arose from Nero's conflagration
(65). The golden house (on the site of the

transitona) extended across
from the Palatine to the Esquiline and Caelius, with porticoes several
milJia in length and large parks laid out in the interior, and indescrib-
able splendour particularly in the dining-halls. The architects were Celer
and Severus. The Flavii destroyed the greatest part ; numerous cham-
bers have been preserved in the Esquiline, behind the substruction-walls
of the baths of Titus. See Ant. de Romanis, Le antiche Camere Esqui-
line 1822, and Canina's Memorie Rom. ii p. 119. comp. . 210. Nero's
baths on the Campus. [Canina sul porto Neroniano di Ostia, R. 1837.
from the Atti d acad. pontef.]

3. THE FIAVH. The third capitol, by Vespasian, higher than the ear-
Her ones (on coins, Eckhel D. ET. iv. p. 327) ; the fourth, by Domitian,
still always according to the same ground-plan but with Corinthian pil-
lars of Pentelic marble, within richly gilded (Eckhel, p. 377). Temple
of Peace, by Yespasian (Eckhel, p. 334) ; extensive ruins on the Via Sa-
cra. The cross-arch of the centre-nave was supported by eight Corin-
thian columns; at each side three subordinate compartments. Bra-
mante borrowed from them the idea of St. Peter's, According to others
it belonged to a basilica of Constantine (Nibby del tempio d. Pace et
della bas. di Constant. 1819. La has. di Constant, sbandita della Via
Sacra per lett. dell

5 Av. Fea. 1819). Desgodetz, ch. 7. Comp. Caristie,
Plan et Coupe du Forum et de la Voie Sacree. Amphitheatrinn Mavi-
um (Coliseum) dedicated by Titus, in the year 80, and used at the same
time as a Naumachia. The height 158 Parisian feet, the small axis 156
(Arena) and 2 X 156 (Seats), the large, 264 and 2 x 156. Desgodetz,
ch. 21. Guattani 1789. Febr. Marzo. Five small treatises by Fea!
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Wagner de Flav. Amph. Commentationes. Marburghi 1829 -1831. comp.
. 290, 3. 4. Titus' palace and thermae. Domitian built many mag-

nificent edifices, as to which Martial, Stat. Silv. iv, 2, 48. Large domed
hall on the Palatium by Rabirius. The Alban citadel (PiranesL, Anti-
chit^ d'Albano). Forum Palladium of Domitian or Nerva with richly
decorated architecture; chamfered corona; modillions and dentels toge-
ther ; see Moreaii, Fragmens d'Architecture, pi. 7. 8. 11. 12. 13. 14. 17. is.
Guattani 1789. Ottobre. Arch of Titus on the Via Sacra, the architect
ture somewhat overloaded, the corona channelled. Barton, Yet. Arcus
August, cum notis I. P. Bellorii ed. lac. de Rubeis 1690. Desgodetz, ch.
17. comp. . 294, 9. [Gius. Yaladier Sfarraz. artist. delT operato nel
ristauro dell' arco di Tito. In Roma 1822. 4to.]

4. Under Titus (A, D. 79), POMPEII, HEECTTI^NEITM and STABLE buried.

History of their discovery, . 260. Pompeii is highly interesting as a
miniature picture of Rome. A third portion of the city has been kid
open, and here there are a principal forum, with the temple of Jupi-
ter (?), a basilica, the Chalcidicum and Crypta of the Eumachia, and tlie

Collegium of the Augustales (1), the forum rerrni v&wlium, two theatres
(the unroofed one built by Antoninus Primus, M. Borbon. i, 38), therms^
numerous temples mostly small, among them an Iseum, many private
buildings, in part very stately dwellings provided with atrium and peri-
style, such as the so-called house of Arrius Diomedes, that of Sattust, of
Pansa, and those called after the tragic poet and the fean; the street of

sepulchres before the gate towards Herculaneum; separated from
the amphitheatre to the east. Almost everything oin a small sc^l
houses low (also on account of earthquakes), but neat, clean, and -

fortable, slightly built with rubble stones, but cast with excellent plaster ;
beautiful floors of particoloured marble and mosaic. The columns mostly
of the Boric order with slender shafts, but sometimes Ionic with singular
deviations from the regular form, and with a coating of paint (Mazois,
Livr. 25), also Corinthian. The most antique structure is the so-called

temple of Hercules. Much had not yet been restored after the earth-

quake of 63 A. D,

Principal Books : Antiquites de la Grande Grrece, grav. par. Fr. Pirar
nesi d'apres les desseins de J. B. Piranesi et expL par A. J. GuattanL P.
1804. 3 vols. fo. Mazois' splendid work, Antiquites de Pompel, begun in

1812, continued since 1827 by Gau. [Completed with the fourth part
1838.] Sir W. Gell and Gandy, Pompeiana or Observations on the Topo-
graphy, Edifices and Ornaments of Pompeii. L. 1817. New Series 1830,
in 8vo. Goro von Agyagfalva's Wanderungen durch Pompeii. Wlea
1825. R. Rochette and Bouchet, Pompei. Ohoix d'Edifices In&IiiSj be-

gun Paris 1828. [contains Maison du poete trag. broken off at the M
part, 22 pL] Cockburn and Bonaldson, Pompeii illustrated with pio-

turesque Yiews. 2 vols. fo. W. Clarke's Pompeii, translated at Leip-
zig 1834. M. Borbonico. Comp. , 260, 2. The latest excavafens, Btii
1837. p. 182 [Engelhardt Beschr. der in Pompeii ausgegrabenen Ge-

baude, Berlin 1843. 4to. (from Crelle's Journal for Archit.) The Hbrary
of Entertaining Knowledge. Pompeii 2 vols. 2d Ed. Itondon 1833. L.
Rossini le antichit^ diPompeii delin. sulle scoperteMte sino 1'anno 1830.
R, foL max. 75 tav.]
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1 191. The vast buildings erected by Trajan, the struc-

tures of Hadrian which vie with everything earlier, and even

particular edifices reared under the Antonines, present archi-

tecture in its last period of bloom, on the whole still as noble

and great as it was rich and elegant, although, in particular

works, the crowding and overloading with ornaments, to which

2 the time had a tendency, was already very sensible. We find

also, even from the time of Domitian, the insulated pedestals

of columns (stylobates) which arose from continuous posta-

ments (stereobates). They have no other ground and aim

than the straining at slender forms and the greatest possible

interruption and composition.

L TEAJAN'S Forum, the most stupendous in all Rome according to

Ammian. xvi, 10
;
with a brazen roof -which must have been perforated

{Paus. v, 12, 4. x, 5, 5. gigantei contextus, Ammian.) ; many columns and

fragments of granite found there recently. In the middle the column

(113 A.
j>.)

with the brazen statue of the emperor (now St. Peter). Pe-

destal 17 feet; base, shaft, capital and pedestal of the statue 100 feet.

The shaft 11 feet thick "below and 10 above. Composed of cylinders of

white marble ;
with a stair inside. The band with the reliefs becomes

broader as it ascends, which diminishes the apparent height, Bartoli's

Columna Trajana. [1673. Col. Traj. 134. sen. tabulis insc. quse olim Mu-
tianus incidi cur. cum expl. Ciaccom, nunc a C. Losi reperta imprimitur.

R. 1773.] Piranesi's superb work 1770. Raph. Eabretti, Be Columna Tra-

janL R. 1683. Against the traces of colours which Semper and others as-

serted, Morey in the Bull. 1836. p. 39. The Basilica Ulpia adorned with

numerous statues, on bronze coins (Pedrusi vi. tb. 25). A great number

of architectural works, therm.se> odeion,, harbour, aqueduct (on coins),

Trajanus herba parietaria. Almost all by Apollodorus, Dio Cass. Ixix, 4,

as likewise thebridge over the Danube, A. D. 105. Comp. Eckhel D. K. vi. p.

419. Arches of Trajan are still in existence at Ancona (very fine, of large

masses of stone), and at Benevento, of almost Palmyrenian architecture.

Works on these by Giov. di Nicastro and Carlo Nolli. The correspon-

dence with Pliny the younger shows the Emperor's knowledge, and his

interest in the buildings in all the provinces. Pliny's Villas (Mustius the

architect,) treatises upon them by Marquez and Carlo Eea.

HADRIAN, himself an architect, put Apollodorus to death from hatred

and jealousy. Temple of Yenus and Roma, pseudodipt. decast., in a fore-

court with a double colonnade, chiefly of marble with Corinthian columns,

large niches for the statues, beautiful lacunaria and brazen roof. See

Caristie, Plan et Coupe n. 4. The front view (with the history of Ro-

mulus on the pediment) on the bas-relief in R. Rochette M. I. i. pi. 8.

Tomb on the further side of the Tiber, described by Procopius, Bell.

Goth, i, 22. Now the castle of S. Angelo, Piranesi, Antichit^ iv. t. 4

12. Restorations, Hirt Gesch. Tf. 13, 3 4. 30, 23. Bunsen (after Major
Bavari's investigations) Beschr. Roms ii. s. 404. A structure square be-

low supported a circular building which probably diminished upwards in

three stages. [Circus in the neighbourhood of the Mausoleum, a treatise

thereon by Canina, 1839, in the Mem. d. Acad. Rom. di Archeol.] Tibur-
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tine villa, full of imitations of Greek and Egyptian buildings (Lyceum,

Academia, Prytaneum, Ganopus, Poecile, Tempe, [Lesche, in great part

preserved] a labyrinth of rmns, 7 millia in circuit, and a very rich mine
of statues and mosaics. Pianta della villa Tiburt. di Adriano by Pirro

Ligorio and Franc. Contini. R. 1751. "Winckelm. vi, 1. s. 291. As euer-

getes of Greek cities Hadrian completed the Olympieion at Athens (OL

227, 3, comp. C. L n. 331), and built a new city to which he gave his

name
;
the arch over the entrance to it is still standing ; there were there

a Heraaon, Pantheon, and Panhellenion, with numerous Phrygian and

Libyan columns. Probably the very large portico 376 X 252 feet, north

from the citadel, with stylobates, is also one of Hadrian's edifices. Stuart

i. ch. 5 (who takes it to be the Poecile), Leake, Topogr. p. 120. To the

Attic monuments of the time belongs also that in commemoration of the

Seleucid Philopappus' admission to the citizenship of Athens, erected in

the Museion about the year 114 under Trajan. Stuart iii. ch. 5. Grandes

Tues de Cassas et Bence, pi. 3, Bockh C. I. 362, In Egypt Antinoe

(Besa), beautifully and regularly laid out in the Grecian style, with co-

lumns of the Corinthian order, but of free forms however. Description
de l'Egypte> T. iv. pi. 53 sqq. Decrianus, architect and mechanician,

. 197.

Under AFTONINTTS PITTS, the Temple of Antoninus and Faustina, at first

probably destined only for the latter, a prostyle with beautiful Corin-

thian capitals, the cornice already greatly overloaded. Desgodetz 8.

Moreau pi. 23. 24. Yilla of the Emperor at Lanuvium. The column ia

honour of Antoninus Pius erected by Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Yeras,

merely a column of granite, of which nothing more than the marble

postament is preserved, in the garden of the Yatican, . 204, 4 ; Yignola
de Col. Antonini. R. 1705. [Seconda Lettera del sgr. M. A. de la Chausse

sopra la col. d. apoth. di A. P. Nap. 1805.] Column of Marcus Aurelius,

less imposing than that of Trajan (the bas-relief band is of the same

height throughout). [The col. of Marcus Aurelius, after P. S. Bartoli's

designs, by Bellori 1704.] A triumphal arch erected at the same time

in the Flaminian way, the reliefs of which are still preserved in the palace

of the Conservator! Herodes Atticus, the preceptor of M. Aurelius and

L. Yerus (comp. Fiorillo and Yisconti on his inscriptions) showed an in-

terest in Athens by the embellishment of the stadion and by building
an odeion. A theatre at New-Corinth. [A temple, supposed to have

been built in the time of the Antonines at Jaeckly near Mylasa, Ion. Aa-

tiq. i. ch. 4.1

192. After the time of Marcus Aurelius, although the love 1

of building did not cease, a more rapid decline in architectural

taste took place. Decorations were crowded to such a degree 2

that all clearness of conception was destroyed, and so many
intermediate mouldings were everywhere introduced between,

the essential members that the principal forms, especially the

corona, completely lost their definite and distinctive character

By seeking to multiply every simple form, interrupting the &

rows of columns together with the entablature by frequent

advancings and retirings, sticking half-columns to pilasters,
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making one pilaster jut out from another, breaking the ver-

tical Hue of the shafts with consoles for the support of sta-

tues, making the frieze belly out, and fining the walls with a

great number of niches and frontispieces, they deprived the

column, the pillar, the entablature, the wall and every other

member, of its significance and peculiar physiognomy, and*

together with a bewildering perplexity produced at the same
4 time an extremely tiresome monotony. Although the techni-

cal construction on the whole was excellent, the workmanship,
however, in detail become more and more clumsy, and the care

in the execution of the enriched members diminished in pro-
5 portion as these were multiplied. The taste of the nations of

Syria and Asia Minor had evidently the greatest influence on
this tendency of architecture; and there likewise are to be
found the most distinguished examples of this luxuriant and

6 florid style. Even native structures in the East may not have

escaped all influence
;
the mixtures of Greek with indigenous

forms in barbaric countries, which can be pointed out, appear
chiefly to belong to this period.

1. Under COMMODUS, t3ie temple of Marcus Aurelius with convex

frieze (built into the Dogana). The arch of SEPTIMITTS SEVEBTTS, bungled
in the design (the middle columns advance without any aim), overloaded

with tracery of rude workmanship. [Suaresius Arcus Sept. Sev. R. 1676.

foL] Another arch erected by the Argentarii. Desgodetz, ch. 8. 19. Bel-

lorL -

Septizonium quite ruinous in the 16th century. A labyrinth built

by Qu. Julius Miletus as an institution for the recreation of the people.

Welcker, Sylloge, p. xvii. CAKACALLA'S thermae, an enormous structure

with excellent masonwork ; light vaulted roofs of a composition of pu-

mice-stone, of great span, particularly in the cetta solearis (a swimming
bath towards the east), comp. Spartian Carae. 9. (The chief mine of the

Earnesian statues, the earlier of excellent, the more recent of ordinary

workmanship.) A. Blouet's Restauration des Thermes d'Ant. Caracalla.

On new excavations, Gerhard, Hyperb. Bom. Studien, s. 142. The so-

called circus of Caracalla (probably of Maxentius
; the inscription how-

ever does not entirely decide) before the Porta Capena, badly built.

Lately laid open. Investigation on the subject by Nibby; Kunstblatt

1825. N. 22. 50. 1826. K. 69. HELIOGABALUS dedicated to the god after

whom he was named a temple on the Palatium. SEVERTJS AXEXANBEB,
Thermae and other bathing establishments; many earlier buildings were
then renewed. There are many things besides at Rome which have come
down from the time of florid architecture, such as the so-called temples
of Jupiter Stator, Fortuna Yirilis (now Maria Bgiziana), and Concordia

(a later restoration of a temple to Divus Yespasianus, according to Fea).

5. In SYEIA, ANTIOCH was adorned by almost every emperor with

buildings, particularly "aqueducts, thermae, nymphsea, basilicse, xysta,
and edifices for games, and its ancient splendour (, 149) was often

restored after earthquakes. At HELIOPOLIS (Baalbeck) the great temple of
Baal buHt in the time of Antoninus Pius (Malalas, p. 119. Yen.), peript.
decast. 280 X 155 Par. F., with a quadrangular and a hexagonal fore-
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ottrt; a smaller temple peript. hexast. Tvith a thalamus (comp. , 15&.

Bern. 3) ;
a strangely designed tholus. R. Wood, The Ruins of Baalbeck,

otherwise HeUopolis- L. 1757. Ca&sas, Toy. pittor. en. Syria iL pi. 3 57.

Souvenirs pendant un voy, en orient (1832. 33.) par M. Alph. de Lamar-

tine, P. 1835. T. iiL p. 15 sqq. Magnificent description on the temple of

,tne San, data by Bussegger, in the BuE. 1837. p. 94 sq. PAKMYBA

(Tadmor) sprang up as a place of traffic in the desert in the first century

after Christ, and flourished, afber "being restored by Hadrian, during the

peaceful reign of the Antonines, afterwards as the residence of Qdenafcus

and Zenobia, till its conquest by Aurelian. See Heeren, Gommentatt. Soa

(Jott, rec. vii. p. 39. Diocletian also caused baths and churches to be

built there, and Justinian renewed them (according to Procopius and

Malalas). Temple of Helios (Baal) octast. pseudodipt. 185 X 97 feet,

with columns having metal foliage fixed on, in a large court (700 feet

long and broad) with Propyls&a, on the east. Small temple prost. hexast*

<m the west. Between them a street of columns 3,500 feet in length, an

imitation of that at Antioch. Round about ruins of a palace^ basilica^

open colonnades, markets, aqueducts, honorary monuments, tomb& (&at
of lamblichus built A. j>. 103, of very remarkable architecture) ; for games

only a small stadium. Wood, The Rains of Palmyra, otherwise Tadmor.

1753. Gassas L pi 26 sqc[. In similar style were Md out the cities of

BBCAPOMS, east from the Jordan, especially Gerasa (oa wiwsh Burck-

hardt treats in his Travels in Syria, jx 253, and BueHngham, ia Beater

detail, Trav. in Palestinej p* 353 sqsq. with, various plans and sfcetobes^

and Gadara (Gamala in Buckingham, p. 44). 1?he same gorgeous aai

overloaded architecture prevailed irt Asia KGaor, as is shown in tfee tem-

ple at Labranda (Kiselgick, according to others, Euromus, CliMSMl,

Gouff. Toy. Pitt. i. pL 122. Ionian Antiq, i ch. 4) 7
the monument of My-

lasa, with columns elliptical in transverse section (Ion. Ant. ch. 7. pL 24

B<I.
Chois. pi. 85 sq.), the ruins of a temple at Epbesus (Ion. Ant. pi 44, 45.

Chois. pL 122) ; the portico of Tkessalonica. ^Stuart iiL ch. 9) also belongs

to this time. In the roek-^sep^blires ear Jerusalem, espe<aally those

called the tombs of the Mags, i&e period of which it is difficult to deter-

mine (Miinter Antiq. AhhaniL s. 95 sq. B-aumer's Palastina s, 212. 216)

there appear simpler forms of Greek architecture; only the character

of the ornaments is oriental (grapes, palms and the like). Cassas iiL pi
1941. Forbia, Voy. d. le Levant, pL 38,

6. In the remarkable ruins of PETBA, the rock environed and almost

inaccessible city of the Jfabatheans, which was enriched by the com-

merce from the Bed Sea, there are found rock-built temples witli dome%

theatres, sepulchres, ruins of palaces; also colossal statues j on 10

whole, Grecian forms, but arbitrarily composed, and disfigured by a love

of fantastic multiplicity of forms* See especially Burckhardt, Trav. rat

Syria, p. 421. Leon de Laborde and Lioant, Voy. de PArabie PeMe,
lavr, 2 sqq. Not only do we find an interesting combiiialabtt of later

Roman with native forms in the empire of the Sassanida* (. MS) but

also in that of MEROE, especially at the small temple near ifaga (<ML-

liaud, Voy. & M&oS i. pL 13).

193. Beckoning from the time of tke TKrfcy Tyrants, and

still more from tliat of Diocletian, luxuriate passed over en-

M

1
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tirely into rudeness which neglected the fundamental forms
2 and principles of ancient architecture. Columnar was so

combined with arched architecture that the arches were at

first made to rest on the entablature, and afterwards were
even made to spring immediately from the abacus in vio-

lation of the laws of statics, which require undiminished and

angular pillars under the arch; at length they went so far

as to give the entablature itself, together with the dentels

3 and modillions, the form of an arch. They placed columns
and pilasters on consoles, which projected from the walls

in order to support arches or pediments; they began to give
the shafts screw-channelled and otherwise convoluted forms.

4 Covering members were on account of the multiplicity of

the parts regarded as the principal thing, and were loaded
on those lying beneath in a most unwieldy manner, as the

.cornice was on the entablature in general, and in its separate
5 subordinate parts. The execution was universally meagre;
tame and rude, without roundness or effect; there was left

however, as a remnant of the Eoman spirit, a certain gran-
deur in the design; and in the mechanical details things were

6 still done worthy of admiration. In consequence of the new
organization of the empire fewer buildings were undertaken

7 at Eome itself, but on the other hand provincial cities, espe-

cially from the time of Diocletian, flourished with new splen-
8 dour. What injured Rome most was the transference of the
throne to Constantinople.

6. GaUienus' arch, of travertine, in a simple style destitute of art. Un-
der Aurelian the walls of Rome were widened, attention to security began
(Nibby's statements in Mura di Roma 1821 are not always correct, see

Stef. Piale in the Dissert, dell' Ace. Archeol. ii. p. 95). Great double

temple of Bel and Eelius. Salaried teachers of architecture. Diocle-

tian's Thermae in tolerable preservation ; the circular hall in the centre,
the groined vault of which is supported by eight granite columns, was
converted by Michael Angelo in 1560 into the beautiful church S. Maria

degli Angeli. Desgodefcz 24. Le Terme Diocl. misur. e disegn. da Seb. Oya.R 1558. Strong castle and villa of the Ex-emperor near Salona (at

Spalatro) in Dalmatia, 705 feet long and broad. Adam's Ruins of the
Palace of Diocletian at Spalatro, 1764. fol. The column in honour of
Diocletian at Alexandria (otherwise Pompey's pillar) is very large indeed

(88^
Par.

f.)
but in bad taste. Descr. de 1'Egypte T. v. pi. 34. Anti-

quit&s, T. ii eh. 26. Append., Horry Descr. de la Colonne de Pompee,
Hamilton's jlgyptiaca, pi. 18, Cassasiii. pi. 58. [(. 149. R. 2). Clarke Tra-
vels

ii, 2. a title plate, Dalton Mus, Or. et Mg. or Antiquities from draw-
ings, pi. 43. The shaft is good in style, the capital and base bad, on
which account tforry, Leake in the Classical Journal, vol. 13. p. 153, and
Wilkinson Topogr. of Thebes 1835, regard it as a Grecian work of the

flourishing period of Alexandria, and suppose from the inscription 20 feet

high which was restored by Villoison and Leake, that it was only at last

dedicated to Diocletian. J. White JBgyptiaca, Oxf. 1801, thought that
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Pfcol. PMbd. raised it to Ms father. Only Zoega de obel. p. 607 has
shown that Apthonius in his description of the acropolis of Alexandria,
Progynm. 12 speaks of this column as the far-conspicuous central point
of the buildings on the acropolis which were derived from the Ptolemies
(ct^ai Bs ray ovru0 ry 7% wove? %v<pn irsgieeryKotffi), and that the place
where it now stands also agrees therewith. This testimony cannot be
shaken, although the inscription given by Cyriacus, which says that the
column was erected by Alexander the Macedonian (Beinocrates being
the architect), and which is defended by Osann in the Memorie d. Inst.
archeol. iii. p. 329, cannot be genuine. Accordingly the column did not
first proceed from the granite quarries of Syene in the years 205 209, as
Letronne maintains in Rech. pour servir a, 1'hist. de 1'Eg. p. 367, and Journ.
des. Sav. 1836. p. 593, and the present author also has conceded in the
Hall. A. L. Z. 1835. Jun. s. 245. that the shaft may have been taken from
that column which was erected on the same site in the time of Alexander
or the Ptolemies.] The arch of Constantine, adorned with Dacian vic-
tories from Trajan's arch, the new sculptures very ill proportioned.
Baths of Constantine. Tomb of Constantia, the daughter of Constantine
(the so-called temple of Bacchus, Desgodetz, ch. 2.), beside the church of
S. Agnes ; and of Helena the wife of Julian, a tholus, in the style of the
Pantheon, on the Via Nomentana. The corrupt style of architecture at
that time, with its twisted and convoluted columns, is not seen so dis-

tinctly in ruins as on sarcophagi (for example that of Probus Anicius*
about 390. Battellfs Dissertation on it, IL 1705), also on coins of Asia
Minor, for instance those of Blaundos under Philippus Arabs.

7. Besides Rome, the following were places of importance: Mediola-
num, on the buildings of which see Ausonras' (died in 390) (Haras TJrbes

5, Yerona, with the colossal amphitheatre, and the gates built ifi 265
in three stories with spirally-fluted columns, and pilasters on consoles ;

[Count Orti Manara Belle due antichissime porte esist. in Verona ai

tempi de' Romani, Verona 1840. foL] Treveri, where there are many
ruins, the Porta Nigra, a strong work, although rude in detail, comp. .

264; Narbo, Carthage.

8. At BYZANTIUM, Septimius Severus had already done much in build-

ing ; the city was now quickly provided with edifices for the requirements
of the people and the court, A forum of Augustus, other fora, senatm,
regia,) the paZatiumy baths, such as the Zeuxippeion, the hippodrome
(Atmeidan), with the obelisk erected by Theodosius and the serpent-
tripod, reputed to be from Delphi. At first temples were also dedicated
to Rorna and Cybele. Theodosius built the Lauseion and thermae. The

'

anemodulion (somewhat resembling the Athenian Tower of the Winds)
was a remarkable monument. See Mcetus Acorn. Narratio de statmis

antiq. qua$ Franci destruxerunt, ed. Wilken, p. 6. For general accoimfep,

Zosimus, Malalas, and other chroniclers, Procop. Be Mfiif. Justiniani,

Codinus, and an anonymous author, Antiqq. Cpolitanss, GyHuxs (died in

1555), Topogr. Cpoleos, Banduri Imperium Orientale, Heyrte Seriorlf

arts, opera quae sub Imper. Byzant. facta memorantur, Commeatat. Soe.

%>it. xi. p. 39. There are still preserved the obelisk of Th&odbsius; the

porphyry column in the ancient forum, 100 feet high, on wiiea stood the

stable of Constantine, and afterwards that of Theodomus, renewed by
itot, Oomuieims ; the marble pointed columns, 91 feet ingh^ which Con-
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stantine Porphyrogenitus or Ms grandson caused to "be covered with

gilded bronze ;
the pedestal of the Theodosian column (, 207) and some

other things of less importance. See Carbognano, Descr. topogr. dello

stato presente di Cpoli, 1794. Pertusier, Promen. Pittoresques dans

Constantinople, 1815. V. Hammer's Constantinopolis und der Bosporus,
2 bde 1822. Raczynski's Malerische Reise, s. 42 ff. Among the princi-

pal buildings were the aqueducts (such as that of Valens), and the era-

TEENS, large fabrics, but petty in detail, which also prevailed in other

parts of the East (for example at Alexandria, Descript. de 1'Egypte T. v.

pi. 36. 37), and served as models for Arabic buildings. In Byzantium
there are eight, partly open, partly vaulted over with small domes; only

one still used, that beside the hippodrome 190 X 166 feet large, in three

stories, each of which consists of 16 X 14 columns. The columns are

mostly Corinthian, but also with other quite abnormal capitals. Walsh's

Journey from Constantinople to England, ed. 2. 1828. Count Andreossy's

Constantinople et le Bosphore. P. 1828. L. iii. ch. 5. 8.

During tMs period was developed the Christian

church-architecture, not from the Grecian temple, hut, con-

formahly to the wants of the new religion, from the basilica,

inasmuch as old hasilicas were sometimes fitted up for that

purpose, and sometimes new ones built, but after Constantine
2 chiefly with plundered pieces of architecture. A portico (pro

naos, narthex), the interior entirely roofed, several aisles, the
central one higher, or all equally high; behind in a circular

recess (concha, sanctuarium) the elevated tribune. By length-

ening this and adding side-porticoes, the later form of Italy
3 arose. Besides these, there were at Eome as baptisteries par-

ticular round buildings, whose form and disposition were de-

rived from the bath-rooms of the Romans (. 292, 1); but in
the East, even as early as Constantine, churches also were

4 built of a round form with wide-vaulted cupolas. This form
was on the whole very grandiose, although in the individual

parts developed in a paltry taste in the church of St. Sophia,
which was erected in the time of Justinian; it afterwards be-
came prevalent in the Eastern empire, and even the later

Greek churches, with their main and subordinate cupolas, pay
5 homage to this taste. The edifices of the Ostrogothic time,

especially from Amalasuntha downwards, did not probably
arise without the influence of Byzantine architects.

1. Church of Saint Anges founded "by Constantia, the daughter of

Constantine, a "basilica with three aisles, and with two ranges of columns,
one above the other. A five-aisled basilica of S. Paul outside the walls,

according to some, by Constantine, the columns of different kinds, as

also in St. John of the Lateran, the curious carpenter-work originally
overlaid with gold; recently burned down (Rossini's Vedute). N. M,
Mcolai Bella Basilica di San Paolo. E. 1815 foL The five-aisled basilica
of St. Peter on the Yatican (Bunsen, Beschreibung von Rom ii. s. 50 Bq.)
connected by porticoes with the bridge across the Tiber as St. Paul's was
with the city. St. Clemens, a model of the ancient disposition, of basilicas.
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Ghitensohtt and Knapp, Monumenti della ReL Christiana R. begun 1822.

Besides, Agincourt, Hist, de TArt par les monumens depuis sa decadence,
T. iv, pL 416. 64. Platner, Beschreibung Roms, i. s. 417. The descrip-
tion of the church built by Constantine at Jerusalem corresponded in

all the main points with these Roman basilicas, Buseb. V. Const, iii, 25

40 ;
the same remark applies to the Church of the Apostles built by

Constantine and Helena at Byzantium, Banduri, T. ii. p. 807. Par.

3. The so-called Baptistery of Constantine is a circular building of this

sort, Ciampini Opp. T. ii. tb. 8. On the Baptistery in St. Peter's, Bunsen
ii. s. 83. The description by a rhetor (Walz Rhetores i. p. 638) of a Bap-
tisterion ('Ssftvsiov B<scm<rro) with rich mosaics in the cupola over the

baptismal font is particularly interesting. The oldest example of a round
church is the cathedral of Antioch, built also by Constantine, of octagonal

plan, similar in construction to the church of San Vitale (Rem. 5) with

very high and wide cupola, Euseb. iii. 50. Dronke and Lassaulx Mat-
thias Kapelle bei Kobern, s. 51. a list of 61 round and polygonal
churches.

4. The church of Saint Sophia was rebuilt by Isidore of Miletus and
Anthemius of Tralles before 537. The dome (rgovxxof), resting on four

pillars, was restored after an earthquake in 554 by the younger Isidore.

It was now more durable, but not sa imposing. Under the dome was
the

le^o^rstQ&j in the galleries at the sides the places for men and women,
in front the narthex* Procop. I. I. Agaihias v, 9. Halalas p. 81. Yea,

Cedrenus p. 386. Anonym, in Banduri Imp. Or. i p. 62>. ch, ii. JL 744-

Other architects and p^m^oioi of the time: Ghxyses of Alexandria and
Joannes of Byzantium.

5. In Ravenna there is the church of San Vitale, which is quite peri-

pherically built, on an octagonal ground-plan, with rude forms in the capi-
tals of the columns, a building of the last Gothic period ; Justinian caused

it to be adorned with mosaic work by Julianus Argentarius, and to be

provided with a narthex (Rumohr, Ital. Forschungen iii. s. 200). Agin-
court iv. pL 18. 23. Theodoric's Mausoleum (at least a work of the time),,

now S. Maria Rotonda, is a btnlding composed of very large blocks of

freestone, and of simple although heavy forms. Smirke, Archaeologia
yyin. p. 323. Comp. Schoiu Reisen in Italien s. 398 , and oa Theodoric

y
s

buildings in Rome, Ravenna, and Ticinum [on the height at TerracinaJ.
see Mansor

s Gesclu des O. Gothischen Reichs s. 124. 396 . Rumohr s.

198 ff. speaks against the derivation of Italian structures from Byzan-
tium. AloisiuSj architect at Rome about 500 A. D. Cassiodor, Var. ii. 39.

Bellermann Die aeltesten christlichen BegrabnissteUen, im Be&ondem
die Katacomben zu Neapel mit den Wandgemalden, Hamb. 1839. 4to.

At Rome we have only further to mention the column of the emperoi-

JPhocas (F. A. Tisconti, Lett, sopra la coL dell* Imp. Foca, 1813} erected

about the year 600
;
it was plundered from another monument*

195. Through the new requirements of a new leEgiQa, and 1

the fresh spirit which the subversion of aE relations breathed

at least here and there into a now decrepit race, architecture

received a new spark of life* The forms indeed continued
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rude in detail, nay they always became more and more clumsy
and disproportioned, but at the same time, however, the works

of the Justinian and Ostrogothic period manifested a freer and

more peculiar feeling, which conceived more clearly the signi-

ficance of the building as a whole than was the case with

the latest Koman architects; and the vast spaces of the basili-

cas, with their simple lines and surfaces undisturbed by mosaic

work, produced a more powerful impression than the "over-rich

2 Palmyrenian architecture. This style of architecture (the

early Gothic, the Byzantine) quickened anew for new ends,

and in almost all individual forms still remaining allied to

the later Roman style, prevailed throughout Christian Europe
during the first half of the Middle Ages, fostered and perfected

by the architectural corporations which were kept up from
Roman antiquity, and perhaps always continued in connexion

3 with Greece. It prevailed until the Germanic spirit, out-

flanking that of southern Europe, began thoroughly to alter

the Roman forms according to an entirely new system, and
in conformity with its own fundamental ideas and feelings.

4 The pointed gable and arch, and the least possible interrup-
tion in the continuation 6f the vertical lines denote the ex-

ternal, climatic, as well as the internal fundamental tendencies

rooted in the mind, of this style of architecture so directly

opposed to the ancient, but which never became altogether
naturalized in Italy, and was therefore very quickly expelled
in the fifteenth century by the revived architecture of the

times of the Roman emperors.

2. Passages where architectural works are characterized in the 10th

and llth century by more Gfrcecorum, ad consuetudimm @rdecorum, and

mention is also made of Grecian architects, in Stieglitz liber die Go-

thische Baukunst, s. 57. General assembly of niasons at York in 926 "?

3. The so-called Gothic architecture in Italy and England is described

as opus Teutonicum and the like, see Fiorillo Gesch. der Kunst in Deutsch-

land ii, s. 269 ff. Vasari sometimes calls it stilo Tedesco> sometimes

CrOtlCO.

3. THE PLASTIC ART.

1 196. Artists flocked more and more from the conquered
countries to Rome; at the time of Sylla, Pompey, and Octa-

vian, we find that nearly all the eminent toreutse, brass-casters,

and sculptors that then existed, were assembled at Rome.

2 Pasiteles distinguished himself as a very industrious and care-

ful artist, who never worked but from accurately finished

models. The models of Arcesilaus were in themselves more

highly prized than the statues of other artists. Decius ven-
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tured to measure himself with Chares In brass-casting, and

everywhere was manifest the influence of the restoration of

art produced by the study of the best models, which took its

rise principally from Athens. Neither was there any lack of 3

workers in vessels, although none came up to those of earlier

times; wherefore argentwm wtus was used as synonymous with

finely-wrought In coins the best age did not begin till the 4

year 700 ;
we have denarii of that time which rival the coins

of Pyrrhus and Agathocles in delicacy of workmanship and

beauty of design, although indeed the spirit and grandeur of

earlier Greek coins are still found wanting in these.

2. PASITELES from Magna Glrecia, toreutes and "brass-caster, (Hvis

Bom. 662 ; he executed perhaps sometime earlier tlie statue for Metellus*

temple of Jupiter, Plin. xxxvi, 4, 10, 12. comp. however Sillig Amalttu

iii, 294. Golotes, a scholar of Pasiteles, toreutes about 670 (1). Stephanu%
a scholar of Pasiteles, sculptor (Thiersch, Epochen s. 295) about 670.

Tlepolemus, modeller in wax, and Hiero, painter, brothers, of Cibyra, Yer*-

res' canes venatici, about 680. ABCESILATJS, plastes, brass-caster, and

sculptor, 680 708. (Venus G-enitrix for Caesar's Forum)* Posis> plastes^

690. Goponius, brass-caster, 690. MENELATJS, scholar of Stephanus,

sculptor, about 690 (. 416). DBCXTO, brass-caster, about 695. PBAXI-

TEI*ES [Pasiteles], Poseidonius, Leostratides, Zopyrus, toreutse and work-

ers in vessels, about 695. (Silver mirrors come into Jashwm through
Praxiteles [Pasiteles], he made a figure of the ygung Roscim (He* de Mv.

i, 36). Aulanius Euandrus of Athens, toreutes and plastes, 710 724*

Lysias, sculptor, about 7M. DIOGENES of Athens, sculptor, 727. Gephi-

sodorus, at Athens, about 730 (?). C, I. 364. Eumnestus, Sosicratides*

son, at Athens, about 730. G. I. 359. Add. Pytheas, Teucer, toreutae

about that time. Maecenas' freedman Junius Thaletio, flatwrarius sigiEcb-

nusy Gruter Thes. laser. 638, 6 (. 306). Gold-workers of Livia, in the

inscriptions of the Columbarium. [Eubulides and Eucheir at Athens,

alternately for three generations, d I. n. 916. E. Bochette SuppL au Oa*

tal. des Artistes, p. 306.]

3. Zopyrus* trial of Orestes before the Areopagus, is thought to "be

recognised on a cup found in the harbour of Antium, Winckelni. M. I. n*

151. Werke vii. tf. 7. Subito ars hsec ita exolevtt ut sola jam vetustate

censeaturj Plin. xxxiii, 55.

4. Thus, for example, on the denarius of L. Manlius, with Sulla on

the triumphal car, the reverse in particular is still very poorly handled,

The denarius of A. Plautius is much better, with the Jew BaccMm,
of the time of Pompey's Asiatic wars. That of Ferius with the head of

Jupiter is very excellent, of 703. Equally fine is that of Gornuficius

with Jup. Amnon (I explain the reverse thus : Juno Sospita has sent a

favourable omen to Gorauficius when taking the ausplce% hence she car-

ries the crow on her shield, and now crowns him as conqueror)* lake^

wise that of Sextus Pompeius with the head of his father, and on the

reverse the brothers of Gatana (comp. . 157. Bern, %), and, Neptune as.

ruler of the sea, although this one shows a certain, dryness of style*
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That of lentulus Oossus (after 729), with the refined countenance of

^Augustus and the honest face of Agrippa, is exceedingly beautiful.

1 197. In the time of tike Caesars the arts appear, from the

general opinion, to have been degraded into handmaids of the

luxury and caprice of princes. The effeminacy of the times,

says Pliny, has annihilated the arts, and because there are

no longer any souls to represent, the body also is neglected.
2 However, there were ingenious and excellent sculptors who

filled the palaces of the Caesars with eminently beautiful

3 groups; and in Nero's time arose Zenodorus, at first in Gaul,
and then at Rome, as a great brass-caster, who executed the

commission to represent the emperor as Helius in a colossus

4 of 110 feet in height However near he may have approached
the earlier artists in dexterity of modelling and enchasing

(for he also imitated the cups of Calamis so as to deceive), he
could not, however, notwithstanding the greatest external ad-

vantages, again restore the more refined technical processes of

metal casting, which were now lost.

1. Luxurise ministri, Seneca Epist. 88. Plin. xxxv, 2.

2. Similiter Palatinas domos Csesarum replevere probatissimis signis

Craterus cum Pythodoro, Polydectes cum Hermolao, Pythodorus alius

cum Artemone; et singularis Aphrodisius Trallianus; Plin. xxxvi, 4, 11.

[These are earlier artists whose works filled the palace,] There is no

certain knowledge of any other sculptors of the time except a Julius

Chimseruswho executed statues for Germanicus, according to an inscrip-

tion [Statuas et gediculam efiecit, sedes marmoreas posuit, consecrated] ;

and Menodorus (under Caligula
1

?) in Pausan. [A. Pantuleius of Ephesus
made at Athens the statue of Hadrian, C. I. n. 339. M. Cossutius Kerdon

worked for the villa of Antoninus Pius at Lanuvium.] Nero himself

turned his attention to toreutics and painting. Demetrius, a goldsmith
at Ephesus, Acts of the Apostles. The names of artists in Yirgil do not

appear to refer to real persons,

3. The Colossus should have been a Nero, "but was dedicated as Sol,

75. A. P. It had seven rays around the head, as Nero also has rays en-

circling his in the bust in the Louvre (n. 334) and elsewhere. The co-

lossus stood in front of the Golden House on the site afterwards occupied

by the temple of Venus and Eoma, to make way for which it was taken

to another place by Decrianus, with the assistance of 24 elephants. Spar-
tian Hadr. 19. comp. Eckhel D. N. vi. p, 335. It was afterwards trans-

formed into Commodus. Herod, i, 15.

1 198. The most authentic sources of the history of art for

that time are, 1st, THE SCULPTURES ON PUBLIC MONUMENTS, of

which, however, there are none to be found till the time of

the Flavii, the earlier works of this kind having perished.
2 The reliefs on the triumphal arch of Titus, representing the

apotheosis of the emperor and the triumph over Judea, are
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good In point of invention, and tasteful in the disposition, but

carelessly worked out- and in those of the temple of Pallas 3
in the forum of Domitian, the design in general is more de-

serving of praise than the execution, especially that of the

draperies.

2. Bartoli and Bellori, Admiranda Komse tl>. 1 9. Arcus i. Comp.
tlie coins with the Judaea capta, Pedrusi vi. ib. 12. H. Reland Be spoliis

templi Hierosolymitani in arcu Titiano. Traject. 1716.

3, "We here see Pallas instructing women in domestic tasks, Bartoli

tb. 3542 (6370). Comp. the Ed. Winckelm. vi, ii. s. 334.

199. Secondly, THE BUSTS AND STATUES OF THE EMPEEOBS 1

which go hack, at least in the original, to the time of their

reigns. They fall into different classes, which are also dis-

tinguished, and with greatest certainty, by their costume: 1.

Such as reflect the individuality of the subjects without exal- 2

tation, and therefore also preserve the costume of life, either

the peaceful dress of the toga drawn over the head with re-

ference to priesthood, or the accoutrements of war, in which 3

case the usual attitude is that of addressing armies (aHo-

cutio); in both kinds there axe good statues of the time.

To this class likewise belong statues on horseback, or an id- 4

umphal cars, which at first actually denoted mawMog at the

head of an army, and triumphs or important conquests over

the enemy, but were soon raised on all occasions from aduktr

tion and vanity. 2, Such as were intended to exhibit tlte 5

individual in an exalted., heroic, or deified character, to which

belong the statues without drapery, and with a lance in the

hand, which became usual from the time of Augustus, and

which, according to Pliny, were called Achillean statues, as 6

well as those in a sitting posture, with the upper part of the

body naked, and a pallium around the loins, which commonly

suggest the idea of Jupiter ; altogether, the practice of blending
individuals with gods continued, and the art of elevating por-

traits into an ideal character was then still exercised with as

much spirit as that of representing real characters in a simple

and life-like manner. The statues also of women belonging 7

to the reigning families fall into the two classes just laid down.

On the other hand it is to be observed, that the solemn repre- S

sentation of theDivus, the emperor consecrated by the senate,

requires no ideal costume, but a sedent figure in the toga

(which is often also drawn about the head), with the sceptre

in the hand, and the crown of rays. Statues of cities and 9

provinces were often now, as well as in the time of the Mace-

donians, combined with monuments of the prmees^ jaad
this

species of figures was generally treated by distinguished ar-

tists, as to which the coins also bear testimony*
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2. Simulacrum aureum Caligula iconicum
}
Sueton. 22. Statuse civili

hahtu (Orelli Laser, n. 1139. 3186) or togatse, for example the Tiberius

with, beautiful toga, from Capri in the Louvre (111.) M. de Bouillon ii,

34. Augustus in priestly dress, from the basilica of Otricoli PioCl. ii, 46.

Head of Augustus of basalt, found in 1780 at Canopus, Specim. of Anc.

Sculpture ii, 46, Statue of Augustus in the Capitol, Race. 16, of Jul. Cae-

sar, ibid. Race. 15. Drusus from Herculaneum, Ant. di Ere. vi, 79. M.

Borbon. vii, 43. [Seven excellent colossal statues excavated at Ccrvetri,

now restored by de Fabris, in the Lateran, Germanicus, Drusus, Tiberius,

Caligula, Claudius, Agrippina and another female statue, together with

the head of Augustus, Bull. 1840. p. 5. Canina Etr. Marit. I. 2. Mon.

cretto in Cere all
3

imper. Claudio dai dodici principal! popoli dell' Etruria.

There were also excellent colossal statues found in ancient Privernum,

supposed to be from the Curia or the Augusteum of the city which Au-

gustus, Tiberius and Claudius reared anew j the head of Claudius, Mus.

Chiusamonti ii. tv. 32. In like manner colossal statues were raised by
Yeii to Augustus and Tiberius. Ibid not. 3 Ibid. tv. 31. Comp. Canina

Antich. di Yeji, p. 83 sq. Colossal heads of Augustus and Tiberius were

found in 1824 with the colossal statues of Tiberius and Germanicus. Clau-

dius from the Ruspoli palace ; tv. 31. Titus with Julia found in 1828.]

3. Statuse pedestres habitu militari (Capitolin. Macrin. 6) or thoracatse,

for example, the colossal Augustus in the palace Grimani, see Thiersch,

Reisen i. s. 250 ft [Tiberius Canina Tusculo, tv. 29. Fine bust of Cali-

gula found at Colchester Archseol. L. xxxi. pi. 15. p. 446 ; similar Caylus
i. pi. 65, under the name of Claudius.] Drusus, son of Tiberius, in the

Louvre, Mongez, Iconogr. Romaine pi. 23, 1. Titus in the Louvre 29.

pL 33, 1. 34, 1. 2. Bouill. ii, 41. Domitian and Marcus Aurelius from the

Giustiniani palace, Race. 89. 90. [Domitian M. Chiar. ii. tv. 36.] Domi-
tian from the Giustiniani palace, M. Chiar. ii. tv. 36.

4. The statua equestris of Augustus on the bridge over the Tiber (see

Dio liii,
22

5
and the denarii of L. Yinicius) at least pointed at warlike

1

plans. The colossal equestrian statue of Domitian in the Forum (Statius

S. i, 1. Fr. Schmieder, Programm 1820), represented him as the con-

queror of Germany, with the Rhine under the horse's forefeet
; the left

carried a Pallas holding out a Gorgoneion, the right commanded peace

(comp. . 335). Domitian with bust of Pallas on his shoulder, relief in

Yaillant de Canopo, p. 11; supposed statua equestris of Augustus, Race.

52. [Equestrian statue of Theodoric before the palace of Charlemagne at

Aix-la-Ohapelle, by Bock Jahrb. des Rhein. Alterth. Vereins v. s. 1.] Au-

gustus appears in guadrigis on a triumphal arch, attended by two Par-

thians, after recovering the standards of Crassus, Eckhel. D. N. vi. p.

101. Statues in Ugis were raised at first to magistrates on account of

ihepompa, in the circus, but chariots with four horses (even six-horse

cars, which came in since the time of Augustus) without any regard to

triumphs and pomps, and equestrian statues were erected even in the

houses of advocates, Martial ix. 69. Tacit, de Orat. 8. 11. Juvenal vii, 126.

Appulei. Elor. p. 136 Bipont. To the Emperors, on the other hand, were
erected cars yoked with elephants, see Plin. xxxiv, 10, and the coins with
the image of Divus Yespasianus, comp. Capitol., Maximin 26.

5. Status Achittece, Plin. xxxiv, 10. To this class appears to belong
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[the splendid Pompey in the Spada palace,] the colossal Agrippa (the
dolphin is restored) in the palace Grimani, said to be from the Parthenon.
Pococke Trav. ii. pi. 97. Visconti Icon. Roman. pi. 8. Augustus in the
Oasa Rondanini, Winckelm. vii s. 217. Claudius, Ant, di Ere. vi, 78.

Domitian, G-uattani M. I. 1788, p. xvL Comp. the examples in Levezow*&
Antinous, s. 51. There is often a pallium around the body, as in the
otherwise Achillean G-ermanicus from the basilica of Gabii in the Louvre
141. Mongez, pi. 24, 3. and the Nero, Louvre 32. Clarac, pL 322.

6. Herod erected in Csesarea colossal statues of Augustus-Jupiter
and Roma, Joseph. B. I. i, 21. comp. . 203. The sedent colossal statues
of Augustus and Claudius from Herculanum in regard to dress have
the costume of Jupiter, M. Borbon. iv. 36. 37. An Augustus of bronze
as a standing Jupiter with the thunderbolt, Ant. di Ere. vi, 77, The fine
bust of Augustus at Munich 227, and in the Louvre 278, Mongez, pi. 18,
has indeed the crown of oak-leaves, but otherwise it is quite a portrait.
The sitting statue of Tiberius from Piperno has the costume of Jupiter,
and his horrible countenance is rendered as noble as possible. Mongez,
pL 22. Oomp. the Yeientine statue, G-uattani Mem. EncicL 1&19. p. 74^
and the splendid head from Gabii, BouilL ii, 75, Caligula even wished
to convert the Zeus at Olympia into a statue of himself. The magnifi-
cent colossal bust in Spain represents Claudius as a god, Admir. Romse,
80. Mongez, pL 27, 3. 4, bat even deified he retains a doltish look. A
grandly treated colossal head of Yitellius at Yienna* Augustus as Apolow

. 362, 2.

7. Portrait statues: Livia as priestess of Augustus from
M. Borbon. Hi, 37. Avellino, Atti d. Acad. ErcoL ii. p. 1. The first

Agrippina in the capitol, splendid in the disposition of the entire figure,
less deserving of praise in the drapery, M. Cap. T. iiL t. 53. Mongez, pi
24,* 1, 2, Similar in Florence, "Wicar iii, 4. Farnesian statue of the
second (?) Agrippina grandly handled, Mongez, pi. 27, 6. 7. M. Borbon.

iii, 22. Livia as Ceres (L. 622. Bouill. ii, 54. comp. R. Rochette, Aim, d.

Inst. i. p. 149. on this costume), Magna Mater (. 200), Yesta (on coins

Eckhel vi, p 156). Julia, daughter of Augustus, as Cora, L. 77. BomlL
ii, 53. Agrippina, Brasilia, and Jrdia, Caligula's sisters, on coins as Secu-

ritas, Pietas, and Fortuna, Eckhel vi. p. 219. [Two of Julia, daughter of
Titus M. Chiaram. ii, 34. 35.] Among the most excellent of the portrait
statues are the matron and virgin (the latter also found in a copy) from
Herculanum at Dresden, n. 272 274. Bekker August. 19 24 comp.
Race. 91, reckoned by Hirt to be Caligula's mother and two xsters, Fa-

mily of Marcus Nonius Balbus from Herculanum, two equ^trian. statues

(. 434) from the basilica, and seven statues on foot from the theatre, viz-

Balbus with Ms father, mother, and four daughters. NeapeFs Ant. s. 17 fl*

8. Thus, for example, Divus Julius on the Cameo, . 200, 2. b., Divus

Augustus on coins of Tiberius, <fec. Nero was the first who assumed
while living (as Phoebus) the corona radiata, Eckhel vi. p. 269. Mongez,
pi. 30, 3. 4. BouilL ii, 76. . 197, 3. Comp. Schdpflin, J>e Apotheosi,
1730.

9. Coponius executed fourteen nations conquered by Pompey, for the

portico ad natwnes in Pornpey's theatre ; Augustus seems to have added
another series. Schneider ad Yarr. de R, R. ii p. 221. Thiersch Epochen,
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s. 296. These were certainly statues : on the other hand eight figures of

cities in. relief still existing at Rome and Naples (Visconti M, PioCl. iii,

p. 61. M. Borbon. iii, 57. 58), are better assigned to the attic of the por-
tico of Agrippa. On the great altar of Augustus at Lugdunum (known
from coins) there were figures of 60 Gallic tribes. Strab. iv. p. 192. The

pedestal of the statue of Tiberius, which the urbes restitutes caused to

be erected to Augustus, is still preserved at Puteoli with the figures of

14 cities of Asia Minor, which are executed in a very characteristic man-
ner. See L. Th. Gronov, Thes. Ant. Gr. viL p. 432. Belley, Mem, de FAc.

des Inscr. xxiv. p. 128. Eckhel D, N. vi. p. 193. Comp. . 405.

1 200. Equally important materials for the history of art

are furnished by GEMS. Dioscorides, who engraved the head
of Augustus with which the emperor himself sealed, was the

2 most distinguished worker of the time in intaglios. But still

more important than the stones preserved under his name, is

a series of cameos which represent the Julian and Claudian
families at particular epochs, and besides the splendour of the
material and dexterity in using it, are also in many other re-

3 spects deserving of admiration. In all the principal works of

the kind the same system prevails of representing those

princes as divine beings presiding over the world with benig-
nant sway, as present manifestations of the most exalted deities.

4 The design is careful and full of expression, although there is

no longer to be found in them the spirit in handling and no-

bleness of forms which distinguish the gems of the Ptolemies

(. 1 61) ;
on the contrary, there is here as well as in the reliefs

of triumphal arches and many statues of the emperors, a pe-

culiarly Roman form of body introduced, which is distin-

guished considerably from the Grecian by a certain heaviness.

1. Seven gems of Dioscorides have been hitherto considered genuine,
two with the head of Augustus, a so-called Maecenas, a Demosthenes,
two Mercuries, and a palladium-tlieft (Stosch, Pierres Grav. pi. 25

sqq. Bracci, Mem. degli Lacis. tb. 57. 58. Winckelm. W. vi. tf. 8.
b.) :

but even as to these more accurate investigations are still to be looked

for. Augustus Impr. gemm. iv, 93. [Onyx-cameo, Augustus in the green
vault at Dresden.] Dioscorides' sons, Erophilus (Ed. "Winck. vi, 2. s. 301),

Eutyches (R. Rochette, Lettre & Mr. Schorn, p. 42). Contemporaries,

Agathangelus (head of Sextus Pompeius 1), Saturninus, and Pergamus, a
worker in gems, of Asia Minor, R. Rochette, p. 51. 47. comp. p. 48. Solon,

Gnseus, Aulus and Admon are also assigned to this period. JElius, under

Tiberius, Euodus, under Titus (Julia, daughter of Titus, on a beryl at

Florence. Lippert. i, ii, 349),

2. CAMEOS. The three largest : a. That of Yienna, the Gemma Au-
gustea, of the most careful workmanship, 9X8 inches in size. Eckhel,
Pierres Grav. pi. 1. [Clarac pi. 1053.] Kohler iiber zwei Gemmen der
KK. Sammlung zu Wien. Tf. 2. [Comp. Morgensterns Denkschr. on Kohler,
s. 16 sq.] Millin G. M. 179, 677. Mongez, pi. 19 * Arneth, Beitrage zur
esch. von Oesterreich ii. s. 118. Representation of the Augustan family
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in the year 12. Augustus (beside Mm his horoscope, comp. Eckhel IX IT.
vL p. 109), with the lituus as a symbol of the auspices, sits enthroned as
Jupiter Victorious together with Roma; Terra, Oceanus, Abundantia
surround the throne, and are in the act of crowning him. Tiberius
triumphing over the Pannonians, descends from the car, which is guided
by a Victory, in order to prostrate himself before Augustus. Germani-
cus at the same time receives honores triumpkales. Below, a tropaeon is
erected by Roman legionaries and auxiliaries (here the scorpion on a
sMeld perhaps refers to the horoscope of Tiberius). Sueton. Tib. 20.
Passow has last contributed to the explanation in Zimmennann's Zeit-
schrift fiir Alterthumsw. 1834 N. 1. 2. [after Thiersch Epochen s. 305.]

b. The Parisian Cameo, by Baldwin the II. from Byzantium to
St. Louis; de la Ste ChapeUe (there called Joseph's dream), now in the
Cabinet du Roi Le Roy, Achates Tiberianua 1683. Millin G. M, 181
676. Mongez,pL26. [Clarac, pL 1052.] The largest of all, 13 x 11 in.;
a sardonyx of five layers [wMch is usually thought to be a work of the
Augustan age, but is by some assigned to the third century]. The Au-
gustan family some time after the death of Augustus. Above: Augustus
in heaven welcomed by tineas, Divus Julius and Drusus, In the middle;
Tiberius as Jupiter ^giochus beside Livia-Oeres, under whose auspices
Germanicus goes to the East in the year 17. Around them, the elder

Agrippina, Caligula (comitatus patrem et in Syriaca expeditione, Suet,

CaEg. 10. comp. M. Borbon. v, 36), Drusus II, a prince of the Arsaci&e
(f);

Clio, and Polymnia. Bdow; The nations of Germany and the Jfest con-
quered. Explained in the same way by Ifckhe^ Yisconti, Momge% Icono-

graphie and Mem. de 1'Inst, Boy. viiL p. 370 (Saoerdoce de la fcnile de
Tib^re pour le culte d^Auguste), particularly by TMeraeii lpoche% & ^^f,
On the contrary, Hirt, Analekten i, ii. s. 3^, explains it ag Hera*s adop-
tion into the Julian family, at the same time with wMch there happened
to be an arrival of captives from the Bosporus. Meek Wissensch. Reise
durch das siidliche Deutschland, Italien u. s. w. i, 1. s. 172. [The apo-
theosis of Augustus in a relief in the Sacristy of San Vital! at Ravenna,
with Roma, Claudius, JuL Csesar, Livia as Junto, Augustus as Jupiter.]

c That of the Netherlands (de Jonge, Notice sur le Cab. des H&-
daiUes du Roi des Pays-Bas, i Suppi 1824, p. 14), [darac, pL 1054, dan-
dius and his feinily, Germanicus and Agrippina, pL 1055 1057.] a Sar-

donyx of three layers, 10 inches high, excellent in design, but much in-
ferior in execution to the others. Miffin G. M. 177, 678. Monge^ pL 29.
Claudius as Jupiter triumphant (after the Britannic victory)? MessaEna,
Octavia and Britannicus in, a chariot drawn by Centaurs as trophy-
bearers ; Victory flying on before.

The representation of Grermanicus and Agrippina travelling over tie
world as Triptolemus and Demeter Thesmophorus (with the sxsrMl),m a
fine cameo at Paris, is designed in the same spirit of ingenious adufertioiL

M&n. de 1'Aa des Inscr. i p. 276. Millin a M. 48^220, Sfongez, pi
24*, 3. A silver goblet in the KK. Antiken-^Cabine^ wMcli wm found
at Aquileia, exhibits a similar composition excellently designed. On the

upper field, between Jupiter and Ceres, Proserpina and Hecate, Germani-
cus, as it seems, is represented, in relief (the drapery gilded) about to
sacrifice at an altar to these deities, in order afterwards to mount the
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dragon-chariot as a new Triptolemus; the Earth-goddess lies beneath.

[Pobl by the author, Mon. d. I. iii. tv. 4. Ann. xL p. 78 ]

Other works of this time, which was very fertile in fine cameos, in Mon-

gez, pi. 24*, 5. 29, 3. and Eckhel, pi. 2. 5. 712. Augustus and Livia,

Impr. dell' Inst. ii, 79. Livia as Magna Mater holding a bust of Divus

Augustus, Kohler ibid. A head of Agrippa of exceeding beauty on a

Niccolo at Vienna. [The Carpegna stone, now in the Yatican, in Buona-

rotti Madaglioni, p. 427, together with another.]

4. It is found almost universally that the body is long in proportion
to the legs ; it is remarked by Runaohr that this is a national peculiarity
of the Roman form, Ital. Forschungen i. s. 78.

1 201. In the COINS, especially the bronze medals struck by
the senate, of the emperors of the Julian and Flavian families,

art appears to have remained stationary at the same height ;

2 the heads are always full of life, characteristic and nobly con-

ceived, the reverses more rarely, but yet also sometimes of per-
3 feet execution, especially on bronzes of Nero. The mythico-

allegorical compositions of these coins, which were intended

to represent the situation of the empire and the imperial
house (. 406), are full of spirit and ingenious invention, al-

though* the figures are handled in a traditional and hasty
manner.

1. The transcripts in Mediobarbus and Strada are not to be depended
on any more than the ill-reputed ones of G-olzius, neither are, according
to Eckhel's account, even the beautiful representations in Grori's M. Flo-

rentinum. Those in the works on the coins of the emperors by Patinus,

Pedrusi, Banduri (from Decius downwards) and Morelli are more trust-

worthy. Bossi&re, M6daillons du Cab. du Roi. Lenormant TrSsor de

Glyptique.

1 202. In the time of TRAJAN were executed the reliefs which
2 represent his victory over the Dacians. Powerful forms in

natural and appropriate attitudes, character and expression
in the countenances, ingenious motives to relieve the monoto-

ny of military order, feeling and depth in the representation
of pathetic scenes, such as that of the women and children

praying for mercy, give to these works a high value, notwith-

standing many faults in the handling both of the nude and
3 the draperies. The statues of the emperors, as well as the

copies of tnem on coins and cameos, were during this time

scarcely inferior to those of the immediately preceding period;
4 it would, however, be rash to conclude from the excellence

of these that as much was achieved in other subjects.

2. See the Ed. of Winckelm. vi, 2. s. 345. As to the historical events,

see, besides Bellori, Heyne de Col. Traj. in Engel's Commentatio de Ex-

peditione Trajani. To these belong also the sculptures on the arch of
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Constantino, where, besides Trajan, Hadrian, also with Antinotis appears,
Admir, Romse, tb. 10 27

;
the tropsea of the Parthian campaign from

the caMdlum aquce Marci&, now in the Capitol ; and other reliefs with

warriors from a monument of Trajan, which Wlnckelm. describes vi? L s.

283. Kindred representations on coins, for example rex Parthorum vie-

tusj Pedrusi vi, 26, 7. Tex Parthu datw, regna assignata. [The exceEent

alto relievo of Trajan from the Aldobrandini palace, in the sale Borgia of

the Vatican is supposed to be from the forum of Trajan, as well as many
other monuments of that house, perhaps also the highly animated wrest-

lers (called Bares and Entellus) which are now also there, M. Chiaram.

ii. 21. 22; where there are also tv. 49 51 splendid pieces of frieze from
the Basilica and the Bibliotheca Ulpia.]

3. Pine colossal statue of Nerva in the Vatican, PioCL in, 6. Mon-

gez, pi. 36, 1. 2. A fine statua tkoracata of Trajan in the Louvre 4& (G!a-

rac, pi. 337), colossal head 14. Mongez, pi. 36, 3. 4. Large brome bust

of Hadrian in the Mus. of the Capitol. Monge% pi 38. On others,
Winckelm. vi, i. s. 306. Statue Race. 104. Statues of Hadrian were
raised by all the Greek cities. C. I. 321 sqq. On the nwmi (mid nvmximi

modtdi, which began with Hadrian, the head of that emperor is very in-

geniously and successfully handled ; the reverses too are fine. Hadrian
in warlike costume on cameos, Bethel, Pierres Grav. pL 8. Apotheosis,

Mongez, pL 38, 7. Sabina, Race. 107. Impr. gemni. iv, 99.

4, Dio Chrysost. Or. 21. p, 273, declares the statues of the athletes at

Olympia to be the later the worse, and the w&yv v*k*fovf Keu$a,$ to be the

best.

203. Through HADBIA^'S love of art, although in a great 1

measure affected, It was now enabled to take a higher flight,

whereas it had hitherto gradually become merely the repre-
senter of external reality. The countries which were then 2

flourishing anew, Greece and more especially anterior Asia

Minor, produced artists who understood how to reanimate art

in such a way as to gratify the wishes and inclinations of the

emperor. This is particularly seen in the statues of Antinous 3

which were executed at this period and in these countries.

The most surprising thing is the certainty with which this 4
character is, on the one hand, modified by the artists in dif-

ferent gradations, as man, hero, and god, but on the other, is

nevertheless adhered to and carried out in its peculiar essence.

Besides, Hadrian's tjx^e was also that in which the Egyptian 5

style was most exercised, sometimes in more severe sometimes
in milder form, as is shown by the statues from the Villa

Tiburtina and a peculiar class of the representations of Anti-

nous. They are chiefly of black stone, so-called basalt, for

at this time the taste for the splendour of coloured stones had
even invaded the plastic art to a great extent (comp. . 309).

1. Hadrian was himself a Polyclitus or Buphranor according to Vic-

tor. Artists of the time : PAPIAS and AKISTEAS of Aphrodisias, who give
their names as authors of two centaurs of marmo "bigio from the Tibur-
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tine villa (M. Cap. iv, 32) ; one of them resembles the famous Borghese
centaur (. 389), Winck. vi, 1. s. 300. A Zeno also in several inscriptions,

Oruter, p. 1021, 1. Winckelm, vi, 1. s. 278. 2. s. 341. R. Rochette, Let-

tre & M. Schorn, p. 91, and the Attilianus (Atticion?) on the statue of a
muse at Florence, both also from that place, led Winckelmann to the as-

sumption of an Aphrodisian school An Ephesian Avlgteurroiroios A. Pan-

tuleius, C. I. 339, Xenophantes of Thasos, 336.

3. Antinous, who was from Claudiopolis in Bithynia, in poedagogiis

Ccesaris, was drowned in the Kile near Besa (. 191,) }
or fell the victim oY

a gloomy superstition (an extremely enigmatical story) about the year
130 A. D. The Greeks apotheosised him to please Hadrian, Spart. 14

;

his worship in Bithynia and Mantinea (because the Bithynians were my-
thically derived from Mantinea, Paus. viii, 9). Numerous statues and

representations on reliefs and coins. See Levezow iiber den Antinous. B.

1808. Petit-Radel, M. Kapol. iii p. 91 113. Mongez T. iii. p. 52. An-
tinous as Ganymede, Spec, of Anc. Sculpt, ii, 52. ? Eckhel B. 1ST. vi. p. 528.

Recognised by his fine head of hair, his eye-brows, his full mouth, which
lias something sombre about it, his broad high-arched chest, and so forth.

Worshipped at Mantinea as another Dionysus (also on coins as Diony-
sus, lacchus, and Pan with all sorts of Bacchic insignia). Of this de-

scription are the colossal statue from Palaestrina in. the Braschi palace

[now in the Lateran], Levezow Tf. 7. 8. (that at Dresden 401. August. 18.

similar) [a good statue of Antinous-Bacchus also in Villa Casali.] ; the

magnificent bust in Villa Mondragone, now in the Louvre, formerly co-

loured slightly [of marble of a light-reddish colour], the eyes of precious

stones, grapes and pine-cones of metal, the character earnestly and stern-

ly conceived, Bouill. ii, 82. Levezow 10 (a repetition at Berlin 141) ; the

Cameo with the head of Antinous, to which a Silenus-mask serves as a

covering, Eckhel, Pierres Grav. 9. As Agathodsemon (the cornucopia
formed from an elephant's trunk) at Berlin 140. Bouill. ii, 51. M. Roy. ii,

1. As Hermes on Alexandrine coins, head with wings at Berlin 142. As
Hercules in the Louvre 34. darae. pL 267. Bouill.

ii, 50. As Aristaeus

in the Louvre 258. BouilL ii^ 48. As a new Pythius on coins. An An-
tinous-Apollo of marble found at Lycopolis, in the Drovetti collection.

The Capitoline Antinous in heroic form (with short-curled hair and

powerful frame), M. Cap. iii. 56. BouilL ii, 49. Levezow, 3. 4. Similar at

Berlin 134.
'

'Air/wo? qgas dyc&o? on coins. But even as a hero he is

sometimes also represented as Bacchian, sitting upon the panther, as on
coins of Tios. More individual, among others in the bust, N. 49 in the

Louvre. Mongez, pi. 39, 3. PioCL vi, 47. Race. 121. Beautiful bust on

Bithynian coins, Mionnet, SuppL v. pi. 1, 1. The celebrated group of

Ildefonso is referred by Visconti (su due Musaici, p. 31), Mongez (T. iii.

p. 55. pi. 39), and others to Antinous on account of the resemblance of
the head of one of the figures, (which is however held by others to be

foreign to the figure) ; the other youth would then, most probably, be the

life-genius of Hadrian. Hypnos and Thanatos, according to Lessing, Ger-
hard Venere Pros. p. 49, R. Rochette M. I. p. 176, 218. Welcker Akad.
Kunstmuseum S. 53.

6. On the Egyptian Antinous, Winckelm. vi, 1. s. 299 2, 357. vii,
36. Bouill. ii, 47, Levez. 11. 12. Comp. besides , 408.
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204 During the long reign of tlie AOTOOTHES the Roman 1
world reposed from its exhaustion without being able to re-
cover its ancient energies. As Asiatic "bombast on the one
hand, and dull insipidity on the other, prevailed more and
more in the oratorical, so also both tendencies seem to have
been manifested in the plastic arts. Fay, even in the busts 2
of the emperors, which are often very carefully executed, both

"*

may in some measure be seen at the same time, inasmuch as
the hair of the head and beard luxuriates in an exaggerated
profusion of curls, and a studied elegance is found in all the
other accessories, whilst the features of the countenance are
conceived and rendered with the most signal triviality. The $
coins also degenerated in art, although those struck at Rome
were still much better, especially in the conception of the im-
perial physiognomy, than the bronze medals which were then
struck in great numbers in the cities of Asia Minor and
Thrace^ on which these cities, with the vanity of sophistic
rhetoricians, exhibited their images of gods, their temples^
their local mythi, and works of art, without however them-
selves producing any thing worthy of notice. In the same 4
way must be limited the pi^aise of artistic perfection in other
productions of this period. Pausiia considered the masters 5
who then lived scarce worth mentioning,

2. See especially the two colossal busts of Marcus Aurelliis ani Lu-
cius Verus in the Louvre, 138, 140 (Villa Borgh. Si 5, 20. 21. BouilL H,
85), from Acqua Traversa, near Rome, the latter of which in particular
(also in Mongez, pi. 43, 1. 2) is a master-piece of its kind. Kne Farne-
sian statue of L. Verus in the M. Borbon. x, 27, Race. 106, Silver sta-
tues were raised to M. AureL and Faustina in the temple of Venus, and
a golden one of her was brought to the theatre when she appeared, Bio
Oass, Ixxi, 31. On the busts of Socrates, M. AureHus and others found
at Marathon (Herodes Atticus), see Dubois, Oatal. d'Antiq. de Choiseul-
Gouff. p. 21, The M. AureEus in the Louvre 26 (Clarac, pL 314) is a
work of little value notwithstanding the careful execution of the corslet,
The hair on those busts is very laboriously worked out, and perforated

with the auger. The eyelids lie close in a leathery manner, the mouth ig

compressed, the wrinkles about the eyes and mouth strongly marked.
The marking of the eyeballs and eyebrows is also to be found in busts of
Antinous,--[The bust said to be that of Herodes Atticus from a tomb at
Marathon in the Cab. Pourtales. pL ST.JIn the busts of women of
rank 'such as Flotina, Marciana and Matidia even in Trajan's time) the
sculptor took the greatest pains to represent faithfully the absmrd head-
dress. A puffiness in the treatment of V ~^ble in the
draperies. %^

3, Many of the large bronze coins of Anto%k $ equal
to the best of Hadrian, although the countenan^^

'

^ed in a
less spirited manner ; especially those which G0n3||v Jrerse re-

presentations from the early times of Borne, and 111^ >n which
was then revived in Arcadia (on which see Eckhel vii'p^ V The one

N
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with the inscription around the bust of Antoninus, Antoninus Aug. Pius

P. P. Tr. P. Cos. iii., is particularly fine ;
on the reverse Hercules dis-

covering his son Telephus suckled by the hind. The coins of Marcus
Aurelius are universally inferior. On the city coins see below : locality

. 255. Race. 105. [The circular pedestal with Antonine who was from

Lanuvium, his two sons, Juno Lanuvina, Victoria, Roma, Mars, Venus,
in Villa Pamfili was brought thither from the neighbourhood, where An-
tonine had estates.]

4. The equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius in the square of the

Capitol (formerly before S. Giovanni in the Lateran), of gilded brass, is a

respectable work, but both horse and man stand at an immense distance

from a Lysippian production. Perrier, tb. 11. Sandrart ii, 1. Falconet

Sur la Statue de M. Aurele. Amst. 1781. Race. 14. Cicognara Stor,

della Scultura iii. tv. 23. Mongez, pi. 41, 6. 7. Antique pedestal of the

equestrian statue, Boll. 1834. p. 112. Deification of Antoninus and the

elder Faustina on the base of the granite column, . 191, a fine relief;

the decursio funebris on the sides shows a great inferiority. PioCl. v
?

28 30. [The entire pedestal is now restored, de Fabris il Piedestallo

d. col. Antonina collocato nel giardino della pigna, R. 1846. 4to.] The

reliefs also on the attic of Constantine's arch bear reference to Antonine.

The column of Marcus Aurelius is interesting on account of the scenes

from the war with the Marcomanni (with the representation of the tem-

pest, Bellori, tb. 15, comp. Kastner's Agape, s. 463 490) ;
the workman-

ship is much poorer than on Trajan's column, Apotheosis of the younger
Faustina from the arch of Marcus Aurelius, M. Cap. iv, 12.

5. The expression of Pausanias : uya^poc. re^vis ?%$ srf ypav vi, 21.

cannot possibly be one of praise. He praises the statue of gold and

ivory in the Athenian Olympieion
cci we look to the impression of the

great whole," i, 18, 6. As to artists he onlymentions altogether after the

120th Olympiad two or three certain names. Did Crito and Kicolaus,
who made the Caryatides [in Villa Albani, according to Winckelmann, of

the time of Cicero] found in the Via Appia near Rome, belong to this

period? Guattani M. 1. 1788. p. Ixx. A skilful wood-carver, Saturninus

at (Ea in Africa, Appulei de magia, p. 66. Bip. On works of art to which
Herod gave occasion, Winckelm, vi, 1. s. 319.

1 205. The more unsettled times of OOMMODUS, Ms immediate

successors, SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS and his family, adhered in
art to the style which had been formed in the time of the

Antonines, with still more distinct symptoms however of de-

2 clension. The best works of the period are the busts of the

emperors which the slavish disposition of the senate greatly

promoted; yet the most carefully wrought are precisely those
in which turgidity and manner are most apparent in the

3 treatment. Perukes, and drapery of coloured stones corre-

4 spond to the taste in which the whole is treated. To these

busts are closely allied those on bronze medals and cameos;
hexe also the blending of individual with ideal forms still con-

tinued to produce many interesting works, although it ceased
5 to be so intimate a combination as in earlier times. In the
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time of Oaracalla there were sculptured many statues espe-
cially of Alexander the Macedonian; Alexander Severus also
was particularly favourable to statues, in so far as he could

regard them as memorials of eminent men. The reliefs on
the triumphal arches of Septimius, especially the smaller one,
are executed in a mechanical style.

2. Commodus sometimes appears young (like a gladiator), sometimes
in riper years. On bronze medals we see Ms bust in youthful form, with
athletic body, the crown of laurel and the segis. A fine head in the ca-

pitoL Good bust of Pertinax in the Yatican from Yelletri, Cardinal
Mem. Bomane Hi. p. 83. Engraved stones, Lippert i, ii, 415. Crispina,
Maffei 108. Septimius Severus nest to L. Verus most frequently in

busts. PioCL vi, 53 (with Gorgoneion on the breast) ; from Gabii, in the
Louvre 99. Mon. Gab. n. 37. Mongez, pi. 47, 1. 2. The workmanship,
however, is still drier than in the Antonines. Bronze statue of Severus,
[in the Barbarini palace, now in the Sciarra] Maffei Race. 92, very care-

fully executed, especially in the accessories. Excellent busts of Caracalk
with an affected expression of rage, at Naples (M. Borbon. iii, 25), in the
PioCL (vi, 55), the Capitol and Louvre (68. Mongez, pi. 49, 1). See the
Ed. of Winck. vi. s. 383. Comp. the Gem, Lippert i, ii, 430, which is

executed with care, but in a spiritless manner. Youthful equestrian sta-

tue in the Earnese palace at Rome, Race, 54. Some busts of HeEogaba^
lus are valued on account of fine workmanship, at Munich 21% in the
Louvre 83. Mongez, pL 51, 1, 2; PioGL vi, 56. The short-cxopjred hair

and shaved beard again came in with Alexander Severus. Of artists we
know Atticus in the time of Commodos, C. I. p. 399, and Xenas by a
bust of Clodius Albinus in the CapitoL

3. In the empresses the mode of wearing the hair became more and
more absurd; in Julia Domna, Soaemias, Mammasa and PlautiHa (the
wife of Caracalla) it was evidently perukes, galeri, gderictda, sutilia,

textilia capiZlamenta. A head of Lucilla with hair of black marble that

could be taken off, Winck. v. s. 51. comp. on similar cases the Ed. s. 360.

after Yisconti and Bottiger. Er. Eicolai On the use of false hair and

perukes, s. 36. Julia Mammaea in the Capitol, Race. 18.

4. Commodus, according to Lamprid. 9, received statues in the cos-

tume of Hercules; some of the kind are still extant. Epigram on this

subject in Bio Cass. in Mai's Tova ColL ii. p. 225. Head of Hercules-

Commodus on gems, Lippert i, ii, 410. A beautiful medal exhibits on the

one side the bust of Hercules-Commodus, and on the other how he as

Hercules founded Rome anew (as a colony of Commodus), according t&

the Etruscan rite; Here. Rom. Conditori P. M. Tr. P. xviii. Cos. viL P, P.

Eckhel vii. p. 131. comp. p 122. According to later chronograpirero0m-
onodus placed his head on the colossus of Rhodes, which had been re-

erected by Yespasian or Hadrian; Allatius ad Philon. p, 107* Orelli

Septimius Severus with his two sons
(1)

as Jupiter, Hercules and Bac-

chus, at Luna (Fanti scritti di Carrara), Gius, A. Guattaniin Hie Dissert*

dell* Ace. Rom. di Arch. T. L p. 321. Gallienus also lored to be repre-
sented as Sol, and appeared at processions rcdmtus. !&ebeIL 16L 18.

It was very common at this time to represent the empresses as Yenus
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with, scanty drapery. The insipid character of the portrait, often also

the mode of dressing the hair, then, usually form a striking contrast with
the representation. Thus Marciana, Trajan's sister, St. di S. Marco ii,

20. Winckelm. vi. 284, comp. v, 275; Julia Sosemias (with moveable

hair), PioClement. ii, 51 ; Sallustia, the wife of Severus Alexander, Ve-

nerifelici sacrum, PioCL ii, 52. The representation of the two Faustina
as Ceres and Proserpine was nobler, R. Rochette Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 147.

'

5. Caracalla's aping of Alexander called forth everywhere statues of

the Macedonian, also Janus figures of Caracalla and Alexander, Herodian

iv, 8. Of this time was the tumulus of Festus near Ilion (yet it might
also be the tomb of Musonius under Valens, see Eunapius in Mai Vet.

Scr. nova coll. T. i. p. 171.), Choiseul Gouff. Yoy. Pitt. T. ii. pi. 30. On
Severus Alexander, who collected artists from all quarters and erected

numerous statues, Lamprid. 25.

6. Victories of Septimius Severus over the Parthians, Arabians, and

Adiabenians. Arcus Sept. Sev. anaglypha cum explic. Suaresii. R. 1676.

fo. On the arch of the Argentarii figures of the emperor, Julia Domna,
Geta (destroyed) and Oaracalla, engaged in sacrifice.

1 206. However, even the century of the Antonines and
their successors was not without a productiveness of its own,
which added new links to the series of developments furnished

2 by the ancient world of art. The reliefs on sarcophagi, which
did not come into general use until this period, through the

influence of un-Grecian ideas, treated subjects derived from
the cycles of Demeter and Dionysus, and also from heroic

mythology, so as that the hope of a second birth and eman-

cipation of the soul should be thereby expressed in a variety
3 of ways. Tie fable of Eros and Psyche also was often employ-
ed for that purpose, being one which unquestionably repre-
sents the pangs of the soul when separated from the heavenly
Eros: judging likewise from the literary notices of the mythus,
the ingeniously composed but indifferently executed groups of

Eros and Psyche will scarcely be assigned to an earlier age
4 than that of Hadrian. At the same time art endeavoured
'more and more to embody the ideas which the invasion of

oriental culture introduced; and after it had in the second

century produced many works of distinguished merit in Egyp-
tian figures of the gods modified by the Grecian spirit, it now
applied itself, already become more rude and incapable, to the

worship of Mithras, of the images belonging to which there is

nothing of any excellence remaining except perhaps two sta-

5 tues of Mithraic torch-bearers (. 408, 7). In the representa-
tion of the tri-form Hecate ( 397, 4) and in the numerous
Pantkea signa (. 408, 8) there is manifested a want of satis-

faction with the established forms of the ancient Hellenic

images of the gods, a longing for more comprehensive and
universal expressions, which must necessarily have strayed into

6 abnormal shapes. The eclectic superstition of the time em-
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ployed gems as magic amulets against diseases and daemonic
influences (. 433), placed favourable and benign constellations

on signet-rings and coins (. 400, S)y
and by blending to-

gether Egyptian, Syrian and Grecian creeds, especially at

Alexandria, gave birth, to the pantheistic figure of lao-Abraxas
with all the various kindred forms of the so-called Abraxas-

gems (. 408, 8).

2. On the introduction of sarcophagi, Yisconti PioCL Iv. p. is. On,

the tendency of the mythi represented, Gerhard Beschr. Boms s. 320

below . 358, 1. 397, 2. Ans. Feuerbach der Vatic. Apollo s. 317. "A
whole cornucopia of poetic flowers was on Boman sarcophagi poured omt

on the resting-place of the dead, a truly inexhaustible riches of delicate

allusions. The many coloured series of mythical forms which here gain a
new and deeper significance from the very place which they served ta

adorn, might be compared to stories with which an ingenious- author be-

guiles the hours of sadness." The reference to the buried person is per-

fectly evident when, for example, the head of a Bacchian Eroa, who Is

carried away drunk from the banquet (the banquet of life, of which he

tas enjoyed enough), is left unexecuted, because it was to receive (either

by sculpture or painting) the features of him who was laid in the sarco-

phagus. M. PioCL v, 13. Gerhard in the Beschr. Boms % % & 146*

Grecian steles in later style, Annali d, lust. L p. 143,

3. A coin of Kicomedia struck about ^36* in ffionnefeSuppL v. jp. 1, 3*

shows Psyche prostrate and beseeching Amor. See bemctes . 391, &
However, Brotes and Psychse wreathing flowers are to be seen, <m it pic-

ture from Pompeii M. Borbon. iv, 47. Gerhard Ant. BEdw. rsr> 6% 2.

207. The turgidity and luxuriance of art gradually passed 1

over into tameness and poverty. On coins, which are our 2
most certain guides, the heads are contracted in order that

more of the figure and the accessories may he introduced;
tut at the end of the third century the busts lose all relief, 3
the design becomes inaccurate and school-boy like, the whole

representation flat, characterless, and so destitute of indivi-

duality, that even the different persons are only distinguish-
able by the legends^ and that utterly lifeless style makes its

appearance, in which the Byzantine coins are executed. 'Hie 4?

elements of art were lost in a remarkably rapid manner; such

6f the reliefs on the arch of Constantine as were not stolen are

rude and clumsy; those on the Theodosian column, as well as

on the pedestal of the obelisk which Theodosius erected ia&e
Mppodrome at Byzantium, are hardly less so. In sarcophagi, 5
after the turgid works of the later Roman period^ wMdk we^e

crowded with figures in alto rilievo mostly in animated action,

we find in Christian monuments a monotonous Mrangement
often influenced by architectonic conditions, and the driest

and poorest workmanship. The Christian world from the out- 6
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set made far less use of tlie plastic art than of painting; how-
ever, the erection of honorary statues survived art for a very
long time in the different parts of the Roman empire, espe-

cially at Byzantium ; nay, the distinction was eagerly coveted,

although indeed more regard was had to the due designation
of rank by situation and drapery than to the representation
of character and individuality; as all life at that period
must have been completely smothered under the mass of empty

7 forms. Ornamental vessels of precious metal and sculptured
stones a luxury in which the highest point was attained in

the later times of the Romans, still continued to be executed
"with a certain dexterity; there was also much labour ex-

pended on ivory writing-tablets or diptycha a kind of works-

peculiar to Eome in its decline (. 312, 3); and thus in vari-

ous ways did technical and mechanical skill endure beyond
the life of art itself.

2. Thus in the case of Gordianus Pius, Galliemis, Probus, Carus,

Numerianus, Carinus, Maximianus. This striving to give more of the

figure is shown also in the busts. Thus the Gordianus Pius from G-abii

in the Louvre 2., in Mongez, pi. 54, 1. 2.

3. The coins of Oonstantine exemplify the style here described ; the

Byzantine manner begins with the successors of Theodosius (Du Cange,
Banduri). The decline of art is also shown in the coins of consecration

(under Gallienus), as well as in the contorniati distributed at public
games. Statues of the time : Constantine in the Lateran, notwithstand-

ing the clumsy forms of the limbs, is praised on account of its natural
attitude. "Winck. vi, 1. s, 339. 2. s. 394. Mongez, pi. 61, 1. 2. Constan-
tinus II. (?)

on the Capitol, Mongez, pi. 62, 1 3. Julian in the Louyre
301. Mongez, pL 63, 13. a very lifeless figure. Comp. Seroux d'Agin-
court Hist, de 1'Art, iv, ii. pi. 3 The workmanship of the hair was made
at this time more and more easy, inasmuch as holes were only bored here
and there in the thick masses of stones.

4. The arch of Constantine (the bands over the smaller side-arches

refer to the conquest over Maxentius and the capture of Rome) in Bel-

lori, comp. Agincourt, pi. 2. Hirt Mus, der Alterthumsw. i. s. 266. The
Theodosian column appears to have been erected by Arcadius in honour
of Theodosius (according to others by Theodosius the Second to Arca-

dius) ; it was of marble, with a stair inside, an imitation, of Trajan's ;

there is nothing more now standing than the pedestal at Constantinople.
Col. Theod. quam vulgo Mstoriatam vocant, ab Arcadio Imp. Constan-

tinopoli erecta in honorem Imp. Theodosii a Gent. Bellino delineata nunc
primum sere sculpta (Text by Menetrius) P. 1702. Agincourt, pi. 11.

Ileliefs from the pedestal of the obelisk, Montfaucon Ant. Expl. iii, 187.

Agincourt, pi. 10. Comp. FioiDlo Hist, of Art in Italy, p. 18. A circu-

lar stone figure turned round by two-winged Seasons is described by
Max. Planudes in Boissonade Anecd. Gr. ii. p. 320.

5. See especially the sarcophagus with Christ, the apostles, evange-
*

lists and Elias, in the Louvre 764. 76. 77, in Bouillon iii. pi. 65 (Clarac
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pL 5^7), and comp* tlie plates immediately following. Many from the
catacombs in Roman museums [especially in the library of the Vatican,
also in the Lateran Museum, in Pisa and other places], in Aringhi and
Aginc. pi 4 6. Gerhard Ant. Bildw. 75, 2. Comp. Sickler Almanach L
*. 173. A sculptor named Daniel under Theodorie had a privilegium for
marble sarcophagi, Oassiodor. Yar. iii, 19. Butropus, an artist of the
same description., Fabretti Inscr. v, 102. Christian artists among the
martyrs (Baronius Ann, ad a. 303). A Christian artifex signarim Mura-
tori, p. 963, 4.

6. On the honour of statues in later Borne, see the Ed. "Winck. (after

Fea) vi. s. 410 ff.., under the Ostrogoths, Manso, Gesch. des Ostgotb.
Reichs, s. 403. As a reward to poets, in Merobaudes, see Mefouhr Merok
p. viL (1824) ; at Byzantium even female dancers had statues erected to
them. Anth. Planud. iv

? 283 sqq. The equestrian statue of Justinian
in the Augustseon (which, according to Malalas, had formerly represent-
ed Arcadius) was in heroic costume, which at that time already seemed
strange, but held in his left hand the terrestrial globe with the cross*

according to Procop. de sedif. Just, i, 2. Bhetor. ed. Walz. L p. 578.

Magnificent picture of the emperor with the globe in his hand, Basilius
in Vales, ad Ammian, xxv, 10, 2. A memoir by Marulli on the bronze
eolossus at Barletta in Apulia (Fea, Storia delle Arti ii. tv. II) ; accord-

ing to Yisconti (Icon. Kom. iv. p. 165.) it is Heraclius, [Theodosms ac-

cording to Marulli II colosso di bronzo esistente nella eittfc di Barletta,
$"ap. 1816. 8vo.] In the projected treaty between Justanmn and fheo-
datusy in Procopius, it was formally arranged that the GothicMng should
iiave no statue without the emperor, and should always stand on tie left.

Even now the (Azraygot^tw was very common. Ed. "Winck. TIL B. 405.

comp. . 158. B. 4. P. Er. Muller gives a very accurate picture of the

spirit of the time De genio sevi Theodos. p. 161 sqq.

7. The use of gems? mostly indeed cameos, on vases (GaUienus Hm-
self made some of the Mnd, TrebeU. 16), on the Miens, the fib-ulcs, califfm,
and socci (Heliogabalus wore gems by the first artists on his feet, Lani-

prid. 23), was very much diffused at this later period of the emperors.
The conqueror of Zenobia dedicated in the temple of the Sun garments
joined together with gems, Vopisc. AureL 28; Claudian describes the
court dress of Honorius as sparkling with amethysts and hyacinths ; af-

ter the emperor Leo (Codex xi? 11)^ certain works of the kind were only
allowed to be made by the Palatini artifices. Hence the easeful work-

manship on gems and cameos down to a late period. A sardonyx in
the Cabinet du Roi at Paris: Constantine on horseback smiting down
Ms adversary 5 a sardonyx at St. Petersburg ; Constantine ad Fausfc%
Mongez,, pL 61, 5 ; Constantinus II. on a large agate onyx, lapperfc i% ii,

460; a sapphire at Morence: a chase by the emperor Oonstantius at

Csesarea in Cappadocia, Freher, Sapphrrus Constantii Imp. Bandari KIQL-

mism. SuppL tb. 12. are celebrated. At Byzantium cameos of blood

jasper in particular were carefully wrought j several of tfee MBE! with
Christian subjects in the cabinet of antiques at Vienna* Hefias argot-
taring died 405. Gruter, p. 1053, 4.

Heyne, Artes ex Coristejatiiiopoli nunc|tiam pre>ESH5 eacatate. Com-
Grott. iii. p. 3.
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4 PAINTING.

1 208, Painting came fortli at the time of Caesar in a second

2 bloom which soon faded. Subjects of the highest tragic suf-

fering, the deeply mortified Ajax brooding over his wrath,
Medea before the murder of her children, full of fury, and

compassion at the same time in her weeping eyes, then seem-

ed to the most distinguished artists materials of especial excel-

3 lence. Portrait-painting was at the same time in request; Lala

painted chiefly women, also her own likeness from a mirror.
'

1. Timomachus of Byzantium, about 660 (Zumpt ad Cic. Verr. iv,

60). Lala of Cyzicus then one of the chief seats of painting about

670 (et penicillo pinxit et cestro in ebore). Sopolis, Dionysius, contem-

poraries. Arellius, about 710. The dumb boy Pedius, about 720. The
Greek painter of the temple of Juno at Ardea lived perhaps about 650

700. Comp. Sillig 0. A. p. 246. and the author's Etrusker ii. s. 258.

2. Timomachus* Ajax and Medea, pictures much praised in epigrams,

purchased by Gassar for 80 talents (probably from the Cyzicans) Cic, ibid,

comp. Plin. xxxv, 9.), and dedicated in the temple of Tenus Genetrix.

Bottiger, Vasengemalde ii. s. 188. SiHig C. A. p. 450. The Medea is re-

cognised from the epigrams of the anthology in a figure from Hercula-

neum (Ant. di Ercol. i, 13. M. Borbon. x, 21.) and a picture found in

Pompeii (M. Borbon. v, 33), and in gems (Mppert, Suppl. i, 93, &c.)
Panofka Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 243. On the Ajax, Welcker, Rhein. Mus. iii,

i. s. 82. Timomachus' Orestes and Iphigenia in Tauris (as we must in-

fer from Pliny xxxv, 40, 30) were also from tragedy. [A Diogenes Albi-

nus pictor in Gaul is assigned to the end of the first century, from the

characters of the Latin inscription, Bevue archil, iii. p. 511. 583.]

I 209. At the time of the emperors we find easel painting
which was alone held to be true art, at least its main branch

neglected, and wall-painting practised in preference, as the

H2 handmaid of luxury. Pliny in the time of Vespasian regards^
painting as a perishing art; he complains that with the most

splendid colours nothing worth speaking of was produced.
3 Scenography, which had taken a fantastic direction, especially

in Asia Minor, in which it scouted all the rules of architec-

ture, was now transferred to the decoration of apartments,
where it was developed if possible in a still more arbitrary
manner

;
artists delighted in playing a transparent and airy

architecture over into vegetable and strangely compounded
4 forms. Landscape-painting was also conceived in a peculiar
manner by Ludius in the time of Augustus, and unfolded into

a new species. He painted as room-decorations villas and

porticoes, artificial gardens (topiaria opera), parks, streams,
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canals, sea-ports and marine views, enlivened with figures in
rural occupations and all sorts of comic situations very
sprightly and pleasing pictures. The time also delighted in

tricks of all kinds; in Nero's golden house a Pallas by Fabul-
lus was admired, which looked at every one who directed his

eyes towards her. The picture of Nero, 120 feet high, on

canvass, is justly reckoned by Pliny among the fooleries of

the age.

1. Painters of the time : Ludius, about 730. Antistius Labeo [the

manuscripts Titedius, Titidius] vir prsetorius, about 40 A. D. TurpiBus
Labeo Ec[. Bom. about 50. I>orotheus, 60. Fabullus (Amulius), .the

painter of the golden house (the prison of his art), 60. Cornelius Pinus,
Accius Priscus, who painted the walls of the Temple of Honour and

Virtue, 70. Artemidorus, 80. Publius, animal painter, about 90. Mar-
tial i, 110. Workers in mosaic at Pompeii: Dioscurides of Samos, ML
Borb. iv, 34 Heraclitus, Hall. ALZ. 1833. Intel! 57. comp. . 210, &

2. See Plin. xxxv, 1. 2. 11. 37. Comp. the later testimony of Petro-

nius, c. 88. [Philostr. Imag. ed. Jacobs, p. lix sq.] On the external

luxury, Plin. xxxv, 32. and Yitruv. vii, 5* Quam subtilitas artifieis ad.-

jiciebat operibus auctoritatem, nunc dominicus sumptus efficit ne dem-

deretur.

3. See Yitruvius' (vii, 5) accounts of a scene which. Apatarras of Ala-

banda fitted up and painted in a small theatre at Trailer loaning *
mathematician occasioned the destruction of the Alabaadian work; Yi-

truvius wishes that his time had one like it. Pinguntur teetoriis naon-

stra potius quam ex rebus finitis imagines certse. Pro TOlumnis enim

statuuntur calami, pro fastigiis harpaginetuli striati cum crispis foliis et

volutis ;
item candelabra aedicularum sustinentia figuras, etc.

4. Plin. xxxv, 37. Yitruvius speaks altogether of the following

classes of wall-paintings : 1. Imitations of architectural mouldings, mar-

ble-tablets in rooms and the like, as being the eariiest decorations in

colours; 2. Architectural views on a large scale, in the scenographic

manner ; 3. Trja^c^^comic, and satyric scenes in large rooms (exedrae) ;

4. Landscape pictures^^Varietates topiorum) in the ambulationes ; 5. His-

torical pictures (megalograpnla^y^gures of the gods, mythological scenes ;

also accompanied with landscapes (t<

*~ *

5. Plin. ib. Comp. Lucian De Dea Syr. ^**x^ '

210. With this character of art, which ^^begathere?<i \

from the testimonies of ancient writers, correspond
the numerous monuments of wall-painting which extend from
the time of Augustus till that of the Antonines with nearly
an equal degree of merit: the paintings in the tomb of Ceo- %
tius (. 190, 1), those in the chambers of Nero's house (^ 10,
2), which are decorated in a particularly brilliant ajad care&I

manner; the large and constantly increasing treasiure of mural S

paintings from Herculanum, Pompeii and Stable;, as well as

those in the tomb of the JTasones, aad numerous others in 4
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ancient buildings found here and there, In all of which the

art exhibits, even in its degenerate state, inexhaustible inven-

<5 tion and productiveness. The spaces divided and disposed in

the most tasteful manner; arabesques of admirable richness

of fancy; scenographies quite in that playful and light archi-

tectural style; the roofs in the form of arbours hung with

garlands interspersed with fluttering winged forms; landscapes
in the manner of Ludius, for the most part but slightly indi-

6 cated; moreover figures of deities and mythological scenes,

many carefully, the greater number hastily designed, but often

possessing an inimitable charm (especially those floating

freely in the middle of larger compartments) ;
all this and

more in lively colours and simple illumination, clearly and

agreeably arranged and executed, with much feeling for har-

7 mony of colour and an architectonic general effect Much of

this was certainly copied from earlier painters, nay the whole

study of many artists consisted in the accurate reproduction
of old pictures.

2. Histoire Critique de la Pyramide de C. Cestius par FAbbe* Rive

(with engravings from designs "by M. Carloni). P. 1787. Description des

Bains de Titus sous la direction de Ponce. P. 1787. 3 Livraisons.

Terme di Tito, a large work with plates after drawings by Smugliewicz,

engraved by M. Carloni. Sickler's Almanach ii. Tf. 1 7. s. 1.

3. Antichit^ di Ercolano, i iv. vii. Pitture Antiche. U. 1757 sqq.

65. 79. Q-li ornati delle pareti ed i pavimenti delle stanze dell' antica

Pompeii incisi in rame. N. 1808. 2 vols. fo. Zahn, Neuentdeckte Wand-

gemalde in Pompeii in 40 Steinabdriicken. The same author, Die

Schonsten Ornamente und merkwiirdigsten Gemalde aus Pomp ,
Here.

u. Stabia [1828, 100 pi. 2d Series 1842. 1844, 100 pi. Real. Museo Borbon.

R. Rochette, Peintures de Pompee from 1844. 3 livr. Wandgem. aus Pom-

peii u. Herculanum von W. Ternite, Berlin, Reimer 3 Lief, and Reimarus

also 3 Lief, up to this time. Text of the first part by K. 0. Mutter, of

the rest by Welcker.] Much in Mazois, Grell, Gopv&- Rochette (see .

190, 4). [Pianta de
}

scavi della Villa diuli^ra Ercolano ed Oplonti

Nap. No. 24, 27.]

4. P. S. Bartoli: GHxtichi Sepolcri. R. 1797, (Veterum sepulcra,

"Thes. Antiqq. Grr. yx^T By the same : Le pitture ant. delle grotte di

Boma e del ser^kro dei Nasoni (of the time of the Antonines, discovered

6. 1721. fo,, with explanations by BeHori and Causeus

(also in Latin. R. 1738), [and in the Thes. Ant. Rom. Thes. T. xii.]. Bar-

toli Recueil de Peintures Antiques T. i. ii. Sec. e"d. P. 1783. Collection

de Peintures Antiques qui ornaient les Palais, Thermes, (fee. des Emp.
Tite, Trajan, Adrien et Constantin. R. 1781. [Ponce Bains de Titus. P.

1786. fol. Paintings from the baths of Titus Sickler Almanach aus Rom.
ii. Tf. 1 7. Landon Choix des plus eel. peint. P. 1820. 4to.] Arabesques

Antiques des Bains de Livie et de la VUle Adrienne, engraved by Ponce
after Raphael. P. 1789. Pitture Antiche ritrov. nello scavo aperto 1780,
incise e pubbl. da Gv M. Cassini. 1783. Cabott, Stucchi figurati essist. in.
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im antic^%?r,olcro fuori delle mura di Roma. R. 1795. Parietiaas Pic-

turas intf \ et Viminalem Gollem super, anno detectas in raderibus

private Aatonini Pii sevo depictas (two pictures in the Peln-

tures qui ornanij^lHio.
4. if it foe the same picture, quite correspond

with the representation on the coin of Lucilla, Num. Mus. Pisani tb. 25,

3) in tabulis expressas ed. d Buti Archit. Raph. Mexigs del CamparoHi
sc. 1788. 7 very fine plates (Pitture antiche della villa Hegroni}. [The
picture in the Vatican, from Torre Marancia in the Mon. Amaranziani. IL

1843. Wall paintings of a dwelling house in Catania, Ann. d. Inst. ix. p.
60* 177. of another in Anaphe, Ross in the Abhdl. der Munchner Akad. ii.

Tf. 3 A. s. 449, of a tomb in Apulia, ArchaoL Int. Bl. 1835. s. 11. comp.
1837. s. 49, Others in Cyrene, in Pacho. Comp, the passages of Aris~

tides on Corinth, of Bio and Themistius in R. Rochette Peint, Ant, p.

198, Clem, Alex. Protr. p. 52 s. Pott. Sidonius Apollinaris Epist. ii, 11.]
For general accounts comp. Winck. v. s. 156 fF*

6. Besides these floating forms of dancing nymphs^ centaurs and

bacchantes, Pitt Ere. i. 25 28, Winckebnann praises mast the four pic-

tures, iv, 41 44. Designs (retouched 3) by Alexander of Athens on

marble, i, 14. [which BL Meyer on Winck, v. s. 473 appreciates better

than W. himself.] Among the historical pictures of Pompeii the carrying

away of Briseis by Achilles is particularly noted (R. Rochette M. I. i, 19.

(Ml New 8, 39. 40, 2Mm Wandgem. 7) [as well as the Chryseis and the

visit of Hera to 2feos on Ida from the same soKmEed Homeric krase];
of others, the picture in R^ Rochette 3 E i, 9. (Jell 83. dfetmgnisbed

by its treatment of the light (Hypnus and Basithm according i ffir%
Mars and Ilia according to R. Rochette, Dionysus aad Aura according to

Lenomant, D. and Ariadne according to Criiarini^ Zepbyros and Flora

according to Janelli and others, see BulL d. Inst. 1834, p. 186 sq.) ; also

the enigmatical picture, Gell. 48. Zahn 20. R, Rochette, Pompel, pL 15,

representing the birth of Leda, or a nest with Erotes (Hirt, Ann. d. Inst.

L p. 251). [Certainly the former, with reference to the legend in the

CyprJ Others in the 2d Part. On the pieces of rhyparography [rhopo-

graphy] Welcker ad Philostr. p. 397- The pictures consisting of mere
blurs of paint, and only intelligible at a distance (Gell, p. 165), remind

"tts of the compend* via 163*

7. [These paintings form two classes, imitations of earlier works of

every kind, andnewy Roman pictures: Bull. 1841. p. 107.] Quintal x. SL

ut describere tabulas mensuris ac lineis sciant. Lucian Zeuxis 3, r%
durly'ga(po$ sort wi>

[exemplar quod apographoa vocant, Plin,

40, 23. pipwp* Pausan. viii, 9, 4. cf.

211. In the age of Hadrian painting also ttragfe taire TO- l

vived once more with the other arta To it belonged JEtibn,

whom Lucian ranks with the first masters, and whiofi& ^uma-

ing picture of Alexander and Roxaae^ with, Erotos busted

about them and the king's armour* he c^anot snffidtently

praise. On the whole^ however, painiang continued to sink 2
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gradually into a mere daubing of colours; and It was com-

monly an occupation of slaves to fill the walls with pictures
in the most expeditious manner, according to the pleasure
and caprice of their masters.

1. JEtion is elsewhere placed in the time of Alexander (even by Hirt

Gesch. der. Bild. Hiinste, s. 265), but Luciaa says distinctly that he did

not live in ancient times, but quite recently (r& rstevrai* rowroe, Herod.

4), therefore probably in the age of Hadrian and the Antonines, Comp.
besides Imagg. 7. Hadrian himself was a rhyparographer [. 163. R. 5.] ;

Apollodorus said to him :

*
AsrsxSs x,ui rag xoho&vitdas y(>(x,q)e. Bio C. IxiXj

4. Suidas s. v.
c

A&g/aioV. Also Diognetus, about 140. Eumelus (painted
a Helena) about 190. Aristodemus from Garia, a scholar of Eumelus (?),

a guest of the elder Philostratus, also a writer on the history of art,,

about 210. Later, 370 A. B., there was at Athens a painter called Hila-

rius from Bithynia*

2. In Trimalchio's house (Petron. 29) he was painted as Mercury, as

was also his whole career, then the Iliad and Odyssey and Lsenatis

gladiatorum. Pictures of gladiators (of the commencement of which

Pliny speaks xxxv, 33) and other games were now very much in request.

Capit. Gord. 3. Vopisc. Carin. 18, . 424. Gladiators Mosaic found at

Torrenuova in 1834, similar to Winck. M. Ined. tv. 197. 198, Kellermann
Hall. A. L. Z. 1834, Int. BL no. 69. [W. Henzen Explic. musivi in Villa

Burghesia asservati quo certamina amphitheatri reprsesentata extant,

praemio donata. Rom. 1845. 4to. II musaico Antoniniano rappr, la scuola.

degli atleti, trasferito al paL Lateranese, Roma 1843, by J. P. Secchi,
Prof, in the Coll. Eom.] In Juven. ix. 145. some one wishes that he had

among his domestics a curvus cselator et alter, qui multas facias pingat
cito. Painting slaves also occur in legal sources. See Fea's note ia

Winckelmann W. v. s. 496.

1 212. The decline of art is afterwards so mucli the more

perceptible; the earlier luxuriance of arabesques and archp-

tectonic decorations disappears; clumsy simplicity takes its

place, as for instance in nearly all the pictures of the time of

2 Constantine. With these may be classed the oldest Chris-

tian pictures in the catacombs, which still continue to retain,

much of the manner of the earlier times of the Emperors;
3 as well as the miniature paintings of some heathen and

Christian manuscripts, the best of which are very instructive

as regards the understanding of the subjects in ancient art.

4 Although encaustic painting was still very much exercised
at Byzantium (. 320), in the decoration of churches as well
as palaces, the employment of Mosaic however was preferred,
a branch of art which rose very much in estimation at this

period, and was very diligently exercised throughout the whole
of the Middle Ages at Byzantium, and also by Byzantines in.

Italy.
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1* The paintings from the Baths of Constantino [in the Rospigliosi

palace], Bartoli, pi. 42 sq, Agincourt T. v, pL 4, As to whether the pic-
*
ire of Roma in the Barberini palace really belongs to the time of Con-

/fcantine, see Winckelm. W. v. s. 159, Hirt, Gesch. der Baukunst ii. s. 440.

SicHer and Keinhart's Almanach Bd- i s, 1. T 1. Painting P. (X Mui~

ler Be genio sevi Theodos. p. 161.

2. On the catacombs: Bosio, Roma sotterranea. R. 1632. (Engrav-

ings by Cherubino Alberti). Aringhi Roma Subterranea novissima. R.

1651. Bottari Sculture e Pitture sagre estratte dai Cimiterii di Roma.
173754, Artaud Voy. dans les Catac. de Rome. P. 1810. 8vo. Bartoli's

work, . 210, 4to. Agincourt, pi. 612. RosteH Beschr. Roms L & 410.

[The work begun by Pater Marchi after extensive investigations, three

parts of which have already appeared.]

3. The Ambrosian Had (Mai, Iliad. Fragm. Antiquiss. c. picturis
Med. 1819), the pictures of which come nearest to classic antiquity

[also Rome 1835, small foL Homeri Iliados picturaa ant. ex Cod. MedioL
Ibid. 1835, Yirgilii picturae ant. ex Codd. Vaticanis]. The Tatican

Virgil (of the 4th or 5th century 1). See Bartoli Figure Antique e

Cod. Virg. Vatic, (embellished). Agincourt 2025. Mfllin G. M. pi
175 b. sqq. Beschr. Roms ii, 2. s. 345. The Vatican Terence with scenes

from comedy, Berger Be personis 1723, Beschr. Roms ibid. s. 346. The
Vatican manuscript of Cosmas Indoplemstes. The oldest mMatures of

the books of the Bible, especially those in the Vatican on Joshua, approach
the Homeric ones above referred to in costome and composition.

4. See Cassiodor. Var. i, 6. vii, 5. Symmachus Ep* vi, 49. viii, 42.

Justinian's Chalke contained large mosaic pictures of his warlike achieve-

ments, Procop. Be sad. Justin, i, 10. On a wall-painting of Theodoric in

mosaic, Procop. B. Goth, i, 24, Rumohr ItaL Forschungen i. s. 183, Manso
less accurate s. 403. Comp. Muller De genio @evi Theod.p. 168. Accounts

of the mosaics in basilicas, which are never wanting there : Sartorius*

,Regierung der Ostgothen s. 317. n. 21. Specimens are furnished by A.

Ciampmi among others. Opera, K 1747. Furietti de Musivis. R. 1752,

Agbicourt v. ;pL 14 sqq. Ghitensohn und Knapp (. 194), Comp. . 322.

Two pictures in the Bibl. Coisliniana, Nicephorus Botoniates with a monk
and emperor and empress, over whom Christ hovers touchingboth crowns.

213. Notwithstanding the disappearance of all living study l

of nature, and the loss of all higher technical dexterities3 the

practice of painting and sculpture which again degenerated
into mechanical drudgery, still adhered however to many of

the principles and forms of ancient art. The Christian reli- 2

gion appropriated at first for the decoration of churches
7
tombs

and signet-rings, not merely many forms and even some sub-

jects of ancient art, but also created for itself a plastic and

pictorial cycle, partly from historical and partly from allego-
rical materials; only it repelled, by a purer and more severe

conception, all adoration of artistic shapea Constant and 3
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established forms therefore were adopted for sacred person-

ages, the more so as It was thought that, by going back to the

oldest images which they possessed, the actual shape assumed
4 by these characters was retained. The countenances at the

same time were fashioned after an ideal, although at the same
time rudely treated fundamental form

;
the costume was sub-

stantially Greek, and the drapery was disposed in large masses

5 after the antique manner. Mediaeval peculiarities in dress

and mien only penetrated by degrees into the world of anti-

quity, and that more in newly acquired than in old tradi-

6 tional figures. Everywhere at that period traces of an ancient

school, nowhere a peculiar living conception of nature, from
the renewed study of which emanated, in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, the fresh efflorescence of art, and eman-

cipation from those typical and lifeless forms which continue

to exist in the Greek church till the present day, as the last

remnant of a perished world of art,

1. Cod, Theod. xiii, 4. de excusationibus artificum,

2. The catacombs of the Christians show how even heathen subjects

(especially Orpheus) were adopted into Christian allegory. Vintage, Ger-

hard, Beschr. Roms ii, 2. s. 234. The porphyry urn of Constantia is

adorned with Bacchian scenes, Winckelm. vi, 1. s. 342; a river god on,

the sarcophagus Bouill. iii. pi. 65. The first Christian emperors have on
coins personified representations of cities, and other subjects borrowed
from heathendom. Constantine wears the labarum and the phoenix (fe-
licium temporum reparatio), Constantius while holding the labarum is

crowned by a Victory. R. Walsh, Essay on Ancient Coins, Medals and
Gems as illustrating the progress of Christianity, p. 81 sqq. R. Rochette
Premier M&m. sur les antiq. chre"tiennes. Peintures des catacombes. P.
1836. Deux Me*m. Pierres s^pulcr. 1836. [Trois. Me"m. objets deposes
dans les tombeaux ant. qui se retrouvent en tout ou en partie dans leg

cimeti&res chr6tiens. 1838.] But newly formed subjects also, such as the

good shepherd, appear to have been conceived at this time in. an artistic

manner. Rumohr describes a meritorious statue of the good shepherd at

Rome, ItaL Forsch. i. s. 168 ; a good figure of the kind as a sarcophagus;
in the Louvre 772. Clarac, pi. 122. On the gemma pastoralis see Thes.

gemm. astrif. iii. p. 82. Constantine caused the good shepherd as well as

. many scenes from the Old and New Testament to be sculptured (Busek
v. Const, iv. 49), among the former Daniel, who, together with Jonah, was
the most favourite subject of typical representation. In the emblems of
the earliest Christians indeed (Miinter, Sinnbilder und Kunstvorstellun-

gen der alten Christen. 1825} there is much pettiness and trifling (as
in the fish, IX0T2), partly from the frequently enjoined effort to avoid

everything like idols even in signet-rings ; yet there are others that are

happily conceived even on the score of art (the lamb, the thirsting hart,
the dove with the olive branch). The sentiments of reflecting Christians
were from the first much divided, at Rome on the whole they were more
for art, in Africa more strict. TertuUian, Augustine, and Clemens of
Alexandria speak with severity against all exercise of sculpture and
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painting. The councils, among which that of IHiberis (albout 300) was
the first to occupy itself with such matters, were on the whole more hostile

to plastic than painted images. Comp, Neander K. G-esch. ii, g. 61&
Jacobs Acad. Reden i. s. 547 f. Gnineisen iiber die Ursachen u. Granzea

des Kunsthasses in den drei ersten Jahrh. n. Chr,, KunstbL 1831. N. 29.

In P. 0. Miiller Be genio sevi Theod. p. 267 sq. Passages from Chrysos-
torn and others on the state of art.

3. There were images of Christ pretty early, for Alexander Sevens
had Christ in his Lararimn; afterwards the Carpocratians had such

images, with which even heathen superstition was carried on in Egypt.

(Reuvens Lettres a Mr. Letronne i. p. 25). On the other hand the Edessa

image was an invention, and the statue of Paneas, with the woman of

Samaria, probably a misunderstood antique group (Hadrian and Judaea,

according to Iken). The Christ-ideal was developed on the whole much
less by sculpture than by mosaics and paintings, A Christian painter
who tried to transform it into the Jupiter Ideal had Ms hand withered,

according to Cedrenus p. 348. Par. Theodoret Exc. hist. eccL i, 15* [On
the origin of Christian art, and its religious ideals, from a consideration

of the earliest works of Christian sculpture, and later Greek painting in

Sicklers u. Reinhart's Almanach aus Rom. i. s. 153 196.] Rurnohr in

especial shows how Christian art long remained antique in technical

treatment and forms, having only taken another direction in its subjects,

ItaL Forschungen, L &. 157 ff. What is here said is mostly borrowed

from Rumohr's excellent book ; and JEL Rochette in agreement therewith

shows in Ms Discours sur Forigine, le d^vdoppemmt ei le canelfee des

types imitatifs qui constituent Fart du Ghristiamsme, P. I834y how, after

the first indeterminate and characterless attempts, certain, ideal types of

the Saviour, the Virgin, and the Apostles were formed at art early period
under the influence of ancient art ; but that the subjects which, were

foreign to antiquity the representations of sacred sufferings the Cru-

cifixion and the Martyrdoms, did not enter into this world of art until

the seventh and eighth centuries.

DESTRUCTION OF WOBKS OF ABT.

214 After all this, it is not to be denied that the removal I
of the seat of empire to Byzantium was productive of baneful
in mce on the arts in Italy; that to ancient art in general 2
Chi ^tianity was not less injurious, as well in consequence oC
its internal tendency, as from the natural and necessary hem-,

tility of its external position; and that the invasions and S

conquests of the Germanic tribes were also de&trucfciv^ less

however from intentional demolition than from the natural

effects of incursions, sieges, and subjugations; for the Goths

especially, who were of an honourable nature and susceptible
of cultivation, can scarcely in any instance be charged with

wanton destruction of works of art and historical records.

The vast amount of distress arising from wars, famine, pesti- 4
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lence, and all kinds of calamities, to which Rome was sub-

jected in the sixth and seventh centuries, is certainly to be

taken into consideration in the history of the decay of ancient

art; and intervals of prosperity were but the more dangerous
to old architectural edifices which were then turned to account

for the erection of new buildings. And yet it was not these

external events that principally brought about and are charge-
able with the decline of art

;
it was the inward exhaustion

and enfeeblement of the human mind, the decay of all ancient

sentiment, the destruction whose causes lay in internal laws

of life of the entire spiritual world from which art itself had
emanated. Even without those external shocks the fabric of

ancient art must of itself have sunk in ruins.

1. See Heyne : Priscse artis opera quae Constantinopoli extitisse me-

morantur, Commentat. Gott. xi. p. 3. De interitu operum turn antique
turn serioris artis quse Constantinopoli fuisse memorantur, ibid. xii. p.

273. Petersen, Einleitung s. 120.

Constantine "brought works of art from Rome, Greece, and especially

from Asia Minor, to Byzantium. On the statues of gods, heroes and his-

torical personages in the Bath of Zeuxippus which Severus erected and

Oonstantine embellished, Christodorus' Anthol. Palat. ii. Cedrenus p. 369.

The brazen statues with which Constantine adorned the principal streets

were melted for Anastasius* colossus in, theforum TaurL Malalas xv. p.

42. Before the time of Justinian there stood 427 statues in the area at

the church of St. Sophia. We hear also of enormous colossal statues of

Hera and Hercules in the history of FranMsh devastation (Mcetas). In

detail, however, little can be said with certainty; the Byzantines are

wont to call the images of the gods after the chief seat of their wor-

ship (the Samian Hera, the Cnidian Aphrodite, the Olympian Zeus).
Kome^was also plundered through the exarchate, particularly in 633

under Constans IL, even of the bronze tiles of the Pantheon.

At Byzantium there was destruction from fire, especially in 404, 475

(the Lauseion), 532 (the bath of Zeuxippus), <fec., then came the Icono-

clasts (from 728 downwards), and the crusaders (1203 and 1204), when
two vast conflagrations did by far the greatest damage. Venice at that

time acquired $ great variety of works of art (below . 261, 2). At the

same time Gr ^ece suffered much from the Franks and pirates. After-

wards from tke Turks; now from the troops of the Great Powers.

2. On Constantine's later devastations of temples, the Ed. of Winck.

vi, 2. s. 403. Muller Be Genio sevi Theodos, p. 169 sq. The complaints
of Libanius are perhaps exaggerated. The Serapeion at Alexandria, the

' first temple after the Capitol, was destroyed in 389, by the bishop The-

ophilus. Wyttenbach ad Eunap. p. 153. Direct commands to destroy

temples first began with the sons of Theodosius. Muller De Genio sevi

Theod. p. 172. Petersen, p. 122. At first were destroyed especially the

seats of obscene, or mystic worship, Mithras caverns, and the like, then

also other temple-images. It was a matter of rejoicing to show the peo-

ple the dusty inside of the chryselephantine colossi, Euseb. Y. Const, iii,

54. Eunapius accuses the monks of having led Alaric's army to the de-
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structiom of the temple of Eleusia, But, on the other hand, there were

always new endeavours to preserve the monuments of antiquity. For
the protection of worts of art there was at Rome a centwrio, then a tri~

fanugj come} rerum 'mt&nAivm. Vales* ad A-m-mfem. xvi, 6, Artists are
honoured in the Cod. Theodos. xiiL t. 4. The earKer Popes Ekewise had
sometimes a sense of the splendour which the remains of antiquity im-

parted to their city, especially Gregory *he Great, who has Ibeen justified

IbyFea.

3. Greece was laid waste very^^^it was overran several times by
the so-called Scythians under ^yttius, they plundered also the Ephe-
sian temple ; in Attica the^x^ere defeated by Dexippns at the sack
of the city, Trebellius Gallien. 6. 13 (Gomp. C. I. EL 380). Akric threat-

ened Athens in 395 : however, Athena Promachus, according to Zosimus,
averted the destruction (and it was precisely at Athens that antiquity
subsisted longest uninjured in its monuments, religion, and customs),
Rome was besieged by Alaric in 408, and many statues of precious metal
were melted in order to appease him ; in 410 he took and pillaged it,

The sack by Genseric the Vandal, in 4.55, was more terrible. The trea-

sures of art in the Capitol were taken to Africa. Theodoric, who was
educated at Byzantium, carefully protected antiquity and art. Resto-
ration of Pompey's theatre, Tkeodwicm rex Roma fdix inscribed on
bricks from the baths of Oaracalla, Comp. the defence of the Goths im

Sartorius, p, 191 sq. Wittig besieged Rome in 537 ; the Greeks defended
Hadrian's Mausoleum with statues. Totila's plan of devastelaon in 5461
Wars of the Longobards aaod Greeks. Oomp, for a genemi &^s&w^ Gib-

bon, ch. 71. Winck. vi, I. a. 340 ff. together witfe the notes, lea
Rovine di Roma in the ItaL translation of Wmckelmamn, H0Khaiise*s
notes to Byron's Childe Harold, Petersen, Einleitung s. 124 ff.

? Mebnhr
T
s

KL Schrifteni, s. 42S ff. Circumstances which lead to the conclusion thafe

there was a sudden stagnation in artistic enterprise, are adduced by
WincL vi, 1. s. 337, and also by the Ed. s. 390.

APPENDIX.
THE NATIONS NOT OF GREEK RACE,

Chinese, Judsean and Egyptian antiquities are at the best but curiosi-

ties ; it is very well to make one's self and the world acquainted witfe

them; but they are of alight avail for moral or aesthetic ctdtae*

Gothe Werke xxiii s. 278.

I. EGYPTIANS,

I. GBHEBAL BEMABK&

215. The Egyptians were qidte a peculiar teatiKJL of the
Caucasian race, in tke wider sense of tfcat wori Bieir form
of body was elegant and slender, more (mlcwlatecl &* peise-
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vering labour and steadfast endurance than for a heroic dis-

3 play of strength. Their language, which can he recognised in

the Coptic, was closely allied to the Semitic tongues in its struc-

ture, but depended still more on external agglutination, and
was therefore so much the more removed from the internal

4 organic richness of the Greek. This people was found from
the earliest times throughout the whole extent of the valley
of the Nile; the Ethiopians of the kingdom of Meroe, though
indeed seldom politically united with the Egyptians, were, how-

ever, connected with them by their corresponding customs, re-

5
ligion, art, and nationality in general. As this river-country,
on account of its sharply-defined boundaries and great annual

inundation, had, especially in Egypt, a very fixed and distinct

character something settled and uniform; so we find that,
from the earliest ages, all life was extremely formal, and, as it

C were, benumbed. The religion, which was a nature-worship,
was cultivated and unfolded by priestly science into a tedious

ceremonial; a complicated system of hierarchy and castes

wound itself through all branches of public activity, as well

as art and industry; every business had its followers assigned
it by inheritance.

1. The Egyptians were not negroes, although the nearest to them
of all the Caucasians. The lips larger, the nose more turned up than

among the Greeks. Comp. the heads of Copts with the ancient statuary,

Denon, Toy. T. L p. 136. 8. Gau's Antiq. de la Nubie, pi. 16.

2. Plerique stibfusculi sunt et atrati (there were differences denoted

by ^sXayp^s" and ^gx/^^a^, as in Pamonthes' instrument of sale), magisgw
m<E$tiores, grcBwlmti et andi, Ammian xxii, 16, 23. An imbette et inutile

mtfffuSj according to Juvenal xv, 126, but not to be subdued on the rack,
Ammian and jElian V. H. vii, 18, See Herod, iii, 10. 11, 77. en the

Pelusium.

3. Bunsen. Egypt's Place in the History of the "World. Sect. 4. 5,

4. The sculptures of Upper Nubia present the same forms and colour

of body as the Egyptian. There was only a political union under Se-

sostris (1500 before Christ) and Sabacon (800). Comp. Heeren Ideen ii,

2 (1826) Abschn. i. Ansicht des Landes und Volkes.

1 216. This people, by its quiet and earnest nature, not only
carried many branches of industry and the mechanical arts at

an early period to a surprising height, but we also find that a

system ofwriting was cultivated and extensively employed here
2 from a very remote era. Indeed we have to distinguish three

sorts: first, the ki&roglypMcs as a peculiar monumental char-

acter which, setting out from direct delineation and tropical

designation, approaches in particular parts to an alphabetical
3 character, as in the cartouches for names especially; 2dly, the

Meratw character, which seems to have arisen in the trans
ference of hieroglyphics, particularly the phonetic portion o*
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them, to papyrus, by tlie abbreviation and simplification of

signs; lastly, the demotic wMcli is in its turn connected with
the latter is more alphabetical in its nature, and most sim-

plified in the form of the signs.

S. The discovery of the phonetic hieroglyphics rested at first on the

comparison of the name of Ptolemy on the Eosetta stone (. 217, 4), with

that of Cleopatra on the obelisk at Philse. First set on foot by Young;
Encyclopaedia Britannica. Supplement, Article Egypt. 1819. Account

of some recent discoveries in Hieroglyphical Literature and Egyptian

Antiquities. 1823, More fully carried out by ChampolHon le Jeune. Lettre

& M. Dacier relative ^'alphabet des hieroglyphes phon^tiques. 1822. Pr&-

cis du systeme hieroglyphique des anciens Egyptiens. 1824. Confirmed

by H. Salt's Essay on Dr. Young's and M. Champollion's Phonetic sya-

tem of Hieroglyphics. A correct judgment on what ChampolHon has

done, by Rosengarten in the BerL Jahrb* 1831 n.94 ff. An opposite system,
now abandoned, in Seyflarth's Rudimenta Hieroglyphiees. 1826, Lepsius
sur Falphabet Merogl. Annali cL Inst. ix, p. 1 tav. d'agg. A. B.

at

On rolls of papyrus, which seem to belong to a kind of liturgy, and to

contain hymns. The same species of writing is found in fragments of

folded papyrus* (comp. Herod, iiy 100), with the names of the kings and
the years of their reigns, in the Turin collection. See Qumtmo Lezxoni

intorno a diversi argomeati d'Archeologia. 1825. Mai's (Malogo <le*

papiri EgMani delta bib! Yatieana cMeify contains Merafe iocraaents*

1825. 4to.

4. *ET/ffTo>ioyi3c{p/js /Ag&oBo;- in Clemens, B^or^, Bjf/^ou ygf inSerod*
and Biod. (syxpy* is more general). Used on papyrus for deeds, letters,

and all sorts of secular registries. Records and deeds of a family of Choi-

chytes, or mummy-dressers at Thebes, partly demotic, partly Greek, some-

times corresponding to each other. Individual matters published by
Bockh (ErkErung einer -3Bgypt, Urkunde. B. 1821) and Buttmann (Erk-

larung der Griech. Beischriffe. 1824), by Petrettini (Papiri Greco-Egizii

1826), by Peyron (Papyri Graeci R. Taurinensis Musei -^gyptii, especially

the pleadings of 117 bef. Christ), in Young's Account and Hieroglyphics,

in Mai ibid, and Rosegarten Be prisca -ffigyptiorum litteratura, Comm* L

1828. These documents and the Rosetta stone have led to the deter-

mination of a number of letters which appear in Greek names, tite signs

of the numbers and other cyphers, principally through Young, Champoi-

hon, and Rosegarten. On Spohn's work (Be lingua et Hteris veteram

JSgyptiorum, ed. et absolvit G. Seyffarth), comp. among others OotL 0*

A. 1825. St. 123.

The best materials of these researches are given in the ffiexogl;?f$iie&

coEected by the Egyptian Society, arranged by Thos. Young^ 9 wfe 1

Yorke and M. Leake, Transactions of the Royal Society of Ktewfewe^ ^
L p. 203. Bunsen Obss. g6ndrales BUT F6tat actuel de nos eoonMBBaaces

r^lat"TOment ^ 1'age des inon. de 1'Eg. Annali d. Inst. vL p- 87*

217* By the recently acquipd knowle<%e of these Muds of 1

^writing, particularly the first^id a greater arttemtion to Mane-
tho oc^asio&Qd thereby, we Eaye.-^ihe

siyoae ttuae beoi enabled
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to determine tie age of many monuments, which, considering
what Plato says as to the immutability of art in Egypt for

thousands of years, could hardly be discovered immediately
from the style of the monuments. We distinguish, then:

2 I. The period before the Syro-Arabian conquest of the

Hycsos or Shepherd kings (sixteen dynasties in Manetho) in

which This and Memphis especially flourished. At the end

of it nothing escaped destruction except the pyramids of

Memphis, works of the fourth dynasty. But even fragments
of temples of the earlier time are found here and there built

into later works; they show precisely the same kind of art

as the latter. The prodigious devastations of these Hycsos
which wound up this period, have rendered it impossible to

follow this national style of art step by step, and trace its de-

velopment.

3 II. The race of native princes, which was not extinguished
even under the Hycsos, but had retired into the most remote

regions, issuing again from the southern boundaries of Egypt,

gradually reconquered the empire (the eighteenth, Thebaic

dynasty in Manetho) and raised it to new splendour, which
reached its zenith under Rhamses the Great (Sethos in Man-
etho) otherwise called Sesostris (the first of the princes of

the nineteenth dynasty, 1473 years before the Christian era).
His name, and those of several other Rhamses, Amenophis,
Thutmosis, stand on numberless temples and other monu-
ments, even in Lower Nubia. Thebes was the central point
of Egypt, and rose to a most flourishing condition. The suc-

ceeding dynasties likewise, even the Ethiopian conquerors,
who were of the same kindred with the Egyptians, have left

behind monuments of their name in a similar style; and, un-
der the Philhellenic rulers of Sais, there is still nothing of
Greek influence observable in art.

4 III. Egypt was under foreign dominion, first Persian, then

Greek, and afterwards Roman, without, however, any altera-

tion being thereby produced on life in the interior of the

country. The ancient division into castes, the hierarchy in its

relative position to the nation, continued to subsist
;

all the

occupations of life and branches of art were carried on in the old

system. The kings and queens were treated by the priesthood
of the different districts, in titles and mode of representation,
entirely after the manner of the ancient Pharaohs. Chris-

tianity first annihilated by external destruction this mummy-
like, dried up, and therefore incorruptible Egyptian world.

1. Manetho (260 before Christ), leaving out of consideration, the cor-

ruptions of the text, deserves as much more credit than the purely his-

torical accounts of Herodotus, as authentic records, made use of by an
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Intelligent native, ought to have in preference to oral communications
"by equivocal intermediate persons to a stranger. Among such records
of which Hanetho might avail himself the genealogy of Eamses the
<Jreat, given in the tablet of Abydos (most correct in HierogL 47) is

worthy of notice. At least the order of succession here, Thutmos%
AmenopMs, Horns, coincides with Manetho. [Bodkh Manetho TL die

Hundsternperiode, ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Pharaoneit, B< 1845,]

2. The Builders of the Pyramids, Suphis I. (Cheops^ Herod.), a de-
spiser of the gods, Sophia II. (Chephren), Mencheres (Mykerinos), kings
of the fourth dynasty, were thrust down by the priests whom Herodotus
heard, from theocratic reasons, into the time of the decline. Comjx
Heeren, Ideea 2. s. 198. with Champollion, Letfcres a- M. le Due de Bla-
cas, ii. ; and the latter on the fragments of earlier buildings which are
found in the temple and palaoe of Ainmon at Carnac in the rains of
Thebes.

3. The rviiL dynasty according to OhampoHion: Amnoffcep, Thoyi-
mus, Amnrnai, Thoytmus IL, Amnof, Thoytmus in, Amnof II. (Pha-
inenophis or Memnon), Horus, Bamses L, Ousirei, Manduei, Senses IL
III. IY. (Mei-Amn) V. The iix : Amn-mai B^mses VL, E^mms TIL,
Amnoftep II.

? Bamses YIIL 111, imen-me, Bamses X, CiianipoUioiL'g
assumptions are opposed in several points to Burton, Excerpta ffierogl
QaMra 1828-30 and WilMnson, Ifateria Hierogljphica, Malta 1888
(oompw BuH. d. tost, 18 p, mi) ; Eo^HM, Monnzrwati del' l^tto e
della Hubia dis. dalla Spedisaone Sci^tifico-lefterark Toraum in Jtg&to,
P. L Ifon. Storici 1832. 33. (comp. G. Gel AJUL 183& SL 200.) arranges tfe
succession as foUows: xvHi,; Amenof L, Thutme^ L IL HI,y the Qoeea
Amense, Thutmes IV,, Amenof II., Thutmes T., Amenof III (Memnon)
Horus, Tmauhmot, Kamses L, Menephtah I., Ramses IL III. (Amn-mai
Eamses or Sesostris), Manephtah II. IIL, Herri. The xix. begins : Bam-
ses Mai-Amn (also Sethos or JiSgyptus a very uncritical combination),The following are thought to be found on monuments: Manduftep
{Smendes XXL), Scheschon, Osorehon, Takelothe (XXII.) ; Sabaco and
Tirraka (XXV, these by Salt), Psemteg (Psammetichus XXXI.), Nai-
phroue3 Hakr. (Hephereus and Acoris, of the xxix, dynasty in the time of
the Persians).

4. The chief supports of this view which has been gained but recently
are L The Eosetta stone^ an address in hieroglyphic, demotic and Greek
characters, by the priests assembled at Memphis, to Ptolemy Y.> (who had
caused himself to be inaugurated after the manner of the Pharaohs.)
thanking him especially for feeing the priesthood from many burdens.
Last explained by Dramann, 1823. Such decrees of praise and thanks
were frequent; even the virtues of Fero were extolled in hieroglypiies
by the inhabitants of Busuis. 2. The Greek inscriptions on the wall* of
temples, mostly to this effect, that the Ptolemies and Imperator% cr tfo
inhabitants of the country, for the welfare of these rulers (&r% &&tm\
dedicate temples or new portions of them to their native gpdg; iiteycome down as &r as the time of t&e Antonines. Letronne, BedtarobfiB
pour servir \ Thistoire de TEgypte pendant k doininaiioii des 0rec* et
des Eomains. 1823, 3. 03ie MeroglypHo insertions wi& names of
Ptolanies and Eonxan ^nperors a^o^mpaayiBg rap-eeentaMoiis which
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both in import and form are purely Egyptian; according to Rosellini

they come as far down as Caracalla. 4. The archives of the Cholchytes

lead us still deeper into private life, , 216, 4. Comp. Gott. G. A. 1827.

St. 154 156. We see from them that the entire sacred laws of the

Egyptians, and what here did not belong to them, continued still nearly

unimpaired in the later times of the Ptolemies,

1 218. The monuments of the Egyptian style of art are

divided according to locality as follows:

I. The UPPER NUBIAN. Here lay the kingdom of Meroe

which was in a flourishing state at least before the time of

Herodotus; in it the sway of the priesthood down till Erga-

menes (about 270 years before Christ) was still more stern,

and priestly knowledge still more generally diffused
Onjthis

so-called island there are still found considerable groups^
of

ruins, which however for the most part exhibit the Egyptian

style only in a later state of degeneracy. At the northern

end of it, indeed beyond the island, there are found similar

remains of Wapata, the seat of the queens Candace; there are

also to be seen edifices of a kindred description in several

places in Abys&inia.

2 II. THE LOWER NUBIAN, separated by a great space from the

former, and approaching closer to Tipper Egypt. The reason

that they mostly wear the form of cavern-structures lies perhaps

partly in the smaller extension of the valley of the Nile, which
did not furnish a sufficient surface for other constructions;

according to the hieroglyphic inscriptions those that lie higher

up belong to the flourishing era of Thebes, those in the border

country to later periods. The unfinished state of the greater
number proves that the circumstances which gave occasion to

them were transient.

3 III The UPPER EGYPTIAN, partly above Thebes partly in

Thebes itself, partly below as far as Hermopolis. The monu-
ments of Thebes, by far the most colossal of all, mostly owe
their origin to one and the same time, the eighteenth and
nineteenth dynasty, and exhibit therefore one and the same
massive and grandiose style.

4 IV. The CENTRAL EGYPTIAN, and V. the LOWER EGYPTIAN,
originally not less numerous, but in great part utterly de-

stroyed by the more frequent migrations and devastations in
these districts, as well as by the rise of new cities in the neigh-
bourhood. VI. OASES.

1. The Kiiraj>oM OP MEROE is nearly an island formed by the Nile and
the Astaboras, the land of Oush compassed by the river Gihon. Ruins
on the Nile around Shendy, 17 north latitude. Here lie Gurcab where
there are 43 pyramids, and Assur where there are 80. Southward from

Shendy, and farther from the Nile, is Megaurah, where there is a temple
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(the temple of the oracle according to Heeren) of labyrinthine design,

and Saga, where there is a temple of Ammon with alleys of sphinxes.

Below the confluence of the rivers are the rains on Mount Barkai and

near Merawe, formerly Napata. These structures were partly erected

l>y Egyptian rulers (the oldest name is Amenophis II.), partly much

later, therefore not in the severe style of Egyptian art in arcMtectere

and sculpture; the queens, who sometimes appear with a king and

sometimes alone, in warlike or sacerdotal transactions, are probably of

the Oandaces who reigned here from the Macedonian period down to the

4th century of the Christian era, and besides Napata also possessed Me-
roe (PHn. vi, 35). See Burckhardt's Travels in Kubia, G. A. HosMn's
Travels in Ethiopia, 183d. 4to (G6tt. G. A. 1836. St. 166. 167. OailHaud's

Voyage & Mero4 etc. 2 vols. plates, 3 vols. text. Accounts by Riippel,

Lord Prudhoe and Major Felix (Bull d. Inst. 1829. p. 100), Map by
Hitter in the second part of the Gharten und PEne.

Axum in Habesh (founded, according to Mannert, through the emigntr
tion of the Egyptian warlike castes), a powerful kingdom about 500

years after Christ. Obelisks of an anomalous description, without hiero-

glyphics. Accounts by Bruce and Salt, Lord Vafeatia, Travels T. ii
Similar ones in the port of Azab, and perhaps also in Adule.

2, The monuments of LOWEB, J^UBIA, beginning from Sesce, axe sepa-
rated from Meroe by an emj>ty space of 30 miles. Temple of Soleb

(Reliefs of Amenophis IL); Aamara; Semne; Wady-BWfa; Ibearalral

[Kerkis^ two rock-temples with colossi, tfee larger is a nMauuttent in

honour of Ramses the Great; Derri; Hasseya; Amada;
temple and rows of sphinxes; Moharraka [Hierwjkaminon];
[Corte]; Dakke [Pselkis]; Temple of Hermes PautnupMs;
[Tulzis], with a very large temple-grotto, colossi as pillars, particrikrly
old ; Dondur ; Kalabshe [Talmis] with a temple and a monument in the

rocks; Tafa [Taphis]; Kardassy [Tzitzi]; Bebod with the island Be-
rembre [Parembole]. The monuments of the Ptolemies and Romans
reach as far as Sykaminon (thus far extended the avm^st of the empire
before Diocletian) ; then begin older works. Berenice on the Bed Sea

has a small temple. Chief sources^ The Travels of Burckhardt and Ligth,
for Ibsambul Belzoni : Narrative of the operations and recent discover-

ies within the pyramids, temples, tombs and excavations in Egypt and

Hubia, Sec, Ed. 1821, especially Gau's Antiquites de la Nubie. 13 Livr.

plates with text. P. 1822, also Leljegreen from the Swedish in Schon^ft

Kunstblatt 1827. N. 13 fL and the map by A* v. Prokesch from measure-*

ments in 1827.

3. In UPPER EYI% on the borders, the island of Isis Phibe wife &

large temple (much built by PtoL Euerg* the Second ; the temple stli

existed at the time of JSTarses), Parthey I>e Philis ms. ejusqpie mmxtm*
B, 1830 ; Elephantine (Monuments of Anienophis II.) ; Syene fiunr Aa-

suan]; Omboi [Koum Ombo]; ^Isilis; Great Apollinopolis [Bdfojwi^t
a magnificent temple, together with Typhonion, of the time of fte Pto-

lemies ; Eilethyia [El Kab] with many fine catacombs ; La6opes fTSsaeli]

with a large strong-built, and a small, late, and ill-built tem|ie; A^ferodt-

topolis [Eddeir] ; Hermonthis [Erment}

Then THEBES, whose ruins altogether are five geogr, miks in circtiit.
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1 . The city properly so called on tne east side. Temple and palace atjmxor

(Amenophis IL)y connected -with the temple (of Amenophis I. and other

kings) and palace (of Ramses the Great) at Carnac by an alley of sphinxes
more than 6y

OOO feet long. Small hippodrome. 2. The Memnoneia, that

is, the city of the Mausoleums, especially in the neighbourhood of Kurnak
Here stood, where the field of the colossi is now, the Memnoneion (in

gtrabo), the Amenophion (in papyrus-writings), probably the same which

Diodorus describes as the Osmandyeion. See Gott. G. A. 1833, St. 36.

[Letronne opposed to this view, in the Journ. des Sav. 1836, p. 239J Fur-

ther the Ramesseion (the Osmandyeion of the Descript.) with the alley

of sphinxes, the Menephtheion (palace at Kurnah) and other monuments

as late as Ptolemy the First's time. Grottoes and syrinxes all around.

Above the Memnoneion (according to Strabo) there were about 40 splen-

did sepulchres of kings hewn out of the rocks, 16 of which have been

discovered in the rocky valley Bfban-el-Maluk. Southward, near Medi-

net-Aba, a palace (of Ramses Meiamun) and pavilion (according to the

authors of the Description) in two stories beside the great Hippodrome

(6,000 X 2,000) feet. Denon*s Toy. dans la Haute et Basse Egypte pen-

dant leg camp, du G&u Bonaparte. 1802. Description de FEgypte, An-

iiquites T. i ii. iii Hamilton, Remarks on several parts of Turkey, i

.ZEgyptiaca*. Wilkinson Topogr, of Thebes and General View of Egypt. L.

1835. Quarterly Rev. 1835. CY. p. 103. Journ. des Sav. 1836. p. 271.

Wilkinson, p. 80 an arch of 154 a. C. Grotto of Brei-Hassan, similar to

Doric architecture, Yault ancient. Horkier Yoy. en EtMopie, p. 352.

353. Wooden plugs. Reise zum Tempel des Jupiter Ammon in der

Libyschen Wftste und nach Ober-JSgypten von H. Freiherrn v. Minutoli,

herausg. von Tolken. ISM. MinutolTs Hachtrag. 1827. Champollion,
Lettres 6crites d'Egypte et de IvTnbie. P. 1833,

Further down: Mttle ApollinopoHs [KousJ; Koptos [Kuft]; Tentyra
with a, feeaatiiM tesiple wiich, aooording to the cartouches, was begun by

tis Cfe^u, and carried on by the Emperors ; Little

j Abydo [M-Arabat] ; TMs [near Girgeh] ; Chemmis [Eckhmin] j

l-Kebir]; Lycopolis [Es Syut].

4. In Cteraui* EGYPT ; Hermopolis [Benisour] ; Kynopolis (?) [Kesle
Sieik Hassan] ; Aphroditopolis [Doukb el Halfeh] ; beside it the district

of Lake Moeris [Fayoum] with the labyrinth and pyramids^ also a tem-

ple conjectured to be one of Ammon, in the neighbourhood, and the city

Orocodilopolis (Arsinoe). Description T. iv. pi. 69 sqq. MEMPHIS j the

tevzfo Tu~f(ps which doubtless contained the royal citadel, stood high,
and was probably connected beMnd with the pyramids of Saccarah as a

Necropolis, The pyramids of Ghizeh, the highest, stand 40 stadia north-

ward from the city; those of Dashour to the south. The ground full of

syrinxes (tombs of Beni-Hassan). o vestige of the temple of Phthas
with the afay of Apis. Descr, T, v.

In LOWER EGYPT : Busiris (Ruins near el Bahbeyt) ; Heliopolis or On
[near MatariehJ, only an obelisk still extant ; Tanis (San), a dromos of

granite columns ; Sai& [Sa el Haggar], considerable ruins, particularly of

the Necropolis ; Taposiris [Abusir]. Descr. T. v,

OASES. Ammonian Oasis [^wah], Ruins of the Temple of Anamon
(at Omm-Beydah) 7

the royal citadel, catacombs. Reise von Minutoli:

Yoy. & 1'Oase de Syouah, redige par Jomard d'apre^s leg materiaux recu-
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eiffis par Drovetti et CallliaucL Northern Oasis of Egypt [H-Wab or

El-Kassar] with extensive ruins visited by BelzonL Southern Oasis [M
Khargeh and El-Dakel] with Egyptian temple and later "buildings, mi-

nutely described by Cailliaud. Cailliand Voy. & FOasis de Thebes et dans
les Deserts situes & 1'Orient et & FOccident de k TMbaide, redige par
Jomard. Egypto-Grecian buildings in the Emerald Mountains at Sek-

ket, Cailliaud, pi. 5 sqq. Hieroglyphic stones also in Arabia Petnea.

Monuments of Sesostris at Berytos (Cassas ii. pi. 78), see Journ. des

Sav. 1834. p. 527. Bull. 1834. p. 20. 151. 1835. p. 20. 1837. p. 134. 145.

[Lepsius Monum. de Beirut M. d. I. ii, 51. Annali x. p. 12 19. Differ-

ence between Herodotus' description of the monuments of Sesostris

and these. Bull. 1842. p. 184.

2. ARCHITECTONICS.

219. The architecture of Egypt did not, like that of Greece, 1

receive its forms in an evident manner from timber building;
on the contrary, the want of wood obliged the Egyptians at an

early period to employ their abundant rock-materials; and a

troglodytic burrowing in these was carried on, from the most

primitive ages, at least jointly with the piling up masses of
stone upon the earth. Just as little could these forms be de- 2
termined by provision for carrying away rain (hence there
are nowhere gable-roofs) ;

the endeavour to otoiai shade and
a cool current of air can alone be laid down as the climatic

conditions, with which sacerdotal principles and the particu-
lar feeling of the nation for art united in order to produce
this peculiar and simply grandiose style of architecture.

Quatremere de Quincy's and Gius. del Bosso's works on Egyptian archi-

tecture are now of little use. On the contrary Hirt, Gesch. der Bau-
kunst i. s. 1 112 valuable.

220. The sacred structures did not possess in their design 1

the internal unity of the Greek ; they were rather aggregates
which "could be increased indefinitely, as we are even taught
by the history, for instance, of the temple of Phthas at Mem-
phis in Herodotus. Alleys of colossal rams or sphinxes form 2
the approach or dromos

;
sometimes we find before these small

temples of co-ordinate deities (especially Typhonia). Before
the main body of the edifice usually stand two obelisks com-
memorative of the dedication. The direction of the whole

design does not necessarily follow the same straight lin& Hie S
principal structures begin with a pylon, that is, pyramidal
double towers or wings (Strabo's ptera) which flank the gate-

way, and the destination of which is still very much in the
dark (they might have served as bulwarks to the entrance,
and also for astronomical observations). Then follows usually 4
a court surrounded by colonnades, subordinate temple^ and,

houses for the. priests (a^propylon or propylwn, aad at the
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5 same time & peristylon). A second pylon (the number may
even be increased) now leads into the anterior and most con-

siderable portion of the temple properly so-called, a portico

enclosed with walls, which only receives
Alight through small

windows in the entablature or openings in the roof (the pro-

6 naos, a hypostyle apartment). Adjoining to it is the cella of

the temple (the naos or secos), without columns, low,, generally

enclosed by several walls, often divided into various small

chambers or crypts, with monolith receptacles for idols or

mummies of animals, in appearance the most inconsiderable

portion of the whole.

1. Menes built this temple, Sesostris made an addition to it of enor-

mous stones and placed six statues of Ms family within. Rhampsinit

built propylsea on the west with two statues, Asychis placed propytea on

the east, Psammetichus on the south and an avXoj for Apis opposite,

Amasis erected a colossus in front of it.

2. See Strabo xvii. p. 805. c. Plutarch de Is. 20. and comp. with the

expressions Diod. i, 47. 48. As to particular temples, see especially that

of Ammon at Carnac, Descr. iii., that of Philae, Descr. i., that of Soleb,

Cailliaud il pL 13, of Mount Barkal i. pi. 64.

3. The ktter destination of the pylon is supported by Olympiodorus'

statement that Claudius Ptolemy dwelt 40 years in the vrreptff
rov Kawfav,

observing the stars, vrs%* xcd <5go/*o/ fa*ftyo( of the temples, on the other

hand x^v^ with subterranean GroKi<rrvyex>,
Plut. de Is. 20. See Butt-

maun in the Museum der Alterthumsw. ii. s. 489 ff. The separate wings

either describe a square (at Edfu of 96, urPhilae of 54 feet), or they are

higher than broad, which, appears to be the later style of building. The

inner side-lines of ttoe wings* prolonged to the ground, ML on the outer-

most points of the gateway. On adorning the reliefs on festivals with

masts and lags* Descr. iii. pL 57, 3. Cailliaud Yoy. a Me*ro6 ii. pi 74.

1 221. This design can be contracted as well as extended,

and also so modified as that the main portion of
^

the temple

2 may be enclosed with columns. But at the same time the rule

universally prevails, that columns may stand inside 01 walls,

but not outside around the walls; when they are placed ex-

ternally, they are united with stone parapets (plut^), and

thus supply the place of a wall; hence even at the corners

walls usually come instead of columns. The door-jambs are

then also built against the shafts of the central columns, in

3 the same way as on other occasions against pylons. In other

words, the Egyptians have no such thing as a peripteral

temple. The colonnade is not to them as to the Greeks a

free expansion of the temple, it is merely the wall with aper-
*-,-, -..AO

se for instance the temple of Tentyra which, although late, shows

|)tian temple in great perfection, (The sculpture is bad.) The

found the cell of the temple in the ruin at Mecaurah is accord-

^roof of later origin, Cailliaud i pL 29, comp. 13.
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222, The walls, which are composed of square blocks, 1

chiefly of sandstone, are only perpendicular on the inside, and
bevelled externally, whereby the thickness at the bottom some-
times amounts to 24 feet, and the buildings on the whole as-

sume a pyramidal form the fundamental form of Egyptian
architecture. The plane surface of the walls on the outside 2
is in all sorts of edifices bounded framelike by a torus. Above 3
this moulding rises the cornice with a flat corona having an

inconsiderably projection, and a cavetto beneath, which over
the entrance is always ornamented with the winged globe. 4
The corona is also often found double

;
the surface between

the upper and the lower is then generally hewn out into the
form of small serpents (/3a07A/Vxo/7 uraei). The cornice forms 5
at the same time a parapet to the flat roof, which very simply
consists of stone beams laid across, and slabs (often of enor-
mous size) fitted in between.

I. The walls are isodomous or pseudisodomous, often also witli obfiqtte

joints. That the blocks for the most part were not dressed and polished
on the outside until they were put in their place can be seen in the

unfinished portions. The same remark applies to the capitals of the

columns.

223. The columns are in general somewhat more deader 1

than the elder Doric; they are placed close, and are provided
with bases of circular plinths, the edges of which are often

cut away obliquely, the -shaft either diminished in a right line

or pulvinated, frequently ornamented with perpendicular and

oblique furrows, but strictly speaking not fluted. The capi- 2
tals fall into two principal orders. 1. Those of the bell-form,
ornamented with all kinds of foliage, and having a narrow
but often very high abacus; 2. Those bulging out below and
contracted above with low but projecting abacus. There is a 3

strange collateral form a composition of four masks (the

temple of Athor at Tentyra), with faades of temples above

them, which serves as an ornament both to the abacus and
the entire capital These fundamental forms of the capitals 4

receive a great variety of modifications, even in one and the

same portico of a temple, by a lavish richness of sculptured
decorations which are almost always borrowed from the vege-
tation of the country, especially the plants of the Nile. Besides 5

columns, pillars also are common, against which figures often

stand leaning, but which are seldom real supporters of a por-
tion of the entablature. On the columns is superimposed the 6

architrave with the torus, by which members unity with the

walls is restored and everything is placed in uniform, subordi-

nation to the cornice, which is invariably the same.

'1. The height of the columns in the temple at Luxor and the so-

called Osmandyeion is, according to the Iteseri^wn? f times the greatest
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diameter. Lepsius in the Annali d. lust, ix, 2. p. 65. 99. tav. d'agg. (be-

fore the Hyksosl), Hon. iL 45., on the original similarity of the Doric

and the Egyptian columns, with little knowledge of architecture [a chan-

nelled pillar also in Indian architecture, . 249].

2. Athenaeus v. p. 206 (comp. . 150, 2) describes the first sort very

accurately: 01 y&g ysyovorss eivroSt wov$ d^yovro trr^oyyvXo/, S/#XXar-

royrsg rolg crjroyBvXo/f (cylinders), rov [&y pt&a.i'og rov ^ Xswcov, TragaXA^X^

T&sfthay. EfVi B' C&VT&>V x,<x,l al x,<$c&Kct,l r$ ff^f^a.ri -Trgg/^ggsTf,
uv vj [AW

<>X3 irsgiygMCpq crctgacrAW* po^ois I'jrl piK^ou dvoc,'7F'x'Tc&t&voi$ larlv* Trggt
Be

&hvx,e$ x,ctl (potutx.!/ d^
^ OTS KM Trhsioytev cfahGW dy&eav yky~hvirt&i yhvi. TO ft

v'jro Tyy pifap, o $$ r&> avytx^rroyri -rgoV rw xstyafaW iKixsirott {r^ro^vXcj, xtfia-

gi&j/ oLvSwi x&l (pvXXofs
1 ucroivl xarflCTrgTrXey^l^off of&ofew elyce ryv %iffty.

The capital of the second kind is, according to Bitter, Erdkunde L s. 715.

an Imitation of the lotus-fruit.

Z. The Egyptian elevation of such a capital designed through squares
is interesting, Pescr. iv. pi. 62.

5. See such Atlantes, "which however carry nothing, Descr. iii. pi. 29.

3elzoni, pL 43. Diodorus describes them, not accurately, by : vvygsfcr&oti

y iyrl rait xioyuv ^^tct 'TTYI^V x.x.oci%exez> ftovd'X&oi, i, 47. There are found

once only, near Mount BarkaJ, figures of dwarfs which actually support
a portion of the pillar, Cailliaud i. pi. 67 sq.

OBELISKS must te regarded as accessories of sacred

architecture: they are four-sided pillars on a low base, -which.

2 diminish upwards and end in a pyramidion, usually of

granite, the pyrrhopoecEus or Syenite of the ancients, with
3 beautifully sculptured figures and hieroglyphics. The use of

the obelisk as a gnomon., and the erection of it on a high base
in the centre of an open space, were only introduced on the
remoYal of single obelisks to Rome; in Egypt they belonged
to the class of steles (commemorative pillars), and contained
a record stating the honours and titles which the king who
erected, enlarged, or gave rich presents to a temple, had re-

ceived in return from the priesthood, and setting forth for

instance that Harnesses was honoured like Aroeris whom Re
and all the gods love. The most famous obelisks were in

Heliopolis and Thebes; from thence also are the most consid-
erable of those we find at Rome.

1. The diminution usually amounts to J ; the proportion ofthe breadth
below to the height 1 : 9 to 12.

2. The process of raising obelisks is still distinctly to be seen in the

quarries of Syene. Roziere, Descr. L App. 1 Hittorff, Precis sur les py-
ramidions en bronze dore", employe's par les anc. Eg. comme couronne-
ment de quelfues uns de leurs obelisques. P. 1836.

4. The interpretation of an obelisk by Hermapion in Ammian xvii,
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4 (one of tlie most valuable fragments of all Egyptian antiquity), which
lias unhappily suffered much from the excerpting hand of Arnmian, must
perhaps be arranged nearly as follows :

TO rov vvrivo lii(>ftwevpvtt> %ef ffrt^og v^rog reels' Aeyst
W

"Hx/og- cp/As?. This stood at the top of the three columns
which begin with the hawks or falcons by which Aroeris is denoted on

many obelisks, above each row.

v!&$*
r

"B.(>&v<>$> SsoyhvYrrog xTttrrqg

Xr^ xai

xfr!ffs *W
oy

rglrog.
*

Amfafaw xgevregos *HA/of ireus

d*ya,<7r% "Petf6eimjs] 'x'hy^eMr&g ray ys&sy rot/ <battxo$

&% %gwov s$&$ffa,vro. The sym-
metric disposition of aH obelisks requires the additions within brackets,

g.']
The superscription of all the three octeuns:

*

o'ryie avQayov [jSswthe

It now stands in the wrong place.

, o$ e(pfa.et%sv Afyvvrroit rov

ffrfarvis &ixQVf*,yw$
'

J?Mj&ffr

scgafsgos X.VQIQC; ^ioe^^fcocTQ _

iTisiap, "^str^Grng Atyv7rTovt xetl I

avrov
w
HA/cy ^scrcror^F tty

euF(h6ttg Mtuirofiiog.

-.] Wanting,

vroXty

[To /S

o^.] General superscription.
tc&i GM TO x^ofrog xo,l ryp xe&rec

first column is wanting.

.'] Wanting.

rgrog.
o ray $&>y vcvrva* Kgoixgiyfy %te& toy

"
Ageof

'

ir$aT6g. Superscription:
C

dip 'Hx/o

snog
"

P
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gctregos [tp/X^AsjS-j??]

e

'H6)j>0$- vlo$t c

t o KMans yq /Saw/AetW, ov

uiavtov fiowth&at, . . . .

gz/rgo$-.] Wanting.

g/rof.] Wanting.

The dedicatory inscription of an obelisk which Sesonchosis consecrated

to Serapis is more briefly quoted by Jul. Yalerius' Be r. g, Alex, i, 31.

Comp. besides Zoega Be Ob. p. 593, Heeren Ideen ii, 2. s. 415. Cham-

pollion, Precis, p. 146 sqq.

5. Many of the obelisks at Borne were executed later and in a rude
and counterfeit style, such as the PanfiK, the Barberini, and the Sallus-

tian according to Zoega. Among the old and genuine Egyptian obelisks

the following are of especial importance :

a. That dedicated by Thutmosis, brought from Thebes to Alex-

andria, and taken to Rome by Constantius II. and erected in the Circus,
the largest of all there (formerly 148, now 144 palmi) 5 erected in front

of the Lateran by Fontana in 1587 under Sixtus Y. Engraved in Kir-

cher.

b. The one erected at Heliopolis by Semenpserteus (according to

Pliny, but here we must assume that this one is confounded with the

next), that is, Psammetichus, whose name we can still read upon it;

raised by Augustus in the Campus as a gnomon, 72 or 76 feet high ac-

cording to the ancients, 94J- palmi according to modern authorities,

again erected by Pius YL on Monte Citorio. (This one has only 2, not

3 columns.) Engraved in Zoega. Bandini, Comm, Be obelisco August!
1750. fo.

c. Tnat dedicated by Sesostris or Ramesses the Great (on the sup-

position ofa confounding) at HeliopoliSj erected by Augustus in the Circus,
and by Fontana in 1589 at the Porta del Popolo (hence the Flaminian),
according to the ancients 85, 87 or 88 feet, now 107 (formerly 1 10) pahnL
In Kireher, According to Ammian this could only be the one explained
by Hermapion; and accordingly Ramesses' name is always correctly
found in the first and third column

; but in the second invariably an-

other, Manduei according to Champollion, who on this account maintains
that there is a complete difference between the two. (May not this

cartouche be merely the designation of Heliopolis ?)

d. The obelisk at Constantinople . 193, 4, the erection of which
is represented on its base.

e. f. The two finest in Egypt were the Thebaic obelisks at Luxor,
110 palmi high, the hieroglyphics of which are arranged in the same
manner as in Hermapion. Bescr, iii. pi. 2. Minutoli, T 16 19. One
of them has lately been brought to Paris. Others at Thebes, also at

Heliopolis. Obelisk at Luxor, AnnaJi d. I. v. p. 299.

g. That at Alexandria, the so-called needle of Cleopatra, The an-
cients speak of still larger ones than those extant ; Biodorus mentions
one of Sesostris 120'Egyptian cubits in height.
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Mich* Mercati, Degli Obelisci di Roma. R, 1589. 4to. Athan. Kircher,

(Edipus Egyptiacus. R. 1652 54. 3 vols, fo. Obeliscus Pamphilius bj
the same, 1650. Obelisci JSgyptiaci prseterlto anno inter rudera tempK
Minervsa effossi interpretatio. 1666. Zoega, Be origine et usu ObeBsco-

mm. R. 1797. Cipriani, Sui dodici Ob. Eg. che adornano la citt& di

Roma, R. 1823. Rondelet, L'art de Batir T, i. pL L [Ungarelli Inter-

pretatio obeliscorum urbis ad Gregorium XVI. R, 1842. foL comp Bullett.

1834, p. 159.]

225. The PALACES of the kings in Egypt are decided inii- I

tations of the temples, as the statues of the kings are of the

Images of the gods, and the main difference as regards the

architecture is only this, that the rooms, especially the hypo-
style apartments, are still larger (as in the colossal palace of

Oarnac), and the really habitable chambers behind are more

spacious and in greater number. Neither is the design of the 2
mausolea essentially different, according to Diodorus' descrip-
tion of the Osmandyeion. Adjoining the courts and porticoes,
there are here dining apartments and a library; as a termina-

tion to the whole rises the tomb, which is placed in the high-
est part, and which the prince erected to himself during his

lifetime.

1. In the palace of Oarnac four pylons succeed one another ; a hypa-

style apartment of 318 X 159 feet, with 134 column*^ the Mg&est 70 feet

high. Descr. iii.

The Labyrinth was a collective palace of many rulers (built, according
to Herodotus, by the Dodecarchi, in the opinion of Strabo, by Ismandes,

according to Manetho by Lachares (Laboris, Sesostris' successor, of the

twelfth dynasty), according to Diodorus, by Mendes) ; the pyramid as a
finish occupied the place of the r&tpof in the Osmandyeion. On the de-

sign of the whole comp. Letronne on the Geogr, de Strabon T. v. p. 407.,

and in Maltebrun's U. Annales des Toy. T. vi. p. 133.

2. The ruins (I>escr. iL pi. 27 sqq.) which Jollois and Devilliers took

for the Osmandyeion described by Hecataeus of Abdera, are not nearly
o grand as it was, but show, however, great correspondence in the gea-

(
eral plan of both mausolea. Letronne, Mem. sur le Mon. d*0symandya%
doubts the existence of the Osym. of Hecatasus ; (rail PMlologue xiii. and

Mem. de Tlnst. Boy. viii. p. 131, Sefends the opinion of the authors of the

Descr* Osymandyas or Ismandes was not an historical name of a Mng,
it was only a surname probably of builders of great monuments; accord-

ing to Strabo, Amenophis-Memnon was especially so called (xvii |k 81&

comp. 811. Comp. . 218. R. 3.

226. The rest of the SEPULCHRAL MONUMENTS "ML into two i

classes. 1. The PYRAMIDS, quadrangular and rectognlar
tumuli (a form of barrows, which is also found elsewhere In

the East) were structures of enormous extent The largest 2
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stand on plateaux among the Libyan ridge of hills round about

Memphis, in several partly symmetrical groups surrounded

by artificial roads, embankments3 tombs, and hypogea. The
foundation, which is a square, faces the four cardinal points.

3 They were first piled up in large terraces of limestone (only
the smaller pyramids are of brick), and then the terraces

were filled up ; they were reveted with stones which received

polish, and were also adorned with sculptures; the facing is

4 now mostly taken away. The entrance to the interior, which
was closed by a single stone capable of being removed, is dif-

ficult to find; through it you pass first into narrower and
broader galleries which at length lead to one or more cham-

bers; the largest contains the sarcophagus of the king. There
5 is nowhere to be found a trace of vaulting. Perpendicular

pits (such a one has been discovered in the pyramid of Cheops)

probably led to the Nile-canal, spoken of by Herodotus, which
was cut in the foundation rock.

2. [Zoega de Obel, p. 379414] The pyramid of Cheops, the great-
est of all, at G-hizeh, is, according to Groberfc (Descript. des Pyr. de

Ghize"), 728 Par. feet long on each side, according to Jomard (Descr. T.

ii. ch. 18, and the Memoires connected therewith, T. ii. p. 163) 699, and

according to Coutelle (Mem. ii. p. 39.) 716\ ; the vertical height 448, or

42% or 428J feet. The breadth of the second, that of Chephrenes, is

reckoned by Belzoni (who opened it) at 663 English feet, and its height
at 437|. According to Herodotus, 100,000 men worked at the former for

forty years ; there are counted 203 courses of stones, each from 19 inches

to 4 feet 4 inches high,

The IsFiMam pyiamMs we much, smaller, of more sleader form, with a

projecting tons at each angle, and mostly of brick. Fot infrequently

they tare 'porticoes with pylons, and sculptures and hieroglyphics upon
tfeem. OaiHiaud L pi. 40 sqq.

3. See as to the erection, Plin. xxxvi, 17. Herod, ii, 125. Meistery
Be Pyramidum JESgypt. Fabrica et Fine, N. Comtr. Soc. Grott. Y. cL phys,

p. 192., particularly Hirt Yon den Pyramiden. B. 1815. Building with
bricks was otherwise very common in Egypt ; private buildings probably
consisted of them for the most part Oomp. Aristoph. Birds 1133* comp.
Rosellini II, ii BeKefs on the brick preparation by the Jews. Herodotus
mentions sculptures on pyramids ii, 148 ; they are lost with the facing.
In the interior no hieroglyphics have been found except on a door in

the one recently opened at Saccarah. Minutoli, Tf. 28, 4 a.

4. Sometimes long slabs of stone laid across form the roof of the pas-
sages ; the walls of the broader galleries also converge upwards ; and
sometimes the stones lean against one another in the form of a gable ; in
the principal apartment of the pyramid of Cheops there is a double pla-
fond. This chamber is 18 feet high, 32 long, and 16 broad, surrounded
by square blocks of granite without any ornament whatever. CavigKa, in

particular, has lately penetrated far into the interior of this pyramid.

Among the earlier writers on pyramids, de Sacv in Abdallatif. Landes
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on Fordens Voy. T. iii, Beck, Anleitung zur Kenntniss der Weltgesck,
i. s. 705 jE, are instructive. Sylv. de Sacy sur les noms des pyramides
in file Hag. encycL a. vL N. vi. p. 419. [J. J. Ampere Voyage et re-

eherches en Eg. et en iftibie, iiL Pyramides?
in tlie Berne des deux

Mondes T. xvi. p. 66069.]

227. IL SuBTEBEA^EAiir structures hewn out of the rocks, 1

HTPOGEA. These lie along the Nile throughout the Libyan

ridge of hills., and under the contiguous plains of sand. The %

largest have an open court in front, an arched entrance

(arches constructed of cuneiform stones doubtless belong

altogether to the Grecian period); then follow galleries, 3

chambers, halls, side galleries with shafts or pits, in which lie

mummies ; as a finish to the whole, there are often alcoves

with niches, in which sit images of the gods in alto relievo*

The size of the galleries and apartments varies very much

(the mummies often scarcely left space enough to pass), the

disposition extremely labyrinthine. The Greeks called them

Syringes, holed passages. The tombs of the kings in the val- 4

ley above the necropolis of Thebes are on a larger scale; the

galleries, which usually incline downwards, are broader; the

apartments larger, and provided with pillars, which support
the roof In the tomb discovered by Belzonl, die chief apart-
ment is hewn out in the form of a vaul% very large^ and de-

corated with great magnificence; in it stood a very thin-

wrought sarcophagus of alabaster, which, doubtless, was en-

closed in one still more colossal, and again itself contained

many others, like so many pill-boxes.

1. Jollois and Jomard on the hypogea, Descr. T. L ch. 9, 5. 10.

Among the ancients especially Eeliodoras JEth. ii, 27. Ammian xxii, 15.

2. What is said holds good of the arch, of which there is a drawing
in. Belzoni pL 44 n. 2. (the other given there is not oae, properly speak-

ing). Comp. Oailliaud Toy. It M6ro6 ii pi. 33.

4. See Cosfcaz, Descr. T. i. ch. 9, 5. 11. Belzoni, pi. 39. 40- Belzoni

even exhibited a model of this tomb at London and Paris. Description

of the Eg. Tomb discovered l>y & Belzoni L. 1822. It certainly Monged
to a Thebaic king, Ousirei-Akencheres L, of the eighteenth dynasty, ac-

cording to Ghampollion, to Menephthah L father of BhamseVSesosferis

according to the Beschr, Roms ii, 2, s. 439. The third grotto on the west

side of the valley was called, according to Greek inscriptions, the Mem-
nonian Syrinx, Trans, of the Boy, Society of literature I, i p. 227. 11^ I

p. 70.

The Lower Hubian monuments, the destination of which Is, fbr ha

most part, very uncertain, might in some instances have been merely

honorary monuments, cenotaphs, of Egyptian Mngs. The earlier ones in

the valley towards the west. Thus the great grotto of IbsamlxM is

evidently a monument of Bamses the Great> of whom tike colossi at the

entrance are likenesses, and whose reception among the gods is repre-

P
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sented in the group of statues in the innermost niche. The smaller grotto
close by is a monument of his pious devotion to the gods, especially Athor.

3. PLASTIC AB.TS AM) PAINTING.

A. TECHNICS AND TEEATMENT OP FORMS.

1 228. The Egyptians were particularly great in
stone-sculp-

ture. Among them the plastic art bore in materials and form
2 an architectonic character. Their statues, often hewn with

masterly precision out of the hardest stone, granite, syenite,

porphyry, or basanite, for the most part a fine-grained sand-

stone, and on a smaller scale, haematite, serpentine, and alabas-

ter, were generally destined to lean against pillars, walls, and

pylons, and to decorate architectural surfaces. In sitting

figures, therefore, there reigns the most perfect composure
and regularity of posture; those that are standing stride out

3 in a stiff manner; the arms lie close to the body. The size

is often very colossal, and the transport of these colossi was
4 an extremely difficult problem. The treatment of forms passes

constantly into generalities, it has a certain regularity therein,
and produces a great impression by the simple sweep of the

main lines; but the forms are more geometrical than organic,
and life and warmth are altogether wanting in the conception

5 of the details. The individual parts of the body are fashioned

after a national fundamental type; the Egyptian artists fol-

6 lowed likewise an established system of proportions. How-

ever, in the proportions and forms there are also observable

deviations^ which depend on difference of district and time.

7 The forms of the sexes are well distinguished; but, on the

other hand, nothing certain has hitherto been discovered as

ifo the characteristic portraitures of different individuals by
modification of form, or a clear distinction in the formation

8 f gods and kings. Egyptian art distinguishes persons by col-

our, by dress, which is treated carefully but stiffly, more espe-

cially by the great varieties of head-dress, and, lastly, by the

9 adjuncts of -animals' heads, wings, and other members. The
animal form was conceived with more depth and liveliness

than that of man
;
from the first the Egyptians were impelled

to an admiring observation of the former, by a natural ten-

dency, as their religion proves; their combinations too of va-

rious animal figures are often very happy, but often indeed
also in the highest degree fantastical and bizarre.

3. The colossus of the Ramesseion (the so-called Osymandyeion) is

reckoned from the fragments to have been 53 Par. feet 10 in. high; thet

Osymandyas of Diodorus was about 60 feet high. The Thebaic relief in

Mimitoli, pi. 13. shows the mode of transportation.
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5. According to Diodorns i, 98. the Egyptian artists divided the Ira-

nian body, that is to say, its length, into 21J parts ; wherein the length
of the nose probably formed the unit, The breast generally broad;
the body narrower below; the neck short; the feet, particularly the

toes, long; the knees sharply marked, and often treated with especial
care and precision. The nose broad and ronnd

;
the eyes (which were

sometimes inserted) prominent ;
the arch of the forehead without sharp-

ness; the corners of the eyes and mouth somewhat turned up, the mouth
broad and the lips thick ; the chin mostly rather small ; the 'ears long
and placed high. The last is a peculiarity of the race, according to Bu-
reau de la Malle, Ann, des Sciences Natur. 1832. Avril. The beard ap-

pears to have been an artificial one fixed on, and the ties securing it can
often be distinctly perceived along the cheeks. With regard to the hair

of the head, we see a lock hanging out only in Fhthas. Vid. especially
the colossal granite head of the Great Eamses from the Ramesseion, now
in the British Museum, Beser. ii, pi. 32. better in Nohden, Amalthea iL

s. 127. Specimens it, L Hieroglyph, pi. 10.

6. The principal deviations seem to be : 1. The softer forms, approach-

ing more to the Grecian Ideals, of many, especially smaller figures of later

times. 2, The clumsier proportions and forms which are found particu-

larly in Upper $"ubla. Women with large bellies and hanging breasts

(Cailliaud i. pL 20. comp. Juvenal xiii, 163). In other cases more severe

design and more sharp and laborious workmanship are in general indica-

tions of higher antiquity; the sculptures of the Mer times of tShe Pto-

lemies and Komans are recognisable by their carelessness and want of

character. Rosselini II. ii. but the greatest industry under the 000-

ceeding kings. Under the Ptolemies the figures well rounded and the

muscles developed. Minutoli Einige Worte ueber die verschiedetiheit des

Styls in den Aeg. Kunstdenkm. so wie ueber ihre Aehnlichkeit und
scheinbare Stammverwandtschaft mit denen andrer Yolkerschaften B.

1835. Heidelb. Jahrb. 1835. S. 37 fg.

7. Portrait, Amasis, Herod, ii, 182.

8. The principal dress of the Egyptians was woollen chitons (phewa*
xexharffigtsi) ; in men often nothing more than a piece of cloth thrown
around the loins (trivfoye$ girded under the breast, Biod. i, 72). Although

very thin and soft, when starched however they form rectilinear and

prominent folds. The stripes of the stuff are indicated by sculpture,
often also by colours, Breast-plates were a principal ornament. A close

fitting cap, the general national costume, is heightened and adorned in a

variety of ways so as to denote priestly dignity. Connected herewith

are the $&ath&itx,t (comp. Biodor. i. 47.) with &&&*$ and #t/xnye im

the inscription from Bosetta, among these the sro-^eVr, as to the form of

which Young and Ohampollion differ. Benon pL 115 gives 30 wefwres

hieroglyphigues.

9. Bams (but mostly with lion's claws and tail), lions, wild: dogs or

Jackals, all sorts of apes (xt^oxs^xo/), ibises, &c. are most frequent. Bx-
cellent drawings of nearly all Egyptian birds and quadrupeds axe col-

lected in RoseUinTs Monum. dell* Eg. Atlas i. Granite lw% Spedm, ii, 2.

Sphinxes or androsphinxes are lions with human heads* The enor-

mous one at GMzeh, which Caviglia has laid ope% is hewn out of the
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rock, with, tlie exception of the fore-paws, between which stood a small
temple. Hieroglyph. pL 80. Other combinations: lion-hawks, lion-
ura&i with wings, serpent-vultures, serpents with human legs, and the
like. While the Greeks for the most part retained the human head in
such compositions, the Egyptians sacrificed it first.

1 229. The transference of the optical image of the human
body to a surface, the representation of it in relief, was a pro-Hem in which the Egyptians were not nearly so successful as

2 in the round statue. The striving, natural to art in its in-

fancy, to represent every portion of the body in a form as dis-

tinct and intelligible as possible, here operates universally so
3 as to fetter and impede. For subjects drawn from religion

there was formed an almost typical manner of
representing

the body and its movements; more nature prevails in the

conception of domestic scenes; but when art tries to depict
warlike events of great compass, the defects of the artist are
rendered most manifest from the striving after multiplicity of
actions and gestures; such subjects also are more negligently

4 handled. The reliefs of the Egyptians are more rarely bas-
* reliefs properly so-called, such as are found' on stone tablets

and steles, with very slight elevation from the surface; more
commonly they are so-called Jcoilanaglypha^ bas-reliefs en creux,

5 in which the forms rise from a depressed surface. The dimly
handled relief then separates itself agreeably from the polished
surface around it, without unpleasantly interrupting the archi-

6 tectonic impression. The sharpness and precision in the

workmanship of the figures, which are often sculptured toler-

ably deep, are worthy of
^admiration. However, they have

often also been satisfied with engraving mere outlines, espe-
cially on external walls.

2. Hence the breast in front view, hips and legs in profile, also the
head (the front view of heads is often found in hieroglyphics, also some-
times in freer representations, such as battle-pieces, but extremely seldom
in religious representations, see the picture in Minutoli, pL 21, 3), and
the eyes notwithstanding in front view ; the shoulders and arms very
angular; the hands also are very often both right or left.

1 230. There was excellent workmanship shown also in
articles of terracotta, partly vessels, among which are to be
reckoned the so-called canobi, partly small figures of deities*
coloured blue and green in enamel, for the most part very

2 powerfully designed, and manufactured in thousands. Even
the scarabsei are oftener of burnt earth than stone (amethyst,
jasper, agate, cornelian, lapis-lazuli, and various others),
although the glyptic art also was early domiciled even in

3 Ethiopia. Works of art in metal were much more rare, and
here the Egyptians left the chief inventions to the Greeks^

4: whilst they preceded them in stone sculpture. Painting o*|
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metal was an Egyptian art, at least in later Alexandrian
times

;
and the fabrication of variegated glass-ware flourished

in Alexandria, and probably even among the ancient Egyp-
tians Carving on wood was indeed restricted in Egypt by
the scarcity of material, yet there were wooden images of gods
and men in great numbers, of which we can form some idea

from the covers of mummies.

1. Egyptian pots, Descr. ii. pL 87 sqq. v. pL 75. Canobus is properly

the actual appellation, of a deity (. 220, 3.),
the Agathodaemon Knuph who

was represented as a pitcher for the filtering of the Nile-water (Suidas
s.

-a;.)
with a human head. Hence all similar pots very different in

size and materials are called canobL The canobi, with four heads (.

232, 3), along with the mummies, are often filled with figures in enamel,
often also solid. There are many such terracotta figures, Descr. v. pL 67

sqq. Chinese vases in ancient Egyptian tombs, J. F. Davis in the An-
mali d. Inst. ix. p. 321, [An American, who lived long in China, assert-

ed that lie immediately recognised to be Chinese, certain vases of this de-

scription which, he saw in the house of the English consul-general in

Egypt. There are several also in the Egyptian collection at Florence.

Wilkinson also thinks he has found Chinese smelling-bottles in Egyptian
tombs. Lepsms, according to report, declares this to be a mistake.]

2, The Egyptians used m&ny signet rings. Even sacrifices were

sealed by the sphragistes. On the er<pgecyfltss of the Ethiopians,, wMcfe

they engraved with a sharp stone, Herod, vii, 6$, Tine gcaxataei we
found along with mummies, on strings on the breast, but more commonly
loose between the bandages ; sometimes large, evidentlyamulets,sometimes

smaller for stringing on threads, in immense number, often with Mngs*
names. Of 1,700 at Turin, there are 172 with the name of Thutmosis.

S. Quintino's theory (Lezioni int. a div. argom, d'archeoL vL) that these

latter are small coins, is in some measure confirmed by the Ps. Plat.

Eryxias, p. 400. Engravings in Descr. v. pi. 79 sqq. Steinbuchel, Seara-

bees Egypt, figures du Musee des Ant. de S. M. 1'Empereur, Vienna, 1824

Bellermann uber die Scarabaeen-Gremmen. B. 1820. 21. STecklaces also*

and other ornaments in enamel, are found not unfrequently in mummies.

There is an immense quantity of them in public and private collections

in France [Italy, Germany, Holland,] and England. Yases, bottles of gold,

silver, glass and other materials, Edink New Philos. Journ. 1838. Apr.

JuL p. 101, from Wilkinson. [Wilkinson, Manners and Customs of the

anc. Eg. voL 2. ch. 7, p. 342 sq. 2. ed. On art and works of art generally,

vol. 3. ch. 10, p. 264 sqj

3, There appear to be no accounts of brazen statues in Egypt ; Hero-

dotus (ii, 172) mentions a golden one. The sacred gifts of gold amd sil-

ver in Diodorus prove nothing as to statues. In collections from Egypt
there are often found small bronze figures of gods and sacred animals,

wrought with sharpness and precision. The enigmatical figure of Homsf,

standing on crocodiles, and crushing together scorpions andwM animals

with Ms hands, is also often to be found in bronzes as well as in stone

and terracotta ; but it always bears the look of being of kle origin. Small

golden plates with the eye, the uraeus, served as amulets.
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4. As to painting on silver among the Egyptians, Plin. xxxiii 4^
The pitcher which was found in Hungary, in October 1831, near the vil-

lage of Egyed in the comitat of (Edenburg, corresponds accurately with

the vases mentioned by Pliny (tingit et JSgyptus argentum, ut in vasis

Anubem suum spectet, etc.). It consists of copper, entirely overlaid

with silver, on which are soldered figures of Egyptian deities and cor-

responding ornaments of gold thread and small plates of silver, while the

rest of the ground is entirely coated with a brown red lacker, probably
the same which Pliny teaches how to prepare. An imperfect communi-

cation on the subject by Rosellini, Ann. d. Inst. v. p. 179. M. I. tv. 56; a

more accurate one by Jankowich Miklost61, v. 'A Magyar Tud6s Tac~

sasag Evkdnyvei, T. i p. 354, and the three engravings by which it k
accompanied, for the communication of which with accurate imitation of

the colours I am indebted to M. Petrowieh from Hungary. Hofr. Haus
mann communicated to me the following observations. "The natural

combination of silvera copper and sulphur, has quite different proportions

to what Pliny lays down for the mixture. Herein perhaps lies the differ-

ence of colour, which in the former, indeed, borders somewhat on the red-

dish or violet, but is not however brown red* But the method of prepar-

ing niello laid down in Prechtl's Technolog. EncycL Bd. 5 corresponds

for the most part with Pliny's account, only he does not mention lead.

The work on the Isis tablet at Turin does not, from what I observed, entire-

ly agree with that in the vase of Egyed. The Isis table consists of copper

with inlaid silver work. We distinctly see that the copper is hollowed

out and the silver let in. Three rows of figures round about. The out-

lines given in silver often very fine. I have seen nothing of a lacker.
3*

[On Egyptian niello see now Hausmann in the Grott. Anz. 1848. s. 146

160 of the Nachrichten* Many of the elegant antique bronze figures in

Naples and elsewhere, are finely inlaid with silver.] Of a kindred descrip-

tion is the tabula Bembina, found at Borne, now at Turin, an enamel

painting on bronze, the outlines inlaid with silver, probably destined for

the Itoman worship of Isis. In Montfaucon, Gaylus Rec. T. vii, Pignori
Mensa Isiaca, B. 1605, Lessing's fragments on the Isiac table, Verm.

Gesch. x, 327 ffl Bottiger ArchaaoL der. Mahlerei s. 36. Oberlin Orbis

Ant. p. M7. Oa works in glass, Boudet sur Fart de la Verrerie n& en

Egypte, Mem. T. iL p. 17. Comp, Minutoli, pi. 21.

5. See Herodotus ii, 130 on the concubines of Mycerinus, c. 143. on

the 345 high-priests at Thebes in wooden colossi, also c. 182. Wooden

figures in the Osymandeion, representing a judgment according to Diod,

The mummy coffins are formed in imitation of the images of Osiris and

Isis, often with the faces gilt. Painted figures, also reliefs, in wood, are

not rare in museums. All of sycamore, the high price of which is proved

by the careful gluing together of many mummy-cases out of small chips*

On works in ivory,, Diod. i, 46.

1 231. Painting arose from the colouring of statues and re-

liefs, which practice again was closely connected in Ethiopia
2 with the colouring of living bodies. It does not change its

character by transference to a flat surface^ whether on walls of

hypogea, or upon and in the mummy cases,, or immediately on



the byssus coverings of the mummies, or In the rolls of papy-
rus, The colours were bound with glue or wax, and laid on at 3
once upon the stone, the coating of stucco or, in mummy cases,
on a thin layer of gypsum, without regard to light or shadow'
without mixing or shading. The same simple colouring ma- 4

terials, with some slight regard to the local colours of nature,
are invariably applied in the same manner; occasionally a

symbolic significance seems at the same time to be aimed at.

But everywhere prevails even when mere pencil-outlines 5
take the place of painting the precise sharply expressed sys-
tem of Eygptian design,

1, According to Plin. xxxiii, 36, the nobles and the gods were among
the Ethiopians painted with minium ; according to Herodotus vii, 69,
the Ethiopian warriors were painted half with gypsum and half with

2. The walls of the hypogea are adorned with pictures enclosed in a
frame-Eke manner; as to their style and subjects, see , 233, 4. The
wooden sheaths or chests of the mummies are painted and written with

religious subjects, and contain a ritual for the dead, like the rolls of

papyrus on other occasions. (Hence where there are wooden cases on
mummies there are no papyri.) The most complete representation is

given by (kugniaut Eel de FAul pi 45. Minutoli, tfc 36, 37* Inside the
case there is often found beneath the mummy a figure as large as life,

which in later mummies of the Boman period looks verylike a Byzantine

picture. Cailliaud ii. pi. 66 sqq. Mommy of Pet-Mant-Ich-lCes in the

Jersey Museum, Pettegrew Archa&oL Brit, xxvii, p. 263, Minute descrip-
tions of the painted mummy covers and cases at Munich are given by
Wagen, Denkschriften der Munchner Acad. 1820. The latest style of

painting on mummy-covers is shown on the Dresden mummies which are

interesting on that account (Bekker August. T. i). Encaustic painting
of the Egyptians according to RoseHini II, ii. Painted mummy-rolk
particularly in Denon, pi. 136 sqq., Deser, v. pL 44 sqq. Mai CataL (.

216, 3), Cadet Copie figured d'un rouleau de papyrus tr. & Thebes dans

les tomb* des Kois 1805,

4, Men reddish (a peculiar flesh-colour), women yellowish; quad-

rupeds generally red, birds for the most part green or blue, in like man-
ner water, hence also Ammon. Blue was obtained by copper- and brown

by iron-oxide. Costaz sur la Peinture des Egyptiens, Mem. T. iii. p. 134.

Bottiger Archaeol. der MahL s. 25 100. Creuzer Commentationet

Herodotese, p. 385. John, Beilagen zu MinutolTs Eeisen 3. 4. 5. ffinu-

toli's Abhandlungen verm. Inhalts, zweiter Cyclus, i. s. 49. Baijlif amo*

Merimee in Passalacqua's Catalogue, p. 242. 258.

B. SUBJECTS-

232. The fundamental idea clearly resulting from tike new I

discoveries as to the significance of Egyptian works of art,

which must henceforward be Adhered to as the basis, ia
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tMs: tlie Egyptians were completely -without the Greek repre-
sentative impulse which constrains to represent what inwardly
fills and agitates the soul, became it is beautiful and exalting,

2 [. 233, 6.] Their representation is invariably guided by ex-

ternal aims; it seeks to authenticate particular events, actions,

services; it is altogether of an historical, monumental nature,
as it were, an embodied inscription. Writing and image are

here, so to speak, still unsevered and concrete; hence also the

work of art is almost always' accompanied by hieroglyphic

characters, the import of which is only carried out and pre-
3 sented bodily to the view on a larger scale. The gods are not

exhibited by themselves, bi*t only in relation to their festival;

hence there are no purely mythological scenes ; the design is

always to declare the acts of homage which the deity received

4 in a certain modification or situation. All religious scenes of

Egyptian art are definite acts of homage by particular indi-

viduals, commemorative monuments of the services performed
to the deity. Here countless varieties of offerings and modes

5 of testifying piety are scrupulously distinguished. In like

manner life in the infernal world is constantly represented as

the destiny of a particular person, as the judgment upon him
6 by the tribunal of the dead. In fine, the presumed purely

scientific representation of the heavens degenerated in later

times into horoscopes of individuals.

3. On representations from Egyptian religion and worship, Hirfc fiber

die Bildung der JEgyptischen Gottheiten 1821 (from Grecian accounts)*

Champollion's Pantheon Egyptien (from hieroglyphic and other inscrip-

tions). Plates to Creuzer's Symbolik, especially to Guigniaut's edition

of it (Religions de TAntiquite, Planches, i. cah,). [K. Schwenk, die

HythoL der JBgypter mit 1 lithogr. Tafeln 1846, discussed with pene-

trating acumen and great mythological insight.} The coins of the Non%
which extend from Trajan down to M. Aurelius as Caesar, are an impor-
tant source of Egyptian symbolism, and are also interesting on account

of peculiar combinations. See Zoega Numi JSg. Imper. R. 1786. Tochon

d'Annecy Bech, sur les Mecl. des Homes de 1'Egypte. P. 1822. 4. Descr. v.

The following seem to be undoubted personages of Egyptian artistic

mythology:

A. AMONG THE K>m

L PHTHAS, the inscription in phonetic hieroplyphs Ptak, in close-

fitting dress, with the feet joined together, leaning on the platform con-

sisting of four steps (which is called roc, Terrace, $sp&Xi&, and perhaps de-

notes the four elements, Keuvens Lettres & Mr. Letronne, L p. 28 sq.).
Also dwarfish and ithyphallic as in the temple at Memphis, comp. Tolken
in Minutoli s. 426. likewise with a searabaeus as a head, inscription
Ptah-Tore (Qaget, Eeuvens, ibid. p. 14). Cynocephalos, the ape, Ms sym-
bol, II. AMMOST, inscription Amn, with a ram's or a human head, and a
double variegated feather upon it5 artificial beard and the soeptre. Mo-
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difications I. Ithyphallic, brandishing the scourge, with close feet, the in-

scription Amn, is held to be the PAN-MENDES of Chemmis, who has not

yet been discovered in his goat form mentioned by Herodotus. 2. As Am-
mon-Chnubis or Knuphis (comp. Tolken in Minutoli s. 374). Inscription

Hef, Nuf (with gutteral n, therefore in Greek K>050/ , but in composition

Herswovtpis)) with goat's horns. Also in form of a serpent, called by the

Creeks AgathodsBmon. As a Nile-pitcher in Canobus . 230, 1. 3, United
with the sun as Amonra, Amonrasonter. III. The Sira-<*oD called Be,
Phre, with the head of a hawk (fsgx%Qf&og<po$ Horapollo) with the sun's

disc, upon it an urseus. Mandu seems to be a kindred deity, Mapfotflw?
on an inscription at Talmis; his image is often scratched out. IV.

TnoYTj the ibis-headed, represented as grammateus among the gods. Also
hawk-headed according to Champollion, as Hermes-Trismegistus, his em-
blem the winged discus (Tat). Y. Socntrs or Suchus, Souk, with croco-

dile head; also denoted by a crocodile with tail curled round, on coins of
the nomos of OmboL Zoega 10. Tochon d'Ann. p. 130. VI. The Moojf-

GOD, Pooh or Pioh (p is the article) with close feet, one lock of hair, the
crescent moon. Also as a hermaphrodite, impregnating the air. VII*

OSIRIS, Ousri, in human shape with crook and scourge (see Macrob. Sat.

i. 23) recognizable especially by Ms high hat. The eye a chief symbol
VIIL AJROEBIS, Horns, Harpocrates, Arori, often as a boy, with a single
lock of hair, suckled by Ms, sitting on a lotus. Also hawk-headed.
The Ixawk as a suckling of Ms is seen on a basalt torso in the Borgia
collection, foil of interesting, but in tike highest degree fantastic and
monstrous conceptions. IX. AmcrBis, Anbo, wife the head of tfeewM
dog (jackal ?).

*

X. BEBOK, Babys or Seth (commonly Typhon)^ will the

body of a hippopotamus, the head of a crocodile, and a sword in Ms faxuta.

As the constellation of the Great Bear in the zodiac of Tentyra.

B. GODDESSES.

I. FEITH, denoted by the vulture. With human head or that of a
vulture or lion (then with the inscription Tafnet). Also as a herma-

phrodite according to Horapollo. Comp. W. von Humboldt in the
Schriften der BerL Acad. 1825. s. 145. II. ATHOR A^oBmj), the goddess
of Tentyra, also at Philae, with the head of a cow, but also as human with
a vulture as head ornament. Her MeroglypMc name, a hawk in a square.
III. Isis, human, with cow horns and a discus between them

}
often diffi-

cult to distinguish from Athor. The figure mth the feather, wMcii

Champollion formerly called Hera-Sate, is now considered by Mm as well

as Tolken to be Aletheia or Truth (at Egyptian judgments on the dead),
The four genii of Amenthes, the human-, the jackal-, the ape-, and the

hawk-headed often stand together in mummy-like forms, or as canobi.

4. The following are frequent scenes from the WORSHIP: kcrifice%
the animal dismembered ; legs of animals, fowls with fruits aid flowers

laid upon the sacrificial table j censers held out in artificial Iiancte; en-

tire trains of animals brought by the king as sacrifice to ike goda. ffir

erogl. pL 61. Adorations of gods and sacred animals (fot essainpte, a
sacred cow, Minutoli, T 30, 2). Consecrations of Pharaohsby spiinMng
with sacred water, by placing sacred hats upon tfeem. Processions (such
as Appuleius Met. xi. describes them), in wMch the god is ako carried

about (vehitur ferculo, Macrob. Sat. i, 23), in a small temple (w
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wj), suett as were even brought In late times from Philse to JSTubia

(Letronne, Christ, en Egypte, p. 77). Especially the great procession or

^j^ocor/a m;h the ship of Ammon across to the Memnonia on the Libyan
side (Peyron, Mem. di Torino xxxi. p. 48). See the relief of Carnac,
Descr. iiL pi. 32. 33, comp. that of Philse, i. pL 11. Minutoli, Tf. 20, &e.

There are often represented very numerous assemblies of the gods, as

HierogL pL 66. 67. Now in these scenes the adoring and sacrificing
individuals are conventional portraits, and denote particular historical

personages. Hence, for example, in a temple at Little Diospolis, dedi-

cated by Cleopatra as guardian of Ptolemy Y., who was a minor, in these

reliefs the queen constantly goes before the king (Salt, Essay, p. 7),

These oblations do not always relate to the consecration of the temple,
but are mostly mere acts of homage (KQWKvvyparai, in numerous Egyp-
tian and Kubian inscriptions, see Mebuhr and Letronne in the appendix
to Gau's Antiq. de la Nubie), at which for sacrifices and gifts sacerdotal

titles are received (see particularly the inscription of Gartasse, Mebuhr,
p. 13), which are doubtless denoted in the representations by the head-

ornaments of those offering. See Heeren Ideen ii, 1, s. 388.

The celebrated relief of Carnac appears to be a MYTHOLOGICAL SCENE

(Descr. iii. pL 64, Hirt, Tf. 8, 61, Guigniaut, pi. 32), where the member
torn from Osiris by Typhon is brought back to him by Ammon, and Ty-
phon is at the same time punished by Horus for the act ; but even here

there is a Pharaoh present with offerings. Comp. the representation
from PMlse, HierogL 68. In like manner, when Isis is introduced suck-

ling Horus, when Horus or his hawk is represented on tHe lotus flower

between the hostile Typhon and the protecting Kneph, this certainly

always is because Isis is the object of an adoration and offering as mo-

ther, and Horus as being attacked and defended.

5. To the KESTOTY OF THE DEAD belong : The embalming by Anubis.

The conveying of the mummy to the necropolis on the opposite bank of

the HUe, in a snip (wooden models of such ships in the tomb opened by
Passalacqua, now in Berlin). Various consecrations of mummies, some-
times difficult to explain. The judgment on the dead, and the weighing,
of their souls ; Aroeris and Anubis weigh the good deeds, Thoyt marks
a number on the year-sceptre (according to Guigniaut), perhaps that of

the years during which the souls wander; a propitiatory sacrifice is

offered to OsMs as the ruler of the lower world (Petempamentes in the
inscr. of Philse) ; there are present 42 or 43 judges of the dead, who sit

armless, as in the Thebaic statues of judges (Plut, de Is. 10), as an em-
blem of truth. These scenes are on steles (the most interesting are those*

at Carpentras with the Phoenician or Aramseic inscription beneath), on
the walls of sepulchral monuments. Descr. ii. pL 35 and very frequent
especially on mummy wrappers, Descr. ii. pL 60. 64. 67. 72; HierogL pL
5 ; Fundgruben des Orients v. s. 273 ; Mai Catalogo, Death ritual of Ne-

simajidu). Sacrifices to the dead ;
a sacerdotal family brings oblations

to their dead father Ptahmes, on a stele at Florence, Bosellini Di un
basso-rilievo Egiz. F 1826. The reliefs of the king's tomb in Belzoni in

particular, pL 5. 18 sqq, represent how the king at Ms apotheosis is re-

ceived by the gods, embraces them, and receives gifts. We see in the
Kamesseion how the gods write the name of Kamses the Great on the

fcaves of the Persea. Cailliaud ii pi 72. Minutoli, Tf. 22, 2.
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6, The so-called ASTKONOMIGAL representations, according to the au-

thors of the Descr. Jollois, Devilliers, Jomard, Fourier: the planisphere

of Tentyra, now at Paris (probably of the time of Nero), the zodiac of

Tentyra (of the time of Tiberius), two at Esneh, one at Hennonthis, one

at Thebes. Nowhere does the zodiac here form a circle, always either a

spiral or parallels j
so that one sign always leads the series. In the

mummy of Petemenon from the hypogeum of a Hellenizing family, afc

Kurnah (see S. Quintino Lezioni v. and Mem, d. Ace. di Torino xxix. p.

255), engraved in Cailliaud ii. pL 69, Capricorn under which Petemenoa

was born (2d June, 116 A, D.), steps quite out from the row. See Le-

tronne, Observations critiques et arch^ologiques sur Fobjet des repre"-

sentations Zodiacales. 1824. This explanation, however, cannot be

applied to another mummy of the same family. Reuvens, Lettres a^

M. Letr. ii, 2. It is evident that the zodiacal figures were origin-

ally foreign to Egyptian mythology and science; they are quite dis-

tinct and different in kind from the other really native tracings of con-

stellations.

233. A heroic mythology, that great lever of Greek art, I

was, according to Herodotus, altogether wanting in Egypt;
there gods and human princes meet at the same boundary.
Kings and priests were from the earliest times honoured with 2
statues which are scarcely to be distinguished from those of

the gods by a general attribute; and the pylons and wails of 3
the palaces, the royal tombs and monuments, perpetuate on
countless sculptures and pictures the principal actions of the

public, military and sacerdotal life of the sovereigns. In Eke 4
manner the walls of the sepulchres of the people everywhere
give evidence of the particular business and special calling of
those who occupy them. Considering this close relation of 5
art to reality, it is not to be wondered at that the Egyptian
artists, even from a very early period, endeavoured to com-
municate to the representations of the kings a kind of por-
trait-resemblance. In this art the design of preserving the &

memory of particular events and circumstances everywhere

prevails, so much so that even the most minute details, the

number of enemies slain, of birds and fishes caught, are ad-

mitted into the artistic representation, and it therefore supplies
the place of a register on such matters. And thus, as in aH T

Egyptian life, so there was also formed in the plastic art*

on the basis of a marvellous intuition of nature and the world,
which was expressed in the religion, a cold and insipid in-

tellectuality which employed those strange symbols, generated

by the fancy of earlier ages, as given formulas, in order tfaem-

with to denote the numerous distinctions of an artificially

cultivated civil condition and a sacerdotal science; It ob-

tained indeed thereby a great abundance of figured repre-

sentations, but at the same time remained far as the poles
from that warmth and liveliness of contemplation to which
the real significance of natural forms is revealed, from thai
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healthy medium, between the intellectual and tlie sensible

from which, alone true art can spring.

2, STATUES of the Hags, particularly colossal ones, are more numerous
than those of the gods. The so-called Memnon, about 50 feet high, hewn
out of a breccia resembling granite (it was, as it appears, merely called

by the Greeks after the son of Aurora, on account of the accidental ring-

ing at sunrise), Bescr. ii. pi. 22, Eierogl. 13. is Amenophis the Second ; it

is the statue which became early a ruin, and was still half broken away
in Hadrian's time (Juven. xv, 5), and was not restored till afterwards,

whereby the ringing of the stone probably ceased ; beside it stands the

more complete colossus of Ramses the Great. Comp. Jacobs on the

Memnonia, Leben und Kunst der Alters, iii, 1, and on the history of the

statue, especially Letronne, La Statue vocale de Memnon. P. 1833. The

ringing stone which Wilkinson found in it was only inserted after the

natural ringing ceased. Letronne in the Archiy. f. die PhiloL Leipz. 1834.

iii. s. 254 57. sur les moyens artificiels employe's pour produire la voix

de Memnon selon Mr. Wilkinson. L. supposes that the sounding stone is

a restored part. Wilkinson in the Transactions of the Soc. of Literature,

ii, 2. p. 451. See on the numerous statues of Amenophis, Thutmosis, and
Ramses in the Turin Museum Ohampollion Lettres & Blacas, Cost. Gaz-

zera Descr. dei Monumenti Egizii del R. Museo Egizio. Tor. 1824. with

12 lithographed plates. [The Ramses the finest work of Egyptian art.]

On the rery antique colossus of Ptah men Manduei (according to Cham-

pollion Figeac 2272 before Christ
1)

also S. Quintino Lezioni iii. Mem. d.

Ace. di Torino xxix. p. 230. Lepsius on the statues of the mother of

Ramses-Sesostris and those of Amasis. Mon, d. I. ii, 40. Annaliix. p. 167.

Besides, in later times Egypt erected such statues not only in honour of

foreign kings, but also of their distinguished men, for instance Callima-

chus in the time of Cleopatra, according to the decree of the Thebaic

priests of Ainonrasonter, at Turin,

3, We now find the ACTIONS OF THE KOTOS on the monuments such as

they were explained to Germanicus, according to Tacitus, Ann. ii, 60 :

Manebant stractis molibus litterse J^gyptiae, priorem opulentiam com-

plexas: jussusque e senioribus sacerdotum, patrium sermonem interpre-

tan, referebat ; habitasse quondam DCC milia setate militari, atque eo-

cum exercitu regem Rhamsen Libya, Ethiopia, Medisque et Persis et

Bactriano ac Scytha potitum etc. Legebantur et indicta gentibus tri~

buta, pondus argenti et auri, numerus armorum equorumque, et dona

templis, ebur atque odores, quasque copias frumenti et omnium utensi-

lium quasque natio penderet. CoL Mure Sopra i popoli stranieri intro-

dotti nelle rappr. storiche dei mon. egiz. Ammli d. I. viii p. 333. LAND-
BATTLES of Ramses Meiamun on the palaces at Medinet-Abou ; of Ram-
ses the Great at Carnac, Benon pL 133 ; also in the Ramesseion (Bescr.
ii. pL 32) ; of Amenophis II. and Ramses the Great at Luxor. The tak-

ing of a fortress by Ramses the Great, on the Ramesseion, Bescr. ii. pL
31. Hamilton, pL 9. <Mlliaud ii. pL 73. Comp. Bureau de k Matte,

Poliorcetique des Anciens avec un Atlas de 7 planches. COMBAT OF THE
SEffERAis, the Egyptian with the Hycsos?, Bescr. iii. pL 38. Hamilton,
pL 8. On the use of war-chariots, Minutoli Abhandl. zw. CyHus L s. 128.

SEA-BATTLES, and generally battles on land at the same time, probably
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fougkt on the coast of tlie Red Sea, at Carnac and Medinet-Abou, Descr.
ii. pL 10. Hamilton, pi 9. The opinion that the opponents of the

Egyptians in these naval engagements were the Ethiopians of Meroe is

favoured by the head-dress, consisting apparently of feathers standing
upright, in which I think I recognise what Lucian, De salt. 18, states

regarding the Ethiopians., viz. that they employ their head as a quiver,
inasmuch as they bind their arrows around it in the forms of rays. See,
however, Rosellini. TRIUMPH of the conqueror changing into a sacred

procession of Ammon-Mendes, in which the Mng also appears as first

husbandman, in the interior of the palace of Medinet-Abou, Descr. ii. pi. 1 1.

The heaping up of the severed hands before the triumphal car of the king,
in order to count the dead, Descr. ii. pi. 12. Hamilton, pi. 8. Processions
of prisoners before the triumphal cars of the king, in the palace at Me-
dinet-Abou in the Ramesseion, Descr. ii. pi. 12. HierogL 15. The present-
ing of the Ethiopian spoils before the throne of Ramses the Great in the
monument in the rocks at Talinis, Oau, tf. 14. 15. Embassies of the sub-

jugated nations (Negroes, Libyans, Syrians?) to the Tring in. very charac-
teristic representation, in. the royal tomb of Akencheres, Bekoni, pL 0. 7*

8. Minutoli Nachtr. Tf. 3, Executions or sacrifices (?) of Hack men in
the royal sepulchres, Descr. ii. pL 86. The Mng seizing by the hair-tuffe

and putting to death (sacrificing, executing?) many persons, sometimes
evidently not Egyptians, occasionally also women, in numerous sculp-
tures. In Eke manner the queen in Meroe, Cailliaud L pL 46. Mon. del*

Egitto e delle liTubie disegnati dalla spedizione scientifico letter. To-
nica, distrib. in ordine di materie, interprefeati ed iHusfer. dal Dott. IppoL
Rosellini P. ii. mon, civili T. i. 1834*

4. PBTVATE LIFE is principally represented in the catacombs, especially
at Eleithyia (Costaz, Mem. T. i. p. 49) ; scenes of husbandry, ploughing,
reaping corn, reaping a nelumbo field, gathering and pressing the grapes,
pressing olives, beating hemp, Descr. i. pL 6871. ii. pi 90. v. pL 17.
18. Hamilton, pL 23. comp. Mongez Sur les Instrumens d'agric. chez
les anciens, Mem. de I'lnst. Roy. T. ii. p. 616. iii, p. 1. A shepherd
counting his cattle, in the catacombs of Memphis, CaHMaud ii. pL 73.

Weaving (Minutoli, pL 24. 2). Navigation (Descr. i. pi. 68 sqq. Hamilt.

23), Trade and commerce, weighing goods and the like. Weapon and

wrestling exercises (Deser. iv. pL 66. uncertain of what time). Banquets
dancing and music (splendidly decorated instruments in the so-called

grotto of the harp (Descr. ii. pi. 91). The most interesting represents
tion is that of the king's recreations in the chase, duck-catching (hawk-
ing 1), and fishing, from the hypogsea at Kurnah. Here also everything
killed is immediately registered, Cailliaud ii, 74. 75. Lion-chase of the

king, Descr. ii. pL 9. Hamilton, pL 8. [Wilkinson . 230. R. 3.J

5. An iconography of the kings of Egypt from the time of Ameao-
phis I. in Rosellini's Monum. dell' Eg., Atlas i. Some doubt^ however^ Is

raised by the circumstance that these portraits cease precisely at the
time when they could be verified by comparison. For in the Ptolemies
there is scarcely any resemblance to the Greek coins obserrable, in the

emperors none whatever, even according to RosellinL Oomp. Rose!!. L p.
461 sqq. The Sesostris especially tv. vL 1 22 does not resemble the

young Memnon of the British Museum. In opposition to Rosellinfs
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leoiiogr. See R. Bochette Journ. des. Sav. 1834. p. 457. 521. Rosellini

P. I. T. 1. 2. Mon. Storici 1832. 33. Investigations on Chronology and

History, Heads of AmenopMs I., the first of the 18th dynasty down to

i&e Ptolemies,

II. THE SYRIAN RACES.

234 The Syrian or so-called Semitic nations, who in-

habited the whole of Anterior Asia, between the Halys and
the Tigris, Armenia and the Red Sea, and who, in like man-
ner with the Egyptians, exhibited certain fundamental fea-

tures of the national character in their religion, constitution,
and customs, produced, particularly in two races, works of art

of a peculiar description, of which we still possess some accu-

rate knowledge, in Babylon and in Phoenicia. On them Asia
Minor appears to have been dependent ; for, inhabited in one
half of its extent by Semites, it also in the other, through the

immemorial sovereignty of Assyria over Lydia, adopted the

early developed civilization of that race.

A. BABYLONIANS.

1. ABOHITBOTOKIOS.

1 235. The Babylonians, like other nations of this region,
coEected together by an internal impulse into large masses,
a circumstance wherewith is connected the development of a

stern monarchy, and compelled at the same time, by the

situation of their flat river-country, to adopt architectural de-

2 fences, undertook great works even in the earliest ages ;
on

these little wood (almost only palm-trees) and stone (whichi
must be brought all the way from Armenia) could be employed

3 as materials; on the contrary, bricks of a most excellent qua-

lity were manufactured from the finer clay of the soIL These
were dried in the sun for the interior portions of the build-

ings, and burnt for the exterior; they were then united by
asphalt (which was brought from Is (now Hit) on the Eu-

phrates) and gypsum, with intervening layers of reeds, into

4 a firmly cohering mass. But, alas ! this very choice of mate-

rials, particularly as new cities of great size, especially the

stupendous Seleucia which was founded for the destruction of

Babylon, here sought wherewith to build, has produced this

effect that it has hitherto been quite impossible to recognise
the precise forms of Babylonian architecture amid the con-

fiised heaps of ruins.



BABYLONIAN ARCHITECTURAL WORKS. 2^

1. Canals of the Euphrates ; embankments along the river ; lakes for

relieving the river enclosed with stone walls ; sluices on the canal Pallar-

copas,

2. Only the large bridge over the Euphrates at Babylon consisted of

square blocks of stone (according to Herod, i, 186. Diodor. ii, 8, Curtius

v, 4), which were bound together with iron cramps and lead, and formed

pillars with acute angles against the stream. Over these were laid beams
of palm-tree, cedar and cypress, which could be speedily removed. The
fabulous tunnel indeed is described by Diodorus as a vault composed of
bricks with a great quantity of asphalt ; but according to Rich and Por-
ter there is no trace of vaulting among the ruins.

3. Kocl sysvsro
avrol^

q vfafoSog s/f X&o*" xetl &ff(pot,7,ro %y ctvroig o

Genesis ii, 3, More minute details Herod, i, 179. Ctesias in Dlod.
ii, 7.

10. Berosus in Josephus against Apion i, 19. comp. also Phlegon Be
muHeribus, Grottinger BibL St. vi. Ined. p. 10. Schol. Aristoph. Birds,
552. The ruins of Nineveh of the same kind of bricks as those of Baby-
lon, A. J. Rich, Narrative of a Residence in Koordistan and of the site of
Ancient Nineveh, ii vol. 18&6. 8vo.

236. The Babylonian architectural works are divided into 1
two classes. First, The earlier structures, those of the first

dynasties. To these belonged the buildings on the west side, 2
where old Babylon was spread out into streets of immense
length crossing each other at right angles, where the elder

palace of the kings can still be recognised in a mound of
bricks, and where also stood the great temple of Baal, the
tower at Babel, which we can recognise with certainty in Birs
Mmrod by its magnitude and terraced construction. Secondly, 3
The works of the Chaldean princes (beginning from 627 years
before Christ) especially of Nebuchadnezzar, who added to
the ancient city, on the west of the Euphrates, a new one
on the east of the stream for the defence of this side, sur-

rounded both with several lines of fortification, and adorned 4
the new city especiaEy with magnificent works, of which an
imitation of a Persian pleasure-ground (paraMsos) is best 5
known to us.

2. Birs Efimrod, about seven English miles from the Euphrates, and
yet according to Herodotus and Diodorus in. the middle of the city.

Below, an immense legov, 1,200 feet square, but which however is not &>
be considered as a connected building; in the middle of it the temple
of Baal with the golden statue, enclosed by a round tower which was
600 feet in diameter at the base, and arose in eight terraces. In tie

uppermost story the >most sacred temple, without image, only witfc %
golden table and a couch for the god. Herod,

i, 181 sqq.. Hie towerWBS
600 feet high according to Strabo.

3. "We decidedly prefer the accounts of Berosus preserved byJosephus
of the origin of these structures, as they were dejived from archives

(Berosi qtiae supersunt, ed, Eichter p. 65), and can evm perhaps be re-
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conciled with Herodotus, to tlie fables in Ctesias and Diodorus, which
partly rest on the popular appellation of

" Semiramis' Works" given to all

great structures in the East. Heeren has,shown how perfectly Berosus*
statements agree with the existing remains. Ideen i, 2. s. 172 ff.

4. On the walls of Babylon, the builders, size and so forth, see the
commentators to Diod. ii, 7., especially Tzetzes Ghil. ix, 568.

5. According to Berosus, Nebuchadnezzar built this artificial para-
deisos for his Median spouse Amuhia (Nitocris ? comp. Niebuhr Kleine

Schriften, s. 2081). A very accurate plan may be made of it from Diod.

ii, 10 ; Strabo xvi. p. 738, who speaks of vaults, is not so exact. The
entire building measured 400 feet square, and consisted of parallel brick
walls 22 feet thick and separated by passages (o-%yy?) of 10 feet. (In
Gurtius v, 5. read : quippe xx. pedes lati parietes sustinent, xi. pedum
intervallo distantes; for there could be only 13 walls and 12

syringes.)
Across these lay stone beams 16 feet long (for 2 X 16= 22 4- 10) ; then
4 layers, viz. reeds in asphalt, bricks in gypsum, lead, and garden earth ;

the lower of which were designed to prevent the water from getting
through, and the walls from being burst by the force of the vegetation.
The highest terrace,. 50 feet in height, was nearest to the Euphrates ; in

the first syrinx there was a pumping apparatus. "We still see in the

heaps of ruins called el Knasr parallel walls and passages between them,
with blocks of sandstone laid across.

Ruins of Babylon. Sources : Kiebuhr Reisebeschreibung nach Ara-
bien ii. s. 290. Maurice Rich, Memoir on the Ruins of Babylon, in Von
Hammer's Fundgruben Bd. iii, and afterwards separately at L. 8vo. By
the same : Observations on the Ruins of Babylon. L. 1816, and On the

Topography of ancient Babylon in the ArchseoL Brit, xviii, 243. Gapt.
KeppeTs Travels from India to England, see Kunstblatt 1827. 1ST. 43.

Sir Robert Ker Porters Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia Y. ii. pi.
69 76. Treatises: RenneFs Geogr. System of Herodotus. Ste Groix
Stir las Raines de Bab., Mem. de TAcc. des Inscr. xlviii. p. 1. Beauchamp,
Mem. stir les Antiquites Babyloniennes, Journal des Sav. 1700. p. 797 sqq.
Heeren Ideen i^ 2. s, 157 fL with a plan.

2. THE PLASTIC ART.

1 237. The plastic art displayed itself partly in reliefs which
were impressed on the still unburnt bricks, and covered with

2 a coat of coloured varnish; partly in statues of the gods and
colossi, which consisted of a kernel of wood which was over-
laid with beaten metal, either gold or silver (comp. . 71. 84),
and to which were attached, in order to heighten their splen-3
dour,^attributes composed of precious stones; costly draperies
also, in the manufacture and dyeing of which the Babylonians
were

^particularly distinguished, served these statues as a de-
coration which dazzled the eye, and by the wonderful figures
upon them gave employment to the fancy.
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1. Of the reliefs on the innermost and second wall of the western

palace of the kings, which represented all manner of animals and royal

chases, Diodorus says: 'Ev aftce.'ig STI rctlg ^rX/V&o/j (J/ergnJ'swo
$qg/0e. mey.

rolot'S'flt rij T6>y xgafA&ruv q>fr.vee%W r%y ahjfr&av dwQptpovj&evcc. Comp.
Hezekiel 4, 1. also the painted Chaldeans with particoloured coats and

hats, HezeMel 13, 14, were works of this sort. We still find at Babylon
bricks with cuneiform characters on the under, and figures of ani-mafe

stamped on the fore-side.

2. See Herodot. i, 183. on the image of Belus, with table, throne and
footstool of gold (800 talents), and another golden statue 12 cubits high,
but which the historian did not see. Diodorus (ii, 9) is more fabulous
on the golden, embossed images of Zeus, Hera and Bhea ; therewith a
sceptre composed of precious stones, raqargojr ?i/$oxoWivroy. (Thus Milto
dedicated in Asia, besides a golden Venus-Mylitta, a Kihu&$ A&vxoXtatro^
.ZElian V. H. xii, 1.) On the making of images, particularly the Epistle
of Jeremias i, 7: yAswro-a yg ttirrav karl Kovrs

lingua inaurata at Athens, Plin.vii, 37), &VTM tie ^ixgw* %,od

<pa,vwg ewl ra% xetpc&L&s ry &&v e&vr&v, and so forth, especially v. 54. 5S.

57, Oomp. Daniel 3. 2og*;g^, according to Berosus in HesycMus^ tlie

xMFfwrrgtot of the Babylonian Hera. On brazen statues of ancient kings
at Babylon, Diodorus ii, 8. Stone images ai?e only to be found in Daniel

5, 4. 23. Comp. Hunter, Rei der Mbylonler, s* S9 fL

3. On Babylonian stuffs and tapestries embroidered with fknfesfe
animals (# reoovratiy PMlostr. Ima^. ii, 32. comp* ii, 5). B^t^^r Ta^
sengemalde I, iii. s. 105 sqq. Heeren i, 2. & 205. Muntert s. 64. Tno00
of Media and Persia were certainly nothing more than imitations;
Athen. v, p. 197 b. praises them for beautiful and correct design in the

figures. Such /3atg/3a^v vfyattf&c&roe, brought to Greece rgatygAa^ot/j and

iyz-ahextrgvovc&s (Aiistoph.) and fttgo&ytg&s (pwrccs (Eurip. Ion 1176), and
had influence especially on Etruscan art (, 178, 3). These imaginary
animals were certainly in part imitations of those represented in the

temple of Baal, described by Berosus, p. 49.

We Lave not yet more than a few remains of stone i

sculptures to give us a notion of the style of art among tlie

Babylonians, but we have in greater number their engraved 2
stones (every Babylonian, according to Herodotus,had a signet),

especially the cylinders mostly found in the neighbourhood of

Babylon (chiefly at Borsippa where a famous Chaldean school
existed even to a late period), and consisting of hard and
precious stones (chalcedony, hs&matite, agate) ; although die 3
use of these was transplanted from the Chaldeans to tbe

Magi, from the religion of Baal to the worship of Qnnua^,
yet they might chiefly be deduced and explained from Baby-
lonian customs and usages. We can even yet recognise con- 4
jecturally some of the chief deities of the Babylonian creed,
which is however too little known to us in its internal con-

nexion, to attempt detailed explanations. Hie workmanship $
of these cylinders is of very various merit^ often consisting

Q
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almost entirely of round cavities, sometimes very careful and

elegant; the style of design on tke whole agrees very muck
with the monuments of Persepolis.

1. See Milliter, ibid. s. 63. on a granite lion from the ruins of Babylon.
The block of gray granite communicated "by Rich, Fundgruben iiL s. 199.

Tf. ii, 1, and the marble block 1J foot long (in the Parisian, cabinet)
which was found at Tak-khesra on the Tigris, with figures of animals,
altars and stars, perhaps from Chaldean astrology, are of especial impor-
tance. Millin M. I. i. p. 58. pL 8. 9. Eager Ulustrazione di uno zodiaco

orientals Mil 1811. Hunter, S. 102. Tf. 3.

2. Engravings and descriptions of cylinders and Babylonian signet-

stones in Caylus
1

Becueil ; in Herder's Yorwelt, Sammtliche Werke, pub.

by Ootta L S. 346 ; in Ta&sie Catal. de Pierres grav. pi, 9 11 ; in the Fund-

gruben iiL S. 199. Tf. 2. iv. S. 86 Tf. S. 156 Tf. ; in Ousely's Travels i. pL
21. iiL pi. 59 ; Porter, ibid. pi. 79. 80 ; Dubois Pierres Grav. Egypt, et Per-

sannes; Dorow's MorgenL Alterthumer H. 1. T. 1; J. Landseer's Sabae-

an Researches, L. 1823 ; (Mgniaut, pL 2124. lor the explanation,
besides Grotefend (. 248, 4), Hunter, L 95. 135. On cylinders of terra-

cotta with cuneiform characters^ the Same, S. 94,

3. If the cylinders are amulets, a theory which is supported by their

universal perforation, they are certainly connected with the belief in the

wonderful virtues of stones which Pliny xxxvi, 34. xxxvii, 14 sqq. attri-

butes to the Magi (comp. the Orphean Atitx.* 691), quoting at the same
time writings of Zoroaster, but also of the Babylonian Zachalias on the

subject. Even the names of the stones ; Belus-eye (Pliny xxxvii, 55),

Belus-stone (also Eumithres, superstitionibus grata, ibid. 58), Adadun-

ephros (ejusdem oculus ac digitus dei: et Me colitur a Syris, ibid. 71 ;

the deity Adad,, Macrob. i, 23) lead to the conclusion that this belief was

especially established in Assyria* Inscriptions and images on stones

were also in request among the Magi, Pliny xxxvii, 40, who ascribes this

use of amulets to the whole East, xxxvii, 37.

4. BAAL with the tiara or Mdaris (comp. as to this head-dress, Hoeck
Yet, Mediae Mon. p. 42) and a crown of rays, a garland in. his hand,
on a throne with a footstool. Hunter, Tf. 1, 3. MYLITTA (Astarte) with

her feet on a lion (Macrob. Sat. i, 23), dogs on the throne, weapons rising

above her shoulders, Hunter 1, 5. ATEEGATIS beseeching Baal to spare
fier fishes (1),

on the cylinder in Hunter 1, 8. comp. Lucian Dea Syria 47.

SAHIKW (Hercules) standing on a horned lion (as on coins of Tarshish on

which this Assyrian god is represented on Ms rogus, see Mebuhr's Bhein.

Mus. Bd. iii. s. 22. comp. Yisconti PioOL iL p. 107) on a cylinder in Her-

der, Tf. 1. MONSTERS such as Berosus describes, Hunter 2, 15. 18. 19

and elsewhere. We recognise, for instance, the four-winged men on the

Dorow cylinder.
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B. PHCENTCIAUT AKD NEIGHBOURING TBIBE&

1* AKGHITECTOHICS.

239. The active and industrious people of Phoenicia evi- 1

dently cared less for colossal magnitude and indestructibility
in their architectural undertakings than for splendid decora-
tion. Their temples appear to have been small, for instance 2

that of Astarte at Paphos in Cyprus. Their peculiar con- 3

struction can perhaps be best judged from the temple of Je-
hovah at Jerusalem, on which Phoenician, art evidently exer-
cised greater influence than the Egyptian, which was more re-

mote, Everywhere on the ark of the covenant, the old tar 4

bernacle, and in the temple of Solomon we find the practice^
which was characteristic of these people, of covering wooden-

walls, or wainscot on stone-walls, with gold-sheeting. It was 5
also customary among the Syrian races to use ivory for de-

corating architectural mouldings as well as thrones and other
articles: this luxury early diffused itself over Asia Minor
towards the west (, 4ft.

2. Principal Phoenician temples : those ofBfelkartlt at Tyre and* Cb5es
?

and of Astarte on the acropolis of Carthage, The first, together with,

those of Zeus Olympius (Bel-Samen) and Astarte were said to have Been
built by king Hiram, who hewed down the cedars of Lebanon for that

purpose ; he is also said to have placed golden columns in them. Dins
and Menandrus in Josephus against Apion, i

y 17. 18. However we have
no exact knowledge of any of them ; on the other handy the temple at

Paphos is in some measure known from ruins (described by Ali-Bey and
Ton Hammer) and impressions on coins and gems. See Oemmse astri-

ferse, i, 16. 77. 78, also the representation of Paphos, Pitt, di Ercol iii,

52. Lenz Die Gottin von Paphos. 1808. Munter 3)er Tempel der himm-
Hschen Oottin von Paphos ; second supplement to the BeL der Kartha,-

ger. The court of the temple was 150 X 100 paces ; divided into two

halves, in one of which the small temple was placed. Two pillars or obe-

lisks stood in front of it, connected by a chain. A semi-circnlar balus-

trade surrounded a fore-court (a dove-preserve). The central portion
rose considerably higher than the side-porticoes. In the adytum stood,

the goddess as a pointed column surrounded by candelabra. On a very
ancient temple of Apollo built of cedar at Utica, Plin. xvi. 79. Tempfe
of Byblos with meta therein, colossal. Mionnet SuppI viiL pL 17, 2,

Meta of Byblos, E. Eochette Mon. ined. p. 410 Yign. Temple om Jicrtml

Garitzin Mionnet SuppL viii, pi. 18, 2.

. 3, The temple on Moriah occupied the place of the old pastoral tem-

ple, constructed of moveable board-walls with a canopy of tapestry,

which enclosed the ark of the covenant with its cherubim. Huge sub-

structions fiEed up a valley to tjie depth of 600 feet. Tiie temple proper
was 60 cubits in length (20 of this for the choir), 20 broad without the
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chambers, 30 high. The stone walls were thinner towards the top as in

Egypt, next to them were rows of small chambers in three stories with

windows, for various purposes. Before the entrance there was a tower-

like building (Ulam) in like manner as at Paphos, 20 cubits broad, 10

thick, 120 (1) high, and ia front of them two strong columns of brass 40

cubits high (Jachin and Boaz) with finely ornamented capitals which
had nothing to support. These were wrought by Hiram Abif of Tyre.
The roof and the inner walls of the temple and choir (Dabir) were of

cedar with carved cherubim, palms and garlands, the workmanship of

which was seen through the thin coating of gold. [Jos. Ant. Jud. vii,

3, 1. R. Rochette Peint. In&l. p. 92, 133.] A double court in front for

the priests and the people, to which Herod first added (. 190, 1, ii) the

outer, third court for the Gentiles. There is nothing said of porticoes in

the strict sense, in the old temple ; however, there were in Solomon's

palace three porticoes, each with 15 columns. See the literature in !?a-

bricius' Bibliogr. Ant. p. 388. and in Beck's Grundriss, s. 30. Ugolini
Thes. Antiq. Hebr. ix xL Hirt Der Tempel Salomons. B. 1809. Be Wette

Hebr. Jizdische Archaeologie, . 234. 225. Kunstblatt 1831. St. 74 ff. On
the 2d temple of Jerusalem, Stieglitz Beitr. s. 63. especially after Meyer
and Gruneisen. Temple of Samaria, Mionnet Suppl. viii pi 18, 2. [W.
Kraft Topographie von Jerusalem. 1846. S. 52 ff, 98 ffj

5. See Kings i, 22, 39 on Ahab's ivory house (comp. Amos 3, 15).

Ibid. 1 0, 18 on Solomon's Sgwos xgvff&.s<pvrtvo$ with lions at both arms

(as in Egypt) and on the sides of the six steps. Of Tyre Hezekiel (27,

6) says, according to the Septuagint : roe, h$a, aw

2. THE PLASTIC AET.

1 240. The same taste pervaded the plastic art. If we do

not take into account the ancient Bsetylian images of the

simplest idol-worship, stone images were evidently extremely
2 rare. On the contrary, the Phoenicians and Canaanites, like

the kindred Babylonians, had usually images of wood on which
was fastened an iron sheeting of metal, for which species of

work there appears to have been cultivated a very regular and
3 careful system of technics. On the other hand, cast statues

cannot with certainty be pointed out, although the process of

giving a determinate form to masses of metal in earthen

moulds was not altogether unknown to the Phoenicians.

4 Vases also of elegant, often colossal, form were here manufac-
5 tured in great numbers. With working in precious metals

was also united in the same individuals the art of engraving
and enchasing precious stones, as well as weaving garments

6 and curtains (which were often also adorned with designs in a

variety of colours). Their native glass likewise was employ-
ed in adorning walls and roofs with variegated splendour.

Everywhere a love of ornament and magnificence, which,

however, often rather obstructed a genuine taste for art than

opened the way for it, [Wall-paintings occur in EzekieL]
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1. To this class belong Beth-El in the history of Jacob, and the god
Baetylus in Sanchuniathon. Black-stones (meteor-stones) at Heliopolis,

Imesa, and in the Phrygian Pessinus. On the pointed column at Pa-

phos, . 239. The Syrian Zeus Casius appears on coins as a rude heap
of stones (however, there was here also a Zeus, similar to Apollo, with the

pomegranate in his hand, AchiL Tat. iii, 6). Comp. Falconet Mem. de

FAcc. des Inscr. vi. p. 513. Hunter Antiq. AbhandL s. 257. Yon Dalberg
uber Meteorcultus im Alterthum. 1811. Be Wette Archaol. . 192.

2. See Deuteron. 7, 25. especially Jerem. 105 3. ^oy kerb ex rou B^/-

f&ov exXtSXrOftftsyoy, sgyoy Throws, xal -^yw^as., dgyvgip x,&l $wvl(p xgjtaAAa-

wifff&sva, ky ff(pvgMi$ XMI 5?Ao/ ears^uffc&y uvra %. r. A. Isaiah 40, 19,^
fiitoyet STFOiviffS Tsxrav q (%&l 1) %QVffo%QQs ^caysvare&s xgvtrtoy

t

rs^te^vcr&)ffsy ctitr&y

|yAov yag durwrToy exhsysroct Tx,r<av %. r. X, also 44, 13
s<3[q.

where the

work of the rexx-av is described by a line and a compass, with which he

produces
w a beautiful figure of a man." The golden calf likewise (ao-

cording to Michaelis) and the cherubim of the holy of holies were of

wood, overlaid with plates of gold. A gilt Apollo in a chapel of beaten

gold at Carthage, Appian Pun. 127. A taste for the composition of

metals may be gathered especially from Daniel 2, 31. Comp. Sickly

Mythus des JEsculapius. 1819. Zweiter Anhang.

3. The brazen Gotams of the temple and the vessels were, according
to the first book of Kings 7, 46, cast ia thick earth; that i%
in thick earthen moulds. Comp. De Wette Archs&oi . 106.

4. A great variety of vessels in the temple a& t

the molten sea borne by twelve oxen. "We may here mention by tite way
the gigantic oval vessel of stone, 30 feet in drcumference, with four ham-

dies and an ox as ornament, which lies near Amathtis (Lemis&o) in Cyprus*
J. Landseer, Sabaean Researches, p. 81. Punic shields of gold and silver

with figures, Liv. xxv, 24. Plin. xxxv, 4. Comp. above . 58. 1.

5. Hiram, Kings 1st Book, 7, merely an artist in brass, knew, accord-

ing to Paralip. ii, 2, 14, how to work ly #gtwV acti ly y&hnq x,a,l h wls^a
x.ex.1 h X/do/ Kotl J^Xo/ff zec-l vtyawuv Iv ry WQgtpvgef x,ct>\ h rvi vtuili&Q xeil h
tvi fiiHrffa jcsd 6v T^ x&Kxfyep x&l

yTiin^/oc-f
i
y'hv(^ex>g. Rich compositions of

precious stones at Tyre, EzeHel 28, 13, and elsewhere. Obelisk of

emerald, probably Plasma di smeraldo, in the Temple of Melcarth in that

city. Theophrastus De lapid. 25. Works in amber Od. xv, 459. Comp.
Eichhorn De gemmis scalptis Hebr-, Comment. Soc. Gott. rec. T. ii p. 16L

Hartmann Hebraerin am Putztisch Tiu iii. s. 84. Sidoniangarments are

mentioned in Homer. Hiram's curtain before the Holy of Holies, with.

cherubim therein. Similar curtains were wrought by Cyprians for Greek

temples, . 113, R. L

7. On Glass among the Phoenicians and Hebrews, Hamberger aad

Michaelis, Commentar. Soc. Gott. T. iv. Heeren Ideen i,& & 94

23, 14 K#2 efts* &&*$ e^ay^et^nftyws z^l rov tdyp

l^ay^fp^gyov? b <y*Qfoi. cf. 15. Hieron. ad Ezech. 8, 20;

templi parietes diversis idolorum imaginibus pingetaifciry mt irala esset

bestia, quam non parietis pictura monstraret ; quoted byWmckelmann.]

241. How far the images of the g<xk ^nong
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gave evidence by characteristic and significant formation of a
native feeling for art is difficult to say, from the want of

2 monuments of the kind: this much is certain, from the ac-

counts of the ancients, that they had numerous combinations
of the human figure with animals, sometimes half-animal

forms, sometimes forms sitting or standing on animals; on
3 their engraved stones likewise figures combined with mon-

sters played a great part, and were early introduced into the
4 West by means of these works. The Phoenicians had also the

practice of indicating the wonderful nature of their deities by
misshapen and dwarfish, or formless and strangely enveloped

figures* and in conformity with the character of their wild
and lascivious nature-worship, the designation of sex, and
even duplicity of sex, plays a prominent part in their works
of art If the people of God, generally speaking, remained

strangers to such abominations, their imagination, however,
was early captivated by strange compositions of animals; but
in the creations of poetical fancy, their bards show more incli-

nation to a wonderful combination of significant and imposing
shapes, than plastic form and regard to representability.

2. Dagon (Odacon) of Ashdod, Atergatis at Ascalon, Cannes at Baby-*

Ion, were all half fish half human. On imperial coins of Ascalon Ater-

gatis (according to others Semiramis) appears as a woman standing on
a Triton, or ship, or dragon, holding a dove in her right hand, and a flow-

ering vineshoot in the left, also with the tower-crown or a half-moon on
the head. See Norisius Ann. Syromaced. p. 503 sq. In Lucian's time

(Dea Syria, 31, comp. 14) the Syrian goddess was a female figure sitting
on lions (like Juno-Caelestis on the coins of Carthage), with many attri-

butes a sort of pantheum. Comp. Crenzer Symb. ii. s. 67. She sits

thus enthroned with two lions, Boissard iv, 95. Zeus (Baal) sat on bulls,

as the Jupiter Dolichenus of Commagene stands on a bull* Marini Atti

dei Frat. Arv. ii. p. 539. Bottiger Kunstmyth. i. s. 308. 313. 330. tf. 4.

Coins of Hierapolis (Neumann Numi Vet. ii. tb. 3, 2.) exhibit both, the

god sitting on a buu, the goddess on a pair of lions ; a cornelian in the
Vienna cabinet gives the same group with remarkable accessories. On
a Syrian Apollo with beard, a breastplate, a calathos on the head, at

Hierapolis, Lucian 35 and Macrob. i, 17. Macrobius also describes (i, 23)
the Egyptising image of the god of Heliopolis. The Atergatis of Aphaca,
according to Macrob. i, 21. capite obnupto, specie tristi.

3. The figure supporting lions on its tail on the (Etruscan?) gem*
Impronti d. Inst. i, 16, is very similar on a coin with Phoenician charac-

ters, Dutens Med. Grecques et Phonic. pL 2, 10. as R, Rochette re-

marks Journ. des Sav. 1834, p, 282, The foreparts of animals joined to-

gether at the middle on early Greek coins, especially of Samos, may stand
in relation to Persepolitan works of art (. 244. E. 6), through those of
Anterior Asia. Donaldson, Antic[. of Athens, Supplem. p. 26.

4. On the Phoenician Pataikoi, Herod, iii, 37. Adonis, according to

. Hesychius, was in Cyprus Ttw/j&i&Mv* On an antique figure of Aphrodite
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from Cyprus (01. 23), a span in length, Athen. xv. p. 675. Astarle as

goddess of Sidon on imperial coins, a veiled half figure in a temple on a
chariot (VUGS ^vyo^ov^svo^), Norisius p. 417. M. S. Clement, tv. 11, 108-

109. 37, 34. [Lenz die Gottin von Paphos. Gotha 1808. 4to.] Hirt re-

cognised a Carthaginian idol in a female figure at Palermo, which was

enveloped like a mummy (Berliner Kunstblatt ii. s. 75). The double-

sexed Aphroditus at Amathus, Baal-Peor in Moab was probably priapic.

In the fore-court at Hierapolis there were two phalli 180 feet high (Lucian
16. 28) 5 and there were such in other Syrian and Babylonian temples.
The ISIDE in Serradifalco seems to be a Carthaginian idol, Cenni sugE
avanzi d, ant. Solunto, Palermo 1831. tv 6. Sopra alcune monete Fenicie

delle isole Baleari, by Bella Marmora, "Welcker in the Rhein. Mns. iii. s.

504. Coins of Melite, Torremuzza tv. 92. Four-winged Crisis from

Gaulos tv. 93, helmed head, a half-moon beneath, from Kossura tv. 96^
with Phoenician, with Latin inscription, idols with serpents, Neumann
T. iL tb. iv, 1014. Sardic idols. ArchaoL Intell. Bl. 1834. n. 34. [In
Delia Marmora Toy. de la Sardaigne pL 34. in whose possession also afe

Turin is the collection in casts. Fr, Miinter, Sendschreiben iiber elnige
Sardische Idole, Kopenh. 1822. 4to.]

5. The cherubim in Genesis 3, 24, and in the Dabir, appear to hav&
been human figures merely with wings ; in other passages there appear
more grotesque representations. F. J. Zullig Der Cherubim Wagen 183%
.and Grtneisen in the Kunstblatt 1834, St. L

C. ASIA MIKOE.

Of the architectural worts of the nations of Asia, 1

.Minor, before Grecian taste determined their forms, as in the

temple of Cybele at Sardis (. 80), nothing farther has come
to our knowledge than sepulchral monumenta Those of the 2

Lydian kings, of which the tomb of Halyattes was the most

colossal, were very high tumuli on substructions of large
stones. In Phrygia we find on the sepulchre of king Midas 3

ihe form, so widespread in the East, of a facade hewn out of

a perpendicular wall of rock. Besides, subterranean dweE- 4

ings and sanctuaries of the worship of Attis were in use

among this tribe (. 48. R 2). In working in metals, m. &

weaving and dyeing, the Lydians may have early appropriated
the inventions and improvements of the Semitic race% and in

this way many technical refinements may have come to i&e

/Greeks (comp. 71, 1. 73, 3).

2. See Herod, i, 93, with Creuzer's excursus in Mhr^s edition,

Munchner AbhdL Philol. CL L s, 395. Comparison with Foxsem's monu-

ment, of Lydian origin, Lydians and Tyrrhenians to be separated (certain-

ly not). On the remains Leake, Asia Minor, p. 265. Prokeseh Bdsen SL

s, 162. The oblique height of the visible part of tbe tumulus amount

to 648 feet ;
a colossal phallus stood on the top, [It is fying^ and is not ML

^entire phallus, but only the head of one, B is 1^ Jfeefc in diameter below*
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and the length measured over the glans is only about 9 feet. The aper-
ture Is stretched open nearly 7 feet. TMs from the writer's own. obser-

vation and measurement,] comp. . 170. Phrygian tumuli, . 50. B. 2.

An enormous triangular pyramid among the Sacse is described by Cte-

sias, Pers. 27. p. 117. Lion.

3. The tomb of Midas in the valley of Doganlu, near the ancient Fa~
coleia in Northern Phrygia, hewn out of red sandstone ; the faade about
80 feet high, 60 broad

; above, a kind of pediment ornamented with large
volutes. Leake in Walpole's Travels, p. 207. Asia Minor, p. 26. Hamilton,
Egypt, p. 418. On the inscription (MIAAI. .FANAKTEI) Osann Midas
1830. Grotefend, Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. iii. P.

iL p. 317. In the neighbourhood, according to Leake, may "be seen fa-

ades consisting of a prostyle of two columns, with architrave, dentels

and corona the form which presents itself so often in the necropolis of

Telmissus, and bears there more the forms of the Ionic order. Ghoi-

seul-Gouff. i. p. 118. pi. 67. 68, [According to J. R. Steuart Pescr. of

some anc. mon, with inscriptions still existing in Lydia and Phrygia,
several of which are supposed to be tombs of the early Mngs, L. 1842, the

inscription is more complete ATE2 APKIAEFAI2 'AKENANOFAJFOS
(the name of the father in the genitive) MIAAI AAIfAPTAEI (Aowgr*?,

like Aaayof, Aayof, Aaa^nj^) FAFAKTEI EAAE2 (probably I&jxe),

,comp. Bull 1843. p. 64. Seven sepulchral monuments in the valley of

Doganlu with the same characters are engraved with various other remark-
able monuments. Brazen virgin on the tomb of Midas, Horn. Epigr. 3.]

5. [Sculpture on a wall of rock at Sipylos . 64. R. 2. On the tumulus
of Alyattes, which is by far the largest (Herod, i, 93) of all the hundreds
in the Sardian necropolis, beyond the Hermus, scattered singly and in

groups over a wide and elevated space, there Ees the head of a phallus,
40 feet in circumference, 12 feet in diameter, of very good workmanship.
Lycia . 90. 128 *]

III. THE KATIOHS OF THE ARIA2T RACE.

1 242. Although the Arian (or Iranian) tribe, which, com-

mencing from Ariana, comprehended the ancient inhabitants
of Bactria, Media, and Persia, was essentially different in lan-

guage, national customs, and religion, from the Syrian race,

yet the style of art among the former people bore a consider-
able affinity to that with which we have become acquainted
at Babylon; and we are compelled to regard the art which
flourished in the great Persian empire as only a further de-

2 velopment of the ancient Assyrian. The cause lies partly in

this, that the great empire of Assyria, such as it existed

comprehending also Babylon before 750, extended over the

greatest part of Iran, even including Bactria, and when the
Median throne was afterwards established, the court manners
and luxury of the earlier dynasties in Assyria and Babylon
were very naturally engrafted on, it, in the same way as in
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later times again Siisa and Persepolis were imitations of Ec-

batana; and partly in this circumstance that the national re-

ligion of the Arians a dualistic worship of light ^did not

contain in itself any impulse to the figured representation

of the gods, but rather alienated the mind therefrom: hence,

when court parade and luxury made the necessity of art after-

wards felt, it must have been introduced from without, and

from where else than from the Syrian tribes which were civil-

ized from a very early period?

1. Arians as a general national name in Herod, vii, 52. Strab. xv. p.,

724. Eudemus in Damascius De prine. p. 384. Kopp, in Sassanid in-

scriptions.

2. The very widely diffused worship of the female goddess of nature,

Venus among the planets (Mitra in Persia, Anahid in Media, Elymais in

Armenia), is certainly connected with this ancient Assyrian sovereignty ;

it was the expeditions of Semiramis-Berceto that extended in this sense

from Asia Minor toJBactria.

3. Their gods were not in human form (&&gatfo$
ivie& Herodot* i,

131), but animal symbols are not thereby denied.

I.

243. Accordingly we already find the citadel of

(715 years before Christ) constructed in terraces on an emi-

nence, in the Syro-Babylonian taste; the battlements of the

walls rising above one another, and brilliantly painted with

seven leading colours (doubtless of variegated bricks;) on the

summit, the palace, and temple of Anahid, the columns,

beams and lacunaria of cedar and cypress overlaid with plates

of silver and gold. As to die temple and palace of the royal

Persian citadel at Susa, which the Greeks called Memnonia,
we know from distinct accounts of the ancients with which

the ruins correspond, that the style of architecture was the

Babylonian.

1. [Nineveh . 245, Eugen Flandin L'architecture Assyrienne in ihfi

Rev. des deux mondes 1845. T. z. 6 livr.] See Herod, i, 98 (the lowest

wall of the acropolis was equal to the ring-watt of Athens, that is abotti

50 stadia ;
the city, which was much larger, was open). Polyb. x, 27*

Diod. xvii, 110. The overlaid beams, &c., were stripped, iAg^r^a^ by

Antigonus and Seleucus Nicator. Now Hamadan ;
ruins of great sub-

structions, canal of Semiramis, causeway. In detail, we can re0gra!s%

especially in the base of a column, the style of Persepolis, Olivier^ Toy.

dans Tempire Ottoman iiL p. 30. Morier, Second Journey itew^li Per-

sia, p. 264 sqq. Porter ii. p. 90 sqo;.

% On the wonderful works of the supposed Memnoik (what can haw

Ibeen the native name ?), citadel, royal road and tomb of Susa, Jacobs in

the Denkschriften der Miinchner Acad. 1810. 11. Tmmschte Schr. Th.
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iv. B. 4. To ^ Te7#0 ^oBojC^rro rqg <ittihm$ x,&\
tsgtx,

xal Patrfasia.

trios afftfeg T ray Hafivhaviav e% oVrifc rfhfySov x.cd aatyifarov, Strab. XV. p.

728. In Schus, probably Susa, there is also notMng found at the present

day but heaps of bricks sometimes painted. Kinneir, Geogr, Memoir of

the Persian Empire, p. 100 sq. Porter ii. p. 410. Hoeck, Vet. Mediae

et Persia Monum.

1 244. The ancient Hereditary seat of the Persian, sovereigns

was in Pasargadse, a river plain in central Persis, which

even received its name according to Herodotus from the first

2 and regal tribe of the people. This district, thereby rendered

sacred, the metropolis as it were, from which proceeded the

wide-ruling kingly race, received in the flourishing period of

the Persian empire a long series of edifices, and among these

an older royal seat (ag^a/fc |3atf/Xg/a), with the tomb of Cyrus,

and a newer residence which the Greeks called Persepolis,

whilst to the former they gave by way of eminence the name
3 of Pasargadaa. This newer king's palace is recognised with

4 certainty in the ruins of Chilminar or Tacht Djemshid. The

material the hard dark grey marble of the hill of Rachmed,
on the slope of which this royal citadel was erected by the

aid of powerful substructions has here prevented the de-

struction of the architectural forms
; although, indeed, only

the walls and pillars were of stone, all the beams and roof-

work having doubtless been of overlaid cedar, a circumstance

which accounts for the extraordinary slenderness of the

5 columns. The structure rises in the form of terraces; strong

gates, large courts with side buildings and magnificent porti-

coes, led to the innermost chambers of the palace which were

6 placed highest The details of the architecture manifest a

style of art furnished with an abundant store of decorative

, forms, but not particularly skilful in managing them. We
recognise the members and ornaments of the Ionic order,

which was probably diffused in Asia at an early period (.

54i), but they are deprived of their charms by overloading
and odd combinations,

2. See the writers on Alexander, who were the first to notice Perse-

polis, especially Arrian vi, 29 sqq. Strab. xv, 729. Died, xvii, 71. Cur*

tins v, 7. Pasargadae probably comprehended the buildings at Murghab
and Nakshi-Rustan, * 245.

3, See the engravings in "the Travels of Chardin (republished with

additions by Langles. P. 1812), Kampfer, and Cornells de Bruyn ; more

accurate in 0. Mebtihr's Eeise nach Arabien ii. s. 121. Morier's Journey

through Persia i. p. 129^ 137. Second Journey, p. 75, Ousely, Travels

in various Countries of the East ii. pi. 40 sqq. Porter i. p. 580 sqq,

Edward Alexander, Travels to India, pL 10. Buckingham's Travels in

Assyria, Media and Persia, ch. 17. Caylus, Hist, de 1'Ac. d. I. xxix. p.

118. Herder: Persepolis eine Muthmassung. Persepolitanische Briefe,

Heeren Ideen. i. s. 194. Mongez, M&m. de FInst. nation, Litt. iii p. '%L%
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Hirt in the Abhandl. der Berliner Acad. 1820. s, 40. [Voy. en Perse de
M. Flandin, pelntre, et de M. Coste, architecte. P. 1845. The drawings
are after Steuart, who lived many years in Persia, remarkably true in

character.]

5. A broad double stair led to three gates adjoining one another;
these to the double pillars with the colossal haut-reliefs of imaginary ani-

mals. A second flight was then ascended to the palace strictly so-called,

Three porticoes surrounded a larger one without separation by walls;

it is probable they were only divided by tapestries (Esther i, 6) which

were suspended along the columns, as in Alexander's state-tent (JBHan
V. EL ix, 3) and the Dionysian tent of Ptolemy the Second (. 150, 2).

The inner rooms and chambers now lie apart from these, on the highest

terrace; here also columns in the chief apartment. These chambers,

however, certainly formed at one time a connected building with those

porticoes. Lower subordinate erections, among them one tolerably ex-

tensive. Extent of the whole 1400 X 900 feet. The impression wMch the

entire edifice must have made .is best conveyed in the admirable descrp>~

tion* of a Persian residence in Appuleius Be Ifundo, p. 270. Bip. (Ps*

Aristot. De Mundo, c. 6) ; especially the following portion : (Rex) cir-

eumseptus admirabiH regia, cujus tecta fulgerent eboris nive, argenti

(. 243) luce, flammea auri vel electri daritate: limina vero alia prae

aMs erant, interiores fores, exteriares janmue muniebant porteqae fermtse

et muri adaniantina firmitata

6. The columns (see particrfarly Porter, pL 45) of the grand
55 feet high, about 4 feet thick at the bottom, with Ionic flmtings and h%It
bases of a peculiar form ; the capitals sometimes composed of the fim-

parts of unicorns, sometimes of a great variety of oddly combined ingre-

dients (an inverted crater, another placed upright upon it, and on that

again a high abacus with two rows of scrolls at the four sides). Be-

sides, ornaments of foliage, roses, volutes, and astragals. On the king's

sepulchre also appear the dentels, a sort of ovolo with serpent-tongues

and the architrave with three fasciae. The cornices over the doors bear

some resemblance to those of Egyptian architecture (. 222). The square

blocks and the portions of the columns are wrought and fitted together

in a manner that excites admiration. There are traces of water-conduits

through the porticoes and apartments. Chardin and Morier mention

enigmatical subterranean passages.

245. The sepulchral monuments also of the Achsemenidse

were in this ancient seat of the race. These were rarely

buildings standing apart like that of Cyrus; more commonly

they consisted of fa$ades hewn out of the rocks, with secrel

and inaccessible chambers behind, such as are to be found

partly on the wall of rock above the palace of PeraepoJSs

already described, and partly northward from it at Naksli-

Rustan. The architecture presents the same forms as afc Pep-

aepoUs; the prevailing representation is that of a stege upon
which the king appears, engaged in some religions rite, above

a frieze and architrave which are supported by columns with

*micorn capitals,
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2. Ute tomb of Cyrus in ike paradeisos of Pasargadae, Arrian, vi, 29.

Sfcrabo XV, 730. [Vi/gyas- &tr p&yt&s, %,ovr ftsv (rrggsof*
* & orgyjjy f#? x^i

ffjjxio^ <nrp%y T&$ I^wrec r<qv sio-oBo^.]
A s-t/gyo?; beneath, a basement of

square blocks, on it a building of one or more stories, above, a c^oj with.

a very narrow door; within, a golden coffin with the corpse, a sopha with.

yolss jcgiwo/ trQvppueru, on it a cover of Babylonian tapestry, garments,

ornaments, and weapons. Whether the monument is at Murghabl
Ousely ii. pi. 53. Porter i. pi. 14. p. 498. Heeren, s. 276. [Lassen has

proved in his Zteitschr. St. vi. that the tomb at Murghab belonged to the

younger Cyrus.]

3. One of the tombs on Mount Rachmed (400 feet from the palace

properly so called) must be that of Darius, according to Diodorus xvii,

71 (comp* Ctesms Pers. 15), with which Orotefend's deciphering of the

ooaeiform iEUMiptions of Persepolis perfectly agrees. Chardin, pi. 67.

6&r KaksM-Bustan, ibid. pi. 74. Ousely ii. pL 41. Porter, pi. 17. Se-

pulchres corresponding pretty well with those of Persepolis have been

found in Media, at Bisutun and Hamadaa.

2. PLASTIO AET,

[245.* Assyrian art will be known in fdture through
the discoveries at Nineveh by Botta, the French consul at

MossuL The principal figure in most of the reliefs is a king
or hero, in richly bordered tunic with upper garment and a

tiara, who is either fighting, or driving his enemies before

him, or receiving captives and suppliants, or sitting at a ban-

(jmet5 or ia fetal procession gaiding a chariot with four horses

yoked abreast* Near Mm a beardless man, probably a eu-

nticl^ fequently with a club. Among the numerous figures
of combatants, there is repeatedly seen a shield-bearer, under
wboee protection another bends Ms bow, or hurls Ms javelin.
A figure, probably that of a god, holds in his right hand a
crooked serpent-formed weapon, and with the left draws a
lion towards Mmsel There are no female figures except one

holding aloft a cMld in her arms. Six bulls 1 6 feet high, with
human countenances, were at first discovered, and afterwards
120 more^ all in alto rilievo. One sculpture represents four

nobles, sitting on chairs, and eunuchs pouring out to them;
these draw out of a vase with a rhyton having a lion's head:
several represent sieges. The prevailing principle is faithful

imitation of nature and life, with a moderate use of symboEc,
especially winged figurea The merit of the design in the
bodies, especially of the lion and bull, as well as in the fea-

tures of the human countenance, and in the execution of the

hair, is much, praised.

The excavations were not made in the circuit of tlie old city, or as is

now supposed, of the official residence of tae kings near Mossul beyond
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the Tigris, "but five caravan leagues distant therefrom (of which length
therefore was the city), where stands the small village of Khorsabad on a
hill 100 feet high, about 300 metres in length and 150 in breadth. There
were 15 large halls opened in this hill, one of them 120 feet long, almost

everywhere covered, as were also the four fagades, with reliefs and cunei-

form characters, in a "kind of transparent marble," partly on "
slabs of

alabaster," or " in an easily softened plaster." Lettres de M. Botta sur

ses decouvertes & Khorsabad pres de Mnive publiees par M. J. Mohl. P.

1845, printed from Journal Asiat. from May 1843 till Febr. 1845, with
55 engravings, 33 of them containing sculptures. Among these, plate 22

shows portions ornamented with colours, the hair of the head and beard

brown, and the tiara and fillet red ; in plate 30 also there are red sandal-

ties; it is said that blue occurs frequently. PL 17 a biga, the king
therein, over whom a parasol is held, behind him a horseman with lance

and quiver, like pi; 19. PL 25 a siege; pi. 21 a hehneted head, very na-

tural and full of expression. The
(p<kxci,Qix,

of the horses are overloaded^

clumsy. PL 38 and 50 a male winged figure with eagle's head, the hand

clutching. A certain agreement with the statues of JEgina is explained
from the principle itself, especially as regards attitude, the crisped hair,
and the close-fitting drapery, for example, the archer pi. 2, where also

the shield covering the archer recals by its five surrounding circles of or-

naments, the Homeric and Hesiodic shield compositions which are so na-

tural in the arrangement. We may also compare the architrave reliefs of

Assos, . 255. K 2. the old sepulchral monument of Xanthos, . 90.* and
above all the sculptures of Persepolis. It will gradually be ascertained

more clearly in how far Greek art received impulses, and took occasions

in Asia Minor directly from Assyria and Media, and how freely and inde-

pendently at the same time her internal, the truly artistic, development
resulted. Great masses of monuments from Nineveh have already been

brought to Paris. The publication of a work containing 405 plates and
100 sheets of letterpress, in 90 monthly parts, was commenced in Nov.

1846; the designs by the painter Eugene Mandin, who has been long in

Persia. The copies of the cuneiform inscriptions occupy a length of 2,500
metres. Kiepert in Schmidt's Jahrb. f. Gesch. 1844. i. s. 95. seems to
think that these sculptures do not "belong to early Assyrian art, but may
be derived from a later Persian era, as Xenophon mentions /3<r/A/a& at

Nineveh, although the ancient city lay in ruins since the Median con-

quest. Leo supposes that the Assyrian kingdom did not terminate with
the death of Sardanapalus (890), after Babylon had now become the seat

of government, but continued to exist under kings of its own, Lehrb. der

Universalgesch. i. s. 118. The inscriptions will come to our help.]

246. These ruins of Persepolis exhibit abundance of sculp- 1

ture combined with architecture. Fantastic animals, of $' 2

symbolical nature, stand at the entrance in mezzo rili&Do9
as the royal arms; and such are also often employed for

architectonic purposes. Groups, in which a mythological hero 3
transfixes a monster of this description, are placed in reEef
on the gates of the side-building. "We see, on different walls 4
and pillars, the Mng with his attendants in procession ; his

throne, which is covered by a canopy, borne by the represen-
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tatives of the cHef tribes of the empire; and tlie prince whd
is seated thereon as a judga The body-guard of the prince,

his courtiers in two different regularly alternating costumes,
the Median stole and the candys, and, the most interest-

ing representation of all, the provinces bringing the annual

presents ($%&) adorn the grand staircase which leads up to

the great portico*

2. The unicorn with or without wings, the enigmatical animal with

liuman head adorned as a king's (Martichoras' ? Kaiomort's 1) the griffin,

and tlie lion are the principal figures. [FeL Lajard Rech. sur le culte,

leg symbolesy les attributs et les mon, fig. de Venus en Orient et en Occi-

dent 1. 2 livr. P. 1837 foi interrupted.]

3. It is in favour of the theory which regards this hero as Achsemenes

(D^emshid?) the ancestral hero of the race established here, that, accord-

ing to JSliaa EL A. xii7 21, Achsemenes was actually a wonderful legen-

dary personage, he nursling of an eagle, in like manner as in Firdusi

the bird Simurg rears young heroes.

5. This double costume is easily distinguished throughout. The more

splendid one, which the king himself wears, is the Median garb, to which

the Magian stola bore a resemblance (see Lucian, Nekuonou 8). To the

other dress belongs the upper coat with empty sleeves or 6geti (Oolchian,

Amazonian, Hungarian costume, see Amalthea i. s. 169. ii. s. xii), this is

the Persian Kandys {x>tr lf $9 eftvogirovptettt (fibulis annectunt, ol oT^atr/2-

vat, Hesyck Pollux vii. 58). On the Persian costumes, comp. Toss Myth.
Briefe iii. s. 367. Hongez sur les Costumes des Perses, M6m. de Tlnst.

nat. Litt. iv. p. 22 sc[. Xenoph. Gyrop. 1. 3. 2. says : rowra, Kama, (wigs

and rouge,} Mtyd/xa \m:iy xul ol vo^v^ot %Katn$ x,a>l ol x^y^vs^ x,oc>l ol ffrg
i7rrd

^rs^l IT? ^gay x&l rac %f4A7ufr Tsgl Tt&lif ^f^ofy" w Tlij>ff&f$ % rots ofxo/ xctl yvs

$rt vtihv ^fltl arS-^rsj ^oWKcfrt^sLi xc&l ^ie&irsti svrehstrregctt. The tiara with

the side ribbons (iretpvyra&fbfs, Strabo xv. p. 734, fila tiarse Ammian xxx
;

8), ttte Kidaris and Kyrbasia are difficult to distinguish from one another
3

rap Hiccolini M. Borb. vilL p. 17 sqq., also Demetr. Be elocutione 161,

Kke whip or scourge, which is plainly to be seen in many figures of war-

riors hanging on the back behind the quiver, indicates the Persian mas-

tigophoxi For the statistic explanation of the provinces I refer entirely

to Heeren, Ideen ii, 1. s. 213 ff,

1 247, Nowhere does the formative art appear restricted ii

its subjects to so narrow a circle as here. The deity, the pur<

Ormuzd, originally unrepresentable, is only indicated as an ob

ject of the king's adoration by a half
figure floating aloft, ant

terminating below in wings; besides this nothing belongs t<

mythology except the symbolic animals; all else pertains t<

2 the historical present Strict propriety, stiff ceremoniousnes

demand throughout careful draping and solemn movement
even a battle with monsters does not disturb either; the entir

S absence of women has the same causa In the over minutel

executed hair-dress (&4&a/ ^o^sro/), the regular folds, th

traces of gold chains and ornaments having been fixed on, th
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s the neck, and the tiara of the Mng, in everything we
recognise the influence of courtly pomp, and the force of an
external law. Art, however, nowhere presents itself as a rude 4
attempt; the design on the contrary has a fixed, precise style;
the forms of the countenance together with the stamp of na-

tionality bear the impress of dignity; in the representation of

the provinces there is a delicate perception of character, in
that of the courtiers agreeable alternations in attitude and

gesture ;
the animal figures are designed with peculiar power

and grandeur; the workmanship also in the hard stone is 5

extremely neat, the treatment of the reliefs peculiar; so that 6
even although Egyptian as well as Grecian artists wrought
for the great king, yet we must recognise in these works a
native style of art which ripened through a long course of

years, and which doubtless had come to the Persians from
Ecbatana in Media, and to the Medes, as we imagine, in the
main from Babylon.

xof^oc. Aristoph. Plut. 171. \KQJAQU
false hair, perukes, which the Greeks of the strictly aristocratic times

probably "borrowed from thence.} The Persians preferred the eagle nose,
because Cyrus was ypHrig, Pluk reijx ger. pmc. 28.

5. Tie relief rises gradually in. a delicate line iron* the ground, quite
differently from the Greek and Egjrpfeia lefiefe* fragments In the
British Museum (R. vi. no. 100 103) and In the possession, of Sir Ghee

Ousely; accurate drawings in Morier's Second Journey, pL L Gtisely ii

pL 43 45, and Ker Porter. [One of the most minute drawings,ArohswL
Britann. xiv. p. 283, head of a blind man -with, a fillet round the head,
and beard curled, as in the so-called Indian Bacchus Ammian Marc, xxiv,

-6, the Persians had fallen somewhat behind in the formative arts because

they only made battle pieces.]

6. Diodorus
(i, 46) speaks of the Persian artists who wrought for the

Persian kings* On Telephanes* (. 11% 1) works for the Persians, Plim

xxxiv, 19, 9*

248. The great extent also over which, this style is found, 1

not only in Persia, but in Media, agrees with this supposition.
The reliefs of Bisutun (Bagistanon), between Ecbatana and 2
the Tigris, which among other subjects represent a king as vic-

torious over his enemies, exhibit this style perhaps at an ear-

lier date than those of Persepolis; the ancients seem to have
seen here works of Semiramis. It is probable that the con- 3
siderable ruins of the Armenian city Van will likewise yield
not merely inscriptions but architectural forms similar inMn3
to the Persepolitan. Moreover, the Babylono-Metilan; cylin- 4
ders approximate to this style of art, although often carelessly
and badly wrought ;

a portion of them have been rightly and
with certainty interpreted from the Persian rlte$ and creed ;

many also belong to a combination of Magtaii and Cflbldeaa 5
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6 faith. We Itave skill to mention the dariks in wticli the re*

presentation the king Mmself as an arclier as well as the

design closely correspond with tlxe monuments of Persepolk
7 In the times of the Arsacldse a Greek taste inherited from the

Macedonian conquerors prevailed at the court ;
with the ex-

ception of coins, however, nothing certain has been preserved;

8 the Sassanidse, in many respects restorers of ancestral customs

and religion, exhibit in their works of art a turgid and taste-

less style, derived from later Roman art and applied to orien-

tal costume.

1. Ruins in tlie Persepolitan style on the Persian gulph, Morier i. p.

51. On Ecbatana, above . 243. On Bisutun, especially Porter ii. p.

154, pL 60. Comp. Hist, de 1'Ac. des Inscr. xxvii. p. 159. Eoeck, p. 22.

29, 73 sqq.

. The identity of Bagistanon, in Diodorus ii, 13, and Baptana in

Isidore, with Bisutun, I consider with Hoeck, p. 116, Mannert v, 2. s. 165,

and others to be evident. The representation of Semkamis with 100 sa-

traps reminds one very much of Persepolitan art. The Syrian letters in

JHodorus are probably Assyrian ; but these' Aff<rv%t& yg&f&f&&ra, the Royal

Persian characters especially for monuments, may have been merely

coneiform characters. [The monument at Behistun, on the road to Bag-

dad and Hamadan, has become better known by the drawings, and ex-

planations of Major Rawlinson, Journ. of the B. Asiatic Society, vol. x,

P. 1. L. 1846. It represents in a style like the Persepolitan, Darius

Hystaspis, opposite to whom stand the different rebels who revolted

throughout Upper Asia during the first years of his reign, and is ex

plained by numerous ctmeiform characters, in agreement with an alia

Eton of Herodotus. Further on works of the Sassanid period.]

3. Vam is called Schamiramakertj Semiramocerta, in Armenian au

Hi0r% who speak of columns, statues, and grottoes there. St. Martin

BoMee sur le Toy. litt. en Orient de M. Schulz, Journ. des Sav. 1826

p^ 451* Grotefead in Seebode's Krit. Bibliothek 1829. Bd. i no, 3(

Ktmstbktt 18^. K", 32. Ike cuneiform inscriptions give the name c

Xerxes according to Grotefend's method of decyphering adopted by S 1

Marian; notmthsiandiag i^ii% however, the Persian kings may hav

also found here ancienfc Semiramidan works (that is works of the Assj
Tiim dynastiles generally). Burnouf finds ahura mazda, Ormuzd, extra1

'

d'un m6m, stir deux inscr. cuneiformes trouvees pres d'Hamadan, Joura

des Sav. 1836. p. 283. S21.

4. See especiaHy Grotefend's explanations, Amalthea i. s. 93. ii. s. 61

5. Magians ap|ared early at Babylon and Ghaldeans in Persia ; ar

even in Berosus ChaMseism and Magism appear so mixed up togetb
that the Babylonian Kronos (M) is put for Zeraane and called the fatb

of Aramazdes. Probably the Babylonian cylinder in Porter ii. pi. 80.

1. which represents Ormuzd on Mgh, and beneath him three figures,

which two are evidently of divine nature, is also Perso-Chaldsean ; one

them carries a hatchet (like Zeus Labrandeus in Oaria, and Sandon

), ajid steads upon a unicoriij it has a moon above it, and thp 01
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opposite lias a star. The combination of Persian and Egyptian symbols,

[like that of the Roman and GallicJ which is seen in the cylinder treated

of in Amalth. L s. 93, is also observable on the stone found at Sum, which
contains a sort of Persian hieroglyphics (Walpole, Trav. p. 420, <fec.), and
the four-winged man. with Egyptian head-dress at Murghab, Porter L pi.

13. Rhodogune with streaming hair according to a beautiful legend, the

Persian imperial seal, Polyaen. viii, 27. Persepolitan fragments in Egypt,
Descr. de PEg. v. pi. 29.

6. On the Dariks, Eckhel D. "N. i, iii. 551 sqq. Good impressions in

Landon, Numism. i, 2, Mionnet, Descr. pi. 36, 1. Suppl. viii. pL 19. very

interesting. [Mr. Lajard possesses the richest collection of Persian en-

graved stones that has ever been made in Europe, Journ. des Sav. 1819.

p. 424.]

7. The ABSAGIDJE, although according to Lucian De Dome 5. ov (pik-

z,ahoi, listened, as we know, to Greek poems at their court
j and as t0

their coins the earlier ones in particular approach closely to those of Ma-
cedonia. It appears to me also that Bckhel i, iii. p. 549. is not right in

denying to the Arsacidse the tetradrachmae with Greek allegorical

figures. There is very little known of sculptures, Hoeck, p. 141. On a

gem with the image of Pacorus, Plm, Ep. x, 16. Gems of this kind still

exist, Tassie, pi 12
?
673 677,

8. The same dTimsy and turgid character prevails in the coins of

the Sassanidae and the sculptures of NaksM-Rustan (Sapor H), Slmfrar

(Talerian's conquest) and Takt-Bostan (Sapor II., III,) See on tfaea&

Hoeck, p. 47. 126
sq[.,

and the excellent engravings in Porter, pL W sq.

62 sqq. Fine helmet in A. d'Olenine sur le costume et les armes des

gladiateurs, Petersb. 1835, pi 15. ibid. pi. 14, an enchased silver goblet,

which the author supposes to be Sassamdau, a horseman shooting a lion

backwards ;
the style indicates a higher antiquity. [Large silver goblet of

the Due de Luynes with a chase, M. d. L iii, 51. Ann, xv. p. 98. A. de

Longperier.] Here the allegorical figures are often quite the same as

those of later Roman art ;
in other respects there is most labour bestowed

on the costumes and ornaments. The balls on the heads of the kings are

globes with the zodiac, which is often distinctly to be seen on coins, and

represent them as governors of the world. On the coins of the Arsacidse

Tychsen in the Commentat. Soc. Grott. rec. V. i. ; on those of the Sas-

sanidaB V. ii. MAHI, a heretic who arose out of the revival of magisin

and presented his doctrine in a sensible form (under Shapur L and

Hormisdas I.) by means of an illuminat

IT. THE INDIANS.

249. The Indian nation, tlie most eastern member of the

Caucasian race, which seems here very much Mended, irere a

people of great intellectual endowments, which thej displayed
in a refined cultivation of language, a very ancient speculative

theology and a fanciful style of poetry; bml nevertheless they
were ill-adapted for the cultivation of the formative arts in

B
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2 an original manner. The calm contemplativeness of earlier

and the glowing riotous fancy of later times found in the

domain of natural forms no expression, in the systematic de-

3 velopment of which they could rest satisfied; and although
the hierarchical system, and the great endurance of Indian

workmen achieved much that is worthy of admiration, in the

excavation of grotto temples and the hewing out of entire

mountains, yet we miss altogether the directing mind which

could, without a model, have employed and controlled this

industry and expenditure of force for architectonic purposes.
4 On the contrary, we here see art roaming about with incon-

stancy amid an abundance of forms, and if it almost by acci-

dent lights on the simple and grand, is incapable of using
and carrying it out as an established and recurring form of

5 art; so that it is difficult to get rid of the idea that the
architectonic and plastic sense in India was only awakened

by impulses and communications of various kinds from with-
out (probably from the Greeks or Javanas), and that a nou-
rishment was presented to it, which however it could not

rightly digest ;
for the contrast between the classic elegance

of individual decorative members, and the barbarous want of
taste in the combination of these with architectonic wholes,
can only perhaps be thereby explained in a satisfactory man-
ner.

3. Cavern temples of Siwah in Elephanta not far from Bombay.
Several in Salsette, the largest at Kenneri. Grotto at Carli. The enor-
mous pantheon at Ellora in the Ghaut mountains, destined at the same
time for the reception of a hundred thousand pilgrims. Buddhistic grot-
toes at Berar, near Adshunta and Bang, of simple but heavy forms of

architecture, without ornaments, but with paintings on stucco. Cavern-

temples of Radshasthan, which are said to be nearer the Greek style.

Mahamalaipur (Mahabalipur in the Mahabarata, Maharpha in Ptolemy),
a rocky mountain on the coast of Coromandel converted into a labyrinth
of monuments. Pyramidal pagodas at Deogur (Tagara, a leading fair at
the time of the Peripl. Mar. Ind ), and Bamiseram. A rock temple in

Ceylon. On the rock chambers of Bamian. (Alexandria at the foot of
Mount Caucasus, according to Hitter) Hoeck Monum. Yet. Med. p. 170
sqq.

4. The grotto of Carli and the temple of Visvakurma at Ellora for

example, where the roofs are hewn out into circular vaults, produce a
grand effect. As regards the details, the following form of pillar is of
most frequent occurrence and most regularly formed: a base of several

plinths and cymas, on these a short pillar with Ionic flutings, then an
inverted acanthus capital, contracted above, on this contracted neck a
large torus, and above that the abacus with prolongations in the direc-
tion of the main-beam over them, which supports the roof. Inverted
antefixa or corner-ornaments of ancient sarcophagi are frequently to be
found as decorations of pillars. The thickness of these supports (in the
form of which, however, there is no trace of reflection on static laws
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observable) is only the work of necessity; Indian architecture also

employs very slender columns as ornaments for the exterior of rock-
built temples.

5. There is here, alas! no chronology, but according to the estab-

lished points which we possess it does not seem necessary to carry this

flourishing period of Indian art (if we may use the expression) further
back than the bloom of dramatic poetry in India (under Rajah Vicra-

maditya who, according to the ordinary acceptation, died 56 years before
the Christian era). Both of course presuppose epic poetry, and follow it

up. Buddhism also already existed at the time of these architectural
works (even Salsette, Carli and the temple of Visvakurma are Buddhis-

tic) ; now that religion dates from about 500 years before Christ. The
oldest evidence for the existence of such architectural works is Barde-
sanes' (200 years after Christ) description of an Indian cavern temple of
an androgynous deity. Porphyr. in Stobgeus, Eel. Phys. i. p, 144, Hee-
ren. The revolting licentiousness of the representations in Elephanta
(specimens of this description have passed from the Townley Collection
to the British Museum), also points to the times of internal decay. 0.
Frank on the figure of Visvakarman, the architect of the world, in the
Munch. Abhdl. PhiloL CL i. s. 765.

Demetrius, son of Euthydemus, and other Bactrian princes founded
Greek empires in the territory west of the Indus about 200 years before
Christ ; and these were preserved in various forms till the invasion of
the Mogolian Scythians or Sacse (136 before Christ), from whom Vicra-

rnaditya delivered India. Comp. Lassen De Pentapotamia, p. 42 sqq.
In the series of coins found in India, and presented in one view by J.
Todd in the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society i. p. 313 pi 12,
the Indo-Scythian coins (especially those of the fiowfaevg paaftiw (Edobi-
gris) ffurfy p$yoi$, with Siwa on his bull as reverse) exhibit an interesting
combination of Greek and Indian elements ; and even the more carefully
executed Indian coins betray somewhat of the influence of the Greek style.

Comp. Schlegel, Journ. Asiat. ii. p. 321. St. Martin ix. p. 280. The Indian

gem with the figure of Hercules, communicated by Todd hi, i. p. 139 (D. A,
K. Tf. 53), is evidently an imitation of the coins of the Indian king De-
metrius (Tychsen, Comm. Soc. Gott. rec. vi. p. 3. Kohler, Mem. Romane
iv. p. 82). At Barygaza (Baroandsh) there were in circulation coins of
the Bactro-Indian kings, according to the Peripl. Mar. Ind, [Chr Lassen
Zur deschichte der Griech. und der Indoskythischen Kdnige in Baktrien,
Kabul and Indien durch EntznTerung der Altkabulischen. Legenden auf
ihren Munzen. Bonn. 1838.]

250. la the sculptures of India, the haut- and bas-reliefs '.

which decorate the walls of these rock-built temples, and
which, besides the beings belonging to the religious creed, also

represent scenes from th$ great Indian epopees, we in like
manner miss throughout that settled system which invariably
characterizes art when it has sprung up from its own roots,
and been fostered for many successive generations. On this :

very account indeed Indian sculpture ranks before Egyptian
in the naturalness of its formations, and in variety of attitude
and gesture; but it wants completely severity of design, and
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regularity In the disposition of tlie figures. Moreoyer, in*

sculpture as well as architecture tlie conditions of site and
3 material operated detrimentally. As to characteristic differ-

ences of portraiture in different persons there does not yet
seem to have been much discovered

;
here also the significance

is communicated by attributes, dress, colour, monstrous ap-
4 pendages and the action itself. However, in accumulation of

attributes, combination of many-limbed shapes, constrained
attitudes and striving after ornament, the old Indian style of
art in the temple-grottoes appears quite moderate and reason-
able compared with the monstrosity of many idols and paint-

ings of modern India,

1. Epic scenes, for example the combat between Rama and Ravuna
from the Ramajana, at Ellora. Ardshuna receiving the celestial armour
from Siwa and the guardians of the world, at Mahamalaipur. "Vishnu

as Crishna among the Gopis, at the same place. Both from "the Maha-
foarata.

4. Only that the images of the Buddhists and Jamas are kept simple
intentionally. The ktter are of bkck stone brightly polished, with curly
hair and a sort of negro physiognomy.

Indian idols in the East India House, Japanese stone images at Ley^
den, described by Reuvens.

LITEBATTJRE. Hiebuhr's Reise ii. s. 31 ff. Tf. 5 ff. W. Hodge's Select
Views of Antiq. in India, JS. I 12. Sumptuous works by the brothers

Daniel!, The fe(avation& of Etlora and others, in all 54 pi. They form
the basis of Laogl&s* Monumens anciens et modernes de FHindostan en
150 planches. P. 1812. llacneil in the ArchseoL Brit. TO!, viiL p. 251.
MaEefc in the Asiatic Researches vi. p. 382. Lord Yalentia's Travels, ii.

PV l&l sqq. pL 8 sq. Maria Graham, Journal, p. 122 sqq. Raffles's His-

tory of Java.
Dayy

on the Interior of Ceylon. J. Todd's Annals and
Antiquities of Rajast'han, p. 671. Seely's Wonders of Elora (comp.
Classical Journal T. xxx). Treatises in the Transactions of the Bom-
bay Society (ErsMne on Mephanta i. p. 198. Salt on Salsette L p. 41.

;

Sykes oil Mlora iii. p. 265. pL 113. Dangerfield on the Buddhistic

grottoes of Baug ii. p. 194. Crawford on Boro-Budor in Java ii. p. 154
comp. Erskine iii. p. 494), and the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic

Society (<3rrindlay and Todd on Ellora ii. p. 326. 487, with eight verj
faint engravings, Babington on Mahamalaipur ii. p. 258. pL 1 12. 16.

Edward Alexander on Adshunta, ii p. 362. pL 1). Herder's Denkmahlei
der Vorwelt Heeren Ideen Th. i. Abtk 3. s. 11 ff (1824). Crenzef

Symbolik i. s. 562 ff. Bohlen, Indien and ^Egypten ii. s. 76. [0. Irani
iiber Indische Denkmaier zur genaueren Kenntniss Indischer Hun&t
werke, Munchner GeL Anz. 1836 no. 126 ff. in opposition to the chronolog
and Hellenism of the author. Comp. Jen. A. L. Z. 1836. Inn. s. 368.]
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PRELIMINARY DIVISION.

GEOGRAPHY OF ANCIENT MONUMENTS OF ABT.

1. GBHBBAL EBMAEKS.

251. As the binary of ancient art in general teaches us 1
the em#jwhen ancient works of art came into existence so
information is also required as to theptog where tbey ori-

ginally stood, where they were again discovered, and where
they are now to be fonnd; and guidance to these foirw *
necessary introduction to the archaeological study. As $
architecture, which is rooted to the soil, if the monuments
are still in existence, the three kinds of locality coincide* as
to the moveable products of sculpture and painting, on

?

the
other hand, the subject naturally separates itself into: 1. The
artistic topography of antiquity (the s^7^ig or ^ifl7^g of
art, . S5, 3), 2. Instruction as to the places of discovery, 3. $
Information as to Museums. Now although this entire geo^
graphical division is in itself destitute of scientific connexion,
because

without^
a knowledge of political history as well as

that of civilization, the changes of place which occurred to
works of art must appear as something accidental, an acquain-
tance with museums however is of the greatest importance to
the

student^
and the topography of art, together with msten>

tion regarding the localities of discovery, are of not less COE-
sequence to the inquirer as a principal means of criticism ad
interpretation (. 39). The first as weU as the third discipline 4
becomes more complicated from the numerous removals wMch
works of art

^experienced in antiquity ( 165. 214), and ot
less in later times. Then the movement*was from Grease to 5
Rome, and afterwards partly to Byzantium, from the republics
to seats of royalty, from the courts of temples to public porti-
coes and theatres, then to palaces, villas and baths; for mu-
seums of art, properly so called, that 1% building destined
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merely for tlie exhibition of art, remained almost utterly
unknown to antiquity, in which art was intimately bound up
with the rest of life. Now every step leads from Greece and

Italy to the rest of civilized Europe, but in the latter country,

however, and it is to be hoped this will soon be the case also

in the former, the exportation is constantly exceeded by new
accessions from within; and the universal striving of the pre-
sent time is to form, collections in royal and national museums.

5. Signa translata ex abditis locis in eelebritatem thermarum occur

in later inscriptions ; comp. Gerhard, Besehr. Horns, s. 320 f. Agrippa
wished all statues and pictures to be exposed to public view, Plin.. xxxv,
9. The following were approximations to museums in antiquity : 1. The

corners of temples and spdunci, in which decayed images of the gods
were preserved. See particularly Ovid Met, x, 691. There was a col-

lection of this kind in the Argive Herseon. In Italy the fawssce were

used for keeping old temple-furniture. 2. The great collections of works

of art which were formed of themselves in the courts and vestibules of

sanctuaries, as in the Ephesian temple, the Samian Heraeon, the Mile-

sian Didymseon, and at places where there were oracles and agones, such

as Olympia. There were here also in the Herseon many chryselephan-
tine statues brought together with design. Similar collections of statues

afterwards at Rome, in the porticoes of Octavia, . 180. E. 2. 190. R. 1.

i, a. 3. Collections of the busts of learned men in public museums, .

420, 4. 4, Picture galleries, such as the Poecile at Athens (. 101. R. 2),

the portico near the Propylaea (. 109. R. i, 3,)
the Lesche of the Cnidians

(. 134. R. 3), also a Poecile at Olympia and another at Sparta (Pausan-

ias). However, even here the destination was originally different; the

Poecile of Athens and the Lesch were more immediately intended to be

conversation-htfis^ In Strata's time (xiv. p. 637) the great temple ai

Somes had become a pinacotheca, and there were others in the neigh-
bourhood ; and in the Roman period pinacothecse specially constructec

for that purpose were certainly not uncommon (Varro, Pliny, particularlj
Vitnivius vi, 5), for instance those at Naples described by Petronius anc

PMlostratus. Gomp, Jacobs, Verm. Schriffcen iii, 469. 1808. 8vo. 5. Dae

tyliothecse, such as that of Mithridates (. 165. R. 2), the one foundec

by Scaurus the step-son of Sylla, and that consecrated by Julius Ca&sa

in the temple of Venus Genetrix. [On the removal of works of art t<

Cple, Bd'ttiger Arch&ol. der Malerei s. 231.]

In the topography of art Jer. Jac. Oberlin, Orbis antiqui monument!
suis illustrati primae linese, 1776 and 1790, is a useful work, only it i

now quite obsolete. The section Mon. Vet. popul in Reuss Reperto]
Comment, viii. p. 27 renders important services towards completing th

literature. On museums Bottiger uber Museen und Antikensammlui

gen 1808. 4to. The catalogue in Meusel, Neue Misc. artist. Inh. St. 9. i

3 if. Beck's Grandriss, s. 3 ff. Index to Winckelmann's W. vii. s. 321.

2. GREECE.

1 252. It is impossible to form an adequate notion of th
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abundance of works of art in Greece. A periegesis of tire 2

country must pause at every small town
;
the chief places as 3

to wMch, above all others, the archaeologist must possess ac-

curate topographical information, are Athens, Corinth with

the Isthmus, Olympia and Delphi There also most may be

expected from local investigations.

1. Jacobs Ueber den Reichthum der Griechen an plastischen Kunst-

werken, Verm.. Schriften iiL s. 415. The small island of BaccMon near

Phoesea, wMcli is little known, but was richly adorned with temples and

statues, affords a remarkable instance, Liv. xxxvii, 21.

2. Good beginnings of a periegesis in Jacobs Hid. 424 ff.
?
and Meyer

Geschichte der Kunst s. 209 fF., but much still remains to be added.

3. Athens may be divided into the acropolis, the old town on the

south with the extensive Dionysian precincts (theatre, odeion, propytea
of Dionysus), and other ancient temples ; and into the northern quarters

on the earlier site of the demi GerameicuSj ColonuSj Melite and (MlytuSy
with fewer old temples. Hadrian's city was rebuilt on the south, Mid

separated by a gate and remains of ancient walls (. 191). See espe-

cially Meursius Compilationen. Panelli Atene Attiehe 1704. Stuart's

Antiquities with the Supplement by Cockerel!, Kinnaird, Donaldson,
JenMns and Railton. L* 183& Barbie" du Bocage's Flan in Barfhefemy's
Anacharsis. TOMns, Atheniensia. I*. 1804 [1816.] BkwMms in Wai-

pole's Memoirs, p. 480. Ersch's ikicyclopsedie, Art Attika. Leaked TSo-

pography of Athens. L. 1821 ; in German with. additions, a& HaHef 1S29.

[sec. Ed. L. 1841. 2 vols.] Krase's Hellas ii, 1. a 70. Comp. also Hirt'ft

Plan of the Athenian market-place, Geschichte der Baukunst, K 23>

where, however, the distinction [much disputed by others,] between

the old and new agora is not duly observed. Views of Thunner, Hubsch.

Heger. [Ulrich's Topogr. of the Harbours of Athens, Abhdl. der Munch-

ner Akad. iii, 3. s. 645. A plan of the city drawn by Schaubert, super-

intendant of buildings at Athens, years ago, has not yet been made

public.]

Corinth, can only as the Oolonia Julia which Hadrian embellished, ad-

mit of accurate topographical investigation. The restoration is aidecl

by coins, for instance those of Hadrian and the Antonines representing

the Acro-Corinthus (Milingen, Mod. Ined. pi. 2, 20 and 21. Hion&ei

SuppL iv. pL 3. 6, 4), with the temple of Aphrodite, Pegasus at the foua*

tain Peirene, and other sanctuaries (comp. the vase of Bernay, Jaunt

des Savants 1830. p. 460); and those representing in an interesting

manner the harbour Oenchraea (Millingen 2, 19) with the sMp~!MWie%
the temple of Aphrodite at the one corner, that of Escukpims afc to*

other, and the colossal Poseidon with trident and dolphin 011 a

(frapez) in the middle of the harbour, exactly as it is deseritwl% ^am-

sanias (ii, 2, 3) . Triumphal arch of Hadrian on coins* Comp. m
adduced in the Dorians ii, 433 (Tufnell and Lewis) on tiue site of the

Isthmian sanctuary ; and on the temples in detsBy the inacaripticm G. L
1104 with Pausanias. The Isthmus is very interegfeigly represented on

the gem, Eckhel, Pierres Grav. 14 : Poseidon in the centre,, overMm on

$he left a sea-deity bearing Palaemon^ and Apfaroclfce Buploea on the
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right, at the tap Bros on a column with the horses of Poseidon coming to

the Agm. The Patenonion (Pans, ii, 2, 1, and the Inscr,) is to be seeri

on coins as a tholus, supported by light Ionic columns, with dolphins as

acroteria; witMn it in the middle a boy reclining on a dolphin as reli-

gious idol, and a pine-tree behind. Under the tholus stands the lower

temple (&ivroy in Paus., kyefyarr^toy in the Inscr.) with its gate (x,^olo5

vvroy&as Paus., /sg tfoobo; in the Inscr.), to which a sacrificial procession

is just approaching with the ram. We also become acquainted with

temples at Troezen and Patrse by means of coins.

Olympia's sacred enclosure, Altis, contained several temples, the high

altar, a theatre, buleuterion, prytaneion, stadion, gymnasion, numerous

thesauri, several porticoes, and numberless aya&f&arr*, dvtyAvrss, and

dve&Jipstfra', the hippodrome was outside. On the locality: J. Spencer

Stanhope, Olympia or Topogr, illustrative of the actual state of the Plain

of Olympia. L. 1824. Leake, Morea V. I. ch. 1. Expedition Scient. de

la Moree. Archit. Livr. 1013. Pindari Carm. illustr. L. Dissenius^

Sect. ii. p. 630. Encyclopaedic, Art. Olympia. [Le Bas Mon. de
Tantiq,

fig. recueillis en Grece par la commission de Moree 1 cah. BasreL de

Phigalie, 2 cah. Argolide et Laconic. P. 1835. 37. 8vo.]

Delphi was in the form of a theatre; on the highest terrace Pytho

the temenos with the temple (on reliefs and coins, Millingen MM. Ined

pi. 2, 12), high altar, sanctuary of the Earth, buleuterion, several porti

coes and the thesauri Below these the middle and the lower town

The place of the agones was beneath the city towards the plain and Gir

rha. Pindari Carm. p. 628. (On the treasures of art, comp. Saint*

Croix, Gouvem. Federatife, p. 274.) [Ground plan by Ulrichs in his Rei

sen in G-riechenland 1840. By the same Topographic von Theben. Abhdl

der Munch. Akad. iii, 2. S. 413. J. Spencer Stanhope, Topographica

Sketches of Megalopolis, Tanagra, Aulis and Eretria. L. 1831 fo. Carthaej

in Brondsted, Travels Th. 1. Argos in Gell.]

Although the ruins of temples and other architec

tural works scattered over the districts of Greece are evei

now very considerable In amount, it is to be hoped, however

that under favourable circumstances, excavations undertakei

with care and circumspection will bring to light the plan anc

2 architectonic details of a much greater number. The searcl

for sculptures also, notwithstanding the Venetian and mor<

modern acquisitions, will still find in many a region an almos

3 virgin soil; and we may look forward to a time when nativ<

museums will surpass all out of Greece in genuine remains o

Greek art.

1. ARCHITECTURAL BBMAUTS mentioned in the historical portion of th

work: at Tiryns . 45. Mycenae 45. 49. Argos 45. Epidaurus 106

Corinth 53. Kemea 109. Phigalia 109. Tegea 109. Mantinea 111

Lycosura 45. Olympia 109. Messene 111. near Amyclse 48. in JSgin!

80. at Athens 80. 101. 109. 153. 190. 191. in Attica 53. 109. in I>elos 10

comp. 279. in Euboea 53. in Orchomenus 48. Delphi 80^ in Ithaca 4*J

Bphyra and other Cyclopean walls in Epirus 45. A Boric temple c
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peculiar construction at Cardacchio in Corfu, Railton, Antic[. of Athens

Suppl EuiES of Theatres, . 289.

2. ScTJLPTFiiES found and collected ia Greece ; Yenetian acquisitions

from the Peloponnesus and Corfu, collected chiefly "by Antonio and Paolo

Nani (about 1700) and later members of the same family (. 261, 2),

Paciaudi, Mon. Peloponnesiaca 1761. Many things came to Tenice

from Athens through Morosini (1687), for instance the two lions in front

of the arsenal (with Runic characters) . 434. The Elgin collection,

from Athens, and other places also, in the British Museum ; the PMga>-
lian marbles (. 119, 3) also there; the JEginetan statues at Munich (

90, 3). Excavations in Ceos, Brondsted, Yoyages et Recherches dans la

Grece. lavr. i. 1826. Many objects at Cambridge, through Clarke

(Clarke, Greek Marbles, comp. . 357), in the M. Worsleyanum, in the

M. Royal at Paris (through. Choiseul Gouffier and Forbin), especially the

Yenus obtained from the neighbourhood of the theatre of Milo, aad more

recently the fragments from Olympia, .119, and the Messenian basr&-

lief (Leake, Morea i p. 379. Ann, d. Last, i p, 13L iv. p. 184). Eica-

vations by Yeli-Pasha near Argos, Magazin EncycL 1811. ii p. 142.

Numerous fragments of sculpture at Lucu (Thyrea). Laafce iL p. 4BSL

Ann. L p. 133. Gerhard sur les monumens figures esisisat actucHemeiii

en Grece, A-impli dell*Inst. ix,2.p. 103 150, statues, bas-reBefSj terracoite^

painted Tasm^ bronzes, mirrors, scarateL 'On Tases and reliefs wMte fte

museum was still in Jlgjna BQ>IoL ItaL xE p, 10$. (1838). &rdi^
A BaccMan sarcophagus from Mistoy DejBcr. <ie la Moxfe pi. 43. % I*

2.3.

3. A COLLECTION of Athenian remains of art [fonaerly] in

Consulate ; another founded since by Psyllas an Athenian, (ascrfiag to

Stanhope's Letters), probably dispersed again. A National Muscmm ia

^Egina, mostly consisting of vases, bronze works and inscriptions, under

MustoxydL [Eemoyed to Athens where the museum has teen hitherto

distributed in the Theseion, Hadrian's Stoa, the Propytea and other

places on the Acropolis. Athenian collection of antiquities in A. SchdlTs

ArchaoL Mittheilungen aus Griechenland nach K. 0. MuHer's Mnterlas-

seneii Papieren. Frankf. 1843, not a few are engraved in PxttakTs
*

183741. 2 vob, 4to. F. de Satdcy Mu^e d'Ath^nes in

Bevue Arch6oL iL p. ^57 77.] In Corfu, the museum of Signor Pros~

salendi.

Important DESOBiPTm TBAVELS for the archaeology of art, after Ojii-

acus of Ancona (. 46), especially Spon and Wheler, Chandler,

Gouffier, Yoy. Pittor. de la Gr^ce, Dodwel's dassicul and Topo^fteal
Tour, with which PomardTs Yiaggio nella Grecia may be here and

compared, GelTs Itinerary of Greece (1818, in 4to., merely L Argcfe)y liou

of the Morea 1817, 8vo [Peloponnesiaca, a SuppL to Trav. in tie Moves.

L. 1846.J Itin. of Greece 1819, 8vo, Narrative of a Journey in t&e KH
rea 1823, 8vo; the articles coEected in Walpole's Memoirs HIM! fmTel%

Hobhouse, Holland, Hughes, Bartholdy, Pouq[ueville. foal^ !&avefe ia

the Morea, 3 vols. It. 1830. Scharnhorst on JEgina, Ana. el Jjoefc. L p, 5SOL

[Brondsted's Beise i Grakenland i Aarene 181013, 1. 1 BJ* KjSbenh-

J844. 1st part, Magna Grecia, Epkus* %(i psxt Bw4i% fbes^y, Aaa
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Minor, j3Sgina, Ceos, Peloponnesus, lectures under fresh impressions not

hastily written down. Christ. Wordsworth Residence at Athens and Attica

L. 1836 (many passages in authors, ingeniously explained by the locali-

ties) and Greece pictorial, descriptive and historical, 1839. 2nd ed. 1844.

Klenze Aphorist. Bern. B. 1838 fol. Aldenhoven Itineraire descriptif de

i'Attique et du Peloponnese avec cartes et plans topogr. Athenes 1841.

Col. "W. Mure of Caldwell, Journal of a Tour in Greece and the Ionian

Islands, 2 vols. Edinb. and L. 1842. full of knowledge and sagacity. Ul-

richs Reisen in Griechenland 1 Th. Travels from Delphi to Thebes. Bremen
1840. From the papers of the same by Henzen Viaggi ed investigazione
nella Grecia, Annali xviii. p, 1. and on Euboea in the Rhein. Mus. Bd. 5.

L. Ross Reisen durch Griechenland 1 Th. Peloponn. B. 1841. and ReiseA
auf den Griech. Inseln 1. 2. 3. Bd. 1841 43. Rob. Pashley Trav. in

Crete, 2 v. Cambr. and L. 1837. very learned and accurate. Henzen on
the present state of antiquities in Greece, AUegem. Zeit. 1843 N", 28 ff.

E. Curtius The more recent excavations in Greece, Preuss. Staatszeit.

1843. 9 Jan.] ARCHITECTUKAL WORKS, Le Roy's (of little use), Stuart

(copied in Le Grand's Mon, de la Grce P. 1808), the Dilettanti Society's*

(Careful engravings after these English works, with German text, Darm-

stadt, Leske.) Exp6d. de la More*e, . 252. La Gr&ce ; Yues pittor. et

topogr. dess. par 0. M. Bar. de Stackelberg. P. 1832.

1 254 Macedonia, Thrace, and Illyria seem to be very poor
in architectural ruins and mines of Greek art; there are only
found in these countries remains of the later Roman period.

2 On the other hand, the ruins of cities along the northern coast

of the Black Sea are very important monuments of Grecian

civilization, regarding which we must look forward earnestly
for more connected communications.

1. Portico (of the Circus ?) at Thessalonica, . 192. R. 5. Byzantium,
193. R. 8. There are drawings of the Col. istor., the Guglia giroglifica,

<fec., in the Cabinet d'Estampes at Paris. Constantine the Great's marble
column on the promontory of the Bosphorus. A so-called Pompey's
pillar on the Black Sea. Yoy. Pitt, de Constantinople et des Rives du
Bosphore d'apre~s les dessins de Mr. Melling. P. 1807. fo. Choiseul, Voy.
T. ii. P. iv. Remains at Salona 193. R. 6. (even of amphitheatres and

baths) ;
Jadera (a gate or arch) ; Pola, .190 (T. Augustus' amphitheatre,

arch of the Sergii), Stuart's Ant. iv, 1 3. Allason, Pictur. Views of the

Antiq. of Pola. L. 1819. fo. Dell' amfiteatro di Pola e di alcuni epigrafi
e figuline inedite dell' Istria con vii. tav. Saggio del Can. P. Stamowich,
Venezia 1802. Svo. Gianrinaldo Carli Antichit^ di Capodistria in the

Archeografo triestino. vol. iii. Trieste 1831, Cassas, Voy. Pitt, de 1'Istrie

et de la Dalmatie P. 1797 sqq. Rubbi, AntichitSt Rom. dell' Istria. 4to.

2, Most of the treatises on the subject (by Kohler, R. Rochette and
Stempowsky, P. v. Koppen, v. Blaremberg, comp. C. I. ii. p. 80,) refer to

inscriptions and coins. Waxel, Recueil de quelques antiquit6s trouvles
sur les bords de la Mer-Noire. B. 1803. 4to. Travels of Pallas, Clarke and
others.

Collections. Museum at Odessa, in which there are fine sculptures
from Kertsch (Panticapseon), Cabinet of Blaremberg and Stempowsky also
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there ; others at Nicolaef, Kertsch and Theodosia. Notice snr un tomlbeau
d^couvert aux environs de Kertsch, 1'anc. Panticapee (1830), in the Journ.
des Sav. 1835. p. 333. [Discoveries at Kertsch, Bull. 1830. p. 255. 1841.

p. 109. 1842. p. 164. 1844. p. 82. Annali xii. p. 522. Voyage au Cau-
case et en Crimee par Fr. Dubois de Montp6roux iv. Sect. P.

chatel 1843.]

3. ASIA AND AFKICA.

255. ASIA MINOR abounded as much as Greece itself in 1
works of Greek art, on the western coasts from ancient times,
and in particular tracts stretching far inland, from the Mace-
donian period; and is even now perhaps richer in ruins, at 2
least in several kinds (for instance, we find the theatres
in Greece more ruinous and difficult to make out than in
Asia Minor and Sicily).

, 1. On the richness of the coast of Asia Minor, especially Ionia, in
works of art, Jacobs, s. 424. Meyer, s. 209 ff. On works of art at Ephesus
some details in the context, Tzez. Chil. viii, 198 ; Aspendus also was full of
excellent sculptures, Cic, Verr. ii, 1, 20. On Cilician works of art, from
coins, Tolken Kunstbl. i. H. 6. We become acquainted with many sacred
structures through coins of the emperors, from which Belley especially
treats of the monuments of Pergamon, Ancyra, Tarsus, and Csesarea in

Cappadocia, M6m. de 1'Ac. des Inscr. xxxvii xl.

2. ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS mentioned above, at Sipylus . 42. Sardis
80. 241.* Teos 109. Ephesus 192. Magnesia on the Mseander 109.
Samos 80. Priene 109. Miletus 109, Labranda 192. Halicarnassus
111. 151. 153. Oyzicus 153. Mylasa 192. Telmissus 245. Nacoleia 245.

Many theatres (. 289), also aqueducts and baths of the Roman period.

Many remains likewise at New Ilion, Alexandria Troas (many ruins
constructed with arches), Assos (where the entire city can still be re-

cognised, and remarkable metope-reliefs have been found in the early
Greek style, with sphinxes, wild animals and centaurs, [in Paris since 1838,
M. d. I. iii, 34. Annali xiiL p. 317: besides the pieces there engraved
Prokesch gives also Wiener Jahrb. 1832. ii. S. 59 des Anzeigers a sitting
Amor with his hand resting on the bow : they are of granite. Terier Voy.
en Asie Mineure pi. 112. Clarac pi. 116. A. B

] and beautiful sarcophagi),

Cyme, Smyrna, Heraclea on the Latmian lake (ruins of many buildings
situated in an interesting manner among the rocks), (theatre in Hera-

clea, Beda ap. Philon. Orellii p. 149) Myndos, Myus, Cnidos (where are

very considerable ruins especially of Doric architecture
; investigated by

a mission of Dilettanti), Xanthus, Phaselis, Perge, Claudiopolis, Celenderis^
and in other cities of the south coast ; in the interior, ruins especially of

the towns in the valley of the Mseander and Laodicea Catacecaumene ; *

in Cyprus ruins of Cition.

TRAVELS of P. Lucas, Tournefort, Pococke, Dallaway, Chandler, Choiseul

Gouffier, Kinneir, for the south coast Beaufort's Caramania, for some
northern regions Von Hammer's Umblick auf einer Beise von Epel nach

Brussa, Pesth 1818, and for the whole Wr M. Leake, Journal of a Tour
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in Asia Minor with comparative remarks on the ancient and modern

geography of that country, L. 1824.
3
8vo. with a map which gives an

excellent survey of former travels. A. v, Prokesch, Erinnerungen aus

JEgypten und Kleinasien iii. s. 271 fo. Comp. Wiener Jahrb. Iviii. Ex.

Anz. The "
Antiquities of Ionia" are enriched in the new edition with

excellent plans (of Priene, the valley of the Mseander, the neighbourhood
of the Didymaeon, and the city of Samos) and architectural drawings.
There are also excellent designs by Huyot in the portfolio. Discoveries

by Terier in Asia Minor, Azani (Tschafder), large Grecian temple, thea-

tre, basreliefs, (Bull. 1834, p. 238.) Pessinus, Synnada, Phrygian nekro-

polls with Greek and Phrygian inscriptions, between Synnada and Ancyra.

Amasia, 10 leagues from the Halys, on the borders of Galatia, a Cyclopiaa

city, fall of splendid works, a gate with lion-heads, Tavia 1 relief on the

rocks, of the Persian and Paphlagonian kings. Phrygian discoveries,

Archie-! Intel! Bl. 1835. n. 20. Journ. des Sav. 1835. p. 365. Travels of

the English in Asia Minor and Syria, Berghaus Annalen 1835, n. 123. S,

245. Prokesch on ancient Smyrna, Wiener Jahrb. 1834. iv. s. 55 of the

Anzeigen, and on a necropolis not far from Thyatira, and the earliest mines

jof Ida, Ann, d. I. vi p. 192. Phrygian monuments in Steuart . 341*, R.

3. partly drawn for the first time, 17 pL [Sir Ch. Fellows, A Journal writ-

ten during an excursion in Asia Minor L. 1839, and an account of Discov.

in Lycia during a 2nd excursion L. 1841. Comp. Journ. des Sav. 1842.

p. 366, 385. W. Hamilton Researches in Asia Minor, Pontus and Arme-
nia L. 1842. 2 vols. Spratt and Forbes Trav. in Lycia, Milyas and the

Cibyrate L. 1846. 2 vols. Col. Rottier's descr. des Mon. de Rhodes 1828.

4to.]

1 256. In monuments of Greek art SYRIA, and ARABIA seem

only to possess architectural works of the florid Eoman
style,

2 or a mixed Grreoo-OrientaL Monuments of this later period
also extend through EGYPT, the kingdom of Meroe and the

3 -Oases. In the rest of AFRICA the towns of Cyrenaica have
more recently become pretty well known, and the plan of

Cyrene especially lies distinctly before our view
;
but at th$

same time very Ettle has been brought to light in detail of

4 the early genuine Hellenic period. In western Africa there
are extant numerous and considerable remains of Eoman
structures.

1. Existing monuments of Antioch, 149. 192. (Justinian's walls j

triumphal arch on the road to Aleppo, Cassas i, 15), Sidon (tomb in the

rocks, Cassas ii, 82), Tyre (aqueduct, ibid. 85), [aqueduct at Beirout,
Kevue ArcheoL iiL pi 57. p. 489.] between Tyre and Ptolemais (Ionic

temple, ibid. 87), at Jerusalem . 192, Emesa (Cenotaph of C. Caesar, Cas-

sas i, 21), Eeliopolis, Palmyra, Gerasa, Gadara (the cities of the basalt

country Trachonitis, in which many structures were built after the time
# of Solomon, Ritter, Erdk. ii s. 362), and Petra .192. At Seleucia on

the Tigris (or Ctesiphon) ruins of a palace of the Roman period, accord-

ing to della Yalle. Gassas, Toy. Htt. de la Syrie, de la Phcenicie, de
la Palestine et de la Basse JSgypte, P. an. vii (incomplete). Earlier

Travels by Belon, Maundrell, della Valle, Poeocke, Burckhardt, Travels
in Syria and the Holy Land- L. 1822, Trav, in Arabia* L, 1829. Buck*
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ingnam, Trav. among the Arabian Tribes. L. 1825. 0. Fr. v. Mehter
Wallfehrten im Morgenlande, B, 1822, Count Bertou, Voj. dans les

pMnes du Haouran en Syrie in tite Bull ii. 1837. p. 161 171. Monu-
ments of Beirout, Hon. d. L ii. tv. 51. Aim, x. p. 12*

2. Alexandria . 149. 193. 224. Antinoe . 191. Koman towers and

walls near Taposiris, at Babylon near Cairo, at Syene. Greco-jBgyptian
structures in Meroe . 19% on the oasis of Ammon near Zeytun (Cail-

liaud, pL 3. 5. 6). Eomo-Cnristian buildings in Lower Nubia, on tne

northern and southern oases of Egypt (in the latter there are often

sepulchral monuments with arches on columns, Cailliaud, pL 21. comp*

.218). Cosmas Indopleustes describes the marble throne of Ares near

Adule, with the inscription of an Ethiopian King (Zoscales according to

Mebuhr), in late Roman style, resting on a spiral column.

& Considerable Remains at Ptolemaia (an amphitheatre, two thea-

tres); at Cyrene (an amphitheatre, two theatres; scanty ruins of two

temples, numberless tomb on the streets, sometimes in the rocks and
sometimes built up, with frontispieces, partly painted); some remains

at Faustathmus, ApoHonia, and different places further east. Dela,

CeKa, Viaggio da Tripoli aHe frontier! occidentali dell' Igitto. Gen. 1810*

F. W. and H. W. Beechy, Proceedings of the Expedition to explore the

North coast of Africa, from TripoE eastward in 1821 and 183& 1828. 4fa.

Padto, Belation d^m Toyage dans la Mknnariijcte, la OyreeaMjtie, et fes

Oases d'Audelah, et de Macadeh. 1827, 1828. 4to- and fo, Qotafy on 16

plan of Cyrene Gott. 0. A. 18m St. 4SL

4. Amphitheatre at Tripolis (now Zavia), marHe trimmpW aurdEt of

M. Aurelius and L. Terns at Grarapha (now Tripoli). Count CksMgloni,
M4m. Greograph. sur la Partie Orientale de la Rarbarie. Mian 1820.

Large amphitheatre 429 X 368 ft. Arena 238 X 182, height 96, at Tys~
derad el Deshemm, Sir Harvffle Temple's Travels into the ReyEk of TumiSj
Ausland 1835. no. 102. Ruins of Leptis Myra by Deiaporte, Journ. AsiaL

iii. S. T. L no. 4. p. 315. Cisterns of Carthage, excellent composite yaults-

Semilasgo's Africa iii. S. 214 [Falbe, Rech. sur Feinplacement de Car-

thage, see Letronne. J. des Sav. 1837. p. 641.] Excavations by GkenviHe

Temple and Falbe MtBohi. A. W. 1839. S. 7 Aqueduct near Tunis,

amphitheatre at Tisdm (el Jemme), Ruins of Ckta or Constantina (Tes-

tiges d*un anc. Tombeau dans le Royaume d'Algier aupre^s de Cbnstanfe%
dess. par Bellieard), of Lambesa, Sufetula, &<x Shaw, Travels in Barbazy
and the Iievant. Hebenstreit, Pe Antiq. Rom. per AMcam repertis*

1733. 4to.

4. ITALT.

257. ITALY unites in itself in tiie most interesting maimer I

districts of tlie most different kinds for tlie topogmphj of ^ri

L The district of a Grecian artistic world vMcfe had been 2

naturalized in Italy by means of OOLOHIBS. The stores of

Lower Italy and Sicily belong to it, as well as many portions
of the interior of these countries. Tfie $p}encl0tir of art in 3

these lands is exhibited in their pacdmr aaxMtedroal works
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4 There are comparatively few sculptures In marble and metal,

yet many objects have been found of distinguished excellence,
and in the purest and finest Greek style ;

on the other hand, the

necropolises of the Greek and semi-Greek cities of this region
are the principal mines of the different sorts of Greek vases,
from whose more or less tasteful form and elegant paintino*

we can, with tolerable certainty, estimate the degree to whlct
Grecian civilization had penetrated even among the rural in-

habitants of Campania, Lucania, and Apulia (. 163, 7), and
at the same time learn of many places which were Hellenized
and devoted to art, although this would not have otherwise

been expected. II. The circle of INLAND nations who by their

6 own activity naturalized Greek art among themselves. To
this division belongs especially the country of the ETBBS-

CANS from Pisse to Caere, together with Felsina and Adria;
the Volscian Velitrse and the Latin Prseneste, as well as a part
of Umbria, are connected therewith by means of individual

monuments or classes of them (terracotta reliefs, mirrors).
7 The places where vase paintings have been found are limited

to the southernmost portion of Etruria, particularly the tract

of coast opened to Grecian commerce, and Adria, the great
8 emporium on the upper sea (comp. . 99, 143. 177). The

riches of this region in native monuments have found an

abiding place in numerous collections in the country.

1. General helps to the artistic topography of Italy: Bern. Montfau-

con, Biarium Italicum. P. 170&. 4to, Travels especially of Bon Juan

Andres, de la Lande and Volkman, Keyssler, Petit-Iladel, Eustace and
Colt Hoare, Fr. v. der Eecte (edited by Bottiger), Morgenstern, Kepha-
fides, v. d. Hagen, Thiersch and Schorn, K. Fr. Scholler (Baudelot de

Barnral,Be FUtilite des Yoyages). Neigebauer's Handbuch fur Reisende

in. Italien. Hase, Fachweisungen far Eeisende in Italien. Lpz. 1821. Fr.

Blume Iter Italicum. Bd. i iii. 1824-1830, also gives by the way valu-

able notices ofmuseums. Chr. Kopp Italien. 1837.

3. Eemains of ARCHITECTURAL WORKS in MAGNA GRECIA : Poseidonia,
. 80. Scanty ruins of Elea (Hunter's Telia. 1818). Boric ruins of a

hexastyle temple, and beautiful terracotta fragments at Metapontu%
Buc de Luynes, Metapontum. 1833. There is hardly any thing remain-

ing of all the Greek structures at Tarentum, Thurii, Crotona (Paw, M&EU
concernant le temple de Junon Lacinienne, Mm. de la Soc. de Oassel, p,

67). On some ruins at Locri, Luynes, Ann. d. Inst. iL p. 3. [Velia, Idem,
Annali i. p. 38186.] Ughelli, Italia Sacra is. gives some information
as to the ruins of these cities. On ruins of the towns in Basilicata Lom-
bardi, Bull d. Inst. 1830. p. 17. B. A. Lombard! sulla topogr. e sugli
avanzi delle ant. citi& Italo-greche, Lucane, Baune, e Peucezie dell* odierna
Basilicata Memorie dell

5

Inst. ArcheoL iii. p. 195. Euins of temples in
SICILY: Syracuse . 80 (two columns of the Olympieion remained stand-

ing to a recent period). Acragas and Selinus, 80. 109. Egesta 109. [Gela>
a large column of a temple extant, Pizolanti Mem. Istor. deH' ant. citt&
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di Gel% in Palermo 1753, 4to. Romano AnticMi& Jermitane (Himera),
Palermo 1838. 8vo.] Catana, ruins of a temple, two theatres, an amphi-
theatre, and a circus. At Solus, near Panormus, interesting fragments
of architecture, and sculptures. Duke of Serradifalco, Cenni su gli avanzi

del* Antico Solunto, Pal. 1831. comp. Bull. d. Inst. 1830. p. 229. 1831.

p. 171. Ruins of theatres, . 289. Tito Capialbi sulle mura d'Hipponio,
Mem. d. Inst. ArcheoL ii, 159. tav. 4. 5. [Ground plan of Selinus !>y

Gofctling in the Hermes xxxvii, 2, and the chief cities of the island in

Serradifalco.] Cyclopean structures of Cefalu, . 166. E. 3. Catacombs

of Syracuse. Of Sardinia (also tombs in the rocks) and rozzo
;

160.

B. 3. [Onor. Bres Malta illustr. co' monum. 1817.]

4. The baptismal vase at G-aeta (now at Naples) from Salpion, Welcker

Zeitschr. s. 5CKX The splendid shoulder-plates of a suit of armour with

Amazonian "battles from Locri, in Brondsted's possession, [now in the Brit.

Mus. The place of discovery is a fiction, as the seller at Naples himself

confesses. P. 0. Brondsted Die Bronzen von Siris Kopenh. 1837. 4toJ
The beautiful sarcophagus in the cathedral of Agrigentmn (Pigonati, tb.

47. Houel iv. pL 238. St. Eon iv. p. 82. A stucco cast in the British

Museum). Several in Sicilian churches, Hirt BerL Kunstblatt ii. s. 73.

LandoMna has excavated many excellent articles at Syracuse.

5. tfeio's Mefcodo per invenire e firogare i sepolcri degli

ISM, extracts in the Kunstblatt 1826. N. 4<W53, It is obsawed that the

necropoleis of the Greek cities always lie facing the nortL Places in

Magna Grecia, where VASES HAVB BEES votntt) {see especially" fexiiaxct*ft

Cenni topogr. Bullet. 1829. p. 161). In OAMFAEIA, Hola (beKdafid
in vamish and design; also antique vases of the light yellow sort),

Cumae (still too little investigated), Avella (vases of a pale colour)? Capua

(dull varnish j antique also), Nocera (Kolan), Eboli (more in the La-

cano-Apulian manner ; conip. Ann. iii. p. 406. iv. p. 295) ; in SAMSITJM,

particularly Agata de Groti in the Beneventine (careless in design, red

and white colour) ; in LTJCAHIA, Ps&stum (beautiful vases of the best Mnd)^
Tombs of Paestum, Bull. 1834. p. 50., Castelluccio, Anzi [Antia3

not a few

vases of a peculiarly grandiose style, and exquisite myths, the great majo-

rity usually Bacchian or so-called toilette vases, in 1842 a collection at

the pkce, called the Fattibaldi, consisting of 400 articles,] and Armento in

the interior of the Basilicata (places where were found the ornamental

vases of slender form, and richly ornamented with mythological scenes,

bad in varnish and colours, the design mannered) ; busts, vases, brazen

accoutrements, Gakteo, lapygia, p. 97 ed. Basil. ; in APULIA, Ban, Buvo^

Oeglia, Canosa (where, together with the language of the country, a cor-

rupt Greek was spoken, Horace S. i, 10, BO. . 163, 7) ; Buvo, Bolt 1S&C

p. 36. 164. 228. [Giov. Jatta sulT ant. citt& di Buvo, in Nap. 1844 440.

p. 56 sqq., Ms great excavations and collection of vases; Aveffitto%

Eubustinorum numorum catal appended. Tombs of Ruvo> BoIL ISM.

p. 69. 113. 1837. p. 81. 97.]; in BRUTTII, Locri (vases of antique

tion, others of exquisite beauty). In SICILY especially Agafaea&am.

(antique vases of the red yellow kind, but others also, vwy gmswliy aad

beautifully designed, of the more perfect style of tedmte; Panefetieri

Collection; Memoirs by Ea Politi) ; in the interior Aor, now Pakz-

zmol% rich in tomb% vases, and terrawfctas. IJ0 MiifiA dl Acre soopertet
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descritte ed. illustr, dal Bar. CL Judica, Messina, 1819. fo. Comp. Ger^
hard and Panofka Hyperb. Rom. Stud. s. 155 if, (Kunstb. 1825. 26) and
the prefece to Heapel's Antiken, [also BibL ItaL 1820. Febr. s. 222

sqq.]
Tombs at Palermo, Bull. 1834. p. 209.

Martorelli, Antiehit& Neapolitans. Travels of Riedesel, Swinburne,
and others. De St. Fon, Yoy. Pittoresque de Naples et de Sicile. Hunter,
Nachrichten von Neapel u. SIcilien. 1790. BarteFs Briefe uber Calabriea

n. Sicilien, 1791-93. Fazellus, Be rebus Siculis. 1558. fo. Andr.
Pigonati,

Stato presente degli Ant. Monumentl Siciliani, a. 1767. Viaggio per
tutte le Antich. della Sicilia descr. da Ign, Paterno Pr. di Biscari. K.
1781. 4to. Houel, Toy. Pitt. des. lies de Sicile, de Malthe et de LiparL
P. 1782. 4 vols. fo, Bern. Olivieri, Yedute degli Avanzi dei Mon. Anticlu

delle due Sicilie. B. 1795. Pancrazi, d'Orville, Wilkins, Hittorff (see .

80. 109). Ra Politi II viaggiatore di Girgenti e il Cicerone di piazza
owere guida agl avanzi di Agrigento, Girgenti 1826. [1842 by the Same,
Antichita e mon. per servire all* opera intit. il viagg. 40 tav. 8vo.]

6. On ETBITKIA^ monuments of art in general, . 168 178. Yolateme,
. 168. 70. 71. 74. 76. Pyrgos, Cyclopean foundations of the temple of

Eileithyia, J. Mellingen ArchaoL Intel! BL 1836. No. 11. [Canina An-
nali d. Inst. xii. p. 34. ant. Castello di Pirgi] Fgesulae 168. 70. Arre^

tium 170. 71. 72. Yetulonium 168. Inghirami Memor. d. Inst. ii. p. 95,

Ambrosch p. 137. RuselUe 168. Populonia 168. 76. Cosa 168. Tela-

mon 176. Cortona 168. 70. Perusia 168. 73. 74. 75. Saturnia 168. Yolci

169. 70. 73. 74. 75. 77. Bullett. 1835. p. 177. Clusium 170. 71, 73. 74.

75. 76. 77. 78. Falerii 168. 70. Tarquinii 170. 72. 73. 74. 77. Axia 170.

Orchia 170. Bomarzo 169, 70. Yiterbo 170. Tuscania 170. Yeii 168.

Adria on the Po 170. 77, Praeneste 173. Alba Longa 168. 70. Yelitrse

171. Umbria 176. Ameda 168* Spoletium 168.

7. PIECES WHEBB TABm HAVE BEES' FOTJJH) in Etruria : Necropolis of

Yolci on the river Arminia (Fiora) near Ponte della Badia ; excavations

sauce 1828, on the estates of Prince Lucian of Canino, the Candelori and
IfeolL The Borow-Magnus Collection in the Royal Museum at Berlin,

On the kinds of vases . 993 2. 143, 2. On the localities, Westphal, To-

pogr, dei cont. di Tarquinii e Yulci, Arm, d. Inst. ii. p. 12. tv. agg. a. k
I*enoir? Ann, iv. p. 254. M. I. 40. Works of Pr. Lucian: Museum
Etrusque de L. Bonaparte. 1829. Catalogo di scelte antichit^i (Estratto,
Ann. i. p. 188). Yases Etrusques de L. Bonaparte Livr. i. ii. (Bullet.
1830. p. 143. 222), Candelori vases: Bull. d. Inst. 1829, p. 75 ff. The

splendid collection described by Second. Campanari Rome 1837. Idem
Intorno i vasi fitt. rinvenuti ne 'sep. d*Etruria R 1836. 4to. Brondsted.
A brief descr. of 32 anc. Gr. vases lately found by M. Campanari, L. 1832.

C. Fea Storia de' vasi dipinti che da quattre anni si trovano R. 1832. Ne-

cropolis of Tarquinii, chiefly vases of the archaic sorts, v. Gerhard, Hy-
perb. Rom. Studien. s. 134. Csere^ a very promisingmine. Bull 1834. p. 4-9;

97. 1836. p. 159. Bomarzo, fine vases and bronzes, dusium, numerous

antique vases. Bull. 1837. p. 192. [A great number of black vases only
to be met with here and in the neighbourhood, of various forms and with
ornaments and figures in relief.] Adria on the Po, fragments of vases
found in the burying-place on the Tartaro, strikingly similar to those of
Yolci in forms, paintings, and inscriptions, also terracottas, mosaics,
marble fragments, and intaglios collected in the BoccM Museum* See
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FffiasI, Criomi. deli* ItaL Letter. Padova. T. xiv. p. 253. [Kramer Ueber
den Styl H. die Herkunft der bemalten Orieck Thongefasse s, 198

206.]A manuscript work in the Yienna cabinet of antiquities. Steinbtchel
Wiener Jahrk 1830. ii s. 182, &c. in loco. Welckerin the Bull, 1834. p. 134.

(comp. Hall A. L. Z. 1834. Inn.) B. Bochette Annali vi. p. 292. I land the

painter Euthymides twice in the inscriptions on these potsherds, as well as
at Volci. The great traffic of antiquity in earthenware certainly compre-
hended likewise painted vases, and hence we may account for the appear-
ance of closely corresponding works in regions far apart ; for instance
the slaying of the minotaur on an Attic vase, in the possession of Burgon^
London, [now in the Brit. Mus.] is designed precisely in the same way as

on the famous Sicilian vase of Taleides in Hope's Collection.

The first vases found in the country of the Sabines at Sommavil^
Bull 1837. p. 65. 70. (Hiero painter) 207. [The vase with the rising and

setting sun, Mon. d. Inst. ii 55. Annali x. p. 266. xiv. p. 210, Another from
the same place has been published by L. Grifi as II ratto del PalWfo^
Roma 1845, an enigmatical representation, one in Jferlin, Gerhard em-
worbene Benkmaler, "8. 1789.]

8. EniHJBOJjr MUSEUMS : The $uarnacci, afterwards foundation of the

public on% at Volterra; [in 7 rooms about 500 Etruscan urns] at the

place that of the FranoescMni, of the (Snci Antiquities in the Camjw>
Santo at Ksa> placed there siaee 1810 (Lagiaio Scmltare del Camjpo Staler}*

[Roman not Etruscan} Biblioteca public* [the Mas, .since ISl^airodk: By
P. Ant. Fabroni.] and Mus. Bacci at Arezzo. Accatomm Utrusea VB&
Mus. Venuti at Cortona (M . Cortonensa . 178) ; the 'Cotaza

of bronzes has been sold and taken to Holland. AnsMei, Otlcii, aad oilter

collections at Perugia (see Lanzi's CataL, comp. Blume ii. s. 21ft),

public cabinet there. [Indie, antiqu. per il gabinetto archeol di pw>-

prletk del magistrato di Perugia 1830. Svo. by Yemiiglioli, partly from
Oddi house.] Buccelli at Montepulciano. Oasticcini

?
Paolozzi at CMusij

E Circo also there. Etrusco Mus. Chiusino dai suoi possessor! pubbLcoa
brevi espos. del cav. Inghirami P. L ii. Poligrafia Fiesolana 1834. Bug-
gieri at Viterbo. Small coEection, the Gervelli, at Orvieto, and various

others.

Besides tibe general books of travels for Etruria the valuable work of

Targ. Tozzetti : Belazioni d*alcuni viaggi fatti in Toscama.

258. But by far the most exteasiye and productive is III^ 1

tlie domain of Greek art which. be<mme stLbserrient to the

Romans, and "was employed in the eml>!!lshmenfe of Roman
edifices. Rome is even in the great number of its

architectural remains, with which are sometimes

yery productive mines of statues, the capital of the ancieai

world of art, and the most important spot on earth la the

archaeologist, although it produced so few artists in ancient

tlmea; the topography of Rome forms a conademWe teaaca 3

of the study. The monuments and ruins still extoit are 4

chiefly crowded round the oldest and^ in a potiiicdl sense, the

most important part of ancient Rome the Ftomia JBomanum
and the Yia Sacra; doubtless also for this reason, that in the
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middle ages tlie population early withdrew from that neigh-
bourhood and left it to the past, while the Campus Martins^
a city of magnificent structures in the time of the Emperor%
because the new life in an especial manner settled there, ex-
hibits few monuments, and for the most part only such as
could be made to suit the wants and aims of that period.
The extensive gardens which occupy the east and west of

Rome, therefore, abound in mines, and have filled entire mu-
seums; with the history of the latter is closely connected that
of their possessors.

2. There are few connected accounts of early excavations, such as
Flam. Yacca, Notizie Antiquarie. a, 1594 (in Fea, Miscell. filolog. T. L) ;

of the results of more modern investigations Guattani (. 38. B. 2) gave
early an account, then Fea in numerous memoirs (Prodromo di nuove
osservaz. e scoperte fatte nelle ant. di E. 1816), together with the arti-

cles by Gerhard in the Kunstb. 1823-26 (now Hyp. Bom. Studien, s. 87

if.), "Bomische Ausgrabungen." Memorie Bomane di Antichit& e di

Belle Arti, from 1824 downwards, 1827. T. 4. Discoveries since 1823,
Atti d. Accadem. Bom. di Archeol. ii. 639. Institute di Corr. arch, from

1829, especially the Bivista Generate del Bullet. Chronological survey
of the explorations in the Forum since 1802 by Bunsen, Bullet, d. Inst.

1829. p. 32. then AimaM vi. p. 13. viL p. 53. Bull. 1834. p. 225. 1835. p.
33. 65.

3. The fragments of the ancient plan, from the temple of Bomulus
and Bemus, have been published by Bellori (Thes. Ant. Bom. iv.) Ama-
duzzi and Kranesi (Antich. Bom. i) TOPOGRAPHEBS : Flav, Biondo

1449, of more importance Andr. Fulvio 1527, Barthol. Marliani, Topogra-
phia Borneo B. 1544 and 1588. Panvini 1558. Boissard, . 37. B, 3.

The inquiry not materially forwarded by Donati, Boma Vetus et Becens

1638, and Hardini, Boma Antica 1666 (Thes. Ant. Bom. iv.), fourth edi-

tion 1818 by Nibby. Fr. Ficoroni, Vestigi e Baritk di Roma Ant. B,
1744 (in Fea T. L). Adler's Beschreibung der Stadt Bom. Guattani,
Boma Antica 1793, new ed. 1805. Venuti, Descr. Topogr. delle antichita

di Boma, 2d ed. B. 1803, new ed. by Stef. PialL B. 1824. Fea, 1ST. Des~
crizione di B. antica e moderna. B, 1821, 3 vols. 8vo. The same author
sulle Bovine di Boma (Storia dell* Arti T.

iii.). Edw. Burton, Descr. of

the Antiquities and other Curiosities of B. L. 1821. C. Sachse, Gesck
und Beschr. der Alten Stadt B. 2 vols. 1824, and (after the author's death)
1828. Beschreibung der Stadt Bom. von B. Platner, C. Bunsen, E. Ger-
hard and W. Bostell I (general part) 1830. ii, (Vatican) L 1832. [2. 1834.

iii, 1. 2. 3 1837. 38. 42. Extract therefrom by Platner and Ulrichs. L,
Canina Indicaz. Topografica di Boma ant. 3. ed, 1841, with a large plan.
By the same, Espos. Stor. e topogr. del foro Bom. e sue adjacenze ed. 2. B.

1845, with 14 pL The same Sul Givo, sulla posizione e suU* architettura
del tempio di Giove Capit. hi the Mem. d. Ac. Bom. di ArcheoL T. vi. Ste
Piali Sopra alcuni monum. di Boma Bissertazioni B. 2. T. 1833. 34. 4to.]
W. Gell Topogr. of Borne. Plan by Holli 1748; an extract in Monaldini
1818, a more complete one in Bunsen. Vasi's Itinerario, modernized by
Mbby. The most important works with engravings are referred to
37. R 3. and . 190. The principal works of Piranesi are Delia magnific*
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ed architett. de' Horn. R. 1761. and AnticMtlb Rom. R. 1748-56.4 vols.fo.
Views by Piranesi, Domen, Pronti, derisseau and Cunego, and RoseinL
Yiews of all the seven hills in Oassas and Bence's Grandes Yues.

4. The following is a summary of the ABCHiirBOTTTKAit BHXAIHB men-
tioned in . 179. 180. 190-95 (with some additions), in the direction of
the Augustan district, and within the Aurelian walk. 1. Porte, Capena.
Tomb of the Scipios. 2. Caelimontana. S. Stefano Rotondo (the so-

called Temple of the Faun, an edifice of later antiquity). S, Giovanni in

Laterano, obelisk, baptistery of Constantine. 3. Isis and Serapis (the
southern part of the Esqniline). Coliseum. Baths of Titus. Palace of
Titus (Sette Scale). Nero's House in part (Camere Esquiline). Basil-
ica S. Clemente. 4. Via Sacra (Hibby, del Foro R, della via sacra,
dell' anfiteatro Flavio e de' luoghi adjaoenti. R. 1819). The arch of
Titus (near the high road of the Yia Sacra. Bullet, d. Inst. 18^. p.

56). Meta Sudans. Templum TJrbis. Temple of Peace. Temple of
Antonine and Faustina (San. Lorenzo in Miranda). 5. The EsquiHne,
Agger of Tarquin. Praetorian camp. Amphitheatrum Castrense, Hym-
phseum of Alex. Severus. Temple of Minerva-Medica. The arch of
Gallienus* Painted house (of Lucillal) . 210. R* 4. & Alta Semlfet

(Quirinal and Ynninal). Baths of Diocletian and Constantino, Monte-
OavaHo. 7. Via lata (westward from the Quirinal). & Foram B^manum
(on the situation and extent of&e Forton, Sachs i & 6981 and the plam
by Hirt, GesciL der Baukunst, TL 23). [Bunsen fas forums de Bonne
Mon. d. I. ii, 33. 34. Ajmal. viiL p. %57 281, ix. p. IS 50^ By the
Kestoration of the Bom, For. and of the magnificent fora of m
the emperors3 Beschr. Eoms iiL 2. s. 1 188.] Temple of Jupiter To-
nans (?)?

of Saturn according to Niebuhr, confirmed by Bunsen* Tme
so-called temple of Concord, and remains of the real temple of Concord,
which probably Septimius Severus and his sons regtituerumf. Arch of

Septimius. Column of Phocas, So-called temple of Jupiter Sfcator.

Basilica Julia. [Gerhard della Bas. Giulia ed alcuni siti del foro Kom.
estratt. dalle Effemer. Letter. B. 1823. 8vo. His view confirmed by an

inscription, Bull. 1835. p. 33.] So-called temple of Castor (three columns
beforeMaria Mber.). Career Mamertinus (robur Tullianum, Leon,AdamTs
Bicerche, B. 1804. 4to. Capxtolium (Zoega, AbhandL 331) and Arx (the
-southern summit of the MB, comp. Bureau de la Malle in Millings Ann.

encycL ix. p. 17), Arco di Giano. Small arch of Severus. So-caledL

temple of Vesta (S. Steiano on the Tiber, a peripteral tholus). So-calM
temple of Fortuna Virilis. Mouth of the Cloaca Maxima. Foram of

Augustus (according to Hirt, Niebuhr and oikhers ; Sachse calls this erro-

neously theForum of Nerva ; Temple of Mars "Dltor (Sachse assumes only
one temple of the name). Forum of Nerva ; temple of Pallas* Forum of

Trajan ; Column ; Basilica Ulpia. 9. Circus Flaniinius (the greatestj^ol e

the CampusMartius). Tlie Saepte rightly conceived (in conneMom wift tibe

disagreement of so many centuries at the same time) by Peter and Ztaofa".

f A W. 1839. S. 137. Theatre of Marcellus, near which stood

{Ant. Labacco, Alcune notabili antiqu. di Roma, V. 1584) a Boae perip-
teral temple. Portico of Octavia, Theatre of Pompey, 2tat&80fAgnp~
pa; Pantheon. Arch of Claudius. Column and tpnjsfe of M* Aurelius*

ObeEsk on Mount Citorio. Mausoleum of Augustus* OWidc in ilte

Piazza del Popolo* 10. Palatium. Palatine palaces of fee Emperors
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(Scavo Bancurelliaiio, Gruattani M. L 1785. Genii. Ott.), Septizonimn.

Arch of Goastantiae. 11. Circus Maximus. Circus (Bianehini, (Srd

Max. iconograpMa. B. 1728. fo.). 12. Piscina Publica (continuation of

the Aventine). Thermse Antoninianse. 13. Aventinus. Pyramid of

Cestius (Falconierij Thes. Ant. Bom. iv. p. 1461). [Piranesi Mon. de' Sd-

pioni5 1785. f. m.] 14. Transtiberina (Janiculum). Beyond the fourteen

districts: Campus Yaticanus. Hadrian's Mausoleum. Basilica of St
Peter* On the Tia Ostiensis: BasiKca of St. Paul. On the Tia Appia

(Labruzzi, Via Appia illustr ) ; Monument of Csecilia Metella. Tomb of

Claudia Semne (Ulhden in Wolf and Buttmann's Museum i. B. 534) and

many others. [JDi due sep. Rom. del secolo di Augusto scov. presso la

tomba de' Scipioni dal Cav. 0. P. Campana B. 1840. foL Grifi Sepolcro

nella vigna Lozano B. 1840. 4to.] Columbarium of the freedmen of Livia

(works of Bianchini, Gori3
de Bossi). Catacombs of the Christians. 0hr-

cus of Caraeaila (Bianconi, Descr. dei CircL B. 1789. fo.). Fountain of

Egeria (Wagner?
I)e fonte et specu Egerise. 4to.). On the Yia Komen-

tana : Basilica of St. Agnes, Tombs of Constantia and Helena. On the

Yia Flaminia : Tomb of the Fasones . 210. E. 4. On the Yia AureHa:

Painted sepulchral monuments of the Yilla Corsmi {in Bartola), [of the

Yilla Pamfili, from which drawings were taken for publication and copies

in colours at Munich in the United Collections, P. Secchi Mon. Ined. di un

Sepolcro di famiglia Greca scop, in Roma sulla via Latina. R. 1843. foL

The paintings in Cav. Canipana ]

5. Worthy of especial notice : Yilla Mattel on the C^elian Hill ; Yilla

Giustiniani, now Hassimi, eastward from Mount Clius; Y. Negroni
and Altieri behind the Esquiline; Y. Barberini behind the Quirinal;

Y. Ludovisi on the Pincian Hfllj colHs hortulorum (here lay the large

Sallustian gardens, Gerhard's Abhandlung in Gerlach's edition of Sal-

lust); Y. Famese and Spada on Mount Palatine; Y. Corsini between

ihe Janiculum and Yatican; Y. Albani before the Porta I^omentanaj
Y. Borghese t>efare the P. Flaminia and Pinciana.

25d. la the countries surrounding Rome, in LATIUM, the

places irMcli were selected by the emperors as country-resi-

dences, such as the splendid Antium, Tibur, also Laviniuin

(bat not Alba Longa as we might have expected from Domi-
tian's love of magnificence), are especially productive sources

of works of art., -without being so exclusively.
lo.'pnraL Kircher

y
s Latium, fo. 1761, Yet. Latii antiqna vestigia. E-

1751, enlarged: Yet. Latii antiquitatum ampliss. collectio. H. 1771, not

of much use. Bortstetten, Yoy. sur la sc^ne des dix dern. livres de 1*

Eneide. P. 180-5. Sickler, Plan Topogr. de la Campagne de B. with text

in 8vo. Weimar 1811. B. 1818. Hibhy, Viaggio antiq, ne' contorni di

E. B. 1819. 2 vols. 8va Sickler and Beinhardt's Aimanach aus Bom. iL

s. 182, Tf. 13 ff. J. H. Westphal, Die Bom. Kampagne. B. 1829. 4to.,

with two maps. W. Gefl, Essai Topogr. des environs de B. (v. Ann. dL

Inst. ii. p. 113.)

In detail : GABII, Foram . 295. [Temple of GabHs and Aricia, Annali

xii. tv. 3). p. 23. YEII? 6anina Bescr. dell* ant, citta- di Yeii B. 1847, opera
edita in poehi esemplari da distrihuirm. in doao fol. p. 83 sqq. A list of the

(175) works of sculpture and fragments found there in 1824 and purchased

by the government,] Statues in Y. Borghese . 281. A:LBA LOTOA, (Pira-
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ness's Antich. di AJb. e di Cast. Gandolfo), Emissary . 168, R, 3. Totab
. 170. R. 3. Singular urns (Tambroni and Aless. Yisconti in the Atfci

delF Aoc. Arch. Rom. ii. p. 257. 317). LAHDTIUM: . 191. FRJEXUSTB,
Soaresi, Prseaeste antiqua. R. 1655, Temple of Fortima. II tempio
della Eortuna Prenestina ristaur. da Const. Tfaon, descr. da A. Kitty.
R. 1825. 8vo. TIBUR, so-called temple of Testa (I>esgodetz?

ch, 5), of tfce

Sibyl, della Tosse. Supposed Yilla of Maecenas. Ant del Bfc> Dell* anti-

cMtk Tiburtina. R. 1611. Stef. Cabral aad Fausfco del Rfc, Belle vile e
monumenti ant. della <&tt& e del tenitorio di Tivoli R. 1779. Villa of

Hadrian, . 191. Horace's Sabine country-house. Capmartin de Chaupy,
Decouverte de la Maison de Campagne d'Horace. 3 vols. 8m NIbby,
Viaggio antlqu. aHa villa di Orazio, a Subiaco e Trevi, Mem. Rom. iv. p.
3 81. Le Antichit^, di Alba Fucense negli Equi, misurate e descritte

dall' archit. Carlo Promis. Roma 1836, 8vo. Bullett. 1836. p. 76 (Road to

Rome^the fortification3kindsofstone, temples,Tuscan basilica). TusccmFM,
catacombs, tomb of the Furia femily. Considerable new excavations by
Lucien Bonaparte. Oomp. Kunstb. 1826. n. 3. [Canina D^cr* del Anticm

Tuscnio, 1841 fol] COKA, Doric temple of Hercules. 0. AntoHni, 0per&
T. i, I. Piranesi, AnticMft di Cora. R. 1701. fo. OSTIA, Lucatelij Dta&
Gorton, vi. Harbours, . 100. R. 2. Fea, Relaaone di tin viagipo ad Osfia^

Thesamey Alcune Osserv. sopra gli ant. porti d'Osfcia. Siekfer'g Alnuaiac&

L & 84. ii. & 231, 244. Excavations Bali 1834^ p. 189.

3$L 1834, Ha. 61* Aronm, grra^tly emtellirfieci nmder OalgMla aad oilier

Csesara of the house of Augustas ; otter remains. A mine
of excellent statues, T, especially Winckaho. W. vi, 1. i. 250,

ibid. 2. s. 320. PhiL a Turre Men. vet. Aittii S, 1700. F^ BidL d.

last. 1832. p. 145. Apnrodisium in the
; 23 gta-

tucs were found in 1794. TEERACINA, Ruins OE the heights. Cjclopoui
walls, . 166. G. A. Guattani

3 Men. Sabini V. I. E. 1827. 8m
260. In LOWEE ITALY the district skirting the gulf of Pute- 1

oil giTes evidence not merely of the earlier Hellenic culture,
-but also of the magnificence and luxury of the Romans. As
the Romans themselves sought at Neapolis the enjoyment of

a free and comfortable Hellenic life, and. willingly allowed
the remains of it to continue, so also both worlds of art come
here in contact in the rains and tombs. But the most dis- 2
tinct view of ancient artistic culture, in the first century of
the Christian er% is furnished by the cities which were buried

by Vesuvius. Although here many a deviation may be de-

duced from earlier Hellenic influences and still subsisting
Oscan nationality, we find, neYertheless, in the main,

thing analogous to the taste of the Roman capital, and if Wft

mark out and fill up the features which Rome presents OT a

large scale, but more faintly, in accordance with the detaEeet

aspect of Pompeii, we can form to ourselves a very
and animated picture of life at that time* Imi*T S
furnished a host of scattered ruins and mines of sfcatees; the

greatest number is to be found at Yerona.

1. BeMues Gemahlde voa Neapel nnd seipea Uiafetrangea, 3 Th.

1808. MormEe, Beser, della eitt& di Ifep. el drfT sa&MA di
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con. le figure degli edificj e con gli epitafj clie vi sono. N". 1670. Pozzu-
OLI (Dicaearchia, Puteon) rich, in antiquities. Franc. Yillamena, Ager
Puteolanus s. prospectus ejusdem insigniores. R. 1620. 4to. P. Ant.
Paoli Avanzi delle antich. esist. in Pozzuoli, Cuma e Baise. N. 1768. fo.

Le antich. di Pozz., Baiae e Cuma inc. in rami da F. Morghen. If. 1769. fo.

Jorio, Guida di Pozzuoli. Serapeum, a monopteral temple with medicinal

springs and numerous cells for incubation, probably built after the pattern,
of the Ganobian temple (in Memphis also the Serapeum was at the same
time a sanatory institution, Reuvens, Lettres & Mr. Letr. iii. p. 83, in the
same way as at St. Cannart in the south of France), according to Andr.
Jorio's work on the temple of Serapis. Kunstbl. 1824, n. 19. An older

plan by Erdmannsdorf. Amphitheatre, aqueduct, piscina, tombs. The
so-called temples of Venus and Diana (probably bath-halls), the piscina

admirabilis, and other objects at BAIJS. [In the street of tombs at Pu-
teoli which is but little known, there have been many laid open of late

years, with fine wall paintings, and others remarkable for their construc-

tion and design.] A theatre at MISENUM. Circus or amphitheatre of
CUM.. Tomb with the supposed skeletons (. 432). On the grotto of

the sibyl at Comae especially Jorio, Viaggio di Enea all* Inferno. [Gen-
eral opinion, as it seems, places it wrongly ; it is close by the acropolis of

the oldest Gumae, spacious, with a high stair hollowed out in the side

wall, and leading up to a narrow seat ; the temple of Apollo probably
stood on a pinnacle of rock in the neighbourhood.] Galleries in POSILIP-

po, . 190. R. 1. ii. Rob. Paolini, Mem. sui monumenti di antich. e di

belle arti ch'esist. in Miseno, in Baoli, in Baja, in Cuma, in Capua ant.,
in Ercolano, in Pompeji ed in Pesto. N. 1812. 4to. CAPUA, amphitheatre.
[Rucca Capua Vetere o sia descr. di tutti i mon. di C. ant. e particol. del

suo amfit. Hap. 1828.]

On the discoveries in GAPBI, Hadrava, Ragguagli di vari scavi e sco

perte de antich. fatte nelF isola di Capri. N. 1793. 8vo. [1794. 4to.]
k>ri's Symbolse litter. Decad. Rom. V. iii. p. 1. (Flor. 1748. vol. 1.) Ruins

of a temple (t) in PAJTDATABIA.

2. The first discoveries which pointed to the BURIED CITIES were : the

finding of the famous female statues (. 199. R. 7) on the property of

prince Mbeuf Emanuel of Lorraine, in the area of the theatre of Her-

culanum, about 1711 ; the discovery of the so-called house of Arrius
Diomedes on the street of sepulchres at Pompeii when sinking a well,
1721 ; then the more fruitful discoveries at Herculanum, at the erection
of a cheatean for Charles III., 1736. Herculanum, which is buried to a
great depth, and whose forum lies under Resina, can only be explored
like a mine, "by means of shafts ; Pompeii, on the other hand, which was
but slightly covered, can be laid quite open. However, it was, for this

very reason, especially after it was covered the first time with ashes, mostly
despoiled of the more valuable objects by the excavations of the earlier

inhabitants themselves. La the time of the French, the zeal which had
almost become dormant received new life, and the excavation of the forum
was undertaken. The more recent investigations began, after the forum
was laid open, at the arch near the temple of Jupiter in the forum, and
follow the streets leading northward from thence (Temple of Fo
Baths, FuHonia, House of the Tragic poet, House of the Faun).
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More recent works . 190. R. 4. 210. R. 3. Besides these, on HEKOT-

iiAOTx: Yenuti, Descr, delle prime scoperte dell' ant. cittk di Ercolano.

1748. Works containing accounts, by Cochin and Bellicard, de Correvon,

Ant* Fr. Gori, Winckelmann, Cramer. (Rosini) Dissertat. Isagog. ad

HercuL Volum. explanationem. BayaxdL Prodromo deEe antich. d'Erc.

2L 1752. Le antich. di Ercolano. K. 1757 92. iiv. vii Pitturey v.

vi. Bronzi, viii Lucerne etc. (Extract in German by Murr with outlines

by Kilian.) Antiquites d'Herculamim, grav. par Th. PiroH et pubL par

F. et P. PiranesL P. 18046. 6 vols. 4to. On POMPEII: an interesting

List by Weber, 1757. Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 42. M. I. 16. Martini Das

gleichsam wieder auflebende Pompeii, Leipz. 1779. 8vo. Ga&tano, Pros-

petto del Scavi di Pompeii, 8vo. MiDin, Descr. des Tombeaux, qui ont

&t& decouv. k Pomp. Fa. 1812. Romanelli, Viaggio da Pomp, a Pesto. F.

1817. 2 vols. 8vo. Choulant, De locis PompeL ad rem medicam facient.

Lips. 1823. Cockbnrn, Pomp. L. 1818, Sumptuous work by Coldicutt. lu,

1825. Bonucci, Pompei decrite. N. 1828. Later infonnatioR in Nico-

lini's M. Borbon, in Jorio, SugU Scavi di Ercolano. N. 1827, aad in the

accounts in Schorn's Kunstbktt, 1825. N. 36. 1827. N. 26. [in the ymrly

Ragguagli de
1

lavori della r. Accad. ErcoL by Avellino since 1833.] Jorio

Plan de Pomp, et Remarques sur les Mil N". 1828. Large map by BibenL

Guarini, on ^>me monuments at Pompeii. Catalogue of works on Here.

and Ponip. in the M. Borbon. L p. 1. [Excavations BuH 1834 p. 145.

from 183538 by H. W. Schulz ATinali d. Inst. x, p. 145, contiirasd la

the Bui. 1841-42. R. Rochette Letiare it Mr, felvaady P, M4LJ

Triumphal arch, . 191. R, L Vita, 'ttea, Attgqm, Bon-

eventanarum. R. 1754. T. i (Roman antiquiiies.)

3. In UMBEIA: OCEICULUM, very considerable ruins; Mdge* theair^

amphitheatre, several temples. Excavations in 1777. Guatt&ni M. L
1784. p. 1 sqq. NARNIA, a beautiful bridge, of the Augustan period.

ASISITJM, ancient temple, Maria deUa Minerva, Corinthian, of elegant de-

sign. G. Antolini, Opere T. L 2. Guattani 1786. p. xx. Gothe Werke

xxvii. s. 186. Theatre, amphitheatre, circular temple. Supposed temple

ofClitumnus. Schorn's Travels, s. 462. R. Venuti, Osserv. sopra il fiume

Oitummoeta R.1753.4to. FEEEITTO, in the district of Yiterbo, a gate

of the same description as the ***//, Annali d. Inst. ix. 2. p. 62. TTTBIBB,

so-called temple of Mars. Memoirs by Agretti and others, Giom. Arcad,

1819. iii. p. 3. FiTBanriTFH, Pontano, Disc, sopra Fantichia della cit& di

Foligno. Per. 1618. 4to. FAITUIH:, Triumphal arch of Augustus, and an-

other of Constantine, ABIMOTCJM, . 190. R, 1. L Fine bridge.

Temanza, Antichia di Rimini. V. 1740. fo. la EOTTTEUL, little of

qumce belonging to the Roman period. Amphitheatre at ABJ

(Lor. Guazaesi in the Diss. deE* Ace. di Oort. T. ii. p. 93) and at

places. In PICEOTM: AKOOHA, . 191. R. 1. Peruzzi, Diss. Ancto&
BoL 1818. 4to. Amphitheatre of FALEBIA, Giorn. Arcad. Iv. ^ 100L

Theatre of Fallerone in the March of Fermo Bull. 1836w p. 1S1

In UPPER ITALY: RAVENNA, . 194. R. 5. PATAVIUM, tf a

rinthian temple (Ant. Noale, DelF antichissimo t m>$A* ia

anni 1812 e 1819. Pad. 1827). VEEOHA, the inuao^mpa.
J^IaJBTei, DegH AmfiteatrL Desgodetz, Les 6dif. chv SBE. Om new excava-

tions, Giulaxi, Relazione degli escavamenM eia V. ISIS. Bm. Arena
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GavH et Gavise, Many other Roman buildings, . 193. R. 7.
Excavation,

Bull. 1837. p. 173. A temple of Minerva etc. in the neighbourhood, ibid

p. 137. [MODENA and neighbourhood, Bull. 1846. p. 23. 1842. p. 145.

1843. p. 15L 1844. p. 178.] BKISIA. Ottavio Rossi, Le Memorie Bres-

ciane. Br. 1693. 4to. New discovery of a temple and large bronze

figures. Dr. Labus, Antologia 1824. n.43. [Labus intorno vari ant. mon*

scop, in Brescia, Relaz. del prof. R. Vantini, Brescia 1823. 4to. Fort.

Benigni Lettera sui scavi falti nel circondario dell
5

antica Treja. Mace-
rata 1812. 4to. 12 tav. In the court-house at Macerata 2 rows of sta-

tues, togati, one at Foligno, called JEsculapius, and in most towns some
remnant of antiquity. Vari mon. dell' Italia (Milan, Brescia, Yerona,

Yicenza), Annali xi. p. 181.] Monti Escav. Bresciane. YELLEJA, a

Forum. Antolini, Le rovine di Yelleja misurate e disegn. Mil. 1819. fo.

Amalthea i. s. 331. The monuments have for the most part been taken
to Parma. [Excavations, Bull 1842. p. 175. 1843. p. 161.] MEDIOLAJTOM,
P. Gratidius, Be praeclaris Mediolani sedifieiis quse Aenobarbi cladem

(1162) antecesserunt. Med. 1735. 4to. On the 16 columns near S. Loren-

zo, a treatise by Gfrillon 1812. Amati, Les antiq. de la ville de Milan.

Mil. 1821. and Succinte Mem. intorno le sedici ant. col. Mil. 1831. foL

[From a bath-hall, Archaol. Zeit. 1846, . 389.] AOSTA, . 190. R. 1. ii.

SUSA, ibid. Millin's Yoy. en Savoie, en Piemont, & Hice et & Genes. P.

1816. His Yoyage dans le Milanois, Plaisance, Parme etc. P. 1817.

AQUILEJA. Bertoli, Le antich. d'Aquileja profane e sagre. Yen. 1739. fo.

The three last vols. with the drawings lie unprinted in the possession of

a private gent, at Yenice ; among them is the complete set of silver

plate of the family of the Eusebii in the time of Constantine.] FORUM

JULII, Museum of native objects. [Excavations, Bullett. 1835. p. 213.

Antiquities of Pola, amphitheatre, temple of Roma and Augustus, arch
of the Sergii in the Antiq. of Athens vol. iv. Stancovich Bella anfiteatro

di Pola* Yenaz. 1822. 8vo, Alason, Pictures and Yiews of the Antiq.
of Pola 1819 foL]

1 261, It is proper that the Information, regarding MUSEUMS
with, which we shall follow up the topographical details, should

begin with Rome. With the prodigious riches of her soil Rome
has acquired, especially through the wise regulation which

prohibits works of ancient art from being carried away with-
out the sanction of the government, public museums with
which it will be long ere any others can vie in abundance of

excellent and well-preserved objects, however rich Munich
and the British Museum may be in rare and valuable works
from Rome an abundance compared with which all descrip-
tion must remain imperfect, and which must often cause the
most interesting specimens to run the risk of being overlooked.
On the other hand, the best days of private collections are over,
the most distinguished have become ornaments partly of Italian

2 and partly of foreign capitals. In Northern Italy FLORENCE
has been enriched by the Villa Medicis and Etniria, and VE-
NICE principally by acquisitions from Greece, but also from
the neighbourhood and from Rome; all other collections have

3 been deprived of such sources. But NAPLES [in addition to
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the Farnesian] has superabundant native treasures, which are

naturally concentrated there, and secure to that capital, next
to Rome, an independent importance, and an interest for
which no other collection can furnish an equivalent,

1. 60,000 statues or antiquities at Borne hare "been spoken of, nay,
Lanzi goes as far as 170,000. Oberiitty p. 127. Jacobs in loco. & 516,

The general works on antiquities at Rome by GavaHeriis and others^ v
. 37. Less important : Borioni, Collectanea Antlq. Rom. with, explana-

tions by Rod. Yenuti 1735, mostly bronzes. Antiquitatis Monnmenta
Rom. collecta et illustr. a Conyers Middleton. L. 1745. Ramdohr Ueber
llahlerei u. Bildhauerarbeit in Rom. 1787. 3. Thle 8vo. Lumisden, Re-
marks on the Antiq. of Rome, 1797. 4to. Gerhard, Roms antike Bild-

werke, in the Beschreibung Roms. i. s. 277 355.

Statues in public places at Rome : before the Capitol M. Aurelius, be

two basalt lions, the dioscuri (not excellent) ; the horse-tamers onMonte
Cavallo ; Pasquino and Marforio (a river-god, and Ajax with Patroelus.

Nbtizie di due famose statue di un fume e di Patroclo. R. 1789.) [Bo-
nada Anthol. Diss. 1 1, simulacronim in urbe aatiquitas.]

GOIJJBCTIOBB.

L PUBLIC.

Museum Capitolinum ; founded by XIL, by
XIV. and other popes. Chief work . 38. Bieh in ofpMteopliew
and the like. Palace of the Conservator!. [Plainer in the Btesdhr., Boms

iii, 1. s. 107 ff. The Capit. M. S. 137258. Ferd. Mori Scuftae del 3L

Capitol. 2 T. R. 1806. 7. 4to.]

b. In the VATICAN :

M. Pio-Clementinum ; opened by Clement XIY. by means of his trea-

surer Braschi, who as Pius YL greatly enlarged it. Principal work, . 38*

Comp. Zoega's remarks in Welcker's Zeitschr. L s. 310. 373 ff, M. CMarar

monti added by Pius VII. . 38. The Huovo braccio constitutes a fur-

ther enlargement, comp. Kunstbl. 1825. K. 32. (One of the newest

acquisitions is the collection of the duchess of ChabMs^ with BacchiaH,

sculptures from Tor Marancia on the Via Appia, G-erhard, Hyperb. Rim,

Studien. s. 101). [L. Biondi I. Mon. Amaranziani 1843. fol. 50 lav, 14&

s ^Additions, see Oerhard in the KunstbL 1825. s. 127 ] The magasma
also of the Vatican contain important objects [which haye been now for

the most part transferred to the new Lateram Museum. This mttwom

was intrusted to father Secchi to publish]. Eea, Huova descr.M
ant. ed oggetti d'arte nel Yaticano e nel Campidoglio. B. 1819.

Gerhard and Platner, The Vat, Mus. ia the Beschr. Roms ii^ 2L ,a. 1-S83L

Musei Btrusci quod Gregor. XVI. in Aed. Vat. constituit'BQffla. P. 1. SL

R, 1842 f. m. Comp. H. Brunn. in the KunstbL 1844 3JT. 7 ft It ob-

tains the collection of General Galeassi, one of the ridaest of

gold ornaments, bronzes, day figures, especirfly priqtoi

P'A^ncourt collection of termcottes and a gc* mnafeer of

sculptures are in the casino in the gardens.
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31 by B, 1709. foL M. Kirch. Mre*

mtw knitted. E. 1763-65. 2 Tola feL [Increased by Pater

wilb rare bronze articles, and e^ecmly ia the BOW very complete

of a ^rww.]

IL PEIVAWS COLEECTIOHB (comp. Tad and tlie List in Winckel-

Werke. Bd. TO.).

AJUMJII, Palace and villa (. 258. E. 5), which were filled with trea-

of art by the Cardinal Alex, Albani, and of which Winckelmann

(3L L) and Z0%a (Basdr.) especially have made use. There is a cata-

by Raffei; llarini's Inscr. Yillse Alban. Many things

art to Paris and Munich, but still much remains. [Still one

museums in the world and the finest of aJL Indicazione

pet la V. Albani ed. 2. in Eome 1803, by Pea. Beschr. Boms

ill, & & 455-W&3
Palaoe and villa. The treasures of the villa were purchased

by and therefore remained at Paris ; new ones however are

there again. Scuitnre del palazzo della villa Borghese

Pimeiaii% E, 1796. 2 vels. 8vo. Monu Oabini della villa Pinciana

$& TiscontL B. 1797. in Svo. Visconti's Illustrazioni di Mon.

Borgfaesiani, edited by Cher, de Rossi and Stef. Piale. 1821. 2 vols.

fo. [Beschr, Koms iii, 3. s. 230 57. (Canina) Indicaz. delle opere
aut. di scolt. esist. nella v. Borghese. B. 1840. Beschr. Boms iii, 3. 1842.

& 230 57., the recently united and enlarged collection. A. Mbby Mon.
di V- Borghese. B. 1832. Svo. xnaj.]

i5 Palace. Much has gone ta England^ the greatest part to-

Iftimek Tetn Ales Barberinse. R. 1647. fo. A portion now in the

[in cellars} Gerhard Prodromns, s. xv. Some things still

Palace and villa, Mon. Mattheiani ill a Bud. Yenuti cur. I.

K 1776-T9. 3 vols. fo. The best of it in the Vatican

bnst% ami lias reliefs which had come to Cardinal Fieschi.,

with tfee two friezes from the palace of S. Croce, and two mar-
Ibfe iron the jlaee Bella Yalle were sold by auction at Paris in

Prfw, the antaqnities are mostly dispersed. Galena
B* 1631. 2 vols. fo. [The first collection, at Borne, a part

of wM^i of by public auction.]

vila cm lie Palatine^ Farnesina in Trastevere. All
ilie w afc Maples. [A good number still remain in the palace,

of of eeBflider*b$e value.]

IiUj>0Y^i3 the scolplares of iMs villa seem to be still there
fall stii. Beeciir. E&ms in, & a 577-01. Capranesi Description des Sculpt.
no. do la T. LudovM, Berne 18ISL AH the mon. have been extremely

by Ee|nliamwa for E. Bmnn].

Yila. The v^mHe objects taken to Florence about
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Beschr. Eoms iii, 3. s, 170
ff.]

i7 Villa. The antiquities bought up by JenMn% the famous
dealer in works of art ; the best in the Vatican*

ALDOBBARDIHI, Yilla, now Miollis. [Indice de sculture e della gaUeria
Miollis 1814. 4to.] Work by A. YiscontL

Beschr. Roms iii, 3* s. 604 if, ROSPIGIJOSI.]

, Yilla ; statues and busts. Yilla Pamphilia ejusque palatium.
R. fo. There axe still [very] many things in it ; also in the Casino Pan-
fill

P. Yitale Marmi scolp. esist. nel paL di Giov. Torlonia

Paca di Bracciano 3 T. Rom. 8vo. Beschr, Eoms iai, 3. s. 155 1]

Villas ALTIBRI, Casali, Strozzi [Massimo], and many others. Palaces

Braschi, Eondanini, RuspoE (many things from these in Munich). Col-

lections of Thorwaldsen, Kestner? Bollard, and others. Magazines of

Yescovali, and others. [The Eondanini coll was distributed among the

heirSy every thing good in the Braschi was sold, ]^rt now in the I^teraa

MU&, some good works in the pal. Massimi alle Oolonne^ CMgi, Spada,
the 8 btsr. in EL Brawn's Zwolf Basr. E. 1845 foL The newest colL of any
importance is that of Oav. CAJCFAHA, the richest of all in gold articles and
terracottas, rich also in curious mse% fec0n2se% &x MarMe works in ite

In the EHviB02rs of Borne: YiHa Moadrngome m
does not now contain much)* Golonna palace near Palestrlna [nobbing
BOW]. Cardinal Borgia's Museum at YeHetri (Heeren in the Amalthea
i s. 311. Et, Borson, Lettre, E. 1796. [Yitae synopsis Steph. Bor^
cura P. Paol. a St. Bartolom,seo. Rom. 1805. 4to. c. 5. 7.] Borgiana (on
separate engravings in the Gott. and Bonn Libraries) has mostly been
transferred to Naples. [Cardinal Pacca has formed a Museum Ostiense
irom the more recent excavations in Eome.]

2. Fi^EEgrcB, CrEAiro JDucAii Gallery, rich in statues (from the Villa

Medicia), va^es, engraTed stones, bronzes, Etruscan antiquities. Oori,
. 37, [Im ia the Oiora. de* letter. Pisa 1782. T. 47. p. 1212., also

separately as ru galL di fir.] Beale (Mleria di Fir. inc. a contorni sotto

la dir. del S. Pietro Benvenuta, ed illustr. dai SS. Zannoni, Moatalyi, Bar-

gigli e Giampi P. 1812. 8vo. Oomp* H. Meyer, Amalthea L s. 271. iL s*

191. iii s. 200. The PITTO palace, Tableaux, statues, &c. de la Gal. de Hor.
et du palais Pitti dessinfe par Wicar (with explanations by Mon^j). P
1780. fo. Boboli garden. Bicciardi palace. [Some things in the Cbrsini,

BSnucdni^ Hioolini palaces and ia the Guicdardini and

houses.]

[LuooA, O^ervazioni sopra alcuni ant. mon. di b. airte aelo
Luochese. Lucca 1815. SYO. PISA, P. Lusinio Kacc. di sarco&^t ^

aitri mon. di scoltura del campo s. di Pisa, Pisa, 1824. 4to. A, Hsl also ia

(Giov. Bosini) Bescr. delle pitture del campo s, Pisa 1810. 4lo* 1837. Svo,

FBBXOy Mus. de Minicis^ see Giorn. scient. di Peru^a, 18401

.
iii, 175.

1S42. iv, 347 ; in ASOOM^ by Msgr. Odoardi simce &e d of &e 18th cen-

tury,]
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PESARO, Marmora Pisaurensia illustr, ab Ant. Oliverio. Pis. 1738. Lu-
cernse fictiles M. Passerii cum prolegg. et notis. Pis. 1739-51. 3 vols, fo.

Antiquities in the town-house at Onesimo.]

RAVENNA, Museo Lapidario in the archiepiscopal palace, bronzes in the

public Library. There are many things scattered about in churches.

[Archaol. Intel. BL 1833. s. 101.]

BOLOGNA, Antiquarium in the Library (Malvasia, Marmora Felsinea),

enlarged by the confusedly mixed Museo Cospiano (Descrizione di Lo-

renzo LegatL Bol. 1677.) and more recent discoveries. Some things in

the Zambeccari palace. Thiersch. s. 366. [(Schiassi) Guida al Mus.

delle antich. d. reg. Univ. di Bol. 1814.]

FERRARA, Studio publico, some antiquities. Remnants of the M.

Estense, in the collection of which Pirro Ligorio was employed. [C.

tancaldi La statua ed altri mon. ant. scavati a Macaretolo tra Ferrara

e Bologna. Bologna 1839, 8vo.]

The palace of CATAJO, Collection of Marquis Obizzi. Thiersch, Reise

Sw 302 11. Descr. del Oatajo fatta da Betussi. Ferr. 1669. 4to. [Oel. Cave-
doni Indie, dei principali mon. ant. deL r. Museo Estense del Oatajo,
Modena 1842. 8vo. 0. Malmusi Mus. Lapidario Modenense Mod. 1830.

4to.] The Quirini Collection in villa AITIGCHIERO near Padua. Altic-

ehiero per Mad. I. W. C. D. R(osenberg). Pad. 1787. 4to. Kunstbi
1829. N. 61

VENICE, public collection in the vestibule of the library of St. Mark. v.

. 37. Bull. 1835. p. 159. Mus. Nani (the bronzes of which were pur-
chased by Count Portales-Gorgier) above . 253. R. 2. Mon. Gr. ex M.
Jac. 3sTanii ill. a Clem. Biagio. R. 1785. 4to. By the same, Mon. Gr. et

Lafc. ex M. Nanii. R. 1787. 4to. Collezione di tutte le antichittlt nel M.
E"aniaiio Y. 1815, fo. Mus. Grimani, founded by Cardinal Domen. Gri-

mani, 1497, containing many things found at Adria, now for the most
part transferred to the public Museum (Millin's Orest6ide). [The reliefs

with Iphigenia now at Weimar.] The Contarini Collection has also be-
come public. On tie [Kani] collections in Casa Tiepolo (the coins ol
which have passed into the cabinet of antiquities at Yienna), Giustiniani
alia Zechere, and in Weber's possession, see Thiersch Reisen in Italien i.

s. 261 if. Cn the Yenetian collections generally, especially the Grimani
and Weber, Rink, KunstbL 1829. K 41-44. 60 f. [Collez. di tutte le an-
tieh. del Mus. Naniano 1815 fol 46 pi. only in 50 copies. Ant. statue che
in Yen. si trovano Yen. 1740. 8vo.] The Case Trevisani, Morosini, and
others, shone at an earlier period. Fiorillo, Hist, of Painting in Italy, ii.

p. 52 sqq. j^few Collections from the remains of the old, Bullet, d. Inst.
1832. p. 205. In Yenice the inquirer everywhere meets Greek objects.
The four brazen horses of St. Mark are said to have been brought from
the hippodrome of Epel in 1204. On these, Mustoxidi sui quattro ca-
valli della basil, di S. Marco in Yen. 1816. 8vo. Treatises by Cicognara,
Dandolo and A. W. Schlegel ; Petersen Einl. 146. 325.

Public collection founded by Sc Mafiei, in which antiquities
of all sorts, Grecian from Yenice, likewise Etruscan, stand side by side.

Maffei, M. Yeronense s. antiq. inscript. et anagl. collectio. Yer.
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Collection of Marq. Muselli. Antiquit. reliquiae a March. Zac. Musellio

Collects. Yer. 1756. fo. Museum Bevilaqua, busts and reliefs (partly at

Munich). [Cavaceppi Race. ii. prefaz.] Former Museum of Count Mos-

cardo, a medley of every thing (Note overo memorie del M. etc. Yer.

1672). Sc. Maffei. Yerona illustrata. Yer. 1731. Count Orti di Manara

Gli Mon. Grseci e Rom. de' Conti Giusti, Yerona 1835. 4to, Bull. 1835.

p 206.

MANTUA, Bottani M. della R. Accad. di Mantova. Mant. 1790. 8vo. The

Museum of Mantua, which was laid waste in 1631, and restored ia 1773,

contains many works in marble, statues, busts, reliefs. D. G. Labus, M.

della R. Accad. di Mantova. Mant. 1830-33. T. i. ii. comp. Bull. d. Inst.

1833. p. 117. [T. iii, 1837.] Journ. des Sav, 1835. p. 396.

MODEJSTA, public collection of bronzes, coins, inscriptions. [Sarcophagi.

A couple of statues also at Reggio.]

CREMONA, Isidor Bianchi, Marmi Cremonesi, Mil 1792. 8vo,

BRESCIA, Mazzuchellianum M. a Com. Gaetano ed. atque illustr. V.

1761-63. 2 vols. fo. A collection in the area of the temple, . 260. R. 3,

is in the work. [Museo Bresciano illustrate. Brescia 1838 fol, (by La-

bus).]

PARMU., the former Farnesian treasures of art have gone to Naples

since 1736 ; new ducal collection chiefly from YeUeja. Berliner KunsfcbL

ii. s. 14. [Antolini Be rovine di Yelleja P. 1. tav. 9., eight large sta-

tues. The museum has been of late continually increasing with fine

vases, bronzes, gold articles, and coins. Bronzes, M. d. I. iii, 15. 16. An-

nali xii. p. 105. De Lama Guida al ducal M. di Parma.]

MILAN, Royal cabinet of coins (the Sanclementinian collection in it).

Collections of antiquities by Pelagio Pelagi and Nizzolu Bull. d. Inst.

1832. p. 202.

PAVIA, Collection of the University (a few statues, antiquities, coins).

Equestrian, statue of Marcus Aurelius (Regisole). [P. V. Aldini Sulle

ant. lapidi Ticinesi. Pavia 1831. 8vo. and Gli ant, marmi Comensi figurati

e letterati. Pavia 1834. 8vo.]

TORTONA, M. del S. Manfr. Settale. Tort, 1666. 4to.

TURIN, M. Taurinense, made use of in the M. Yeron. of Maffei (who
was instrumental in founding it). (Ant. Rivautellae et lo. Paulli Ricolvi)

Marmora Taurinensia. 1743. 47. 2 vols. 4to. On the present state of the

Royal Sardinian collection, see Schorn, Amalthea iii. s. 457. [Millin,

Yoy. en Savoie, en Pie"mont 1816. i. p. 253 sqq. The large Egyptian coll

of the consul Drovetti purchased in 1822.]

In ILLYRIA : TEIEST, public museum [formed in 1834]. Colleotion. of

the late C, Ott. lontana, coins and Apulian vases.

FIITME, Collection of sculptures (chiefly from Minturnse) in General

IsTugent's possession. Bull, d, Inst. 1831. p. 65.

3. NAPM)S. Real Museo Borbonico negli Studj, contains the Farnesian

treasures increased by additions from the buried cities, Puteoli and ths
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Magna Grecian domain of art, and also by the Museums Borgia, Viven-

zio, <fcc. Fine works in marble, but especially pictures, vases, bronzes,

glass-wares, precious and engraved stones. The very comprehensive R.

M. Borbonico by Mccolini, Finati, and others, from 1824 to [45, already
14 vols. 4to.] Gargiulo, Raccolta de' mon. piu interessanti di R. M. Borb.

JCtfeapeFs Antike Bildwerke, beschrieben von E. Gerhard, and Th. Panof-

ka. Th. L 1828. Catalogue by Jorio for the vases and old paintings.
Finati II R. Mus. Borbon. 181723. 3 T. [2 Ed. 1842. Egypt Mon. brass

and marble works, and GaMrie des petits bronzes 1843. The erotic

and the obscene objects in the private cabinet were published at Paris in

1836. 4to., and by H. Roux and Barre in 1840. 8vo. In Cuma entdeckte

Statuen, A. Ferri in the Thes. Gronov. Burmann Antiq[. Sicil. ix. vol. 4.]

Museum at PORTICI, the first reservoir into which the treasures of art from
the buried towns found their way. Collection of Prince Giorgio Spinelli
at Naples (especially terracottas from Greek tombs, Gerhard, Prodr. p. xiv.

[The English minister Temple's collection of vases, together with numer-
ous bronzes, &c., from Pompeii and Nocera ; the Santangelo collection, one

of the most considerable, that of the advocate Torrusio, principally from

NolaJ and others* Magazines of vases (Gargiulo, de Crescenzis, Pacileo,

-especially Barone), Reliefs at Sorrento [on numerous sarcophagi in the

episcopal palace].

In SICILY : PAIEEMO, Mus. of Prince Castello di Torremuzza. Another
in the former college of the Jesuits (

?
). Ciccio Carelli's collection of

vases. Hirt, Berlin. Kunstbl. ii. s. 71. 1829. CATANIA, Prince Biscari's

museum (vases, marbles, coins). Hirfc, s. 67. Sestini Descr. del M. del

Pr. di Biscari F. 1776 and 1787. [Mtinter Neapel u. Sicilien, s. 421 ffl

Mus. of the Benedictines, s. 410.] Collection of Can. Spoto. Hirt, s. 59

(also on other Sicilian collections). Palazzuola, . 257. R. 5. [SYRACUSE,
Bartell's Reise iii. s. 275. 617. Hughes Trav. in Sicily, Greece i. p. 48

sqq. Vases, terracottas, coins, &c., are found in many places in Sicily col-

lected by some one or another, as at Lentini, Castelvetrano, Girgenti,

Contorbi, Sciacca. At Palermo the museum of the Jesuits certainly ex-
ists still, containing bronze vessels, vases, terracottas, and Roman sculp-
tures, and there is a similar one in the monastery of the Benedictines in
the neighbourhood. The public mus. is particularly distinguished for

the metopes of Selinunte and a small number of important vases, and is

increasing. Vases in the possession of Prince Trabia, the duke of Ser-
radifalco. The Carelli and Torremuzza collections can scarcely be still ex-

tant]

5. THE "WEST OP EUROPE.

262. Of the other countries in Europe, FRANCE still pos-
sesses the greatest , number of native works of ancient art
For, not taking into account the monuments of the Celts, which
even evince a certain spirit of enterprise and a putting forth
of great energies ^for

architectural objects, the south of France
in particular is rich in remains of Roman civilization and love
of art, to which belong very excellent works in architecture,
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and also many good sculptures; ruder worts, bronzes, terra-

cottas, mosaics, vases, such as every corner of the Roman em-

pire produced, are also of course to be found throughout
France. While the antiquities found there form museums in 3

the provincial towns, the capital of the kingdom can alone
boast of a collection brought together from the chief lands of

art, and which, after restoration of the plundered objects, is

still a very splendid one in rightful possession. With regard 4
to SPAIN, neither its native ruins and remains, nor the trea-

sures of art acquired from abroad, are so well known as they
seem to deserve.

1. The Druidical grottoes, altars (dolmens), tumuli, obelisks (peulvans),
pierres branlantes, stone-coffins, stone-circles (chromlechs). The most

prevailing monuments are the stone-circles, and the alleys at Carnac near

Quiberon in Bretagne. Brefcagne and the neighbouring islands, as the
last seats of Celtic religious worship, are the richest in these. See espe-

cially Oambry, Mon. Celtiques ou recherches sur le culte des pierres,

aylus in the Recueil, especially T. v., and the fabulous book, Antiquity
de Yesone cit6 Gauloise par M. le Cte Wlgrin de Taillefer. 1821.

The same monuments recur in England, especially Wales (cairns, men-
Mrs, rocking-stones and Kstvaens, similar to the German Hunenbetten)^
where Stonehenge produces a really imposing effect*

2. See especially Millin's Voy. dans les d&partemens dft Mdl de,la
France. P. 1807. 3 vols. 8vo. [Fiorilio EX Schr. ii. s. 242 ffj; also Mont-

faucon, Mon. de la Monarchic Francoise. P. 1729. 5 vols. Maffei, GaRise

antiqu. qusedam selectse. P. 1733. 4to. The same, De amphith. et thea-
tris Galliae. Caylus, Recueil. Pownall, Notices and descriptions of antiqu,
of the Provincia Romana of Gaul. L. 1788. Be la Bauvagere, Grivaud de
la Vincelle. Lenoir, Mus6e des Mon. Francois. I Partie, Denkmaler der

R5mer im mittS-gL Frankreich von C. L. Ring. Carlsr. 1812. 4to. M6-
moires de la Soc. des Antiquaires de Normandie, and similar collections*

There is more recent information given in Ferussac's Bulletin, Sect. vii*

1824 1833. [and of the Greeks, Ann. d. Inst. vol. x. p. 88. Autun, Lyon,

Orange, Yienne, Carpentras, Rimes, Aries, and St. Reiny. The Mon. du
Midi de la France par Grangent, Duraud et Durant P. 1819. royal fol. 44

pi. a valuable work,]

MASSIGLIA, Grosson, Recueil des Antiqq, et Mpnumens Marseillois.

Mars. 1773. [Notice des mon, ant. conserves dans !e M. de Mars. 1803*

28 B. Again collected after the Revolution, Notice 1840, 8vo.] Notice

des Tableaux et Monumens antiques qui composent la collediSM du M.
de Marseille, 1825. NEMATJSTIS (Nismes), above , 190. R. 1. iL Maison

Carree, amphitheatre, fountains, so-called temple of Diana, mosaic pave-
ment. Besides Cl&risseau [and several older writers], M6nard Hist* des

Antiquit6s de la ville de Nismes et de ses environs. Nismes 1825, New
ed. by Perrot, 1829. (with a plan of the newly discovered portico around

the maison carre*e). [1840. Notice du Mus. de Nimes 1841.] Annali d. I.

vii. p. 195. GRENOBLE, Ohampollion-Figeac, Antiq^ de Grenoble 1807*

TOLOSA, Me*m. de TAc. de Toul. T. i. [Du Mege Descr. du Mus. des An-

Mojito's de Toulouse, TouL 1835. 8vo.] ARELASJ ruins of a ^emple, am-,
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phitheatre. Aeguin, Antiq. d'Aries. 1687. (Vnus d*Aries). Uckert;

Geogr. ii, 2, B. 434. [H. Olair Les mon. d'Aries ant. mod. 1837. 8vo. A
theatre discovered a few years since, remarkable. Bull. 1835. p. 135.

Verari, Notice des anc. mon. d'Aries. P. text. 4 pi. fol. Estrangin L'am-

phitheatre a Aries, Marseille 1836. 8vo.] ARATTSIO (Orange), triumphal
arch, theatre, amphitheatre, aqueducts. Gasparin, Hist, de la v. d'Orange.
Or. 1815. and others. VIENNA, Notice du M. d'Antiq. de la Yille de
Vienne par le Sieur Schneyder, fondateur et conservateur. LUG-DUNUM,
Spon, Recherches des Antiq. de Lyon. L. 1675. 8vo. F. Artaud (Anti-

quaire de la Ville (Description des Antiq. e des Tableaux dans le M. de

Lyon, [Cab. des Antiques du M. de Lyon 1816, not complete] and other

works. Ara Augusti, . 199. E. 9. BIBBACTE (Autun), Thomas Bibracte

s. Augustoduni mon. Lugd. 1650. Antiquities of SANTOSES (Saintes),
edited by Chaudruc de Crazannes. Antiqq. DIVIONENBES by Jo. Richard:

P. 1585. YESTTHNA (in Petrocoriis), R. 1. NEBAC, Annali d. I. v. p.

327. BOBDEAUX, Lacour, Antiqu. Bordelaises. Bord. 1806 (sarcophagi).

PABIS, Roman bath. Strombeck, Berl. Monatschr. xiv. s. 81. Baths of

Julian, Berl. Mus. 1837. n. 41 f. according to Q. de Quincy. Catacombs.
The Relief with, the Celtic (Esus and Cernunnos) and Grecian deities was
discovered here in 1710. Baudelot, Descr. des basr. trouves depuis peu
dans T6glise cathMr. de Paris. P. 1711, and Hist, de FAead. des Inscr.

iil p. 242. Montfaucon, Mem. de 1'Ac. xvii. p. 249, <fec. AUGUSTA SUBS-
SONTTM (Soissons) has recently become remarkable by the discovery of in-

teresting statues, . 126. R. 5. Bull. d. Inst. 1833. p 105. JULIOBONA

(Lillebonne), theatre, recently laid open, statues found, Kunstbl. 1824. N".

36. Bull des Scienc. Hist. 1828. Mars, p. 245, Nov. p. 370. 1829. Sept. p,
54. Ann. d' Inst. ii. p. 51. tv. agg. c. BERNAY (Department of Sure), sil-

ver vessels of a temple of Mercury, . 311. BETHOUVIIILE in Normandy,
vessels of clay with reliefs from Homer, lately discovered and published
by Le Prevost.

AJJBAEEIA. BcKopflin, Alsatia illustrata, 1751. 2 vols. fo. The Schopfiin
Museum (Oberlin, Schoepfl. M. 1773. 4to.) now belongs to the city.

[Scaweighauserfils M6m. sur les antiq. Rom. de la ville de Strasb. 8vo. and
Eaumekation des Mon. les plus remarquables du Bas Rhin. et des contrees

adjointes, Straa 1842. 8vo. Golbery and Schweigh. Antiquit^s de 1'Al-

sace 1828.
fol.] Brocomagus (Brumzt, Rom. baths), Niderbronn, Bersch

(a pagan wall), Ell, and Ittenswiller axe places where altars, vases and
tlie like have been found.

3. The chief periods of this collection are: 1st. The time before the

revolution, which dispersed the treasures of art in Paris and Versailles.

[Francis I. bought in 1531, 120 antiques, Yasari vi. p. 405. Various works
of art described by Montfaucon were destroyed in 1795 by the conflagra-
tion of the Abbey.] Claude Mellan and Etienne Baudet, Recueil des
Statues et des Bustes du Cabinet du Roi. P. 2 vols. fo. (also many things
that are not now in the Louvre). Separate Cabinets de St. Denis, de St.
Oenevieve (Pelibien, Mon. Antiques. P. 1690. 4to.). 2d. The time when
the finest statues from all parts of Italy were united in the Louvre. Be-
sides the works mentioned, . 38: Lenoir, Descr. histor. e chronol. des
mon. anciens de sculpture deposes au M. de Paris, 4 vols. 8vo. Le Grand,
Galleries des Antiques, P. 1803. 8vo. Landon, Annales du Musee, 1800

1809. 17 vols. 8vo. Seconde Collection, 181021. 4 vols.
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Galeri& du M. Nap. redig6c par. Jos, Lavallee 180415. 10 vols. small 4to,
120 numbers each with 5 paintings and 1 work of sculpture.] Especially-
useful: Mon. Ant. du M. Napol6on dessine's par Piroli, publ. par Piranesi

(with explanations by Schweighauser the Younger, [under the superin-
tendance of Visconti] then by Petit-Radel). P. 1804, 4 vols. 4to. 3d. The
period since the restitution. The old collection; the Borghese articles;
many from the Albani collection

;
those of Choiseul-Gouffier [of which

there is a Catal. by Dubois 1818.] ; many from Greece, . 253. R. 2.
*Recently opened Egyptian Museum containing the second Drovetti col-

lection. Descr. des Antiques du M. Royal, commenc6e par Visconti,
continue par M. le Cte Olarac, P. 1820, new ed. 1830. Clarao's Mus6e
de Sculpture antique et moderne, will, besides those in the Louvre, con-
tain a very comprehensive collection of statues and busts. [The statues
of the Museums of Europe from pL 395 in the 3rd to 991 in the 5th vol.

of plates, where the Iconography of Egypt, Greece^ and Rome begins. As
to the text there has only appeared to the half of the 3rd vol. Waagen
Kunstw. u. Kiinstler in Paris. B. 1839. The sculptures of the Louvre
criticised in chronological succession. The vases in the mus. of Charles

X]

Besides the Louvre the CABINET des M&dailles, together with the

splendid treasure of coins, likewise contains geras, cameos, bronzes and
other antiques, objects partly described by Oaylus and Millin. Notice
des mon, exposes dans le Cab, des M^daiEes et antiques de la Bibliotheque
du Roi. Nouv. ed. accomp. d'un recueil de planches. P. 1822. 8vo.

Among the PRIVATE COLLECTIONS, those of the Duke of Blacas (tfee

gems from the Earth collection, Panofka's M. Blacas. Yases Peints.
Cah. 1 4. fo.) 3

of Count Pourtales ( 261. R. 2), Panofka Antiques du
Cabinet du C. Pourtales-Gorgier P. 1834, 41 pi Bull. 1835. p. 97. [Col-
lections de Mr. le Comte Pourtal&s. G. Antiquites P. 1844. 8vo ] of Du-
rand (vases and bronzes

; the earlier collection is incorporated with the

royal), of Baron Beugnot (vases, bronzes), of R6vil (bronzes, coins and

gems,) are the most important. [Catals. by de Witte, Cab. Durand 1836,
for sale. Vases peints et bronzes (of the Pr. di Canino) P. 1837, (for sale),

-likewise of Mr. de M(agnoncourt) P, 1839 (also sold 1841), and of M.
le Yic. Beugnot P. 1840.] The very miscellaneous collection of Demon
[published in a large and sumptuous work] is now scattered. Dumersan,
Description des M6dailles ant. du cab, de feu M. Allier de Hauteroche
1829. 4to.

4. SPAIN. Travels of Pluer, Swinburne,, Dillon. Bourgoing's Tableau
de 1'Espagne. Morez, Esp. Sagra. Laborde, Voy. pittor. et histor. de

1'Espagne. P. 1806 and 12. 2 vols. fo. Comp. the literary notices m
Westendorp and Reuvens, Antiquiteiten ii, ii. s. 274. [At Madrid ApoEo
and the nine Muses Descripzion y breve expl. de las estatuas de los r.

jardines de S. Ildefonso 1803, p.* 41, in Laborde i. Taf. 1L Barcelona
iii. pi. 59. Tarragona, three torsi at Valencia, Mosaique d'EWica pi. 22.

f

Koticia Historico-Artistica de los Museos del' em. Gto4@nal D^spuig
existentes en MAJORCA por D. J. M. Bover, Palma 1844 (54 inscriptions

chiefly Roman, about 140 statues, busts, reliefs, for the most part deriv-
ed from the excavations near Aricia in 1791, P. 18 riquezas arqueo-
logicas que hasta ahora han sido casi del todo desconocidas.]

1?
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,
Ruins of BARGING (so-called temple of Hercules) ; TARRACO (a kind of

Cyclopean walls, amphitheatre, aqueduct, palace) ; CALAQTTRRIS, (Llor-

ente, Mon. Romano descubierto en Calahorra. Madr. 1789) ; SAGTTNTUM,

(Theatre, circus, a work on them by Palus and ITovarro) ; YAMINTIA

(Collection of antiquities from the neighbourhood in the archiepiscopal

palace. Tychsen, Biblioth. det alten Litt. und Kunst. L s. 100) ; SEGOVIA

(aqued.) ;
near ATTGUSTOBRIGA (Talavera la Yieja) ; CAPARA (triumphal

arch) ; NOBBA CJBSAREA (1 Alcantara ; bridge, temple) ; EMBRITA (several

temples, theatre, ampMth.5 aqueducts, cisterns) ; ITALIOA (Laborde, Descr.

d'un pave en mosaique de*c. dans 1'anc. ville d'ltalica, P. 1802). Descu-

brimento de los pavimentos de Rielves foL Arabesques, meanders and the

like without figures. [P. Arnal on the mosaics of Rielves and Jumilla.

Ivo de la Cortina Antiquidades de Italica, Sevilla 1840. 8vo. with 5 pi.]

In PORTUGAL a Rom. theatre at OUSIPO (Memoir by Azevedo).

Ancient statues in ILDEFOKSO and the gardens of Aranjuez. Coins and

gems in the Royal library. Private collection of statues belonging to

the Duke of Medina-Celi. The Odescalchi collection has come to Spain,

through the queen Christina. See Hotes to Winckelmann. M. Odescal-

cum. R, 1747. 1751. fo., engr. by P. S. Bartoli, Text by Me. Galeotto

(also contains the earlier published Gemme d' Odescalchi. fo.). M6dailles

du Cabinet de la R Christine. A%

la Haye, 1742. fo. Tychsen in loco, s.

90 ff.

1 263. ENGLAND in like manner possesses many scattered

remnants of Eoman civilization which took root there very
2 early and very deeply; but it unites in a great national

museum the most important collection of genuine Greek

sculptures in existence, with many acquisitions from Rome
3 and Lower Italy. The numerous collections which are dis-

persed over the country, few of them accurately, many of
them not at all known, are principally the results of traffic

in art (especially by Jenkins) and restoration workships at

4 Rome (chiefly Cavaceppi's). Of greater interest in a scientific

point of view, although less extensive, are many collections

which have recently been formed by travellers in Greece
itself.

1. Cambden, Britannia. L. 1607. fo, Gordon, Itiner. Septentr. L. 1727.

Horsley's Britannia Komana. L. 1732, fo. W. Boy, The Military An-

tiqu. of the Romans in Britain. L. 1793. fo. W. Musgrave, Antiqcj. Bri-

tanno-Belgicse. Lyson's Reliquiae Brit. Romanae. L. 1813. fo. The
Archasologica Britannica in numerous essays (see Reuss, Repert. p. 39).
The fifth room in the British Museum contains Roman sepulchral anti-

quities.

Traces of temples, amphitheatres, ba*hs, castles, roads, tombs, dwelling
houses (mosaic pavements) in different places. In London mosaics
have been found under the Bank and the India House, RTJTUPIJB

(Richborough in Kent), Jo. Battely, Antiqu. Rutupin. Oxf. 1745, AN-
DERIDA (near Beachy Head) in Sussex. AQUJE CALIPH, Lyson's Remains
of two temples at Bath and other Rom. Antiqu. discovered. L. 1802. fo.

lyson's figures of mosaic pavements disc, at Horkston in Lincolnshire,
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L. 1801. fo. By the same. Account of Rom. Antiqu. discovered at Wood-

chester in the county of Gloucester. 1796. fo.

2. The principal constituent parts of the BRITISH Musiina are : 1st.

An old collection founded by Hans Sloane. 2d. One of the Hamilton

collections of vases, together with bronzes and utensils from Lower Italy.

3d. The Egyptian monuments mostly captured by Nelson. Engravings

with a descript. account of Egyptian monuments in the British Mus.

collected by the French Institute in Egypt and surrendered to the Bri-

tish forces (the drawings by W. Alexander). 4th. The Townley collec-

tion of marbles and terracottas [since 1810 ;
on this collection G-. Forster's

, Ansichten von England s. 181
ff.].

5th. The Elgin collection (. 253. R.

2,) with other new purchases, especially the Phigalian reliefs. 6th. The

Payne Knight collection of bronzes, gems, coins (Numi vet. M. R. P. K,

asservati. 1830, comp. Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 353). The great treasure of

old coins (Haym, Combe) has also been thereby augmented with very

rare and excellent pieces. The chief work . 38. Descr, of the collec-

tion of anc. terracottas in the Brit. Mus. L. 1818. Synopsis of the Brit.

Mus. [47. Id. 1844. The Lycian Museum ,

3. In OxfOED the Marmora Pomfretiana, the Arundeliana (chiefly

inscriptions), the Ashmolean M. (native antiquities). Some things in

Eaters library and Christ-church college. (Browne and Chandler)

Marmora Oxoniensia. Ox. 1763. fo. At CAMBRIDGE, some objects in

Trinity college; the Clarke collection in the vestibule of the public li*

brary (above . 253. E. 2).

Lord Pembroke's collection at Wilton near Salisbury very considera-

ble, rich in busts (mostly with wrong names). Two accounts of it "by

Kennedy and Richardson, JEdes Penibrokianse 1788. 8vo. Lord Egre-
mont's collection at Petworth, Amalthea iii. s. 249. As to the Blundel

collection at Ince near Liverpool, on which there exists a work of copper-

plate engravings, 2 vols. fo., ibid. s. 48. Collection of the Duke of Bed-

ford in Bedfordshire, Outline engravings and Descriptions of the Woburn

Abbey marbles. [1822. 48 pi] Gott. G. A. 1827. 1ST. 185. The Duke of

Marlborough's collection of gems at Blenheim. In London the Lans-

downe collection, containing very excellent things (Amaltiu iii. s. 241
),
and

the Hope collection (which, besides statues, contains the second Hamilton

collection of vases.) There are many things from these collections (Payne

Knight's) in Specimens, . 38. On collections of an earlier date : M.

Meadianum. L. 1755. (Ainsworth) Mon. Kempiana. L. 1720. 8vo.

Middletonianas Antiqu. cum diss. Conyers Middl. Cant. 1745. 4to. [Sam.

Lysons, the Mosaics in England.]

4. Of this description is the Worsley collection at Appuldurcombe in

the Isle of Wight. M. Worsleyanum (Text by Tisconti). 2 vols. fo. L.

1794. [published at Darmstadt by W. Eberhard and H. Schaffer, 6 nos,

fol. Mus. Worsleyano, Milano 1834. 8vo. 2 vols.] The House of Lord
Guilford contains (if they are still there) many valuable objects from

^reece. The small private collections of Leake, Hawkins, Burgon, JFiott

Lee (golden ornaments from Ithacan sepulchres), Roger. [Sir John

Sloane, pi,bL L, fol. The Burgon coll. chiefly of terracottas and vases

from Greece, now in the Brit. Mus. On the other hand, that of Mr.
Thos. BlaJ'ds at Eaglefield Green near Windsor, containing the Pizat-
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ti vases from Florence is now not inconsiderable, also that of Lord North-

ampton. The Coghill vases were sold at London in 1843.] Collections

of coins Lord Northwick's, . 132. E. 1., Thomas's [sold by auction in

1844]. Egyptian antiquities in the possession of Lord Belmore, Bankes

and others. [Engraved stones in the possession of Sir R, Worsley, the

Duke of Devonshire, C. Carlisle, Jos. Smith.]

J. Dallaway, Anecdotes of the arts in England. L. 1800. In French

with Notes by Mttlin, Paris 1807, contains nothing but rude and un-

critically prepared catalogues. Gode, England, Wales, Irland und Schott-

land, 1805. 5 bde.3 Spiker, Reise durch England, Wales und Schottl.

1818. 2 bde. [Waagen Kunstwerke und Kunstler in England. B. 1837.]

6. GERMANY ASTD THE NOETH.

264 In GERMAHY, where museums have now come to be

regarded as public and patent institutes of national civiliza-

tion, in addition to the Dresden collection of statues which

has been for a long time the chief and much-famed central

point of archaeological studies for our native land, and the

Vienna cabinet, which vies with that of Paris in engraved
Stones and coins, two new collections have very recently risen

to the first rank, supplementing and completing the archseo-

logical materials in the most satisfactory manner, the one by
its fine historical succession of statuary monuments, the other

by its comprehension of the most different classes of ancient

products of art The native remains of Roman culture in

the provinces beyond the Danube and in the agri decumates

on this side of the Danube and the Rhine, however important
they may be historically, excite nevertheless but seldom an
artistic interest.

1. Zur Geseh. der Sammlungen fiir Wiss. u. Kunst. in Deutschland

by G. Kleram, Zerbst 1837, very complete as regards external infor-

mation. The great mass of the antiquities at DRESDEN were purchased
in 1725 from the princes Chigi, many things afterwards from the Albani
collection j the Herculanian women (. 260. E. 2) from .Eugene of Savoy.

Engraved works . 37. 38. Besides, J. Casanova, Abh. iiber alte Denkma-
ler der Kunst, besonders zu Dresden, Leipz. 1771. 8vo. Beschreibung
der Ohf Antiken-Gallerie in Dresden, von J. Fr. Wacker und J. G. Lip-
sius. Dresden 1798. 4to. (Hase) Yerzeichniss der alten und neuen
Eildwerke in den Saalen der Kdnigl. Antiken-Sammlung zu Dresden.
Dr. 1833 [1839. 5th Ed.], in 12mo. (many things determined with more

accuracy). [Observations in the Kunstbl. 1827. N. 11.] H. Hase Bei

Wiedererdffnung der k. Antiken-Samml. zu Dresden im Mai 1836. Nach-
richten zu ihrer G-eschichte. Hirt, Kunstbemerkungen auf einer Reise
nach Dresden u. Prag. 1830. s. 128. [Idem in the artist. Notizenblatt
of the Abendzeit. 1830. 1ST. 22.]

The Royal cabinet of antiquities at VIENNA contains, besides the great
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collection of coins (Eckhel's Gat. M. Ceesareo-Yindobonensis 1779. Kumi

anecd. Syll, i. 1786. Great manuscript work by Neumann), which is

constantly increased "by discoveries from the whole empire (golden me-

dals of the time of Constantino, Steinbuchel, Not. sur les medallions

Rom. en or du M. L R. 1826, 4to.) and by purchases (comp. . 261. R. 2),

and the splendid treasure of cameos, intaglios and pastes (Eckhel, Ghoix

des pierres gravies du Cab. Imp, des ant. represented en 40 pi. 1788, fo
),

several antique vases of silver ( 200. R. 2) and gold (large Byzantino-

Sclavonian gold-vase from Hungary), fine bronzes and terracottas, a

considerable collection of vases into which the great Lambert collection

has merged (AL de Laborde, Coll. des Yases Grecs de M. le Cte de Lam-

berg. 1813. 1825. 2 vols. fo.), and several interesting statues and busts

(, 121. R, 2. 199. R. 6. 380). Some things came from the collection of

the eminent connoisseur Barth, Besides, a collection of Roman busts,

altars, and tomb-stones in the wutermins of the temple of Theseus in the

public garden (Steinbuchel Beschr. des Theseums. 1829), and Egyptian

antiquities (Steinbuchel Beschr. 1826. Scarabsei . 230. R. 2). Some

Ancient sculptures and bronzes in the Ambras collection. Of older date5

the M- Francianum (mostly gems), 2 vols. 8vo. with preface by Wolfg.

Reifc. The collection in the monast. of S. Florian, formerly that of Apos-

tolo 2eno, Arneth in the Wiener Jahrb. 1838, 8vo, Anz. S. 40. [J. Ar-

neth, Das K. K. Miinz cabinet Wien 1845. (Catalogue of the vases,

brontes, gold and silver vessels, engraved stones). Beschr. der im cabinet

zur Sch&u ausgelegten Miinzen u, Medaillen, 1845. Beschr. der zum

Cab. gehtfrigen Statuen, Biisten, Reliefs, Inschr., Mosaiken 1845. SVD-]

Former collection of the emperor Rudolph II. at Prague,

At MUNICH the Glyptotheca is formed from recent purchases of the

JBginetan statues, excellent sculptures from Roman villas (. 261. R. 1)

and the Barth collection, likewise Etruscan ( 173. R. 2) and Egyptian

works. Kunstblatt 1827. K". 58. 1828. 1ST. 3348. 1830* K 1. 3. 4.

Klenze and Schorn, Beschr der Glyptothek. 1830. Antiquarium in the

Palace, consisting of Roman busts and bronzes [chiefly modern]. Comp.

Kunstblatt 1826. 3SL 12. Jahresberichte der K. Bayerschen Academie.

A cabinet of coins in the Academy augmented by the Cousinery collect

tion. A fine collection of vases in which are said to have been merged

that of Madame Murat, the Panettieri of Agrigentum, and the Feoli from

Void, is not yet available. [Now exhibited in 5 apartments. There were

also purchased 60 of the 100 last discovered vases of Prince Canino,

among which there are some Very remarkable ones. The so-called United

Collections in the old gallery in the palace garden, containing remarkable

objects from Greece, a coll. of terracottas from Sicily (Gentorbo) and the

Fogelberg coll. from Rome, and consisting of 500 articles, bronzes and

other objects. Catal. Miinchen 1848.]

In BERLIN there were some time ago 1. The chamber of art in the

Royal palace, with bronzes, gems, coins (which have been also recently

increased), partly from the Palatine collection (Laur. Beger, thesaurus

Palatinus. Heidelb. 1685. Thes. Brandenburgicus. B. 1696). Here was

also 2. Baron Stosch's Dactyliotheca which was purchased by Frederick

II. (Gemmse ant. artificum nominibus insignitaa cum expos. Stoschii.

Amst. 1724, fo. Winckelmann, Descr. des pierres gravees du Baron de
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Stosch. F. 1760. 4to. Clioix de pierres grav. de la coll. da Baron de

Stosch accomp. de notes par Schlichtegroll. Niirnb, 1798, also in Ger-

man. Many impressions from these in Lippert and Tassie, and in a
new collection. Yerzeichniss der geschn. Steine in dem K. Mas. 1827.

Gothe, Werke xliv. s. 72). 3. Statues in the palaces of Berlin, Potsdam
and Sans-Souci, especially the so-called family of Lycomedes, from Cardi-

nal Polignac's bequest (Recueil de Sculpt, ant. Gr. et Rom. [1753. 8vo.] 1754.

4to.) purchased by Fred. II. (Levezow iiber die Familie des Lycomedes. B.

1804). (Esterreich, Descr. des deux Palais a Sans-Souci, 1774. 8vo. Kriigcr,

Antiqu. du Roi de Prusse a Sans-Souci. B. 1769. fo. To these have been
added in more recent times 4. The great Koller collection, of vases from

Campania, Lucania and Apulia, likewise terracottas, bronzes, glass articles.

Levezow in the BerL Kunstbl. i. s. 341. ii. s. 4 ; 5. The M. Bartoldiano

(descr. dal D. T Panofka. B. 1827. 8vo.), consisting of bronzes, vases,

terracottas, glass articles and pastes, BerL Kunstbl. i. s. 315 ; 6. Several

smaller collections of vases (Count Ingenheim, also statues; Henin);
7. A number of statues recently purchased in Italy ; 8. The Dorow (Mag-
nus) collection of vases, chiefly from Yolci (R. Rochette, Journ. des

Savans 1829. p. 131. Dorow, Einfiihrung in eine Abtheilung der Yasens.
des K. Mus. B. 1833). All this now forms the great Royal Museum.
Comp. Levezow, Amalthea ii. s. 337. iii. s, 213. Catalogues by L. Tieck
and Levezow. Gdtt. G. A. 1830. N. 202. [by Gerhard Berlin's Ant. Bild-

werke Beschr. B. 1836. 1 Th. Sculptures and vases. Recently acquired
ancient monuments 13 Heft 1836. 40, 46, Yases to No. 1922. Works
on Yases . 321. R, 5. The vases in 1834 by Levezow, the intaglios
by Tdlken 1835. The terracottas published by Panofka 4. B. 1842.]
There remains separate from it a considerable collection of Egyptian
antiquities, formed by Baron Minutoli (Hirt Zur "Wurdigung der von
dem Gen. Freih. v. Minutoli eingebrachten Sammlung. B. 1823), Count
Sack and Passalacqua (CataL Raisonn6 et historique des antiqu. decouv.
en. Egypte par M. J. Pass. 1826. 8vo.). Private collection of W. v.

Humboldt (sculptures) at Tegel.

CLSBEI, Mus. Fredericianum contains several excellent statues, many
gems and some fine bronzes. Many antiquities were acquired from At-
tica about 1687. Diet. Tiedemann, Dissert, iii. Cass. 1778 sqq. 4to. Yol-
kel in Welcker's Zeitschr. i, 1. s. 151. [Stuhl Uebersicht des Museum zu
KasseL]

BRUNSWICK, Ducal Museum, marble busts, bronzes, the Mantuan vase,
[missed siace the flight of the second last duke, who denies however that
he took it with him. Its value is enormous.] Montfaucon, Ant. expl. ii.

78. Eggehng, Mysteria Cereris et Bacchi, 1682. Meurs. Eleusin. ii. p. 525."
Yase d'onix antique . . . dessine' par P. G. Ceding, grav6 par M. TyrofE
[Medmann. in the appendix to Denkwiirdigkeiten u. Reisen des Obr!
v. Nordenfels 1830. Bottiger kl. Schr. ii. S. 306. Tf. 4. Gerhard Ant'
Bildw. T 310, 2. S. 73. Kunstbl. 1827. S. 375 ff.] Comp. . 358.

HANOVER, the Wallmoden collection. [Nachr. von einer Kunstsamml
in Hanover 1781. 78

s.] Heads of the emperors in the garden at Herrn-
hausen.

ABOLSEN, rich collection of bronzes and coins in Ihe Prince of Wai-
deck's palace. Gerhard, KunstbL 1827, N. 87 ff. [On the niarbles of this
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coll. Jahrb. deB Alterthumsvereins zu Bonn, v. . 348. WORMTZ, since

1806. Apollo and the Muses, statues from Herculaneum, basreliefs,

painted vases, <fec.]

GOTHA, large collection of coins. Liebe, Gotha IsTumaria. Amst. 1730.

fo. [Considerable recent purchases. Catal. by Fr. Jacobs.]

The ERBACII collection at Erbach in the Odenwald.

DARMSTADT, some busts and antiquities in the palace. Gothe, Werke
xliii. s. 389. [Ph. Walther des G H. Mus. zu D. der AntikensaaL

1841. 8vo.]

2. Comp. Oberlin, Orb. Ant. p. 62. Schweighauser in the Kunst-

blatt 1826. K 86 ff. On the ruins of TUEVES, . 193. E. 7. Porta

IJTigra, amphith., baths, bridge over the Moselle, Roman walls (so-

called palace of Helen) in the cathedral, pagan tower. Collection of

antiquities in the Gymnasium and in the Porta Kigra. Brower,

Antiqu. et Annales Trevirenses. Col. 1626. Alterthumer u. STaturan-

sichten im Moselthale bei Trier, gez. von Bamboux, erkl. von Wyt~
tenbach. 4 Liefer

;
Trier u. Munchen. [Wyttenb. ETeue Forsch. Trier

1835. 2 Ausg. 1844. Ueber das Alter der Moselbriicke 1826. 4to. Oh.

W. Schmidt, Bom. Byzaiit. u. German. Baudenkmaler in Trier 1 Lief.]

Steininger Die Buinen am Althor zu Trier 1835. A theatre? Qued-

now,, Trierer Alterthumer. 1820. Th. v. Haupt, Panorama von Trier.

1834. Monument of the Secundini at lam Drawing by Hawich, with

explanatory text by Neurohr. Treves 1826. Work by C> Osterwald.

Gobi. 1829. [by L. Schorn in the AbhdL of the K. Bayerischen Akad. der

W. philos. Kl. i. s. 257. 1835.] Gothe xliv. s. 180 fo. Aix-i^CfiAPEiaj^
Boman columns in edifices of Charlemagne. Sarcophagus with the rape
of Proserpine. COLO&NE, Boman towers in the wall of the city. Cabinet

of antiquities of Wallraf (Gothe xliii. s. 315) and in the college of the

Jesuits. [Santen Fiedler Bom. Antiq. des Notars Houben zu Xante^
Denkmaler von Castra Yetera u. Col. Trajana, Xanten 1839 fol. Antike

Erotische Bildw. 1839 fol. (of the same coll.) By the same : Gesch. u.

Alterth. des untern Germaniens i. Essen. 1824. 8vo. Die zu Cleve gesam-
melten Alterth. B. 1795. 8vo.] BONN, Collection of the University ; many
things from the Boman station near Wichelshof. Dorow, Denkmale

Germanischer und Bom. Zeit in den Bheinisch-Westphal. provinces, 1823.

4to. Boman baths at ANDBR^ACH. SATM-, Antiqu. Saynenses a L. Ph.

de Beyffenberg. a. 1684, coll., ed. 1830. Collection at KEUWIEB, Dorow>
Bom. Alterthumer bei Keuwied 1827. COBLENZ, Count Bainesse's col-

^ection of bronzes and other antiquities. Boman tower at BUDESHIIM.

WIESBADEN, the Nassau Society's collection of antiquities. Annalen

des Vereins fur Nassauische Alterthumskunde u. Geschichtsforschung

hft. i. 1827. Dorow, Opferstatten und Grabhiigel der Germ.* u. Bom. am
Bhein, 1819. 20. HBDDEENHEIM, Buins of a castra stativa. Habel, An-

nalen i. s. 45. comp. . 408. [Jahrbiicher des Vereins von 'AJterthums-

ireunden im Bhein-Lande Bonn. 1842-47. 10 hefte.]

MAYEITCE, Eichelstein in the citadel, other architectural remains (on
the Kestrich). Boman aqueduct near Zahlbach. Collation in the Li-

brary, in which there is likewise a composite capital from Ingelheim

(comp, Aix-la-Chapelle). Private collection of Emele, Beschreibung Mainz,

1825. [with 34 pi. Malten Ausgrabungen in und bei Mainz, 1842. 8vo.
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Das Mainzex Mus. Alth. Verein zu Bonn iL s. 50.] Discoveries at AB-

CHAi-FEMBUExa (Hein). Kaapp, Rom. Benkmaler des OPINWALDUS. 1813.

Albert!, von Wanstadt, Mayer, Eisenherz, Graff iiber Rom Alterthumer

am obern Rhein, Heidelberger Jahrb. 1838. s. 1125. Wilhelmi. [Pauli

die Roinischen u. Peutschen Alterth. am Rhein. i. Rheinhessen, Mainz.

1820.] MAOTHEIHJ Antiquities from Mayence, Godramsteinj JSeuburg

on the Danube and elsewhere. [Graff Das Antiquarium in Mannheim

1839. i. ii] SPIEB, public collection* Beschr. von J. M. Konig. 1832.

CAKLSRTTHE, collection of bronze figures and the like. [Ulrichs Alterth.

Verein in Bonn ii, s. 55 68. Creuzer Zur Gallerie der alten Drama-

tiker. Griech. Thongcfasse der Grossherz. Badischen Sammlung. 1839*

Miiazen in the Bibliothek.] DUBI/ACH, altars and other stone sculptures

in the palace garden. BADEN, Roman baths. BADEWEHLEB, Roman

batlis, almost the best preserved and most instructive ruins of the kind

(Weinbrenner, Entwurfe i, 3). STUTTGART, Roman antiquities in the

Library. Egyptian antiquities in the cabinet of natural history. For

general information, Wielaaidt Beytr. zur altesten Geschichte des Land-

strichs am r. Rheinufer von Basel bis Bruchsal. Carlsr. 1811. On the

state of civilization in the agri decumani, Leichtlen very full : Schwaben

unter den Romern (Forschungen im Gebiet der Gesch. Deutschl. iv.).

Greuzer 2ur Gesch. altrom. Cultur am Oberrhein und Neckar. 1833. s.

44 ff. Sulle antich. rom. trov. in Suevia, Ann. d. lust i. p. 214 [v. Jau~

maun Oolonia Sumlocenna, Rottenburg on the ITeckar under the Ro-

mans 1840. 8vo.]

In RK,ETIA : AuGSBFBaj Antiquariuin. "W. Kaiser Die Rom. Al-

terthumer zu Augsburg, mit 13 Kupfert. Augsb. 1820. 4to. [and
the Rdin. Antiquarium zu Augsburg. 1823. 4to.] By the same:
Ber Ober-Donaukreis, drei Abhandl. 1830 32, and Antiqu. Reise von

Augusta nach Viaca (Memmingen) 1829. GIWTIA, Gunzburg. Samm-
lung Rom. Denkmaler in Baiern. heft., 2. Miinchen 1808. 4to and fol.

Bora. Camp at Oberndorf, near Donauwerth, Hist. Abth. der Munch.
Akad. Bd. v. [F* A. Mayer xiber versch. im Konigr. Baiern gefundne
Rom. Alberth. Munchen 1840. 8vo.] In I^OBIOUM : SAMBTJRO- especially

(Mosaic |.
412. R. i). On Austrian discoveries, the Anzeigebl. of the

Wiener Jahrb., especially by Steinbiichel, Bd. slv xlviii, Muchar, Das
Rom, l^oneum, Graz 1825, In PANJSONIA : the ruins of CAEFUKWIWC near

Petronell; Cilly (Geleja), [von Hohenhausen die Alterth. BAOIBNS im
heutigen Siebenburgen, Wien 1775. 4to.].

1 265. The countries that border Germany on the west
i-esemble the Rhenish districts in the richness and kind of
Eoman remains; in HOLLAND there is no want of collections
of superior works of art; BELGIUM is much more deficient.

2 The NORTH, likewise, which possesses no native antiquities
but those of German heathendom (for the Sclayonian nations
seem to have still less than the Germans attended to the erec-
tion of durable monuments), has no important collections of
valuable works of ancient art except the Royal Swedish (from
which however many splendid possessions have again escaped,

. 262. R 4), and the Imperial Russian, which is always in-
3 creasing. Ancient DACIA in regard to Roman remains does
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not stand far behind tlie west of Europe; and the newly
awakened national feeling of the Magyars endeavours to con-

centrate them as much as possible within the limits of their

native country.

1. SWITZERLAND. AVENTICUM amphitheatre (Mus. Aventicinum at

Avanche), v. Schmidt Antiqu. d'Avenches et de Culm. Bernse, 1760. 4to.

(particularly mosaics.) Bitter, M6m. et Recueil de qqs. antiq. de la

Suisse. B. 1788. 4to. AUGUSTA RAURAC. (Aoiit) amphitheatre. Schopflin,

Alsatia, p. 160. A work by Jacob. Cantonal museum at Lausanne. [At

Zurich, Antiquarium in the town Library.]

HOLLAKP, Cabinet of coins and gems at the HAGUE, in which is also

incorporated the well known collection of Fr. Hemsterhuis (Gothe, Jenaer,
LZ. 1807. Progr. Wcrke, xxx. s. 260. xxxix. s. 313). Notice sur le

Cab. des MMailles et des pierres gray, de S. M. le Roi des Pays~Bas par
J. C. de Jonge Dir. A la Haye. 3823. [Premier Suppl. 1824 By the

same Catal. d'empreintes du Cab. des p. gr 1837. 8vo.] Museum of the

University at LEYDEN, formed from the Papenbroek collection (Ouden-

dorp, Descr. legati Papenbroekiani. L. B. 1746, 4to.) and new objects of

arfc procured partly from Greece by Col. Rottiers [1819], and from Africa

by Humbert. Y. Antiquiteiten, een oudheidkundig Tijdschrift bezorgd
door Me. Westendorp en C. J. C, Reuvens ii, 1. s, 171. 2. s. 259. Amal-
thea iii. s.. 422 ff. [Monumens Egyptians du Mus6e d' antiq. des Pays-
Bas par C. Lemans, Leide 1839, Janssen De G-rieskej Bom. en Etr. Monn-
menten yan het Museum te Leyden 1843-] At an earlier period M. Wil~
dianum descr. a Sig. Hayercamp. Amst. 1741. Cabinet de Thorns, partly

purchased for Paris, partly for the Hague. Becueil de planches du Gab.

de Thorns. Cabinet of Kerry at Antwerp (vases from Greece).

Considerable antiquities at NIMWEGUEN (Keomagus). Smetius, Anti-

quitates Neomagenses. Noviom. 1678. 4to. and other works. Letters of

Gisb. Cuper, J. Fr. Gronov and others. Antiquiteiten ii, 2. s 206. [Count
Wassenaer Catal. Statuarum cet Hagso Comit. 1750. 8vo. P. Petau An-

tiq. recueillies a Amsterdam 1757. 4to. Sallengre E"ov. Thes. Ant. T. ii.

Guyot collection in Nimwegen, Jahrb. des Verems Bonn vii. s. 56. at

Utr. ix. s. 17.] Me. Chevalier, Recherche curieuse d'Antiquite". Utr. fo.

FOEUM HADBIANI near the Hague. Excayations since 1827. lleuyens.

Notice et Plan des constructions Rom. trouv6es sur 1'emplac. pr6sum4 du
Forum Hadr. fo. [The Dodwell collection has been taken to Brussels. M.
Notice sur le Mus6e Dodwell et Catal. rais. des objets qu'il contient5

Rome
1837. 8vo.]

2. The Royal Museum at COPENHAGEN contains some Egyptian anti-

quities, the fragments from the Parthenon, . 118. R. 2., a few Roman
busts and antiquities, especially vases, lamps, glass -articles from the

neighbourhood of Carthage (regarding which there is some information

given in the Memoir by Falbe, Sur TemplacGment de Carthage), also

engraved stones. See von Ramdohr Studien i. s. 139 IF. Das polit.

Journ. 1817. Sept. Oct. Royal Cabinet of Coins, C. Ramus Catal 1815. 3

bde 4to. The collection of Prince Christian is now particularly interest-

ing. It contains coins, especially Magria Grecian and Sicilian, vases

from Magna Grecia, also from Volci, and a few marbles ; many objects
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in it were purchased from the collection of Capece-Latro, archbishop of

Tarentum. Sestini, Descr. d'alcune med. Greche del. M. di sua A. R

Msg. Cristiano Federigo princ. ered. di Danimarca. F, 1821. Bishop

Miinter has caused some antiques from Egypt and Italy to be let into

the "walls in the episcopal palace ; his collection of coins has been sold.

[Musee Thorwaldsen par L. Muller 1847. Scot, i ii Egyptian Antiquities,

Etruscan,, Greek and Roman vases and terracottas, marbles, gold, silver,

bronze, etc. iii. Scot. Engraved stones.]

Royal SWEDISH Museum at Stockholm. E. M. R, Sueciae antiqu. sta-

tuarum series ace. C. F. F. (Fredenheim). 1794. fo. [The nine Muses,

Brtdymoin, of which latter there is a, cast at Berlin.]

RUSSIA. The palace of Sarskoselo near St. Petersburg, contains some

sculptures of rare excellence
;
Statues in the hermitage at the winter

palace. There are many fine things in the Imperial Russian Cabinet of

engraved stones at St. Petersburg, which arose out of the Natter collec-

tion, and was augmented in the time of the revolution by the Orleans

collection (works by La Ghau and Le Blond. 1780. 84), and in 1802 by
the Strozzi collection from Florence. Kdhler, Bemerkungen iiber die R*

Kais. Sammlung von gesch. Steinen. 1794. 4to. and in different mono-

graphies on gems of this collection. An unimportant work by Miliotti,
1803. fol. A Pizatti collection of vases., bronzes, terracottas is now also

at St. Petersburg since 1834. Dorpater Jahrb. ii, 1. s. 87. University
collection at DORPAT, enriched especially with Egyptian antiquities by
Richter's travels in the East, unimportant [Morgenstern Prolusio con-
tinens recensionem numorum famiharum Rom. qui in Museo Acad. con-
tmentur P. L 2. 1817. 18. xxx. numorum Grsec. argent. 1820. numorum
imperatoriorum 1820. 1834. fol.]. An Egyptian cabinet in Polerb. As
to the shores of the Black Sea, . 254. R. 2.

3. Htra<jABY and TRANSYLVANIA. Severini Pannonia vetus monum.
illustr. Lips. 1771. 8vo. Y. Eohenhausen, Alterthiimer Daciens, Wicn
1775. 4to. Ruins of SABAEIA (Stein am Anger), Caryophilus, De thermis
Herculanis nuper in Dacia detectis. Mantua 1739. 4to. Schonwisner,
De ruderibus Laconici etc. in solo Budensi. Budse 1778. fo. ELunstbl.
1824. 1ST. 59. New Excavations in Hermanstadt (Walsh's Journey),
Hungarian national museum at Pesth, founded in 1807. Account in Cat-

taneo, Equejade, Milano 1819. 4to, Prefaz.; and in the Acta M. Nat.
Hungar. T. i. Collection of Count Wiczay at Schloss Hedervar near
Raab (gems, bronzes, especially coins). On the Wiczay coll. and Bestini's

writings thereon, H. Hase, Zeitgenossen diitte Reihe N. xix. s. 79 ff. M.
Hedervarii nuinos ant, descr. C. Mich, a Wiczay. Vindob. 1814. 2 bde 4to.*

[The Hungarian Museums have received many things from Ehrenreich
a dealer in antiquities, Oattaneo Oss, sopra un framm, ant, di bronzo,
Milano 1810. p. 2.]



FIRST MAIN DIVISION.

TECTONICS.

266. Among the arts wMcii represent in space we distin- I

guish (according to . 22,), in the first place, those that are

subservient to purposes of utility, and which fashion and pro-

duce vessels, utensils and buildings in conformity to the wants

and purposes of external life, but at the same time in accordance

with the internal requirements of the human mind It is by 2

this latter feature that they belong to art, and it therefore

must be here especially kept in view,

I BUILDINGS.

MOHITECTONICS,

267. The endless diversity of architectural structures cam 1

only be comprehended in the idea that by means of materials

of an inanimate nature inorganic forms are presented, which,

occupying, designating or demarcating in an immediate man-

ner the area of the earth, bear in themselves a character of

fixity and solidity. Here we can always distinguish 1. the 2

materials furnished by nature, and the manner of applying

them; 2. the forms which the hand of man impresses oa

them; and 3. the particular purposes and occasions of the

construction, which determine the particular kinds of build-

ings.

L Is there any other definition that will not exclude tumuli, chrom-

lechSj causeways, aqueducts, syrinxes, and even ships (buildings that

are destined to occupy the unstable surface, ia such a way as it will

admit of) 1 The notion liatttation, monument, place of abode, and the like,

certainly must not be included,

2. The summary presented in the sequel can for the most part be

nothing more than nomenclature which oral exposition must supply

with the illustrations. At the same time a*e to be made use of the

numerous commentators on Yitruvius, especially Schneider, with the

plates to Titr. Bauk. by A. Ehode. B. 1801 ; C. L. Stieglitz, Baukunst der

Alten. Leipz. 1796. 8vo. with 11 copperplate engravings. The same, Arch-

aologie der Baukunst der Griechen und Homer. 2 ffie, 1801. 8vo. with

plates and vignettes, and Gesch. der Baukunst. Niirnb. 1827; his Beitr.

zur Gesqh. der Ausbildung der Baukunst. Th. L Leipz. 1834, with 25

lithogr. pi. especially A. Hirt's Baukunst nach den Grundsatzen der Al-

ton, B. 1809. fo, ;
in the latter pt. 3, the election of building, also Wie-
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beking burgerl. Baubinst. 1821. Hubsch uber Gr. Archit. 1822. 2 Ed.

with defence against Hirt. 1824. Durand, Eeoueil et paralleles d'ddificos

de tout genre (text by Le Grand). P. a. viii. Rondelot, L'Art de b&tir.

18021817. 4 vols. 4to. Le Bran, The"orie de Farchitecture Grecque ct

Bom. P. 1807. fo. Canina, L'Architettura [antica descritta e dimostr.

coi mon. Opera divisa in tre sezioni riguardanti la storia, la tcoria e le

pratiche dell' arcMt. Bgiz. Greca e Rom. R. 183944. 6 vols. fol. K,

Botticher, die Tektonik der Hellenen. Introduction and Dorika, with 21

pi. Potsdam 1844. 4to. and fol,]

I. BUILDING MATERIALS.

1 268. First: STONES. In Greece there was a great quan-
tity of marble made use of, from the quarries of Hymettus,
Penthelicon, Paros, Ephesus, and Proconnesus; but tufa and

2 calc-sinter from different districts were also employed. In
Home there was originally used for the most part volcanic

tufa of a blackish colour, lapis Albanus, now called peperino,
and afterwards the harder calcareous tufa or sinter of Tibur,

3 lapis Tiburtinus, now travertino, until the taste for marble

gained ground; besides the white kind from Greece or Luna
(Carara), the green, yellow and variegated sorts were preferred.

1. AM$ is a common field-stone, A/3-og- a better kind of stono. Marblo

A/Sag- hsvKo?, more rarely ftagfAotgwos. TLagog, ^a^ivog h&o$ porus lapis in

Pliny Is a light but solid calcareous tufa which, was employed in the

Delphian and Olympian temples. Many speak erroneously of a marmo
porino. "Koyxirns Tu&of, muschel-kalk or marble (lumachelLa bianca an-

tica), was common especially at Megara, Paus. i, 44;
9 ; Xenoph, Anab. in,

4, 10. seems to call it ^oy^yTuar^.

2. Similar to the lapis Albanus was the G-abmus, Pidenas and the
harder Volsiniensis. The earthy tufa (lapis ruber in Vitruv.) was of loss

utility. There are distinguished from each other structures molles
(1.

Al-

banus), temperatce (L Tiburtinus), dmae (silex in which basalt was es~

pecially incladed).

3. Comp. below . 309. particularly on white marble. On the later

appearance of variegated marble (Menander etiam diligentissimus luxu-
rise interpres primus et raro attigit) Plin. sxxvi, 5. The favourite col-

ours of marble in Roman architecture were : Kumidicum, giallo antico,

golden yellow with reddish veins
j rosso antico, of bright red colour (the

ancient name is unknown) ; Phrygium s. Synnadicum, white with blood-
red stripes, paonazzo (Leake has discovered the quarries of Synnada,
Asia Minor, p. 36. 54) ; Carystium, undulated, with veins of green talc

(cipollino) ; Proconnesium, which is held to be bianco e nero
; Luculle-

um and Alabandicum, nero antico; Chium, spotted different colours,
marmo Africano. Mvfito$ x/^og- xetrviQw %,xi pkh&s Philost. v. Soph, ii, 8.

Isidor. xv, 8, 13. bases (perhaps basanites) nonien est petnfc fortissimso

Syro sermone. Egyptian basalt is in general a combination similar to
the modern Syenite. The Lacedsemonium marmot is (according to
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Corsi) a green porphyry which workers in marble call serpentine ; the
lapis ophites a real serpentine called verde ranocchia. The clear trans-

parent phengites, of which Nero built a temple, does not seem to be yet
accurately determined. Besides, breccias, different kinds of porphyry,
basalts (lapis basamtes, comp, Buttmann, Mus. der Alterthums-W. ii. $.

57 sq.), and granites (from Ilva and Igilium ; there was also a great deal

quarried near Phil^s as late as A. D. 200, Letronne, Kecherches, p. 360)
were also much employed in architecture at Rome. [Oatalogo della Col-
lezione di pietre usate degli ant. per costruire ed. adornare le loro fab-
briche delT Aw. Fr. Belli. R. 1842. 8vo.]

269. The treatment of this material was in general three- 1
fold. 1. The solid rocky ground was, among the Greeks and
Romans, hewn into catacombs, and in some instances into
Panea and Nymphasa. 2. Single detached stones, just as 2
they were found or quarried, were put together and united

(XoyaSsg xW, csementa, opus incertum). 3. The stones were 3
hewn either in irregular and polygonal forms, as in the My-
cenaean and other walls and the Appian Way, or into a regu-
lar and rectangular shape (tfvm/uot x&o/, TX/J&O/), from whence
resulted the isodomum, pseudisodomum and reticulatum opus
(dixrvcfttrov, with diagonal lines running throughout). Early 4
architecture preferred great masses and also employed on all
occasions a precious material when it could be commanded;
the later style generally incrusted works of brick or rubble
with slabs of costly marble. The earlier did not join at all #
by external means, or only by wooden pins and iron clamps
and dovetails; in uniting the later employed mortar in great
abundance. Together with the usual hewing of the stone, 6
the turning of column-cylinders (turbines) on a sort of turn-

ing bench, an operation especially applicable to softer mate-
rials, was practised even in early times; marble was also
sawn with the aid of Naxian (. 314) or Ethiopian sand.

2. These x/B-o; Xoyd, of which Thucyd. makes frequent mention,
were collected by the x^oAoyo/ (Valken. Opusc. T. ii. p. 288. Euhnken
ad. Tim. p. 175). The opus incertum in its widest sense embraces the

primitive Cyclopean architecture, . 45. Comp. Klenze, Amalthea iii s

104 ff.

3. On TrhfoSos especially the inscription from the temple of M. Polias,
Bockh. 0. I. i. p. 273. Isodomum is explained, by the signification of

cJo>o^ corium, a horizontal layer of stones. The emplectum is a conjunc-
tion of the isodomum in the frontes and diatoni (facing and tye walls)
with the incertum as filling up.

4. See above . 46. 49. 80. 153. The stones of the architrave in the

temple of Cybebe at Sardis are 17| f. to 23^- f. in length, 4| high.
Leake, Asia Minor p. 344 sq. In the Propylsea of Athens, stone beams
of 17 and 22 feet in length. Topogr. of Athens, p. 180 sq. The lintel of
the door of the opisthodomos of the Parthenon 25 ft, 6 in. A &f&ot%fouo$

x/3-of . 165. (xot &(AK%o'jF'Kvfrvi$ Eur. Phoen. 1175), filled an entire wag-
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gon. Also in Roman "buildings, bridges and arches, the single stones

often appear as powerful and significant members of the body. Of the

trilithon at Balbec there are to be seen stones as much as 60 feet in

length, Hichter, Wallfahrten s. 87. Mausolus' palace was according to

Pliny xxxvi, 6. the first example of a brick building incrusted with a

marble facing.

5. See above . 46. 105, clamps and dovetails were called rfypoi (Expl.
of Diod. ii, 7),

or yo^o/ ;
and are often still to be met with at Borne.

As to the model of a wall, exempla Vitruv. x, 22.

6. On turning, Klenze, Amalth. iii. s. 72. Sawing (Plin. xxxvi, 9)
was of great service in the preparation of marble tiles, . 53, 2 ; hence

this art was invented by a Naxian.

270. Secondly: WOOD the material most easily obtained

wrought, and hence of such influence on the form of the
earliest temple-architecture. It retreated in public architec-

ture more and more into the ceiling (in the Athenian temples
even that was of stone), and from that into the rafter-work of

the roof, until it was even expelled thence by the prevalence
of the vault, On the other hand, joisting remained at Athens

(not so at Alexandria, . 149) the ordinary mode of construc-
tion in private buildings of minor importance.

1. V. . 52 and comp, the Tuscan temple . 169, In the temple of

Ephesus the roof was of cedar (Plin. xvi, 79), the lacunaria of cypress,
Vitruv.

ii, 9. Hence the conflagration . 80. E, i, 1.

Chief members of the taffcer-work : tigna, main beams ; colurnen s, oul-

men, ridge-piece ; cantherii, rafters ; templa, jmrlines j aSseres, laths

(delicise, Festus ; deliciss perhaps cantherii angulares). Poll, x, 157.

, $ox/$ef, fcg/

On timber for building (materia) Vitruv. ii, 9. Pallad. xii, 15. Abies,
quercus, esculus, cupressus, larix, alnus, etc.

1 271. Thirdly: as to SOFT MASSES which were treated in a

plastic manner, clay formed into bricks and either dried iii

the air or burnt was used for public buildings especially in

Lydia, Egypt and Babylon, but also in Greece and afterwards
2 at Rome. Slacked lime combined with sand, or, in Italy, with

volcanic Pozzolana (Puteolanus pulvis), was employed as mor-
tar in joining stones, and also as a preparation for pavement

3 and similar purposes; lime, gypsum, marble dust and the
like were used for plaster (tectorium, %oi//W/g) in preparing
which the ancients showed much skill and care, for stucco--
work (albarium opus), &c.

1. The walls of Mantinea were of brick (on a stone plinth, Xen. Hell.

v, 2, 5), as were also the old walls of Athens on the south (Hall. ALz!
1829. N. 126), several buildings at Olympia (brick-ruins), all sorts of
small temples in Pausanias, Croesus' palace at Sardis, that of Attalus at

Tralles, and that of Maxtsolus at Halicaraassus. Tiles 1| foot long, 1 ft,
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broad, were called Lydiwi, certainly because they were in use in. Lydia.

Baking tiles was called Trxfr&ew? lxt}i/g/i/. It came from Babylon to Lydia.

The ancient tiles are generally broader, and thinner in proportion than.

Ours. Poll. X, 157. ^Xy/rr^os? Kog/^oygyg??. X, 182. xi^&pQg orsyeurrfa

In Italy old brick walls at Arretium, a metropolis of the plastic art,

and Mevania. In ancient Rome buildings were usually composed of brick

walls on a plinth of stone
3
Yarro in Non. s. v. suffundatum. On account of

the limited space, thin stone walls were afterwards introduced in private

buildings, when they would be too weak if made of bricks to bear the

numerous stories, Vitruv. ii, 8. Country buildings were made of unburnt

bricks and clay, Agathius ii, 16. The Romans likewise borrowed from

Carthage walls of trodden clay (pise*).

2. Pozzolana (an earthy tuff-wack) was also of great importance in

laying foundations, especially in water, and in rubble vaults, as in the

baths. But even in Grecian buildings in the water, as the harbour

wall of Clazomense, the mortar appears very firm as if vitrified. De la

Faye, Recherches sur la pr6paration que les Rom. donnaient a la chaux.

P. 1777. Old investigations by Vicat, Rech. exp6rimentale sur les chaux.

Bad mortar also occurs.

3. Rubble walls, but very carefully plastered, are most common in

Pompeii, . 190. R. 4. In the house of the Faun there are sheets of lead

between the wall and the plaster. Similar walls in Greece, for instance

a temple of Poseidon at Anticyra, Xoy^ow ^o^^lyog- A/So/?, jcsxWo&rcw

Bi Tflfc li/roV, Paus. x, 36, 4 ^

272. Fourthly: METAL. In the early Greek times it was 1

employed especially in decorating and facing, but also, as it

seems, in the internal construction of buildings ;
it afterwards

disappeared from the essential members of architecture, until

it came to be used again in the Roman period more for roof- 2

ing, especially in vaults of great span.

1. Above, . 47 49. Prisci limina etiam ac valvas ex aere in templis

factitavere, Plm. xxxvi, 7. Apollon. Rh iii, 217.

tv (triglyphs)

On Corinthian capitals of gold and ivory, . 153. R. 2. coinp. 192. R. 5.

Bronze capitals from Syracuse in the Pantheon, and the Corinthian por-

tico ~of Cn. Octavius. Plin. in loco.

2. See on the Pantheon, the temple of Roma and Trajan's forum, .

190. R. 1. i. b. 191. A concameratio ferrea in an inscription of Trajan's

time, Orelli Inscr. n. 1596. 2518. Bronze sis TO arguf** rov vs& ?

C. I. n. 2266, 1. 24. Sawnl

2. THE SIMPLE GEOMETRIC FUNDAMENTAL POEMS.

273. PRINCIPAL FORMS. First, tlie right line and plane sur-

face, whlab. are sometimes vertical, sometimes horizontal, and

sometimes obliquely inclined ;
the last either approaches the
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horizontal surface, as in the roof, or the vertical surface, as

in the jambs of pyramidal doors and windows: an oblique

surface midway between them is not admitted in fine archi-

2 tecture. Secondly, The curved line and surface, which sorae-

es includes perpendicular right lines, cylindrically or coni-

3 cally disposed, as in the columns; and sometimes supplies the

place of horizontal planes by hemispherical, or elliptical or

4 kindred forms of vaulting (. 285). The dimensions of these

surfaces as well as their proportions to one another are deter-

mined by static and aesthetic laws (simple numerical propor-

tions, symmetrical correspondence, predominance of certain

main lines), which the Greeks practically observed with the

greatest nicety.

1. There are apertures of this kind, for example, in the temple on

Ocha, the Erechtheum, the temple at Cora (. 259) ;
and doors of this

description are prescribed by Vitruvius after Greek architects.

2. Cylinders strictly so-called are only to be found in crypts or vaults,

as at Eleusis, . 109. R. 5. and in Roman baths. The ordinary column

would have been a frustum of a cone but for the entasis.

1 274 SUBOEDINATE, IOTEBRTTPTIKG, SEPARATING, PREPARATORY

FORMS OR MOULDINGS. First, rectilinear: 1. fascia, face; 2.

feenia, band; 3. quadra, listel, fillet; 4. supercilium, lintel;
2 5. oblique apophygis, weathering. Secondly, curvilinear: 1.

torus, half-round
;

2. echinus, ovolo, a. upright, b. reversed
;

8. astragal, bead, tondino; 4 striae, striges, flutings, channel-

lings; 5. cymatium Doricum, cavetto (sguscio), a. upright, k
reversed; 6. trochilus, of two unequal quadrants (scotia) ;

7.

apophygis, apothesis, in a curved line
;

8. cymatium Lesbium,
a. cyma recta (gola dritta), the lower 'quadrant outwards, a.

ascending (sima), j& descending; b. cyma reversa, ogee (gola
3 rovescia), a. ascending, /3. descending. Several of these mem-

bers admit of an undercutting or quirk which is not visible in

elevations of the entire surface, but produces an agreeable

separation and shading when looked at from below.

2. The contrast between the Doric and Lesbian cymatium is con-

nected with the circumstance that the Dorians employed the simplest

members, for example the simple quadrant ; the Lesbians, on the other

hand, sought to introduce more variety into the art, hence their oteoSo/*^

according to Arist. Bth. NIC. v, 10, 7. and Michael Ephes. ad loc., de-

manded a moveable xetv&v.

The ornaments, which were added to these members, appear to have
been for the most part painted in early times, before they were carved
in the marble. The torus received flutings or a plaiting of fillets, the

astragal the beads (astrag. Lesbius, paternoster), the echinus the eggs
and darts (or serpent-tongues), ovi, ovoli, the Lesbian, cymaiium leaves,

(or rather shells, xahxcw in the inscription of the Erechtheum 0. L p.
the tsenia the meander-ornament k la Gr&cque. The so-called
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beak, that is, an echinus reversed, with an undercutting, appears

in painted temples as a border of reed-leaves which were placed upon it,

and continued under it. The echinus with the astragal is called yoyyy-

Xo$- x/$o in the inscription referred to, as a separate stone fitted in. In

Greece the architectonic enrichments were designed more by the eye,

among the Romans in a mechanical manner.

3. The Greeks were very partial to those undercuttings in the best

times of the art ; they are to be found under the corona, and in cornices

of entablatures and antse under the echinus.

3. THE ARCHITECTURAL MEMBERS.

275. The architectural members are compositions of geo- 1

metric forms which already bear in themselves the destined

tendency to architectonic purposes, but do not however in

general fulfil these until they are combined into a greater

whole. They are divided into bearing, borne, and intermediate.

Among the bearing the column is the form naturally suggested 2

by which individual points are to be supported in the most

safe and durable way possible, and then through the coherence

of the mass the intermediate parts are held together and

borne by these. The column is a carrying body complete
in itself and enclosing a vertical axis;* by its conic form or

diminution (contractura), on the one hand, it insures its own

solidity, and, on the other, it approaches the form of the en-

tablature by its quadrangular abacus. The particular form 3

of the column depends chiefly on the way in which this sup-

porting block is united and reconciled with the upper end of

the shaft. In the DORIC column (. 52), which expresses with

greatest clearness and purity the destination of that member,
this is produced in the simplest manner by means of a swell-

ing enlargement with which the IONIC (. 54) unites
^

over-

hanging ornaments, which press forward as it were in an

elastic manner, until the CORINTHIAN places in the room of

the simple bulge of the Doric order a slender body striving

upwards, gradually enlarging and richly clothed with vegeta-

tion. At the same time the Ionic capital absorbs the Doric,

and the Corinthian the characteristic forms of the Ionic, in

conformity with the universal tendency of Greek art, to sacri-

fice nothing without cause in a newer development of the

earlier form.

2. Marquez Dell' ordine Dorico. B. 1803. 8vo. [Antolini Ford. Dorico

ossia il tempio d'Ercole a Oori. E. 1785. fol.] Nonnand, Nouv. parallele

des ordres d'architecture, continued by J. 3VL Mauck B. 1832. 0. A.

* Recent discoveries have shown that the axis is somewhat inclined towards

the wall. -Transl
U
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Bosenthal, Von der Entstehung und Bedeutung der archit. Formon deff

Griechen (from Crelle's Journal fur Baukunst. iii.).
B. 1830. Ingenious

remarks on the two first orders, but those on the Corinthian arc, it seems

to me, erroneous. J. H. Wolff Beitr. zur Aesthetik der Baukunst odor

die Grundsatze der plastischen Formen nachgewiesen an den Ilaupt-
theilen der Griech. Archit. with 28 pL 1834 (Jen. L. Zoit. 1835. K>

39.) Kugler Polychromie s. 36 ff.

1 276. In ach columnar ordinance we must distinguish
different periods of development and formation. In the Do-
EIC: 1. The ancient stout column of the Peloponnesus and

Sicily (. 53. 80. R. ii.) ;
2. that used at a later period in

Sicily, somewhat more slender, and tapering very much (.
109. R. iv.) ;

3. the lofty and graceful column of Pericleau

Athens (. 109. R. i.); 4. the elongated and weakened col-

umn of the Macedonian and Roman era (. 109. R. 14. 153*
R. 3. 190. R 1, ii. 259.) ;

5. the attempts to give it a richer
2 character, especially in honorary columns (. 109. R. 1). la

the IONIC: 1. The simple forms cultivated in Ionia, sometimes
,
with rectilinear, sometimes with curved canal (. 109. R. iii.) ;

2. the richer and more complex form in the temple of Mi-
nerva Polias (. 109. R. 4), and other collateral forms in dif-

ferent Greek cities; S. many attempts made in the Roman
period to give a greater variety of sculptured ornaments (.

3 109. R. 4). Jn the CORINTHIAN: 1. the still wavering or ar-

bitrarily deviating forms, sometimes closely resembling tho
Ionic capital, in Phigalia, in the Didymo&on, in the monument
of Lysicrates and tower of Oyrrhestes, also in Pompeii (. 108,
R. 4. 109. R. 12. 15. 153. R. 4); 2. the established forms of
the perfected order (. 153. 190192); 3. the overloaded
collateral forms of the composite capital (. 189. R. 4); 4
variations by the addition of figures, for example, victories*
trophies, winged horses, dolphins, and eagles preludes of

many rude fantastic forms in the early Gothic architecture.

1. But it must be remarked at the same timo that lighter propor-
tions were given to the Boric order in porticoes than in temples, as is

shown by Titruv, v, 9. and the porticoes of Messene and Solus. Tho
measure of the column, is the lower diameter, or in large columns tho
half diameter, modulus.

2, The neck of the Ionic columns ornamented with foliage in tho
temple of M. Polias (dy&eptov in the inscr.) is found again in a similar form
in the theatre at Laodicea. Ion. Ant. ch. 7. pi. 60. Tne Ionic capitals

in^
tombs at Gyrene with a honeysuckle in the spandrel between the

spirals of the volute, beneath a Doric cornice, are a subordinate form.

Pacho, pi. 43.

^

3. The Ruins of Oyrene furnish evidence of the numerous modifica-
tions which the Greek architects introduced in the Corinthian capital

Pacho, pi. 27.
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277. The three main portions of the column are: i. SPIRA, 1

the BASE. It gives the column, besides a broader foundation,
a sort of girding at the lower end of the shaft; it is therefore

suitable for slender and more developed forms of column,
whereas the Doric columns of the three first kinds ascend

immediately from the pavement Chief kinds related to 2

which there are sometimes simplifications, sometimes wider
combinations: A. In the ATTIC order; L plinth; 2. torus; 3.

scotia or trochilus: 4. a second upper torus. B. The IONIC; 3

1. plinth; 2. trochilus; 3. an upper trochilus; 4 torus; in

which are not included the separating and preparatory fillets.

ii. SCAPUS, the SHAFT. It is generally fluted (gaj83ra$), and 4

the column gains in apparent height by means of the vertical

stripes, and also in beauty by the more lively play of light
and shade. The external surface of the column is by this

means divided either into mere channels or flutings (striatura
Dorici generis), or into flutings and fillets (striae et striges).
In the shaft we observe, in the later Doric and other columns, 5
the adjectio, evroufig or swell, in. CAPITULUM, Moxgavov, evrtyavov,

xspofajj, CAPITAL. A. The DORIC, divided into: 1. hypotrache- 6

lium, neck, collarino, with the grooves or channels as a sepa-
ration from the shaft. 2. echinus, with the annuli or rings

(originally perhaps hoops of metal around the wooden capi-

tal) ;
3. plinthus s. abacus (in Vitruvius and in Rgman edifices

with a cymatium). B. The IONIC: 1. hypotrachelium (only 7

in the second kind) ;
2. echinus with an astragalus Lesbius

beneath (a torus above it only in the second kind) ;
3. canalis,

the canal, and the volutes with the oculi et axes on two sides,

on the two others the pulvini, cushions, with the baltei, straps

(the latter, in the ordinary capital, alternate with the other

two sides, but in the corner capitals join on to one another) ;

4. abacus et cymatium. 0. The CORINTHIAN. Two main parts: 8

1. calathus, the vase of the capital, the ornaments of which rise

in three rows: a. eight acanthus leaves; b, eight acanthus
leaves with stalks (cauliculi) between; c. four volutes and
four scrolls (helices) with acanthus buds and leaves. 2. aba-

cus consisting of cymatium and sima, or otherwise composed,
with projecting angles, and at the curved parts enriched

with flowers.

3. This base actually prevails throughout Ionia; however there is

found in the ruins of the Heraeon at Samos a simpler form, consisting of

a neck laced together as it were with a number of fillets, and a torus.

5. There is a wide distinction to be made between the bellied swell,

on which . 80. R. ii, 14, and the graceful, . 109. E. 2. Accurate

measurements on this subject are given by Jenkins, Ant. of Ath. SuppL

pi. 4. 5. 8. IA/J j yhv(pq KC&QIX, rols d^iriwrotri. Hesych. Boric capitals

in Belos with fillet instead of the ring. KunstbL 1836. K 17.
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COLTJIOTS, which, strictly taken, are opposed to the principle

of the column, but may be justified particularly by the necessity for win-

dows, are to be met with at least as early as the 90th Olympiad. V. .

109, R, 4. comp, Id. 20. Those of Phigalia, . 109. B, 12. are more than

half columns.

1 278. The PILLA.B, Pito9
is distinguished from the column

by the closer relatioa in which, it stands to the wall, on ac-

count of which it is always treated as a piece of wall in severe

2 architecture. On the other hand, however., it at the same
time is often destined to support a beam in common line with

the column, from which it sometimes borrows ornaments, espe-

cially those of the capital, and occasionally the diminution of

3 thickness, even the entasis. The principal kinds are: 1. pillars

standing separate, for example, in a wall formed of tapes-

try, pike, <rraify&o/ ofiotfrdrar, 2. pillars which strengthen the

termination of a wall, corner-pilasters, antse, tfaguffrdbs^ px/a/;

3. pillars which bound the wall at the door-way, door-posts,

jambs, postes, <fra&/uiol iragacrradzg* 4* pillars which advance out

of a wall, whether it be to prepare for a row of columns con-

nected with it, and to correspond to it as a support, or, in the

spirit of later architecture, from the mere striving after inter-

ruption, pilasters, tfc^atfrara/, ^otfr^ra/* 5. buttresses, anter-

4 ides. Finally, short and truncated pillars also belong to this

class, whether they serve as pedestals for columns (stylo-

5 bate), or for other purposes. The chiefmembers of the pillar
are: L the base, spira, more in the Ionic than the Doric order;
2L the shaft or die, truncus; 8. the capital, Mxgavov, jusruirov,

which is always lighter than in the columns, and is either

composed Hke a cornice, of simple mouldings (for example a
band with annuli, cyma> echinus, cavetto, and plinth) or or-

namented after the analogy of the capital of a column.

3 The expressions for pillar and pilaster are very uncertain.
*

Ogdo-
<neer*f are separate piers Eurip. Ion. 1148., columns Eurip. Her. Fur.

975., buttresses Vitruv. ii, 8; antse and pilasters in the inscription
here often referred to 0. I. n. 160. n^ami?, keeping out of view the
cases in which like v^<rr^g it stands for an entire portico, is an anta

(Schneider ad Yitr. vi, 7, 1.) ; but is also called the door-wall, the door-

pillar, Eurip, Phon. 426. Pollux
i, 76. x, 25. comp. Bur, Androin. 1126.

and the same inscription, p. 280 ; in Athen. v. p. 196. it seems to be a

disengaged pillar, in Hesyck a half-column. In Vitruvius parastatoe
are pilasters, also disengaged, as in his basilica Col Jul. Fanostri. Par-
astaticas in Plin. and inscr. are pillars. The $"hia,i rZv yg&Jjy, on which the

TT^silett were inscribed (Polyb. xii, 12, 2) become evident especially by a
comparison of the passage, where similar decrees stood in the temple in
Oeos (Brondsted, Voy. i. p. 19) ; ^^eurfo^ is met with in the same con-
nexion in Chandler i, 59, 1. In Plin. xxxvi, 5(5, a pillar is also called
columna Attica, comp. Nonius, p. 30.

5. The cornice-lilce
pilaster-capital in the Parthenon is particularly
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rich in composition; it lias an upper hawk's beak moulding, and an
echinus with the egg ornament. In the temple of M, Polias it takes the

flower ornaments of the neck (uvSepiov) from the Ionic capital. The en-

richments of the Ionic capital, but kept very light and narrow, with ara-

besque-like sculptures, are to be seen on the capital of the antae in the

Didymseon and in the Propylaea of Priene, . 109. R. 15* 16. Corinthian

pilaster capitals, . 109. R. 5, b. and elsewhere.

279, Statues occupying the place of separate pillars or

pilasters, and which are called ATLANTBS, TELAMONES, CARYA-

TIDES, were employed by Greek architecture in great modera-

tion., and never without an especial reference to the object
and significance of the edifice; such supports were much
more frequent in tripods, cauldrons, thrones, footstools, and
other articles of furniture.

Gomp. . 109. R. 4. 20, on the virgins of Pallas Polias and the giants
of the giant-queller Zeus. The outside of Hiero's ship was adorned with
31

ArXamfc Athen. v, 208 b. comp. Naavius in Priscian vi, p. 679. Atlantes

gibbosi, Servius ad Aen. i, 746. Martial Epigr. vi, 77. (Baths of Pompeii,

sepulchre at Tarquinil) The Romans called such figures Telamones, (C.

L ii. p. 76. 79. n. 205 3b. 2056. R. Rochette Atlas p. 62. 78.) and what
were in earlier times called xoQeit, Caryatides, Vitr. vi. 10. See Hrrt

?

Mus. der Alterthums-W. i. 271. Bdttiger, Amalth. uL 37. Comp. Stuart

in the new (German) Ed. i. 488 sqq. [Preller De causa nomines Carya-
tidum Annali d. Inst. a. xv. p. 396 406.] The figures on the upper pil-

lars of the Portico of Thessalonica (. 192. R. 5), called Incantada, are not

Atlantes, but mere reliefs on the pillars of an upper stoa. In Delos there

are also found the fore-parts of cattle fixed on as pillar-capitals and as

ornaments of triglyphs (in the same way as at Persepolis). Eannard,

q. of Athens, Suppl pi. 5.

280. The WALL (murus, rstyps, or paries, ro/fcog) is a 1

continuation of the pillar, but at the same time it forsakes

more completely the analogy of the column, inasmuch as in the

column the sole object is to support, but in the wall, together
with supporting the chief purpose is to enclose. However it 2
often receives in the manner of the pilaster three parts, the

base, the trunk, and a sort of capital or cornice, which terms

here coincide (i^r/^ai/ov, $g/y;c<fe).
This member appears more as

a capital when an entablature lies upon the wall
;
as a cornice

when the wall by itself fulfils its object as an enclosure, in which
case it even receives its name, %//%o, from the covering and

protecting cornice. DWAKP walls were first employed indepen- 3

dently by themselves as enclosing fences (maceria, a^atf/cl) ;
but

afterwards as supports of the main walls, in order to elevate

these above the level of the ground, and also to make their base

visible. Such under-walls which advanced a little beyond the 4
main wall, with or without steps, are called ^*M*t, crepi-

dines, plinths ; higher and more elegantly treated basements

of columnar structures are called stereobatae, stylobatse (in
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Vitruvius), podia; they have a base (quadra, spira), die (trun-
5 cus) and corona. The steps likewise in many cases serve

chiefly to raise a building higher above the ground ;
then stairs

and entrances were obtained by inserting intermediate steps.
6 To the dwarf walls belongs also a stone or wooden parapet

(pluteus or pluteum) fixed in between pillars and columns;
metal railings (clatri, cancelli, reticula) might also occupy its

place.

2. These tyy*ol as enclosures of temples and palaces with largo court-

gates (afastot &veu) in the centre, and the prospect of the main building
over them, formed usually the principal portion of the tragic scene.

4, The numerous investigations on the scamilli imparcs of Vitruvius
in the stereobate and the entablature (see among others Meister, N.
Commentar. Soc. Gott. vL p. 171. Guattani, Mem. encicL 1817, p. 100.

Eirt, Baukunst, s. 57. Stieglitz Archaol. Unterh. i. s. 48) seem to lead
to the conclusion that they do not designate any observable member of
the architecture, but merely a contrivance used in the building in order
to give to the stylobate and entablature the pulvinated appearance
which (according to Vitruvius) was optically necessary. The lysis above
the corona of a short pillar, of which there is mention made twice, was
probably a small echinus.

On theatre-steps, . 289. K. 6. Stieglitz treats of stairs, Arch. Unt. i.

s. 121. Grascae seal , . . omni ex parte tabularum compagine clatter
Serv. ad JEn. iv, 646. Gellius N. A. x, 15, 29.

6. On the plutei especially Vitruv. iv, 5. comp. v, 1. 7. 10. Such
parapets or railings, inasmuch as they are fitted in between auto and
columns, and occupy the place of a wall, often form a pronaos, as S. 109
B. 1. 9. In the Palmyrenian temple . 192. R. 5. the door is placed in
the centre of the colonnade on account of the plutei, as in Egypt & 221
Bailings and rail-doors (*,y*x/ jr 0. L 481, clatri, clatrata* fores) between
the columns of a monopteral and peripteral tholus are to be seen on the
rehef in Winckelm. W. i. if. 15. 16. Woodenfences or hoarding fcto**
were usual at Athens for enclosing fore-courts, see especially Schol. Aris-
toph. Wasps. 405.

1 281. The wall is modified in its destination to enclose bv

l^neC Xt

J
a^fT fo

? persons as wel1 air and
light The forms of the door-frame imitate those of the on-2 tablatee in the different orders (. 282). There are distin-
guished: A Doric doors; these consist of 1 a
jambs, which together with 2. supercilium, the n
inclose the aperture of the door (lumen ostii) and are& IT" fh*

aStlTk ^ these ^̂dded
lintel 3. hyperthyrum, the cornice, consisting of
astragals and the

projecting and
protecting corona

doors; here also 1. antepagamenta (^o,cilium both wbch are divided into faces,the manner of the Ionic
architrave, 3.
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"which hang on the right and left 4. the ancones or parotides

(called wra at Athens), the trusses or consoles. 0. Attic door, 4

similar to the Doric, only that it borrows the fasciae from the

Ionic. The windows, ^jg/fos, had similar but simpler frames. 5

In both, but especially the doors, the panels contributed very 6

much to the splendour of the ancient temples, and in attempts
at restoration must be taken into account as an essential ele-

ment for the general effect.

1. However, Yitruvius has not here any part corresponding to the

frieze ;
while the supercilium is similar to the architrave, and the hy-

perthyrum to the cornice. And yet friezes are also found on doors some-

times running round altogether as on the grand door of the temple of

Pallas Polias, sometimes only under the cornice as in Roman edifices.

The numerous doors of tombs at Gyrene have always merely the lintel

and cornice, together with consoles of simple hut very peculiar form.

The shade-giving otytg over a house-door in Liban. Antioch. p. 239. E. is

rather a hyperthyrum than supercilium. [Donaldson, A Collection of the

most improved examples of Doorways. London 1833. 4to. One belonging
to the time of the tombs of Bournabat near Smyrna.]

6* The door-leaves (valves, with scapi, stiles, impages, rails and tym-

pana, panels) were often gilded (Sv^uaou ^vffaTivi SAgous, Aristoph. Birds

613), often also chryselephantine, like the famous doors in the temple of

Pallas at Syracuse (Oic. Verr. iv, 56), where the Gorgon heads from the

mythology of Pallas were used in place of the lion heads generally em-

ployed. Similar doors are described by Propert. ii, 31, 1 1. and Virgil Q-.

iii, 26. Regarding the contrivances for shutting, see especially Salinas.

Exerc. Plin. p. 649. sq. Bdttiger, Kunstmythologie, s, 258, Becker, Gal-

lus ii. s. 253. The circumstance that the hinges, as in the Cyclopean
doors . 46. R. 2, were also at a later period placed in the sill of the door

serves to explain Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 1261. Eurip. Her. Fur. 1002. Theocr.

24, 15.

The closing of windows was effected sometimes by shutters (comp. the

angustae rimss in Pers. iii, 2) sometimes by transparent materials, lapis-

specularis, lapis phengites (especially from the time of Nero ; men moved

about within tanquam inclusa luce, non transmissa), glass, vitrum (vafaos),

either candidum (>stwj), or varium, also versicolor (aXXao-o-o^o-ot). Comp.
Hirt, Gesch. der Baukunst iii. s. 66. . 316.

282. The ENTABLATURE, that portion of the building which 1

reconciles the supporting members properly so-called with

those which immediately serve as a covering, is naturally
divided into three parts: 1. that which unites the supports
into rows, the architrave; 2. that which spans thvValls form-

ed thereby, the frieze, which was conceived at least originally

in conformity to this destination
;
and 3. the overhanging and

covering portion which belongs to the roof, the cornice. *

I. 2

ARCHITRAVE, epistylium, main beam. A. Doric, plain, with the

tenia above to which are attached, underneath, the triglyphs,

and the regula with the guttle, drops.
*

B. Ionic, consisting
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of two or usually of three fasciae, and above these the cyma-

tiuni cum astragalo et quadra. The same is also placed above

4 Corinthian columns. II. FRIEZE, &vy, M^a. A. Doric: 1.

triglyphs over all the columns and intercolumniations (accord-

ing to Eustratius ad Aristot. Ethic, ad Nicom. x, 4, 2. Zell

/^oDrXov) ;
in these are to be distinguished the femora (^go/,

fillets), canaliculi, channels, semicanaliculi and a capitulum;

5 2. metopse, metopes. B. Ionic and Corinthian, called zophorm
from the reliefs of metal or marble attached to the plain sur-

face (rows of figures, bucrania with wreaths of flowers or other

6 arabesque -like ornaments) with a cymatium above^
The

Doric frieze by its composition recals the original destination

of that member (. 52); at the same time the
triglyphs^ by

their upright position and separation, continue the vertical

tendency of the columns, and impart an enlivening contrast

to the entablature, which is only at length completely resolved

into horizontal extension in the cornice. In the Ionic archi-

tecture the frieze is more an ornament of the building, with-

7 out the essential significance of the Doric. III. CORNICE. A.
1

Doric: 1. Cymatium Doric. 2. Corona, yuaw, projecting oblique-

ly on all sides, but terminating perpendicularly, and beneath

it, over all the triglyphs and metopes, the mutules (mutuli)
from which hang the guttse ;

8. a second cymatium ;
4. the

S sima with the lion-heads above the columns. B. Ionic: L
denticuli, dentels with the intersectio, pwxy, the interdentels ;

2. a cymatium; 3. corona, with concave under profile; 4.

cymatium; 5* sima. C. Coriiithian, similar to the Ionia, only
that under the corona the modillions, ancones or mutuli,
whose form is a composition of volutes and acanthus leaves,

9 act as supports. In each order proportionate height, strength
and simplicity are signs of early antiquity; contraction of the

plain surfaces, a narrower and thinner form, as well as richer

decoration, are indications of a later period.

2. Guttse in a continued row without triglyphs "were not perfectly

rare in antiquity -in the pronaos of fthamnus, the tower of Cyrrhestcs,
the Cyrensean tombs (Facho, pi. 19, 40. 46.).

4. Triglyphs were also employed as ornaments of castle-walls, as on
the acropolis of Athens ; see . 52. K 3. 272. K 1. and Epicharmus in

Athenseus vi. p, 236 b. "When they are above columns, the corner tri-

glyphs must be advanced beyond the axis of the column an irregularity
in a great measure compensated by the contraction of the last inter-

columniation, which is grounded in static and optical laws; but with

many Roman architects it was a reason for rejecting the whole order.

In early times the triglyphs were always painted blue (ca>rulea cera,

Vitruv.). Brondsted, Voy. ii. p. 145.

5. The oldest Ionic architecture had certainly the dentols immedi-
ately above the architrave, for instead of the heavy cross-beams of tho
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Doric roof only light joists were laid upon the slender columns, forming
the dentels on the outside. This arrangement is first found in the ori-

ental form of Ionic architecture (comp. . 54. 244), at Persepolis, at Tel-

missus and in Phrygia (. 241.* R. 3), and then in the hall of the Cary-
atides at Athens.

'

Ewiffrfatov xal o lir otvrov xocrftoz specially consecrated

C. I. n. 2751. 52. 53.

7. 8. Vitruvius derives the mutules from the projection of the rafters,

the dentels from the jutting out of the laths (comp. . 270) ; against

this just objections have often been made. The mutuli in the Corin-

thian order appear to have been with him a sort of modillion. ? Modil-

lions are very appropriately called wg^o^tH C. I. 2297.

283. The simplest CEILING, a stone laid across, is only met 1

with, in monuments of the most unpretending kind. Temples
and other sumptuous edifices had sunken panels, lacunaria,

pa*iw/*ara, which were transferred from wood-work, which
was also inlaid with gold and ivory, to stone (. 53.) The 2
ancients distinguish: 1. the beams lying immediately over the

architrave (floxo/ Sougoflta/) ;
2. the narrower joists placed above

these and mortised into one another (called trrgwrSjg eg collec-

tively, singly probably crpyxidytot and fa&vrsg) ; 3, the covers or

caps filling the openings, xaXvppi&rta: which parts were also

imitated in stone-building, but then wrought nnore as a whole,

1.
'

Q(*Q(pvi fya,rv<x,t<; ^tevyey'hvftffdyvi Diodor.
i,,

66. Chryselephantine
lacunaria are even described by Ennius, Androm. p. 35. Bothe, as a part
of the ancient kingly magnificence. In Diod. iii, 47. tyt*Ka,t TuSoxfahnroi

are mentioned as an ornament of the cassoons. Laquearii as a distinct

class of artists in the Theodos. Cod, xiii. t. 4, 2. The space between the

lacunaria and the roof often occurs as a place of concealment. Comp.
Appian de B. C. iv, 44. Tacit. A. iv, 68. Valer. Max. vi, 7, 2.

2. See especially Pollux x, 173. and the investigations in Bdckh C. I.

p. 281, comp. p. 341. The more accurate view which the lined.

Ant. of Attica give of the lacunaria of Attic temples must be considered

in connexion therewith. In the Eleusinian propylaea the 8o*oJ are placed
over the Ionic architrave of the interior, and the stone flags with their

depressed panels are mortised directly into these. But in Bhamnus and

Sunium these stone flags are so cut out as to leave square holes into

which the KtihvppaTitx, exhibiting the inner panels are fitted. It is pre-

cisely the same in the Selinuntine temple, the lacunaria of which with

their coloured ornaments are given by Hittorff, pi, 40.

284. In private buildings the ROOF was either laid on flat I

(that is with slight inclination), or inclined on all sides,

slanting; in public buildings, on the other hand, especially

temples, it was provided with pediments at the ends> which

among the Greeks were generally an eighth of their breadth
in height, but were more elevated among the Romans. To 2
the pediment or fronton, fastigium, farfa, direct (comp. . 53)

belong 1. the tympanum; 2. corona and sima above the tym-
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panum; 3. antefixa, ornaments at the corners, and on the

summit; 4 acroteria, angularia et medianum, pedestals for

3 statues at the corners and in the middle. The sloping sides

of the roof consist of 1. tegulse, fiat tiles, xaXuwrjijggs, and 2.

imbrices, hollow tiles of marble, clay or bronze which were

ingeniously fitted into one another. The rows of the latter

closed with upright elegantly ornamented eave-tiles, frontati,

imbrices extremi, which in Grecian temples were not only

placed above the cornice but even ran along the top of the

ridge as an elegant ornament.

1. In %$ (on vase-paintings) the favourite practice was to change the

etsrog of the
iegoc. (comp. Aristoph. Birds, 1109) into a low arch ornamented

with flleurons stuck upon it. Perhaps these are Vitruvius' semifastigia.

2. The sima as well as the obliquely overhanging corona are not, if

we look to their destined object, suitable for the side of the pediment,
but are applied throughout for the sake of the agreement of forms. IE
the small temple of Artemis at Eleusis, where the sima has a very fine

profile, it stands more upright over the fronton and inclines forward more
above the side-walls, which is not less fitting than agreeable. Beautiful

aetoma in a sepulchral monument at Epidauros, with two different kinds
of eave-tiles, hewn out in marble.

The antefixa (the author's Etrusker ii. p. 247) we become acquainted
with especially from vase-paintings where temples and heroa are seldom
without them. For example, Millingen, Vases de div. coll. pi. 12. 19.

Mitlm, Tases ii. pL 32. 33. Tombeaux de Canosa, pi. 3. 4. 7". 8. 11. 14.

Antefixa of steles, resembling eave-tiles with the usual flower ornament.

Stackelberg (Mber Tf. 3. 4. Pretty stele of Theron with painted ante-

fixum thereon, in Attica, ibid* Tf. 6. 2. Painted sarcophagus tiles ibid

5,2. 6,1.

The acroteria were for the most part narrower in Greece than in Borne
where the pediments of the temples were often ornamented above with
numerous statues. See for example the coins of the Tiber with the

temple of Concordia, Pedrusi, vi, 4, 1. 0. I. n. 2388, 5. %&l vyw
' M

zgoerl f&erqog dyahpara. Sqxatt rgtma, IVQ N/*^, ptGGcx, Ss Hegestyfoviv.
The conflict into which the front tiles over the cornice come with the
sima was settled by the Attic architects generally in this way, that thoy
merely placed a part of the sima with a lion's head at the corner beside
the acroterium, and more rarely by carrying the front tiles further back
behind the sima, as in the temple of Artemis at Eleusis, or by leaving
them away altogether.

285. VAULTS, according to the development which this

part of architecture received, especially in the Macedonian
and Roman period (comp. . 48. 49. 107. 109. R 5. 110 149R 3. 168. 170. R 3. 190. sqq.), are divided into the leading
kinds which lie in the nature of the thing, only that the
pointed arch must have always remained foreign to ancient
architecture (. 195), whose character does not affect a tower-
like striving upwards and a mutual conflict of buttresses
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arches and vaults, but a predominating horizontal expansion,
a secure position on the extended surface.

Vaults are called fornicationes (cuneorum divisionibus), concaraera-

tiones (hypogeorum), Yitruv. vi, 11. Among the Greeks
^/<

(comp. Wessel. ad Diodor. ii, 9), Sophocles' Lacaen.

/^ xovx $o/3oop. An oriental kind of vault 1 xapagoe,,

QapwQg (G. I. XL. 1104.) ffrsyvi xetpeLgetrq, arsyy] vregtQegfa Demetr.

de eloc. 13. The keystone of the vault is called in Ps. Aristot. De mundo
6. opQefaos, also aQvjy, tholi conclusura, Lobeck Aglaoph. p, 1103 s. Chief

kinds according to Festus : tectum pectinatum (in duas partes devexum),

cylindrical vaults ;
andtestudinatum (in quatuor), cross or groined vaults,

A cupola ovgottffx,os
150. R. 2, rgovKhos . 194. E. 4. A vault of slight

curve and wide span was probably called solea. Hirt, Mus. der Alther-

thums-W. i. s. 279. Rectilinear vault, see Philo p. 87. [The vaulted

porticoes in the theatre of Sicyon are worthy of notice. They are built

through the side buildings up to the third part of the height of the seats,

in order to admit a portion of the spectators immediately from without

at the height which they wished to reach. They are 4 paces broad, 22

long, and over 4 upright courses of square blocks, 5 others form the arch.

Steuart found in a sepulchral monument in Phrygia, near Afghan Khia, a

beautiful wide arch built of large stones, which however were not so

large as those in this theatre.]

4. KINDS OF BUILDINGS.

286. In enumerating the different kinds of buildings it is I
of particular importance to point out the simple fitness and
characteristic significance with which the manifold purposes
and aspects of life were architectonically satisfied and ex-

pressed. The first class of structures is formed of those in. 2
which regard is merely had to the external surface

; they are

divided into two kinds, inasmuch as they sometimes, standing

by themselves (often with the aid of inscription and figure)
fulfil the purpose of a monument, and are sometimes destined

to support another more important work of art, or even pro-
vide an elevated platform for some transaction of life. The 3

simplest monuments of the first kind carry us back to the

point when architecture and the plastic art grew from one

root, as in the hermae, the Agyieus, the Hades-stone on the

tomb (. 66. K 1). With these are to be classed conic bar- 4

rows (pcoXwvcu, tumuli) piled up with earth or stones; grave

pillars (tfryXai, cippi, columellaB) of elegant architectonic forms,

with inscriptions and often reliefs (.431); and the horizontal

gravestones which were called rgowifai (mensae). To the other

kind belong the single columns which were even used in the

ny>st ancient Grecian temples, on account of the smallness of

most of the old carved images3
in order to elevate the forms

of the gods above the crowd of their Worshippers whence
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originated the honorary pillars of later Roman times together
with the pillars or even columns upon which were destined to
"be placed cauldrons, tripods and other anathemas, as even this

word imports: of these there are now more to be found in

6 reliefs and pictures than in architectural remains. We ma/
also reckon as pertaining to it the hearth (lov/a), the place of
the fire, and hence the central point of human habitation,
with which the Greeks connected the idea of a thing firmly
established and immoveable, whereby an unsettled life re-

7 ceived an abiding hold. The hearth in a religious reference
and application becomes an altar, which, where it was not a
mere low fire-place (e<%c&fa), received the natural form of a
truncated pillar, or frustum of a column with base and cap-

8 ping; however, it was not unfrequently developed in Greece
9 into large and spacious structures. Other buildings of the
kind even served as a pedestal for the living human form, in
that they exalted those who were called to the guidance of

popular assemblies and armies above the heads of the crowd,
such as the bema, the tribunal of the praetor and general, the
rostra.

4. A collection of steles, simple Greek and more ornate Eoman,
Bouill. iii, 84 sqq. Clarac, pi. 249 sqq. Piranesi, Yasi, Candelabri,
Cippi 1778. 2 vols. fo. The r^^t served for libations and water-

sprinkling, hence Cic de legg. ii, 26, together with the mensa mentions
the labellum (laver) on Attic tombs. Inscriptions on them. Plat. x. Or.
Isocr. p. 241 H. Somewhat similar were the &g/* as signs of the Keno-
taphion, Marcellinus v, Thuc. 31. Comp. . 54. 174. R. 2.

5. Yery ancient examples of pillars supporting images of the gods,
Welcker Byll. Epigr. (ksec. n, 119. 120. Others Paus. v, 24, 1. 22, l!

(Zeus, Nike) and frequently in reliefs and vase-paintings (Apollo Pythios*
Agyieus, Pallas, Artemis), in like manner columns (xtone), on which
wer$ consecrated gifts, eagles, owls, sirens, see L. Boss in the Annali d.
I. a. xiii. p. 25, tv. B. comp. Zoega de Obel. p. 228. Portraits also were
thus exhibited. According to Plutarch, ^Imilius Paulus caused his own
likeness to be placed on a large column at Delphi which was intended for a
golden statue of king Perseus. The statue of Polybius stood on a column
in the Asklepieion at Mantinea, Paus. viii, 9, 1. At Lodi there have been
discovered remains of a large honorary column supposed to have been for
a statue. Hall. LZ. Int. BL 1836 N. 29. The enormously largo one at
Alexandria . 193 a. 6. was an honorary column. Cinerary urns on
columns, Bull. 1847. p. 78.]

7. py**>f**r* are the cappings of the altars. Eur. Iph. Taur 73We sometimes see on reliefs (BouilL iii, 33, 1) an elegantly formed round
altar standing on a square one of simple shape. Altars placed .togetherin Moses Collection of Ana Vases, Altars, <fco, pi. 51-63. Clarac pi249 sqq.

' r "

, f
F
,

r inst
.

ance *he Sreat altar of Olympia whose base, *<!&*,, was125 feet m circumference; the whole was 22 feet high; the altar of
Panon, a stadium square (Hirt, Gesch. ii. s. 59); the oae of equal size
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at Syracuse (ii. s. 179) ; the marble one 40 feet hfgh with a battle of the
giants in relief at Pergamon, Ampelius c. 8.

9. The Rostra, situated between the forum and comitium, was con-
structed for walking up and down on, and therefore extended longitu-
dinally. We see it on the coins of the Lollia gens.

287. The contrast to this class is formed by enclosures of 1

all sorts, such as the walls of entire citadels and cities, which
often likewise received architectonic forms and decorations,
with arched gates for the most part; and the fences of sacred 2

precincts (W//3oX/), or places of public assembly (septa),
which appear to have been not unimportant architectural

undertakings. %

2. Septa of the comitium of Tullus Hostility Cic. de E. P. ii, 17.

Septa^Julia,
. 190. R. 1, i. b. At Athens such fences were generally

but slight, of wicker-work (the yiffet of the ecclesia) or extended ropes
(veyffxoiiHfffie,* of the council). Statues were surrounded with reeds, X&MW,
to prevent soiling, Arist. Wasps. 405; columns with reticula, Digest, xiz
1,17. .4.

288. By the addition of a roof to this enclosure a HOUSE is i
the result. The simplest house was the TEMPLE (W^ dis),
at first nothing more than a place where a religious image
was erected in a secure manner and protected, but which was
however also consecrated by solemn election and foundation
(ifyvffig in Greece, inauguratio, dedicatio, and consecratio at

Rome). Seclusion and mystery always remained character- 3
istic of the vabg properly so-called, which therefore never
admitted of windows

;
there was soon however combined with

it a free and open exterior, which at the same time afforded
shade and shelter, by the temple receiving porticoes and en-

circling colonnades (laxamentum). The interior of the temple 3
likewise received afterwards from the hypsethral construction
a clearer and more spacious appearance ; the only light other-
wise admitted was by the door which was very large. Temples 4
are divided into the following kinds: a. as regards the placing
of the columns around, into: J. sedis in antis, mle *v #*got-
firdfrv, with corner pilasters under the pediment; 2. prostyle,
with porticoes on the front, and 3. amphiprostyle, at the two
ends; 4 peripteral with colonnades around; 5. pseudo-perip-
teral with engaged columns around; 6. dipteral with a double
circuit of columns; 7. pseudodipteral with a circuit of double

breadth; 8. The temple constructed according to the Tuscan
plan (. 1 69) ;

9. according to a mixed Greco-Tuscan design b.

as regards the number of columns (on the front) into the

tetrastyle, hexastyle, octastyle, decastyle, dodecastyle. c. as

regards the width of the intercolumniations, into 1. the pyn-
costyle (3 mod.); 2. systyle (4); 3. eustyle (4|);

"

4. diastyle
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5 (6); 6. araeostyle (more than 6). A subordinate kind, the
circular temple, is divided into 1. the monopteral (in which
mere parapets or railings fill up the intercolumniations) ; 2.

peripteral; 3. pseudoperipteral; 4. circular temple with a ves-

6 tibule, a prostylum. But as concerns the parts of the temple,
the following are distinguished in large edifices of this kind:
1. the foundation with the steps, suggestus, ^n^k or x^/Sa^a ;

2. the temple strictly so-called, vabg, <rwbs, cella, sometimes
7 double in the same building; to it belong: a. rb edo$, the place

for the statue, which was often enclosed with a parapet or

railing (. 68. R 1), b. ikagoy, the central space under the

open sky, c. <rroa/, the surrounding colonnades, also iicrs^o/,

upper galleries (. 109. R. 9), d.
, sometimes an $3urav, the

8 holiest of all; 3. the pronoas; 4 the opisthodomos (. 109. R
2) ; 5. the circuit of columns, <rrgw//,a, alas, including the pro-

styla; 6. porticoes built on to the temple, 'Trgooyao's/s, only in

9 particular cases (. 109. R 4).
'

The more carefully we study
the existing remains, the more must we admire the way in

which ancient architecture, in sacred structures, accommo-
dated itself to the different wants of the particular worship,
notwithstanding the general regularity.

2. Quatr. de Quincy (Mem. de 1'Inst. Roy. T.
iii.) [Jup. Olymp. p. 262.]

lays down several untenable assertions on the lighting of temples. Yitru-

vlus' expression (iii, 1. comp. i, 2) of the medium sub divo sine tecto be-

tween the double colonnades describes distinctly enough the hypsothrai

arrangement. Comp. . 80. 109. R. i, 5. [The old temple on Mount
Och& was an hyaethron . 53. R. 2. as well as that at Phigalia, . 119. R.

&,j aad at I>elpM . 80. i, 5., where the passage Eurip. Ion must be struck

om.% ia room of which Wieseler will furnish another testimony, comp.
Hindis Beisen s* 83 On the difficult question as to the partial roofing
of the hypaethral temples see Stuart Antiq. of Ath. a new ed. ii. p. 33.

not. c. K. F. Hermann, die Hypathraltempel des Alterthmns, G-dttingen
1844. (comp. Bullet. 1845. p. 98.), refutes the opinion that this kind was
exclusively applied to the worship of Zeus, and assumes a strictly hypso-
thral construction, which left the cella quite uncovered, and that it was
not on account of the light, but was connected with an altar in the centre.

Contrary opinions entertained by 0. W. ia the Allgem. Zeit. 1846. Beil.

Iff. 213. and especially L. Ross Hellenika 1846. St. 1. The latter entirely
denies this form of building, in reference to which doubts have also been
expressed in the HalL ALZ. 1831. Int. Bl. N. 71. Bdtticher Der Hypa-
thralbau auf Urund des Yitruvischen Zeugnisses gegen Prof. Ross erwie-

sen, Potsdam 1846. 4to. comp. Archaol, Zeit. 1846. S. 359. This proof is

also very minutely gone into by R. Rochette in the Journ. des Sav, 1846.

p. 669. 721. Letronne in the Revue ArchSol. iv. p. 593602, Sur deux
passages de Pausanias et de Strabon qu'on a cru relatifs aux temples
hypethres Grecs.] The door of the temple is placed by Yitruvius iv, 5,1,
(corrected Mm. Pol. p. 27) to the west; but not merely the Athenian,
the Ionian and Sicilian temples likewise usually have them in the east.

4. The ancients do not mention any temples with an odd number of
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columns on the front ; such a number as well as a row dividing the cella

lengthwise, gives the idea of a stoa, . 80. R. ii, 3. 109. R 8. However the

so-called temple of Hercules at Pompeii has also an odd number of columns.

5. Circular temples represented together especially in Piranesfs Rac-

colta dei Tempi antichi. We get a knowledge of the temple of Yesta

from coins. Comp. . 280. R. 6. Temple of Hera at Platsea k#ro^7roSo<r,

Thucyd. iii, 68, certainly not square.

6. Temples with double cells (*os Wxot^) had generally the principal
doors at the opposite ends ; however there were also cases in which there

was a communication from the one to the other. Paus. vi, 20, 2. Hirfc,

Gesch. iii. s. 35. Pausanias was acquainted with one example of two

temples as stories above one another, iv, 15. The great temple of Cyzicus,
. 153. R. 3. is divided by Aristides into the xareiyetos, ft>foo$ and VTS$O$ ;

galleries, B^o/, ran through it in all directions. Roman temples on coins

have frequently several tiers of porticoes on the outside. On temples re-

sembling the basilica, such as the temple of Pax, Hirt, Gesch. iii. s. 36.

7. "Leg/* irsgi TO f&of on the Inscr. .ZEgin. p. 160, I^^ra around the

throne at Olympia, Paus. y, 11, 2
; similar perhaps in the Parthenon, .

109. R. 2, [In the Gdtt. Anz. there quoted there is an examination of the

doubts as to the place where the colossal statue in the Parthenon stood;
these fall to the ground in consequence of the observation of Ulricas* a.

ibid. S. 84, that an altar stood in the centre of the cella under the hypae-
thrum. Since the removal of the mosque, which partly fell in of itself, the

traces of the quadrangular base of this altar have become still more evi-

dent. It is clear that the statue did not stand here, as Cockerell and
Dodwell supposed, but at the back wall of the cella, as at Olympia and

everywhere, as Stuart also assumed.] The temple of Demeter at Pses-

tum, . 80. R. ii, 1., has an inner sedicula for the mystic image. The

Pompeian temple of Fortuna a tribunal with a prostyle in a niche, M.
Borb. ii. tv. B. Of a similar description was the thalamos in Asiatic

temples, . 153. R. 3. 192. R. 5.

289. Buildings destined for the exhibition of a contest, 1

constructed for musical, gymnic, and other AGONES, form a very
extensive class among the ancients. An open space levelled^ 2
fenced off, and distributed according to the requirements of

the agon, forms the first and most essential part Over it

must arise, in order to enable the greatest possible number to

see, terraced platforms and steps which however were often

obtained in a natural way, especially in stadia and hippo-

dromes, by taking advantage of the surrounding heights. In 3

the THEATRE there was added to the dancing-place, the original
choros (. 64 R. 1), a platform with its wall behind, which
was destined to exalt individuals above the crowd and exhibit

them in a poetic world. Hence result the following parts: A. 4

orchestra, with the thymele (the altar of Dionysus) in the

middle, and the open passages (%o>o$?) at the side (the space
of which is by others assigned to the stage). B. The scene, 5

consisting of: 1. the wall
(<T;CJJVJ)

with its fixed decoration,
, which arose in several stories (episcenia), and was composed
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of columns, intermediate walls, and entablature; 2. the ad-

Tancing side-walls or wings (qragtutxfa*, versurae procurrentcs) ;

a the "space before the scene-wall between the wings (^o-

cr4viov), which was generally raised on a wooden platform

S
(5%e//3ac, Xoyfiftv) ;

4. The front of this platform towards the

spectators, and the space covered thereby (u*-<xr^woi/).
0. The

place for the audience, or the theatron properly so-called

(xetfXov, cavea), the steps for sitting on which ran round in a

lengthened semicircle, concentrically divided by broad pas-

sages (8/acfaara, pra^cinctiones), and wedgewise by stairs lead-

ing down (into the xegxf&s, cunei). The seats were formerly

7 wooden sqaffolds (/xgia), afterwards they were generally, in the

Greek theatres, placed on the rocky ground. D. The surround-

ing colonnade, flrsgfe-cwos,
above the seat-rows, which served to

widen the theatron and give an imposing termination to the

whole, and was also rendered desirable from acoustic advan-

tages (ra etoMjxsft), which, together with perspective (. 107),

were a chief study with architects of theatres. Behind the

8 scene there were also porticoes (porticus pone scenam), an

acceptable addition to the public recreation.
^

The OJDEION

sprang from the theatre, as the music of individual virtuosi

from the festal songs of the choruses; here, where no room

for movement was necessary, where the main object was to

be heard, the whole was concentrated and came under a cir-

cular roof.

3. We mast however guard against assuming at once that the count-

less theatres in all parts of the Grecian world were all destined for the

drama. Processions with chariots and horses (Athen. iv. p. 139), Bac-

chian orgies, the proclamations of heralds, musters, for instance that of

the orphans of those slain in war when the Athenian state dismissed

them in full equipment, were likewise held there; nay, the theatre

became more and more the place for popular assemblies, and the stage

then certainly took the place of the simpler bema on the pnyx which

was in like manner constructed in the theatrical form.

4-7. EUINS oi- THEATRES : in Greece, especially Epidaurus (. 100. E.

2), Argos (450 feet in diameter, according to Leake), Sicyon (Leakc,

Morea iii. p. 369., 400 f.) Megalopolis, Sparfca, Thoricus (Dodwell, Views,

pi. 23), Chajronea, Melos (Forbin. Toy. dans le Levant, pi. 1), Mcopohs,

Tcteox Rhiniassa in Epirus (Hughes, Trav.
[i. p. 486.] li. p. 338), near Dra-

myssus in the neighbourhood of Jannina (Donaldson, Antiqq. of Athens,

Suppl. p. 46. pi. 3). In Asia Minor, especially Assos, Ephesus (660 feet),

Miletus, Lindus, Stratonicea, Jassus, Patara, Telmissus, Oisthene, Anti-

phellus, Myra, Limyra, Side (best preserved), [that at Aspendos still

more perfect according to Texier], Hierapohs, Laodicea (where there is

much of the scene preserved, Ion. Antiq. ii. pi. 50), Sagalassus (to which

the same remark applies, Arundel, Visit, p. 148), Anemurion, Solinus in

Oilicia. Leake, Asia Minor, p. 320 sqq. [That at Aphrodisias, Ion Antiq.
iii. ch. 3. pi. 4 sqq. at Cnidos ch. 1. the upper pi. 3. 24 sq the lower pi
22 sq. 32.] In Syria, especially the theatres of Gerasa, ono with open,

'
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scene consisting of columns, one with closed. Buckingham, Trav. in

Palest, p. 362. 386. In Sicily, Syracuse (, 106. R. 2), Tauromenium,

Catana, Himera, Egesta (Hittorff, pi. 79). That at Egesta Bull. 1833.

p. 169. [Theatre and Odeon of Catania, Serradifalco T. V. tv. 1 6., that

of Tauromenium ibid. tv. 20 25., of Tyndaris tv. 31.] In Etruria, .

170. R, 1. The great number of these ruins, and the completeness of

many of them, encourage the hope that we shall yet obtain, after the re-

cent labours of Groddeck, Genelli, Kanngiesser, Meineke, Stieglitz, Hirt,

Donaldson, Cockerell, and the editors of Yitruvius, a representation of

the ancient theatre founded on a complete architectonic availment of the

materials. Stieglitz makes a distinction between pulpitum and prosce-

nium, Beitr. S. 174. The difference between the theatres in Asia Minor

as well as that of Syracuse, in which the seats end in obtuse angles, and

those existing in Greece with seats cut away at right angles, is remark-

able. [J. H. Strack Pas altgr. Theater, Potsdam 1843. fol. Many
indications in F. G. Welcker's Griech. Trag. S. 925. 1295

ff.]

The ROMAIC theatre (. 188. R. 4. 190. B. 1, i. a. h, R. 4. comp. . 256.

259. R.) is only a modified form of the Greek with a different use of

the orchestra. Its construction was afterwards transferred to halls for

recitation. Giulio Ferrara, Storia e descr. de' princip. teatri ant. e

modern! Milano 1830. 8. [The Roman theatre at Falerona is in per-
fect preservation (even the foundation of the periacti). There are models

of it at Rome. There was one discovered at Yicenza in 1839 by the

architect Mighiranza, which seems from its size and the richness of the

marble ornaments and statues to belong to the time of Augustus. That

at Parma was found in 1844 more deeply buried, and is likewise well pre-
served. Remains besides at Brescia, Assisi, Teoni, at Nora in Sardinia (della

Marmora Yoy, de la Sardaigne T. ii. pi. 37. 2), at Saguntum (Schiassii Be

tipo ligneo theatri Saguntini, Bononiae 1836., cf. Bullett. 1837. p. 376.]

6. We can obtain from the ruins a knowledge of the elegant and

space-economizing form of the seat-steps. The gentle inclination of the

horizontal surfaces to the back, which occurs at Epidaurus, secures seat

and footing. [This is found often, for example in the smaller theatre at

Melos.] The space for the feet is depressed compared with that destined

for sitting ; only in the theatre of Tauromenium and so-called Odeum of

Catania are there (according to Hittorff) separate steps for the feet and

others for the seat. On the lineae dividing the sittings (which are still

to be seen in the amphitheatre of Pola), see Forcellini s. v.

7. On this colonnade especially Appulei. Metam. iii. p. 49. Bip. ; he

also speaks, Florid, p. 141, of the pavimenti marmoratio, proscenii con-

tabulatio, scenae columnatio, of the culminum eminentia and the lacuna-

rium refulgentia. Sometimes temples interrupted this gallery, as in the

theatre of Pompey, . 188. R. 4. also in the amphitheatre of Heraclea

according to the coin, Buonaroti, Medagl. tb. 4, 7. comp. p. 275 sq. The

proscenium at Antioch contained a nymphseum. Ghla<ini
? Caecilia, H.

22. controverts the old opinion that the sound was strengthened by in-

serting vessels, and by the form of the masks ; Banks, however, is said to

have discovered traces of acoustic cells at Scythopolis.

8. The ODEIA were similar to theatres (SrBGvrgosfi&s ffimv, Inscr. from

Arabia Petrm in Letronne, Analyse du recueil d. Inscr. de Yidua, p.

24), with large circular roof (. 106. R. 3, comp. the ewgr. in Welcker's

X
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Syll. p. 44), which rested on a great number of columns (Diodor. i, 48,

Theophr, Char. 3. &c,). The stage must have been in the middle. The

theatra tecta on the other hand, such as that of Valerius, Plin. xxxvi,

24, and that of Pompey, had the ordinary stage. Martini on the Odea.

[Klausen in the Encycl of Ersch and GSruber, C. Rose IJeber die Odeen

in Athen, Rom u. Karthago, Soest 1831. 4to. Odeum at Laodicea, Ion.

Antiq. ii. ch. 6, in Smyrna, Aristid. Ehod. i. p. 630, in Catania, <

1 290. The STADIA received their form chiefly from their

destination for the race, to which refer the barriers (f3aX/3/g and

u^Xjjg) and the goal-pillar (rs^a, meta), as well as the length
of the course; however there was at the same time a space
in the neighbourhood of the goal for contests in wrestling and

boxing and other exercises: this part of the stadium (called

ttcpsvMvTi)
had some resemblance to a theatre, in its rounded

% form and seat-steps. The HIPPODROME was at first of very

simple design; among the Greeks the suitable construction

of the barrier (a<p$<ft$ with the s/t/BoXov) was especially a sub-

ject of nice calculation (. 106. E. 4); the Romans made a

large and sumptuous edifice of their circus, the principal parts
of which are thus distinguished: the front building (oppidum)
with the barrier (carceres, vj/aX/Swra/ /Vrapstrsig) and the gate
for the procession, the race-course with the spina bounded

by two pointed columns (metse, vvaaai Tca^^sg) and the

Euripus around; the encircling wall with the seat-rows (po-
dium et sedilia) and grand stands (suggestus et cubicula) ;

to

which was also added a portico with tabernse on the outside,

3 AMPHITHEATRES, although they originated in Italy, are alto-

gether conceived in the simple and grandiose taste of the Hel-

lenic architects; the problem here was also more easy than
in the theatre. The elliptic form which the arena universally

received, gave the advantage of a longer line for sustained

charges and pursuits ;
the locality lost thereby the uniformity

of the circular surface which everywhere presents equal advan-
4 tages. The parts of the amphitheatre are: 1. the arena with

the subterranean passages and the equipments for the parti-
*

cular games ;
2. the foundation wall of the seats (podium) ;

3.

the different stories (maeniana) of seat-rows (gradationes) with
their stairs; 4 the different circular passages between the
mseniana (praecinctiones) with the gates under the seats (vo-

mitoria); 5. the higher and lower vaults and arcades (for-

nices, concamerationes) over and alongside one another, which
occupied the whole space under the seats; 6. the stories of
columnar architecture on the outside; 7. the portico around
the whole amphitheatre^ above the highest msenianum; & the

uppermost gallery with the beams from which the awning
(vela) was spread out*by means of an immense apparatus of

5 ropes. As amphitheatres were sometimes filled with water,
and the arena converted into a basin, there also originated at
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ilome, from the insatiable passion of the people for public

.amusements, the NATJMACHM as a separate kind of buildings,

which furnished larger surfaces for sea-fights in the interior.

'

1. This sphendone (Malalas3 p. 307. ed. Bonn.) is seen very distinctly

in the Ephesian stadium, where it is likewise separated from the rest of

the race-course by a few projecting seats. The Messenian stadium,

which is surrounded by colonnades, has 16 rows of seats in the sphen-

done. Expe"d. de la More*e, p, 27. pi. 24 sqq. In the Pythian stadium

(described by Cyriacus Inscr. p. xxvii.) this is called by Heliodorus iv,

1. a SeaTgoy. Several stadia in Asia Minor (Magnesia, Tralles, Sardis,

Pergamon) are rounded off at both ends. Leake, Asia Minor, p. 244.

2. [The hippodrome at Aphrodisias Ion. Antiq. iii ch. 2. pi. 10 sqq.

That at Perga is also well preserved. On the phiale (of the fountains) of

the hippodrome at Constantinople, Texier, Bevue Arche*ol. ii. p, 142.]

The ornaments of the spina of the Roman Circus, among others the

pulvinar, the scaffolds with eggs and dolphins, conic pyramids on a base,

are partly derived from decursiones funebres, also from the worship of

Poseidon [the pulvinar was for distinguished personages, the msenia-

num, a stair to the different stories
;
the Euripus prevented the runners

from approaching the podium]. The Euripus as well as the basin (lacus)

of the spiaa (distinctly to be seen in the circus of Caracalla and in mo-

saics) served to moisten the sand. The Circus Hax. at Rome was 2)100

feet long, 400 broad, and surrounded by galleries in three stories (oro^i

rgwrgyo/, Dion. Hal.) the lowest of which had stone, and the upper wooden

seat-rows ; in Trajan's time it contained about 300,000 spectators. GL

L. Bianconi's work, . 258. R, 4. Mosaics, . 424. R. f.

3. The Greeks sometimes converted stadia into amphitheatres, Hirt,

0-esch. ii. s. 345. Lipsius de amphith., Thes. Ant. Rom. ix. p. 1269.

Maffei degli Amfiteatri. Carli d. Aafiteatri (the Flavian, that of Italica

and of Pola). Mil. 1788. Fontana Anfit. Flavio (. 190. R. 3). 1725. fo.

Ruins of amphitheatres in Italy, . 258. 260. R. Bibliot. Ital. xli. p. 100.

Comp. . 254. 256. 262.

4. The recent excavations in the Ooliseum have shown the subterra-

nean passages of the Arena. See Lor. Re, Atti d. Ace. archeol. ii. p. 125

"(for Bianchi, against Tea). [The amphitheatre of Syracuse, Cavallari in

Serradifalco iv. tv. 13-15, of Catania v. tv. 7-9 ;
there is a large work on

that of Capua prepared.] The sight of the amphitheatrical games in

their strange combinations must have been wonderful, surprising and

exciting to a degree which we cannot adequately imagine. The splendid

decorations, the moveable ivory cylinders and gold nets for the protec-

tion of the podium, the gems on the balteus, i. e. the prsecinctiones, and

the gilding of the porticoes are described especially by Calpurnius^ EcL

vii, 47 sqq.

5. In the Naumachia of Augustus the longer axis amounted to 1,800

(basin) and 100 feet (seats), the shorter 1,200 and 100

291. Another class of buildings consist^ of POBTXCOES des-

tined for public social intercourse, "which the ancients loved

'so much, for commerce and all sorts of assemblies, in which a
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roof testing on columns and affording a shelter against wind

and rain was the main object, whereas in temples it was

2 merely an external appendage. To these belong first, entirely

open porticoes of two or more rows of columns (tetrastichoe,

pentastichoc), such as sometimes traversed cities in the form

of streets, like the great colonnades of the Syrian towns (.
149. R. 4 192, E. 5), sometimes surrounded quadrangular mar-

ket-places and other squares; sometimes also they constituted

3 distinct buildings by themselves. But then walls were alse

added to the colonnades on one or both sides, and thus

were developed the halls which Rome borrowed from Greece

under the name of basilicas (<rrooJ (Satf/x/xa/ , 180. R 3. 188.

4- E, 3. 191. R. 1. 39i) Here we distinguish: three or five

aisles running along parallel to one another, together with the

galleries over the side-aisles, which were formed by columns

disposed in pairs, the chalcidicum in front, and the tribunal in

the posterior part of the building, frequently ih a semicircular

5 reces^ (x^Tx^-r-We shall content ourselves with merely men-

tioning other public edifices, as we can scarcely say anything

general as to their construction, such as the BTJLBXJTBBIA or Ctr-

BJLB; the PHTTANEIA of the Greeks with the THOU or circular

buildings which were destined for the state-sacrifices of the

Prytanes; [the SHIP-HOUSES, vtfym (Bockh Urkunden des At-
tischen Seewe$ea$ s. 64

ff.)
and Skeuothecss, the celebrated one

of Philoin the Piraeus Olymp. 112. (Ibid. s. *71.)]; the FBI-

SONS, which weie often very strong and resembled donjons;
the THESATJEI (aeraria), in which subterranean cellar-like vaults

seem even in later times to have been the principal thing [?].

6 The numerous groups of Thesauri, which stood on platforms

(ag^/fos) in the temples of Delphi and Olympia, were also pro-

bably for the most part circular structures.

2. Thus for example there stood at Athens, according to Paus.
i, 2, 4.

several temples}
a gymnasium and Polytion's house in a stoa

;
that is to

say in a square enclosed by it. Of the same description was the portico
of Metellus, f 180. B. 2. 190. B. 1, i. The portico of Thoricus (. 109. R.

8.) shows no trace of walls, and was therefore perhaps a mere structure

of columns ; so also for the most part the portico of Diocletian at Palmyra,
Cassas i. pi. 93 sqoA. Comp. Hirt. (3-esch, ill s. 265.

3. The Oorcyrsean Hall at Elis contained a wall between two rows of

columns, Paus. vi
? 24, 4 A OK-YPTOPOBTICUS had walls with windows on

both sides, aad probably only engaged columns between. On HAKraitfa

porticoes . 149. R. 2. comp. , 279. B. Forcellini s. v. mcenianwm, sola-

ria, Maeniana, q\i*<rrvii&, Sabnasius Hist. Aug. i. p. 676. [Portico of the

Agora at Aphrodisias, Ion. Ant. iii. ch. 2. pi, 6 sqq.]

4. We obtain a knowledge of the BASILIOJB especially from that of
Vitruvius at Fanum (in the description of which however there are still

many obscurities,) that at Pompeii (Mazois iii, pi 15. sqq. Gell, Pomp,
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r. ck
2.), tlie one at Ocriculum and those of the Christians. On

the vestibule, which was called CHALCIDICFM:, and was therefore derived
from Chalcis, see Hirt ii. s. 266, Sachse's Stadt Bom. ii. s. 7. The Pom-
peian Chalcidicum however formed a separate peristyle with a crypto-

porticus behind it. Becchi, del Calcidico e d. Gripta di Eumachia. N.
1820. Malalas has often the expression xoy#v. [wWa/ wfavogotpot. Ja-
cobs ad Philostr. Imag. 4

; 23.]

5. The THOLTJS of Athens was also called SKIAS (Suidas s. v. 2wa^, C.

I. p. 326.), and was therefore one and the same sort of building with the
skias of Theodorus at Sparta, . 55. R,, only that the latter was large enough
to contain assemblies of the people. Was the tholus qui est Belphis (de
eo scripsit Theodorus Phocseus, Yitruv. vii. Prsef.) the buleuterion of that

place or a thesaurus 1 Travellers frequently speak of a circular building
there. Welcker, Rhein. Mus. ii, 3. s, 469 ff.

? throws doubt on the idea

brought forward . 48. regarding the ancient thesauri; but, in the first

place, native tradition certainly designates distinctly the well known
buildings as the treasuries of Minyas and Atreus (the latter of which is

even yet a *araycoy ofcquo, as Pausanias calls
it), and secondly, analogies

are too much wanting in Greece to explain such domes contrary to tra-

dition to be sepulchres. See on these Dodwell, Yiews of Cyclop. Remains,
pi. 9. 10. 11. 13.

6, These buildings (on the position of which see Paus. vi. 19, 1.) are

called by Polemon Athen. xi. p. 479. vtxoi, in Eurip. Androm. 1096. %&>ffw
yipovrce, yve&htt. The small buildings also which were designed to sup-
port prize-tripods were called yewi (. 108. R< 4), Plut. Me. 3. Gomp.
also . 232. R. 4.

292. Among the public buildings which were erected for I
the general care of the body, the GYMNASIA were in Greece,
and the TEEBM.ZE in Rome, and probably even in the Mace-
donian East, the most important. They stand in close con-
nexion with one another, for, as in Greece the warm bath
was attached to athletic exercises as a remedy for exhaustion,
so in Rome some corporeal exercise was connected with the
use of the bath. The Greek GYMNASIA, in their complete- 2
ness, contained the following spaces and apartments: A. as

parts of the main portion, the palasstra: 1, the stadion; 2.

the ephebeion, the exercise-hall for the youths; 3. sphaeris-

terion, for ball-playing; 4. apodyterion, for undressing; 5,

elaeothesion, aleipterion, for anointing; 6. konisterion, for

rubbing with dust; 7. the swimming-bath (x0Xu/Aj8*j3ga) with
other bathing accommodations; 8. covered promenades (gurfno/,

in Rome, porticus stadiatse, stadia tecta); 9. open promen-
ades (srgg/3f o/fc/Sss, in Rome, hypsethrse, ambulationes or xysti).
B. as surrounding portions: all sorts of rooms (oeci), open halls s
(exedrae), porticoes (porticus, also cryptoporticus), by means
of which the gymnasium was also fitted to become a place of
intellectual gymnastics. Now, in THEEMJE, we distinguish in 4
a similar way: A. The main edifice, in which were, 1, the ephe-
beum, the large circular hall in the centre of the whole; 2.
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the cold bath (balneum frigidarmm) ;
3. the tepid (tepidar-

ium); 4. the hot (caldarium); 5. the sweating-room often

connected therewith (Laconicum seu sudatio concamerata, in

which were the clypeus and the labrum, and the hypocaustum
with the suspensura beneath); 6. the anointing-room ^tmctu-

arium); 7. sphseristerium or coryceum; 8. apodyterium; 9,

elseothesium; 10. conisterium; 11. the swimming-bath (pis-

cina); 12. xysti; 13. all sorts of apartments for attendants;
'

14. the vestibulum (all these chambers, except the vestibulum,

5 ephebeum and piscina, are usually found double). B. sur-

rounding and enclosing structures such as otherwise belong

especially to museums porticoes, exedrse, apartments for

learned intercourse (scholae) and libraries, also buildings in

the form of theatres,

2. The best preserved ruins of gymnasia are at Ephesus (the most

magnificent in Asia, built "by Adrian, Philostr. Vit. Soph. 1. Polemo),

Alexandria Troas and Eierapolis (drawings of the last by Cockerell).

tfor carrying out into detail the above data from Yitruvius see Hirt. iii.

fe. 233 f. Kruse Theagenes S. 131 ff. [Plan of the palaestra, Leake Tour

in Asia, Appendix Note 3.]

4. In elder Greece and Borne the baths, /3*x<m;*, were insignificant

edifices and probably in general private undertakings. (Public Aoin-^s?
however are mentioned by Xenophon, RP. Ath. 2, 10)* In these a round

and vaulted form was the usual one at Athens, Athen^xL p. 501. But

this form always continued to be that of the batli^alli^ ,!pfp> windows
in the dome admitted the light. Comp. Xwouttb Hfyglak &' 86.

Statins Silv. i, 5, 45. PBiuBp. E, 1ST, Swtoi.de ifi. gramm. 9. 11.
'Qttnp.

. W4* E. 3, i0^to at Ckidos Ion, Ant. iE, ch. 1. pi. 12 sqq.]

"We faow Ae construction of baths and thermae especially from the

pietere found in the baths of Titus (Winckelm. W. ii. Tf. 4, Hirt, Tf,

24, 2.), the therm of Badenweiler (, 264, R. 2.) and Pompeii (M. Borb.

ii, 49 sqq. Gell, Pomp. New Ser. i. pi. 23 sqq.), which are restricted to

the necessary parts, and Palladio's plans of the baths of Agrippa, which

however are not altogether to be relied on, the ETerono-Alexandrine, those

of Titus (or Trajan 1),
of Caracalla, Philip (?), Diocletian and Constantino,

which in general present very distinctly the lavacra in modum provinci-
arum extructa (Ammian). Palladio^ Terme de' Rom. dis. con giunte di

Ott. Barotti Scamozzi Vic, 1783 fo. [Ticence 1797. 4to,] Ch. Cameron, The
Baths of the Romans. L. 1772 fo. comp. . 192. R. 1. 193. R. 6. Becker
Gallus ii. S. 19. Kruse Theagenes S. 138. distinguishes the coryceum from
the sphaeristerium. Allied to the baths were the NYMPHJBA, halls with

high cupolas and fountains (Dissert. Antioch. i, 22.),

5. The Alexandrine museum (. 149. R, 3) was a large peristyle with

library and other rooms behind, and having a large dining-haU. Strab. xvii.

p. 793. Aphthonius, p. 106. ed. Walz. Comp. J. Fr. Gronov and Neocorus,
Thes. Ant. Grraec. viii. p. 2742 sqq. On the exedrse of the museums com-
bined with stose, Gothofred. ad Theod. Cod. xv, 1, 53. But artificial sta-

lactitic grottoes were likewise called museums, Plin. xxxvi, 42. Comp.
Sj p. 282. ed, Bonn. [Large ruins at Sardes point at public granaries.]
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293. The design of PRIVATE HOUSES was of course at all I

times dependent on the various wants of different ranks and

trades, as well as the particular inclinations of the owners,

and therefore less regulated by pervading rules than the public

buildings ; however, there are even here certain easily distin-

guishable leading forms. I. The primitive Greek house of 2

the anaktes (. 47), to which may have corresponded in gen-

eral, even in later times, the designs of houses among those

tribes of Greece who more faithfully adhered to the ancient

customs. II. The design described by Vitruvius, which pro- 3

bably emanated from the lonians, and which was perfected in

the Alexandrine times: A. the front porch for the door-keeper

($-iW2/bv). B. The division for the men (avc^ov/r/s), a peri-

style (with the Rhodian stoa towards the south), surrounded

by apartments of all kinds, dining-rooms, rooms for the men's

meals (av^Svsg), exedrae, libraries, cells for slaves, stables. C. 4

Division for the women (yuva/xwv/rvs), also in connexion with

the front porch, with a small prostyle to itself and adjoining

porch (vgotrhg or <xagatfr&g),
rooms of all sorts, bed-chambers

(the SaXa/*o and d/^aXa/z-os), cells and so forth. 3). Cham-
bers for guests (evwvg, hospitalia), as separate dwellings; in-

termediate courts (^itfauXc/) separated them from the main

building. III. The Roman house, a combination of the later 5

Greek with the primitive Italian (. 168. R. 5), which always
continued to be pretty generally retained in the habitations

of plain citizens; its parts: 1. Vestibulum; 2. atrium or cavsB-

dium, either Tuscan (without columns), or tetrastyle, or

Corinthian, or vaulted (testudinatum) ;
3. Side-rooms of

atrium (alae, tablina, fauces); 4. the peristyle; 5. dining-
rooms (triclinia, ccenationes, sestivae, hibernse) ; 6. halls

(ceci, tetrastyli, Corinthii, .ZEgyptii, Cyziceni); 7. conversa-

tion-saloons (exedrae); 8. pinacothecae and bibliothecas
;

9. the bath with the palaestra; 10. closets, bed-chambers

(conclavia, cubicula, dormitoria) ;
11. store-rooms and work-

rooms for the slaves (cellas familiae); 12. the upper story
called coenacula; 13. cellars (hypogea concamerata; 14. gar-
den buildings (viridaria, ambulationes). To the character of 6

the ancient house in general belongs external seclusion (hence
few and high windows), and the open communication of the

apartments of the house with one another, as they were built

around inner courts from which they were immediately acces-

sible, often lighted merely through the open doors, and some-

times separated only by moveable wooden partitions (hence
the tablinum) or curtains (vela). As to the COOTTBY HOUSES, 7

it is sufficient to remark that they are divided into mllce rus-

ticce, really designed in a way suitable to the life of a coun-

try gentleman, and urbance, which transferred the luxurious
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construction of the city into rural environment (of such there

are not wanting minute descriptions).

1. A leading circumstance in. the explanation, of these structures is

the little necessity for carrying off smoke ; hence the want of chimneys.
On the means of compensation comp. Stieglitz Arch. i. s. 124. Remains
of ancient chimneys, Pea in Winckelm. W. ii. s. 347. Such were most
usual in Gaul. Elsewhere heating by means of pipes in the wall and
floor was a favourite method.

2. Comp. Dorians ii. p. 271 sq. At Athens an a>v^ before the house
was usual even in later times ; the women lived mostly in the upper
story, vv$oy9 h%$e$ (Lysias Ap. for the murder of Eratosth. 9.), the

maids in srvgyo/ (Demosth. agt. Euerg. p. 1156.). Hence the horsy! on
the stage, Pollux iv, 127, Antigone appears on. the balcony over the Par-

thenon. in the horsyia. The data of Vitruvius on the whole are evidently

inapplicable here. Comp. Schneider, Epim. ad Xen. M. S. iii, 8. ad
Vitruv. vi, 7.

5. These data of Vitruvius agree on the whole extremely well with
the more stately houses in Pompeii (. 190. R. 4.) aatt in the Capitoline

plan, of Rome. Mazois, Essai sur les habitations des anc. Remains, Ru-
ines de Pompel, P. ii. p. 3 sqq. [A monument erected to science. The
most accurate and complete work is Descriz. di una casa Pompeiana Tap.
1837. 4to, a 2nd ed. 1840, a third 1843 by Avellino, who says that there
is nothing for which he admires Winckelmann more than his accounts of

Pompeii, as he anticipated so much that has been confirmed by later

discoveries. P. Marquez Belle case di citt& d. ant. Romani secondo la

dottrina di Vitr. R. 1795. 8vo. P. Schiassi Vgli edifizi di R. ant. Bo-

logna 1817, 8vo. C. G. Zumpt Ueber die bauliche Einrichtung des
Rom. Wohnhauses. B. 1844. 8vo.]

7. Pliny's description of Ms Laurentinum and Tuscum, Statius Silv.

i, 3. are main sources ; [Felibien des Avaux Les plans et les descr. dc
deux maisons de camp, de Pline. L. 1707. 8vo.] among the moderns, Sca-

mozzi, Pelibien, Rob. Castell, The Villas of the Ancients illustrated. L.
1728 fo. The plans of Hadrian's villa by Ligorio, Peyre, and Piranesi
are in the main imaginary. As to urars we know especially the great

of Platgea which resembled a caravanserai, Thucyd. iii. 68.

1 294 In SEPULCHBAL STEUCTUBES one of two objects com-
monly predominated, either to have a chamber for deposit-
ing the body or the ashes of the deceased, or to erect to him

2 publicly a monument of commemoration (comp. . 286). The
former was the only object in sepulchral chambers constructed

subterraneously or hewn out of the rock, if a frontispiece in
the rocky wall did not even here announce the situation of a

3 sepulchral chamber (. 170, 2. 241,* 3. 256. R. 3). In Greek
districts, as the colonies of Lower Italy, the form of coffin-like

chambers, or stone-receptacles, recalling the original burying4
pi corpses, prevailed. Labyrinthine chambers and galleries
in the rocky ground were also from early times a favourite
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form of necropolis (. 50, R. 2). The other object, on the 5

contrary, was a necessary ingredient in monuments which are
raised above the ground, although these also must still have
contained a chamber, in which the immediate receptacle of
the relics of the dead was deposited. A vaulted chamber,
with niches for the different urns, if the monument (as colum-

barium) was intended for several, satisfied this want in the

simplest manner; to this corresponded externally, and in a
natural way, the form of a round towerlike building, which

frequently occurs at Rome and Pompeii. Other forms arose 6
inasmuch as the ancient tumuli (^w^ara, xoXwai . 50

? 2) had
sometimes circular foundations (. 170, 2. 241,* 2), and were
sometimes of a quadrangular form, from whence resulted a

pyramid; which again placed on a cubic basement gave the

wide-spread form of the mausoleum (. 151. R. 1). The ter- 7
race-form of the tombs of Roman emperors (. 190. R. 1. 19L
R. 1. 192. R. 1) was perhaps indebted for its, origin to the

analogy of the rogus, where it is the most natural. Other 8
forms were produced by the analogy of altars on which liba-
tions were made to the dead, as well as of temples, with
which sepulchral monuments were so much the more closely
connected as they were even regarded as heroa. Connected 9
herewith are the HONORARY MONUMENTS, which certainly had
no reference to concealment of the dead, and furnished a

place for honorary statues, sometimes under a roof supported
by columns (such as the Tetrakionia . 158. R. 5), sometimes
in niches (such as the monument of Philopappus . 192).
TRIUMPHAL ARCHES combine in an ingenious manner the
twofold destination, to commemorate a victorious return from
war, and to elevate curule statues high above the ground.

3. In Attica stone-coffins are often found hewn out of the rocks and
^covered with a stone slab (Leake, Topogr. p. 318) ; similar ones also on
the road to Delphi. Annali d. I. vii, p. 186. On the Attic tomlbs (Syxai)
Cic. de legg. ii. 26. Tile sarcophagus (xe^sos ffog<fe) Stackeiberg Graber
Tf. 7, an earthen sarcoph. ibid. 8. There are stone-coffins found in

niches in the rocks near Ephesus, in Melos and elsewhere. [Numerous
and peculiar in character are the tombs at Chalcis, which are hewn
out in the gently acclivous rocky ground. Sepulchral chambers in

Melos Ross Hall. A. I. Z. 1838. No. 40. Tombs of Thera Idem AnnaE
d. I. xiii. p 13 ] At Assos, Thasos and other places there are many large

sarcophagi standing free on pedestals [also before the gate of Plataea

along the road to Thebes]. On the tombs of Ehenea, Bull. d. lust. 1830.

p. 9. Kunstbl. 1836. N. 17. In Magna Grecia according to Jorio (. 257.

R. 5) tombs composed of large blocks and covered with small stones

or earth prevail (see the frontispiece to Tischbein's Vasengemalden),
and along with these are found tombs hollowed out of the tufa, or even
in the mere earth. The tufa-sepulchres especially are often richly orna-

mented with painting, stucco-work and reliefs. An elegant tomb dis-

covered at Canosa in 1826
; M, L d. Inst. 43. Lornbardi, Ann, iv. p. 285.
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Comp. Gerhard, Bull. 1829. p. 181. Burial of the dead, Becker Gallus ii.

S. 271. 291.

4. The grottoes near Gortyna are given in Lapie's map of Crete.

Irregularly planned catacombs at Rome, Naples, and Paris; more

systematic at Syracuse, Wilkins M. Gr. p. 50. Eirt ii, s. 88. Similar to

these are the Alexandrine (Minutoli, Albhandl. verm. Inhalts, zw. Cycl.

i. s. 1.) and the Cyrensean (Pacho, pi. 61.). [E. Braun II laberinto di Por-

senna comparato coi sepolcri di Poggio-Gozella nelT agro Clusino. R.

1840 foL]

5. [In Lycia four kinds of sepulchral architecture ; Fellows Lycia, p.
104. 128., one with Gothic arch in the roof, comp. p. 112. 142. 186. Asia

Minor (by the same), p. 219, 231. 228 ; others imitate the timber con-

struction in the rock, especially at Xanthos, Telmessos and Pinara, comp.
Asia Minor, p. 228, an idea which betrays itself also in several of the

facades of Phrygian tombs. No part of Asia Minor is so rich in sepul-
chres as Lycia. Tomb at Mylasa with an open chamber above the grave-

cHamber, resting on 12 Corinthian columns, Fellows Lycia, p. 76. Re-
markable tumuli, walled within at Kertsch (Panticapaeon). Dubois Yoy.
in Crim6e iv. Sect. pi. 18. Tombs in Phrygia in Steuart Descr. of some
anc. mon. with Inscriptions, still existing in Lydia and Phrygia L. 1842.

comp. Bull. 1843. p. 64. Tombs on the north peak of the citadel of

Smyrna (one of Tantalus, according to the false supposition that this was
the site of Sipylos), Hamilton Researches in Asia Minor i. p. 47 sqq.

comp. Prokesch Wiener Jahrb. 1834. iv. s. 55. of the Anz., tombs hewn out
of the rock, sometimes with column facades, at Cagliari in Sardinia, see

Delia Marmora Voy. de la Sardaigne.] Comp, the Rom. tombs in Bartoli

(. 210. R. 4.), H. Moses' Collection of ant. vases, pi. 110 118 and others.

[Uhden in Wolf and Buttman's Mus. i. s. 586 if. on temples to the
dead with gardens, arbours, choirs, in which were the portrait statues in
the form of deities. One of the finest sepul. mon. is that at Weyden near

Cologne, Alterth. Yerein zu Bonn iii. Tf. 5 8. s. 134.] The Palmyrenian
monuments are very peculiar, quadrangular towers with balconies, on
which the occupiers of the monument are represented resting.

6. A PYRAMIDAL monument near Argos is mentioned by Pausanias ii,

25, 6., a similar one, of polygonal stones but with mortar, with a sepulchral
chamber, is to be seen on the river Pontinus near Argos. Leake, Morea
ii. p. 339. With the mausoleum is to be compared the monument of

Constantina, in which a pyramid rises over the entablature of a circular

building surrounded with columns, . 256. R. 4. [Comp. , 48. R. 3.]

7. Hephsestion's pyre (. 151. R. 2) was perhaps itself an imitation
of older Babylonian pyres, such as that of Sardanapalus. [See Gerhard
Archaol. Zeit 1848. s. 73 ] The pyre on the Tarsian coins, on which
Hercules-Sandon is burnt (. 238. R. 4), has the form of a pyramid on a
cubic substruction.

8. ~Ba
(uQitly)? ratpos, Paus.

; fapot on tombs, Welcker, Syll. Epigr. p.
45. To this class belong the Pompeian sepulchral monuments, which
consist of a low pillar with a capping and Ionic cushion ornaments. The
Sicyonian tombs were in the form of temples according to Paus. ii 7 3.

comp. Leake, Morea iii. p. 358. Restoration of an aetos of this' kind
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found at Epidauros. Staclzelb. Graber Tf. 4. Sepiil. mon. of Asia Minor'

C. I. n. 2824 o TA#T (hypobathrum), thereon, a pyvipzUv = papas, ,

therein o-ogoV and sfaaarctt, columbaria, g/oo^ogog- between the puf&6$ and

sarcophagus, with the figure. The vases, especially those of Lucania and

Apulia, also the clay-lamps (Passeri iii, 44 ) give numerous representa-
tions of tomb-temples. Nothing is more common than engaged columns,

temple-pediments and antefixa on tombs and cippi. See the examples
in Hirt, Tf. 40, 5. 6. 8. 9. and the Mylasenian monument n. 24. Antefixa

. 284. B. 2.

9. One of these destinations of the triumphal arch is described by
Pliny xxxiv, 12 : columnarum ratio erat attoUi supra ceteros mortales,

quod et arcus significent, novitio invento (however fornices and signa
aurata upon them occur in Liv. xxxiii, 27. as early as the year 556 of

the city). L. Bossini Gli archi trionfali onorarii e funebri degli ant.

Bom. sparsi per tutta 1'ItaJia B. fol. max. Bull. 1837. p. 30. Similar to

the triumphal arch were the Tetrapyla at Antioch (. 149. B. 4), Ca^sa-

rea, Palmyra, Constantinople, wherewith especially the crossings of colon-

nade-streets were arched over. In a gymnasium at Aphrodisias

(stylobates) xetl x,styix>'Kav. C. I. H. 2782.

295. From these single edifices we now extend our view 1

to such structures as contained several buildings destined for

different purposes, but yet conceived as a whole and calcu-

lated for one architectonic effect. To this class belong the 2
SANCTUAEIES (/2fa) of the Greeks which, with their high-altars,

temples and heroa, prytanea, theatres, stadia and hippodromes,
sacred groves, fountains and grottoes, are to be conceived as

a manifold assemblage of edifices, sometimes calculated to

produce a solemn, and sometimes an agreeable effect (comp. .

252. R 3). Further, the MARKET-PLACES (ayo^a/, fora), whose 3

regular design emanated from Ionia (. Ill, 2), and was after-

wards very much perfected at Rome: squares surrounded

"th open colonnades, and, behind these, temples, basilicse,

rise, triumphal arches and other honorary monuments, also

Dths and shops; it was intended that in these above all the

Tit of political life should prevail, and recollections of

patriotic nature be kept alive; whilst, on the contrary,
,her markets (fora olitoria and macella) were destined to

/ovide for the nourishment and necessities of life. Lastly, 4
vae most extensive problem the laying out of entire CITIES

which since the time of Hippodamus (. Ill, 1.) was often

assigned in Greece to distinguished architects. Even the

earliest founders of cities and colonies in Greece were com-

mended for choosing the site of the city with reference to J

pleasing view, and in reality many Greek cities present,

especially from the theatres, prospects of enchanting beauty;
nor were the later architects so carried away by the striving

after regularity, as not on all occasions to observe and adopt
with nice perception the advantages of a picturesque situa-
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tion. The theatre-form in especial was a favourite mode of

construction, which in the rock-encircled Delphi must have

produced an awfully sublime impression, and a gayer and
inore brilliant effect in maritime towns such as Rhodes and
Halicarnassus. These cities in particular, with their large

public edifices and well distributed colossi, must have even in

the distance appeared to the traveller as splendidly decorated

theatres.

3. The design of a forum is rendered quite clear particularly by the

Crabinian discovered in 1792 (Yisconti, Mon. Grab. tv. 1.), and that of

Pompeii (see the splendid restoration ui Gell, Pomp. pi. 48. 51). A cov-

ered forum . 191. E. 1.

4 On the fine situation of Greek towns, Strabo v. p. 235. Assos in

Asia Minor is a striking example, Choiseul Gfouffier Voy, Pitt. ii. pi. 10.

Together with this a skilful use of, and defence from, wind and sun was
from early times a grand aim with founders of cities. Arist. Polit. vii, 10.

Vitruv. i, 4, 6. Of all the Grecian cities, with the exception of Athens,

perhaps Syracuse is the one of which we possess the most accurate

knowledge as regards its plan; here also the more modern portions were
more regular than the ancient. Plan in Levesque, Goller, Letronne. The

improvements at Ephesus by Damianus, Philostr. v. Soph, ii, 23.

1 296. As architecture does not reject any phase of human
life as unsusceptible of artistic forms, any more than it is

capable of providing itself with forms elsewhere than from
the wants of life, the mention of land and water buildings
must not be here omitted, by means of which the people put
their place of habitation in a firm and secure manner in con-
nexion with others, procured for themselves the necessary
wants of life from a distance, and on the other hand conveyed

2 away what was unprofitable. "We here refer in the first place
to the BOADS, in the construction of which the Komans were
so distinguished (. 180. E. 1), on account of which rocks were
quarried through, and wide valleys and marshes spanned by

3 long arches; then to the vast BRIDGES, CANALS, OUTLETS OP
4 LAKES and CLOAOJI of the same people; further, to the entire

magnificent SYSTEM OF WATER-SUPPLY for Eome which Fronti-
nus not without reason ranks above the pyramids of Eoypt
and other wonders of the world, and to which, besides canals,
aqueducts and conduits, belonged reservoirs, wells and foun-
tains, which, ornamented with columns, basins and statues,
were very numerous in Rome from the time of Agrippa'5 Although indeed the lofty arcades of the aqueducts miiit
sometimes be spared by means of cheaper contrivances, their
architectonic feeling however, besides other considerations
determined the ancients to prefer to such unostentatious sub-
stitutes, those gigantic rows of arches which hasten from the
mountains over valley and plain to the well-peopled city
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and already announce it from afar. In like manner, too, the 6

HARBOUBS of the ancients, although smaller than ours, never-

theless presented with their moles, pharoses, outer bays and
inner basins, arsenals, wharfs and docks, together with enclos-

ing quays and colonnades, temples and statues, a far more

complete and significant general effect
;
and even here archi-

tectonic feeling was intimately combined with fulfilment of

the external object. SHIPS also, the round and unwieldy one 7

of the merchant as well as the light and menacing one of the

fleet, the latter of which might rather be compared to an adroit

warrior than a floating bulwark, presented a significant aspect
and peculiar physiognomy; and in the Alexandrine period
these as well as chariots (. 150. 152) were magnificent struc-

tures of colossal dimensions. Only where mechanics takes

possession of a building so entirely that its complicated fitness

does not exhibit itself in a connected view, architecture as an
,

art yields to a mere calculating activity of the intellect not

warmed and animated by any feeling.

2. The Roman streets were partly silice stratas (the Appian way

best), sometimes glarea; the footpath alongside lapide, with softer

stones : mile-stones (comp. . 67) on all the high roads. Bergier, Hist,

des grands chemins de 1'emp. Remain (Thes. Ant. Rom. x.). Hirt ii. s.

198 iii. s. 407. In Greece particular care was bestowed on roads for

festal processions, at the Didymason, at Mylasa. On the ffxvgard otios in

Cyrene, Bockh. ad Find. P, v. p. 191.

4. A map of the Roman aqueducts in Piranesi, Antich. Rom. tv. 38.

Eabretti in the Thes. Ant. Rom. iv. p. 1677. The splendid monolith vases

of porphyry, granite, marble, having even 20 30 feet in diameter, which

adorn the museums, are mostly to be regarded as basins of fountains.

Hirt. iii. s. 401. The most celebrated fountains (*$oti, comp. Leake,

Morea ii. p. 373.) of Greece, . 81. R. 1. comp. 99. R. 3, 13. Cisterns of

Byzantium, . 193. R. 8.

6. A main constituent of the ancient harbours were the arcades on

the moles, which had for their object the cleansing of the inside by

pouring in a stream of water. They are found in mural paintings (Pitt,

di ErcoL ii, 55. G-ell, Pomp. New S. pi. 57.) and in ruins. Giuliano di

Fazio Intorno il miglior sistema di costruzione dei porti, Nap. 1828 and

enlarged Obss. sur les proc6de*s architect, des anciens dans la constr. des

ports 1832 (the harbours with arcades in order that the courants lito-

raux might pass through). Bullett. 1833. p. 28. On the harbour at

Cenchresj, above . 252. R. 3. That of Carthage also was enclosed with

Ionic columns, behind which were the vtagoixoi. Appian viii, 96. Pharos

. 149. R. 3. 190. R. 2. Ships, see below Stieglitz Beitrage, s. 205.
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II. FURNITURE AND VESSELS.

1 297. However much the moveable house-furniture might
be distinguished from the buildings, by the relation to the

soil, it -was not the less related to these as regards the union of

utility and beauty, which the Greek taste always knew how ttr^

attain equally and in the shortest way, and also in respect of

the geometric forms which it employed therein as the leading
2 forms. However, furniture and vessels, precisely because they

are moveable objects, admit in their supports, feet, handles

and decorative portions, not merely of the forms of vegetable,

but also of animal, life to a much greater extent than the

rigidity of architecture will bear; as we see for example on

3 THEONES and other kinds of seats. These kinds of furniture,

which have been often mentioned already (. 56. R. 2. 85. R
2. 115. R 1. 239. R 5), as well as the cofiers (%?jA.o/

x

, h&gmxeg,
. 56. 57), chests and casquets (x/j8&>ro/ %//3wr/), tables and din-

ing sofas of the ancients, in like manner made of wood, are in

general known to us but mediately, on account of the perish-
ableness of their material; however, there are also thrones of

marble, which are decorated with great taste, (comp. . 358.

towards the end).

1. Comp. Winck. W* ii. s. 93. Weinbrenner is therefore right in

ascribing (Architect. Lehrbuch Th. iii. s. 29.) the ancient forms of vessels

to the exercise of architectural taste.

3. The xifarol are often distinctly to he seen as receptacles for clothes

"(Pollux x. 137.) on vase-paintings, MilHngen, Uned. Mon. 35. V. de

Gogh. 30. Div. coll. 18. But similar chests also occur filled with oil-

flasks, Div. coll. 17. 58. as well as at sacrifices, 51. We often see on vases

very elegant sacrificial tables, r*eg#t (Polyh. iv, 35, Osann, SylL i, 74.

C. I. p. 751), for example Millingen Div. coll. 58. T^s^t for the prizes
at the games (a chryselephantine one at Olympia, Q. de Quincy, p. 360)
are often to be met with on coins. Tables of bronze likewise were nu-
merous

j
the tables of Rhenea (Athen. xi5 486 e.) are connected with the

triclinia aerata of Delos (Plin. xxxiv, 4. xxxiii, 51) and the foanquetings
of the gluttonous Delians (Athen. ix, 172).

1 ^ 298. VESSELS FOB FLUIDS are more accurately known, and
more important for the knowledge of ancient art Wood only
occurs as a material for country use; the most common were
burnt earth and metal (Corinthian brass, enchased silver),
which often, according to the measure of wealth, took the place

2 of one another alternately in the same vessel. The forms are
conditioned by the particular object of the vessel; we distin-
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guisli the following leading destinations: 1. Vessels -which
were to receive considerable quantities for a short time, to be
taken out of it in small quantities, and arranged to stand fast
in the central point of a banquet; whence resulted the high,
capacious form, expanding upwards, of the mixing-vase, xgurfy.
2. Small vessels for drawing out of the crater and pouring
into the cup, consisting of small goblets with long handles,
ladles, called agtW/^os, dgura/i/a, (fcgytfn^, %JO&Q$, similar to the

primitive Italic simpulum, also trulla.
*

3. Small cans for pour-
ing from with slender neck, broad ear, pointed mouth, o^oi*,
vgoxbrqg. 4. Vessels without handles, sometimes longish,
sometimes round, but always with slender neck, in order to
let oil or other such fluid drop, x^uS-o?, o'x^, tixdpatrgov, am-
pulla, guttus. 5. Flat shield-like goblets, especially for mak-
ing libations directly from, p/aX?j, (&fyt^p, %gf<r/s), patera (to
be distinguished from the pktter, patina, patella), yauxfc evi-

dently round and flat; capis, capedo, probably a patella with
an ansa, c Pest v. patella.

1. Thericles (. 112. R.
1.) also turned cups of turpentine-wood,

Athen. ix, 470. Plin. xvi, 76. Theocr. i, 27. describes a carved cup (xw-
(rvfitov), with two handles, surrounded at the rim with a wreath of ivy
and helichrysos, beneath with acanthos, between which were reliefs of

elegant composition (comp. Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 88).- In early times the
craters of Colias earth were esteemed (. 63.), afterwards only silver ones
set with precious stones, Athen. v, 199. xi, 482. What Athenaeus de-
scribes are in general silver and gold vessels. Yasa operis antiqui found
at Tegea Sueton. Yespas. 7. [Silver vessels . 311. R. 5.]

2. No. 1. ArgoHc craters, Herodotus iv, 152, Lesbian, iv, 61, Laconian
and Corinthian, Athen. v, 199. On three feet, Athen. ii, 37., on sup-
porting giants, Her. iv, 152., on hypocreteridia, . 61. G. I. p. 20. With
handles on both sides (K$*l *ft<p{aroftoi) Sopbocl. (Ed. Col. 473. The han-
dles are generally placed on the lower rim of the belly above the foot,
rather for pushing than carrying. Numberless craters on reliefs. Yery
fine ones of marble in BouilL iii, 77. 78. 80. Moses, Yases, pi. 36. 40. 41.

Particularly celebrated are the two from Hadrian's villa, in Warwick
castle (Moses, pi. 37) and in Woburn abbey (Wob. Marbles). Sopra il

vaso app. Cratere, Diss. dal Conte Moridi, p. 565.

2. Athen. x, 423. Schol. Arist. Yesp. 887. Festus s. v. simp. Ac-

cording to Yarro L. L. v. , 124. the simpulum belongs to sacrifices, and
the cyathus to banquets. The figure of the simpulum with upright
handles is to be seen on Roman coins, and among the sacrificial utensils

of the friese, BouilL iii, 83. Causeus de insign. pontif. tb. 2, (Thes.
Antt. Rom. v). Perhaps the ax.a,$iM also belongs to this class, C. I. 1570.
b. Cic. Verr. iv, 17. The trulla was sometimes of silver with reliefs,

Orelli Inscr. 3838.

3. Iris pours the water of Styx from the prochus as a libation,
Hesiod. Th. 785., Antigone the #o*/ of her brother, Soph. Ant. 426. The
holding the prochus up high (&$yv) is often observed in those who pour
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out for a libation. See the reliefs . 96. No. 17. 18. and among others the

vase-paintings Millingen Un. Mon. i, 34. Cogh. 23. 28. We often see pro-
chus and pkiale together. It is often met with among painted vases, for

example Laborde ii,
41. The vgoxurvs m Heron is the same vessel, Spirit,

p, 163. (Vet. Mathem Paris.) ; the wTrovostov was perhaps similar, p. 175.

The TT^O^OI'S or Ivi^wig (Bekker, Anecd. p. 294.), also called guttus (Varro
L. L. v. . 124.), has not a bill, but a pipe or nozzle (etfafffxog) for the

rnouth, according to the scholia to Clemens, p. 122. ed, Klotz.

4. Ampulla especially conveys the idea of a very much bellied

form, see Appul. Flor. ii, 9. These vessels were often of leather, gener-

ally of clay or metal ;
the d'X&fiaffTga, for anointing (on the form of which,

Plin. ix, 56.) frequently of the stone which is named from them. Some-
times balsam oil is still found in vases of this form (balsamario, unguen-
tario, lagrimale) ; in order to save the oil the internal cavity is some-
times very short. The x^v&o/ are often seen on vases, united with

strigils and spunges as bath-utensils (jzvtrrgohvixvStov).

5. Macrob. v. 21. Athen. xi, 501. also on the ^(paXoJ therein.

They are very frequent among vases, for example Moses, pi. 68. 69. (a

ftscroptyc&Xoej according to Panofka's explanation) sqq. The patinse (cm-
ruvui) were plates especially for fish ; there are many of these painted
with many kinds of fish among the Koller vases. Patella is merely the
diminutive of patina, principally the flesh-plates of the Lares. Likewise

patellae cum sigilh's in Oic. Verr. iv, 21. %vr^i with owl, Aristoph. Av.

357, for the explanation of the small %vr^a,i of Nola and Volci [also very
numerous in Sicily].

299. 6. The vessels immediately destined for drinking have
the greatest variety of forms. The following in particular are
of archaeological interest: a. %ag%^<r/ov, a high cup contracted
in the middle with handles from the upper to the lower rirn;
b. %6v$agog, a large wide cup with a lid and a mouth at the
side for drinking; c. xu$uv, a cup with narrow neck and an
elevation on the bottom; d. txvpog, a large round Centaurian
and Heraclean cup, with small ears or handles; e. xuX/f, a
goblet with one foot and short handles (&ra) ; to this sort ^be-

longs the Thericlean cup; f. ^u%r^, a cylindrical vessel, with
a columnar foot placed on an orbicular base; g. agbpaXXog,
purse-formed cups narrowing upwards; h. %or6x^ a small
cup, a pointed glass; similar to it was the top-shaped -rX^o-
%ojj; L fotropos, probably a small semi-oval cup; k. gvrbv, rhy-
tium, a horn-shaped vessel, not intended for standing, exceptwhen there was a particular stand for it, with a shutting
aperture in the lower pointed end, through which the wine
poured in at the top flowed out

;
of very various, often gro-

tesque, forms
;

1. *%, the real drinking horn. Another class
of vessels are: 7. such as were destined for drawing in quan-
tity and carrying away (even on the head), xdxw, bfyfu, xga<r-
tts, urna, large, bellied, narrow above, and provided with a
foot and two handles (3/rog). 8. Similar vessels for carrying
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away, and at the same time for preserving, with narrow neck
that could be closed, %uoo$, appogevg, amphora. 9. In general
immoveable vessels, casks, mostly also of clay, *&(>$, dolium.
10. Basins for hand-washing, %egw-\Jx, xegovivrrov, polubrurn, trnl-

la, trna (Forcellini), aquiminale. Like these were the sprink-
ling vases, avottavrvgiov, veyggavrfyov, (the sprinkling brush was
also so-called), agdaviov, xb/AfSa,\ov praejfericulum. 11. Cauldrons
for cooking, xi/3^, pelvis, ahenum, of course only elegantly
wrought when not to be used for that purpose. The favourite
kind of lebes in both cases, especially the latter, was the tripod
(Xs/S^g r^/Voug, sf^ifvgt^TTis OT avvgog), the much-boasted master-

piece of ancient workers in metal.

No. 6. a. Athen. xi, 471 e. Macrob. v, 21. Dionysus vxkvbw kx x%-
X/iaiav Athen. v, 198 c. The carchesion is often to be seen on vase-paint-
ings, Millingen, Cogh. 23. 26. 31. 44. 45. 51. Millin i, 9. 30. It often

appears likewise in connexion with the prochus, Millingen Un. Mon. i,

34. The form on reliefs is less defined, Zoega, Bassir. 77. BouilL in, 70.

It is not rare among vases, Cogh. 32.

b. Athen. p. 473. Macr. in loco. Schol, to Clem. p. 121. In the
hands of the Centaurs, in Athen., of Dionysus, according to Plin. xxxiii,
53. Macr. Grater, Inscr. p. 67, 2, Comp. .163. R. 6. and Lenormant,
Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 311.

c. Athen. p. 483. Plut. Lye. 9. Pollux x, 66. vi, 96. 97. <fec. In
Athen. a satyr holds xaSuvct, fAouuroy faffi/xtou, x&Sav erTi//v%j3i>, cf. Liebel
ad Archil, p. 142.

d. See Athen. p. 498 sq., especially Stesichorus ili<L9 Macr. v, 21.
and the well-known passages of the Roman poets. On the Heraclean

scyphos, Athen. 469. ; it is recognised in the wide vase, with the inscrip-
tion VIK

r

HgaxXi??, Maisonneuve, pi. 50, and in the reliefs, Zoega 67. 68.

70. 72.
"

loffjtv(pta are two semi-oval cups with the points to one another.
Athen. p. 503.

e. On the Thericl. Kylix, Athen. p. 470. Schol. Clem. p. 121. Lar-

cher, Me*m. de 1'Ac. d, I. xliii. p. 196. The name Kylix comprehends
many things besides.

f. This psykter (see the schol. to Clem. p. 122.) has its name from
the cooling vase which is also pointed out in vase-paintings. Letronne,
Journ. des Sav. 1833. p. 612.

g. Athen. p. 783. compares the aryballos merely on account of the
name with ^rW/^og-. Was it vaso a otre?

h. Athen. p. 478. The cotyliskos was according to Athen. employed
especially in the mysteries. On the plemochoe, p. 496, Pollux x, 74.

i. Athen. p. 470,

k.
'

Pvrov from
pvffig.

Athen. p. 497. rhytium, Martialis ii, 35. The

aperture was called xgovi/6$. Hydraulic pvrx. of Ctesibius, Athen. ibid.

and Heron, p. 172, 203, 216, The rhyton has a picturesque appearance
Y
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when it is drunk out of. In the hand of a kind of Hebe, Athon. x. p,

425., of satyrs, maenads (Athen. x, 445), revellers, also sacrificial servants.

See Ant. Ere. i. 14, iii, 33 Gell, Pomp, pi, 30. Used as a cornucopia,
Athen. xi, 497. Among vases it occurs with very different animal-heads,
bicchiere a testa di mulogrifo-cavallo-pantera. Tischb. ii, 3, Millin. i,

32. ii, 3. Of stone, BouilL iii, 76.

1. Ksgarx. especially in earlier times, but later also at Athens, with

stands (wggrtw&gXsV, Bdckh, Staatsh. ii. s. 320. R. Rochette, Journ, des

Sav. 1830. p. 472.), often, in the hands of the old Dionysus, Labordo ii,

19. On 8/ggs- . 433.

I pass by many names which are in general clear, such as XoTa?, xvp-
fitov, yt>xoV ofao%6n, Xayiji/oy, o^vpatpov, acetabulum, also measure, Panofka

Reclierches, pL 6. n. 8. p. 20, ; also the older names only preserved in

poetry : Si-rot^, tzhstcov, KVK&.'KQII
{d,ptyix,v<xs7vh.Qv) also the strictly Roman,

ones: did, capul^ which were superseded in Varro's time by Greek
forms. L. L. ix. . 21.

7. We see how near this kind of vessels is allied to that which

follows, especially in the Panathenaic prize-vases (. 62. 99. R. 3. No. 1,),
which are mostly called Hetva&viveujwl up^o^ls (Athen. v, 199.), but also

x.ch.icibes (Callim.) and vltfat (Schol. Pind. N. x, 64.). The Corinthian

hydrise had two handles at the top, and two smaller ones in the middle of
the belly, Athen. p. 488. like many vases. Langella. [Ennna Epigr. 2.

Kiv&tpos Kgaffaos. So also Hegesippus Ep. 6. Moschus iv, 34 IW xqwetov
e$ OPTS** x^aarffw awavrav h%o&yrs$. In Attica numerous marble

xgafftrof of
the kind with inscriptions and sometimes also figures. Ilcsychius x#<r<r6$,
KqavSog, hence Letronne in the Journ. des Sav. 1830. p. 308. takes the
two to be one, and explains it as vase fun6raire. But x^^og- is not a
water vessel, like

xgwo-o-oV, according to poets and grammarians quoted by
Letronne

; the x^t/^of might be occasionally called xgwo-er^, but the ura
(xgcjo-o-oV) never x^*w3of as the latter only contained perfumes.]

8. The amphorae were often pointed below, and could then only
stand in holes, like those of Herculaneum (Winck. ii. s. 70.) and those of
Leptis in the Brit. Mus., some of which still bear the name of the consul
There are also amphorae of this description with stands in Canino. This
was the case also with the xs^tet X?* on the coins of Chios. Siich are
carried by satyrs, Terrac. Brit. M. 13. Mfflm, Yas. i, 53. The stand for
them was the incitega (!yyv3}*u, ^yyoSw), Festus s. v. Athen. v, 210 c.
So

x/3*ffTgo$#,6J7. Sculpture on the tyyvSfaeu. Bekkcr Anecd. i. p!
245, 29. The iftfrfaus (Cod. Flor.) of Corinthian vases appear to be the
same, Dig. sxxii, 100. The Panathenaic vases on the other hand have
bases

; their form in early specimens is shorter and more bellied after-
wards more slender (as on the later coins of Athens).

'

10. See Nonius, p. 544. Phiala served also as aporrhanteria. 0.L 138. L a 142. 1. 5. JFestus: Nassiterna est genus vasi aquari ansati
ct patentis, quale est quo equi perfundi solcnt; Plautus Cato,

11- With regard to the tripod, it is proved that the destination of
receiving minced flesh lies at the foundation (the author's diss. De Trip
Delph ), even by the use of it for >/* er<p^y/ at the 3W (Eurip

fl^
1202, by which Soph. (Ed. Col 1593 is explained). As to the form; see the
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dissertations Amalth. I. s. 120 ff. ii. s.x. iii. s. 21 ff. [Bottiger Archaol. n.

JL I. S 154. Passow S. xxiii. (Bottiger) ].
Brondsted Toy. i. p. 115

sqq. Gott. G-. A. 1826. No. 178. As the orbicular form of the holmos is

proved, and the so-called cortina has now been recognised as the ompha-
los (. 361 ), the essentials of the tripod-form are now clear. The ring in

which the cauldron hung was called artQeuw, the cross-bars of the feet

pxffiot,
see Euseb. c. Marcell. i. p. 15. d. ed. Col. Tripods from Meta-

pontum, Cab. Pourtale"s. pi. 13. in Durand from Yolcit

300. Among vessels for other uses, the sacrificial utensils

are of especial importance to art, particularly the following:
I. Little baskets of wicker-work, but also of clay or metal,
wherein knives, salted cake and garlands were concealed,
called Kavwv, canistrum. 2. The van of the Cerealian wor-

ship, xiwov, vannus. S. Broad dishes with numerous small

cups fastened on them (xorvXiffnoi), and full of different kinds

of fruit, jcigvog.
4 Censers (Su^/ar^g/ov, Xtfiavurgfe, acerra, turi-

bulum, and pans of different kinds.

E"o. 1. As the xa.wv could not well be wanting at a sacrifice

res xow), it is recognised with tolerable certainty in the flat little baskets
with all sorts of Sv^yfAet/r* on vases, for instance Millin i, 8. 9. ETA/xro

x&vovv, Eurip. Her. Fur. 921. 944,, is explained by the vase-painting i,

51 a., comp. Annali d. I. a. ix, 2. p. 203 note,

2. A liknon for instance at the rural sacrifice. Bouill. iii, 58.

3. Athen. xi, 476. 478. <fec. Especially in the Phrygian worship;
hence xegit&s a sort of gallus, in the epigr. on Alcman, Perhaps on vase-

paintings, Laborde i, 12. Millin.
i, 64. 'in the collections of vases, as at

Berlin, such cruets are not rare.

4. Acerrae, for instance on the relief Bouill. iii, 61., among the

sacrificial utensils iii, 83. Clarac pi. 220. 252. The small altars of in-

cense on reliefs and vase-paintings are often very elegant.

301. The rich collections of earthen vessels "which are 1

found, of the most various and elegant forms, in Greek tombs,
must perhaps be more immediately regarded as vessels be-

longing to the worship of the dead, which were placed along
with them as symbols or pledges of continued ablutions and

anointings of the tomb- stone, as well as of annual sprinklings
and libations upon the grave ;

in authors there is only men- 2
tion made of the hydria or urn as a receptacle for the ashes,
and of the lekythos, which was specially painted for this pur-

pose. But at the same time, vessels which commemorated 3

important passages in life (victories at games, distinction in.

the gymnasia, participation in the Bacchian thiasos, reception
of the manly himation, marriages, journeys), and were given
as presents on such occasions (otherwise the frequently occur-

ring zaX^g, 6 tfa% zaXoc, %a\: <r,x/, xaXig s7
7 %a>.^ So?cs/, and the

like, cannot well be explained), might very probably be also
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deposited in the grave; ag it is undeniable that such vessels

were also used in life, and were put up as ornaments of rooms.

Whilst, in the case of liydrice, the usage of concealing the

ashes of the dead, was merely an after application, the sar-

cophagus (tfofte, &jj%jj, Xagyc&fj tfugXof, solium, loculus) was
derived from the custom of complete interment, practised
even in early Greece, was preserved (diminished in Etruria

to cinerary clstas, . 174, 3.) through all ages, and became

again, in later Rome, more customary along with interment

(. 206, 2). Wrought of wood, burnt earth or stone (Xttog

tfagxo^ayos, sarcophagus), it sometimes borrowed the decorative

forms from the house, such as the doors and handles, but

sometimes also from water-cisterns or press-vats, for instance

the lions' heads.

1. On the forms of vases Dubois Maisonneuve, Introduction a 1'otucle

des Vases ant. accompagnee d'une collection des plus belles formes. 1817.

13 livr. Gargiulo, Collez. delle diverse forme de
5

vasi Italo-Greci. N.

1822. The first plates in Tischbein and MiUin, Millingen, Div. pi. A. B.

C. Gogh. 32 sqq. Inghirami Mon. Etr. S. v. pi. 47 54, many in Hancar-
ville and Laborde. Panofka's very extended Greek nomenclature (Rech.
sur les v&rit. noms des vases Grecs. P. 1830) is very much limited by
Letronne (Journ. des Savans. 1833. Mai-Dec.). Comp. Gerhard, Neapels
Bildw. S. xxviii. and Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 221 sqq. Berl. Kunstbl. 1828.

Dec. [Gerhard Berlins Ant. Bildw. i. S. 342, and Annali viii. p. 147 59.,

comp. Letronne J. des Sav. 1837. p. 683 cf. 751]. Clay vessels with

sculptures Stackelb. Graber Tf. 49 52. [and in all larger collections of

vases.] There is great variety and elegance in the forms especially of the
handles (vasi a volute, colonnette etc.). The diversity in the forms of

vases, which are often very strange, cannot be exhausted by any termi-

nology. Among them even crepitacula occur, E. Bochette, M. ,1. p. 197,

The size of the vases, in the Koller collection at Berlin, amounts to 3
feet 5 inches in height. Tases as

xrregtfff&eerai on the Archemorus vase.

2. It is worthy of remark, and perhaps not without significance, that
the WATER-PITCHER received the ashes left after the fire. The urna
feralis is well known, in like manner the hydria, kalpe, krossos are to be
met with. Pint. Marcell. 30. Orelli, laser. 4546. 47. Moschus iv, 34. In
place of these, also amphorae (even in the Iliad 24.

76.), footless ones
likewise in columbaria. Gomp. Bottiger, Amalth. iii. s. 178 sqq. But
even the lebes served as a cinerary jar, Msch. Choeph. 675. Soph. EL
1393. Mortuary urns in relief on cippi, Bouill. iii. 84, 85,, Stackelb,
(Mber Tf. 3, 1,, on earthen lamps, Passeri iii, 46., in

vase-paintings,
Milling. Div. 14. Gogh. 45. Marble vases of the kind, for example Moses'
pi. 28 sq. Bouill iii. 78. 79. 80.

;
the larger ones must be taken for msa

disoma, tnsoma.On the painting of oil-flasks for the dead, Aristoph.
Eccl. 996 On the vessels used in the worship of the dead, see amon*
others Yirgil, MIL iii, 66. v, 77. 91.

to

Yery interesting is the group of vases, a crater, two amphora), and
numerous bowls in different compartments under a table-leaf in the
painting in the grotto del f. Querciola (. 177. B. 2.), Of a kindred nature
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the representation on the lamps, in Bellori t. 16. and especially that in

'asseri iii, 51., where are to be seen a repositorium with the urna, am-

horse, ampullae and gutti around, simpulum, acerra, secespitse and a
o-called aspergillum, also an augural fowl on the upper compartment,
ymbols of the suovetaurilia beneath, and a lectisternium above. [A side-

>oard, %,vhix,lw, of terracotta, from Naples, with different vessels on it,

Jtackelb. G-raber, s. 42 ]

3. Bottiger, Ideen zur Archaol. der Mahlerei s. 173 234. His Yasen-

yemalde, three parts 1797 1800, at different passages. A vase-painting

(Brocchi's Bibliot. Ital. Milan, xvii. p. 228.) presents a row of painted
vases in a marriage room. On prize-vases, Panofka Yasi di premio. F.

1826. ; the same author on an Eleusinian vase, Hall. ALZ. 1833, IntelL

101. [Considering the frequent xahog the praise of integrity is a rarity,

JStxu,g%oy XQTM Itxouos, de Witte Yases de Mr. M*** p. 60 s. [Once
also xaMucnros, HIHOKPIT02 KAAI2T02, on a kylix from Vulci, Bull.

1847. p. 125]. ] TQaftfA&TiiiQv extraf&a in Athen. p. 466. is a metal cup
with inscriptions inlaid, with gold for instance. In Plautus Rud. ii, 5,
25. urna literata ab se cantat cuja sit. vrorygiet y%ce,ppartx,tx,, Becker's
Gallus i, S. 143. On vase-painting . 321.

4. 5. Cedar coffins, Eur. Troad. 1150. Fictilia solia, Plin. xxxv, 46
Stone sarcophagi in Bouillon, Piranesi, Moses. Comp. . 294, 3. Lions'

heads as spouts for water are well known ; in press-vats (xyvofy the wine

escaped by these. Boissonade Anecd. i. p. 425.

Works on vessels and furniture : Lor. Ml. di Rossi, Raccolta di vasi

diversi, 1713. G-. B. Piranesi, Yasi candelabri, cippi, sarcofagi, tripodi,
lucerne ed ornamenti ant. 1778. 2 vols. fo. H. Moses, Collection of ant.

vases, altars, paterae, tripods, candelabra, sarcophagi from various Mu-
seums engr. on. 150 pi. L. 1814, [mostly from the Hope collection.]

Causeus, Caylus, Barbault and other general collections. PCI. vii, 34

sqq. Comp. Laz. Baifius, Be vasculis, Thes. Ant. Gr. ix
}
177. Be la

Chausse, Be vasis etc. Thes. Rom. xii, 949. Caylus, Mem. de TAa des
Inscr. xxx% p. 344. Yermiglioli, Del vasellame degli antichi, Lezioni ii,

231., [C Antonini Manuale di vari ornamenti component! la serie de' vasi

ant. si di marmo che di bronzo esistenti in Roma e fuori, Yol. i. I vasi

esistenti nel M. Pio-Clem. e Chiaramonti. R. 1821 fo. 71 tv.]

302. JN"ext to Yases, utensils destined for lighting were 1

those with which even excellent artists were most occupied
in antiquity; partly simple LAMPS (Xy^vo/, Xu^v/a), which, some- 2
times of bronze, mostly of terra-cotta, constitute an important
branch of ancient monuments of art, with their unpretending
elegant form and their ingenious ornaments

; partly CANDELA-
BRA (Xu%vs/c6, XD^OL^O/), which were made sometimes of burnt 3

earth, very elegantly of bronze in the bloom of art, in later
times often of precious metals and gems, but also of marble,
of which many works, almost too richly and fantastically
ornamented, have been preserved. MIREOKS also, which were 4

usually nothing more than round hand-mirrors with handles,
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were fashioned and decorated in an artistic spirit, before the
costliness of the material came to be here considered as the

grand object

2. The lamps liave a liole for pouring in, op^ce.'kog in Heron, orio for

the wick (propst) and a small one for the needle by which it was raised.

Heron, p. 187., among other works of art, describes a lamp which raised

the wick itself. Often with several wicks, lucerna dmiyxos, Inmyxos.
Lamps furnish of themselves an almost complete artistic mythology, and

many representations which refer to human destiny and a future state of"

existence. Licetus, De lucernis ant. reconditis 1. vi. 1652. Bartoli and
Bellori's Lucernae sepulcrales. 1691 (a new edition recently published in

Germany by Beger). Lucernse fictiles M. Passerii, Pisaur. 1739. 3 vols.

Montfaucon, Ant. expl. T. v. Ant. di Ercolano, T. viii. Moses, pi. 78 sq.
Dissertations by De la Ohausse and Ferrarius, Thes. Ant. Rom. T. xh.

Becker's Gallus ii. s. 302. [Bottiger's Amalthea iii. s. 168 i and KL Sclir.

iii. s. 307 ff.]

3. Fames of candelabra, Athen. xv, 699 sq. Tarentine, Jginetan,
Tyrrhenian, Plin. xxxiv, 6. . 173, 1. 2. Candelabrarii in inscriptions.
The parts of the candelabrum are the foot, /3<*cv<r, the shaft, xavMs* and
top, x,aha&Q$. Heron, p. 222. The calathos is supported by an Amor in
two bronze candelabra (ceriolaria), Gruter Inscr. p. 175, 4. Many-branched
ones in the temple of the Ismenian Apollo, afterwards in Cyme, Plin.

xxxiv, 8,, in the prytaneum at Tarentum (Athen. 700
d,), comp. Callim.

Epigr. 59. Magnificent ones of marble, POL iv, 1, 5 vh, 37. sqq. Bouill
iii. pi. 72. 73, (those on pi 74 have sometimes more of the slender and
simple form of G-reek candelabra) and Glarac, pi. 142. 257. ; bronze and
marble ones in Moses, pi 8393, comp. . 301. A^wsoXxvro/ . 161, 1.

[Trapezophora, Becker's Gallus ii. s. 113.] Marble throne seats, the Samo-
thracian with very high relief, those of Themis and Nemesis in the tem-
ple at Rhamnus, of Dionysus and Demeter, of Poseidon. <foc. That of
Boethus the Attic Prytanis, Stackelb. Graber s. 33 f (vign.)

4. MIBBOES were of bronze, . 173, 3., silver, 196, 2., gold, Eurip.
Troad. 1114. xgutrovv XKTVXT^V xogtitStovgyes, u3Elian Y, H. xii, 58.; Nero
had them of emerald; favourite gifts for temples (Venereum speculum,
Gruter, p. 5. 6. OrelH n. 1279.) and in tombs. Oa mirror- and dressing-
boxes . 173. 3. Guattani M. I. 1787. p, xxv. A bronze mirror from
Athens Stackelk Graber Tf. 74.



SECOND MAIN DIVISION.

THE FOKMATIVE ART.

(SCULPTURE AND PAINTING.)

303. We unite in this division those arts which, indepen-
dent of external wants and aims, "but, on the other hand,
bound to the imitation of nature (. 24 sqq.), represent life by
means of the forms naturally connected therewith. As we
must necessarily, in our consideration of the subject, reverse

the process which the creation of works of art must itself fol-

low, we begin with the treatment of the material, by means
of which certain forms are communicated to, and impressed
on it (the doctrine of the TECHNICS of ancient art) ;

then pass
on to those forms in so far as they can be considered apart
from the subjects (the doctrine of ARTISTIC FORMS); and con-

clude with the consideration of the internal contemplations
and intellectual conceptions, which are properly speaking what
is represented in art (the doctrine of SUBJECTS).

FIRST PART.

OF THE TECHNICS OF ANCIENT ART.

304 Technics we regard as twofold: First, the process by
which the impression of a form is presented to the human
eye, by a certain fashioning of the material furnished to the

artist, without regard to the properties and peculiarities of

the material by means of which this is effected: this we
shall call optical technics. Secondly, the process by which
the form determined by optical technics, is produced in a par-
ticular material, with reference to its peculiarities, by adding to

or taking from, by laying upon or altering the surface: this

we shall here call mechanical technics. In conformity with
the general tenor of our treatment of this subject, which be-

gins with what is most sensible and tangible, the latter

sion is prefixed to the former.
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I. MECHANICAL TECHNICS.

A OF THE PLASTIC ART IN ITS MOKE EXTENDED SENSE
(- 25, 1).

1 1. THE PLASTIC ART STRICTLY SO-CALLED OR MODELLING IN

SOFT OK, SOPTENED MASSES.

A. WORKING- IN CLAY AND OTHER MATERIALS.

2 305. From the hand of the modeller In clay (. C3.) 7 who
was originally closely allied to the potter, proceeded not merely
handles and ornaments of vessels, in which the potter's wheel

could not be used, but also reliefs (rforo/) and whole figures
3 (. 72. 171). In these, working freely with the hand was

everywhere older than the application, of mechanical and

manufacturing contrivances, and the plastic genius of the

Greeks displayed itself already in all its splendour in numer-

4 ous terra-cotta figures and reliefs. Besides clay, there was

much gypsum (yu^o?, platre) and stucco used; and waxen

images were frequent especially as playthings; to all such

ruder materials a higher charm was lent by colouring, and th

imitation of humble natural objects was carried the length 01

5 illusion. However, this species of art was more important at

the harbinger of others (mater statuariac, sculpturie et cudatura

according to Pliny), inasmuch as through it the other branche;
C of art received models and forms. Taking casts of limb

also, and casting statues were not unknown to antiquity, comp
7 . 129, 5. In large figures the clay was spread over a skelc

ton-like kernel of wood; the coarser parts were wrought witl

the modelling stick, and the finer with the finger and nail

8 The burning of figures as well as of vessels, was practised witl

great care; a feeble degree of heat sufficed to harden the ves

sels, which were often very thin; in both sorts there wor<

also unburnt works (cruda opera . 71. K. 2. 172. 11. 2).
1. For general information, Winck. W. v. 92 sqq. Meusel K artisi

Miscell. i. 37. iii. 327. iv. 471. Hirt, Amaltk i. 207. ii, 1 sqq. Clara

Musee de Sculpture, Partie technique. Fr. di Paolo Arvolio, Sullo an

tiche fatture d'argilla che si ritrovano in Sicilia, Pal. 1829. (see Bull c

lust. 1830. p. 38.)

3. The Italian fastigia templorum of clay mira, crolatura (Plin. xxr
46,), and the cWga^j/oc rogevftotrat of early Corinthian vases (Strab, vii

p. 381.) were, judging from these appellations, wrought freely with tL

hand ; but the terra-cottas of Roman manufactories, as well as the relic

ornaments of the red Roman and Arretine vases (. 171. R, 2.) were doul>
less impressed with moulds. Those terra-cottas are limited to a dofiml
number of mythological and arabesque-like compositions. See Agiucoui
Recucil dc fragm. de sculpture ant. en terre cuito, P. 1814, and T. Conil
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. 263. R. 2. [Opere di plastica della collezione del. cav. G. P. Campana
Distrib. 1 12. 1842. 43, A third vol. to follow. Panofka Terracotten

des k. Mus. zu Berlin 1842. 43. 64 tf. [Two goddesses Stackelb. Graber

Tf. 57. Urlichs Yeientine Terracottas, Jahrb. der Rhein. Alterthmns-

freunde viii. Tf. 2. The fine Burgon collection from Athens in the Brit.

Mus., collections ai Studi, S. Angelo, Gargiulo (Archaol. Zeit. 1848. s. 297)
and others in Naples, several in Sicily, those at Munich, Caiisruhe, &c/j
Cic. ad Att. i, 10. wishes for such typi from Athens in order to fix them

on the plaster of an atrium. Gerhard Intorno i monum. figulini della

Sicilia in the Annali d. lust. vii. p. 26 53. Large statues in clay are rare.

Minerva from Capua at Yienna. [However there are in the very rich col-

lection of terra-cottas in the museum at Naples, statues of Jupiter and

Juno, larger than life, said to be from a temple of Jupiter at Pompeii,
three other statues the size of life, and an actor somewhat less, a good

figure. A life-size statue of Hermes and pieces of two draped statues also

the natural size in the Mus. Qregorianum at Rome. Statues of deceased

persons, of the size of life, lying on Etruscan earthen sarcophagi, are not

rare ; they are to be found especially in the Mus, Gregorianum, in the

Brit. Mus. and in Cav. Campana's collection.]

4. Argilla, marga, creta, see Mem. de 1'Inst. Hoy. iii. p. 26. Rubrica

. 63. xavvafiog, fitipa, stipatores. Lindemann in Festus p. 684. Works
of snjAo'ff, Plato Theaet. p. 147. On ytn^oxAoco-/^ Welcker Akad. Kunst-

museum, s. 7. Statues of gypsum were used especially for temporary pur-

poses. Spartian Sever. 22. comp. Pausan. i, 40, 3. Arnob. vi, 14 sqq.

Gypsum heads, Juv. ii, 4. Reliefs in STUCCO were often only sketches for

distant view (we have such from Hadrian's villa), often continued with

colours on the flat surface. It is still a question whether the tabtda llm-

ca and the apotheosis of Hercules are of stucco. WAXEN IMAGES, . 129,

5. 181, 3
, images of the gods, Plin. Ep. vii, 9

,
of the Lares, Juv. sii, 88.,

as children's playthings in Lucian Somnium 2. and elsewhere. Dolls,

KQ%ax,6cr{Ai 9
of wax and gypsum, Schol. to Clem. p. 117. Comp on the an-

cient w^'Tfoet&Qi Bdttiger's Sabina, s. 260. 270. YARIEGATED dolls of

snflAoV, Lucian Lexiph. 22., ol crXccrroi/rgg- rov$ mfafows, Dernosth. Phil. i. p.

47,, *oOOT"Afi$o/, Isocr. De Antid. . 2., statues of this kind at Naples,

Comp. Sibyllin. iii. p. 449 G-all. On the deceptive fruit-plates of Posis

(. 196. R. 2.),
Plin. xxxv, 45. There are also GILDED terra-cottas of deli-

cate Greek workmanship, painted ones from Athens, Cab. Pourtal&s pi. 2.

comp. pL 31, [the finest from Athens at Munich, others here and there].

5. UgoTT^tfto^a as a model in miniature in Cic. ad Att. xii, 41., coinp,

. 196, 2. Hippocr, de victus rat. p. 346. Poes.

6. That gypsum was much used in taking casts (vgos d^o^o&ypara)
is stated by Theophrastus, De lapide, . 67. The Athenian artists also

used pitch in casts of Hermes Agoraios (. 92. R. 3.), comp. Luc. Lexiph
11. (Mouler & bon creux, & creux perdu; platre; coutures des mod.es &

bon creux; parties qui ne sont pas de depouille, of mastic).

7. This, as it were, still fleshless figure of wood was called xtvotpo$t

xavafifig (canevas) ; similar figures likewise served as an anatomical study
to plastx and painters. See Arist. H. an. iii, 5. de gen. an. ii, 6. Pol-

lux vii, 1G4. x, 189. Suidas and Hesych. s. v. cum. Intpp. Apostol. hi,

82. Bekkcr's Anecd. p 416. To these refer the parvi admodum surculi,
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quod primum opcris instar fait, Plin. xxxiv, 1 8 Tho JKODEMOTCI STICK

in the hand of Prometheus, Admir, Rom. 80. Ficoroni, Gem. ii, 4, 5.,

comp, 5, 1. Imp. Gemm. del Inst. iv, 75 1 and the relief in Zoega, Bassir.

23. But according to Polyclete the work was most difficult orout iu 8w%i

f Kvfros yiyvwou. Winck. v. s. 93, 387 Wyttenbach ad Plut. de prof,

virt. p. 86. a. Pollice ducere (ceram) Juv. vii, 232. Pers. v, 40., cornp,

Stat. Achill. i, 332.

8, Schweighauser the younger has instituted investigations, from

excavations in Alsatia, as to the construction of ovens for burning Ro^

man vases; there is a model of them in the museum at
Strasjpfj

Archseologia, xxii. pi. 36. p. 413. Remains of a Roman kiln or furnace for

pottery. On Greek vases . 321. Lucian describes the great thinness

and lightness of ancient vases (Plin. xxxv, 46) in the Lexiph. 7, by &

B. METAL-CASTING (STATUARIA AEg).

1 806f In the ancient mode of CASTING METAL two things
come into consideration: the mixing of the bronze, the more
refined technics of which flourished at an early period espe-

cially in -3!gina (. 82. R) and Delos (. 297. K 3.), then for

a long time at Corinth, but afterwards disappeared (. 197, 5),
2 Not only was the Corinthian brass itself sometimes of a bright
and whitish, sometimes of a dark brown colour, and sometimes
between the two, but there were also a variety of colours com-

3 municated to the metal
;

it is likewise difficult to deny that

they knew how to give different shades of colour to different

4 portions of a statue. In order to promote the fusion at cast-

ing, and the hardening of the cooled metal, tin was almost uni-

versally blended with the ancient bronze, frequently also zinc
5 and lead. Secondly: the process of casting in moulds. As is

also the case generally in modern times, the statue was em-
bossed with wax on a fire-proof kernel, above which a model
of clay was laid on (called x/yflog, also %wvog) 3

in which were
distributed pipes for pouring in the metal. The process was
carried by the ancients to astonishing perfection, as well in
the thinness of the metal as the purity of the cast, and the

6 facility of the entire operation. However, they were not
averse also to the joining of parts by mechanical or chemical
means; the insertion of the eyes was usual |t all' times, as
well as the addition of attributes in precious metals.

1. The preparation of the bronze was the business of the xahxovpyoe
(Aristot. Pol. 1, 3.), or wbx&mns (relief in the Louvre 224. b.), at Rome
of the flaturarius faber (in inscriptions, flatuarius in the Thoodos. codex).Of Corinthian brass there were especially vases (such as were manufac-
tured by the Gorinthiarii or falri a Connthiis), but also, notwithstand-
ing Pliny denies it, signa CorintUa (Martial xiv, 172), such as the Ama-
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zon of Strongylion (01. 103) ; Alexander also had such, and Delphi was
full of them. Plut. de Pyth. or. 2., comp. . 123. R. 2. But the imago
Corinthea Traiani Csesaris in. the Inscr. G-ruter 175, 9. is remarkable.

Fabretti Col. Trai. p. 251. Argolica statua in TrebelL, Trig. tyr. 30 seems

nearly the same. There were many fables about the Corinthian brass,

for instance that cooling it in the fountain Peirene made it so excellent,

Paus. ii, 3, 3. comp. Plut. ibid. Petron, 50.

2. Plin. xxxiv. 3. The Grsecanicus or verus color seris was extolled

(Plan. Ep. iii, 6.).
The foovrfgQv, and the colour of the athletes were

esteemed, Dio Chrysost. Or. 28. in. Sea-blue naval heroes at Delphi, .

123. E. 3. The preparation, of #e&A/soV %t>vMtyvig is mentioned among
other metal preparations in the papyrus from Egypt, Keuvens Lettres &
Letr. iii. p. 66. On the patina of the ancient bronze, which merely arises

from oxydizing, L. Bossi, Opuscoli scelti, T. xv. p, 217. Mil. 1792. 4to.,

extracted by Eiorillo in the Kunstblatt 1832. N. 97 sqq.

3. With regard to the variegated bronze statues the statements of

Callistratus might be rhetorical phrases (Welcker ad 5. p 701.) ; these

also mostly refer to pieces & rapport, such as the purple prcetextce from

mixing lead with Cyprian brass, Plan, c. 20. But Silanion's Jocaste

wit *adly pale countenance, from mixing silver (Plut. de Aud poet. 3.

Q I. comp, de Pyth. or. 2.), and Aristonidas' blushing Athamas,
< of iron (Plin. 40.) are worthy of remark, as iron certainly

;dmit of being blended with copper. Appul. also, Flor.

/tunica picturis variegata on a brass statue [perhaps

/ng like the tabula Bembina, . 430, 4. Quatrem&re de

>'p, p. 55 64. de Fart dcs alliages dans son rapport avec la

Winter les outrages en me"tal et de 1'usage d'mtroduire des

xans les statues de bronze, Eeuerbach, Yatic. Apoll. s. 211, Peter-

/jEjibanio
Prol. 2. Havn. 1827. p. 9. and even Figrelius De Statuis

/L26. According to Himerius Or. xxi, 4. Phidias gave a red colour

/fie cheeks of the Lemnian Athene. The artistic expression p*$i$

fihmv x.al ffilygov in Pollux vii, 169. from Antiphon, #aA*oy fiatya! in

'jEsch. Agam. 624. (597.), see Nachtr. zur Tril. S. 42 sq. is remarkable^;

and Klausen observes in his edition that the comparison perhaps receive**

an additional charm from the novelty of the invention. The force of th
1

latent comparison to the adultery and its JEschylian wit cannot be mi

taken. G. Hermann contradicted, inasmuch as he with Schxitz and othe
~

referred %&hKw fiaQds to blood and wounds, and took it as an ambiguous
allusion to the intended murder of Clytsemnestra. This was already done

by W. Humboldt, and what other course was left, before the literal sense

was attended to 1 But the other enigmatical meaning destroys the char-

acter of tho speech, and is too inhuman in this place even for Clytsem-

nestra. Letronne Peint. Murales p. 517 sided with Hermann. Franz

translates correctly "colouring of brass." The Gauls had the art of

combining colours with brass in fusion, Philostr. Imag. i, 28. p. 44
3
24.

/-ef. Jacobs. The Chinese also give colours to bronzes.]

4. The proportion of tin mixed with the brass (for instance in the

nailsj of the treasury of Atreus, . 49.) varies between f and 24 per cent.

There is least tin found in the horses of St. Mark (of later date), see

Klaproth;
M>~, encjcl. 1808. iii. p. 309. Mongez (sur le bronze des an-
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ciens, M&m. de 1'Inst. Nat. v. p. 187, 496. lust. Roy. viii. p. 363.) ascribes

entirely the hardness of the bronze to this mixture, and to cooling in.

the air, and, from modern experiments, denies the trempe by water, in

opposition to Procl. ad Hesiod. W. and D. 142. Bust, ad II. i, 236, whose

testimony was brought forward by Grraulhie*, Sur les ages d'or et d'argent,

d'airain et de fer, Mag. encyc, 1809. Dec. 1810. Janv, XaTixoV %vros,

cast, IXflwoV, rv7rtct$ (ductilis)^
malleable. Pollux vii, 105.

5. The artistic expressions are : r& rfhcurevr# Kqgtw htytios, to wfawoy,

jcoy/os, ojAo/<pij' rQwqf&oera, ru A ira.gotTrhqffiM* %uvog^ %avw6W. See Pollux_

z, 189., Photius, A/yBo<r, Eustath. ad II. xxi. p. 1229., ad Od. xxii. p. J9S&
R, Schneider s. v. 'hfytios, %oeuw. Diogenes L. v, 1, 33. &>$ h r$ %$

iag ; [Soph. A/p^uaXar. dewls p>w qf&fa.iybo$ $ wvxv 6f6fi6eerrisi cf. F. G.

Welcker G-riech. Trag. S. 172 ] Coins were also sometimes cast in the

ligdos. Seiz sur Fart de fonte des anciens, Mag. cncycl. 1806. vi. p. 280.

Clarac, M. de Sculpt, ii. p. 9 sqq. It is doubtful whether they also made
the movie a Ion crews over the model as is now done, and then furnished

the pieces of it inside with wax after which the kernel, iwyau, was poured
in. A statue by Onassimedes was solid, Paus, ix, 12

; smaller bronzes are

so commonly. An dtyia$ cost, in the time of Diogenes the Cynic, 3,000
drachms (J talent, about 50 guineas), Diog. Laert. vi, 2, 35. [A brass-

casting is represented on a remarkable kylix, Gerhard Neuerworbene
Denkinaler N. 1608 and Tnnkschalen Tf. 12, wherewith G. Braun in the

Bullett. 1835. p. 167 compared the vase explained in the JEschyl. Trilogy,
in which Feuerbach afterwards in the Kunstbl. 1844. K. 87. pointed out

the kernel and coating of a cast-model. Cf. besides an archaistic vase with
a brass-foundry, in Campanari, at London

; which is to be published. Bull.

1846, p. 67. Bergk gives a different explanation of the vase in the Tri-

logy Archaol. Zeit. 1847, S 48 On the low price of bronze statues see

Kohler Ehre des Bildnisses S 127.]

6. On partial casting in the case of colossi, Philo vii. mir. 4; the
horses, of S. Marco likewise wore probably cast each in two moulds. On

^aklering,
.61. Ferruminatio per eandem materiam facit confusionem,

krabatura non idem efficit. Digest, vi, 1, 23. See, however, Plin.

Jxiii, 29 sq. Locks of hair soldered on, Winck. W. v. 133. On the in-
Hion of the eyes, ibid. v. 133 435 sq. Bottigcr's Andeutungen, s. 87.,

<bap. also Gori, M. E. ii. p. 208. To this is referred the faber oculariarius
Ji inscriptions, see Forcellird. The beautiful Nike of Brescia (. SCO. R.

3) has a silver fillet; according to an inscription in Gruter, p. 67, 2,

there was a Bacchus cum redimiculo aurific. et thyrso ct cantharo arg.

Preserved bronzes, . 127. R. 7. 172. R. 3. 204. R. 4. 205. R. 2. 207.
R 6. 261. R. 2. 380. 385. 422. 423. 427. The most of them from Ilercu-
lanum. Colossal head with a hand in the Capitol. [The fine statue
from Volci at Munich, Kunstbl. 1838. St. 86.]

1 SO 7.
^

The mode of executing statues by hammering and
embossing, which prevailed before the Samian school (. 59.
60. 71. comp. 237, 2. 240, 2.), continued to be even in "later

2 times the usual one for GOLD and SILVEK,; but statues of pre-
cious metals, large ones especially, were more in conformity
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Asiatic than the Greek taste. The gilding of entire 3

statues, likewise, did not come into favour until the art of

giving a fine colour to brass by mixing had been forgotten;
in ancient art particular portions, even in the naked body,
were distinguished by gilding with silver or gold. Too many 4

experiments were made with iron to admit of its successful

and permanent application to works of sculpture, as raw iron

adapted for casting was unusual in antiquity. With regard 5
to what may be called works of art in lead, there occur tickets

for public games and distribution of corn, as well as for hang-
ing on vessels, marks on building stones resembling seals,

bulls, amulets and the like; many of which were evidently
cast in moulds.

1. The golden Pallas of Aristodicus was a <r(pv(>faarov, Branck's Anal.

ii. p. 488 ; the silver figures from Bernay (comp. . 311. R. 5.) were cer-

tainly embossed, the separate parts very finely soldered with lead, or

dovetailed into one another.

2. Silver statues of the Pontic Mngs, Pliny xxxiii, 54 ; golden ones

especially of barbarian deities, Luc. Z. r^ay. Instead of the pretended

golden statue of Gorgias, Pausanias only saw a gilded one. The dvty&$
XQVGQVS 0Tg&Y> solidus, is opposed to the plated, k^i^vaog, inauratus, or

slightly gilded, xT&x%v<7Qs in general only, subauratus ; however holo-

sphyraton in Pliny xxxiii, 24. denotes a perfectly massive work.

7rg@$of the same as aurum obryzmn. [Schweigh. ad Herod, i, 50.

avroparo;, avro(pvy$, Lennep ad Phalar. p. 365.]

3. Gold was laid upon brass generally with quicksilver, and in thick

sheets, also with the aid of notches (Plin. xxxiii, 20. xxxiv, 19), on
marble with the white of eggs. Winck. W. v. s. 135. 432. M. Acilius

Glabrio erected at Rome the first statua aurata, Idv. xl, 34. Traces of

gilding on the horses at Yenice, M. Aurelius, a quadriga from the theatre

of Herculanum, and the fine statue from Lillebonne, . 262. R 2. [most
of all on the famous Hercules in the Capitol]. An antique head of an
athlete at Munich, K 296, has gilded lips, [the Orpheus of Callistratus

7, with his chiton bound by a golden strap,] and the early Greek lampa-

dephorus, . 421. according to R.. Rochette has the lips, nipples and

eyebrows silvered, [not silvered, but inlaid with copper, see Letronne in

the Annali d. I. vi. p. 230. The tiara of the Orpheus just referred to is

%%vcto 3e,otfrotari)ero$. The silver inlaid work on bronze figurettes in the

museum at Faples is very fine, eyes and all sorts of ornaments ; a vase

from Herculaneum with inlaid silver work is described by Martorelli De
theca calam. cf. Eea ad Horat. T. ii. Epist. ad Pis, 435 &c.]

4. Iron statues by Theodorus of Samos (, 60.), Paus. iii. 12. Her-

cules' combat with the serpent by Tisagoras, x, 18. Alcon's iron Hercules,
Plin. xxxiv, 40. The causes of the rareness of iron-casting in antiquity
are investigated by Hausmann, Commentat. Soc. Gott, rec. iv. p. 51. The

tempering, orlf&aaig, of iron (by water, Homer Od. ix, 393.) [Soph. Aj.

650, 6V Tflt Bs<V
Itfotgrsgofj/

TOTS fiaCpvl cri^Yi^og &>$, cf. . 311. R. 2.] for cutting

instruments, was a native branch of industry on the Pontus, in Lydia
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and Laconica. Bust, ad II. ii. p. 294, 6. E., comp, Ilausmann, p. 45 sqq.

Magnetic vault 1 . 149. R. 2,

5* Ficoroni Piombi antichi. E. 1740. 4to. StiegHtz ArchaoL Untcrlu

ii. s. 133,

2. WORKING IN HAED MASSES.

1 SOS. Carving in wood is denoted by gss/v and 7X69*^, the
former of wMch indicates a more superficial, the latter a

2 deeper working, with, pointed instruments; in early times a
main branch of temple statuary (. 68. 84), it continued

through all ages to be employed in the images of field and
3 garden deities. Whilst the appropriate kinds of wood of the

native soil were used for that purpose, frequently with some
4 reference to the significance of the image, foreign sorts, <^

pecially cedar, which was reputed incorruptible, were still

5 employed in later times even by excellent artists. Turning
was of more importance for vessels and implements of wood.

1. Both expressions occur in reference to wood and stoixc. Ssetv is

scalpere, whence ^vvfhvi, |o^ (cro/^/aflj), scalprum, a carving-tool. ThvQew,
sculpere, approaches nearer to cselare, TO^SUM. Instruments, y^Qwon,
rogos, cselum, chisel, burin. The <r<w&j also served for $g^, . 70, 3 ; comp.

. 56, 2. Qointil. i, 21, 9. Sculptura etiam lignum, ebur, marmor, vitrum,
gemmas, prseter ea quee supra dixi, complectitur.

2. In Psyttaleia Tlito$ Q$ e%ffrov erv%e $6v wt'jroiYifA&vet,, Paus. i, 36, 2.

A Pan of beech-wood with the rhind, Anth. Pal. vi, 99. Images of Dio-

nysus, Priapi of fig-tree.

3. Cypress, abundant in Crete, and used there by the Daodalidso (comp.
Hermipp. Athen. i p. 27.), beech (^/xg), oak, pear-tree, maple, vine,
olive, <fec. Paus. viii, 17, 2. Q. de Quincy, Jup. 01. p. 25 sq. Clarac, p,
41. Populus utraque et salix et tika in scalptuns necessaricc, Pallad
de E. E xii, 15.

4. Of foreign woods ebony (. 84 R. 2. 147. E.
3.), citron (bfav 1 Mon

gez, Hist, de Tlnst. Eoy. iii. p. 31. Thyon with cypress in the Olympiar
Zeus of Phidias, inside or on the throne, Dio Chrys. xii p. 399. E.), lotus
above all cedar (comp 52. E 2. 57. E 2). The Apollo of Sosius of So
loucia was of cedar, Plin. xiii, 11, also the Bsculapius of Ection, Antt
Pal vi 337, KsBgov UQI x^vffS 'Qiwbwftwat, are described as round figure
by Doutas, Pans, vi, 19, 9. More such in Siebehs ad Pans, v 17 i

Amalth. ii. s 2G9.
"

? * "

5. Comp. . 298. E. 2. Voss. ad Yirg. vol. ii p. 84. 443. Of turnic
in wood, Togy b yg/y, rowovy, tornare, see Sohnoidcr under roqetw. Tornu

v, the turning iron, invented by Theodoras, . CO.
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B, SCTJLPTUKE (SCULPTURA )

309. The solid calcareous stone, susceptible ofpolish., -which 1

was on account of its shining surface called marmor (^a^agoi/

from /6a^a/gw), white marble being thereby understood, was

early recognised as the most fitting material for sculpture,

and the Parian was sought above all others throughout Greece,

as that of Luna was afterwards in request at Home. However, 2

in Greece as well as Italy all sorts of tufa were employed for

works of less careful art: on the other hand coloured mar- 3

ble, as well as other kinds of coloured stone, first came into

favour in the Roman empire, especially for the representation
of Egyptian deities and barbarian kings, and also for the ad-

dition of accoutrements, drapery and the like. Wonderful is 4

the finish of the workmanship on the hard and brittle masses

of porphyry, granite and basalt, in which pointed irons, which
were sharpened ever and anon, must bore away to the requi-
site depth, and afterwards laborious rubbing and polishing

gradually bring the smooth surface to its proper state.

1. Garyophilus de marmorilms antiquis is not of much, use ; of greater

value are Ferber, Lettres mineralogiques sur 1'Italie, Mongez, Diction,

de PaatiquitS de TEncyclop^die, especially Faustino Corsi, Belle pietre

antiche, ed. sec. R. 1833. Comp. Hirt, Amalth. i. s. 225. Clarae, p. 165.

Plainer, Beschr. Roms s. 335. The marble is either grained, to which

belongs the Parian (A/SO? IIag<o?, TiiJyo^oj), which was mostly quarried in

small blocks, sometimes in galleries, (A^/T^), of a large shining grain

[resembling salt], called marmo Greco duro, also sahno, as well as that of

Oarrara, marmor Lunense (. 174. R. 1. on its age the author's Etrusker),

resembling fine sugar, often with bluish spots : or slaty with veins of talc,

such 'as the Penthelic with greenish streaks (Dolomieu in Millin M L ri.

p. 44) and the less precious Hyinettian, marmo cipolla [or cipollino].

There were other well known kinds of statuary marble, the Thasian, of

a pale white (the local situation of which was discovered by Cousinery),

[as well as the verde antico in Macedonia], the Lesbian, of a more yellow-

ish colour, the coralitic resembling ivory, from Asia Minor, marmo Pa-

lomfano. De marmore viridi, Tafel in the Munchner Abh. philol. 01. iL

s. 131. The Megarian also (. 268. R. 1.) was used for statues, Cic. ad

Att. 1, 8. The lapis onyx or alabastrites of the ancients, called after the

vases . 298. is a fibrous calc-sinter (albatre calcaire oriental) which came

from Arabia and Upper Egypt, Salinas. Bxerc. Plin. p. 293. On the Vo-

laterranian, , 174. R, 3. Rumohr has given accounts of marble in Cala-

bria.

2. A Silenus of poros (. 268. R. 1) at Athens. Many municipal hon-

orary statues in peperino ;
five statute togatse of the kind at Dresden.

There were many works executed in calcareous stone in the provinces

and in Germany. Etruscan sarcophagi of calcareous tufa .174. R. 3.

3. In black marble, nero antico, there are many statues of Isis, the
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African fisherman, the two centaurs of the Capitol, the Nile, of. Pausan.

viii, 24, 6. In red marble, rosso antico, which was rare in architecture,
there are numerous good sculptures, especially heads of BaccluiH, uatyra
in imitation of carved images painted red (, 09) ; besidea basins and
baths. There also occur statues of particoloured marble, OuyltiH, Hint.

de 1'Ac. des Inscr. xxxiv. p. 39. Statues of porphyry are found at Homo
from the time of Claudius, comp. Visconti PCI. vi. p. 73, porphyry ntutium

with bronze extremities Race. 53. Basalt was used for busts of NorajnH,
likewise granite and syenite (but which the moderns do not consider to

be syenite) for sculptures in the Egyptian style. Comp. , S28. Si(i8. II. 3.

4. The auger guided by two bridles, Eurip. Cycl. 401,

1 310. Marble, on the other hand, bears the assault of in-

struments of very different kinds, saws, drills, files, rasps, which,

together with the chisel driven by the mallet, must do the
2 most and best. When the artist, which was by no moattH

always the case, worked after an exact model, he made IIHO,
like the moderns, of points which mark the dimensions in all

directions, and must "be constantly renewed in the j>ro#reHH of
3 the work. For smoothing statues by rubbing, the dunt of the
Naxian whetstone, pumice and other means were employed ;

however the shining polish so injurious to the effect wan not
introduced till later; and in some excellent statues wo can

4 still see perfectly the traces of the iron. On the other hand,
the soft and

^
fatty appearance, which the surface of marble

often has in itself, was enhanced by rubbing with molted wax,
especially the Carthaginian (xaf<r/fi), with which an appro-

5 priate tone^
of colour (circumlitio) was easily combined. The

painting of marble, in the antique and archaizing style, with
glaring, and afterwards with softer colours, as well an the ad-
dition of metal attributes and gilding of particular parts, was
maintained throughout all antiquity; in the Roman period
however there was a tendency to substitute the natural vario-

6 ty of colour in the stone for paint (comp. . 309). The join-
ing together of different blocks was managed with so much
nicety, that the wish for monolith colossal" statues wan often
satisfied, at least in appearance.

1. Ancient sculptures which represent workers in stone : the reliefs
in Winck W. i. tf. 11. M. Borb. i. 83, 3. with the gravo-stono of Eulro-
pus in Fabretti, Inscr. v, 102., and the engraved stones, Kiooroni Gem-
mae ii, 5, 6. and Lippert. Suppl. ii. 388. Ancient instruments on various
monuments (in Muratori, p. 1335, 1., different compasses and others) ;

also found in Pompeii; those now in use in Olarao, pi. 1 On the Baw,
, 2C9, 6., the auger, . 123, 1. [Wagner discovered that on the tatuc of

^Egina were employed quite the same instruments as those now in use,
auger, pointed, toothed and flat irons and

file,]

2. Of Pasiteles it is something remarkable that he ytihil unyuam fecit
ante guam finxit, and many irregularities are explained by the free arid
bold procedure of the ancients. On the points see Chirac, p. 144

; honco
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the mammiform elevations on many an-cient statues, see Weber on the
colossi of Monte Cavallo in the Knnstbl. 1824. s. 374, and the discobolus
in Guattani, M. 1. 1784. p. 9. [Bullett. 1841. p. 128.]

3. On the Naxice cotes Dissen ad Pindar, I. 5, 70., comp. Hoeck, Greta
i. s. 417., where Naxos in Crete is rightly represented as an invention.
The stones were called Kaxian from whatever place they came, whether
from Crete, Cyprus or elsewhere. S^p^y, erftfyvy dtyt&vra$. 'EOT-

hstcivew x,ct.l <ya.vovv rex, f

x\v\ykvrct xoti
irtQixQirivTot, ray (x-yoe^po^r^v. Plut.

do adul. 52.

4. Q. de Quincy, Jup. 01. p, 44. Hixt, s. 236. Volkel Archaol. Isfach-

lass i. s. 79. The epidermis of the ancient statues is formed of the

smearing with wax, which signa marmorea nuda received, according to
Vitruv. vii, 9. [Hirt in Bottiger's Anialthea i. s. 237, remarks that it is

only because this coating was so thin, that no traces of it are to be found.
Fea found many, Miscell. filol. T. i, p. cc. But circumlitio is not tone of

colour or " a rubbing of marble with wax, which communicated to the
surface a greater apparent softness, and perhaps also a gentle gloss of col-

our," as the present author asserts in the Wiener Jahrbiicher 1827,
" a

varnish" (of Mcias), according to Hirt, also ibid.,
" on which he not sel-

dom relied too much." Neither is circumlitio a painting of the ground
of statues in different tints, light and shade, &c., as is supposed not only
by Ydlkel, after Visconti PioCl. ii, 38. iii5 5 and Quatremere, but by Le-
tronne Peint. Mur. p. 28. 491. R Eochette Peint. Ant. p. 286, and Clarac
Mus. du Louvre i. p. 156 60. Neither general probability, nor anything
in the accounts, or in the remains, of genuine art, favours these opinions,
and the name itself is opposed to them. For it expresses a painting
round (wse/^cv?), a framing of the borders of drapery, the hair, and per-

haps also the body with a quiver-band and the like, and these border
ornaments might be executed very elegantly and variously ; the beauti-
ful small archaistic Diana in the museum at Naples is a valuable instance.

So in painting, circumlitio is a painting of the ground around the figures,
in order to separate and make them stand out, as Quintilian viii, 5, 26

shows, a circumductio colorum in extremitatibus figurarum qua ipsaa

figurae aptius finiuntur et eminentius extant, contorno, profilo (Eofcellini),
hence the same author xii, 9, 8, says of the substance of speeches : extrin-

secus adductis ea rebus circumlinere (to border), and i, 11, 6 simplicem
vocis naturam pleniore quodam sono circumlinere. Prcetexere lies in the

idea of circumlitio. Seneca Epist. 86: nisi Alexandrina marmora illis

(Kumidicis crustis) undique operosa et in pictures modum variata cir-

cumlitio prsetexitur. Rubbing with wax is yowmi$ ccyot.\uair6>v, Plut.

Qusest. Bom. 98, wherefore in Yitruv. vii, 9, 4. instead ofgnosis we should

read ganosis, not x,<mW/f, which is something quite different, nor Iy-

x/xv(7t$. Vitruv. says : ita signa marmorea moda curantur, that is to say,
white wax melted with oil was laid on with a thick brush, and then rub-

bed dry. Plin. xxxiii, 40. sicut et marmora nitescunt, Juvenal xii, 88.

fragili simulacra nitentia cera, comp. the notes of Heinrich* Arrian
PlSS. Epictet. ii, 825. rors <W|;<y vftiv TO oiyex.'KfAa, orotv rsteta&w, cra,y art\-

<7rvto%Yi. Canova, after the example of the ancients, attempted to make
marble softer and milder in tone, by rubbing in a composition of wax and
soap ; but the unguent decomposed, and, as Thiersch informs us in his

Rcisen in Italien i, 142, changed the colour.]
2
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5. Oa painted statues and reliefs, . 69. 90. R. 118. R. 2. b. 119. R.

2. 4. 203. R. 3. In Virgil's Oatal., JEueid. dcdic., a marble Amor is de-

scribed, with variegated wings and quiver., Kicias tho great oucaustos

gave those tints to the finest statues of Praxiteles. Plin. xxxv, 40, SJ8.

But the Cnidian Venus was colourless. Lucian do imag. Feuerbach Va-

tic. Apoll. S, 212,
*

A.y&'h.f><>MT&)i> iyK&varou xetl %(>vcr6)r<x,l x,od /3j<pfci,c, Pllii.

de glor. Ath. 6. Hair of a statue, coloured with wax, is distinctly men-

tioned by Clucremon in Ai/hen. xiii. p. COS. Painted reliefs are y(tvrol

rvKot, such as are mentioned in Fronto's Entip. Hypsip. fragm. 11. ed.

Matth.; comp. Welckcr, Syll. Epigr. p. 101. [11. llochette Point. Ant. p.

289., Letronne Lettres d'un antiq. p. 339, Boekh 0. I. ii. p. (502.J but also

^. 323. R. According to modern investigations tho figures on Trajan's

column also were raised in gold on an azure background. 0. Semper,
ueber vielfarbige Archit.u. Sculptur. s. 37. [has not been confirmed.] (hi

adjuncts of metal, and gilding (that of the hair in particular wan very

common) . 84 90 R. 117. 118. R, 2. b. 127. R. 3. 158. R. 3. 203. R. 3.

In imitation of the ancient acroliths . 84. there were made statues ol*

black marble with the extremities of white, such as are certainly to bo

met with of later times, for example those of the priests of Isis.

6. See above, . 156. 157. and tho Inscr, 0, 1. 10. ravTQv A/,%y
fe/js**

v>

"tigtels
xotl TO vQ&as* Pieces of marble left standing as props (puntelli),

are to be found for the most part in copies of brazen statues.

C. WORKING IN METAL (ragfitw*9&, OJELATURA) ANT) IVORY".

1 311. The working of metals with sharp instruments, sculp-
ture in metal, is what the ancients called the toreutic art, with
which was also combined according to the requirement of the

task, a partial casting in moulds, but particularly the beating
2 out or embossing with punches. In this manner was silver

more especially wrought, in the fairest times of (Ireek art, but
3 gold and bronze also, and even iron in many districts. Tim
branch of art was employed on armour, especially shields

besides the embossed work a sort of golden design served a
an ornament to these, which was probably similar to th
modern damask work (tausia^ lawro all ap&miui) ;

moreover
chariots in particular were ornamented with embossed silve

4 Vessels were sometimes provided only with ornaments of

vegetable form, for instance the large silver platters; som<
times adorned with mythic representations in relief (anaglypti
which were in later times often movoablo, and might be ei -

ployed in ornamenting different goblets which were somctim 5

5 of gold (cmblemata, crustse). The fame of the masters in tl 3

department, and the passionate desire of the Romans for t 3

possession of such articles are conceivable to us from partk
-

lar remains. The art of the toreutes was likewise put in !-

quisition for ornamental furniture; and that of the worker n
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chiefly consisted in embossing gold-plates, and
i-wire, is closely connected with this branch of

art.

1. Toesur/jwj (. 85.) corresponds completely to ccelatura (PHn. xxxiii
Salmas. Exerc. Plin. p. 737.), which Quintillian ii, 21. confines to metals*
whereas sculpture comprehends besides, wood, ivory, marble, glass and
gems. [Thrones of ivory, therefore, should not be mixed up, . 173, L]
Embossing is &*6w (Creuzer Comm. Herod, p. 302.), butaot&v . 59
R. 2., wfrxetw, excudere (Quint, ibid.). Isidore Orig. xx, 4. Cselata
vasa signis eminentibus intus extrave expressis a cselo quod est genus
ferramenti, quod vulgo cilionem vocant., Tritor argentarim (Spon. Misc
p. 219.), tntum argentum (Horace s. i, 3, 91. Phsediv v, 1, 7.) appear to
refer to embossing. Terere is r^siv.

2. Comp, R. 3. 4. There were figures, insects, foliage enchased on
Olaucus' crater-stand (. 61.). At Kibyra, in Asia Minor, iron was en-
graved with ease, Strab. xiii, 631. Alexander's iron helmet, a work of
Theophilus, gleamed like silver, Plut. 32. To this refers *p4^ov in
Soph. Aj. 651. cf. Lobeck, on the softening [Getting. Anz. 1838. S. 1111:
<< But there must have been a similar, though less known process, whereby
iron was made suitable for embossing and enchasing. The p<x.*<*%<s of
G-laucus was h& wt/goV #l v$stro$ fatpfo, from which, indeed, one wo'uld
rather expect the opposite effect." (Indeed.) In the Hall. ALZ. 1837. also,
Apr. S. 634 f. l^vikvv^ is combined with *$? aily^os %$. The reference
of these words to l**got>y is preferable; for it is not said that the
quenching in oil makes iron soft, but only that it prevents splitting.]

3. On artistic workmanship of armour, . 58, 59. 116, 3. 117, 2. 240,
R. 4. Cic. Verr, iv, 44 mentions bronze coats of mail and helmets en-
chased in the Corinthian manner. The y^KTa. h &r*$> !y%ww
(Inscr. from Cyme, Caylus Eec.

ii, 57., comp. Osann. Syl. p. 244. C. I. n,

124.) I hold to be the same with the scutum chrgsographatum (Trebell.
Claud. 14.). May not the ^yo-oyg^/ of the Egyptian papyrus, Reuvens,
Lettres a Letr. iii. p. 66. perhaps refer to this 1 [Letronne Lettres d'un

antiq. p. 517, dissents.] eUAv yg^wr^ see C, I, Gr. ii, p. 662, s., g/xoW
Ij/oVAo;? tKtx^vaug &,vde,tai$ ib. no. 2771. [Engraved work, Gerhard Etr.

Spiegel. S. 80 Not. 63.] The barbicarii of later antiquity were also em-
ployed in inlaying inetal with threads of gold and other metals, see

Lebeau, M6m. de TAc. des Inscr. xxxix. p. 444. In preserved armour
with reliefs, the mail-plates from Locri . 257. R. 4, and the bronze helmets

(with military representations) and greaves from Pompeii are worthy of
remark. Yotive shield (1) of the Ardaburia family, see . 424. R. 2.

Massieu Sur les boucliers votifs, Mem, de TAc. des Inscr. i. p. 177. Of
work on chariots . 173, 2. Carrucae ex argento caelatse, PKn, xxxiii, 49.

Vopisc. Aurel. 46. [On bronze reliefs, as facing of wooden boxes, &c.
Avellino Descriz di una casa Pompeiana. 1837. p. 57 sqq.]

4. To the first sort belong the lances ftticatce, Cic.? disci corymbwti,
lances pampinatce, patinoe hederatce, Trebell. Claud. 17. It appears like-

wise that animals' heads, masks, wreaths and the like, but no historical

reliefs, were fixed on the Corinthian bronze vases, But the golden
in Athon. v, 199 e, had round figures, $
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gevpfaot, sitting on the rim (similar figures on tripods, Amalth. Hi. s. 20.),

and reliefs on the neck and belly. Cic. Verr. iv, 23. distinguishes on

silver vases the crustse aut emblemata. The caolator anaglyptanua m
inscriptions made in later times merely the reliefs, the vascuiarius the

vase, the purum argentum. Homeric subjects were much in favour., tin IB

Mys (. 112. R. 1. 116? 3.) represented on a Hcraclootic acyphos the

conquest of Ilium after Parrhasius' design [the epigram in Athen. namow

TlviK<nos9
cf. Mcincke Spec, alt, p, 20. Sillig Oatal artif. p. 288.

|
; honoo

the* scyphi Homerici, Sueton. Nero, 47. [One in the Antiquarium at

Munich, published by Thicrsch in the Abhdl. of the Mini. Acad. v
?

2,

1849.] A platter with large historical representations, Trebell Trig. IJ&

Masters in working vessels . 60. 122. R. 5. 124. R, 1. 159. 190, 3. comp.
Athen. vi, 781 sq[.

5, The most important silver vessels arc : the cup in the Oorsini

collection, found at Antium . 196. R. 3.
;
the vase with the apotheosis of

Homer, at Naples, MillingenUn. Mon. li, 13. [Millin Gal. Mylliol. pi. 140.J

silver vessels found in Pompeii, 14 articles, ArchaoL Intcll. 111. I lull. 1 885.

No. 6 ; the so-called shield of Scipio (restoration of Brisoia), found hi 1WHJ

at Avignon, in the cabinet at Paris, Montfaucon iv, 23. Millin T\T. L i,

10 [A. G. Lange in Welcker's Zeitschr. f, a. K. T vi, 22. 8. 400.] ; the

bowl found in Perm in Stroganow's collection, the contest for the

armour of Achilles, see Kohler, Mag. encyc. 1803. v. p. 372 fArchaoL

Zeit. of Gerhard i. Tf. 10. S. 101]; the goblet from Aquiloia, at Vienna,
. 200. R. 2. comp. 264. R. 1

; the vases from Ealerii (with vegetables

decorations), Al. Visconti, Diss. d. Ace, Rom. i, ii. p, 303 st^. especially
the rich treasure in vessels of a temple of Mercury, found at Bernay*
The raised work in these is invariably embossed, and drinlung-bowlB

placed inside ; drapery and armour enhanced by gilding, as is also often

the case elsewhere ; on, the Homeric representations . 415. II. Ilo-

chette, Journ. des Sav. 1830. p. 417. Lenormant, Bull cl, Inst. 1830.

p. 97. The so-called disci also are for the most part merely the inner

surfaces of goblets. A silver discus, Cleopatra with her women (?), from

Pompeii, Ant. ErcoL v. p. 267. Another found at Geneva with iigurcs
in glorification of Yalentinian, Montfaucon. Suppl. vi. pi. 28. On a Chris-

tian one, lontanini, Discus argent. R. 1727. [One from a tomb at

Kertsch in half barbaric and half Grecian design, in Gerhard's Areiuiol

Zeit, i. Tf. 10. s. 161. One Anacreontic. 51.] In bronze there is nothing
finer than the discus from near Paramythia in Epirus, in Hawkins 5

pos-
session, highly embossed figures inlaid with silver ornaments, represent-

ing Aphrodite's visit to Anchises, Tischbein Horn, vii, 3. Millingon Un.
Mon, il 12. [Specim. ii, 20.] On the entire discoveries, G5tt. G. A. 1801,

s, 1800. [Argenti M. Gregor. i, 62- 60.]

6. Silver casket with a considerable silver treasure found at Rome in.

1794, of the last period of art, in the Schellersheim (now Blacas) collec-

tion, Mag. encyc. 1796. i. p. 357. B. Q. Visconti, Lcttora intorno ad ima
ant. supellctile d'argento. Sec. ed. 1827. In golden, ornaments (to which

belong the early Attic cicadas) there have been important discovericn

made in Ithaca (Hughes i. p. 161.) ; at Rome among others in 1824 ((3.

Melchiorri, Mem. Rom. iii. p. 131.) ;
at Parma (Diss. d. Ace, Rom. ii. p.

3.) ;
at Canosa (rich golden chaplet, Gerhard, Ant. Bildw. ft(X Avellino>
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Mem. cl Ace. ErcoL L), [now in Munich] ;
at Panticapason, masks and

laedalliorLS of thin gold leaflets embossed (R. Rochette, Journ. des Sav,

832 p. 45), [other gold articles also from thence Dubois de Montpereur,

oy. en Crimee au Caucase cet. pi. 20. 21, and silver vessels p'L 23 24, also

vases of amber pi. 22.] These medallions were still in request in later

antiquity (see that of Tetricus, Mongez Icon. Rom. pi. 58, 6) j such were

perhaps wrought by the Iractearii aurifices. On the aurifices generally,

Gori, Golumb. Liv. n. 114 sqq, [Gold articles from a rich tomb in Melos,
L. Ross Inselreise iii. S. 18. One of the finest golden chaplets in the

possession of Barone at Naples in 1845, recently found at Fasano, de-

scribed by Avellino. Bull ffapol. iii. 129. In inscriptions there are

golden honorary garlands mentioned of 100 gold pieces, 500 drachmas,
<fec. and in incredible number, besides the crowns decreed to be conse-

crated in temples, for example in that of Jupiter in Plautus Mensechm.
v. 5, 38, very many only representing olive-leaves, Etrurian gold arti-

cles S. 175. R. 4.] Vase of lead with Bacchus, Silenus and the four

seasons, Gerhard Ant. Bildw. i, 87.

812. In the studios of the ancients, with the toreutic art I

was likewise connected WORKING IN IVORY, which it was a
favourite practice throughout antiquity to combine with gold,
in statues as well as all sorts of furniture. The ancients re- 2
ceived from India, but especially from Africa, elephants' teeth

of considerable size, by the splitting and bending of which a
lost art but which certainly existed in antiquity they could

obtain plates of from 12 to 20 inches in breadth. In executing
a statue, then, after the surface of the model was distributed

in such a way as it could best be reproduced in these plates,
the individual portions were accurately represented by sawing,

planing arid filing the ivory (this material being too elastic to

be wrought with the chisel), and afterwards joined together

especially by the aid of isinglass, over a kernel of wood and
metal rods. The holding together of the pieces of ivory, how-

ever, required incessant care
; moi&tening with oil (particularly

oleum pissinum) contributed most to their preservation. The
gold, which represented hair and drapery, was embossed and
fixed on in thin plates. In ivory, besides reliefs, little figures, $
small utensils and tokens, and especially the class of diptycha

(writing tablets with reliefs on the outside) have come down
to our times from the later Roman empire. These are divided

into consular, which were presented by magistrates as gifts on

entering office, and ecclesiastical.

1. In opposition to the employment of the term introduced by Q, de

Quincy, it is correctly remarked by Welcker that rogsvr/$ among the

ancients merely signifies ccelatum; we nowhere find the word expressly
used of chryselephantine statues. As however the embossing of gold was
in these a main feature, and the first masters who made these colossi,

Phidias and Polyclete, were also according to Pliny the most eminent

toreutge (. 120. R. 2.) ;
we must perhaps adhere to the connexion above
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indicated. On chryselephantine works, see above . 8/5. 113 115. 120, 2,

158. H. 1. 204. R. 5. comp. 237, 240. X^ersAgcpo&y-njAi/f/r^o/ a<r75fe? at

Syracuse, Plufc. Timol. 31.5 on the doors of the temple of Pallas there (.

281. R. 6.) the argument or representations of events were of ivory, the

rest of gold. Lyres were often of ivory and gold, and crowns of ivory,

gold and coral, Pindar, N". vii, 78. Dissen in Bockh, p. 43/5. Ivory coun-

tenance on a shield, Diogen. viii, 1, 5. Signa cburnea in Sicily, Cic. Vorr.

iv, 1., in Rome at the Gircensian games, Tac. Ann. ii, 83.

2. The above sentences give Q. de Quincy's theory, which is the most

probable, p. 393 sq. Comp. Hcyne, Antiq. Aufs. ii. p. 140., in the N.

Biblioth. der schonen Wiss, xv., and N. Commentar. Soc. Oott. i, ii. p.

96, 111. On the ivory trade, Schlegol Indische Bibhoth. i. s. 134 &<#{.

In Phidias' time chiefly from Libya, Hermipp. in Athon. i, p. 27, as after-

wards from Adule, Plin. vi, 34. Democritus is said to have invented the

mode of softening ivory, Seneca, Bp. 90. Q. de Quincy, p. 410, Clomp. *

113, R. 1. In the working, Lucian Be eonscr. Hist. 52. distinguishes the

TrA^rrg/i/ (of the model), the vgfew, %*ty (rad&re, Statius, 8. iv, (5, 27.),

jcoAAotv, fvSfiigetv of the Ivory, and the faow&ifytv r$ K^W^I- MnglaHB
served to unite the parts which Damophon renewed in tho Olympian
Zeus, Lilian V. H xvii, 32. On the oil, among others MothodiuH iu

Photius, 0. 234. p. 293. Bekk. On the kernel of statues, especially wjjAoV,

Lucian,, Somn. s Gall. 24. Arnob. vi, 1C. .214. R. 2. On tho application
of the gold, 113. R. 2., eyes of precious stones, Plat. Hipp, i, p. 290.

3, Most reliefs and figurettos of ivory in Buonarroti, Modagl. Antiehi.

[Knebel Be signo eburneo nupor offosso. Duiaburg 1844. 4io. A hero

carrying a dead body.] There are also early Greek works of tho kind.

The sTis^j/Tot/^yo}, eborarii, according to Themistius, p 273, 20 Bind.

made chiefly 8&rof, libri elephantini (Yopisc, Tac. 8.) or pwjill<we8 wi/i-

branacei operculis eboreis (Inscr.). The diptycfw, consular i,a are adorned
with the figures of consuls at the pompa circewht, the miMiontis and tho

Eke, the ecolesiastica with biblical subjects. Besides those of ivory there

were also wooden ones, likewise argentc coHnta, of which there arc some
remains. Also triptycha, pwtfa$tycha, etc. Writings by [M, Chladni, J,

A. Schmidt, Negelein] Salig and Loich de diytychis Bonati J)o' ditfcici.

Coste Sur 1'origme dcs Diptyquea consulaircs, Mag. oncyci, L802. iv. p.

444. 1803. v p. 419, Principal work : Gori, Thesaurus vctt. Diptycho*
rum consularium et ecclesiasticorurn, opus posth, CIOKI add. I. B. JPasserL

F. 1759. 3 vols. fo. Particular ones described by Fil Buonarroti, Ohpk
Saxe [Dipt, magni consuhs 1757,], Ilagenbuch [de dipt Brixiano, t7S)9

fol.], Mautour (Hist, de 1'Ao. des Inscr. v. p. 300.) and others,
[
J)o Dipt,

Quirini Card. Lips. 1743, 4to.] Paradise on an ivory tablet, Grivaud <le

la Tine. Ant. Gaul, pi.

1

28. The Wicssay Diptychon, engraved by K
Morghen, with the figures of Esculapius and Tolesplxorus, Ilygioia and
Eros

3
is distinguished from the usual Byzantine dryness by more inge-

nious workmanship.

The teeth of hippopotami likewise served instead of ivory, Paixs. viii,

46, 2. Tortoise-shell (chelyon) was used especially for lyres, dining sofaB

and other furniture ;
it also came partly from Adule, Plin. vi, 34. Reliefs

of the bones of animals. Works in mother-of-pearl, Sucton. Nero 31.

There were statuettes in amber (. 56. E. 2,), Paus. v, 12, 6. Plin. xxxvii,
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12., but particularly vases [Martial iv, 31. vi, 59], Heliadum crustce (Juv.

v, 40.), among which the electnna vasa> Dig. xxxiv, 2, 32., and the electrina

patera with Alexander's medallion and history, Trebell. Trig. 14, may
perhaps "be rather classed than regarded as vessels for mixing metals.

[Other manufactures of amber, Dilthey de Electro et Eridano
f Darmst.

1824. p. 13. fol.] The'Afbjm faexryitvi in Sifflula, Hehod. iii, 3. is like-

wise a fitting application of amber [scarcely, cf. Dilthey p. 7 9.] ; there

are still ancient amber buckles with Gorgonea (at Berlin) ; also early

Greek and Etruscan sculptures in that material, Micali, Ant. Mon. tv.

118. Clarac, p. 82. Cab. Pourtales pi. 20. p. 24. [Collections of the Duke
S. Giorgio Spinelli and Mr. Temple at Kaples, single specimens not rare.

D. Schulz on Amber works, in the Bull. 1842. p. 38.]

IX WOKKnSTG IN PBECIOUS STONES

313. The work in precious stones is either depressed (in- 1

taglio) or raised (ectypa scalptura in Pliny, came-huia, cama-

yeu, cameo). The impression (<r^ay/V) is the main object of

the former; the chief aim of the latter is to adorn. For the 2

former were employed transparent stones of uniform colour,

but likewise such as were spotted and clouded, of precious
stones properly so-called almost only the amethyst and hya-

cinth, on the contrary many half precious stones, especially
the numerous varieties of the agate, among these the highly
esteemed cornelian, the chalcedony and the plasma di meraldo ;

for the latter, variegated stones, such as the onyxes, consisting 3

of smoky brown and milk-white layers (onw\ and the sar-

donyxes, which added a third layer of cornelian, and were

frequently also produced by artifice, with similar kinds of

stones which Oriental and African commerce brought to the

ancients, of surprising and now unknown beauty and size-

1. The impression
in sigillaris creta, especially Lemnian, or was.

2. According to the ancients the diamond cannot be cut (Finder de

adamante, p. 65.) ; there are hardly any genuine antiques of it. The

wndentes gemmce likewise, such as the carbunculi, according to Pliny

*xxxvii, 30. resist working and cling to the wax, however (Theophrastes

de lap. 18. knew of sphragides of anthrax). It was not so with the hy-

acintJiuS) our amethyst, of dull violet colour, and the more muddy and

spotted amethystus; the greenish topasium (not chrysolite, according to

Grlocker, De gemmis Plinii, inprimis de topazio, 1824.) ; the leryllus, now

aguawiarwia / above all the sa^da, va,$iQy, now cornelian and sard, which

was very common in the time of Menander ;
the acliates, which was for-

merly in high favour, but in Pliny's time however had lost its repute ;

the foucachates, now chalcedony; ibe jaspw, especially the tile-coloured

(untransparent) ;
the cyanus> to which the sapphirm of the ancients w;as

allied, now lapis lazuli; our sapphire, on the contrary, adamas Qyprim?

did not make its appearance till later times, . 207. R. 7. The emerald
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of the ancients is in general plasma di merddo, which came chiefly from

the mines between Coptus and Berenice, which have boon, recently re-

opened. There were also fine works in crystal. Obsidian was an Kthi-

Q __ __

tares' physiques des pierres pretenses. P. 1817. 8vo. Oorsa, p. %to

3. The sardonyx is called tyytyos ri>ix(>6>f*a, tyvtyd fatvfafa, huciati

dial. mer. is. 2. Sardonyches ternis glutinantur gemniis ;
aliuudo ni-

gro, aL candido, aL nrinio, Plin. 75. comp. 23. Achill T. ii,
11. Boliol.

ad Clem. p. 130. Works by Kohler and Bruokmann on tho subject

(18011804). Pliny also mentions (63) other oriental stones of several

colours; quse ad ectypas scalpturas aptantur. The bluish nicdo (onicolo)

consisting of two layers was used for intaglios. The ancients recognised

especially Upper India and Bactria as the native country of camoo-tone,

Theoph. De lap. . 35. Comp. Gx. Veltheim, Sammlung eiriiger Aufaiitxo

ii. p. 203. Bottiger, ueber die lechtheit und das Vatorland dor aufcikou

Onyx-Cameen von ausserordentlicher Grrosse. Leipz. 179(5. Hcercn

Ideen i
3
2. s. 211. Luc. de Syr. dea 32. mentions that there wore on. the

image of the goddess many precious stones, white, water-coloured, fiery

sardonyxes (oW^cr SagBwo/), hyacinths, and emeralds which had boon

brought thither by Egyptians, Indians, Ethiopians, Modes, Armenians,

and Babylonians.

1 314 Now, witli regard to the mode of working, we only
know from antiquity *tMs nmcli?

that the polisher (politor)

first gave to the stone a plane or convex form, which wan

2 preferred especially for signet-rings; then the stone-cutler

(scalptor, eavarius) attacked it partly with iron instruments

smeared with Naxian or other emery and oil, which were

sometimes round, sometimes pointed and drill-formed, hut

3 partly also with a diamond point set in iron. The adjustment
of the wheel, hy which the instruments were set in motion,
whilst the stone was held to them, was probably similar in

4 antiquity to what it is now. The careful polishing of all parts
of the engraved figures was a great aim with the ancioul

stone-engravers, and is therefore a criterion of genuineness.

1. A$org;/3/*aj and
?t/9"oygy/^sj, the art of the jpolitor and md'ptor in

lysias' JFragm. crs^i
rov rvKov* On the Latin namoa, Salinas, Exero. PUu,

p. 736. comp Sillig C. A. p. viii. We do not find the numerous facotn

of modern art among the ancients; hexagons and cylinders wore the
favourite forms for ornaments.

2. Plin. sxxvii, 76. Tanta differentia ost, ut aliins forro soalpi non

possint, aliso non nisi retuso, verum onmcs adamanto ; plurinniin voro in

his tercbraruxn proficit fervor. The ferrum retmum is tho punch, 6outG~

roUe, whoso round hollowings did the most in the coarser workn, , 97, II.

On cesium and marcidus, Fronto, Ep. iv
? 3., on tho lima likowiao lawlor.

Origg. xix, 32, 6. Tho Naxian, dust . 310, 3., served for cutting and

polishing, according to Pliny xxxvi, 10.
3 comp, Theoph. 44, On o-/^/*,

emery, Dioscor, v
5 1G5. [llesych. v,

<rf*fyt$f Isid, xvi, ^ 27, sinir Jorom.
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xviij 3. Ostracite used for gnawing, Yeltheim TJeber Memnons Bilds, S.

40 if.] Schneider ad Eel. Phys. p. 120. and in the Lex. Plin. xxxvii, 15 :

Adamantem cum feliciter rumpere contigit, in tarn parvas frangitur

crustas, ut cerni vix possint ; expetuntur a scalptoribus, ferroque in-

cluduntur, nullam non duritiam ex facili cavantes, speaks evidently of

the diamond point, Pinder de adam. p. 63. comp, on the splinters of the

ostracitisj Plin. 65. Veltheim Aufsatze ii s. 141.

On the technical processes of the ancient stone-cutters: Mariette?

Traite* des pierres gravees* P. 1750. f. Natter, Trait6 de la methode ant. de

graver en pierres fines compare*e avec la m6th. moderne. L. 1754. Lessing

in the Antiq. Briefen i, 103 ff. [Br. 27. S. 209
ff.]

and in the Kollectaneen

zur Literatur. Bd. i. iL Ramus von geschnittenenSteinen und der Kunst

selbige zu graviren. Kopenh. 1800. G-urlitt, Gemmenkunde, Archseol.

Schr. herausgeg. von Corn. Muller, s. 87 f. Hirt, Amalth. ii. s. 12,

315. Stones destined for signet-rings next came Into the 1

hand of the goldsmith (compositor, annularius) who set

them, and here the form of the sling (syMvq, pala) was a

favourite one. Although in the signet-ring the device was 2

certainly the principal thing, the name however is sometimes

added; and here it must be assumed, that a name which

readily strikes the eye, must rather be referred to the posses-

sor, than to the artist, of the gem. The circumstance that not 3

merely individuals, but states had their seals, perhaps explains
the great correspondence of many gems with coin-types ;

thus

also the Roman emperors sealed with their heads, at the same

time that their coins were stamped with them. The frequent 4

application of engraved stones to the decoration of drinking-

cups and other utensils [a practice derived from Byzantium],
was continued down to the middle ages; even now antique

gems must be sought for sometimes in church-vessels. In 5

engraved vessels entirely of gems, which are connected with

the class of large cameos, many works, admirable for the

extent and difficulty of the workmanship, have been pre-

served, although none of them belongs to the times of a pure

taste, and a genuine Hellenic exercise of art.

1. See among others Eurip. Hippol. 876. rvvrot fftpevftwvis xgw \a>rwy

comp. Monck. All rings were at first signet-rings (comp. . 97, ^ then

they became ornaments and badges of honour, un-engraved also ere

readily worn, and the engraved everywhere else applied. Kirchm T.

De Annulis.

2. On the names on gems, v. Kohler and E. Rochette, see . 131. KV

2., comp. . 200. R. 1. Gemmas ant. litteratae by Fr. Ficoroni. B. 1757., V

l>y Stosch, . 264. K 1. Bracci Comm. de ant. scalptoribus, qui sua no-

inina inciderunt. F. 1786. 2 vols. text, 2 plates. It is certain, indeed,

that when the artist gave his name he did it in the least observable

manner possible.
Hence the catalogues of gem-cutters, of which the

Yisconti-Millin (Visconti, Yarie Opere, T. ii. p, 115. Millin, Introduc-

tion a 1'etude des pierres gr. P. 1797. 8vo.) is the richest, furnish little
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that is available for the history of art. Many names rest merely 03 a

different reading, as Pergamus and Pcigmus ; Dahon and Allion are j ^

bably Admon (AAAION), comp. Joura. des Sav. 1833. p. 753 sq. Besi ,s

those above named, we also know, from Pliny, Apollonides and Croni
;

of the former we have perhaps still a fragment. The Tryphon cclebra d

by Addseus of Mitylene. Brunck Anal, ii, 242., is perhaps the same wh e

name stands on several beautiful stones ; however even AddsBus5

time s

uncertain*

3. See on the state-seals Facius' Miscel. 72. On the imperial se s

Sueton. Aug. 50. Spart, Hadr. 26. U. Fr. Kopp, ueber Entstehung < r

Wappen. 1831.

4. See . 161, 1. 207, 7. also 298. R. 1. Gemmata potoria, P] ,.

xxxvii, 6. [vasa ex auro et gemmis xxxvii, 63, gemmata vasa of Agat] -

cles, Auson. ep. 8.] Juv. x, 27
,
from which are also to be explained Ji

v, 43. and Martial xiv, 109. 'Yvwrfyss liaK&ot, Plut. vii. p. 154. H. lane y

phialse with gemmae inclusse, Big. xxxiv, 2, 19. Comp. Meurs. de lu i

Rom. c. 8. T. v. p. 18. [The A/SQ^O'AAJ^ . 161. R. 1. were even in use -

Babylon . 237. R. 2, among the Indians also golden vessels set with pi

cious stones occur Bhartrihari's Sententise ed. Bohlen ii, 98. Doors, wal
,

roofs with gold, silver, and precious stones also among the Sabseai
,

Strab. xvi. p. 778. Stones from Bactriana, which were used in Tu&oxo'xxu? h

Theoph. cr. A/&. , 35. At the Persian court xhfoxt A/,%#o'AA>rro* x,t fa

XQvaot, Philo in Euseb. Pr. ev. viii. p. 389 a. A dove A/So*. in the p<

session of Cyrus, JElian V. H. xii, 1. (poKlg A/&O*. on the hearse of Ale -

ander Biod. xviii, 26., at a symposium Cleopatra gave to Anthony TTMV ,

Xgvffsa x,al A. wegtrrus s%stgyat<rfAiv ra,l$ rk%vcug, Athcil. iv. p. 147 I ,

A / (p/A>j ex, xQvcrov ^sxe&nx.'havros tJ/aA/Sog- made for the triumph
Paulus JEmilius. Plut. JEmil. P. 33. Pompey triumphed in a &%[*

Appian. B. Mithrid. 117. Into his hands fell at Talaura, Mithridat '

treasury of art (raftieloit r^$ xMraffxevvig), besides 2,000 onyx vesse
r

x,&rGix(Jv<rc6, which required 30 days to be delivered up, derived partly frc \

the dominion ofDarius Hystaspis, partlyfrom that ofthe Ptolemies, wl: ,

had been deposited by Cleopatra with the Coans, and those had surrc -

dered, partly collected zealously by himself, ib. 115. The fe^Wj^ccrcs &

A/3-& at the banquets of Mithridates are mentioned by Plut. Lucullus 3
,.

and $vg$6$ n$ o/aA/^oj- from him, which adorned Lucullus' triumph, ib. '
.

Eratosth. in Macrob. Sat. v, 21. mentions a xQetrfya, A/,%^., xgvorow ,

Menander lv HouHy, swap* A. Poll, x, 187., phials Athen. ii. p. 48 i .

and Agatharchus in Phot. p. 459. Bekk.
7 vreyavxfata A. Ileliod. vii, 2

^

neck-laces ^A/S^yag- A. Diod. xviii, 27., XQWOVV etl A. xoffftov h TTAOX/

tetl Ksposgalots Plut. Phoc. 19. and Eunap. Aedes p. 30. Wyttenb. %n
vst$ (read fchti&wc&g) Q(&%%v<Tovg A. TUI> vroJwTtpqrav Callix. in Athen. v. *

200 b, a mask Itotxgvtrov xetl A. Lucian Tim. 27, dagger belt and gold L

garlands Heliod, ix, 23. x, 32. Plin. xxxiii, 2 turba gemmarum potaxn i

et smaragdis teximus cahces. Juv. v, 43. Also an iron helmet-bar
,

sn^'Ta#5JA/oj/
A. occurs Plut Alex. 32J Die Edelsteine der H. d L

Kdnige herausg. Bonn 1781. [The best were taken away at the flight L

the time of the French revolution.]
-- Gems infibulis (Spart. Iladr. 1

,

in busts likewise we find the buckles hollowed out for them, PioCl. vi. .
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74.), on sword-hilts, belts, [slices, like those significantly presented by
Trajan to Adrian,] Cameos often on garlands and crowns of antique

heads, PioCl. vi. p. 56. Coinp. . 131. R. 1. 207. R. 7.

5. . 161, 3. Gemma Itiwe, Virg. G. ii, 506. Propert. iii. 5, 4. The

oW| pky&$ rgcvysh&Qov KQiuTrtfajros, Bdckh G. I. 150. Staatsh. ii. s. 304.,
is perhaps to be understood according to . 298 309. R. 1. CELEBRATED
VASES : The Mantuan in Brunswick., . 264. R. 1. Earnesian goblet of

sardonyx, [from the tomb of Adrian] with representations of Egyptian na-

tural productions, Neapel's Antiken. s. 391, Millingen Tin. Mon. ii, 17.

[A. Gargiulo Intorno la tazza di pietra sard, orientale del M. Borb. Nap.
1835. 4to. B. Quaranta in the Mus. Borb. xii. tv. 47. Uhden in the Schr,

der Berl. Akad. for 1835, s. 487 497. Zoega in an unpublished explana-
tion understood "

la spedizione di Perseo" on account of the " closed knife

and the sack" of the centre figure. The sack, and the plough above, are

also explained by Quaranta who, amid a heap of the most untenable obser-

vations, with Millingen sees Alexander in this figure, but the knife, which
in Uhden's drawing according to the microscope is curved downwards,
he took for a dagger, Uhden's explanation of the incomparable, and ex-

tremely difficult work is a model. He recognises Egypt in the array
of fertility after the overflow. Isis resting on the sphinx, holds aloft the

ripened corn-ears, the Nile sits tranquilly on the accustomed bank, two
of his daughters, the nymphs of the streams which form the Delta, have
drawn the drinking water clarified there, the winds hover peacefully, the

peasant lays aside the plough which has done its work, the bag of seed-

corn is emptied, he has taken up the knife for pruning in the garden and

vineyard.] Coupe des Ptolem6es or Vase de Mithridate, in the Cabinet
du Roi at Paris, adorned with very highly raised sculpture, representing
side-boards and Bacchian masks. Montfaucon i, 167. (Kohler) Descr*

d'un vase de sardonyx antique grav6 en relief. St. Petersb. 1800. (mar-

riage subjects). The Beuth onyx vase at Berlin, see Tolken, Staatzeit.

1832. N. 334. Hirt, G-esch. der bild. Kiinste s. 343. Sillig, Kunstblatt

1833. N. 3 f. Thiersch Munchner AbhdL der philol, HI. ii. s. 63. Birth

of Commodus, of Augustus, Sillig, of L. Caesar, Tolken. A balsamario of

onyx in the Vienna cabinet, with Bacchian attributes on the foreside,

is seen, from the inscription on. the back, to have been a present to a
lietaira: ffiff&ts h d r

y<%%Q'f$t <p/An yag si ^syot^ sWoy c?g ^ !$r^tovrce> ititiv.

The verse from Anacreon Er. 56. ed. Bergk. [Arneth, Explanation
of the 12 largest engraved stones of the Royal Cabinet of Coins, Werner
Jahrb. 1839. i Anz. s. 28, The gems with GS-ermanicus and Agrippina,
Gott. Anz. 1847. s. 456.] Large cameos . 161, 4. 200, 2. 207, 7. The
Vatican cameo in four layers is still larger than that of Paris ;

it repre-
sents Dionysus and Ariadne drawn by four centaurs. Buonarroti, Me-

dagl. p. 427. comp. Hirt ibid., s. 342, Statue of Nero in jasper, of Ar~

sinoe in emerald, Plin. ; figurettes in plasma di smeraldo are oftener to

be met with.

The LITERATURE of glyptography is given by Millin, Introd. (very in-

complete) and Murr, Biblioth. Dactyliograph. Dresd. 1804. 8vo. G-EET-

ERAL collections of gems by Domen. de Rubeis (JEneas Vicus inc.), Pet.

Stephanonius (1627), Agostini (1657. 69), de la Chausse (1700), [Rome
1805 in 2 vols. 8vo.] P. A. Maffei and Domen. do Rossi (1707-9. 4 vols.)>
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[Nov Thesaur. vet. gemmarum 4 vols. fol.] Gravelle (1732. 37), Ogle (1741),
Worlidge (1778), Monaldmi and Cassini (1781-97. 4 vols. fo

), Spilsbury
(1785), Raponi (1786) and others. PAKTICXJLAB cabinets by Gorlaous

(first

1601), Wilde (1703), Ebermayer (1720-22), Marlborough (1730), [Choix de

pierres ant. gr. du Cab. du Due de Marlborough fol. 2 vols., each of 50 pi,,

very rare,] OdescalcM . 262. R.4., Stoscli . 264. R. 1
,
Zanetti (ed. by A!

Fr. GorL 1750), Smith (Dactylictheca Smithiana with commentary by
GorL V. 1767. 2 vols. fo.). From the Cabinet du Roi, Caylus Recueil de 300
ttes and Mariette's Recueil 1750. comp, . 262. R. 3. Those of Florence
in G-ori, Wicar, Zannoni, , 261. R. 2. Those of Vienna, . 264. R. 1. The
Imperial Russian, . 265. R. 2. Those of the Netherlands, . 265. R. 1.

[The Royal at Naples.] CATALOGUES of the Crozat collection (by Mariette

1741; it has gone to Russia with the Orleans collection), the de France .

264, 1., the Praun at Niirnberg (by Murr, 1797), [now in the possession
of Mad. Mertens-Schaafhausen at Bonn,] the collection of Prince Stanis-

las Poniatowsky, which is full of counterfeits. [Catal. des p. gr. ant, du
prince Stan. Poniatowsky 4to. Fir. 1831.] L. Rossi Spiegaz. diuna Race,
di gemme vol. L Mil. 1795. 8vo. [Dubois Descr. des p. gr. ant. et mod,
de feu M. Grivaud de la Vincelle P. 1820.] Creuzer zur Gemmenkunde -

y

ant. geschn. St. vom Grabmal der h. Elizabeth 1834. cf. Feuerbach im
Kunstbl. Visconti Esposiz. delle impr. di ant, gemme raccolte per uso del

Princ. Chigi in his Op. Div, T. 2, his most important work on engraved
stones. Schlichtegooll's Answahl 1798. 4to.] Vivenzio, Gemmo antiche in-

edite. R. 1809. 4to. Millin., Pierres gravies ine"d, (an opus postumum). P.
1817. 8vo. [Gemme incise dalCav. Gius. Girometti publ. con le illustr. di.

P. E. Visconti R. 1836. foL 10 pi. Ed. of only 100 copies.] IMPRESSIONS by
Lippert in a peculiar mass (two collections, a Latin catalogue by Christ
and Lippert for the first, a German one by Thierbach for the second) ; by
Dehn in brimstone, descr. by Fr. M. Dolce (E. Qu. Visconti 1) 1772 ; by
Tassie, in something like enamel (Catalogue des empreintes de Tassie by
Raspe, 1792) ; of the Berlin collection . 264. R. 1. ; Impronte gemmarie
deE5

Institute, comp. Bull. 1830. p. 49. Cent. i. ii. Bull. 1831. p. 105. iii.

iv. Bull. 1834. p. 113. [v. vi. 1839. p. 97.] Archaol. Intell. 1835. No. 64-
66. [Th. Cades has collected 5,000 carefully selected impressions in Rome,
among them 400 stones of Etrurian origin.] Much on particular gems in

Montfaucon, Caylus, Visconti, Iconographie, &c.

Victorius, Dissert, glyptogr. R. 1739. 4to. Gori's Hist, glyptographi-
ca, [prsestantiorum gemmariorum nomina compl. Ven. 1767 fol. together
with an App. in the Memorie d. Accad. di Cortona ix, p. 146.] in the second

vol^of
the Dact. Smith. Caylus, Mem. de TAc. des Inscr. xix. p. 239.

Christ, Super signis, in quibus manus agnosci antique in signis possint,
Commtr. Lips, litter i. p. 64 sq. The same author's treatise by Zeune, p!
263. and preface to the Dactyliothek of the Richter cabinet. Klotz, Ueber
den Nutzen und Gebrauch der alten geschnittenen Steine. Altenb. 1768.
G A. Aldini, Instituzioni glittografiche. Cesena 1785. [Millin Introd. \
1'etude des p. gr. 1797. 8vo, Caylus, sur les p, gr. in the M6m. de 1'Acad.
six. p 239.] Gerhard zur Gemmenkunde, Kunstbl 1827. H. 73-75. E.
Braun uber die neuesten Fortschritte der Gemmenkunde Archaol. InteJL
Bl, 1833. St. 7. 8.
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E, WORKING- IN GLASS.

316. Glass Is the more fittingly mentioned in this place,
1

as it was used among the poorer classes as a substitute for the

precious stone of the signet-ring, and, for that reason, the imi-

tation of gems and cameos in glass-pastes was very widely dif-

fused in antiquity, whereby many very interesting representa-
tions have been preserved to us in this class of monuments.

According to Pliny, it was wrought in a threefold manner, 2

sometimes blown, sometimes turned, and sometimes engraved ;

of which processes the first and third are also found united.

Although perfectly clear and white glass was far from being 3

unknown to the ancients, they everywhere manifested a pre
ference for other colours (especially purple, dark blue and

green), and for an iridescent splendour. They had also beau- 4:

tiful cups and goblets of coloured glass, which were sometimes
made of pieces of variegated glass, and sometimes ingeniously

composed of glass and gold. The murrMna, which we must 5

mention by the way, can only be considered as articles of

luxury, not as works of art.

1. 2<%ynJ vahweti at Athens, about 01. 95. 0. I. n. 150. Yitrese

gemmsD ex vulgi annulis, Plin. comp. Salinas. Exerc. Plin. p. 769. As
counterfeits in Trebell. G-allien. 12. and often in Pliny. Comp. . 313. R. 3.

The largest glass-paste is the cameo 16 X 10 inches in the Vatican

(Winck. W. iii. s. 44 fF.) 5 Dionysus lying in Ariadne's lap. Buonarroti,

MedagL p. 437.

2. Plin, xxxvi, 66. Toreumata vitri, Mart, xii, 74. xiv, 94.
'

or vahfyvis, vitri coctor, see Stephani Lex, ed. Brit. ; opifex artis vitrise,

Donati Inscr. ii, 335, 2. [fox/vowo/of, Spartan inscr. Bullett. d. Inst. 1844.

p. 149. S. voehoT%vvi$, vcihovgyo$. Achilles Tat. ii, 3. x-Qotryga votfiov ftsv ro

ir&v s^yov o^^uy^'zv^g9 Maty c) c&vrov cifATrehot TrsgizcrTStyav, Appulei Meta-

morph. ii. vitrum fabre sigillatum.] The Barberini, now the Portland

vase, exhibited in the British museum, [wantonly broken in pieces in

1845 and successfully restored,] from the so-called tomb of Alexander Se-

verus, consists of blue, transparent glass, and over it a white opaque

glass-fusion, the latter sculptured. Gr. Veltheim Aufsatze i. s. 175. Wedg-
wood, Descr. du Yase de Barberini. L. 1790. Archseol. Brit. viii. p. 307,

316. Millingen Un. Mon. i. p. 27. [St. Piale Dissert. T. i. The fact that

the nymph does not seem to ward off the god, bxit to draw him towards

her, is opposed to Millingen's explanation. The fine amphora from Pom-

peii, of a similar style of art, M. d. I. iii, 5. Annali xi. p. 84,, and a pa-

tera, M. Borbon. xi. tv. 28. 29.]

3 Same glass articles in Stackelb. Graber T 55. Beautiful pure

plates of glass found in Yelloia and Pompeii, called also specularia accord-

ing to Hirt, G-esch. iii. s. 74. On variegated windows 281. R. 5. Walls

were faced with vitrice quadrature, Vopiscus Firm. 3. There were parti-

coloured glass seals in Athens. Colour-changing glass, ^A^acro-oy, see Ha-
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drian in Yopisc. Saturn. 8. The Alexandrine glass-wares, . 230, 4
, wore

very celebrated in the time of the emperors, conip. . 240, 6. On the

ancient art of colouring glass, Bookman, Beytrage zur Gesch. dcr Erfind.

i. s. 373 sqq. Works in glass, Becker Gallus i. s. 145.

4. Lesbian cups of purple glass, Athen. xi, 486. Lesbium vas csela-

tum, Fest.
'

Ycihiva, liu%$v<ra, v. 199. Yasa vitrea diatreta Salmas. ad

Vopisc 1 1.
;
such were wrought by the diatretarii. Fine goblet from

the Novarese, of moveable colours, encompassed with a sky-blue net,

with an inscr. in green glass. Winck. W. iii. s. 293. [in. possession of

the Marquis Trivulzi at Milan ; perfect in its technical execution.] A
similar drinking glass of the Emperor Maximian, white in a purple net,

found at Strasburg. KimstbL 1826. s. 358. [Two others at Cologne,

Jahrb. des Alterth. Yereins at Bonn Tf. 11. 12. s. 377. by Urlichs. On a

vase from Populonia on which a villa maritima is represented, a memoir by
Bom. Sestini. On a glass vase from Genoa, a memoir by Bossi. Frag-

ments in the catacombs, Bosio i. p. 509. Buonarroti Osservazioni sopra

ale. frammenti di vasi ant. di vetro ornati di figure, trov. no' cimiteri di

Roma, F. 1716. Ach. Tat. ii, 3. describes a crater of rock-crystal with

grapes which appear to ripen through the pouring in of the wine.]

5. On the murrhina ww (from the East., known to the Greeks, but

little however^ from the time of Nearchus, at Borne from the time of

Pompey, not gems according to the legal acceptation, Big. xxxiv, 2, 19) :

[K Guisbert Be murrhinis, Francof. 1597. 8vo.] : Christ, Be murrinis vet.

Lips. 1743. 4to. Y, Yeltheim on the vasa murrh. (Aufs. i. 8. 191). Le

Blond and Larcher, M6m. de 1'Ac. des Inscr. xliii, 217 sq. 228 sq. Mon-

gez, M&n. de 1'Inst Nat. ii. Litt. p. 133. Schneider Lex. s. v. ftfypivx.

Roloff and Buttmann Mus, der Alterth. W. ii. s, 509. (Porcelain; Schnei-

der opposed, Programm von Mich. [Brieg] 1830.) Mag. encycl. 1808 Juill

Ruperti's collection to Juv. vi, 156. <fec. Roziere, Mtooires de la Bescr.

de 1'Bgypte L p. 115. Minutoh, Gott. G. A. 1818. s. 969. Abel-Remusat,

Hist, de la ville de Khotan, 1820. Gurhtt, Archaol. Sohrifton, s.' 83. Corsi,

Belle pietre antiche, p. 165. (murrha = spato fluore). Becker's Gallus'

i. s. 143. Porcelain according to Cardanus first Be subtil, 1550. Chinese

steatite according to Veltheim, the stone Ju according to Hager Bescr.

des me"d. Chin, du Cab, Imp. P. 1805, Abel-Remusat opposed, ibid.

Fluor spar according to Minutoli on the murrhina of the ancients B.

18353 Thiersch Miinchner Abhdl. der philos, philolog. Klasse i. s. 443 and

Ciasi&c. Journ. 1810. p. 472. [Creuzer was led "to the same explanation

by Boppelmayer before 1830, Heidelb. Jahrb. 1830. s. 369, so also Hull-

mann Handelsgesch. der Gr. s. 209. Fluor spar from India.] In Thiersch

Tf. A. B. (. 505) fine fragments of murrina cocta, among which he even

classes the Barberini vase I

AUT OF DIE-CUTTING.

317. Numismatics, ortlie science which treats of the money
in use among the ancients, is, in the main, an auxiliary to the

knowledge of the trade and mutual intercourse of the ancients
;

but also, at the same time, for the history of art, through the
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artistic value of the types (. 98. 132. 162. 176. 182. 196. 201.

204 207.)- The art of cutting dies, notwithstanding the 2
small fame which these artists enjoyed even. in. the chief

places where the art was cultivated, was carried by the
Greeks to the highest perfection, so that nothing remained to

the Eomans but to regulate better the process of stamping.
Although the casting of coins was not confined to ancient 3

Italy (. 176. and SO 6. R. 5.), stamping however was the usual

practice in Greece and later Rome, and yet the blanks, that
is the pieces of metal destined for impression, were cast in

moulds, commonly of a lenticular form, that they might be
the better able to bear the stamp, which was often very deeply
engraved. The dies were made of hardened brass down to

the time of Constantino, then of steel. Medals properly so- 4

called, which were not to circulate as money, have not re-

mained from the Greek period of art; on the other hand the

large gold pieces of the Constantinian period must be regarded
as such.

1. Eckhel, D. K Prolegg. i. Hirt, Amalth. ii. s. 18. Stieglitz Einr*

ant. Miinzsamml. s. 13. 23. Archaol. Unterhalt. ii. s. 47. Mongez, Mem.
de 1'Inst. Roy. T. ix. The die-cutters for the imperial coins were after-

wards called scalptores sacrce monetce, Marini, Inscr. Alb. p. 109.

2. Except in monograms there are no engravers who give their names,

except those of Sicilian coins, as Cimon and Eucleidas on coins ofSyracuse,
and Eusenetus of Syracuse and Gatana ; also Cleudorus on coins of Telia,
and Neuantus of Cydonia. See R. Rochette, Lettre & M. le Due de Luynes.
1831. [Supplement au Catal. des artistes p. 83 sqq.'cf. 475, there are 28
names quoted, among them particularly the fine Apollo on coins of the

Clazomenians with GEOAOT02 EI10IEL, of which, besides those that are

well known, there are two in the Garriri collection at Smyrna, see U.

Rhein. Mus. vi. St. 3. s. 383.] and Streher, Kunstblatt 1832. N. 41. 42.

Even the ancients thought it remarkahle that the coins of Athens should

"be so destitute of art, whilst the Macedonian coins of AlexaX^r were so

elegant, Diog. vii, 1, 19.

3. Tresviri A. A. A. flando feriundo. The chief appends of stamp-

ing is seen on a denarius of Carisius, viz. anvil, hammer and tongs. The
matrix was originally on the hammer and anvil (quadr. incusum). A/ySw

(. 306, 5) of clay and stone are still found.

4. These gold pieces are often understood as medals, and busts of

generals on monuments adorned with them. See Steinbuchel, Notice

sur les Me*dailles Rom. en or du M. Imp. et Roy., trouv6es en Hongrie
dans les ann, 1797 et 1805. 1826.
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B. DRAWING ON A PLANE SURFACE.

1. BY LAYING ON COLOURING STUEFS OF A SCXET ANB ELTJID NATUEE

A. MONOCHROME DHA.WTNG AND PAINTING.

SIS. Tie ancients paid very great attention to delicate and

finely undulating outline drawing, and in their schools (. 1 39, 3)

long preparatory exercises with the style (graphis) on tablets

covered with wax, and with the brush (penicillus) and one
colour on boxwood tablets, sometimes with a black colour

on white, sometimes with white on black-coloured tablets,
were held necessary before the scholar should venture to dip
the brush in, several colours.

See Bdttiger, Archaeol. der Mahlerei, s. 145 E Mere outlines wore

p,w6y%a[tffi, (Parrhasius produced such) ; figures of one colour on a

ground of several colours ft,ovox&fAevret. AwwygotQeiv eUovet, Arist. Poet.

6. denotes monochromata ex albo, like those of Zeuxis, Plin. (comp.
Apellis monochromonl Petron. 84. [rather monocnemon . 141. K 3.;

Zeuxis goes immediately before in Petronius, "but monochromes "by Apclles
are not otherwise known. Fronto ad Yerum i : quid si quis Parrhasium
versicolora pingere juberet, aut Apellem unicolora?]; a sort of camayeu,

comp. Bottiger, s. 170. Lucil in Nonius, p. 37. calls figures merely
shaded monogrammi, comp. PMLostr. Apoll. ii, 22. Above . 210

;
6.

B. PAINTING IN WA-TER-COLOtTRS.

1 319. Prom the superior importance attached to design,
great soberness in the use of colours prevailed for a long time
in antiquity, and in so much the higher degree, as the design

2 was sharper and more accurate. Even the Ionic school; which
loved florid colouring (. 137. 141, 1.), adhered to the so-called

four colours even down to the time of Apelles; that is, four

principal colouring materials, which, however, had not only
natural varieties themselves, but also produced such by mixing;
for the pure application of a few colours only belonged to the

imperfect painting of the architectural works of Egypt (. 231.),
the Etruscan hypogea (. 174, 4) and the Grecian carthen-

3 ware. Along with these leading colours, which appeared stern
and harsh (colores austeri) to a later age, brighter and dearer

colouring materials
'

(col floridi) were gradually introduced.
4 These were dissolved in water, with an addition of glue or

gum (neither the application of the white of eggs nor of oil
is discoverable in ancient pictures), in order to lay them on

# from the palette with the brush. Painting on panels (for
which larch-wood was preferred) was according to Pliny held
in high esteem, at the most flourishing period of art; however,
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the primitive practice of painting temples with, ornaments (.
274 R. 2.) naturally led to mural painting properly so-called,

which was also employed in Grecian temples and tombs, in

like manner as in Italy, but was chiefly applied, from the time
of Agatharchus (. 135.), to the decoration of rooms, until it

seems in the Roman period to have absorbed all art (. 209.).
The surface was prepared for it in the most careful manner, 6

and the advantages of painting on the fresh plaster (al fresco)
were very well known; canvass paintings also occur in the

Roman period. Not only did the ancients anxiously strive 7

to discover and observe the harmonic proportions of colours

(karmoge), but they also had a fine eye for the quantity of

light which the pi9ture should on the whole maintain, for

unity in the general effect of light; this was the rfoog or splen-

dor, which Apelles promoted by a thinly dissolved black (tenue

atramentum), therefore an azure colour, which at the same
time protected the picture and mellowed the sharpness of the

colours. On the whole, the climate and views of life were 8

equally influential in causing the ancients to prefer sprightly

colouring, with decided tones which resolved themselves into

a pleasing fundamental tone.

1. This regular proportion is distinctly* stated by Dionysius Be
Isseo 4; the earlier pictures were %^^a,ai psv stgyecfffAfaott &,7fhtog xat ovcte-

fAttS&V SV T0?f [AiyfAOLfflV SftQVff&t TTQtXt'hlOlU, Xg//3g? Se TCCig yg&f6f6&7$ and SO

forth; the later were svygappoi p>sv qrrov, or had variety in light and

shade, and \v r$ KtiySst r&u fAtyptetrw ryv fo%vv. We must not however

stretch the former too far ;
in the time of Empedocles, and therefore x>f

Polygnotus, the blending of colours was already greatly perfected. See

Simplicius ad Aristot. Phys. i. f. 34. a.

2. The four colours (according to Pliny xxxv, 32. Plut. de def. orac.

47. comp. Cic. Brat. 18, 70.) ;
1. White, the earth of Melos, M.vfr{&$. More

rarely white lead, cerussa. In mural paintings especially the Parseto-

nium. 2. Red, the rubrica from Cappadocia, called ^tvovis M/ATO^.

minium) has various significations. M/XTO^ of burnt <y#ce, was acci-

dentally discovered by Cydias, 01. 104., according to Theophr. de lap, 53
;

according to Pliny, who calls it mta, it was first used by Mcias about

01. 115. 3. Yellow, sil, ftygx, from Attic silver mines (Bockh, Schriften

der Berl. Akad. 3815. s. 99.), in later times used chiefly for lights, besides,

the reddish yellow auri-pigmentum, <ret,vba,(>aMYi, arsenical ore. 4. Black

(together with blue), atramenta, pshaw, of burnt plants, for example the

rgvywov, of the skins of pressed grapes. Mephantinon, of burnt ivory,

was used by Apelles.

3. Col. floridi (furnished "by those who ordered pictures, and often

stolen by the painters, Plin. xxxv, 12.) were: cfirysocoUa, green from

copper-mines : purpurissum, a chalk mixed with the juice of the purple-
fish ; Indicum, indigo, known at Rome from the time of the emperors

(Beckmann, Beytrage zur Gesch. der Erfind. iv. St. 4.). (7&ruleum, blue

smalt, of sand, saltpetre and copper (?), was invented in Alexandria.

2A
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nabari (in Sanscrit, chinavari) denotes actual cinnabar, sometimes natural,
sometimes artificial (Bdckh. ibid. s. 97.), but also another Indian drug,

probably from Dragon's blood. The artificial was first prepared by the

Athenian Callias about 01. 93, 4. On colouring materials : Hirt (. 74.)
Mem. iv. 1801. p. 171. Landerer on the Colours of the Ancients in Buch-
ner's Repertorium f. Pharmacie Bd. 16. 1839. S 204 y$a(pls /^oVoXA*
in gilding S, 210. Gothe, Farbenlehre, ii. s. 54. on the ancient names
<of colours; s. 69 IF. hypothetical history of colouring by II. M. Davy
(chemical researches) Transact, of the Royal Society. 1815., extracted in

Gilbert's Annalen der Physik. 1816. St. i. 1. Stieglitz Arch. Unter-

haltungen. St. 1. Mimitoli in Erdmann's Journ. fur Chemie viii, 2.

Abhandlungen, zw. Cykl. i. s. 49. J. F. John Die Malerei der Alten, B.

1836. 8vo. see Knierim Die Harzmalerie der Alten Lpz. 1839. [Idem
Die endlich entdeckte wahre Malertechnik des Alterth. u. dcs Mittel-

alters 1845. Roux Die Farben, ein Versuch iiber Technik alter u. neuer

Malerei, Heidelb. 1824.]

4. A female painter with palette and brush, copying a Dionysus-

Herma, M. Borb. vii, 3. comp. the figure of the painting in Pompeii, on
which see "Welcker Hyp. Rom. Studien, s. 307. [A painter working at

the portrait of a person sitting to him, playfully treated. Archaol. Zeit.

iv. S. 312, copied as a vignette in Mazois R. de P. ii. p. 63.] The easel

5. On tabular paintings, likewise on whole series of tablets (his in-

teriores templi parietes vestiebantur, Cic. Verr. iv, 55, tabulaa pictse

pro tectorio includuntur, Digest, xix, 1, 17, 3. comp. Plin. xxxv, 9. 10.

Jacobs ad Philostr. p. 198.), Bottiger, s. 280, and on the prevalence of

these R. Rochette Journ. des Savans 1833. p. 363 sqq. GL Hermann De
pictura parietum, Opusc. v. p. 207. Letronne Lettres d'un Antiquaire
sur 1'emploi de la peinture hist, murale P. 1836. 8vo. Appendice aux
Lettres d'un Antiq. 1836. R. Rochette Peint. Ant. pr6ce"d6es de rech.

sur Femploi de la peint. dans la decoration des 6dif. P. 1836. 4to. Welcker
in the Hall. L. Z. 1837. K 173 ff. R. Rochette, Lett. ArchSol. i. P. 1840,

8vo.] However, there is no doubt about the stucco in the interior of the
"Theseion (Semper ueber Tielfarb. Arch. s. 47.) ; the battle pieces of Micon
must have been painted on it. In like manner doubtless Pansonus painted
on the tectorivm laid on by him in the temple of Pallas at Elis. Pliny
xxxvi, 55. comp. xxxv, 49. Of this kind are temples which M rav

KyccSuv ygatpiav xcir&'Tre'Troixt'Xrott, Plat. Euthyphr. p. 6. comp. Luc. de
conscr. hist. 29. [R. Rochette Peint. ine'd. p. 198, remarks that the tes-

timony of Lucian does not apply here.] Solon already forbade sepulchres
(Cic. de legg. ii, 26.) opere tectorio exornari, that is evidently to be deco-
rated with paintings. A tomb painted by Nicias, Paus, viii, 22

;
4. comp.

25, 7. ii, 7, 4. Mural paintings by Polygnotus and Pausias at Thespise,
Plin. xxxv, 40. On the wall-paintings in Italy . 177, 3; these were
used by the Greeks Damophilus and Gorgasus in the temple of Ceres, as
well as by Fabius in the temple of Salus (above . 182. R. 2. comp.
Mebuhr Rom. Hist. iii. p. 356).

6. In Herculaneum the ground is generally alfresco, the rest a tem-

pera. On that manner ofpainting (s<p

5

vygols) Plut. Amator. 16. Letronne
Peint Mur. p. 373. Yitruv. vii, 3. Plin. xxxv, 31. Pictura in textili, Cic.
Verr. iv, 1. comp. . 209, 5. Technical processes of wall-painting in Pom-
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peii, C. Bevilacqua Aldobrandini, Progresso delle Scienze vii. p. 279 sqq.

(not encaustic, water colours on smoothed plaster, no animal and vege-
table colours, merely in gouache.) R. "Wiegmann, Die Malerei der Alten

in ihrer Anwendung u. Technik. Hannover 1836. 8vo. cf. Klenze Aplio-
rist. Bemerk. 1838. S. 586 ff. (Only the first kind of fresco painting,

applying the colours to the fresh plaster, was practised in antiquity, never

the second, wetting with lime-water, or the third, a gradual laying on
of the uppermost lime-ground).

7. Plin. xxxv, 11. 36, 18* On the azure colour (from asphalt
1

?)
Go-

the's Farbenl. ii. s. 87. In the painting of light we can neither deny to

the ancients powerful fire-scenes (as the burning of the Scamander, Phi-

lostr. i, 1.) [the lightning birth of Semele
i, 14.], nor milder effects (thus

for instance the Pompeian picture, in R. Rochette M. I. i, 9., presents
an agreeable twilight in the background). However, such are rare in

ancient pictures.

If very carefully analyzed, the so-called Aldobrandini marriage (. 140,
R. 3.), dug up in the Esquiline in 1606, is painted in a slight and thin

manner, but with a very fine feeling of harmony and the significance of

colours, now in the Vatican Museum. Die Aldobrandinische Hochzeit,

by Bottiger (in an antiquarian point of view) and H. Meyer (artisti-

cally). Dresden 1810. L. Biondi, Diss. dell' Ace. Rom. i. p. 133. G. A.

Guattani, I piu celebri quadri riuniti nelT apartem. Borgia del Vaticano.

R. 1220 f. [tv. 1. with some differences by Meyer.] Gerhard, Beschr.

Rornsii, ii. s. 11. For the literature of ancient painting: Dati, Delia

pittura ant. F. 1667. 4to. Jo. Scheffer, Graphice. Norimb. 1669. H.

Junius, De pictura veterum. Rotorod. 1694 fo. and the works mentioned
. 74. R. Durand, Turnbull, [A treatise of anc. painting L. 1740. fol.

important on account of the 18 paintings, now mostly unknown, of which
it contains engravings,] Requeno, Riem. [G. Scholer Die Malerei b. den

Griechen, Lissa 1842. 4to. Idem liber Farbenanstrich und Farbigkeit

plastischer Bildw. Danzig 1826. 4to. full of insight. Fr. Portal Des
'

couleurs symboliques dans 1'antiq., le moyen age et les temps mod. P.

1837. The Iliad painted red, the Odyssey sea-green, Eustath. ad IL v, 9.]

C. ENCAUSTIC PAINTING.

320. Encaustic painting was a very extensive branch of 1

ancient art (. 139.140.), and was employed especially in ani-

mal and flower pieces [?],
where illusion was more the prin-

cipal aim than in paintings of gods and heroes. Three kinds 2
were exercised: 1. The mere burning in of outlines on ivory
tables with the style. 2. The applying of coloured wax, 3
all kinds of which were kept arranged in boxes, commonly
on wooden tablets (but also in burnt clay), with the aid of

hot pencils, which was followed by complete blending and

softening down (ceris pingere et picturam inurere). 3. The 4

painting of ships with brushes which were dipped in a kind
of fluid wax mixed with pitch, which not merely provided
their external surface with an ornament, but, at the same time,
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-with a protection against the sea-water. We must rest satis-

fied with these slender data, gathered from passages in. the

ancients, as the attempts to revive the lost art of encaustic

painting have not hitherto yielded any satisfactory result.

[A very important application of painting, from an early

period, was that for which in our times the term lithochromy
has heen formed, and which served to ornament the various

architectural members, employing different, but always un-

mixed colours, which were either applied to the marble or the

plastered limestone, poros or X&os vtyng ; tfnjXoygap/a was a

particular branch of it (a term, like ro/%oygap/'a, which does

not refer to writing;} the aXa/3a<rrgoygaps% were also of a similar

class.]

2. Encausta pingendi duo ftdsse genera antiquitus constat, cera, et

in ebore (therefore without cera) [1] oestro, i. e. veruculo, donee classes

pingi coepere. Plin xxxv, 41. Letronne Journ. des Sav. 1835. p. 540.

connects cera, et in ebore cestro (vericulo), not correctly : if cera is not

cestro, the opposition to what follows falls to the ground.

3. Tablets, those of Pausias for instance, were painted in the encaus-

tic manner, also doors (C. I 2297, walls and ceilings, on the contrary, in

another way), triglyphs, that is those of wood (cera ccerulea, Vitruv. iv,

2.), lacunaria, in earlier times perhaps with simple ornaments (as m
the Athenian temples), since the time of Pausias with figures, Plin.

xxxv, 40. (such pictures wv^oig, syxovgug, Hesych., comp. Salmas. ad

Yopisc. Aur. 46.). Figlinum opus encausto pictum, Plin. xxxvi, 64. On
the loculatse arculse ubi discolores sunt cerao, Varro de R. E. iii, 17,, the

pccffiov liieMrvgov Plut. de num. vind. 22,, x#wvH>to Digest, xxxiii, 7, 17.

Tertull. adv. Eerm. 1. Xgafrs/i/ is, according to Timaeus, Lex. Plat, laying

on, diroxgafostv, the softening down of colours
; however in Plato, Resp. ix.

p. 586
, diro%eifaeui rather signifies the reflection of colour on bodies.

"Eyxcy^rct ys3e,nfy.vrov /#<?%, Plat Tim. p. 26. K^o^vrog ygcttyv) as

late as the Byzantine empire, Du Cange, Lex. Groec, p, 647 sq,, comp. Euseb.
Y. Const, iii, 3. G-. Hermann supposes with Letronne that encaustic

painting was, according to Pliny, without brush, ygoifpstv B/^
arugoV,

colores urere. According to Letronne Lettres d'un. Antiq, p. 385, pj&hv,
brush, 8/3;goi>, on account of hell, where it figures in Plutarch; evi-

dently false. [Comp. also Appendice aux Lettres d'un ant. p. 104 sqq.
Schneider's explanation, on the other hand, is defended also by C. Jahn
Acta Societ. Graac. i. p 341.] Idem in opposition to Wolckor's Encaustik
in Gerhard's Hyperbor. Studien, S. 307. Encaustic with the brush ac-

cording to Klenze Aphorist. Bern. S. 606 ; obviously false, contrary to

the story of Pausias at Thespise. [The last of these manuscript additions
would scarcely have been allowed to remain, if the author had more
closely examined the matter. What Klenze asserts cannot be otherwise

conceived, and the story of Pausias can be so explained as to agree there-
with. The higher art of encaustic which was exercised by Polygnotus,

^"icanor
and Archelaus, along with their chief branch of art, and exclu-

sively by a number of famous artists whom Pliny separates from the

great temple painters, in order to give afterwards a mixed list of the in-
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ferior artists in both departments, was, as is certainly shown in the Hall.

A. L.Z. 1836. Get, S. 149160, (if the agreement of all text-passages
after unbiassed explanation proves anything), brush-painting with wet,
cold colours kept in numerous small compartments of a large box, in the

laying on of which wax was used, in what oily dissolving combination is

unknown, on which followed the burning in, and at the same the blend-

ing of the colours, the xgawety x,&l d'Troxgezlusiv, the deepening and

softening of the tone, the regulating of the bright and dark tones, by
means of a small rod, hot at the lower end, and held over and passed along
the surface (/5#/3o/OJ> ^fuyrvgov, xavry^ov). Tim Lex. V. %^iueiy rd

x,(>to^siv

^/cft rov paffiiw. A glowing rod could not surely be used for laying on

colours, and the cestrum which Hirt mixed up, referred merely to the

ivory. Thus by the encaustic process, following on the painting itself

(like the enchasing of the toreutes on the embossing or casting of figures),

blending of colours, transparency, and depth of shadow were promoted,
and effect and illusion attained. The same process was rudely exempli-

fied, when wax candles were employed for retouching and equalizing the

melted wax which was laid on with thick brushes on walls and naked
marble statues, Plin. xxxiii, 40.]

4. Painting of ships . 73. Inceramentum navium, Liv. xxviii, 45-

KtygoV among the materials for ship-building, Xenoph. HP. Athen 2, 11.

On pitch. Plin. xvi, 23. Jn$oyga<p!a on Ptolemy the Fourth's ship, Athen
v, p. 204. [Jllschylus in the Myrmidons probably referring to the hippalet-

tryon On Hector's ship x^o[^^tff]^yraif (p&gft&xav Kohyg 1:61*0$, like xy

In like manner, Hipponax of the ship-painter Mimnes : sW-

rgovrw wafrga^g/o-fltf.] Painting on a gold ground derived from antiquity.
Letronne p. 556. $Tavis extrinsecus eleganter depicta, Appulei. Flor. p,

149. On the fleets Pliny xxxvi, 31. The same cerae, but the mode
different.

5. Caylus, Mem. de 1'Ac. des. Inscr xxviiL p. 179. Walter, Die wie-

derhergestellte Mahlerkunst der Alten. Die Farben, ein Versuch ueber

Technik alter und neuer Mahlerei, von Roux. Heidelb. 1824. 8vo., comp.
Kunstblatt. 1831. 1ST. 69 sq. Montabert, Traite complet de la peinture.
P. 1829. T. viii.

[6. Some remarks on the kind of colours, and the mode of laying- them
on in Volkel ArchaoL Nachl. s. 81 f. Hall. L. 2. s. 150. Klenze Aphorist
Bemerk. s. 556. 560. 587. In the inscription found in 1836 referring to

the works in the temple of Pallas Polias at Athens : evxoumi TO xvftu.rtw

evx.yoivTt ro STFI r$ isncrvA/cj rS ITQ$ &. r. A. In this way also were figures

painted on the metopes and frieze, and such, not of marble, on the frieze

of the Erechtheum, seem to be referred to in the same inscription : 6
*

Etevffivteutos "XtSfQs wgoV $ r** *>#' (although ffiw by no means signifies

usually or by preference, a painting), comp. Wiegmana Die Malerei der

Alten s, 134 ff. Letronne in the Journ. des Sav. 1837. p. 369. Painted

steles in Stackelberg G-raber Tf. 5. 6., three from the Peineus engraved
in the Kunstbl. 1838. F. 59. There is a stele on a vase from Yolci, on

which the painter represents yellowish palmettes on a, white ground,
Gerhard Festgedanken an Winckelmann B. 1841. Tf. ii, 1, and Mus~

Gregor. ii, 16, 1.]
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D. VASE-PAINTING.

1 321. The peculiar technical processes of vase-painting,
which stood in so close a connexion with Greek manners and
customs that it could not pass over to the Roman world, did

not however among the Greeks themselves rank as a separate
branch of art, as there is nowhere mention made of vase-paint-
ers with the specific notice of any individual; hut this only
exhibits the more clearly the artistic genius of the Grecian na-

tion, which unfolded its splendour even in articles of so little

2 value. In painting vases the process, when performed in a

careful manner, was as follows: the vases, after being once

slightly burnt, received, with rapid strokes from the brush, a

coating of the dark-brown colour commonly employed, and

3 were then exposed again to a gentle heat This dark-brown,

faintlyreflecting principal colour, appears to have been prepared
from oxide of iron; a thinner solution of the same material

yielded, as it appears, the faintly shining reddish yellow varnish
which alone covers the colour of the clay, in the places not at

all, or sparingly, painted; variegated colours, in chequered
drapery, flower-arabesques and the like, were not laid on till

4 after the burning was completed, as opaque colours. This
seemed to the Greeks the most suitable technics for vase-paint-

ing; the ruder process in the so-called Egyptian vases was

only kept up as an antiquity; and the placing of black figures
on a white ground (as on some vases found here and there in

Greece, and also at Volci) appears to have been the fashion
5 only for a short time. There are also vases occasionally found,

especially in Africa, which are painted exactly in the manner
of the walls, with bright colours on a white ground, and others
which exhibit on the same ground mere outlines.

1. See above in reference to this . 75. 99. 143. 163. 177. 257. That
vases for use were also painted, is seen from vase-paintings themselves,
in which painted Ibowls and pitchers are borne (comp. Alcaeus, fragm.
31, xvhtxyeti iraixfaou, Deinosth. de f. leg. p. 464. Bekk. ol r<x$ dhufi&ff-

TOOV)KK$ y(>tx>q)Qvrss) ; their use however seems to have been gradually
confined to prizes, gifts, chamber ornaments and tombs (. 301). The
cycle of subjects therefore was restricted more and more even in Lower
Italy to the Bacchian. See Lanzi, De' vasi ant. dipinti diss. 3., the second
on the bacchanals, Opuscoli raccolti da Accad. Italiani i. F. 1806.
A catalogue of painters' name from the vases (especially those of Volci)
is given by R. Rochette, Lettre & Mr. Schorn, Bulletin des so. hist. 1831.
Join. [3d ed. 1845. p. 183, enlarged by Welcker, N. Rhein. Mus. vi St.

2] Comp. Comment. Soc. Grott. rec. vii. p. 92. 11?.

2.
^

That the vases were not soft when they were painted, is proved
especially by the appearance of the scratched lines which frequently
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occur, and by which the painter guided his hand when he proceeded

carefully to work (see de Rossi in Millmgen's Y. de CogL p. ix.), as well

as by the substance of the paint being raised above the surface of the.

vase. There are many grounds for opposing the notion that patterns
were used in the drawing of the outlines.

3. See Luynes, Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 142 s^q. Comp. Hausmann de con-

fectione vasorum, Comment. Soc. Gott. rec. V. cl. Phys. p. 113 (where*

naphtha and asphalt are assumed as colouring materials ; however the

present author is now decided also for the use of iron). Jorio, Sul metoda

degli ant. nel depingere i vasi. [Nap. 1813.] Brocchi, Sulle vernici, Bibl.

Ital. vi. p. 433. [Haus Dei Yasi Greci, Palermo 1823, de Rossi in Millin-

gen Yases de CoghilL p. i xx. Kramer iiber den Styl u. die Herkunft der

Griech. bemalten Thongefasse. B. 1837. F. Thiersch uberdie Hellenischen

bemalten Yasen, Miinchner Denkschr. iv, 1. of the 1st class. Lenor-
mant Introduction & l'6tude des vases peints. 1 Partie P. 1845. 4to.,

from the Elite des men. ceramogr. thrown off separately. A vase manu-
facturer in the work, Cylix from Tarquinii, Gerhard Festgedanken an
Winck. B. 1841. Tf. ii, 3. Archaol. Zeit. 1848. s. 108. N. 5.]

5. On very beautiful vases with variegated figures. Bull. d. Inst*

1829. p. 127. Yariegated vases from Centorbi Bull. d. I. 1833. p. 5. [R.
Rochette Peint. Ant. pi. 8 10.] Specimens of vases with linear designs
in Maisonneuve, Introd. pi. 18. 19. Cab. Pourtal&s pi. 25. Yase paintings,
with different parts in relief, Cab. Pourtal&s pi. 33. (from Athens), Mus.
Blacas pi. 3., [not rare also in Naples and Sicily]. Athen. v, 200 b. sneaks
likewise of vases at Alexandria painted with variegated wax -colours.

Minutoli gives an account of painted vases from a catacomb at Alexan-

dria, Abhandl. zw. Cykl. i. s. 184. Works on vases: Pictures Etr. in vas-

culis nunc primum in unum coll. illustr. a J. B. Passerio^ 1767. 1770. 3.

vols. fo. Antiquites Etrusques, Grecques et Rom., tirees du cabinet de
M. Hamilton a N. 1766. 67. 4 vols. fo. Text by Hancarville, also ia

English. Coll. of Engravings from anc. vases mostly of pure Greek

workmanship discovered in sepulchres in the kingdom of the two Sicilies

now in the possession of Sir "W. Hamilton, published by W. Tischbein,
from 1791 downwards, 4 vols. fo. Text by Italinsky, also in French. [99,

plates for a 5th vol. were taken in 1843 to London by H. Steuart, toge-
ther with a number of plates already engraved for the Tischbein Odyssey.]

Many single plates or smaller collections by Tischbein (Reiner's Yases).
Peintures de vases antiques vulg. app. Etrusques tirees de diff. collections

et grav. par A. Clener, ace. d' expl. par* A. L. Millin, publ. par Dubois
Maisonneuve. P. 1808. 2 vois. fo. Descr. des Tombeaux de Canosa par
Millin. P. 1816. fo. Millingen, Peintures ant. et ined. de vases Grecs
tir6es de diverses collections. R. 1813. The same, Peint. ant, de v. Gr. de

la coll, de Sir J. CoghiLL R. 1817. Al. de Laborde . 264. R. 1. Coll of fine.

Gr. vases of James Edwards. 1815. 8vo, [Moses,] Yases from the collec^

tion of Sir H. Englefield. L. 1819. 4to. Inghirami, Mon. Etr. (, 178.)
Ser. Y. Yasi tittili. [4 vols. 1837. 400 articles.] G. H. Rossi, Yasi Greci

nella copiosa raccolta di Duca di Blacas d'Aulps, descr. e brevemente

illustr. R. 1823. Panofka . 262. R. 3. A work promised by Stackelberg
on Attic vases [merged into the Graber der HeUenen]. "Works on par-
ticular vases published by Remondini, Arditi, Yisconti, <kc. [Yases

Etrusques du prince de Canino R. 1830. f. in, 5 pi. Mus. Greg, ik
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tv. 1100. Raf. Politi Esposiz. di sette vasi Sicoli-Agrigent. Palermo*

1832. 8vo,, Cinque vasi di premio nel Mus, di Palermo 1841. 4to. and a

series of vases published separately at Girgenti and Palermo, IT. Maggiore
Mon. Sicil. ined. fasc. 1. 1833 fo. Gerhard Auserles. Griech. Vasenklder,

hauptsachlich aus Etrurien, I. Bd. Gdtterbilder 1840. II, Hcroenbilder

1843. III. not yet completed. Trinkschalen des K. Museums 1840.

Mysterienvasen 1839. Etr. u. Campan. Vasen des k. Mus. 1843. Apu-
lische Vasenbilder des k. Mus. zu. B. 1845 f. m. Vases peints du Due de

Luynes. P. 1840. fo. (Ann. d. Inst. xii. p. 247.) Le dormant and de Witte

Elite des mon. c6ramographiques P. since 1844. T. i. ii. ixi. 0. Jahn

Vasenbilder Hamburg 1839. 4to. By Prof. Eouloz at Ghent since 1840.

Melanges de philol. d'hist. et d'antiquit6s, chiefly vases, extracted from

the Bulletins de 1'Acad. de Bruxelles T. v xiii, fasc. 25. down to 1846.

Descr. dei vasi rinvenuti nelle escavaz. fatte nell' Isola Farnese per or-

dine di S. M. Maria Cristina di Second. Campanari. R. 1839 4to., Bull.

1840. p. 12. Vases from the tombs of Panticapaeon (Kertsch) in Dubois

Voy. en Crime"e iv. Sect. pi. 7 15, one with SENOfcANTOS EIIOIH-

2EN AGHN. (Bull. 1841. p 109.) and one pi. 13. with the torch race

round an altar, therefore perhaps
'

2. DESIGNING BY THE JUNCTION OF SOLID MATERIALS, MOSAIC-

WORK.

1 322. Mosaic, in the widest sense of the word, any work
which produces a design or painting on a surface by the join-

ing together of hard bodies, comprises the following kinds: 1.

Floors formed of pieces of stone of different colours, geonxetri-

2 cally cut and cemented together, pavimenta sectilia. 2. Win-

dows, composed of glass -panes of different colours, which

3 appear to have been known at least to later antiquity. 3.

Floors inlaid with small cubes of stone forming a coloured

design, such as were usual in antiquity, not merely in rooms
but also in courts and terraces, instead of pavement, pav. tesse-

4 lata, lithostrota, duvzda sv afioMitixoig. 4. The finer mosaic, which
tried to come as near as possible to pictures properly so-

called, and usually employed coloured pieces of clay or rather

glass, but also the very costly material of actual stones,
where the imitation of numerous local colours was required^
called crustce vermiculatce, also litkostrota. Splendid works of

this description were made of stone as well as clay cubes,
as early as the Alexandrine period (. 163. 6.). The employ-
ment of glass cubes in the decoration of apartments, first made
its appearance in the time of the emperors, when this kind of

mosaic, which came more and more into request (. 190. R 4
212, 4), was even transferred to the walls and ceiling, and
was used in all the provinces (. 262, 2. 263, 1.) ;

hence there
is even now by no means any want of monuments of this

kind, among which there are some that may be pronounced
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excellent. 5. Glass threads molten together, which in section 5

always give the same extremely tender and brilliant image.
6. Contours and depressed surfaces were engraved in metal or 6

some other hard material, and another metal or enamel melted
into it, so that figures resulted from the process the so-called

niello. As this kind of work leads immediately to copper-en- 7

graving, so even a certain description of the latter^ an easily

multiplied impression of figures, seems to have been not un-
known to antiquity as a transient appearance.

1. On the picfrum de musivo (the name borrowed from museums,
first in Spart. Pescenn. 6. Trebell. Trig. 25

), comp. G-urlitt, s. 162 f.

Ciampini, Furietti (. 212. B. 4
), Paciaudi De sacris Christian, balneis,

Cam. Spreti Compendio istor. dell* arte di comporre i musaici. Bav.
1804. L. Bossi, Lett, sui cubi di vetro opalizzanti degli ant. musaici.

Mil. 1809. Vermiglioli, Lezioni i. p. 107. ii p. 280. Gurlitt Ueber die

Mosaik (1798), Archaol. Schr. s. 159. Hirt, Me*m. de Berhn 1801. p. 151.

To the first kind belong also the Lacedsemonii orbes, on which the

haughty rich man sprinkles the tasted wine, Juv. xi, 172., the parietes

pretiosis orbibus refulgentes, Senec. Ep. 6. and often, the macuLce inserted

contrary to the nature of the stone, Plin. xxxv, 1. Probably the Alex-
andrinum marmorandi genus, Lamprid. Al, Sev. 25, belongs to these.

The pav. sectilia were often similar to the modern Florentine mosaic
lavoro di commesso.

2. Prudent. Peristeph. hymn. 12, 45. The passage however is not

quite clear. Comp. B. iv.

[3. A brick column covered with coloured glass mosaic found in Pom-
peii in 1837, see Zahn's Ornamente alter class. Kunstepochen Tf. 60.]

4. Everything here bears reference to floors, hence the imitations of

sweepings (asaroti oeci, . 163, 6., comp. Statius S. i, 3, 55 ; asarotici lapilli,

Sidon. Apoll. C. xxiii, 57 ; a fine asarotum by Heraclitus found in 1833 at

Borne, . 209. B. 1) ; the labyrinths originating in meander-ornaments

(Salzburg mosaic . 412. B. 1.) and the like. "K&wa t&v &a,Quv in the

palace of Demetrius Phalereus, Athen, xii, 542. The mosaic of glass
cubes is designated in Pliny xxxvi, 64. by mtrece camerce; to this refers

Statius, S. i, 3, 42 : effulgent camerse vario fastigia vitro, comp. Seneca,

Ep. 90. Noted workers in mosaic (musivarii ; in the Theodos. codex dis-

tinguished from the tesselarii) besides Sosus, Bioscurides and Heraclitus

(. 209. B. 1.) [on the fine asarotonfrom Villa Lupi in the Lateran ....
tro$ ygyaaaiTo, and the other portion of the name is said to be still with the

restorer, . 209. B. 1.], Proclus and J. Soter (Weleker, Bhein. Mus. fur

Phil, i,
2. s. 289.),

Fuscus at Smyrna (1 Marm. Oxon. ii, 48.), Prostatius?

(Schmidt Antiq. de la Suisse, p. 19.). Celebrated mosaics besides those

mentioned , 163 : 1. The Prsenestine, from a tribunal (comp. Johannes

Ev. 19, 13.), which can scarcely be that of Sulla (Plin. xxxvi, 64
), a na-

tural-historical and ethnographic representation of Egypt. DeL Jos.

Sincerus, sc. Hieron. Frezza. 1721. Bartoli Peint. ant. 34. comp. Mem.
de 1'Acc. des Inscr. xxviii. p. 591. xxx. p. 503. L. Cecconi, Bel pavimento
in mus. rinv. nel tempio d. Fortuna Prsenest. B. 1827, opposite views in
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C. Fea, L'Egitto conquistato dall' Imp. Cesare Ott. Aug. sopra Cleopatra

e M. Ant. rappr. nel musaico di Palestnna. [R. 1828. 4to. A striking

explanation, which is confirmed on all sides. In like manner is the re-

ception of lo by Egypt represented in Pompeian pictures . 351. R> 4.

Visconti also conjectured it to be Octavian as conqueror of Egypt M.

PioCL vii. p. 92., Idem in Laborde Mos d'ltahca p. 90. The best coloured

copy is that of Barthelemy in the 2nd ed. of his Treatise, of which only

30 copies were printed ;
a new one is a necessity for the history of paint-

ing. There is an antique copy of a small portion at Berlin, according to

Uhden in the Schriften der Berl. Akad. fur 1825. S, 70 f.] Comp. . 435.

2. The Capitoline mosaic with the spinning Hercules from Antium, M.

Cap. iv, 19. 3. That in the Villa Albani, executed in a particularly Una

manner, Hercules as the deliverer of Hesione, Winck. M. I. 66. 4. The

one from Hadrian's Tiburtine villa with the battle of the panthers and

centaurs, in aed. M. Marefusci, Savorelli del. Capellani sc. [m execution

the finest of all, now in Berlin, Bull 1845. p. 225 ; it appeared in the M.

1. 1. for 1847. Two important pieces also in the Quirinal palace from

Villa Hadriana, a youthful colossal head and a great number of birds,

separated by trellis-work]. 5. That from Pra&neste in Villa Barberini,

the rape of Europa, Agincourt, Peint. pi. 13, 8. 6. The large mosaic

from Otricoli, in different compartments (Medusa's head, centaurs, ne-

reids, <fec.),
PCI. vii, 46. (others 47-50.). 7. Scenes from tragedy and the

satiric drama in the PioClem. Millin, Descr. d'une mosaique antique du

M. PCI. 1819. fo. 8. The large mosaic from Italica (38 X 27 feet, Muses'

heads and circus games) of which a minute account has been given espe-

cially by Laborde . 262. R. 4. Comp. , 424. R. 2. Mosaic of Toulouse.

. 402. R. 3. Theseus and Minotaur <fec. in Pompeii, Bull. 1836. p. 7.

Mosaic work in relief, Welcker, Zeitschr. fur a. K. S. 290 ff. [The Pem-

broke mosaic relief here referred to No. 1. (Winck, W. 3. S. xxxiii.) is

described and praised by Waagen Kunstw, in England ii. S. 279 f. The

Hesperid is not wanting along with Hercules. R. Rochette Peint. in6d. p.

39396. 42730., where Spes is given in pi. 12. Besides the repetition

of this one in Caylus, I saw the upper part of another in the Mus. at

Lyons 1841. There are pastes and stones combined, in. the two figures

from Metapontum, formerly in the possession of the archbishop of Ta-

rentum, now in the St. Angelo coll. at Naples. In the mus. at Naples
there now hung up 28 pieces of smaller mosaics ; there are several such

specimens in the Vatican, in Appart. Borgia, engraved in Guattani 1784.

p. xxxiii. tv. 3., one of the best in Santa Maria in Trastevere, a pair of

ducks and other aquatic fowls, one in Yienna, about 2 feet high, five

warriors, the foremost of whom hurls a torch, the symbol of war (Eurip*
Phoen. 1836. c, SchoL), as w^ops, Arneth Beschr. der zum k. k. Antiken-
Cab. gehorigen Statuen u. s. w. S. 15. The floors in the Vatican in 9 pi,

fol. m. by different designers and engravers ; one from Sentino at Munich
in the furthest back vase-room, Apollo in the oval Zodiac, the four sea-

sons underneath: Mosaic Lupi, Bull. 1833. p. 81. Achilles dragging
Hector, found in 1845 at Rome before the Porta S. Lorenzo, with another

floor, entirely of small stones; Poseidon and Amphitrite drawn by sea-

horses in Algiers, Bull. 1846. p. 69. Artaud Hist, abregee de la peint.
en mosaique Lyon 1835. 4to, gives a list of the mosaics in Lyons and the

south of Prance ; that of Avenches in Schmitt, Rec. d'antiquit6s de la
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Suisse 1771. 4to. Secclii II mus. Antoniano rappres. la scuola degli Atleti

R. 1843, 4to. (in the Lateran) ;
W. Henzea Explic. musivi in villa Bur-

ghesia asservati, quo certamina amphiteatri reprsesentantur, R. 1845.

4to., discovered in Tusculum in 1834. On a floor found in London, in

the Bast India House, Bacchus on the panther, fine workmanship. A
large floor at Cologne, found in 1844, seven busts of wise men, among
whom are Socrates and Sophocles, Diogenes in the centre, see Urlichs in

the IT. Rhein Mus. iv. S. 611. Juvavienische Antiken, Salzburg 1816.

4to. In Salzburg Theseus and the Minotaur, who frequently occurs in

mosaics, see 0. Jahn Archaol. Beitr. S. 268 f. Statins Silv.
i, 3, 55.-

Varias ubi picta per artes G-audet humus superare novis asarota figuris.]

5. "Wmck. W. ii. s. 40. Klaproth and Minutoli Ueber antike Glas-

niosaik. B. 1815.

6. On Egyptian metal-painting . 230, 4. On draperies of statues

. 115. R. 2. 306. R. 3. Bronze tablets with pictures in different metals in

India ? Philostr. V. Apoll. ii, 20. Remains of ancient enamel-work, Vol-

kel's Nachlass, s. 33. On niello works (^sAc^i/, Ducange, p. 898.), Fiorillo

Kunstbl. 1825. K 85 ff. Bdttiger. Archaol. der Mall s. 35. [Creuzer,

Zeitschr. AW. 1843. S. 1076, in his Schriften zur Archaologie iii. s. 552.

556 ff.]
On the agemina work of the larlaricarii (who besides made

draperies of gold or with gold) . 311. R. 3. Ant. di Ercol. viit p. 324.

[alia gemina or damaschina the so-caHed Vase of Mthridates in the

Capitol.]

7. The much commented on passage in. Plin. xxxv, 2. regarding Varro's

iconography (munus etiam diis invidiosum), which was pictorially mul-

tiplied and sent everywhere, will scarcely allow us to imagine anything
else than impressed figures. Comp. Martial xiv, 186. Becker's Grallus

i. s. 192 ff. [Comp. . 421. K 4. Knnstnms. zu Bonn. S. 8 or 2nd ed. S.

5 f. Creuzer in the Zeitschr. f. AW. 1843. K 133
ff.]

II. OPTICAL TECHNICS.

323. The artist endeavours, by moulding the given mate- 1

rial, or by laying on colours, to furnish the eye and the mind
of the beholder with the appearance and representation of

bodies, such as they are to be found in nature. He attains 2

this in the simplest way by a complete imitation of the body
in a round form (rondo bosso): at the same time with the

great advantage that the eye is not confined to the enjoy-

ment of one, but receives many images or views, among which

however, and that still more in groups than individual sta-

tues, one will always be the most important to the artist.

However, alterations in the form are rendered necessary, 3

sometimes by the elevated position, sometimes by the colossal

size of the statue; these are conditioned by the point of view
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from which they are seen by the beholder, whose^eye should

receive the impression of a natural and well-fashioned form.

4 The problem becomes more complicated when the natural

forms, pressed down as it were on a surface (a process which

has always its cause in the subordination of the plastic art

to tectonic aims), are to be exhibited in a weaker play of

light and shade than round work admits of, such as is the

5 case in the different kinds of BELIEF. But the task becomes

a complete optical problem, when a view of the object is to

be attained by applying colours on a plane surface, as the

impression of reality can only be produced by the repre-

sentation of the surfaces of the body as they appear from a

definite point of view, for the most part foreshortened and

displaced, and principally by imitation of the effects of light

on them, that is, only by observation of the laws of PERSPEC-

TIVE and OPTICS.

4. The ancients do not appear to have had any perfectly settled ter-

minology, in applying names to the different Mnds of relief (. 27). Zao

a work of sculpture in general, figure ;
see for instance Plat. Pol. p. 277.

Comp Walpole, Memoirs, p. 601. [Welcker Theogn. p. Ixxxix. not. 627.]

Z&iot, TsgiQcMv) distinctly denotes round figures in Athen. v, 199 e. (like

JwA* ipty$,vq, Clem. Protr. p. 13); on the other hand, in the same

author, v, 205 c. wsgttpayq ^tibta, are alti relievi. Tl^orvxcc (wgArrvsra,

Athen. v, 199 e.) and gxrwet are in Plin. xxxv, 43. opposed to one an-

other as alto and basso relievo, and yet exrvTra in Plin. xxxvii, 63. and

Seneca, Be benef. iii, 26. is relief generally [in Pliny better manuscripts
have prostypa as relief generally, or flatter than ectypon.] On other occa-

sions, Tt^rof, liiwrervTrofAevM, .237. K. 1., lx>rzrv<Xto'x$v<x, swl crnjXjj Paus, viii,

"48, 3. and eTeeigyourfth* are used as expressions for relief. Projecting
animal-heads are wgo'xgoovo/, wgoro^*/. Comp. . 324. E. 2.

1 324. Now, although ancient art did not set out from the

conception of the single optical image, but rather invariably
from corporeal imitation, and this always remained a principle
with it, so that the relief was treated in a statuesque manner,
and painting for the most part in the style of relief; yet, in

the period of its perfection, it was by xio means deficient in

the observance of the laws of perspective, which were already
2 put greatly in requisition for COLOSSAL STATUES. In the BELIEF,

. art originally followed the principle of representing every part
of the body in the fullest and broadest possible view; the

development of art, however, introduced a greater variety of

3 .phases, and a generally moderate use of foreshortening. Per-

spective was, from the time of the elder Cimon (. 99, !.) of
more importance to PAINTIHG, and this even gave rise to a

separate^
branch of perspective painting, scenography or scia-

-

graphy, in which, notwithstanding the resistance of enlight-
ened artistic criticism, more careful and delicate design was
sacrificed to the attainment of illusive effects for distant
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beholders unskilled in art. But, in general, the complete' 4
representation of forms in their beauty and significance., was
more highly regarded by the ancients, than the illusion re-

sulting from the perspectively accurate foreshortening and

contracting of figures; and the prevailing taste conditioned
and limited the exercise and development of those optical
laws and artistic dexterities, differently, indeed, according to

the periods and branches of art, in easel-pictures less than in
reliefs and vase-monochromes, in a later and luxurious age
less than in earlier times, but on the whole, however, in a far

higher degree than in the modern development of art, which
takes quite the opposite direction. From that feeling of forms 5
which desires to perceive with clearness, and to enjoy in their

refinements, eurhythmy and graceful purity of contour, resulted

also the slight attention of the ancients to AERIAL PERSPECTIVE,

-judging at least from the mural paintings preserved, that

is, the faintness of outlines and blending of colours produced
by the greater or smaller stratum of air which the optical image
of the object pervades, as it is evident that the ancient painters
were generally accustomed to hold the objects near the eye, or to

conceive a clear atmosphere as the 'medium. , Hence also light 6

and shade appeared to the ancient painters more calculated
for modelling single figures, than for contrasts of masses and
similar general effects.

1. Phidias' Olympian Zeus is one of the chief examples, . 115, 1.

General evidences, Plat. Soph. p. 235 sq. (who on this account considers

colossal formations as belonging to the QMvrewmxti, not to the eixowrtxvi).

Tzetz. Chil. xi, 381. Comp. Meister, De optice fictorum, U. Comment.
Soc. Gott. rec. vi. cl. phys. p. 154.

2. The principle here laid down occasioned the strange posture of the

Egyptian (. 229.), as well as the Selinuntine relief-figures (. 90.), only
that the heads in the latter appear in front view, in the former in pro-
file. On the other hand, the relief-figures on the Attic tombstones (ot lv

Toug oTvihMig KcLTex- yg&cpijy x.TTU7F&>f6ivoi, Plat. Symp. p. 193.) appear en-

tirely in profile, as if sawn through the middle of the nose. (Here ygaQvj
is a delicate relief; for to connect 0vra'yg<p9jv9 is untenable for this reason

alone, that catagrapha in Plin. xxxv, 34. denotes quite the reverse,

namely foreshortenings). In the bas-reliefs likewise of the Parthenon

by far the greatest number of the figures are seen in profile ; violent

foreshortenings are avoided, and even many foreshortenings which to us

seem necessary, for example in the legs of riding figures, are sacrificed to

the striving after eurhythmy of forms, . 118, 3. In the alti relievi of

Phigalia, on the contrary, very great foreshortenings are ventured on,

comp. . 119, 3. In painting hdbet speciem tota fades. Quint, ii5 13.,

comp, PL xxxv, 36, 14.

3. On scenography and sciagraphy . 107, 3. 136, 2. 163, 5. 184.

B. 2. 209, 3. On the perspective of the ancients generally, Heliod. Opt.

i, 14. (who describes the (HH^oygacp/fcoV as the third part of optics, which
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architects, and sculptors of colossi could not do without), of the moderns

Sallier, Sur la perspect. de 1'anc. peinture ou sculpt., Me*m. de 1'Ac. des

Inscr. viii. p. 97. (in opposition to Perrault), Caylus, ibid, xxiii. p. 320.,

Meister, de optice vet. pictor., 1ST. Commentr. Soc, Gott. v. cl. phys. p.

175. (incorrect in many points), Schneider Eclog. phys. p. 407. Ann. p.

262. Bottiger Archaol. der Mahlerei, s. 310. That the architectural

views of the Herculanean mural paintings contain faults (Meister, p.

162.), proves almost nothing against the studies of real artists.

5, In tabular painting there were many works treated otherwise.

Here was displayed from the time of Parrhasius the amlire se of the out-

lines. This denotes probably the floating and flickering character of the

contours, which arises in nature from the undulated and stripy nature of

light (or from the parallax of the eyes 1 Berlin Kunstbl, ii. s. 94
ff.).

6. See above, . 133. B. 2.,, but also 319. R. 7. The delicacy with which

shade was marked among the ancients (lenis, levis, <fec.) is noticed by
Beckmann, Vorrath n. A. i. s. 245. $3ogo& <rx,i&$ perhaps denotes chiaro-

oscuro ; dKoxQtoaig ffxt&s, cast-shadow, . 136. R. 1. Much attention was

also paid in antiquity to the proper hanging of pictures (tabulas bene

pictas collocare in bono lumine, Cic. Brut. 753 261.) and the right point
of view for looking at them (the painter himself often stepped back

when at work, Eurip. Hec. 802
3 comp. Schafer.). Horace Epist. ad Pis.
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SECOND PART.

ON THE EOBMS OP THE PLASTIC AET.

. 324.* The forms of art are of two kinds. First, the

mere artistic form, of which nature does not furnish a type, the
frame as it were which art puts around a piece of nature, in
order to obtain a defined and separate representation; this

form, because it does not in itself represent spirit and life,

will receive its destination more from mathematical forms,
and constitute, so to speak, the connecting link between archi-
tecture and the plastic art. Secondly, the forms presented by
nature and experience, on which rests the internal life of the
work of art the representation of spiritual existence. We
shall begin with the latter.
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I. FORMS OF NATUEE AND LIFE

A. OF THE HUMAN BODY.

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

325. The principal form of ancient art was the human 1

body, which appeared to the ancient Greeks as the necessary
correlative of the mind, as the natural and only expression
for it. If the conception of natural events and localities, 2
human relations and properties, as divine persons, originally

belonged to the religion, and emanated from the deepest foun-

dation of the religious notions of antiquity, so afterwards,
when this religious manner of thinking had lost its power,
the representation of all these objects as human forms became
-a pure necessity of art; and even independently of worship
and belief, art, in following its internal laws, created for itself

an immense number of forms of this description. Down to 3
the latest period, even to that in which a foreign religion had

completely put an end to the earlier manner of contemplating
the world (. 213. R 2.), it remained a principle and charac-

teristic of Greek art to introduce personally in human form
the place of an action, the internal motives to it, and the

promoting or obstructing circumstances, and, on the other

hand, to treat the external appearance of nature as compen-
diously as possible, almost only as the attribute of these

forms.

1, Sentimental lingering with nature in general, a romantic concep-
tion of the landscape (. 436.) was unknown to the Greek mind ; it pressed
on impatiently to the apex of corporeal formation, the human figure.

'Schiller iiber naive und sentimentalische Dichtung, Werke Bd. xviii.

s. 232.

326. If this, as the nature of the thing requires, is not 1

conceived as an individual expedient of the artist, but as a

general and pervading principle of ancient art, we may
thereby acquire a knowledge of the main principle of Greek
art and genuine fundamental law of the artistic activity in

antiquity. This was not certainly a rendering and immediate 2
imitation of what was externally experienced, beheld, the so-

called Real, but a creating from within outwards, a seizing of

the spiritual life and impression of it in the form naturally
connected therewith. [. 3. 419, 1.] Even this of course can- 3

not take place without a love-inspired imitation of what is

presented to the senses; nay, only to the most intimate and
ardent conception of this form, the human body, does it ap-

pear as the general and lofty expression of an all-pervading
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life. But tlie aim of this imitation was not a reproducing of
the individual appearance presented to experience, but the

expression of inward vitality, power and spiritual existence.

4 For this reason the formations of Greek art bear from the

beginning a certain character of generality, and the portrait

properly so-called did not make its appearance" until a com-

paratively late period.

4. In this respect the East is comprehended under quite the same
law with Grecian antiquity, and there art stands still further from indi-

vidual imitation, the character of the forms is still more general, more
architectonic.

1 327. Now, however little Greek art, in its best and most

genuine times, considered itself entitled to devise forms tran-

scending the body furnished by nature, it just as little thought
that, in its main tendency, for at all times there were also
subordinate paths (. 123, 2. 129, 5. 135, 3.), it was bound
to adopt from the figure what appears to us unessential in
relation to the internal life, and as a pure accident, although
it is true that even this, in its dark connexion with the whole,
may have a particular charm and peculiar value (that of in-

2 dividualizing). On the other hand, there were developed in
the Greek schools of art, forms which appeared to the national
sense and feeling as those which the undisturbed development
of the perfected organism would produce, as the truly healthy,
and were therefore in general laid as the basis of the repre-

3 sentation of a higher life, the so-called IDEAL EORMS. Sim-
plicity and grandeur are the chief peculiarities of these forms,
from which arose, indeed, no neglect of details, but a subjec-
tion of the subordinate parts to the leading forms, which lends

4 to the whole representation a higher degree of clearness. The
different characters by which life is artistically represented in
its manifold phases and tendencies, appeared sometimes as
modifications of these fundamental forms, and sometimes also

8 as intentional deformities. Hence, if it is necessary, on the
one hand, to become acquainted with the forms which ap-
peared to the Greek sense to be generally correct, it is of not
less importance to learn the significance which the Greeks
observed in the separate form of each part.

3. On this principle Winck. W. iv. 53., Eineric David more definite,
Rech. sur 1'art statuaire consid6re chez les anciens et chez les modernes.
P. 1805. Besides the requirements of the work of art in general which
have clear intelligibility and harmonious co-operation for their object,
the particular requirements of the material (. 25, 2.) must also be here
taken into account. The dead material admits of less variety of detail
than the living body exhibits; transferred to a rigid brittle mass man?
things offend and repel which in life operate advantageously for the
whole. Different materials also have certainly different laws; it seems
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from some fragments that the ancients gave more of the veins and other

slight elevations and depressions of the surface in bronze than in marble.

2. CHARACTER AND BEAUTY OF THE INDIVIDUAL FORMS.

A. STUDIES OF THE ANCIENT ARTISTS.

828. Although in Greece even surgeons, and much more 1

artists, were restrained from the dissection of bodies by an

invincible horror; on the other hand, by the opportunity 2

which ordinary life presented, especially in gymnastic, schools

and games (although models strictly so-called were not want-

ing), the Greek artists, who possessed in a remarkable degree
the talent of apprehension, which was improved by practice

to a wonderful degree, acquired an infinitely more accurate

knowledge of ihe living human form in action or preparing for

action, than can ever be obtained by means of anatomical

studies. And if, in individual instances, some irregularities 3

are observable in their productions, yet the works of Greek

art in general are more correct and faithful in the represen-
tation of nature in proportion as they come nearer to the best

times. The statues of the Parthenon exhibit the highest per- 4:

fection in this respect, but all that is of genuine Greek crea-

tion participated in this freshness and truth; while, in many
works of the Alexandrine period, art became ostentatious

and, as it were, obtrusive, and among the Romans marmorarii

a certain school, which was only attached to generalities,

dispensed with the warmth and immediateness produced by
the direct study of nature. The most accurate study of ana- 5

tomical science, also, is too weak to appreciate, thoroughly to

understand, those masterworks, because it must ever be denied

the contemplation of the body unfolding its splendour in the

fulness of life and the fire of action.

1. [K, F. Hermann uber die Studien der Griechischen Kiinstler, G-ott.

1847. 8vo.] Kurt Sprengel, Gesch. der Arzneikunde i, 456. (1821) supposes

the first attempts at dissection to be indicated in Aristotle, and assumes -

as a certainty (p. 524 ) that there were such under the Ptolemies. Ac-

cording to others even Galen himself only dissected apes and dogs, and

drew conclusions from them to man (according to Vesalius' observa-

tion on the 05 intermaxillare). Comp. Blumenbach's lecture de veterum

artificum anatomies peritiae laude limitanda, celebranda vero eorum

charactere gentilitio exprimendo acouratione, Gott. G-. A. 1823. s. 1241.

On the other hand Hirt, Schriften der Berl. Akad. 1820. Hist. GL s. 296.

attempts to prove a synchronistic relation between the development of

the art of dissection (from the time of Alcmseon 01. 70. 1) and the plastic

art. Studies of the Ancients in Osteology, Olfers Uefcer ein Grab bei

Kumse s. 43.

2B
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2* Many authors mention the Agrigentine virgins (Crotonian, say

others, because the picture was at Crotona) as models of the Helena of

Zeuxis. (The combination of separate beauties did not appear to the

ancient connoisseurs a thing by any means impossible, see Xenoph. M,

Socr. iii, 10. Arist. Pol. iii, 6. Gic. de inv. ii, 1.) Of Theodoto, $ TO

VAXes' lavrfa Ml&t&v, [and was emulously painted by artists,] Xenoph.

iii, 11. The bosom of Lais was copied by the painters, Athcn. xiii, 588 d.,

comp. Aristaenet i, 1. The passage Plut. Pericl. 13. also points at female

models which Phidias used* Male models indeed never occur ; gymnas-
tics of course furnishedmuch finer developments of masculine strength and

beauty than the formal postures of an academy. Collection of passages

in the ancients on beauty in Junius Be pict. vet. iii, 9, of little use.

3. Winckelmann iv, 7 ff. has collected from the ancients the principal

passages in reference to the vivacity and enthusiasm with which the

Greeks conceived corporeal beauty, and pursued this enjoyment; he has

made a few oversights which can be easily rectified.

5. There is no work better calculated to communicate such informa-

tion in osteology and myology as is most essential to the archaeologist

than Jean-G-albert Salvage's Anatomie du Gladiatour combattant. P.

1812. fol. In the characterizing and detailed description of statues the

forms that come most into consideration are those of the musculus mag-

nus, pectoralis, rectus ventris, m. serrati (denteles), magni obliqui, magm
dorsales, rhomboides, magni and medii gluta^i in the trunk, the sterno-

cleido-mastoides and trapezii in the neck and shoulders, the deltoides,

biceps, triceps, longus supinator in the arm, and the rectus anterior, in-

terims et externus femoralis, biceps?
the gemelli and tendo Achilles in

the leg.

B. TREATMENT O3? THE COUNTENANCE.

1 329. The principle of carrying out the contours in as

simple a sweep as possible, whereby that high simplicity and

grandeur were produced which especially belonged to ancient

art, is shown most distinctly in the GRECIAN PROFILE of the

forms of gods and heroes, by the uninterrupted extension of

the line of the forehead and nose, and, on the other hand, the

greatly retreating surface which is prolonged from the chin

2 orer the cheek in simple and softly rounded swell. Although
this profile is certainly borrowed from the beautiful in nature,
and is not an arbitrary invention or combination of hetero-

geneous ingredients, it is not, however, to be denied that

plastic necessities influenced its adoption and development;
for instance, the sharp arch of the eye-brows and the deep
sunk eyes and cheeks, which were carried to excess in the

Alexandrine period, were employed in order to produce an
3 effect of light to compensate for the life of the eye. To the

FOREHEAD^ which is bounded by the hair in an unbroken
arch, but small height was assigned by the Greek national
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taste
;
hence it was often even shortened intentionally by fil-

lets. Advancing generally in a gently vaulted elevation, it

only in characters of remarkable force swells out into large

protuberances over the inner corner of the eye. The finely
traced arch over the eye, even in statues in which no eye-
brows are given, expresses the fine form of these. The NORMAL 4

NOSE, which has the straight direction and a sharply defined

flat ridge, occupies the medium between the eagle-nose, the

7prcv, and the turned-up, snub nose, the av^o'v. The latter was
on the whole considered ugly, and regarded as a barbarous

form
;
as the Greeks, however, also recognised it as a general

peculiarity of children, they fancied that it possessed a naive

grace and roguish petulance; hence the race of satyrs and
sileni exhibit this nose sometimes in graceful, sometimes in

caricatured development. To the EYES, that luminous point 5

of the countenance, the ancient artists communicated a living

play of light, by a sharp projection of the upper eye-lid and

deep depression of the pupil, size, by greater opening and arch-

ing, and the tender and languishing air which was usually
called u/ov, by drawn-up anci peculiarly formed eye-lids. We 6

may also mention the shortness of the UPPER LIP, its fine form,

the gentle opening of the mouth, which, in all statues of the

gods that were the products of finished art, enlivens the coun-

tenance with a powerful shadow and is often very expressive,

and above all, the most essential sign of genuine Greek for-

mation, the round and grandly formed CHIN, to which a

dimple in a few instances communicates a subordinate charm.

The fine and delicate form of the EAUS is met with universally 7

except where, as in athletes, they are represented as swollen

by frequent blows (&r& Kurmy&$).

1. See Winck. W. iv, 182. On the other hand Lavater (at that time

not without reason) entreated his friends
" to wean themselves from the

so-called Grecian profiles; they made all faces stupid," and so forth.

Meusel, Miscell. xiii, 568.

2. On the relation of the Grecian profile (especially the so-called an-

gulus facialis) to nature, P. Camper, Ueber den naturL Unterschied der

Gesichtsziige des Menschen, s. 63. who denies the reality of that profile.

The opposite view taken by Em&tic David, Recherches, p. 469. Blunfen-

bach, Specimen histories nat. ant. artis opp. illustrates, Commentt. Soa

Gott. xvi. p. 179. Sir Charles Bell, Essays on the Anatomy and Philosophy

of Expression, 2d ed. (1824.) Ess, 7. Psester, Versuch einer Griechen-

Syinmetrie des menschl. Angesichts in Daub and Creuzer's Studien iL S.

359. The principal passage on the Greek national form, in which the

Greek profile is also recognised, is Adamanteos Physiogn. c. 24. p. 412.

Franz: Ef ^e run TO 'EXXw/xoy %-ai 'lavtxov yevog ItyvK&ygw xtx&aqus, ovroi

cfjo&o/, sv-Tr&yg??, Kevwregot rqv %(>QCC>!>,

er(>%Qg xQ&ffiv Ixovrsg f&ergiotv, euvruyeorfyav, t

r(>t%u/66e.
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fav) As^r-roe, pivot

StoSp ro 'EX7v.woV (the eKtaire$* A-xouot of Homer).

Among modern travellers who praise the beauty of the Greeks Castellan

is particularly enthusiastic, Lettres sur la Mor6o iii. p, 2G6. [Stackcl-

"berg in the preface to his Griech. Trachten.]

3. Frons tenuis, brevis, minima, Winck, ibid. p. 183 sqq. 'QQ^vav ro

sftyg&f&f&w . 127. R>. 4, The beauty of the ffvvoQgv cannot be pointed out

in art. [celsse frontis honos, Statius Sylv. 1, 2, 113.]

4.
r

Pi? tfosttfit sf&pertos> <j-uppsT%oz, rzr%ay<MQ<; (Philostr. Her, 2, 2. 10, 9.)

[cf. Annali d. I. vi. p. 208. Aristsen. i, 1. p. 210, Boisson], see Siebelis on

Winck. viri, 185. 'P< *tt,t>sx,fafiw,vi* rvjv &v$vrifirc& ryv xaXX/trnji;, TrgoV TO

y^y-TToy ^ TO ffipw, Arist. Polit.
v_,

7. The Aristotelian. Physiogn. p. 120.

Fr. compares the ygvwov with the profile of the eaglc^ the birtygvirov with

that of the raven. In the same way are related o-^oV (repandus, supinus,

resinms) and iw/o-^og-. The ytf&vrsQott, dvafftpot, stand opposed to the

<ref&ya,{, Aristoph. Eccl. 617. 938. The negro sima nare
; Martial. Chil-

dren, Arist. Problem. 34. The mask of the peasant, Pollux iv, 147.

2^c ysAa^ roguishly, Winck. v, 581. S//woV has the same root with

ff/A&f, cr/AAoV, 2AuioV. Simula 2/x^y^ ac 2Tt^& est, Lucret. iv, 1165.

The lover, according to Plato (Plutarch, Aristssnetus), calls the o-^oV

M%a,i>t$ as weE as the ygwos fiMfffaixo;. As resembling the satyrs the

fftpol are also xyW, Arist. Physiogn. p. 123. Comp. Winck: v, 251. 579.

vii, 93.

5. [Beauty of connected eye-brows, Jacobs and Philostr. Im. p, 60, 29,

Blue eyes (yXauxo/) ugly, Lucian Dial, meretr. 2.] On the vygfo Winck.

iv, 114. vii, 120. Aphrodite has it, . 127. B, 4.; but also Alexander, see

, 129, 4., likewise Plut. Pomp. 2. The Romans put for it paetus, sup-

paatulus, of which strabus, squint-eyed, is the excess. In the execution

of the eyes in later times (. 204. R, 2. Winck, iv, 201.), the true prin-

ciples of the plastic art were sacrificed to a trivial imitation of nature,

6. To the XS/AXI AsTro. was opposed the orgo^g/Aov, which was usually
united with the aipov. The gentle opening, %/A*7 k${&& "btygYtft&ya, was
also considered beautiful in nature. [#g/?w fag^vifAhM, Aristam. p. 213,

^(Oo^/A/B/cit Poll, ii, sFgop^g/Aof, labrosus, AsTrro'^fi/Aoj.] On the vvpfyvi in the

chin, Winck. iv, 208. Varro Tlet7ef$ ^MTTTTQ^ p. 297. Bip. and Appul.
Flor. p. 128. commend the modica mento lacuna as a beauty. The gela-
sinus in the cheeks also only becomes satyresk beauties.

7. Winck. has first thrown light on this subject ii, 432. iv, 210. M.
I. n. 62., comp. Visconti POL vi. tv. 11. p. 20. Comp. the representation
of such ears from a bust of Hercules in the M. Fapole"on iv, 70., and in

the engravings to Winck. iv. tf. B.
'

lrox,artx,!*i$, ^roS-Aoc^/flCg-, xerroV

(Eeuvens, Lettres & Letr. iii, p. 6
).

1
^

330. In Greek art even the HAIR was characteristic and
significant. For although thick and long hair was usual in

Greece (from the time of the xotgwof/iouvrbs *A%c6/o/), on the
other hand the custom of wearing it cut short prevailed
among the ephebi and athletes, and a close-lying, slightly
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curled head of hair denotes in art figures of this kind. In 2

Yery masculine and powerful shapes this short-locked hair

assumes a stiffer and more crisped form; on the contrary, 3

more expanding hair, curling down over the cheeks and neck
in long curved lines, was regarded as the sign of a more soft

and delicate character. A proud and lofty feeling of inde- 4

pendence seems to have had as a symbol among the Greeks,
hair which reared itself as it were from the middle of the

forehead and fell down on both sides in large arches and
waves. The particular fashion of the hair, in individual gods 5

and heroes, which is in general very simple, was sometimes
determined by the costume of different tribes, ages and ranks,

but, in the genuine Greek period, the hair was always arranged
with care and elegance, and, at the same time, in a simple
and pleasing manner. The shaving of the BEARD, which was 6

first introduced in the time of Alexander, and even then met
with much resistance, very clearly distinguishes later from
earlier figures. The artistic treatment of the hair, which in 7"

sculpture has always something conventional, resulted, in

earlier times, from the general striving after regularity and

elegance, and, afterwards, from the endeavour to produce, by
the sharp separation of the masses, effects of light similar to

those observable in the natural hair.

1. The short hair of the ephebi has its natural reason, in this, that the

hair cherished in boyhood was then first cut off (often in honour of deities.

and rivers). Symbolism of the cutting of the hair, Soph. Aj. 1179 (1158).

Instead of the elegant knots (*6vyo$, o-xo'AAt^, in general JMJ^OS), the simple
mode of wearing the hair, ax,a(p!ov, was then used (comp, Lucian Lexiph.
5. with Thuc. ii, 62. Schol. Aristot. Birds 806. Athen. xi? 494.). Add to

this the gymnastic advantages of short hair
;
hence Palsestra in Philostr.

Imagg. ii, 32. has short hair. Comp. . 380. (Hermes). *Ev %$ ex,Ko%-

xotgftfaos <%<?'&(> ol
<rtpo'Bgfl& it$gaftet$ rlav oi$~hYrruv, Luc. Dial. Mer. 5, 3.

2. OzJAo?, /SAocrvgoV
TO efoo$9 Pollux iv, 136. Comp. . 372 (Ares). 410

(Heracles).

3. See . 383 (Dionysus). Especially Eurip. Bacch. 448 : v*6otft6$ rs

yez() aov rctvaog ov vifa.vi$ VTTO (it is not made so long and slack in the

game of wrestling), yhvv vr oc,vryv 3(,&%V(>t>iy^ vro&ov Trhiag. T^i^f^dnov
as a sign of the Itih6gr Arist. Physiogn. 3. p. 38. (p. 807. Bekker}

4. Thus in 2*eus, . 349, This kind of hair is called dueifftf6w or &*-

ovAAoy Tg/#fiy6#, Pollux iv, 138. Schneider Lex. s. v. [Hemsterh. Anecd.

p. 206
],
and is a feature which belongs to the lion, Arist. Physiogn, 5. p*

81 ; in men it denotes the !Asv3%oj>, ibid. 6. p. 151. On the v*x*frf$ew

rw xopw, Poll, ii, 25, and below . 413 (Achilles). Of Alexander . 129.

R. 4. The opposite is evfoeurros} like Thraso according to Poll, iv, 147.

5. The early Ionic fashion of the xfyvftfiot. itgafiv'hos
or (rxogtrtog

(Winck. vii. s. 129. Naeke, Chooril. p. 74. Thiersch, Act. Phil. Mon. xiiy

2. p. 273. Gottling, Arist, Pol. p. 326) \vas a bow of hair fastened above
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th$ forehead, which is perhaps most distinctly seen in the antique ar-

rangement of the hair in the *og/ in the temple of Minerva Polias (,
109. K 4). In general use among the earlier Athenians, and even a

favourite mode in male statues (see . 421. R. 1. and Serv. ad JSn, x,

832.), it was afterwards kept up especially among the young, hence in

art it is found in Apollo, Artemis and Bros. The rows of curls above the

forehead in statues of the old style seeni to be the wgoxorra, which was

probably Doric, Pollux ii, 29. Photius s. v. [/Soorgv^o/, Ann, d. Inst. vi.

p, 205.] On the Doric knot of hair on the crown of the head, see Dorians
ii. p. 288. The Hectorian hair was copious in front and fell down upon
the neck (Poll. ibid. ; the Thesean or Abantic was cut away short in front,
Plut. Thes. 5. Schol. II ii, 11. Very ingenious braids of hair on female

heads are to be seen on Sicilian coins. On the want of taste in later

times . 204, 2. 205, 3. Hadr, Junius de coma, Roterod. 1708.

[6. Plut. Lysand, 1,

$si TIM wo-Xcc/^) KQU Trtoyto

7, See especially "Winck, W. iv, 219.

C. TREATMENT OF THE REST OP THE BODY.

1 331. From the head downwards, the THROAT, NEOK, and
SHOULDERS are particularly adapted to distinguish powerful
figures, and gymnastically developed, from more delicate forms;

2 in the former the sternocleidomastoides, trapezius and del-

toides musculus are of considerable size and a swelling shape,
as in the bull-necked Hercules most especially ;

in the latter,
on the contrary, the neck is longer, more languid, and has a

3 certain slackness and flexibility. The BREAST in men is not in

general particularly broad in ancient statues
;
in the form of

the female breast we can distinguish, irrespectively of the
forms of different ages and characters, the youthfully vigor-
ous, more pointed than expanded form of early art, from the
fuller and

^rounder^ shape which afterwards became general.
4 The three intersections of the musculus rectus on the WAIST,

as well as the line of the hips below the rectus ventris and
the magni obliqui, are in male figures usually marked with

5 particular sharpness. The remarkable size of the musculi
glutsei in early Greek reliefs [especially in the oldest metopes
of Selinunte,] and vase-paintings, recals Aristophanes' repre-

6 sentation of the youths of the good old stamp. The great lead-

ing muscles are everywhere rendered especially prominent, and
presented in all their strength, as, for example, in the magmis
internus (eV/youvte) of the thighs, the large development of

7 which is characteristic of masculine forms. In the knees is

especially displayed the talent of finding the just medium be-
tween too sharp indication of the separate bones and parts,
and a superficial and ignorant treatment of them.
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1. Excellent remarks, for that diagnosis of art, which gathers the

character from the particular muscles, are to be found in the ancient

physiognomists, especially the Aristotelian treatise, which, however, is not

altogether Aristotle's. Hercules is admirably described in the

p. 35 : rgi%ufAa, a&hifiQov (. 330, 2.) ^o-rA ,?#/ 5rAfltr?<3t/ x.a,l fa&

Tga^Aog- sppufA&o$9 ov ertpo^ga GC&^C^YI^ ro GT%&O$ GotQKU&ss rt xott

(comp. airo ars^Mv K^arvg %ga$ Theocr. 24, 78). iar^loy vFOff

yeurrgoxwifAtatt (musculi gemelli) K0.ru
^offsarTT^fff^sycct. o'[tf& %et(>Q7rw ovrs.

y\icw dv&&TvyfAevovt ovrs vfewr&'jpeurt cvftfAvw. The comparison attempted

by modern writers, not without ingenuity, of different characters with

animals (Zeus with the lion, Hercules with the bull, &c.) was already
carried out here with great skill.

2. Of the palsestrian neck, Philostr. Heroica 19, 9. Juv. iii, 88. puts
the longum invalid! collum in contrast to the cervices Herculis. A neck
of the former kind is usually too flexible, and indicates the weakling ;.

the rga>xriho$ &'7rtxl x,'howf6VQs (Lucian), whence 9ihewffotv%ev(etv Plut. Alcib.

1. The highest degree of this laxa cervix (Pers. i, 98. comp. Oausaub.)
is the capita jactare of the Maenads. Opposed to such are the cervices

rigidse, the caput obstipum (Suet. Tib. 68. Pers. iii, 80), which denotes

a sullen and haughty disposition.

Terence Eunuch, ii, 3, 21. Hand similis virgo est

virginum nostrarum, quas matres student Demissis humeris esse, vincta

pectore, graciles ut fiant.

4. Form of the belly, T. H. Anecd. p. 168.]

5. Aristoph, Clouds 1011. e%et$ del

6. The svtyovvlg, which is minutely described by PoEux ii, 189, and

Apollonius Lex, is in the Odyssey a criterion of powerful muscular de-

velopment, because in the high girding of the drapery it presented

itself in all its roundness, as is particularly shown by Heliodorus as

quoted by Schneider.

7, Of beautiful hands and feet Winck. iv, 223 IF. Xs?^ ofxg*/ KOU

woftss ru, "K&pKQu rov %,aKKw$ ywgfffffioefret Aristsen, i, 6 [Beauty of the

hands, Isis von Oken 1824. s. 236.]

PKOPOETIONS.

332, The principles which the ancients followed in regard

to proportions QuV^j symmetria, numerus) and we know

that this was a main object of artistic study (. 120. 130)

are naturally difficult to discover and determine, on account

of the manifold modifications introduced by the application

of them to different ages, sexes and characters. It is likewise

quite impossible to discover the ancient canons, if we- do not

distinguish the shorter, or, to use the ancient expression, square

proportions of early art, which had their origin in the Greek
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national conformation (. 329. E. 2.), from the more slender

forms of later art, which emanated more from artistic prin-

ciples and aims, and, moreover do not neglect to consider the
3 intermediate stages (. 130, 2.). While the moderns take the

height of the head as a unit for their basis, the length of the

foot was employed by the ancients as a measure, whose pro-

portion to the entire height was in general maintained.

2. On. the rhythm of the formative art Lange on Lanzi, s. 44 f.

Schriften s. 281, Measurements from statues, by Sandrart
ii, 1., Au-

dran, Les proportions du corps humain. P. 1683. Morghen and Volpa-

to, Principii del disegno, especially Clarao (from 42 principal statues),
Musee de Sculpt, p. 194 sqq. In these the head is taken as unit and
divided into quarters : a, from the crown to the roots of the hair over

the forehead ; b, to the root of the nose ; c, to the upper lip ; d, to the

bottom of the chin. But a and particularly b are less (especially in the

older style) than c and d. Vitruvius iii, 1, recognises a, b, c as equal,
with him d is somewhat smaller. Comp. Winck. iv, 167, who communi-
cates Mengs' views. Each quarter is then divided into 12 minutes.

The older proportions are seen for example in the JSginetan statues,

among which no. 64 has 6, 1, 12 for the entire height, no. 60. (Pallas) 7, 0,

5; the Borghese Achilles (a work in the style of Polyclitus) 7, 1, 11;

Apollo Sauroctonus 7, 0, 9, and the Capitoline Faun (works of Praxiteles)

7, 3, 6 ;
a Niobid (one of the most slender) 8, 1, 6. According to Ly-

sippus' canon are executed for instance the Dioscurus of Monte Oavallo,

S, 3, 6 ;
the Farnesian Hercules 8, 2, 5 ; Laocoon 8, 3, 5. In regard to

individual parts three distances are usually about equal :
, from the

tipper commencement of the sternum to the bottom of the abdomen;
I, from the navel to the upper commencement of the knee-pan; c,

from thence to the sole of the foot. However the following difference

is here remarked. In the JSginetan statue no. 64 they increase in this

order: a (1, 3), I (1, 3, 4), c
(2, 0, 4) ;

in the Borghese Achilles a and I

are equal (2, 1, 7), c considerably smaller (2, 0, 9) ; in the Capitoline
Faun and the Dioscurus 5 is considerably larger than a, and c on the

contrary equal to a. (In the Faun a is 2, 1, 9, I 2, 2, 9, c 2, 1, 9; in

the Dioscurus a 2, 2, 5, I 2, 2, 11, c 2, 2, 5.) In the Farnesian Hercules
c is equal to I (a 2, 2

3 5, I 2, 2, 9, c 2, 2, 9) ; in the Apollo Belvidere c

rises above I so that the proportions increase in the order a, b, c. (a 2,

1, 4, I 2, 1, 5, c 2, 1, 9). From the above may be drawn the following
result. The j$3ginetan school gave short bodies and long legs to male

figures (as did also the artists of Phigalia to the Amazons) ; in the Poly-
clitan canon the upper parts predominate a little ; the further develop-
ment of art, on the other hand, again introduced a predominance of the

lower supporting parts. But in children a always remained considerably
greater than b. It is moreover worthy of remark that the earlier statues
make the length of the sternum, *, greater than the distance from the
sternum to the navel, (2 (the ^Iginetan statue has 0, 2, 11, 0, 2, 9 ;

the so-called Theseus of the Parthenon * 0, 3, 3, /3 0, 3, 1 ; the Achilles
* 0, 3, 5, /3 0, 3, 3) ; the later statues, on the contrary, reverse the pro-
portions (in the Farnesian Hercules ct is 0, 3, 6, /3 0, 3, 6J; in the Paris
Faun at 0, 3, 2, /3 0, 3, 4; the Dioscurus * 0, 3, 1, 0, 3, 10 ; the Apollo
Belvidere 0, 3, 0, /3 0, 3, 9; the ApoUino 0, 2, 8, /3 0, 3, 8). We see
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that the breast is shortened more and more in proportion to the belly.
The greater breadth of the breast, measured from the sternum to the
external part of the shoulders, characterizes heroes, as the Here. Farn.
(1, 1, 6) and the Diosc. (1, I, 1), in contrast to ungymnastic figures, as
the Paris Faun (0, 3, 8), and women (Medic. Yenus 1. 0, 0. Capitol, Tenus
0,3,4). Comp. . 331. R. 1.

3. Winckelmann's assertion that the foot in slender as well as in

compact figures always remains on the whole 1 of the entire height (iv,
173. comp. Vitruv. iii, 1. iv, 1.), is confirmed in most cases; at least the
foot becomes larger in proportion to the head when the figure is more
slender. Hence the foot is in Achilles 1, 0, 9

; the Kiobide 1, 1, 2; the
Dioscurus I, 1, 3

; Farn. Hercules 1, 1, 6.-~On the whole it remains be-
tween J and f The proportions in Vitruvius iii, 1. I hold to be later
than those of Polyclitus. According to Vitruvius the height of the face

up to the root of the hair is TV of the whole height (the palm also is the
same) ;

the height of the whole head from the chin or nape of the neck
upwards 4 ; the height from the upper end of the sternum to the root of
the hair $, to the crown $ (as Hirt reads) ; the foot |; the height of the
breast i ; the cubitus . The navel forms the centre of a circle which
circumscribes the points of the outstretched hands and feet.

E. COLOURING.

333. The ancients likewise made a very clear distinction 1

by the colouring between athletic forms, which had a great
resemblance in their hue to bronze statues, and delicate fe-

male figures, or even youthful forms of the male sex. A 2
white skin and fair hair were attributes of juvenile deities;
however it was found that the latter did not produce a good
effect in painting. The red colour denotes fulness of the vital 3

fluid, in which sense it was also symbolically applied.

1. On the colour of athletes . 306. R. 2. Grseci colorati, Manil iv,

720.

2. See Pollux iv, 136. In Plato Resp. v. p. 474. the white are sons

of gods, the ftshotves manly. On the intermediate colour of the skin

pfaixtas Jacobs ad Philostr. i, 4. On the colour of the hair Winck. v,

179 ; antiquity loved black hair in the shade, and brightly shining

(fatwai) hair in the light (Boissonade ad Eunap. p. 185) ;
but still more

a decided blond (hence the gilding) ; and yet painters even gave black

hair to the golden-haired Apollo, Athen. xiii. p. 604.

3. Above, . 69. R. 309. R. 3. Hence the mask of the fftpwowyay
imitated from Hermes, in Pollux iv, 138. is red, of blooming aspect
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P. COMBINATION OF HUMAN WITH QTIIBR FORMS.

1 384. The "blending of the human form with animal por-

tions, among the Greeks., rested entirely on national ideas,

the species called arabesques excepted, in which an unre-

strained fancy sported freely about in the world of forms; for

the artist did nothing more than give a definite
^impress^

and

development to the still indistinct and wavering image of po-

pular fancy, which expressed rather a dark idea, than possessed

2 external embodiment in an established shape. And here we

find that art in earlier times, ere it had yet mastered the hu-

man form in all its fulness of significance, was naturally for

the most part disposed to add wings, and otherwise disfigure

symbolically the human shape (as is shown in the ark of Cyp-

selus and the Etruscan works of art), although many com-

binations did not come into favour till later times, such as the

giving wings to allegorical figures, which was very extensively

3 practised by artists. In a combined form the human portion

always appears as the nobler; and where tradition^
and fable

mention forms entirely animal, art was often satisfied with

alluding by slight adjuncts to the animal character.

1. We certainly do the artists injustice if we here regard them as in-

novators, as Voss does in the Mythol. Briefen; only we must everywhere

bear in mind, that where the poet describes an action, or activity, the

artist, who is confined to objects in space, requires a visible means of

designation (Herder Kritische "Walder i), and that where the popular

idea is undefined and obscure, art always desires a fixed and clearly

marked form. But neither did the Centaurs ($fyeg oggcr*o/) become more

bestial in the hands of the artists (rather more human), nor had the

Harpies (the snatchers who appear and disappear as gusts of wind) ever

been fair virgins. Strangest of all is the assumption that to Iris, the

goddess of the rainbow, the epithet of gold-winged was only applied figu-

ratively, on account of the swiftness of her movements (Voss Brief 22).

2. I refer to the ithyphallic deities, who were favourite subjects

with earliest art, the gorgon-heads, the lion-headed Phoebus (. 65.), the

four-handed Apollo of Lacedsemon, <fec. Artemis with wings on the coffer

of Cypselus, . 363. The winged Athena-Mke on the acropolis of Athens,

. 370., was also probably ante-Phidian; we find it again especially on

Etruscan mirrors. According to the Schol. Arist. Birds, 574. Archennus

(01. 55.) was the first that gave wings to Nike earlier accounts could

not well be had. [Eros see . 391. R. 1. Dionysus . 383. E. 9.] Yet

the giving wings to such demons was on the whole later. Panofka, Hy-

perb. Rom. Studien, s. 254. Comp. Boring, Comment, de alatis imagini-

bus, and Toss Myth. Br. ii., who divides winged figures into such as are so

from corporeal activity, from moral evanescence, and from elevation of

mind, to which are also to be added the animals on which the gods rode,

or by which their chariots were drawn. [Zoega on the winged deities, in
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the Rhein. Mus. 1839. vi. s. 57991. Gerhard liber die Eliigelgostalten
der a. K. 1840, in tile Schr. der Berl. Akad.] On winged chariots R.
Rochctte M. I. p. 215. On the winged shoes of Hermes . 379. In the
case of the giants the most ancient was certainly the heroic form, which
was almost superseded "by the snake-footed,

3. In legend and poetry the satyrs (rirvgor, rgdyoi) are often entirely
goats, Dionysus and the rivers altogether bulls, lo entirely a cow, Ac-
teeon a stag, and so forth ; art is mostly satisfied with the addition of stag
and cow horns. In a like spirit the JEsopian fables are represented ia
Philostratus as children with indications of the animals acting therein-,

Thiersch, Kunstbl. 1827. No. 19. Animal heads on human bodies, as in
the Minotaur, were not relished by Grecian art, comp. . 228. R. 9. On
fabulous animal forms . 435.

G. THE BODY AND FEATURES IN ACTION.

335, As well as the permanent forms which determine the 1

character, it is of course equally important to know in their

significance, the transient looks and gestures which produce
the EXPRESSION. If much in these is general to humanity
and seems to us necessary, on the other hand there are also

qualities of a positive nature, that is, derived from the par-
ticular views and customs of the nation. Here there is very
much indeed to be learned and guessed at, as well by the
artist in life as by the science in works of art. In the coun- 2

tenance, besides the eyes, the brows, by which requests are

granted or denied (xaravs-jgrct/, faavshsfcu, annuitur, renuitur),

appeared to the ancients especially expressive of earnestness

and pride, the nose of scorn and ridicule. Laying the arm 3
over the head denotes rest, still more completely if both are

clasped upon it; supporting the head on the hand calm, ear-

nest reflection. A certain method of extending and raising 4.

the right arm, indicates in general the orator; a person in the

act of adoration, supplication, or violent lamentation (%o-rro-

^si/og, plangens), is also recognised by the motion of the hand
and arm. Clasping the hands upon the knee, in connexion #
with the corresponding attitude of the rest of the body, ex-

presses gloomy dejection. Extending the hand with the palm $

upwards (%s/'g u^r/a) [when asking], is the gesture of receiving;
with the palm reversed, of protecting (^sg%s/|/os) ; similar is"

the pacifying, as it were down-pressing motion of the arm.

Arching the hand over the eyes, a very favourite gesture in 7

the ancient art of dancing as well as in sculpture, denotes

looking to a distance, or eager gazing. Crossing the feet over 8

one another, in a standing and leaning posture, appears in

general to denote rest and firmness. Those who pray for

protection, and the humble, are designated not merely by
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9 prostration, but also by half-kneeling. Even the frequently

unbecoming and obscene gestures of ridicule (sarnie), in which

the South was as rich in antiquity as in modern times, are

often very important for the understanding of works of art.

1. Permanence of expression. Hence the preponderance of sculpture,

the possibility of masks. (Feuerbach Vatic. Apoll. s. 342.)

2. On the eye-lrows, Quintil. xi, 3 : ira contracts, triatitia dcductis

Mlaritas remissis ostenditur. The word supercilium itself as well as

c(pvwff$*t points at sullen pride. Pride is especially indicated by the

dvaevav, dvuyeiv (Eurip. Iphig. Aul. 379. X/otv VQ fihsQaqat <je^g reivefis$

eiyaytav) ; the ffvv&ystv denotes the (pgovrteryiS) Pollux ii, 49. Winck. iv. s.

404. On the nose, Arist. Phys. p. 124 . otg p/ ftvxrry^s oe,vM7reKr&{&iQi (as

they are slightly in the Apollo Belvedere), Svpaftets. Thus also Polomon,

p. 299. If the nose is turned up and wrinkled it appears as ov^, and

thereby receives the expression of petulance (. 329. B. 4) ; hence the

"titourtftovv, fftXhotfostv, the nasus aduncus, excussus, narcs uncso in Horace

and Persius (Heindorf ad Hor. S. i, 6, 5.). Pressing the breath through
the contracted nose, f&vjfitfait, ftvjervigtfait, denotes the most bitter con-

tempt united with rage ; it is the sanna qua aer sorbetur, in Juv. vi, 306

(comp. Buperti), the rugosa sanna Pers. v, 91 (comp. Plum, Persius, as

an imitator of Sophron, is rich in such traits, and requires to be recited

with aretalogic mimicry). Pan's goat-nose is the seat of #0X0$, see espe-

cially Theocr. i, 18. ol MSI typeia, ^oA^ vari
jtivl *$vrreu, and Philostr. ii,

11. The nasus is the critical member. The drawing back of the lips

whereby the teeth become visible is
ffe<rvi$v*t,

in a slight degree a sign of

good-will (. 375. Wiistemann ad Theocr. vii, 19), in a greater, of ridi-

cule, B. 9.

3. Examples of tne attitude of rest . 356 (Zeus), 361 (Apollo), 383

(Dionysus), 388 (Ariadne), 397 (Hypnus), 406 (Securitas), 411 (Heracles)
and others. The attitude of meditation which Polyrnnia (. 393)

presents, is described by Plautus, Mil. glor. ii, 2, 54. columnam mento
suffulsit suo3 comp. Ter. cod. Yatic. fig. 4. Kindred in nature is burying
the chin in the hand, a gesture of grief, for instance in the forsaken

Ariadne (. 388), as in Walther von der Vogelweide 8, 4. Lachmann, that

of sequitas, deformata manus sinistra porrecta palmula, Appul. Metain.

xi. p. 775. ed. Oudendorp.

4. See the so-called Germanicus . 160. B. 4, and the representations
of allocutio on coins and in statues . 199, 3. Manus leviter pandata
voventium Quintil, in loco. Ai'xa.Qslv yvvoitx,of&if*Qi$ vwricwpc&aiv JEBschyl.

5. On this (rxfipet dvtaphov (Paus. x, 31, 2.) [cf. Siebelis p. 272.] B.
Bochette M. I. p. 59. 277. 414. comp. Letronne, Journ. des Sav. 1829. p.
531. Clasping the hands, besides grief, denotes also a ri^agical fettering,

Bdttiger Ilithyia, s. 38.

6. Aristoph. Eccles. 782. on the former gesture in images of the gods.
X/ot VK(>SXSIV II. ix, 419. Theogn. 757. Hera Hypercheiria, Paus. iii,

13, 6. Thus Apollo and Athena are seen on vases as vm^i^u for

Orestes. The pacificator gestus, which Statius
3
S. i, 1, 37. describes in

Doinitian by dextra vetat pugnas (comp. . 199. B. 4. Schmieder, p. 7.),
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Persius iv, 8. by majestas manus, Quintilian in loco (where there is much
deserving of attention on the eloquence of the hands) more minutely hy ;

inclinato in humerum dextrum capite, brachio ab aure protenso, manum
infesto pollice (stretched downwards) extendere^ is perhaps observable in

the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius. Visconti M. PioCL iii. p. 31.

R. Rochette M, I. p. 119.

7. On the dKQffxowsvsw, the visus umhratus (especially in Satyrs and

Pans) Bottiger Archaol. der Mahlerei, s. 202. Welcker Zeitschr.
i, 32.

On Zoega's Abh. s. 257. Appendix to the Tril. s. 141. see below . 385.

R. 4. R. Rochette in the Journ. des Sav. 1837. p. 516., that ex,ty,

ffxtopsvpa as bird and dance (in Eustath. p. 1523 sq.) must be completely

distinguished from the dance <JMKQ$. Abhandlung von den Fingern,
deren Yemchtung und symbolischer Bedeutung. Leipz. 1757. Concre-

pitare digitis, Satyr at Naples. Mus. Borbon. ii> 21, Sardanapalus.

8. Hence this posture in Providentia, Securitas, Pax Augusta^ Less-

ing Collect, i, 408. Ed, Winck. iv, 368. On crossing the legs in sitting

(a sign of dejection, otherwise unseemly) the Same after Eea, s. 366.

On the posture of the ixkryg Thorlacius de vasculo ant. Havnise 1826,

p. 15,

9. A Trojan ridiculing, with the digitus infamis, Ms countrymen
drawing the wooden horse, Bartoli Ant. sepolcri, 1. 16. The sanna with
the tongue thrust out (Pers. i, 60.) and the teeth shown

(${tz,tc,aar.crS&i)

is a principal feature in the gorgoneion. On some gestures of ridicule,

Bottiger, Wiener Jahrb. xlix. Anz. s. 7. Grysar, Rh. Mus. fur Phil, ii, 1.

s. 42. On the pantomime of ancient comedy, T. Baden, Jahn's Jahrb.

Suppl. i, 3. s. 447. The comparison of the gesticular language of the

modern Neapolitans in Jorio's Mimica degli ant. investigata nel gestire

Napoletano* N. 1832. [with 12 plates] is interesting j
the coincidences

however are not in detail very important. I would explain the gesture
on the vase in Millingen Cogh. 19. from the putting on fillets. Comp. .

344.

B, DRAPEEY.

1. GENERAL PBItfCIPLES.

336. That tlie human body, immediately placed before us, 1

lias become the chief form of the plastic art, needs in reality

no explanation; it is the natural body, and not some appen- ;

dage superaddecl by human customs and regulations, that

sensibly and "visibly represents mind and life to our eyes.

However, there was a tendency in the Hellenic mind, which 2

prompted to press forward to that point where the natural

limbs appear as the noblest costume of man
;
this feeling was

fostered in an especial manner by gymnastics, to whose higher
aims all inconvenient shame was early sacrificed. The forma- 3

tive art followed in its train, while the costume of the stage,

originating in Dionysian pompal processions, struck into the
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directly opposite path; hence we must never entertain the
idea that stage figures were immediately taken from plastic

4 forms, or the reverse. Nevertheless, however widespread the

feeling and enthusiasm for corporeal beauty were in thorn-

selves, and however much the artists sought opportunity for

such representation, yet this opportunity was seldom arbi-

trarily brought about, and the artist deviated little from life,

whose particular customs and regulations required considera-
tion in the production of artistic forms. Nakedness presented
itself as natural in all gymnastic and athletic figures ; from
these it was easily transferred to the statues of male deities,
which had been very elegantly and copiously draped by the

piety of earlier times, and to heroes whom elder art exhibited
in complete armour; for here the noblest seemed to be the

5 most natural representation. Under-garments, which conceal
the form most, were here universally discarded, which answer-
ed the more readily as it was the custom, among the early
Greeks, for men of healthy and vigorous frame to go abroad
in their upper dress without chiton: hence gods and heroes in
chitons are extremely seldom to be found in perfected Greek

6 art. But the upper garment is laid aside in art as well as

ordinary life, during any animated action or work; standing
figures of gods who were conceived as approaching with aid,

fighting, or otherwise active, might therefore appear entirely
without drapery. In sedent statues, on the other hand, the

upper garment is seldom laid aside; it is then usually drawn
around the loins; it denotes therefore rest and absence of
exertion. In this way the drapery, even in ideal figures, is

significant, and becomes an expressive attribute. Ancient art,
at the same time, loved a compendious and allusive treat-

ment; the helmet denotes the whole armour, a piece of the
7 chlamys the entire dress of the ephebos. It was customary at

all times to represent children naked: on the other hand, the
unrobing of the developed female body was long unheard of
in art, and when this practice was introduced (. 125. E. a
127. R. 4.) it required at first a connexion with life; here the
idea of the bath constantly presented itself, until the eyes be-
came accustomed to adopt the representation even without

8 this justification. The portrait statue retained the costume of
life, if it also was not raised above the common necessity, by
the form being rendered heroic or divine.

1. This paragraph deals with the same subject as Hirt's treatise
" Ue-

ber die Bildung des Nakten bei den Alten" Schriften der Berl. Akad.
1820; but attempts to solve the problem differently.

^

2. Complete nakedness was first introduced in the gymnio exercisesm Crete and Laced^mon. la the 15th Olympiad Orsippus of Megara lost
Jus girdle by accident in the stadium at Olympia, and thereby became
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the victor. Acanthus of Lacedxmon now appeared at the very outset

naked in the Diaulos, and for the runners it became a law from that
time. But in the case of other athletes perfect nudity was not intro-

duced till shortly before Thucydides. See Bockh C. I. i. p. 554. Among the

barbarians, especially of Asia, the girdle remained; there it was even

disgraceful for men to be seen naked (Herod. iy 10.) ; of which traces are

still to be seen in the figures of the gods on the imperial coins of Asia

Minor, which have for the most part more drapery than the Grecian.

3. The stage costume took its origin, as Pollux and the PioClementi-

nian mosaic show, from the particoloured coats (woix,i\ot comp. "Welcker

ad Theogn. p. Ixxxix.) of the Dionysian processions ; according to which

Dionysus himself, in the ordinary popular notion, could not well be

imagined without his saffron robe and purple mantle. Among works
of art only a number of vase-paintings, especially Apulo-Lucanian, have
a theatrical style in the draperies, on account of their reference to Bac-

chian processions. Comp, Eeuerbach Vatic. Apoll. s. 354, f, and . 345.

5. As in life whoever was merely dressed with the chiton was called

"yv[&vo$, so art which could not combine the chiton with ideal forms re-

presented him as really

7. The draped Charites of Socrates have been often discussed ; they
were in relief on the wall behind Athene according to SchoL Aristoph.
Nub. 771, on the acropolis says Diogenes L. ii, 19, according to some by
^Socrates. But was this group, which according to Pliny xxxvi, 4, 10.

ranked among the best works of sculpture, really produced by the son of

Sophroniscus, who surely had scarcely made such progress in art? The
Athenians said so to Pausanias, but Pliny evidently knew nothing about it.

2. GRECIAN" MALE COSTUME.

337. The Grecian people, in contradistinction to all ancient 1

and modern barbarians, may be characterized as the eminently
artistic nation from the very chasteness and noble simplicity
of their draperies. These were all divided Into svcM^ara,

those that were drawn over, and Isn/Sx^ara, those that were

thrown round the body. The male CHITON was a woollen 2

shirt originally without sleeves; only that of Ionia, which

was also worn in Athens before the time of the Peloponnesian

war, was of linen, long and in many folds; it formed the

transition to the Lydian draperies which belonged to the Di-

onysian festal pomps. Different ranks had the chiton of dif- 3

ferent fashion; but it received its character chiefly from the

method of girding. The HIMA.TION was a large <piare gar- 4

ment, generally drawn round from the left ^rm wii^ch held it

fast, across the back, a&d then over the right afrpa, or else

through beneath it towards the left arm. The good breeding 5

of the free-born, and the manifold characters of life were re-
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cognised, still more than in the girding of the chiton, by tlio

6 mode of wearing the himation. Essentially different from
both these articles of dress was the CHLAMYS, also called the

Thessalian wings, the national costume of the Illyrian and

neighbouring North, which was adopted in Greece especially

by horsemen and ephebi. It was a mantle fastened on the

right shoulder with a buckle or clasp (iregov^ #0^), and fall-

Ing down along the thigh in two lengthened skirts, often

richly and splendidly embroidered with gold and silver.

1. Chief sources on ancient costume : Pollux iv. vii. ; Varro do L. L.

v. Nonius de vestimentis. Modern treatises: Octav. Forrarius and Ru-
benius de re vestiaria (Thes. Ant, Rom. vi.) and Riccius de vetcrum
vestibus reliquoque corporis ornatu (without much reference to art).
Montfaucon Ant. expl. iii, 1. (a collection without correct principles),
Winck, W. v, 1 IF. Bdttiger has rendered valuable services (Vasenge-
mahlde ; Raubder Cassandra ; Furienmaske ; Archiiologie dcr Mahle-

rei, s. 210 ff.; Sabina). Mongez, sur les v^temcns des anciens, M6m. de
1'Institut Roy. iv f. Clarac, Mus6e de sculpt, ii. p. 40, The works on
costume by Dandre Bardon, Costume dcs ana peuples, P, 1772. 3 vols*

4to., Lens, Le costume de plus, peuples de 1'antigu. Liege 1776. 4to. (In
German by Martini. 1784), Rocheggiani, Raccolta di costumi. R. 1804,
f. 2 vols. obi. fo., Malliot, Rech. sur les costumes dcs anc. peuples publ.

par. Martin. P. 1804, 3. vols. 4to.
3 Willemin, Rob. von Spalart, Bom.

Pronti, are all unworthy of confidence, and little calculated for scientific

objects. Male costume Becker's Gallus ii. s. 77,

2. Historical details on the Ionic chiton, the present author's Minerva
Pol p. 41. The Lydian chiton TFQ^^S is the fiwtrfya according to Pol-

lux, comp. . 383. Bawwr^e** of the Thracian Bacchge wWxo/ xcci votypig.
Bekker Anecd. p. 222. [The lonians are AW#myi/gr in the battle on the
frieze from Xanthos . 128.*] The Pythian stola resembled much the
Dionysian costume ; doubtless Asiatic musicians, such as Olympus, in-
fluenced the perfecting of this garb. To it belong, among others, the

i

jK^/fcf, sleeves, with the border-stripe, Stfufa (Etym. M. ly*tf*(tof*d. C,
1. 150). The chiton

(kethoneth) of the Hebrews, Phoenicians and Car-
thaginians was also long and provided with sleeves, Herodian v, 5.
Plaut. Pcemil. v, 2, 15. 5, 19, 24., comp. Terfcull. de paH, 1.

3. The chiton of the priests was
tfiarr*t<>S) ungirded. The exomis,worn by artisans, while it supplied at the same time the place of the^T (

Q^^ ^esycL) left the ri^ht shoulder with ** ^
(. 366.) So did the chiton of the slaves irW^AOir. its opposite was

fodff
fp*waw, which kept the body warm (Aristoph. Knights 882).

?n?f >
12 ' to exomis is opposed to the ^, ^Wfcf The ty-rant Aristodemus of (hm compelled ^ ^.^ e4^ /^

**& wrt***. Plut.de mill
Hutteu ' The 8^ ili*y chiton,

ne^ i8 ihQ *<* (^llux); it

also ^where,for instance in

i

16 SGe ri8tion at AthflM
' a ^Gt Pe Xanthian monument , 90 * It occurs in Alcam]
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&vffri$ was a long, parti-coloured, striped chiton, richly adorned, see

Schneider ad Plat. RP. i. p. 335. Schone, De pers. m Eurip. Bacchabus,

p. 41. The litySkoa of dressed hide, the fftwgoe, of goat-skin, the fair/i of

similar material, the x,wr6)i><&x,yi with the eke or joint-piece of skm, are

peasants or shepherds' apparel, coxnp. . 418. R 3. 427. The cincticra of

the tunica, without latus clavus, is defined by Quintil. xi, 3. so far as that

it reached in front somewhat over the knee, and behind ad medios pop-
lites ; nam infra mulierum est, supra centurionum. The Greeks thought

exactly in this manner. The boy cincticulo prsecintus apud magistrum.
Plaut. Bacch. iii, 3, 28,

4. The IfAartov, Ifiurrtov "EAAj^xoV (Lucian de mere cond. 25.), pallium
Grsocanicum (Suet. Dom, 4.), is called in contradistinction to the toga

TgTgyfiw, quadratum. See esp. Athen v. p. 213 b., comp. the Ed. Winck.
v. s. 342. The short coarse rtfptovest r%tfivt<x,, figaxsfat vafi<ft.l of the

Spartans (Amalth. iii, 37), the poorer class of Athenians, Laconizing
Greeks, and philosophers (Jacobs ad Philostr. Imagg. i, 16. p. 304) ; and
the chlsena, which was a kind of himation, also four-cornered (see Dor. ii.

p. 283. and SchoL II ii, 183,), but particularly soft, woolly and warm.
The %hu,vlg was still more delicate. The Persian xavy&xyi was likewise,

according to Aristoph., a sort of chlsena. The Punic pallium was also

quadrangular, but was fastened around the shoulders by a fibula (Ter-
tull. de pall. 1.) ; the same garment is to be seen on Babylonian cylinders.
At home the pallium, on a journey the chlamys, Plautus Mercat. v, 2,

70 sq. together with zona, machsera ampulla, cf. Pseud, ii, 4, 26. Pers. i,

3, 77. the parasite uses ampullam, strigilem, seapbium, soccos, pallium,

marsupium, Pers, i, 3, 44.

5. The Greeks f67rtff%vovvrt liii 8gf/#, that is, in the manner describ-

ed in the text, the Thracians IK d^ars^x, Arist. Birds 1568. with the

schoL The latter is also said of the parasites, see Beck in loco.
'

Az^/3?t~
Ago-Sec; svrttit%i* stev&egfag Plat. Theset. p. 165 e. Athen. i. p 21. Here the

garment must have reached at least to the knee; this belongs to the

'tvffXVfAOffvvvi of the ^flt/3ox^, regarding which see especially Bottiger
Arch, der Mahlerei, s. 211. Yasengemahlde i, 2. s. 52 ff. Only in ra-

pid motion is it tucked higher up (pallium in collum conjicere, Plaut.

Oapt.iv, 1, 12.). On the Dorian and also early Roman custom of cohi-

bere brachia in young men (the mantle figures of vase-paintings) see also

Dor. ii. p. 285., comp. Suid. s. v. eQufas. On Orators . 103. R. 3, [The
Italian and Spaniard also lay great stress on the proper mode of manag-
ing the cloak.]

6. On the origin of the chlamys, oLxh^ allicula, Dor. ii. p. 283. Bois-

sonade ad Philostr. Her. p. 381. One of its appurtenances is the Ksgoyy,

fibula, with one or two points or needles (B//3oAof, Anth. Pal. vi, 282).

Strictly spealjng, irt%6vYi
is the needle itself, crogsn? the ring, which toge-

ther form the clasp. When the vrtg6ni is loosened, it naturally falls alto-

gether around the left arm, as it is so often seen in Hermes (. 381.) It

can also serve as a shield to the arm ; thus Poseidon on ancient coins (.

355.) chlamyde clu,peat brachiurn (Pacuvius* comp. Caesar B. G. i, 75).
In this manner huntsmen wore the e<pvrrlg on the stage, according to

Pollux iv, 18, 116., comp. v, 3, 18. ; this hunting garb is also found in

vase-paintings,
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1 338. Hats did not belong in antiquity to the ordinary cos-

tume of life in cities
; they denote rural, equestrian, and some-

times warlike occupations ;
as the ^wly, which had in Boaotia

the form of a fir-cone, in Thessalia rather than of an umbrella;
the Arcadian hat with its very large flat brim

;
the petasus'

especially worn by horsemen and ephebi with the clilamys, in
form of an umbellated flower reversed

;
the kausia, which had

a very broad brim and a very low crown, and belonged to the

Macedonian, JEtolian, Illyrian, and also perhaps Thessalian
2 costume. We may also mention the semi-oval sailor's bonnet,

to which was given a very significant interpretation, in Samo-
thrace; the Phrygian cap also is not unfrequently met with
in Greek art, in its simpler as well as more complex form

3 Coverings for the head and feet (which latter, however, in
Grecian works of art mostly appear as very simple leathern

4 sandals, %^/Ss?, when they are indicated at all) most espe-
cially determined

the^ varying national costume
(o^Sj/ua), to

trace the shades of which must be of importance for the more
accurate determination of heroic figures.

1. Comp. on ancient hats Winck. v. s. 40. The xvvy Bo/w/a is de-
scribed by Theophr. H. PL iii, 9.

; Cadmus has it on. vases (Millingen ITn,

Mon.
i, 27., comp. the meeting of heroes pi. 18). On that of Thessalia

see especially Soph. (Ed. Col. 305. Reisig Enarr. p, 68. ; it closely resem-
bled the kausia. The

'Agxa^
MW, the w?Aof

*

Agxtxfitws was usual at
Athens. Philostratus v. Soph, ii, 5, 3.

; on the form Schol. Arist. Birds 1203.
On the form of the petasus Schneid. Lex. On the kausia, the present
author's work on the Macedonians, p. 48, together with Pint. Pyrrh. 11.

Polysen. v, 44. Suidas s. v. KMfa. Jacobs ad Antip. Bpigr. Anth, T. viii.

p. 294. Scilurus the Scythian has also the kausia on coins of Olbia. It
has often an enormous brim,, hence Plaut. Trin, iv, 2, 10. Pol hie qiiidem
fungino genere est; Illurica facies videtur hominis; this, and the
manner in which it is bound at the back of the head, make it very
easily known; see especially the coin ^Bropus iii, Mioan, Suppl. iii. pi
10,^4.

On the vase in Millingen Div. coll. 51. the Thessalian Jason is
indicated by the chlamys (comp. Philost. Her.

ii, 2.) and a sort of kausia.
On a Megarian stele in Stackelb, Graber Tf. 3, 2. a warrior has a dome-
shaped hat [Tydeus and Theseus have the same, Millingen Anc Mon Yasea
pi. 18.].

2. The dioscuri as gods of navigation and Cabiri, Odysseus (. 416),and also .Eneas wear the half-oval sailor's cap. It is likewise called
riXof, inasmuch as it was of felt like the lining of a helmet, comp. R.
Eochette M. I. p. 247. It belongs to the nauclericus ornatus, Soph, Phi-
loot. 128. Plaut. Mil. iv, 4, 41., who reckons as part of it a dark brown
kausia (in the more extended sense) and the exomis of similar colour. On
the Phrygian cap in connexion with the Persian penom (comp. . 246. B.
5) Bdttiger, Vasengemahlde iii, 8. Amalthea i. s. 169. Kunstmyth. s. 47.

3. The bare feet of the Greeks (Voss, MythoL Br. i, 21) forms in art
a striking contrast with the Etruscan richness in elegant shoe-work.
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See Winck. v. s. 41. 81. Athen. xii. p. 543 sq. of Parrhasius: %%v<roi$ a,vctc-

4. T^oVog- T% trroxijf A<yg/of (coinp. . 337. R. 4) is mentioned in con-

nexion with c&vxf&os T% XOJ&YIS, long hair hanging down in disorder (2^0.^-

T/o#a?T0t/, Dor. ii. p. 287.), Philostr. Imagg. ii, 24, A <peuo$ rtffav and the

eivvirobviffia are ibid, i, 16 (in Daedalus) reckoned as belonging to the

ff%vf&a
'

Arr/^oi/, comp. ii, 31. On the Macedonian and Thessahan garb
. 337, 6. 338, 1. To the JEtolian belong, according to the costume of

JEtolia herself, (. 405. R. 1
) high shoes, similar to the Kgur/x* TT&A*,

the kausia, a high-girded exomis, and a chlamys gathered round the left

arm (sQavrts . 337). According to the vase, Millingen Div. coll. 33,
narrow chitons of skins appear to have been common there. The Thes-

salian, as well as the Armenian costume,, a chiton reaching far down,
which is called in tragedy the JEtolian, a girdle around the breast, and
an e<potvrrf$ which tragedy likewise adopts, Strabo xi. p. 530.

3. FEMALE COSTUME.

339. Among the CHITONS of the women, the DORIC and 1

IONIC are easily distinguished. The former, the old Hellenic,
consisted of a piece of woollen cloth, not very large, without
sleeves and fastened on the shoulders by clasps, usually sewed

together on the left side in the middle, but left open down-
wards according to the genuine Doric custom (as %/arbs %;rwi/),

so that both skirts (tfrsgwysg) either met and were held together

by points, or else fell apart and were pinned up for freer

movement. The latter, on the contrary, which the lonians 2

received from the Oarians, and the Athenians again borrowed

from them, was of linen, all sewed, provided with sleeves (xo-

ga/), very long and in many folds. Both are frequent in works

of art and easily recognised. In both, for the ordinary 3

costume, the girdle (tyvri) is essential; it lies around the

loins, and by the gathering up of the garment forms the

nfaKog. It is perhaps to be distinguished from the breast-

belt, which was usually worn under the dress, but sometimes

also above it, as well as from the broader girdle under the
,

breast (fytryg) which is met with particularly in warlike

forms. The DOUBLE CHITON arises most simply, when the upper 4

portion of the stuff which is to form the chiton is folded over,

so that this fold with its border reaches down beneath the

bosom and towards the hips, where, in works of early Greek

art, it usually forms a parallel arch with the zoXvog before

mentioned. As the cloth reaches further down on the left 5

side than on the right, a portion here hangs over in folds

(dMroVruy^a), which was regarded as a principal ornament of

Grecian female costume; it was formed as ornately and regu-
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larly by early art, as It was gracefully and agreeably by art In

its highest development.

1. Female costume, Becker's Gallus i. s. 318. On the difference of

the two chitons, Bottigcr Raub dcr Cassandra, s. (JO. The author's

JEginetica, p. 72, Dor, ii p. 280 sq. The Boric IB frequently found in

art (Schol. ad Clem. p. 129), ia Artemis, Nike, llobe, Iris (of the Parthe-

non), and the Moonads. The Spartan virgins, as diatinguiBhed from

wives, were usually fAovoxiT&vss (Dor. ii. p. 2822., also Plut, Fyrrli. 17), and
in this light dress served as cupbearers (Pythuon. <feo. ibid.) ; llobe was
formed after them. Therefore also were the statues of Oloino the cup-
bearer at Alexandria (Athcn. x. p. 425) fAovoxfravis, pvrw xgarovvrss h

2. The Ionic costume is seen especially in the muses; it docs not

appear altogether pure in the Attic virgins of the Parthenon
; these have

mostly half- sleeves with clasps (conip. JElian V. II.
i, 18). The #mw

<rroA/^ToY has a puckered border, flounces ; <rv^, o-vgroc is the tragic
dress of stage queens, with the wg:rn#t;, projecting sleeves of a different

colour, and trains which were variously adorned in antiquity, especially
with gold spangles.

3. Zavn, and 7Fegiga{&, vrsgi^utFrgot, Pollux. On gww hvffoti Schrader
ad Musseus v. 272, The large XG'XTTQ^ is in Homer characteristic of Asiatic
women (/3aSryxoA9ro;), afterwards of the Ionic costume. The girdle round
the bosom is called vFobe<r{AO$t f^cecrr6Qrc&, f^lr^cc, ^Aot^ogv Grvft&wpQs,
GT%Q({)Q, <rrgofio$, arQotyiQv, rawta., rMtvffitov, mostly in the Anthology, comp.
Jdlsch. Seven, 853.

'

Ixsr. 460 with Stanley and Schutz. The *e<rroV, the

embroidered, is also a ribbon for the bosom, Anth. Pal. vi, 88. comp. .

377. K 5.; Winck. v. s. 24. confounds it with the zone. ^Blsch. Sept. q.

Theb. 571. o

4. This costume is found in the sculptures of the Parthenon, but it is

seen in greatest beauty in the torso of Ccos, Brondstcd Voy. i. pi. 9.,
then [in the Ceres Borghese No. 3. in Bouillon Mus6e dcs Ant. Ho. 6.], in
the five maidens among the Herculancan bronzes, one of whom is in the
act of putting on the dress, Ant. Ere. vi, 7076., M. Borb. ii, 47., also
in the vase-painting, Maisonn. pi. 16, 5. This half upper-chiton is evi-

dently the qptit'sKoftiov, xgQxarftiov (xgoaarcto Itv^ow 0. I. 155. p. 249),
lyxtwAo* (eyxvxhw woixfaoy C. I.

ibid.), which expressions seem pretty
nearly identical in Arist Eccles. Comp. Bottiger, Furienmaske, s. 124.
Wiener Jahrk xlix. Anz. s. 4. 'Euwi^k (Eurip. Hec. 558. Athen. xiii. p
608) seems to be only the skirt of the garment, which was fastened on
the shoulder with a fibula. Comp. however Bottiger, Vasengemahlde i,
2. s. 89. The name of the garment which, in Apollo Pythius, the muses,
and the Caryatides of the Erechtheum, merely hangs down on the back,
remains in that case undecided.

5. This is evidently the dKomrvyfta, which was given as a third article

(fvfrfs), with two vstavett and the a-o^g*? wrA 9 to a golden Nike. 0. L 150.

p. 235. A finely dressed woman goes AA^ ^roxx^^ ls tfifr ^r/ wo-
vovpew, Eurip. Med, 1166. cf. Bacch. 895

sq[. (935). Sappho 7x^ M
ff^gaii/.- The inscription quoted C. 1. 155. is rich in names for female
apparel. In respect of colour, it appears that garments were here
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oi (perhaps striped, comp. Athen. v. p. 196
e.),

also with particoloured

borders, TrAflwtwXotigygfc vrsyvroixtxot, both of which are very frequent on

vase-paintings, 'E^ urWovp refer perhaps to the scutulatus textus in

Pliny.

340. The Mmation of women (//^ocr/ov ywaixtfov) had in 1

general the same form as that worn by men; a common use

therefore might have existed. The mode of wearing it like-

wise followed mostly the same fundamental rule
; only the en-

velopment was generally more complete, and the arrangement
of the folds richer. The PEPLOS, which was very much worn 2

in early times, hut which in the flourishing period of Athens

had gone out of use, and was only to be seen on the tragic

stage, is recognised with certainty, in the statues of Pallas in

the early style, as a regularly folded, somewhat closely fitting

upper garment (. 96. No. 7.) ;
we see from other works of Greek 3

art where no aegis conceals the upper part, that it was twisted

across round the chest, and was there pinned together; it has

often also a kind of cape in the manner of the diploidion.

"Women, for whom the Mmation generally speaking was more 4

essential than for maidens, often drew it over the head, al-

though there were also separate veils for the head (pdgwv,

xaXuflrrga, xffis/Avov, rica), as well as various kinds of FILLETS

(Wrga, tfgopiov, avadzt/Arij vitta) and KETS (xgx^paXo?, reticulum)
for the hair.

1. 'Iftofriov is perhaps less usual than iW/SA^a, wsg/jSAjv**, and espe-

cially df^Trs^oyv), af&vrexoytov, hence Mya^i^ouos is synonymous with poyo-

xirav. The Herculanean matron . 199. E. 7. is a model of fine #y<j6/3oxg ;

but many terracottas even from Greece are still more nobly and brilliantly

draped.

3. The figures of the Corinthian relief, . 96. No. 15. especially, and

in particular Pallas, Artemis and the first Charis, are to be compared

with one another in order to learn the mode of putting on the peplos.

Accordingly, in what is said in the Minerv. Poliad. p. 25 sqq. there are

some things that require more accurate determination. The tragic wri-

ters seem to employ the word very indefinitely; in Soph. Trach. 921. the

peplos is a Boric chiton, and also elsewhere.

4. Here are also to be mentioned the fillets for the forehead and hair,

with reference for information to Gerhard, Prodromus, s. 20 ff. Berlin's

Antike Denkm. S. 371 ff. Special dress of a matron xopas xxS&iffet,

Aristoph, Thesm. 841., on the contrary OAK^UM dvotsxogfAswi 838.

2Tfi@i/J7 is the metal plate rising high in the middle over the forehead,

on the contrary trretyavos denotes the crown equally broad throughout the

circumference, as in the Argive Hera . 120. B. 2. 2<pwMiq is similar in

form to the sling, orAeyyte to the strigil. "A^Tryf seems to be rather a

metal ring which confines the hair, especially at the back of the
^
head,

conip. Bdttiger, Tasengemahlde ii, 87, A/*^* is a fillet which is

placed among the hair and of equal breadth all round the head ;
to be

seen with especial distinctness on the heads of the Macedonian kings.
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Tcuv tot, is usually a broader fillet with two narrower ones at each end,

well known from representations of Nike (volans de caolo cum corona et

tgeniis Ennius ap. Festum) [comp. Welcker Griech, Trag. S. 467. 1582
] as

a gymnastic honorary ornament, also as an erotic ornament (Athen. xv.

p. 668 d. Welcker Schulzeit. 1831. 3ST. 84), lastly as a decoration of tombs

(Caecilius ap. Fest.), known especially from vase-paintings. Comp . Welcker

Ann. d. Inst. 1832. p. 380 sq. The twisted fillet of the athletes and of

Hercules consists of several taenise of different colours, {raivlot, xswxaj $rgj

T peruiF<p, Luc. Navig. 39.] M/rg, a piece of fine cloth, generally parti-

coloured and twisted round the head, in Dionysus and women, especially

hetserae (*zWg# B/a^srgo?, Pollux, picta lupa barbara mitra Juven,). Ilo-

\o$ appears to be a plain round disc, which encompassed the head, as in

the Ephesian Artemis (according to others the modius, Amalth. iii. s. 157) ;

on the contrary, the f&wiffos was rather a round cover as a protection

against birds, from which many have derived the nimbus (the word in

this sense first in Isidore
; comp. Schlager dissert, ii. p. 191. Kckhel D.

K viu. p. 503. Augusti Christl. Alterth. s. 197.) of a later period.To
these ornaments for the head may be added the ireQttyauet of the neck,
the

fyk'Khtet,
of the arms, called also SQsis from their form, oQtyxnrvittss (spin-

theres), %h&6Mt$9 the ^s^w^eX/B^ and fatatyvyot (also serpent-formed,
Anth. Pal. vi, 206. 207.), the ear-rings huria, eA"Ao/3^, clenchi, uniones),
with which art almost universally adorned the images of female deities,

Hall. Encycl. iii, ii. s. 333. and so forth. Th. Bartholinus De armillis

veterum 1675., Casp. Bartholinus DC inauribus. Schetbr De torquibus,
Thes. Ant. Rom. xii, 901.

4 ROMAN COSTUME.

1 341. Tlie Roman national costume, which is only met with
in portrait figures and some beings belonging to the Italian

belief (as the Lares and Genii), sprang from the same founda-
2 tion as the Grecian. The TUNICA was very little diiferent from

the chiton, and the toga (rqj&woc) was an Etruscan form of the

himation, which gradually received among the Komans an

ampler and more solemn, but also a clumsier development.
Destined at

the^beginning
for appearance in public life, it lost

therewith its significance, and was forced to make way for

more convenient Grecian apparel of all kinds (laena, paenula),
3 but which haye little significance in art. The TOGA was dis-

tinguished from the himation by its semicircular shape, and
its greater length, which caused its ends to fall on both sides

down to the ground in considerable masses (tubulata). The
curved sweep of the ampler toga under the right arm was the

sinus; a round pad was formed thereon by particular art (for-
4 cipibus). To this garb belonged the half-boot, CALCEUS, which
5 completely enclosed the foot. It was also in early times the

military costume, in which the toga was made fast to the

body by the Gabinian girdle; on the other hand the SAGTJM,
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which resembled the chlamys (together with the sagochlamys),
and PALTJDAMENTUM were afterwards introduced. It was a
female dress, but it only remained so among the lower orders,
whilst among the higher ranks a dress similar to the Ionic

came in fashion, to which belonged the STOLA, consisting of a

tunic with broad border (instita), the PALLA, a kind of upper-

tunic, and the AMICULUM, which was often very rich, and also

ornamented with fringes, and of which the ricinium was the

customary mode among the women of early Rome.

1. For the history of the Roman costume, see the present author's

Etrusker i. s. 261 ; what has been said on the cinctus G-abinus has not

been correctly quoted by Thiersch, Berichte der Miinchner Akad. i.

2. Statuse paenulis indutse are mentioned by Pliny xxxiv, 10. as a

novitium inventum ; they have not yet been pointed out anywhere with

certainty.

3. On the toga, especially Quintil. xi, 3. Tertullian de pallio 1.

'Hftt&vxhtov, Dionys. iii, 61. rotunda, Quint. &c. Bis trium ulnarum*

toga, Horat. Yeteribus nulli sinus, Quint. Macrob. Sat. ii, 9. togam

corpori sic applicabat, ut rugas non forte, sed industria locatas artifex

nodus constringeret et sinus ex composito defluens nodum lateris ambi-

ret. The broad band, consisting of several stripes, on the upper part of the

toga, on numerous statues and busts of the later Roman period, still re-

quires explanation. Amalth. iii. s. 256. Is it the lorum, xiygog-
1 See Du

Cange Lex. Gr. p. 837.

6. A peculiarly Roman method of wearing the amiculum is to be seen

in the so-called Pudicitise. M. PioCl. ii, 14. Cap. iii, 44. August. 118.

The apron of the servants of magistrates, which is to be seen on Roman

monuments, was called Umum. Tiro in Gellius xii, 3, 3, [Lion Tironiana

p. 8.]

5. MILITARY COSTUME.

342. The military costume of the ancients is only met with I

in any completeness in early Grecian vase-paintings, and in,

Roman portrait statues (thoracatse . 199. R 3.) and historical

reliefs ;
works of the most flourishing period of Greek art are

satisfied with indications. The HELMET was either a leathern 2

cap, but which might also be covered with tin plate (xw'sq,

xosra/>ug, galea), or the large equestrian helmet (%ogu$, Kgwog,

cassis). Here again we can distinguish the helmet used in the 3

Peloponnesus (the Kg&vos Kog/vS/ougysg), having a visor with eye-

holes, which could be raised or lowered at pleasure^ and the

helmet worn in Attica and elsewhere with a short plate for

the forehead (tfp<i) and side-flaps. The solid BREAST-PLATE, 4

eSfag) contradistinguished from the ring-hauberk

and consisting of two metal-plates (/uaXa), of which
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the one in front was often very richly ornamented with reliefs,

was usually straight below, but in Roman works shaped to

the form of the body (a rule however which was by no means

universal) ; above, it was held together by shoulder-plates, and
below by a girdle round the loins (fw^a) ;

and it was suitably
! lengthened by leathern stripes (vr'sgwysg) faced with metal. The
GEEAVES also (wwffieg, ocrese), wrought of elastic tin, and which
were clasped below by the ankle-ring (s^/o^g/ov), were often of

) elegant and careful workmanship. The large BRAZEN SHIELD
of the Greeks (outvrfg, clypeus), very clearly distinguished from,

the quadrangular scutum (Svgebg) of the Romans, is either en-

tirely circular like the Argolic, or provided with indentations
for holding lances like the Boeotian shield. The appearance
of the Homeric winged targets (xa/<rj$/a tfrefavra) has become
known to us through vase-paintings, which also plainly show
us how the handles (6%<va/) were placed.

1. The Homeric (pahoi (comp. Buttmann Lexil. ii. s. 240.) may perhaps
be recognised in the little upright plates which are so often to be seen on
helmets in vase-paintings. On the parts of the ancient helmet, Olenine
Observations sur une note de Millin. Petersb. 1808. On the different

kinds of helmets Al. d'Olenine Essai sur le costume et les armes des gla-
diateurs. St. Petersb. 1834. 4to.

3. The Corinthian helmet is usually found on vase paintings of the
u)ld style, for example Millin i, 19, 33., [Gall. Omer. ii, 130.] in the uEgi-
metan statues, the Corinthian Pallas, . 369. K. 4. Poll, i, 149. gj/o$

by way of distinction, as other portions of armour from other

4, iHauberks of elegant workmanship from the tombs of Canosa

Milli^) ; helmets, greaves and other accoutrements with sculptures (.
311. E. 3.), Keapels Ant. s. 213 ff. M. Borb. iii, 60. [The yvcchx, breast
and back pieces, are the earlier kind of coat of mail, Paus. x, 26, 2

; Bat-

tiger Yasengem. ii. s. 73. Hr. Rittmeister, painter at Baden, has a pair in.

his remarkable collection of ancient armour.] Ornamented armour of

statue^, Clarac, Musee, pi. 355. 356. On zoma, mitra and zoster see csp.
H. iv, 134. together with Aristarchus; on the vrfyvyss Xenoph. de re

equ. 12i The arrangement of the whole accoutrements in early times
is clearly exhibited especially in vase-paintings, Tischb. i, 4 iv 20
Millin i, 39.

6. A*/*. <*?&. for example Tischb. iv, 51. Millingen Gogh. 10.

[Welcker ad Philostr. p. 323. 756. If the reference of this appendage of
the shield to the Kcutrjuov is correct, then Millingen, 8. Birch and others
are wrong in saying that it is nowhere mentioned. Something different
are the covers in Aristoph. Ach. 1136. r ar^par S KM! IWQV ex rfc
dffvftos. Three giants have the ^etttr^ton in the battle in Luynes' Vases,
pi. 19., also a trumpeter in Hancarvilie iv, 33. Paris ed., Theseus in Mil-
lingen's Anc. Uned. Mon. i. pi. 19. where it likewise occurs pi. 20 and 21,
and in the Peint. de Vases pL 49, Theseus also in Gerhard, Auserles!

Yasengem, Tf. 105, and a warrior fighting against Scythians, ibid. 16G.
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In marble and in. the Xanthian monument . 128.*] A minute explana-

tion of the armour and dress of the Praetorians (1 Bouill. iii, 63, 2), Le-

gionaries, Socii, and so forth, on Roman triumphal monuments would of

course be out of place here.

6. TREATMENT OF THE DBAPEKY.

343. A correct notion of the spirit in which ancient art I

treated drapery in general, is still more important than the

knowledge of individual articles of dress. It did so, first, in a 2

thoroughly significant manner^ so that the choice of the costume

and the manner of wearing it, constantly referred to the char-

acter and activity of the person represented; as can be shown

very distinctly in the different modes of dress among the

gods. Secondly, in the genuine times of art it was made 3

thoroughly subordinate to the body, fulfilling the destination of

showing its form and motion, which the drapery is capable of

doing to a greater extent, as regards time, than the naked

figure, because, by the situation and arrangement of the folds,

it sometimes enables us to divine the moments preceding the

action represented, and sometimes even indicates the inten-

tion of the person. The draperies of the Greeks, which from ^
their simple, and, as it were, still undecided form, for the most

part only received a determinate character from the mode

of wearing, and at the same time furnished a great alternation

of smooth and folded parts, were especially calculated from

the outset for such purposes ;
hut it also became early an ar-

tistic principle, to render the forms of the body everywhere

as prominent as possible, by drawing the garments close,^
and

loading the skirts with small weights (|o/<wo/?).
The striving 5

after clearness of representation dictated to the artists of the

best period a disposition into large masses, and subordination

of the details to the leading forms, precisely as in the muscu-

lar development of the body.

4. IIgo<rwriWgTfl irtev$otifftv fl&gr/*o7v?ioff
acre rlro0ff %irv KKCLV KMT

&$<><, Soph. Trachin. 765. On the so-called wet
^draperies

Feuerbach

Vatic. Ap. 8. 198. 'E-y^sro rov ff&pwoz Ktzrwr^v o %irvv, Ach. Tat. i, 1,

Jacobs, p. 404.
" The thousandfold echo of the form," Gdthe. The ves-

tcs lucidse of the early painters (above . 134. R. 2.) are of this class.

The small weights are even seen on coins. Mionnet, Descr. PL 65. 7.

r>. Of the earlier style of drapery . 93.; the improved 118, 4.; the

later 204. R. 2. The deep and stiff folds of the drapery; in the Justin.

Vesta, the Barberini Apollo and the muses of Venice might perhaps, as

hinted in . 96, No, 11., be asciibable to architectonic conditions.
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C. OF ATTRIBUTES AND ATTRIBUTIVE ACTIONS.

1 344 By the term attributes we understand subordinate

substances of nature, or products of human workmanship,
which serve to designate the character and activity of the

2 principal figures. Substances and articles of this descrip-
tion are not connected with spiritual life in so intimate and
natural a manner as the human body; hence belief, custom>

positive institutions in general, were here necessarily laid by
3 art as the basis. However, on this side also the perception of

noble and simple form, which was inborn in the Grecian nation,
and the great simplicity of life came greatly to the aid of art

;

every occupation, situation and striving of life found a char-

acteristic designation which was always easily recognised, in

certain objects derived from nature or formed by the hand of

4 man. In the creation also of SYMBOLS to which belonged the
animals sacred to the gods, as well as their utensils and wea-

pons a dawning perception of fitting, and in some sense ar-

tistic forms had been manifested, along with a religious fancy
and a child-like naivete of thought, to which much bolder con-

junctions were open, than to the reflexion of later times (. 32.)
5 Now, not only did early art chiefly distinguish its figures by

attributes, which were often very much multiplied (. 6*8.), but
in the flourishing period of art also, the attribute was a much
wished for completion and closer determination of the idea

expressed by the human form in general ; and allegorical sculp-
ture (. 406.) found here many a welcome expression for ab-

6 stract notions. There is often united with the attribute a
reference to a definite transaction borrowed from religion and
life; in this also Greek art had the same facility of saying

7 much with little. The language of ancient art thence arising,,

requires much study, as it cannot be divined by the natural

feeling in the same way as the purely human language of ges-
8 tures. Great difficulty likewise is often thrown in the way

of the interpretation, by the principle which belonged to Greek

art^(comp.
. 325.), of treating in a subordinate manner, dimin-

ishing in size, and making less careful in workmanship every-
9 thing that does not refer to the principal figure. This infe-

riority of the accessories was generally carried so far, that in

figures of fighting gods and heroes, the adversaries, whether
merely monsters or ruder human figures, were frequently di-

minished, contrary to every requirement ofmodern art which
demands more real imitation and illusion, because the noble
form of the god or hero was capable in itself of expressing
everything by its attitude and action.

1 1 Schorn Umriss einer Theorie der bild. Kiinste s. 21. :
" The
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idea cannot be always completely expressed in the sensible form
; sculp-

ture therefore often makes use of allegory, inasmuch as it only indicates

the idea as far as possible in the form, denoting what is more special by
attributes." As the explanation of the attributes cannot be separated
from that of the subjects, the richness of them will be only indicated

here by a classified survey of the most important.
Flowers (Aphrodite, Horse, Zephyrs) ; fruits, apples, pomegranates,

poppy, vine, ears of corn ; boughs, olives (appeasing), laurel (purifying),

palms (victory) ; garlands, especially oak, poplar, ivy, vine, laurel, olive.

Tsenise (honouring, distinguishing , 340. R.
4.), infulae, <nzpp&r (sa-

credness), hiketena (olive branch and infulae), kerykeion (. 379.).

Phials (libation, symbols of prayers for plenty, and thanksgivings)
with prochus (. 298. R. 3.); cups of different kinds; crater (banquet);

tripod (service of Apollo, prophecy, prizes at games) ; lekythos, alabas-

tron (gymnastic force, feminine grace . 391. R. 4.) ; calathos and mo-

dius (fruitfulness).

Skeptron (sovereign dignity) ; trident (dominion of the sea) ; knotted

stick (shepherd life) ; thyrsus ; torch (illumination by night, the flame

of life, turning round denotes extinction, the two torches of a Persephone
at Paros are referred, in the Inscr. G. I. no. 2388. Y. 9, 10., the one to

light, for the friends of the place, the other to the conflagration of mis-

chance for its enemies) ; lance ; arrow, bow (far-operating power) and

quiver (contrast between the open and the shut . 364.) ; tropaeon; helm

(navigation ; more allegorically guidance in general) ; aplustrum (navi-

gation).

Wheel (rapid movement, alteration) ; balance (. 406.).

Cithern (peaceful serenity, contrast to the bow . 359, 4.) ; flute (Bac-
chian pleasure) ; syrinx (country life) ; cymbals, crotals, and so forth.

Mirror (female ornament, but also, allegoricajly, a symbol of memory
. 398

), fan, casket ; bath-vessels
; strigils.

Cornucopia . 433 ; aegis (Zeus-like dominion over hostile elements) ;

Gorgoneion . 65, 3.
; lightning (world-swaying power) ; crown of rays

(an appearing deity, apotheosis).

Eagle (augury of victory, of power, apotheosis); bull (fructifying

power of nature) ; serpent (healing and rejuvenating power of nature,

fearful might of Chthonic demons) ; panther (Bacchian tumult) ; dove

(marriage), and so on.

Griffin (destroying power of the gods) ; sphinx (mysterious nature).

Winckelmann's Yersuch einer Allegoric, W. iL s. 427* contains the

chief materials for instruction in the attributes*

Speaking emblems, for example, names of magistrates indicated by
divine symbols, Yisconti in the Cabinet Pourtales pi. 17. [Names denot-

ed by things of similar sound, animals, plants, <fec. Welcker's Syll.

Epigr. Gr. p. 135. s. Annali del. Inst. xiv. p. 214. Animals allude to the

names of magistrates, Bullett. 1841. p. 187, Demeter to Demetrius on his

coins, and so forth.]
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II. FOEMS CEEATED BY ART.

1 345. The conceptions of ancient art, in its period of splen-

dour, stood in the closest connexion with the spaces which

they occupied and were intended to fill, and therefore for the
most part produced a satisfactory impression by the general
outlines, by their architectonics as it were, before the eye

2 could seize their internal connexion. The isolated statue was

historically developed from the pillar; theHEBMA remained as

an intermediate step, inasmuch as it placed a human head on
a pillar having the proportions of the human form. As life

extended farther, the form became membered down to the loins :

a mode of representation which was especially practised in

wooden images of the gods, but has been often also preserved in
3 stone. The BUST, a representation of the head down to the

shoulders, sometimes also with the breast and waist, was derived
from the hermse; it fulfilled its aim and was also most used

4 where portrait-making was required. But even the completely
developed STATUE, which was destined to stand alone, did not
lose altogether its architectonic relation, and expressed the laws
of equilibrium by the posture and disposition of the limbs the

antique temple-image most simply, the works of perfected art

in manifold and living development. Different architectonic

destinations may have had more influence on the form of sta-

5 tues than is generally supposed. The GROUP could likewise give
the solution as it were of a vehement and one-sided movement
of one figure, by a corresponding figure placed opposite, inas-

much as it had its architectonic symmetry in the whole. The
middle point, in which the spiritual significance was concen-

trated, was here rendered prominent by greater dimensions;
the figures were arranged on both sides of it in a corresponding

6 manner. This form was already used among the Greeks for

the pediments of temples, (. 90. 118. 119.) with the figures
far apart; but even the more crowded groups of later art (.

7 156. 157.) present this pyramidal fundamental form. In order
to attain the necessary unity, the principal figure was raised
in comparison to the subordinate, beyond the natural propor-
tion. This is most strikingly seen in the divine statues of the
Greek temple-style, which carry on the palm of the hand

8 small figures of subordinate deities or sacred animals. The
symmetrical arrangement of the figures on the right and left,

was, in the antique style, mere stiff regularity (. 90.) ;
im-

proved art admitted of freer alternations, and by combining
the individual figures into subordinate groups (. 118. 126.),

9 introduced more variety of interest. In the group, especially
when it exceeded two figures, the statue approached the basso-

relievo, inasmuch as all the figures usually stood in a vertical
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plane, in order to be unfolded In complete view for a particu-
lar point; and at tlie same time that no considerable part of

the space was left vacant, they were nevertheless not conceal-

ed by the limbs.

1. The pregnant aphorism : tout v6ritable ouvrage de Tart nait avec

son cadre, holds true of ancient art especially. On the fine filling up of

space in ancient works of art, Gothe, Werke xxxviii. s. 38. xliv. s. 155.

2. Comp. , 67. There were also herrnse with bronze heads on marble

pillars, Cic. ad Att. i, 8. Hermathene, Hermerus and Hermeracles were

denoted by a herma of these deities, but the head of Hermes might also

at the same time be united with that of the other deity. So in the Her-

mathense of Cicero ad Att. i, 4. and that in the Capitol, Arditi, Mem.
d'Acc. Ercol. i p. 1., and the Hermeracleis (Aristides i, p, 35 Jebb.) POL

vi, 13, 2. and on coins of the gens Rubria, Morelli no. 8, Grurlitt, Archaol.

Schr. s. 218. gives a catalogue of double hernias. [Another Vinet Ueber

den Ursprung der doppelkdpfigen Bildung Revue Archeol. 1846. iii. p. 314.

There were also double hermse with the same head towards both sides,

Lucian de Jove trag. 43.] The Hermes Tricephalus in the Vatican with

the heads of the old Bacchus, the youthful Hermes, and Hecate, and the

small figures of Eros, Apollo Aphrodite fixed on in relief (Gerhard, Ant.

Bildw. iii, 41.), has reference perhaps to the custom of using hennse at

the same time as shrines for finer images of the gods, Etyrn. M. p. 146.

[A triple hermse in Villa Altieri at Rome, and a female one in the mu-
seum at Venice, the three heads similar, archaistic, with long braids of

hair, a dance of the horse around the herma. There are several 'E^&7

<rergx,s<pa&Qi at Rome near Ponte quattro capi.] The Dionysus-herraae

had frequently arms in order to hold thyrsi and cups. The wooden

images of Priapus were usually formed like men down to the phallos.

Comp. . 383. R. 3.

3. Busts were called wgorty**/, <rry$oigtMt thoraces, busti (a mediaeval

expression, from the busta as sepulchral monuments). It is possible

that Imp. Caes. Nerv. Trajani imagines argent, parastaticce cum suis

ornamentis et regulis et concameratione ferrea (Orejli laser. 1596. 2518)

were busts fixed into pilasters. Busts are most usually of emperors and

philosophers (, 420, 4.), but also of gods, especially those of Egypt. See

Gurlitt Bustenkunde, Archaol. Schr. s. 189. A. Wendt, Hall, EncycL

xiii. p. 389.

4. It appears that the contrast of dgxetiet %6a.ct, and a%ox/ ggy* in

the much commented on passage Strab. xiv. p. 640. is to be referred hereto.

Similarly Brondsted Voy. ii. p. 163. N". [Tyrwhitt's emendation 2*>V* is

confirmed by F. Jacobs Verm. Schr. v. S. 465 ff. and in the Rhein. Mus.

1835. iii. S. 351 f
]

In religious images it is a main point that they

should sit or stand conveniently for adoration (efalgoi Krectifft JBsch, Seven

301). Hence also the holding out paterae (comp. Aristoph, EccI 782.

with Gic. de N. B. iii, 34.), and the heads somewhat inclined.

7. Examples of such statues of deities mostly colossal: Zeus Olympios

and Homagyrios (. 350) with a Nike, Hera with the lion (. 352), Apollo

with the Charitos (. 86), the stag, Catharmos (1 . 359), Athena with a
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Mke in her hand. Oomp. R. Rochette M. I. p 263. On coins of the

Roman period deities of cities carry their chief deities in this manner.

9. The theatre likewise accustomed the Greeks to the detached

position of the figures, as the grouping must have been there of the

basso-relievo character, from the slight depth of the proscenium; only

ekkyklemes presented close and imposing groups. Comp. Fcuerbach

Yatic. Apoll. s. 340 ff.,
the author's Eumen. p. 91. Figures arranged in

a semicircle were an interesting secondary form, as the combat of Achilles

and Menmon by Lycius (Zeus with the two mothers imploring him in

the middle, the two combatants at the corners, eight Greek and Trojan
heroes corresponding with one another between them, Paus. v, 22, 2

) and
the feet-washing of Odysseus, from Ithaca, consisting of little bronze

figures. Thiersch, Epochen, s. 273. 445.

1 345.* This filling up of a regularly circumscribed space
was a law in RELIEF. The MASK was nearly the same in

raised work, that the herma was in regard to the round statue
;

here also it was an architectonic purpose, the fixing of a
countenance on a surface, that gave its origin to this form.

2 Of this description was the Gorgoneion fastened on walls and
shields (. 65.), whose original fundamental form, a circle,

was even maintained in the free developments of the most
3 flourishing days of art. They also fixed masks of Dionysus

in this way on walls, and in this cycle of gods, from which
the mask system chiefly emanated, they knew how to produce
a regular oval form by suitable treatment of the hair, and all

4 kinds of ornaments. Next come the SHIELDS (clypei), which
it -was a Greek custom^ but especially cultivated at Rome, to

5 adorn with busts of celebrated men (en medaillon). But

among the ancients the relief could never be introduced, unless
it received from tectonics an externally determined surface
in architectural members, altars, grave-pillars and vessels

which it should fill up ;
and art always succeeded in accom-

modating itself with naive indifference to these external con-

ditions, and in obtaining therefrom peculiar kinds of grouping.
6 Such also was the case with the BOUND surfaces of mirrors
and paterae, which were employed in the plastic art and
painting for gymnastic postures, but above all for groups of

sitting or reclining figures, wherein the projecting borders
were without scruple put in requisition as points of support.

7 Still more influence had the SQUARE compartments furnished

by^inetopes, cippi and votive tablets, as well as the long-drawn
stripes which friezes, thrones and sarcophagi presented" From
thence was' developed a symmetrical opposition and juxta-
position of figures (. 93.), which only began in the time of
Phidias to give way to a more diversified arrangement ;

but
still great regard was had to a uniform employment of space
(. 118.), and, even later, an accurate correspondence of both
sides of the representation was observed (as in the monument
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of Lysicrates . 128. R. 6.). A dense crowd of figures, difficult 8

to disentangle, and divided into several grounds, first made
its appearance on the sarcophagi of the later Roman style (.
207, 5.), while painting, which its means better enable to dis-

tinguish distances, often condensed the groups more, at least

as early as the Macedonian period, although even here, a

composition not very different from the basso-relievo always
continued in general use.

1. On masks, Bottiger, N. Deutscher Mercur. 1795. St. 4. s. 337. by

Kohler, Masken, ihr XJrsprung und neue Auslegung einiger der merk-

wurdigsten. Petersb. 1833, (M6m. de 1'Acad. Imp. des Sciences T. ii). In

reference to the Baconian masks with the beard composed of leaves of

the vegoffairls
and other plants, which are here ingeniously handled, round-

ing off the oval by means of these is also to be taken into consideration.

Feuerbach Vatic. Apollo S. 351. [Serie di mascheroni cavati dal antieo

la prima volta R. 1781. 4to. Six masks in terracotta, M. Borbon. vii, 44.]

3. On an image of the Dionysian Acratus at Athens, Paus, i, 2, 4.
Trgoo--

& KM writ* ol ftovov uaxo%of6Yi{t,vou TO/X#. A Dionysus mask was taken for

a portrait of Pisistratus, Athen. xii, 533 c. In Naxos a ^og-. of Dion.

Baccheus composed of vine, and one of Zeus Meilichius of beech-wood,

Athen. iii, 78 c. A mask of this kind as a Bacchian idol on the sarco-

phagus PioCl. v, 18.

4. Clypei of Appius .181. R. 3. From statesmen they also trans-

ferred them to literary men, Tacit. A.
ii, 83.

;
hence some of them are

to be found in marble copies, not merely of Cicero (Viseonti Ic. Kom.

pi. 12.) and Claudius (L. 274. Clarac, pi. 162,), but also of Demosthenes

and JEschines (Yisc. Ic. Gr. pi. 30.), as well as Sophocles and Menander,

Vise. pi. 4. 6. comp. T. i. pi. 13. The ancient clypei were of metal,

especially argentei cum imagine aurea (Marini, Atti ii. p. 408.), but at

the same time ygawrol, picti (Macrob. Sat. ii, 3.), according to the above

supposition . 311, 3. in tausia. The ^ax^go^ aig#i of Timomachus,

also called oVaoj/, which was exhibited at the Hyacinthia, was perhaps a

shield-image of this kind, Aristot. Schol. Pind. I. 6, 18. Comp. Gurlitt,

Archaol. Schr. s. 199.

8. Comp. Gothe xliv. s. 154. Tolken, TJeber das Basrelief und den

Unterschied der mahlerischen und plastischen Composition. B. 1815.

345.** The internal principles of composition are, of all 1

portions of art, the most difficult to express, as they are con-

nected in the closest manner with the peculiar idea of each

work It is true that the fulness of significance of the mythic

forms, the facility of completing it by personifications, the

great number and simplicity of attributive symbols, and the

fixed and precise signification of the attitudes and gestures

of ancient art, lend the capability of saying much by^means
of few and simply grouped figures. As everything in this 2

world of art found its representation in human form, and

its simple expression in easily intelligible action, ancient art,
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and especially sculpture, did not require the representation
of masses of men

;
even in battle -pictures of the Mace-

donian, and in triumphal reliefs of the Roman period a
3 few figures stand for large armies. In like manner, great dis-

tances in time and place are (as in the trilogies of JEschylus)

brought under view together, and the chief moments of a
chain of events, although far divided, are gathered, without

4 external separation, into one frame. Thus ancient art is placed
in a happy medium between the hieroglyphic picture-writing
of the East, and modern art, which is directed to the imme-
diate rendering of the actual appearance; although many of

its productions, of the Macedono-Eoman period, make a con-
5 siderable approach to the latter tendency. But as regards the

general means whereby human feeling can be roused into

agreeable excitement, and this again made to subside, in a

satisfactory close, into the proper frame of the soul, Greek art

from an early period made itself master of these, and under-
stood well how to employ especially the charm of contrast,
at first by mere juxtaposition, afterwards by a natural devel-

opment of the fundamental idea.

1. 2. Oomp. Winck. W. iv. s. 178. f. [Rhein. Mus. 1834. ii. s. 462
465 f. H. Brunei on the parallelism of the compositions of early Greek
works of art, Neues Rhein. Mus. v. s. 321.]

3. See, on this point, besides numerous archaeological notes to
ancient Sarcophagi and Philostratus' Pictures, Thiersch, Kunstblatt.
1827. K 18. Tolken Ueber das verschiedne Verhaltniss der ant. und
modernen Mahlerei zur Poesie. B. 1821. Schorn Umriss s. 26. on Pelops
and Hippodamia after the description of Apollonius with the note of the
scholiast.

5. The five stripes on the coffer of Cypselus (, 57.) are filled up
with mythic groups in accordance with such motives. In the fourth

especially (which with the exception of Dionysus contains, like the second,
12 groups) battle scenes always alternate with groups of lovers and simi-
lar subjects. And if we arrange properly the shield of Hercules in Hesiod,
(the figure of the dragon in the innermost circle

; the bear and lion in
the second narrow stripe ; the battle of the centaurs, a choir of deities, a
harbour and fishing, Perseus and the Gorgons in the third ; in the fourth

stripe, the city of war above the G-orgons, the city of peace opposite,
therefore above the choir; the ocean as a border) we shall see that the
two principal stripes are divided into one half with peaceful, and another
with martial representations, which are brought into Jbeautiful contrast
with one another. Comp. on Polygnotus' pictures . 134. E, 3.
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THIRD PART.

ON THE SUBJECTS OF THE FORMATIVE ART.

346. As the formative art lias the imitation of nature as- l

signed to it for
its^fprms,

so also it is referred for its subjects

to^
matters of positive existence ; neither can it create any

spiritual beings from pure arbitrary will, but must be prompted
and sustained by presupposition and a certain belief in their
existence. Now, these positive subjects are either furnished 2

by external experience, or by a world of spiritual intuitions in
which the nation moves, that is, either historical forms or

beings of religion and mythology, which are alone capable of

supplying in a permanent manner the belief in a real exist-
ence of their creations, poetry being in itself only enabled to

produce it transiently. The subjects of the latter kind will be 3

always the chief problem among a people endowed with a
genius for art, because the artistic faculty can in them de-

velope and test itself more freely and completely in all its

creative power.

I. MYTHOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

347. The Greeks were somehow so fortunate that long ere 1

art had arrived at external manifestation,, the genius of the

people had prepared the way for the artist, and formed be-
forehand the entire world of"art The mystical element so 2

essential to religion, in which we augur and feel the divine
existence as something infinite, and absolutely different from

humanity, which never admits of representation but only of

indication (. 31.), although never completely banished (a

thing not possible among a religious people), was however
thrust into the back-ground especially by poetry* The le- 3

gends which depict the secret sway of universal powers of

nature, in images often intentionally strange and formless,

had, even in the Homeric times, become for the most part void

of significance; the festal usages, which were rooted in this

soil, continued to be practised as old traditional ceremonies; but

poetry followed the path which was necessary to it, fashioning

everything more and more after the analogy of human life,

with which a cheerful and confiding piety, that conceived the

deity as a human guardian and counsellor, as a father and
friend in every trial, could be very well reconciled. The bards, 4

2J>
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who were themselves only organs of the general voice, gradual-

ly developed these ideas in a more individual and stable man-

ner, although indeed Homer had not in this way attained the

sensible definiteness which existed in the times when the

5 plastic art was in full splendour (. 65.). Now, when sculp-

ture, on its part, had improved so far as to seize the external

forms of life, in their truth and fulness of significance, there

was nothing more required than to express those already in-

dividualized ideas in corresponding grandiose forms. Although
this could never take place without an altogether peculiar

conception, without inspiration and an effort of genius on the

part of the artists; the general national idea of the deity,

however, existed, and served as a touchstone of the correctness

6 of the representation. Now, if this established and definite

idea of the god, in connexion with the exquisite sense of the

Greeks for the character of forms, felt itself completely satisfied,

NORMAL IMAGES resulted, to which succeeding artists adhered

with lively freedom, and with that correct taste, peculiar to

the Hellenic nation, which was equally removed from Oriental

stiffness and modern egotism. There arose images of gods and

heroes, which possessed not less internal truth and stability,

7 than if the gods themselves had sat to the artists. All this

could take place in such a way only among the Greeks, be-

cause in Greece only was art to such an extent a national

activity, the Greek nation only a great artist.

3. Therefore the images of the gods seemed to the Greeks, as it were,

a peculiar nation of nobler nature ; if they had made their appearance
in life, all others, says Arist. Pol. i, 2., would have looked like slaves be-

side them, as the barbarians beside the Greeks.

5. The way in which the ideals of the gods were gradually estab-

lished by faithful adherence to the popular notion, is not ill detailed by
Dion. Chrysost. xii. p. 210.

6. Therefore the images of the gods, especially those which by fre-

quent imitation had become canonical, are also monuments of the reli-

gious notions prevailing at the time when they arose, and, on the other

hand, the knowledge of the latter assists in determining the time of the

former. Heyne's treatise De auctoribus formarum quibus dii in prises
artis operibus efficti sunt, Commentat. Gott. viii. p. xvi., is based on an
excellent idea, which must be again taken up in a more enlarged appli-
cation. Schorn Umrisse s. 20 :

" These gods are human persons, but an
innocence exalted above all opposition pervades their essence and their

actions." Gruneisen ueber das Sittliche der bild. Kunst bei den Griechen
in Illgen's Zeitschr. fur die hist. TheoL iii, 2. s. 1. (a healthy corporeal

organisation bears in itself elements of morality.) Comp. Tholuck
Litt. Anzeiger 1834. No. 69. Gruneisen Ueber bildliche Darstellung der

Gottheit, comp. Tholuck ibid. No. 68.

1 348. This activity was on the whole most completely devel-
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oped in tliose gods who had been most idealized, that is, whose
whole essence could be least reduced to a fundamental notion.

We can certainly say of them: they do not signify, they are; 2

but this has not its foundation in that they had ever been

objects of external experience, but only in the circumstance

that these ideal beings had so to speak lived through the

entire history of the Greek tribes which worshipped them,
and bore in their character the most diversified impressions
thereof. Hence they are in art corporeal in the highest de-

gree, they have the most energetic personality. These are 3

the OLYMPIAN GODS, supreme Zeus with his brothers, sisters and
children.

1. For what follows we have to mention as general aids ; Montfau-

con, Antiq. expl. i. (an extremely rude, but still indispensable collection).

A. Hirt's Bilderbuch fur Mythologie, Archaologie und Kunst. 2 Hefte

text, the same quantity of engravings. B. 1805 and 1816 in 4to. A. L.

Millin, Gal6rie Mythologique. P. 1811. 2 vols. text, 2 vols. engravings

(190 plates), published in German at Berlin. Spence's Polymetis (a com-

parison of works of art with passages in poets). L. 1774. fo. We pass by
the frivolous and uncritically prepared collections of mythological figures,

with which the public is always imposed upon from time to time.

3. Groups of the Twelve Gods of Olympus (not always of the same)
in the old style, have been mentioned above, . 96. EF. 16; the most im-

portant monument is the Borghese ara. A Borghese vase (Mon. Gab. 16.

17 ; now in the L. 381. Clarac, pi. 171.) exhibits the heads of the twelve

gods, arbitrarily arranged as it appears, and their attributes as signs of

the months combined with zodiacal constellations. Aphrodite April,

Apollo May, Hermes June, Zeus July, Bemeter August, Hephaestus

September, Ares October, Artemis November, Hestia December, Hera

January, Poseidon February, Athena March. Eleven deities assembled

round Zeus, M. Cap. iv, 8. G. M. pi. 5, 19. fcomp. Lersch, Jahrb. des

Vereins im Eheinlande iv. s. 150.] A Pompeian picture of the twelve

deities, in a row, above two genii loci, Gell. pi. 76. Heads of many gods

in medallions, Pitt. Ere. iii, 50. [Gerhard Ueber die zwolf G-o'tter Griech-

enlands with 4 pi. B. 1842.]

A. THE TWELVE OLYMPIAN DEITIES,

1. ZETJS.

349. Zeus, the god of heaven, was regarded by the ancient 1

Greeks as the father of all life in nature. According to the

legend of the Argives he solemnized., in the genial rain of

spring, the sacred nuptials with Hera; the nourishing oak and

the fruitful dove symbolized him at Dodona as a god of benign
influence

;
and in Crete his youthful history was related pretty

nearly in the same way as that of Bacchus IE other places.
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2 In ancient symbolical representations, he was interpreted as

a god having dominion in three kingdoms at the same time,

in heaven, on earth, and under the earth. Zeus, however, did

not receive his artistic form, as a god of nature, but, in ethic

development, as the not less gracious than powerful sovereign.

3 and governor of the worlds of gods and men. This union of

attributes, after many less profoundly conceived potions
of

4 early art, was advanced by Phidias to the most intimate com-

bination (. 115.), and undoubtedly it was hev
also that^

estab-

lished the external features which all succee3ij^g
artists, in

proportion to their artistic skill, endeavoured to\ reproduce
5 (comp. . 140. R 3. 158. R. L). To these belonged th\0

arrange-

ment of the hair, which rose up from the centre of L^-
e fore-

head, and then fell down on both sides like a mane (. 3!?0>

the brow clear and bright above, but greatly arching fo

beneath, tjae deep-sunk but wide-opened and rounded
the delicate, mild lineaments round the upper lip and chee
the full rich beard descending in large wavy tresses, t

noble, ample and open chest, as well as a powerful, but not'i

unduly enlarged muscular development of the whole body.
6 Prom this character, which is stamped on the most and best

of the statues of Zeus, there are the following deviations : on
the one hand, the more youthful and softer form, with less

beard and masculine vigour in the countenance, which is

usually called, but without any sure ground, Zeus Meilichios;
7 on the other, there are heads of Zeus to be met with, which

bear a certain, though still very softened, expression of anger
and martial vehemence, in the more violently waving locks and
more excited features, and which represent the battling, aveng-
ing, punishing god. According to Pausanias, Zeus Horkios,
the oath-avenger at Olympia, with a thunderbolt in each
hand, appeared the most terrible.

1. See for general information Bottiger's Kunstmythologie, s. 290 fL
and the continuation in the sketch only circulated in manuscript among
his Mends. On the fceoV y&fn$ of the ,Argives, Welcker, Appendix to
Schwenk's EtymoL-Myfchol. Andeutungen, s. 267. On the Dodonsean
2eus, especially Tolcker, Mythol. des Japet. Gfeschlechts, s. 83 ffi. on the
Cretan, Hoeck's Kreta L 8. 234

2. On the ancient Z. rgfofflothpos, Pans, ii, 24, 5., who certainly ex-
plains Mm correctly. The Triopian Zeus, who plays such a significant
part in the worship of the Chthonian gods, is probably the same [tajken
from the same Zeus].

3. Ageladas' Zeus of Ithome is supposed by Millingen (Anc. Coins 4
20., comp. Mionnet, SuppL iv. pi 6, 22.) to be the standing, naked figure'with the thunderbolt in the right hand, and the eagle in the left on
Messeman coins. In the Borghese relief Zeus appears with sceptre and
thunderbolt, the elegantly folded himation thrown around his breast
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and loins, the beard pointed, and tresses falling on the shoulders. On the

antique relief in "Wilton house (Muratori Inscr. i, p. 35. Bockh. 0. 1. 34.)

Zeus, sedent and half-draped, bears an eagle on his left hand. In the ancient

vase-style, sitting, with pointed beard, holding the thunderbolt, for ex-

ample . 99. E. 3, 11., comp. the birth of Pallas . 371., of Dionysus 384.

5. The most important statue not a work however of the first rank

is the Verospi Jupiter Race. 135. POL i, 1. [new article in the Opere
div. ii. p. 423 25.] comp. Gerhard, Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 193. [The

Verospi Z. is according to Payne Knight far surpassed by a statue in the

possession of Mr. Smith Barry, Marbrook Hall, Cheshire.] Colossus at

Ildefonso unknown. Colossal lusts from Otricoli calculated for being
looked at from below. PCI. vi, 1. M. Franc, iii, 1. Still more sublime

the colossal, but much mutilated bust in the Boboli garden at Florence,
Winck. iv. Tf. 1 a. Another in the Florentine Gallery, Winck. iv, 316.

A fine bust at Naples, M. Borb. v. 9. A fine mask of Zeus, Bouillon i.

pi. 67. Statue of Zeus, Clarac pi 665694.

6. A fine bust of this description from the Townley collection, in the
British Museum, Spec. 31. The fine head also which stands on a trunk

composed of fragments, at Dresden 142., Augusteum 39., presents similar

youthful forms.

7. For instance, the torso which formerly belonged to the Medicean

collection, and which has been at Paris, L. 682 [p. 3.], since the time of

Louis XIY. M. Nap. i,
3. Bouill. i, 1. Clarac, pi. 312. [A torso in the

Mus. del princ. Biscari p. 5. is highly praised by Sestini, BartePs Br. iiber

Sicilien ii. S. 135. Body of a colossal Jupiter without head, Millin Toy.
au Midi de la France pi. 69, 11. Colossal herma of Zeus, of the time of

the Cesars, in Sarskoezelo, Kohler in the Journal von Eussland i. S. 342.

Upper half figure of Zeus, Mus. Brescian. tv. 35.] The celebrated, but
also doubtful cameo in the Lib. of St. Mark with the head of Z. ^giochus
(Treatises by Yisconti and Bianconi, G. M. 11, 36.) exhibits love of battle,,

pride of victory and clemency finely blended together. A life-size statue

of Z. uEgiochus in Leyden, Archaol. IntelL BL 1836. ST. 47. The head of Z.

SrgflfcruyoV from Amastris, shows a similar bold disposition of the hair,

Combe N". M. Brit. 9, 9. 10. On deviations in the form of the hair and
beard of Z. Visconti PCI. vi. p. 1. 2.

350. The sitting posture of the statues of Zeus, in which 1

the himation, which is sunk down to the loins, forms the usual

drapery, is connected with the idea of tranquil power, victo-

rious rest
;
the standing posture (ayaA^am og^a), in which the 2

himation is often entirely discarded, or only the back is cov-

ered, carries with it the idea of activity; Zeus is then conceived

as protector, patron of political activity, or as the god who
punishes and guards with thunderbolts. Here also there is &

sometimes found a youthful form, in regard to which we must
conceive Zeus as still contending, and not yet come to the

dominion of the world. However, there is much calm even
in the standing figures of Zeus

; violent striding is not suited

to the form of this god. The patera as a sign of worship, 4
the sceptre as a symbol of sway, the goddess of yictory m
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his hand, the eagle, his messenger, and the thunderbolt, his

5 weapon, are his principal attributes. The wreath of wild

olive (xor/vos) distinguishes the Olympian from the Dodomv.au

Jupiter, who has the crown of oak-leaves, and much also that

is peculiar in the disposition of the hair as well as In couligu-

6 ration. Representations in which his significance as a god of

nature, a mystical reference, or his relation to the system of

the universe appear prominently, are comparatively rare, and,

for the most part, not earlier than the times of declining art,

or else they are borrowed from Asiatic regions. Essential

7 deviations are presented by the barbarian deities which were

merely Hellenized as Zeus.

1. A sedent Zeus at Olympia, also in other places, as N/x<pogog-, Victor

(Combe N. Brit. 6, 24. G. M. 10, 43. 177 b, 673.) ; marble statuette at

Lyons, Zeus as Olympius, Olarac pi. 397. no. 665. [Annali d. Inst. xiii.

p. 52. tv. D.]; Z. Ephesius, Mionnet Suppl. vi. pi, 4. no. 1. comp, T. iii.

p. 98. no. 282. Zeus Idscus, with Pallas on Ms loft, on coins of Ilion,

M. I. d. Inst. 57.
;
moreover the Zeus with the eagle on Ms hand, who,

ing to the coins, belonged to a Macedonian sanctuary (probably

;
likewise the Capitoline Zeus with the thunderbolt in his right

the left on the sceptre, Morelli 1ST. Farn. Inc. tb. 1, 1. Impp.
1. tb. 2, 8. The sitting Zeus has often, as the appeased thunderer,

tne thunderbolt in his lap, Tassie, Cat. i. p, 86. 87. no. 941, 942. also a

victor's crown, G. M. 9, 44. An enthroned Zeus, which also expresses

rest by leaning his head on his right hand, in a Pompcian picture, Zahn

26. Gell, N. Pomp. pi. 66. M. Borb. vi, 52. The colossal statue of Zeus

from Solus completely draped, with elegant footstool, Serradifalco Oonni

sugli avanzi di Solunto tv. 3. [Antich. d. Sicilia T. v. tv.
38.]^

\ sitting

on the eagle, bronze from Oberndorf, hist. AbhdL der MiincL o/ Akad.

Bd. v. tf. 7. >

2. Standing (as the Z. Nemeios, Paus. ii, 20, 3.) and wrapper n. the

himation, for example that of Laodicea having the sceptre in the k * and

the eagle in the right hand, on coins of concord. Less enveloped the

statues of Jupiter, M. Cap. iii, 2. 3. Bouill. iii, 1, 1. Clarac, pi. 311. The

hierat. relief PCI. iv, 2. Zeus JEtnseus on coins, Bull. d. Inst. 1831. p. 199.

The standing Z. Homagyrios of the Achseans entirely undrapcd, with

a Nike on the right, the sceptre in the left hand. 1ST. M. Brit. 7, 15. 8, 6.

A standing Jupiter, with little drapery, with thunderbolt and sceptre,

bronze from Besangon. Cab. Pourtales pi. 3. Often on Roman coins, un

draped in front ;
as J. Stator ;

as Conservator hurling the thunderbolt,

with sceptre G. M. 9, 45. J. Imperator, with the right hand resting on a

lance, the thunderbolt in the left, with the left foot planted higher, on

coins of Commodus, Pedrusi v, 17. (comp. however Levezow Jupiter Irn-

per, B. 1826. s. 13.). [J. Imperator or Urius on a coin of Syracuse and

in a statue from Tyndaris, Abeken in the Annali xi. tv. A. p. 62. comp.
0. Jalin Archaol, Aufs. s. 31. Cavedoni Bull. 1840, p. 69. 110.] On the

gem of the supposed Onesimus, Millin P. gr. 2., with sceptre, patera, and

an eagle beside him carrying a garland in its beak. Fine bronze from

Paramythia, entirely without drapery, with patera, Spec, i, 32. [another

from the same place, also naked, with chlamys however on the arm, ibid.
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52. 53.] ;
such bronze figures are frequent, tlie thunderbolt is more usual

than the patera. Ant. Ere. vi, 1, 2. Athenian coins on which Zeus, with
thunderbolt and patera, steps slightly forward, N. Brit. 7, 1. Statue ML

Cap, iii, 4. BouiH. id, 1, 3.

3. An untearded Zeus standing, with thunderbolt and aegis girded
round his left arm, with the inscription Ns/erov, Gernme Schlichtegroll

Pierr. grav. 20. G. M. 11, 38., comp. Winck. W. v. s. 213. A youthful
Z. (Tinia) with the thunderbolt on the Ficoroni Etruscan mirror, Etrus-

ker ii. s. 44, Unbearded statues of Zeus in Pans, vii, 24. v, 24. Zeus

Hellenius without beard on Syracusan coins ;
on Roman (Stieghtz Distr.

num. fam. p. 35.) ; gems of this sort, Tassie, p. 84. no. 886.

4. On coins of Elis (Millingen, Anc. coins, pi. 4, 21.) Z. lets the eagle

Hy as his augury. On gems (Lippert ii, 4 5. Tassie i. p. 87.) which treat

the subject sportively the eagle receives from Z. the garland which he is

to carry to a favourite ; he is also seen bearing the thunderbolt, with

garland or palm in his beak. The eagle killing the hare or the serpent,

on gems and coins, is an ancient augury of victory. Zeus as jtotfreufi&rvis

holds the thunderbolt in his right, sitting on a rock, the eagle at Ms

feet, on coins of the Cyrrhestians, of the time of the Antonines, Mionnet

Descr. v. p. 135 sq. Burmann de Jove xcx.rc&tfi&ry. The thunderbolt lies

on a throne as an idol of worship on coins of Seleucia in Syria, comp

Norisius, Ann. Syromac. p. 267. The thunderbolt is mostly formed

xsgawos alxpara;, often also with wings.

5. On Mean coins the head of Z. Olympius with the Kotinos garlaiin

on the reverse the eagle with the serpent or the hare. N. Brit. 7, 17 sqo^

Stanhope Olympia, pi. 17. Descr. de 1'Egypte v. pL 59. The Olympian ZL

is also characterized by the sphinxes at the arms of the throne (Paus. v,

11, 2.), on the Parthenon, in the relief in Zoega, Bass, i, 1. Hirt, Bild. ii.

s. 121. Tf. 14, 1. (Zeus, Alpheus as man, JShan V. H. ii, 33., Olympias,

Poseidon, Isthmias).

The Dodoncean Z. on coins of Pyrrhus in Mionnet, Descr. pL 71, 8,

[E. Braun recognises him Dekaden i, 4, in a herma at Berlin, crowned

with oak-leaves] ; the female figure enthroned, with polos and sceptre,

with her drapery drawn over the shoulder in the manner of Aphrodite, is

certainly the Dodonsean Diom. Heads of Zeus and Dione are seen to-

gether on coins of the Epirotes; behind, an Epirote ($ov$ ovio$ x*/V,
N. Brit. 5, 14., comp, 15. Mionnet Suppl. iii. pi. 13. Allier de Haute-

roche 5, 18. The Oapitoline Jove is without a wreath on the denarii of

the gens Petilia.

6. Z. $/A/O, as Dionysus, but with the eagle on the thyrsos, sculptur-

ed by Polyclitus, Paus. viii, 31, 2. On coins of Tarsus with sceptre or

thunderbolt in the right hand, ears of corn and grapes or a cup in the

left, Tolken, Berl. Kunstbl. i. s. 175. On Pergamenian coins, under this

name, with a goblet in the right and sceptre in the left, Eckhel Sylloge,

p. 36. Z. ithyphaBic Boissard vi, 127. Clarac pi. 404. n. 692 c.; Z. with

spring flowers in his crown, Panofka Z. und JSgina s. 6. Z.
3f

Opfi^o$

showering upon the earth from a cornucopia, on an Ephesian coin o

Antoninus Pius, Seguin, Sel. Num. p. 154., Eckhel D. 1ST. ii. p. 514. J. Plu-

vius from the Col. Anton. G. M. 9, 41. Z. with cornucopia often on later

coins. The Zeus Apomyios on gems (Winck. M. I. no. 13.) is now ex~

plained more correctly by Kohler, Masken, s, 13.
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Zeus as central point of ike universe, sitting with the thunderbolt, sur-

rounded by the sun. and moon, earth and sea and the zodiac, beautiful

coin max. mod. of Kicsea, under Anton. Pius, Mionnet Suppl. v. p. 78.

Similar coins of Alex. Severus, Pedrusi v, 21, 1. Zeus Serapis surround-

ed by planets and the zodiac, on Egyptian coins under Antoninus Pius,

Mem. de 1'Ac. des Inscr. xli. p. 522. pi. 1, 11. Gem in Lippert i, 5. Of

Zeus as planet . 399.

J. Sxsuperantius richly draped, with cornucopia and patera on later

reliefs; on a gem of the archaising style, Millin Pierr. grav. 3. Here a

butterfly sits upon the patera. Comp. Winck. v. s. 229. Veiled (as a

hidden deity T) in the Samian terracotta, Gerhard Ant. Bildw. i, 1. ; PCI.

v, 2.; Lippert i, 9.; at the same time with chaplet of oak-leaves and

winged thunderbolt 1 M. Odesc. 33. Winged, Winck. iii. s. 180. Of Zeus

Hades . 397.

7. Z. Srgarw?, AMfyoutievs, of Mylasa and the neighbouring towns, an

antique idol with double axe and lance, entirely draped, see for example

Buonarroti, Medagl. tv, 10, 10. Z. Ammon on coins of Cyrene, Aphytis
and other Greek cities, Alexandria, and Borne, on gems. J. Axur or An-
xur of Terracina, without beard, crowned with rays, enthroned, on coins,

G. M. pi. 911. /. Dolichenus , 241. E. 2. Z. Oasius . 240. B. 1.

*
K35L In larger compositions Zeus sometimes appears re-

lented as a child, in accordance with the Cretan mythus,
*4i Hesiod had already blendedand reconciled with the usual

,ek notions; sometimes as securing to himself the domi-
.on of the world by his combat with the giants (the war with

Jie Titans, which was much earlier and much more frequently

sung, not being a subject for the plastic art), whom he usually
3 smites down with thunderbolts from his battle-chariot. Now,

since Zeus, after having attained sovereign sway, seldom in-

terferes in the perplexities of life, there only remain as greater

representations his various amours, which sprang for the
4 most part from early natural religion. In lo, who sometimes

appears as a cow, and sometimes as a virgin with the horns of
a cow, and in the figure of Europa carried by the bull, with
her drapery fluttering round her in the form of an arch, art

adhered pretty faithfully to the ancient symbolical ideas;
however it brings Europa to Zeus in eagle's form, in a more
lascivious relation, which, in the love of Zeus as a swan for

Leda (a favourite subject of art, now become luxurious, in
the Macedono-Roman period), degenerates into an almost un-

5 disguised representation of drunken voluptuousness. The in-

trigues of Zeus also furnished poetry and painting with materi-
G als for comical representations. The rape of the beautiful boy
Ganymede forms a kind of 'counterpart to the story of Leda.

Among the collocations of Zeus with other deities, the Capi-
toline group, Juno on the left and Minerva on the right of

Jupiter, is of especial importance. Figures of Victories, Fates,
Graces and Hours, as parerga of figures of Zeus., are as it were
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expositions of Ms sublime attributes and the different phases
of his being.

1. The infant Zeus under the goat Amalthea, Rhea present, the Cu-
retes making a din, on the four-sided altar, M. Cap. iv, 7. GL M. 5, 17.

[The child in the lap of the nymph., and the child lying on the ground
between and among the noisy Curetes M. d. I. iii, 17. Ann. xii, tv. k. p,
141. and Campana Opere di plastica tv. 1. 2.] The child beside the mo-
ther in a grotto, Guretes (Gorybantes) around, on coins of Apamea, Mion-
net no. 270. (Bossiere Med. du Roi, pi. 29.) ; the infant surrounded by
noisy Guretes on Imperial coins of Magnesia and Mseonia (Mon. d. Inst.

49 A 2.; comp. . 395.). J. Crescens on Amalthea GL M. 10, 18. J. and.

Juno as sucklings of Fortuna at Praeneste, Gic. de div. ii, 41. comp. G-er-

hard Ant. Bildw. Tf. 2. Z. as a boy at

2. Z. Gigantomachos in his chariot, on the famous cameo of Athenion,
in the Royal collection at Naples (Bracci, Mem. degli ant. Incisori i, 30.

Tassie, pi. 19, 986. Lipp. iii, 10. M. Borb. i, 53, 1. G. M. 9, 33.), of
which there is a copy at Yienna (Eckhel Pierr. G-rav. 13, comp. Lipp. i,

13.) ; on a coin of Cornelius Sisenna (Morelli Corn. tb. 5, 6.) ; in a fine

vase-paintir^, Tischb. i, 31. ['Elite c6ramogr, i, 13 ; Zeus with a hawk
on his left-^and, advances against Porphyrion, with a thunderbolt in his

uplifted right hand, a vase from Vulci, engraved in Dubois Antiq. de M. le

0. Pourtales no. 123. p. 27.] ; on the peplos of the Dresden Pallas. Z. hand
to hand with a giant, on a paste, Schlichtegroll 23. ; thus also on a coin
of Diocletian, Walsh, Essay on Anc. Coins, p. 87. no. 19. On the giants,
from whom Typhoeus is scarcely to be distinguished, comp. . 396.

4. Zeus's love for lo the Argive priestess of Hera, and originally god-
dess of the moon, interestingly represented in the vase-painting, Millia-

gen, Coll. de Gogh. pi. 46. ; we see the wooden image of Hera, lo as irota-

&tvo$ fiovx,&)S (Herod, ii, 41.), Z. still beardless, with the eagle-sceptre.
Comp. . 363, 2. The lo-cow guarded by Argus, on gems, M 3?lor. i, 57, 3.

Lipp. ii, 18. Schlichtegroll 30. comp. Moschos ii, 44. and . 381. An in-

teresting mural painting from Pompeii, M. Borb. x, 2. lo (as vafihog
0otJ#8g$) borne by the Nile and greeted by Egypt, who holds the TJrseus^

serpent in the hand, and Egyptians, brandishing sistra. !N"ear them sits

the new-born Epaphus as Horus. [Harpocrates according to Quaranta.
The same representation repeated there.] Interesting Apulian vase-paint-
ing, Argus covered all over with eyes. [How in Panofka Argos Panoptes
B. 1835. Tf. 3. Large vase-painting from Ruvo, with many other monu-
ments. M. d. I. iia 59. Ann. x. p. 253 66. by Cav. Gargallo Grimaldi,
together with a list of the monuments referring to the subject p. 328.,,

comp. also p. 312 ss. and Minervini in the 3ull. Napol. iii. p. 42 46., who
also gives p. 73. tv. 4. an Argos bifrons, who was only known from the

JUgimius, with eyes over his whole body. This subject appears twice on
archaic vases in the Revue Arch6ol. 1846. iii. with explanation by Vi-
net p. 309 20. The slaying of Argos also on a plate now in England,
Gerhard Archaol. Zeit. 1847. Tf. 2. s. 18. See . 381. R. 7.]

Love for JEuropa, a Cretan goddess of night and the moon (Bottiger
Kunstmythol. s. 328. Hoeck, Kreta i. s. 83. "Welcker, Kret. Kokmie,
s. 1 ff ). Europa on Zeus as the Bull, ancient bronze statue by Pythago-
ras (Yarro de L. L. v

;
6. . 31.) On coins of Gortyna we see Europa
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borne by the bull (HT. Brit. 8, 12, Bo'ttiger Tf. 4, 8.), then sitting on the

plane on the banks of the Lethsous, whoso withered branches seem to bud
afresh, Z, as eagle beside her (NT. Brit. 8, 10, 11,); the eagle also presses
close to her bosom (Mionnct Suppl. iv. pi, 10. 1.) : the so-called Hebe, Lipp.

ii, 16. Schlichtegroll 38., is perhaps to be explained from this E. stroking
the bull, ancient coins of Phsestus, Strebcr Miinchner Denkschr. Philol. i.

Tf. 2, 5
;
E. on the plane, coins of Myrine (V. M,), Streber ibid. 6, 7. She

is seen also on the bull with fluttering drapery, on later coins of Sidon

(SanClem. 15, 152. 153. 36, 6. 7. IT. Brit. 12, 6.), and denarii of the gens

Yolteia, Morelli no. 6. Comp. the [fictitious] picture (Achil. Tat, i, 1.) in

the sepulchre of the Nasones in Bartoli 17.; the vase-paintings, Millin-

gen Div. coll. 25. [Elite c6ramogr. i, 27. ; an unedited one, ibid, pi 28.] ;

Millin, Yas. ii, 6. ; Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 142. [Gerhard Auserl. Vas. ii, 90,
Vasi Feoli no. 3. E. on the bull repeated on both sides, one from JEgi-

na, now in Munich, an amphora from Ruvo very fine, Bull. 1844. p. 94.

The Barberini mosaic in Turnbull pi. 11, and in d'Agincourt pi, 13, 8, one
from Luceria, Finati M. Borbon. p. 334 The Vatican group in Clarac pL
406. no. 695, is a Nike fiQvSvrovcra.. E. on the bull, Eros crowns her, a

dog leaps before her, a youth with a garland, one with a lance, and a

satyr at each side. Small amphora in E. Braun. In Turnbull's Treatise

on anc. painting 1740. pi. 8. a painting in a large style, E. carried off,

with eight beholders, mostly maidens.] Gems, Beger, Thes. Brand, p.

195.; Lipp. i, 14. (15J); Schlichtegroll 29.

Zeus as the swan embracing Leda. C. Fea, Osserv. sulla Lcda. 1802.

[ed. 2. 1821.], in which six similar statues are engraved. M. Flor. iii, 3. 4.

[Millin Mag. encycl. 1803. v. p. 404.] In these statues the swan is often

more like a goose, perhaps not without allusion to Priapian sacra (Bo't-

tiger Here, in bivio, p. 48.). Ad. Fabroni on this account referred these

statues to Lamia Glaucia who was beloved by a gander. Grandly con-

ceived group St. di S, Marco ii, 5.; a perfectly similar relief, from Argos,
is preserved in the Brit. Museum. [0. Jahn Archaol. Beitr. Tf. 1. s. 6.

To the statues of Leda with the swan ibid. s. 2. must be added three

more, a pretty good copy in London in Lansdowne House, in the statue

gallery, another at Oxford, and one from Spain Antiq. Pourtales, no. 37.]
Clarac pi. 411 13. [An injured mosaic floor at Xanthus contains the
finest composition, of which there is a drawing in Sir C. Fellows, Leda
stands surprised by feeling and shame, stretching out her arms, the
swan picks at her blue peplos] On gems in very different postures

(Yeneris figurse) Tassie, pi. 21. ; Lipp. i, 16 ff.
ii, 8 ff. ; Eckhel P. gr. 34.

Pitt. Ere. iii, 89. M, Borbon. x, 3.

!Zeus enclasping Antiope on an Etruscan mirror, Inghir. ii, 17.; the

satyr in whose form he stole upon her stands by. Z. himself also as a

satyr, on gems, Lippert. i, 11. 12. Zeus as eagle carrying away JEgina (?),

Yaseng, Tischb i, 26. Panofka Zeus und jEgina B. 1836. On the Ber-
lin vase Tf. i, 1. [Elite ce*ramogr, i, 17.] JSgina is confounded with Hebe
G-anymeda and cosmically interpreted, completely without foundation.
Tf, ii, 6. [Elite i, 16.] from Tischbein i, 26. Panofka also refers thereto

the figure sitting on the floor with an eagle,
" Sun and Fire eagles," above ;

these gems belong to the last period of antiquity, before the body-re-
solving Psyche ; but see Tf. ii, 4; Europa on coins of Gortys D. A, K.

i,

41, 186. is Thalia-jEgina, mere sports. [Yase in the Mus. Gregor. with
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the names by Melchiorri in the Atti dell' Accad. Rom. di Archeoi. viii. p.
389 434=, also in, E. Braun Ant. Marmorwexke i, 6, together with a simi-

lar one from the Durand collection. Zeus in person, and together with
the fragment of a relief of peculiar composition,] The golden shower of

Danae in a Pompeian picture, Zahn 68. M. Borb. ii, 36. [Vase of Cav.

Campana from Caere, of grand design, Danae under the golden shower,
Rv. D. enclosed in the chest, the child in her lap, Dictys and Polydectes

standing before her, to whom she speaks of the feelings of a mother in a

fragment of Euripides. Bull. 1845. p. 21418.] On Semele . 384.

5. Zeus and Hermes entering the house of Alcmena, after a farce of

Lower Italy, Winck. M, I. 190. Hancarville iv. 105, Oomp. the author's

Dorians ii, 367. The same scene, but without the attributes of the gods,
on the variegated vase M. Pourtales pi. 10., Zeus mounting the ladder.

On the coffer of Cypselus was to be seen the winning of Alcmena by
means of a cup.

6. On Ganymedes , 128. 1. Separate statues POL ii, 35. Piranesi

21.; M. Flor. 5. (much restored). The rape, St. di S. Marco ii, 7. Caylus

ii, 47, 3. Schlichtegroll Pierr. grav. 31. Giving drink to the eagle,

POL v, 16.
; frequently on gems, Lipp. i

3 21 ff. Thes. Ant. G-rec. i, v
Zeus kissing Ganymede on a Herculanean painting (or one substituted

by Mengs), Winck. v. Tf. 7., comp. Luc. Dial. Deor. 5. G-an. instructed

by Aphrodite, G. M. 146, 533. Clarac pi. 107110. M. Borbon. v, 37.

Impr. d. Inst. Cent, iii, 4. [0. Jahn Archaol. Beitr. s. 12 45. Statue of

Ganymede or Paris, leaning, with thick staff, Bouill. ii, 13. The ravish-

ing eagle of colossal size, d'Agincourt Fragm. en t. cuite pi. 6. Vase-

painting, M. Gregor. ii, 14, 2. from Passeri in the Elite ceramogr. i, 18,

G. with trochus, as in the fine judgment of Paris an amphora in Berlin

and on the vase with Pelops and (Enomaus in Naples, Zeus running after

him
;
Bull. Napol. v, tv. 2. p. 17. Vase from Guathia, Zeus seizing G. with

trochus. Eros, Hermes, crowning the unwinged Nike ; other vase-paint-

ings are also there referred to ; Gerhard Auserles. Vasen i, 7. G. winged

pouring out, Zeus and Hera enthroned, Athena, Poseidon, Hermes ;
Bull,

1847. p. 90. G. serving as cupbearer on a cylix. On a large and beautiful

amphora in the possession of Baron Lotzibeck [now of the Oav. Campana in

Rome], Zeus, who is striding after G. has, like an Asiatic monarch, a

sceptre and a broad magnificent talar. G. with trochus and a favourite

bird half concealed under his cloak, is restored after another vase. On a

large crater at Rome the boy fleeing, a swan eagerly pursuing him, the

father with warning finger opposite ; above them Zeus, Eros, Aphrodite

(Rv. Dionysus. A small fragment contains TANTMHAH2 and the neck

of a swan.]

7. The three Cap. gods on coins of Trajan, Vaillant M6d. de Camps.

p. 13. In a pediment (after a relief?) Piranesi, Magnificenza, p. cxcviii

On lamps in Bartoli ii, 9. (where the Capitoline deities are conceived as

governors of the universe) ; Passeri, i, 29. Gems in Tassie i. p. 83. The

relief Bouill. iii, 62. exhibits a sacrifice before the Capitoline temple in its

later Corinthian architecture. The symbols of the three gods together

on gems, Impr. d. Inst. ii, 66.

8, The throne of the Olympian Zeus was supported by Victories, the
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benign head surrounded by Graces and Hours placed on the back
; in

the Megarian Z. (Paus, i, 40, 3.) the Hours and Fates stood in the same

place. [&eus andNike Stackelb. Graber tf. 18. 'Elite c6ramogr. i, 15.

23, or Hebe 20. 21. 2. and Hera enthroned, Hermes and Dionysus be-

hind. Hestia and Ariadne standing before them, ibid. pi. SJ2. Childhood

of Z. terracotta in Canina Tusculo tv. 53.]

2. HEEA.

1 352, In several sanctuaries of Greece, which all however
seem to have been derived from Argos, Hera was the female

being corresponding to Zeus, the spouse of the god of heaven.
2 The MAKEIAGE with him, which is the source of nature's bounty,

constitutes her essence
;
in reference to it, Hera is conceived

in the legends as in different stages, as virgin, bride, and spouse,
also as separated from her consort and resisting him ;

"the god-
3 dess even, becomes thereby the goddess of marriage. As a

genuine married wife (xoug/8/jj aXop^og) in contrast to concubines,

and, at the same time, as powerful queen of the gods, she re-

ceived a proud and stern character in the ancient poets; this

the formative art, which did not venture to adopt the harsher-

features of antique poesy, retained only so far as was recon-
4 cileable with the noblest idea of the consort of Zeus. The

principal attribute of Hera, from the earliest times, was the
VEIL which the betrothed virgin (VU/^UO^HI/TJ) draws around her
as the symbol of her separation from the rest of the world; in

old wooden statues it often concealed the entire figure ;
Phidias

also characterizes Hera in the frieze of the Parthenon, by the

throwing back of the veil (the bridal di/axaXu^rr^/a). Add to
this the disc, more circular in ancient idols, afterwards cut

away more deeply at the sides; the former was called polos, the
latter stephane; the colossal statue by Polyclitus and other older

temple-statues had, instead, a sort of crown called Stephanos,
with figures of the Hours and Graces in relief. This statue

held, in the one hand, a pomegranate, as an indication of the

great deity of nature, in the other, a sceptre with a cuckoo on
6 the point. The countenance of Hera, as it was established

probably by Polyclitus, presents forms of unfading bloorn and
ripened beauty, softly rounded without too much plumpness,
awe-inspiring, but free from ruggedness. The forehead, en-

compassed with hair flowing obliquely down, forms a gently
arched triangle; the rounded and open eyes look straight for-

7 ward.
^

The figure is blooming, completely developed, altoge-
ther without defect, that of a matron who always continues
to bathe, as is related of Hera, in the fountain of virginity.

8 The costume is a chiton, which merely leaves the neck and
arms bare, and an himation, which lies around the middle of
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the figure ;
in statues of improved art the veil is for the most

part thrown towards the back of the head, or omitted alto-

gether.

1. Bottiger, Qrundriss der Kunstinythol. Abschn. 2.
['
Elite c6ramogr.

i, 29 36, wherein most of the ideas are doubtful or undefined,]

4. Homer, IL xiv, 175, besides the braided hair and the savoy with,

the ^owYij specially mentions also the Argive idol . 68, E. 2. 351. B. 3.

and the white, sun-bright Kredemnon of Hera. Of the Samian Hera of

Smihs . 69, ; according to the early Greek form, Hera is a well enveloped

figure, whose himation at the same time covers the head, and is elegantly
held and draw*, close with the hands. Thus also in tlie hieratic style

(with Zeus and Aphrodite) on the relief in. the L. 324 MI. Franc., ii, 1.

M. Nap. i, 4. Clarac, pi. 200. libanius also "E*<p. 22, (comp, Petersen,
De Libanio ii p. 8.) speaks of the veil of a statue of Hexa, in reference to

the goddess of marriage. [The Hera of the Capitoline well with the 12

gods, Mus. iv, 22. Meyer and "WInck W, iii. Tfl 4.] The Sirens which
the ancient image of Hera of Coronea, by Pythodorus, held in its hand

(Pans, ix, 34. 2.), had also perhaps reference to Eymenseus. Hera car-

ries a lion on her hand on a Nolan vase, probably after a religious idol,

Gerhard, Ant. Bildw. i, 33. In other instances she has an apple or a

pomegranate in her hand (on vases from Volci, Ann. (L Last* iiL p. 147.),

also on the sceptre, on the vase . 99. No. 5.

5. The stephane of Hera, Athen, v, 201 c. ; wlience perhaps evmtyetvos

in Tyrtseus ; on the form comp. above . 340. U. 4. It has always a re-

semblance to the front-plate of the helmet wMch was likewise so called.

The polos in the Samian terracotta figure in Gerhard Ant. Bildw. i, 1.

On the Stephanos of the Polyclitan Hera . 120. E. 2,

6. Here the colossal head of the villa Ludovisi especially constitutes the

basis ;
see Winck. iv. tf. 7 b. Meyer tf. 20. Hirt 2

? 5. Similar the bust at

Versailles, M. Nap. T. i. pi. 5. A head in a more pleasing style from pal.

Pal, Pontininow in the Vatican M. d. Inst. ii. tav. 52. Albeken, Ann. s. p.

20. A colossal head at Florence in a sterner manner (probably for distant

view) with very prominent sharp-angled eyelids, "Winck. iv. s. 336, The

stephane has here the round excisions and Mobs on the points, as is

often the case ;
it is adorned with, roses. Head of Hera from Prseneste

with high stephane, similar to the polos in Ghiattani M. 1. 1787. p. xxxiii.

Two fine busts at Naples, M. Borb. v, 9. [On one of these, extremely

beautiful, see H. Brunn in the Bullett. 1846, p. 122 28.] A bust in

Sarsko-Selo, [colossal, is placed above the ludovisi one "by Kd'hler in the

Journal von Russland i. s. 342 sq. probably the head, which was found at

Pantanello and was sent to Russia, Dallaway Anecdotes of the Arts in

EngL p. 370, Two other heads in Villa Ludovisij Meyer on Winck. iv. s.

334, One with the sphendone Spec, i, 24, taken fox Atys in tte Prelim.

Dissert, s. 73. Heads of Hera from coins, Clarac pi 1002.]

7. As to statues there are none of the highest order of excellence. In

Olarac pi. 414 423, there are many things that harve no relation to Hera.

The Barberini statue, POL i, 2. [Opere div. ii. p. 426.] Piranesi, Statue

22. (the head in Morghen tv. 2. 3.), has a mild expression, and a striking

freedom of costume. Similar that of Otricoli POL
ii,

20. From the ruins
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of Lorium, with stcphane and veil PCI. i, 3. M. Chiaram. 1, 7, with crown

on the forehead, veil behind. A head Impr. gcnmuir. Cent, iv, 5. The

Capitoline, not perfectly certain, from the villa Ccsi, in Mallei Race. 129.

M. Cap. iii, 8, M. Franc, , ii. 3. Bouill i,
2. The Famesian, M. Borb. ii,

61. [A colossal statue, not perfectly preserved, completely corresponding
with this one, found in the neighbourhood of Ephesus. It was taken to

Vienna, Kunstbl. 1838. no. 35.] That in the M. Mor. is very much re-

stored. Bronze figure with the pomegranate and the indented stephane,

Ant. Ere. vi, 3. (no. 67. can hardly be Juno). A relief figure noble in stylo

PCI. iv, 3. A scdent Juno on coins of Chalcis under L. Vcrus, UFA.

Eckhel K Anecd. tb. x, 20.

1 353. The representation of Hera exercising "the duties of

a mother is very rare; the queenly matron has banished the

2 mother in the conception of the goddess. In Italy the idea of

Juno passed over into that of the genius of marriageable
3 women, which Juno was likewise called. Altogether Juno
was a leading personage in the Italian mythology ;

a quite

peculiar mode of representing her, the Lanuvian or Sospita,
could not he expelled even among the Romans by Greek art

4 and mythology. In representations of human life, Hera ap-

pears constantly interfering as the protectress of the marriage
bond, as Zeuxia or Pronuba giving away the wife to the

husband.

1. A Hera giving suck (she is recognised by the stephane) in Winck.
M. 1. 14. PCI. i, 4.

; according to Visconti her suckling is Mars, as on a

coin of Julia Mammsea. [Vase with Hera suckling Hercules, Bull. Na-

pol. i. p. 6.]

2. Thus the bronze, Ant. Ere. vi, 4. with high stephane, patera and

cornucopia, of a certain individual expression, appears to represent the

Juno of a particular matron. On this account also the peacock, which
was perhaps first consecrated to Hera in Samos, bears the empresses (Ju-
no Augustas) up to heaven on Roman Imperial coins, as the eagle does
the emperors.

3. The costume of Juno Sospita is a goat skin around the body, a
double tunica, calceoli repandi, lance and shield. The form was very
well known to the Romans, Cic. K. D.

i, 29., and frequently occurs on
family coins, see above . 196. R. 4. and Stieglitz 1ST. fam. Rom. p. 39,,
often with the virgin feeding the Lanuvian serpent. Statue PCI. ii, 21.
G. M. 12, 50. comp. Gerhard Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 229. [Mus. Capit. iii,

5., Lor. R&, Scult. del Mus. Capit. Scala tv. 2. T. i p. 207. where the in-

scription on the socle, left out by Bottari, and the goat skin converted
by him into a veil, are restored. Also on the large round ara in Villa

Pamfili, Winck. W. v. S. 283.] Head of J. Moneta, with the instruments
for coining on the reverse, on denarii of the gens Carisia. H. as queen of
heaven encircled with stars, sitting on a throne, Lipp. i, 25. Tassie, pi.
21 So-called heads of Juno on gems are rarely so in reality.

4. Hera as goddess of marriage on vases from Volci, Ann. d, last, hi,

p, 38. On Roman monuments J, Pronuba stands frequently in the back-
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ground between, the bride and bridegroom, bringing them together, .

429. Groupings with other deities : beautiful relief from Chios which

represents Zeus and Hera enthroned, together with a third figure (Se-

mele
?),

Ant. of Ionia i. p, iv. With Zeus and Athena . 351. K 7. My-
thic collocations . 367. B, 3. 378. B. 4. Dione, the goddess of Dodona, 1

Specim. ii, 23., bronze figure, with a bird, which rather resembles a Nu-
midian hen than a dove, on her head.

3. POSEIDON.

354. Poseidon was originally tie god of water in general, I

in so far as it could be conceived as a masculine, active prin-

ciple; he was also the god of rivers and fountains, and, there-

fore, the horse, which from the earliest times stood among the

Greeks in close relation to fountains, was his symbol This 2

idea of the god, however, although it gave rise to individual

representations in art, did not become the basis of the artistic

form of Poseidon in general; for even in the Homeric poesy, 3
in regard to him the idea of sea-god prevails, and therefore,

that of a deity who, although lofty and powerful; yet wants

the tranquil majesty of Zeus, has rather something abrupt and
violent both in his mental and corporeal movements, and is

accustomed to manifest a certain wilfainess arid ill-humour,

which sometimes degenerate in his sons (Neptuni filii) into

insolence and rage. Art however, from its dependence on 4

the religious worship, must necessarily revert to the common
fundamental character of all gods, and soften and moderate

the poetical conception accordingly: in earlier times especially,

Poseidon was for the most part represented in lofty repose,

and carefully draped even in combat; although^ however, he

was even at that time also sculptured entirely naked, and in

violent action. The flourishing period of Greek art unfolded 5

the idea more characteristically (by what artists is unknown,

probably in an especial manner at Corinth) ;
it gave to Po- 6

seidon, with a somewhat more slender structure of body, a

stronger muscular development than to Zeus, which is gen-

erally rendered very prominent by the posture, and to the

countenance more angular forms, and less clearness and repose

in the features; his hair also is less flowing, more bristling

and disordered, and the pine-wreath forms for it a fitting, al-

though not frequently used, ornament. A dark-blue, black- 7

ish colour (w&mv) is usually ascribed to his hair, often even

to the entire form of Poseidon.

2. A Poseidon yeapyos, standing with a plough, yoke and prora in a

picture in Philostr. ii, 17.

4. P. draped, very similar to Zeus, on the altar of the twelve gods;
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on the vase from Volci . 356. R. 4, ; also in the combat with EpMaltes
. 143, 1.; on the contrary the Poseidon of Poscidonia was naked .

355, 3.

5. The grandest figure in the west pediment of the Parthenon, from

the studio of Phidias, standing, according to Carrey's drawing, with out-

spread feet, with swelling veins on the breast, . 118. [Marbr, du C.

Elgin p. 20 sq.] Of two Corinthian figures of P. on the Isthmus and at

Cenchrese . 252. R. 3. A P. found together with a Hera at Corinth,

"Winck. vi. s. 199., at Ildefonso, according to Heyne's Vorles. s. 202. In

Tenos there were statues of P. and Amphitrite nine cubits high, by Te-

lesias the Athenian, according to Philochorus p. 96.

6. A head of P. which shows the disordered hair, perhaps from Ostia,

M. Chiar. 24. The P. on the arch of Augustus at Ariminum of distin-

guished merit (. 190, 1, ii). The bronze of a P. standing and leaning

on a kontos, of a particularly savage appearance, has very raised and

wildly disordered hair, Ant. Ere. vi, 9. The head of a Medicean statue

has also a very fierce character, Winck. W. iv. s. 324. Tf. 8 a. On the

other hand most of the heads on coins, for example that of the Bruttii

(No'hden 1.),
where P. has a diadem as often* occurs (Tassie, p. 180,), have

a milder expression (placidum caput, in the beautiful and expressive pas-

sage in Virgil). [Looking over the sea on coins of Solus.] The head on

the coin of Antigonus has the sublimest form, D. A. K. 52, 231. [Clarac

pi. 1002, no 2723 A mask in variegated alabaster at Parma, resembling

Zeus, haughty, with reed-leaves in his hair, M. d. I. iii. tv. 15, 4. Ann.

xii. p. 120. Head of P. d'Agincourt Fragm. en terre cuite pi. 3., Guattani

1784, p. xiv. tv. 3. A henna of the M. Borbonico Clarac pi, 749. B.]

355. Yet the modifications of the fundamental character,
are in Poseidon of all others so considerable, even in works of

early Greek art, that it is not always easy to hold fast what
is general. They are in close connexion with the different

postures of the body. The following are the principal forms,
besides the general attitudes usual in all gods: 1st, that of

the god standing erect; 2d, enthroned
j 3d, the naked, vio-

lently striding Poseidon, with brandished trident, the rock-

splitter and earth-shaker, eworf'/Guos, tetrfyfiuv ; 4th, the deity

draped, and swiftly but softly striding over the surface of the

sea, a peaceful ruler of the realm of billows; 5th, naked,

planting the right leg on a rock, a prora or a dolphin, leaning
thereon and looking abroad, a victor in combat and ruling
over the vanquished ; 6th, half-draped, with slighter elevation

of the foot, standing in tranquil dignity inclined backwards a

little, perhaps an establisher and tranquillizer,

1) That of Cenchrese with the dolphin in the right and the tri-

dent in the left hand was a P.
o^S-oV, as was also the P. Ileliconius with

the Hippocampon in the right hand, Strab. viii. p. 384. Statue PCI. i
33. G. M. 91. not restored' in a perfectly certain manner. [Clarac. pi.

743. no, 1796. Another of the Coke collection, pi. 744. no, 1796. A. pi.

749. B. from the Bronzi d'Ercol.]
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2) P. sitting., on coins of the Boeotians with, dolphin on the right,
trident in the left hand; crowned, Mionnet PL 72, 7. Meyer If. 30 D.
Also on coins of Demetrius Pol. with aplustre, Mionn. PL 70, 9.

3) 'Psjjg; yovv 6 II. ry rQtt&ivy ru
ogj?, Philostr. ii, 14. "Here the

right side was drawn in and pushed forward at the same time
; not the

hand merely but the whole body threatened the thrust." The bursting
of the mountains was in the spirit of ancient art anticipated in this

picture. Comp. Claud. R. P. ii, 179. Poseidon appears exactly so, in

antique style, on the numi incusi of Poseidonia, Paoli R. di Pesto tv.

5862. a M. 62, 293,

4) P. marching thus, with trident and dolphin in his hands, on the

base of the candelabra, in hieratic style, PCI. iv, 32. G. M. 62, 297.

(Similar in other hieratic works, Winck. M. I. no. 6.). [Ike trident on
his shoulder, Mon. Matth. iii. tv. 10, 1.] Perhaps the II. 'E^-oVr-^, which
Paus. mentions.

5) P. with Ms right foot planted on a rock, a small statue in Lord
Guildford's collection

;
in Dresden 312. Aug. 47. [on a dolphin, another

Leplat 61, August. 40, in Clarac pi. 743, 1798. 1795. and in the Vatican

pi. 744, 1797.] ;
in the relief Zoega 1. ; on the coins of Demetrius, Mion-

net, PL 70, 10.; often on gems (Tassie 2540 sqq Lipp. i, 119.). Oa a

prora, on Roman coins, for example those of Sextus Pompeius (. 196. R.

4.), where he holds the aplustre in his right hand ; also on gems. On a
coin of Titus, G-. M. 56, 296., P. as a ruler of the world has the globe
as a pedestal. The statue of Anticyra has also this posture j here the

foot rested on the dolphin ; the opposite hand held the trisena, Paus. x?

36, 4. Lastly the chief statue of the Isthmus (Eckhel P. gr. 14.) had this

attitude
; here P, raises with the left hand a piece of drapery which falls

upon the left thigh ;
a fountain flows from a rock,

6) A P. of this kind with a Zeus-like character, late indeed, but

wrought after a good model, in Dresden 135. Aug. 40. P. with sea-

horses, attacking in proud attitude. Coins Morelli N. Cons. tb. 24, 14.

A head of P. with elegantly braided hair, ibid. The P. Satrapes of the

Eleans was an oriental figure, Paus. vi, 25, 6. ; perhaps identical with

Helios-Satrapes, Libanius, p. 293. R.

356. Poseidon has around him his own circle of beings, 1

his Olympus, in the centre of which he stands as Dionysus in

that of the Satyrs and Monads, Zeus in that of all the upper
world of deities (comp. . 402.). He was to be seen in groups 2

of statues, and he is now seen especially on smaller works of

art, with Amphitrite, his spouse for the realm of waters (for

his marriage properly so-called was according to ancient belief

solemnized with the Earth), and all his wanton and fantasti-

cally formed chorus. The lover of Poseidon, who gave occa- 3

sion to the most beautiful conceptions of art, was the Argive

daughter of Danaos, and fountain nymph Arnymone, through
whom the god caused the thirsting Argos to abound in waters.

In the battle with the giants
he shows the earth-shaking and 4

overturning might of his trisena; which appears to have been 5
2E
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originally nothing more than a harpoon for the tutmy fish-

ing, a very considerable branch of sustenance for Greece,

2. Work of Soopas at Corinth .125, 5. Largo group in the Isthmian

temple, consecrated by Hcrodes, P. and Amp/utrite in the chorus of Sea-

dsomonSj Pans, ii, 1. Qu. de Quincy Jup. 01. p, 1372!* P, with Amphitrite
in the chariot drawn by sea-horses, escorted by Tritons, on bronze coins

of Corinth. P. and Amph. on a car of Tritons ; the ocean nymph Boris

with marriage torches, and Nereids with female ornaments come to meet

them : a beautiful relief at Munich 116. Amph. sits behind P. on the

pediment of the Parthenon ;
on the goblet of Sosias (, 143, 3) ), beside

him, holding a sceptre with sea-weed. Her head with naked shoulder

and dishevelled hair (Neptune on the reverse driving with sea-horses)
on denarii of the gens Crepereia, Patin p. 95. to which correspond gems,
M. Flor. i, 85, 1 4. Also on the arch at Ariminum. P. in a chariot

yoked with sea-horses, encircled by Tritons, frequently on gems (many
of them new), Lipp. i, 120122. Tassie i. p. 182. Hirt Tf. 2. P. in his

sea-chariot, a splendid stone, Semilasso in Afrika iii. S 213. On the sea-

horses Voss. Mythol. Br. ii. s, 184. 221 ff. A very fine bronze of P. in

the possession of Lord Bgremont seemed to me to have held the trident

in the left and the reins in the right hand. Amalth. iii. s. 259. [P. and

Amphitrite with the names on a quadriga, 'Elite ceramogr. iii, 15. ; P.

guiding winged horses, Hermes, a goddess, Gerhard Auserles. Vas. i. 10,

'Elite iii, 16 ; P. in a quadriga, around him Tritons, Nereids, Erotes on

sea-horses and dolphins, a mosaic floor, Montfaucon SuppMm. i. 27 ; P.

and Amphitrite, Zoega Bassir. tv. 1.
;
P. with trident and a fish, Gerhard

ibid. tf. 11. 'Elite iii, 4. P. also thus, Athene, Hermes iii. 13; P. handing
the fish to a youth (Pelops T) 'Elite iii. 6. 7. 8. P. Amphitrite, with names,
and . . . ANH, sitting on a vase, a nymph, ibid. pi. 27. P. with tripod
and fish and Dionysus, both riding on bulls, Gerhard Tf. 47.]

3. P. and Amymone, a group of statues at Byzantium, Christod. 65.,

in which Amym. sat and P. presented to her as a bridal gift the dolphin,
the symbol of water. Picture, Philostr. i, 8. where P. drawn by sea-

horses comes and surprises her, similarly as in gems, Bracci tv. 100. comp.
Welcker, p. 251. On others he presents her with the rock-fountain itself,

Impr. dell' Inst. i, 64. On the mural painting M. Borb. vi, 18. Amymone,
scared by the Satyr, takes refuge in the arms of P. Differently again
on vase-paintings, Millin ii, 20. G. M. 62, 294 ; Bdttiger, Amalth. ii. s.

286. ; Laborde i, 25. [M. d. I. iv, 14. 15, Cav. Gargallo-Grimaldi, Ann.
xvii. p. 38. P. pursuing Amymone Gerh. Auserl. V. i, 11, 3. 65, 2. 'Elite

ceramogr. iii, 20 22. P. stands before her and presents a fish to her

25, she has received it, 23. 24,, he speaks to her as she sits on a vase, 26.

P. Amymone, Aphrodite, Eros with names, 27. Two vases with P. pursu-
ing Amymone, in Barone's coll. Naples, described by Minervini Bull.

Napol. ii. p. 61. Ibid, there is p. 57. tv. 3. a remarkable vase from Basi-

hcata, P. and Amymone as it were enthroned under a water arch, a tha-
lamus as Philostratus describes it Im. ii, 8. P. and Amymone Gerhard
Etr. Spiegel i, 64] Amym. with trident and pitcher, a gem m Wicar G.
de Mor. i, 91. P. also appears as a ravisher of virgins on coins of Cyme
(Gab. d'Allier de Hauteroche, pi. 13, 27.) and Adramyttion (Eckhel SylL
tb. 4, 3.). [P. pursues AI0PA, who carries a basket, M. Grcgor. ii, 14, 1.
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Gerhard Auserl. Y. i, 1 2., 'Elite iii, 5.
; ibid. pi. 19

;
the basket standing on

the ground ;
she is surprised at her household work.]

4. P.'s combat with Ephialtes (. 143, 1). [The vase in Millingen
Anc. Mon. i, 7. 8, also D. A. K. i, 44, 208. 'Elite c6ramogr. i, 5. Another

in Millingen pi 9. 'Elite i. 6.] Neptune, FEDYNYS, splitting moun-

tains, Cornelian from Yolci, Cent, iii, 3. P, on horseback fighting with

the giant Polybotes, Paus. i, 2, 4. P. pursuing Laomedon, an Etruscan

bronze-work, Inghir. Mon. Etr. iii, 1. 17. Ragion. 5. P. as a subordinate

figure with Europa (. 351. R. 3.), and at the killing of the 0-orgons by
Perseus (. 414). Contest with Pallas . 371. P, enthroned in his

empire, and welcoming Theseus, presents a crown to Amphitrite (Paus.

i, 17, 3.).
Yase from Yolci, M. I. d. Inst. 52, Explained in the same

way after Brondsted, Ann. v. p. 363. Panofka. [Luynes Yases p. 21. 22.

cf. Ann. xii. p. 253. Achilles taking leave of his grandfather Nereus.

'Elite ceramogr. iii, 9. 10.] At the combat with Pityokamptes . 412.

5. On the trisena, fuscina, Bdttiger Amalth. ii. s. 306. Aoy#f in So-

phron's Thynnotheras Etym. M. p. 572. The trisena appears on coins of

Tarentum (R, Rochette's Lettre a- Luynes, pi. 4, 37.) as a tunny harpoon.
P. as guard of the tunny-fishing, sitting on a rock, on Byzantine coins.

P., Hercules and Hermes, as protectors of a tunny watch-tower, in the

antique vase-picture in Christie, G-r. Yases, pi. 12. p. 81. [0. M. no. 466.

'Elite ceramogr. i, 14. Rathgeber in the Zeitschr. f. A. W. 1839, S. 333 ff.

mostly after the sitting Hermes on coins of the sea-port Carteia. De
Witte saw on a vase of Sir E. Lyon's at Athens, an angling Hermes, and

stated that he knew also of another vase with this representation. A
singular sardonyx in the Engr. of the princ. statues, busts, &c. of A.

Blundell ii. pi. 151. with the subscription Mercurius piscator manium.

The supposed Mercury, naked, with chlamys, without any attributes,

holds by a band round his outstretched arm, a man of equal size, half

risen out of the earth ; another similar figure rises out of the ground.]

The tunny which P. here holds in his hands he presented to Zeus giving

birth to Athena, in an ancient painting in the temple of Artemis Alpheioa
at Pisatis, Athen. viii. p. 346., comp. with Strab. viii. p. 343. Throne of

P. on a relief in S. Yitale at Ravenna, Treatise by Belgrade, Cesena 1766.

Montf. Suppl. i, 26. & M. 73, 295.

4. DEMETBB.

357. Demeter, who is connected with. Poseidon in the sys- l

tern of the twelve deities here followed, as well as in several

mystical forms of worship, is nourishing nature conceived as

a mother. The essential, fundamental feature of her wor- 2

ship and mythus is, that she is imagined in relation to a child

whose loss and recovery are completely calculated to unfold

every phase of the maternal feeling. This character and this 3

relation, conceived in a purely human fashion, were laid by

improved art as the basis of its representations, after early art



had attempted to express mystical notions of natural relations

4 in, Hotixotimos very singular shapes* Although there were also

in Bicily famous statues of tlio goddess, tlio development of the

Ideal of the mother and daughter probably belonged prin-

cipally to the Attic school of art, and may have boon, partly

5 us late as that of Praxiteles. In, the temple of initiation at

BlousiSj there was probably a chryselephantine statue of the

6 former goddess. Demeter appears more matronly and mother-

like than Hera, the expression of the countenance, the back

part of which is concealed by an upper garment or a veil, is

7 softer and milder; the form appears, in completely envelop-

ing drapery, broader and fuller, as becomes the mother of all

(waju^rwg, tfccyyej/srs/ga).
The crown of corn-ears, poppy and

ears of corn in her hands, the torches, the fruit-basket, also

8 the swine beside her, are the most certain attributes. The
goddess is not uiifrequently seen enthroned, alone or with
her daughter; yet we are equally accustomed to see the fruit-

scattering deity striding along over the earth.

1. Creuzer, Symbolik Th. iv. The great antagonism in the history
of Greek religion, between the worship of the Chthonian and the Olym-
pian. gods, is reconciled in the plastic art so as that the peculiar feelings
of the former have found therein no correct expression.

3. Of the black D. at Phigalia . 83. E. 3. Early allusive representa-
tions : B. (or Cora 1) with Zeus as serpent, on coins of Sclinus, Torre-

muzza tb. 66, 69. D. encoiled by a serpent, her feet on a dolphin,
coins of Parion in MtUingen, Anc, Coins, pi. 5, 10. (where there is a dif-

ferent explanation ; according to R, Rochette p. 412. the figure is Thetis,)

4. According to Oic. Yer. iv, 49. there were at Enna several statues

of B. together with Cora and Tnptolemus. Plin. xxxvi, 4, 5. : Roma)
Praxiteles opera sunt Flora

(i. e. Hora), Triptolemus, Ceres in hortis

Servilii. D. with Persephone and lacchus at Athens by Prax., Paus.
i,

,
4. In the archaising reliefs D. wears above her chiton and peplos a

wide himation and a veil, a chaplet of corn-ears, corn-ears and poppies
in her right, and the sceptre in her left hand. Strong xgYiwloes distinguish
the wandering goddess.

5. The descriptions of the mystic (p^roty^yix, and eiro7er$i& point at such
a statue, especially Themistius in obit. patr. p. 235. Petav. A fragment
of a marble statue, head and "breast, but very much restored, was brought
to Cambridge from the inner propylsea at Eleusis (tin. Ant. of Att.

ch. 3.) ? where it originally stood leaning against a pillar ; it is provided
with, a calathos and gorgoneion (Od. xi, 632.), and has the hair slung be-
hind through a ring. Copied before in Spon (Toy. ii. pi. 216 sqq ) and in

Fourmont's Papers, now in Clarke, Greek marbles dep. in the publ. libr.

of Cambridge, pi. 4. 5. (comp. Lord Aberdeen, p. 67.) and M. Worsl. i. p.
95. According to Hirt a canephoros ?, according to Gf-erhard Prodr. s. 87.

Demeter-Cora Comp. Coll Torlonia iii, 23. Clarac pi. 443, 812. [Tes-
timonies of different authors resp. the col. st. of Ceres, Cambr. 1803. 8vo.

There is a Medusa on the breast of a painted figurotte in Stackelberg
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Gr'aber Tf. 57, 1
? which, lie erroneously calls Athene. The goddess has a

high head-dress like Demeter in Panofka's Terracotten des Berl. Mus.
Tf. 53, here adorned with plants.] With an inscription of the time of

Hadrian, G. I. 389. Kunstbl. 1831. No. 86.

6. The distinction between D. and Cora in the heads of coins is diffi-

cult. It is certainly D. (as Tiu\*t) on the coins of the Amphictyons
with the "back of the head enveiled, Mionnet, PL 72, 5. Cadalv&ne, pL 2,

18., perhaps also the one on coins of Metapontum [Winck. W. iv. S. 119.],

with the veil, Mionnet, PL 64, 6. Empr. 152. comp. R. Rochette, Lettre

& Luynes, pi. 34. 35. Cora is certain from the legend on coins of Aga-
thocles (Empr. 332.) with hair flowing down, and as Kcg S&rs/gas on large

bronze coins of Oyzicus (Descr. 191 sqc[.), with very slender neck, neck-

laces and ear-rings, hair gathered into a knot over the neck, and a gar-

land of ivy and corn-ears. The fine heads on coins of Opus (Empr. 570.)

and Pheneus (662 sqq.) are doubtful, likewise the head on coins of Syra-
cuse (300.) with the hair pinned up behind, as well as the head on coins

of Segeste, Nohden 8., with the hair-net round the back of the head, and

the ear of corn, [Glarac. pi. 1002. 1003. no. 27252736.]

7. [Theocritus vii, 157. ^gKyjaaroe, %,&l paxayoz sv dfttporegyartv s^o/Grot..^

Clarac pi. 424 438. The St. Petersburg statue pi. 431, 779 is interesting.

Cora ? Certain statues of D. are rare. A colossal one with restored attri-

butes PCI. ii, 27. M. Fran. iv, 11. Bouill. i, 3. M. Fap. i, 69. Hirt 3, 6.

That in M. Gap. iii, 9., as weE as G-. G-iust. i, 29. 30. very much restored.

The one in the Louvre 235., certain, but perhaps a portrait. Perrier 70.

Borgh. St. 9, 10. Bouill. i, 6. Clarac, pi. 279. Two other Rorghese sta-

tues Bouill. 4. 5. comp. lii, 5, 5. Statue in Berlin, Cavac. Race, i, 53.

Amalth ii. s. 357. In Naples, Gerhard K Ant s. 28. Roman ladies as

Demeter and Gora . 199. R. 7. 205. R. 4. A standing Demeter of noble

form on coins of Sardis, 1ST. Brit, ii, 10. In terracottas from Magna Ctras-

cia, particularly at Berlin, Demeter has the modius on her head, the un-

veiled cista in her left, a pig in her right hand, sometimes also a part of

her drapery like Triptolemus. Comp. Gothe xliv. s. 211. R. Rochette

M. I. p. 336. D. in magnificent costume, standing with large torch and

fruit-basket. Wall-painting, M. Borbon. ix, 35,

8. D. enthroned, with serpent at her feet, torch and corn-ears in her

hand, on a denarius of Memmius Quirinus who introduced the Graecia

sacra Gereris into Rome. D. enthroned with small torch and corn-ears,

if not a restoration, Guattani 1787, Glarac pi. 433. no. 786. Relief in the

M. Pourtales pi. 18. Procession to D. with modius and flowing hair and

Cora with hair gathered up. The enthroned D. in a picture from Pom-

peii is richly furnished with attributes, Zlahn 25. M. Borb. vi, 54. D.

with corn-ears, serpent, ant, moon, enthroned, <*ori Gemmae astrif. i,
109.

comp. 107. Statue of D, enthroned with swine and cow, Hon. Matth. i,

71. Terracotta figures of both the goddesses ( Sew), also with lacchus

in the middle, from Prseneste, in Gerhard Ant. Bildw. 24.
D. striding along, holding two torches before her, with fluttering dra-

pery, on imperial coins of Gyzicus. In the same way on denarii of the

gens Vibia, with the sow beside her. D. with torches and corn-ears,

rapidly borne along by a bull, Lippert. SuppL 68.

[AEMETEP in a quadriga, guided by Apollo and Artemis, Hermes and
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perhaps Athene, in a manner which characterises numerous representa-

tions and which still requires. explanation; they refer as it seems rather

to the worship than the -mythuSj-vase from Yolci, Gerhard's Auserles, V.

i, 40. Similar tf. 53, taken for Cora, and tf. 76.]

1 358. The further development of the character of Demeter,
as well in art as in the VofskipV depends on the relation in

which she is conceived toiler, daughter. In the rape of Cora

she is imagined as an enraged and heavily afflicted deity, who

pursues the ravisher
'

with torches in her hands, and flying

drapery, in a chariot yoked sometimes with horses, generally
2 with dragons. From this violent carrying off is to be distin-

guished the annually renewed leading down of
Persejione,

3 and her separation from her mother. In contrast to
1

these

scenes stand the rising up of Cora from the earth, and her

ascent to Olympus, usually under the escort of the Hora of

4 spring. The distribution of the blessings of Demeter is con-

ceived as contemporaneous and closely connected with the

ascent of *Cra ;
TBIPTOLEMUS receives them from the now

appeased and, gracious goddess, and on his dragon-car he scat-

5 ters them over the earth. Buzyges, a hero of agriculture

closely related to Triptolemus, also appears in connexion with
6 the goddess. The daughter of Demeter, COBA, has attained

little individuality in art, but is for the most part determined

by the more clearly characterized beings with whom she

7 stands in relation. On the one hand she is only a Demeter
in tender youth and virgin attire

;
on the other she is, as the

consort of Hades, the stern empress of the nether world, a

Stygian Hera; but after her return to the upper world she is

in mystic religion the bride of Dionysus (Liber et Libera),
from whom the crowning with ivy and the Bacchian escort

8 pass over to her. The mystic IACCHUS, the child of dark ori-

gin, at the breast of Demeter, was a strange conception of an-

cient art.

1. Numerous sarcophagi (in which the subject is taken as hope of

immortality) exhibit, either in three groups, the flower-gathering, the

rape and the pursuit, or merely two of them. See "Welcker Zeitschr. i, L
with the appendix, Ann. d. Inst. v. p. 146. Sarcophagus at Barcelona,
Laborde Voy. Pitt. T.

i,
2. Welcker Tf. i, 1. 2. 3. A fine sarcophagus of

this description at Mazzara, in Houel i. pL 14. (Buzyges also present as a

ploughman). POL v, 5. G-. M. 86, 339. (much restored) ; M, Cap. iv, 55.

Hirt 9. 5. ; Zoega Bass. 97. Creuzer, Tf, 12. ; G. Giust. ii, 79. 106. 118. ;

Bouill. iii, 35. Clarac pi. 214. from the Villa Borghese (D. here sits on the
stone Agelastos) ;

Amalth. iii, s. 247. [The sarcophagus at Aix-la-Chapelle
Jahrb. des Alterthumsverein in Bonn. v. Tf. 9. Urlichs s. 373 ; that in Cat-

tajo in E. Braun's Ant. Marmorwerken ii, 4. There is one also in Raffa-

dale, eight miglie from Girgenti, in the principal church; a fore side fixed
in with other reliefs on the front of the palace of the V. Massimo near the

Lateran, and another in London in the possession of the architect Soane
?
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Descr. of tlie House and Museum of Sir J. Soane L. p. 43. In painted
vases the subject is represented by that of the Hope gallery in MJJingen
AXLC. mon. pi. 16. Dubois Maisonn. pi. 20, agreeing, if not the same, with

Tischbein iii, 1 ; one in the M. Etr. du Prince de Canino no. 1690. (Pluto

carrying off Persephone, Rv. Heracles) ;
the cylix from Vulci M. G-regor.

ii, 83, 2, the rape inside, with Pluto on both sides without, to whom a

pomegranate blossom is presented by a youth on the one, and a pomegra-
nate on the other, Ann. xvL p. 141 ; Cav. Grargallo in 1842 saw the rape
on two vases at Anzi in Basihcata ; behind Pluto Demeter with the torch

crossed-formed above, beside him a winged charioteer. Pluto pursues three

goddesses on a Biscari vase, Berliner Kunstbl. 1829. s. 68. On an Etr. vase

the rape and scenes in the infernal world, Archaol. Zeit. 1846. s 350 }

The Homeric hymn which represents the Eleusinian -legend, forms the

basis in great measure. Subordinate parts are played by Pallas and Arte-

mis (Y. 426.), Hecate, Helios, Hermes, the nymph of the a7&i%Qgos KW/J,
of the

(pgee>e.(>
ci&tvoy (Cyane from Sicily according to others), G-sea, Styx,

Acheron, different Erotes (according to others Hesperus and Phosphorus)..
On coins of Enna (HENJSTAION) Demeter is seen kindling the torch, and
then pursuing Hades in a car with horses (the earlier representation), N.
Brit. pi. 4, 5. The pursuing, torch-bearing D. in the dragon-chariot is to

be seen on coins of Athens, Stuart, Ant. ii,
2 vign., imperial coins of Cyzi-

cus, Nicsea and Magnesia (where she is in very wild agitation) j also on
denaru of the gentes Vibia and Yoltera. In a Borghese statue (?) Clarac

pi. 433. no. 787. Hades and the struggling Cora in the quadriga, a ser-

pent darting its tongue from the ground, on imperial coins of Sardis and
other Asiatic cities. Picture of the descent, Bartoli Nason. 12.

2. According to Pliny Prax. sculptured Proserpina raptum, item Cat-

agusain, that is, Demeter attending Persephone to the nether world and

dismissing her. [Bringing back her daughter, so that there is no other

difference than between mythus and signification.] This is evidently the

subject of the vase-painting in Tischbein iii, l.,more complete, Millingen
Un. Mon. i, 16., where the separation is perfectly tranquil and friendly.

3. On the relief, Bartoli Adm. 53. 2d Ed. Hirt 9, 6. & M. 87, 341.

the calling her out of Hades stands opposed to the rape as commence-
ment of the aivoftos 3 the Hora of Spring is present, for it is the time of
9

AySefftygta. [Ibid. M. di Mantova i. tv, 3. cf. H. Brunn in the Rhein.

Mus. iv. s. 471 sqq.] So likewise on the splendid vase B. 4. Hora is with

Persephone in the &O$Q$. On a coin of Lampsacus Cora rises out of the

earth, crowned with ears of corn and vine-leaves, Millingen Anc. Coins 5,

7. ;
in like manner she ascends in presence of Hecate, Hermes and Deme-

ter, whose names stand beside them on a vase in Naples, Millingen p. 70.

Reliefs which represent the bringing back of Cora (1), G-erhard, Ant.

Bildw. i, 13. Neapels Bildw. s. 110. [The reliefs certainly not ; perhaps
the archaic painting. Grerh. Auserl. Y, i, 73, and the more modern one i>

76, but to which Triptol. i, 75. does not belong as the reverse, but Her-
cules crowned by Nike, Roulez Melanges iv, 7 p. 572.] Yolcentine vase-

paintings, Gerhard Ann. d. Inst. iii p. 37. Reunion of the two goddesses
on coins of Anton. Pius (Lsetitia) Cr. M. 48, 340.

4. The sending forth of Triptolemus appears particularly beautiful

[on a metope of the Parthenon according to Carrey's design, Brondsted
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Reise ii. s. 209. Tf. 47, 13.], on the Poniatowsky vase, see Visconti, Le pit-

ture di un antico vaso. 1794. Millin Vases ii, 31. G-. M. 52, 219. Oreuzer

tf. 13. Bo'ttiger, Vasengem. viii. and ix. : at the top Zeus, to whom Hermes

announces the completion of the event j then Cora in the &VO$QS ; below,
the plenty-showering D., Tript. resembling Dionysus, and the daughter of

Oeleus. Other vase-paintings represent the expedition of Tript. more

simply (wherein the attributes point more to Apollo's return from the

Hyperboreans [this is rightly contradicted by Panofka Cab. Pourtales p.

86,]). See Tischb. i, 8. 9. iv, 8. 9, Hancarv. iii, 128, Laborde 31. 40. 63,

MilLingen Un. Mon. i, 24. Panofka M. Bartold. p. 131, especially the

Nolan vase, M. I. d. Inst. 4. Ann. i. p. 261. with the names Ai^wj-ruf, T^TT-

rahspos) 'EftOTq, and the Volcentine one, Inghir. Pitt, di vasi fittili 35.
;

with Ag^sreg, Tg/cFroAfi^og-, Hsgotyotrce, (that is
Jlsgvetpc&rrex,). Among the

magnificent vases of Tript. we may refer to that in the M. Pourtal&s from

S. Agata de' Goti pi. 16, Demeter, Tript., Kora, Artemis and Hecate, ac-

cording to Panofka, Phoebe, Hilaira, Ev. Dionysus [as occurs frequently],
the G-ualtieri vase in the Louvre, Tr. at a roe-chase, combat between

Erechtheus and Eumolpus ^ an oxybaphon from Armentum at Naples.

[Volcentine vases in Gerhard Auserl. Vas. i, 43. Tr. alone, pi. 46. 75. be-

tween Demeter, Cora, Dionysus-Hades, in black figures, pi. 41. Tr. guided

by Hermes, pi. 42. 44. with Dem. Cora, Hades, pi. 43 between two mor-

tals. Among the surrounding goddesses perhaps here and there such as

Theoria, Mystis, Telete, <fec. A fine Tnptolemus vase also Vasi Feoli no.

1. Second. Campanari Descriz. dei Vasi rinvenuti nell'isola Farnese (ant.

Veii) 1839. tv. 4, p. 25. Before the temple of Eleusis, indicated by two
Doric columns, Demeter, with 4 poppy stalks in her hand, pours out a

farewell draught to Triptolemus, who has received six corn cars; the

chariot winged, the figures finely draped, Tr. with a look of feminine

grace, the drawing singularly beautiful. There is a fine Tript, vase in the

Campana collection at Rome, perhaps the same. An archaic one in Ba-

seggio (1847). Tr. with a corn-ear stands between Dem. and Cora, each
with a blossom. Campana Op. di plastica tv. 17., Demeter sitting, with

serpent, torch, cista, Cora and Tript. standing, both with torches.] The

giving of the grain to Tript. (who is here a kind of Hermes), under the

superintendence of Zeus, is very simply but ingeniously conceived, on the

round ara from the Colonna palace, Welcker Zeitschr. i, 1. Tf. 2
;

1. s.

96 ff. Creuzer Tf. 37. together with the different explanation s. 10.

[Gruigniaut Bel de 1'Antiq. pi. 84. no. 551 b. Explic. p. 226.] Tript. with
the petasus of Hermes, riding in the dragon-car, coins of Athens, H". Brit,

pi. 7, 3. comp. Haym i, 21. Tript. in the car of winged dragons, scat-

tering grain from his chlamys, on imperial coins of Nicaea (beautiful,
Descr. no. 233.). Hunter tb. 9, 4. The same figure appears as a Lydian
hero, Tylos, on coins of Sardis (Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 157.) (at Xanthus Thylos
killed by the dragon, restored by an herb. Plin. xxv, 5.) ; and also a Tript.
with Punic legend is to be found on a gem, Ixnpr. d. Inst. ii

?
37. D.

enthroned, Tript. departing in the dragon-chariot, Lipp. i, 111. The Man-
tuan vase (. 264. R. 1.) represents D., as goddess of fertility, issuing with
Cora from a grotto, then in the chariot with Tript. and greeted by the
Horse. [H. R. G. in the Kunstbl. 1827. s. 375.] On Germanicus-Tript.

. 200. R. 2, c. [Brdndsted Reise ii. s. 212.]

5. D. and Buzyges (or else Triptolemus) on a paste, SchlichtegroH
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39. D. head, on the reverse a yoke of oxen, on denarii of the gens Cas-
sia.

6. 7. Heads of Cora 357. R. 6. [The sedent colossal figure of Hack
marble, with the modius on her head, known as Cybele, of whom it has
not the slightest indication, seems to he Cora. Cora sitting, in life size,

a pomegranate in her left hand, a flower in her right, a wall painting
from a tomb at Nola, forwarded by D. Schulz to Berlin. Heads from
coins Clarac pi. 1003. no. 2737 2747. Among the small clay figures
from tombs, such as Pallas, Aphrodite, Demeter, we often also find Cora,

holding an apple on her breast, or sitting with a goblet in which there

are apples, for example in the fine collection of the Duca di Sperlinga at

Naples. Comp. Gerhard Ant, Bildw. Tf. 96 99.] Persephone beside

Hades . 397. With Dionysus in double hermae . 383. R. 3. On a con-

cord-coin of Cyzicus with Smyrna, Mionnet, Descr. 195., Cora, crowned
with ivy, holding a torch, on a car drawn by centaurs in Badchian pro-
cession. The large Vatican cameo (. 315. R. 5.) likewise represents

Cora, with ivy crown and ears of corn, beside Dionysus in the centaur-

chariot. A vase from Yolci represents Dionysus in the early style, be-

tween two burning altars, beside which stand Demeter making a libation,

and Cora with torches, Inghir. Pitt, di vasi fitt. 37. Another, Mieali tv.

86, 4. Cora crowned with ivy, in a chariot, attended by Hermes, Dionysus
in advance, satyrs frolicking around. The Athenian sarcophagus, Montf.

i, 45, 1. exhibits D. sitting between Dionysus and the restored Cora, and
the departure of Triptolemus at the same time [by De Boze in the Mm. de

TAcad. des Inscr. iv. p. 608, now in Wilton House Gerhard Ant. Bildw.

Tf. 310, 1. Return of Cora tevsuwros ibid. Tf. 316. 317.]. Comp. . 384.

R. 3. The Horse are Persephone's playfellows, when the Moirse and

Chantes escort her up. Orph. Hymn. 43. (42), 5.

8 D. with a child, lacchus or Demophon, at her breast, Athenian

coins. 1ST. Brit. 7, 7, comp. Gerhard Prodr. s. 80. lacchus as a boy be-

side her . 357, R. 8. [Demeter, Cora and lacchus in the posterior tym-

panum of the Parthenon. lacchus as a boy Gerhard Tf. 312, as a youth^
Tf. 313. lacchus in the lap of his mother, in the small frieze figures

from the temple of Athene Polias at Athens.]

Symbols of Demeter, torches and ears of corn, gracefully united on

coins of Thebes, N. Brit. pi. 6, 9. On the cross-wood of torches, Avellino,

Ann. d. Inst. i p. 255. Torches entwisted with serpents on coins of Cy-

zicus, G. M. 106, 421. Sunk and raised torches in the service of Deme-

ter, on corns of Faustina i. Yaillant de Camps, p. 29. Thrones of Deme-
ter and Dionysus, Bouill. iii, 75. [M. PioCL vii, 45, 44.]

5. APOLLO.

359 Phoebus Apollo was, in the fundamental notion of 1

Ixis essence, a god of health, and order, who was imagined as

in antagonism to a hostile nature and world. In reference to

nature, he is the god of the joyous season, who drives away
winter with its terrors; in human life, a deity who brings the
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oppressor to nought, and protects the good; lie was conceived

as purifying by propitiatory sacrifices, tranquillizing the mind

by music, and directing by prophecies to a higher order of

2 things. In the earliest times, a conic pillar placed in the street,

and called Apollo Agyieus, sufficed to keep in remembrance
the protecting and health-bringing power of the god (. 66.

3 R 1.) An expressive symbolism, which rested especially on the

contrast between arms and the lyre, an instrument which to

the Greeks suggested a peaceful frame of the soul, and, among
arms, between the bent and the unbent bow, the open and the

shut quiver, rendered it already possible for nascent art to ex-

4 press the various phases of the idea of Apollo. If an antique

pillar-statue was accoutred with arms, something like which
occurred in the Amyclsean Apollo (. 67.)? the notion of the

terrible, punishing, avenging god preponderated, which was
5 the case in several ancient idols; but the lyre also was certain-

ly at an early period suspended on old wooden images, as an
emblem of the tranquillized and tranquillizing deity ;

and from
the Cretan school, which made itself especially famous by its

representations of Apollo, emanated the Delian Apollo-colossus,
which bore on its hand the Graces with musical instruments,

6 the lyre, the flute, and the syrinx. Apollo was a favourite

subject of the great artists who immediately preceded Phidias,
one of whom, Onatas, represented the god as a boy ripening

7 into a youth of majestic beauty. On the whole, however,

Apollo was then formed more mature and manly than after-

wards, with limbs stronger and broader, countenance rounder
and shorter; the expression more serious and stern than ami-

able and attractive
;
for the most part undraped when he was

not imagined as the Pythian Citharoedus. He is shown thus
in numerous statues, the reliefs of the theft of the tripod, many

8 vase-paintings and also coins. On these we find the elder form
of the head of Apollo often very gracefully developed, but still

the same on the whole until down to the time of Philip. The
laurel wreath, and the hair parted at the crown, shaded to the
side along the forehead, usually waving down the neck, some-
times however also taken up and pinned together (cMsgffsxo^qs),
here serve particularly to designate the god.

1. Here the author's Dorians vol ii. is taken as the basis, slightly
modified from late investigations. [Almost the whole of the 2d vol, of the
Elite cramographique presents abundant, but indifferently arranged, ma-
terials, and according to a peculiar method of explanation. A. pi 1 6, 29,
with Artemis 10 14. 25. 28. 31 35. with Artemis and Leto23 B. 26. 27.

29. 36. with other gods, Dionysus, Athene, Poseidon, Hermes up to 97, at

the same time that there is much that is foreign introduced. In Gerhard's
Auseii. V. i, 2130. 80. A, Art. Leto, 1317. 68. A. with other gods. In
Gerhard's Etr Spiegeln i, 78. A. Art. Leto, 77. the same and Moira.
Clarao pL 475496. 544.]
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3. Of the contrast between the bow and the lyre, Horat. C. ii, 10, 13.

Paneg. in Pison. 130. Serv. ad JEn. iii, 138. Pausias transferred it to

Bros, Paus. ii, 27, 3. On the condita tela, Carm. sec. 34., and the closed

quiver conrp. Ant. di Ere. ii. p. 107.

4. Apollo four-armed among the Lacedaemonians (comp. Libanius, p.
340. R.) ;

in Tenedos with the double axe (frequently so on coins of Asia

Minor) ;
with golden armour, #gyo-#<yg, in Homer. Dorians i. p. 377.

A. bearded, on a vase from Tarquinii, Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 146., on coins

of Alsesa, Torrem. tb. 12. [The vase is copied in Gerhard's Trinkschalen
tf. 4. 5. A, is also bearded at a birth of Athene in Gerh. AuserL Yas. i

} 1.

comp. s. 117. Anna. 64, where two other examples are also cited; the
beard of A., however, is smaller than that of Zeus, Hermes or Poseidon,
his youth therefore is not mistakeable. Add to these Elite ce"ramogr. ii,

15, hardly 16.]

5. The works undertaken for Sicyon by the Cretans Dipoenus and

Scyllis were, according to Pliny, simulacra Apollinis, Dianae, Herculis,

Minervse, probably in reference to the robbery of the tripod, or the re-

conciliation afterwards. There was a gilded wooden statue of Apollo at

Tegea by Cheirisophus the Cretan. Of the Delian A. . 86. R. 2. 3. Ac-

cording to the Schol. Pind. 0. 14, 16. a Delphian A. also held the Chari-

tes. This subject generally, Macrob. Sat. i, 17.: Ap. simulacra manu
dextra Gratias gestant, arcum cum sagittis sinistra. Philo Leg. 14.

6. Of Canachus* Didymsean A. . 86. [The fine bronze statue at Paris

. 422. R, 7. The A. holding a bow before him, and to whom Menelaus

is handing a helmet, M. PioOL v. 23. GL M. 613.] By Calamis an 'A.
'

AhgUtMos at Athens (Paus.), an A. in hortis Servilianis (Plin.), a colos-

sal Apollo at Apollonia on the Pontus, 30 cubits high, executed for 500

talents, transported by M. LucuUus to the Capitol (Str. vii. p. 319. Plin.

iv, 27. xxxiv, 18.), or Palatine (Appian. Illyr. 30.
'

AsroXAaWc*, 'g %g kg

T/<JJ). By Onatas 'A. KcfiXA/Tg^og- for the Pergamenians (who worshipped
him under this name, Aristid. in Mai isf. Coll. i, 3. p. 41.) [the citation is

false], a colossal (Paus. viii, 42, 4.) privctis, in whom Zeus and Leto's

beauty was shown in very youthful state, Anth. Pal. ix, 238. Of Phi-

dias' Apollos, Comm. de Phid. i. p. 16 sq. Myron's A. Cic. Terr, iv, 43.

7. Antique statues of A. (often called Bonus Eventus) M. Cap. iii, 14.

wxth falsely restored arms [M. Kapol. iv, 61. Visconti opere var. iv. p.

417.]; in the Pitti pal, Winck. W. v. s. 548.; in the L. 298. M. Hap. iv,

1. Add to these the imitations of the Milesian A. . 86. and the one

mentioned .96. No, 16. [also the Henna, Specim. i,
28 ] To this class

also belongs the Etruscan Aplu, . 172. R. 3 e, Etruscan A. draped, with

griffin on the tripod, from V. Borghese, Clarac pi. 480. no. 922. An an-

tique colossal statue of A. waving the laurel branch as purifying deity, is

represented on the coins of Caulonia, Mionnet, PI. 59, 2. ; he bears on his

left arm a small figure, perhaps that of Orestes, who was purified in that

neighbourhood, or (according to R. Rochette) a personification of Ka-

tharmos. [R. Rochette Mem de Numism. et d. antiq. p. 31. Cavedoni

in the Bull. Napol. iii. p. 58. Panofka Archaol. Zeit. L s. 165175. The

interpretation of the small figure on the arm of Apollo, on the coins of
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Caulonia, as Aulon^ is strangely defended by Panofka Arch'aol, Zoit. iv. s.

312. Not more successful was that by Bathgeber (Annali 1846.) as

Deimos, or that by Mincrvini Bull. Napol. iv. p. 130, Oavedoni and Birch

conjectured it to be tho cattle theft, as the figure has talaria in same

copies.] Of A. as Pythian Citharcadus . 361.

8. The head on coins of the Leontines (Mionnot, Empr. 248.) with the

tresses bound up over the neck is very antique. The head appears with

hair waving down and laurel-crown, in a very consistently observed form,
on coins of Chalcis . 132. R. 1., Mionnet, SuppL iii. pi 5. 8. Empr. 709

sq. Landon i, 11., of Oales, Nbla, Suessa, Pella, Leucas, N. Brit. 2, 7. 3, 4.

6. 5, 1. 22., of Megara, Mitylene, Croton, Land. 7. 35. 80., of Syracuse,
Ndhden 16. Similar heads on gems, Lipp. i, 49. With hair gathered

up on coins of Oatana, Nohden 9. The Phocian coins, Empr. 577. Land,

i, 14., probably of the last period, before the destruction, already exhibit

more the forms usual in later times, as also do most gems. Oomp. the

Argive coins H. Brit, 8, 2. The head in front view, with the waving
hair on coins of Amphipolis (the torch refers to Lampadedromia) has an

angry look, Mionn. SuppL iii. pi. 5. 1. Land, i, 20.
; likewise the simi-

lar head on coins of Catana, Nohden 10. Empr. 226. Here Apollo also

appears crowned with oak leaves, on a beautiful coin in the Imperial
cabinet at Yienna. [Specim. ii. p. liii. A. is distinguished from ancient

Macedonian coins, finer on many later ones, that on Rhodian coins with

eagle-nose, perhaps after the colossus, the Belvedere and similar others.

Clarac pi. 1006. no. 27762785.]

Busts of Apollo with rounded forms, much resembling many heads on

coins, L. 133., [different from the colossal one no. 135. with the usual

physiognomy of Apollo.] Several of the kind Bouill, iii, 23. The head,

CMaram. 10. also appears to be an Apollo.

1 360. The more slender shape, the more lengthened oval of
the head, and the more animated expression, Apollo doubtless
received especially from the younger Attic school by which
he was very frequently sculptured. Scopas' lyre-playing Apollo
in long drapery, indeed, still adhered more to the elder forms,
but yet it already constituted the transition to the mode of

2 representation which afterwards prevailed. The god was now
conceived altogether younger, without any sign of manly ripe-
ness, as a youth not yet developed into manhood (^cU/ov),
in whose forms however the tenderness of youth seemed won-

3 derfully combined with massive strength. The longish oval

countenance, which the crobylus (. 330. R. 5.) above the fore-
head often lengthened still more, and which served as apex to
the entire up-striving form, has at the same time a soft full-
ness and massive firmness; in every feature is manifested a
lofty, proud and clear intelligence, whatever the modifications

may be. The forms of the body are slender and supple; the
hips high, the thighs lengthy; the muscles without individual

prominence^ rather fused into one another, are still so marked
as that agility, elasticity of form, and energy of movement

4 become evident. However, the configuration here inclines
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sometimes more to the gymnastic strength, of Hermes, some-
times to the effeminate fullness of Dionysus.

1. Of Scopas' A. . 125. R. 4. Of Praxiteles' statues of A. 127, 7. An
A. Githaroedos by Timarchides (Plin.) Leochares' Apollo (Pans.) Artists

who sculptured A., Feuerbach Vatic. A. s. 414 f.

2. Max. Tyr. diss. 14. p. 261. E. finely describes Mm as a pstg*juo

yvpvw l tfhetftvtiiov (that is, that the chlamys falls back, as in the A.

Belvedere) Tofjorajs
1

, ^iafisfiyixas rol$ vofflv <%cr<7rs/> Stay. A. as the swift god
was also the patron of runners in Crete and Sparta, Pint. Qu. Symp. viii,

4. [Very youthful and of somewhat girlish countenance, the bow-bend-

ing A. A bronze figurette from Epirus, Spec. 1, 43. comp. 64.]

3. See Hirt Tf. 3. The mosaic, PCI. vii, 49., gives the difference of

the hair very well in a mask of Apollo and Dionysus. Comp. Passeri

Luc. i, 69 sqq. Christod. 73. mentions an A. which has the hair ttsovftra

vQiy&s like the statue . 361. R. 5. The hair flowing down upon the

shoulders (slp^s y#g dfttyorigoiat x,6[&vi$ /&e[&(>tcrp,iyov U/UQI$ ftoffr^v^ov avTos'hix,-

TOV, ibid. 268. and 284.), belongs more to earlier statues. [Tibull. ii, 3,

25. Quisquis inornatumc[ue caput crinesque solutos Adspiceret, Phoebi

qusereret ille comas.]

361. In entire conformity to the original character ofApollo, 1

the artistic representations of the deity which have a peculiar

significance in art, are also divided into those of the contend-

ing and of the appeased and reposing god. "We distinguish:

1st, an Apollo Oallinicos striding away from his subdued ad-

versary (Python, Tityos or whomsoever it may be) with anger
not altogether subsided from the strife, and noble pride of

conquest; 2d, the god reposing from battle, his right arm 2

resting on his head, and the quiver with closed lid hanging
beside him. As he has already taken in his left hand the

lyre, the symbol of peaceful serenity, while the right still rests

from the bow upon his head, this class of statues of Apollo
forms the transition to; 3d,the lyre-playing Apollo who appears 3

variously costumed
; although a complete envelopment in the

chlamys here prevails. In (4th) the Pythian Agonistes this 4

drapery is perfected into the solemn and gorgeous costume of

the Pythian stola; at the same time there was here in use a

particularly soft, roundish, almost feminine form which ren-

dered it possible to take such statues of Apollo for a Bathyl-
lus or a Muse; from the time of Scopas art combined there-

with a dreamy exaltation in the countenance and a dance-

like movement of the person. Other attitudes of Apollo 5

have less that is significant and characteristic, and therefore

exercise less influence on the formation of the entire figure,

1. Apollo in the cortile di Belvedere, drawing of M. Anton engraved

by Agostino Yeneto. Race. 2. PCI. i. 1. 14. 15. M. Fran$. iv, 6. Bouill.

i, 17. Discovered near the harbour of Antium (comp. . 259.). Is it of

Luna marble 1 According to Dolomieu, M. Nap. i. p. 44. it is ; Visconti

expresses himself otherwise in the POL, Bouillon also differs. According
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to Hirt and Wagner it belongs to the Niobids ; according to Visconti

an. imitation of A. Alexikakos by Oalamis at Athens ; according to Winek.

the slayer of Python ; according to Missirini (Bias. d. Ace. Horn. ii. p. 201.)

an Apollo -Augustus. According to A. Feuerbach (Dcr Vaticanische

Apollo. Niirnberg 1833.) Apollo driving away the Furies. Certain it is

that he is after the achievement of a victory, and his anger excited by
the combat (comp. . 335. E. 2.) is just passing into happy serenity.

Probably the copy of a cast work ; the chlamys is decidedly adjusted for

a metal statue. However the original was certainly not ante-Lysippian,
see . 332. R. 2. Winckelmann's love for the statue is expressed most

ardently vi, 1. s. 259. The left arm is restored (by Montorsoli) almost

to the elbow, and the fingers of the right hand; other parts were bro-

ken, hence some places on the legs appear awkward. On a bronze found

at Argos in the attitude and form of the A. Belvedere, Pouqueville Voy.
iv. p. 161. Heads of the same description sometimes still more grandly
and finely formed, at Venice (according to Vise.) ; in the Giustiniani

palace (Hirt 4, 1.), now in Count Pourtales' possession, M. Pourt. pi. 14.

(very noble and refined in expression) ; [Bust in the M. Chiaram. ii, 6.] ;

in the possession of Prince Poniatowsky. At Naples a youthful Apollo
in bronze from Herculanum, drawing the string of his bow, of great grace
and naivete" of form, engraved M. Borb. viii, 60.

2. To this class belongs the A. in the Lyceum at Athens, who, placing
his right hand upon his head, held down the bow in his left, and re-

clined against a column, Lucian Anach. 7.; hence this figure is called

A. Lycien. But the same is found on coins of Thessalonica as Pythius,
Dor. L p. 382. Statues of this kind : the Apollino at Florence, slender

but soft in forms, which accords well with the notion of rest. MafFei

Race. 39. Piranesi St. 1. Morghen Princ. del disegno tv. 12 17. The
statue in the L. 188. (M. Nap. i, 16. Fran. iv, 13. Bouill.

i, 18. comp.
iii, 3, 1.) and the more hardly executed one no. 197. exhibit broad pow-
erful forms. A similar statue from the Giustiniani collection in "Wilton

house (Greed 36.) ;
St. di S. Marco ii, 22.

; Maffei Race. 102. [also Villa

Borgk ix, 6, Maffei St. di Roma 39.] The powerful and energetically
formed A. M Cap. iii, 13. M. Nap. i, 17. Bouill. iii, 3, 2. which has
the griffin beside it, holds the lyre in his left while the right hand is

placed over his head. On gems, laying the right hand on his head,
he leans the left, which holds a lyre, on a pillar, or instead of it

on a smaE antique statue of doubtful interpretation (Nike, Moora,

*A<pgoB/V)7 dzxetfeiT). Caylus, Rec. v, 52, 1. 56, 1. Lipp. i, 55. 57. In the
same posture in the picture. Gell, N. Pomp. pi. 72. The supporting the

lyre on a pillar or tree perhaps indicates, according to the inscription of
the relief in Stuart i. p. 25. C. I. 465., the Agyieus and Prostaterius, the

peaceful protector. The holding down the arrow, likewise in the Apollo
on the coins of the Seleucidae, appears to be a sign of appeased wrath.
An antique gem which formerly adorned the reliquary of Saint Elisabeth
at Marburg, exhibits a head of Apollo crowned with laurel, with a laurel
branch before it, and a cygnet behind, together with the inscription
nAIAN, which characterizes the victorious and appeased god. See Creu-
zer Zur Gemmenkunde ; Ant. geschnittene Steine vom Grabmal der H.
Blis. zu Mark Lpz. 1834. S. 105. Tf. 5, 31.

3, The lyre-playing A. [after Pythagoras and Timarchides] with the
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swan, M. Cap, ill, 15. is most tenderly and gracefully formed, with very
expressive features, tlie hair arranged almost in a feminine fashion The

chlamys, loosened as it seems from the right shoulder, is here fallen down
on the left arm, and covered the trunk of a tree or a pillar, on which A.

placed the lyre. Three similar Medic, statues, Winck. W. iv. s. 307. ;

another M. Borb. iv, 22. The A. Githarodos of the Delphian coins is

wrapped in a long and stately chlamys (not yvpvos Ix, %hfAvltov,) Millin-

gen, Med. Ine*d, pi. 2, 10. 11., exactly so likewise in the excellent statue in

Lord Egremont's possession, Spec, i, 62. ii, 45. comp. Cavaler. ii, 35, The
countenance is here serious and reflecting, not inspired. A. sitting, playing
on the lute, in the Pythian stola, early Greek statue in the Yatican Mu-
seum, Gerhard Ant. Bildw. i, 84. A. playing on the lyre with the Muses
Stackelb. Graber Tf. 19. A. engaged in a contest of skill, Tf, 20, vases

from Athens.

4. A. in the Pythian stok (ima videbatur talis iHudere palla, Tibull.

iii, 4, 35.) : 1. In the earlier tranquil manner, the so-called Bathyllus of

Samos, . 96. N. 23., and the anathematic reliefs there mentioned. Very
similar, only more grandly treated, the so-called Barberini muse, now

recognised as an A. Citharodos, of which the unfinished back points at

a temple image, in Munich 82. Bracci, Mem* i, 24. Winck. W. vii, 5 A.

2. In the more excited, animated manner, the model of which was esta-

blished by Scopas in the A. which was afterwards worshipped as Palati-

nus, see . 125, 4. (On the coins of Gommodus however the A. Palatinus

leans the lyre on a pillar or a Victory.) Gopy in the Vatican, see . 125.

E. 4. Similar the A. of the Stockholm group of muses, Guattani M. I.

1784. p. xlix. A. Kitharodos in stola Pythia sitting before the tripod,

Inapr. Cent, iv, 21. 3. In exaggerated movement the Berlin Musagetes

(Levezow -Earn, des Lykom. Tf. 1.) and the entirely corresponding figure

restored as Dionysus PCI. vii, 2. Daphnaean A. . 158. E. 1. ; the latter is

also called on coins of Antioch A. Sanctus. Mionnet Descr. v. p. 214.

^5.
I would call the statue PCI. vii, 1. Apollo marching at the Pseaa

(as in the Homeric Hymn to the Pyth. Ap.). A. in the Pythian costume,

sitting, a porphyry statue, M. Borb. iii, 8. A. with the lyre, sitting,

badly restored, in the pal. MatteL A, sitting, coins of Colophon, Ev. Ar-

temis and Nemesis (?), Streber Miinchner Denkschr. Philol i. Tf. 3, 10.

A. supporting the lyre on his left knee, St, di S Marco ii, 12. A. with the

lyre, in a reclining posture, a very graceful picture, Gell. K. Pomp. i. p.

130. A. with the syrinx, (1), formerly in Villa Medicis. A. dancing round

the tripod, coins of Cos. Mionnet Suppl. vi. pi. 8. no. 2. A Curetes 1 xara-

%6$suffi$ according to Brondsted Eeise ii. s. 315. Vign. 56. Streber, Munch.

Denkschr. Philol. i. Tf. 4, 7. Cavedoni Ann. vii. p. 252.

A. as possessor of the Pythian tripod (. 299.), sitting between the

<SJT#, in a vase-painting from Volci (. 143, 2.). He sits in the same man-

ner, E, Eochette M, I. 35. comp. ^7 A. sitting on the tripod and with

his feet on the omphalos, a sacrificiaTlr*de is spread over both, in a statue,

Maffei Eicerche sopra un Apolline d. V. Albani. 1772. fo. Ville de Eome

i. pi. 49. [D. A. K. ii. no. 137.] The same, it appears, Gerli. ETeapels Ant.

S. 29. [Clarac pi. 485. no. 937, from which the difference between the

two statues is proved. The former is still in V. Albani] A. placing the

cithern on the omphalos, M^r^-nercm. x, 20. A. sitting on the omphalos

on coins of the Seleucidse. XTon the omphalos, playing on the lyre, coins
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of ChorBonosuB in Crete, Landon OH. On tlio wiffwh^ Brflndstod Voy, i.

p. 120. POBBOW, Arehaol. u. Kunst. s. 158. It Koohotfco M. I, p. 188.

Zander, Kncyel i, xxxiil p. 401, The author's Eumouidcs, p. 89, Ho is

for tho most part ouwreathod iu a not of iufuUu, perhaps the &y(tw6v*
Gerhard Ant. Bildw. i, 84, 3, lie IB soon on Etr. sarcophagi (Uori M, i,

170,) onooilod by a serpent, in the Pythian adytum. A. standing boaido
tho tripod, resting Ms hand on hie haunch, Lipp. i. 154, Millin P- gr. 4.

t

probably after a Delphian statue, eomp, Tischbein, Vason. i, 33. A. and
Arfcemis as deities of pestilence, purification of Solinus, the author on
coins of Selinus Ann. vii. p. 2G5. A, Smintheus with the mouse under
his foot, by Scopas ; with the mouse in his hand, on coins of Alexandria
Troas, Ohois, Gouff. Toy. ii. pi 07. Mid. an A, Smintheus clad in the

Mmation, with the arrow in his bow. A. Sauroctomts . 127, 7,

A. Nomius with the pedum, in Yilla Ludovisi, Ilirt 4, 6. G, M. 14,
07. Winck. iv. s. 82. A. etowpftfoos rfc Ix^cpot/, Paus. x, 13, 3. Millin P.

gr. 6. 7. A. as guardian of ships on coins of Antigonus, Winck. vi. s.

127. Mionn. Suppl. iii. pi. 11, 2.
s

E*0&r/of,
*

AZTECS, Dorians L p. 255.
A. enthroned, with bow in his right hand, on coins of the Acarnanians,
Mionn. Suppl. iii. pi, 14, 4. Landon

i,
33. A. supporting himself on a

pillar with the left hand which holds a bow, Lipp. i, 48.

Altars of Apollo with his attributes, Bouill. iii. pi. 68. Fripods (.
299. No. 12.) pi. 67. A painted one M. Borb. vi, 13. 14., which finely ex-

plains Eurip. Ion. 221. p$l Is To^yovsg. Laurel boughs growing from
Apollo's arrows, M. Ohiarain. i, 18. A. in the worship of Gybele, Gerk
Ant. Bildw.

i, 82, 2. A. playing on the lyre, a panther under him, two
women, with sacred vessels, relief in V. Panfili, Gcrh. ibid. Tf. 82, I.

[Text s, 321. The relief in Boissard v. tb. 83, Montfaucon i. pi 13, 1.

Winck. Mon. Ined. 50. Zoega understood it to be Orpheus teaching
the Thracian women the Bacchian mysteries, which the panther typi-
fied; Bottiger de Anagl. in fronte Longini clxii. Apollo Citharcedus, to
whom two women are bringing a libation. The reference to Orpheus
is also rejected Philostr. Imag. p. 611. In the same semicircle of the
V. Panfili an Apollo among the shepherds has also a panther beside him.
This still unpublished composition is in a similar spirit to that with the

satyr child drinking . 385. K 6. ; a panisca at the music of A. opens
her mouth wide and lays her hand on a short branch of a tree ; a rabbit
under her rock-seat, and a dragon coiled round the tree beside her.]
Griffins, on coins (often very beautiful, Mionn, Suppl. ii. pi. 5.) of Abdera,
Teos and Panticapseon ; in later times often in arabesques; comp. . 362.
R. 1. Griffin and cithern finely combined M. Borb. viii, 33. Griffin

fyvts **a<rra with Nemesis Nonnus xlviii, 383. [Bckhel D. K ii. p. 252.]A Siren ? fighting with two griffins, Impr* d. Inst. in, 50.

1
^
362. The representations of the god in more important

situations, may be divided into such as celebrate his appear-
ance or epiphany at the places where he was worshipped, as
when

he^
comes to Delphi from the country of the Hyper-

boreans in a chariot drawn by swans, or arrives at Delos
2 borne by a swan; and into the battle scenes with the dragon

Typhon, which, however, were much less frequently treated
-than the subject of the contest for the tripod, which was so
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early a favourite theme with sculptors. Next to these come 3
the expiations, -wherein the laurel, which was originally alto-

gether a symbol of propitiation and purification, must not be

wanting; Apollo is here seen in an exceedingly dignified and
solemn attitude, the upper part of his body uncovered, the
lower enveloped in a himation. The musical supremacy of 4

the god is glorified by his contest with Marsyas, which was

properly speaking nothing else than a competition of the Hel-
lenic lyre with the Phrygian flute. At the contest itself we
see him, in vase-paintings, robed in the costume of the Pythian
agonistes, or else undraped; as stern victor and punisher, he

appears on gems with proud bearing, advancing his beautiful

body out of the drapery, and turning away his knee from

Olympus, who endeavours to embrace it in humble interces-

sion. He is similarly represented in several bas-reliefs, which
in themselves possess little merit, but have enabled us to dis-

cover the fragments of an excellent group of statues not

produced, however, until the Alexandrine period in which
are exhibited the preparations for the flaying of Marsyas, by
the order of Apollo.

1. Apollo's sTr^Yi^/at, k<7rtty&i/stai (on which Istros wrote). He returns

to Delphi from the Hyperboreans at the beginning of harvest, hence
with the corn-ear (%gv<rovv Si^g on coins of Metapontum) in his hand. In

vase-paintings see . 358, 5., especially Tischb. iv, 8,, where the tripod
refers to this subject. Beside the Hyperboreans dwell the Arimaspians
who fight, in Scytho-Phrygian costume, with the griffins about the gold

(Tischb. ii, 9. Millin. M. I. ii. p. 129. Combe Terrac. 4. 6. d'Agincourfc

Fragm. en terre cuite, pi. 11, 2. comp Bottiger 1ST. Teutscher Mercur.
1792. ii, vi. s. 143.), and one of whom accompanies A. Daphnephorus,
Millin, Vases i, 46. Battle with the Arimaspians ; a gem Impr. d. Inst.

i, 13. Epiphany in Delos, on the swan (swiysvo-sv 6 ASJA/O^ v$v rt <pomj
*

Efowivys, 6 Be XVMOS Ii/ qtgi x&'hov dsilsi, Callini. to ApoE. 4.) Tischb. ii,

12. A. on the swan, also resting and flying on a griffin, on coins of

Chalcedon. Comp. Laborde Vases ii, 26. Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 149,

2. Combat with Python. First, Leto with the two children fleeing
before Python, who rushes out of his cavern (Clearch. in Athen. xv, 701.

Schol. Eur. Phon. 239.) in the Delphian &*/i. The mother with the chil-

dren in a metal group at Delphi (Olearch.) ; on coins of Ephesus, Neu-
mann K V. ii. tb. i. 14., Streber, Munch. Denkschr. f. Philol. L Tf. 3, 12.

Tripolis in Garia, Mionn. Descr. Ko. 540. ; the entire scene Tischb. iii, 4.

The slaying of Python at the tripod on a coin of Crotona, best in M. Borb.

vi, 32. 6. The relief in Friedenheim M. Suecise (if genuine) represents

Augustus as an Apollo vanquishing the Bruti genius, comp. SchoL Horat.

Ep, i, 3, 17. Propert, ii, 23, 5. A. sla\ ing Titym, vase from Volci, M. I.

d. Inst. 23. Ann. ii. p. 225., from Agrigentum, tv. agg. h. [Elite ce'ramogr.

ii, 55 58.] A. as a griffin fighting with giants^ gem Gv M. 20, 52. P. gr.

8. [or Apollo's griffin, and . 365. R. 5. Apollo's stag (instead of A. as

stag) assisting him.] Niobids . 126. 417. Combat with Hercules in an-

cient groups of statues (. 89. E. 3.) and in preserved reliefs, gems and
2F
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vase-paintings of the antique style, . 06. No- SO, oomp. 09* No. 6., also in

Volcentine (Mieali tv, 88, 8,) and later vase-paintings, IVL 1. d. Iiut, 9.

Ann. iL p. 205, The reconciliation on the Corinthian relief , 00. Ho. 21.

Millingen Cogh. 11,

3. A. as purifier on coins of Ohalcedon, Porinthus, singeing a laurel

over an altar. Planting (1) the laurel on coins of Motaponfcum, N, Brit.

3, 14. On coins of Myrina, with a Mination around the loins, a laurel

branch with woollen fillets in his hand. Expiation of Of68tes
}
who sits

at the omphalos, vase-painting in Tischb. ii, 16.; Millin Vases ii, 08, M.
I, i, 29. Gk M. 171, 623.; a third published by Thorlacius, Programm
von Kopenhagen, 1826. ; a fourth by E. Eochetto M. I. pi. 36. (on the vase

pi. 37. Apollo himself sits on the omphalos and Pythia on the tripod)*

4. Apollo's contest with Marsyas (Ma<r<rj?, Maw^) a Phrygian demon

(Silenus in Herodotus), whose symbol was a wine-skin (d<rxo$) which the

Hellenic legend transformed into a trophy of the victory in lyre-playing.

Comp, Bottiger, Att. Mus. i. s. 285., and Millin Vases i. at pi. 0. The
contest on vase-paintings, Tischb. i, 33 (at Delphi) ; iii, 5. (A. in the Py-
thian stola) 12. ; Millingen Cogh. 4. ; Gcrh. Ant. Bildw. 27, 2. [The last

Is the judgment or the punishment,] In Tischb. i, 33. [Elite c6ramogr.

Ii, 62, Inghirami. tv. 327.] the flute-player is called MO'TWOC, as in Plut.

Qu. Gr. 28. a hostile auletes occurs called Molpos ; comp. Welcker Arm.
iv. p. 390. The punishment painted by Zeuxis ; Marsyas religatus, Plm.,

comp. Philostr. the yr. 2. After it perhaps the painting Ant. di Erool.

ii, 19. M. Borb. viii, 19. [Ternite i. pi. 7.; another Bull. 1841. p. IOC.;
a remarkable one in Turnbull A treat, on anc. painting pi, 18, Ap. sitting
with a lute on a rock, the vanquished Marsyas kneeling before him for

mercy, an attendant dragging back by the neck, another standing ready,
and lastly the Scythian with the knife waiting the decision. Vases from
Palermo and Malta Q-erh. Archaol. Zeit. iii. s. 87 93. Vase-painting in

Inghirami Vasi fittili iv, 325 31, of which 326 329 from Tischboin,
330 from Millingen Peint. de V. 4, and in the Elite c6ramogr. ii, 62. 63.

65 71 the contest, 64 and 75 the punishment. The secchia pi. 63 is

still uned., where M. listens to Ap. whom Nike crowns
j above sits Arte-

mis, and Olympus, dejected, behind Ap. (Ev. Silenus as wineskin-bearer, a

thyrsus-swinger and a Baccha), The text is still in arrear. On a vase from
Euvo in the Borbon. Mus. (Ev. theft of the palladium), mentioned Bull.

1841. p. 107. and in the Archaol. Intell. Bl. 1837. S. 52 f. Bullett. Napol.
anno vi. p. 25 sq. Above, Zeus enthroned, Artemis standing beside him
in long drapery, with bow and two spears. Towards Ap., who is seated

beneath, a genius floating with a crown and accompanied by a female

figure with a patera. MAP2TA2 supports his head, while a Muse reads
the sentence to Mm

; two other Muses with flutes and lyre ; a youth with
a goat, A vase Santangelo from Grumentum in the Eev. Arch6ol. 1845.
ii. p. 631. pi. 42. Nike handing the crown to Ap., Marsyas seated. A
small Nike also crowns the victorious god in the costume of the Oitharoe-
dus Elite pi. 65, and a larger one pi. 63. In the Elite i. p. 95. there is a
vase referred to with Ap., Marsyas, Nike and Midas. Ev. Hera liberated by
Hephaestus ] A. also in vase paintings as tortor, Tischb. iv, 6. G-. M. 26,
79. Frequently on gems, Lipp. i, 66. ii, 51 53. iii, 48. Gemmae Flor.
L tb. 66, 9. Wicar ii, 7. of M. Anton. Pius, of Alexandria, Apollo sitting
oa a rock. Marsyas suspended, Olympus or the Scythian kneeling, Mionnet
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Suppl. T. ix, at p. 24. Overcharged representations on sarcophagi, from
Tilla Borghese L. 769 b. Wmck. M. I. 42. Bouill iii, 34. Clarac pL 123.

p. 273. G-. M. 25, 78. [D, A. K. ii. no. 152.] (similar fragment, R. Rochette

M. i, 47, 3.) ;
on the newly discovered sarcophagus of the Doria collection,

Gerh. Hyp. Rom. Studien s. 110. and Ant. Bildw. Tf. 85, 1. [Bottiger's

Amalth. iii. s. 364 371. 375. An engraving of it in the Mem. de belle

arti Roma 1824. i, 4977. Kunstblatt 1824. No. 38. A relief similar

to the Borghese one in the court of the pal. Mattel (Mon. Matth. T. iv. tv.

13, as metropolis, cum dus tutelaribus] ; more simple from S. Paolo fuora

di mura (Heeren in Welcker's Zeitschr. i. s. 137. Historiche Werke iii.

s. 185.). Barberini Sarcoph. in Gerh. A. B Tf. 85, 2. Cardinal! in the

Mem. Rom. di Antich. vol. i. p. 401 (49), Minerva looking at herself in a

shield and Mar. bound for flaying. [Earthen vase from Armento with

relief, an important representation, Bull. 1824. p. 34. Bull. Napol. 1844.

p. 75. A coarse fragment in the M. Chiaram., Gerh. Vatic. S. 64. Pecu-

liar treatment in a relief in the Mus. at Aries.] The idea on the "base of

a candelabra PCI. v, 4. is different. From those reliefs we recognise the

pieces of a large group of statues, perhaps the same which adorned the

Roman forum (Marsyas causidicus, A, juris peritus in Horat, Mart.,

Juv. ; was the tortor the same T). To these belong the Marsyas suspended
on the pine-tree, an anatomical study, twice in Florence (M. Flor. iii.

13. Maffei Race. 31. G-. di Fir. iv, 35 36. Wioar ii, 7. iv, 17.) and else-

where (in the L. 230. Clarac pi. 313.; G. Giust
i,

60 (?) to be met with.

[In Villa Albani, the torso very good ;
in the casino of Villa Pamfili, V.

Pamphyl. tb 30, these two only half the size of those at Florence ; in

Berlin, Amalthea ii. s. 366 ; a torso of the best Greek workmanship, ex-

cavated in 1844 by Veseovali in the Palatine, and purchased for Berlin.

Cosmo di Medici received from Rome a very fine suspended Marsyas of

white marble, Lorenzo had one much finer still of red marble, Vasari in

the life of A. Verrochio.] Also oa gems, Lipp. Suppl. i,
119, The figure of

Marsyas was even in favour as a doll, Achill. Tat iii, 15. Farther the

knife-grinder recognised by Agostini, Arotino, M. Flor. iii, 95. 96. San-

drart ii, 1, 9. Maff. 41. Piranesi St. 3. G. di Fir. 37. Clarac pi. 543., a Scy-

thian servant of police. For Agostini's explanation Wmck. M. I. in loco.

Visconti POL v, 3. 4 ,
Heeren in Welcker's Zeitschr. S. 136.

; opposed to it,

(without sufiicient grounds,) Fiorillo, Kl. Schriften i s. 252. The skull si-

milar to that of a Cossack, according to Blumenbach (Spec, histor. natur. p.

12 ) ; the figure of ordinary build and expression, which Philostr. very well

describes. The triumphant A. of this group still remains to be pointed

out, as the group at Dresden (Le Plat. 65. August, ii. s. 89.) is very much

patched. A. leaning his lyre on Marsyas in the Mus. Chiaram. Gerh.

A. B. Tf. 84, 5.

On an Apollo and Hyacinthus with discus found at Tivoli 1790, Effem.

Rom. 1823, Maio. Schorn's Kunstbl. 1824. No. 23. A. and Hyacinthus

in Hope's collection, Spec, ii, 51. The killing of Hyacinthus, Wall-paint-

ing in Pompeii, Archaol. Int. BL 1834 no. 53. S 453. [The Hope group,

also in Clarac pi. 494 B. no. 966 A. and D. A. K. ii, 12, 139., is not essen-

tially different from one at Berlin, Archaol. Zeit. ii. Tf. 16. S. 257. The

poet Linus, who contended with A., could not be represented as a youth or

a boy.] A. in the service of Admetus and Alcestis, 413. R. 1. [Apolla

and Cyparissus, Pompeian wall-painting, Avellino II mito di Ciparisso,

Nap. 1841. 4to. Also on a Barberini statue, now in the Sciarra palace.
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Oyparissus with Ms dead stag in his arms, crowned with laurel. A, and

Daphne, on vases, already made known and one xmcd. in the Mus. at

Arezzo, from Valdichiana, of singular composition and beautiful style.

A laurel tree, A. crowned with laurel, with streaming hair, guides a

quadriga, in which he is carrying off a lofty and noble female form. The

quadriga, over which two doves are billing, is met by a sister with out-

stretched arms, and another is speaking to the father, who stands looking

away, as in other abductions. In Villa Borghese a statue of Daphne at

the instant of her metamorphosis, found in Via Salona iii, 4, of the Cata-

logue of 1840. Daphne was painted as half-tree, and still half-maiden,

according to Lucian. Ver. Hist, i, 8. A. Idas and Marpessa, Gerhard

Etr. Spiegel, i, 80, with the names. Idas is carrying off Marpessa, A.

withdrawing, Gerhard Auserl. V. i, 46, recognised by 0. Jahn Archaol.

Aufs. S. 54, who also S. 47 if. conjectures that the contest between A.

and Idas and the settlement of it are represented on the famous Agrigcn-
tine Vase in Munich, wherein he agrees with the author . 143. R. %
although the latter also refers, Ann. iv, p. 393., to this explanation as

doubtful. Thiersch on painted Vases, Miinchner Denschr. Philol, iv, 1.

S. 41. prefers the explanation which assumes the contest, after Pindar, of

Hercules with Apollo and two other gods.]

6. A&TEMIS.

1 363. The character of Artemis, like that of her "brother

Apollo, has two phases, inasmuch as she is sometimes con-

ceived as a contending, slaying deity, although this agency
was in the ordinary conception limited more and more to the
"business of the chase

;
sometimes as a life-giving, light-bring-

ing goddess (notions which are very closely allied in Greek

symbolism), as one who pours out for man and animals the

fresh, blooming life of nature a fundamental idea to which
2 even the name of the goddess alludes. The bow, and the

torch, the symbol of light and life, were therefore the usual

3 attributes even among the most ancient religious idols. On
further development of the Artemis ideal, art made the no-
tion of youthful vigour and freshness of life the basis, and in
the earlier style, in which the goddess invariably appears in

long and elegant drapery (in stola), the principal aim was to
exhibit the full, blooming, and powerful forms even through

4 the dress. In later times, when Scopas, Praxiteles, Timotheits
and others had perfected the ideal, Artemis like Apollo was
formed slender and light-footed, her hips and breast without
the fulness of womanhood; the still undeveloped forms of
both sexes before puberty, here seem as it were arrested, and

5 only unfolded into greater size. The countenance is that of

Apollo, only with less prominent forms, more tender and
rounded; the hair is often bound up over the forehead into
a coryrubos (crobylos), but still oftenor gathered together into
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a bow at the back or on the crown of the head, in a fashion
which was in use especially among the Dorians; not unfre-

quently both are even found together. The dress is a Doric 6

chiton (. 393, 1.), either girt high, or flowing down to the

feet, often also turned over as a hemidiploidion; the shoes of
the huntress were those of Crete which protected the foot all

round.

1. There is much useful matter on Artemis given in Voss Mythol. Br.

iii, 1. [Vases in the Elite c6ramogr. ii, 7 9. 17 19. 90, 92. and many
others where she appears together with Apollo and other gods.]

2. Old religious images . 69. R. A. Lusia is also perhaps to be re-

cognised in the idol with the polos and torch and bow on the vase-paint-

ing at Berlin (Hirt, die Brautschau. B. 1825.). Melampus cures the

Proetides, especially his beloved Iphianassa ; the small cow-horns to be

explained from Virgil E. 6, 48. [cf. Panofka Argos Panoptes, 1838. s. 26.

Elite ceramogr. i, 25.] Others refer it to Ariadne [Hirt] and lo [Ger-

hard, Zeus and lo, Ant. Bildw. Tf. 115; unmistakeable cf.Millingen Vases
de Coghill pi. 46;

Peint. de V. pL 52. Elite ceramogr. i. 26. Thoas and

Iphianassa according to Avellino Opuscoli div. ii. tv. 6.]. A. winged,
on the ark of Oypselus [cf. Rhein. Mus. vi. S. 587.], with panther and
lion in her hands, Paus. v, 19, 1

; similar figures on Clusinian and so-

called Egyptian vases. With panther's skin at Volci, Ann. iii. p. 149.

3. In the anathematic reliefs .96. No. 23. A. carries torches in her

hands, with the bow and quiver on her back. In other antique works
she holds the bow and drags the stag after her. Hid. No. 21. comp. 22.

and the vase of Sosibius L. 332. Bouill. iii, 79. Glarac pi. 126. Hercu-
lanean A, . 96. No. 15. A. in a griffin-car, No. 30.

4. An A, as an s^yov ^WTTK^IQV, Luc. Lex. 12. By Prax. . 127, R. 7.

Timoth. . 125. R. 4.

5. On the hair, comp. . 330. R. 5. Ko^i/ wt&zaf&iFvxR&siv, Arist. Lys.
1350. [xgvffsa Kftievlz, Eurip. Hec, 467.] The sphendone surrounded with

rays, Pompeian painting M. Borb. x, 20. comp. . 340. R. 4. With the

hair-bow on coins of Athens and JEgion (N. Brit. 7, 12. 14.), of Eretria

(Landon 10.), Stymphalus (ibid. 45. Mionn. Desc^, PL 73, 8,), Syracuse

(Nohden 18.), Capua (N. Brit. 2, 13.). On coin^of Stymphalus as well

as Sicilian coins the head is laurelled, with hair pinned up behind, Mionn.

PL 63, 2. [Clarac pi. 1006. 1007. nos. 27882793.] A. on vases of Volci

with high fillet, Micali tv. 84.

6. Nuda genu nodoque sinus collecta fluentis (as in the Versailles

statue) JEn. i, 320. Crispatur gemino vestis Gortynia cinctu poplite

fusa tenus, Claud. Rapt. Pros, ii, 33. comp, Cons. Stil. iii, 247. 'Eg- yoVy

f&s%()i %iTtova ^avyvcr&at Agyy^roV, Call. Art. 11. Comp. Christod. 308.

The Anth. Plan. iv. 253. (App. Palat ) mentions the A.vx,aarsitev 'spfyople

(the KgnT^oc TrsQtha) and the Kgdg oix,^ lyvvyv <poi!/t% ^STrKog

trofieitos, "E^o/s6$g of Artemis, Pollux, [draped down to the feet, the

quiver slung behind, A. ^v^vjygr/f according to the inscription, relief

in Paciaudi Mon. Peloponn. i. p. 163., like the later statues Clarac pL

571, 1220. 572, 1222. <bc.].
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1 364 Artemis the Imntrcss (aygorsfa), but who may often,

with equal justice,, be conceived as a combating deity, is often

represented, in excellent statues, in very animated movement,
sometimes in the act of taking the arrow from the quiver
in order to discharge it, sometimes on the point of shooting

2 it. When, in long drapery, she moves her hand towards the

quiver, without any sign of violent action, and with mild and

gracious mien, the idea is rather suggested that she will shut

than open it, and we may probably apply the name of 2wrg/ga

3 to this Artemis. We see the quiver shut, and the bow slung
behind her, in reliefs where Artemis speeds along as life-lend-

ing goddess of light (<pu4f6go$9 <rsXa<rpogog) with torches in both

hands, which might also be supplied by restoration, in many
4 statues which have been preserved in a defective state. In

temple-images, Artemis carried not unfrequently the bow as

well as the torch in her hands, giving life and death at the

5 same time. The huntress Artemis is likewise a nourisher

and cherisher of game; she often appears dragging a sacred

doe along with her; her crown is even formed of roe-bucks in

6 an interesting statue. The following can only be discovered

in small works of art: Artemis Upis, a deity demanding sa-

crifices and propitiatory hymns, who is characterised by the

7 gesture of Nemesis; and the Syracusan Potamia, the river-

goddess brought across by Alpheus, who indicates her relation

to water by the reeds in her hair, and the fish that surround

8 her. The sea-ruling Artemis is known at least in the form

which she had in Leucadia.

1. The first movement in the A. of Versailles, L. 178. Very slender

and elegant, but still powerfully built. Beside her the &ee,(po$ xegoetHra.

On the head a stephane. M. Eranc.. i, 2. Nap. i,
51. Bouill. i, 20. Olarac

pi. 284. G-. M. 34, 115. Thus also, Millin P. gr. 10. Coins of Philadel-

phia, N. Brifc. 11, 6. So also the A. at Phelloe, fifaos ex. <pa$rQ*s x^/3-
you, Paus. vii, 27, 4. So likewise as slayer of Mobe's daughters, POL

iv, 17. [and Elite ce*ramogr. ii, 90 ] The second is shown in the POL i,

31. (Hirt 5, 2. 5
) ;

similar Bouill. iii, 5, 3
;
also the bronze, Ant. Ere.

vi, 11. 12., the gem Lipp. i, 71., and lamp in Bartoli ii, 33. As huntreas

with a dog on Syracusan coins, Mionn. Descr. PL 67, 6. <foc. As repos-

ing huntress, leaning on a column, Lipp. i, 63. <fcc.
; with outspread logs,

at Paris, in the royal Library, Glarac 566, 1266. Fine torso at Mantua

pi. 558 B. no. 1239 A. [cf. Clarac pi. 15611577. 1579. no. 1237. pi. 1580.

A statue of Artemis in Lord Egreinont's collection, different from Olarac

pi. 564 B., no. 1248 B., is distinguished by the lynx-skin, which partially
covers the garment gathered up round the loins with a girdle, as the

author remarks Amalth. iii. s. 250. Erom a similar skin over the shoulder

and breast the Artemis in E. Braun's Marmorwerke Tf. 2. is pronounced
to be A. Lukeias Zeitschr. f. A. W. 1844. s. 1070.]

2. So in the beautiful, often recurring figure, at Dresden 147. Aug. 45.

A similar one at Cassel ; also the fine one putting back the arrow, Spec, ii,

36. M. Cap. iii, 17. comp. MafFei Race. 145, The closed quiver denotes "A.
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on Syracusan coins, Eohden 16. Mionn. PL 68, 4., where a lyre is

also added, as in the case of Apollo on the other side. Probably struck
at a time when the Syracusans, freed from great famine, sang pseans to

Apollo and Artemis. On the contrary the A., M. Flor. iii, 19., appears

actually to draw out the arrow, as well as the Diana Sicula in violent ac-

tion and long drapery on coins of Augustus. (Here there occurs also a

high-girded A., as Sicula, standing, with lance and bow, Morelli tb. 11,

3339. Eckhel vi. p. 93. 108. The Capuan A. has likewise a knee [a

hunting spear] in the relief Winck. W. i. Tf. 11. G. M. 38, 139.), [as well

as perhaps also the statue Stoppani-Vidoni, in tranquil attitude, E. Braun
Ant. Marmorwerke i, 2. and certainly the one in the battle of Amazons
G. M. 136, 499.] A. holding down the arrow also a sign of being ap-

peased a torch as sceptre, beside her a stag, on coins of Bizya. SOlem*

33, 355. Oomp. the gem Impr. d. Inst. ii, 9.

3. The Pythian A. also carried torches, as is shown by the reliefs

mentioned . 96. No. 23. and Heliodorus' beautiful description (iii, 3.) of

the Delphian priestess in the Artemis costume, who held a torch in the

right hand and a bow in the left. One of the principal statues from Villa

Panfili PCI. i, 30. Hirt 5, 6. Similar Bouill. iii, 5, 1. Comp. Cap. iii, 16.

[18.] ; Mon. Matth. i, 44. A. from the Colonna palace, in Berlin 31. with

tine head, probably with torches in both hands, hastening along. Also

the supposed Terpsichore, Clarac pL 354. I consider the so-called Zin-

garella in the L. 462. (Winck. W. iii, xlv. Race. 79, V. Borgh. 8.

Bouill. iii, 5, 4. Clarac pi. 287.) and the statue putting on a sort of peplos,

from Gabii in the L. (Mon. Gab. 32. M. Roy. ii, 17. Bouill. i. 21. Clarac

pi. 285.) to be nymphs of Artemis.

4. A. Laphria on coins, high-girt, with torch and bow, H. Brit. 5, 23.

(The same, but as huntress, without torch, on coins of Doinitian, Morelli

tb 20, 7.). So also the A. of Segesta, cum stola, Cic. Terr. iv. 34. A.

with two torches as sceptres, the quiver at her back, in long drapery,

Morelli G. Claudia tb. 2, 1.

5. So in the archaising statue from Gabii, in Munich 85. Sickler's

Almanach ii. s. 141. Tf. 12. Clarac pL 566. no. 124. [The crown alter-

nately of stags and quivers, as that of the goddess of Rhamnus is of stags

and victories, Paus. i, 33, 3, the crown of Pandora of all sorts of animals,

Theogn. 578, tEaTbf Hera of Horse and Charites Paus. ii, 17, 4 ] A, as

religious idol with a roe on her shoalder and roe-skin, in the relief in

Gerhard, Ant. Bildw. i, 42, 1. A. often holds a stag by the horns or fore-

feet, on coins and gems, for example the antique one, Lipp. i,
70. ii, 60.

iii, 59 s.; on the relief in Bartoli Adm. 33. (with Hippolytus) and others,

. 363. R. 3. Kneeling oa the doe, coins of Ephesus SClem, 23, 193.,

Cherson. Taur.?
Allier de Haut. 2, 3 9. In a chariot drawn by stags,

Claud. Cons. Stil. ui, 286, on denarii of the gentes .JSha and Axia, comp.

. 119. R. 2. Artemis with torches, borne by a stag, coins of Faustina,

Pedrusi v, 13, 3. Yaillant De Camps, p. 35 On the denarii of the gens

Hostilia, her head encircled with rays, holding in her right hand a stag,

in her left a spear. Diana Planciana, Eckhel D, BT. v, 275., with a hat ;

a chamois on the reverse. Head of A., surrounded by goats, silver me-

dallion from Herculanum. M. I, d. Inst. 14 a. Ann. ii. p. 176.
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6. So I explain the gem Millin P. gr. 11. Comp. Hirt Tf. 12, 10.

'

7. I am of opinion that the head surrounded with fish and having
hair interwoven, with seeds, simply arranged and pinned up behind, on

Syracusan medallions (. 132. R. 1. Nohden Frontisp,, comp. 13. Miorm.

Descr. PL 67, 3. 5. Empr. 317. 318.), is Artemis Potamia, and distinguish
from it the one likewise encircled with fish, having a hair-net and ele-

gantly disposed, hair, of less noble and divine forms of countenance which
we sometimes see in profile (Empr. 316.) and sometimes in front view

(302. 303.), in. -which the inscription Agg3o<r< (Descr. PL 67, 4.) leaves no
doubt as to the signification. This A. Potamia was, like all water dei-

ties, also a goddess of horses, Pind. P. iii, 7., therefore we see her also, on

Syracusau corns (Nohden 15.) guiding a quadriga and provided with

quiver aiid torch. Reside a water-spouting lion-head, on the obverse a

temale head crowned with sea-weed. Streber Munch. Benkschr. Philol.

L Tl 2, 1. s. 134. on the Water-Artemis in detail. A. riding with

tdrches on coins of Pherae, Eckhel ii. p. 147. Voss ibid. s. 71. On coins

of Selinus, Empr. 295., she guides the horses for Apollo who is shooting.
Artemis-Silerie with horses, Pan sitting on a rock, on coins of the Col.

Patrensis, Streber Tf. 2, 3. s. 155. On a relief from Crannon in Thessaly,

Millingen Ha. Mon. ii, 16., A, stands torch-bearing between a horse and
a greyhound.

8. Antique statue of Leucadian Artemis on a pedestal with a moon
on her head, aphistre in her hand, and a stag beside her, N. Brit. 5, 21.

Allier de Haut. pi, 5, 21. A ship on the reverse. Artemis Bendis

Virbius of Aricia as a male Diana, see on a statue of this description
found near Aricia, linden, Schr. der Berl. Akad. 1818. s. 189. Of like

significance is the archaising statue in Ghiattani M. I. 1786. p. Ixxvi.

PCI. iii, 39. comp. Zoega Bass. i. p. 236. An antique relief was found

with the former statue which is explained by TJhden and Sickler (Alina-
nach 1 s. 85. Tf.) as the bloody choice of rex Nemorensis, and by Hirt,
(resell. s. 123. as the murder of Pyrrhus by Orestes. [So also by Zoega
who declares this relief to be the oldest hitherto discovered in Italy, of

greater hardness and originality than any other, in a letter of 7th May
1791. It was already shown in the Heidelb. Jahrb. 1810. ii. s. 5. that

the murder of JEgisthus by Orestes was represented, vrgorl oT o'gW/3*

Strega, ^ggo-2 Jueujfc&ls IL xx, 418. Quint. Sm. xiii, 91. This very important
monument was taken by the possessor Despuig to Majorca. Noticia
de los Museos del Cardenal Despuig por J. M. Bover, Palma 1846. p. 107.

no. 77.]

1 365. As protectress of the Ephesian temple, -which was
founded by the Amazons, according to the legend, Artemis

2 herself appears In an Asiatic Amazon-costume. Her widely-
diffused religious image, which was indefinitely multiplied on
coins and in statues during the later period of the emperors,
is not connected by any visible bond with the Hellenic notions
of Artemis; hut the Artemis Leucophryne of Magnesia was
similar in form, and the Pergaic Artemis in Pamphylia was

3 still more rude and unsightly. Altogether, Asia Minor was
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full of strange and peculiar representations of this deity, which
came nearer to the Anaitis of the East than to the Grecian
Artemis. The little image of the Taurian or Orthic Artemis, 4
the same that the Spartan priestess carried in her hand at the

ceremony of boy-scourging, appears in the mythus of Iphi-

genia (. 416. R) in the form of an ordinary antique idol;
Artemis Tauropolos borne by a bull presents itself in a more

widely different shape. In her more important relations we 5
are accustomed to see Artemis with her mother and her brother,
in whose IOYO of music she also participates, then in the fight
with the giants, and also in the representation of the mythus
of Actseon, which however was first employed as a bathing-
scene by later art

1. See the vase painting, Millin, Vases ii, 25. G. M. 136, 499,, where
Athena and Heracles seem to conclude an agreement regarding the

Ephesian temple (Paus. vii, 2, 5.). [In like manner on a vase with Apol-
lo, Hermes and a youth with a lance, Elite ceramogr. ii. pi. 88 A.] A.
in Phrygian costume on the vase Tischb. iv

3
6, [with Marsyas and Apollo.]

2. Above . 69, E. Menetreius, Diana Ephesia. PCI. i, 32. M. Borb.

vii, 11. G-. M, 30, 108 109. 111. [August, i, 13. Olarac pi 561. 562 B. 563.

564 C.] Idpp. ii, 625 68. Impr. d. Inst. ii, 1. 2. Often on coins of con-

cord and lamps. These figures resembling the Ephesian Artemis are

also to be found on Syrian coins
; on the coins of Demetrius III. sur-

rounded with ears of corn. Leucophryne G-. M. 112.

3. Of A. Priapine on Cilician coins of Mallos, Tolken, Kunstbl. L s.

174.

4. See . 416. R. 2. The T^oWAc? on coins of Icaria and Amphi-
polis (where she appears with a modius and a half-moon at the back of

her head, Sestini, Fontana tv. 2, 11.), Bottiger, Kunstmythol. s. 330. Tf.

4. Diptycha G-. M. 34, 121. A. riding in a car with cattle, Tassie, pi. 28,
2039. Comp. Toss s. 56.

5. A. pours out a libation to her brother, vase-p. Gerh. Ant. Bildw.
i,

9. A. with the lyre on vases from Yolci, M. I. d. Inst. 24 ; and frequent-

ly as taking part in the Hymenasus. Comp. Ann. v. p. 149. Artemis and

Apollo at the leading in of the bride. Vaseng. Panofka sur les ve*rit.

noms des Vases pi. 8. no. 1. The Delian A. with her arrows on her back,
and with phial and prochus, stands beside Apollo, on the beautiful vase-

painting Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 59., comp. . 384. A, Angelos 1 Ann. v. p.
172. A. as a stag fighting with giants, Lipp. ii, 111. G. M. 20, 114. As
an archer, Hecate at the same time with torches, relief, M. Ohiaram. i,

17. Mon. Matth. iii, 19. G. M. 35, 113. Actceon, metope from Selinus,
. 119. K. 4. Yases from Yolci, Micali tv. 100, L, and Eboli, Ann. d.

Inst. iii. p. 407. tv. agg. d. A. devoured by his dogs, vase-painting. M.
Pourtales pi. 21, Panofka p. 53. on the mythus (defective) and the artis-

tic representations, Etr. vase-painting. M. d. I. ii, 8. Ann. vi p. 265

273. [Elite ceramogr. ii, 99 103. Yase in the possession of S Angelo
at Naples, Archaol. Zeit. 1848. s. 231. engraved in Revue Archeol. 1848.

p. 46065. by Yiret.] Etr. mirror, Inghir. ii, 46., and sarcophagi, Inghir.
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i, 6*1 70. [M, Gregor. i, 94, 2, Campana Oporo di plastica tv, v.] Accord-

lag to later conception, the fable IE four acts, sarcophagus in the L. 315.

BouIlL iii, 4D. Olarac pL 113 sq. G-, M. 100, 405 sq. Gems in Lipp. i.

72. <fec. Picture from Pompeii, Goro pi. 11. comp. Appulei. Met. ii. p. 27.

Statue of Action, Brit. M. ii 45. [Clarac pi 579, 580.] On coins of

Orchomenus (comp. Orch. s. 348.) Sestini Lett. iv. tv. 1, 27. (1818.)

Altar of the A. of Laconico-Tegeatic Caryse, L. 523. (comp. 531.) Y.

Borgh, 4, 21 sqq, Bouill. iii, 70. Clarac pi. 168. (comp. ZSega Bass, i, 20.)

with the figures of the Dymsenae and Caryalides (Pratinas), or Thyades
and Caryatides, which Praxiteles sculptured according to Pliny. Comp.
Meineke ad Euphor. Fr. 42. Dorians i. p. 391. ii. p. 353. with BSttiger

Amalth. iii. s. 144. 154. and Welcker Ann. v. p. 151,, who see here hiero-

dulse of Aphrodite. On that altar, and likewise on the archaising relief

of Sosibius, there is a mixture of the worships of Artemis and Dionysus.

A female Spartan of the same description with similar head-dress and

torch, Impr. d. I. iv, 48. Altar of A. Phosphorus with a fine head of Ar-

temis resting on that of Oceanus ;
beside them the heads of Phosphorus

and Hesperus, Bouill. iii, 69. (A. Phosphorus, before Eos, Vase-painting,
Q-. M. 30. 93.). Altar of Diana with symbols of the chase [and others],

Gerhard Ant. Bildw. i, 83. Chariot of Artemis with her insignia, M. Cap.

iv, 30. G. M. 2, 32.

7. HEPHAESTUS.

1 366. The god of fire, a powerfully creative being in the

ancient faith of the Greeks, the companion of Artemis in the
Attic worship, and, therefore, also in this twelve-god system,
lias had the fate of being able to maintain the high dignity
here assigned him, neither in the poetry nor in the plastic art

2 of the Greeks. The former represents him on the whole as an
active and ingenious smith, but interweaves therewith features

of a strange symbolism, inasmuch as it depicts him monstrous,

misshapen, limping, and in his whole character ridiculous, as

3 a cuckold at home and a buffoon in Olympus. The formative
art seems in earlier times to have represented him in the

shape of a dwarf; from the tendency, which has its foundation

deep in human nature, to conceive precisely that which pos-
4 sesses innate power as dwarfish in form. When perfected,

however, it was satisfied with exhibiting him as a vigorous
and industrious man, who, unlike other gods, was in early
times for the most part conceived as youthful, and afterwards

5 as a bearded and mature man. Yet there is sometimes united

therewith, as in the celebrated statue by Alcamenes, an indi-
cation of his lameness, which did not deform the powerful

6
figure, but only made it more interesting. He is more clearly
recognised in the few works of art which remain of him, by
the esoomis of the artisan (. 337. K 3.), the semi-oval cap,
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-which he probably received at Lemnos (. 338. R. 2), and the

implements of the smith.

1. On the Attico-Lemnian fire-worship, Welcker Prometh. s. 277 ff.

3. Comp. Schelling, Gottheiten von Samothrace s. 33. 93.

4. H. beardless on coins of Lemnos, Lipara, JEsernia (YOLKAETOM,
M. SOL 6, 5.), on the Capitoline puteal, on Etruscan paterae and a relief,

at the birth of Athena, and vase-paintings. Grouped with Hermes? .

381. Already bearded however on vases from Yolci, as in those referred

to . 367. R. 3., even on archaistic ones. So on a henna head, Gerhard
Ant, Bildw. Tf. i, 81, 3. The head mostly "bearded on coins of the gens

Aurelia, Morelli 3,, also without beard however, ibid. 4.

5. On Alcamenes' H., in quo stante in utroque vestigio atque vestito

leviter apparet claudicatio non deformis, Cic. N. D. i, 30. Val. Max. viii,

11. ext. 3. I also think I recognise H. on the frieze of the Parthenon

(comp . 118, 2 b.) by the attitude and the supporting of the knee with

the skeptron. Euphranor's H. without lameness, Dion Chrys. Or. 37.

p. 566 C. Mor. 125. R. dgrfoovg.

6. Bronze in Hirt 6, 1. 2.
; Borghese statue. Gem in Millin P. gr.

48. Also on coins of Methana, on account of the volcanic nature of the

peninsula. [Coins of Lipari and Jilsernia. Bronze figurette, if it is not

Odysseus, Spec, i, 47.]

367. In more important connexion we see him for ex- 1

ample in his smithy on gems, -where Aphrodite visits him,
and together with the Cyclopes on reliefs, where he forges

fetters for Prometheus. We see him as injured husband 3

exposing his own shame at the adultery of Aphrodite. Ele- 3

gant works, but of which only vase-paintings are preserved,
have been especially produced by the mythus of Ares' quarrel
with Hephaestus on account of the crafty fettering of Hera,

and Dionysus' bringing the fugitive from Olympus back again
in triumph. Scenes of Sicilian comedy are sometimes closely

connected with these representations.

1. Yulcan's fall, relief in the Mus. at Berlin, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. i, 81,

6. [H., a goddess crowned with corn-ears, a trident, an enigmatical

fragment, M. PioGl. iv, 11. Kunstmuseum zu Bonn s. 119.] Lipp. i, 73,

74. ii, 71, 72. Inghir. G. Omer. 161. In Hpp. i, 75. H. furnishes all the

gods with his works. M. Cap. iv, 25. Hirt 6, 3. G. M. 93, 383.; V.

Borgh. i,
17. in the L. 433., comp. Winck. W. ii. s. 506. 693. The relief

L. 239. Clarac pi. 181. the workshop of H. is conceived in the spirit of

the Satyr-drama. Welcker, Ann. d. Inst. v p. 154. H. working at the

shield of Athena, Millin P. gr. 49. H, working at the shield of Achilles

for Thetis, Capitol, relief, Inghir. G. Omer. 159. 163. H. forming Pan-

dora 1 relief in the Louvre 217. Winck. M. 1.82. Clarac pi 215., comp.

Welcker p. 145. Thetis in mournful attitude beside H. who is working

at the armour of Achilles, Fama sounding her trumpet (as with the

daughters of Lycomedes), a gem from Pompeii M. Borb. x, 18. [Vulcan

forging weapons for Yenus and two Amors, a mural painting with life
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size figures, excellent in style, in Villa Altieri, Borne, from the tomb of

the Kasoties.]

2. Wiuck, M. L 27. (from V, Albani) <J. M. 38, 168.* Ilirt 7, 5. This

mythus is very ingeniously represented on the ara of the temple of Clau-

dius Faventinus, Bartoli Adm. 3.

On the connexion of the Epicharmian piece
*
A-tyaiarog nod ol K-

l,
Dorians ii. p. 365. On Achsous Hephaestus, Welckcr Nachtrag s.

300. First scene, Docdalus, for Hephaestus, and Eneualius in combat be-

fore the throne to which Hera is fettered, vase from Bari in the Brit.

Mus. Mazocchi Tb. Heracl. ad p. 138. Hanc. iii. pi. 108. G. M. 13, 48.

[Elite c6ramogr. i, 36.] (To this likewise refers Sappho Fr. 88 New : o o'

*A.(>evs cpflnV if ^sy
"
AQxtarov olystv fitcp).

Second: Dionysus bringing back

Hephaestus in the thiasus (at which are also Marsyas and Comocdia).

Painting in the temple of the Anthesteria, Paus i, 20, 2. Tischk iii, 9. ;

ir, 38. ; Millin, Yases i, 9. Gk M. 83, 336. Millingea Cogh. 6
; Millin ii,

66. Gk M. 85, 338. ;
M. Borb. iii, 53. ; Laborde i, 52. Stackelb. Graber

Taf. 40, sublime. [Welcker KL Schr. i. s. 294. A sublime representation
also on a vase in the possession of St. Angelo, Naples, another on a oykx
with Prometheus reconciled on the bottom, Bull 1846. p. 116. Elite

c6ramogr. i, 41 49 A. Also H. with hammer and cantharus in a winged
chariot, in a cylix from Volci, ibid. tf. 38 from Gerhard's Auserl. V. i, 57,

1. is connected with these representations.] On an Etruscan mirror

Hera embraces Dionysus (Phuphluns), Dorow, Voy. pi. 15. At Volci

Hera with a cup on a winged chariot, Ann. iii. p. 142. Third : II.

liberating his mother in the temple of Chalcioecos, Paus. iii, 17, 3. The

Capitohne puteal, . 96. No. 22. also represents a bringing back and re-

conciliation of H. but through Poseidon [certainly not. See 0. Jahn
Archtiol. Aufs. s. 108.]. Comp. besides . 371. (Athena) 412. 413. (Erich-

thonius, marriage of Cadmus and Peleus.)

8. PALLAS ATHENA.

1 368. The character of Pallas Athena, which is difficult to as-

certain completely, has its central point especially in this, that

she is conceived as a pure and exalted being closely related to

the god of heaven, as a virgin from the ethereal heights, \vlio

sometimes appears in this world diffusing light and warmth
and vigorous life,but who sometimes also destroys hostile beings

2 (especially the wonderful Gorgon connected with herself). But
if physical and spiritual are already intimately combined in this

earliest manner of contemplation, and the ethereal virgin was
at the same time conceived as the intellect of Zeus, as Metis
absorbed into Zeus and born again (according to Hesiod), the
latter notion completely preponderated in the Homeric period,
in conformity with the general law of development of Grecian

life; and Athena became the goddess of energetic industry,
of clear intellect, a protectress of every profession and every
person who undertakes and executes with discretion things
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of utility. Art, -which in early times directed its attention 3

to Pallas almost before any other deity, represented espe-

cially the foremost-fighting goddess (ccXaXxo/^Mi)
in the an-

cient Palladia (. 68.), which were formed with raised shield

and brandished' spear; yet there were also statues in a trail- 4

quil and sitting posture; and, besides the weapons, a spindle
and distaff were placed in her hand as emblems of peaceful

industry; the lamp also seems to have been an ancient

attribute of the goddess. In the statues of early Greek art, 5

in its more advanced state, Athena always appears in martial

posture., stepping forward more or less, clad over the chiton

with a stiffly folded peplos, and a large asgis which sometimes

also lay over the left arm serving as a shield, or, besides the

breast, covered also the whole back: in later times, on the

contrary, it became more and more contracted. The out- 6

lines of the body have less feminine fulness in the hips and

breast, at the same time that the forms of the legs, arms,

and back are developed in a more masculine manner. The 7

countenance has already the peculiar cast which improved
art further unfolded, but at the same time very harsh and

ungraceful features.

1. Oomp. Creuzer's Symbol, ii, 640. The author's Minervae PoEad.

sed. p. 1 sqfl. Welcker's Prometh. s, 277. Gerhard's Prodrom. s. 121.

143. Heffter Gotterdienste auf. Rhodos ii. E. Riickert, Dienst der Athena.

[Gerhard Minervenidole B. 1844. with 5 pl in the memoirs of the Acad.

Elite ceramogr. i, 54 90.]

3. On the Trojan (also in the painting Ant. Ere. iii, 40.) and the

Athenian Palladium . 68. R. 1. Procop. describes very minutely (B.

Goth, i, 13.) the Roman Palladium after a relief in the temple of

Portuna ; in the long chiton, "brandishing the lance, with, archaic form

of countenance supposed to "be Egyptian. A. Lacedaemonian Palladium

almost looks like a herma on coins of Gallienus, Cadalvene, Recueil pL 2,

35. (with a ay^AaroV &JWMW). A. Chalcioecos with Dorian maidens dan-

cing around her, is seen more developed as an ornament of hauberks,

and on the terracotta, d'Agincourt Fragm. en terre cuite pi. 12, 9. On

"this subject Papazzurri, Lettera. R. 1794. 4to. Aristoph. Lys. 1300.

tua XetA%/G/xoz>
'

4. Sitting statues of the A. of Endceus at Athens and Erythrae (.

70. R. 2.) ;
this one according to Paus. held the distaff with both hands

and had the polos on her head. The Trojan Palladium according to .

68. R. 1. besides the lance held the distaff and spindle, and had on a

firiXog- according to Eustath, p. 627, 6. [Sedent marble images at Athens .

96. no. 9. Sueton. Calig. 25. infantem autem Minervas gremio imposuit.]

The ancient wooden image of A. Polias is presented, in the monuments

mentioned . 96. No. 24., as a figure in the peplos, standing tranquilly

and holding the lance as a skeptron. in its right hand. It is doubtful,

from the gem M. Odesc. 16. whether it held up the shield, as it would

appear to have done from Winck. M, 1. 120. The A. Bias has the lance
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on. her shoulder and a lamp in her hand. She is seen thus, in the henna

form, receiving a bull in sacrifice, on coins, Cab. d'Allier de Haut. pi. 13,

9.
3
in. more developed form on others, Chois, Q-ouiF. ii. pi. 38. The lamp

in the hands of A. also Od. xix, 34. The half-moon on the ancient coins

of Athens to be compared.

5. Statues of A. in the early Grecian style . 90. E. 3. 96. Nos 11, 13. 14.

In reliefs . 96. Nos. 21. 22. On the prize-vases . 99, 3. Ho. 1., comp. Nos.

3. 5. 11. Often in early vase-paintings with Hercules. Etruscan statues

. 172. R. 3. The coins of Antigonus G-onnatas also point to an ancient

religious idol (Empr. 489. 490.) : A., clothed in the peplos, the upper part
of which falls over the arms in two skirts, raises the shield with her left

and hurls the thunderbolt with her right. The aegis corresponds, espe-

cially in the Herculanean statue, to the Homeric idea; it is thrown
around the shoulder, and raised up and shaken with the hands. The
Svauvot of the segis represent the serpents, Herod, iv, 189. It often hangs
very far down behind, Millin P. gr. 13. Impr. d. Inst. i, 2. ^Bgis with

Gorgoneion on coins of the gens Cordia. Comp. Facius Collektaneen s.

124. Buttmami Ueber die Sternen-Hamen s. 22. R. Rochette M. I. p.
191. pi. 35. The author's Eumen. s. 112.

7. The cameo, Millin P. gr. 14., corresponds to the heads on the most
ancient coins of Athens. The Florentine head is of a sternly sublime

form, Winck. W. v. s. 527. Meyer Gesch. Ann. s. 32.

1 369. Since Phidias perfected the Ideal of Athena (. 114.

116.), tranquil seriousness, self-conscious power, and clearness
of intellect always remained the fundamental character of
Pallas. Her virginity is nothing else than exaltation above
all feminine weakness, she is too masculine herself to be capa-

2 ble of surrendering herself to man. The pure forehead, the

long and finely shaped nose, the somewhat stern cast of the
mouth and cheeks (torva genis), the large and almost an-

gular chin, the eyes not fully opened and rather downcast,
the hair artlessly shaded back along the brow and flowing
down upon the neck all features in which early harshness

appears transformed into grandeur, are in complete accord -

3 ance
with^

this wonderful ideal creation. Later attempts to
resolve this earnestness entirely into grace could only end in

4 rendering her characterless. The helmet is the chief indica-
tion for the origin of the statues of Pallas, as we can easily by
the aid of coins distinguish the high Corinthian (. 342, 3.)
from the close-fitting Attic helm.

2. Comp. Winck. W. iv. s 116, vii s. 119 sq, The Albani bust at
Munich 84., Millin M. I. ii, 24. p. 196. M. Nap. i, 8. Meyer Tf. 20 A.
especially forms the basis of the description in the text. Similar in the
excellent, although doubtful gem by Onesimus, Millin P. gr. 58. comp.
Lipp. i, 34 The bust with the rams

1

heads on the helmet, also on a
bronze head Specimens ii, 47, (which perhaps here refer to poliorcetic)
from the tomb of Hadrian, seems of a somewhat harder expression, PCI.
vi, 2. M. Nap. i, 13. Hirt 6, 5. The bust M Chiar.

i, 15. has a, wild ex-
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pression, Gerhard, Beschr. Koms s. 53. The bust of sublime form in the
British Museum, Spec, i, 22. is interesting on account of the empty eye-

sockets, and metal-locks which were fixed on. A sublime colossal head of

A. among the plaster casts of Mengs ; comp. Wmck. W. v. s. 562. vi. s,

75. notes. Meyer Tf 21 E. [Coins Clarac pi. 1005. No. 27642775.]
3. So on coins of Pyrrhus, Empr. 545.

5
of Agathocles, 331. &em of

Aspasius, similar to the later Athenian coins (and thereby to the A.

Parthenos), only still more richly decorated, Bracci i, 29. Stosch P. gr.
Eckhel. P. gr. 18. G-. M, 37. 132. Hirt 6, 6. comp. Lipp. i, 29. 30. 31. ii

?

27. [The Albani A. "in the lofty style," Cavaceppi Race, di stat. tv. 1.

Fea's Winck. i. tv. 13., the head in Winck. W. iv. Tf. 6 A.]

4. The coins of Corinth and its colonies (. 132. E. 1,) have the high
vizor-helmet with the Pegasus (in reference to A. Chalinitis), also those

of Syracuse (with few exceptions), of Agathocles, Alexander, Pyrrhus.
On the contrary the coins of Athens, as well as those of Velia, Thurii

and other places, have in almost all forms the low close-fitting helmet,
with merely a shade (comp. M. Hunter, tb. 8 10. Tychsen Commentt.
rec. Gott. V. tb. 2.). It may be thence inferred that the Albani bust and
the Yelletri statue cannot be copies taken immediately from Phidias.

370. Tke modifications of this form stand In intimate 1

connexion with the drapery. Athena, in the first place, has,
in many statues of the perfected style, a himation thrown
about her, either so as that falling over in front, it lies

merely around the lower part of the body, and thus heightens
the majestic impression of the form, or so as to conceal the
left arm and a portion of the segis, whereby the goddess re-

ceives a peculiarly peaceful character. This Athena has 2

always the shield resting on the ground, or wants it alto-

gether; she is accordingly conceived as a victorious (hence
also the Nike in her hand) and peacefully ruling goddess. In 3

contrast to it stand the statues of Pallas in the Doric chiton

with the hemidiploidion, but without himation: a costume
which is immediately adapted for combat, for engaging in

which the upper garment also in Homer, whether it was
chlaina or peplos, was constantly laid aside. With this dra- 4

pery agrees very well an uplifted shield, which characterized

(. 116. R. S.) the Pallas Promachos of Phidias, and is proba-

bly to be restored in many statues of Pallas executed after a

sublime model, which exhibit a somewhat more combative

action than usual in the bold sweep of the aegis, and the whole

bearing of the body, and are distinguished by the particularly

powerful and athletic form of the limbs. Where, therefore, 5

Athena appears, in smaller works of art, hastening to battle

or already engaged in combat, uplifting the lance or hurl-

ing the thunderbolt, she has always this drapery. However, 6

she is also to be found in the same garb as a politically

active, as an oratorical (ayo^a/a), and, without helmet or aegis,

as a peace-establishing goddess; and this more lightly clad 7
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Athena is also to bo found on coins with shield laid down
wad a p&tora ia the liaiul, especially hi reference to conquests

just iwJiiovod.

1, Statues of Athene Olarao pi. 457474, Tho probable copies of the

A* I?artheno8 with Attic helmet, , 1 14. K,, have the himation thrown
Tback* A. Farthenos on coins of Autiochus V1L, Mionnet Suppl T. viii

pi. 14, 1. Similarly draped that in M. Franc., iv, f>. Nap. i, 11, Bouillt

iii, 3, & Clarac pi. 320. Also the grand statue OJ foot high found at

Vollotri in 1797, now in. the Louvro JUO. Millin M. L ii, 23. p. 180. M.

Franc, ii, 2. Nap, i, 7. Bouill i, 5$. Olarao pL 320. Meyer Tf. 21 c. Also

the one POL i, J).
; August. 98. Ooinp, Liban. "K^. 30. The A. with

the serpent, G. Qiust. 3, has tho himation covering the arm, comp. Moyer
in tho Horen St. ii. 8. 42,, in, the Braocio Nuovo of tho Vatican

; one en-

tirely similar, from YcUotri, opposite. Gerhard, Beschr, Horns ii, ii. s. 01,

104. [M. Ohiaram, ii, tv. 4.
f>.]

The Lust of this A. on getus, 'Opp. ii,

31. Ly Eutyehes, Stosch P. gr. pi 34, A. with closely enveloped left arm,
in. several statues, Bracci ii. tv. agg, 9. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 1, 8 (where she

is called Alea). [Rospigliosi in Clarac pi. 462 F. no. 848 0. The star-be-

sprinkled ^Egis is the characteristic, the name Aloa cannot bo pointed out.

To the four repetitions a fifth is added, Bull, 1842. p. 169. A. with star-

bespangled drapery, a small bronze in Vienna, Arneth. Beschr. des k.

Munzcabinets s. 33,, thus also in ancient vase-paintings, Bull. 1830. p.

193.] Min. of Arezzo . 172. R. 3.

2. Pallas Yictrix in the himation, Bartoli Lucern, ii, 37. comp. Ger-

hard, Ant. Bildw, s. 146, No. 11,

3. To these belongs the fine statue in Dresden 187 and 206. Aug. 14.

comp. Schorn in the Amalth. ii. s. 206., and the exactly corresponding
one at Cassel. Bouill.

i, 24, M. Eoy. ii, 7. comp. V5lkel in Welcker's
Zeitschr. i. s. 156. The sinking of the left knee, and the elevation of the
left shoulder which clearly shows that the left arm was much raised,
lead to the conclusion that this Pallas was one accoutred for immediate
defence. Therewith are to be ranked the A. in. Dresden 214. Aug. 48.

(Areia according to Ease, Verzeichniss s. 62.) ; the Etruscan one, as it

seems, from Modena in the Louvre 398. Bouill. iii, 3, 6. M, Nap. i, 9.

Clarac pi. 319.; the Etr. one of terracotta, from Capua?, in Yienna,
Clarac 857. no. 847,; that of Versailles M Frang. iv, 2. Nap. i. 10.; the
Min. au collier in the Louvre 522., with a somewhat archaically handled
Doric chiton and diploidion, JVL Boy. ii, 1. Bouill. i, 25. Clarac pi. 319.;
also that in Bouill iii, 3, 1 3.; M. Cap. iii, 10. 11. To these add also the
Medicean torso, Winck. W. v. s. 550. Tf. 4. 0. [M. d. I. iii, 13. Annali
xii. p. 8793. E. Braun.]

4. Perhaps the figure on the gem Tassie pi. 25, 1731. Lipp. Suppl. 09.

especially resembles the A. Promachos. (The same figure in front .view

92.). An onyx found near Aliphera presents in a similar form the A.
"Ayj7<r/wox/, perhaps after Hypatodorus' statue, Leake, Morea ii, p. 80.
Of the same description was the A. Kranaoa bxeveurfthv &$ k &#xw
Paus. x, 34, 4.

5. So
throne with the serpent hastening to battle on gems, Millin

P. gr. 16. Lipp. ii, 34,, A. attacking with serpents, as on gems, Morelli
gens Clovia 1.; the coins of Antiochus Philopator N. Brit. 1% 13.

; of
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Athens, Stuart ii. vign. N. Brit. 6, 14 Hurling thunderbolts on coins of

Athens, as guardian of her temples, N. Brit. (5, 13.
3
of Macedonia (. 368.

B. 5.), of Bomitian, G. M. 37, 136. The numerous Minervas on Bomi-

tian's coins (Morelli Bom. tb. 6 sqq ) especially make the contrast very
evident between the one fighting (even downwards from the ship) in the

chiton, and the one standing tranquilly in the himation. A. on vase-

paintings, short segis with veil, a long hemidiploidion underneath, M.

Pourtales pi 6.

6. That in the Louvre 192. is an A. Agorcea. Bouill. iiL Suppl. Clarac

pi. 320. in the Boric ungirded chiton with cape, with a small aegis, the

right hand resting upon the haunch, the left extended oratorically, the

head inclined with a peculiar expression. The gesture of the colossal A.

at Constantinople was perhaps similar, Nicetas p. 359. P. A. in oratori-

cal attitude, clad in the himation, the shield at her feet, Passeri Luc. i,

62. [The Pallas of Antiochus of Athens in Villa Ludovisi, M. d. I. iii,

27. Ann. xiii. p. 54. That published as Agoraea, in the palace Steppani-

Vidoni at Rome, E. Braun Ant. Marmorwerke i, 1. Similar that of Cas-

sel B. A. K. ii, 20, 210. A. with small narrow segis, marble, Specim. ii,

38. Small bronze bust of a whole figure, of the time of the Cesars, peace-

ful expression, ibid, ii, 48.] The Pacifica (comp. Luc. de domo 27.) is de-

signated by the want of the helmet, M. Ohiar. 14., as well as of the segis,

ibid. 12, 14., also by the inverted torch M. Nanian. 18. G. M. 37, 137.

comp. 138. [Stat. reg. Suec. tb. 1.] On early reliefs (. 96- No. 20. Winck.

W. v. s. 527.) and vase-paintings, such as the one mentioned 365. E. 1.

A. holds the helmet in her hand as a peacemaker. The fine bust of A.

with the right shoulder uncovered, and having nothing of the segis but

the snakes, and of the helmet but the crest, on a sardonyx in Florence,

Gori ii, 55, 1. Tassie pi. 25, 1647., recalls the appalling beauty of many

Gorgonea.

7. A. in the chiton with the shield set down and patera on coins

of Cyme N. Brit. 9, 20., in like manner with a Nike in the hand;

10, 21. 12, 12. Morelli Bom. 9, 22. 32. Lipp. ii, 33. Suppl. 95. As

TSuwQfyos in the double chiton, with the shield set down, and the serpent

Ibeside her, on coins of Athens, Stuart ii, 1. vign.. comp. the Yictrix G.

M. 36, 135. [Hesiod Scut. 339. N/W dSwafrys jcs^lv *%vw*. The A. in

Hope's coll. with Nike on her right hand Spec, i, 25, Clarac pi. 459. no.

850. the helmet after Phidias.]

A. Nike, winged, TJlp. ad Bemosth. ag. Tim. p. 738. C. 1. 150. Eurip.

Ion 460. 1545. comp. Cic. N. B. iii, 23. and , 334, 2., is also to be found

on old Etruscan gems, Impr. d. Inst. i, 1. 4,? likewise on coins of Bomitian,

Morelli tb. 7, 37. According to Heliodorus, in Photius' Lex., the wooden

statute of A. Nike was not winged, and held in the right hand a pomegra-

nate, in the left a helmet (read *$w> ff).
A. as a sovereign, with her foot on

a globe, bronze in Grivaud de la Yinc. Ant. Gaul. pi. 24. A. as goddess

of navigation spreading her segis as a sail, on coins of Phaselis, Eckhel

Syll. 4, 11. A. in a quadriga, coins of the gens Yibia, &e. A. Arche-

getis (of Athens), with the owl in her hand, Schol. Arist. Birds 5I5.? as

well as in a bronze at Yienna, also Ant. Ere vi, 7, 8. Comp. M. Chiar.

p 38 So also the Attic A on vases, Tischb. in, 33. [Gerhard Trinkscha-

len xiiL 1. M. Gregor, i, 43, 1. M. d. L ii, 35. Gerh. Prodr. s. 147.] A. as

J&yane with the owl in her hand, borne by a ram, Millin P. gr. 18. Tassie
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pL *8t 176S* [0* A.. K. ii, 21, 223.] Xmpr. cl. last, ii, 0, Talks with a goat
baiicte her in a peculiar stylo, on coma otOleoinones of Laoodaomon, Mionn.

8ttp$L to pi G, 3, [A bronze figure 8 inches high in Jblorence, the helmet

ftat, instead of the gis a sort of under-vest with leather-apron, in her

"hands a kind of small ship and skeins of wool, explained as Brgane also "by

Wicar Gal de Florence Gah, x. The three Oharitos made by A. for Cyzi-
cus as first work of art, according to an epigram, see N. Rhein. Mus. iii.

p. 273. Ergano builds tho first ship . 371. R. 6, helps Daedalus to make

wings and Epeus the horse.] With panther, roe, on vases from Void
A. Polks feeding her sacred serpent, in the relief POL iv, 6. Hirt 6, 9.

G. M. 36, 134, A. Hygieia (doubtful) G. M. 30, 140. Paciaudi Mon. Pe-

lop. ii, 155. [A. Hygieia had a temple on the acropolis of Athens. A.
Psfconia Paus.

i, 2, 4. 34, 2.] A. enveiled in a small statue in Villa Al-

bani, as the statue of the city-goddess was veiled at Athens on one of tho

days of the Plunteria, Olarac pi 457. no. 903.

1 371. Several mytM of Pallas occupied advancing art more
2 than can be indicated in the extant works ofa later period. The

issuing of the virgin in complete am<ra from tita
1 head of Zeus,

must have been a favourite subject of eicter att, whose groups
of statues we can figure to ourselves from Tasej^tings and a

3 design on an Etruscan mirror. A view of the o^^.,with the
giants, represented on the Panathenaic peplos, the
goddess rode in the quadriga invented by her, as well as of$&
contest of Athena with Poseidon for the tutelar sovereignty of

4 Athens, is now almost only furnished by coins and gems. By
her mystical relation to Erichthonius, the goddess receives a
trait of maternal character, which forms a very interesting
aad attractive combination with her virgin severity ; probably
genial creations of an Athenian artist form the basis of what

5 has been preserved thereof in works of art. The destruction of
her terrific antitype, the Gorgon, by means of Perseus, a closely
allied daemon, belongs to the first mythic subjects, in which,
art, still rude and delighting in the grotesque, tried its

skill; the gift of^Gorgonian locks or drops of blood, by which
Athena communicated to her proteges the power of life and
death, could not be so easily expressed in a plastic manner.

6 She is more frequently seen in actions where she is per-
sonally less interested, as Ergane in ship-building and other
architectonic undertakings, as well as advising and aiding in
female occupations; the invention also, as well as her disdain

7 of the flute, is the subject of thoughtful compositions. As the
general helper of heroes she has her place everywhere in the

8 representations from these cycles of mythi. Besides the much-
adored Attic Athena, the Athena Chryse, a Lemno-Dardanian
goddess, especially occurs as an object of worship. Like the
goddess ofAthens she has also a serpentfor the protection of her

9 sanctuary. Of more importance however than these serpents
lor the symbolism of art, are the owl and the cock, the former
of which, without regard to its original reference to nature,
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denotes the serious meditation, the latter the stirring activity
and combative energy of the goddess.

2. Birth of A. On the ancient works of art referring to the
'

ASij*f

yoyctf Welcker ad Philostr. ii, 27. p. 543. [Yase-painting M. d. I. iii, 44.

45. Ann. xiv. p. 90 103 by W. Henzen. Gerhard Auserl. Y. i, 1 4.

Elite cerainogr. i, 54 66., where a second mirror is also described p. 222,

mentioned Bull. 1841. p. 177.], a group on the acropolis of Athens, Paus.

i, 34, 2
, probably archaic. Gomp. . 118. R. 2 c. Yery rude representa-

tion on a Clusinian vase, Dorow Notizie tv. 10. Micali tv. 79, The Yol-

centme vase . 99. No. 3. The infant A. on the knees of Zeus, Micali tv.

80. Quite similar in Laborde pi. 83. Etruscan patera in Schiassi Be

patera Cospiana. R. 1818, and Inghir. ii, 10. with Zeus (Tina), Hephaes-
tus (Sethlans), Aphrodite (1 Thalna), and Eileithyia. (Thana seems to

me to stand here for AS^m, others however interpret differently.) [Ger-

hard Etr. Spieg. i, 66.] Gem, Millin P. gr. 56. Lamp, Passeri i, 52.

Rondanini relief, Winck. M. I. ii. vign. Gr. M. 36, 125. Picture by
Cleanthes of Corinth, . 356. R. 5. Large historical tableau, Philostr. ii,

27. [Philodemos vrsgl sittrefiefetg : xal ray a^to'iav nysg "byfttovgyay rovroy

(TOP
'

JiipftyjiA 'zrccgfi^'/roi'ret T$ Afl TTbtovGtii vrsKzicvy s^onrec x.aS&'XSQ sy T r%$

XeauaoiKov (of Gitiadas), in Avellino Casa Pompeiana 1837. p. 58, who

also p. 78. refers to the Berlin vase no. 586., where, behind Zeus sitting,

Gerhard perceives Hephaestus, but Levezow Hermes with petasus, cadu-

ceus and chlamys.]

3. A.'s battle with the giants on the Dresden statue . 96. No. 13. comp.
Schol. Aristid. p. 115. Fr. Relief on the bronze helmet, M. Borb. x, 31.

Gem, Millin P. gr. 19. G. M. 36, 128. ; Tassie pi. 26. No. 1753. Coins of

Seleucia in Cilicia G. M. 37, 129. Statuette with the vanquished giant

at her feet, M. Franc,, iv, 8. Bouill. iii, 3, 7, [M. Nap. i, 12. . 396. R. 1.

Pallas slaying a giant, Stackelberg Tf. 13. A. and Typhceus, a group in

the French Mus. Yisconti Op. Yar. iv. p. 14. A. and Enceladus with the

names, Elite ceramogr. pi. 8, the same pi. 9 and many others, also Antiq.

Pourtales, no. 131, A. against two giants ibid. no. 132. 133. Judica

Antich. d. Acre tv. 22. Elite pi, 11. A. and Enceladus, Gerhard, Etr.

Spiegel i, 67. A. and Acraos Tf. 68. Also contest of A. with Marsyas

ibid. Tf. 69. 70. A. and Enceladus with three names, amphora from Yulci,

Gerhard Auserl. Yas. i, 6. Elite ceramogr. i, 8. Another representation

ibid. 9. A. against two giants 10, in her chariot against one 11.] Con-

test with Poseidon . 118. R. 2 c. The group of statues at Athens, Paus.

i, 24, 3., probably occurs again on coins of Athens, Stuart ii, 2. vign. G,

M. 37, 127. N. Brit. 6, 11. Cameo in Paris, Cabinet pi. 15., in Naples,

Tassie pi. 26. 1768. Relief on a fibula from Pompeii, M. Borb. vii, 48.

The sacred olive-tree (&&{& KayxvQoi) N. Brit. 6, 12. 13. 15.

4. A. warding off Hephaestus, fragment of a painted clay-plinth

from Athens, Brondsted Yoy. ii. p. 299. pi. 62. comp. Luc. de domo 27,

(otherwise explained by Panofka, Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 292.) A. receiving

in her gegis the infant Erichthonius whom Gsea holds up to her, He-

phsestus standing by, vase-painting from Yolci M. I. d. Inst. 10. [Two

from Clusiurn, M. d. I. iii, 30. Ann. xiii. p. 91. and Gerhard Auserl. Y.

iii, 151, Elite ceramogr. i, 85. with interesting variations. 0. Jahn

Archaol. Aufs. s. 60 ff.]
Relief representations of the same subject 1 M.
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1, 12! Ann, i. p. 298. comp. Clarao, Melanges p. 43. Statue of A. with

Ericth. m tho iBgis, in Berlin, Hot. 12. 8. Lange llgenio. 1831, [Ilirt's

Bilderbuch, If. 2sS. no. 236. Olarac pi. 402 G. no. 888 E. Bottiger's Amal-
thea iii, 367,] Erichthonius with the shield of A. on. coins of Magnesia
M. d. I. i. i. pi. 40 A. no. 1. E. Rochette, Tantalus according to Panofka.
Ann. v. p. 117125.

5. On the Gorgoneia . 397, 6. Perseus . 414. R. 2. A. delivering to

Cepheus the protecting hairs of the Gorgon which Cepheus' daughter
Sterope receives in a vase (see Paus. viii, 47, 4. ApoUod. ii, 7, 3.), on
coins of Tegea, Mionnet, Empr. 666. M. SOlem. 12, 120. MiUingen M6d,
In. 3, 9. comp. Cadalvene Eec. p. 209. Correctly explained in EckheFs
1ST. V. anecd. p. 142. D. N". ii, 298. Millingea refers the representation to
A. and Orestes.

6. A. at the building of the Argo, Winck. M. I. vign. G. M. 130. 417. ;

Terrac. of the Br, M. 16.; G. M. 105, 418. [D. A. K. ii, 21, 238. Cam-
pana Ant. opere di plastica tv. 5, who understands it to be A. Ergane as
inventress of the ship at the voyage of Danaus Harm. Par. ep. 9. Plin.

Epist. vii, 56. Hyg. 168.] At the building of the theatre of Capua,
Winck. W. i. Tf. 11. With Hephaestus . 367. G. M. 82, 338**, Deeda-
lus . 418. As patroness of female work, in the forum Tervfe . 198. 11.

3. Invention of the flute, a picture, Winck. M. I. 8. G. M. 83, 130.

Myron fecit Satyrum admirantem tibias et Mincrvam, Plin. comp. Paus.

i, 24, 1. The relief in Stuart ii, 3. vign., and the Athen. com, Brdndsted

Toy. ii, p. 189. agree therewith.

7. A. fighting with Ares? a vase-painting, Inghir. G. Omer. 197.
Often beside heroes in their chariot, or at the equipment, Ann. d, Inst,

iii. p. 135 A, with Hercules . 410. 411., Theseus 412., Bellerophon 414.

(G. M. 92, 393.), the battle of the Amazons 417, before Paris 378., at the

Trojan battles 415., with Odysseus, Orestes, 416 (on Asiatic coins, Artemis
giving the voting-stone is a symbol of the KotitofafauHf, Heyne Tirg. T. vi.

p. 785 (1800.) ;
also at the rape of Cora 358., the punishment of Marsyas

362., Cadmus' and Peleus' marriage 412. 413. ; with Prometheus giving
life to man 396.

8. A. Chryse preventing Philoctetcs, by her otxovgos otyts, from cap-
turing Troy before the time (a fundamental idea of the Philoctotes of

Sophocles), on the vase-painting Millingen Biv. pi 50, comp Philostr. the

g younger
17. Earlier sacrifice of the Argonauts, Hid. pi. 51. Laborde pi.

23. Comp. TJhden in the Schr. der Berl. Akad. 1815. Phil. CL s. 63.
Welcker in Dissen ExpL Pind. p. 512. [Sacrifice to tho goddess Chryse,
four vase-pictures, Gerhard's Archaol. Zeit. iii. Tf. 35.] Panathcnaic sa-
crifice on vases from Volci, Levezow, Verz. 626. Scenes from the Attic

worship of Pallas, as it seems, on metopes from the Parthenon. Sacrifice
of a cow to Pallas on vases from Volci, also processions of lyre and flute

players, Gerhard, Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 134. comp. Prodr, s. 137. A. rc-
;

ceiving the peplos [as at Troy in Homer], on coins of Tegea, as on vases I,

from Volci according to Gerhard. Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 134. The r^e^ \

with the prizes of the Panathenasa, coins in Stuart
ii, 1. vign. On the

seat iii, 3. There are still to be mentioned A. Itonia, sitting beside Hades
(Strab. ix, 411.), Florent. gem in Gori ii, 72, 1. Wicar iv, 3. The Capito-
line Minerva , 351. E. 7. Combination of A. with Hermes . 345. R. 2.
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9. Minerva's owl (strix passerina, Blumenbach Specim. i. p. 20.

Bottiger Amalth. iii s. 263.), the ancient emblem of the YXUVAUKIS, given
to her also by Phidias together with the serpent (to which likewise re-

fers Demosthenes' witticism in Plut. 26. see however Gerh. Prodr. s. 147.),

sometimes on Minerva's helmet (on denarii of Cordius), as well as in her

hand . 370. R. 7., on the pole of her chariot M. Borbon. viii, 14. On the

owl as mouse-killer (comp. Batrachomyom. 185 sqq.). Bottiger Amalth.

iii. s. 260. Gott. G. A. 1831. s. 554. comp. Tassie pi. 23, 1585. Often on

gems (M. Odesc. 30., Tassie p. 137.) the owl itself with the head and at-

tributes of Minerva; also A. drawn by owls (Tassie pi. 26, 1756). The

cock, as an emblem of contest for honour, is to be found almost always,
and that too in pairs, on the Attic prize-vases, . 99. No. 1. Also on coins

of Himera, Gales, Suessa. Comp. Pausan. vi, 26, 2. [Peculiar to these

works of art is an amatory relation of A. to Hercules, which has been

gradually brought more clearly out Rhein. Mus. iv. s 479. E. Braun

Tages und des Heracles und der Minerva heilige Hochzeit, Miinchen

1839 f. Gerhard Trinkschalen s. 11. 30. Tf. 0., especially the Fontana

vase Gerh. Auserl. Y. ii, 149. s. 182 0. Jahn Archaol. Aufs. s 83 127.

H. Brunn Berl. Jahrb. 1845. i. s. 69296. There is, exactly like the

Fauvel jug in Stackelb. Graber Tf. 13, 2. 3. another in the Brit. Mus. in

the Burgon collection from Athens, if indeed it be not the same, which

only seems to be not the case, from the form of the opening.]

9. ABES.

872. Ares, the god of battle, who is in a significant man- 1

ner placed along with Aphrodite in the twelve-god system,

was, however, in his essence, too much a mere idea to become
a leading subject of the plastic art Neither did any Hellenic

state worship him as a cardinal and tutelar deity, which he

became in later times at Rome. Hence it is, that although a 2

few remarkable statues of the god by Alcamenes and Scopas
are mentioned, yet many doubts still prevail as to his plastic

character. However, a compact and muscular development, 3

a thick fleshy neck, and short, disordered hair (. 3:30, 2.)

seem to belong universally to the conception of the god. Ares

has smaller eyes, somewhat more widely distended nostrils (.

335, 2.), a less serene forehead than other sons of Zeus. With 4

regard to age, he appears more manly than Apollo, the melle-

phebos, and even than Hermes, the ephebos among the gods,

as a youthful man, whom, like almost all heroes, early art

formed with a beard, improved art, on the contrary, without

beard; the former representation, however, was also preserved
in many districts and for many purposes. The drapery of 5

Ares, where he does not appear entirely undraped, is^a

chlamys (a sagum). On reliefs in the archaic style he is seen in

armour, in later times he retained merely the helmet. He 6

usually stands; a vigorous stride marks the Gradivus on Ro-
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man coins; the legionary eagle and otlwr Bigna tho Btator tuul

Ultor (who recovered them) ; victories, trophioa, and tho olivw-

7 Branch the Victor and Pacifer. Scopus Bculpturotl * Hitting

Ares; he was doubtless conceived as
reposing

in a mild mood,

which seems also to he the moaning of one of the chief sta-

tues extant, in which a copy after Seopas is perhaps prosorvwl

to us.

3. 4. Beautiful head of Ares on the gem, Millin P. gr. SO. Lipp, f 32*

Bust of basalt in Villa Giustiniani, see Hirt s. 52. Ares is often amumoft

on. coins without foundation ; for instance the helmeted and boarded head

on coins of Metapontum (Q. M. 40, 150. Hagnani Misc. Hum. iii, 30-418.)

is, according to an inscription, Leucippus, an Achaian founder of tho city

(Strabo). $. 418. R. 2. [Coins of Metapontum and a Oampaniaa one, Clarao

pi. 1007. no. 2795. 2796. Mars bearded on coins of tho Romans in Sicily,

Neumann H. Ined. i. p. 67 ss. tb. 2, 12.] On the coins of the Mamortiwis

an unbearded laurel-crowned head has the inscription "Aggog-,
Torroinuzza

48, 1214. A bearded head of A. on coins of the Bruttii, Magnani ii,

4 10., if it also is not a tribe-hero. Ares' head unbearded on tho Ro-

man coins, only on those of the gentes Fonteia and Junia with sprouting

beard, Patinus p. 114. 144. [Eckhel, D, N. i,
224

]
A. bearded, crowned

by a Nike, Aphrodite beside him with Eros on her shoulder, on tho cor-

responding altar the three Graces 1 Serradifalco gli avanzi dell' ant, Sol-

ionto tv. 4.

5. A. bearded and in armour on the Borghese altar. A. as a young

man, with the chlamys, on the relief PCI. iv, 7
j [with armour, helmet and

shield on the Oapitohne ara, Winck. Mon. Ined. Tf. 5.] Bearded and in

armour among the eight gods of the ara, M. Chiar. 19. A bearded Mara-

Hadrianus, statue in the M. Cap. iii, 21. Other statues, such as that iu

the M. Cap. iii, 48 ,
Race. 130. cf. Glarac pi. 636. no. 1440. from M. Bor-

bon., which many call A. are more than doubtful. The statue of Ilcra-

cleides (. 157.* No. 3.) and Harmatius also, Bouill. i, 7., is only an A. l>y

restoration. On the Mars Borghese . 413. (Achilles); a status found

near Ostia in 1800 with the inscription Marti is said to be very like thin

one. Hirt s. 52. Eight statues Clarac 634 A. 635. [A Mars 15 palini

high, brought to Villa d'Este in Tivoli, is mentioned Mam. Vacca b. Fea

Miscell. p. 56.

6. See the collocation in Millin G. M. pi. 39, 40. M. Ultor appoure

very characteristic, Morelli N. Impp. 4, 18. Fine A. with Nike and laurel

branch, Millin P. gr. 21. As Poliorcctes G. M. 39, 152. Passori Luc. ii,

29. [Mars Gradivus, bearing trophies on his shoulder, Ilirt Bildorb. s.

50.]

7. Ludovisi Mars, Perrier 38. Maffei Race. 66, 67. Piranesi Stat. 10.

R. Rochette M. I. pi. 11. According to R. R. p. 37. 413. a mourning
Achilles; according to Hirt Bilderbuch s. 51. a hero [on tho canon s. 31,

Theseus]. If an A. it is one peacefully reposing, wherein the posture, tho
want of the helmet, and the Amor beneath his feet agree. [From traces

of something having been broken off from the left shoulder a figure scorns

to have stood beside it, Meyer in Winck. iv. s. 301.]

1 373. In groups the god of war seldom figures as a coin-
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batant
; precisely because lie Is Mmself nothing else tnan war

and strife, he gave no opportunity for the celebration of par-
ticular exploits by him. He only figures on gems as giant-slayer.
On the other hand we see him together with Aphrodite in 2

groups of statues, which, in the posture of the bodies and dis-

position of the drapery, indicate a famous original As this

union of war and love was not always taken as a frivolous

adultery, but was viewed in the more serious sense, Roman

imperial consorts could also be glorified by such groups in

statues and coins. The Romans liked to see the love of $
Ares for Ilia or Rea Silvia represented. In the treatment,
Greek representations, especially the surprisal of Ariadne by
Dionysus, were often laid as the ground-work.

1. A. Gigantomachos, Millin P. gr. 22. G.M 36, 143. [Elite ceramogr.

i, 7, vase of the prince of Canino.]

2. A. and Aphrodite, a statue-group M. Mor. iii, 36. Wicar iu
3 12.

Clarac Venus de Milo pi. 2. Draped, with the heads of Marcus Aurelius (?)

and Faustina the younger in the Louvre 272. V. Borgh. 6, 3, Bouill.

i, 8. Clarac pi. 326. Similar group M. Cap. iii,. 20. Reliefs, R. Rochette,

M. I. 7, 2. G. Giust. ii, 103. Gems also in the old style, Millin P. gr.

24 sqq. Kpp. i, 89. 91. ii, 79. Painting from Pompeii, M. Borb. iii, 35.

(A. in the himation) ;
M. Borb, ix, 9. ; Gell K Pomp. pi. 82. (Eros takes

off his helmet). The surprisal of the lovers by Hephasstus . 367. R. 2.

An A, in the net, drawing his sword, on a coin of archaic style, Winck.

M. 1. 166. Raponi 21, 15. 36, 1. Tassie pL 53, 10127. A. as defender of

Eera against Hephaestus . 367. R. 3.

3. Mars descending to Rea, Silvia, (pendens as in Juvenal) on the

pediment of the T. TJrbis, . 191. R. 1. Similar the picture, Terme di Tito

31. Mars appearing to Ilia, Impr. d. Inst. iv, 87. on a medallion of Anton.

Pius and other imperial coins. Also the Ara of Claudius Faventinus>

Bartoli Adm. 5, 1. Vase in Bonn. [Crater of bronze, found in the neigh-

bourhood in the best style ;
on the reverse Mars fighting with Hercules

over the dead body of Cycnus, Alterthumsverein Bonn i. Tf 1. s, 45,

Wieseler Zeitschr. f. A. W. 1843. s. 484 ff.]
The two chief figures in th

relief in R. Rochette M. I. 7, 2. and on a Roman vase, G M. 178, 653.,

also Fieoroni Gemmae 3, 6. Mars leading Rea as his bride, entirely

draped, Relief PCI. v, 25. G. M. 180, 654. The relief, Gerk Ant. Bildw.

40., also seems to make A. and Rea correspond to Selene with Endymkm.

[Wieseler Die Ara Casali 1844. s. 57 f. In Guattani 1788. Febr. tv. 2,

On a sarcophagus at Amain" in the church of S. Andrea there is the same

representation as in two in the pal. Mattei, one of which is in Winck.

M. Ined. tv. 110. Gal. Mythol, 133, 550. Inghir. Gal. Omer. tv. 225. 231.

Winckelman explained it as Peleus and Thetis, but Zoega (correctly) as

Mars and Rea, so also Lessing in the Laocoon . 7. s. 86. and R. Rochette

Mon. Ined. p 31 sqq.]

A,'s throne, Ant, Ere, i. 29. G. M. 42, 147. A,'s arms borne by boys*

on a three-sided ara, S. Marco ii, 33. M. Nap. iv, 15. G. M, 40., corre-

sponding to one very similar Brit. M, i, 6. and others.
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1 5174 Tho Syrian wornliip of Atttarte, by mooting tn Grotwa

indigenous beghinin ( ;s, HOCIUH to lutvo produced the widv

2 spread and important worship of Aphrodite. The futtdatumi-

tal notion of the grout godcloss of nature wan novor outmjly

lost; the Avatcty <alomcut hot peculiar dominion k tho Vmi

(, 24 L It, 2.), always remained under the away of thin dolty,

who was worshipped on coasts and harbours; the calm 0% re-

flecting the heavens in the smooth mirror of its waves, seemed

3 in particular an expression of her nature. When art> in the

cycle of Aphrodite, soared above rude stones and shapeless

idols, It suggested the idea of a goddess powerfully swaying and

everywhere prevailing ;
it was usual to represent her enthroned,

4. with symbols of blooming nature and luxuriant fertility; her

drapery was complete, only that perhaps the chiton partly dis-

closed her left breast, and elegant, as an affected grace in drapery
and motion belonged of all others to the character of Aphro-

5 dite. Art, in the Pkidian period, also represented in Aphrodite
the sexual relation in its sacredness and dignity, and, in refer-

ence thereto, thought more on permanent unions for the pur-

poses of public weal, than on transient connections entered

G into for sensual enjoyment. Later Attic art (. 127) first

treated the idea of Aphrodite with, a purely sensual enthusi-

asm, and deified in her no longer a world-swaying power, but
the individual embodiment of the most charming womanhood ;

nay it even placed this ideal, released from moral relations,
in decided contrast therewith.

1. Comp. Larcher, M6m. sur Ve"mis. P, 1775. Manso Voraucho ubcr

einige Gegenstande der Mythol. Leipz. 1794, Bo la Cbau Sur lea At-

tribute de Venus. P. 1776. Ileyne, Antiq. Aufs. i. s. 115 IF. [Gerhard
Yemisidole B. 1845. with 5 Tf. in the Sohriften dcr Akad.} On the IV
phian worship, , 239, E. 2., 240. K. 1.

3. Xoartoa of an Aphrodite-Hera IE Sparta, to which mothers offered

sacrifice at the marriage of their daughters, A. of gold and ivory afc 8i-

cyon by Oanachus, enthroned, with polos, poppy-stalk and apple. A.

on mount Eryx, enthroned, with dove, Eros beside her, on coins, G.

M. 44, 181. cf. 47, 182. A. enthroned, with a hare under the seat,
Eros beside her, on coins of Nagidos, Neumann K. V. ii tb. 2, 8. N,
Brit. 10, 1G. Very similar in Zoega Bass, ii, 112. A. standing, with a
dove in her hand, on the Borgh, Ara, with a flower (afterwards used as

Spes . 40G. B, 5.) M. Cap. iv. 22.; POL iv. 8.; Ohiar, i, 20. Similar on
vases from Volci. In the archaic style, a shell in her hand, in tlio relief

M. Borb. vi, 10. A. with Proserpine as a support (according to Gerhard),
a small marble statue from Pompeii, M. Borb. iv. 54. An archaic A.

-whose hair is arranged by an Eros on wing, amonglTamads, M. Ohiar. i,

36. Gerhard, Vcnorc Proserpina, 1820. 8 (coinp. Kunstbl, 18&0. No. Iff
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1827. "Ho. 42
f.) mentions by this name the archaic idol with the mo-

dius, which often occurs especially as a support, having the one hand on
the breast and tucking up the drapery with the other. Maffei Eacc. 121.

comp. 134.,, above . 361. B.

4. Apollon. Eh. i, 743. describes this as the main feature in an

Aphrodite,, and Visconti, POL iii. p. 7. has caused it to be adopted as an

important criterion of the statues of Yenus. Thus A. has in. the beauti-

ful relief at Naples . 378. E. 4. a veil over the head, and yet one breast

is uncovered.

5, 6, Phidias' A. Urania at Elis, with her foot on the tortoise, as

oUovgos according to Plutarch ; and A. Urania at Athens. A. by Alcame-

nes . 117. Scopas' Aphrodites, among which the Pandemos on the goat
. 125. E. 3. Praxiteles' 127, 4. Others by Cephissodorus, son of Praxi-

teles, Philiscus and others. A, Anadyomene by Apelles . 141, 3.

375. The forms which, improved art gave to Aphrodite are I

mostly those natural to the sex. She is altogether a woman,
in a much fuller sense of the word than Athena and Artemis.

The ripened bloom of the virgin is, in many modifications, the

stage of physical advancement which is adhered to in the

forms of the body. The shoulders are narrow, the bosom has 2

a maidenly development, the fulness of the hips tapers away
into elegantly shaped feet, which, little adapted for standing
or treading firmly, seem to betray a hurried and tender gait

(upgbv /3c&8/c^a). The countenance, of Junonian fulness and 3

grand development of features, in the elder representations,

appears afterwards more delicate and lengthened; the lan-

guishing eye (rb u/^ov . 329, 6.) and smiling mouth (ro

<rsetygii/a/
. 335. R. 2.) are combined with the general expression

of grace and sweetness. The hair is arranged with elegance, 4

usually encircled by a diadem and gathered into it in the

earlier representations, but knotted together into a krobylos
in the undraped statues of Venus produced by later art.

3. ISTot a few of the busts to be met with singly exhibit the more lofty

character. Thus the etHrrsQavos in the L. 221. V. Borgh. 5, 17. Bouill. i,

69, 2.; the head in Lord Egremont's, Specim. i,
45. 46.; the Dresden

head ("Wacker s. 163. ;
also that s. 203. according to the Ed. Winck. iv. s.

332 ).
On a head at Mantua and Cassel, Winck. iv. s. 331. 332, 439. The

fine head, M. Chiar, i,
27. Sickler Alman. ii. Tf. 11., is in conformity with

the later Ideal. On coins it is often difficult to recognise the head of A. ;

the female head on Cnidian coins is certainly an A., it has a fillet twisted

round the hair like the copies of the Praxitelian statue . 127. B. 4. On

coins of the gens Considia (which have Mount Eryx on the reverse) the

head of A. has a laurel wreath over the diadem, perhaps as victrix. Mo~

relli Cons. 5. comp. Yibia 2,

376. Here also the essential modifications of the form are 1

closely connected with the drapery. The entirely draped 2

Aphrodite, who, however, for the most part wears only a thin
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chiton which Iwt slightly conceals tlic body, and with a graceful
movement of the loft arm merely draws forward a little the

"upper garment, which IB falling down behind, is derived from
the Urania of the early artiste; she was worshipped in Roman
times as MoraBB-ApmioiOTB, Vonus Genitrix, and honoured

hy numerous representations, partly as the progenitrix of tlie

Julian family, partly
as the goddesB, of lawful, wedded love,

founded on desire for offspring, in times when there was a no-

3 cessity for such a stimulus. The style of the period in which
this manner ofrepresentation originated, and the purpose itself,

combined to give to this class of statues of Aphrodite, rounder
and stronger forms, shorter proportions of figure, and a more

matronly character than was otherwise the custom in regard
4 to this goddess. Very clearly distinguished from these is a

, second class of statues of Venus, which, without the chiton,
have only an upper garment thrown round the lower portion
of the body, and are characterized at the same time by the

5 placing of one foot on a slight elevation. In these the god-
dess approaches a heroine in aspect; the forms of the body
are remarkably firm, and, though slender, powerful, the bosom
less rounded than in others, and the countenance furnishe^
with more prominent features, not without the expression o

6 pride and self-consciousness. Early wooden images at Sparta
exhibited Aphrodite in armour as a deity triumphant over all

might and strength; in this class of statues, therefore, we
must recognise a VENUS VICTORIOUS, whether she embraced
Ares himself, or held in her hands his helmet and shield, or a

palm, or the apple [?] as a sign of victory.

1, Clarac pi, 591. [632 H. 634. 634 B. 640.]

2. Tie movement of the left arm is well described in. Aristson.
i, Itf.

"by T% &(A<jcex&wg dx.oi$ ^axrvhoig eQetvrrofAsni ruv Kgowav, and is given as

3. Probably of this description was the Venus Genitrix of Arccsilatts

(. 196. B.
2.) in Caesar's forum. A. with the disposition of drapery here

described on coins of Sabina, Pedrusi vi, 29, 6. comp. POL
iii, 8. On

other coins more richly draped, with sceptre and ball, a child before her
with legend. G. M. 44, 185. V. Felix in like costume, a child in her
arms, 186.; however, she also appears half-draped, girding herself with
the cestus on coins of Domitian, Pedrusi vii, 27, 4. [A. girding herself
with the cestus, a beautiful little bronze Ann. d. I. adv. tv. F. p. 50.
The V. Genitrix Mow* fo*y Pindar 0. vi, 39, phyp tim*fa*i, Oallim!
in Delum 222.] She often also carries the apple, likewise a spear, as
mother of the Romans, and a Victory when she passes over into the
victnx. But the V. coelestis of coins has also the same attributes, see
the examples from Gessner and Pedrusi in Qerh, Neap. Ant. s. 5 ff.

'

A<p/?.
ir*vy*aos drapedBoissardiv, 116. Statues: That of Versailles inthe Louvre
46. proportions, handling of hair and drapery archaic, with bored ears, M.
Sranc, n, 6. BouilL

i, 12. M. ap, i, 01. Clarac pi 339. In the Louvre
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185. clothed in a tMn chiton with zone, an Amor beside her, formerly
the name of Praxiteles was on it. M. Nap. i

?
62. Bouill. iii, 7, 3. Clarac

pi 341. In Florence, Galleria iv, 1, 18. Clarac pi. 592, 1288, like the Gius-

tiniani one 594, 1288 A., that in the Coke collection 594, 1449 A., and
that in the PioCl. 592, 1289. In Lord Egremont's possession, doubtful,

Cavac. i. 5. Winck. W. iv. s. 115, v. s. 24. Dancing and crowned with

ivy, PCI. iii, 30. (according to Hirt). [Gerhard Vat. Mus. s. 203.] In the

L. 420. Y. Borgh. 4, 1. M. Roy. i, 18, Bouill. iii, 8, 3. In England,

Specimens ii. pi. 54. The counterpart to her, her foe, the lewd miscarry-

ing Venus, L. 427. V. Borgh. 4, 13. Bouill. iii, 8, 1. Clarac pi. 341. [Visconti

Mon. scelti Borghes. 1821. tv. 30, asPeribasia, very erroneously explained

by Zannoni in the Giorn. de
5

letterati, Pisa 1823. iv. p. 19. Ovid Amor ii,

14.] The statuette at Dresden 119., Aug. 66., beside the Priapus, seems

to be an ex voto for frnitfulness in marriage ;
the drapery always remains

in such circumstances: In Lipp. ii, 94. A. leans on a column on which

there is a Priapus, and at the same time singes a butterfly with the torch

taken from Cupid, therefore a goddess of life and death, V. Libitina. Cornp,

Gerhard, Ueber Venus Libitina on gems and glass-pastes, Kunstbl. 1827.

No. 69 f. A. in the Coan drapery, at Dresden 245. Aug. 105. ; Marm. Oxon.

5. Archaic Venus and Juno, Fama between them ? Collect, de Peintnres

ant. qui ornaient lepalais, &c. 1781. pi. 10. On vase-paintings A. always

appears at Volci (Ann. iii. p. 44.) and elsewhere perhaps always draped,

as naked figures can only be regarded as women bathing, as in Hancar,

iii. pi. 123. Often also sitting, with the mirror, drawing her garment
over the shoulder, Millingen Tin. Mon. i, 10. Comp. . 374. E. 3. -On the

other hand the Etruscan mirror-drawings represent A. naked under the

name of Turan, Dempster Etr, reg, 4 ,
but also half-draped, M. I. d. Inst.

ii, 6., draped likewise, Inghir. Etr. Mon, ii, 15 sq. 47. On an inedited

mirror Turan, undraped, embraces Eros as a youth. Thalna also, who

appears half-naked and with a dove, was perhaps related to A. Inghir ii,

10,

4. An A. of this description in bronze, similar to the rnarble one of

Aries, with the (pa.$o$
around the thigh, #gwrs/jj K^Qxapllas vKwqiy&va.

x,cihv'xr%y, is described by Christod. v, 78. ;
the kind of drapery also Ar-

temid. On. ii. 37.

5. 6. On the A. in armour, Paus. Pint. Nonnus and others. A victori-

ous and martial-looking Venus, a consecrated gift of the sophist Hero-

des, is described by Damascius ap. Photius 242. p. 342. Bekk.; one look-

ing at her reflection in the shield of Ares, Apollon, Rh. i, 745. A figure

of this kind is to be found on coins of the colony of Corinth, probably of

the time of Julius Csesar, who worshipped V. victrix. The statue from

the amphitheatre of Capua, which has the left foot placed on a helmet,

agrees exactly therewith. Clarac pi. 595. 596. 598. Millingen, Un. Mon. ii.

4, 5. M. Borb, iii,
54. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 10. comp. Winck. W. iv. s. 114.

(The torso called Psyche, found m the same place, presents a similar

character of forms, Millingen ii, 8. Gerhard 62. comp. E. Wolf, Bull. d.

Inst, 1833. p. 132.). The Venus of Melos in. the L. 232 b. (. 253. R. 2.)

approaches this one in drapery ;
it is the work of an artist of Antioch on

the Maeander, if the inscription belongs to it. Restored in antiquity

twice (if the hand with the ^Xo is also later), the second time barba-

rously. The A.*in Dresden draped, Le Plat pi. 124, Clarac pi. 595, 1301.
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Of majestic beauty, although not without defects, M. Hoy. i, 19. Bouill

1> IL Clarac pi. #40. Attempts at explanation: Qu. do Quincy, Sur la

statue antique do V. docouverte clans Tile do Miles en 1820. J821. Glarac,

Bur la St. ant, do V. victrix etc* 1H52U Millingon 'ibid. The same figure of

Venue, exactly in the same posture and drapery, is also grouped with Ares

(as his conqueror) , 373. 11. 2. At the same time she often, as governor
of the world, has her foot on a globe, M. Flor. i, 73, 5. Lipp. SuppL 175.

A. looking down on a helmet, which she holds in her right hand, while she

holds a palm or a weapon with the left arm which is supported, oa gems,

Millin P. gr. 23, Ilirt 11. Lipp. i, 9395. ii, 8084. M. Flor, i, 72, 2G,
(instead of the helmet also an apple or a dove). Perhaps the yXu^#* A<%.
fI/QW-AGW of Qsosar, Bio 0. xliii, 43. A gem of this description in the Vienna

cabinet boars the inscription A^gofcwn? ry eutswuera and Veneri victricL

Oomp. coins of Augustus. In similar attitude the V. of Aries, L. 282,
7

with particularly flat breast, restored by Girardon with mirror and apple.
Delineated unrestorod in Terrin La V. et 1'obelisque d'Aries. Aries 1680.

12.
; correctly restored Clarac pi 342. Besides M. Franc, i, 3. Nap. i, CO.

Bouill. i, 13. Meyer Tf. 7, 6. The statue found by Hamilton near Ostia

is a copy of the same original, Brit. M. i, 8. Specim. i, 41.
; also that in

Bouill. iii, 7, 1. [comp. also V. Borg. v, 7.] A Pompeian picture exhibits

an Aphrodite in the costume of the victrix here described, laying aside

her dress and seizing the lance, M. Borb. viii, 6. [The head of another
Venus found at Aries at the excavation of the theatre, a cast in tlie^u-
semn at Bonn. No. 157 b.] Half-draped statues of A. of differed* <cfctr'a'c-

ter and activity as portrait-statues, above . 205. E. 4. The Florentine

so-called Urania M. Flor. iii, 30. Meyer Tf. 11 H. Oomp. the A. with a

very beautiful head, Aug. 104. The drapery is modern on the small ele-

gant statue, Aug. 43. The Hope Venus, Oavac i, 22., is very doubtful,

Oomp. . 402. K. 1.

1 377. Less powerful, of greater fulness and roundness, are
the forms of several statues of Aphrodite, which represent her
at the bath, covering her bosom with a piece of the drapery
which hangs round behind her; there was a celebrated one
of this kind in Alexandria Troas which was often copied in

2 antiquity. Forms intentionally over delicate and flowing are
observable in the meretricious statue of Aphrodite Callipygos.

3 On the other hand, ancient art felt itself challenged to the
observance of the purest proportions, the most faultless repre-
sentation of beautiful forms, when the goddess appeared com-

pletely unveiled. The unsullied bloom of the virgin forms,
then holds the perfect medium between the more womanly
forms of the matronly, and the somewhat more severe and
powerful contours of the conquering Aphrodite; art here
attains the last and highest goal in the representation of fe-

4 male beauty. Although the bath was originally imagined as
the occasion of this unveiling, here all reference to action dis-

appears; the statue is entirely a symbol of female loveliness,

heightened by the manifestation of natural shame, and, of
womanhood in general Other attitudes which indicate more
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movement and action, notwithstanding tlie particular cliarms

which they unfold, have not the same pervading and uniform
fulness of beauty as the chief statues before described. To
this class belong those crouching in the bath, girding them-
selves with the cestus, putting on a shoulder-belt or sandals.

The Anadyomene, in the strict sense, is not a subject for the

plastic art

1. An A. covering her bosom in the pal. Chigi, found at Rome on

Mount Cselius, in winch the eyes, forehead, and the arrangement of the

hair are particularly fine, has the inscription: d^o r/i? s Tg& *A0go-

Itrvis MwoQavros IKOISI. M. Cap iv. 352. with engr. Winck. W. iv. s. 329.

With this one agrees that in the L. 190 from the Gal. de Versailles. M.

Roy. i, 11. Nap. i, 57. Bouill. iii, 6, 4. Clarac pi. 343. Gomp. BouilL iii, 7.

Clarac pi. 344. The Dresden one with a bathing towel, Maffei Race.

144., Le Plat 133
,
the head Aug. 61. The fine A. M. Chiar. i, 26. Clarac

pi. 610, 1356, with borrowed head, has the drapery knotted together

under the bosom. [There is a repetition in the small back court of the

pal. Borghese at Rome. The same composition in bronze, Antich. d'Er-

col. vi, 17. strictly speaking an Anadyomene, see Rem. 5. That in the

Mus. Borb. Clarac pi. 600, 1323, wringing her hair, corresponds. The one

at Syracuse similarly half draped, but with the hands held downwards,

C. Grass Reise nach Sicilien ii. s. 356. Clarac pi. 608. no. 1344. Politi

sul simulacro di Venere trov. in Siracusa, Palermo 1826. The one in the

M. Chiaram. i, 25 only holds her hair with one hand.] A. entirely un-

veiled in front, enveloped behind, G. di Fir. St. 39. Amalth. i. s. 288.

Comp. Clarac pi. 625, 1403. 1405.

2. Cn the KotXA/Vyyo? the legend of the maidens in Syracuse, Athen.

xii. p. 554. comp. Alciph. i, 39. with Bergler's notes. The yshwrtyoi, ibid.

p. 255. Wagn. correspond to the h ro7g- fo)c?oe$ yi\tas . 127. R. 4. Fanie-

sian statue in Naples with modern head (Eiaati M. Borb. ii, 255.) in

Piran. St. 7. Maffei 55. Claxac pi. 611. [one of the bronze figurettes

from Pompeii, only slightly different, at Arolsen. The same posture in

a vase-painting, of which R. Rochette possesses a drawing. Canova de-

clined to restore the leg of the famous statue at Naples, which had been

badly done by Albaccini, just as the painters of ancient Rome would not

venture to supply the destroyed leg of the Venus of Apelles.] On another

at Versailles. Wmck. W. ii. s. 404. [Similar statues in Cavall. St. ii, 66

and in Syracuse.]

3. Here we must distinguish: 1. The genuine copies of the Cnidian.

A. . 127. R. 4. 2. The Medicean A, of Cleomenes . 160. R. 3., which is

also not rare on Roman coins of the time of the emperors. The Dresden

torso with head, Aug. 2730. resembles it, as does also the torso, Woburn

Marbl. 22. 3. The Capitoline, with the same posture of the hands, but

less inclined, and formed in a more womanly manner, the features more

individual, high head-dress; beside her an ointment-vase (alabastron)

with bathing-towel. Well-preserved, even to the fingers. M. Cap. iii, 19.

M. Fran . iv, 14. Nap. i, 56. Bouill. i, 10 G. M. 44, 180. Ckrac 621, 1384.

Gothe's Propylaen iii, 1. s. 151. One in the same attitude dug by G. Ha-

milton in 1764 from the vault of the Barberini palace, afterwards in
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s^ WtwltlfclV, Lord Grantham^ hands, Winok. W. iL s. 205, Heyne,
tt, . JU& Other undrapod tatuo of A., M. Flor. Hi, 34. ; an excellent

one in Hopc^ collection ; a Labiosuuan one, Winck. W. il 8. 209. Num-
bers of thorn in, all museums, often destitute of grace, and only the uglier

from the pretension which they make. Similar to the Oapitoline L. 17 1 and

380,, Bouill,iii,<>,2.4. V. Borgh. S, & 5. Olarao pi 348.
;
also L 174. Bouilf,

iii, 0, 3. V, Borgh. 13, 0, Olarao pi 344., only that a Dolphin with an Amor
serves as trunk ; in Dresden 270, Aug. 86. Excellent torso dug up at

Oapo d'AnssOj after passing through very various hands, now in the Brit,

Mas., of luxuriant forms, Koliden Atnalth. iii, s. 3. Tf. 2. The attitude

was evidently quite different from that of the Medicean, and corresponds

more to the (Mdian Aphrodite, [One of the finest torsi was brought
from Florence in 1843 to the Museum at Berlin.]

5. The crouching A., V6nus accroupie, perhaps after Polycharmus* V.

lavans se, Olarac pi. 627 631., is finest in POL i, 10. Piranesi St. 28. M,

Nap. i, 58. M. Roy. ii, 13. BOI^^OS- swotst on the pedestal found beside

it, comp. Archaic! u. Kunst. s. 169. Another L. 681., V. Borgh. 2, 4. M.

Nap. i, 59. Boy. ii,
10. Bouill. iii, 7, 2. Clarac pi. 345., with the right ana

lifted up, restored as Artemis. Another, ibid. No. 698. Glarac pi. 345,
;

G-. Giust. i, 38. With Eros behind her, Guattani M. I. 1788. p. 57, Si-

milar on gems, an Eros rubbing her dry while another still pours water

over her, Irnpr. d. Inst. Cent, iv, 22. drawing the drapery over, Lipp. i,

82 86.; on vases, sprinkled behind with water (if it is A. here).
la Christod. 99. a naked A. and 288. one veiled around the bosom,

girds the cestus, . 339. B. 3,, round her breast fa I
ffrtyv&v, &p<$\ ffififytf).

So the bronze Ant. Ere. vi, 17, 3. G. di Fir. Stat. 27. Wiear ^ 4$'*&',$.

626, 1207. [A, with the cestus around her, sitting, as hetaira, an elegant

httle bronze in Holland. Jahrb. des Alterth. Vereins in Bonn viii. Tf. 1.

s. 140. On a bas relief (Lancelotti) Amor holds the cestus in his hands

beside Venus.]
A. putting on her sandals, on gems and graceful bronzes ; Ant. Ere.

vi
3
14. (with i^lAX/a and wsg/yxfiX/Sec)/ there was a particularly fine one

in Payne Knight's collection. The one in Clarac pi. CIO. no. 1354 (Odes-

calchi) was originally like the Herculanean one. [A very fine torso in

the Brit. Mus. x, 20 ; several bronzes.] A. seated and putting on her

sandals, Clarac pi. 604, 1320. Another graceful figure in Borioni tb. 7.

M. Odesc. 35. A very graceful little torso in the Brit. Mus. Ji. X. No. 5.

engaged in a similar act. The one sitting and putting on her sandals, M.
Flor.

iii, 33. is very much restored.

A. naked, equipping herself with Ares' armour ; Eros sporting with

the heavy helmet, beside her. Of strong round limbs. L. 180. V. Borgh.
5

;
7. BouilL

i, 16. Clarac pi. 343.

A. Anadyomene . 141, 3. A bronze figure, Millin M. I.
ii, 28.

[Magaz. encycL 1803. iv. p. 240.]; G. di Fir. St. 89. Clar. pL 626, 1408.

[nobile signum, Nuda Venus madidas esprimit imbre comas. Ovid II. A.

hi, 223. This suggests an imitation of the Anadyomone of Apelles. An
Anadyomene in perfect preservation found at Syracuse, Mag. encycl.
1805. ii. p. 167.] A relief of the kind in Wilton House. Statue of the

Colonna palace, Winck. W. vi, 2. s. 216. Gems, Lipp. i, 89. 90. In terra-

cotta A. often kneels undraped before a shell-fish which forms her wings
as it were. Clarac pi. 605. no, 1343. [Dubois Voy. en Crim6e iv. pi. 16,
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where there is also a standing and a sitting A. in terracotta.] The purple
shell-fish murex was sacred to A. at Cnidus, Plin. ix, 41.

Naked A. with a flower, in the Hungarian museum. Cattaneo, Os-
servazioni sopra un fiammentoant. dibronzo rappr. Yenere, Milano 1819.

A.-ffermce, Paus, i, 19, 2. Were the veiled statues of Aspasia, as they
were called, of this description, as Payne Knight supposes? Comp.
Amalth. iii. s. 364. The veiling of A. (Morpho) is proved by Paus. iii

?

15, 8.; but the Architis (Atergatis?) of Assyria, Macrob. i, 21. does not

belong to this class. The supposed V. Archytis in the Brit. Mus. iii, 30
IB according to Clarac pi. 591, 1286. a young Hercules or Theseus.

3 78. In groups Aphrodite frequently appears with her child 1

Eros in fondling representations, after the manner of the
later erotic poetry; and with the Charites, when she is adorned

"by them, according to the ancient poetic notions. More full 2
of significance are the numerous representations of Aphrodite
as a sea-deity, in which the loveliest product of the watery
deep is usually combined and placed in contrast with the gro-

tesque beings, which are destined to express the wild and

changeful nature of the ocean. Among the proper love-in- 3

trigues of Aphrodite (of which that with Ares is already men-
*

tioned . 373. R 2.) the legend of Adonis, which always re-

tained much of the foreign colouring of its origin, gave but
little occupation to Greek art in the good times. More works 4
of art relate to the Trojan mythus; the competition for the

prize of beauty gave to artists of different kinds occasion for

manifold representations, seldom however to any of a lasci-

vious nature. A very excellent work of sculpture, Aphrodite
persuading Helen to fulfil her promise to Paris, forms the basis

of numerous reliefs still preserved. The goddess is frequently 5

seen aiding lovers, for instance Peleus in the obtainment of

Thetis, especially in vase-paintings, either enthroned or stand-

ing, but always completely draped, for the naked Aphrodite of

later art is foreign to the vase style. Here we only recognise
her by her elegant drapery and her manner of holding it, and
also by the attributes (dove, iynx, hare, mirror, flower).

1. A. grouped with Eros . 376, 377. [Terracotta, probably A. with

Eros in her arms, G-erh. Ant. Bildw. i, 20.] A. and two Erotes, Glarac pi.

620, 1406. Borne through the air by Erotes, on vases, Millingen Un, Mon.

i, 13. Taking the weapons from Amors, often on gems, M. Flor. i, 73, 1.

With Eros and Pysche, in a group, Aug. 62. A. adorned by the Charites,

a celebrated gem, M. Flor. i, 82, 3. Another, Winck. M, I. 31. This

adornment is represented as a domestic scene, in the taste of declining

art, on the cameo in Lipp. Suppl. 140. Tassie 6424. A splendid [not yet

well explained] representation is that of Aphrodite with Bros in the circle

of Cleopatra, Eunomia, Paidia, Peitho and Eudaimonia, Stackelb. Tf. 29,

on an Athenian vase.

2. The sea-lorn A. as a maiden held up by Thalassa, in a relief in

Paus. ii, 1, 7. Up-borne by Tritons, on gems, Hirt 7, 10, On a sea-bull
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among Erutoa, cameo of Gtycon, G. M, 42, 177, On a aca-horso, draped
with EroB, coins of the Bruttii, Noluloti I, On a Tri ton-car, coins of

Agrippimt, (L M. 4tt, 178, A. guiding Poseidon'H chariot, vase-painting
from Yoloi

3
Ann. d. Inub. iv. p. 375. AH central point of a troop of Nereids

and Tritons, V, Burgh, i, 12. G. M. 4sJ, 147* Clarae pi 2 h
21. On a casket

. 311, II. (I, (B'or the explanation especially Claud ian Nupt. lion.
144.),

Among Neroids in a shell hold by Tritons, L. 384. Bouill. iii, 33, 1.

(comp. 2.) Olarac pi. 224. A. as Euploaa on a chair with a Bail extended
before her, which she continues to spread, vase-painting in Stackelb. Tf.

28. A. in a shell on the sea, a fan in her hand, wall-painting, M. Borb.
v 33. A. as a lisher with Bros, picture from Pompeii, M, Borb. ii, 18.

and iv, 4. Zahn 18. Geli N. Pomp. 42* Gem, Tassie pi. 41, 6310.

There is frequently met with, in ancient art a woman borne by a
swan through the air and over water. On vase-paintings., Millin ii, 54. ;

Inghir. Hon. Etr. v, 38.; MilHngen, Gogh. 21.; Laborde
i, 27. (at Delphi

as the omphalos shows), particularly fine in Count Ingenhcim's collec-

tion, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 44,
j Terracottas, Combe 72. [Bottigor KL 8chr.

ii. s. 184. Tf. 3.] (a similar one in Berlin, where Amor is beside A.) ; Mir-
xors, Inghir. ii, 32, ; G-ems, Bracchi ii, 84. Stosch, Gemmae 43. Tassie pi.

21, 1187. A. according to Creuzer Abbild. s. 23 A.; a Cora-A. according
to Gerhard, Kunstbl. 1825. s. 66. Prodrom. s. 93

; according to others

Leda, also Cyrene, [who is carried off to Africa, like JSgina by the eagle,
Europa by the bull, Ehein. Mus. 1834. s. 498. comp. 0. Jahn Ana. d. I. xvii.

p. 363372, 404] ; according to Bdttiger (Urania 1824.) one of the many
ways of showing honour to a beautiful woman. An A. with naked bo-
som, otherwise draped, her foot on a swan, is given in Olarac pi. 345.
from the L, 415, 4. A. with a swan in her lap, on vase-paintings, for ex-

ample M. Blacas pi. 7.

3. A. in relation to Ares and Hephaestus . 3G7, 2, 372, 2 Adonis go-
ing to the chase, a picture, Terme di Tito 43. Thrown to tho ground by
the boar and wounded in the thigh, distinct in the reliefs Q Giust. ii, 116.;
L. 424. Bouill. iii, 51, 3. Clarae pi. 116., comp Welcker Ann d. Xnst v,

p. 155. Dying in the arms of A,, picture in Mengs, . 210, 11. 4. G. M,
49, 170; M. Borb. iv, 17. (with two weeping Erotes). M. Borb. ix, 37^
Statue of the wounded Adonis? PCI. ii, 31. [. 391. R J. 0. Jahn u. do
Witte liber die Vorstellungen des A. Ann. xvii. p. 347. 387. M. d. L iv,
23. 24 bis. Engel Kypros ii. s. 626643. A. and Adonis Gerhard Etr.

Spiegel i, 111117. Tho mortally wounded Adonis E. Brann ZwClf
Basrel. aus Palast Spada Tf. 2, Bull. 1846. p. 56.] Pine terracotta from
a tomb in Msyrus, A. and Adonis

(?), A. with Phrygian cap and garment
over the back. Thiersch Vet. Artif. op. veterum poet, carmin, optime
explicari 1835. tb. 5. Visit of A. to Anchim, relief from Paramyfchia, .

311. E. 5.
^(according

to others A and Paris) On coins of Ilion, Polio-
rin Eec. iii, 134, 7. In a picture from Pompeii, Zalm Ornam. 28.

4. On the contest before Paris, E. Eochette M. I. p. 260. Tho three
goddesses with Hermes, goblet from Volci, E. Eoch, pi. 49, 1. The pro-
cesswn to Mount Ida, on archaic vases, . 99. No. 5., from Volci Ann, d.
Inst. m. p. 143. 153.; the judgment on later ones (at Volci with the names
inscribed), Gerh, Ant. Bildw.

i, 25. (also E. Eochette pL 49, 2. A. with
lynx and dove), 32. (comp. Hypcrb. Edm. Studien s. 155.) 33. (A. with
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veil and Eros), certainly also 43. Ann. d. Inst. v. tv. E, On the vases of
Lower Italy the subject loses itself entirely in the indefinite and arbi-

trary, Gott. a. A. 1830. s. 2020. 1831. s. 1483. The vase M. I. d. Inst.

57. A. also "belongs hereto (Artemis Astratia and Apollon Amazonius ac-

cording to Ann. v. p. 255. where there are also strange explanations, p.
339. totav. d'agg. E. F.). Sometimes A. only presents herself to Paris,
for example Millingen Un. Mon. i, 17. The judgment of Paris in mural

paintings G-. M. 147, 537. ; Etruscan sarcophagi, Inghir. G-. Omer. 9. [is

from the Eoman ara of Faventius ; there is no example in Etr. sarcopha-

gi] and other reliefs, L. 506. Clarac pi. 214; B. Rochette pi. 50. 1.; Bar-

toH Adm. 4.
;
Etruscan Mirrors, Gori ii, 129 2

;
Ann. d. Inst. v. tv. F.

;

lamps, Passeri ii, 17 ; Coins of Alexandria, G. M. 151, 538.; Gems, G. di

Fir. Int. 22, 1. 2. (where the subject is handled in the way of travesty).

[Vase with the equipment of the goddesses for the judgment in the Bull.

Napol. i. tv. 5. 6. and in the Mon. d. I. iv, 18. 19
5
Ann. xvii. p. 132 215,

where 68 vases, altogether 116 monuments are described. Gerhard Etr.

Spiegel ii, 182 222.] A. (with Peitho) uniting Paris and Hden on the

Duke of Caraffa-Noja's beautiful relief, now in the Royal Museum at

Naples, Winck. M. L 115. W. ii. s. 520. vii. s. 417. G. M. 173, 540. Neap.
Bildw. s. 69. M. Borb. iii, 40. Inghir. G, Omer 10. With it correponds
the relief in Guattani M. 1. 1785. p. xli. ex hortis Asinii Poll, in the Ya-

tican (with the statue of Apollo). Partly also the vase-relief, where only
the muses performing the hymenseus are added, (Jenkins) Le Nozzi de

Paride ed Elena. R. 1775, Tischb. Homer v. s. 11. [Spec, ii, 16.]

^NS. See "Welcker ad Philostr. p, 622.} especially Millingen Ua. Mon.

i, 10. and A. 1. (also here together with Peitho).

6. Throne of A., elegantly adorned, with her attributes (also the

spindle), a picture Ant, Ere, i* 29.

11. HERMES.

379. In tlie religion of tlie aboriginal inhabitants < I

Greece, Hermes stood in tlie cycle of tlie Chtlionian gods, the

powers that send up fruits and bounteous blessing from below;

ancient Greece placed this benign god on all streets and roads,

in fields and gardens as the giver of all good (3wrw lawy,

Ig/o-jy/og, axaxyrrig) in the form of a stake provided with a bearded

head and a phallus. But the tellurian god of bounty was '

gradually converted into an economical and mercantile deity

of gain and traffic (xs^oJos) ;
he was now honoured of all others

by heralds who were the medium of intercourse in the ancient

'worlcl, and were skilled in many of the affairs of life. Through

them he received the form in which we must on the whole

conceive him even in early poesy: that of an active, powerful

man with thick, pointed beard, and long tresses, in a chlamys

thrown back the dress best adapted for rapid movement

with a travelling hat, talaria and the kerykeion (caduceus) in
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liis hand which Is oftcu liko a sceptre. Ho is thus exhibited

universally in works of early art

1. Above * 67. K. 345. E. 2, The pillar-form of II. is probably as

old as the god himself, for
f

K^% is evidently connected with
&(> (wo&, %^;

whence it is clear that tho beginnings of religion and sculpture hero en-

tirely coincide. Phallic hormto of simplest kind; often standing before

Dometor; then with Homos with caducous and potasus on coins of

Bestos SIISTI, SII, SA Schreibor Munchner Abhandl Philol. i. Tf. 1,

514. p. 105. Tyrrheni Pelasgi (EB.) The greatest part of tho hormro

now mostly ascribed to Bacchus must (according to Zoc"ga Be obel. p. 221.

and Millingen TFn. Mon. n. p. 18.) be restored to Hermes [comp. Visconti

M. PioGl. vii. p. 101.] ; for example the head M. Nap. i, 6., whero neither

a great abundance of soft hair, nor a fillet, nor ivy-wreath, characterize

Dionysus, the head with the cuneiform board and the athletic fillet,

Guattani, Mem. v. p. 139., the Brit. Mus ii, 19. Sacrifice of a goat be-

fore aherma of this sort, a vase-painting from Yolci, Micali 90, 2, [Henna
of H. Dolios, bearded, with the hat, Paus. vii, 27, l.J A hernia placed

upon a throne, coins of JEnos, Ailier de Haut. pi, 3, 3. (not correctly ex-

plained). Hermse also stood on graves in designation of tho Ohthonian

god, Oic. de legg ii, 26. Antiquity employed such hcrmao on all occa-

sions, even as distaffs, called yegnv, Pollux vii, 1C, 73., on bedsteads,

Etym. M. p. 376. comp. Ant. Ere. vi, 65., for suspending curtains, PCI. v,

22. Triple hermse 67 R. [The Chablais herma, Dionysus, Hermes,
Cora or Liber, Libera and Mercury, Gerh. Ant, Bildw. i, 41. Beschr. Horns

ii, 2. s. 258.]

3. In Homer H. is xg^rvs
1

, crS^o?, but TgSroy ^TH^TI??, TOV wif> ^c&^tsff-

rarw vifivi only in a metamorphosis ; this passage however had great in-

fluence on later art, see Luc. de Sacril 11. According to Pollux iv, 138.

even the messengers on the stage had the wedge-form board. Flying

with the Trl^Xflfr is at least II. xxiv, 345. 347. put in the most distinct

manner in opposition to walking ; and the winged sandals of Perseus who

was allied to Hermes are certainly in the Hesiodic shield 220. comp. .

334. B. 1. H. with large wings from his shoulders, vase-painting from

, Yolci, Micali 85. The head wings are later. The cadtxccus was origi-

nally the olive-branch with the ari^^^nx., which were afterwards devel-

oped into serpents. Bottiger, Amalth. i. . 104. Passages on II. -Serpents

(first in Sophocles, according to Hesych. s. v. Bga^ovra) in Plum ad Pera.

i, 113. p. 150. H. has often merely a rod on vases from Volci.

4, So on the ara Borghese, the circular Gapitoline ara (. 9(5. No. 22.

the Capitoline puteal has adopted a younger figure of II), on the vase of

Sosibius (. 363. R. 3.), on the gem of JUtion, G. M. 50, 205. and others,

Lipp. ii, 117., on vases . 99, 3, 5. Millin Tases i, 70. Tischb. iv, 3. So

in all from Volci, Ann. iii. p. 44. The head of the boarded II. on coins

of Gaulos (with the caduceus) ; the head with pointed beard and wings
attached on coins of the gens Titia is also to be noticed, Morelli 1.

1 380. The higher development of the form of Hermes ori-

ginated however with the Gymnasia, overwhich the god had pre-

sided from early times in phallic pillar-busts as he from whom
2 flows corporeal vigour. It is probably to be ascribed to the later
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Attic school, after the Peloponnesian war, He now became 3
the gymnasticallyperfected ephebos,with large, expanded chest,
slender but powerful limbs which had received their develop-
ment especially through the exercises of the Pentathlon (run-

ning, leaping and the discus) ; his dress that of the Attic ephebi,
a chlamys, which appears for the most part much abridged,
and not unfrequently the petasos as a covering for the head,
the hair of which, according to the custom of young men at

that age, appears cut short away, and not much curled (tteo-

<piw . 380, 1.) The features indicate a calm and acute in- 4

tellect, and a friendly benevolent disposition, which is also

expressed in the gentle inclination of the head; they do

not pretend to the noble and proud look of Apollo, but with
broader and flatter forms, have still something uncommonly
fine and graceful Among the statues we distinguish, first, a

class on which the Herrnes Ideal evidently soared to its highest

point: figures of ripened youth, and full of solid strength, the

expression of whose countenance melts into a gentle smile, in

firm tranquil posture, the chlamys thrown back from the

beautifully turned limbs and wrapped round the left arm
;
in

these Hermes was evidently conceived as patron of gynmic
exercises and bestower of bodily strength, as the palm-tree
beside him also indicates. Next to these come statues simi- 6

larly draped, on which, however, the gesture of the uplifted

right hand shows that Hermes is to be conceived as the god
of eloquence, as Hermes Logios: a conception which was

very easily and naturally formed out of that of the god of gain
and herald of the gods. As executor of the commands of Zeus, 7

we see him half-sitting, and already half-springing up again,
in order to hasten away; sometimes in bronzes winging his

flight gayly through the air; also reposing after a long jour-

ney, when he leans his arm merely on a pillar, and does not

double it over his head: an attitude which would be too effemi-

nate and careless for Hermes. The purse was undoubtedly a 8

main attribute of Hermes in. later times; although gener-

ally restored in statues, it is found, however, very frequently in

bronzes which may have come from the Lararia of Roman
merchants and from the worship of the god which was widely
diffused in Gaul and the neighbouring tithe-land.

1. Hermse in Palsestrse, POL v, 35. 36. and often, Hence gymnastic

inscriptions frequently on Herinse, Youthful Heimss also hold the re-

gula iWTuii in the Hippodrome, Anth. Pal. vi, 259. Cassiod. Yar. iii, 51.

Schol. Juven. viii, 53. Snidas s. v. Wx. Mosaic in Laborde, Mos. d'ltal

pi. 9. 15, 7. Two bearded Hermse in Berlin seem to have had exactly

this destination. Statues Clarac pi. 656 666.

2. That Praxiteles sculptured Hermes in young and graceful form is

clear from the sculptures quoted . 127. B,. 2. at the end. The Etruscan

mirrors regularly present H. under the name of Turms in this phase. See
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especially that in which a youthful Zeus, Tinia, stands between Ilermcg
and Apollo, Dempster Etr, reg. i, 3. It. archaic, of a good period, carrying
a rain round his neck, Chirac pi. 058. no. 1545 B. from the Pembroke
collection.

3, IL as discobolus, Impr. d. Inst, ii, 12., as a runner R. 7. Beautiful

descriptions of tho Hermes-costume in Ovid M. ii, 734, (chlamydemque
ut pendeat apto, collocat, ut limbus totumque appareat aurum) and

AppuL de Magia p. 08* Bip. (fades pala)strioi succi plena in capita

crispatus capillus sub imo pilei umbraculo apparet festive circa humcros

vestis constricta). On the petasos of II. Arnob. adv. gent, vi, 12, II.

with ehlamys hanging down, on gems, Lipp. i, 137. 138. 142. 143. ii, 127.

G. M. 51, 206.

4* [Galen Protr. ad litt. addisc. 3. lor/1 BJ (pailUgos ^lv rocs ctyst

$* 3g/jai/.]
Il.-head with the petasus (which has an arched form and no

brim) on the coin (of Sirisl) N. Brit. 3, 18., and those of JEnos, id id.
4,

15. Mionn. Suppl. ii. pi. 5, 4., of Oatana, with ears of corn around the pe-

tasus, Torremuzza 22, 15., of the gentes Mamilia, Papia, Scpullia. Fine

head of IL, of youthful softness, in Lord Lansdowne's collection, Spec.

51. Eiper, of a particularly shrewd appearance, Brit. M.
ii, 23. On

another head in England, comp. Winck. W. iv. Tf. 7 a, Ilirt 8, 1. Heads

on gems, Lipp, i, 129132. M. Flor. i, 09.

5. For example the so-called Antinous of Belvedere (Lantin), recog-

nised by Visconti to be Hermes, from the Farnesian statue and the gem-

figure, Lipp. i, 133. Hirt 8, 4. See Race. 3. POL i, 7. comp. tv. agg. M.

Franc., iv, 15. Nap. i,
52. Bouill. i, 27. Very similar a II. from Tor-Go-

lombaro in Lord Lansdowne's ; also the one from the Richelieu collection.

L. 297., M, Franc., ii, 8. Nap. i, 53. Bouill. i, 26. ; also the torso in Dres-

den 97. Aug. 54., <fec., comp. Gerhard, Beschr. Roms ii, ii, s. 142. In like

manner on c6ins of Adana, N. Brit. 10, 14. Oomp. also POL i, 6. G. M.

88, 209, [Four repetitions have been recently sent to England according
to Petit Radel in the Mus Kapol. i, p. 123, the discovery of two is testi-

fied by the Mus. PioCL vi, 29. Visconti confirms his explanation, in op-

position to Zoega Bassir. tv. 2 not 30. (cornp. the Uebcrs. by Welcker s.

38 ) PioCL vii. p. 92. and in the Mus Franc, where he also refers to a*

gem copied from the statue, in Fr. Dolce no. 34. There is also a bronze

figurette like it in Caylus i. pi. 68.] II. as athlete, according to others

Meleager Spec. ii. pi. 37. H. bringing in haste palm and garland.

Impr. d. Inst. Cent, iv, 17.

6. So the Ludovisi II,, Maffei 58. 59., similar to tho so-called Geraa-

nicus, on which . 160. R. 4. The bronze II . of the Vienna cabinet, from

Klagenfurt, raises the right hand, of heroic size ;
it is indeed without

attributes (which were perhaps superadded of
silver), but has quite the

figure of the god. Comp. the Ed. Winck. v. s. 451. On gems II. often

raises the hand significantly towards his face, M. Flor. i, 70, 2. Lipp. i,

134. He also holds a roll, M. Flor i, 69, 4.

7. Of the first kind is the excellent statue, Ant. Ere. vi, 29 32. M.

Borb. iii, 41. G. M. 51, 207 , with very long thighs, as indeed o/ fyojuwol

ruv 'EtftM (Philostr. Her. ii, 2.) were generally formed. H. sits in a si-

milar way often in bronzes as if just about to spring up. [comp. Facius
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Collect, s. 183. The fine statue also in Piroli v, 14. 15. darac pi. 665,
1522. D. A. K. ii. Tf. 28 (" in expectation of a commission"), Winck. W. v.

s. 142. Rathgeber Notte Napolit. Gotha 1842 refers the statue to fishing
as on the vase . 356. R. 5, to which 0. Jahn Ztschr. f. A, W. 1844. s, 183.

too rashly assents. The movement of both hands has the expression of rest,
not of angling ; and the composition is often repeated, as in the bronze

figurette from Paramythia Spec, ii, 21, in one in the Collegium Romanum
at Rome, in one with attributes, Bull. Napol, 1844. p. 121. wherein Miner-
vini dissents from Rathgeber's explanation, in one in the Mus. Bresc. tv.

41, 1. p. 142 s. also in engraved stones, for example, three in the posses-
sion of Mr, Herz, London. On a vase in Munich H. receives sitting, the

draught, as speedy messenger.] H. sitting on a rook, with his usual at-

tributes, beside him a he-goat and a ram with a winged genius upon it,

who holds a bunch of grapes, a tortoise and a lizard, god of dreams ;

bronze figurette, published by Orti, Terona 1834. Bull. 1835. p. 13.

Ohristod. 297. describes a H. with the right foot raised, and drawing on
his sandal with the right hand, while the left rests on his knee, his look

turned upwards, in order to catch the commands of Zeus ; therefore en-

tirely in the posture of the so-called Jason.

A very slender H. of an extraordinary description, swinging through
the air, in Dorow, Denkm. der Rhenish-Westph. Pr. 7. [in the Bonn mu-
seum ; but it is evidently modern.] A running H. very completely draped
as servant of Fortuna, wall-painting M. Borb. vi, 2, comp. Petron. 29. A
reposing H. of delicate form, standing and leaning with the legs crossed,
M. Flor. iii, 38. Galler. 130. Amalth. iii. s. 206. Thiersch Yet. artif.

opera cet. tb. 6, p. 28 ; a fine satyr Ampelos, the hat is modern. H. in

the same posture, of boyish form, in the Magazine of the Louvre. Olarac

pi. 349.

8, See Ant. Ere, vi, 33. 34. and especially the exquisitely beautiful

(and certainly genuine) bronze with the chlamys hanging down on the

left, in Payne Knight's Spec, i, 33. [Hirt merely doubted whether it

reached back as far as the Polycleitan age.] Statue in the Louvre 263.

V. Borgh. i, 2. Clarac pi. 317. Lipp. i, 135. ii, 123. 124. H. similar to

Poseidon standing on a prora, Lipp. ii, 125. 126. Suppl. 200., is perhaps
the god of maritime commerce.

381. Hermes, the performer of sacrifices (which, also he- I

longed to the ancient office of the Kerykes) ;
the protector of 2

cattle, and especially of sheep, an office closely connected with

the former; the inventor of the lyre, to whom therefore the 3
tortoise is sacred; lastly the guide of souls and restorer of 4
the dead to life, is seen chiefly in works of slighter compass.
But a sculptor has succeeded in enduing the thievish child 5

with the same roguery, and mischievous delight in his own

cunning, which the Homeric hymn so matchlessly describes.

In his amorous intrigues, of which some remarkable represen- 6

tations, which are difficult to explain, have come down to

us, Hermes displays much of that strong sensuality of nature

which was always peculiar to him. Everywhere serviceable 1

and always obliging, Hermes is also, in larger compositions,



alihougu lw wltlom |>lay a leading part, a Tory usual attu

always HjucnswiMo ttp{H*arauot\ as gmtlt\ attendant, meswmjror,
(fcBpeeially inttiwtel with baluns lor their nurse**,) wmwtimes
also an a playful au<l coniicul eompumtm.

1. IL as institute of mwite bringing tho ram abmft* with allusion

to tho'R x(o^wQ;rt at the &am<* time holding a patent, (as iu Arwtoph.
Peace 4SL and (lie* d <liv, i, 2ft* UH <r ,*,*&) IMiof POL iv, 4, Tho up-

per part of this figure in iapig laxuU with the logmwl, btmutt Kventua, in

the cabinet of wins Brit, MUB. (IB it antique!), Similarly otmwiwd m
tho vase-painting, Millin, Yaws i

t
51 a. 0. M. fit*, 21& ootnp. . 3(KK Mo.

1, 1L with caducous and a tool Boarabttmn, tnipr* d. Innt. (Vint, iii, (I

IL also leads a ram on the OapitoUno puteal, Winok. M. I, 5., h oarri^H it

on the goblet of SosiaSj . 143, No. 3. Fine IL carrying a ratu'H head on
a goblet, Lipp. li, 12*2, As god of sacrifice XL procodoB tho train of othor

deities and stands nearest to tho altar, m tho relicfe iu Kotlga ii, i(K).

M. Cap. iv, 56. Bouill iii, 71). At Bacrificos also on vases from Void,
Ann. iii* p. 140.

2. II, sitting on a tarn, a beautiful statue, Quattani 1VL I, I78fl, p.

adv. Claxae pi 066, 1529,; Lipp. i, 140. M, Flw. !, 71, 8, (whuru car of

com rise before II.). Drawn by rams, Lipp. I, HID* IL lying, a rain at

his feet, on Volcian vasos, Ann* iii, p. 147. H. with goats.
9

horns, a p;oat

beside him, in a silver worlc, Dorow E6m. Donkm. von. Nouwlud r l 1 1,

3. Constructing the lyre on a bronze mirror, Maasois Pompeii ii. p, 2.

"With the tortoise, as inventor of the lyre, M. Nap. i, ,14, Mercury, iu
the same character, a statue, sitting with lute and plectrum, Nibby Mon.
scelti di V. Borgh, tv. 38. p. 128. Doubtful? Bearing the twtoiHo on a

patera, P. M. Paciaudi, On a Statuette in tho Cabinet of the Alarduwa
dell' Ospital. K. 1747.; Impr. d. Inst. ii, 11, Contest with Apollo about
the lyre?, vase-painting. Panofka Ana ii. p. 185. [IL with lute ami a

satyr 'Oe/^^oc, amphora from Volci, Gerhard Ktr. u, Ouinpan. V. Tf, 8,

H. playing on the lute between dancing Pans, M. d, J, iv, ;M. conip, Ann,
xviii. tv. 1ST. a cylix. II. with the lute ibid. tv. 33. with tv. (Pag^, k M.
H. playing on tho lute, Ternite Pompoi. Gem. (Uuiinor) Heft 3. Tf. Jl)

4. Psychopompus, carrying Psyche over the
fifty ac, Millin I\ #r. 30.

G. M. 51, 211., and bringing her up from tho nether world, Winok. M. I.'

39. (where a tortoise forms the pctasus), also M. Floy, i, (jj), L; H.
evoking a shade Impr. d. Inst. iii

3
7, 8. with the skeleton itwuing from

the earth or from an urn, Impr. d. Inst.
i, 12. 3(1, Lipp, SuppL 2M&

Wicar G. de Flor. ii, 19. M, Flor. i, 70, 6. Tassie pi. 80, 2:jJ)H-S34()a. Coinp.
G. M. 343. 561. There is a peculiar representation of Hennas Pflyoho-
pompus on a Grecian grave-stele, M. Veron. 01, 0,, in which KPMIO
hands the purse, which is here taken as a symbol of vital power, to tho
enveloped figure of TH. The Pomp, painting M, Borb, ix, 3R roprmmts
precisely the same transaction. H. gives tho purso to Fortuna (I. M. I.
r. d. I. iv, 14. cf. Petron. 2 a.) ; similar a Ilermos-purso, Panofka M.
Blacas p. 77. Guiding Persephone, . 358. Among tho deities of tho
lower world, . 397. In the representation of tho destinies of mon, . 39CJ.

5, Finely designed but not so well executed statue of It as a boy,
PCI. i, 5. Clarac pi. 655, 1507. A repetition L 284, T. Borgh, Port, 7.
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Clarac pi. 317. Similar on a gem, Lipp. Suppl. i,
1HCL For the oxplanor

lion Philostr. i, 26. [IL as a child, wrapped in swaddling clothes, de-

fending himself on account of tho theft, according to the II. in. Morcur.

305, statue in tho Spada palace at Rome. II, as cattlo atealer in the

cradle, cylix in the Mus. Greg, ii, HI, L 2. Gerhard Arehaol. Zoit. iii. IX

20,] II, with Maia on a Volcian vase, Ann* iii, p. 143.

G. II. caressing a young maiden (perhaps Jterse) In tho manner al-

luded to, a beautiful group of statues, Cavalor ii, 30. Guattani Mem. v.

p. 05. comp. Winck, iv, s. 84. The group in Clarac pi. <>07, 1545 A.

hardly represents IL If. unveiling a beautiful nymph in a wild rocky

region, a wall-painting, Pitt, di Ere. iii, 12, Guattani p. (17. IL approach-

ing a half-naked maiden beside a Priapua-hcrma, a Pompeian picture, M.
Borb. i, 32. (Mercuric et Venere), (0. Jahn Spec, epigraph, p. 64 w[J]

IL pursuing a maiden, on vases, Millin Vases i, 70,, also from Volci,

Ann. iii. p. 143. Oornp. the relief L. 338, Clarac pi 202.

7. II. grouped with Hephaestus (according to Viaconti) L. 488, V,

Borgh. (I,
(5. BouilL i, 22. Chirac pi. 317. G. 3VL 84. 338.* Very doubt-

ful j according to K. Eochotto M. I, p. 173, pL 38, 2. Orestes and Pylades.
II. with the infant Dionysus (after Praxiteles), . 384. R, & ; with tho in-

fant Hercules in an interesting vase-painting from Voleiy Micali tv. 70, 2.,

Belief, POL iv, 37. ; with tho young ^imw on coins of Phenoua, Landon pi
44 Steinbuchol, Alterthumskunde s. 105. Welcker Heitschr. f. a. K. S.

518. In a PornpeL wall-painting, IL gives to Argus? the syrinx, Io

present in the form of a cow? [without doubt], M. Borbon. viii, 25, Soa

, 351. II. 4. IL as slayer of Argus on a vaso from Volei, Brttndsted

Vaaes found by Carupanary 1. Argus JiANf ()lI^. comp. Moschus ii, 44.

Ann, d. Inst. iv. p. 3(515. eoinp. iii. p. 44. At the adultery of Ares, as a jester,

. 807, 2. With Paris, . 378, 4. With Alcmone, . 351. 11, 5. As flro^wwfoc,

with Apollo, Hercules, Orestes, Odysseus, <fec. At the ^/v^trctnai^ . 415.

R. L In larger groups of deities*

H.'s insignia drawn and carried by Erotes, relief in ivory, Buonarroti

Medagl, ant, 1. G, M 51, 214, (The cock denotes the litatf/avtoh Lipp. i,

135, ii, 123, Bartoli Luc. ii, 18.). United on tho altar in Griv. do la

Vine. Antiq. Gaul pi 35., -whore also the phallus is not wanting, Her-

mes7

sacrifices, Passeri Luc. i, 101.

12* HESTTA.

382. The hearth, with which are connected nettled rcsi-

ilence, domestic life, and regular worship of the god [. 286",

C>.
],
was among the ancients a symbol of the peaceful central

point round which life moves hithor and thither in it mani-

fold forms and vicissitudes It Is represented by Hostia, the

necessary key-stone of the twelvo-#od systcni, in which she

was very fittingly grouped with Itoriucs, the god of sacrifice*

Tho form of thin goddess, who was sculptured by excellent

artists [such as Scopas], is that of a woman in matronly cos-
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tume, yet 'without the character of mothexHiiw, standing at
rest oat enthroned, with brmwl, powerful forms, niul a serious

in her clear and simple features.

L Mkcrjt olki^ wrtr 4(/ JJtrft, Horn* Hymn to Aphrod* 30. United with

Hermes, Hymn to Heat. 7. eomp. Pau. v, li, &

2. The statuo, GL Giuat L 17., with the drapory treated in a ptllav-liko

mariner, has been rightly called He&tin. by Hirt. (lump, EtL Winck. viL

Tf. 4 a. [by ZoUga Hera: Bawd, HymipMis of the ooutoutH of tlut Brit,

Mus. p. 121), a young man crowned by lUwtia and Athouo. Among HUV-

cral statues found at Vulluia ift Juno IHK>, there woro according to tho

Journals two of Testa. lle&tia among tho twolvo gods on tlio largo
three-sided Borgheeo candelabrum -baao, and on the Oapitolisiu altar.

|

Bust of the M. Oapit, Hirt 8, 9. Two hormw in tho Oasino RuHpiglitJsi,
Gerh. A, Bildw, i, 81, 1. 2. On the goblet of Bosias . 143, she nitH veiled

beside Amphitrite ; besides at Voloi, Ann, iii. p, !4L On liowiau coins
with Palladium and shnpulum, Fedrusi vi, SI), 7. B, Hirt H, 1 U la, Tho
VESTAL1S Claudia is also represented in the name manner, Morelii
Claud. 3. Head of Vesta on coins of the gens Cassia* Morelii 1, 3 Bqq,
Q, M. 334, &e. Temple 335.

B. THE OTHEK DEITIES.

1. DIONYSIAN CYCLE.

A. DIONYSUS.

1
^

383. The worship of Dionysus preserved, more than those
hitherto mentioned, the character of a nature-worship, and that
too an orgiastic one (. 389, 1). Nature overpowering the mind,
and hurrying it out of the repose of a clear self-consciousness
(wherein its most perfect symbol is wine), lies at tho batuH of

2 all Dionysian creations. The cycle of Dionysian forms, which
constitute as it were a peculiar and distinct Olympus, repre-
sents this nature-life, with its effects on the human mind, con-
ceived in diiferent stages, sometimes in nobler and sometimes
in less nohle shapes; in Dionysus himself the purest blossom
is unfolded, combined with an afflatus which gladdens the
soul without destroying the tranquil play of the feelings.

3 Ihe eldest Grecian world was satisfied in the representation
of this god of nature with a phallic herma; and tho separate
erection of heads of Dionysus or even mere masks (S, 345*

4 3.) always continued a custom in Greek art. From these was
developed the stately and majestic form of the old Dionysuswith a magnificent luxuriance of curling hair restrained by
the mitra, gently flowing beard, clear and blooming features.
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and the oriental richness of an almost feminine drapery, with

usually, at the same time, the drinking-horn, or karchesion,

and a vine-shoot in his hands. It was not till afterwards, 5

at the time of Praxiteles (. 125, 2. 127, 2.), that the

youthful Dionysus, conceived as at the age of the cphobos or

mellephebos, was modified therefrom; in him also the cor-

poreal forms, which How softly into one another without any

prominent muscular development, bespeak the half feminine

nature of the god, and the features of the countenance present

a peculiar blending of happy intoxication with a dark and

undefined longing, in which the Bacchian frame of feeling

appears in its most refined form. Yet even these forma and

features admit of a grand and powerfully impressive develop-

ment, in which Dionysus is revealed as son of the lightning,

as the god of irresistible power. The mitra around the fore- 6

head (. 840. E. 4.), and the vine or ivy-crown throwing its

shade from above, produce a very advantageous effect in the

Bacchian expression ;
the hair flows down softly and in long

ringlets on the shoulders
;
the body, with the exception of a

roe-skin (vsjSg/c)
thrown round it, is usually quite naked, only

the feet are sometimes covered with high, ornamented boots,

the Dionysian cothurni; the light, ivy-entwined stall* with the

pine-cone (narthex, thyrsus) serves as a supporting sceptre,

However, a himation falling down to the loins is also suitable

to the character of Dionysus; sometimes too in later art he

is dressed completely in female fashion. The posture of the 7

statues of Dionysus is generally that of reclining comfortably,
or lying; he is seldom enthroned; on gems and in pictures
we see him walking with tottering steps, and riding on his

favourite animals or drawn by them. A favoured satyr is 8

often given him as a support; Methe is his cup-bearer. The 9

bull-Dionysus naturally gave less occupation to the formative

art than to the mystic ceremonies.

[There is a very copious selection from the sculptures of the Diony-
sian cycle in Wiesoler's continuation of the D. A, K. ii. llcffc 3, pi 31 45.

Gerh. Ausorl. V. i, 3139. 4700 sq. 67. 77. Clarac pi. 673740* A
series of the most animated Bacchian reliefs, Oampana Opcrc di plastiea

tv 20 54.; and in like manner of paintings in Tcnxito's Pompejan-
isohen WandgemEhlden Heft 2. and 3 of the first series (tlenncr).]

3. On I). Pliallen see . 07. comp. . 345. R. 2. From thoso wooden

images (dy^otM^otf oi>yoc"^o&) originated Phales (Jyyxw^og" Iteu6%twt Aris-

toph.) as a distinct deity, see especially Sophron. Frgm. 112 Blomf.

Ooluinella x, 31* Zocga de obel. p. 213, Btittigor ArchitoL der Mahlerei s,

180. Erection and washing of such a IX Phales in the relief M. Wore-

ley, i, 15. The decking out of a Dionysus4dol, in the manner of a trophy,

by a Mamad AU1N11, Panofka liechorch. sur los v6ritaWes noma dos

vases pi. 7, 2. A female painter copying a IX-herraa, Pompoian picture,

M. Borb. vii, 3. D. hermco and others Bouill i, 70. M. Nap. ii, 5, 7. ;
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Spec, i, 39. [perhaps the one praised by Winck. IL GL V, 2, 25. in Cavaceppi ;

others Spec. i, 8. 16.] M. Borb. iii, 39. ; Combe Terrac. 75. comp. Impr.
d. Inst. ii, 18. Liber cumLibera (or Hermes and Hecate) Brit. M. ii, 17.

Chiar. i,
32. and elsewhere [comp. . 379. R. 1.].

4. D. on the ark of Cypselus is so described by Pans, v, 19, 1 : h &v-

rg<H xetretxeif&eyos ysvetot, e%av %ex>l SKTraftoc, XQVGQVV h^s$vx.&>$ ^oBsjgj? %irtoya..

D. appeared in this OTO?V*J (fiaunr** . 337. E. 2
) in the theatre, for ex-

ample in JEschylus' Lycurgeia, in his hand a thyrsus or vine-shoots ; such

xhaloi were called /3^#o/ according to Schol. Aristoph. Equ. 406. Lobeck

Aglaoph. p. 308; over it he wears the purple peplos (woven by the

Charites in Naxos, Apollon. iv, 424. comp. Athen. v, 198 c). On a statue

of D. which had a Nebrid-chlamys over the purple peplos, Proclus,

Brunck Anal. ii. p. 446. A. irayuvfatiS) xaLroMrayav in Diod., Briseus, Bas-

sareus, Hebon in Macrob., receive Ath. xi, 484., on a vase in Berl. as

"Ict^xof. Fine heads of this D. on coins of Naxos, N. Brit. 4, 8. (the

beard very pointed, Torrem. 53, 10. 11.), Thebes, Mionnet Suppl. iii. pi. 17>

3., Thasos, Mionnet Descr. pi. 55, 5. [Meyer in Winck. iv. Tf. 4 C. s. 436.]
on gems, M. Flor. i, 84, 11. Enthroned, with sceptre and cup, on Athe-

nian coins, N. Brit. 7, 8. ; standing on coins of Galarina, 4, 6., Nagidos,

10, 16.; on gems, Tassie pi. 37, 4193. 4202. Resting on an ass, with

drinking horn, on the early coins of Mende, Mionnet Empr. 446 c., and

Nacoleia, Suppl. i. pi. 11, 1. A chief statue of the so-called CAPAANA-
IIAAAOC. POL ii, 41. M. Prang, iii, 8. Nap. ii, 4. Bouill. i, 28. comp.
Gerhard, Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 239. Zoega in Welcker's Zeitschr. f. a.

K. s. 343. [Pea in Winck. iii. p, 512. tv. 21. Cavac. Race, iii, 27.] On
reliefs with Icarios, PCI. iv, 25.; M. Nap. ii, 3. Bouill. iii, 38, 1.2. Clarac

pi. 133. (L. 121.) ; Brit. M. ii, 4. As to the sepulchral reference, Gerhard

ibid, s, 98. On vase-paintings at the recall of Hephaestus (. 367. R. 3.),

in the xaftos, Millin i, 7., and elsewhere frequently; at Volci always
bearded with slight exceptions, Ann. iii. p. 146. In religious idols also

this old D. always remained customary, see Pitt. Ere. iii, 36, 1. 38,, and
the rural sacrifice of the goat on the pretty gem, M. Worsl. ii, 22., also

PCI, v, 8. However, in reliefs and indeed also in statues of a later period

(Munich 57. Sickler Alman. ii. s. 131. Tf. 9. 10.) an archaic figure of

this sort, draped with especial care, serves at the same time as an initi-

ating priest of D.

5. [Zoega Abhandl. s. 23.] A. yvyvts, membris mollibus et liquoris
foeminei dissolutissimus laxitate, Arnob. vi, 12. NsW?? dvtigl lo/^g-

crgaSsj/Sa? Horn. H. vii, 8. So M. Borb. ix, 11. Atovvtrtvi vv^vg Anacreont.

29, 33. Winck. iv. s. 91, D.'s hair , 330, R. 3. Visconti PCL ii. p. 56.

Somewhat of the lta,ar^ot wgeu of the Maenads, Eur. Bacch. 1114. is also

transferred to D. Statue of D. in female drapery (Cora ?) receiving a
sacrifice. M. Borb. viii, 12. A colossal head of D. in Leyden (plaster cast

in the possession of Schorn) M. d. I.
ii, 41. Ann. ix, 2. p. 151. [where there

is more praised than is to be found in the original], and a mask in oblique
view, which is known through casts in plaster, produce the impression last

described in the text. The Etrurian Phuphluns of the mirror designs is

the youthful one. Youthful head of D. crowned with ivy, on coins of

Thasos, Neumann N. V. ii. tb. 4, 18., of the gens Vibia,. <fec. [Clarac pL
1004, no. 2755 2762. A particularly fine head found a few years ago was
still at Rome last year in the possession of Maldura. An almost colossal
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one, with the hand on the head, very fine, at Sarskoe Selo, Kohler in the

Journ. von Russland i. s. 351 ;
another 352.]

6. 7. Chief statues in V. Ludovisi; L. 154. from palace Richelieu

M. Frang. i, 1. Nap. i, 78. Bouill. i, 30. Splendid statue of Bacchus,

standing, with his thighs enveloped, in V. Albani, Gerhard Ant. Bildw.

Tf. 105, 1. The Versailles statue in the attitude of the Ap. Lycien L.

148. Bouill. i, 29. Clarac pi. 276. (comp. L. 203. Clarac pi. 272.) ; [Yis-

conti M. Fran. iv, 3, 7. pronounces the half-drunk B. of the Louvre, the

value of which has not hitherto been fully recognised, to be the finest

figure.] Woburn Marbles 17. 18. Handing a bunch of grapes to the pan-

ther, often, M. Chiar. 28. (Lipp. i, 160. ii, 139. 140. ; pouring wine from the

karchesion, M. Flor. i, 87. 88.). With an himation round the lower part of

the body, Race. 146. Aug. 18. comp. Lipp. i, 140. The very femininely
formed torso is remarkably beautiful, PCI. ii, 28. Splendid Farnesian colos-

sal torso of a sedent B. at Naples, Gargiulo Race, de' Mon. di. R. M. BorK
Gerhard Tf. 105, 2. [Meyer in Winck. v. s. 570. Schweickle the sculptor has

brought this magnificent torso into notice.] In a lying posture (on the

monument of Lysicrates) PCI. i, 43. ; in the L. 74. Y. Borgh. 3, 1. Bouill.

iii, 9, 2. Clarac pi. 273. Enthroned (. 358. R. 7.) on the Pomp, picture,
2Iahn 24. M. Borb. vi, 53.; on the monument of Thrasyllus, in female

dress, Stuart ii, 4, 6. ; in the baths of Titus (Sickler Alman. ii. Tf. 3.).

Walking with drunken step (oiMphos, Athen. x. p. 428 e.), on gems, Lipp.

i, 158. ii, 141. Suppl. 220. M. Worsl. ii, 10. 11. Riding on a panther,
drawn by panther and lions, Lipp, i, 156. 157. 161. Millin Yases i, 60

Tischb. ii, 43. and often. Lying on an ass, ibid, ii, 42. Riding in a

hamaxa drawn by panthers, on coins of Catana, Torrem. 22, 7. 8. ; with

panther and goat on coins of Tralles, Mionnet 1114,

8. D. leaning on a satyr in the same way as in the group of Ariadne,
. 384, PCI. i, 42. Group in the Y. Borghese Salone no. 11. [Caniiia,

L'antica citt& di Yeii 1847. tv. 43. p. 94, the god draped below.] In a

more striding posture and drawn by the satyr, in the group of the pal.

Mattei, Cavaleriis i, 74. comp. M. Flor. i, 88, 8. Nearly the same group,
excavated at Megara, in the possession of a private individual at Cam-

bridge, has a lying Ariadne in relief on the plinth (comp, Welcker ad

Philostr. p. 297.). Similar St. di S. Marco ii, 26. ; M. Flor. iii, 48.

Galler. St. 41. Small bronze group, D. and Pan. M. Pourtal&s pi. 19.

Wall-painting, Gell N. Pomp. pi. 78. Leaning on. Ampelos, who is chang-

ing into a vine, Brit. M. iii, 11. Spec, ii, 50. Bacchus squeezing grapes
into a vase, very elegant, W. Gell. N. Pomp. i. p. 191 vign. Leaning on a
Silenus with a lyre, M. Borb. ii, 35., holding a lyre on the Archemorus

vase, comp. Gerh. s. 8, with a pitcher, in the L. 326. Clarac pi. 274,

[Group in Berlin formed of D., a satyr and a Pan, M. d. I. iv, 35. Ann.

xviii. tv. K. Canina Tusculo tv. 34.] Grouped with Eros, ia Hope's
collection ; in Naples, M. Borb. v, 8- Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 19. With a Bac-

chian Eros as it seems, M. Worsl. I, iii, 1. With an archaically draped
idol of a goddess beside him, in the chiton and cothurni, Guattani M. I.

1785. p. Ixxi. Race. 134. [also in Montfauc. i, 2, 151, now in Hope's coll.

Spec, ii, 53, Canina Tusculo tv. 35, D. A. K. ii, 33, 372. comp. Rhein.

Mus. 1836. iv. s. 460, a similar group in Sarskoe Selo, Kohler Journal von

Russland ii. s. 5.] Leaning on a kitharistria (if they belong to one an-
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other), M. Chiar. 29. A D. into whose cup Methe is pouring from a rhy-
ton (see C. I. i. p. 248.) L. 285. Bouill. iii, 70. Clarac pi. 134. 135, The
Athenian relief, Stuart, Ant. ii, 2. vign., similar. Bacchus with Amor
and the Muse, fine round "bronze relief in Berlin, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. Tf.

88.8.

9. K.soero<pvvj$ (Athen. xi, 476. Tibull. ii, 1. 3.), with a mitra round the

hair, a head of almost satyric features, PCI. vi, 6, 1. Hirt 10, 3. comp.
the Vign. 23, 2 and the coins of Nicsea in Creuzer's Dion. 3, 2. [. 388.

R. 1. herma of a youthful horned D. M. PioCl. vi, 6. 1. Descr. of the

Vatican p. 282. No. 65.] TavgofwQQos (in Cyzicus according to Athen.,

frequently Plut. Is. 35 ), entwined with ivy on gems, Lipp. i, 231. G-. M.
256.

;
but Lipp. Suppl. 285 is merely a "bull driven furious by the oestrus,

Comp. below . 403. (river-gods) and . 399. E. 2. (the sign of the Bull).

[KunstvorsteUungen des gefliigelten Dionysos von E. Braun Miinchen
1839. fol. Bhein. Mus. s. 592 sqq. Several other representations have
been since discovered, as well as a Methe with outspread wings, a col-

oured terracotta, which is at Munich since 1841. There are for in-

stance three heads of D. Psilax, four in double hermse in the room of the

statues of Tenus in the Museum at Naples ; one by Cleomenes of Athens,
son of Apollodorus, found on Mount Cselius is designed and taken for

Amor by Pirrho Ligorio in the Yaticana in the vol. of the Antichi heroi

ed uomini illustri p. 5.]

1 384 The whole of the wondrous life of Dionysus at least

so far as it did not withdraw itself from representation by a

decidedly mystical tendency admits of being traced in works
2 of art. First, the significant double-birth from Semele's dead
body and the thigh of Zeus, then how Hermes carries the
child, carefully wrapped up, to his nurses, the august form of
the Earth receives it, the nymphs and satyrs cherish it, and
his divine and wondrous nature is unfolded amid joyous

3 sports. Then how, surrounded by the noise and tumult of his

thiasos, he finds the gracious bride Ariadne (a Cora of the
Naxian worship), at the same time however without active

participation, and as it were rapt in a pleasing dream, and
then rides to meet her, or with her, in a bridal chariot (where-
in the leading of Ariadne up to Olympus may suggest itself

4 to the mind). The Naxian solemnization of the nuptials be-
comes itself a representation of the gayest and happiest life,

5 in all abundance of the gifts of nature. But Dionysus also
appears, in a work of the best period of art, in a gracefully
tender relation to his mother, who is restored from the nether

6 world. Lastly, we see him in the circle of frenzied Maenads
subduing and punishing Pentheus and Lycurgus, the insulters
and foes of his worship, and also the piratical Tyrrhenians,
by means of his bold satyrs, and in rich relievo representa-
tions (in which the victorious expeditions of later Macedonia
were mythically typified) celebrating the triumphs of the con-
quest oi India.
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2. Zeus appearing to Semele, on gems, winged, with the thunderbolt

(Thanatos according to B. Bochette M. I. p. 218.), Winck, M. I. 1. 2.

Tassie pi. 22, 1147. 1148. Schlichtegroll 26. [Zeus and S, kissing, Ger-

hard Etr. Spiegel i, 81, 1. 2.] Semele killed "by the lightning in the re-

lief . 353, B. 4. 1 D. issuing from the body of Semele, in a wall-painting
in the possession of the prince Greg. Gagarin, at Borne, Mem. Bom. di

Ant. iii. p. 327. tv. 13. Gerh. Hyperb. Bom. Sfcud. s. 105 f. comp. Philostr.

i, 14. The destruction of Semele, the birth of D. from the thigh of Zeus,
and Hermes receiving him, on a sarcophagus in Venice, M. I. d. Inst. 45.

Bull. 1831. p. 67. Ann. v. p. 210. The birth from the thigh in the Etr,

mirror, Inghir. ii, 1, 16. [Etr. Sp. i, 82.] with Hermes as receiver and
three goddesses (Eileithyia, Themis?, Demeter), PCI. iv, 19. G. M. 222.

223. Fragment, Welcker, Kunstmus. s. 102. [115. Eileithyia winged
delivers Zeus also in the relief at Venice Bull. 1831. p. 67., M. d. I. i, 45

a. D. A. K. ii, 34, 392. On two small gold plates Cab. Durand no. 2165 sq.

Nouv. Ann. de F I. 1837. pi. A. Pallas takes her place, winged on one of

them, and, as de Witte p. 370 states, provided with the gorgoneion and a

flame issuing from her head. The earliest evidence for this mythus gen-

erally is the very remarkable vase-painting ofgreat antiquity, and at least

as rude as possible, in the possession of Prokesch at Athens in B, Bochette

Point, de Pompei p. 73. comp. p. 76.] Hermes carrying the infant D.

(after Praxiteles) in fine reliefs and gems, Millin, G. M. 226; [D. A. K.

ii, 34, 396.] P. gr. 31., consigning him to the nymphs (Nysa, Hyads) or

daughters of Cadmus (Ino), in the beautiful crater of Salpion, . 257. B.

4. Neapels Bildw. s. 76
,
on vases, G. M. 227. 228. Cab. Pourtalfcs pi. 27.

Zeus holding a child, with a she-goat, on coins of Laodicea, G. M. 225.

Gaea receiving the infant B. (Erichthonius 1 . 371. B. 4.), M. Nap. i, 75.

G. M. 224. ;
M. Chiar. 44. [M. d. I. i. i, 12, 2. The rich vase-painting,

M. d. I. iii, 30. Ann. xiii. p. 91. decidedly represents the birth of Erich-

thonius, to which Gerhard also refers another Auserl. V. iii, 51. D. A. K.

Ii, 34, 401, together with several monuments, whilst 0. Jahn Archaol.

Aufs. s. 60 ff. Athene Kurotrophos, Erichthonios, Dionysos, interprets

the latter, and therefore also M. d. I. i, 10. to be Dionysus-Iacchus.] Ino-

Lencoihea with the infant D. in her arms, excellent statue from the Al-

bani collection, at Munich 97. Winck. M. I. 54. M. Franc, . ii, 9. Bouill. ii,

5. [Cavaceppi Bacc. i, 2.] Education and youthful sports of D., M. Cap.

iv, 60. ; Winck. M. I. 52. G. M. 229. (in Munich 1] 7.). Under the guid-
ance of Silenus, Painting Ant. Ere. ii, 12. [Ternite Pomp. Wandgem.
(Beimer) iii, 3, where many monuments are referred to.] Hermes con-

signing the infant Dionysus to APIAPNE, vase from Agrigentum M. d. I.

ii, 17. Ann. vii. p. 82. Impr. d. I. iv, 37* Silenus rocking the infant D. to

whom a nymph hands a bunch of grapes. M. Borbon. x, 25. [On the fine

vase from Agrigentum Vases Luynes pi. 28. Nouv. Ann. de 1' I. i, 9. T. i. p.

357. Zeus himself delivers the child to the nymph. In the Mus. Gregor.

ii, 26, 1. 3). A. K. ii, 34, 397, on a small crater from Volci in the finest

style, the figures with light and shade on a whitish ground, which does

not otherwise occur, Hermes consigns the infant Bacchus to Silenus

two nymphs present, Bv. three muses, one of them with the lute in like

manner as Mercury plays it in the mural painting, and the new-born child

at the same time straightway shows his love of this art. On a vase in

the museum at Palermo, Hermes gives the child to a Maenad with thyr-
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sus and panther, she presents to it a garland, towards which it reaches,

an altar "between them to indicate the divinity of the child, then a

Baccha, a satyr, Rv. Midai. On a fine puteal from S. Callisto at Rome

still inedited, in W. Yon Humboldt's collection at Tegel, Hermes as child-

conveyer between three satyrs, the centre one with a wine-vase, the others

with thyrsus, and on the other side a Maenad between a satyr on wine-

skin and torches and another playing the flute.] D. Liknites cradled by

a satyr and a nymph on the mystic van (Plut. Is. 35. Nonnus 48, 959.)

Winck. M. I. 53. G. M. 232.; Combe Terrac, 44. The infant Bacchus

danced around by Corybants, Pan opening the cista with his foot, Silenus,

relief in the Yatican Gerh. Ant. Bildw. Tf. 104, 1. [Guigniaut pi. 148, 554,

D. A, K. ii, 35, 412.] Nursing of Bacchus, relief in the Yatican, Gerh. pi.

104, 2. Fine head of the infant Bacchus in the Mus. Chiaram., a similar

one found in Pompeii Bull. 1837. p. 183. [The infant Zagrseus slain by
Titans Zoega Bassir. 81.]

3. D. approaching the forsaken Ariadne. A main group on coins of

Perinthus under Severus Alexander, to which belonged the so-called

Cleopatra of the Vatican (PCI. ii, 44. Race. 8. Piranesi St. 33. M. Franc,

iii, 9. Nap. ii, 8. Bouill. ii, 9.), as Jacobs has shown, Miinchner Denkschr.

v. Phil. Yerm. Schriften v. s. 403. whereby all doubts (Gerhard, Beschr.

Roms ii, ii. s. 174.) are removed. [The same figure in a differently com-

posed relief, now in the Yatican, de Fabris Intorno ad un bassor. rappr.

Arianna abandonnata R. 1845. 4to. Group of a young Dionysus, his one

arm on the shoulders of a satyr, the other on his own head, with a sleep-

ing Ariadne on the pedestal in relief, taken from Megara to England,

Hughes Trav. i. p. 224.] Anthol. Pal. iv, 145., Reliefs PCI. v. 8. G. M.
241. Reliefs, PCI. v, 8. G. M. 241. Beschr. Roms ii, 2. s. 262. Bacchanal

and the sleeping Ariadne, very rich, from the Yatican, Gerh. pi. 110. 2. ;

L. 421. Clarac pi. 127. Bouill. iii, 38, 3. 39. 1. Fragment of an earthen

goblet from Athens, Brondsted Yoy. ii. p. 276. pi 60. Pitt. Ere. ii, 16.

comp. Philostr. i, 15. Gems, M. Flor. i, 92, 1. 93. 3. Mantuan cameo,
M. Worsl. ii, 1. D. in the lap of Ariadne, in a marriage chariot, guided

by Aphrodite (?) Semele ? PCI, iv, 24. G. M. 244. comp. Gerh., Beschr.

Roms ii, ii. s. 128. ; similar, only that D. is bearded and Ariadne in his

bosom, in Munich 101. Sickler Alman. ii. s. 107. Tf. 8. D., Ariadne,

Hermes, <fec. vase from Caere, Bull. 1835. p. 150. [The counterpart in the
forsaken Hypsipyle seems only imaginary.] D. and Ariadne meeting
one another in cars drawn by centaurs, L. 4. Bouill. 39, 2. Clarac pi. 124. ;

with centaurs amid the music of citherns, driving along, while Zephyr
blows, over the ocean which is smoothed by Galene into summer calm

(comp. Addasus, Brunck Anal ii, 242.), G. M. 245., not so complete, M.
Flor. i, 92, 2. Cora (with ears of corn) in the same situation, .358. R.
6. ; the beautiful Casali sarcophagus, PCI. v. c. G. M. 242. D. A. K. ii, 37,

432., appears also to represent D. united with Cora, on account of the pre-
sence of Hermes (according to Yisc. Semele led up from the lower

world). Welcker Zeitschr. f. a K. s. 475. [E. Braun in the Beschr. Roms
iii, 1, 683.]

4. The vase-painting, Millingen Un. Mon. 26. represents (according
to the inscription) the /egoV y*ftog of D. and Ariadne (from the Naxian
worship) in a sacred arbour. JNaxian worship on the hinder side of the vase
Pourtales with Demeter pi. 16, M. Pourt, pi. 17., D. Ariadne, Eros, with
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Hephsestus, Comus, Marsyas. D. in Naxian grotto, with Ariadne, beside

them Eros and Bacchian nymphs (Chryse, Philomele), on the other side

Apollo with Artemis and Leto at the Delian palm-tree, and worshipped

by Delian virgins: a beautiful vase- painting in Palermo, Gerh. Ant.

Bildw. 59. (comp. Philostr. ii, 17. p. 80. below . 436.). Impr. iv, 46. On
the Bacchian grotto . 390. R. 5. Dionysian possession, in the early man-

ner, Stackelb. tf. 12.

5. D. leading up Semele, Epigr. Cyzic. 1. D. embracing Semele after

she is led up, in presence of Apollo, in reference to the Delphian festival

Herois, in the mirror drawing . 173. R. 3. [Gerh. Etr. Sp. i, S3.] Ac-

cordingly the female figure which D. embraces while leaning backwards,
in vase -paintings (Milhn, Vases ii, 49. G. M. 60, 233.) is also perhaps
Semele. D. lies in the same manner in the lap of a woman, surrounded

by satyrs, on the glass-cameo. Buonarroti, Med. p. 437. [Introduction of

S. among the gods, 0. Jahn Vasenbilder Tf. 3. Rhein. Mus. vi. s. 634.]
D. also appears to be enthroned beside his mother, Eckhel P. gr. 23. ; an
archaic D. stands near as a religious idol. Coins of Smyrna, D. and
Semele enthroned, the former reclining on the bosom of the latter, an.

archaic idol of Dionysus beside them, correctly explained by Streber
Munch. Abhandl. Philol. i, tf. 4, 3.

6. Battles of D. : with Pentkeus, Philostr. i, 18. G. Giust.ii, 104. G. M.
35.

; Millingen Div. 5.
;
also B, R. M. I. 4, 1. (Pentheus is indicated by

the Boeotian hat). [0, Jahn Pentheus und die Manaden Kiel 1841.

4to.] "With Lycurgm, a Borghese relief, Zoega's Abhandl. i. comp.
Welcker s. 353. (beside them the muses, who were also maltreated by
Lycurgus, according to Zoega, according to Welcker the Fates). [D. A.
K. ii, 37, 441.] A Corsini crater [now in the Corsini palace at Flo-

rence], Zannoni, Illustr. di un ant. vaso in marmo. F. 1826., rectified by
Welcker in Schorn's Kunstbl. 1829. No. 15. Vase-paintings, Vases de
Canosa 13.

; Millingen Div. 1.
;
Maisonneuve 53, also ETeapels Ant. s. 347.

[M. Borb. xiii, 29. A large vase from Ruvo, M. d. I. iv, 16, 17. Roulez

Ann. xvii. p. 111. A. crater from Ruvo Bull. 1846. p. 88. A cylix, Ly-
curgus with sword, hard pressed by three Maenads, one with sword, two
with thyrsi ; on the other side, celebration of victory, Dionysus surround-

ed by the thiasus. On a large crater in the possession of E. Braun [now
of Cav. Campana] Lycurgus, who has slain a nymph, another is carried

away dead by two persons, a youth and his pedagogue stand by terror-

struck. Rv, Pelops and Myrtilos.] Mosaic, Itfeapels Ant. s. 143, With
Perseus (Deriades), Hirt s. 83. Millingen Un. Mon. i, 25. With the Tyr-
rhenians . 99. No. 12. 128. R. 6. Philostr. i, 19., hence dolphins with

thyrsi on gems, Impr. d. Inst. ii, 17. D. attacking with the panther's
hide on his arm, vase from Volci, M. I. d. Inst. 27, 35. Triumph,
Thriambos, of D. over the East, Zoega 7. 8. 76.

;
PCI. i, 34. iv, 23.

; Cap.

iv, 63.; L. 362. Bouill. iii, 37, 3, Clarac pi. 126. ; L. 725. BouilL 38, 1.

Clarac pi. 144. Sarcophagus from Crete, now in Cambridge, Waagen,
Kunstw. in England ii. s. 529. [Pashley Travels in Crete ii. p. 7 sqq,,

with engr. triumphal procession. There is a cast in the Akad. der

Kiinste in Berlin.] D. as conqueror of India, giving judgment from his

throne, Pan with a shield beside him, sarcophagus in the Mus. Chiaram.

and a similar one in the cathedral at Salerno, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. Tf. 109,

1. 2. For the explanation especially Imcian's Dioays. 1 4. D, in orien-
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tal costume and accompaniment, triumphing, on a dromedary, vase-paint-

ing M. I. d. Inst. 50. Ann. v. p. 99. [Gerhard Archaol. Zoit. ii. Tf. 24, 1.

s. 395, where a nocturnal musical procession of king Midas is assumed, from

Polyaen. vii, 5.] D. equipped with the panther's skin in a procession of

deities, Winck. M. I. 6. D. armed with arrows on coins of Maroneia, arm-

ed with a bundle of arrows and crowned by Pallas on coins of Cornelius

Blasius, Morelli Corn, i, 1., and on a gem, Eckhel P. gr. 19. Bacchian

quiver on the Kistophori. [D. fighting with giants in the gigantoma-
chies . 396, 4 and in single groups as in Gerhard's Auserl. V. i, 64.

(Durand no. 121.), on a Yolcentine amphora Bull. 1847. p. 102 ; Millingen
tin. Mon. pi. 25., where the latter correctly puts Eurytus in the place of

Deriades. To the oracle that the battle with the giants must Toe com-

pleted by Hercules, in Pind. U. i, 100, the scholiast superadds Dionysus.
There is an inexhaustible store of sculptures representing D. and his

escort in connexion with Apollo (K Rhein. Mus. i. s. 3
if.),

with Posei-

don (Panofka Poseidon u. D. B. 1845. with 2 pi. from vases), Hephaestus
(. 367. E.

3.), Aphrodite, Cybele, Hercules, <fcc. Bacchus institutes

comedy, Ternite's Vasengem. 1st. series (Reimer) pi. 2.]

B. SATYES.

1 385. The natural life, whose purest blossom we observe in

Dionysus, now appears in lower cycles, especially in the race
of "good for nothing and wanton satyrs" (Saru^o/, T/Vugo/), as

2 Hesiod called them. Limbs powerfully built, but not ennobled

by gymnastics, sometimes flabby, sometimes firm
;
snub-nosed

and otherwise unnobly formed countenances, with pointed
goat-like ears; sometimes also protuberances (p^sa) on the

neck, and in old figures baldness of the forehead; the hair

bristly and often erect; moreover a scanty tail, and some-
times sexual organs of bestial form; these are the marks,
in very manifold gradations, however, of the figures which
were called satyrs in the genuine language of Greek poetry
and art, from

^

which the Koman poets first ventured to
3 depart. Sometimes, however, the satyrs rise into very noble

slender shapes, which are scarcely betrayed by anything but the
pointed ears; the name of Ampelus, the cupbearer of Dionysus,

4 may be here fittingly referred to. The more decided satyric
forms may be classified as follows: a. The gracefully reclining
flute-players, with indolence, and a slight dash of petulance,
but without rudeness, in the expression, b. The sturdy and
joyous figure of the cymbalists, c. Dancers, d. The wild,
enthusiastic, inspired by Bacchus, e. Slender and powerfully
built hunters. Satyrs lying at ease, often with pretension
to the completion of some great work. g. Sleepers stretched
out comfortably, also in a coarse and indecent manner, exhali-
ing the fumes of wine. h. Lascivious satyrs drawing the gar-lments from the persons of Bacchantes, and HermaphroditesA
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and struggling with them. i. Satyrs occupied with the pro-
cesses of preparing wine, in the earliest and simplest manner,
and exhibiting their rude efforts with a sort of pride, whereby
a great variety of forms are presented to view. k. Carousing

figures, pouring out wine for themselves. 1. The combatants

of the Tyrrhenians, amid whose wildness there gleams through
nevertheless an insolent joviality. Earlier antiquity formed

satyrs more as bug-bears and caricatures, and loved to repre-
sent them as ravishers of nymphs; art also in its improved
state long adhered to these bearded and mature forms of satyrs,
which are represented with magnificent sauciness especially
on the coins of Naxos in Sicily; the more tender and youthful
forms, in which there is combined with the satyric character

an exceedingly graceful figure and an amiable roguishness,
first made their appearance in the later Attic school. Plurnp,

sturdy satyr-children also, in whom their nature betrays itself

by a prodigious love of drinking, were favourite subjects of

sculpture, and were even made the central point of a cele-

brated composition. The application, in a wider sphere, of

all sorts of special appellations which occur on vase-paintings
in reference to individual satyr-figures (lleveller, Snub-nose,

Sweet-wine), has proved hitherto a fruitless undertaking.

1. G-esner de Sileno et Silerds, Commentar. Gott. iv. p. 35. Heyne
Antiq. Aufs. ii. Voss Mytliol. Br. ii, 3032. Lanzi . 301, 3, Welcker,

Nachtrag zur Trilogie s. 211 219. Gerhard, Del dio Fauno e de' suoi

seguaci. N. 1825. Kunstblatt 1825. No. 104.

2. Their peculiarities of form are very well described by Philostr i, 22.

(x,Qihol ro !G%IQV). The finest head is that from Villa Albani in Munich
100. Faune & la tache, it is doubted whether it be genuine. BouilL i, 72.

M. Nap. ii, 18., quite similar Lipp. i, 204. Tassie pi. 39, 4510. A fine

bronze head with eyeless sockets in Munich 294. A very evident t%;Jo*^^
or o3-o% (Etym. M. p. 764.) BouilL iii, 59, 11. comp. Winck. iv. s. 220.

Double henna of a satyr and a satyra, she with long and he short hair,

she with ivy-crown, he with pine-crown and goat-horns, both with pointed

ears, M. Borb. x, 13.

3. Of this form the excellent statue in Dresden 219. (Oopies 162.

178. 193.) Aug. 25. 26. A graceful figure in Lord Egremont's, but in

which the tail is not wanting, has the same posture of the olvQ%6o$ ('
ATOA-

'haiuo; egoist). See also the satyr of Gossutius, Brit. Mas. ii, 43. Ampelos
intonsus Ovid P. iii, 49. Ampelos, Creuzer zur Gemmenkunde s. 125. [.
383. E. 8.]

4. a. To this class belongs the supposed S. of Praxiteles . 127. B.
2. and the boyish one which is as often to "be met with, MafF. 84. V.

Borgh. 5, 8. BouilL i
; 53.; M. Gap. iii, 31.; Lipp. i, 212., comp. Agathias

Anthol. Pal. Plan. 244. [The fine satyr of bronze in the Biscari Museum,
with his hands in the posture for playing the double flute.] A muse
teaching a satyr to play the syrinx, Tmpr. d. Inst. ii, 21. A satyr sitting

tranquilly, with flute between, his knees, denarii of the gens Petronio,
Morelli tb. 2, 4. Engraved stones Lipp. iii, 182. Stosch P. gr. b. M.

21
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Mor. iii, 58 (with restored head). MafFei Race. 35. comp. Winck. W. IT. s.

281. la the L, 383 from Y. Borgh. 2, 8. M. Roy. i,.17. Lipp. i. 211. c.

Of greatest beauty the small dancing satyr in bronze from the casa del

Fauno in Pompeii. Bull. d. Inst. 1831. p. 19,, engraved in M. Borb. ix, 42.

[Bull. 1831. p. 19. Finati M. Borb. p. 154. The old dancing satyr
of Y. Borghese M. d. I. iii, 59. BulL 1845. p. 105. Indicaz. d. V,

Borghese viii, 1. p. 24. Another much smaller dancing satyr among the

bronzes from Pompeii.] d. Ant. Ere. vi, 38. 39, Lipp. i, 185 ff. Suppl.
246. Particularly fine on the gem by Pergamos, Stosch 49. Wicar in,

35. e. Satyr with syrinx and pedum, statue in the Brit. Mus. Spec. h.

pi. 26. The satyr holding the leveret to the panther and teasing it (comp.
Luc. de domo 24.), splendid relief L. 477. Bouill. i, 79. M. Franc., ii, 13.

Clarac pi. 178. The satyr carrying a roe (or a goat) on his shoulders ; a

beautiful statue in Ildefonso, Maffei Race. 122. f. A beautiful satyr sit-

ting and resting his chin on his hand, on gems, Stosch 44. Lipp, iii, 182.

A satyr imitating the wearied Hercules . 129. R. 2., M. Flor.
i, 92, 8. A,

smiling satyr wrapped in a cloak, bronze herma in the Bedford collection,
from Pompeii, Spec, ii, 28. g. Satyrus somno gravatus by Stratonicus, Plin.

comp. Anthol. Pal. vi, 56. Plan. 248. The Barberini satyr, one of the

grandest statues, in Munich 96. ; Piranesi St. 5. Race. 94. [Tetii JMes
Barber. 215. Montfauc. i. 147. Le Chausse i, 2, 6.] Morghen Princ. 27.

The bronze one, Ant. Ere. vi, 40. M. Borb. ii, 21. Guattani M I. 1787. p.
Ivi. h. Comp. Plin. xxxv, 36, 22. Nonn. xii, 82. Relief, Brit. M. ii, 1.,

M. Borb. v, 53. Gems, M. Flor. i, 89, 8. Lascivious wall-painting, Pitt, di

Ere. i, 15. 16. Satyrs with Hermaphrodites on gems ; group of statues
in Dresden 317. Aug. 95 and elsewhere. Bott. Archaol.u. Kunst. i. s. 165.
In the group at Berlin 88. the hermaphrodite teases the satyr. Groups
in Dresden and in the possession of Blundell. Clarac. pi 672. Herma-
phrodite and satyr, group at Florence, ibid. pi. 670, 1550, Pan and her-

maphr. The ocsroo^ocrgug/j/ also expresses the lechery of the satyrs, Plin.

xxxv, 40, 32., one of this kind on the relief PCI. v c. comp. . 335, 7. Ou
^ vase de Witte Collect, de Yasesp. 1837. no 96. 2KOIIA[>], a satyr with
a club in his right hand makes with his left un geste de moquerie, o-*^,
cf. 0. Jahn Yasenbilder s. 24. Silius xiii, 341 sq describes the dwo-

Movtvw.'] i, G. M. 269. 271, St. di S. Marco
ii, 31. Nothing finer than

the relief at Naples, Welcker Zeitschr. s. 523. M. Borb. ii, 11. Neapels
Ant. s. 88., with which corresponds the relief of the vase in England
( 1 Piranesi, Yasi 55. 56). k. S. scyphum tenens PL xxxv, 36, 23. Sarvgos
Qa.'XcixQos w ty $&& KaScwot. zgc&ray, in Athen, xi, 484. completely as in

vase-paintings. Satyrs in various postures of wine-pouring and drink-
ing, arabesques M. Borb. vii, 5052. 1. See . 128. R. 6. An old satyr
putting on greaves, helmeted, M. Pourtates pi. 9. cf. R. Rochette M. in6d.

p. 94. Yase-painting.

5. See the groups on the Thasian coins, . 98. R. 3., and comp. the

vase-painting Millingen Cogh. i, 16. 18., the gem Impr. d. Inst. i, 10. A
satyr, in animated movement, a bacchante in tranquil attitude, with the roe
and KAZOOS, statues belonging to one another, to be found among dealers
in works of art, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. Tf. 102, 1. 2. Two hermje, satyr and
bacchante, companion works ibid. 3. 4. Satyr and infant satyr, fine

group at Rome and Naples ibid. 103, 1. 2. [That at Naples, with the in-
fant Bacchus, a bunch of grapes in his hand, resting on his neck, also in
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V. Albani p. 10. no. 94 of the Indicazione.] Satyr and female bacchante,

a charming group in the Vatican, Gerhard Tf. 103, 3. The satyr becomes

a centaur on the coins of the Thracian towns, Lete and Orrhescus, . 98.

R. 3. "IKKOV^ according to Bckker is the name of the satyr-tail, An.

Or. p. 44. comp. Welcker ibid. s. 217. The Naxian satyr, ]ST. Brit. 4
3
8.

Exactly the same, Tassie pi. 38, 4649. Only bearded satyrs on the vases

of Yolci, Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 41. The yevetuv and vrfatog in Pollux iv, 142.

are older satyrs of this sort. [Marriages of satyrs or sileni and nymphs.]

6. PCI. iv, 31. ; Ant. Ere. vi. p. 47. A boy-satyr giving drink to D.

who is leaning on Ariadne, Zahn, Wandgem. 35. The education of a little

satyr, in the much discussed Giustiniani relief, Amalth. i, 1. [iii. s. vi. D.

A. K. ii, 40, 482.] ; the satyric ears of the boy no longer seem doubtful.

Visconti PCI. iv. p. 61. No. 6. comp. Gerhard, Beschr. Roms ii, ii. Beil. 1.

Lange Schriften i. s. 282. [M. Chiaram. ii, 261. Zeus nursed by Amalthea,
a completely erroneous explanation. E. Braun, who likewise testifies to

the satyric ears, compares a Yidoni cornelian with an exactly similar re-

presentation, Ant. Marmorwerke i. s. 7. The horn from which the infant

satyr drinks is out of all proportion to Amalthea. It is a scene from

mythic forest life.] Also the head, Lipp. i, 203.

7. K^o? (Dor. KCC^OS with the lyre, M. Borb. ii, 45.), Oftoc, '"Eftuotvos,

Tipo$, as satyrs, Tischb. ii, 44. ; Laborde 65. Maisonn. 22
; Lab. 64. Mais,

33.
;
M. Borb. ii, 45. ; Millingen Cogh. 19. B. Rochette Journ. des Sav.

1826. p. 89. Neapels Ant. s. 254. Welcker ad Philostr. p. 214. Ann. d.

Inst. i. p. 398." A&vgetppos playing on the lyre, tv. E, 3, K^o^ K/cwV,

XogoV, Xog/W/ff, B/##O? on the Yolcian vases. On the Acratos . 345*.

R. 3. Zoega Bassir. i. p. 32 sqq. Abhandl. s. 26 f. [0. Jahn Yasenbilder

1839. s. 17 ff. Bull. 1836. p. 122 ]

C. SILENI.

386. Those older and bearded satyrs are often also called 1

Sileni (snub-nosed) when works of art are in question, so that

an established and sure distinction between the two can

scarcely be pointed out in art. However, this name attaches 2

particularly to one older satyr-form, which, usually united with
the wine-skin, has itself somewhat of the appearance of one

(hence it was also a favourite subject in the decoration of

fountains), and its drunken unwieldiness has greater need of

something to lean on for support than the other attendants of
the god. This is sometimes afforded him by an ass on which he 3
is borne, and sometimes by satyr-boys eagerly busied about him.
Yet is this happy daemon, in a deeper mode of thinking which ^
was unfolded especially by the Orphici, at the same time full

of a wisdom to which all the restless bustle of mankind ap-

pears folly; the plastic art also represents him in nobler and

grander forms as the fosterer and instructor of the young
Dionysus. Among the figures of the old satyr-drama, Pappo- 5
sileni was the name given to the satyric forms all covered
with hair and bearded.
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2. See Heyne Cominentatt. Soc. Gott. x, p. 88. Impr. d. Inst. Cent, iv,

39 45. 56. On coins of Himera or Thermae, Torrein. 35, 2 6
,
as well

as on the "bronze cista of Novius, . 173. R. 3., Silenus stands or sits be-

side a spring indicated by a lion's head. Heron also. Spirit, p. 190. 205.,

mentions Satyrisks with wine-skins "beside fountains, and also Pamsks as

scaring figures, p. 183. (comp, Torrem. 35, 1
)

I think it was on this

account that fountains were called jSilam at Rome (from Boric Sicily).

3. Wine-skin Sileni of this sort, standing, in Dresden 122. Aug. 71.

[where three classes of statues of Silenus are referred to p 71.] , m Munich

99.; the Ludovisi one lying, Perrier 99. Astride on the skm, Ant. Eic,

vi, 44. M. Borb. iii, 28. On the wine-pitcher as a lamp, Amalth. ni, 108.

Squeezing a "bunch of grapes, PCI. i, 46, [holding one before him iv, 2(5 J

Stretched on the ass, sometimes a flinging one, often on gems and reliefs.

Clinging to a goat, Impr. d. Inst. i, 9. The drunken S. supported "by satyrs,

PCI. iv, 28. ; Zoega 4. ; Guattani 1786. p. xxiv. (if not Hercules) ; by Eros,

Zoega 79. Combe Terrac. 5. Erotes also entertain Silenus with music,
Bracci ii, 71.; on a cornelian in the "Wiczay cabinet Silenus, playing on

the lyre, is wounded by Eros in a go-cart. Playing on the lyre, often at

Tolci. Luc. Icaromen. 27. describes S, as a cordax-dancer, comp. Hut.

22, 7. Milhn, "Vases i,
5. KS^o; of Sileni . 127. R. 2. On the Silenus

Marsyas 362. R. 4. 3G7. E 3. This Marsyas with wine-skin on the left

shoulder
; raising the right hand, on coins of Roman cities as an emblem

of libertas, comp. Serv. JUn. iii, 20. iv, 58. (A dwarf Silenus as fifer

among the nymphs of Diana. Zoega Bassir tv. 120.)

4. [Silenus bound before king Midas, vases, M. d. I. iv, 10, Ann. xvi.

tv. D. H. p. 200, vase in Palermo, tv. D. EL, others in the M. Gregor. and
from Chiusi; with the first comp. Minervini in the Bull. Napol. iv. p 135

sq.]. Silenus sits with little Bacchus playing, on coins of Sardis, Munch-
ner Denkschr. Philol. i. Tf. 4, 8. S. with the infant Bacchus in the ex-

cellent Borghese statue L. 709. Mafiei Race. 77. Piranesi St 15. M. Roy.
ii, 9. Clarac pi. 333. Comp. especially Calpurnius Eel. 10, 27. Mafiei and
Winck. speak of two similar ones in Rome

, there is one in the braccio
nuovo of the Yatican, one in Munich 115. ; a repetition (of which there
is a plaster cast at Gdttingen) has the inscription bella manu pacernque
gero : mox, prsescius sevi Te duci venturi, fatorum arcana recludam, from
the Orpkian doctrine, in which Dionysus introduces the last happy age
which the wise Silenus announces. Powerful figures of Sileni M. Chiar.
40. 41. Human ears (Gerh. Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 193.) are not rare in
Silenus. [A combination of Silenus, Dionysus, Satyr, with arbitrary treat-
ment of hair, beard, ears, wreath, in later works, which are often excellent,
for instance, Becker's August, pi. 25. 26, an excellent bronze head found
at Colchester, Archssologia L. xxxi. pi. 13. p. 444.]

5. TloiKKOffsihwos rw ftsctv
$Yii6tieoregos Pollux iv, 142. Statue of this

hairy S. Ficoroni Gemrnse tb. 26 sq. In the graffito Gerh. Ant. Bildw.
56, 2. 3, creeping on the ground. [A Gentili statue Gerhard Tf. 105, 3.
One in the Giustiniani palace in Venice several pans in height, Thicrsch
Reisen in Italien

i, 258 One with the boy Dionysus, who holds the
mask, on his shoulder, was excavated at Athens in the neighbourhood of
the theatre in April 1840, engraved in A. Scholl's Arohaol. Mitheiluno-en
aus Griechenl. Tf. 5, 10. A Papposilenus on a vase M. Borb. ix, 29. 0.
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Jahn Vasengem. Tf. I. Wicscler Das Satyrspiel nach eineni Vasenbild.

s. 123.] On vases beside Dionysus, Laborde 11, 39. Hirt 22, 2.; here he

evidently wears the worotios %tTu>v laws of the Sileni, Pollux iv, 118.

comp Etrusker n. s. 215. The vefigfg p&TChoig irrs(pof&$vYi, a roe-skin, cov-

ered with tufts of woolj is also to be recognised on vases. On the ^@/-

ftc&T&ot (j331ian T. II. iii, 40) and ^cs^K^r^l %&&&$ of the Bacchian pro-
cessions, Bottiger ArchaoL der Mahl. s. 200 Welckcr Zeitschr. L a. K. s.

G34 f. [Prolog ad Theogn. p. xc. Bernhardy ad Dionys. Per. p. 71 5. Silcnus

Xoarop&fAav Toup Ep. crit. p. 54. Gerhard Del Dio Fanno p. 46. not. 98.}

387. Descending lower into the animal kingdom we find 1

the race of Pan, Pans, Paniscs, who represent the secret plea-
sure and the dark horror of sylvan solitude. Here also there 2

occurs, and that too in their native Arcadia, a human form
which is only characterized as Pan by the shepherd's pipe
(rf'WbX the pastoral crook, (?,ay&/3o'Xoi/, xaXa^o^), the disor-
dered hair and also perhaps sprouting horns. This is the 3
usual shape on coins and vase-paintings of the best period;
however the goat-looted, horned and hook-nosed form became
afterwards the rule, probably through the Praxitelian school
of art.

^

In it Pan appears as an active leaper and dancer 4.

(/7/:/pr/jr^), as the amusing buffoon in the cycle of Dionysus,
the impetuous lover of nymphs, but also the teacher of the
youthful Olympus on the syrinx contrasts of tender, youth-
ful beauty, with rude, stern, woodland nature, for which
Greek art cherished an especial affection. The groups in 5
which a good-natured panisc plucks a thorn from the foot of
a satyr (which race, as being of a higher breed, practises all
manner of tricks with the Pans), are conceived with extreme
nawete. But Pan is also, as a daemon of dark fear and panic 6
terror, a bold and victorious foe-queller; at Athens the battle
of Marathon gave particular occasion for representing him
with tropaea. As a peaceful syrinx-player he inhabits the 7
grottoes consecrated to him (Panaea), where his figure is not

infrequently found, amid graceful nymphs, hewn out of the
living rock. It was the misapprehension of later times, which, 8
however, was very wide-spread, that first transformed the an-
cient god of pasture (vdw, pastor) into a universal deeraon, and
ins unpretending reed-piping into the harmony of the spheres.

[1. There is occasionally to be met a Pan's head, with a terrified,
bewildered look, by which perhaps, as Zoega remarks, instead of Pan, it
was intended to express the Panic terror. Thus Gemm. Flor. ii 9.

CKTAAKO, Stosch Gemm. sculp, tb. 58, cf. Oavaceppi Race,
ii, 10.]

2. See the Arcadian coins in Pellerin Roc. i. pi 21, Landon pi. 43.
G. M. 286. . 132. R. 2. Similar figure on coins of Pandosia, N. Brit, 3.
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26., Messana (with the hare), Eckhel SylL i. tb. 2, 10., also Pclla, M.

SClem. 30, 321. Pan is also represented in human form as a flute-player

on coins of Paneas. The head on coins of Antigonus Gonnatas and Pan-

ticapseon is indeed more caricatured, but still youthful Vase-painting

in Walpole's Travels pi. 8. Millingen Un. Mon, i. pi. A. [and very many

represent the human Pan with small horns.]

3. Statues L. 506. [M. Capit. iii, 35.] V. Borgh. Port. 1. Bouill. i, 53,

1. Clarac pi. 325 ; Wicar iii, 40. ; in the Brit. Mus. and elsewhere. P. as

Telamon Race 140. [The Pan of the Earl of Leicester at Holkham the

finest statue in England, as is observed Spec, i, 40. A couple, twice the

size of life, found near the church in Pane e Perna, El. Vacca, in Fea

MiscelL i. p. 56. A fine herma in Spanheim De usu et pr. n. i. p. 396.

One M. Iflor. rL Terracottas of the Brit. Mus. 45. 46.] Pan is frequently

to be seen on vases in Apulia and Lucania, in Volci very rarely. Gran-

diose masks of the bearded Pan in terracotta and marble. [Mask of Pan

Impr. d. Inst. iv, 56. Small statue Brit. Mus. x, 24. p. 51 54.]

4. As a dancer (jcogsvrvis rs'hs^ro&ras SSMV Pindar Fr. 67. Bh.) lie is often

to be seen at Bacchanals, where his foot opens the mystic cista, PCI.

iv, 22. v, 7. ;
L. 421. Clarac pi. 128. ; Amalth. iii. s. 247. (from this the

fragment in R. Rochette M. I- XA. may be restored). A satyr does the

same Bouill iii, 70. [Pans dancing to the lute of Hermes, M. d. I. iv, 34.]

Pan tearing the garments from a nymph, or a hermaphrodite (as in a

group of the V. Aldobrandini), PCI. i, 50. Gerhard, Beschr. Roms ii, ii.

s. 168. Similar groups, but with a Silenus, Bull. d. Inst. 1830. s. 76.

Pan playing on a lyre before a herma, on a silver plate, Ant. Ere. i. p. 267.

The nymphs teazing Pan, who has legs like those of a bull (Homer H.

19.), relief Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 45. M. Borb. vii, 9. [D. A. K. ii, 44, 549.

Pan and Echo . 401. R. 3.] The goat-footed Pan dancing with a nymph,
a charming vase-picture, M. Blacas pi. 23. Pan with Olympus, (Plin.

xxxvi, 48.) in the Ludovisi group, Maff. Race, 64
,
the Florentine, G. di

Eir. St. 12. comp. 73. an Albani one and others; also Aug. 81. may be

restored from it. Wall-painting Pitt. Ere. iii, 19. In another, i, 8. 9.

Olympus and Marsyas (comp. . 362. R. 4. Paus. x, 30
)
are grouped with

Achilles and Chiron, as in the invaluable group Plin. xxxvi, 4, 8
, only

that here Pan is the sole instructor. [In the former painting also Mar-

syas, not Pan ; but Marsyas has small horns in it, also M. Borb. x, 22.
; the

other is also M. Borb. x, 4. Pan and Olympus, small bronze group from

Pompeii at Arolsen, Olympus with his hair in a bow on the forehead ] On
Olympus Philostr. i, 20, 21. [Fine Apulian vase-painting M. d. 1. 11, 37.

Inghir. Vasi Fitt. iv, 332. Elite ceramogr. ii, 75, (Rv. theft of the palla-

dium), MAPSTA2 and OAOMP02, instruction of Olympus on the ci-

thern, in the circle of listening satyrs and maenads taken for a contest, al-

though Marsyas has not even an instrument Ann. viiL p 295. Bull, 1843.

p. 39.] Pan wrestling with Olympus, symplegma by Heliodorus, Plm.

Butting with a goat, Pitt. Ere. ii, 42.
; Gems, M- Flor. i, 89, 1 3. Copu-

lation with one of these animals, in a marble group, Feapels Ant. s. 461.

5. Group in the L. 290. Y. Borgh. 4, 12. Clarac pi. 297.
; Millin P.

gr. 37. Comp. the group PCI. i, 49., Theocr. iv, 54. and the epigram on
the sorrowing Satyr, Brunck, Agial. iii. p. 106. Tricks of the satyrs with
the Pans, Guattani, M. I. 1786. p. xxxii. [Pan scourged Brit. Mus. x, 37.

A drunken Pan carried by Erotes to a satyr x, 38.]
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6. Pan as a trophy-bearer (Anthol. Pal. Plan. 259
),

in. a small statue

found at Athens, in. reference to the battle of Marathon, Wilkins M.
Grsecia c. v. vign. [p. 71 With the trophy restored by Flaxman ; it was

afterwards found that similar statues carried grapes, Clarke Greek Mar-

bles p. 9.] As virwfftffTiis of Dion. Zoega 75.

7. Pan with syrinx and rhyton sitting over a grotto, before which

Cecrops and his daughters (or Hermes and the nymphs) receive a sacri-

ficial procession, Athenian relief, M. Worsl. i, 9. A kindred relief from.

Athens, Paciaudi Mon. Pel i. p. 207. G. M. 327. C. I. 455
,
with Pan and

the nymphs who are led by a youth, beneath them the Eleusinian god-
desses and the director Simon (according to Hirt Gesch. der. Kunst s.

191 ).
Pan with human legs, sitting with the syrinx over a grotto in

which the great mother and the nymphs (comp. Pind. P. iii, 78 ) are

likewise receiving a pompa, on the Parian relief, Stuart iv, 6, 5. comp.
L Ross, Kunstbl. 1836. No. 13. [Reisenauf den Griech. Inseln i. s 50.

D. A. K. ii, 44, 555.] Paniscs as sacrificial servants,' Tisoh. ii, 40. [Pan
sacrificing, two bas-reliefs in the museum at Padua, Roulez Bull, de 1'Acad.

le Bruxelles T. xiii. n. 7. (Faune fondateur du culte religieux.) Sacri-

fice by Pan and Satyr on the well-known Mantuan gem,]

8. Gem in Hirfc 21, 5. M. Flor. ii, 80, 2.

E FEMALE FIGURES.

388. There is less variety to be found in the female forms, 1

the apex of which is the graceful, blooming, ivy-crowned, and
often richly-draped ARIADNE, whom it is not always easy to

distinguish from Cora. From the NYMPHS who exhibit no 2

excitement of character, and the female SATYRS who rarely

occur, the MJENADS (Thyades, Clodones, Mimallones, Bassa- 3

rides, classes difficult to separate) are distinguished by their

revelling enthusiasm, dishevelled hair, and head thrown

back, with thyrsi, swords, serpents, dismembered roe-calves,

tympana, and fluttering, loose-flying garments. Here also art

loves to repeat forms once established and become favourite,

among which we can easily distinguish the creations of the

best period of Greek art from those of later times, which were
still more transparently draped, and more voluptuous in their

movements. Sometimes also Moenads are seen exhausted by 4

the Bacchian phrenzy, entwined with serpents, and sunk in

careless slumber. It is very difficult to perceive the difference 5

between the Monads strictly so called, and the personifica-
tions of Bacchian festivity, serenity, music and poesy, with
which we become acquainted in vase-paintings through the

names inscribed beside them; and indeed it is not the in-

tention of Greek art, in which the revelation to sense becomes

altogether a corporeal presentment of a dsemonac world, that

we should here distinguish thoroughly between real and ideal

figures.
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1. Above . 384. R. 3. Fine statue, upright, tranquil, Brit. Mus x,

23

'

Do the statue PCI. i, 45., and the fine head in the Capitol, Wmck.

M' I 55- (Leucothea according to Winck., a head of Bacchus, according

to Visconti and the editors of Wmck. iv. s. 308. 435.), belong to Ariadne ?

[Certainly not the latter, although it is still called so in Bouill. pi. 77 and

in the Beschr. Roms iii. s. 255. See Kunstmus. zu Bonn s. 73. It may

even be known to be a male figure from the neck,] Ariadne forsaken .

412. E. 1. Ariadne beside D. in the portico of Thessalonica, Stuart iii, 9,

11.

2 Nymphs . 403. Satyra et Silena (a snub-nose) Lucret. Fine

head of a female satyre (1). St. di S. Marco ii, 30. [full of speaking ex-

pression; a cast in the museum at Bonn]; laughing countenances fre-

quent on gems A female satyr playing with an infant satyr, M. Flor. i,

90, 2. [A satyr maiden at the establishment of Comedy by Bacchus, Ter-

nite Pomp. Gem, (Reimer) heft 2 Tf. 2.] A female Pan playing on the

flute, M. Flor. i, 93, 1.
;
with Priapus [or herma of Pan] on a gem, Lipp.

Suppl. 291. Hirt 21, 3., the obscene representation in which recurs
on^a

Bacchian sarcophagus, Neapels Ant. s. 459 [Gerhard Ant- Bildw. Tf iii,

2, 3. 4.] Bronze, Gori M. Etr. i, 64. [A female Pan clothed in a wolf's skin

playing on the tibia (Satiressa), Indicaz. per la V. Albani p. 27. no. 242
;

a female Pan of bronze, in the cabinet of coins at Florence. Elegantly

foreshortened group, formerly in Florence, of which there are drawings,

a female Pan who is kneeling at the trunk of a tree, against which she

leans, with three young Pans, one on her shoulder, who sits at the same

time in a wicker basket full of flowers, one hanging on her knees, and

one (a female) below leaning on the trunk. She seems to be in the act

of suspending the first in a kind of dosser, Annali xviii. p. 241 sq ]

3. Beautiful head of a female Bacchante, Eckhel P. gr. 25. and else-

where on numerous gems. Often repeated figures, derived from the fair-

est, the genuine Greek period of art, are the %{f&atoQ6o$ . 125. R. 2.

(Scopas), and the corresponding figure in the L. 283. Clarac pi. 135. ;

comp. therewith T. Borgh. 2, 14. M. Flor. iii, 56 ;
M. Chiar. 36. (. 374.

E. 3.) [Brit. Mus. x, 35. relief] ;
the Thyiades and Caryatides mentioned

. 365. and 531.; the gems Lipp. i, 184. <Src. A dance of Monads bold

and beautiful, in Attic style on the vase in Stackelberg Tf. 24. (comp. the

exquisite floating female dancers on that of JEgina Tf. 23.) More volup-

tuously treated, as half-naked dancers, in the relief L. 381. Clarac pi.

140., which much resembles the pictures from Herculanum . 210. R 6. and
on many sarcophagi, . 390. R, 2. Maenads wound themselves in Bacchian

frenzy ;
a beautiful figure of this description on gems is called Callirrhoe

in Lippert and Tassie. The half-naked Mamad kneeling in ecstasy on an

altar, and holding up a flute-playing Athena (?) very frequently recurs,

on the relief ifr the L. 200. Bouill. i, 75. Clarac pi. 135. and in gems,

Lipp. i, 194 ff. Suppl. 242. 277. M. Flor. i, 88, 7. 9.; we also see a tran-

quil Bacchante, Lipp, ii, 152., with the same idol in her hand. [Kunstmus.
in Bonn s. 116 f. 2nd Ed.] Msenad on a panther with Dion., on an ass

led by Silenus, M. Flor. i, 91. Maenads swimming over the sea on a Bac-
chian bull, G-. di Fir. Gemme 9, 2. and frequently. Leaning on a sea-

panther, Pitt. Ere. iii. 17.

4. An exhausted Maenad reposing (comp. Plut. Mul. virt. &ax,foe$) ex-
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plained as a sleeping nymph PCI. iii, 43 G-. M. 56. 325. [Hence the pro-
verbial expressions Ba^wj r^oVoy, ITT\ ray ataw/fray T^a^aov c&l ~B<x,x,%(x.t

atyuat. Diogenian.] A similar figure of a Mamad in the relief G Giust.

ii, 104. ; perhaps also the one in R. Rochctte M. I. 5. (Thetis according
to R. R.) ; although a figure perfectly similar occurs among the furies sur-

rounding Orestes and sunk in sleep. A favourite figure on gems is a

lying one half seen behind, uncovered down to the legs, with an extreme-

ly graceful bend in her flexible back, for example G-uattani M. I. 1785. p.

Ixxm. Lipp. i, 183. M Flor. i, 92, 6. Impr. d. Inst. iv, 49. 52. A Maenad

of this description M. Worsl ii. p 49. 50. This figure also occurs suck-

ling a lynx (Marlbor. 50), a subject which is explained by Eurip. Bacch.

692. Msenads likewise press out the milk from their teeming breasts

into Bacchian drinking-horns, M. Mor. i, 48, 10. Lipp. iii, 165.

5. The following appear as Bacchian women : 9*?Ja, T^uvj, EvB/

(the fAehrroeffffet sit o tee, of Pindar, which I would prefer to the Evoia of Vis-

conti. Hist, de 1'Inst. iii. p. 41.), E/gaji% 'Oawga (with fruit), Oii/owy; see

Tischb. ii, 44. (comp. 50.); Millingen Gogh. 19.; Laborde 65. (comp,
Milhn Vases i, 5.) Comp. Welcker ad Philostr. p. 213. Xo$ei*Sy Neapcls
Ant. s. 365. Paus. ii, 20. Aw as priestess of Dionysus, Neap. Ant. s.

363
,
beside a Wiottuccs. Kan-fati, similar to the Virgilian copa, attacked

by thirsty satyrs, Laborde 64. R. Rochette Journ. des Sav. 1826. p. 95

sqq. <baw6'ffvi and 'E^/^yX?v<f also as names of Maenads on Volcian vases.

So rg^/^ogu (TEP2IXOMH) M. Pourtales pi. 29. [0. Jahn Yasengem.
s. 28.] K/w6B/fl& as festal-song 367. R. 3. ; as Comedy fitted by Dion,

with a mask, and by a satyr with socks, picture from Pompeii M. Borb.

iii. 4. comp. Bccchi. Tg*y0o/fl& on a vase, see Gerhard, Hyp. Rom Studien.

s. 193. Welcker Nachtrag s. 236. comp. R. Rochette Journ. des Sav.

1826. p 89100. [Gerh Auserl. V i, 56. The reading is TPAPOIAIA
beyond all doubt, and R Rochette himself will no longer insist on threnody
as in the J. des Sav. p. 98. and Mon. Ined. p. 255.] A female Bacchante

clattering with crotals, Creuzcr Ein altathenisches Gefiiss 1832. Similar

the painted terracotta, with Bacchian ensigns, in the archaic style, M.
Pourtales pi. 28. Telete also (beside Orpheus, Paus. ix, 30, 3.) may be
here conjectured, she occurs on a relief from Astron in Laconica, Ann.
d. Inst. i. p. 132. tv. c. 1. comp. iii. p. 144. But the winged virgin with
the herald's staff in Bacchian accompaniment, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 48., or

with vine tendrils, Impr. d Inst. ii, 14., may be better called Ilosia, ac-

cording to Eurip. Bacch. 307, Of Met/te . 383, 9. Welcker ad Philostr.

p. 312. Mystis, Zeitsohr. i, s. 508. [Thalia, %}$ Suteta, Theoris, Welcker
Oricch, Trag. s. 304.]

CENTAURS.

S89. We may also give the centaurs a place among this 1

class of beings, as they seem perfectly fitted to enter the Dio-

nysian cycle, by the unrestrained rudeness with which animal
nature-life manifests itself in them; and the part likewise
which they play in heroic mythology, is especially assigned to

them through their love of wine. In earlier times they were 2
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represented in front entirely as men, with the body of a horse

growing on to them behind; but afterwards, perhaps from the

time of* Phidias, the forms were blended much more happily,

by the joining of the belly and breast of a horse to the upper

part of a human body, the forms of whose countenance, pointed

ears and bristly hair betray an affinity to the satyr ;
on the

other hand in female forms (Oentaurides) the human portion

was borrowed more from the cycle of nymph creations, and

3 could display very attractive forms. Accordingly, these origi-

nally bizarre shapes, which were afterwards, however, develop-

ed into the most perfect unity of forms, are presented to us in

a series of excellent works of art, sometimes in contrast to

noble heroic power, sometimes as quelled subjects of the might
4 of Bacchus, for the most part, suffering and ill-used, but^also

treated with reverential consideration in the case of Chiron,

the instructor of heroes.

1. The centaurs are principally ancient buffalo-hunters of the early

Pelasgian times (the Thessalian TvgofltSa^/tf furnish the interpreta-

tion of the mythus) ; "but there is combined therewith a reference to the

effects of the introduction of the vine. Centaurs as Dionysian thiasotes,

Bottiger, Vasengem. i, 3. s. 87. A centaur carries on a vase a tree with

tgenise and tablets with human figures, a kind of M$<*, oscilla, Tischb.

i, 42. Often in Dionysian pomps, especially as draught-animals, PCI.

V,ll.

2. The older form (which the Ausonian Mares also had, .Mian Y. IL

ix, 16.) on the coffer of Cypselus (Paus. v, 19, 2.),
Clusinian vases

(Dorow Toy. pi. 1. 4 ), the reliefs from Assos, . 255. E. 2
,
where the

centaurs hunt bulls ;
the bronze in Gori, M. Etr.

i, 65, 3., on the vases

from Yolci constantly., Micali tv. 95., also gems, M, Flor. ii, 39, 1. Cen-

taurs of the earlier form of bronze, naked human body in front, small

horse behind, dug from the rubbish of the Parthenon, Boss Kunstbl. 1836.

No. 24. The later form is described by Callistr. 12. ; Lucian Zeuxis (.
138. E. 1.) notices particularly the STK, aarvpwiy of the centaurs. Cen-

taurides suckling, for instance, by Zeuxis, and in the pretty picture Phi-

lostr. ii, 3., on Bacchian reliefs, BouilL iii, 39, 1. 43, 2. 4. (L. 472. 765.

Clarac pi. 150. 147.), gems, M. Flor. i, 92, 5. Two centaurs and a sleep-

ing centauris, St. di S. Marco ii, 32 [A centaur avenging the death of

his wife on a lion and panther, mosaic . 322. E. 4. no. 4. Chiron's cen-

taur-wife, the infant Achilles in her arms, Apollon. i, 557.] Centaurs

attacked by satyrs in the Bacchian procession, PCI. iv, 21. Gerhard,
Beschr. Eoms ii, ii. s. 199. Centaurs with Maenads, Centaurids with
Bacchantes in charming groups, among the Herculanean pictures, . 210,
6. M. Borb. iii, 20. 21. A Bacchian winged centaur Impr. d. Inst. iii,

52.

3. Borghese centaur in the L. 134
, finished with extreme care (the

head like Laocoon's), with a Bacchian Eros on his back. Eacc. 72 74.

(Clarac pi. 737 740.) V.Borgh. 9, 1. M. Eoy. ii, 11. BouilL i, 64. Clarac

pi. 266. This centaur corresponds to the older one of the two centaurs
of Aristeas and Papias, . 203. E. 1.
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Centaurs at the marriage of Peirithous (picture by Hippys, Athen.

xi, 474.) on the Theseion, Parthenon, at Phigalia . 118. 119. Vase-

painting Hancarv. m, 81. Tischb. i, 11. Millmgen Cogh. 35. 40. Div. 8.

(The slaying of Cseneus, comp. . 119. R.
3.).

Pitt. Ere. i, 2. M. Borb. v,

4 (Cseneus chastising Eurytion, in like manner as in the temple of

Olympia . 119. R. 2 ) Combats with Hercules , 410.

4. Chiron as Rhizotomos on Mount Pelion G-. M. 153, 554. With
Peleus and Achilles . 413. Battle of panthers and centaurs . 322. R.

4. Fight with lions, wall-painting M. Borb. iii, 51. [Chiron's school, on
a gem of later times.]

0. THE THIASOS OF DIONYSUS IN GENERAL.

390. The Dionysian routs and processions, composed of all 1

tliese figures in ancient works of art, must certainly be con-

sidered from very different points of view: partly as pure oc 2

currences of fancy, somewhat as the Mxnads, at the trieteric

festival on Mount Parnassus, thought they descried the satyrs
and heard their music, as ideal representations of Bacchian

ecstacyin all its gradations; and partly as scenes from Dionysian 3

festivals, which were everywhere in Greece combined with a

variety of mummeries, especially representations of Dionysus
and his thiasotes, which were got up with the most unbounded

luxury at the Macedonian courts, for example that of Alexan-
dria. Art herein naturally adhered much less to the religious 4
rites and mystic representations conducted in the apartments
of temples, and of which very little can be indicated, than to

the far more favourable materials which the public pompa
and the riotous, drunken Comos afforded. While in reliefs, 5

the representation of the Dionysian pompa prevails, whereat
the god is borne in the chariot, and Comedy perhaps, or at

least her masks ride behind in a cart
;
we see the Comos on 6

numberless vase-paintings, especially of the later sort, per-
formed sometimes by youths in ordinary costume, with gar-
lands and torches, and female flute-players, half walking, half

dancing; but sometimes also the satyr-costume, consisting of

masks and sashes, is adopted, and one of the comastse in this

equipment is led and danced about as Dionysus. Lastly we 7

also see the scurrae or phylakes at such processions, with their

fantastic masks, stuffed out, parti-coloured jackets and panta-
loons, and phallic ensigns, travestying mythological scenes

in regular stage-representation, whereby the wh~ple form of

earliest comedy is presented clearly to view. Masks, however, 8

are not always indications of the drama, when they occur in

Bacchian sculptures, they are often evidently objects of wor-

ship, abbreviated representations, as it were, of the god and
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all his attendants, and with the mystic cisto3, -which were

regarded with a secret awe, the most significant utensils of

the worship.

2. Macr. .
i,

18. Such representations in reliefs, on several urns,

such as the splendid Borghese one L. 711. V. Borgh. 2, 10. Bouill. i, 70.

Clarac pi 131. (on the correct disposition Welcker Ann. d. lust. v. p.

159.) ;
POL iv, 19 sqq,, also 29. (according to Zoega images of growing

love clothed in Bacchian dress) ; Cap. iv, 58. ;
M. Borb. iii, 40. ; vii, 24. ;

JZoe'ga 83. 84. ;
Brit. M. i, 7. Satyrs with Curetes dance together, Ger-

hard a, Bildw. Tf. 106, 4. [Tympanistria- with two satyrs with double

flute and panther Spec, ii, 25.]

3. Of uyovTSs (roy A.) \<x\ r%g &(Afl$ o/

Ath. x
?
428 e. "flo-sreg

Afouwr/o/aw ovvl rav %fauv, Hermippus in the Schol.

Aristoph. Birds 1563. comp. . 383. E. 7. A boat placed on a car, in

it the old D. with female flute-players and satyrs, Panofka Vasi di

premio 4 b. At the pompa of Ptolemy the Second (. 147. R. 3.) were to

he seen Sileni, satyrs in great number, the Eniautos, the Penteteris,

Horse, Dionysus under an arbour or wtas (as at Athens also, Photius s.

v.) Mimallones, Bassarae, Lydse, Nysa, Semele's bridal chamber, nymphs,

Hermes, Dionysus on an elephant as conqueror of India with a Satyriscos

as the animal's leader, Dionysus' warlike expedition, female Indians,

./Ethiopian tribute-brmgers, then D. protected by Uhea against Hera,

Priapus beside him, and so forth. Comp. Schwarz on a Bacchian pompa,

Opuscula p 95. A beautiful slave represents D. at Athens, Plut. Nio. 3.

Bacchus with Erotes as vine-dressers, Pan with canobus pitcher ?, Gerh.

Bildw. pi. 88, 1. Bacchanal from a sarcophagus at Sparta pi. 106, 1.

Bringing home of the wiae-skin on poles pi. 107. Bacchian comos, very

fine, from a circular ara in the Vatican pi. 108, 1. Bacchian symposium,
children present, from Y. Pamfili pi. 108, 2. Great Bacchanal from the

Gentili palace, is it ancient 2
pi. 110, 1. Farnesian sarcophagus at Na-

ples, D. drawn by centaurs, Hercules, Pan, Eros, Phallophona, pi. 112, 1.

Sarcophagus from the market place of Bolscna, wild Bacchanal, Ariadne

asleep, Hercules drunk, a phallus peeping out from the cista, pi 112, 2. 3.

4. Initiation of a child into the Bacchian rsforai, adoption as a

TceZj &<f strrtots (at Eleusis C. I. 393.), perhaps represented in the vase-

painting, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 51. Welcker Syll. Epigr Gr. p. 86. Bacchian

sacrifices, especially of goats, on gems, M. Mor.
i, 89, 9. Rural sacrifices

of goats to D -Phales, Pitt, di Ere. iv, 45 sqq. M. Borb. viii, 18.

5. See PCI. iv, 22. v 7. (with Comedy in the cart, comp. however,
Gerhard, Beschr. Boms ii, ii. s. 152

) ; Cap. iv 47. 63.
; Cavaceppi Race.

ii, 58. (in Lord Lansdowne's), "Woburn Marb 12. M. Chiaram. i, 35.

Gerh. Yatic. s. 84. Brit. Mus. i, 39. formerly in Villa Montalto, Adrnirand.
tab. 84 sq. [Frieze of a marble sarcophagus, four pieces in Caylus iii pi.
56 59. Chariot with D. and Ariadne, cart with Silenus, with masks,
camels,-elephants, sports ] On the bells with which Bacchantes are often

entirely hung (PCI. iv, 20. Cap. iv, 49.), see among others Catull. 64, 262.
The greater Bacchanals on gems are mostly modern workmanship, as le

cachet de Michel-Ange (Mariette ii, 47. Lipp. i, 350. Hist, de TAc. des
Inscr, i. p. 270.) probably by Maria da Pcscia ; of a similar kind is the
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relief L. 763. Clarac pi. 138. The wine-skin dance of the Askolia on

gems, Raponi tv. 11. 14. Tassie pi. 29, 4867, Kohler Descr. d'un camee

du Cab, Far-nose 1810. Omophagia, a Bacchian telete, on a vase M. Blacas

pi. 13 15, the altar is placed in the middle, IX tears asunder the goat,

Mypsuuv &,}[&& rp<x>r/ox-Tovov, &(Ao(pM
iyQv p/jet^y,

the others filled with holy

dread flee away from the altar. Bacchian dance around an altar Impr.
d. I. iv, 51. ; opening of the cista mystica iv, 47.

6. Kapufyiires Tischb. i, 50. ii, 41. iii, 17. iv, 33. JVlillin i, 17. 27. ii,

42. Laborde i, 32. The Volcian vases describe these komastse more

closely as K&iwag^oj, Tshys (comp. Phanes, Po,us. ii, 7, 6.), 'E^tB^oj

(comp. Androdamas, Paus. ibid). Bacchian convivia, Winck. M. I. 200.

Millin i,
38. Bdttiger JEhrenlcse 38. Crowning of the best drinker

Tischb. ii, 33. Costuming as satyrs Tischb, i, 37 39. 40. 41. M'lkn ii,

17. Gerh. A Bildw. Tf. 72. comp. Dionys. Hal vii, 72. D. taldng"part in

the procession Tischb. i, 36.
; (on an ass) ii, 42. D. enthroned, satyrs and

Bacchse dancing around him, Tischb. ii, 46. Maisonn. 22. (. 388. R. 5.)

Dionysian wgo*, Tischb. i,
32. comp. Porphyr. de antro Nymph. 20.

Creuzor Symb. Tf. 8. (where the hare is to be interpreted as an Aphro-
disian animal) Love of D. and Ariadne, the subject of a Syracusan ballet

in Xenophon's Symposion 9.

7. One of these phylakes as a Bacchian canephoros, Tischb. i, 41.

Representation of Zeus with Alcmene . 351. R. 5., of Diudalus and Ares

. 367. R. 3., of Procrustes, Millmgen Div. 46., of Taras or Orion, Tischb,

iv, 57., of Hercules and the Cercopes . 411. comp. Bottiger, Ideen zur

Archaol, s. 100 if. Grysar de Dor. Gomoedia p. 45 sqc[. These histrioncs

are also called gwrones, a name which they probably got from their phalli,

ysppa, Naj/# in Epicharmus (Schafer Appar. in Dcmosth. v. p. 579.).

8. The richest collection of Bacchian utensils and masks is furnished

by the so-called Coupe des Ptoleiuees . 315. R 5. G. M. 273. Clarac pi.

127. Masks, tragic and satyric, lying on altars, on the silver goblet of

Bologna, M. I. d. Inst 45. Ann. iv. p. 304. comp. . 345 * R. 3. Masks

of extraordinary beauty on large craters . 298. R. 2, 1. Zoega Bass. 17.

Impr. d. I. iii, 57. 58. Cista?, plcnoo tacita formidine (Valer. Fl.
ii, 267

),

especially on the kistophori, comp. Stieglitz Arch. Unterh. ii. s. 197.

Bacchian symbols, van, goat's head, phallus, bas-relief Gerhard, Bildw.

pi. Ill, 1.

2. CYCLE OF EEOS.

391. Although Eros was represented in temple-statues as 1

a hoy of developed beauty and tender grace of mien (. 127,

3,), and this mode of representation prevails throughout in the

different statues of the god still extant; a more modem art 2

however, which was allied to the toying poetry of later Ana-

creontica and the epigrammatic sports of the Anthology, pre-

ferred the childish form for such purposes. In the imitations 3

of a distinguished original, he is presented as a slender, unde-

veloped boy, full of liveliness and activity, earnestly endea-

vouring to fasten the strings to his bow; he is everywhere to 4,
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be met with, in a similar figure in vase-paintings, to denote the

5 amatory relation. In the shape of a blooming child, but never

disagreeably soft in configuration, Eros and more frequently
Erotes are to be seen, in numberless reliefs and gems, drag-

ging forth and breaking in pieces the insignia of all the gods,

caressingly subduing the wildest brutes, and converting them
into riding or draught animals, boldly and wantonly roving
about among sea-monsters, and playfully mimicking every pos-

sible occupation of man, whereby art at length degenerates

6 into a sport and completely surrenders all significance: an im-

mense number of sculptures, which were still more increased

from the circumstance that real children also were wont to

7 figure as Erotes. POTHOS and HIMEEOS were represented in

8 similar figures, and ingeniously grouped with Eros. Still more

significantly was Eros placed beside ANTEROS, a daemon who
9 enjoins reciprocal and avenges slighted love; then in a very
numerous and important class of sculptures (which probably

belong to an allegorical fable, derived, if we judge by its first

beginnings, from Orphean mysteries) with PsrciiE, the soul,

who appears as a virgin with butterfly-wings, or abbreviated,
as it were, in the form of a butterfly. This fable seems to

be represented by works of art in a more original and ingenious
manner, as regards its main features, than in the story of

Appuleius, which is spun out into a Milesian nursery tale; as

indeed the idea is not otherwise a stranger to them of an
Eros who trains up the soul to a higher blessedness, and guides
it through life and death.

1. [Propert. ii,
12. Quicunque ille fait, pueruin qui pinxit Amorem,

<fec. Eubulus in Athen. xiii. p. 562. Who first gave wings to Eros, see

Rhein. Mus. 1839. vi, p. 585, Gerhard Flugelgestalten, p 6.] The Amor
at Naples and the torso of Centocelle 127. E. 3. comp. Gerhard, Beschr.

Roms ii, ii. s, 167. The so-called genius V. Borgh. 9, 11. Bouill. iii, 10,
2. comp. Winck. (who esteemed it too highly) W. iv. 81. 141. also an
Eros. Is not likewise the so-called Adonis (Apollo) ? PCI.

ii, 32. M. Franc/,

iii, 3. Bouill. ii, 12. [Ann. d. I. xvii. p. 348
]

The wings, which he had
even received before Anacreon (Fr. 107. Yoss Mythol. Br. II, iv.), are

an essential requisite in Eros. An Eros with dolphin and flower in his

hands, Palladas Anth. ed. Jacobs ii. p. 688.

2. A copious survey of such playful productions is given by Klotz
Ueber den Sfutzen u s. w., s. 198. Clarac pi. 641 651. According to epi-

grams in the Anthology, Heyne Commentatt. Soc. Gott, x. p. 92. Alci-

biades had an Eros hurling a thunderbolt on his shield, Athen. xii, 534.

A winged head of the infant Eros on coins of Antiochus the Seventh.
Mionnet Descr. v. p. 75. Similar on coins of the gens Egnatia.

3 Eros bending the bow, M. Cap. iii, 24. Nap i, 63. Bouill. i, 19.

Fran?, ii, 7. Winck. W. vi, 6.; G. Giust. 27-28.; M. Worsl I. iii, 13.;
Bouill. iii. 11, 1. 3 ; in St. Petersburg Clarac pi. 646, 1471; Demldoffcol-
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lection pi. 650 no, 1491; Pembroke pi. 650, 1495. After Lysippus?
Quite different the statue St. di S. Marco ii, 21., Clarac pi. 651, 1481.

4, In vase-paintings we see Eros with a lekythos, for example drop-

ping grace upon lo (X&pres yhvxv %zvuy shottou Brunck Anal. i. p. 480.),

Millingen Gogh. 46. comp. Div. 42,, more usually with a tsenia as the

badge of a *.6$, . 340. R. 4. (Mystery-fillet according to Gerh. Ant.

Bildw. 55, 3. 4.), also with the hoop, xi%o$, r^os, and stick as a child's

playthings, for instance on the vase . 363. R. 2. R. Rochette M, I. pi.

44, 1. (like Ganymedes, Maisonn. 30); often also with the lyre. [E.

loosens the bonds of Andromeda, winged, y&vioe.$ Is K&g o tfaSs, Philostr.

i, 29.]

5. Sports of Erotesy votigovrss "Egetrss Xenoph. Eph. i, 10. With in-

signia of the gods M. Cap. iv, 30. (Anthol. Plan. 214 sq.) Dashing the

thunderbolt of Zeus in pieces, Gems, Wicar iv, 48. With the sceptre of

Zeus and sword of Ares, a beautiful relief in S. Maria de' Miracoli at Ve-

nice, besides in Ravenna. Comp. . 356. R. 5. (Throne of Poseidon),
395. R. 1. (of Cronos), 369. R. 6. (of Aphrodite), 410. R. 7. (Hercules).
Eros on a goat, like the infant Zeus, coins of the gens Fonteia. Amor
entwined with a dolphin, M. Borb. no. 428., Clarac pi. 646, 1468. sleeping
on a dolphin (Melicertes) pi. 647, without wings, A. as Hercules at Vienna

pi. 647, 1480 [muffled up, with the club of Hercules, perhaps the infant

Hermes, who has stolen it?], as a captive in the Vatican, pi. 648, 1481.

Taming the lion by playing on the harp, a gem with the name of Protar-

chus, G. di Fir. Gemme 2, 1.
;
with the name of Tryphon, Jonge Notice p.

148. Comp. the coins of Tonri M. I. d. Inst. 57. B. 9. Arcesilaus' mar-
morea leaena aligerique ludentes cum ea Cupidines, Plin.

;
in Dresden

272. Aug. 73 Sports Impr. d. I. iv, 25 36. Erotes sporting with a

little dog, a fine work, Descr. de Moree iii. pi 49. Different representa-
tions Gerh. A. Bildw. i, 88 92. Erotes binding lions in a rocky region,
mosaic M. Borb. vii, 61., partly corresponding to the M. Cap. iv, 19.

Eros on an eagle, Impr. d. Inst. ii
? 47. E. in the purple shell, Millin, M.

I. ii, 18. comp. . 378. R 2.
; on hippocampi, M. Barker- ii, 13. Eros with

the trident on a dolphin, figure in a picture, Zahn Wandgem. 8. comp. .

378. R. 2. Bacchian Erotes, PCI. r. 13. comp. . 206. R. 2. Bacchian

Eros with large scyphos on a lion, a mosaic, M. Borb. vi, 62. On a cen-

taur . 389. R. 3. E. coming from the banquet, another as lamp- and a

third as torch-bearer (&i'xoxzxv^$ <&Wsg KvxvoQoguv, Aristoph. Lys. 1003.),
a gem, Winck. M. I. 33. comp. Christie. Paint. Vas. 3. Erotes dancing
with cups and the like, Pitt. Ere. in. 34. 35. E. rocked by n#/S/a,

vase-painting Bull, d Inst 1829. p. 78. 'E. veettg&v vrgoffuireiQv

'

Rgoc.x.hsovs

'jroifAps'yM v) T/Tflw/o? wg^s/^gyo^Luciaix, this latter perhaps M. Cap. iii,

40. A similar one often on gems. Erotes and Psyche represent the

bringing home of Hector's body, relief, L. 429. Bouill. iii, 45, 3. Clarac

pi. 190. E. as Ganymedes' conqueror at the game of astragals, Apollon.
Rh. iii, 111. Philostr. the younger 8., in a statue at Berlin, Hirt s. 219.

Levezow Amalth. i. s. 175. [two other groups ^l^d. s. 182 f. 189
],
accord-

ing to Hirt also Aug. 72. Erotes as fruit-gatherers, Philostr. i, 6, in in-

geniously composed reliefs, G. Giust. ii, 128. Zoega 90. Bouill. iii, 46.,

and gems, Welcker ad Philostr. p. 238. As artisans, Pitt. Ere. i, 34

36. Hunting, Pitt. Ere. i, 37. ii, 43. v, 59.
; reliefs, Bouill. iii, 46. Espe-

cially hares and rabbits as Aphrodisian animals, vase-paint, Gerh. Ant.
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Bildw. 56. R. Rochette M. L pi. 42, 1. comp. Pliilostr. i,
G. p. 12. E,

holding a hare, on coins of Cyzicus, M I. d. Inst. 57, B 5. Ann. v. p 272.

Eros riding on a roe-buck, vase from Athens, Stackclb. Tf. 28. [going to se-

duce a maiden or undress the bride, cylix ibid. Tf. 31, Eros does not cer-

tainly embrace the knee of Aphrodite.] Contending in the circus, POL v,

3840.; Cap. iv, 48. ;
G. Gmst. ii, 109.; M. Borb. viii, 28.; L. 440. 4(53.

Bouill. iii, 45. Clarac, pi. 190. comp. Spart. Ml Vcr. 5, and the agones . 400.

Driving with gazelles, camels, wild-boars, relief L. 225. 332 Clarac pi. 1(52.

With lions, panthers, swans and the like, wall-paint M. Borb, vii, 5 comp,

viii, 48. 49. Zoega speaks with perfect justice against the appellation of

genii for such winged boys, Bass. ii. p. 184. A nest of Erotcs . 210. R.

6.
" Who will buy gods of love (Gothe)

"
Pitt. Ere. iii, 7. Neapel's Ant.

s. 425. E. shut out from the door of his lover and ill-treated, Millin P.

gr. 62. Stackelb, Or. Tf. 30,, M. Pourt. pi. 33. Erotcs coming out of

cages, lekythion, formerly in the possession of Fauvcl, according to

Stackelb. basket work to present to Adonis, [Sale of Erotcs Zahn Pomp.

Wandgem. ii, 18, 24. Jahn Arch. Beitr. s. 211.]

6. See Suet Calig. 7. To this class probably belong the sleeping Ero-

tes, for instance the one on the lion's hide, with his weapons laid aside,

the lizard, [field-rat,] also butterflies, and poppy-heads, PCI. iii, 44.
;
Race.

151; Bouill. iii, 11, 2.; G. di Mr. St. 6366.; Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 77, 2,

[Stat. di S. Marco ii, 30. Clarac pi. 761. 761 B. 762.]

7. E., Pothos and Ilimeros by Scopas 125. 3. Ilimeros with a wreath

in Bacchian accompaniment, Maisonn 22
,
and Pothos ingeniously repre-

sented as a flute-player, Tischb. ii, 44. Ilimeros with a toonia, and two

Erotes, with wreath and rabbit, flying over the sea, vase -paint, from

Yolci, M. I. d. Inst. 8. [0. Jahn Peitho, die Gottin der TJebcrredung.
Greifswald 1846.]

8. E. with Anteros (the former with golden and the latter with black

locks according to Eunap. Iambi, p. 15 Boiss.) contending for the palm,
Paus. vi, 23, 4. in the relief in Naples Hirt 31, 3., [M. Borb. xiv, 34. simi-

lar on one in the Colonna palace, E. Braun A. Marmorwerke ii, 5 5a
]
often

in gems, for example Impr. d. Inst. ii, 54., where there is a Nike present

(two Kikse and eighteen Erotes at Tralles, Class. Journ. iv. p. 88.). E. or

Anteros with a career for combat, Tassie 6952
JOT.,

beside a gymnastic
herma, M. Worsl. ii, 7. Comp. Bdttiger before the ALZ 1803. iv., Schneider
and Passow in the Lexicon. E. beside Aphrodite 376. 377., with Silenus

386. R. 3
, fighting with Pan, Welcker Zeitschr. s. 475. Eros exhausted

seizing the garland. Anteros '
supports the more tender boy, a charm-

ing relief. Stackelb. gr. Tf.
i,

1. [R. Rochette M. I pi. 42. A. 2. E and

Anteros, both resting mournfully on their torches and holding a butterfly,
in reference to the ceremony of a pair at an altar.]

9. Fable of Amor and Psyche, a Platonic mythus, according to Baum-
garten Crusius, Programm der Meissner Schule. Archaologische Beilago
von Bdttiger (nothing new) [0. Jahn Archdol. Beitr. s. 12197. on
Eros and Psyche, Psyche as fc?o&Ao, as ^#9}, butterfly, and maiden with

butterfly-wings, and in both forms placed in relation to Amor p, 137
sqq. ; the story of Appuleius not in works of art p. 127, only in some few
monuments p. 196. The group of the embracing p. 161 sqq. the same on.
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articles of furniture, ornaments, rings, especially sarcophagi p. IG3 sqq

Nuptials p. 173 sq. Eros as tormentor p. 177, Amor and Pysche as masks

representing other myths p. 192 sqq. Psyche lying on the ground, and

trampled on "by an Amor, group in the Lateran.] The basis of the fable

of Eros and Psyche is doubtless the Orphean idea that the body is the

prison of the soul, that the soul passes its life here on earth in the remi-

niscence of a blissful union with Eros in former JSones, but banished from

him and full of fruitless longing till death again unites them. (Ocnos
with the lame ass in the lower world, Appul, vi. p. 130. also points at

mysteries . 397.). Here it is not necessary to assume an antagonism
between two hostile Erotes ;

the same E. appears giving pain and bliss ;

Pausias already characterized the milder nature by the lyre instead of

the bow, Paus. ii, 27, 3. It is only when Psyche is tormented or purified

that two corresponding Erotes are introduced, for the Erotes, as well as

the gay sports, can be multiplied also as tormenting spirits. Comp.
Thorlacius Prolus. i, 20. Hirt Schriften der Berl. Acad. 1812. s. 1. Lange
Schriften i. s. 131. The works of art which do not begin till the Roman

period (. 206, 3.), exhibit in long series Psyche maltreated by Eros,

singed as a butterfly, condemned to toilsome labour, caught in a caltrop

(Tassie pi. 42, 7170.), burned by one Anaor with his torch, scalded with

boiling oil by another in a wall-painting, Hall. L. Z. 1835. Intell. s. 478.

[Archaol. Int. Bl. s. 73
f.], drawing water from the Styx?

in Stygian sleep

(Hirt 32, 6.), roused from it by Eros with music, furnished with wings
by Hermes Psychopompus and the fettered Eros, reconciled with Aphro-
dite, at the marriage-feast and bridal torus (Gem by Tryphon, Marlbor.

i, 50.), sarcoph. Brit. Mus. v, 9. embraced by E. in the very ingeniously con-

ceived and excellently disposed group (M. Cap. iii, 22 Frang. i, 4. BouilL

i, 32.; Flor.43 44. Wicarii, 13.; in Dresden 218. 254. Aug. 64 65. [Clarac

pi, 6/32. ; London 653
;
in the possession of Count Reventlow at Emken-

dorf], comp. Tassie pi. 43, 7181
).

See Hirt %lid. and Book of plates Tf 32.

Crcuzer Abbild. zur Syrnb. s. 24 ff. Ps. kneeling besido E
,
a group L. 496.

V. Borgh. 9, 9. Bouill iii, 10, 5 Clarac pi. 2G5. Ps. kneeling L. 387. V.

Borgh.3,4. Bouill. iii, 11, 4. M.Roy.i, 13. Clarac pi. 331 ,
in Florence (,

126. R. 4.). [0. Jahn s. 178. Psyche holding back the fleeing Eros Mionnet

Suppl. v, 1, 3.] E. striking at the butterfly (joueur de ballon), Bouill. iii,

10, 6. (from it may be also perhaps restored a torso at Vienna) ; perhaps
also Race. 40 Orti Medicei ; Gems Impr. d. Inst. ii, 45. comp. 55, Tassie

pi. 43, 7064. Amor playing with a butterfly, in Rome in the possession of

Vescovali, peculiar, Clarac pi. 647, 1473. Amor weeps over tip butterfly,

Impr. d. Inst. iv, 32. A. and Psyche iv, 34. Marriage iv, 35. E plough-

ing with butterflies, Tassie pi. 43, 7132
,
in a car drawn by butterflies

(Gori Gemmse astr. i, 122.), as Aphr. and E. are elsewhere by Psyches, M.
Borb. iv, 39. Tassie pi. 35, 3116. Ariadne [formerly Aphrodite accord-

ing to the same gem] drawn by Psyches, M. Flor. i, 93, 2. "Wicar ii, 12.

M. Borb. iv, 39. Psyche among those who take part in the Bacchian

procession, a sarcophagus-relief, see Hall. ALZ. 1833. Intell. No. 5. comp.
. 397. R. 2. Psyche-Nemesis 398. [Promethean sarcophagus , 306.

R. 3, Psyche as eidolon 397. R. 3 ]

Eros sails across to Elysium on his quiver or the funereal urn as a ship,

Christie Paint. Vas. 7. Lipp, Suppl. 439. Tassie pi. 42, perhaps too Ana-

creontically understood Ainalth. iii s 182. Eros as death-genius Clarac

2K
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pi. 495. no, 964 from Mus. Ohiaram. The heavenly Eros as a flute-player

(often on gems) on. the Mon. Marcellinso ed. C. Patin. Patav 1G88. 4to. as
we]! as G-. Giust. ii, 107. Zoega Abhandl. Tf, 4, 12. K-IIoi'us . 408.

Monument from Smyrna, MafFei M. Veron. xlvii, 5.

1 392. We place in connexion with Eros the deities who
have reference to union of the sexes and married life, as HY-
MEIOEUS, who appears as a more serious and larger Eros, and
is at the same time related to COMUS, the leader of the joy-

2 ous festal throng. A favourite subject of later art, when it

became effeminate and luxurious, was EEBMAPIIRODITUS who
on the whole is not to be here understood as a natural sym-
bol, but as an artistic creation of fancy, although there were
even religious idols ofhim in famous works of art now stretch-

ing himself restlessly in sleep, now standing and astonished at;

his own enigmatical nature, now fanned while asleep by Brotes,
or pryingly watched by wondering Pans and Satyrs, also ia
bold symplegma with a satyr who has mistaken him for a

3 nymph and laid hands on him. The CHABITBS, as social deities
allied to Aphrodite, were sculptured in earlier times in ornate

form, then slightly draped or usually altogether unrobed; they
are characterized by the joining of hands or mutual embracing.

4 EILEITHYIA figures at births as a helping figure, however there
is no established form of this deity known.

1. Hymen&us at Ares' adultery, in the reliefs . 377. E. 2, At the

marriage of Ariadne , 384. E, 3. Perhaps also the Eros-like youth along
with Paris . 378. B. 4. Hym. in a bronze figure with roses round the
neck and torch in his right hand, from Sardis, Bull. d. Inst. 1832 p. ] 70,

[At processions also on gems,] ComuSj a night-piece in Philostr.
i, 2.

(for the explanation Pers, v, 177.), also i, 25. According to Zooga also
Bass. 92. comp. Hirt s. 224, Welcker opposed to this ad Philostr. p 202

215. Above . 385. E. 6.

2. Polycles' Hermaphrodite 128, 2. Heinrich Comm. de Ilerma-
phroditis. Eamb, 1805. Bottiger Amalth. i. s. 352 [Clarac pi. 600 A.
66772.] Lying statues, on a lion's hide, M. Flor. iii, 40. Wicar ii, 40."

(so also on lamps, Bartoli Lucernse i, 8. Passed i, 8., where others see
Night or Omphale; also in a silver-work from Bcrnay) ; on cushions by
Bernini L. 527. Eacc. 78. Y. Borgh. 6, 7. Piranesi St. 14. BomlL

i,
03.

Clarac pi. 303.; on an antique matelas L. 461. M. Franc, iv, 4 Bouill.
iii, 15. Clarac pi. 303. Standing IL (Ohristodorus 102.), Museos del Car-
denal Despuig en Mallorca p. 82. no. 16. 5J palms' high, similar to one
in V. Albani p. 119., beautiful torso in V. Pamfili; with a cloth around
the head, statue in Berlin 111. Caylus iii, 2830. Kunstbl. 1824. No.
77. With a cloth falling over the head, a fan in Ms left hand, Zahxi

Ornam.^100.
Similar in the remarkable relief of the Colonna pal., Gerh.

Ant. Bildw. 42. L A standing H. from Pompeii with satyr-ears, Neap"
Bildw. s. 118, (An Em^dos carrying a kekryphalos, Lucian de mere.
cond. 33.). Osann. Amalth. i. s. 342. One also in Hope's, henna Brit
Mus. x, 30. fitting, on gems, Tassie pi 31, 2509, Impr, d. Inst ii"
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26. Wicar ii, 24., similar to Ariadne surprised while asleep, Welcker ad
Philostr. p 297. See also Zoega Bass. 72.; Pitt. Ere. v, 32 34. H.
Itound to a tree, Guatt. M I, 1785. p. Ixix. Symplegma . 385. R. 4. f.;
an Hermaphrodite of this description in Venice. An H., lynxes at his

"breasts (like the Mronads . 388. E. 4.), in the BlundeU collection. H.

guiding a griffin and panther, Eros in advance, Tischb. iii. 21. Eros as

Hermaphrodite often on Apulian and Lucaniaa vases. Hermaphrodite 1

from Bernay, Ann, vi. p. 249 sqq.

3. On the drapery of the Charites . 336, R. 7. Earlier representa-
tions . 96. Kos. 21. 22. comp. . 359. R. 5. In light drapery (solutis zonis
Mitscherlich ad Herat. C. i, 30, 5.) in a picture according to Ogle, Gemmae
p 167, The Xagireg d(poc^sg (Euphorion Frgm. 66. Meineke) in statues
L. 470. V. Borgh. 4, 14. BouilL i, 22. Clarac pi. 301. ; in the Vatican,
Ouattani Mem. v. p. 113. Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 97. [The Ruspoli group
now in the Vatican in the magazines, that at Siena in a room in the

sacristy of the cathedral. At Cyzicus in very early times . 370. R. 7.]

Wall-painting in Catania M. d. I. ii, 47. E. Braun. Ann. is. p, 177. Pitt.
Ere. iii, 11. [M. Borb. viii, 3.] They are often to be found so on votive
tablets as a mere personification of thanks, . 394. Forcellini Lex. s. v.

Gratis. Often on gems. M. Worsl. ii, 5. (Aglaia with the hat of Hephses-
tus). As goddesses of the year with poppy, flowers, and ears of corn, on
a cameo in Russia, Kdhler Descr. d'un Came*e 1810. pi. 1. (comp. M.
Borb. viii, 3.). The Charites under Hera, Athena and Tyche, ibid. pi. 2.

comp. . 399. R. 2.

4. Eileithyia at the birth of Athena . 371. R. 2
,
of Dionysus . 384.

R. 2. On her knees delivering, statue from Myconus 1 M. I. d. Inst. 44.,

according to Welcker in Becker's Annalen xxvii. s. 132. [not Eileithyia
but Letoj. The figure with naked bosom, holding a torch, approaching,
from V. Albani in Clarac pi. 415. no. 719. 719 A. is perhaps Eileithyia,

comp. M. Borb. v, 22. [Here the torch is a modern addition, and the

figure hastening on against the wind with a bow of the peplos over the
head is certainly not Eileifchyia ] In JEgion as a torch-bearer, according
to Paus. and coins. A Pharmacis hindering the birth, on a gem in Maffei,

. 335. R. 5. Bottiger Ilithyia oder die Hexe. Frequent representations
in reliefs of a &s& xovgorgoipos, to whom children are consigned, such as

that of the Albani collection . 96. No. 19., that of Sigeum, Chois. Gouff.

Voy. Pitt, ii, 38.

3. THE MUSES.

393. Early artists had contented themselves with repre-

senting the MUSES as a triad, and distributing among them
the principal instruments of music; it was not until the more
modern ideal of Apollo Musagetes, in the garb of the Pythian
musicians, was developed, that the number nine was estab-

lished by several famous artists in regard to these virgins, who
were in like manner clad for the most part in theatrical dra-

pery, with fine intellectual countenances, nicely distinguished
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from one another by expression., attributes and sometimes
3 also by the attitude. There seem to have been especially two
main groups, independent of each other, as two principal
modes of representation can be distinguished in several figures.,

such as we find them in statues, reliefs and pictures ; these, how-
ever, were not so universally recognised, and the parts of the
individual muses, generally speaking, not so clearly defined,
but that numerous deviations might also occur in addition to

4 them. The plumes on the heads of the Muses are explained
from the victory over the SIRENS, who were seldom formed as

altogether human, being for the most part represented as vir-

gins, with the legs and wings of birds, sometimes also as birds
with virgins' heads, and furnished with different musical in-

struments; on account of their reference to the lower world,
they were usually placed on sepulchral monuments.

1. Group of muses by Ageladas, Canacims, Aristocles with flute, lyre,

barbiton, according to Antipatros (Anth. Pal. Plan. 220.) representing
the diatonon, chroma and enharinonion. A muse with the sambxike in

Mitylene by Lesbothemis. Antique muses from Athens at Venice,
Thiersch, Epochen s. 135.

2. [Nine M. of Praxias in the tympanum of the Delphian temple],
muses of Lysippus [?, nine] of Strongylion together with Oephisodotus
and Olympiosthenes (Pans.), of Philiscus (?) Plm. One of the principal
groups was that from Ambracia in the temple of Hercules Musageta, .

ISO. R, 2. (perhaps by Polycles 01. 102.), the figures on which are ail

known from the coins. Stieglitz N. fam. Bom. p. 66 sq. (where, however,
several figures do not seem to be correctly determined). Another the
muses in the porticus Metelli (Octavise), mentioned by Cicero ad fam. vii,
23. and Pliny xxxvi, 4, 10. [as by Philiscus]. Form of the muses, Stieghbss
Beitr. s, 142. Little that is new on the coins of the gens Pomponia.
s. 163. [Beger Thes. Brandenb. p. 576.]

Statue-groups extant : 1. That from the villa of Oassius at Tivoli,
found together with the Apollo, . 125. R. 4., and a Mnemosyne, but with-
out the Euterpe and Urania, which have been added

; Visconti considers
it to be a copy of the Muses of Philiscus. PCI. i, 17-27. M. Franc, i, 0-3 4.

Bouill. i, 34-42. Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 213. 2. A similar series found in
1826 on Monte Calvo in the Sabine country, Gerhard, Hyp. Ro'm. Stud,
s. 148. [V. Borghese, room of the Muses.] 3. That of the Queen Christina
at Ildefonso. Race. 112119., all sitting like the sitting Muses in the
Vatican; in Clarac, who gives pi. 497538 many muses together with
supposed Mnemosynesj the Spanish muses after de Rossi. 4. The one at
Stockholm (from the time of Gustavus III.), see Fredtenhoim . 265. R,
2. Gkattani M. I. 1784. Aug. sqq. 5. The so-called daughters of Lyco-
medes . 264. R. l. [5. Apollo and the Muses in Worhtz, brought thither
about 1806. Sleep associated with the Muses, M. PioCl. i, 28. M. Kapol.
i, 42. See however Zoega Bassir. ii. p. 212.] Muses of the Gardens of
rfhe Tuileries, much restored, Clarac pi. 352-354. Seven Muses with
names, vase from JSTola, M. Blacas pi. 4, others also from Nola with three
likewise with names, ibid. p. 18. [In the Terracottas of the Brit. Mus'
no. 1. 38. 40. 76. probably Muses.] Eight figures in Herculanean paint-
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Ings (Euterpe is wanting) with inscriptions "below, Pitt. Ere. ii, 2-9.

Among reliefs, especially the celebrated one in the Colonna palace, now in

the Brit. Mus (Cuper, Apotheosis Horn. 1683. Schott, Explic nouv. de

FApoth. d'Hom. 1714. POL i, tv. B.), which represents Homer receiving
divine honours under the sanction of Zeus, Apollo Pythios and all the

Muses, [a. M. pi. 148, Hirt Tf. 28. Bull. 1844. p. 199 sqq. Three Muses

with Helen and Paris in the bas-relief of Jenkins G. M. 551.] Then the

sarcophagi, PCI. iv, 14. (Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 127., others s. 123. 140.) ;

Cap. iv, 26. PCI. i. tv. B. (now in the L. 307. BouiU. i, 77. Clarac pi.

205.) ; Cap. iv. p. 127 vign. ;
Mon. Matth. iii, 16. 49, 1. 2.

;
G. Giust. ii,

90. 114. 140.; Montfaucon i, 60, 1. 2.; Bouill iii, 40.; G. M. 64. (Brit.

Mus ) ; Cavac, Eacc. ii, 58. (Lansdowne) ; Woburn Marb. 5. ; one also in

Vienna. Boys representing the muses, on the sarcophagus PCI. iv, 15.

G. M. 76. Beschr. Roins ii, ii. s. 244 [One in Berlin and one in Naples,
Archaol. Zeit. i. Tf. 6 7. s. 129. 298 f. 302. Two sides of a sarcophagus
in the garden of the V. Borghese, Meyer in Winck. v. s. 613 f. and num-
berless others.] Single statues in Bouill, iii, 11, 12.

3. Polymnia, standing, wraps her right arm in her mantle, in the

Ambracian group, as in the PCI. i., Guatt. ; on other occasions she leans

her elbow on the rocks while she holds her drapery in the same manner,
as in the L. 306. (V. Borgh. 7, 12. Bouill. iii, 12, 5. M. Boy. i,

2. Clarac

pi. 327.), in Berlin, the apoth. of Homer, PCI. iv. Cap. iv. (Meyer Tf. 12.

B.) and elsewhere ;
she is also to be found sitting, in the same drapery, in

the Tuileries. Clarac pi. 329. [Polyhymnia from Thebes, Brit. Mus. ix,

4.] Melpomene stood at Ambracia in an expanded attitude with club in

the right, mask in the left hand in like manner as in the grand colossal

statue L. 348. Bouill.
i,

43. M. Frang iv, 2. (the size is still more magni-
fied by the high-placed broad girdle, ^<*ff#7uoTfljg, and the long folds of

the drapery), and PCI. ii, 26., also PCI. iv, Ant. Ere.
;
but without plant-

ing the foot high, as PCI. i., Guatt. Cap. iv. The head-dress fyws (Pol-

lux iv, 133. Wmck. M. I. ii. p 250.) is to be seen PCI. iv. and on the

busts vi. 10. Melpomene in armour G. Giust., Montf. i, 61., Cap. p. 127.

Euterpe is seen with flutes sitting, standing, at Ambracia leaning ; but

also dancing (in Guatt. much as in the apoth. of Homer) The Eut,

Borghese, Bouill. i,
44. M. Boy. i, 4., is one adorans; M. Roy. i,

10. 12.

very doubtful. [A fine Euterpe with two flutes in the cabinet of Antiq.
at Vienna.] Thalia (statue ? Brit. M. iii, 5. Statue M. Borb. viii, 30.)

appears in a widely deviating form as a Bacchante, half-naked, on gems,

Agostmi ii, 8. Montf. 61. Millin P. gr. 9. Lipp. iii, 305. M. Flor.
i, 44, 1.

2. 4. [Floating, both hands enveloped with socks, Pitt. d'Ercol. vii, 2.

Ternite Wandgern. (Wigand) i, 9 ]

4. The Muses with plumes M. Cap. iv. p. 127. and elsewhere. Con-

test of the Muses with the Sirens G. M. 63.; Winck. M. I. 46.; Gori

Inscr. iii. tb. 33. Millingon Un. Mon. ii, 15. (sarcophagus in Florence).

A Siren at Sophocles' tomb according to Vita Soph., where others saw

a %ghMy (or rather xfavfitv), also on that of Isocrates, Plut. V. Isocr.

Philostr. V. Soph, i, 17., on Ilephsestion's Pyre . 151. R. 2. comp. Jacobs

Anim. Anthol. i. p. 187. On their reference to death and corruption R.

Roch. M. I. p 283. Klausen Abenth des Odyss. s. 47. <$a their form ;

(Nicaise) Les Sirenes. P. 1691. 4to. Schorn on Tischb. vni. Voss Anti-

symb. ii. (where undoubted Sirens are explained to be Harpies). Schorn,
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Kunstbl. 1824. K 102. 103. Zweiter Jahresber. dcr Akad. s. C2. Lag-
landiere Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 286. Sirens as birds with women's heads,

with Odysseus, in a vase-paint, from Yolci, M. I. d. Inst. 8. (similar still

in Pompeii), and elsewhere on vases, Tischb. i, 20. (with a tympanum),
also in a terracotta at Berlin. With bird-legs on gems, along with

Odysseus, G. M. 638. Tischb. Homer viii, 2. ;
M. Pourtal&s pi. 2. 23. 24. ;

Stackelb. Tf. 16. The Comic poet Anaxilas calls Thcano the hetaira a

plucked Siren with the legs of a throstle. S. with sword Impr. d. I. iii,

51
,
with torch and urn G-. M. 312. Christie Paint. Vases 2. ; from a tomb,

tearing their hair, M. Worsl. i, 7., comp. L. 769. Clarac pi. 349. ;
on coins

of the g. Petronia with flutes (Morelli 1. comp. Spanheirn Do usu num. i.

p 251.) ;
in a wall-painting, flying upwards, with flutes, M. Borb. vii, 52.

As female forms, with Odysseus, on an Etr. sarcophagus Tischb. Homer

ii, 6. Ss/gojy dgyvga Athen. xi, 480., Sirens found in tombs in Ithaca as

golden ornaments, very elegantly wrought. Comp. . 352. E, 4. Ann. d.

Inst. vi, p. 245. Sirens with four wings on an Etr. handle. Sircne Ligca
and Sirene Parthenope, on coins of Terine and Naples, a female head, very
similar according to Eckhell.

The Keledones of the Locrian vase rest on a false reading ; at Delphi

they were birds. Comp, Amalth. i. s, 122. ii. s. 274.

4. DEITIES OF HEALTH.

1 394 AESCULAPIUS, a god in his "worship, althcmgli merely a

hero in poetry, received the form prevailing in art especially

through Pyromachus in the Pergamenian temple (01. 130.).
It was that of a mature man of Zeus-like, but less sublime

countenance, with mild, benevolent expression, his copious hair

encircled with a fillet, standing in the attitude of one ready
to help, the himation taken about the left arm, round under
the breast, and drawn tight, and the staff en-wreathed with a

2 serpent in his right hand. Together with this, however, other
, representations were preserved, even that of a youthful beard-
less JEsculapius, which had been the more usual one in early

3 times. With him were grouped HYGIEIA, a virgin of remark-

ably blooming forms, who generally gives drink to a serpent
from a patera in her left hand, and TELESPIIOEUS, the little

muffled Daemon of hidden vital power.

1. Comp. Callistratus 10. Retorto Pseonium in morem succinctus

amictu, Virg. 2En. xii, 400. comp. Statins S.
i, 4, 107. [Panofka Asklepios

u. die Asklepiaden B. 1840. in the Schr. of the Akad. with 8. pi. and Ueber
die Heilgotter (Demons and Heroes,) 1845 with 2 pi. The Epidaurian
statue on coins of Argos, Streber Num. Munchner Akad. 1835.] Clarac pi.
545552. Of Pyromachus' -fflscuL . 157.* R. 1. The figure on a Per-

gamenian coin of Aurel. Terus varies somewhat, Mionnet No. 591.
; the

drapery falls further down, and the right hand grasps the staff like a scep-
tre, not downwards but upwards. There was also at Pergamon an en-
throned figure, like that of Epidaurus, Paus. ii, 27, 2., with the right hand
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placed on the serpent's head. Statues (after the Pergamenian one) in

Florence, Galleria 27,, exactly alike M. Cap. iii
; 28., in the Magazine of the

L. Clarac pi. 346. ; similar Aug. i, 16., in Berlin Gavac, i, 34. Together
with Telesphorus [and behind him a small tablet and scroll, with reference

to the answers of the god] M. FranQ. iii, 6. Bouill. in, 12, 6. [Mus. Nap. i,

48 ] More widely different in G-. Fir. 26. comp. 22. The [Albani] statue L.

233. M.Frang ii, 15. Nap i,46, Bouill. i, 47. is distinguished by the far- de-

scending drapery, the large dragon at the feet and the turban-like covering
of the head (S^/o-r^oi^), which the busts S.Marco ii, 3. M. Worsl. 9. also

have. [Statue, standing, in Guattani 1784. Nov. tv. 2. ; one from Epidau-

ros, Brit. Mus. ix, 5. Visconti M. PioCl. vii. p. 97, on the palholo, rica o

thenstrion, of the Albani statue, the best, which is peculiar to surgeons ;
?

Hercules Bibax has it, for ex. Spec, of anc. sc. ii, 31.] .ZEsc. terracotta re-

sembling Zeus, M. Borb. viii, 29. The JEsc. of Tlirasymedes copied on
coins of Epidauros, Streber, Munchner Denkschr. Philol. i. s. 160 Tf. 2,

4. JUsc. on coins of Tricca giving a bird to the serpent, Fontana tv. x,

11. Fine colossal bust L. 15. M. Nap. i, 47. BouilL i, 71. Sablime colos-

sal head of JSscul. found at Melos, Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 341. [in the Mus.

Blacas, see Cab. Pourtales p. 51.] A splendid head Descr. de la Moree
iii. pi. 29. On coins of Nicaea, Mionn. Bith. 226. Comp. Sprengel G-esch.

der Medicin i. s. 205. In a Pomp, picture M. Borb. ix
7 47. JEscul. has

also beside him the omphalos (comp. . 361. R.
5.), which is entwisted

with the well-known net composed of (rri^^^rex. (<x.!y$ss tx, sx, TUV arsp,-

ftarM lUtva Harpocr.) We see from this that this symbol of Apollo
was also transferred to his son. On coins of the gens Eubria likewise,

Morelli i, 7. 8., it is not an egg (as is usually asserted) but the omphalos

(placed on a circular altar) that is encoiled by the -ZEsculapian serpent.
The serpent of the genius loci winding itself round an omphalos (M. Borb.

ix, 20.) is another transference of the Pythian serpent to objects of Italian

worship. The advent of this JEscul. serpent on bronze coins max. mod.

of Antoninus.

2. So at Sicyon by Canachus, in Grortys by Scopas, and in Phlius,

according to Paus. and the coins. Beautiful statue of the kind in Guatt.

Mem. vi. p. 137, [Mus. Chiaram. ii, 9. Clarac pi. 549, 1159
;
at Rome in

Vescovali's ibid. pi. 545, 1145.] A vase in Berlin presents JEsculapius in

a youthful form beside Hygieia.

3. Beautiful statue of Hygieia in Hope's collection, Spec. 26. [from
Ostia 1797.] Hyg. at Cassel, from Ostia, Bouill. i, 48. Welcker's Zeitschr.

s. 172, In the L. 84. M, Fran9. i, 15. BouilL iii, 13, 2. Hyg. Domitia,

according to Visconti, from Berlin, M. Roy. ii, 2. Bouill. ii, 57.
; G-. di

Fir. 28. ; Bouill. iii, 13, 3. ; S. Marco ii, 15. 16. [Clarac pi. 552559, very
much that is erroneous. Hygieia lets the serpent drink from a crater,

Impr. d. I. iv. 19. 0. Jahn Beitr. s. 221.]

The same group of 2Esc. and Hyg, is to be found on imperial coins of

Samos (No. 267.) with, and of Odessa (230) without Telesphorus. JBsc.

and Hyg. in relief, feeding large serpents in the L. 254. from V. Borgh.
Bouill, iii, 41. Clarac pi. 177. [M. PioCl. ii, 3, Clarac pi. 546, 1151 B. in

group.] Beautiful figures on the diptychon . 312. R. 3. Similar in the

silver work Ant. Ere. v. p. 271. JSsc. sitting, Hyg. standing M. Cap. iv,

41. Both as central point of the universe, on a gem, Guatt. M. 1. 1787,
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p. Ivii. JEsc. lying, in a beautiful relief, St. di S. Marco n, 17. Thanks of
the convalescent to J2sc., expressed by the Graces, PCI. iv, 12. Suppli-
cation of a family to JBsc. and Hyg., votive-tablet, Boschr. Boms ii, ii. s.

183. Similar Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 113, 4. Sacrifice to Ilyg. M. Cap. iv, 42!
Often on gems, Tassie No. 4141 sqq. [JEsc. and Ilyg. surrounded by the

zodiac, a cornelian, Guattani 1787. p. 56.] Telesphorus L. 510. Bouill. iii

13, 1. Clarac pi. 334. Coroiiis, the mother of -ZEsculapius, on coins of Per-
garnon, a figure entirely veiled. Vaillant N. Impr. Gr. p. 301. On coins of

Epidauros, in the time of Caracalla (in Vienna), we see the infant JEscu-
lapius under the she-goat on Mount Myrtion and the shepherd Aresthanas
hastening towards them, Paus. ii, 26. On coins of the gens Kubria MB-
culapius as a serpent coiled round an egg. The advent of this ^Esculapius
serpent on bronze coins max. mod, of Antoninus.

5. THE PRIMEVAL WORLD
; CREATION OF MAN.

1 395. Greek art could not place before itself as an aim, to

embody tlie conceptions of the early gods, -who approached
more nearly the dark origin of things; URANUS, G^EA, and the
RAGE of TITAFS sprung from them, never occur by themselves
as important works of art, although the Earth-goddess espe-
cially finds her place in groups and representations in reliefs.

2 CRONUS comes forward more significantly; he is characterized
by the hiding of his head, often also by his hair hanging

3 straight down, and his weapon, the sickle-shaped harpe. Itmu
obtained a greater significance by the blending of her with
the MOTHER-GODDESS of the Phrygian worship; Phidias sculp-
tured the latter for an Athenian Metroon; she is recognised
by the crown of towers, the tympanum as a symbol of her en-

4 thusiastic worship, and the car yoked with lions. The form
and the costume of ATYS, who was less naturalized in Hellas

5 remained more oriental. The CABIRI have only found a place
in several artistic representations as local demons.

1. Gsea at the birth of Erichthonius . 371. K. 4. Gsoa-Oybelo en-
throned, M. Borb. ix, 21. Gsea with bull, goblet from Aquilcia [M d I
m, 4] The Earth often as a figure leaning on a globe with a cornucopia,"

Jm
6

,,

four
*^

SOI
\
S WroacMng her

>
on gems, Lipp. Suppl. 66., and coins

(Te las stabihta), Yaulant Be Camps p. 49. Similar on engraved stones.
litan-maske . 391. K 5. The Titans and Zagreus Zoega Bass. 81.

n n nvrT
US With the back of Ms head veiled

^ and *^v> wall-paint.Gell K. Pomp, pi. 74. M. Borb. ix, 26., on gems Ck M. 1. His head onEoman denarii with the harpe, (comp. Passed Luc.
i, 9.), which is also

often toothed. On
^gyptian

coins it has a straight and a curved point,
Bottigep Kunstmyth. s 230. Busts PCI. vi, 2, ]. Cronus' enveloped
throne, I. 156. G. M. 2. Clarac pi. 218. The com G. M. 3. exhibits Cro-
nus-Suchus, . 232. E. Rhea brought to Cronus on Phrygian Ida, the
Cabin as spectators in three small figures (Bull, d, Inst. 1832 p 189 ) or
the three Cronid* as an anticipatory allusion. (Spelling. Kunstbl 1833
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N 66 ), picture from Pomp. M. Borb. ii, 59. GelL K. Pomp. pi. 41. Inghir.
G. Omer. 131. [Rather the visit of Hera to Zeus on mount Ida, R.

Rochette, Point, de Pomp6i pi. 1, Ternite Pomp. Wandgem. (Reimer).
Heft 3. Tf. 22.] Swallowing of the children, M. Cap. iv, 5, 6. G. M. 7. 16.

3. A statue of Cybele enthroned, POL i, 40. Standing, S. Marco
ii, 2.

Clarac. pi. 395-396 C 396 E. 410 C. Cyb. enthroned, a Corybant danc-

ing, relief in Gerh Ant. Bildw. 22. (Dance of Corybants, relief PCI. iv,

9 Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 211. comp. 351. R.
1.). Cyb. enthroned, with

lions beside her, a beautiful figure on coins of Laodicea, Mionnet No. 701.

Cyb. enthroned, a branch in her hand, surrounded by lions, beside her

Atys and a pine, coins of Faustina, Pedrusi v, 13, 2. Comp. Boissard iii,

133. Cyb. riding on lions, in a painting by Nicomachus, and on the spina
Circi. [Villa Pamfili tb. 35. on a gem, Hirt i, 4. Standing between two

fawning lions, fragment of a small statue, d'Agincourt Fragm. en terre

cuite pi. 21, 7. Enthroned between lions in statues and reliefs, times

without number, in Athens.] "With a car drawn by lions on coins of the

gens Volteia, (fee. Taurobolia and Criobolia altars, de Boze, Ac. des

Inscr. ii. p. 475. Zoega Bass. 13. 14. Boissard iii, 47. v, 33. 34 Passeri

Luc. i, 19. Sacrifice of rams to Cyb., relief L. 551. Clarac pi 214. comp.
Welcker Ann. d. Inst. v. p. 161. Some other monuments of the worship,
G. M. 915. Livia as Magna Mater . 200. R. 2. The Great Mother
with Pan, above . 387, 7.

4. Atys, Altieri statue Guatt. M. I, 1785. Marzo. tv. 3. M. Mor.
iii, 80.

Atys with the pine, Passeri Luc. i, 17. Atys with pedum and syrinx
borne on a ram to a pine-tree, Buonarr. Med. p. 375. Atys castrating

himself, and other representations of the worship on the contorniati

which were struck for ludi (Megalesii). Comp. Thes. Ant. Gr. i, 5. Arclii-

yallus (painted by Parrhasius according to Pliny), relief in the M Cap.

iv, 16. G. M. 15*. Treatise thereon by Domen. Georgius. Rome 1737.

Ed. Winck. iv. s. 269. aorgayaAar^ ^aor/f, with which the Galli were

scourged h roH$ MvrrgAots. Plut. adv. Colos. 33.

5. Cdbiri undoubtedly on coins of Thessalonica (Cybele on the other

side) with the rhyton in the right and the hammer in the left hand, F.

Brit. 5. 3. Cousin6ry Mac6d. i. pi. 1, 3 6. Welcker Prometh. at p. 261.

On coins of Syros (according to Sestini) quite like the Dioscuri, Mionnet,

Suppl. iv. pi. 12, 2. p. 404. [The Sicilian Pahci, vase now in the cabinet of

coins at Paris, Ann. d. I. ii. tv. i. p. 245 57, also in the Giorn. d. scienze

1 ed a. Palermo 1831. xxxv. p. 82, Zeitschr. f. die A.W. 1838. p. 235;
Feuerbach's explanation of the studio of a statue-caster Kunstbl. 1845.

No. 37. does not appear admissible in this representation.]

396. ATLAS, the Titanian heaven-bearer, is represented I

almost comically in vase-paintings, and in later times was

employed as supporter of astronomical globes. The ingenious 2
fable of PROMETHEUS even in itself prompted to represen-
tation, especially of the fettered and liberated Titan. In the 3

later ages of heathendom it was used on sarcophagi, in com-
bination with the fable of Eros and Psyche, the fates, and

many a heroic legend, in great allegorical representations of

human life. The GIANTS, who figure as adversaries of many 4
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gods, but especially of Zeus and Athena, were conceived by
elder art, conformably with the ancient poetical notion, as a

gigantic race of heroes, and only by later art, with reference

to their terrestrial birth, as snake-footed, rock-hurling mon-
sters.

1. Atlas with Hercules on the ark of Cypselus, comp. Hiilostr. ii,

20. Inghir. Mon. Etr. v, 17. Passeri Pict. iii, 249. Hamilton iii, 04 (C8).

Similar in the mirror-drawing Micali 36, 3. [M. Gregor. i, 36, 2., Oerli.

Etr. Spiegel ii, 137.] (where only a segment of the heaven is given).

The Farnese Atlas, Gori Gem. astrif. T. iii. P. 1. tb. 16. M. Borb. v, 52.

Hirt 15 a. b. 16, 1. As bearer of the Zodiac m the statue, Guatt. M. I.

1786. p. 52. Zoega Bass. 108. Comp. Letronne Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 161. [Atlas
as heaven-bearer, see Gerh., Archemoros und die Hesperidcn B. 1838. Tf.

2. s. 32. before the sphinx, Bull. Napol. iv. Tf. 5. s. 105. Atlas enthroned,

according to an Apulian potsherd, Gerh. Konig Atlas u. die Hcsperiden
B. 1841.] Atlas observing the Zodiac as astronomer, contorniatc in Patin

Thes. p. 104. Atlas a bronze from Oberndorf in Munich. [The supposed
Atlas at Marseilles in Millin Toy. au Midi de la France pi. 36. 2. seems
to be merely a porter with a wine-skin on his shoulders.] The sculptures
of the candelabra pedestal, tv. agg. E., might be altogether referred to

Pallas (owl, helmet, and giant, evidently, cf. the small statue . 371. R 3.,

not Erichthonius, as it is explained by Gerhard Archemoros s. 38
) [R.

Rochette Mem. sur les repr^s. fig. du personnage d'Atlas 1835. 8vo. p. 63

sqq. G. Hermann de Atlante, Lips. 1836. 4to.]

2. Prometheus bringing fire, Bartoli Luc. 2. Gem, Brondsted Toy.
ii. pi. 45. p. 306. Punishment, Liban. 'E*^. p. 1116., Epigr. by Julian
in the AnthoL, Bartoli Luc. 3. Deliverance by Hercules, painted by Eu-
anthes, Achill. Tat. iii, 8. (in like manner as on the Capitoline sarcopha-
gus) [M. Cap. iv, 25.] Prometheus (Prumathe) liberated by Hercules
and Castor (Calanice, that is K#AA/Wof, Castur), relief on an Etr. mirror,
Micali 50. Prom, forming man whom Athena animates by means of the

butterfly, L. 322. Clarac pi. 215. ; G. M. 381. ; Bartoli Luc. i.
; Brondstcd

ibid. [Prometheus on the rock by Pansenus; invented anecdote on Par-
rhasius in reference hereto Trilog. p. 46. Archaic cytix, the fettered
Prometheus devoured by the vulture and Tityus, Gerhard Auscrl. Y. ii,

86. M. Gregor. ii, 67, 3. Basrelief from V. Altieri in Rome, Engravings
of the Statues cet, of H. Blundell pi. 108 Schneidowin's Philologus i,

348. Hercules shooting the vulture, vase from Chmsi in Berlin T. 1837,
Bull. 1835, p. 41. 1840. p. 148. 0. Jahn, Archaol. Beitr. Tf. 8. s. 229

; in a
wall-painting Zahn ii, 30, 0. Jahn s. 226. Pr. liberated by Hercules and
Castor, Mirror Micali Storia tv. 50, 1, Gerh. Sp. ii, 138, by Here, and
Apollo ii, 139. Pr. appears reconciled before Hera, very fine vase-paint-
ing BuU. 1846. p. 114. Archaol. Zeit. iv. s. 287.]

3. The representation on the sarcopL Admir. Rom, 66. 67. M. Cap.
iv. 25. G. M. 383. gives, in a series running from right to left, the sepa-
ration of the soul from Eros, the creation of the human body by Prome-
theus from the elements, the enduing with life by Athena, death, and
the conveyance back of the soul by Hermes; and adds to these as ter-
minating points, on the right the fastening of Prometheus' fetters, on
the left the deliverance by Hercules, evidently in Orphean sense. [0. Jaha
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Archaol. Beitr. s. 169 f
]

Kindred representations PCI. iv, 34. 0. M.
382. , Beschr. Roms ii, ii s. 189, ; L. 433. V. Borgh. i, 17. M. Nap i, 15.

Bouill. iiij 41, 2. Clarac pi. 215
;

L. 768. Millin Voy. dans le Midi hi. p.
544. Bouill. 41, 1. Clarac pi. 216. ; Gerh. Ant. Bildw 61. Neapel's Ant. s.

52. (As in the first sculpture the Chaldaean legend is observable in. the
Fate showing the horoscope, so also the Old Testament account of Adam
and Eve and the serpent seems to be here adopted, according to Bdttiger,

Tagebuch der Fr. v. d. Recke iv. s. 32. ; according to Panofka Ann. iv. p.
80 sqq. it is Deucalion and Pyrrha).

4. As giants at Agrigentura . 109. No. 20. Resembling heroes at Se-
linus . 90. R. 2., Ephialtes . 143. R. 1), on the peplos of Pallas . 96.

No. 13. Snake-footed with scaly bodies and winged at the same time, on
vases from Volci, M. Etr. p. 53. No. 530. Snake-footed, with Zeus . 351.
R, 2. Apollo . 362. R. 2. Artemis . 365. R. 5. Athena . 371. R. 3.

[Poseidon . 356. R. 4. Dionysus . 384. R. 6.] Ares . 373. R. 1. Roll-

ing on the ground and rearing, in the relief POL iv, 10. comp. Impr. d.

Inst. i, 63. A bronze sculpture at Byzantium represented the snake-
footed giants fighting against all the gods with rocks and oaks, only the
one opposed to Eros voluntarily retires. Themist. p. 177. Pet. Snake-
footed giants as Telamones m an Etruscan tomb, M. L d. Inst

ii, 4. Battle
with giants on the southern wall of the acropolis in Athens Paus.

i, 25,
2, cf. Plut, Anton. 60. ; on the shield of the Pallas of Phidias

;
on a vase

from Volci in Berlin, Levezow Verz. N. 1002. [Gerhard Trinkschalen Tf.

10. 11.]; on an Agrigentine vase, Raff. Politi La pugna de' Giganti Pa-
lermo 1828. [it is the vase M. d. I.

i> 20. ; on the peplos of the Dresden sta-
tue of Pallas. Amphora at Florence, Zeus with Hercules in the chariot,
Athene, Ares and two giants, Gerh. Auserl. V. i, 5. Elite i, 1. Inghirami
V. fittili i, 75. Archaic cylix, combat in chariot and on foot, Gerh.
Auserl. Y. i

; 61, 62.; ibid. 63- battles with giants led on by Athene and
Dionysus ; and ii, 84. 85. cylix with red figures, in which Hercules and
ATA 102 play leading parts; frieze of a hydria, black figures, Elite i, 2. ;

an. archaic Grecian amphora in Micali M. ined. tv. 37, the explanation
corrected by Cavedoni Osserv. cr. sopra i Mon. ined. Modena 1844 p. 23.
Frieze of a hydria with red figures Elite i, 3, cylix i, 4, from M. Chrusmo
171, Poseidon and five other figures. A second large cyEx in the BerL
Mus. N. 1756, Archaol. Zeit ii. s. 264 ff. by Aristophanes painter, Er-

ginus potter, with the names of the combatants. As on the cylix No,
1002. Zeus in his chariot, Hercules, Athene and Hermes, Poseidon, He-
phaestus are each opposed to a giant, and on. one of the Due de Luynes
(formerly Beugnot's), Yases Luynes pi. 19. 20. Ann. xiL p, 251. Gerh.
Trinkschalen Tf. A. B. Hephaestus hurls at Clytius two burning
masses with the tongs, Poseidon throws the isle of Nisyres on Polybotes,
Artemis charges her adversary with bow and spear (as in Millingen. Uned.
Mon.

9.),
and Apollo xgvffaug (he seems meant) cuts down Ephialtes with

his sword, Dionysus strangles his opponent with vine-tendrils, Athene
transfixes Enceladus, there is therefore a similar arrangement in both.
The grandiose composition of a large vase from Ruvo in the possession of
Baron Lotzbeck (now of Gav. Campana) is quite peculiar, it contains at
the same time Archemorus and Orestes, Zeus with Nike in the quadriga
(as in the Tischbein vase . 351. R.

2.), Athene and Artemis of equal
height, Hercules fighting beneath, Manervini in the Bull, Napol.ii. p. 105.
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tv. 6, iii. p. 60, E. Braun in the Bull. d. 1. 1845. p. 100104. One of the

first monuments as regards art is a fragment of a very large crater from

Buvo in the Mus. at Naples, of the finest Nolan fabric
;
of very ingenious

composition and invention, the combatants not in pairs, Ares, Hephaes-

tus, Satyr and Maenad, a satyr in warlike accoutrement, Apollo in a

quadriga, the sun in advance, the giants in skins of wild beasts, beneath

them ENKEAAA02. Probably much has passed over from the peplos
of the Panathensea to the gigantomachies on vases, Proel. in Tim. p. 26*

extr.]

6. THE LOWER WOBLD AND DEATH.

1 397. HADES, the ruler of the shadowy realm, is sufficiently

distinguished from Ms brothers by his heavier drapery, ex-

cept when lie is exhibited in rapid action as the ravisher of

Cora, by his hair hanging down upon his forehead, and his

sombre aspect; beside him sits enthroned PERSEPHONE as the
2 Stygian Hera, with corresponding character. Representa-

tions of these deities, and of the whole infernal world, however,
are not so frequent on vases, urns and sarcophagi as we might
expect; antiquity loved to call up cheerful ideas of the life to

come, and hopes of a palingenesis, by scenes from totally dif-

ferent cycles of mythi, and especially employed the Bacchian
for that purpose, in the interpretation given by the OrphicL

3 The pleasing view of death and the grave which antiquity
sought to preserve, is also the cause why we are unable to dis-

tinguish SLEEP and DEATH in its works of art, if indeed the

apparent genius of death is not always merely a god of sleep,
and the representation of Thanatos properly so-called quite a

4 different subject. The magical and spectral HECATE was oc-

casionally represented, for the exigencies of religious worship,
and that

top
even from the time of Alcamenes, with three

bodies, but is now almost only preserved in smaller bronzes.
5 The GoRGONEiotf, the earliest image in which a daemonic
Power which caused death from terror was embodied by the
Greeks, retained, in the shape which was certainly first trans-
formed by Praxiteles into exalted beauty, only an expression
of destroying death-agony deep-concealed under grace and
pleasure-

1. Yisconti considers an excellent bust of Prince Chigi's PCI. ii, A. 9.
to be the only genuine head of Hades, [comp. Meyer in Winckelm. iv
317, probably Pluto also a head in the Mus. Chiaram., which has been'
called Neptune on account of the disordered locks on the forehead (A.
606).] Yet perhaps the basalt-head also vi, 14. is rather Hades than
Serapis. A statue (Serapis according to Zoega) PCI. ii, 1. [In Villa Lu-
dovisi there is a Pluto standing behind at the wall, the head restored
from the ram's head lying at his feet. In the same Villa a bust of Pluto
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with broad band round the hair. Perhaps also August. Tf. 39. An en-

throned Pluto of the time of the Antonines, Nibby M. Scelti d. V. Borgh.
tv. 39. p. 127. One, half the size of life, found in the baths of Titus in

3811, and brought to the Capitol, F. Schlegel Deutsch. Mus, 1812 s. 458.

"Wall-painting from a tomb at Vulci M. d. I. ii, 54. Ann. s p. 249.] Hades
enthroned on imperial coins of Cyzicus, on lamps, Passen in. 73. 74.

Bartoli ii, 6. 8
, scarcely to be distinguished from Serapis. A Zeus-Hades

on the Bentmck gem, Cannegieter de Gemma Bent Traj. ad Rh. 1764.

Fine relief PCI ii, 1, [Beschr. des Vatican s. 122.] (in which Eros and

Psyche, or a female shade, stand beside the double throne). II
,
Cora and

Hermes on an ara, G. Giust. ii, 126, 3. Painting G. M. 343 [On a vase

at Vaseggio Pluto and Persephone, she with a flower, looking tranquilly
at Hercules who is dragging away Cerberus ] The most complete repre-
sentation of the nether world, H. as Zeus of the Lower Regions, Cora
with her torch, the judges of the dead, the blessed heroes, Tantalus, Sisy-

phus, Orpheus, Hercules as visitor to the realm of shadows, Vases de Ca-
nosa 3. of. M. d. I. ii, 49, 50. Ann. x. p. 19. Vase with Orpheus and

Bellerophon. Similar the vase in R. Rochette M. I. pi 45. p. 179. which is

also Apulian, and in which the Lower World and the honouring of the dead

person by offerings are drawn together into a whole (above, the punish-
ment of Ixion). Landing in the Lower World, the Fates, Lethe presenting
the draught, G. Giust. ii, 126, 2. PCI. iv, 35. [Rich representation of the

infernal world on a vase in Carlsruhe M. d. I. ii, 49, Archaol. Zeit. i. Tf. 1. j

here pi. 12, the vase from Canosa, ii, tv. 13. a vaso at Naples, pi. 14. that

from the M. Blacas pi. 7, pi. 15 one from Ruvo with Theseus and Pirithous ;

iii. tf. 25 an Etruscan cinerary cista
; two others are described i. s. 191.]

Charon on a vase from JEgina surrounded by souls in the shape of little

winged figures, Mag. encycl. 1811. ii. p. 140. [Stackelb. Graber Tf. 47,48 ]

Payment of the obolus to Charon, Bartoli Luc. i, 12. Charon ferrying
across the urn with a clepsydra, gem in Christie, Paint. Vases 5. Recog-
nition in Elysium, Bartoli Pitt, del Sep. dei Nasoni 7. Danaides and

Ocnus, symbols of folly and indolence, in Polygnotus' painting .134. R. 3.

(comp. on Ocnus Cratmus in Suidas s. v. 6'vov KMOU, Diod.
i, 97. , 391. R. 9.)

Both according to Vise, in the relief PCI. iv, 36. [Four Banaids winged
(as souls) are pouring water into a cask, Sisyphus is rolling the stone,
Etr. vase, Inghirami Vasi fitt. ii, 135. Ocnus and a Banaid on the frieze

of a sepulchre, Campana Bue sepolcri R 1840. tv. ii C. and vii B. p. 10.

Ocnus in the still unedited wall-paintings of a Columbarium on the V,

Pamfili, of which there are copies in Munich.] Other punishments of the
Lower World PCI. v, 19. (Tantalus, Sisyphus, Ixion) ; Bartoli Sep. 56.

(Ixion, Tantalus, Atlas.) [The sarcophagus in Bartoli is the same as in
the PCI. v, 19, and the figure once named Atlas is Sisyphus, as in Gerh.
Auserl V. ii, 86. Sisyphus ibid, also pi. 87. 0. Jahn Archaol. Beitr. s.,

230. Tantalus snapping at water, gem in Micali Storia tv. 116, 9J The
river-god Acheron, Bartoli Sep. 57.

2. Especially through the rape of Cora (*oBo<r and Mo<r); the Dio-
scuri (change between light and the grave ; therefore beside Hades on
the lamp, Bellori ii, 8. comp. . 414); Endymion (sweet sleep, here
Luna appears in the sign of the Crab in reference to the dead season,
on the sarcophagus in Munich 197. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. i

? 37.
; the char-

acters also have portrait heads, Gerh, Beschr, Roms i, s, 329.); Eros
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and Psyche (final blessedness) ;
the fate of Protesilaus, Alcestis and

Hippolytus (return to life and palingenesis) ; procession of Nereids

(the journey to the happy islands, whither Thetis brought Achilles) ;

Hercules dragging up Cerberus from the infernal world (visit to the

nether regions and return). The Etruscan urns play over many of

these mythi intentionally into what concerns general humanity. The

relief, G. di Fir. St. 153., exhibits at the same time Cora brought back by

Hermes, and Alcestis by Hercules, both with Hora (comp. . 358. E. 3,

and the Orph. Hymn. 43, 6 sqq); even the dead have their ago, al-

lotted them. Bacchian scenes prevail especially on sarcophagi, which

partly took their origin from press-vats (Tisconti PCI. iv. p. 57. . 301.

R. 5.), comp. . 206. R. 2. The mythus of Protesilaus, which pro-

mises a re-uniting of lovers, is treated in a decidedly Orphean spirit,

in the relief PCI. v, 18.
3
for Laodamia who is visited by Protesilaus is

designated as a participator in the Bacchian orgies, comp . 345*. R. 3.,

exactly like the Charis, Appul. Met. viii. p. 169. Bip. On the ara PCI. iv,

25. Zoega Abhandl. Tf. 3. 4. Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 98 IF the banquet of

Icarius and processions of centaurs are connected with the purification
of Psyche ; comp. . 391. R. 9. Other favourite representations are jour-

neys by land or water (Passeri de animarum transvectione, Thes, Gcmm.
astrif. iii. p. 113.) often developed in an extremely ingenious manner, for

example when the urn is borne by a dolphin to the Islands of the Blessed,

Lipp, Suppl. 465. Comp. . 431.

3. Lessing, Wie die Alten den Tod gebildet haben (as a genius with

a torch). Herder, Wie die A. d. T. g., in the Zerstreute Blatter (medi-

ately by sleep). A youth sleeping, with Ms head inclined PCI. i, 29.

"With his arms over his head, leaning on a cypress (Thanatos according
to Yisc,, Hypnos according to Zoega), a beautiful figure in the L. 22. M.

Prang. i3 16. Bouill. i, 19. Clarac pi. 300.
; exactly alike PCI. vii, 13 ; [in

a fine bronze at Florence, Wicar i. pi. 85.] at the rape of Cora, Welcker
Zeitschr. s. 38. 461. More boyish, winged, and resting on the torch with
Ms hands crossed over it, Bouill. iii, 15, 4. ; Zoega Bass. 15. Hirt 27, 5.

(with the inscription Somnus) and frequently. Genius of death with the
torch inverted, Gerh. A. Bildw. i, 83. comp. Narcissus. Resting on the

torch, Ms hand on Ms cheek, a butterfly near, R. Rochette M. I. 42 A.

[Group of S. Ildefonso.] A sarcophagus in the Yatican groups toge-
ther the genii with their arms over their head and winged boys with

torches, who point at masks, Beschr. Roms ii, ii, Beil. s. 4. The sleep-

Ing Erotes . 391. R. 6.

Morpheus as an old man, winged, pouring from a horn soporiferous
odour, on the Endymion reliefs. Similar the figure Zoega Bass. 93. Head
of Morpheus? PCI. vi, 11.; Gem i. tv. A, 5. G. M. 352, Fine smaE
bronze figure, with head-wings, naked, emptying a horn, Somnus accord-

ing to Zannoni Gal, di Firenze Statue iii, 138, not Mercury, "Qwigos,
winged, pursuing a woman, on a vase, Ann, d. Inst. ii. p. 323. Marriage
of Hypnos to Pasithea? . 210. R. 6.

Thanatos, as a sacrificial priest, Eurip. Ale. 74. Serv. ad J?En. iv.

689., on Etr. urns. With black wings, Schol. Eur. Ale. 843. Bearded and
winged on vases, carrying off a woman (comp. Boreas), R. Rochette M.
L pL 44 A. B. p, 217, [is Boreas; Thanatos with outspread wings, oppo-
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site to him Nike, on the beautiful cista with the fight between Amyous
and Polydeuces m the colleg. Romamim. Thanatos seizing a woman
round the waist, Ann. xv. p. 393. tv. 0. n. S.] With club and balance

on winged wheels, fragment of a mosaic R. Roch. pi. 43
3
2. Thanatos as

a child with distorted feet beside Hypnos on the coffer of Cypselus.

Ieres, recognised in figures on vases (Tischb. ii, 20. Milhn G- M. 120,

459
),

who seem to lay Out the dead (nqfls$ ruvvfrByiog Savaroto), R.

Rochette M. I. p. 229. Welcker Rhein. Mus. ii. s. 461. The Etruscan

Mantus with the hammer. Men or youths carrying smaller figures on

their shoulders (according to R. Rochette the Dioscuri carrying off the

Leucippides), also occur on Etruscan and Roman sarcophagi as genii of

death. M. Cap. iv, 44. R. Rochette M. I. pi. 74, 1. 2. 75. Fragment of a

death genius, treading on a Psyche, in the Vatican, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 77,

3. R. Rochette pi. 77, 3. (who p. 424. connects therewith Winck. M. I. p.

152.)

The Psyche or Eidolon appears floating away from dying persons on

the vase Ann. d. Inst. v. tv. agg. d. 2,, at the psychostasy G-. M, 597. ;

without wings on the gem G-. M. 602.
; as a small winged figure in ar-

mour on the vase . 99. No. 7. ; as a bird with human head at the death

of Procns, Millingen Un. Mon. i, 14. Hermes Psychopompus sometimes

carries it as a little male figure, sometimes as a female figure with

butterfly-wings, . 381. R, 4. comp. 391, 9.

4. Hecate on vases as an Artemis Phosphorus, . 358. R, 4. R. Ro-

chette M. I. p. 136. Hecate triformis in the Mus. of Hermanstadt, with

representations in relief of a mystic JEgyptizing worship. P. v. Koppen
Die dreigestaltete Hecate. Wien 1823. 4to. [Brit. Mus. x, 41, 1. p. 100

105, That in Leyden, Archaol. Zeit. i. Tf. 8, s. 132, that in the Mus.

Chiaram. Clarac pi. 563, ; the one in the Brit. Mus. Clarac pi. 558 B. no.

1201 C.] Besides St. di S.Marco ii, 8. Causeus Rom. M.ii, 20-22. [Clarac

pi. 564 B.] Passeri Luc. iii, 76-78. In Passeri Luc. i, 97. as a single figure

beside Artemis and Selene. Hecate in the figure from Kertsch 1 cornp. .

311. R. 6. Luynes Etudes Numism. 1835, especially on Gorge- and Hecate.

[Gerhard A. Bildw. Tf. 314, 110.]

5. Of the ancient Gorgonea . 65. R. 3. The author on Levezow's

Gorgonideal, Gott. Anz. 1835. s. 122 *. Bottiger, Furienmaske s. 13. 107

fT. On ancient coins often very horrible, Mionnet, Suppl. iii. pi. 7, 5,

On the coins of Coronea, Millingen Anc. coins 4, 8. in reference to the

mythus of lodamia, Pans, ix, 34, 1. The Gorgonea of the Phidian period
of art are in essentials the original ones, but with mitigated features.

The large Gorgoneion of the acropolis, Hunter tb. 9, 19. The Gorgonis os

pulcherrimum (Cic. Verr. iv, 56.) is now the Rondanini mask at Munich
133. with head-wings, Guattam M. I. 1788. p. 35. (Gdthe Werke xxvii. s.

244. xxix. s. 40. 328.) The Gorg. of the Farnese onyx-goblet is still more

richly encircled with coils, Millingen Un. Mon. ii, 17, Profile head on

the Strozzi gem with Solon's name, M. Flor. ii, 7, 1. Wicar iv, 38. With

glazed eyes on the gem of Sosocles, Stosch 65. comp. M. Borb. iv, 39.

Tassie pi. 50. Eckhel P. gr. 31. Lipp. i, ii, 70-77. A fine terracotta

(with sprouting horns) from Athens, Brondsted Toy. ii, p. 133, A grand

mural-painting from Stabile, Zahn Omana. 58, [Ternite, second series

Tf. 9. comp. 10. 11.] Comp. . 414 (Perseus).
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7. DESTINY AND GOVERNMENT OF THE WOULD,

1 398. The goddesses of destiny presented few materials for

the plastic art. In the case of the stern MOIIUI a general al-

lusion to sovereignty was deemed sufficient in earlier times
;

afterwards they were distinguished by allegorical symbols.
2 With regard to TYCHE, either guiding power, or transitorincss,
3 or richness in gifts was rendered prominent by attributes

;
the

Romans, with whom the worship of Fortuna was very old and

wide-spread, heap all attributes on one figure, yet so as that

4 in general the sterner view predominates, In NEMESIS we
have to distinguish the Aphrodite-like representations of early
times from the allegorical figure of later emblematical sculp-

5 ture. As to the ERIOTYES, the Gorgon-like forms of terror of

the JEschylian stage remained strangers to the formative art,

which was contented, in vase-paintings and on Etruscan sar-

cophagi, with embodying the idea of fleet, high-girded hun-
tresses.

1. Moirai as matrons with sceptres on the Borghese altar . 9G. No. 22.

Etruscan Atropos (Athrpa) winged, driving in a nail, in the inuror-

drawing . 413 (Meleagros). The frequent goddesses of destiny in the

Etruscan mirrors [Gerh. Etr. Sp. Tf. 31 36.] have usually the style and
a sort of lekythos. In later times Clotho was represented as spinning,
Lachesis as marking out the destiny on the globe, Atropos cutting. So
in the Humboldt relief, Welcker Zeitschr. Tf. 3, 10. [Schinke Loben und
Tod oder die Schicksalsgottinnen. mit dem Hurnboldtischen Parzenmar-
mor 1825. The upper part restored by Rauch has been recovered, B.

Rochette JVL Ined. p. 44
], and similar in part in the Prometheus reliefs,

. 396. No. 3. Lachesis is also to be found writing or holding a roll,

Atropos showing the hour on a sun-dial, or holding the scales, M. Cap. iv,
29. (But Cap. iv, 25. the one reading probably announces the death-

judgment). See Welcker s. 197 ff. [comp. 0. Jahn Archiiol. Beitr. s. 170
f. The three Moirai on a vase from. Kertsch, R. Rochctte Point, ant.

ined. p. 431. 452. ; on a Jatta vase from Nola, Avellino Bull. JSfapol. lii. p.
1726. tv. 1. comp. H. Brunn Berl. Jahrb. 1846. i. s. 630 f. 734. Klotho,
seated in the middle, spins, the two

crvvefyot stand about her, Lachesis in
the direction of the wool-basket, as it seems, as if she had determined
the spinning of the thread should be continued, and the other is not
ready to cut it away, as she has not both hands free. The two figures also
which lay their hand on the shoulder of Zeus and Hera at the slaying of

Argus M. d. I.
ii, 59, as if they had power over them, are taken by Avel-

lino for Moirai, comp. Minervini Bull. Napol. iii. p. 43 sq. Among the
numerous figures likewise of a vase that is difficult to understand. Vases
Lamberg ii, 4. p. 7, the three fates have been conjectured not without some
probability. On a cornelian, the spinner standing, another sitting lets
the thread run through her fingers, the third holds like a staff on her
shoulder, at their feet Plutus, a boy with cornucopia. Bull 1847 r>

89,]

* A-
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2. Zoega's Tyche and Nemesis, Abhandl. s, 32. In Tyche Arterni-

dorus ii, 37. distinguishes the representation with the rudder (then she

is rather Providence) from that with the wheel,, vA/jSgoff (as accident).

The polos and the horn of plenty she received at Smyrna from Bupalus,
Paus. iv, 30. Praxiteles also represented an

'

Ay3-j TtJ#u an(i an
'

Ay^SoY

$if&a (Bona Fortuna and Bonus Eventus are perhaps to be thus taken

in Pliny), Euphranor likewise the latter. On his representation; resem-

bling Triptolemus and Hermes, with the patera in the right and ears of

corn and poppies in the left, often on gems, Bottiger Yasengem. i. s. 211.

The same form bears the inscription TO dyei&dv
'

"Rcpsffiew on coins of Salo-

nina. Gomp. . 381. R. 1. 359. R. 7.

3. On the Roman Fortunes Gerh. Ant. Bildw. Tf. 4. Fortuna as

ruler of the world in the starry mantle, crowned, with sceptre and rud-

der, Wall-paint. M. Borb. viii, 34. [Similar xi, 38, both with a third paint-

ing and a cornelian M. d. I. iii, 6. Ann. xi, 101, with a genius (2wroj^ ?)

beside Fortuna.] Statue POL ii, 12. Frequent in bronzes (Causeus ii,

27 sqq. Ant. Ere. vi, 24
sqcj[.),

also Isis-like, and passing into Panthea.

Enthroned, with sceptre and rudder, Bartoli Luc. ii, 46. Three Fortunse,
with chariot, often on coins. Also Passeri Luc. i, 41. The two Asiatic

Fortunae havo also dolphins as sovereigns of the sea. Fort. P. R., a head
with a diadem on coins of the gcntes Arria and Sicinia. Tychae of cities .

405. Tyche with griffin, Coll. Pourtal&s, Clarac, pi. 450. no. 841 A. others

pi. 454 56. Fortuna with Justitia in her hand, Impr. d. I. iv, 10. Sup-

posed Abundantise very numerous, Clarac, pi. 451 453. Sors, a female

head with a box for the lots, coins of the gens Plsetoria. Morelli 1.

4. On the Rhamnusian Nemesis . 117. Those so often met with on
coins of Smyrna have sometimes the later characteristic posture of the

right arm, whereby the 7ry%vz as a measure (M^oeV vvre(> TO ^zr^ov) is

rendered conspicuous, sometimes they carry swords. G. M. 347-350. ;

they ride in chariots with griffins, Creuzer Abbild. zur Symb. Tf. 4, 5.

The wheel of Nem. (See Mesomedes' Hymn, comp. Kopp, Palasogr. iii. p.

260. R. Rochette M. I. p. 214) lies at her feet on coins of Tios

Tfee-v^y). Comp. the coins of Side, Buonarr. Med. tv. 12, 3. p. 241.

also holds her finger on her mouth in bronzes, Caylus iv, 72, 2. 3., in

Dresden 411. (according to Hase). Nem. with attributes of Tyche, Hirt

s. 98. ; holding up a branch, Impr. d. I. iv, 18. The statue L. 318. M.

Roy. ii, 20. Clarac pi 322. is very doubtful. Nem. and Elpis opposed to

one another (as in an epigram Anal. iii. p. 173. No, 117.) on the arain the

Florent. Mus. which Uhden describes, Mus. der Alterthums W. i. s. 552.,

and the crater-relief, which expresses on the one side sensual enjoyments,
and on the other the trials of the soul, G-uattani M. I. 1784. p. xxv.

Zoega's Abhandl. Tf. 5. 13. [0. Jahn Archaol. Beitr. s. 149
ff.J Psyche

with the attitude of Nem. (as an expression of self-restraint) often on

gems ; with a bound Amor, M. Flor. i, 76. Zoega Abhandl. s. 45.

5. See Lessing's Laocoon, p. 20, 342 sq. Ross's translation. Bottiger's

Punemnaske, Weimar 1801. s. 67 ff. Millin's Orestelde pi. 1, 2. [Winck.
M. Ined. 149. M. PioCl. v, 22. Millin Mon. In6d. i, 29. Vase-painting.]
The mirror which the Erinnys holds before Orestes, as a symbol of me-

mory, in a vase-painting, is worthy of notice, R. Rochette M. I. p. 187.

comp. . 416. The vase-painting, Tischb. i, 48., appears to represent the

2L
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Erinnyes as the ^oroa^o^os M/tfBs.g- (JEschylus). May not many fe

called heads of Medusa represent tlie Eumenides or Athenian Scmna* ?

8. TIME.

1 399. The more the naked idea of time is to be seized,

the less are the Daemons of time susceptible of representation.
With regard to the HOIUE, which mostly retain their physical

signification in art, the succession of blossoming and ripening
2 is their characteristic. Besides them, the seasons are also de-

noted by male figures, sometimes boys, sometimes youths
3 But even DATS and YEABS, and PENTAETERIDS and OENTUUIKS,
were sculptured, only, however, as creations conditioned by
particular purposes and again disappearing with these,

1. Thus the three Horse, who were, however, not seasons properly

speaking, for the winter was never a Ilora, can be pointed out (. 00. No.

22. Zoega Bass, 96
)
in works of art as a gmterniwi, which corresponds to

the usual seasons, Zoe'ga 94. Combe Terrac. 23. 51.
; united wibh four

male figures in the sepulchre of the J^asones, Ilirt 14, 5. Conip. Zoega ii,

p. 218. Three Horso turning round a column, without attributes, in the

Yatican, Clarac pi 446. no. 815. Quatuor anni tempera, Bollori Arena
14. below, from the arch of Sept. Severus. The two Attic IIor&

}
Thallo

and Carpo3 on the goblet of Sosias 1 . 143. 3). Ilorx of spring Gorli. A.

Bildw. i, 87. There were ballet-like dances of Ilorcio as well as of Cha-

rites, nymphs and Bacchse, which seem to have influenced the artistic

representations (Xenoph. Symp. 7, 5. Philostr. Apoll. iv, 21.). A dancing
Hora in the light chiton, Iinpr. d. Inst. ii, 31. But fcho Ilora of spring,
the a

getpar excellence^ with her apron full of flowers, occurs oftener, above
. 358. R, 3. and 397. R. 2. coinp. Neapels Ant s. 2. Statues, M. Plor.iii,

63.; Ghiattani M. 1. 1788. p. 46.; Clarac pi. 290. Picture from Pomp.
M. Borb. vii, 40. Zeus opens the Olympian gate to the Boras, coins of

Gommodus M. Mor. iv, 41. [The four Horaa bringing marriage gifts to

Peleus, Campana Op. d. plastica tv. 61. C2. comp. Zoega Bassir. tv. 52.]

2. Comp. Ovid M. ii, 27. Encircling Dionysus3
on numerous sarco-

phagi, as G. Giust. ii, 120.; L. 770. Bouill. iii, 37, 1 Clarac pi. 146.; in
Oassel (Bouill, iii, 37, 2.?). In the escort of Gsea . 395. It. 1. A genius
of Autumn, with the apron of the sower and rich booty from, the chase,
gem, M. Worsl. ii, 12.; Ant. Ere. iv, 37J The bull of Spring opening
the year, with the Charites on his head, is a beautiful gem-figure, Kdhler,
Descr. d'un Camee. 1810. pi 3. Hirt 16, 4 He seems to have emanated
from the Dionysus-bull whom the Elean women invoked to draw nigh
with the Charites,, Plut. Qu. Gr. 36.

3. Hirt s. 119. The pomps of Ptolemy and Antiochus were rich in
such figures . 390. E. 3. Hirt thinks he can recognise the Eniautos in

Alpheios, . 350. R. 5. The ^Eon of later superstition (one of the two sta-
tues in the Yatican was executed under Commodus) PCI. ii, 19. Zocga
Bass. 41. Bdttiger Kunstmythol. s. 267, Chronw in the Apotheosis of
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Homer. On Kairos, Hirt Bilderb. s, 107. Welcker ad Callistr. vi. That

Phidias already sculptured Occasio and Metanoea (Auson. Epigr. 12.),

seems to me doubtful; it is perhaps only a mistake for Lysippus.

9. BEINGS OF LIGHT.

400. The SUN-GOD, if we do not take into account the Sol 1

Phoebus of Roman times, was an important subject of sculp-

ture only in Rhodes, where the coins exhibit his head gen-

erally in front view, with rounded forms and streaming, ray-

like hair. In the entire figure, he for the most part appears

draped, in his chariot, guiding his horses with the whip. SB- 2

LENE, only distinguished in her usual form from Artemis by
more complete drapery, and veil rising in the form of an arch

over her head, is known especially from the reliefs represent-

ing the fable of Endymion. Eos either appears herself in a 3

quadriga, in magnificent form, or as the guide of the horses of

the sun. Among the constellations, most importance was at- 4

tached, in the Greek religion and mythology, to the dog Si-

BIXJS as the supposed author of the heat of summer and to

PHOSPHORUS and HESPEBUS, the heralds of day and night.

[Dioscuri . 414, 5,] But among later works of art, an impor-

tant class is composed of ASTROLOGICAL representations on gems
and coins, horoscopes, and protecting signs of persons, cities

and countries, which usually consist of collocations of the signs

of the zodiac and the planets. For this purpose it was deemed

sufficient to add a star to the figures of deities as a distin-

guishing mark. IRIS, from a luminous appearance in the sky, 6

became altogether a light-winged messenger of the gods.

1. [Gerhard ueber die Lichtgottheiten nacli Denkmalern B. 1840. 4

pi] On the coins of Rhodes in Mionnet PI 52, 1. 2 we also see the head

of Ilelius in profile with the corona radiata ;
similar on Roman coins of

the gens Aquilha. The large head in the Cap. Mus. Bouill. i, 71., is as-

signed to Sol by Visconti and Hiit, but the Ed. Winck. vi. s. 200. dissent.

the statue described by 01. Biagi Sopra una antica statua singolarissima,

R. 1772. is evidently Helius; on the head are to be seen the holes for

the crown of rays. Statue L. 406. V. Borgh. St. 2, 3. Clarac pi. 334,

[Yisconti sopra la statua del sol 1771. Bust with seven rays, counte-

nance and hair like Apollo, belonging to the English consul at Leghorn,

in Guasco de Tusage des statues pi. 3. p. 44 ]
A torso of Helius with the

zodiac on the quiver belt, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 46. 3. Helius naked with

crown of rays, the whip and a ball in his hand, wall-paint. M, Borb. vii,

55. A Sol-Apollo shooting with the bow, coins of Philadelphia, N. Brit.

11.7.

Rising of the Sun, on the Parthenon . 118. A. Beautiful vase-paint.

(Helius in the quadriga, Eros going before, and pursuing Orion (accord-

ir to others Oephalus), the stars, in the form of boys, setting, Pan
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heralding the morning, Selene on a single liorse going down) Panofka Le
Lever du Soleil. P. 1833. M.Blacas pi. 17, 18. E. Rochctte M. I. pi. 73. comp,
Welcker Rhein. Mus. ii, 1. s. 133. [Elite eeramogr. ii, 111. 112. comp. 112

A. and 113. Helios with quadriga.] R. Rochette M. I. pi. 72. A. 2., Helios

going down, Selene coming up, between them the three Capitolian gods and

the Dioscuri, bas-relief. Helms and Eos [Selene], led by Pan Phosphorus,
ascend with their chariot from a ship, Passeri Pict. Etrusk. lii, 261). Mai-

sonn. 1. [Winck. M. med. 22. Gerh. Lichtgottheiten Tf. 3, 2. s. 8. Elite

ii, 114. Sunrise and sunset, Sabine vase M d. I. ii, 55. E. Braun Ann. x.

p. 266. "Welcker xiv. p. 210. Elite c6ramogr. ii, 59.] The horses of the

sun rising out of the sea, Millin ii, 49. Holms' head turned upwards,
moon and stars on the reverse, Morelli 1ST. Consul, tb. 32, 24. Helms arid

Selene in a biga and quadriga, fibula from Pompeii M. Borb. vii, 48.

Helms and Selene as a framing to rows of deities, by Phidias, Paus. v, 11,

3. ; enclosing the Capitolme gods and dioscuri in the same way, in the

reliefs PCI. iv, 18.; R. Rochette M. I. pi. 72, 1. Childhood of Holius and
Selene in sculpture, Claud. De raptu Pros, ii, 44 ANATOAH and
ATS 12, medals from Damascus Stembuchel Notice sur les Med. Rom.
en or tb. 2 d. p. 23.

Phaetkorfs fall, Philostr.i, 11., in reliefs L. 766 b. Bouill. iii, 49. Cla-

rac pi. 210.; G. d. Fir. St. 97.; in gems, Wicar ii, 8. The llcliades

transformed into poplars on a denarius of the gens Accoleia.

2. Sarcophagi with Endymion M. Cap. iv, 24. 29 ; PCI. iv, 10.

Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 275.; G. Giust. ii, 110. 236. L. 437. 438. Bouill.

iii, 34 35. Clarac pi. 165. 170.; Woburn Marb. 9.; Gerhard Ant. Bildw.
36 40. The relief from Cilli very simple, Wiener Jahrb. xlviii. s. 101.

Tf. 1, 2. [The fine Diana before Endymion M Chiaram. ii, 7.] Luna
in mulo, Pest. p. 172. Pitt. Ere. in, 3. M. Borb. ix, 40. Selene almost

naked, with Hesperus, going to Endymion. [Similar a wall-painting M.
Bork xiv, 3.] Statue of Endymion^ Guatt. M. L 1784. p. vi. [now in the
Mus. R. Suec. Stat. 14, the explanation indubitable.] Luna going down,
on the triumphal arch of Constantine, Bollori Arcus 41 Floating in the

sky, gem in Hirt 16, 3. Selene drawn by cattle, statue at Antioch, Ma-
lalas p. 261. as in the relief Clarac pi 166. comp. . 3(55. R. 4. Statue of
Selene ? M. Borb. v, 22. perhaps Ihthyia, Artemis-Selene in the goat-
skin, like Juno-Lanuvina, Passeri Luc.

i, 94.

Dews Imnus or M^ often on coins in Phrygian costume with half-
moon behind his shoulders, M. SClem. 21, 146. Hirt 11, 8, 9. Dous Lu-
nus on horseback, an altar with two torch-bearers standing round it, like
those of the

Mithr^a,
on coins of Trapezus, Mimchner Denkschr. Philol.

i. Tf. 2, 10. The kindred P/iarnaces appears probably on coins of Phar-
naces as a Hermes-Bacchus with sun, moon and thunderbolt. A Palmy-
renian moon-god Aglilul, M. Cap. iv, 18.

3. Eos in her car, Inghir. Mon. Etr. i, 5. Millm Vases de Canosa 5.
Vases i, 15. ii, 37. ; comp. R. 1. [Gerh. Auserl. V. ii, 79. Elite ii, 109 A.
M. Gregor. ii, 18, 2., HE02 guiding a quadriga along, beside a tripod-
Gerh. Tf. 80, Elite pi. 109. Cab. Durand no. 231., HE03 without wings
guides two winged horses ; Elite pL 109 B. 110. perhaps Eos, unwinged,with an unwmged quadriga pi. 108. A. AO2 KAVK, from Millingen.Anc. Mon. pi. 6., floating draws water with one can and pours out with
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another. Eos pursuing Cephalus, Gerh. Etr. Sp. ii, 179. Geplialus in the

arms of Eos ibid. 180 M. Gregor. i, 32, 1. and M. d. I.
iii, 23. Ann. xii.

p. 149., where there are similar representations.] Eos (inscription) with

the torch and bow-shaped drapery leading a horse, Pegasus ? on coins of

Alexandria, Eckhel Syll. 7, 3. Schol. II. vi, 155. Schol. Eunp. Or 1004.

poyotahos *&*>$ Leading four horses of Helius on coins of the gens Plau-

tia. Fine gem with Eos yoking the horses, Cab. d
3

Orleans i. pi. 45. Comp.
. 413 (Cephalus), 415 (Memnon). Eos driving upwards on Etr. mirrors,
R Rochette M. I. pi. 72 A. p. 398. 400, not. 1.

4. Sinus as star-dog on coins of Ceos (Brdndsted Toy. i. pi. 27.), on

gems, Bracci i. tv 45. Phosphorus (bonus puer Phosphorus in Roman
inscr.) and Hesperus as boys with torches flying up and down, R. 1. Hes-

perus riding before Selene (Nyx), according to Braun, on the Archemo-
ros vase, which Gerh, p. 21. quite erroneously takes for Phosphorus and
Helius. [Phosphorus and Hesperus on the ara Mon. Ined. 21, not cor-

rectly taken by Wmckelman.] In busts . 365. R. 5. Setting stars R. 1.

So-called Orion . 97. R. 3. Ann. d. Inst. 1835. p. 250. The supposed
crater with Dionysus and the Pleiads in the L. 783. is acknowledged not

to be antique. Of the other constellations, which scarcely belong to this

cycle, Hirt s. 135. The original popular idea is often happily unfolded

by Buttmann Ueber die Entstehung der Sternbilder, Berl. Akad. 1826.

5. Comp. 208, 6. Hirt Tf. 16. Gori Thes. gemm. astriferarum, with
comm. by J. B. Passeri F. 1750. 3 vols. fo. Augustus has Capricorn.
Districts or cities have on coins the sign under whose particular influ-

ence they lio, as Antioch the Ram, Commagcne the Scorpion. On the

Alexandrine coins which give the position of the planets at the begin-

ning of a Sothic period, Barthelemy Mem de 1'Ac des Inscr. xh. p 501.

Saturn with sickle in a chariot drawn by serpents, and the signs of Ca-

pricorn and Aquarius, Impr. d. I. iv, 1. Amphitrite 9 on the sea-goat, as-

trological? vi, 11. comp. 12 A Borghese altar combines the planets

Jupiter, Mars and Venus with the zodiacal signs of the autumn months

(Balance, Scorpion, Sagittarius), Winck. M. I. 11. Bouill. iii, 67. Clarac

pi. 201. 202. comp. T. ii. p. 186 (the Balance held by a virgin, the Scor-

pion as a kind of sea-monster, like the Crab in a painting from Portici,

Sagittarius as a centaur). The beautiful mosaic of Poligny, which
Braand published in 1816, is a horoscope. An astrological gem of the Ca-

binet Pontchartrain, which Baudelot published in 1810 and explained

badly (comp. Ac. des Inscr i. p 279 ), unites four planets with the con-

stellation of Sagittarius (Centaur). Astrological gems, Kopp Palseogr,
iii p. 325.

Atlas with globe . 396. R. 1. Zeus in the Zodiac on Atlas, an A1-

Ibani marble, Guattam M. I. 1786. p. 53. comp. . 350, 6. Planisphere in

the Louvre together with the planets and 36 decans, published by Bian-

chini, of the 2d century of the Christian era, according to Letronne,
Clarac pi. 248 b. Zodiac with the planets in the pronaos of the temple at

Palmyra, Wood, pi. 19 A. The zodiac on the Cal. Rusticum, M. Borb. ii,

44 Single signs often on gems, as Impr. d. Inst. ii, 7. Sagittarius, ii,

8. Aquarius (whose beautiful figure seems to be connected with the

Chemmitic Perseus-Ganymedes of Herod, ii, 91. and Pindar Er. inc.

]L10.; whose footstep causes the swelling of the Nile). Scorpion, Fish and
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Crab iii. 96, the Bam iii, 97. The eight deities of the days of the week on

an altar found at Mayence, Treatise by Fuchs. Mayencc 1773. Idoler

Handbuch der Chronologie ii. s. 183. 623. [Der planotarischo Gottcr-

kreis von L. Lersch Jahrb. des Yereins von Alterthumsfreundcn iiu

Rheinlande iv. s. 147. Tf. 3, 5. v. s, 298. viii. s. 145.]

6.
r
l/s as messenger of Patroclus' death to Achilles, winged, with a

caduceus and a flower, vase-paint, from Volci, Inghir. G. Omer. 250,

Iris (?) as the bearer of armour, Tischb. i, 4. Bottiger Vasongom. i, 2. s.

68. With the -arrows- (as in Hesiod Theog. 784.) on gems, Ilirt 12, 2.

[and on coins of Terina, in Avellino Opusc. i. Abhandl. 3 where she is

taken for a siren.] Pouring out the libation to an Apollo Citharodus,

vase-paint. Ann. d. Inst. v. tv. B. [Nike. Hirt's Bilderbuch i. s. 93.

0. Jahn Telephos s. 79. Iris with Apollo, Idas and Marpessa, Gerh. Au-

serl. v. i, 46. The same with the kerykeion and the wgoxooe, floating

away, ibid, ii, 82. With the name at the embassy of Nestor and Anti-

lochus to Achilles, Vases de Luc. Bonaparte pi. 11. She accompanies
Hera at her visit to Zeus on Mount Ida . 395. K 2, Thetis when she dips
her child in the Styx, W. Gell. Pomp. ii. pi. 73 she stands behind the for-

saken Ariadne Pitt, d'Ercol. ii, 15, Bottiger's Archaol. Hefte i, 1.]

Hemera and Nyx have not yet been pointed out with certainty, al-

though the latter was often sculptured, especially in early antiquity.
Ilirt s. 196. Noctwrnus, according to K. F. Hermann instead of Uranus,
M, PioCl iv, IS. and Winok 43, Archaol. Zoit. v. s. 95.J

10. THE WINDS.

1 401. In the forms of the WINDS, especially on the monu-
ment of Andronicus Cyrrhestes (. 160, 5.), ancient art dis-

plays, in an admirable manner, its capacity for characterizing
2 with delicacy and precision. With regard to individual winds,

BOEEAS, as the ravisher of Oreithyia, is the only one that can
3 be indicated with some degree of certainty. The HAEPIES,
who snatch away in the rushing of the wincl (dangerous gusts
which can alone be overcome by the race of the air-purify-
ing North wind), are sometimes presented as winged women,
sometimes more in the shape of birds, as the ancient legend
left their form very undefined. [Echo . 403. K 4]

1. Boreas (rude), Caecias (hail-bringing), Apeliotes (warm air), Eurus

(thunder-storm), Notus (long rains), Lips (heat, the ships in harbour),

^ Zephyrus (fine spring-weather), Sciron (cold).

2. Boreas introduced with serpent-feet on the coffer of Cypselus, Paus.

v, 19, 1. As a man with double wings, Tischb iii, 31. comp. . 397. R. 3.

The finest representation on a vase now in Munich, Welcker, Nouv. Ann.
de la Sect. Prang, de 1'L arch6ol. pi. 22. 23. Vol. ii, p. 358396, a very
important one in Berlin ibid. pi. H. and in Gerh. Etr. u. Campan. Vasen
Tf. 26 ff. s, 38. two others in his Auserl. V.

iii, 152. s, 815. and a No-
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Ian one ia the Archaol. Zeit. iii. tv. 31. The Mus. Borb. alone possesses

three repetitions of this representation.] Chloris carried off by 2iephy-

rus 1 Hirt 48, 1. The much discussed picture from Pompeii Ann. 1829.

tv. D. 1830. p. 347. Bull. 1832. p. 186, in the D. A K. i. Tf. 73, 424. cer-

tainly not correctly explained as Hypnos and Pasithea, is recognised to

be Chloris and Zephyris not only by Hirt, "Welckcr and K Braun, but

by Avellmo, Janelh, Minervini, Quaranta and others. Zephyrus pur-

suing Chloris with garland, vase-painting. Bull. 1844 p. 99. Zephyrus

pursuing Thyia with enveloped head, as Boreas follows Oreithyia, vase-

painting Archaol. Zeit. iii. Tf. 31, s. 97. The similar figure, youthful,

naked, winged, which Hirt Bilderbuch 18, 1. s. 148. takes for Zephyrus

pursuing Chloris, must not therefore be taken for Amor with Gerhard s.

98. not. 5.] The Aurce vclificantes sua veste, Plin. xxxvi, 4, 8
,

still re-

main to be pointed out. [Gerhard on a Campanari vase conjectures Aura

presenting the twins to Bacchus, Bull. 1834. p. 178. Apollo and Thyia,
Panofka Antikenkranz 1845 s. 9. 12. Oreithyia and Thyia, Gerhard
Arch. Zeit. iii. s. 97 f. Tf. 31.] Typhceus as a winged giant on a paste,
Ilirt 18, 4. . 351. R. 2. On Bronte and Astrape . 141, 5.

3. The vase paint. Millingen Un. Mon. i, 15. quite agrees with J3s-

chylus Eumen. 50. On the bird form, Bdttiger's Furienmaske s. 112.

comp 334. R 1. The Harpy-monuments enumerated by Heyne Yirg.
JEn, iii. Exc. vii. are mostly doubtful. [M. d. I. iii, 49. Ann. xvii. p. 1

12. Due. de Luynes. Harpies on the sepulchral monument from Xanthus
in London . 90 * Creuzer zur Archaol. iii. s. 241. declares the children-

carried by the winged virgins to be also winged. The engravings show
no trace of wings in the former.]

11. THE ELEMENT OP WATEB.

402. From the lofty power of Poseidon, and the beauty of 1

Amphitrite and Thetis, tne daemons of the sea pass over,through
various intermediate stages, into the fantastically formed mon-
sters of the deep. A fine contrast is presented on the one hand 2

bythe fish-tailed and satyr- or centaur-resembling TRITONS often

overgrown with sea-weed (to whom JEG^ON, GLATJCUS, NEBEUS,
PHOBOYS, and PROTEUS bear a likeness), and on the other by the

JfefiiDS, for the most part inhuman form, lightly draped in early 3

art, afterwards usually undraped, with very graceful maiden

shapes, whose flexible configuration is charmingly developed in

manifold postures and windings: a thiasus of the ocean which

receives, too, quite a Bacchian aspect, from the transformation

of the animals sacred to Dionysus into sea-monsters, and
which was especially conceived in reference to the accoutrement
of Achilles, and (after the example set by Scopas . 125, 5.) the

escorting him home to Leuce. Among the other numerous 4

personages of the sea, there are doubtless still discoveries to

be made, as the refinement of ancient art in characterizing
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lias not yet by any means been approached In the explanation

of its products

1. See above . 125, 5. 356, 1. 2. Thetis etxlvot$ r^v

<pvs, Schol, Aristid. in Mai Coll. i, 3. p. 42. Heads of this sort on coins,

lor instance of the Bruttii, Boger Thes. Brand, i. p. 340. Fine statue of

Thetis (1 according to others of Aphrodite Euploea) L. 120. Bouill. i, 47.

Clarac pi. 336. Wmck. W. vi. s. 312. The so-called Aphrodite Anadyo-

mene M. Borb. vii, 26. might also perhaps be a Thetis. Cornp. R. 3. and

413. (Peleus). [Thetis on a sea-horse in the Vatican Clarac pi. 747,

1805, finer in Naples from a recent discovery ;
in Florence pi. 746, 1804.

There also two other sea-goddesses.]

2. The Tritons are recognised with greatest certainty where they are

cum bucciniSj as in the pediment of the temple of Saturn, Macrob. S. i,

8. (comp. Virg. JEn. x, 209. Ovid M. ii, 8 ),
on which occasions they arc

more seldom youthful (Tritun, Inghir. Mon. Etr. v, 55, 8.) than bearded,

Bartoli Luc. i,
5. [A blowing Triton on the tower of the winds at Athens,

according to Vitruv., Stuart i. ch. 3. pi. 3 A very fine bronze statue

years ago in the possession of Cav. Maglia at Vienna ] A Triton as a

youthful sea-satyr PCI. i, 35. [Clarac pi. 745, 1808. a group, Triton carry-

ing off a nymph ibid. 34. Triton half fish, holding a fish, Gerh. Auserl.

V. i, 9.] Besides the fish-tailed there seem also to be human-legged Tri-

tons (Voss. Mychol. Br. n, 23 ) ; those with the fore-legs of a horse occur

often in poets and works of art, Bouill. 11, 42. (Crabs' claws in the hair)
43. [Comp. the bronze bust Spec, i, 55. A Triton's head between two

Erotes in dolphins. Terracottas of the Brit. Mus. pi. 4. A water god,

water-plants and dolphins instead of hair, a fish basket on his head, Mil-

lin P. gr. pi. 44J Triton-family (Triton and Cymothoe, Claudian De

nupt. Hon. 144.),, a splendid amethyst in Florence, Wicar ii, 34. Meyer
Tf. 29. Lipp. i, 123. Triton-mask at fountains, Propert. ii, 32, 16. Vise.

PCI. vi, 5. JEgoxm on coins of Cunige (Solin 16 ), Millingen, Med. in. i,

3. Glaucus as Triton in armour on coins of Heraclea, N. Brit. 3? 13.

Millingen Anc. Coins i, 20., of Syracuse, Torrem 72, 9
,
and Etrusc. gems

(Lanzi Sagg. ii, 4, 3.). On Glaucus' form wasted in the sea, Philostn ii,

15. The fish-tail was not wanting even in the dancing Glaucus. Ooiwp.
Voss. ii, 24. [Gl. fish with human countenance, see Gfrosson, Antioxuit(5s
de Marseille 4to.] His love for the human Scylla, Hercul. paint. M. Worsl
i. p. 103. A similar monster on coins of Itanus, Alher de Haut. 7, 3',.

[E. Vinet Le mythe de Glaucus et de Scylla, M. d. I.
iii, 52. 53, Annali\

xv. p. 144.] Nereus with Hercules on ancient vase-paint. Millingen Div.
32. Un. Mon. i, 11.; on a vase from Volci HEPAKAE02 and TPI-
TON02 is inscribed beside them [. 410. R. 5.] Nereus in Triton form.
but draped, at the rape of Thetis, M. I. d. Inst. 37. Nereus 1 in form of
a Triton M. Pourt. pi. 15, Nereus? in Triton form with trident M. Blacas

pi. 20. [so with a dolphin, which makes no difference, Gerh. Auserl. v. i,

9, in Berlin no. 1586; Nereus in human shape, with white beard and the
trident riding on a sea-horse, Gerh. Tf. 8. Cab. Durand no. 209. Elite

cSramogr. iii, 2. (pi. 1. is similar to M. Blacas 20.) ] In entirely human
figure also on Volcentine vases, at the combat with Hercules, Ann. d. Inst.
iii. p. 145

; [as grandfather of Achilles, . 356, 4.] On Phorcys Schol.

Apoll, iv, 1610. Proteus as shepherd of the sea, Pitt. Ere. ii, 39. Oceanm*
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(or Pontus f) [or Triton] gigantic head on reliefs with. Nereids, Clarac pi.

267. [Gerh. A. Bildw. C, 4 ] Supporting Artemis-Phosphorus or Selene

. 365. R. 5. On engraved stones, Rathgeber, Hall. Encycl. iii. ii, s. 352.

[Head on the ara Mon ined 21. colossal Oceanos M. Chiarani. ii, 1, be-

sides Marforio . 261. R. 1., M. Capit. m, 1. Lor. R& scult. i. p. 33, 1.

Farnese statue Montfauc. i, 6. 0. in the Yatican Clarac pi. 745, 1800,

the Capitolian no. 1801. pi. 749 B, two in Naples and a third. 0. oppo-

site to Tellus on sarcophagi G. M. 383. Gerh. Bildw. Tf. 36. 39. 40.]

3. The Nereids wggi xvpuai, (3ct,x,%svovffi, with Orpheus cornp. Visconti

M PioCl. iv, 33. Feuerbach Apoll. s. 161. Shield-bearing Nereids on a

Triton M. Borb. x, 7. Nereids with armour (for Achilles) : on coins of

Lampsacus (Chois. GouiF. Yoy. Pitt. ii
? 67, 33.) ; reliefs (undraped) PCI.

v, 20.
; [Campana Op. di plastica tv. 9. 10. with Erotes,] ;

on the Prsones-

tme cista m R. Rochette M. I. i. pi. 20. comp. Kunstbl. 1827. No. 32. ;

on gems (mostly half-draped, on Tritons, often luxuriously handled),

Inghir. G. Omer. 165. Eckhel P. gr. 15. Wicar iii, 25. as an allusion to

victorious accoutrement) ; vase-paint, (draped), Hancarv. iii, 118. Maisonn.

36 M. Pourt. 41. comp. Milling 14. The so-called Damarete (Hemsterhuis,
Lcttre sur une p. gr, du Cab. de Smeth) on the gem of Dalion is also per-

haps a Nereid with armour mounting on a hippocampus. A Nereid on

a hippocampus, Florent. marble-group, Wicar iii, 25. Meyer Tf. 10. a, ;

[a particularly line one in the Mus. at Naples, found in 1843, with which a

iragment in the Yatican in the round open, gallery corresponds.] Bartoli

Luc i, 4. ; gems, M. Flor ii, 48. Wicar iv, 5.
;
on sea-rams, goats, bulls,

in reliefs
;
on a sea-panther, Pitt. Ere. iii, 17.

;
on a sea-griffin M. Borb.

x, 19. Nereids on Tritons and sea-bulls with Yenus in the shell in the

middle, Gerh. A. Bildw. Tf. 100, 1. N. on Tritons with the mask of a

river god in the middle, Tf. 100, 2, sarcophagus reliefs at Rome. A Ne-

reid carried off by a Triton, beautiful group in the PCI.
i,

34. ; embraced

by him in a ceiling-relievo at Palmyra, Cassas i. pi. 91., on gems, Tassie

pi. 31, 2633. Tritons and Nereids in joyous troop careering over th3 s^a,

often with music (to the Happy Islands . 397. R. 2.), M. Cap. iv, 62.

Bouill. i, 78. M. Franc, iv, 10.; G. Giust. ii, 98. 102. 144 146. 148.; BouilL

iii, 42. 43. Clarac pi. 206 209. Magnificent processions of Tritons, ^TJJ,

wall-paintings, M. Borb. viii, 10. Nereids at the rape of Thetis (Cymothoe,

Psamathe, Speo, Cymatolege, &c. in Volci) . 402. R. 2 [Statues oi fugi-

tive Nereids between the columns of the triumphal monument at Xan-

thus , 128*.] It is not to be denied that there were also fish-tailed Ne-

reids, according to authors (from Plin. ix, 4. onwards, comp. Yoss ii, 26.) ;

yet it will be better to call such figures in reliefs, G. Giust. ii, 142., and

elsewhere female Tritons according to R. 2. Archaic Tritonides on Etr.

bronze reliefs, comp. M. I. d. Inst. pi. 18, 1. Laglandi&re Ann. ii. p. 63.

Five Oceanides, with Oceanus, Thetis, Palsemon, Ino and a Triton, with
.

the names inscribed beside them, on a mosaic found in France (De*p.

Haute Garonne). Mosaiques de St. Rustice pres Toulouse Bull. 1834. p.

157. Hannov. Zeitung of the 10th Oct. 1833.

4. Of Melicertes-Palcemon . 252. R. 3. [on the dolphin, Munich Glyp-
totheca 112. Clarac, pi. 749 A. no. 1841.] Philostr. ii, 16. G. M. 401. 402.

Palieraon'? with symbols, fine cameo, Impr. d. I. iv, 13. A victorious

Isthmian athlete stands beside Palsemon on the coin 404. Many boys

resting on dolphins belong to this class ; riding on the dolphin, in Munich
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112. [In the possession of a Pacetti according to M. PioCl. vii. p. 100.7

the head ii. tv. A. no. 13. with the skin of a sea-animal's head ii. tv. A.

no. 13.] Palsemon's head according to Vise.., M. Franc,, iii, 12. Im-Leu-

cothea has the kredemnon (her regular distinguishing sign, Clemens Protr.

p. 96.) wound three times round her body, in a mosaic in the Vatican,

Gerh. Beschr. Eoms ii, ii. s. 89. Her leap, on coins, in presence of the

daemon of the rock Moluris and the dolphin who is to receive the boy,

G. M. 400. Morelli Domit. 16, 3. comp. Thes. Ant. Gr. i, Aa. Galene in

Corinth (Paus.), on the gem . 384. B. 3. characterized by the collapsed

sail and her position on a plane surface, see Tolken Kunstbl. i. s. 8. comp.

Addseus Anthol. Pal ix, 544. [She smooths with her hand the watery

mirror on a cameo G. Myth. no. 245. Ino-Leucotkea with the infant Bac-

chus 384. E. 2.] JEupl&a? winged figure with aplustrc, Millingcn Un.

Mon. i, 29., according to Welcker Ann. d. Inst. iii. p 420. [Berl. Vason

No. 835., where Levezow and with him Gerhard recognise a Victoria with

aplustre. There is one of this kind on a bas-relief in Avollmo Casa di

Pompei 1840, who does not doubt p. 64 sq. the Euploea of the vase any

more than 0. Jahn Archaol. Beitr. s. 377 not. 51.] Scylla on coins of

Agrigentum, of Cumse (Millingen MM. in. i, 4. a deviation), of the gens

Pompeia, [from Lipari (with Hephaestus) riding on two sea-dogs, quite

in human form, extending the right hand, striking the chords of a lyre

with her left, Sestini Descr. d'alcune mod. Grech. del Principe Christ.

Feder. di Danimarca p. 11. Scylla, original and thoughtful, on a ihyton in

the Jatta collection, Eev. Arch6ol. 1 Annee ii. pi. 36. p. 41820. Pitt.

d'Ercol. iii, 21. Ternite Wandgem. von Pomp. (Wigand) Tf. 4.
;
a baa-

relief Mus. at Naples.] Tischb. Homer iv, 6. G. M. 638*. Gori M.

Etrusc. i,
148.

1 403. The RIVER -GODS were sculptured, according to the

physical size and the poetical dignity of the stream, sometimes

as hoary old men, sometimes as youths, with urns, cornucopia
2 and reeds ;

and beside the purely human shape, the form of a

bull took its place, especially in the early modes of represen-

tation, with manifold modifications even in the same river,

sometimes by mere horns, sometimes by the body of a bull

with a man's head, and sometimes by a bull in complete form*

3 The nature of the country, the destinies of the people who
dwelt on its banks, determined more closely the form and

attributes, as in the grand statue of the bounteous NILE,
around whom disport the daemons of the overflow, according
to their sixteen different ranks (n^s/g, cubiti), and of the

mighty commanding TIBER, who was indicated by the she-wolf

4 with her cubs. To the Nereids of the sea correspond the

NAIADS of the land, who were represented as half- draped
maidens, frequently holding before them large shells; they
are often also found in company with Pan, and are connected
with the athlete Hercules in reference to warm springs.

1. Oa the form of the rivers, Julian V. H. ii, 33. Facius Collectaru s.

186*. Voss ii, 34. Fest. taurorum, cf. intpp. As Acragas was seen at

Delphi in the form of a boy, and Mdes according to Philostr. ii,, 8 was,
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painted as an ephebus (so on, coins of Amastris N. Brit. 9, 8.) : so also ap-

pear in youthful form Cydnus on coins of Tarsus (G-. M. 307 ), Orontes of

Antioch (G. M. 369.), Hermus on coins of Sardes, Temnus, Gadoe (N. Brit.

11, 16), Pyramus of Hierapolis (Millingen Med. in. 4. 4.), JBillceus and

JSardO) the latter as a woman, on coins of Tios, and many others thus on

Imperial coins of Asia Minor and Syria, see Vaillant JST. Impr. Gr. p. 342.

ed. sec., also Hypsas and jSelinos on coins of Sehnus . 132. R. 2. Torrem.

65., Missus on the Parthenon (. 118. R, 2.), and Inopus (2) of Delos in

the L., Bouill. iii, 24, 8. Rhyndacus on a coin of Apollonia, Mionnet

Suppl. v. p. 292. no. 76. Ilipparis on coins of Camarina (Nohden 4.) is a

youth with sprouting horns, like JEsarus on those of Crotona (comp. Mil-

lingen Anc. Coins i, 25.) and Gelas, Torrem. 33, 12. 13. We see Ismenus

in the shape of an old man, on a vase, Millingen Un. Mon .i, 27.
3 Alpheus

. 350. R, 5., Rhenus, Istrus or Danubius, on coins (G. M. 309. 310. Col.

Trajani), [Rhenus Spanheim de usu et pr. n. i. p. 359. statue in the Va-

tican.] ftcamandrus on Ilian (Chois. Gouff. ii. pi. 38, 7.) as in the minia-

tures to the Iliad xxi, Rhodius on Dardanian coins (pi. 67, 27.), Ceteus and
ftelinm on Pergamenian (pi. 5, 19.), Marsyas on coins of Apamea, and
various others. The Umbrian Clitumnm stood in a prsetexta in his

temple, Plin. Ep. viii, 8. On the Chrysas of Assorus, Eckhel D. N. I. p.

198. [standing with bull's head. Temple and statue, Cic. Verr. ii, 41. 44.

Eurotas of Eutychides Plin. xxxiv, 8, 19. Rivers on coins with names,
Mionnet ix. p. 169.] The two rivers Lycus and Caprus near Laodicea

indicated by wolf and bear, Streber Miinchner Denkschr. f. Philol. i. Tf.

4,10.

2. Achelous figures as an old man with horns, with reeds and a patera,
on a silver coin of Metapontum which was in its origin half-JEtolian.

It was struck as the prize of an dy&v reehotvriaio$ (A AON" AXEAOIO,
'

Ax;sA$oy), Millingen, Trans, of the Royal Soc. of Litt i. p. 142. Anc. Coins

i, 21. comp Osann, Kunstbl. 1831. No. 16. 17. [He thinks with Millingen
that the single coin was the prize. Achelous on Acarn. and Ambracian

coins, partly as bull, partly human with horns, Strabo x. p. 458.] On the

other hand Achelous appears on the coins of Acarnania and (Eniadas (for

example Sestini Med. del M. Fontana 4, 9. 10, 12. Mionnet Suppl. iii, pi.

14.) and a vase-painting from Girgenti (Trans. R Soc. ii, 1. p. 95.) in the

form of a bull with a man's countenance and long, wet beard (Soph, Trach.

13
)

The entirely similar figure of the so-called Hebon also, on the coins

of Campania and Sicily, can scarcely fail to be recognised as a river-god,

for example as Gelas on those of Gela. See Millingen's explanation, Med.

in. p 6. Trans. R. Soc. i. p. 142 gqq., opposed to which is Avellino's

(Opuscoli div. i. p 81.). There are indeed objections to be removed, comp.

Rathgeber, Hall. Encycl. iii, ii. s. 94. Miinchner Gel. Anz. 1836. No. 96.

97. Lecture by Streber on the Bull-Dionysus (the bull with human

countenance). Alpheus in Eurip. Iphig. Aul. 276, is likewise to be thus

conceived, and the gem Millin P. gr. 46. to be explained in conformity
therewith. Cephissus is perhaps conceived entirely as a bull in Eurip.
Ion 1276, as was Gelas according to Schol. Pind. P. i, 185. [and Acragas

according to a fragment of Timseus. River-gods with horns M. Hunter,

tv. 26, 19. Torremuzza tv. 32, 1316. or bull-head Zoega N. Alex. p.

204.]

. 3. On the Hfaeis Philostr. i, 5. comp, Wclcker p. 234. Statue of the
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Nile in the temple of Peace, of basanite ;
a corresponding one in white

marble, POL i, 38. BouilL i, 61. comp. St. Yictor in the Oomm. [The Va-

ticanian Olarac pi. 748, 1811 ;
with children also no. 1813 from the Wors-

leyMus.andpl. 745, 1812 Giustiniani; the Kile without Kfasts R& Scult.

Capit. i, 11, a Pamaii statue Olarac pi. 749 A. no. 1817 and one in the

Coke Coll. pi 749, no. 1814 A. Similar statues of other rivers pi. 745, 1823.

748. 749 A. no. 1821 C. 749 B. no. 1821 D. 751. no. 1825.] Similar also

on coins, Eckhel tf. anecd. 16, 1. Pedrusi vi, 28, 8 Zoega K Mg Imp.

16, 7. Otherwise PCI. iii, 47. [Nile, Re Scult. Capit. i, 11.] Homonoia

of the Nile and Tiber, on coins of Antoninus Pius, Eckhel Syll. vii, 1,

Tiber PCI. i, 39
;
L. 249. Bouill. 62. M. Roy. i, 20. ; [Bfc Scult. Capit. i,

12. Clarac pi. 749, 1819.] Tigris* PCI. i, 37. Marforio . 261. R. 1.
^

Fine

head of a river-god (or of Oceanus) with short horns, dolphins in his

beard, and bunches of grapes in his hair, PCI. vi, 5. BouilL i, 65, comp.

73. Two heads of young river-godsM Borb. iii, 56. More bearded iv, 52.

4. Naiads, sometimes completely draped, at Athens . 387. R. 7. G.

M. 327.
3
also 328., generally only with a short garment round the loins

(lap* Longus p. 7. Sch.) and holding shells before their lap, G. M.

329. 476. 530.; L. 354. Clarac pi. 209. comp. Hirt Tf. 20. Statue of

the kind POL i, 36. The fountain-nymph Arethusa on coins of Syracuse

. 364. R. 7. [The fountain Cyane, Ml V. H. ii, 33. A fountain-nymph

Zoega Bassir. tv. 74, Dirce in Eurip. Bacch. 510.] The sea-nymph Cama-

Tina on coins, Nohden 4 The unknown nymphs Ismene, Cycais, Erarmo,

Telonnesus, grouped with the Charites in a relief M. Borb. v, 39. The

Aqua Virgo on a gem, which has been published by Chifletius. Sleeping

nymph in relief Boissard vi, 25. ; statue L. 491. Clarac pi. 324., probably

from a Nymphseum. [Nymphs, Clarac pi. 749 A. 754. Genies des fon-

tainespl. 755. 756] Comp. . 388. R. 4. (sleeping Maenad). Also . 414

{Danaides), 413 (Andromache), 417 (Hylas). The nymph Echo who was

frequently sculptured in antiquity (AnthoL Pal. Plan. 153 sqq ) has still

to be pointed out. Echo, Panofka M. Blacas, at pi. 23. But nowhere

certain. [Echo on a puteal introduced into the representation of Nar-

cissus and Hylas., at Philostr, Imagg. p. 344, which is engraved and ex-

plained together with two wall-paintings M. Borb. i, 4. vii, 4. in Wieseler's

Programm die Nymphe Echo, Gottingen 1844
7
where also Pan and Echo

are treated of.]

12. THE VEGETATION OP THE COOTTBY.

404 Among the gods of wood, meadow, field, and garden,
SILVAOTS and VEMUMOTS are only of Italian origin: the for-

mer is distinguishable on the implements of the forester, the

latter has not yet been anywhere recognised with certainty.
The Romans do not seem to have formed their FLORA so much
out of Chloris, who is not to be discovered in art [. 401. R
2.], as from the Hora of Spring (. 399.), and POMONA (perhaps)
from a Hora of Autumn. PEIAPUS, the guardian of country
and gardens, is only a form of the old Dionysus-Phallen (.
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383. R. 8.), "which came into use at Lampsacus. Generally

speaking, the cycle of Dionysus and Demeter completely sup-

plied in Greece the place of these field-daemons. The MOOT- 4

TAINS, irrespective of their waters and vegetation, only occur

as subordinate figures in compositions of ancient art, being

merely taken as distinguishing features of the locality.

1. Silvanus with priming-knife, the stem of a young tree and pine-

wreath in relief G. M. 289., [now in a palace in the piazza Kavona in

Rome, on. the stairs, with distinct traces of red paint.] ;
L 453. Glarac

pi. 224. ; also perhaps L. 293. Clarac pi. 164. Accordingly the statue L.

466. BouilL i, 58. Clarac pi. 345. (G. M 291. as Yertunmus) is also a Sil-

vanus, [In the Dresden Augusteum Tf. 82. the best statue extant, only
the head new. In Villa Albani no. 407. a small statue, Sylvanus with

lion's hide and a dog ;
henna in the Capit. Mus.] In gems, Tassie pi.

15, 776. Ara of Silvanus and Hercules, of Fortuna and Spes, Diana and

Apollo, Mars and Mercury, M. Chiar, 18 21. Sylvanus as a red satyr-

figure, M. Kirker. ii. 6. Pan-like with a muse (without drapery?) Bois-

sard vi, 30. conip. iv, 134. [Ithyphallic and with pruning hook, Bartoli

Lucern. 2, 26. Pan-like with pine-wreath, skin buttoned on the breast,

excellent statue, Spec, ii, 27. Vertumnus was perhaps only an Etruscan

primitive form of Dionysus, see Etrusker ii. s. 52. [Vert, with fruit in

his bosom Mus. des Ant.
i,

58. August, ii, 82. JM. Pembrock. G-uattani

1787. p. 4854. tv. 2 ] Clarac pi. 446 sqq.

2. Head of Flora, enwreathed with flowers, on coins of the gentes
Servilia and Claudia. The Farnesian Flora (1), a colossal, finely draped

torso, head, extremities and attributes restored. Race 51. Piranesi St. 12.

M. Borb. ii,
26. Noapels Ant. s. 63. [Hebe, K Rhein. Mus. iii. s. 461.]

Rondanini statue, Guattani M. I. 1788. p. 46. [Borghese statue, Stanza

vi, 5. The Capitolian, in the Mus Franc,, and Mus, des Ant. where Vis-

conti who formerly took it for a muse, with Winck. and Meyer ad Winck.

W. iv. s. 347. states that she had had flowers in her hands according to

Ficoroni's testimony. Supposed Floras Race. 133. Clarac pi. 439 441.

450. [1004. no. 27482750 ] Henna of Pomona (1)
M. Kirker. ^Enea ii,

9. Pomona Clarac pi. 441. no. 804. 442. no. 806. The Hora of Autumn

evidently pL 450. [The figures on the corners of many sarcophagi, comp
M. Capit. iii, 36.] The facta agresti lignea falce Pales also, TibuH. ii, 5,'

28,, has not yet been anywhere discovered.

3. Priapus-hermso are frequent on coins, vases, and reliefs as indi-

cating a rural locality ;
but the hernia usually begins only below the

phallus. The upper part of the body has the posture of Xo'gW/c, so that

we may also apply the name of IJordon, M, Flor. i, 95, 1 3. Often also

with a mantle (as are also hermse . 67. R.), ^sA^y^A^/wo? in Moschus,

Henna with turban-like head-dress, Gerhard A Bildw. Tf. 102, 6. In-

scription from Cstia, Archaol. Intell. BL 1834. no. 9. Hortorum custos

pcne destricto deus Priapus ego sum : mortis et vitse locus. [A Priapus

as support to a statue of Venus, August, ii, 66. s. 61. Small ones of

bronze among the Herculanean antiquities and elsewhere. A statue in

the Mus. at Aix, also two inscriptions. Ternite Pomp. Wandgem. (Rei-

mer) ii, 4b.] As god of gardens he has a fruit apron like Flora, PCI. i,

51. Gal. Myth. no. 288. comp. Petron. 60. Sacrifices to Priapus often
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performed "by naked women on gems, Caylus iii, 50, 5. Bracci i. tv, agg.

22, 1. M. Flor. i, 95, 48. Priapus' birth and education, see Hirt s. 173.

Zoega Bass 80 p. 167. On coins of Nicaea Pan stands with, a pilexis,

holding a sacrificial club in the left, and, as it seems, a plant in the right

hand, beside a herma of Priapus (one of the chief deities of Bithynia),
Cab. d'Allier de Haut. pi. 11, 5. P. Knight On the worship of Priapus.
L. 1786.

"We have still to mention among these domestic rural deities : the

herma-resembhng Terminus on denarii; Epona (from epus, equus) who
was painted in stables (Juven. 8, 157. Appul. iii. p. 66, Bip.), in Bianconi

Circhi 16., bronze figure in the Hungarian museum, Cattaneo Equejade
, 265. R. 3. Acta Mus. Hungar. i.; the mill-daemon Uunostus, on a gem

in Gori, Soc. Columbar. ii. p. 205. Aristceus only occurs in the Antinous-

Aristssus, . 203. R. 3
,
as an Arcadian peasant. Perhaps also Race. 126.

Head of Aristgeus, similar to JEsculapius, Sfcosch P gr n
; 77, according to

Tolken Yerzeichniss s. xlvi sq.

4. Mountains in human form, as Cithseron in Philostr. i, 14
, are not

rare on coins
;
for example Haemus in hunting costume, M SClem. 27,

269., Rhodope as a nymph on coins of Philippopolis, Tmolus and Sipylus
on Lydian coins, [Visconti ad M. PioCl. iv, 16. v, 16

]

IS. COOTTEY, CITY AND HOUSE.

1
^

405. Greek art represented COUNTRIES, CITIES, and PEOPLES,
in human shape, far beyond the authority furnished by re-

ligion and poetry, conformably to a privilege peculiarly be-

longing to it (. 325) : much more frequently, indeed, in the
Macedonian and Roman period (. 158. R. 5. 199. R. 9.) than
in the elder republican time. As, in the cities founded after

Alexander, a goddess of this kind was strictly regarded as a
prosperity-bringing, daemonic being born with the city, as a
Tyche, the corresponding representation of a richly drapedwoman with a crown of towers, a horn of plenty, and the like
attributes of prosperity and abundance, was the one here

2 usually employed: however, there often also occurs a more
peculiar representation, suggested by the mythic foundation of
the city, or particularly prominent character of the collective
person represented, for instance, to give one out of many the
very sharply expressed form of the

Pallas-resembling, but less
3 maidenly ROMA. Groups in which one city crowned another

a city a king, or Arete and similar allegorical figures the city
4 were frequent in antiquity. There were also sculpturedrepresen-

tatipns
of DEMI: (corporations) of course as menSirarATES and

o similar assemblies. In especial, there was frequent occasion for
representing the deities of the PLACES OP AGONES, or even the as-
semblies of the Agones themselves, as women with palms and
wreatns; numberless figures on vases crowning, or girdino- with
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taenise are certainly to be explained in this manner. The 6

Roman GENII LOCOBUM figure as serpents devouring fruits

placed before them, whilst the genius belonging to an INDIVI-

DUAL a purely Italian idea, which has been in modern artis-

tic language erroneously transferred to subjects of Grecian art

was generally conceived and embodied as a figure in the

toga with veiled head, a cornucopia and patera in its hands.

The LARES of the Roman religion appear as sacrificial ser- 7

vants; the PENATES as beings allied to the Dioscuri. Even 8

open SPACES, as the Campus Martius, and streets, as the Via

Appia, became human figures in all-personifying art.

1. See Hirt Tf. 25. 26. s. 1*76194. k M. 364380. Sparta [in

Amyclae Paus. ii, 16, 3.], as a woman with the lyre, erected about 01. 94.

Paus. iii, 18, 5. Head of Pelorias on coins of Messana, Torrern. 50, 5, 6.

Cab. d'Allier de Haut. pi. 1, 18.; after which the similar head of Artemis
. 364. R. 7. is by many called Sicelia. jj/Su with mural crown and veil,

vase-paint. Millingen, Tin. Mon. 27. [xgwettrvrt;, Find. I. i, 1., evagpars %(>v~

ffo%iray t IsQurarov oLyoe^pot, fr. 207., also in Olympia Paus. v, 22, 5. and Cor-

cyra.] JStolia, in the garb described 338. R. 4., sitting on shields won
in battle, N. Brit. 5, 2325. Millingen M6d. in. 2, 9. p. 39. [JEtolia as

a woman in armour at Delphi, Paus. x, 18, 7. JStolia with Meleager in

the bas-relief in Y. Pamfili.] Similar the Amazon-like Bithynia on coins

of Nicomedes I. Vise. Icon. Gr. PL 43, 1. (Artemis according to Frohlich

and Visconti). On the Tyclie of Antioch . 158. No. 5.; so Gonstantine

in a statue carried in his hand the Tyche of Epel, called Anthusa, Malalas

p. 322 b. Nicetas c. 10. seems to describe a particular Tyche of the hip-

podrome of Epel Italia, a helmeted woman with a bull, on the coins of

the Italici, Millingen Mod. in. i, 19. p. 31., as a woman with cornucopia
on coins of the gentes Fusia et Mucia forming a league with Roma.

Many such figures were introduced at the funeral and triumphal pro-
cessions of the Romans, even so late as the time of the Emperors

(Walch ad Tac. Agr. 13.), See the figures of Europa and Asia, Phry-

gia, Armenia, JEtgypt, Africa (with an elephant-helmet, scorpion and

corn-ears, Pedrusi vi, 29, 1
, crowning an emperor in the Trivulzian ca-

meo, see Mazzuchelli's Corippus, title-vign., her head united with the

head of Ammon on gems, P. Knight, Priap. 12, 7.) and other provinces,

from Roman coins chiefly of Hadrian's time, G. M. 364 380. Pedrusi vi,

28. 29, Mauritania not in Millin, Pedr. vi, 29, 2. 3. Dacia vi, 29, 6.

[Cavaceppi Race. 49. Africa, bust. Asia holds a serpent Mela i, 19.

Fourteen provinces in figures, Canina Etr. Marit. i. tv. 3.] Celebrated

head of Hispania (1 comp. Pedrusi vi, 28, 5.) on the Borghese relief L. 40.

Bouill. i, 74. Clarac pi. 255. In the old figures in the Notitia dignitatum,
the Roman provinces are represented as women with plates full of gold

pieces. Cities of Asia Minor (sometimes like Amazons, as Smyrna on

coins), on the pedestal of Puteoli ; others from the portico of Agrippa .

199. R. 9. [The twelve Etrurian cities on the pedestal of a statue, one

side of which was found at Caere, Vetulonenses, Vulcentani, Tarquinien-

ses, Annali xiv. tv. C. p. 37., Bull. 1840. p. 92
,
now in the Lateran. Two

in male figures, according to the gender of the city, the central one fe-

male, comp. also . 199. R, 9. On a coin of Sept. Severus, of Tarsus,
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Isauria, Caria, Lycaonia with tower-crowns, one of them crowning the

demos of the city, Rasche ii, 2. p. 1902. Suppliant nations before Luc.

Yerus, large relief Marmi Torloma ii, 12.] Fine figures of oriental cities,

relief in the L. 179. Bouill i, 106. Alexandria with corn-ears, caduceus,
and ship on coins of the gens Csocilia and later ones. Cities which have

the neocorate of a temple, usually hold an idol or the temple in the hand.

Comp. N. Brit. 9, 24. 25. 10, 3. 12. 19. [Hell-as and flalamis by Panaenus,
the latter with the aplustre, in allusion to the great battle. The Lindians

dedicate to Athana and Zeus ryv A^w-Tr^oro&T^ KC&TQIQOI. rv^v K<X,\VIV 'Pooor,

Laser. N. Rhein. Mus. iv. s. 189. Rhodes branded by Artemisia, Vitruv.

ii, 8. Magtiesia adorns her Citharsedus with the purple of Zeus Strabo

xiv. p. 648. Ortygia Strab. xiv. p. 639 sc[. Lydia with golden drapery,
on account of the ancient riches of the country, Philostr. Im. ii, 9., Thes-

salia with olive-wreath, corn-ears and colts ii, 14, Oropus as a youth sur-

rounded by sea-nymphs i, 27, Isthmus, and also Lec/ueon, as youths ii,

17, on account of the gendre, wherefore Tischbeini, 17 cannot interpret a

bearded figure with a reed in his left hand as
" the genius of the Pelo-

ponnesus," Scyrw, dark blue, as an island, wreath of rushes, olive and vine

branches, Philostr. the younger 1. Calydon crowned with (pyyos (quercus

escul.) ibid. 4, Arcadia with garland of oak-leaves and long knotty stick

Pitt. d'Ercol. i, 6., Megalopolis with Artemis Soter beside the throne of

Zeus, Pausan. viii, 30, 5., Gyrene, on the swan, coins Bullett. IsTapol, 1847.

p. 127 sq. Nym in the great Dionysian procession at Alexandria in Athe-

nseus, Europa and Asia on the Chigi relief with the battle of Arbela,

Troja sitting as a captive Libanius iv. p. 1093. Statue of a city Ciarac

pi. 762 c. n. 1906 c. From the allegorical persons in art, on which Tol-

ken Tom Fnterschiede der ant. u. mod. Mahlerei is most deserving of

perusal we must distinguish the mythical, dsemonical, as a Camarina,
Cyrene, Ortygia, <fec. in Pindar, Messene, the daughter of Triopas, who
had a temple and statue, Pans, iv, 31 ? 9, JEgina consecrated at Delphi x,

13, 3, or Nemea among the other daughters of Asopus v, 22, 5, whilst for

example in JEschylus Nemea is to be understood allegorically as the mo-
ther of Archemorus. Comp, also R. Rochette Sur quelques objets en or
in the Journal des Savants 1832. Janv. after Avellino.]

2. Roma (temple . 190. R. 1.
ii.), costumed in the manner of the

Amazons, exerta mamma (Coripp. laud. Justin, i, 287.) in the statue PCI.

ii, 15. [Ciarac pi. 767, 1905], in reliefs Hirt 16, 2. 25, 16. Completely
draped in the celebrated Barberini picture, Sickler's Alman.

i, 1. p. 241.

[Bdttiger EX Schr. ii. Tf. 6. s. 236 ] Roma? Giustiniani palace Race. 84.

[Colossal bust V. Borgh. st. v, 27.] ; Crozat Recueil d'estampes. P. 1729. i,

2. Statue in the Palace of the Conservatori [Ciarac pi. 768, 1904.] With
Augustus, Eckhel P. gr. 2. comp. . 200. R. 2. Sitting on spolia, Zoega
Bass. 31. On denarii of the gens Fabia holding the apex of the pontifices.
Other coins N. Brit. 1, 24. 11, 11. G. M. 662. 663. Roma and Constanti-

nople on an interesting diptychon (now in Yienna, the inscr. certainly
more modern) in Gori ii. p. 177. tb. 3. p. 253. tb. 9.

3. Hellas crowned by Arete, group by Euphranor ; the Demos of the
Rhodians by the Demos of the Syracusans, Polyb. v. 88.; the Demos of
the Athenians by the Demos of the Byzantines and Perinthians, Demosth.
de cor. p. 256. [Dissen m his Ed. p. 255]; the Tyche of Antioch by Se-
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leucus and Antiochus . 158. R. 5. Roma crowned by the Hunts Aoxgav
on coins, Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 11.

4. The Demos and the democracy of Athens, Paus. i, 3, 2. comp, .

138. R. 2. Demi G. M. 363. K Brit. 10, 2. 24. 11, 6. 14. 16. Zeus and

Demos by Euphrarior, Paus. i, I, 3. Demi of Attica, heroes for them, Mar-
athon by Micon. [Demos of the Athenians also by Parrhasius, Aristo-

laus, Leochares, Lyson, AHM02 AAOAIKEflN Mionnet iv. p. 316.] The

/gga ffvyx&vrroi; on coins of Cumae, ibid. 9, 20, 23., of Lamia M. I. d. Inst.

57, B 1, Of the Senate Dio Cass. 68, 5.

5. Otympia, with this legend, appears as a head in profile on Elean

coins, which cannot point out the community which caused them to be

struck, as there was not one of Olympia, Stanhope Olyrnpia pL 17. Also

in full length on these coins, as a winged virgin, sitting or hastening

along (Allier de Hauteroche pi. 6, 16.), with a staff or wreath, see Gott.

G. A. 1827, s. 167. [Hellas and Elis, the former crowning Antigonus
Doson and Philip III., the latter Demetrius Poliorcetes and Ptolemy I,

Paus. vi, 16, 8.] Olympias, Isthmias , 350. E. 5. Aglaophon painted
Alcibiades in the lap of Nemea, and crowned by Olympias and Pythias,
Athen. xii. p. 534 d. Nemea, Hirt 25, 14. [Nemea with the palm, plac-

ing her foot on a rock, on the Albani marble vase with the exploits of

Hercules, which has more of such figures ; Neraea with the palm, on a

lion, by Mcias, adstante cum baculo sene, viz. pastore, in illusion to the

rume vtps<x,J\ An Asiatic goddess of Agones, Gemmae Elor. ii, 52,

6. Genii locorum, Pitt. Ere, iv, 13. Gell, Pomp. 18. 76. Winck. W. i
Tf. 11. Also on contorniati, Eckhel viii. p. 306. Comp. Yisconti POL v,

p. 56. On the representation of the genius publicus, Ammian xxv, 2.

So in statues, bronzes, coins, Ant. Ere. vi. 53. 55. 56. Gori M. Etr.
i, 49.

The genius Romse very different, Stieglitz, Archseol. Unterh. ii. s. 156.;
the bearded head with the fillet across the brow (G. P. R.) on coins of

the gens Cornelia is certain. Often identified with the emperor, Eckhel

v. p. 87. Genius Augusti PCI. iii, 2. Galbae G. M. 670. However the

genius Aug. also as a serpent, Boissard iv, 137. A separate class of

workers, geniarii, in Inscr,

7. The Lares (cinctu Gabino, Schol. ad Pers. v, 31., bullati, Petron.)
in high-girded tunics, with

pvrex.,
. 299. No. 7. k , and goblets or tankards,

around an altar, Bartoli Luc. i, 13. 14. Ant. Ere. vi, 52. 54. 57. Gori M.
Etr. i, 96. iii, 4, 1. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 64, So the Lares Augusti, Boissard

iv, 68. PCI. iv, 45. [Guattani 1785. p. 33. Middleton Ant. Mon. tv. 9.

Caussei M. R. i, 2, 48. Hirt Tf. 26, 12. Montf. iii, 1, 59. 60. Rasche ii, 2.

s. 1495.] G. di Eir. St. 144. comp. 145-149. The children with the buUa
have no relation to them. On the Penates Dionys. i. 68. ;

as heads of

youths crowned and sometimes provided with Dioscuri-hats (D. PP.) on

many family coins. ; on the denarii of the gens Cassia sitting figures of

youths with spears, a dog beside them, and a Vulcan's head above (ac-

cording to others the Lares). Comp. [Rasche iii, 2. s. 825.], Gerh. Prodr.

s. 40 ff.

8. See Hirt s. 186. Tf. 16, 2. 26, 5. 10. 26, 6. (Circus). Yisconti PCI.

v. p. 56. The Isthmiis is ingeniously denoted on coins by a rudder at each

side, Millingen Anc, Coins pi. 4, 15.

2M
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14. HUMAN ACTIVITIES AND CONDITIONS.

1 406. Personifications of human qualities and relations,

bordering on allegory, constitute a class of unlimited extent;

and the inventors of Roman coin-types which furnish the

greatest number, only availed themselves of a privilege which

2 always belonged to art. Among the Greeks Nike, who was

related to Athena, and thereby most personal, was most fre-

quently sculptured, then Hebe, Arete, Eirene (with Plutus,

Eleutheria, Eunomia, Euthenia, and kindred beings of benign

influence, Limos, Momos, Poene, GEstros, Palaestra, Agon, Pole-

mos, Deimos and Phobos and others: more however as second-

ary figures in large representations illustrating the leading
idea of the artist, and less independently than in Roman em-

3 blematic sculpture. [. 385. R. 7. 388. R. 5.] Besides the gen-
eral conception of Honor, Virtus, Concordia, Fides, JEquitas,

Pudicitia, Victoria, Spes, Salus, Libertus, Pax, the particular
relations Constantia and Providentia Augusti, Concordia

esercituum, Fides cohortiuin, Spes Augusta, Securitas Augus-
ta, Gloria exercitus, saaculi, Romanorum and the like seemed

4 also representable. The attributes are here for the most part

easy of explanation ;
the cornucopia is given to most figures

of the kind, because all good qualities turn out a blessing to

man; definite corporeal forms and attitudes characterize only
a few

;
sometimes also ancient modes of representing Grecian

5 deities are laid as the basis of such personifications. There is

little indication of these [as well as of the Greek] notional

(begriffsartige) figures being thoroughly unfolded into estab-

lished artistic forms, precisely because the mere notion does

not contain the germ of a complete intuition
; however, the

skilful and tasteful application of most of the symbolical ex-

pressions handed down from earlier times is still deserving
of great praise.

1. Hirt Tf. 12. 13. s. 103 ff. G. M. 355362. Eckhel IX N. v. p. 87 ff.

2. On Nike (especially the fine Cassel bronze) Bottiger Hall. LZ. 1803

April. [Bottiger KL Schr. ii s. 173. Tf, 2.] In earlier times withoui

wings . 334. R. 2., so on coins of Terina, Millingen Anc. Coins pi. 2, 2

comp. p. 23. [Frequently without wings also in vase-paintings. Ann. xvii

p. 174,] Numberless 2ftkae with trophies, shields, candelabra, crowns

palms, on coins and lamps, and in Pompeian pictures ; they often pui

inscriptions on helmets or shields (Mionn. Descr. pi. 68, 3., also Tischb

iv, 21.). Nike as tropaeophorus, POL 11, 11. Ant. Ere. iv, 50. vi, 10

Often in cars, guiding the reins for conquerors. Nike fiovSurowt* in genii
Tassie pi. 45., in reliefs at Munich 214.

; Zoega Bass. 60. ; L. 223 Bouill

iii, 47, 2. Olarac pi. 224. ; Combe Terrac. pi. 24. 26. Statues in Berlin
L. 435. Clarac pi. 349. 636638. Yictoiiy from Mantua exhibited ii
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Milan, Rumohr Reise in der Lombardei s. 137. Impr. d. I. iv, 79.
N1KH making libation to Zeus over the altar, Stackelberg Tf. 18. [Nike

with kerykeion pouring out to Apollo Kitharoedus, Luynes Vases pi. 26,

Ann. xli. p. 257. NIK II with kerykeion, pouring out to a warrior who

is returned home to his aged father, Gerh. Auserl. Y. ii,
150. Elite

ceramogr. i,
91. NJKH crowning a tripod, from M. Pourtales pi. 6., comp.

M. Blacas pi. 1.
;
92 N. making libation on an altar, from V. Coghill pi.

22, 2. ;
93 another such, a thymiaterion in the other hand ;

94 erecting a

trophy, from Tischbein iv, 21.
;
95 the same Etruscan

;
97 K in a quadriga

before a tripod, Plutus, Chrysus, a female figure, from Stackelb, Grab. Tf.

17. ;
98. 99. Winged figure with cithern from Laborde ii, 37. and Tisch-

bein iii, 7 (37), doubtful, as is also 100 and still more 96. The splendid

Victory of the Mus. Brescian. tv. 38-7-40. Journ. des Sav. 1845. p. 533

sqq. 6 feet high, nothing wanting but three fingers of the left hand, for-

merly gilded as may be seen from a trace on the hand, an olive-wreath

was set with silver, she is writing like the one on Trajan's column, the

attitude easy, the finely folded drapery almost negligent, of masterly

lightness -and truth to nature, the wings large. The gilded bronze statue

about 4 ft, high, found in 1830 at the Mantuan boundaries, in. Berlin, on

which holes for the insertion of wings were afterwards discovered, Ann.

xi. tv. B, Urlichs p. 73.] Hebe draped and winged on the goblet of So-

sias
; draped, with a branch in the left hand, pouring out for Zeus with

the no-lit Tassie pi. 22, 1306 ;
on other occasions almost undraped, with

goblet. Comp. . 351. R. 4. (Europa), 411 (Hercules), The Hebes in Hirt

k 92. are perhaps Mkes. Against the wings of Hebe Panofka M. Blacas

p 80. [Hebe winged, caressing the eagle, Schlichtegroll Gerninen Tf, 33.

Winck. Kunstgesch. ix, 3, 7. refers to two StoscMan gems and another,

Hebe naked with the goblet. The statue by Naucydes along with Hera.

JSha, Gerh. Flugelgestalten Tf. 2, 16. s. 17
f.] Arete, see . 405. R. 3.

and 411. (Hercules) Welcker Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 385, ^offavov^A^s
on a golden crown, Athen. v. p. 211 b. Limos, Athen. x p. 452. Momus

as a feeble old man, Anthol. Pal, Plan. 265, [Tischbein Vasen i,
57. comp.

Rhcin. Mus. 1842. s. 413.]
Phthonos Tischbein i, 57. (52 according to

Welcker N. Rhein, Mus. i,
413 ) M5vp!$ &y**pa in Heraclea by Diony-

sius, Memnon c. 5. Eirene first erected by Cimon or Timotheus, according

to Plutarch and Nepos, [Statue of Eirene with Plutus in her arms by

Cephissodotus in Athens. Paus. ix, 16, 1. Eirene winged, with kerykeion,

carrying the infant Plutus, Gerh. Auserl. v, ii, 83. s. 15. E/g^n Ao*e5*

also on coins of the Epizephyrian Locrians has the kerykeion, and likewise

Felicitas, Buonarroti Medagl. tv. 18. p, 308. Thus also Eirene on a vase-

design which seems to be derived from Aristophanes (like another from

the Wasps, Bull 1847. p. 103, and Xantlnas before Hercules Oab. Pour-

tales pL 9. from the Frogs), Vases Luynes pi. 30. Ann arii. p. 258, Con-

cord (Homonoia) and Friendship were painted by Eabron.] EXg*&^*

with a wreath on gold coins of Cyzicus, M. I. d. Inst. i,
57 B 4. comp.

Ann v. p. 279. Panofka, with most extraordinary reference to Liber.

Mnpi* rxSi>, a Demeter-looking female head, Millmgen Anc. Coins 2,

10. Ann d. Inst. ii. p. 313. EtoW* a woman leaning, and supported by

a sphinx, poppy and corn-ears in her right hand, on corns of Alexandria,

Zofega N. .Egypt 10, 1. G. M. 379., as a female figure with a large goblet

on the relief of Thyrea, Ann. d, Inst. i. tv. C. 1. WTTOX/? as a female
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figure, crowning Gelas, on coins of Gela, Torrem. 32
?
2. comp. 31, 1

,
as a

male genius in Ehs, Paus. vi, 20. 25. Hosia . 388. R. 5. JPcedia . 391.

R. 5. P&ne, Pans. i, 43, 7. comp. x. 28, 2.
? perhaps with Lycurgus . 384,

R. 6. Oestros
y
Yases de Canosa 7. Palcestra, Philostr.

ii, 32. The youths
with the prizes for the games, on the relief in Stuart Ant ii

;
4. vign ,

also

the boys, generally without wings, who show the different kinds of con-r

tests, L. 455. Bouill. iii, 45., Clarac pi. 187.; G. di Fir. 120.; G. Giust.

ii, 124, and amuse themselves with game-cocks, L. 392. Clarac pi. 200,

comp. 349. appear to be
'

Ay&iys? or n<*Aet/o-^#T#5 Philostr, ii, 32. "E-jr*/-

uoi as winged boys, Luc. Rhet. Prsec. 6. Pholos .65. Panofka Hyp. Rom.
Studien s. 245. Deimos and Phobos, Pallor and Pavor, in Rome, the

former with hair hanging down, the latter having it erect, on denarii of

the gens Hostilia, G-. 3VL 158. 159, Apelles painted Polemos with his hands
tied at his back, Enyo (Bellona) on coins of the Bruttii and Mamertini,
Magnani ii, 4 sqq. iv, 36. Fama on coins of Demetrius Poliorc. with

trumpet and lance, Eckhel IT. anecd. 6, 9. Blowing the trumpet^ Stuart

iii, 9, 13.

3 5. Fides and Honor (on family coins) have the laurel-wreath,
Libertas the same, also the hat, Virtus has the helmet (Yirtus Augusta
an amazon-like costume), Triumpus on coins of the gens Papia a laurel-

wreath and trophy, [Fama, Mus. Bresciano p. 138.] Pietas the stork (Pie-
tas Augusta with children, who press close to her, but also, in a different

signification, as a woman praying) ; Pudicitia (also Ooncordia) the veil,
Pax the olive-branch (she also sets fire to armour), Providentia deorum a
bird of augury (Pedrusi vi, 36, 4), JEternitas has Sol and Luna in her
hands (Morelli Yesp. 5, 31.), Hilaritas P. R. on Hadrian's coins, cornuco-

pia, palm, children around (Pedrusi vi, 35, 4.). Annona is ingeniously
provided with a calathus and corn-ship, and carries Roma in her hand,
Pedrusi vi, 16, 2. JEquitas and Moneta have the balance, for different

reasons. (In the sky, the balance was introduced into the zodiac, merely
as attribute of the virgin as Dike, and sign of the equinox, as the claws of
the Scorpion had long occupied the place. The matter is reversed by
Hirt s 112.). Securitas leans on a column or places her hand on her
head (a sign of security and rest). -/Spes, different from Elpis . 398, 4.,

gently advancing with the flower in her hand, in the ancient Yenus cos-

tume, is to be found on coins from the time of Claudius (as Spes Augus-
ta,) Pedrusi vi, 6, 16. Eekhel vi. p 238. M, Chiar. i, 20. [The Hesperid
on a metope of the Theseum Stuart iii. ch. 1. pL 14. no. 18 is a similar

figure.] Spes is otherwise conceived in the relief Boissard iv, 130. as the

harbinger of a rich harvest, comp, Tibull. i, 1, 9, JSahts and Valetudo
(on coins of the gens Acilia) was formed after Hygieia. Sometimes also
several persons stand for one figure, as the Tempora felicitas was repre-
sented by four boys with the fruits of different seasons, Buonarr. Med. tv.

7, 9. Bossiere Med. du Roi pi. 15. Abu/idantia Race. 723. [. 398. R. 3.]The so-called Medicean statue of Silence is correctly explained by MongezMem, de 1'Inst. Eat. v. p. 150. as a nation from a tropjcon.

'
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15, THE GODS OF EAKLY ITALY.

407. The worship peculiar to the Italian peoples contained I

very few forms which were originally Italian, and which at

the same time approached those of Greece in plastic distinct-

ness. Where there is an appearance of this, we mostly find 2
however that a Grecian artistic form constitutes the basis, as
in Janus and Vejovis.

1. See in other passages Jupiter Anxur, Juno Lanuvina, Saturnus,

Fortuna, Mantus, Silvanus, Vertumnus, Flora, Genius, Lar.

2. Janus on coins of Volaterrs? with two bearded, but also youthful

heads, and of Rome, with two bearded (on coins of the gens Fonteia with

sprouting beard), and only in later times a bearded, and a youthful coun-
tenance. Janus herma, Impr. d. I. iv, 80. [Forchhammer in the Zeitschr.

f. die A.W. 1844. s. 1074-77. The double herma also in E. Braun's Ant.

Marmorwerke i, 3. is also declared to be Janus by K. F. Hermann Gdtt,

Anz. 1844. s. 344.] He is formed after the Greek double hermse, such as

are found on many coins of Hellenic cities, Athen. xv, 692. comp. Stieg-
litz N. famil. p. 30. Four-headed on coins of Hadrian. See Bottiger

Kunstmythol. s. 257., especially on the key of Janus. Vejovis (in imita-

tion of Apollo) on coins of the g. Cassia and Licinia, Stieglitz p. 36.

Etrusker ii. s. 60,

The supposed Etruscan deities in Gori are not in the least to be de-

pended on. Dea Vacuna Sabinorum, in Guattani, Mem. enc. vi. p. 29*

[Gerhard Ueber die G-ottheiten der Etrusker Berlin 1847 with 7 pL]

16. FOREIGN ORIENTAL DEITIES.

408. The crowd of foreign gods adopted into the Greco- 1

Roman worship, gave rise to excellent or inferior works of art

in the Greek style, according as the period of adoption was
earlier or later. The best perhaps were those produced, in 2

imitation of the Cyrensean Zeus Ammon, by the worship of

the Alexandrian SERAPIS, a god of the infernal world and of

the Sun, whose form an impenetrable mixture of attractive

mildness and mysterious appalling power well represented
the character of religious feeling in later times. The STATUES 3

of Isis in the costume of Roman female servants of that god-
dess, with the stiffly folded tunic, the upper garment fringed
and knotted on the breast, and the lotus-flower, are seldom
works of excellence; the infantine figures of HOEUS or Harpo- 4

crates, with the fore-finger on the mouth, and the cornucopia
in the arm, are generally small bronzes, amulets. The SYRIAN

GODDESS, resembling the Phrygian Magna Mater, appears some-
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times in statues of the time of the Syrian empresses ;
other

"beings belonging to the nature worship of the Semitic nations,

and which were not so divested of their national singularity,

6 can only be recognised in some subordinate works of art. The

treasure of city coins, which has not yet been completely
turned to account for the history of Asiatic religion, enables

us also to recognise the chief deities of CAPPADOOIA in Helle-
4

7 nized form. The MITHRAIO cycle of statues besides the hun-

dred times repeated sacrifice of the bull, which is the principal

representation, and bears a near relation to the Phrygian
Taurobolia contains many other darker representations,

partly from the mystic history of the god, partly from the

worship, which was overloaded with ceremonies; on the whole

8 they were very rude in execution. This class is wound up by

compositions in which the belief of the ancient world sought
to burst its boundaries, wherein it necessarily renounced all

Tiealthy form; from thence originated the ABKAXAS GEMS in

Alexandria, monuments of the pantheistic religion of lao, and

9 the PANTHEA at Rome in which chiefly the notion of a world-

governing Fortuna absorbed the ideas of all other deities.

1. Eirt Tf. 11. s. 87.

2. Comp. . 158. E. 1. Fine heads of Serapis PCI. vi, 15. Bouill.
i,

66. with-modius and seven rays ;
Bouill. i, 67. on cameos, M. Borb. iv, 39.

Serapis as a Hades on. a crocodile, Passeri Luc. lii, 73. Serpent-Serapis

in, 70. Comp. Guigniaut Le dieu Serapis p. 9. [Standing Mus. Yeron.

p. Ixxv, 5. Sitting, bronze figurette from Epirus, Spec," of anc. sculpture i*

pL 63. Two Leads Winck. W. iv. Tf. 5, s. 437. Montf. ii, 121. Suppl, ii, 42.]

3. Statues of Isis of this description, Montfaucon Suppl. ii, 40. M.

Nap. iv, 51. Clarac pi. 307. 308, [986994.] Isis with the winged coat

around her loins, L. 375. Clarac pi. 306. Bust, POL vi, 16. Portrait

figures, M. Cap. iii, 81. Barberini group of Isis and Horus, now in Mu-
nich 130., Hirt 11, 10. Worship of Isis PCI. vii, 19. Pitt. Ere. ii, 59.

comp. Bottiger Isisvesper, Minerva, Taschenbuch fur 1809. Roman
priestess of Isis with naked bosom, in gems, Wicar iv, 6. Numerous re-

ferences to the worship of Isis and Serapis on Roman coins, especially in

the time of Commodus and Caracalla, Eckhel D. N. vii. p. 128. 213 ff. Vota

puhlica of the time of Julian and other emperors, with a Julianus-Serapis,
an Isis-Helena, Eckhel viii. p. 136. Isis here sits often on Sirius who is

represented in the Grecian manner as a dog (a cow in Egyptian mytho-
logy) ; as Faria she frequently holds a sail, the Pharus standing beside
her. The head-dress of Isis figures on coins, of the Seleucidso, struck by
Antiochus Sidetes (Yandamme pL 47.). comp. . 232. R. 3.

4. Harpocrates Montf. ii, 105. 123. M. cap. iii, 74. Caper's Harpo-
crates. Especially frequent as an amulet, Montf, ii

; 105. 123. With club,
like Hercules, as Semphucrates, for instance Zoega 1ST. -<3Eg. Impp. tb. 9,
4 Impr. d. I. iv, 20. comp. . 436. R. 3. Horus-Eros in gems, Impr. d.

Inst. ii, 44. We also find Horus-Eros-Hercules united. Ambia Montf,

ii, 128, Boissaid vi, 78. Canopua M. Cap. i, 82 ;
G. di. Fir, St. 57.
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5. See . 241. R. 2. A Zeus-Belus on coins of Antiochus VIII. The

so-called bust of Hebon on gems, Millin P. gr, 45. Tassie pi. 36, 4179, is

certainly a form of Baal. The figure carrying a basket and covered with

the skin of a fish, on a gem (Wiener Jahrb. ABL xxiv. s. 25, ISTo. 5.) and
in a relief in the Vienna Cabinet of Antiquities (Cannes f) is perhaps
derived from the Babylonian mythology.

6. The Enyo of Comana on coins with crown of rays, shield and club,

.Millingen Anc. Coins 5, 4. coinp. Cab. d'Allier de Haut. pL 8, 4. Men .

400. R. 2. Alexander the Pseudomantis' new god Glycon is also accu-

rately known from coins of Abonoteichos, Eckhel ii. p. 383. comp, the

coins of Mcomedia, Cab. d'Allier de Haut. pi. 11, 10.

7. Among the numberless works on the Mitkraica, after Philip a
Turre Monum. vet. Antii, there are especially to be referred to here

Zoega iiber die den Dienst des Mithras betrefienden Denkmliler, Abhand.

s. 89 211., together with Welcker's Amnerk, s. 394. Comp. Creuzer

Symbolxk. i s. 728. Tf. 3. 36., in Giugniaut pi. 26. 27. 27 b. Eichhorn,
Comment. Soc. Gott. rec. 1814. 1815. Seel Mithrageheimnisse. 1823.

Niklas Muller, Mithras. Wisb. 1833. V. Hammer Mithraica P. 1833.

Clarac pi. 538 A. 56a. The most famous of these sculptures is that in

the L. 76. Montfaucon Ant. expl. 1. pi. 217, 1. Bouill. iii, 47. Clarac pi.
-

204. with the inscription vMfta csfiso-tov, from the Capitoline Spelseum, the

same probably which was destroyed in 377. Comp. F. Lajard Nouv. Ob-
servations sur le gr. basr. Mithr. P. 1828. [The same author Sur deux
Basr. M. qui ont t6 decouverts en Transylvanie P. 1840. 4to. with 6 pi,

in part previously published in the Nouv. Ann. publ. par la Section Frang.
de Flnst. arch6ol. T. ii. p. 1. Sur une urne cin6raire du Musee d. Rouen
ibid, ii, 397 445 and Sur un basr. Mithr. qui a ete decouv. 2t Vienne Amu
d. I. xiii. p. 170. tv. 36. The forthcoming Recherches sur Mithra will con-

tain 105 pi. about 800 monuments.] Clarac Melanges p. 45. Others PCI. vii,

7. Bouill. iii, 48. Clarac pi. 203. 204. The number of them is very great ;

Southern Germany, France, England, Hungary, Transylvania furnish

many. Mithras' birth from a rock (Creuzer i. s. 773.) Montf. i, 218. G.

Giust. ii, 62. and in the sculptures of the Mithraaum of Heddernheim,
which furnish the most complete cycle of Mithraic sculptures, see Habel,
Annalen des Vereins (. 264. R. 2.) H. i. ii. iii. [Creuzer Das Mithreuna.

von Feuenheim bei Heidelberg 1838, also in his Deutsche Schr. 2. Abth.

in. s. 277. comp. 526.] Expiations and probations in the lateral compart-
ments of the Heddernheim and a Tyrol sacrifice to Mithras. Statues of

Mithraic torch-bearers, PCI. iii, 21. Complete symbols of the worship,
Gemrnso Flor. ii, 78.

8. On the Abmms-gems, especially Macarii Abraxas cum Comm. Jo
Chifletii. Antverp. 1657. Prodromus iconicus sculptilium gemmarum
Basilid. de Musseo Ant. Capello. V. 1702. Passeri Thes. gemm. astrif. t.

ii. p. 221. Bellermann drei Programme iiber die Abraxas-Gemmen. B.

1820. Dorow, Kunstblatt 1824. No. 105. Matter Hist. Crit. du Gnosticisme.

Kopp's Palaeogr. T iii. From the proper Abraxas which represent the

god of the Basilidean sect which originated in the time of Trajan and
Hadrian (although even this is still open to doubt), Bellermann distin-

guishes Abraxoids and Abraxasters which represent daemon-figures and

combinations with other deities (Priapus, Aaubis). The connexion of
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the Abraxas-gems with the Alexandrine theurgy is especially proved by
the passage of the papyrus in Heavens Lettres & M. Letr. i. p. 24. [Mor-

genstern Ueber eine noch nicht bekannt gemachte Abraxas-Greinme, Dor-

pat 1843. Programm.]

9, A Pantheon (phalUc) already on coins of Demetrius II. of Syria.

Mionnet v. p. 58. ;
also on coins of the gentes Plsetoria and Julia. Mi-

nerva Pantheos, Millin P. gr. 57. Bacchus Pantheus in inscr. and Auson.

Epigr. 30. Tyche Pantheos often on gems, comp. Orelli Inscr. 21113.

The [singular] bronze found in the tomb of Eestus (. 205. No. 5.) seems

to be also one of this class. [Hirt Bilderb. ii. s. 116. Tf. 13, 20, Fortuna

from the Mus. Eom. i, 31. 32. Brunck Anal, ii, 90, 28, the head of Pan, the

breast and belly of Hercules, and Hermes below (talaria) in one body.]

C. HEROES.

1 409. The fixity and definiteness of individual characteris-

tics, such as is observable in the chief deities of Grecian art,

extended also to the principal heroes. We know that it was
discovered in works of Greek art not merely by the attributes

and treatment, but also by the figure and conformation of
2 the^ body. Now, however, we know but very few heroes, al-

most none besides Hercules, in so definite a manner, and can
even scarcely attain to a more minute knowledge, as instead
of the numerous bronze statues and groups works of the
most excellent artists which antiquity possessed, we have
now left us only reliefs, and those chiefly on sarcophagi, where
the mythus is treated with particular reference to the occa-
sion of the sculpture, and vase-paintings, whose light and free

3 design admits little of those characteristic traits. It is the

custom, therefore, in general, only to interpret according to the

import of the transaction represented, wherein the choice is

4 left between very different cycles of mythi. The general al-

terations in the spirit of ancient art also affected the figured
representation of heroes

;
in particular the bearded and com-

pletely armed figures of the elder sculptors and painters were
for the most part supplanted by youthful representations, with
slight indication of accoutrement.

1. The passage in Plut. Arat. 3. is extremely important and instruc-
tive. Canonic formations of Parrhasius . 138, 2., and Euphranor . 129,
K. 2., qui primus videtur expressisse dignitates heroum. In Philostratus,
Heroica, the forms of heroes seem to have been thoroughly characterized
even to the most minute features, comp. . 415. E. The signalements
also which the later pragmatic writers, Bares, Dictys and Malalas give
of heroes are perhaps taken in part from statues.
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2. See for example the numerous bronze statues of heroes described

by Christodorus ; a number of them seem together to form a large group.

4. Jlyacinthus bearded on the Amyclaean throne, with Mcias very

youthful, Paus. iii, 19, 4. In the same manner are distinguished the

earlyand later styles ofvase-paintings ; the Volcentine have mostlybearded

heroes, Ann. d. Inst. iii, p. 146. On the complete armour in antique

vase-paintings, Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 49,

1. HERCULES.

410. The heroic-ideal Is expressed -with highest force in 1

Hercules, who was pre-eminently an Hellenic national hero.

Strength, steeled and proved by exertion, is the main feature,
which early Greek art already indicated in its creations, but

Myron and Lysippus especially unfolded into a form which
could not again be outdone. Even in the statues of the youth- 2
ful Hercules, which are often extremely noble and graceful,
this concentrated energy is displayed in the enormous strength
of the muscles of his neck (. 331, 2.), the thickly set, short curls

of his small head (. 330, 2.), the comparatively small eyes,
the great size and prominence of the lower portion of the fore-

head, and the form of the entire limbs. But the character of the 3

victorious combatant of monsters, of the toil-laden (serumnosus)
['TTov^ora'zrog #/ ag/oYog] hero, is exhibited more clearly by the ma-
tured figure, such as it was perfected by Lysippus with especial

predilection (. 129. R 2.), in the protuberant layers of muscle

developed by infinite labour, the huge thighs, shoulders, arms,
breast and back, and also in the earnest features of his com-

pressed countenance, in which the impression produced by exer-

tion and fatigue has not been effaced by transient repose. Both 4
forms can still be pointed out in an almost unlimited cycle of

adventures and combats, and the development of the hero can
be traced from the serpent-quelling child throughout all the
events of his life. For the twelve labours, which were sculp-
tured with especial frequency, but whose consistency and suc-

cession were never indeed established with complete uni-

formity, although an early-sanctioned order can be perceived,
there were soon formed certain favourite modes of represen-
tation, for many of them however several others which were

employed differently according to the time and district

Among the host of other exploits we find the slaying of the 5

giants in particular on vases of the old style; as to the battle

with the centaurs there also figure here less known legendary
forms. The strictly warlike deeds were less a subject for the 6
formative art than for elder poesy; hence it was only in ear-

liest art that Hercules wore the usual heroic costume, such as
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lie lias it in Hesiod, and on the contrary the lion's hicle, the

club and the bow figure even in early times as the ordinary

7 accoutrements of the hero. Other phases of the character are

.disclosed by the relation to Ompliale, the hero spinning in

transparent female drapery of russet hue, and the voluptuous

woman in heroic nudity, with club and lion's hide
; gay sports

8 of Erotes are linked therewith. Then the paternal relation

to Telephus, his son suckled by the hind and again recovered,

wherein art, which treated the subject chiefly in the time of

the Antonines, must have partly followed other sources than

9 the usual mythological legend. Purifications and expiations,

of which the irascible hero required many, could only be
!

alluded to
;
but it is probable that the lyre-playing Hercules

sprang from the conception of the hero when softened after

exfiation (comp. . 859. 361.).

1. Beger
1

s Hercules ex antiquitatis rehq. delin. 1705. is of little use.

Goethe Kunst. u. Alterth. ii, 1. s. 107 143. Gurlitt's Fragment emcr

Archaol. Abhandlung iiber EL, Archaol. Schr. L. 343. [Comment. Societ.

Philol. Lips. ii. p. 5864.] For the artistic history of H. . 57. R. 2. 90.

R. 2. 96. ffo. 20. 21. 25. 99. E. 6. 118. K. 2. 119,2. 122/4. 120, 2 In

Etruscan mirror-drawings H. (on other occasions called Heroic) is de-

nominated Calanice, that is KaATuWa?, Micali 36
3
3. 50, 1. [Gerh. Etr.

Spiegel ii, 138. Statues in Clarac pi. 781 804 B., heads from coins pi
:

1007. no. 27982810.]
2. Young H. of Ageladas, Paus. vii, 24, 2. Fine statue in the Lans-

downe collection, Spec. 40. Head Brit, M. i, 46. [Spec, ii, 42, co-

lossal, one of the best] ; with bruised ears, Brit. M. ii, 46. PCI. vi,

12.
;

similar M. Chiar. 43. M. ISTap, ii, 32. iv, 70., at the same time

with a wreath of poplar encircled with a tsenia. Splendid heads ou

gems (H. Strozzi) Bracci tv. 49. Lipp. i,
240. Impr. d. Inst.

i, 07.

comp. . 412. R. 1. (Theseus) ; also on coins, for instance those of

t Crotona, where he (. 329. R. 7.) is even, crowned with laurel (as in those

of the Bruttii, 1ST. Brit. 3, 23.) and appears to differ from Apollo only by
his short hair and bull-neck. H. youthful at the robbery of the tripod,

. 362 R. 2.; on the relief G. di Fir. St. 104. with the lion, the hydra,
the boar, the hind, then bearded; often however also with the Ilesperides,
as Christodorus describes him 137. Bronze in the Brit. Mas. H. young
with Hesperidan apples, Spec, ii, 29. H. <pg/o'9^f, vevgutivis Clem. Al.

p. 26. Pott, orsgvet evTrayy x.. r. A. Philostr. Y. S. ii, 4.

4. Hercules' birth 1 PCI. iv, 37, G. M. 429. H. borne by Hermes .

381. R. 7 Suckled by Hera, on Etruscan paterae, Bianconi tv. 10. Edu-
cation POL iv, 38. 39. G. M. 431. 432. The fight with the serpent
(Brunck iii. p. 209.) in statues, among which one at Florence is distin-

guished, Edit. Winck. iv. s. 303. Meyer Tf. 23. comp. Bouili iii, 16, 4.

M. Borb
i, 8. ; a Dresden one 250. Aug. 89. (according to Haso) ; on

coins of Thebes, Tarentum (Millingen He'd. In. 1, 13. 2, 15.) and else-

where; in paintings by Zeuxis, Plin. xxxv, 36., Philostr. the younger 5.
' Ant. Ere. i, 7. G. M. 430. M. Borb. ix, 54. The combats, <&*o/, in the

temple of Athena Chalcioecos, on the Theseion . 118. R.2., on the Olynv
pian temple . 119. R. 2., m the tympanum of the Ileracleion at Thebes
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by Praxiteles, at Alyzia Toy Lysippus, also at Pergamos, Brunck iii. p.
200. The Volcentine vases furnish a very complete series of the combats
of Hercules, Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 47. [Yery .many in Gerh. Auserl. V. ii,
93148. iii, 183. 192. J, J. Dubois Catal. de la Coll. Panconcke 1835.
Heracleide no. 5879. De Witte Catal. Durand 1836. no. 264, 332.

(selected vases), and later catalogues of the sort. Gerh. Etr. Sp. ii, 125

168.] Collocations M. Cap, iv, 61. Meyer TL 6. (in Myron's style?) ;

PCI. iv, 40. 41. 42,; M. Borb. i, 8. 9.; Zoe'ga Bass. 61-63.
-,
Q. di Fir. St

104.; L. 4C9. 499. Bouill, iii, 50, 1. 2. Clarac pi. 196.; G. Giust. ii, 135.;
Piranesi, Vasi ii, 75. comp. G. M. 433-446. 453. Statues from Ostia,
Hercules with Diomedes, Geryon, Cerberus and the wild-boar (not the

tripod), PCI. ii, 5-8. E. A. Eagen de Herculis laboribus. Regim. 1827.

[Four unedited monuments with the deeds of Hercules are mentioned
Ann. xvi. p. 179, two sarcophagi, an ara, dedicated by P. Decimius
Lucrio, and a fragment now in the Lateran. Add to these also the side
of a sarcophagus in V. Ludovisi with nine exploits, and a sarcophagus
with ten athloB and by-sides in the Marmi nel pal. Torlonia ii, 2.] The
most usual order of succession seems to be nearly as follows (G. M. 453.

Cap. PCI. 42. L, 469.) : Lion, hydra, boar, hind, Stymphalides, Augeas,
bull and horses, Geryoneus and Amazons, Hesperides and Cerberus,
wherewith that at Olympia and that on the Theseion (here, as it appears,
lion, hydra, hind, boar, horses, Cerberus, Cycnus ? Amazons, Ceryoneus,
Hesperides) agree in most particulars. Comp. Welcker Rhein. Mus. i. s.

507. [Kleine Schr. i. S. 83.]

In conflict with the lion^ on antique vases, especially M. Blacas pL
27. Micali tv. 89. ; [this ancient composition on vases was in later times
transferred into life-size reliefs, in Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome,
E. Braun. Ant. Marmorwerke ii, 7. ;

in like manner in a church behind

llymettus ; of equal size is H. xsowopo'ws- at the side of the garden of the

palace in V. Medici
;] strangling it, in archaic style, Gori M E.

i, 73,, in
beautiful style on the Theseion, in statues, M. Flor. iii, 65., on coins of

Hcracleia, of the gens Pubhcia and elsewhere ; standing over it and rest-

ing, at Olympia. [Lion, hydra, bull, in fine compositions, Campana,
Ppere di plastica tv. 22 24., of these are several repetitions extant.]
,Hc fights the Ilydm with the club, arrows (see Hagen), and with a harpe,
in the metopes of the Delphian temple (Eurip. Ion. 158. comp. Gdtt G. A.
1828. a. 1078.), as in Millin Vases ii, 75., whilst lolaus kills the scorpion.

(Early vases M. d. I. iii, 46. Ann. xiv. p. 103. One also in the library of

the Dominicans at Girgenti ;
from a terracotta frieze in the Mus. Gregor-

at Kome, in engraved stones, the Hydra, six- seven- ten-headed, accord-

ing to old designs in the Bibl, Cappon. in the Vatican no. 3103. fol 7. 70-

72.] Carrying the wild boar on his shoulders, sometimes without Eurys-
theus (Liban. Ekphr. 12. Petersen de Lib.

iii.), sometimes with Eurys-
.thcus stuck in the cask (, 48. B. 3.) on vases, see Maisonneuve 66.';

Campanari Mem. Rom. ii. p, 155, Panofka M. Bartold. p. 69 sq. Micali

tv. 92
; ibid. tv. 85. M. Pourt. 12.; E. Eochette J. des Sav. 1835. p. 217

sq.; in wall-paintings Pitt. Ere. iii, 47, 1.; in reliefs Clarac pi 196.,

where the head of Eurystheus is misdrawn into an altar-flame, also on

;the Thescion as it seems. Kneeling on the Arcadian hind . 96. No. 25,

H. chases away the fltymphalides (of whose form Voss Myth. Br. i, 32
)

sometimes kneeling (on coins of Stymphalus, Cab. d'Allier de Haut. ,pl
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6, 22.), sometimes standing (also on these coins) with bow, but likewise

with club. He slays Diomedes with his club, coins of Antoninus Pius

of Alexandria, Mionn. SuppL ix. pi. 8. p. 24. H. bull-queller. Stackolb.

Graber, Tf.14. (Theseus according to Stackelb.) Fighting with Geri/oneus

(PAPTEONES on a vase from Volci, Ann. d. Inst. v. p. 231.) as threefold

hoplites. [Be Witte Mem. sur H, et Geryon. Nouv. Ann. de la Sect. Frany*
de Tlnst. Archeol. 1838. 1839. p. 107. 270.] Placing his foot on the queen

of the Amazons, on the Theseion, also in Olympia as it seems. [Inspection,

shows that H. holds fast the Amazon, who is thrown upon her face, with

his legs squeezed against her under the shoulders, but the fragment has

been misunderstood, and was wrongly combined with another, in a very
comical manner, in a cast at Paris in 1841. Kunstmus. zu Bonn. Sv

160 162.] Fighting with a mounted Amazon on imperial coins of He-

raclea, Pedrusi vii, 32, 6. Hercules fights especially with the Amazon
Andromache on vases from Yolci. Hercules for the most part drags
Cerberus after him ; otherwise on the Yolcentine vases, R. Rochette M. I.

pi. 49 a. Receiving the apples of the Hesperides from a virgin or plucking
them himself, vase of Asteas from Psestum, Millin i. &., another published

by Bern. Quaranta, Kunstbl. 1824. No. 6. comp. also Hancarv. i, 98. On
gems H. slays the dragon, and the Hesperides nee, M. Borb. vii, 47. The
coffer of Cypselus and the group of Theocles, Paus. vi, 19, 1. comp. v, 177
1. combined the adventure of the Hesperides and of Atlas, in the same

way as in Pherecydes. On Atlas . 396. [Atlas and the Hesperides on.

a large Apulian vase, Gerhard Archemorus Tf. 2., other Hespcndian
monuments, S. 41. [H. stoops, with a small basket before the tree, wait-

ing till the apples are gathered for him ; Hermes, lolaus
; amphora in

the possession of E. Braun; Gerhard le Yase de Midias B. 1840. pi. 2.

S. 41. 76. Zoega Bassir. ii. tv. 64. Mosaic . 322. R. 4.] H. with An-
tceusj Brunck hi. p. 210. Group in Florence, Maffei Race. 43., fragment
from Aquileia, Wiener Jahrb. xlviii s. 101. Tf. i, 1., at Yolci M. I. d.

Inst. 26, 2., [? Mus. Gregor. ii, 16, 2 a. Antaeus, formerly
"
Cacus."] pic-

ture, Nason. 13., gems. Combats especially numerous on coins of Perin-
thus j also (No. 273. Mionn.) that with the ISchidna, comp. Zooga 65.

5. Battle with the giants on the coffer of Cypselus, Paus. iii, 18, 7.

Alcyoneus' death . 397. R. 3. G. M. 458. 459. Millingcn Div. 31. Ann.
d. last. v. p, 308. Battles with centaurs in groups of statues, M. Flor. iii,

60., on vases from Yolci, Micali tv. 95., and others, G. M. 438. ; Hancarv.
ii, 124.

; Millin i, 68.
; Moses 1.

; Millingen Div. 38., where Dexamenos is

a hostile centaur contrary to the ordinary fable. H. slaying a centaur

Impr. d. L iii, 66. The story of Nessus, in earliest painting, H. et

Nessus, Peint. d'un Yase de Ten6e, Progr. Athen. 1835. 4to. Zeitschr,
f, A. W. 1836. s. 1157. Philostr. the yr. 16, treated in a peculiar manner
in a picture from Pompeii, M. Borb. vi, 36.; the rape of Dejanira on
vases, G. M. 456., reliefs, Brit. M. ii, 15.; Dejanira borne by H., Etrusc.

mirror, G. M. 457. [Gerh. Etr. Spiegel ii, 159. comp. 160. Yolc. vases
Gerh. AuserL Y. ii, 117, 1. Cab. Durand no, 321,; Gerh. ii, 3, also in
Micali tv. 7578. ; Dejanira with the infant HTAA02 in her arms, Her-
cules, Athene and (Eneus. Gerh. Tf. 116.] H. opening the cask of P/iolus,
on the vase G. M. 439. comp. Micali tv. 99, 6.; Stackelb. Graber T 41.;
[three other vase-paintings, Gerh. AuserL Y. ii, 119, 120.] on gems, ibid
tv, 116, 7., intoxicated among the centaurs, at YolcL Combat with
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Achelous (group by Dontas, Paus, v, 17, 1. vi, 19, 9.) . 403. R 2. Millin.

Vases ii, 10. comp. Philostr. the yr. 4. [Vase from Girgenti 403. R. 2.

A Vase edited by Sam. Birch in the Trans, of the Soc. of Lit. Sec. Series

i, 1843. p. 100 107. and by Gerh. Auserl. V. ii, 115. was considered a de-

ception by Millingen. A human head with a horn is combined with the

body of a Triton as Achelous.] Fighting with Triton, on vases from

Volci, Welcker ibid. s. 521. comp. . 402. R. 2, H. questioning a sea

deity, Nereus or Proteus, before the theft of the apples, Impr, d. I. rii, 17.

[Bull. 3833. p. 88. Hercules and Triton, Welcker EX Schr. i. s. 84. M.

Gregor. ii, 44, 2, vase from Vulci 1835; Gerh. Auserl. V. ii, 111, Cab.

Dur. no. 302., now Cab. Pourtalks no. 196.; hydria Pizatti, Bull. d.

1'Acad. de Bruxelles xi. p. 407. edited by Roulez ; lekythos from Agrigen-
turn found in 1833, Politi Lettera al Sgr. Millingen Palermo 1834. ; in

the possession of Baseggio in Rome 1841. H. and Triton, Rv. two

nymphs each with a dolphin; in his possession also Rv. Dionysus and

Ariadne, Apollo, Artemis, Hermes; and still more grand H., Triton,
Athene and other figures ; a fine specimen in the possession of Cav Cam-

pana in Rome 1845 ; one in the Mus. at Naples, the sea-god terminating
in two serpents and two dogs, attacked by Hercules in shield and ar-

mour, above them Daedalus and Icarus, Rv. Perseus; one in Vienna,
Arneth das k, Miinz-u. Antiken-Cab. s. 14. no. 77. The god wrestling
with I-IEPAKAE2 is also called NEPET2, Proteus or Poseidon with

sceptre and white hair and AM<E>ITPITE stand by. Notice d'une coll.

de vases peints de feu le Pr. de Canino P. 1845. p. 7. no, 11.; similar

no. 8, and NEPE half man, half fish, like Triton, is also alone, M. Blacas pi.

20. and with Nereids M. d. I. i, 38. comp. 0. Jahn Archaol. Aufs. s. 64 f,

Minervim Bull. Napol. iv. p. 88. 113. Vases connected herewith enumerat-
ed by Gerh. Auserl. V. ii. s. 95, not. 12. Nereus in human form wrest-

ling with H., Gerh. Tf. 112. 113. s. 99., Cab. Durand no. 304. 305. H.

overpowering the sea-god in the friezes of Assos M. d. I.
iii, 34., also in.

Fellows' Asia Minor p. 48.] With the sea-monster of Hesione . 322. R.

4. With the Hippocontidce (Ligurians according to Zoe'ga) PCI. v, 15.

Before llion . 90. R. 3. With Cycnus . 99. No. 6. 175, R. 2. Vase from
Vulci Bull 1835. p. 163. [Gerh. Auserl. V. ii, 121., at the same time with

another] ; Bull. 1837. p. 89., [one of those here described in Gerh. Tf. 122.

123. ; a Nolan one Tf. 124. Others in the Mus. Gregor., in that at Syra-
cuse and in many other places. A collection of designs in E. Braun's.]
With Busiris (in the spirit of the Satyric Drama) Millingen Div. 28.,

with excellent drawing of the Egyptians on. a Volcentine vase, Micali tv.

90 ; of two other vase -pictures Panofka Hyp. Rom. Studien s. 296.

[Berl. Vasen no. 1763, &c,] H. Buzyges, Erbach vase Ann. vii. p. 93. tv.

02 (Creuzer). H, and Pallas, beside the monster, Helius according to

Stackelberg, Graber Tf. 15. H. in advance, Pallas in her chariot, beside

a tripod [like Eos . 400. R. 3.], ibid. Tf. 15, Restoration of the tripod ac-

cording to Stackelberg
? 1. H. before the lustral fountain Impr. d. I. iii,

19. 20. [H. driving a bull before him, which he strikes with a bxindle of

arrows as Eos drives the boar in Theocritus 29, a tree, vase-painting
Bull. 1842. p. 187. On a fine cylix of M. Joly de Bammeville's at Paris.

II. grasping the vines with such force that the roots turn upward, oppo-
site H. strangling Syleus* A girl with pitcher and goblet before an altar

on the bottom.
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6. In. old wooden figures H. appears in armour, Str. xv? 688. comp.
. 77. R. 1. On the ark of Cypselus he was recognised by his usual

ffxfifta, . 57. B. 2. with which the sword, Paus. v
? 18, 1. is not at vari-

ance; in many vase-paintings (M. I. d. Inst. 26, 10. Tischb.ii, 20.) [Micali
tv. 90. 100, 2. 3. Laborde ii, 22. Politi sulla tazza dell' amicizia 1834.] it

is united with the otherwise usual costume, as is also the Boeotian shield,

. 99. No. 6. The bow of Hercules is the Scythian one, with double bend,

(the K&Kivroya ro%* -^Eschyl. Choeph. 159.), Passow in Bdttiger's Arch. u.

Kunst. s. 150. The lion's hide is fastened especially in Etruscan bronzes

not merely with the fore-paws on the breast, but also with a clasp on the

waist, Micali tv. 35, 6. 14.

7. H. and OmpJiale, Farnesian group, Neapels Ant. i. s. 24. Gerhard's

Ant. Bildw. i, 29. M. Borb. ix, 27. Relief G. M, 453. The spinning II.

in the mosaic . 322. R. 4. G. M. 454. ; Lucian speaks of similar paint-

ings De hist, conscr. 10. On the Cassel statue, Bouill. ii, 8. Volkel in

"Welcker's Zeitschr. s. 177. Hercules combed by Omphale, G. M. 453 **

Omphale in the costume of Hercules on coins of Sardis, on gems. Julia

Domna as Omphale, Guattani Mem. enc. v. p. 120. [Large statue of Om-

pliale in this costume in the possession of Vescovali in Rome.] Head of

Omphale? L. 193. M. Fran. iii, 11., on. many gems, see especially G. di

Fir. v. tv. 27. H. and lole 1 famous gem of Teucros, M. Flor. ii. 5 G di

Fir. v, 26, 1. G. M. 455. [Jul. Minervini conjectures il mito di Ercolo e

di lole Nap. 1842. 4to. in a Pompeian picture. R. Rochette Peint. de Pomp,
pi. 7. p. 91 107. Cavedoni in the Bull. Napol. ii. p. 53. E. Braun Bull.

1842 p, 185. 0. Jahn Archaol Beitr. s. 233. supposes it with Panofka to

be Auge.] H. subdued by Eros, . 129. R. 2. Treated in a more archaic

fashion, Lipp. i, 282. G. di Fir. v, 6, 4. Wicar ii, 23. H. brings Eros

(Epeur) a prisoner before the throne of Zeus, Etr. mirror-drawing, M. I.

d Inst. ii, 6. Erotes playing with Hercules' weapons, G. M. 472.* and

frequently. Eros-Hercules L. 265. 297. Bouill. iii, 10, 1. 3. Clarac pi. 282.

Millm d M. 482.** The so-called Ptolemssus Auletes, a Hercules at

Cos, in female costume, according to Kohler Descr. d'une ame'thyste.
1792.

8. H. and Telephus (according to Yisconti, Ajax according to Winck.)
in the fine group Race. 5. PCI. ii, 9. Bouill. ii, 3. Clarac. pi. 302 comp.
Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s. 227. [ibid, s 154.] and Gerhard A. Bildw. Tf. ll.J, 1.

In bas-reliefs Hercules with Telephus in his arms and Bacchus. Other

groups L. 450. Bouill. ii, 2. Guattani M. I. 1788. p, xxix. [H. with the in-

fant Telephus on his hand, and the hind at his feet
; similar a very small

statue in the Cabinet of Antiquities at Vienna
] Gaetano d'Ancona Illus-

traz. del gruppo di Ercole colla Cerva scoperta in Pompeii nel 1805. On an
Athenian monument, M. Fan. 190. comp. Paciaudi Mon. Pelop. Epim. 3.

Eckhel P. gr. 26. 27. Fine picture of the recovery of Telephus, Pitt. Ere.
f, 6. G. M. 451. M. Borb. ix, 5. comp. viii, 50. Coins of Pergamos, Chois.
Gouff. Toy. pitt. ii, 5, 3., Midseon, Yaillant De Camps p. 63.., Tarsus, G.
M. 450., of Antoninus Pius . 204. R. 3. Antonini Imp. iii, 67. The eagle
introduced as in the wall-painting. Telephus alone as a child under il

Mnd, on coins of Tegea, Cab. d'AUier de Haut. pi. 7, 2*.
j as a youth, re"-

-

sembling the Dioscuri, with the hind on the Portico of Thessalomca. Dis-

covery, Coins of Gorme, Munchner Denkschr. f. PhiloL i. Tf. 3, 2. [0.
Jahn Telephos und Troilos, Kiel 1841, 8vo. and Archseol. lAufs. s.
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180. Telephus at the hind and H. Campana Opere di plastica tv. 25, As

in the fine relief Yisconti Mon- Scelti Borghes. ii, 9. 0. Jahn s. 62. a ser-

vant lays the swaddled child of Auge in her bosom, the painting in the

baths of Titus in Thiersch Veterum artif. op. tb. 1. may also be interpret-

ed in connexion therewith according to Panofka Hall LZ. 1836. Aug. s.

490 92, although the motive of the swing which the maid gives herself,

remains obscure. Auge in Mysia, Auge, Teuthras, Aphrodite, Gerh. Etr.

Spiegel ii, 169, <fec ] Hercules' son Qlenus, on a vase from Yolci, see

Commentat. Soc. G-ott. rec. vii. p. 102.

9. On the coins of Crotona we see H. making expiation, and reposing

beside the wine, see Dorians i. p. 455. H. in remorseful sorrow on account

of his frenzy, picture by Nicaearchus, Plin. xxxv, 40, 36. Making atone-

ment at Delphi ? Laborde Yases i, 34. On the archaic vase Laborde ii, 7.

Athena has taken the club from Ii. and he ascends a step playing on the

lyre. II. Kitharodos, often at Yolci, with Athena, also with Hermes and

Dionysus, Micali tv. 99, 8. Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 135. Also Passeri Luc.

ii, 6., on gems M. Mor. ii, 44, 2. Lipp. Suppl. 335, 336. and among the

muses of Ambracia, . 393. B. 2. G-. M. 473. 'H^xXjg r$ Movyer/iry, re-

lief, Boissard, iv, 63. [H. and the Muses worshipped in the Gymnasium
according to inscriptions,]

The pyre on Mount (Eta (the sufferings at -which, were 1

certainly very rarely exhibited by art), and the apotheosis

open up a new series of representations of Hercules. We see

the hero, in beautiful vase-paintings, led up by his guardian
deities, from the pyre to Olympus in a quadriga, usually in

youthful form, because his rejuvenescence took place simul-

taneously with the apotheosis, and even wedded there to

Hebe, the goddess of youth. Another mode of representation 2

first introduces Hercules into the thiasos of the Bacchian at-

tendants, and sports with the contrast between the violent

and intractable hero and his wanton companions. A Her- 3

culcs of this sort, taking his ease in this happy intermediate

state, was represented in the famous master-piece, the torso

Belvedere, whose posture entirely agrees with that of the hero

reposing among the satyrs. Hercules here rested on his right

arm, in which he probably held the skyphos, (. 299. No. 7 d.),

and had the left doubled over his head; a happy feeling of

comfort seems diffused over the muscles of his majestic frame,
without effacing the impress of immense power. Following up 4

the sports of Dionysian festal mirth, art also gladly represented
Hercules in a comic light j

for which his adventures with, the

Pigmies and Oercopcs furnished the best opportunity. The 5

worship of Hercules is denoted by his sacrificial animal, the

wild-boar, and also the Herculean skyphos; the cornucopia
also belongs to him in a certain relation. Here he is usually

grouped with inferior rural deities (. 402. 403, 1.), to whom
lie even approaches pretty near in an inferior modification,
wherein the rude and coarse phase of his character comes
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into view. The allegorical fable of Hercules at tlie cross-way,
on the other hand, is of little importance to art.

1. A suffering H. (H. habitu (Etaeo ?) [solo eo habitu Bomse] is said to

be in the Barberini palace ; a head with such expression on gems, Spencc,

Polym. pi. 19, 3, Lipp. SuppL ii, 491. [Fine youthful bust with mourn-
ful expression. Galer. di Firenze iii. tv. 117.] On the apotheosis Bdttiger
Hercules in bivio p. 37, Belief on the Amyclgean throne, Paus. iii, 1 8

7. Picture by Artemon, Plin. xxxv, 40. Fine vase-pict. in Gerhard,
Ant. Bildw. 31* comp. Welcker, Hyp. Bom. Stud. s. 301. Nike drives,
Hermes guides, Apollo welcomes, Poeas takes away the quiver, a nymph
extinguishes the pyre, as does the brook Dyras on other occasions, H.

ascending in Athena's quadriga, on several vases from Volci, Ann. iii. p.

151.; besides Millingen Div. 36.; G-. M. 462.; Moses pi. 69.; [Be Witte
Yases peints de 1'Etrurie No, 96., underneath the pile, which the w&^-
%&vot Qf&fyoQ6got Arethusa and IIPEMN02IA are quenching,] H. in

youthful form receiving the draught from Hebe, relief, Guattani M, I.

1787. p. 47. H., in a circle of several deities, presented to Hebe, on Etrus-
can mirrors, for instance Micali tv. 49. Hebe with Hera and Athena

coming to meet the quadriga of H., in Yolci, Ann. iii. p. 152. Olympian
marriage of H. and Hebe (but with the enigmatical inscription IOAE, R.

Bochette M. I, p. 271.), splendid picture on a large crater from Nola, in
Berlin. [Apotheosis of Hercules Berlin Yases no. 1031, cylix from Tar-

quinii, Gerhard Trinkschalen Tf. 5. and no, 1708 1711 amphorse j Dubois
Yases Pancoucke no. 79. Selection from Luc. Bonaparte's Yases Archseo-

logia L. xxiii, Nike to the right of H. under a portico, the gate of Olym-
pus, handing him a garland, on the left Zeus with winged thunderbolt,
Bv. Quadriga guided by a crowned goddess, another with cup and lute

;

in the Mus. at Naples from Buvo. H. in the quadriga led into Olympus,
Bv. Battle ; Yasi Feoli no. 18. H. with Athene in the quadriga, guided
by Apollo with the hind, without bow, Bv. Dionysus with two satyrs ,

no. 19* amphora from Yulci, the same together with a figure meeting
Apollo; Mus. Etr. no. 1635, Micali Storia tv, 89. H. lying (in Olympus)
with AAKMENE at Ms feet. Alcmene in Olympus Gerh. Studien i. s.

304. Not. (>. Yery doubtful if Alcmene Gerh. Trinkschalen 5. and that

she, who must have been introduced by Hercules, should pray to Zeus for

his reception, Yase of Python Nouv. Ann. de l'L Millingen T. i. p. 487.

pi. 10, Alcmene on the pile, to which Amphitryon and Antenor apply
torches, above in half-length Zeus and Acs, all these with the names, and
two Hyads, who quench the flames by pouring water from their pitchers,
whilst two thunderbolts are hurled to the ground by Zeus, who thus des-
tines Alcmene to immortality, as he also caused her to be stolen from
her grave by Hermes. She therefore stretches her right hand upwards.
Bv. Dionysus between two Maenads, and Semele between Satyr and Sile-

nus.]

%
^

So the Farnesian relief (Zoega 70. Corsini Herculis quies et expi-
atio in Fames, marmore expressa), the meaning of which is evidently
this: H. is apotheosized in the year 58 of Admete, the priestess of
Hera; through the priestess he receives from the hand of Hebe the

draught of immortality (to which draught is also to be referred Gerh. Ant.
Bildm i, 47.), and now comes as vawetvop,sns in the first place into the
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sphere of the Bacchian daemons, We see H. besides in the Bacchian
thiasus on the Yolcentine vases, as on the tazza in Zoega 71. 72. In
Bacchian pompa beside Dionysus in the chariot, PCI. iv, 26. Woburn
Marbl. 6. Playing on the flute among satyrs, Laborde ii, 11. At the

banquet with Dionysus and Ariadne, MiUrn Vases i, 37. Contest in

drinking with Dionysus on a golden goblet in the Cab. du Roi, G. M.
469. Carousing, Zoega 68. PCI. v, 14. M, Worsl. i, 2,, on archaic gems,

Irnpr. d. Inst i, 17 sqq. iii, 21 sqq. Sails introduced (allusion to the voy-

age over Oceanos
?). Intoxicated (Brunck Anal. iii. p. 210.), Impr. d. Inst.

ii, 29. ; sinking away, Zoega 67. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. i, 30. comp. Neapel's
Ant. s. 59. Statuette from Velleia, M, I. d. Inst. 44 c. comp. Lopez, Ann.
iv. p. 71. Also Pitt. d. V. Negroni, comp, . 386. R 3. Head of H. crown-
ed with ivy, Gr. M. 470. [with vine-leaves/ henna, Brit. Mus. ii, 46.] As
the hospitable hero holding out his right hand, tis&ovf&evos, on numerous

bronzes, GL di Fir. St. 113. 114. Ant. Ere. vi, 20. H. drunk, bronze from
JEtolia Spec, ii, 31. 32. H. with a hero on an Etr. mirror, Iscr. Perug.
T. i. tv. 5. no. 1., Bull. 1830. p. 163. 1836. p. 41.

3. He^iose of Hercules on vases of Yolci, Ann. iii. p. 152. We see

him here reclining at the banquet, crowned by Athena, Hermes and
Alcmene present, Micali tv. 89. The posture of leaning on the elbow is

ascribed by Luc. Lapith. 13. 14. to Hercules with Pholus, Torso PCI. ii,

10. Bouill. ii, 4. Race. 9. comp. Winck. i. s. 267. Beschr. Rom. ii, ii. s.

119. Found at the time of Julius II., in the Campo del Fiore, where the
theatre of Pompey stood. On the inscription and the master . 160. R.
5. [R. Rochette in. the Mem. de TAc. des Inscr, xv, 1 and in his

t
Mem. de

Numism. et d'Antiq. 1840. p. 120166. Conjectures sur le groupe an-

tique dont faisait partie le torse de Belved. supposes Auge to have be-

longed to it, comp. 0. Jahn Zeitschr. f. A. W. 1843. s. 857. Minervini
takes the gem of Teucros for H. and lole, Mito di E. ed lole p. 32 36.

The sculptor Jerichau, who executed a few years ago a similar H., as-

serts that certain muscles do not admit of an uplifted arm, and therefore

of the assumption of a group. This comes in aid of Heyne's conjecture
129. R. 2, d.] This eternal rest is clearly distinguished from that im-

mediately after his labours, . 129. R. 2. Similar the H. invictus, Bois-

sard iii, 103. That divine clearness also characterizes many heads, espe-

cially those with the twisted fillet, for instance that in Bouill.
i, 71.

(called Here, victor). More grand the H.-head Lipp. i, 247. Suppl. 312.

Zeus-like statue of Hercules, found in Bavay, see Q. de Quincy, Ann. d.

Inst. ii. p. 59. M. I. 17. Spec, ii, 33,

4. H. among Pygmies, Philostr. ii, 22. Zoega 69. A Pygmy himself

(SophronV'H^tAAoj) and fighting with cranes. Tischb. ii, 18. comp. 7.

Millin
i,

63. 72. M, Pourtal&s 8. Battles of Pygmies often on vases, also

from Volci and Tarquinii. The Pygmies are represented on the vases

precisely as in Ctesias Ind. 11. Adventures with the Cercopes . 90. R. 2.

[Three vase-paintings see Ueber den epischen Cyclus s. 409 f. Another
Cab. Durand no. 315. in Gerh. Auserl. V. ii, 110.; one quite new Bull.

1843. p. 65. Black figures on yellow ground, the Cercopes tall and

slender, with hair long and lank.] Millingen Div. 35 [?] Tischb. iii, 37. [?]

Represented by pliylakes, Hancarv. iii, 88- (Dorians i. p. 463.). Comp.
Bottiger Amalth. iii. s, 318.
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5. H. with symbols of his worship, PCI. iv, 43. G-. M. 480. (pediment
of a small temple near Tibur) ;

Chiar. i, 21. Altar with attributes of II.

Gerk A. Bildw. Tf. 114, 14. H. resting on capitals of columns 114, 5.

6. Hermes brings a sow as an offering to Hercules and Athena. Ibid.

Tf. 86. 1. Among rural deities, Bouill. iii, 70, 1. H. as overseer of herds

of cattle, Winck. M. I. 67. Hercules Placidus with the horn of plenty

(comp. Photius Bibl. Coisl. xvii. p. 347.), Pan beside him, Boissard iv, 71 .

With cornucopia PCI. ii, 4.
; handing it to Zeus, G-. M. 467. Carrying

Zeus [Pluto] with cornucopia 468. Carrying him over the water, led by
Hermes, Gori M. Etr. ii, 159. Christie, Painted Yases 15. Millingen Div.

35. . a still enigmatical representation, even after the explanations of

Bdttiger, Archseol. Aehrenl. i. s. 4, Millin Vases ii, 10. [G. M. 4G8.]

Millingen Div. p. 56. Gerhard Kunstbl. 1823. s. 205. Hermheracles,
Bouill. in, 17, 3. 4. Clarac pi. 347.

; together with Hermathene, Passcri

Luc. ii, 8. Poseidon, Hercules, Hermes fishing, G. M. 466, referred by
0. Jahn Zeitschr. f. A.W. 1838. s. 319, without any probability, to the

comedy of Hebe's marriage.

6. Hadrian's gold-coin, of Gades, gives alone an authentic representa-

tion, Eckhel D. N. vi, 506. Ann. d. Inst. iv, tf. P, 2. Millingen Ann vi.

p. 332. In vase-paintings I would rather reckon G. M. 460. under this

head (taking MiUm's priestess of Ceres as Arete), than Maisonn. pi. 4. Ann.
tv. F, 1. Bottiger Hercules in bivio. Lips. 1829. Welcker Ann. iv. p 379.

Schulzeit, 1831. No. 84. [An undoubted representation is furnished by
the uncommonly successful composition of the vase from Dubois Maison-

neuve Ann. iv. tv. F. conrp* in reference to Millingen's unimportant
doubts, Ehein. Mus. iv. s. 479 f. comp. v, s. 137. vi, s. 610, also Feuer-

bach Ann. xv. p. 248,, Gerhard Apulische Yasenbilder. Tf. 12. Not. 12. 13.

who now also supposes Hedone along with H. and Omphale Tf. 14.]

2. THE OTHEE HEROIC CYCLES.

412. In sculpture not less than mythology, the heroic form
of THESEUS was, as early as the Phidian school, fashioned after

that of Hercules ;
he received, however, a less compact structure

of body, one which especially indicated activity in -wrestling,
a less compressed and more graceful form of countenance, and
short but less crisped hair; his costume, except in vase-paint-

ings, which adhere to the general heroic garb, is usually the
lion's hide and the club, sometimes also the chlamys and pe-

2 tasus, after the manner of Attic ephebi. At a much later

period was established by art, from the descriptions of tragedy,
the slender and noble form of HIPPOLYTUS, which was allied

3 to that of Artemis. BCEOTIAN heroes are often indicated by
the hat (MVVJ Bo/&r/a . 338. R 1.) worn in their country; in
characteristic and expressive sculpture, nothing has come down
to us from the rich cycle of Theban myths, except AMPHION

4 and ZETHUS, the twin brothers of different nature. The lofty
and graceful heroic form of JASON can hardly be recognised in
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the statue of the sandal-tyer, which, although otherwise ex-

cellent, displays nothing of heroic grandeur, and whose atti-

tude besides occurs in Hermes (. 380. R 7.) ;
a panther's or

lion's skin seems, from old descriptions, to belong to his com-

plete costume
; however, he is also characterized in vase-paint-

ings by the Thessalian garb of the petasus and the chlamys.
MEDEA sometimes appears in simple Grecian costume, some- 3

times with oriental drapery, especially in the sleeved coat

hung over the under-dress the candys (. 246. R 5.) ex-

pressing in mien and gesture the concentrated passionateness
of her nature.

1. Attic mythus. Erechtheus sacrificing Chthonia? on the marble seat

in Stackelb. Graber s. 33. Cecrops and his daughters . 387. B, 7. Herse

with Hermes . 381. R. 6. J&ricktkoniuf birth . 371. R. 4. comp. . 384.

E. 2. Education? (Hephaestus with Hera according to Visconti, with

Thetis according to 2oega) PCI. iv, 11. Panofka Ann. d. Inst. i p. 303.

comp Chirac Melanges p. 44. Beschr Roms ii, ii. s. 228. Driving a cha-

riot . 118. R. 2. Oreithyia 401. R. 2. [Alope and Kerkyon, Winck.
Mon. ined. 92. Touv. Annales de 1'Inst. archeol. i. p. 149 160. pi. C.

Fragment, Indicaz. dei mon. del M. Estense di Catajo p. 92. no. 1151.]
Tcreus and Progne, on a vase from Volci, Ann. iii. p. 152. [on one from

Ruvo in the Mus. Borb
,
Roulez in the Nouv. Ann, de 1'Inst. archeol. ii.

p. 261. pi. 21., comp. Minervini, Avellino, Welcker in the Bull. Napol. ii.

p. 12. 81. ^Egeus questioning Themis who is seated on the tripod, cylix

in Gerhard's Wmckelmanns-Programm, 1846.] Theseus, statue with hel-

meted head, the interpretation doubtful, Spec, ii, 19, [in like manner that

of an Athenian relief, where Theseus is worshipped (formerly in Ampelo-

kipos near Athens) M. d. I. iv, 22 B. Ann. xvii p. 234., Archaol. Zeit. iii.

Tf. 33
,
Clarac ii. pi. 224 A. Bull. 1845. p 3.] JEtlim carried off by Po-

seidon, in Volci, Commentat. Soc. Gott. rec. vii. p. 103. Theseus bringing

forth JEgeus' armour from under the stone, frequent in Volci, Ann. iii. p.

47., on coins of Athens (after the group Paus. i, 27, 8.) N". Brit. 6, 16. ;

Impr. d. Inst i, 69.; Winck. M. I. 96.; Zoega Bass. 48.; Gell, 1ST. Pomp,

pi 16. M Borb. ii, 12. Taking leave of JSthra, on coins of Troezen, Mil-

lingon Anc. coins 4, 22 [Gerh. Auseii. V. iii, 158.] Eight battles of The-

seus on the Theseion . 118. R. 2. viz. The Crommyonian sow (also on

coins, 1ST. Brit. 6, 23.), Sciron, Cercyon (represented like Antaeus, see Plat.

Laws vii, 795.), Periphetes?, Sims?, Pityokamptes (alsoTischb. i, 6. Mil-

lin Vases i, 34. Bdttiger Vasengem. ii. s 134.), the Marathonian bull

(comp. G-. M. 485 ; M. Borb. viii, 13.), Minotaur. The battle with Pro-

crustes in vase-paintings, Millingen Div. 9. 10 (Thes. in the light chiton),

represented as a farce, ibid. 46. The death of Sciron and of Patroclus,

vase-picture of the royal mus. by Panofka, with 4 pi B. 1836. 4to. Vases

afterwards found in Etruria Annali viii. p. 313. [one edited M. d. I. iii, 47.

Ann. xiv. p. 113.] Theseus prevented by Jilgeus from taking Medea's poi-

sonous draught, Winck. M. I. 127. Combe Terrac. 20. (Machaon accord-

ing to others), [0. Jahn in the Archaol. Zeit. 1848. s. 318.] Theseus sub-

duing the Minotaur, on a very old gem, R. Soc. of Litt. ii, 1. p. 95., where

Millingen sees Achelous, besides, Stosch Grernmse 51. Eckhel P. gr.

32.; 1ST. Brit. 6, 1820.; Ilancarv. iii, 86. G. M. 490. 401. . 99. N. 2,
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Lanzi De' vasi ant. diss. iii. ; Gori M. Etr. i, 122. Theseus, Minos, Ari-

adne and Minotaurus (Toty^o?), vase-painting from Volci, Bull. d. Inst.

1830. p 4. The minotaur, scarabasus and cornelian Impr. d. I. cent. iiiy

11. 12,, as a centaur in the labyrinth, geni, M. Flor. ii, 35, 1. [The bat-

tle between Theseus and M, by L. Stephani Leipz. fol. Statue of Th. sub-

duing the Minotaur very well preserved, found at Genzano in 1740. C. Fea?

Miscell. i p. 152. Th. vanquishing the Minotaur on a sarcophagus in

Cologne, Verein der Alterthumsfreunde Bonn vii. Tf. 3. s. 115.
; very fre-

quent in mosaic pavements, at Pavia in the church of St. Michael, in,

Orbe, Kunstbl. 1845. s. 383, in MX, Salzburg, Gaeta, Naples.] Theseus

among the boys and girls of Athens, receiving their thanks, mosaic from
the country of the Marrucini, Allegranza, Opusc. erud. pi. iv. no. 5. p.

232. Wall-painting, Pitt. Ere. i,
5. Theseus with Poseidon, , 356. E, 4.

[The deeds of Theseus, in the dress of the Attic ephebi, seven, five, six,

four, two, are very frequent on goblets, in red figures, some of which are

enumerated in Gerh. Auserl. Y. iii. s. 33. Not. 9. Of these a. is singular-

ly beautiful, see Bull 1846. p. 106, Archaol. Zeit. iv. s. 288, and now in

the possession of E. Braun, b. with six exploits de Witte Cab. Etr, p. 65.

in the possession of the Due de Luynes, c. with five, Cab. Durand no. 348.

now in the Brit. Mus., d. engraved there pi. 234., according to the cover

of the part, removed from the Durand collection to the Brit. Mus. If this

is correct, a repetition of the same representation must be there, brought
from Siena in 1843, where it was found, corresponding completely, on a

cylix under no. 183. among the 100 vases brought from thence to the

Brit. Museum. In a smaller collection, then also in Siena, of a painter

pensioned by Lucien Bonaparte, there was in a fine small cylix repeated in

and outside (as in a.) Procrustes on the bed, Th. with the hammer strik-

ing away at him, Kerkyon, the sow together with her nymph Phsoa who
wards off, Sinis, a man with a beard, at whom Th. strikes with a vessel,

the bull : on the outside the wrestling contest is left out. Further there

is e., from the Reserve Etr. no. 3. now in Munich, in Gerh. pi 232, 233. f.

Bull, Sinis, sow, Periphetes ;
inside Th. and Antiope, g. Sims, sow, -within

palaestrian, h. an amphora in the possession of Cardinal Fieschi with Pro-

crustes and bull. Single exploits in Gerhard tf. 159. Procrustes and
Sinis comp. s. 35. not. 16. 18. pi. 160, 161. Minotaur 162, 1. Bull 162, 3.

Sow. On a cylix in the Mus. Gregor. ii, 82, 3. a, b. the combat with the

bull, Athene and a companion in arms present, opposite a fight of 5

warriors; a centaur inside. Bull and centaur Campana Op. di plas-
tica tv. 64. 65.] Seducing and forsaking Ariadne : this cycle given in the

Salzburg mosaic in Vienna, Wiener Zeitschr. 1817. ITo. 74. Creuzer
Abbild. zur Symb. Tf. 55, 1., the forsaking in the Pomp, picture in Zahn
17. 21. Gell, N. Pomp. pi. 43. 49. ; Pitt. Erc.ii, 15. M. Borb. viii, 4. Impr.
d. I. iii, 68. Ariadne looking after, Dresden statue 402. Aug. 17.; the
same figure in Yenice, Bull. d. Inst. 1831. p/61. comp. Cavaler. 50. G.
Giust. 142. Theseus led by Athena and Dionysus embracing Ariadne, to-

gether on a vase from Volci. Catal. by Levezow. no. 844. [Gerh. Etr. u.

Campan. Vasen. Tf. 6. 7. Thes. u. Ariadne 0. Jahn's ArchaoL Beitr. s.

251 300] Theseus in the battle of the centaurs, recognizable on the

Phigalian frieze, Stackelberg Tf. 29,, as in the battle of the Amazons, Tf.
14. comp s. 53. Theseus' combat with and love for the Amazon Antiope.
on vases from Volci, Ann. iii. p. 152.; he carries her away with the as-
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sistance of Phorbas (according to Pherecydes, comp. Comment, p. 103 )
and Peirithous, M. I. d. Insfc. 55. Theseus led by Antiope, Muliagen,
Un. Mon. i, 19., according to Welcker Hyp. Rom. Studien s, 305. Theseus

fighting with the Amazon Hippolyte, G. M. 495. Vase in the M. Pour-
tales pi. 35. 36. with explanation by Visconti p. 1. [Milkn Yases

i, 10.

Rhein Mus. 1835. iii. s. 489494.] Th. and Hippolyte Welcker Bonncr
Kunstnius. s. 17. R. 3. [s. 36.] Impr. d. I. i, 86. [Th. and Hippohte (not

Antiope) fighting Gerh. iii, Tf. 163. 164. 165. 168
, especially the magnifi-

cent vase from Ruvo, Quaranta Annali civili del regno delle due Sicihe^

Luglio e Agosto 1842. p. 129. Th. and Hrppol., she on horseback, the
hero on foot, Hermes, Athena, Aphrodite above; M. d. I. ii, 13. Ann. vii.

p. 66. Marriage of Th. and the Amazon Antiopo, in presence of .^Egeus,
Ann. d. I. xviii.] An Amazon Loxias (coinp, the Hyperborean Loxo) beside
Theseus' chariot, vase-painting, Ann. d. Inst. v. tv. A. Theseus' love for

Helena, on a magnificent vase from Volci. [The abduction on the Amy-
claoan throne, the deliverance by the Dioscuri on the ark of Cypselus,
where Helen maltreats JSthra. The first on the vase meant by the Author
from Volci, Mus. Etr. 1941. Gerhard Auserl. Vasen iii, 168. (Rv. Theseus
and Antiope.) E2EV2 carries off HBAENE, HEPITOV2 looks around
for pursuers, a stately figure, HEPES tries to prevent the abduction.

Here, as an intimation that the act was contrary to her will and
KOPONE, a name without a figure, most of the others written in wrong
places. The same in archaic style Gerh. tf. 167, also Vases Luynes pi. 9.

10 Cab. Durand no. 383., where the chariot stands ready and Phorbas as
well as Peirithous is turned backwards for defence (Rv. Achilles and
Memnon, not the Apharetidse). The other, Helena rescued by the Dioscuri
3)e Witte Cab. Durand no. 361. Vase in the possession of Baseggio,
Archiiol. Zeit. 1847. Beil. s. 24.* ELENA brought back to TVNAA-
PKOS by KA2TOP and IIOLVAEVKEES, both on horseback, lastly

LN]ETOPKAL02. (Rv. Kasneus) 362. 471, De Witte Vases Peints (de
Luc. Bonap. no. 118. Brondsted Thirty-two vases (Campanari) pi. 12.

Bull. 1S32. p. 114. and M. Blacas pi, 31. do not belong to these.] Theseus

sitting fixed in the infernal world, Etr. gem, G. M. 494. Sacrifice to

Theseus, as it seems, St. di S. Marco i, 49. Theseus' head on coins., EL
Brit. 6, 22. 23., hence also to be distinguished on gems from Hercules,

Lipp. i, 239. 41. 45. 46. iii, 205. Stuart iv. p. 10. With the lion's hide

above, on coins of JSTicsea (0y?<7flt T$tx&ttg). Comp. the vase-p. Millingen
Un. Mon. i, 18. Menestheus on coins of Elsoa as founder, Eckhel N.
anecd. p, 203. Acamas and Demophon, with their horses Phalios and
Kallisphora, vase, of Exekias, Berliner Vasen no. 651. [where [AE]MO-
<>ON is read Sophon by Levezow and Gerhard, and Mophon by Panofka
Ann. xii. p. 231. Akamas leading Polyxena as a sacrifice on a cylix with

Iliupersis, the names inscribed. Bull. 1843. p. 71. Akamas and Deniophon
leading back -ZEthra M. d. I.

ii, 25. Ann. vii, p. 292. Codrus on a cylix of

the finest Attic style in the possession of Sig, Palagi, Milan, KOAP02
and A INET02 on the bottom, around Athenaia between Lycos, Aias,

Menestheus, Melite and Medea between JEgeus, Theseus, Phorbas and
JBthra. E. Braun Teseo, Ajace e Codro R. 1843. and less magnificent
Gotha 1843. The goblet of Codrus and for its explanation also EL
Brunn Berl. Jahrb. 1845. i. s. 701 3. Otherwise, 0. Jahn Archaol. Aufs.
181. Th. Bergk Zeitschr. f. A.. W. 1844. St. 107 f.]
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2. The fable of Phcedra and Hippolytus is perfectly evident on the

Agrigentine sarcophagus . 257. R. 4. [Leop. Schmidt in Gerh. Arch.

Zeit. 1847. s, 5. Tf. 5. 6.] ;
in the fore-ground Hippolytus in the middle of

the hunting-train receives Phsedra's letter
;
in the background he is seen

at the boar-chase, and on the right and left the love-sick Phaedra, and

Hippolytus overturned from his car. Hence we recognise the same fable

in Zoega 49. (50. is doubtful), also G. di Fir. St. 91.; L. 16. Clarac pL
213.

;
Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 26. ; Woburn Marbl. 1 3. ; also Eckhel P. gr. 33. ;

Terrae di Tito 43. (Thiersch Diss. Vet. artif. opera vet. poet. carm. optime

explicaritb.4.p.21.) ;
Pitt. d'Erc. iii, 15, GellN.Pomp.pl. 77. M.Borb.viii,

52. Some of these reliefs have an historical reference, Koma leads the horse

of the emperor at the chase ; comp. . 427. R. 1. Hipp, tauro emisso expa-

vescens, by Antiphilus according to Pliny, onEtr. urns, Micali 32. 33. (ac-

cording to the older Ed.) comp. Philostr. ii, 5. Hippolytus and Virbius ,

364. R. 5. 8. Hippolytus as Orphicus M. Blacas pi. 7. comp. Gdtting. Anz.

1835. St. 176. Theseus and Phgedra, before Apollo Daphnephorus M. d. I. ii,

16. Ann. vii. p. 70, very doubtful. [Pha3dra suffering, Etr. mirror Memorie

per le belle arti R. 1805. p. 149. ; not in Gerhard. Hippol. and Phaedra 0.

Jahn Archaol. Beitr. s. 300 300. FEDKA among the six tragic heroines

from Tor Maranciano in the Vatican, holding the rope in her hand, R.

Rochette Peint. Ant. pi. 5. Phaedra, the nurse and a servant, after the

theatre, Pitt. d'Erc. s. 4., according to Feuerbach Vatic. ApoU. s. 386 f.

very probable.]
3. Theban coins. Cadmus stepping from his ship to the shore, in ar-

mour, coins of Thebes, Millingen Anc. Coins 4, 12., with the cow as

founder of Thebes, coins G. M. 396. Combat with the dragon on coins

of Tyre, gems in Millm, Vases p. 1. M. Flor. ii, 4. Vase-paint. Millin

M. I. ii, 26. ; R. Rochette M. I. pi, 4, 2.
; Millmgen Un, Mon. i, 27 ex-

actly as in Eurip. Phoen. 673. the Boeotian Mvy indicates Cadmus, as

it does Pentheus in Millingen Div. 5. Marriage with Ilarnwnia [fine
vase from the Cocumella in Berlin Bull. 1841. p. 177 183. Gerh. Etr. u.

Campan. Vasen Tf. 0, Beautiful vase with the marriage found in 1828
near Ruvo with 21 others in the same tomb, Gran, musaico PompeL
Tombe de Ruvo, Nap. 1836. p. 4.] (with reference to mystery doctrines),

Zoega Bass, 2. G. M. 397, Semek . 384. R. 1, Action . 365, R. 5.

Law* carrying away Chrysippus in a chariot (Apollod. iii, 5, 5,), on

large vase at Berlin, [no. 1010. Gerh. Apulische Vus. Tf. 5. Avellino will

write on another from Ruvo.] (Edipus as a child consigned to the shep-
herd Euphorbus, on vases from Volci. M. d, I.

ii, 14. Ann. vii. p. 78. The
Sphinx trampling down Theban youths, on numerous gems, as well as on
the throne at Olympia. [0, Jahn Arch. Beitr. s. 112

if.] (Edipus slaying
Laius, Inghir. Mon. Etr. i, 66. [Tdlken gemmen iv, 1. no. 12.] (Edipus
with the sphinx often on gems, G. M. 502-5. and vases, Tischb. iii, 34. ;

Passed Luc, ii, 104.
; Bartoli Nason. 19. (In Inghir. i, 67, the sphinx ap-

pears as a female centaur with wings). (Ed. receives Tiresias' announce-
ment of his ruin (after Sophocles), vase-painting in R. Rochette M. I. pi.
78. an initiation scene according to R. Rochette) [who defends his expla-
nation, Nouv. Ann. d. I'l. p. 183.]. The blinding of (Edipus (after the ac-
count in Euripides' (Edipus), Inghir. Mon Etr. i, 71. Giamb. Zannoni
Illustr. didue Urne Etr. F. 1812. comp. Rathgeber, Hall. Encycl. iii, ii.

s, 394. (Ed. expelled 1 G. M. 506. Guattani M. I. 1788. p. xxv. tv. 2.

[Zoega in Mon. ined. 103. (G. M. 506.) conjectured Teiresias fleeing with
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Manto and other Thebans in the war of the Epigoni. Vigconti and Mil-

lingen. Biv. p. 43. remark that Winck. missed the interpretation.] (Edipus

going into exile with Antigone 1 Millingen Drv. 23. [Atreus and Thyestes,

Welcker Griech. Trag. s 683.] (Edipus at Colonus? relief, Winck. M. I.

104. M. Borb, v, 23. [Two different reliefs very similar Neap. A. Bildw.

s. 130. according to H. Brunn Jen. LZ. 1846. s. 963.] Pitt. d'Ercol. i, 3.

But see Welcker Hall. LZ. 1836. Apr. s. 590. Panofka ibid. s. 493.

Attic youths at the tornb of (Edipus (*Ev vary ^oAa^j/ ?s x,a,l dfftyoos'hou

-jroXy^/^oy, xohTTCf) B' Qfttirooav A.O.IOV vlov g^&>) Milhngen Un. Mon. i, 36.

M. Borb. ix, 28. Expedition of the Seven: the l|sXo
<

/ of Adrastus and

AmpJiiarauSj the main subject of the Thebais
3
on the vase . 99. No. 8.,

also in Millingen Div. 20. 21. Five of the seven heroes holding coun-

cil .175 R. 2. Comprehensive representation of the whole expedition

in the Panfili relief, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 67 A. p 426. [Tydeus and

Polynices before Adrastus, Nolan vase of earliest design, Ann. xi. tv. p.

255. Abeken, Adrastus, Aniphiaraus, Tydeus, with the names Ann. xv.

p. 215. tv. F. Gerhard Etr. Sp. li, 178. ; Amphiaraus taking leave of

Eriphyle, vase-painting, M. d. I. iii, 54. Ann. xv. p. 206. tv. F mirror.

A5

s departure, amphora from Caere 1836. Mus. Gregor. ii, 48, 2a, shorter

Gerhard Auserl. V. h, 91. Nolan hydria in Baseggio's, Ann. xi. p. 261. not.

7. A. accoutred gives Eriphyle his hand, similar a small vase from Caere

Bull. 1844. p. 35. The bronze figure in Tubingen . 96. no. 3. Baton,

Jahrb. des Alterthumsvereins des Rheinlandes x. s. 74. Relief from

Oropus of the best period, the descent of Amph. M d. I. iv, 5, copied in.

a design on marble from Herculaneum Zahn ii, 1. Ann. xvi. tv. E. p. 166.

Several other monuments 0. Jahn ArchaoL Aufs. s 152 159.] Arche-

worus killed by the serpent, Boissard i, 78. 81 Millingen Anc. Coins pL

4, 14. Adrastus killing the serpent, Winck. M. I. 83. G. M. 511. Death

of Archemorus, vase in the Bourbon Museum, E. Braun Bull. 1835. p. 193.

[Gerhard Archem. u. die Hespenden B. 1838. tf. 1. s. 28., also Nouv. Ann.

de l'I. pi 5. 6. 7r%6&efft$
of Arch. Large vase from Ruvo, the corpse of

Arch. The heroes slaying the dragon, Bull. Napol. ii. tv. v p. 90. iii. p.

60. ArchaoL Zeit, ii. s. 378. Opheltes encoiled by the dragon Mus.

Gregor. ii, 62. 79. The Winck relief in Braun Zwolf Basrel. Tf. 6, toge-

ther with a vase of Baron Lotzbeck as vignette. Amphora from Ruvo in

the mus. at Naples, Hyps, praying for pardon before Eurydice, heroes,

Gerh. Apul. Yasen Tf. E, 10. Hypsip. imploring Lycurgus, heroes Inghir.

Urne tv. 80, the child enfolded by the winged serpent tv. 79. Pitt. d'Er-

col. iv, 64. two in combat with the dragon. Hyps, in despair, the pitcher,

only the head of the child remaining. The child encoiled by the serpent

often on Roman cippi.] Ismene slam by Tydeus, on vase-paint., Tischk

iv, 18. (Maisonn. 51.), Millingen Biv. 23. according to Welcker, Schulzeit.

1832 s. 144. [Gerh. Vas. ii, 92.] Tydeus wounded, Etr. gem, G. M. 508.

509. Micali tv. 116, 3. Capaneus hurled down the ladder by the thunder-

bolt, often on gems, Cassini iv, 29. Caylusiii, 86. G. M. 510. Micali tv.

116, 10. 11, hurled down Impr. iii, 27, cf. 28, ascending iii, 69. [struck

down with the thunderbolt v, 32. Tolken ii, 2, 142. iv, 1. 32. 33.] ; Winck.

M. 1.109. ZoegaBass. 47. Battle before the gates of Thebes, Inghir. i,

87. 88. 90. Micali tv. 108. Combat of the brothers (Liban. 'E*cpe- p. 1119.),

G. M. 512. The brothers dying at the altars of the Furies, the form of

(Edipus rises out of the earth repeating the curse, Inghir. i, 93. comp.

94. [The combat of the brothers by Pythagoras of Rhenium, by Ona-
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tag. Frequent in vase-paintings as G. M. 568, and Etr, Urns., Mus. Gregor.

i, 93, 2. 4. M. Chiusino tv. 189. 190, in Leyden no. 15. 10. 17. IngMrami
ITrne tv. 92. from Gori i, 33. G. M. no. 512. Bull. 1840. p. 151 sq. On the

long sarcophagus from Tarquinii M. Greg, i, 96, 3, Eteocles demanding
Iback the sovereignty from Polynices, at the right side of the combat of

the brothers, and CEdipus at the left, Tdlken Gemmen ii, 1, 46. iv, 1, 30.

31.] Amphiaraus (whose Esculapius-like head has a laurel crown on

coins of Oropns, Cadalvene Bee. p. 168.) engulphed, Inghir. i, 84.

AlcmtBon's revenge, on Etr. urns. Manto consecrated to Delphi, Gerh.

Ant. Bildw. 21., also perhaps M. Borb. vii, 19. Zethus and Ampkion, the

Theban Dioscuri as two youths, their arms laid on each other's shoulders,

the one with the cithern, the other the club, on a gem in the Vienna ca-

binet ; punishing Dirce . 157. B. 1. 2,, also on contorniati, the Etr. sar-

cophagus, Dorow, Toy. pi. 14., and elsewhere. On the dissimilar charac-

ter of the two, see Denkmaler, Text Fo. 215. [The brothers in conversa-

tion, in reference to a famous scene in the Antiope of Euripides, E. Braun

Zwolf Basrel. Tf. 3. In the vign. the relief of the Paris Mus. with ZETV3,
ANTIOPA, AMPHION, which is repeated with other names at Naples,
without names in Y. Albani. The mother between the sons also on a

mirror, Roulez Amphion et Zethus Lie~ge 1842 (not in Gerhard), On an

Etr. urn M. Gregor. i, 95, 2, where one of them has a sword, Dirce lies

thrown down, unless it should be Clytsemnestra with Orestes and Py-

lades.]

Thespian coins. Narcissus pining at the fountain, throwing himself

in, Pitt. Ere. v, 28 31. M. Borb. i, 4. ii, 18. (Eros' torch here becomes

a death-torch) ; Idpp. i, ii, 63. M. Mor. ii, 36, 2. Impr. d. Inst. i, 73, (the
flower Narcissus introduced). [See ad Philostr. Imag. i, 23. Bronze

figure in the Boyal Library at Paris, Glarac pi. 590. no. 1281. Barberini

statue Caussei Bom. Mus. i, 2, 53.]

Orchomenian coins. Athamas sacrifices one of his children on a large
low altar (G. M. 610. ; hitherto explained otherwise). Athamas himself

sacrificed, vase-painting, B. Rochette M. I. 28. (according to E. Rochette

the murder of Agamemnon), Ath. pursuing Ino, Oallistr. 14, above .

4.02. B. 4, A remorseful Athamas by Aristonidas. Pkrixus and Hello

flying, Pitt. d'Ercol. iii, 4. M. Borb. ii, 19. ; vi, 19. Helle alone, Cab.

d'Allier de Haut. pi. 4, 1. Tischb. Yasen. iii, 2. Phrixus borne by the

ram and sacrificing it, on coins of Gela, Torrem. 33, 3 6. 6 ewi HsA/#
ynu, Peleus and Atalanta wrestling (Apollod. m, 9, 2 ) on Etr. mirrors

and elsewhere, E. Braun Bull. 1837. p. 213. [Gerh. Auserl. V. iii, 177.

Etr. Spiegel, ii, 224. M. Gregor. i, 35, 1.]

4, Iclchian coins. [The Argonauts by Lycius Plin. xxxiv, 19, 17,

painted by Cydias Plin. xxxv, 36, 26. Painting with which Agrippa
adorned the portico of Neptune Dio Cass. liii, 27. cf. Martial ii, 14. iii, 20,

xi, 1J Neleus and Pelias discovering Tyro their ill-used mother, Epigr.
Cyzio. 9. Etr. mirror, Inghir. ii, 76. G. M. 415.* Jason, ancient descriptions,
Pind. P. 4, 79. Philostr., the yr. 7. The so-called Cincinnatus, according
to Winck. xi, 2, 4. a Jason, in the L. 710. Maffei Race. 70. Bouill. ii, 6. M.

Prang, iii, 15. Clarac pi. 309. (with new head) [according to Yisconti M,
PioCl. vii. p. 101 sq. The head of different marble, but antique] ; repeti*
tion from Hadrian's villa at Tibur, in Munich 150. [also in England, Bot-

liger Amalthea iii. s. 242. in Shclburne House, Gode Beise nach England
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iv s. 43, also in Lansdowne House, London, see also M. Capit. iii, 51, the

simplicity of the shoeing is a test, Philostr. Epist. 22. Visconti in the

Mus. Franc., remarks the same attitude in two figures of the Parthenon
frieze Stuart ii. ch. i. pi. 30 A.] Similar the statuetta PCI. iii, 48. and M,
Fran. iv, 20. Clarac pi. 814. comp. . 157*. E. 3. The voyage of the Argo,
Flangini L'Argonautica di Apollonio Rodio T. i. ii. vignettes. Building of

the Argo, G. M. 417. 18. also Zoega Bass 45. [Canapana Op. di plastica
tv, 5.] Argus building the ship, Impr d. I. iii, 64. Jason (Easun) as

master-carpenter, Etr. gem, Micali 116, 2. The Argo on her voyage, G-.

M. 419. 420. Millingen Div. 52. Combat of Polydeuces and Amycus .

173. R. 3. G. M. 422 22 * [D. A. K. i. 61, 309. The mirror in the cista,

which is now also published by E. Braun, 310. Gerh. Etr. Sp. ii, 171.]
Phineas and the Harpies, Athenian vase Millingen Anc. uned. mon. pi.

15, and in Stackelb. Tf. 38, who [wrongly] explains it as the death of Aga-
memnon. [Large vase-paint. M. d. I. iii, 49. Ann. xv. p. 1.] Sacrifice to

Chryse . 371. R. 8. (Jason present in the Thessalian costume . 338. R.

1.) Argonauts'? vase from Volci, Bull. 1835. p. 183. [Archaol. Zeit. iii.

Tf. 35. s. 161. Gerh. Vasen ii, 155, where APXENAVTH2 is interpreted
to be Hercules, and the sacrifice to Chryse is also engraved from other

vasesJ Arrival of the Argonauts at JEetes' court, one brings him a tessera

of hospitality from Sisyphus (in reference to JEetes' Corinthian origin),

Jason and Medea form their love-engagement, Maisonn. 44. Jason receives

the lynx through Hermes, Combe Terrac. 53. Jason subduing the bulls,

and betrothing himself to Medea, L. 373. Bouill. iii, 51, 1. Clarac pi.

199.; subduing the bulls and slaying the dragon with Medea's aid, a

relief in Vienna. [In Villa Ludovisi at Rome Jason attacking the dra-

gon, which Medea is preparing to lull asleep with a round cake. Ja-

son assailing the dragon, and three inactive subordinate figures. Cam-

pana Opere di plastica tv. 63, of which the wanting piece is in the British

Museum.] The portion with the taming of the bulls, also Flang. ii, 199.

Oavaler ii, 2. M. Veron. 223, 5. G. M. 424. comp. the coins of Nero, Pe-

drusi v, 3, 6. Jason at the altar of the Laphystian Zeus, where are the

head and fieece of the ram, Flang. i, 434. G. M. 424* Conip. Gerhard Ja-

son des Drachen Beute B. 1835. s. 6. This cylix from Caere does not re-

present Jason swallowed by the dragon and vomited up, Welcker Rhein.

Mus. iii, 503, indeed he is afterwards given in the M. d. I. ii, 35. Ann. viii. p.

289. as canapato del dragone. [A vase in Perugia exhibits Jason as dragon-

slayer, rushing into the open jaws of the monster with drawn sword, and

his mantle over his face, in like manner as he there cautiously extricates

himself, after he had slain it from within, because it was impenetrable on

the outside. Bull. 1846. p. 87
]

Jason at a pillar, round which the dragon
is coiled, with which the bird lynx ? is fighting, the fleece of the ram
also there, Impr. d. Inst. i, 75. 76. Medea soothing the dragon, Combe

Terrac, 52. Jason killing the dragon (in Thessalian costume), Millingen

Div. 6. Jason as dragon-slayer, Medea, the Boreads and other Argonauts

present, Maisonn. 44. Jason taking down the fleece, Flang. ii, 430. Ja-

son brings the fleece to Pehas, Medea beside him, the tripod of rejuvenes-

cence in the back-ground, Millingen Div. 7. [Death of Talus, in accord-

ance with Apollonius, vase from Ruvo, one of the most remarkable paint-

ings derived from antiquity, the Argo, Circe, Medea, Poseidon, Amphi-

trito, the Dioscuri twofold, Bull. Napol. iii. tv.2. 6.iv. tv. 6. p. 137. Gerh.

Arch. Zeit. iv. tf. 44. 45. incomplete.]
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5. Medea's destinies. Bottiger Yasengem. i, 2, s. 164. Persuasion of

the PeHades, G. M. 425. Ainalthea i, 161 IF. Gifts to Creusa, PCI. vii, 16,

The tragic scenes from Euripedcs' Medea, after the same original, in

three reliefs : at Mantua, Caiii [Dissert, due, sull' impresa degli Argon,

e] Sopra un ant. bassor. rappr. la Medea d'Eurip. 1785. [Labas M, di

Mantova i, 9 ] G. M. 426
;
L. 478. Admir. 55. Bouill. lii, 50, 3. Clarac

pi. 204.
; still more complete in the Lancelotti relief, now in the Vatican,

Winck. M. I. 90, 91. [Besides these three bas-reliefs compared by Botti-

ger Be Medea Eurip. there is a sarcophagus in the Caucci palace, now the

.Belloni, very similar to the Lancelotti relief ; one in the court of the La-

teran is engraved L'Argonautica tradotta Eoma 1791, T. i. tv. 12, probably
the same as the Beger one. There is a fragment of the Mantuan represen-
tation in the M. PioCL vii. tv. 16.

; another, Medea with the sword, in Na-

ples in S. Chiara. Millin Tomb, de Canosa p. 32.] The relief in Begcr
SpiciL p. 118 131. (according to Pighius) connects therewith the above

.scenes of the bull-taming, dragon- slaying and betrothal, which indeed

belong originally to the same whole. The closing piece, Medea with the

dead bodies of her children m the dragon-car, also Gori, Inscr. Etr. iii, 1.

tb. 13. comp. R. Rochette Journ. des Sav. 1834. p. 76. The destruction

,of Creusa treated in magnificent vase-style, Yases de Canose 7. [ArchaoL
Zeit. 1847. tf. 3. Jahn s. 33 42. Medea boiling the ram Gerh. Vasen

ii, 157, two representations; cylix in the Mus. Gregor. ii, 82, 1. Gerh.

Archaol. Zeit iv, 40. s. 249., two scenes. The beautiful relief in the

palace of the Maltese in Rome, Bottiger Amalthea i, s. 161. Tf, 4.] Med.
,as the murderess of her children in the group of Aries, G. M. 427. [The
children shrink from the sword with which their mother has terrified

them beforehand, and she stares to the side, hesitating in the moment of

execution : the artists of the place erroneously explain it as a mother pro-
tecting her children.] ; similar ones seem to be described by Libanius

'

E^.
,p 1090, and Callistr. 13. Timomachus' picture . 208. R. 2. comp, also

M. Flor. ii, 34, 3. Impr. d. Inst. i, 77, [Ann. 1829 tv. D 3. p. 245. not, 7.]
and the picture in Luc. de domo 31. Medea borne by the dragons, E.
Rochette M. I. pi. 6. [Painting by Aristolaus, Plin. xxxv, 40, 31.]

1 413. Among the Thessalian heroes PELBUS is only deserv-

ing of notice in art by his relation to the Nereid Thetis, who
most usually straggles against her ravisher and tries to scare

2 him away with monstrous shapes. The hair reared up like a
mane, the nostrils

(/jLuxryjotc) swollen with courage and pride,
a slender pillared neck, and thoroughly noble and powerful
forms of body belong to the character of ACHILLES, according
to ancient testimonies, with which such at least of the monu-
ments as are authentic and more carefully handled are in ac-

cordance; a certain heroic attitude in which the one leg is

quickly advanced, and the himation falls negligently over the
thigh of that limb, is also at least frequently introduced in
Achilles; when he is seated the himation is drawn, in the
same way as in Zeus, around the lower portions of the figure.

3 MELEAGEE appears in a celebrated statue as a slender but
powerful youth, with broad chest, active limbs, curling hair
and a chlamys thrown back and wrapped round the left arm,
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after the manner of hunters (. 337. R. 6.) and JEtolians (,
358. 11. 4); he is the huntsman among heroes; the boar's

head, on which he leans, points him out unmistakeably.
"With him figures ATALANTA in Artemis-like costume, her hair

forming a bow on the crown of the head. The Thracian On-
PIIEUS appears as an inspired Citharoedus with a certain effe-

minacy of conformation, in tolerably pure Hellenic costume

in earlier art; it was at a later period that he received the

Phrygian garb.

1. Pherc&in coins. Destinies of Alcestis, G. M. 428. Gerhard Ant.

Bildw 28. (Ale. is a portrait), comp. Hyp. Rom. Studien s. 150. Bartoli

Ntison 10. [Yase> Yermiglioli Le icrogamie di Adm, e. di Ale. Perugia
1831. 4to.]

Itonian coins, Protesllaus and Laodameia, on sarcophagi (. 397. R.

2.), Bartoli Adm. 75-77. Winck. M. I, 123. PCI. v, 18. 19. G. M. 561.

comp. Beschr. Boms ii, ii. s. 255. [Sarcophagus in S. Chiara, Naples M.

d. I. iii, 40 B. Ann. xiv. p. 32.] On Etr. sarcophagi, Inghir. i, 19. and

frequently, but indicated with little distinctness. [According to Grauer

M. d. I. iii, 40 B. Ann, xiv. p. 40. the death of Alcestis. M Gregor. i, 94,

1. Laodamia on her couch which the shade approaches,] Eckhel P. gr.

36. represented in an indecent manner (doubtful whether old).

Phthwtic coins. R. Bochette M. I. i. Achilleide. Peleutf rape of

Thetis, on the coffer of Cypselus, on the Barberini vase . 316. R. 2. comp.

Millmgcn Memoirs of the Soc. of Liter, ii, p. 99 ,
in the vase-paintings,

Walpole Trav. p. 410. (from Athens), many from Yolci (Ann. iii p. 153.),

especially the fine one M. I. d. Inst. i, 38. with the Nereids' names ; besides

M. I. d. Inst. 37. 143, 1. (for the explanation J. de Witte Ann. v. p. 90

sqq., Chiron who stands by vvftQsvffe N^eog- &vy?Q, Pind. N. 3, 57,) ;
Mil-

lingen Tin. Mon. i, 10. Div. 4. (Peleus with Thessalian hat) ;
Maisonneuve

70. R. Rochette pi. 1.; vase from Yolci Levezow Yerz. 1005.; [Yases da

Due de Luynes pi. 34.
; Gerh. Auserl. Y. iii, 178 182.] on an Etruscan

mirror, Dempster ii, 81., and the reliefs Mon. Matth. iii. 32. 33. Wmck.
M. I. 110., sculptures which must celebrate the marriage of some great

personage, hence Hera Zygia is enthroned at the top, and the sign of the

Balance (vestra sequali suspendit tcmpora Libra, Pers. 5, 47.) is suspend-

ed. Peleus returning out of the sea, Etr. gems . 175. R. 2. Impr. d. L
iii, 30. Peleus brings Thetis to Chiron . 143. No. 1. The gods at his mar-

riage . 143. R. No, 3). Marriage gifts, G. M. 551. (Eris is driven out.)

2. Life of Achilles, G. M. 552. Bathed in the Styx, Gell, 1ST. Pomp.
T. ii. p. 42. 74. R. Rochette pi 48. Delivered to Chiron, vase from Yolci,

Micali tv. 87. M. I. d. Inst. 27, 40. Education with Chiron, [Pind, 1ST. 3,

43.], Philostr. ii, 2., especially in lyrc-playmg. [Peleus consigns the child

to Chiron, Mus. Etr. p, 46. no. 314. Gerh. Auserl. Y. iii, 183. Hydria in

the possession of Baseggio, Rome 1841 Pel. delivers the child to the

centaur, Thetis stands behind Peleus, who is accompanied by a dog; per-

haps the same vase. Chiron teaching Achilles, Cabot Stucchi tv. 7 A.

Achilles takes leave of Nereus . 402. R. 2, who is seated in the same

manner on his throne, a fish in his hand, when the sisters beg him to

consent to the carrying off Thetis by Peleus, Gerh. Yasen iii, 178 182.]

Ach. in Scyros on the sarcophagus of los, see Fiorillo and Ileyne, Das
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vermeinte Grabmal Homer's, also Pitt. Ere. i, 8. G-. M. 553. ; M. POL v,
17. Gk M. 555. : in R. Rochette M, 1. 12. [Gal. Om. 180.] ; Woburn Marb.
7. ; sarcoph. from Barile, R. Rochette, Ann. d. Inst. iv. p. 320. tv. D. E.

Picture by Athenion, Plin. xxxv, 40, 29. comp. Philostr. the Yr. 1. ; in

Pompeii, Gell. N. Pomp, pi 69. M. Borb. is, 6. The so-called Clodius of
the Villa Panfili a disguised Achilles, Ed. Winck. vi, s. 309. ; an Achilles

with ear-rings stood at Sigeum, Serv. ad Mn. i, 34. comp. Tertull. de pall.

4. The representations on the so-called sarcophagus of Alexander Seve-

rus, edited by Rid. Tenuti 1765. M. Gap. iv, 1. Bartoli Sepolcri 80.

Inghir. G-. Omer. 22. (as dispute of the princes), and the corresponding
relief L. 117. Winck. M. I. 124. BouilLiii, 13, 2. Clarac pi. 111. Gk Omer.
23* unite the departure of Achilles from Scyros with that from his home,
into the general picture of a warrior tearing himself away and hurrying-
to battle ; the old men appear to be Peleus and Menoetius, as in the vase-

painting . 143. No. 4. The further achievements of Achilles . 415. To
Achi11.es' character belongs the #0^0^, ot,yc&%<x,trifau ryv KOftyy according to

Philostr. ii, 7., the Younger 1. Libanios 'E^$g. 6. Heliod. j38thiop. ii, 35

(the chief passage). Achilles was 'Aviovfag in a statue in Christod. 261.,

perhaps however not universally. Comp. also Philostr, Her. 19, 5. The
attitude and disposition of the drapery are characteristic, G-. M. 555. M.
Cap. iv, 1., and the Zeus-like drapery in the figure in Zahn 7., as well as-

in the Ambrosian Iliad throughout, especially tv. 47. It is still doubtful
whether the Achilles Borghese (V. Borgh. i, 9. Bouill. ii, 14. [Visconti M.
Scelti Borghes. i, 5.], interesting as regards the history of art from its

Polyclitan proportions [?] and a certain hardness in the handling), is

really Achilles ; the attitude and age correspond to the status Achilles
in Plin. xxxiv, 10.3 and the IKIG($V^IW is perhaps an allusion to the com-
plete armour. The busts in Dresden 386. Aug. 35,, in Munich 83. M,
Nap. ii, 59., M. Worsl. i, 7., Tischb. H. i, 5. [is from the Borghese statue]
and p. 40., are at all events connected with the statue and demand a like

explanation ; there is in all a certain dash of softness and melancholy,,
which is altogether unsuitable to Ares, but might very well be given by
an artist to Achilles. Of an equestrian statue of Achilles, Malchos p.
273. ed. Bonn. Pharsalian consecrated gift : Achilles on horseback, Pa-
troclus walking alongside (Paus. x, 13, 3. Cod, Mosc.) ; from it a name
may be given to the horseman on the coins of the city. Achilles' head
on coins of Pyrrhus and later Thessalian ones, R. Rochette p. 245. 415,,

vign. 15. Cab. d'AHier de Haut. 5, 17.

3. jffitolian coins. Statue of Meleager, Race. 141. PCI. ii, 34. Piran.
St. 2, M. Nap. ii, 56. Bouill. ii, 7. (there are traces, on the pedestal, of
the hunting spear which he held in his left hand). [The finest statue,
found at MarineUa in 1838, now in Berlin, M. d. I. iii, 58. Ann. xv. p.
237265. A. Peuerbach. See also Tub. Kunstbl. 1838, No. 60. Also're-

markably fine the statue Specim. ii, 37. mistaken for Mercury,not in Clarac
pi. 805 7, 809. 811 A. 812 B. One also in V. Borghese Salone no. 8. of
the new

collection.] Meleager, ? Coins of Ephesus, Miinchner Denkschr.
f. Philol. i. Tf. 3, 11. The hero on coins of -aEtolia with the chlamys
wrapped round his left arm, the kausia hanging on his neck, and lean-
ing on a long knotty staff (Landon i, 34.), is also perhaps Meleager. Caly-
donian boar-hunt (Philostr. the Yr.

15.), on vases from Volci, with many
names of heroes, Bull d. Inst. 1830. p. 4. Ann. iii. p. 154. ; with names
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also Levezow Verz. No. 524., [Gerh. Etr. u. Campan. Vasenbilder Tf. 10
1. 2., where there is also another 3. 4. without names, G-erh. Apul. Vaseii
Tf. 9. BerL Vasen no. 1022.] Calyd. chase? M. Pourt. pi. 11. in reliefs, G.
M. 411-13. M. Cap. iv, 50. Woburn Marb. 8. 10. (where Meleager has
also the chlamys thrown back) and many others, likewise on Etruscan
urns. Meleager standing before the boar's head, gems, M. Flor. ii. 36-3.

Impr. d. Inst. i, 71. Calyd. chase, Artemis seated near, sarcophagus in
Salerno, Gerh A. Bildw. Tf. 116, 13. Meleager slaying the brother of

Althsoa, relief in V. Pamfili, ibid, 116, 4. Mel and Atalanta according to
Zannoni on a vase from Perugia, Ann. vi. tv. G. Explanation Ann. v. p.
34G. [Sarcophagus in V. Pamfili, on the foreside the chase, on the "lid

the burial, on the sides the conflict with the uncles, similar to Gerh. 116,
4, and Atalanta, E. Braun Ant. Marmorwerke ii, 6 a. b. 0. Jahn Bull
1846. p. 131.] Mirror-drawings, in which Meleager delivers the boar's
head to Atalanta, Gori M. Etr.

i, 126. Inghir. ii, 61. [Gerh. Etr. Sp. ii,
175. Two others 174. 176.] Mosaic of Lyons, G. M. 413*. Combat with
his mother's brothers and death of Meleager, M. Cap. iv, 35. G. M. 415

;

L. 270. V. Borgh, 3, 12. Bouffl. iii, 51, 2.; Clarac pi. 201.; Zoega Bass!
46. (similar Bouill. 51, 3) ; merely the death L. 256. Clarac pi. 201. In-

teresting mirror-drawing, Termiglioli Iscr. Perug. tv. 1. Inghir. ii, 62.

comp. . 398. R. Burning of the body and suicide of Althaea, Barberini
relief, Adirur. Rom. 70, 71., another fragmentary one, M. Cap, iv, 40. simi-
lar also Winck. M. I. 88. G. M. 414. [Idas and Marpessa . 362. R. 2.]

Locrian coins. The assailing hero on the fine coins of Opus is pro-
bably Ajax, son of Oileus, who is similarly described by Christod. 209.

(Rathgeber, Hall. Encycl. iii, iv. s. 288.). A similar one on those of
Tricca K Brit. 5, 11.

Ceplidleno-Attic coins. Bosset Essai sur les Medailles de Cephalonie,
pi. 1. no. 15. Cephalus beside the slain Procris, Millingen Tin. Mon. i.

14. [Inghir. Yasi fitt. iii, 205.] comp. . 397. R. 3. Ceph. with hair hang-
ing down (*i>xfAvigd$ as a fugitive after murder) on coins of Pale, K. Brit.

7, 22. 23. Cephalus carried off by Eos, often on Nolan vases, Tischb. ii,

61. iv. 12. Millin ii, 34, 35. (with inscription). Millingen Cogh. 14. Cylix
of Hiero M. d. I. ii, 38. E. Braun Ann. ix, 20& [Gerk Auserl. Vas. iii, s.

39. 0. Jahn Archiiol. Bcitr. s. 93
if.]

4. Tkracian coins. Lycwrgus . 384. R. 6. Orpheus in Hellenic cos-

tume, Paus. x, 30, 3. ; in the Pythian stola, Yirg. Mn. vi, 645. Vases de
Canosa 3. (where the only addition is a Phrygo-Thracian tiara, as in
Callistr. 7. comp. the yr. Philostr.^ 11.) ; in a dress approaching this, but
still peculiar, in the beautiful genuine Greek relief-group with Eurydice
and Hermes, (in Naples with Greek inscriptions, Neap. Antik. s. 67. ; in
Villa Albani, Zoega 42.; in Villa Borghese, L. 212. Winck. M. L 85.

Clarac pi. 116., in Latin inscription erroneously named Amphion, Zethus
and Antiopa). Similar as tamer of wild beasts (whereon Welcker ad
Philostr. p. 611.), in the mosaic of Grandson, G. M. 423., a similar fine

mosaic has recently been found near Rottweil. [Rom. Alterth. in der

Umgegend von Rottweil Stuttg 1832. s. 62 ff. with engraving. There is

one from Cagliari in Turin. Acad. des sc. de T. xiii. p. 13., deSa Marmora
Voy. de Sardagne ii. p. 521. one in Jul. Yai res g. Alex, i, 57.] 0. also

among the animals on. an Alexandrian coin of M, Aurelius, Mionn. SuppL
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ix. pi. at p. 24. Orpheus in Phrygian garb with Muses, vase Neapels
Ant. Bildw. s. 379. no. 2004.; Gerhard's Mysterienvasen. 0. almost

naked, playing on the lute, on each side a Thracian with mantle and

spiked cap, listening in kingly dignity, vase in the possession of Barone

Naples in 1845. 0. similarly draped M. Blacas pi. 7., where he holds Cer-

berus in the infernal world.] Later, with the same style of handling in

Phrygian costume with anaxyrides, in the Vatican Virgil and Catacomb

pictures, comp. Caylus iii, 13, 1. iv, 48, 1. As tamer of Cerberus, un-

draped, gem in Agostini ii, 8., in the himation on the vase with Hip-
polytus, above. Killed by a Maenad, vase-painting M. I. d. Inst, 5, 2.

Belief in the collection of the king of Sardinia, published in Shelstrate's

Virgil ed. 1750. tb. 18. ad G. iv, 522. [comp. 0. Jahn Pentheus s. 19. Or-

pheus young, only with a chlamys on his arm, overpowered by three

Thracian women in long garments, two casting stones, one on horseback

with lance, he, sunk upon one knee, raises merely his lyre as a defence.

Amphora in E. Braun. Bull, 1846. p. 86. On a vase Mas. Gregor. ii, 60,
1. a woman in long drapery, not a Baccha, strikes with an axe at Orpheus
with his lute, who catches her by the arm. M. d. I. i, 5, 2. the woman is

tatooed on the arms and has a sword, on other vases otherwise, 0. Jahn
Archaol. Beitr. s. 101.] Thamyras M. d. I. ii, 23. Ann. vii. p. 231. viii.

p. 326. [Bull. 1834. p. 202. Mus. Gregor. ii, 13. ; Millingen Coghill pi. 42.

the Muse winged pursues Thamyras who flies holding the lute over his

head, for defence, not in order to dash it in pieces (Eeuerbach Vatic.

Apollo s. 272,), as if after the statue, on Mount Helicon and Polygnotus'
picture, and like the Orpheus M. d, I. i, 5, 2. The winged floating figure

pursuing Thamyras M. d. I. i, 5, 3. is called by Millingen Ann. i. p. 270.

Nemesis. Why not also a muse 1 Zoega explained so the similar scene
d'Hancarville iv, 61.] Supposed Thamyras of an Etr. mirror M. d, I. ii

?

28. Ann. viii. p. 282. AIN02 Levezow's Verz. no. 855. AIN02 M.
Etr. de Luc. Bonap. no. 1434. [Miisceus, the Athenian, as scholar of Terp-
sichore and Meledosa, very fine vase-painting, Bull. 1845. p. 219 223,
now in the British Mus. And this perhaps rather to be understood as

Thamyris Bull. 1840. p. 54, Rv. Apollo. It is uncertain whether the
Thracian minstrel with listening Muses in the museum at Naples is Or-

pheus, or according to Ann. vii. p. 232. Thamyras, as the painting with
the names M. d. I. ii, 23. still remains very dark.]

"We know BELLEBOPHON, among the Peloponnesian
2 heroes, by his connexion with Pegasus "and Ohimsera. The
DANAIDS of Argos are represented by art, in perfect conformity
with the original intention of the mythus, as a kind of nymphs

3 with water-vessels. PEESETJS appears very like Hermes in

configuration and costume; a later Asiatic art sought to claim
4 him for its home

t by a more oriental drapery. PELOPS has a
Lydo-Phrygian costume and the effeminate forms which are

5 usually combined therewith. To the DIOSCURI, who always
retained very much of their divine nature, belong a perfectly
unblemished youthful beauty, an equally slender and power-
ful shape, and, as an almost never-failing attribute, the half-
oval form of the hat, or at least hair lying close at the back
of the head; but projecting in thick curls around the forehead
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and temples, as is observable in the colossal group on Monte
Cavallo. The distinction between Polydeuces the boxer, and
Castor in his equestrian costume, is only to be found where
they are represented in heroic circumstances, not where they
are exhibited as

^objects
of worship, as the Athenian Anakes

and as genii of light in its rising and setting, (whereby they
also admit of a reference to the destinies of the life of man).

1. Corinthian coins. Medea . 412, 5. Bellerophon riding Pegasus,
gem in Hase Leo Diacon. p. 271, breaking him, Tischb. iii, 38,, [G. M,
392.] on Corinthian copper coins, and denarii of the gens Tadia, G. M. 390. ;

watering him, G. M. 391., on gems, Stuart iii. p. 43.
; bringing the *nWJ

vrvjvros of Prcetus to lobates, Maisonn. pi. G9. comp. G. M. 392.; vanquish-
ing the Chimera on Pegasus, in the Melian relief . 96. No. 29., vase-

paint., G. M. 393. ; Corinthian coins, Millingen Med. in. 2, 18., sardonyx
from Voloi Inipr. d. I. iii, 9. Coins of the gens Cossutia

; thrown off
j
and

Pegasus flying to the Olympian heights, G. M. 394. [Guigniaut pi. 170, 618.]

Bdttiger Vasengem. i. s. 101. [Guigniaut Rel. de 1'Antiqu. pi. 157. 170
176. 1st. B. takes leave of Proetus, from whom he receives the letter, the

queen, who loves B., sits pensive opposite, a female attendant holds a shade
over her, vase in the Mus. at Naples M. d. I. iv, 21, Longperier Ann.
xvii. p. 227.

;
on another in the same Museum (Ser. 4. no. 582.), when B.

has received the letter, Stheneboea standing behind her husband wishes
him success on his journey, while she lays her arms upon her breast, so

that she touches her neck with one finger, beneath them young men, and

maidens, twelve figures, Rv. Scenes among men and women; the 1st is

exactly the same in Dubois Maisonn. pi. 69. (not B. delivering the letter

to lobates) where no remark is made on the vase and the place ; on a

crater from Apulia, but with Nolan design, in the possession of Mr. Tem-

ple, the English ambassador at Naples, B., his horse beside him as usual,

gives his hand to the king who is enthroned, with bird-sceptre, while

Stheneboca standing gives the farewell-cup to B., on the tankard there is

a figure painted, IIv. Battle of Amazons; abridged, Proetus only gives his

hand to B. at parting, the letter is left out, Tischb. iii, 38. G. M. 392.

(neither the taming of Pegasus, nor parting from lobates). 2d. B., ac-

companied by Pegasus, greets lobates, two women, one of whom carries

a cista and a lance, regard him with astonishment, vase of excellent de-

sign in the Bourbon Museum; Bull. 1836. p. 117., unless perhaps the

parting from Proetus is also presented here, comp. Cab. Durand no. 247.

Rv. (the other side, as well as nos. 246. 250. 317 Rv., where Pegasus is

wanting, appear to belong to some other subject. 3d. B. in conflict

with the Chimsera on the Amyclacan throne, on the throne of J2sculapius
at Epidaurus, on metopes of the Delphian temple, and of the north side

of the Parthenon, on vases, on two of the Prince of Canino's, said to be

in the archaic style, Gerh. Rapporto not. 419,* one of which, now in the

Paris Museum, Bubois Mais. 34, very clumsy, only represents B. driving

Pegasus along; in red figures Tischb. i, 1. G. M. 393, Guigniaut pi. 157,

617, only lobates and Athene present; in the possession of St. Angelo,

Naples only Athene and a warrior ; in a design of E. Braun's B., between

Athena seated and Poseidon standing, looks down on the Chinasera and still

holds his lance ready for the thrust ; on a vase in the Bourbon Museum
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(Ser. 6. no. 1342.) he holds his lance towards the Chimsera here with

the heads of lion and goat, beside a tree which seizes an overthrown

warrior with its lion-claws, while five others on both sides encounter it,

Rv. four naked youths, Neapel's A. Bildw. s. 264
;
Gab. Dprand no. 248.

on a Sabine vase B* on Pegasus is surrounded with rays, and a Dioscu-

rian cap is hung up, as also in M. d. I. iv, 21., of the Chima&ra there is no-

thing visible but the lion- and goat-heads, Rv. Sphinx between two satyrs

Ann, d, I. x. p. 274. A composition abounding in figures on the Lamberti

vase, now in Carlsrahe, M. d. I. ii, 50., Ann. ix. p. 219., where the Chi-

msera has three heads, and on the one in Berlin no. 1022., Gerh. Apul.
Yas. Tf. 8., relief on a tomb in Tlos . 128.* 4th. B. fights against the

enemies of lobates, on a high narrow crater only half-preserved on a

white "winged horse with shield and lance, of the five warriors one stoop-

ing under him reaches the shoulder of the horse, while another covers

him with his shield, above the latter another threatens B. with his

sword, the two on the right side are wanting, a swan bites at the lance

near the hand, a panther beneath, Rv. combatants. Battle with the

Solymi also Cab. Durand no, 249. 1374? 5th. B. returned to Argos,
crater in the Bourbon Museum, armed with two lances, is before the

door, in which Stheneboea stands, a mirror in her hand ; this is the meeting

again, after Eurip., G-riech. Tragoedien s. 780 f. Tischbein iii, 39., on the

opposite side from B.'s leave-taking with Proetus pi. 38, Stheneboaa lifts

her hands in amazement when the youth stands again before her, a co-

lumn expresses the palace, a darting Bros the love of Sthenebcea. Bottiger
KL Schriften ii, 256. supposes it to be the earlier, first arrival of B

, but
for a woman who was still a stranger to him the reception of the guest
is not so suitable. 6th B. has carried off his lover on Pegasus, to punish
her love for him with drowning, the ancient punishment of unfaithful

wives, thus carrying his virtue still higher than the old fable did ; she

is already hurled down head-foremost, and the rider, who is himself not

unmoved, holds his hand before his eyes. The probably Lucanian vase,
found in Magna Grecia, is polychrome, like that with the flame-consumed
Alcmene . 411. R. 2., two Calydonian hunts, &c. and belongs to the

Marchese Rinuccini, Inghirami Yasi fitt. i, 3. Gr. Trag. s. 782. 7fch.

B. watering Pegasus at a fountain, after the discovery of which as Hy-
ginus says P. A. ii, 18, he wished to ascend to heaven (the illusion must
have been communicated to him that a certain spring had the virtue to

strengthen him so wondrously, comp. Griech. Trag. s. 787.) E. Braun
Zwolf Basrel. f. 1. 8th. B. thrown from Pegasus, on the engraved stone
above referred to but not Cab. Durand no. 249. Rv. as the horse must
necessarily have been winged. 9th. Megapenthes, the son of Sthene-

boea, attempts to murder B. after he was thrown from Pegasus in his

flight to heaven, and the latter is saved by his son Glaucus, One of the
bas-reliefs on the temple in Cyzicus Anthol. Pal. p. 63. no. 15.]. Pegasm
tended by the nymphs, on Corinthian coins and gems, Thorlacius de

Pegasi mythol. 1819. Bartoli Nason. 20, comp. R. Rochette, Ann. d.

Inst. i. p. 320., also . 252. R. 3. ChwMera, Etruscan . 172. R. 3. Coins
of Sicyon 132. R. 1. [On several hundred monuments, observes Yis-
conti ap. Clavier Apollod. ii. p. 522, from the bronze ones in Florence
onwards the head of the goat invariably rises out of the back of the
animal: otherwise the poets, see Heyne ad Apollod. p. 114.]
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2. Arrive coins. To . 351. R 4, lo on coins of lotape Bull. 1835. p.
188. The Berlin Tase with Zeus and lo Gerh. A. Bildw. Tf 115. To and
Epaphus, very doubtful, M. Borb. ix, 48. Statues of the Danaides and
jEgyptiades on the Palatine, Petersen Einleitung s. 97. Schol. Pers.ii.56.

[0. Jahn Archaol. Aufs s. 2230.] Danaid from the baths of Agrippa
in Berlin, with orientalized hair-dress and painful expression ; she holds
a vase before her lap. Similar PCI. ii, 2. To that group belongecL&lsp_
probably the Anchirrhoe (probably the name of an Argive fountain, on the

Erasmus) of the Blundell collection ; POL iii. tv. agg. A, 9. p. 73. [Clarac pi.
750. no. 1828.] which resembles very much the statue L. 73. Bouill.

i,

87. Clarac pi. 324. and many others. [Kunstblatt 1839. s. 211. in V.

Albani, Indicaz. no. 434. ; in the Altieri palace, Borne, the size of life, at

Tegel near Berlin.] Combat with chariots about the Danaides 1 G. M.
385. Comp. Gerh. Archemorus s. 47 f. [and Notice sur le Vase de Mi-
dias au Mus. Brit. B. 1840. 4to. and in the Trans, of the Royal Soc. of

Literature Sec. Series i. p. 192. for the name of the painter has come to

light.] Prcetides . 363. R, 2. Danae . 351. R. 4.

3. Perseus sculptured by Pythagoras with talaria, as in the Hesiodic
shield. Yery similar on gems to the Hermes Belvedere . 380, 5, Lipp.
i, 52-54. Very completely costumed on Pontic coins, for instance those
of Amasia, M. SClem. 25, 236. Perseus exercised by Athene Vase from
Rome in the Akad. Mus. Leipz. 0. Jahn in the Schriften der Sachs.
Gesellschaft der Wiss. 1847. Putting on his wings, on the scarabseus,
G. M, 386. Head with the Medusa as helmet, alto relievo, Spec. ii. 44

comp. Hunter 1ST. Yett. tb. iii, 9. Head of Perseus with bird's head as

helmet Impr. d. I. iii, 63. [Head of P. on coins of Siphnos Mionnet pi. Ii,

6.] Levezow Das Gorgonen - Ideal B. 1833. The combat with the Gor-

gons, always as beheading, in old and hieratic reliefs . 90. R. 2. 96. "No.

29.
; on vases, especially archaic ones, Micali tv. 88, 5. Ann. d. Inst. iii.

P. 154.
; [two from Vulci in Gerh. Auserl. V. ii, 88. 89, 3. 4 and a Man

one Tf. 89, 1. 2.] on Clusinian clay-vases, Micali tv. 22. ; in an Etruscan

bronze, Gori M. Etrusc. i, 145. ; on a tripod (comp. . 361. R 5.) in Du-
rand's collection. We often see introduced the reflecting shield of

Atjiena (as in the picture Luc. de domo 25. comp. Apollod. ii. 4, 2.),

Combe Terrac. 13, also 71. [?] Gori M. Etr. i, 31. G. di Fir. Intagl. 15,

3. G. M. 386** sqq. Asiatic modes of representation on coins of Sinope

(Perseus standing over Medusa, reverse Pallas with the Gorgoneion on
her helmet, Neumann N. Y. ii tb. 1, 1

), Cabera (on both Perseus with

Phrygian cap and long chlamys) and Tarsus (Perseus naked). Perseus

pursued by the Gorgons, on the coffer of Cypselus and in old vase-paint-

ings, Levezow Gorgonea-Ideal Tf. 2, 24. Hence the archaic bronze, Perseus

four -winged, in arabesque style, M. Pourtal^s 40. (Ker according to

Panofka). Perseus running, with the harpe, on the reverse of the Gor-

goneion, on coins of Seriphos, Cadalvenc Recueil pi. 4, 27. Perseus

stabbing the Gorgoneion, with Pallas, Etr. mirror, G. M. 386*, [Gerhard
Etr. Sp. ii. 123 where also 121 Perseus alone with Harpe and Kibisis,

122 P. with Menerva, Aplu and probably his sister, 124 P. and Menerva
with inscriptions,] and at the same time with his back turned, gem, M.
l?lor. 34, 5. Perseus delivering the Gorgoneion to Pallas, Inghir. Mon.
Etr.

i, 55.; Perseus holding his adversary, Impr. d. I. iii, 15. [P. with

the Gorgoneion in his hand, Campana Op. di plastica tv. 56. ; fighting
20
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with the monster tv. 57.] Tase-painting, M. Borb. v, 51, Maisonn. 4&
Perseus bringing the head to Polydectes, as in the picture Paus. i, 22,

6., towards the other side the pursuing Gorgons and Poseidon, Millin Vases

ii, 3. 4. comp. Millingen Div. 3. [A peculiar scene on an archaic vase is

described in the Archaol. Intell. Bl. 1837. s. 52.] Perseus leading An-

dromeda down from the rock, fine relief in the M. Cap. iv, 52., as in the

epigram in Brunck ii. p. 172, 13. and in Luc. Dial. B. marin. 14. Statue-

"group in Hanover (comp, Gdtt. G. A. 1830. s. 2013.), entirely corre-

sponding to that from Deultum, Cab. d'Allier pi. 3, 10. Group in Iconium,

Petcrsen Einl. s. 129. [P. showing to A. the Gorgoneion in the mirror

of the fountain, four times Pitt. d'Ercol. iii, 12. M. Borb. is, 39. xii,

49-51, by Guattani: Memorie v. p 67. Hermes and nymphs named;

comp. Ternite 2d. ser. heft. 2. Tf. 11. not. 1.] Intervention of Perseus,

Gori M. Etr. i, 123 Inghir. Mon. Etr. i, 55. 56. Painting by Euanth.es>

Achil. Tat. ni, 7. 8, comp. Luc. Be domo 22., Philostr. i, 29. and Pitt.

Ere iv, 7, Cl. M. Borb. v, 32. vi, 50. ix, 39. Gell, Pomp. pi. 42. N. Pomp,
pi. 67. ; vase -

paint. R. Rochette M. I. pi. 41. Perseus' sword, the

luirpe, has a straight and a curved point, on coins of Tarsus and numer-

ous gems.

4. Pisatic coins. Pelops presented with the quadriga by Poseidon,
Plnlostr. i, 30. Perhaps also on the Velletri relief . 171. R. 3. Pelops

leading a horse, on coins of Elis, M. SClem. 9, 127., watering his horse,

011 the fine cameo, Millin M. I.
i,

1. Preparations for the contest with

(Bnomaus on the Olympian temple, Paus. v, 10. (Enomaus sacrificing

to Artemis Alpheioa before the contest, interesting vase-paint. Maisonn.

30. Inghir. Mon. Etr. v, 15. NeapeFs Ant. s. 342 comp. the Yr Philostr.

9. Pelops beside Hippodameia in the chariot, (a prolepsis?) Combe
Terrac. 34., [fragment Brit. Mus. x, 32.] so conquering (Enomaus, Philostr.

i, 17. Pel. and (Enom., Apul. vase, Gerh. Archem. Tf. 3. [Large vase

from Ruvo Ann. d. I. a. xii. tv. N. 0. p. 171. by Ritschl. Bull. 1846. p.

56. Vaso di Pelope e Mistilo M. d I. iv. 30. H. Brunn Ann. xvhi.]
Contest of Pelops and (Enomaus in Etr. reliefs, Uhdcn, Schr. dor Bcrl.

Acad. 1827. s. 211. [Mus. Gregor. i, 95, 1.]; conceived as a race in

the circus on a Roman sarcophagus in the Vatican, Guattani M. I. 1785.

p. ix. G. M. 521*. Relief in the L. 783. Clarac pi. 210. (Enomaus slain

by Pelops on Etr. urns, Micali tv. 105. 106. comp. Uhden ibid. 1828, s,

233. Rathgeber, Hall. Encycl. iii, ii. s. 99 if. Atreus and Thyestes, Vatic.

Vase in Millingen Biv. pi. 23. Welcker Zeitschr. f. A. W. 1838. s. 233.

Moliomdse ? Bull. 1834. p. 46.

Arcadian coins. Cepheus . 371. R. 5. Tekphus . 410, 8. (Hercules)
and . 415. (Trojan war). Atalanta and Hippomenes? a group, MafFei
Race. 96.

[Messenian coins. Merope who brandishes the axe against her son

JEpytus whom she docs not recognise, restrained by the old man, after

Euripides in the Kresphontes. G M. 614. 615. Griech. Trag. s. 835.]

5. AmydceoM, coins. Leda . 351. R. 4. Birth of the Dioscuri, G. M.
522. Rape of the Leucippides, the Apharetiadse resisting, PCI. iv, 44. G.
M. 523. G. Giust. ii, 438. comp. Bottiger Archseol. der Mahl. s. 291 ff.

"Campana Op. di plastica tv. 55.] The carrying away of the Leucippides
#ften on Etr. urns, in reference to death, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 75. Fi-
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gures of the Dioscuri, their heads, starred hats and the like from coins,

G M. 524-29, Fine Dioscurian head, Impr. d. Inst. i, 8. As horsemen
on many coins, holding palms, with inscription, on coins of Tarentum,

Millmgen Anc. Coins i. 12. Often on Roman denarii as horsemen, riding
beside or away from one another (their lot leads them to opposite sides).

The two horse-tamers of Monte Cavallo "wots f&a,gf&tgovrs 18 feet high,

splendid figures in Lysippian proportions [?], executed at Rome, pro-

bably after the time of Augustus, from Greek originals, the inscriptions
without significance, the horses treated as parerga; on the erection

Lettere of Canova and P. Vivenzio, Sickler Alman. ii. s. 247. Tf. 19. 20. ;

besides Race. 11-13. Piranesi Stat. 4, Morghen Princ. 25. 26. Ed.

"Winck. v. s. 463. vi, ii. s. 73. Meyer Horen i, ii. s. 42. Wagner
Kunstbl. 1824. No. 03 ff. are recognised as Dioscuri especially from the

fashion of the hair; [Kunstmus, zu Bom s. 133-150. Pogelberg. Ann.

xiv. p. 194. Ruhl Pferdebildung antiker Plastik 1846. s. 33. 46. Fo-

gelberg the Swede as well as Tieck in Kugler's Museum 33. 1836. St.

6. assigns the colossi to the time of Tiberius. Phidias* alter colossicus

nudus was in Rome.] Very similar figures on gems, Raponi P. gr. t. 5, 9.

and in reliefs, for example, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 72. The Capitoline
horse-tamers are less excellent ; Polydeuces is distinguished by the curl-

ing hair of Zeus, and pancratiastic ears. The horse-leading Dioscuri in

the relief M. Chiar. 9. have almost Phrygian caps, comp. Gr. di Fir. 98.

and the wall-painting M. Borb. ix, 36. [Cabott Stucchi figur. tv. 2.
;

standing beside the horses, above them genii with raised and inverted

torches.] The Athenian Anakes as youths armed with spears standing
round an altar, Cayl. vi, 47. Catal. de Chois. GoufF. p. 34. comp. C. I. No.

489. Similar M. Nan. 234., where there is a half-moon over their altar.

In chlamydes with parazonia, on a sardonyx as amulet, Eckhel P, gr. 28.

As armed youths often on Etruscan mirrors ,
in heroic companionship,

Inghir. ii, 48. Q. M. 409*, Castor is distinguished by equestrian orna-

ments from the naked boxer Polydeuces (comp. . 412. R. 1. Statue of

Pol. boxing 1 Bouill. i, 1.). Polydeuces as boxer, bronze from Paramythia
P. Knight Spec, ii, 22. Castor with sepulchral urn, scarab. Impr. d. I.

iii, 5. In Etr. bronzes, for example Micali tv. 35, 13. with swan-heads

on their hats (they are presented so, with inscriptions, on an Etruscan

mirror according to Gerhard's account). [Dioscuri G-erh. Etr. Sp. i,
45

54. 58. 59.] The Dioscuri beside Hades on lamps (. 407. R. 2.), Bartoli

ii, 8.; in representations of men's destinies as symbols of rising and set-

ting, 397. R 2. and 3. . 400. R. 1. Two urns entwined with serpents

on Lacedaemonian coins as symbols of the Dioscuri, N". Brit. 8, 1. Thanks-

giving of one escaped from the dangers of the sea in an Anakeion, ex-

pressed on a relief which was found at Este in 1710, now in Yerona (from
the Museum Silvestrium), where the Dioscuri are represented by youths
with oval hats and two diotse. Com. Cam. Silvestrii Rhodigini in anagly-

phum Gr, interpretatio posthuma. R. 1720. Comp. Thiersch Reisens. 70.

The so-called Cabiri, stiff figures with oval hats, are also better called

anaktes, Ant. Ere- vi, 23.

415. The mythic cycle of the TROJAN WAK -was held in 1

especial favour by ancient art, and larger compositions were

introduced even on floors, goblets, and armour, as they were
afterwards on relief- tablets, which, with their small figures
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and names Inscribed beside them, presented a kind of primer
of antique sculpture. The Cyclian poets, who formed the in-

troduction and continuation to the Iliad, were therein as much
5 drawn upon as Homer himself. Ancient art characterized

every leading hero, inasmuch as it condensed the features fur-

nished by the epic into a personal shape, with that freedom
and precision which were peculiar to it; besides Achilles wo
can still recognise, from such characteristic traits, especially the
Telamonian AJAX; and yet even the lion- like, fiercely-raging

Ajax might be easily confounded with the incomparably softer

and feebler Menelaus in a principal group which was often

repeated in antiquity, and is in the highest degree deserving
of admiration. In DIOMED we have to expect fresh, but not

highly ennobled, heroic energy, in AGAMEMNON a dignified,

kingly character. Among the Trojans HECTOR and PRIAM are

less known by their plastic development than PAEIS, to whose
effeminate conformation a richly ornamented Phrygian dress

was found suitable, whilst otherwise only subordinate figures
wear this Asiatic costume, the leading heroes on the contrary

being always provided with the general heroic drapery. Of
the women belonging to this cycle of myths, HELEN, the

Aphrodite among heroines, and HECUBA became the principal

subjects of the formative art; the countenance of the latter,

although deeply furrowed by grief, does not however conceal
the innate vehemence and passionateness of her nature.

1. See on the mosaic in Hiero's ship . 163. R 6. Scyphi Homeric!
Stieton. Nero 47., to the same class belong those of Bemay . 311. R. 5.

Theodoras' (about 01. 120.) bellum Iliacum plunbus tabulis Plin. Corre-

sponding picture from the so-called temple of Venus in Pompeii, Stcin-

buchel Atlas Tf. viii. B. C. D. [The house of the tragic poet, more apt-

ly, the Homeric house, see Ternite zweite Reihe heft 3. Tf. 22.]

Trojan war, Tischbein's Homer with designs from the antique ; six

numbers with commentary by Heyae, three by Schorn. Fr. Inghirami
G. Omerica. 1827. 2 vols. Antehomerica. Paris' shepherd life, Millingen
3)iy. 43. Paris and (Enone, Terrac. in Millingen Un Mon. ii, 18. Paris'

battle with the brothers and recognition by Cassandra (after Sophocles
and Ennius' Alexander) on Etr. sarcoph. Uhden, Schr. dor Berl. Acad.
1828. s. 237, R. Rochette M. I. pi, 51. p. 25G. [0. John Teleplms und
Troilus 1841. Mus Gregor. i, 95, 4.] Hermes with Paris, mirror-design
(in Berlin), G. M 535. The three goddesses before Pans . 378. R. 4.

Menelaus woos Helena, mirror-drawing, Inghir. ii, 47. [Gerk Etr. Sp. ii,

197.] Agamemnon and Menelaus taking leave of Helen, in whoso house
Paris is arrived as a guest, Etr. mirror, M. I. d. Last, ii, 6. [Ann. vi. p.
183. 241. Gerh. Etr. Sp ii, 181. 1ST. Rhein. Mus. i. s. 416420.] Paris'

hospitable reception in Helen's, and Paris bringing her home to the house
of Priam, Rv The simultaneous combat of the Dioscuri with the Apha-
retiadse, M. Blacas pi. 30 01. Getting. Anz 1835. s. 1754. [As the bride
is received by the king followed by two lancers, so the bridegroom, follow-
ed by his horses is received by the Queen. In the Cyprians, Paris solcnv
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nized his marriage after his arrival in Troy ; possible indeed that this is

meant. A ycj (
o; of Theseus and Antiope m Athens was noticed above.]

Paris comes to Helen, vase-paint,, Gerh, Ant. Bildw. 34, (Protesilaus ac-

cording to Gorh
) Eros wins Helen for Paris, Millingea Div. 42. The

carrying away of Helen on vases from Volci, Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 153., on
Etr. urns frequently. Tischb i. 4. Marriage . 378 R, 4. Odysseus
and Palamedes Ann. d. I. vii. p. 249. Sacrifice of Ipliigenia* TJhden,
Schr. der Bcii. Acad. 1811. s. 74. Timanthes' picture . 138. B. 3.

Gell, 1ST. Pomp. pi. 46. [M. Borb. iv, 3. Zahn i, 19. D. A. K. i, 443

206.]; ara in Florence (K^so^&^g IKOISI), where Calchas cuts off her

hair, and Agamemnon turns away veiling his face, Lanzi Op. post i. p.

330 sq. R. Eochette M. I. tv. 26, 1. p. 129. (otherwise explained: L'ara

d'Alcestc, P. Pisani incise 1780.) ; Medicean vase. Tischb. v, 3 G. di Fir.

St. 156. 157.; Etr. urns, Micali 70. 71. (of the earlier edition), B Rochette

pi. 26, 2. (the snake-entwined omphalos introduced) ; [Braun in the Giorn.

scicntif. di Perugia 1840. i. p. 50 65. ; Antiquarium at Mannheim 11. s.

8. ;
Mus. Gregor. i, 94, 5.

; on the large sarcoph. from Tarqumii ibid. 963

2. where however we must rather suppose the sacrifice of Polyxena, along
with the death of Astyanax 9(5, 1

] vaso-pict. in which the substitution

of the hind is finely expressed, B. Bochotto pi. 26 b. [Wall-painting tf.

27.- 0. Jahn Archaol. Beitr s. 378 398. A small picture discovered in

1835, in Zahn ii, 61., represents Iphigenia, from whose hair Calchas cuts

off the points of a tress
;
before the thalamas Achilles sits m sadness,

unbearded, with the lance, wrapped in his mantle, turned away, and per-

haps struggling against Eros, with his arm uplifted as to the gods ] Aja&
and Teucros taking leave of the aged Telamon, vase-pict. B. Bochette pi.

71, 2. Tdejihm* combat with Achilles, Millingen Un. Mon. i, 22. 1 Tele-

phus cured by the rust of Achilles' lance, gem in Bapponi 36, 3. Mirror

in Bianconi 1. Inghir. ii, 39. [According to the inscriptions Philoctetes

and Machaon, while other mirrors represent the healing of Tel. 0. Jahn

Teleph. und Troilos s. 8 f. and Archaol. Aufs. s. 179 f. Gerh. Etr. Sp. ii
?

229. Exploits of Telophos 0. Jahn Ant. Aufs. s, 164 ff. Telephos recog-

nised in Aulis seizes the infant Orestes and fies for refuge to the altar, oa

Etr. altars, 0. Jahn Tel und Troilos 1841, and on painted vases, A. Aufs. s.

172 ff. Auge, TeuthraSj Aphrodite.] Patroclus' wounds bound by Achil-

les . 143. B. 3). Protesilaw* death . 413. B. 1. Palamedes and Protesi-

laus? playing at dice (Eur. Iph. AuL 190), vase-paint, see Panofka, Hyp.
Bom. Studien s. 165, comp. Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 133. Bull. 1832. p. 70.

Ajax and Achilles M. d. I. ii, 22. Ann. vii. p. 228. Welcker Bhein. Mus.

iii. s. 600. Combat of A ckilles and Hector (after the Cyprians?) . 143.

B. 2.), comp. Welcker Ann. v. p. 219. [Ajax and Hector 1 Grotefend Ann.

vii. p. 220. Achilles and Hector do not hasten to the single combat, but

they separate from it, angrily, even after it has been terminated. They
did not however fight over the dead body of Troilus (0. Jahn Tel. u.

Troilus s. 90 f
), which is not there, and indeed this would be no duel at

all but in order to decide the war, without a general engagement, which

only fits into the Cyprians. Death of Troilus, to which several monuments

belong which are referred below to Astyanax, 0. Jahn Tel. u. Troilus s.

70 fH In vaso-paintings we have to distinguish the pursuit of Tr.,

which is furnished by at least fifteen vases, beginning with that of

Clitias and Ergotimus which is rich in names and figures, the slaughter

which is to be found on three, and the combat for the body.cn two vases.
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The first is engraved in Gerhard's Vasen des k. Mus. Tf. 13, 6. 14. 20. E,
1. 3. 7. 10. Ausorl. Vas. i, 14. iii, 185. The second M. d. I. 34. (com-
mented on by the author in manuscript as the death of Achilles after

Campanari Bull. 1834. p. 234 sqc[., with reference however to Rhein. Mus,
hi. s. 627.) ; Jahn Tel. u. Troilos Tf. 2, Gerh. Vas. des k. Mus, Tf. E, 5,

;

Auserl. Yas. in, 22426. ;
the third Gerh. iii, 223. The first also on Etr.

urns, Mus. Chius. tv. 25. 147. ; Ingh. M. Etr. i, 83. ; Verniiglioli Iscriz,

Perug. i. p. 16G. ; Gori i, 134. Dempster i, 68. Cavedoni Indicaz. per ii

Mus. di Catajo p. 16. no. 1. p, 84. no. 859.; Bull. 1846. p. 163. where the

meaning is missed
;
also in the museum at Florence, several times, and

on a cameo in Mantua, M. "Worsl. tv. 30, 14. (Milan ed ).] Death of Pala-

medes from a vase-painting "Welcker Tril. s. 469. Ztschr. f. AW. 1838 s.

218. Palamedes lettMJAl and Philoctetes 1 Impr. d, I. iii, 32. [The

healing of Philoctetes is later than the death of Palainedes.]

Homerica. Homeric scenes, filling up by Inghir. Gal. Omer. Welcker
Hall. ALZ. 1836. n. 75 ff. [now again to be completed in many points ]

Ilian tablet in the M. Cap. iv, 68. G. M. 558. Tischb. vii, 2. . The

events of the Iliad and those which succeeded till the emigration of

.ZEneas, in reference to Rome as New Troy. For the explanation Beger's
Bell. Trojanum, 1699. Welcker Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 227. A piece of a per-

fectly similar tablet in Chois Gouff. Toy, Pitt. n. p. 346. Inghir. G. Omcr.
5.

;
different that in Montfaucon Suppl. i. pi. 37, 2. Maflfei, M. Ycron. p.

4G8. Inghir. 6 comp Gdtt. G. A. 1834. St. 93 also . 416. R. 1. Minia-

tures of the Ambrosian MS. . 212. R. 3., likewise Gdthe, Kunst. u. Al-

terthum ii, 3 s. 99. Casali altar of T. Claudius from Favcntia, with

reliefs from the Trojan war, and the early history of Rome, Bartoli Ad-
mir. tb. 4. Or. Orlandi Ragg. sopra un' antica ara. [F. Wieseler Die Ara
Casali Gdtt. 1844. H. Brunn Berl. Jahrb. 1845. i. s. 71 sq.] Vignettes in

Heyne's Iliad. \0alchas winged, examining entrails, M. Gregor. i, 29,
5. Gerh. Etr. Sp. ii, 223.] The bringing back of Briseis . 210. R. 6. M.
Borb. iij 58. [Briseis and Achilles, with the names Gerh. Vasen iii, 181.

184.] The restoration of Chryseis to Chryses, painting from Pomp. M,
Borb. ii, 57. [R. Rochette M. I. pi. 15.] G. Omer. 21. Embassy to Ac/tit-

les, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 13. M Borb. ix, 12. Neapci's Antiken s. 242.

The lyre-playing Achilles, fine engraved stones, Bracci ii, 90. G. M. 567.

G Omer. 99.
;
100. Slaying of Dolon (in the wolf's skin) and capture of

the horses of Rhesus, on gems, Tischb. iii. G. M. 570-74. Impr. d. Inst. i,

80. 81. (if not Tydeus with the head of Melamppus) ; iii, 35. 36, also perhaps
Tischb. ix, 5. (comp. C. I, 5) On the vase from Bernay, R. Rochette pi. 52.

Comp p 284. Leprevost Mem sur la coll. de Vases ant. de Bernay, Dolon
in wolfs skin surprised by AIOMEAE2 and OATTET, cylix by Euphro-
nius M. d. I. ii, 10. Ann vi. p. 295. [Here visits Zeus on Mount Ida,

mefcope from Selinunte, Serradifalco ii, 33. a painting M, Borb. ii, 59.

Ternite 2 Reihe iii, 22. Dead body of Sarpedon, carried away by Death
and Sleep Gerh. Vasen iii, 221 ] Hector storming the ships, on gems,
Impr d. Inst. i, 82

, with torch, G. Omer. 137.
; Ajasis defence 136. 138.

G. M. 575. 576. Odysseus under Ajax' shield, Tischb. v. Contest for the

body of Patrodus . 90. R. 3
, vase-paint. G. M. 580., coins of the Ilians

No. 237 Mionnet. Contest for the body of Pafcroclus and reconciliation
of Achilles . 143. No. 1. [Gerh. Vasen iii, 190] Antilochm*' embassy,
beautiful cameo, Tischb. ix, 4. G. M. 584, G. Omer. 157. comp. 31. accord-
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ing to Welcker, Orestes, and Pylades la Tauris, according to the Gri-

mani bas- relief ;
G. M. 584. Mon Matth. iii, 34. G. Omer. 158. Achilles

mourning, on gems, M. Flor. ii, 25, 3. Wicar hi, 33. G. M. 566.; R.

Rochette vign, 15, 1.
; Irnpr. d. Inst. i

? 78. m, 37. 38. 39. 72. comp. . 372.

R. 7. Restoration of Briseis G. M. 587. . 311. R. 5. (the bringing away
of Briseis, according to Lange in Welcker's Zeitschr s 490.) Achilles

accoutred by Thetis 402. R. 3. Achilles putting on his grieves, Etr. gem,
G. Omer. 183. Impr. hi, 73. Apollo rescuing the Trojans at the Scduin gate,

on gems, Oaylus v, 53. Natter, Traite 34. G. Omer. 73. Achilles in his

chariot raging in the waves of Scamandros, on an Etruscan urn, where

SScamandros figures as a little Triton; on a sarcophagus from Sparta, R.

Rocliotte M. I. pi. 59.? Hector taking leave of Andromache, in Volci.

Ajax, Hector, ./Eneas, fighting M. d. 1. 11, 38, vase from Caere with names,
Ann, viii. p. 306. [Hector between Priam and Hecuba, who places the

helmet on him
;
the painter Euthymides HOI1OAIO, Gerh. Yasen iii,

188, Hector's departure, the same persons, here also with the names, tf.

189.
;
Hector and Achilles m combat, Athene between them tf. 201, com-

bat of the same heroes before the wall and the Scecan gate tf. 203. between

Athene and Apollo tf. 202 three times and tf. 204. Combat at the ships
tf. 197, 1. Patroclus' shade appearing above a ship, tf. 198, 1.] Soul-

weighing on Hector and Achilles, Etr. mirror, Winck M. I. 133. The

dragging of Hector . 99. No. 7. Bartoli Admir. 4
,
on gems (round the

city), M. Flor. h, 25, 1. G. Omer. 204. 205. Impr. d. Inst i, 85.
;
Bartoli

Luc. iii, 9. ;
Vase from Bernay, R. Rochette pi. 53. Andromache's grief,

fine gems, G. M. 609. G. Omer. 246. Patroclus' feralia on thecista . 173.

R. 3. [Races round his tomb Gerh. Vas. iii, 198, 1.] Ransom of Hector,

Yolcenline vase (Achilles with a beard, on a couch), G. Omer. 238.
; [Achil-

les on a scat, bearded, with red figuies, Gerh. iii, 197 ] Relief from Ephe-

sus, G. Omer. 212.; others M. Cap. iv. 4, G. M, 589, corresponding L.

aotJ. Bouill. iii, 53,3. Clarac pi. 111.; also pretty nearly L. 418. G. M,

590. Bouill. iii, 54, 3. Clarac pi. 194. [Brit. Mus. x, 40, 2. p. 96 sq.] ; gem,
Guattani 1786. p. Ixv.; Priam at the feet of Achilles Impr. hi, 76. 77.

mosaic, discovered in 1823 at Barhely in the comitate of Hunyader (n/-
etftos,

*

A^AAgf g-, AvrofAkbuy), see Abbildung von zwei altea Mosaiken. 1825.

The Phrygians with craters, two Farnesian statues and a similar one

PCI. vii, 8. are perhaps from a group of this kind [kneeling in order to

deliver a burden ?]. Weighing of Hector's body (after JEschylus' Phry-

gians, Schol. II. xxii, 351.) on the silver vase of Bernay, R. Rochette M.

I. pi. 52. [Hector's burial, Winckclmann M. I. 136, the wanting piece

m the Colonna palace, B. Braun A, Marmorw. i, 9 a. b.]

Posthomerica. The Amazons coming to Priam after Hector's death,

hence hi the reliefs Winck M. I. 137. G. M. 592
,
and Winck. 138. G.

Omer. 244. Andromache with the urn introduced, sitting. [So on an am-

phora from Yulci with the dragging of Hector, on the other side the

arrival of the Amazons, Gerhard Auserl. Y. iii, 199.] Connexion of the

Iliad and -ffithiopid, cameo, G, M. 591. Battle, G M. 580. Penthesilerfs

death
(' A#/AAst> etvi^av avryv, Pans. v? 11, 2.), in gems, M. Flor. ii, 33, 2.

3. Impr. d. Inst, i, 86. ;
on sarcophagi, PCI. v, 21. Winck. M. I. 139. G.

M. 595
;
Bouill. iii, 52. Clarac pi. 112.; R Rochette 24. (with sepulchral

reference); Bellori Luc. iii, 7. 8.; Tischb. Yasen ii, 5.; M. d. I ii, 11.

Penthesilea's death? mirror with the names, Archaolog. Intell. Bl. 1835,
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No. 2. [E. Braun. Both, combatants clad in iron, similar in stylo to the

group on the "bottom of the goblet of Sosias, Gerh. Etr. Sp. ii, 233. Ach.

here draws his sword on P. while in the cylix M. d. I. ii, 11. ho transfixi s

her with his spear. Thus also Gerh. Vas. iii, 206, where the names fire

inscribed. Ibid. tf. 205. they fight over a fallen Amazon.] ; on contorniati

with inscription. Memnon comes to Ilion, Millingen Un. Mon. i, 40.

Priam's [formerly Memnon's] chariot, guided by an Ethiopian, relief, M.
Borb. vi, 23. Antilochus' dead body placed on Nestor's chariot, Etr. urn,
Tischb. Homer i, 6. G. M. 596. comp. Philostr. ii, 7. Combat of Memnon
with Achilles, in Yolci (over Antilochus' body, Eos and Thetis at hand),
Ann. iii. p. 154. ;

. 99. No. 9. ; G. M. 597. (the psychostasy) ; Millingen
Div. 49. ; Zoega Bass. 55. (where Eos wishes to separate them). Psycho-

stasy on vases M. d. I, ii, 10 b. Zeus, Hermes weighing, a goddess. [Ach.
and Memnon fighting, Thetis, Eos, with the names Gerhard Vasen in,

205, 3. and 204, on the first over the body of Antilochus, on the other

without it ; without the body, with the goddesses and with each a com-

panion in arms 211.; over the body between Sphinxes 220.
; perhaps also

on the amphora from Veil, Canina 1'ant. Teii tv. 36. 37, combat over a

dead body between two female figures, the one with a red, the other with

a black circlet, according to p. 78. crowns for the conqueror, Rv. a war-

chariot, four couple men and women. Thetis and Eos implore Zeus,
with the names, vase, R. Rochctte Pemt. de Pomp. p. 5.

?
without

the names, with Athene, mirror Mus. Gregor. i, 31, 1. However, for this

poesy, as well as for the whole Trojan cycle, the monuments that have
since become known are too numerous to admit of being fitly introduced

one by one.] Troilus slain by Achilles at the altar of the Thymbrjean
Apollo, Ann. iii. p 153., in the temple, Maisonn. 14. The Troadcs bring-

ing the sacrifice for the dead to Troilus, Millingen Div. 17. [Troilus in

the Antehom.] Uluche and Achle, scarab, comp. Welcker Zeitschr. f. A. W.
1836. no. 12. [The contest between both after Odyss. viii, 72.] Achilles

wounded in the heel, Impr. d. Inst. i, 87, (archaic) 88 91. iii, 40 78. G.

M. 601., on a silver vase, R. Rochette pi. 53.; defended by Ajax, Impr.
84., borne away by Ajax, Etr. gem, G. Omer. 13. G. M. 602., vase from

Volci, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 68, 1. Combat over Achilles' body, Volcen-
tine vase-paint. M. I. d. Inst. i, 51. comp. Hirt, Ann. v. p. 225.

; gem, G.

M, 581. (where the corpse is in quite the same way drawn by a rope).
Achilles' death, in the presence of Neoptolemus, vase-paint, from Volci,
Ann. iii p. 154. Achilles' expedition to the Happy Islands 402. Achil-
les and Helena wedded by the MoeraB, group in the island of Lcuce, Phi-
lostr. H^r. 16. Contest for the armour . 31L R 5. G M. 629. G. Omer,
110. Roman bas-relief M. d I. ii, 21. 3L Meyer Ann. viii. p. 22. Other
monuments p. 25. 26. Odysseus with Achilles' armour Impr. d. I. iii, 42.

Od. VAI2 armed iii, 43. The enraged Ayax of Timomachus . 208. R. 2.

Tab. Iliaca, paste in Tischb. vii, 6. comp. Libanius p. 1091. Bronze sta-

tue of the insane Ajax. Ajax's suicide M. d. I. ii, 9. Ann. vi. p. 272.
Philoctetes abandoned in Lemnos, Zoega Bass. 54., fanning his wounds
with a vulture's wing, gem (BOH00T) G. Omer 51. G. M. 604.; Impr.
d. I. iii, 83., with Odysseus and Neoptolemus (after Sophocles) on Etr.

urns, R. Rochette pi. 54. 55. G. Omer. 49. Theft of the Palladium, Le-
vezow Ueber den Raub. des Pall 1801. Milhn Enlevemcnt du Pall 1812.
G. M. 562-65*. It is to be found at every stage, even that of the
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quarrel with Odysseus, on gems ; an explanation, is still wanting of the
scene M. Flor. ii, 31,, 1. G. di Fir. Int. 25, 2 (see however R Rochette M.
I, p. 200.) ;

on vases, Millin
i, 14. (where the theft is placed simultaneous-

ly with the voyage to Leuce) and Millingen Tin. Mon. i, 28. (where
Diomed and Odysseus carry off two Palladia, as in the terracotta relief in

Berlin, and according to Ptolem. Heph. in Photius p. 148 B.) ; Ann. d.

Inst. ii. p. 95 tv. d.?; R. Rochette M. I. pi. 53 56 ? Theft of the Palla-

dium on vases from Ruvo, IntelL der Hall. LZ, 1837. no. 30. Od at the
theft of the Palladium Irnpr, d. I. lii, 80. Od. and Diomedes ? iii, 79.

Diomed's theft of the Palladium and Od. with names along with Helen
KA. Vase-painting M. d. I ii, 36. Ann. viii. p. 295. [Griech. Trag i. s.

147 f. 0. Jahn in Schneidewin's Philologus i. s. 55. A previous or inter-

mediate scene is presented on a vase in 0. Jahn's Yasenb. Tf. 3.]

Destruction of ttion, . 134. R. 3. Picture described by Petronius 89.

Chief groups on a helmot, Neapel's Ant. s. 216. Ingeniously represented
in the figure of one Trojan woman, Libanius p. 1093. Epeus with He-

phaostus making tho Trojan horse, Etr. mirror, Micali tv. 48. The wooden
horse introduced, on a vase from Volci, in reliefs, Marm. Oxon.

i, 147. ;

on Etr. urns, R. Rochette pi. 57, 1. 2. ; Pitt. Ere, iii, 40. comp. . 335.

R. 9. The heroes coming out of it, G M. 606. Laocoon . 156. The

outrage on Cassandra, on vases (Bottiger and Meyer Ueber den Raub
der Kassandra, 1794.), especially Laborde ii, 24. Maisonn. pi. 15. R.

Rochette pi 60. 66. (at the same time other women and old men flying
for refuge) ;

on mirrors in R. Rochette 20. comp. p. 321. ; gems, W.
Worsl. iv, 23. Impr. d. Inst. i, 92. (Cassandra after being violated,

M. Flor. ii, 31, 2.); reliefs L. 288. Winck. M. I. 141. Clarac pi. 117.

(comp. Ann. d. Inst. v. p. 158.), Gerhard Ant. Bildw 27. (similar to the

kneeling Maenad . 388. R. 3.). Death of Priam Mon, de' Conti Giusti7

Verona tv. 3. [Gerhard Yasen iii, 213. and Pyrrhus throwing at him the

murdered Astyanax Tf 214.] Astyanax killed at the altar of the Thym-
bracan Apollo, vase from Volci, M. I. d. Inst. 34. comp. Ambrosch Ann.

ni. p. 361. (Death of Troilus 1 Welcker Ann v. p. 253.) [. 99. R. 3, 10.]

Farnesian group of statues (so-called Commodus), Cavaler. 1, 29. R.

Rochette pi. 79. (Hector, who has wrested from Achilles the dead body
of Troilus, according to Welcker Zeitschr. f. Altcrth. 1834. s. 54.). Mo-
saic from Tivoli, R. Rochette p. 325. Burial of Astyanax? G. M. 611.

Hecuba (of Euripides) and Polymester M. d. I. ii, 12. Ann. vii. p. 222.

[Emigration of JEneas Gerhard Yasen iii, 215217. and very often on

vases.] Sacrifice of Potymna, often painted, Paus. x, 25. On the cista

of Praoneste, where Astyanax is sacrificed at the same time, . 173. R. 3.

Group of statues, Liban. p 1088. Walz, Rhct. i. p. 395 Stoschian gem

(psyche of Achilles introduced), Winck. M. I. 144. Menelaus reconciled

with Helen, Tischb. v. (Vases iv, 50.) and Millingen Un. Mon. i, 32.

Destruction of the Locnan Ajaos, a tempest-picture, perhaps after Apol-

lodorus, PMlostr. ii, 13. Andromache drawing water as a captive (after

II. xi, 457.), on coins of Larissa, in the possession of Col. Leake. JEfthra

. 412. R. 1. Dispute of the Atridse 1 Millin Vases i,
66. Welcker Ztschr.

f. A. W. 1836. no. 29.

2. In antiquity Odysseus was known
Menelaus rov qftegov, Agamemnon rov e&iov, Tydeus by ehsvScgfa, Ajax Te-

lamon by the /SAoo-v^o;/, Ajax, Oileus* son, the lrotfx.w, Philostr. ii, 7. The
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group of Ajax and Patrodus above mentioned exists as Pasquino in

Rome (anonymous treatise "by CanceUieri on Marforio and Pasquino,
Fiorillo in the Kunstblatt. 1824. No. 47.), at Florence in the Pitti palace
and on Ponte Yecchio (Maffei, Race. 42. Tischb. Homer v.) [Clarac pi.

825. no. 2084.] excellent fragments from Hadrian's viHa at Tibur in the

Vatican, PCI. vi, 18. 19., viz. Ajax'shead and Patroclus' legs and shoulder

with the spear-wound. A perfectly similar head in Lord Egremont's coll.,

Spec. 54., also Brit. Mus. 2, 23. comp. Morghen Princ. 5. What is engraved
in Tischb. i. v. as the head of Agamemnon and Menelaus is in reality the

same. Also the group on a gem in the possession of Mariette, Millin Vases

i
; 72, 4> comp. G Omer. 150. The hero rescuing the dead body corresponds

only to Telamonian Ajax, and the action, conformably to the conditions

of the plastic art, is more concentrated than in Homer
;
the same hero pro-

tects and carries away. Ajax and Patroclus 1 vase-painting M d. I, ii, 11.

[certainly Ajax and Achilles, as it is also explained Ann. vi, p. 297. And

they are also presented in the famous marble group, see Kunstmuseum
zu Bonn 1841. s. 75 80. Gerhard (on this Buch Preuss. Staatszeit,

1841), while otherwise invited to resort to this explanation, only found

difficulty in the wounding of Achilles on the ancle, but this does not rest

on ancient invention, and was not therefore to be attended to. On coins

BPETTIilN the same fine head. Rv. Athene, Nike and a trophy, <$rc]

The head of Diomed, Tischb. iii. from the PCI. is doubtful In the Brit.

Mus. Spec, ii, 30. On gems he has the chlamys almost always wrapped
round the left arm in the JEtolian fashion, . 338. R 4. Hector on Ilian

coins, N. Brit. 9, 18. 19. Chois. Gouff. Voy. Pitt. ii. pi. 38. Pedrusi v
? 17,

3. Mionnet Suppl. v, pi. 5, 1., in a quadriga, Nice on his hand, comp.
Philostr. Her. 2, 10.; as hoplites on coins of Ophryneion, Cab. d'Allier pi.

13, 12.; his bearded and helmeted head pi. 13, 11. Priam enthroned,
coins of Ilion, Cab. d'Allier pi. 13, 8. ; with his name, Maisonn. Vases 03,

heads on gems Lipp. i, ii, 1 3. Paris on the temple of j3Ggina . 90. R.

3 in the Phrygian costume (Eurip. Cycl. 182. mentions his wide and

particoloured trousers and golden ornaments on his neck) with the apple
in Ms hand, sitting, PCI. ii, 37. Race. 124. Altcmps, Piran. 21. ; standing,
Guatt. M. I. 1787. p. 37. (but PCL iii, 21. explained to be a Mithraic min-

ister). Statue at Cassel (Atys, Ganymede
1

?), Welckor's Zeitschr. s. 181.

Fine busts of Paris in Walpole's travels (from Tyre); Guattani 1784. p.
76. ; M. Nap. ii, 57. [Statue of Paris from Guattani Clarac pi 827. no.

2085, that of the Vatican sitting pi. 829 no. 2078, a fine one standing,
in the possession of Smith Barry pi. 833, no. 2077 A,, a similar one in

the museum at Naples pi. 833 C. no 2081 B., that in Dresden pi
828. no. 2076, a sedent one in Berlin pi. 833. no. 2082., that of the
Torlonia collection ii, 45. pi 827. no. 2077., a standing one there also i, 38.

pi. 828 no. 2079
,
three others pi 830. The Paris also in Lansdowne

House is standing, the right hand on the prop, the left planted under the

haunch, the right leg across the other, looking thoughtfully aside, finely
conceived. Heads are frequent Spec, ii, 17., several in England. The
fine gem, which was in the possession of Natter, Winck. No. 42. is Attys
according to Zoega Bassir. i. p. 98. and Visconti M. PioCl. vii. p 99

, ac-

cording to R. Rochette J. des Sav. 1831, p. 340. TAPOT was added by Nat-
ter himself as in a repetition of the same work. A scarab. APIS bending
his bow, Guattani 1784. p. 88. tv 3. Head of jSSneas on a Macedonian
coin in the French cabinet, R. Rochette Nouv. Ann, i. Lettrc a Mr.
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Grotcfend p. 36.] Helen, bronze statue, the hair flowing down to the

hips, Nicetas de Stat. 9
,
in the thin chiton of Aphrodite, with fluttering

upper garment on the Hall of Thessalonica, Stuart iii, 9, 7. ELINA in

old-Etruscan style, winged, Eckhel P. gr. 40. Toilette of Helen (in Polyg-
notus) on vases, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 49 A. The Trojan old men gazing
with admiration on Helen, II. iii, 154, relief in Munich, see Thiersch,
Jahresber. der Akad. ii. s. 60 Hecuba^ statue, M. Cap. iii, 62., according
to Winck. and E. Rochette p. 312. [perhaps a lamenting Barbarian

princess ;
there is a similar figure on the Amandola sarcophagus in the

Capitol.] Bust in Villa Albani pi. 57 A. Agrigentine vase, tbid., Hecu-
ba led into captivity. Comp. Bartoli Pitt. 27.

416. The character of ODYSSEUS was developed in a parti- 1

cularly delicate manner by ancient art, in the form however
in which we know him, probably not until the time of Alex-

ander; the conic cap and the high-girded chiton., which be-

longed to the dress of seamen, as well as the more powerful
than elastic structure of his limbs, give him a look of decided

energy and alertness; natural intelligence arid mature ex-

perience are expressed in every feature of his countenance.

ORESTES, who was undoubtedly characterized with precision, 2

in the chief works of ancient art, by the sombre look of the

fugitive murderer, is recognised in the artistic representations
which we possess, only by the external attributes of the blood-

stained culprit imploring protection.

1. The dress of Odysseus, R. Rochette M. I. iii. Odysseide, especially
the Kthtoy (. 388. R. 2. Cato in Polyb. xxxv, 6.) is said to have been first

given him by Mcomachus (. 139.) about 01. 110. Plin. xxxv, 36, 22.;

other accounts (Eustath. and Schol. ad II. x, 265.) mention Apollodorus,
01. 93., as the inventor of the hat of Odysseus ,

certain it is that on the

whole it is not known in vase-paintings. An exception in R. Rochette

pi. 64. On the other hand Odysseus is seen with at least a similar hat

on the rather ancient Etruscan gem, Inghir. G. Omer. 176. Odysseus in

his usual costume with the dog Argos on denarii of the gens Mamilia,
Eckhel D. N. v. p. 242. Morelli Mam. 1. 2. Fine bust in Lord Bristol's,

Tisuhb. ii, 1. On a cameo, Millin M. I. i, 22. On coins of Ithaca, m the

possession of Bosset (G. M. 639*.), and Cumse, in R. Rochette p. 253.

The scenes of the Odyssey tolerably complete, Tischb. ii. iv. vi. vni. G.

M. 627-42. Fragment of a tablet, like the tab. Iliaca (Od. with Circe),

G. M. 635. Odysseus' affected madness, Lucian De domo 30. Od 's ad-

ventures at sea, mosaic in the braccio nuovo of the Vatican, Beschr Roms

ii, ii. s. 89. Polyphemus with a comrade of Odysseus under his feet,

group in the Capitol, [Clarac pi. 835. no. 2091.] similar bronze in Count

PourtaleV coll., R. Rochctte pi. 62, 2. Od. handing the cup to Polyphe-

mus, Mich. Arditi Ulisse che si studia d'imbriacar Pohfemo, illustr, d'un

bassor. in marmo del M. Borbonico, N 1817. The same subject L. 451.

Clarac pi. 223. [833 A. no. 2087 A. Od. under the ram, statues m Y.

Pamfili and V. Albani 833 A. no. 2087 B 833 C. no. 2027 C. Statues of

Od. in Vienna pi. 832, in Venice, the one going to meet Rhesus in the
t

dark pi. 831. no. 2088.] Etr. urn, R. Rochette pi. 62, 1. Impr. d I. iii,

85. The blinding of Polyphemus, old vase-painting, M. L d. Inbt. 7, 1.
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comp. Ann. i, p. 278. comp. Cent, iii, 44. Etr. urn, R. Rochetto pi. 62, 3.

"Bas-relief at Catania, pi. 63, 2. Od. escaping under the ram, in vase-

paintings, M. I. d. Inst. 7, 2. 3. ;
often also in Etruscan bronzes. Poly-

phemus singing his love, Zoega 57. Pitt. Ere. i, 10. Philostr. ii, 18. (On
the Mattel Relief in R. Rochette M. I. 7, i. comp. the evidence adduced

p. 412, from which it can no longer be considered to belong to the fable

of Polyphemus) Od. with the winds of JEolus in the bag, Passeri Luc.

ii, 100. Circe handing the cup to a companion of Odysseus, in the cos-

tume of a jongleur of later times, wall-painting, Gell, "N. Pomp. pi. 72.

The metamorphosis often on Etr. urns, R. Rochette pi. 61, 2. Od. with

the herb moly, G. M. 636. Necromancy of Od., vase from Nola, R.

Rochette pi. 64. M. Pourtales pi. 22.
; according to Panofka la Terre et

le fossoyeur. Od. with Tiresias, fine relief in the L. 298. Clarac pi. 223.

G, M. 637. Etr. mirror, Od. before the shade of Tiresias7 explained by P.

Becchi Bull, 1836. p. 81. (nothing convincing) [M. d. I. ii, 29. Ann. viii.

p. 65. 170. 1840. p. 58. M. Gregor. i, 331. Gerh, Etr. Sp. ii, 240. The

masterly painting on the crater from Pisticci with the judgment of

Paris M. d. I. iv, 19. Ann. xvii. p. 210.] Od. with the Sirens, . 393.

R. 4. With omission of the Sirens, BelLori Luc. iii, 11. Coinp. Beger

Ulysses Sirenes prsetervehens. Scylla, . 402. R. 4. Od. building a ship,

Impr. d. Inst. i, 95. Od. as beggar, thoughtful iii, 85. [Od. and Nausicaa

at the washing, Gerh. Vas. iii, 218.] Od. taking leave of Alcinous, G. M.
639. The shepherds preparing a meal for Od., Tischb. viii, 8. Od. with

the dog Argos, G M. 640. Tischb. viii, 3-5. Od. as a beggar in the house

of Penelope, wall-painting, Gell, N. Pomp. pi. 15. Penelope afflicted, .

96. No. 12. [Clarac pi. 834, 2090. R. Rochette M. L p. 162 sq.] Homer and

Penelope R. Rochette M. I. pi. 71, 1. Welcker Rhein. Mus. iii. s. 620.

Foot-bath of Eurycleia, G. M. 642. Od. (without pilion) at the tomb
of Telemachus (%,&Kog Tvfrepctxos) after an obscure mythus, in Maisonn.

72. Od. eL%otSo7r'h9}% 1 Welcker Bull. d. Inst. 1833. p. 116. [Inghirairii

Vasi fitt. ii, 116. 117. The signification is evident. A fragment with

THAEFONOS KIPKH Bull. 1843. p. 82. by Baron Giudica in Palazzuolo,
now in Rome.]

2. R. Rochette M. I. ii. Orest&de. Orestes by Rathgeber in the Encycl.
of Ersch and Gruber iii, v. s. 104. Mythus, works of art. Murder of

Agamemnon, on vases, M. I. 614. 15. (according to Tolken's Kunstblatt ii.

s. 70., Merope seeking to kill JEpytos). Union of JEgi&thus with Clyta&m-

nestra, Millingen Div. 15. Electro, with Orestes' urn, on vases, Millingcn
Div. 16.; Laborde i, 8.; R. Rochette pi. 31. Orestes and Electra at

Agamemnon's tomb, Clarke's Travels ii, iii. pi. 1. ; Millingen Div. 14. j

R. Rochette pi. 34. Or. and El. (according to Winck
)
in the group of

Menelaus, . 196. R. 2 ), MafFei 62. 63., [Clarac pi. 836. no. 2094.] more

probably in the somewhat archaic group, M. Borb. iv, 8. R. Rochette pi.

33, 1. [Clarac pi. 836. no. 2093
] Clytsemnestra and ^Egisthus put to

death (on Agamemnon's throne), M. PCI. A 5. G. M. 618. The killing of

JEgisthus, [a very ancient relief . 364. R. 8.] a picture, Luc. De clomo

23., on a vase from Volci, Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 154. [On the sarcophagus
from Tarquinii No. 4. mentioned at the sacrifice of Iphigenia, the body
of Clytsemnestra laid out in the middle, under which Electra sits griev-

ing, on the right those of JSgisthus and Pylades, on the left Orestes and
two Furies. Orestes stabbing ^Egisthus, Clytaemnestra springing forward
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with the axe, with the names, G-erh. Yasen des Berliner Mus. (no, 1007.)

Tf. 24
]

Or. with JEgisthus' head on Etr. urns (Eurip. EL 860.) explained

by Uhden and E. Kochette. The slaying of Clytsemnestra, and pursuit
of Orestes by the Furies to Delphi, in the Vatican relief, Heeren Hisfc.

Werke iii. s. 121. PCI. v, 22. G. M. 619., perfectly similar G-. Giust. 130.

Barbault Mon. Ant. pi. 56, 3., more abridged in the relief in the Mus.

Chiaramonti, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 52, 2. ; the middle group, Eckhel, P.

gr. 20. comp. Welcker Zeitschr. s. 433. The relief L. 388. Bouill. iii, 56.

Clarac pi. 202. related, comp. the author's Eumenides p. 111. The same

subject handled in the Etruscan manner, Micali 109. comp. Orioli Ann.

d. L vi. p. 164. Orestes pursued by the Erinnyes (. 398. R. 5.), often on

Etr. urns and vases, Tischb. iii, 32. Millingen Cogh. 29. Or. held by Py-
lades, in the Accoramboni and similar reliefs and the Prssnestine cista,

Guattani M. I. 1787. p. xxv.; by Electra, on engraved stones. Orestes at

Delphi, on vases, . 362. R. 3. ; on a lamp, R. Rochette p. 155. ; much re-

sembling Diomed with the palladium in the relief M. Borb. iv, 9. R.

Rochette pi. 32, 2. p. 198.
;
before Athena, G. M. 622. [foisted on Millin

by Dubois] Orestes in Electra's arms, G. M. 621. 0. at the tripod Impr.
d. I. iii, 25. ; protected by Athena Archegetis (. 370, R. 7.), Tischb, iii,

33. The scenes at Delphi and Athens combined, on the Yatican vase,

l>iss. Ace. Rom. ii. p. 601. R. Rochette pi. 38. Calculus Minervae, G. M.
(>2-i. (. 196 R. 3.); G. Giust. ii, 132.; BeUori Luc. ii, 40. Eckhel P. gr.

2 1 . Jph igenia in Tauris, picture by Timomachus, Plin. xxxv, 40, 30. Tau-

rian sacrifice in the Accoramboni relief, now in Munich 230., Winck. M.

1. 149. G. M. 626., more accurate in Uhden, Schr. der Berl. Akad. 1812.

13. s. 85. More abridged in the relief L. 219. Clarac pi. 199.; Zoega
Bass. 56. Two Grimani reliefs in Millin, L'0rest6ide pi. 3. 4. comp.
Schorn's Kunstbl. 1828. s. 169. Welcker Rhein. Mus. iv. s. 602. [Griech.

Tragdd. iii. s. 1164 1176. (The Grimani bas-reliefs also Mon. dell. Mus.

Grimani public. nelT anno 1831. Yenezia.) The relief at Berlin s. 1174.

in Gerhard's Arch. Zeit. ii. Tf. 23. s. 367. That at Bonn s. 1175. Jahrb.

des Yereins der Alterthumsfreunde zu Bonn i. Tf. 3, 3. s, 61. by Urlichs,

comp. Wieseler Zeitschr. f. AW. 1843. s. 483.] Orestes and Pylades

kneeling as victims, Impr. d. Inst. i, 96. iii, 70. 71. ? 1 Led for sacrifice,

Lucanian vase, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 41.
; painting, Pitt. Ere. i, 12. (comp.

tv. 13. Ann. d. Inst. ii. p. 134). Orestes and Pylades together with Iphi-

genia escaping with the assistance of the Taurian Artemis (in half-Phry-

gian costume, with lance and bow), Maisonn. pi. 59. Laborde i. p. 15.;

Jphigenia in Tauris, amphora from Ruvo M. d. I. ii, 43. Ann. ix. p. 198.

[One of five vases, the only ones from Misarra in Apulia, in the Santan-

gclo collection at Naples, contains the two captives led before Iph., very

fine.] Murder of Pyrrhus at Delphi, Etr. urn, R. Rochette pi. 39. Wicar

iv, 24. (The wheel which Pyrrhus holds is, according to R. Rochette,

the v*.o$ of the tripod, according to Creuzer, Wiener Jahrb. liv. s. 157.,

the wheel of Nemesis). Orestes and Neoptolemus on a Nolan vase 1 R.

Rochette pi. 40. Orest, and Neopt. in Delphi (Or. and Machaereus ac-

cording to Panofka) Rv. Orestes before the B/*w of the Areopagus ac-

cording to Panofka, M. Pourtales pi. 7.

417. Without taking this cycle of heroes into account, 1

Asia appears also in a mythological point of view to have

been the home of effeminate figures, such as the favourite
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2 boys of Zeus and Hercules
;
the AMAZONS are also represented

in vase-paintings as Asiatic in regard to costume and accou-

trements, and with a certain softness of forms, although, sta-

tues and reliefs adhered to the simple and light drapery, and

strong, rounded forms of the limbs which were given to them
at the Polyclitan period.

1. As to Troy we have still to mention the mythic figures : Dardanus,
also Anchises, on coins of Ilium, B. Rochette M. I. p. 246. Electra, spouse

of Dardanus, with Phrygian cap, sitting, the Palladium falls from heaven,

on an engraved stone in the Vienna cabinet. Laomedon pursued by

Poseidon, Etr. bronze-work, Inghir. iii. 17. AncMses and Aphr. . 378.

R. 3. Telamon saving Hesione, Winck, M. I. 66. comp. Pitt. Ere, iv, 62.

Ganymedes, . 351. R. 6. Hylas carried away by the nymphs, G. M.

420*. (M. Borb. i, 6) 475.; Mon. Matth. iii, 31. ; Paciaudi Mdn. Pelop.

Ep. 2. Together with Narcissus, on the puteal, Guattani, M. 1. 1805.p. xxxix.

2. The Amazon of Phidias preparing to leap, the wounded Amazon of

Ctesilaus . 121, 2. [The Amazon with the left arm uplifted above the

head, several times in the Vatican and the Capitol, in the palaces Pa-

cetti, Clarac pi. 813. no. 2034. and Grustiniani no. 2037, Torlonia pi.

812 B. no. 2032 B. also in the Colonna palace, in Lord Egremont's coll.

Clarac pi. 808, 2031. and Lord Lansdowne's pL 833 B, no. 2032 C. ; the

Camuccini one also came from Y. Aldobrandi. A small bronze in the

Florentine Museum repeats this remarkable composition more authen-

tically than the marble statues, Visconti in the Cab, Pourtalfcs p. 13. not.

39. Also Clarac pi. 567. no. 1208 B. from V. Pamfili is not Diana, but

this Amazon.] On horseback, in bronzes, Ant. Ere. vi, 63 64. Amazon

falling from her horse, marble statue, M. Borb, iv, 21. [Clarac pi. 810

B., 2028 B., another in the court of the Borghese palace at Rome.]
Amazons in the full equipment of Grecian heroes, on a vase from Volci,

M. I. d. Inst. 27, 24.
;
one of them blows a trumpet (in reference to their

Lydo-Tyrrheman origin), like the Amazon in Phrygian costume, Micali

tv. 108. [Amazon on horseback, and two enemies, M. Gregor. ii, 18, 1.)

Combats with Hercules . 410. R. 4. Bdttiger Yasengem. iii. s. 163. [S,

170 ff. Series of Amazon forms ] Theseus . 412. R. 1., around Troy
. 415. R. 1. (Priam on horseback advancing against the Amazons, on a

vase in the old style, see Millin M. T. ii. p. 78.), in the Ephcsian temple
. 365. R. 1. [Amazon Cyme on coins Munchner Denkschr. Philol. i. Tf,

3, 8. Amazon battles very frequent on vases, Hancarv. ii, 65. 126. Tischb.

ii, 1. 8. 10. Millin i, 10, 23. Tomb de Canosa 9. Millingen Div. 37. Un.
Mon. i, 38. Laborde i, 20. In Gerh. Auserl. Y. ii. 103 arming. 102 march.

104 battle.] In reliefs at Phigalia . 119. R. 3., at Halicarnassus , 151. R.

I., on the temple of Artemis Leucophryne in Magnesia, [now in Paris,

Clarac pi. 117. C. 117. 1. comp. L. Ross. Hellenika i. s. 57.] The sar-

cophagus (from Laconica) in Yienna is particularly fine, Bouill. ii, 93.

Moses pi 133., where the Amazons wear coats with empty sleeves, . 246.

R. 5. Of another sarcophagus in Sparta, Abercromby Trant Narrative

of a journey through Greece, L. 1830. [1] Sarcophagus from Mazara,
Houel i. pi. 15.

;
M. Cap. iv, 23. One from Sidon ArchiLol. Zeit. 1848. a.

31, 313. Pomp, wall-paint, in Zahn 12. 13. Comp. Bottigcr Archaol.

der Mahl. s. 256.
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Niobe , 120. Reliefs, PCI. iv, 17. Fabroni tv. 16.; hi Munich 213.

V. Borgh. i, 16. A less comprehensive but very remarkable one, PCI. iv
?

17. comp. Welckler Zeitschr. s. 591 ff. Family visit to Leto. (AT xul

N/G,3# ^aAfls f&sv (p/haw qcrav eraJgeu, Sappho), the daughters play at astra-

gals, G. M. 515. [The statues Clarac pi. 581590. Bas-reliefs in addi-

tion to the sarcophagi placed together in the Zeitschrift, and that found

in 1824, in Munich, the fine fragment in Bologna Thiersch Reisen nach

Italien s. 361. ; the sarcoph. now in the Lateran, L. Grifi intorno ad un

scpolcro dissotcrrato nella vigna Lozano R 1840. tv. (from the Atti dell'

Acad. Rom.) KunstbL 1839. No. 34 H Brunn Kunstbl. 1844. s. 322 f.

Bull. 1839. p. 3. 39. ; an Etruscan one in Toscanella, Campanari garden,
with a male protrait figure lying thereon. Bull. 1839. p. 25. A vase-

painting Cab. Durand No. 19., R. Rochette Mon. Ined. last page, another

from Ruvo Bull. Napol. 1843. tv. 3. p. 71. cf. p 111
;
one with Apollo, a

Niobid, Artemis and the pedagogue, De Witte Vases peints de M. M*.

p. 9. ; a wall-painting in the Columbarium of V. Pamfili, Bull. 1838. p. 4.

1839. p. 38. Niobe at the moment of her death, Stackelb. Graber Tf. 64.

Welcker Griech. Trag. i. s 295. Terracottas of a group of Niobids found

at Fasano, Bull. NapoL v. (1847.) p. 41. tv. 3.]

418. The ISLANDS, excepting Crete, of old renown, were, I

like all those regions which the Greeks did not inhabit from

primitive times^poor in mythi, and therefore in subjects for

art. COLONIES sometimes celebrated in statues and on coins 2

their earliest founders, who, if not mythological personages

themselves, yet stood in close approximation to them. The 3

power of Rome procured for the history of jEneas many an

artistic representation, and obtained for the legends regarding
the foundation of the city a place beside the Grecian mythi;
the praise of a truly plastic life can only, however, be given to

the group of the twins under the she-wolf.

1. Cretan mythus, Europa . 351. R. 4. Talus (with inscription) on

coins of Phsestus, Gab. d'Allier pi. 7, 5. comp. Ann. d. I. vii. p. 154. Mi-

notaur and Ariadne . 412. R. 1. 384. R. 3. JDcedalus and Pasipkae, L. 71,

Winck. M. L 93. BouilL iii, 52. Glarac pi. 164. G. M. 487. comp. 486. ;

painting, M* Borb. vii, 55.; frequent subject of art, Yirg. JEn. vi, 24.

Petron. 52. Philostr. i, 16. [Campana Op. di plastica tv. 59. 0. Jahn

Archaol. Beitr. s. 241. Pasiphae with the infant Minotaur in her lap,

cylix from Yulci Bull. 1847. p. 128. Reliefs Jahn s. 239 ff. Wall-

painting D. leading the bull before Pasiphae enthroned (on the other side.

Ariadne handing the clue to Theseus,) Mus. Borbon. xiv, 1. Zahn ii, 60.]

Icarus getting his wings, sarcophagus in Messina, Houel ii. pi. 75. Hirt,

Tolkens KunstbL ii. s. 73.; Zoega Bass. 44. Winck. M. Ined. 95.; ^Orti

Mon. Giusti tv. 1. 2. fragment. [The copy in the villa Albani also in E.

Braun Zwolf Basrel. Tf. 12. ; where there is also a second from the same

villa engraved; another has gone to St. Petersburg!*. Yase-painting M.

Borb. xiii, 57. Daedalus standing fastens the wings with the assistance

of Athene. Proteus and Menelaus underneath, Rv. Perseus and the Gor-

gons/1 Cameo, M. Borb. ii. 28. (Greta sitting by in light hunting dress).

[On the other side, a female figure, la Scultura?, works with a hammer

at one end of the wings. Daedalus at the same time holds back Icarus
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by the arm, who is placed aloft with extended wings ; the moment seems
intended when the last hand is put to the wings, and Icarus is just going
to soar up.] The flight, G. M. 488. 89., from Pitt. d'Erc. iv, 63.

2. Taras and Phalanthus in a group of statues, Paus. x, 13. Tarns
on a dolphin on Tarentine, see especially Probus and Virg. Georg.
ii, 176. Byzas on Byzantine coins, comp. Millin P. gr. 47. Cydon
on coins of Cydonia. Tios on Tianian coins, Vise. Icon. Gr. pi. 43,
16

; Adramyttws (?) ibid. pi. 43, 15. Qyzicus on coins of the city of that

name, G. M. 421. ISiwypytMs, king of the Ceteans, on coins of Pergamus,
Mionnet SuppL v. pL 4, 1. Pergamm xfriar/is ibid., monomachy on coins

Cavedoni Ann. 1835. p. 269. Athymbrw on coins of Nicsea, Midas with

Phrygian cap on coins of Midaion and Prymnessus. Of Leucippus . 372.
R. 3. Avellino, Opusc. div. i. p. 199. On Syracusan coins Zeucaspis, Tor-
rem. tv. 78. 11 14, Pkercemon on Messaman coins, ibid. 50, 6., Agathyr-
nus on those of Tyndaris, see Due de Luynes, Ann. d. Inst. ii, p. 308 sqq.

Millingen Anc. Coins 2, 9. An equestrian hero on coins of Segesta, pro-
bably JSgestes of Troy, Fohden 8.

; against this Millingen Anc. Coins p. 8.

Epidius JVwicwnus on coins of Noceria (according to Avellino), Millingen
Med. In. pi. 1, 7. p. 14. So even historical founders, as Gforgos, the bro-
ther of Periander, on coins of Ambracia, R. Rochette Ann. d. Inst. i. p.
312. M, I. pi. 14., Docimus on coins of Docimeia. Comp. Vaillant N.

Imp. Gr, ed. sec. p. 305. R. Rochette p. 245.

3, Mruid, Cod. Yirg. G. M. 645652. Shelstrate's Yirgil L. 1750

Heyne's Yirgil, especially in the 2d ed. J&neas carrying Anchises, on
Ilian, Segestan (Torrem, tv. 64, 2 sqq.) and Roman coins, contorniati,
lamps (Bellori iii, 10.), gems, M. Flor. ii, 30, 23. Impr. d. Inst. ii, 62.,

vase-paintings, Micali tv. 88, 6. R. Rochette pi. 68, 2, 3. [and numberless

others.] Marble at Turin pi. 76, 4.
; represented by monkeys on a Her-

culanean painting, Pitt. Ere. iv. p. 312. jSEneas with Dido, with an in-

teresting representation of Carthage and its tutelar deities, in a late-Ro-
man relief, PCI. vii, 17. comp. Beschr. Roms ii, ii. Beil. s. 9. Barberini
and Yatican statue of Dido killing herself, PCI. ii, 40. B, 10. The statue
Anthol. Pal. Plan, iv, 151. quite different. Comp. on the figured repre-
sentations of Dido, Heyne Yirg. T. vi. p. 762. Dido abandoned by JEneas
who is sailing away, female attendants and the figure of Africa beside

her, plot, from Pomp. M. Borb. ix, 4. (Cleopatra according to
Cirillo). The

origin of Rome on the ara of Claudius . 415. R. 1. and the statue of the
Tiber . 403. R. 3. Clarac pi. 176. J3neas and the sow of Alba, on the
Yatican altar (of Augustus), R. Rochette pi. 69. The sow with the thirty
pigs, on gems ; also perhaps PCI. vii, 32. JSneas in the costume of an
iniperator of later times, sacrificing the sow, relief, G. di Fir. iii, 119.

(according to the editor). Rea Silvia . 373. R. 3. Romulus and Remus
under the she-wolf (lupa tereti cervice reflexa, Yirg. Mn. viii, 633.), on
coins of Rome and Ilium, N". Brit,

i, 19 9, 18. . 182. R. 1.: on gems', G.
M. 655. Impr. d. Inst. ii, 64, 65 (the shepherd Faustulus clad in the
sisyra and Roma present); relief, G. M. 657.; statue . 172. R, 1. The
coins of Capua, K. Brit. 2, 14., point at a similar local legend. The shep-
herds watching, G. di Fir. IntagL 36, 1. Passeri Luc iii, 1. 2. Romulus'
spolia opima, G. M. 658. Tarpeia overwhelmed by the Sabines with
shields, on coins of the gens Tituria. Rape of the Sabines on coins, G. M.
658*. Coins of Constantius, M. Flor. iv, 100.
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II. SUBJECTS FKOM HUMAN LIFE.

A. OF AN INDIVIDUAL KIND.

1. HISTOBICAL REPRESENTATIONS.

419. Greek art was in its nature so much a creation 1

emanating from within, and was so closely connected in its

historical development with religion, mythology and poetry,
that the representation of outward, experimental life could

only occupy in it a subordinate rank. And even where ex-

ternal experience furnished materials to the artist, represen-
tations of definite individual transactions are much rarer than

a conception of the subject in its general features. In Greece, 2

however, painting, from the coincidence of its development
with the Persian wars, and the slighter connexion of its pro-
ducts with religion (. 73, L), was oftener than sculpture di-

rected to the celebration of historical events of the past, and

victories of the present [. 99. R. 1. 109. R 3. Temple of Nike

Apteros] (. 135, 2. 140, 5. 163, 6.); the life of sages and

poets was also drawn into this circle. In works of sculpture, 3

if we disregard allusion to historical occurrences by the choice

of mythi (. 89, 3. 90, 3.), historical representations were very
rare before the time of Alexander. There is, however, a certain 4

number of striking and wonderful stories of great filial devo-

tion, love and the like, such as that of the Catanasan brothers,

that of Hero and Leander, and some others, which have almost

acquired the privileges of mythi in the formative art as well

as in poetry. Eeal historical representations were more fre- 5

quent among the Romans, in which great military expeditions

were completely unfolded on triumphal arches and columns
;

and even on coins many events were not merely mythically

alluded to, but even directly represented, in earlier times as

distinctions of particular families, afterwards as glorious deeds

of the emperors; even in Rome, however, historical subjects 6

were seldom to be found apart from this class of monuments.

Apotheoses can scarcely be ranked among historical events; 7

they form at least the transition from the sensible world to

one fancied divine. As in the warlike representations on 8

those honorary monuments their national character was also

given to fh Germans, Dacians and Sarmatians, it may be re-

marked here that in the designation of foreign races^
ancient

art exhibits much skill and accuracy in the appreciation of

peculiar forms.

1. We are in a great measure indebted for this view to Winckel-

2P
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mann, who regarded the migration of the Heraclids as the latest subject

of the formative art. And even here it may be doubted whether the

three heroes at the urn, on gems, are the Heraclids drawing lots. Winck,

W. iii. s. xxvii.

2. In Philostratus Panthia, Rhodogune, Themistocles in Persia, Pin-

dar as a boy, also Sophocles occur as subjects of pictures. According to

Luc. de morte Peregr. 37. Socrates' conversation with his friends in pri-

son was often painted. Socrates and Alcibiades 1 Irnpr. d. I. iv, 83. [So-
crates emptying the poisoned cup, was conjectured in the relief Mon. de'

Conti Giusti Yerona tv. 1, 1. by the Author Go'tt. Anz. 1837. s, 1956, as

well as the Editor, although Socrates' portrait is not expressed and therefore

a surgeon might be intended. Socrates also on sarcophagi with the Muses.

0. Jahn's interpretation of a bronze relief as representing Socrates and
DIotima is with justice opposed by Avellino Bull. Napol. ii. s. 27 sqq. and
R. Rochette Peint. de Pompe*i i. p. 105 sq. So also is the sepulchral re-

lief M. di Mantova iii, 16. certainly not Aristotle with the young Alexan-

der. In a repetition of this representation in the Museum at Brescia,

where it is also called Aristotele e suo scolare, the boy has the forms of

a humpbacked person and therefore seems rather to be a slave.] Mar-

riage of Masinissa and Sophonisba, Herculan. wall-paint. Tisc. Icon,

Rom. pi. 56. M. Borb. i, 34. Alexanders marriage . 211, 1. Croesus on,

the pile (trusting that the gods will quench the flames), vase-painting
irom Volci (the only one of the kind), M. I. d. Inst. 54. Welcker Rhein.

Mus. ii. s. 501. Arcesilaus s. 427. R. 6.

3. Historical groups and reliefs . 118. R. 2, a. and at the end, . 129.

R. 3. 157*, 2. 3. Othryades on gems, if it is he (vie), Lipp. i, ii, 66. 67.

and elsewhere. The Argive poetess Telesilla arming herself, I .tus. ii, 20,
7. The explanation of the Etruscan reliefs [Zoega Bassir. tv. 40.] Ingh.
Mon. Etr.

i, 63. 64., as the Marathonian Echetlos is very doubtful. Arion
with his lute on the dolphin M. Borb. x, 7. (like Taras), as side -piece of a
Nereid on Triton. [Di-itrephes pierced with arrows, Paus. i, 23, 4. The

painters playfully painted Timothem sleeping in his tent, and Tyche above
him catching the cities in a net, jEhan V. H. xiii, 43. Suid. Plut.

Apophth.] Harmonius and Aristogeiton, a group on Athenian coins, and
on the throne seat Stackelb. Graber s. 33. Vign. only not that by Praxi-

teles, if it was the one carried off by Xerxes and restored by Alexander,
Seleucus or Antiochus, but it must have been the earliest of the three
executed in Athens, that of Antenor. [s. 88., or if not the one restored,
then it was that of Critias or of Praxiteles. One of these groups in the

Agora Aristoph. Eccles. 713., Aristot. Rhet. i, 9. The marble throne is

doubtless the same which is mentioned Stuart ii. ch. 4., the German trans-
lation ii. s. 438. from the memorandum in Lord Elgin, inasmuch as the sa-

crifice of Erechtheus' daughter is only called the death of Lexna.] Amber-
goblet (. 312. R. 3.) with Alexander's whole history. Relief in giallo antico
from Laurentum with an allusion to the battle of Arbela, Foa on Winck.
iii, 441. G M. 564. Alexander and Diogenes, Zoega Bass 30. comp. also

Boissard i tb. 81. Diogenes in his tub Impr. d. I. iv, 82. Demosthenes
at the altar of Calauria, relief in terracotta, Fea ad Winck. ii. p. 256, [The
equestrian battle of Agathocles splendidly painted on tablets, Cic. Yerr.

iv, 2, 55.]

4. The Catanian brothers on the temple of Apollonius . 157. R. 2, on
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coins of Catana (Torrem. tb. 23.) and of Sextus Pompeius. Claud. EidyU.
vii. sings of statues. [Ckobis and Biton in Argos clothed in the rqfawog,
Poll, vii, 61., the drawing of their mother to the temple represented in

Argos, Paus. ii, 20, 2., in Delphi Herod, i, 31 and Cyzicus in one of the

stylopinakia of the temple of Apollonis no. 18. of the Epigrams. A bas-

relief, formerly in the Sacchetti palace seems modern, as well as another
of different composition in a Roman dealer's in 1845. A stone see Tdlken
Gesch. Steine s. 312, 7. The relief edited by Beger Spicil. p. 146. and
Montf. i, 24, now in the library of St. Mark, Venice, is partly obscure, but
not referable to any other story, as Bottiger Kunstmyth ii. s. 282. sup-
poses.] Oimon suckled by Pero, Valer. Max. v. 4. ex. 1, (who mentions
hujus facti pictam imaginem), wall-painting, M. Borb. i, 5. [Ternite
Pomp. Wandgem. 2 Reihe i, 8.] The story of Hero and Leander is to be
found represented on coins of Sestos (Mionn. Suppl. i. pi. 8.) and Abydos
v. pi. 5, 3., gems (Lipp. i, ii, 62.) and contorniati in the same simple man-
ner. [Also in a Pomp, picture, Journ. des Sav. 1845. Febr. Bull. Napol. i.

p. 20.]

5. See . 198, 2. 202, 2. 204. R. 4. 205, 6. 207. R. 4. Fragment of a
battle of Romans with Dacians as it seems, L. 349. Clarac pi. 144. Larger
pieces from similar warlike scenes, G. Giust. ii, 71. 72. Battle of Romans
and Marcomanni (Blackie Ann. d. Inst. iii. p. 287., [Mbby Sarcofago
scoperto entro la vigna Amendola R. 1839.] Pergamenians and Gauls

according to R. Rochette, Bullet, univ. Set. vii. 1830. p. 368.) on
the sarcophagus of the Vigna Ammendola, M. I. d. Inst. 30. 31. On
denarii of the republic only allusions to historical transactions can be in-

troduced, as JEmilius Lepidus placing the diadem on Ptolemy V. (Morelii

gens Emilia 8
), Jugurtha bound (gens Cornelia), the subduing of King

Aretas and the Jew Bacchius in Arabia (gentes Plautia and Emilia),
Stieglitz p. 97 ff. On imperial coins the muneracongiaria and opera
publica are especially commemorated ; but also other undertakings of the

emperors, Trajan's campaigns, Hadrian's travels. Alirnentarise Fausti-

nianso, Zoega Bass. 32. 33. The Mithridatic wars painted, Sidon. Apoll.
carm. 22. v. 158.

6. Curtius, V. Borgh. st. i, 18
,
Maffci 83, is by Bernini ; the horse

only is antique. The engraved stones with Codes, M. Scsevola, and Cur-

tius M. Flor. ii, 56. are evidently modern
; those with Cleopatra's death

(cornp. . 311. R.
5,.) doubtful, that with the murder of Caesar, Lipp. i, ii,

279., certainly not antique. The delivering up of Jugurtha was repre-
sented on Sylla's signet-ring, Plut. Sylla 3. Roscius how he was encoiled

by a serpent when a boy was embossed in silver, Cic. de div. i, 36. Do-
niitian when hard pressed by the Vitelliani, represented in a relief, Tab.
II. iii, 74. AVU as a hero in armour, with the Roman eagle and the

Palladium, Impr. d. I. iii, 89. Commodus' worship of Isis, represented
in a mosaic in a portrait manner, Spart. Pescenn. 6. In like manner

Ileliogabalus' worship of the gods, in a painting, Herod, v, 5. The con-

densed representation of the destinies of the Leg. XI, Cl. P. P. on ,y, gem,
MP Flor. ii, 19. Lipp. i, ii, 451. is interesting. The statues of Bairbarian

kings as captives, which are sometimes fine (for instance Maffei jfeacc. 56.

from the forum Trajani, comp. Montf. iv, 148. Clarac pi. 330.) wore always

perhaps secondary figures on honorary monuments. [Clarac pi. 852 854
C.l Tiridates? L. 446. Clarac pi. 336. Comp. . 406. R. 5. (Silence).
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7. As to tlie consecrations of the emperors the G. M. 671 684. places

together the principal monuments ; the emperors are borne to heaven by
an eagle, the empresses by a peacock. Hadrian in the relief PCI. v, 26".

receives (like Hercules) immortality in a goblet. On coins of M. Aure-
lius a Junonian throne denotes the consecration of Faustina, Pedrusi

viii, 18, 5. The diptychon G. M. 659. also refers to a later apotheosis, not
that of Romulus, On the ara Augustea at Ravenna (Q-ori Gemmse astrif.

iiL p 137.) Claudius seems to be adopted among the gods of the Julian
race. comp. . 199. R. 6. 8. 200. R. 2. 204. R. 4.

8. See on this point Blumenbach Commentatt. Soc. Gott. xvi. p. 175.

The ^Egyptians are very excellently drawn on a Volcian vase, Micali tv.

90. The statue of the drunken Indian, CaUistr. 3., was somewhat Moor-
ish ; comp. Philostr, Apollon. ii, 22. The life of &female negro slave is re-

presented in a Cyrenaean sepulchral painting. Pacho pi. 54. A negro (by

restoration) L. 354. Clarac pi. 322. Ethiopian bath-servant, PCI. iii, 35.

A negress, bronze head M. Pourtales pi. 19. A kneeling moor as a lamp
ibid. 30.

2. PORTRAITS.

1 4*20. Portrait- statues (dvSg/amg), -which arose from the
desire to honour victors in sacred games, and which there-

fore, like other statues, stood originally in connexion with
the worship of the gods, were, on the disappearance of gen-
uine republicanism, increased to an enormous amount by the

political ambition and the adulation of later times (see 8 87
2 88. 121, 3. 128, 5. 129, 3. 158. 181, 2. 1,99 sqq.) They*were

generally of brass, seldom of marble; besides the entire figure,
the form of the bust and the medallion was employed, espe-
cially for erection in larger series. Painting, usually exercised
for private commission, is not however without example in

3 public honorary portraits. Originally freer representations of
the corporeal and intellectual character of individuals, por-

\ trait-statues, properly so-called, only made their appearance
4 by slow degrees (. 87. 123, 2. 129, 5.) At the same time

there were portraits made of men of earlier times in the same
manner as of heroes, from their known character, their sayings,
their poetical works, such as the head of Homer which was
conceived with the loftiest sentiment, the statues of the seven
wise men, and the cheerful head of Socrates formed from Sile-

5 nus, after the description in Plato's Symposium. At the time
when learning was most cultivated in Greece the portraits of
authors, above all of philosophers, constituted a very impor-
tant branch of art to which many artists applied themselves
almost exclusively, principally because endeavours were made
to form as complete series of them as possible in museums and
libraries; the artists too displayed therein admirable talent in
expressing the peculiar study and literary character of these
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men down, to their very finger-ends. There are likewise pre- 6

served many authentic busts of the distinguished men of

Athens; on the other hand, as to the princes who were so

often sculptured in antiquity and represented in every stage
of idealized and ordinary human form (. 158. 199.), very few

remain, with the exception of Alexander the Great, chiefly
because no collections of them were made in the Roman times.

Coins, on the contrary, from Alexander downwards, aiford a 7

rich survey of the dynasties sprung from the Greek race, as

well as of the oriental, which sought to approach the former
in their customs.

1. It is worthy of remark that, according to Hyginus f. 104. Laoda-

mia makes religion a pretext, in order to have in her possession a portrait
of Protesilaus, comp. Ovid Her. 13, 152. Portraits as a compensation for

absent lovers are ascribed by the tragic poets to the heroic times, JEsch.

Ag. 405. Eur. Ale, 349. [Dicseogenes in the Cyprians, Aristot. Poet. 16.

Welcker Griech. Trag. s. 204 ], comp. Visconti i. p. 2. Lobeck Aglaoph.
1002. and 1007. (That the

e

Eg^<pgo'&*ro/, Theoph. Char. 16., were majo-
rum utriusque sexus effigies cubiculares sub specie Hermarum biformium

consecratse, is not very probable). At Athens, according to Demosthenes,
Conon was the first erected, after the slayers of the tyrants, . 88.

; then

Chabrias (besides Nepos Chabr. 1. see Aristot. Rhet. iii, 10.), Timotheus
and many others. The oration of Iphicrates against Harmodius, a de-

scendant of the tyrant-killer, (Aristot. Rhet. ii, 23, 6. 8.) seems to have
been occasioned by the latter disputing the other's right to the honour
of the statue which only belonged to his family, comp. Demosth. ag.

Lept. p. 462. Besides A. Westermann De publ. Ath. honor, p. 14 sqq.

dvtyewroSvixai, C. I. no. 2749.

2. Hence ee,vbgtxvroiroiolr statuarii stands for brass-casters. What we
have in marble are mostly Roman copies. Of busts . 345, 3., shield-

figures . 311. R. 3. 345*, 4. Portrait-paintings as honorary figures,

especially in Asia Minor, for instance that of the citharoedus Anaxenor

in the purple mantle of Zeus Sosipolis at Magnesia, Strab. xiv, 648*

Comp. . 208, 3.

3. The famous edict, that the statues of athletes should not be larger
than life (see among others Lucian pro imag. 11.), must have established

a thorough distinction between them and those of heroes which were

usually made larger. The go-^sr^ro/ &vtytvre$ in the oath of the Attic

archons are also connected therewith. But from these are to be clearly

distinguished the st, iconics, accurate portrait statues, which were rais-

ed, of course not till after Lysistratus, to those who had been three times

victors, [. 87. R. 2.]

4. Pariunt desideria non traditi [traditos] vultus, sicut in Homera

evenit, Plin. xxxv, 2. The splendid Farnesian head of Homer (Tischb.
Homer i, 1.) shows the y'h.vxv yJ, Christod. 322. ; the Capitoline heads

in Vise, i, 1. are less worthy of the heroic Homer. However, the coins

of Amastris (M. SClem. tb. 6, 9.) and los, and the contorniati also give
different heads. The Homeric monuments above . 311, 5. 393. R. 2. G.

M. 543 549. Some doubtful sculptures, R. Rochette M. I. pi. 70 (thanka-
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giving of a family to Esculapius and Hygieia?) and 71, 1. p. 420. Doubt-
less then to the non traditi vultus belong Lysippus' Seven wise men, and

JEsop (Anth. Pal. Plan. 332), after which may have been executed the

hermae of Cassias' villa, with inscription beneath, and the jEsop of the

Villa Albani without any. The figure of Solon also at Salamis which
JEschines declared to be very old, was not raised 50 years before Demos-

thenes, De falsa leg. p. 420. Of Lysippus' Socrates, Diog. L. ii, 43. conip.
Vise. pi. 18. (On the gems of Socrates, which are for the most part alle-

gorical or fantastical, Chifflet's Socrates). The wealth of the Greeks
even in statues of these early times is shown especially by Christod. and
the enumeration of female statues by Greek masters in Tatian adv. Gr.

52. p. 168.

5. On sculptors of literary men Plin. xxxv, 2. xxxiv, 19, 26 sqq comp.
.121. R. 3. Busts of learned men as ornaments of museums, probably

in those of Alexandria and Pergamon, as well as that of Asinius Pollio,
then also in private collections, Pers. Prol. 5. Juv. ii, 4. vii, 29. Lipsius
De biblioth. 9. Gurlitt s. 240. comp. s. 305. R. 4. On the delicate percep-
tion of character see especially Sidon. Apollin. Epist. ix, 9. The geometer
Euclid was sculptured with fingers apart and arched, the finger-counting

Chrysippus with his bent together, Aratus as singer of the stars (although
indeed only from books) with neck bent backwards. The two last arej
seen thus on coins of Soli (Vise. pi. 57, 1.) hence Visconti recognisesf

Chrysippus in a bust in the Villa Albani.

As to philosophers we know from coins Pythagoras (TlvSetyogw 3-
pwy, Cab. d'Alher pi. 16, 16. Comp. . 181. R. 1.), Heraclitus and Anaxa-

goras (Vise, pi A, 2.), from undoubted busts Socrates, Plato, Carneades,
Theon of Smyrna, Aristotle (statue in the Spada palace), Theophrastus,
Antisthenes, Diogenes (interesting statue in V. Albani) ; Zeno the Stoic!

(whose bust at Naples Visconti takes for the Eleatic Zeno, assigning tof

the stoic another unauthenticated one
; [Leucippus, Avellino Opusc. i. p!

198.] the excellent statue of an elderly man in the tribon, M. Cap. i, 90*

Bouill. ii, 26., belongs to neither), Chrysippus, Poseidonms, Epicurus and

Metrodorus, Hermarchus. (

As to poets we find on coins Alcseus, Sappho (the busts are uncer-

tain, and the vase at Vienna published by Steinbucnel, Vienna 1821, Mil-

lingen Un. 33, 34. Maisonneuve 81., although the inscription may be ge-
nuine, [a clay relief from Melos in the Brit. Mus. represents the same
scene] cannot however be regarded as a portrait, which is furnished on
the contrary by the bronze coin published by AUier de Hauteroche,
Notizie intorno a Saffo di Ereso. 1822. comp. Plehn Lesbiaca p. 189 sqq.
Gerhard Kunstbl. 1825. No. 4. 5. Brondsted Voy. p. ii. p. 281.), Anacreon,
Stesichorus (exactly after the statue mentioned by Cic. Verr. ii, 35.).
[Anacreon with his little dog, vase in the Brit. Mus. Sam. Birch, Archscol.
L. xxxi. p. 256. Repetition in Rome, Bull. 1846. p. 81. Cydias with a
lute, XAIPE XAIPE KTAIA2, on a vase Catal Magnoncour, comp.
Getting, Anz. 1840. s. 597 ff. Two statues found at Monte Calvo in

1836, and belonging probably to the nine Muses are Anacreon and pro-
bably Tyrtasus, both in the Borghese Mus. Supposed busts of Anacreon
Neapels Ant. Bildw. s. 100. no. 343. Another M. Worsl. iii, 3.] In mar-
ble works, Sophocles (from the Prytaneion of Athens? M. Worsl. i, 2, 1.),

[the splendid statue in the Lateran and pictures M. d. I. iv, 27, 28. Ann.
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xviii. tv. E p ] Euripides (a statuette important in a literary point of

view L. 65. Winck. M I. 168. Clarac pi. 294.) [Statue standing Chia-

ram. ii, 23. sitting in Dresden, Leplat pi. iii. Clarac pi 841. n. 2098 D.

many busts, Euripides is also in several instances united with Soph, in

double busts ; likewise in relief in a goblet from Athens Bull. 1842. p.

172.] Menander and Poseidippus (statues full of life and truth, but of

a certain effeminacy and flabbmess, POL iii, 15 16 Bouill. ii, 24. 25.

[Clarac pi. 841
] Schlegel Dramat Poesie i, at the conclusion), Moschion.

[Clarac pi. 840 D. no. 2122 A.]

In orators, busts of Isocrates, Lysias, Demosthenes and JUschines

(also in Millingen Un. Mon. ii, 9. ; we recognise in him o *AoV dtyi$ in

like manner as we see m Demosthenes the fiery and impassioned patriot ;

statue of Demosthenes, now in the Vat,, G. M. Wagner Ann. d I, viii.

d. 159. [M. Chiaram. ii, 24. On a bust Avellino 1841. coxnp. N. Bhein.

Mus. iii. p. 274. Schroder Ueber die Abbild. des Demosth. Braunschweig

1842]), Leodamas. Historians: Herodotus and Thucydides. Rheton-

ciam: Epaphroditus,, JSlius Aristides. (On the Vatican statue of API2-
TIAHS 2MTPNE02 see Mai script, vet, nova coll. i. p. Ii. Gerhard,
Beschr. Roras ii, ii. s. 330

).
A victorious rhetorician from Alexandria,

Amalth. iii. Tf. 8. Herodes Atticus from Marathon M. Pourtal&s pi. 37.

Physicians: Hippocrates, Asclepiades and others (especially in minia-

tures). The astronomer Hipparchus on coins of Nicaea, with the globe,

Mionnet Suppl. v. p. 91. [Yisconti Iconogr. Gr, pi 26. Measuring with
the compasses on the globe with the ecliptic and the equatorial circle,

Urlichs Dreizehn Gemmen aus der Sammlung der Frau Mertens-Schaaf-

hausen Bonn 1846. no, 8.]

6. Among the Athenian statesmen there are undoubted portraits of

Miltiadcs (comp Paus. x, 10.), Themistocles (however what Visconti pro-
duces is still doubtful ; honorary statue of a statesman, sitting, in Lord

Egremont's collection, Spec. ii. 7.
;
on the other hand a bearded head with

sailor's cap and laurel wreath, with individual features, on staters of

Lampsacus is without doubt Themistocles, the ancient lord of Lampsacus),
Pericles (after Ctesilaus . 121., the helmet covers the pointed head, a

bust in Munich 18G. shows also the Ionic fashion of wearing the hair

among the elder Athenians), Alcibiades who was often sculptured in his

time, but whose herma PCI. vi, 31
,
little corresponds to the fame of his

beauty, comp. Welcker Zeitschr. s. 457. Aspasia is the first woman of

whom there exists an authentic likeness, in a bust of the PCL vi, 30. The
noble figure M. Borb. i, 50. Neapels Ant. s, 105. is arbitrarily called Aris-

tides. It is JEschines, see Vescovali in the Bull. 1835. p. 47, The sup-

position that the fine statue PCI. ii, 43, Bouill. ii, 23. is Phocionhas been

abandoned by Visconti himself, comp. vii. p. 100. The statue of the Spar-
tan Lycurgus PCL in, 13. is very doubtful. On Alexander . 129, 4. 158,

2 [Clarac pi. 837 840 A ] Alexander's likeness was even much worn as

an amulet, Trebell. Trig. 14. A coffer with Alexander's head at Dessau

(with ram's horns and diadem), Kunstbl. 1830, No. 37. The contorniati

also represent his procreation by the dragon.

7, The coins of Hiero and Gelon were either struck in after times in

honour of the tyrants (according to Yisconti), or belong entirely to Hiero II.

and Gelon II., the son of Hiero II. ; those ascribed to Theron are partly
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forged and partly erroneously explained. Avellino Opuscoli i, iii. The effi-

gies of the Macedonian kings before Alexander are discredited by Vis-

conti ii. p. 79. perhaps with reason ; he explains what are taken for them
to be heads of heroes. I refer entirely to Yisconti's great work for the

heads of the kings of Macedonia, Thrace (only dating from near the close

of its independence, for the supposed Lysimachus is Alexander), Epirus,

lUyTia, the Pseonians, the Sicilian tyrants (I omit Sparta as the head of

Cleomenes is very uncertain), the princes of Pergamon, Bithynia (among
them the unknown queens Orodaltis and Musa-Orsobaris), the Cappado-
cian, Pontic (from 268 before till 40 years after Christ), Bosporan (from
289 before till 320 years after Christ), and Armenian kings, as well as some
small dynasties in Cilicia, the Seleucidse, as well as the later kings of

Commagene and other Syrian districts, of Osroene, Mesopotamia and

Characene, the Herodiads, the Arsacids, the Grecian kings of Bactriana, the

Indo-Hellenic and Indo-Scythian sovereigns (see Todd Trans, of the Asiatic

Soc. i, ii. p. 313. Tychsen Commentat. rec. Soc. G-ott. vi. p. 3. Kohler
Med, Grecques de rois de la Bactriane. Pet. 1822. Suppl. 1823. Mem.
Bom, iv. p. 82. Schlegel N. Journ. Asiatique 1828. p, 321. K. Eochette
Journ. des Sav. 1834. Juin, Juill. 1836. Fevr. Mars. Notice sur quelques
Med. G-recques ined. de laBactriane P. 1834. Suppl. and deuxi&ne Suppl. ex-

trait du Journ. des Sav. 1836. [3 Suppl. Fevr. 1839. 1844. p. 108.] comp.
Grotefend Zeitschr. f. A, W. 1835. s. 836. Al. Burnes Travels in Bokhara
vol. ii. p. 457. pi. 3. 4. Elucidations by Wilson and Prinsep, Gdttmg.
Anz. 1835. s. 397 ff. Hannoversche Blatter f. Miinzkunde 1834, no. 11.

[1836. no. 26.] Coins of king Kadphises Bull. 1834. p. 240. On the coins of

General Allard Journ. Asiat. iii
?
5. T. 1. K 2. p. 142 ), of the Ptolemies, and

later Cyrensean and Mauretanian princes. [In Clarac who gives pi 1023

1028, from Visconti's work the other heads of famous Greeks, and 1078

1081, the kings are 10291042, the Arsacids pi 104345, the Sassa-
nids 104661. Lenormant sur le classement des medailles qui peuvent
appartenir aux treize premiers Arsacides IsTouv. Annales de Tlnst. ii. p.
191 236.] Antiochus VIII. and Cleopatra his mother on an onyx in the
Mus. Francianum, Frohlich tb. 1. [The Author sui ritratti del 1. and
2. Ptolomeo in monete e cammei Ann. xii. p. 262. Arsinoe Philadelphi,
according to the Due de Luynes, marble head in Count Pourt.'s coll. from
Alexandria, M. d. I. iii, 33. Ann. xiii. p. 296. Birch Unedit. Coin of De-
metrius II. Numism. Chron. vol. pi. 5. p. 78.]

1 421. In Rome the likenesses of kings, and men of the early
republic may have been designed from the wax figures in the
atrium; which themselves again were sometimes purely ideal
creations, as in the case of the first kings, and sometimes were
taken from the family features of the descendants. The ear-
liest authentic busts we have, of a decided portrait character,
seem to be those of Scipio Africamis the Elder. Cesar's like-
ness was the first that was placed on coins during life; this

example was followed by the murderers of Csesar, and the
2 triumvirs. The iconography of the Roman emperors has been

referred to above (. 199. sqq.) as the main source of the his-
3 tory of art for the period; it lies before us in great complete-

ness, while busts of Roman poets and men of learning are
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preserved in much smaller number than those of the Greeks.
The Herculanean discoveries show us what a host of honorary 4

statues, and sometimes how excellent ones among many mere
mechanical "works were also erected by Roman municipia.

1. On the coins of families, heads of Romulus, Tatius, Numa, (also a

bust) and Ancus, in Vise , comp Stieglitz K fam. Rom. p. 96. . 181. R. 1.

Then Junius Brutus, Posthumius Regillensis and others. Scipio's busts

are known by the scar on his forehead in the form of a cross. Hannibal,
Vise. Icon. Gr. pi. 55, 6. 7. Impr. d. I. iii, 86. ? Quinctius Flamininus .

160. R. 4. Even Sylla occurs only on coins of Q. Pompeius Rufus, Pom-

pey on those of his sons. M Antony the triumvir Impr. d. I. iv, 91.

Pompey's heroic statue in the Spada palace, Maffei Race 127. [Clarac pi.

911.] disputed by CL Fea, Osserv. 1812., defended by G. A. Guattani 1813.,

also by Vise. i. p. 118. Of Caesar, especially a Farnesian and a Capitoline

bust, [one in Berlin and one in the Oasali palace, Rome, statue of Agrippa
in the Grimani palace, Venice] Edm. Figrelius De Statuis illustr. Roman-
orum. Holmiae 1656.

2. In the series of the emperors probably endeavours at completeness
were made even in antiquity, so that of Domitian, only one of whose
likenesses is said to have escaped destruction (Procop. Hist. Arc. 9. p.

296.), many however soon existed again. Comp. . 199, R. 4. 5. Vitellius*

busts according to Visconti date from the sixteenth century ;
that how-

ever in the museum of Mantua is esteemed genuine, also perhaps the

colossal bust at Vienna. [Statues of the emperors from Caesar down to-

Constantine, Clarac pi. 911980. Heads pi. 1054 sqq.]

3. Authentic but not very accurate likenesses of Terence [from the

contorniatus at Gotha], Accius, Sallust, Horace, Apollonius of Tyana, and

Appuleius are furnished by the contorniati
;
of Virgil only by the minia-

tures of the Vatican and Vienna MSS. comp. Beschr. Roms ii, ii. s 347.

(the bust at Mantua, M. Nap. iv, 73., is not genuine). Busts of Terence,,

[a Terentius with a comic mask on the bend of the right arm was added ta

the Mus. of the Capitol in 1839, Annali xii. tv. G. p. 97. Colossal bust of

Maecenas in a private house at Rome, copied in marble in the Mus. at

Naples, Di un busto di C. C. Mecenate, Parigi 1837.] Q. Hortensius,

Cicero (very many spurious, that in the Mattel pal., now in the posses-

sion of the Duke of Wellington, is defended by Visconti against S. Cle-

mente ;
there is a similar one in Munich 224., comp. Beschr. Roms ri, ii.

s. 8.),
and Jun. Rusticus the younger. Seneca (Maffei 128.) is known

with certainty through the double herma found in V. Mattei. Lor. R&

Seneca e Socrate. 1816. and in the Atti d. Ace Arch. ii. p. 157. The head

of Lucretius is given on a gem (LVCR.), Impr. d. Inst. ii, 78.

4. Family of Balbus . 199. R. 7. M. Borb. ii, 3843. Herculanean

women 199. R. 7. The costume of the elder one again occurs exactly

alike in Julia Domna, M. Franc, . iii, 18., the other is pointed out as a virgin

by the unveiled head, after the old custom in art (Paus x, 25, 2. Valer.

Max. vi, 3, 10.). Ordinary municipal statues in many museums, for exam-

ple Clarac pi. 351. [pi. 891-910.] Statues of ordinary persons were not so

rare as some suppose (Beschr, Roms i. s. 332.) ;
the same thing was free

to every one as well as to Herodes Atticus who erected numerous statues
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of his pupils as hunters at his country-seats, Philostr. Y. Soph. ii, 1, 10.

Arminius or Decebalus Spec. ii. 49. [according to Gottling Thusnelda

and Thumelicus, Jena 1843. fol. The son of Arminius and his wife the

col. statue in the loggia de' lanzi at Florence.]
For the literature of Iconographies. The earliest were that of Varro,

. 322, 7. (it consisted of 100 weekly parts, an epigram seems to have

accompanied each statue), and that of Atticus which was on a similar

plan, Plin. Nepos Att. 18. Illustrium imagines ex ant. marmoribus e

Mbliotheca Fulvii Ursini. 1569. 70. Illustr. virorum ut extant in urbe

expressi vultus cselo Augustini Veneti. R. 1569. Illustr. imag. del Tho.

Gallseus. 1598, (Enlargement of the first work). Commentary on it by
Jo. Faber. 1606. Iconografia- da G. A. Canini, ed. M. A. Canmi. R. 1669.

(very uncritical). Illustr. vet. philosophorum, poetarum, etc. imagines
cum expl. I. P. Bellori. R. 1685. Gronov's Thes. Ant. Gr. T. i. ii. iii. (of

little use). E. Q. Yisconti Iconographie Grecque P. 1811. 2 vols. 4to.

Icon. Romaine. P. 181 /. T. i, continued by Mongez T. ii. 1821 iii. 1826".

iv. 1829. Gurlitt's Yersuch uber die Bustenkunde (1800 ),
Archaol. Schr.

s. 189. (the catalogue of portraits preserved is now very much to be thin-

ned). Hirt ueber das Bildniss der Alien, Schr. der Berl. Akad 1814. s.

1. [Griechenlands Schriftsteller und a. merkw. Manner nach Antiken

gezeichnet 1 4. Lief. Leipz 1828. 29. 4. unscientific.] Scenes from life,

with significant names, on vases
;
M. d. I. ii, 44. E. Braun Ann. ix. p. 189.

B. REPRESENTATIONS OF A GENERAL KIND.

1. RELIGIOUS TRANSACTIONS.

1 422. Among sculptures taken from ordinary life, but
considered general, by far the greatest number, for reasons

which lie in the history of art, refer to the service of the gods
2 and to the ceremonies and games connected therewith. Re-

ligious solemnities are represented simply and compendiously
on Greek reliefs, on Roman sculptures with greater fullness

3 and more attention to details. Libations especially, offerings
of every kind and the enwreathing and adorning of the

images of the gods, are exhibited in vase-paintings, but always
with Greek freedom in the treatment of the actual transaction.

4 Here are to be found with especial frequency SACRIFICES TO
THE DEAD (which have been for the most part misunder-

stood); inasmuch as cippi (. 286.), often inscribed with

names, ornamented with helmets, vases, also columns or en-
tire temple-like heroa (. 294. 8.), in which armour hung,
vases stood, branches were stuck, and the form of the departed
was often also bodily present, were carefully honoured, espe-
cially by the women of the family, by entwining with fillets,

anointing with oil, pouring wine from phialse and karchesia

(. 298. 299.), and offerings from baskets (xavS . 300.) and
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caskets (%//3wr/cc3
. 297.)- The representation of the deceased 5

as a hero with attributes from gymnastic and hunting life,

such as we usually find it in vase-paintings, already occurs

also on grave-pillars in reliefs of the early Greek style. It is 6

also interesting to see the consecration (fdgu&g) of hermse and
statues presented to our view on ancient works of art, parti-

cularly gems. Persons occupied at the service of the altar 7

were also, especially when their functions introduced a signi-

ficant and pleasing attitude., early represented in statues, often

in an established style appropriated thereto, as in the Cane-

phori and other maidens officiating in temples.

2. Examples in Athena Dionysus, Pan, Priapus. (To these also be-

long the gems in which a woman with naked bosom presents doves, Wi-

car iii, 40.). The rural sacrifices in the L. 163. 762. Bouill. iii, 58, 4. 97,

1. Clarac pi 217. 223.; M Worsl. ii,
22. are very naively represented.

Rural sacrifice to Hercules and Priapus ( 411. R. 5.) of great truth, from

the Rondanini palace, in Munich 131. Winck. M. I. 67. Guattani 1788.

p. iii. Sacrifice to Bacchus , 390. R 4. Sacriiice to Libera, fine relief,

L. 159. Clarac pi. 217. Fine reliefs, women leading a sacrificial bull (as

in Hermione) POL v, 9.
;
Wicar iv, 29. comp. the vase-painting G-ori M.

Etr. i, 163. We often see on Greek reliefs processions of men with their

arms enveloped and pressed close to the body ;
the deities who receive

them appear of gigantic size, M. WorsL i, 1. 9. 10, 11.; L 261. Bouill.

in, 57, 2. Clarac pi. 212. Many sacrificial representations on gems, Lip-

pert, i. s. 313 344. Suppl. s. 100 108. M. Plor. ii, 72 77. Roman suo-

vetaurilia on the col. Trajani; St. S. Marco i, 50.
;
L. 176. 751. Bouill. ii,

97 iii, 63, 2. Clarac pi. 219. 221. Capitoline sacrifice L, 41. Bouil. iii,

62, 1. Clarac pi 151 Sacrifices as Vota Publica on coins, for instance

Vaillant de Camps p. 43. Complete Roman sacrifice, Passeri Luc. i, 35.

36. Strues et ferctum on a table before Jupiter, Hid. i, 31. Haruspicina,

Wmck. M. 1. 183. L. 439. Bouill. iii, 60, 3. Clarac pi. 195. comp. PCI.

vii, 33.
-

Auspices, relief, 0*. di Pir. St. 142. Boissard iv, 68., comp. the

author's Btrusker ii. s. 125. Prequent on Roman family coins. On the

lituus Clarke Archsool. Brit. xix. p. 386. The supposed Dodonsean sacri-

fice L. 551. Clarac pi. 214., is a kriobolion of the Phrygian worship (the

bells hanging on the tree agree therewith), comp. . 395. R. 3. Scenes

from the JEgyptian religious ceremonies on Roman altars, M. PCI. vii,

14., and on wall-paintings, among others M. Borb. x, 24.

3. When, in vase-paintings, a white-coloured figure is danced about

and adorned by others of ordinary colour, and also of the female sex (for

ex, Laborde i, 9.), this is certainly an iwry-image, as in Philostr. ii, 1.

an ivory Aphrodite is celebrated by her hierodulsa in myrtle bowers.

So is also perhaps Maisonn. 23, to be recognised as an ivory Aphrodite

surrounded by hierodulae ;
before her there is a basin with a goose. In

Millingen Div. 41. a temple statue of Aphrodite is known by the rich or-

naments on the throne and drapery, and the thymiaterion standing be-

fore her. Lustrations . 362. R. 3. Amphidromia (lustration of a child

around the burning hearth) on vases from Volci, Ann. iii. p. 155. The

Daemon Amphidromus on Etruscan bronzes, according to R. Rochette M.
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I. 42, 2. p. 229. [Panathenaic procession, archaic, Gerh. Etr. u. Oampan.
Yasenbilder Tf. 2. 3.]

4. See for example Tischb. ii, 15. 30. iii, 40. Millingon Gogli. 26. 45.

49. Div. 14, 16. 17. 18. 19. 39. 48. 58. Un. Mon. 37. Milhn i, 16. 21. La-

"borde i, 13. On the vase in Millin ii, 38. (who sees here mysteries of

Jasion, as well as in ii, 32.) stands a %ga$ of the kind in the small temple?
to whom are brought fans, mirrors, boxes of clothes, in which doubtless

he took pleasure when in life. Tomb, de Canosa pi. 4. the hero sits with

a staff in his hand in his little temple ; a youth enters with a phiale and

prochus (. 298. R. 2. 3.) in order to make a libation ; others bring in

the xregiffftarot'. R. Rochette M. I. pi. 30.: a heroon with pyramidal roof,

within which is the stele, vases of a black colour beside it, persons with

offerings around. Comp. pL 45. . 397. R. 1. Maisonn. pi. 10. the dead

man sits beside an Ionic grave-pillar, . 54. R. 3. and receives libations.

Heroon of a Citharoedus, Maisonn. 39. On the vase of the form of a

marriage vase, M. Borb. vii, 23. Inghir. Vasi fitt. 42., stands the dead
woman as Aphrodite beside a vase of exactly the same form in a heroon

(probably a maid who died a bride) ; on the reverse a cippus, offerings-

around. Heroa on lamps, Passeri iii, 44. Sacrifices for the dead repre-
sented by boys, cock-fights introduced, on a sarcophagus, Bomll. iii, 44, 4.

5. To the oldest representations of a deceased man as fyus belong the

two strikingly corresponding steles of an Orchomenian, DodwelFs Tour
i. p. 243., and Meddix a Gampanian [the inscription does not belong to the
stele and is now separated from it], R. Rochette M. I. pi. 63. (as Odys-
seus), where gymnastic attributes and a dog are given to the figure of

the departed which leans upon a staff, above . 96. No. 28.

6. Gonsecrationes of this sort (comp. . 66, 2., 383. R. 3.), Raponi P.

gr. 5, 5. Bartoli Luc. ii, 28. The woman entwining a flower with taenia,
Tischb. Yases iii, 49., is to be explained from Theocr. 18, 48: 'Exli/o&g-

Qvrov *;>/, Gomp. Gerhard Ant. Bildw. 17, 2. Ofmantic usages prophecy
by means of the g// (Lobeck De Thriis, now Aglaoph. p. 814.) was par-
ticularly represented, Millingen Div. 29. The Pythia . 362. R. 3.

7. Canephori of Polyclitus, Amalth. iii. s. 164. Found in the Yia

Appia, by Grito and Nicolaus of Athens, in Yilla Albani, Winck. W. vi,
1. s. 202. Three in Yilla Albani, Gerhard A. Bildw, Tf. 94. Clarac pL
442. 443. Others ibid, and 444. Of others found near Frascati (Cava-
ceppi ni, 28.), ibid. v. s. 21. 332. and elsewhere. In the Brit. Mus. Terrac.

pL 29. In Munich 166 sqq. Yirgins of bronze, in genuine Attic garb
(. 339. R. 4.), and in the style of . 96. No. 17., with the motion of the
hand toward the head peculiar to the Caryatides (. 365. R. 5.), and simi-
lar others referable to religious usages, M. Borb. ii, 4 7. Maidens of
the same form and costume advancing to a temple, in the relief G. Giust*

ii, 64. The archaic relief, Cavaceppi iii, 13. belongs to a similar proces-
sion. Panathenaic virgins on the temple of Pallas Polias . 109. R. 4. ;

one of these in the Yatican 1 Beschr. Roms, ii, ii. s. 105. [M. Chiaram. ii,
44. It has been shown that this one is not derived from the Pandroseum.
A good statue similar to it stands overlooked in the court of the Giustiniani

palace Rome.] Bronze statue found at Piombino in 1812, of old Pelopon-
nesian school of art (lips, eyebrows and nipples were silvered) [see . 306.
R. 3.], of great truth to nature and individuality, a lampadephoros accord-
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ing to R. Rochette, Ann. d. Inst. v. p. 193 sqq. 323. M. d. I. i. 58. 59.

[ClaracpL 482 A, Bull. 1832. p. 196. The author in the Hall. A.L. Z. 18351
Jun. s. 186. Inscr. on the foot

'

bSavaot Isxarcw. According to Letronne
Apollo Philesius Ann. vi.p. 198236,, Patroos according to Panofka ibid,

p. 233., similar
^statues

tv. d'agg. D. E. Letronne Explication d'une in-

scription trouvee dans I'interieur d'une st. ant. en bronze P. 1843. 1845,
4to. R. Rochette, Questions de 1'hist. de 1'art. 1846. p. 191210.,' is op-
posed to Apollo, for he supposes it to be a young victor in the games, and
the execution to be old, not archaistic, as well as that the inscription is

of equal antiquity, although several things in it seem to point distinctly
enough to a later period, even to the first century before Christ. Two
long curls have certainly become a prevailing test of Apollo (191 201

) ;

yet the whole attitude of this beautiful statue is too much in agreement
with the Milesian Apollo Spec, i, 12., Muller D. A. K. i, 4, 21. Clarac pi.
483. no. 930, to admit of any doubt that it is Apollo. These long tresses
too are not an invariable sign, and are wanting in the Nani or Pourtales

Apollo, in that in the Spec, i, 5., Brit. Mus. iii, 4. D. A. K. i, 4, 22. and
on the Milesian Apollo ibid. tf. 15, 61,, Millin P. gr. pi. 6., on the statue
in the Brit. Mus., Spec, ii, 5. The colossal Apollo also at Delos had a
profusion of hair falling down on the neck, and the border of small curls
in front, but hardly long curls hanging down upon the breast. The lead
inscr. drawn from the eye of the statue, containing the names of two
Rhodian artists incomplete, which was at first suspected to be a trick of
the Dubois, possibly indeed belong, not probably however, to a later time
than the work itself. C. Curtius also in the Kunstbl, 1845. s. 166. consi-
ders it an imitation of the old style, chiefly from the excellence of the

modelling behind when compared with the foreside which is inten-

tionally neglected, the former according to Letronne betraying the
influence of the schools of Praxiteles and Lysippus.] A daduchos
(rather Selene) M. Borb. v. 22. Statue of a slave roasting the entrails
of the sacrifice . 121. R. 3.; the same subject in a vase-painting in
Micali tv. 97, 2., comp. 96, 2. Priestess of Ceres, PCI. iii, 20. Sacri-
ficial servant of Ceres with a young pig on his shoulder, in Lord Egre-
mont's coll

, Spec. 68. A woman offers up incense in a v[Ata,rviyw, Eros

[hermaphroditic, as the so-called genius of the mysteries] brings a tsenia.

Stackelb. Tf. 35. Hellenic mode of taming the sacrificial bull, Eurip.
Hel. 1582 (1561) sqq. retvgoy gea,p&v El. 821. [Baubo, Millingen Annali
xv. tv. E. p. 72.] Camillus in the palace of the Conservator!, a pleasing
figure in bronze, Maffei Race. 24. ; similar L. 739. 740. M. Borb. vi, 8.

Vestal virgins may be recognised by the vitta, G-. M. 332. 33., comp. Vise.

PCI. iii. p. 26. Head of a priest with the apex, in Munich 193. Feciales

on coins of the Italian empire, Micali tv. 115, 15,, of Capua, N. Brit. 2, 9.,

and Rome, and on engraved stones, especially one found in Samnium,
probably from the ring of a general of the Italic!, Micali tv. 117, 16.,

comp. Impr. d. Inst. ii, 67. Ancilia, Wicar iii, 22. Archigallus . 395. R,
4. Priestess of Cybele, with inscription, PCI. vii, 18. Priest of Isis as
in Appuleius, PCI. vii, 19. Mon. Matth. iii, 24. Roman ladies often in
the costume of priestesses of Isis, also with moveable head-dress, PCI. vi,
16. Maff. 93. Fine statue of an adorans femina (Plin.) with peculiar
cast of drapery, PCI. ii, 47, (Pietas), Bouffl. ii, 29. and above . 393. R 3.

Bronze, Ant. Ere. vi, 83. M, Borb. v, 21., comp. Bottiger Kunstmythologie
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s. 51. For the history of incense Hase Palaeologus s. 76. [Statues of

priests Clarac pi. 768 B, priestesses pi. 762 0.]

2. AGONES.

1 423. GYMNASTICS constituted that phase of Grecian life

which, was most completely reflected in art, on account of the

natural affinity in which it stood to sculpture. The most per-
fect transference of gymnastic forms to the materials of the

plastic art, that grove of brazen statues of victors in the

temple-courts of Olympia and Pytho, are indeed lost to

us, and only a few excellent remains of the kind are left;

however, from the marble copies, reliefs, vase-paintings and

gems, a very complete cyclus of representations can still be

composed, and these also certainly enable us to penetrate

deeper than has hitherto been done, into the science of the

cyjitMra, or methods and artifices, of the ancient corporeal ex-

2 ercises. Short curling hair, robust limbs, a powerful devel-

opment of the form, and comparatively small heads charac-

terize the entire class of figures; the bruised ears (. 329, 7.)
and prominent muscles distinguish in particular the boxers

3 and pancratiasts. It was a leading aim with ancient art to

represent with perfect truth the particular form of body and
characteristic motions belonging to the different kinds of com-

bat, and these were also indicated in the statues erected in ho-

4 nour of the victors (. 87, 3.) ;
but the athletes were also sculp-

tured as frequently in actions which were common to all, such
as the anointing of the body, praying for victory, encircling
the head with the victorious fillet, and very frequently in

5 quite a simple and tranquilly firm posture; these statues,
which some time ago often received false names (for example
Genius prsestes), for the most part held perhaps garlands in
their hands; palms also served, as in Hermes, to point out

6 their significance. Amidst the numerous figures which appear,
particularly in vase-paintings, as superintendents of the exer-
cises3 we may chiefly expect to find the aliptas or teachers of

gymnastics, whose fame was intimately bound up with that
of their pupils.

1. Mercurialis De arte gymnastica furnishes little that can be relied
on regarding ancient monuments. [Krause Gymnastik u. Agonistik der
Hellenen aus den Schriften u. Bilderwerken 1, 2. Th, 1841 with 28 pi.
The same author Die Pythien, Nemeen u. Isthmien aus den Schriften u.

Bildw. 1841 with pi. Die Olympien 1838 without sculptures.]

3. [Athletes Clarac pi. 854 D
ffl] Runners . 122, 3. Ant. Ere. vi, 58.

59. M. Borb. v, 54. (according to others wrestlers or discoboli). On Vol-
centine vases the stadiodromi run in fours towards the right, the diaulo-
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dromi in threes or fives in the same direction, the dolichodromi on the
contrary towards the left, Anibrosch Ann. d. Inst. v. p 64. The race is

represented here rather in a conventional manner than with truth to na-
ture. The statue PCI. iii, 27. was perhaps rather raised to a female run-
ner of Domitian's time (Dio Cass. Ixvii, 8.), than a Spartan woman.
Leapers on vases, Tischb. iv, 43. M. Borb. iii, 13. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 67.

(with spring-weights and spring-poles, which others take for javelins).
Gems, Tassie pi 46, 7978, Caylus iii, 21, 4. Micali tv. 116, 16. On the

farces Welcker Zeitschr. i. s. 38., and the spring with the lance 121.
R. 2. Leaping through the rope, Grivaud Antiq. Gaul. pi. 23. Leaping
over others, gem, Caylus iii, 86. Tassie tv. 46, 7980. Leaping over stakes
with hatoeres, ibid. 46, 7978. The real dff*a*i&si, <r*6fatpa*i&y, Epioharm.
Discoboli; the one in the act of throwing by Myron 122 R 3. comp.
Nonnus xxxvii, 682 sqq. [in the Lansdowne coll. Clarao pi. 829. no. 2085

A., in the Brit. Mus. 859, 2194 b.
;
in the Massimi pal. 863, 2194 a

] ;

the one preparing for the contest, also in several copies, PCI iii, 26.

Bouill. ii, 17 ; Borgh, 7, 9. in the L. 704. Bouill. iii, 17, 5.; in Mr.
Duncombe's coll., Yorkshire. One in England in Cavaceppi Stat.

Ristaur.
i, 42. Impr. d. Inst. iv, 69. On gems, Impr. d. Inst ii, 87. Wall-

painting, M. Borb. ix, 52 On vases generally stepping out, Tischb. i,

54. iv, 44. Maisonn. 25.
; beginning the action of throwing, Gerhard Ant.

Bildw. 68, 1. Yictorious discobolus with all the ensigns of victory, gem,
M. Flor. ii, 17, 2, On the pentathlon on the vases of Volci (represented
by leaping, throwing the javelin, and the discus), Ambrosch. p. 84. The
youths with mattocks, who figure at the exercises of the pentathlon, for

example Maisonn. 25., Festus s. v. rutrum tenentis, refer to the $6^t of

the Gxapptx, for the leapers (see Dissen ad. Pind. N. v, 20,, they are some-
what differently interpreted by Welcker Zeitschr. s. 257. Rhein. Mus. i.

s. 77). Wrestlers elxgoxstgigopevoi on coins of Selge, Mionnet Descr, pi.

57, 3. 6., vases, Tischb. iv, 46., bas-reliefs, Guatt. 1785. p. liii. Vise. PCI.

vi, 37. Bouill. iii, 46, 9. Groups of wrestlers in bronze, from a chariot,
Gerhard Ant. Bildw. Tf. 119, 1 3. Boys wrestling, Pan above Impr, d.

Inst. iv, 65. Wrestlers d la Antceus, Grivaud Antiq. Gaul. pi. 20. 21.

Wrestling contest between a naked man and a woman (with girdle round
the middle), on vases from Volci, Ambrosch p. 78. The statue of a wrestler

of rather advanced age with powerful muscular development described by
Christod. 228. Pancratiast-~boy& in the celebrated symplegma at Florence,
G. di Fir. St. 121. 122. Maffei Race. 29. . 126, R. 4. (not vrahetiaral, with
whom throwing down decided, (comp, the wrestling ofBacchus and Ampe-
lus in Nonnus x, 365 sqq ) ; but the pancratiasts wrestled chiefly on the

ground.) A similar anaclinopale on the coins of Constantino, Pedrusi v,

26, 5. Polyclete's etvroKrsgvi&v, . 120. R. 3. may be conceived from

Stuart i. ch. 4. pi. 13. andih. ch. 13. pi. 11. On other (rwfA&r* vrfows

Ambrosch ibid. s. 76. Boxers^ statues, Bouill. iii
? 19, 2. 3. Caestuarius

in the Gentih palace at Rome, Gerhard 68, 3. ; in Dresden, 295. Aug. 109,

(in green marble) j torsos found on the Quirinal in 1739, described by
Ficoroni. Arms, Ant. Ere. vi, p. 1. vign. Reliefs, L. 736. Claracpl. 200.;

PCI. v, 36., where they have the hair bound into a tuft, like the
'

Ay^ysg-

. 406. R. 2. Vases, Tischb. i, 55. 56. Monument of a csestus-fighter in

Montf. iii, 168. according to Fabretti. Lampadedromia with saucer-

shaped sockets for the torches, as on coins of Amphipolis (Mionnet,
Descr. pL 49, 6 ), vase-painting, Tischb, ii, 25. iii, 48. [Dubois Voy. ea
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Crimee iv Serie pi. 13., vase from Panticapaeon, four youths, two with

torches, one of whom is crowned by Nike.] Lampadists painted by Pyr~
rhon in the Gymnasium at Elis, Diog. Laert. ix, 11, 62. Beliefs with in-

scriptions, Bargas-Macciucca Spiegazione di un raro marmo Gr. 1791. C.

I. 287; Caylus Recueil. i. p. xvii. 117. C. I. 242. Mosaic, Gerhard Ant.
Bildw. 63, 1. Glass-paste with a "h&pKo&ia^ Brondsted Voy. ii. vign. 36.

Vase Cab. Pourtales pi. 5. p. 28. Lampadedromia on horseback, on the

Pergamenian vase, Choiseul GoulF. Voy. ii. pi. 4. [now in Paris. An an-

tique paste, torch-runner, Brondsted Reise ii. s. 289. On a vase found
at Kertsch (Panticapseon), of later style introduced from Italy, the

beginning of a lampadophoria ;
the torch is kindled at the altar (of Pro-

metheus). According to a tracing.] Hadrian as 8ph<sristes in two groups
(according to Hase's interpretation), in Dresden 364-67. Aug. 57. 108.

Statues of Sphaerists, Vitr. vii, 5. M. Borb. vii, 47, 8. Gem with a sphas-
rist. Olenine Essai sur le costume et les armes des gladiateurs Article iv.

[Statues of sphaerists Gibelin in the Mem. de Flnst. Nat. iv, 492 sqq.]
Female combatant with a female flute-player, late Athenian hydria, [a

singular sport] Stackelb. Tf. 22. Cock-fighte in reliefs, L. 392. Olarac pL
200., vase-painting (in Vienna) and gems, . 391. R. 8. (Eros), Impr. d.

Inst. iv, 16. comp. . 381. R. 7. (Hermes). Cocks as symbols of combats
often on vases of Volci ; also a cock as herald, Ann. iii. p. 158, Ko'hler

L'Alectryophore, descr. d'une statue ant. Petersbourg 1830. [Cock-fights,
0. Jahn Archaol. Beitr. s. 437.]

4. An athlete anointing himself, an excellent statue in Dresden 400.

Aug. 37. 38. Similar on gems, Natter pi. 25, Tassie tv. 47, 7933. Ra-

poni 49, 3. Bracci. i, 51. 52., comp. the statues tv. agg. 26. Bouill. iii,

19, 4.
'

A.*o&6f*ew . 120. R. 3. 129. R. 1. 175. R. 2. Millingen Cogh. 15.

Youths with bathing apparatus, often on gems (Impr. d. Inst. i, 42.) and

vases, comp. . 298. R. 2, 4. A boy-athlete praying for victory (comp. .

87. R. 3.), in bronze, at Berlin, Levezow De juvenis adorantis signo.
Bouill. ii, 19. M. Franc., iv, 12. Presenting of Tcema, often on vases,
Laborde 6. The women who fasten them round are often perhaps to be

explained as the places of the game, comp. . 405. R. 5. Crowning of an

athlete, Stackelb. tf. 12. Polyclete's Diadumenos . 120. R. 3. Guattani
Mem. enc. v. p. 81. The prize-vases are often distinctly to be seen in.

vase-paintings, Laborde i, 8., gems, M. Flor. ii, 85, 2. Raponi 59, 4.,

lamps, Passeri ii, 98. 99., coins, where they stand on the tables of the

agones. A vanquished combatant Impr. d. Inst. iv, 71. Conqueror 72.

Sacrificial procession of a victor in the x&vis very instructive. Lid of a

sarcophagus in the Gaetani palace, Gerhard Ant. Bildw. Tf. 119, 4.

5. Athletes standing tranquilly, G. di Fir. St. 93, 124129. Bouill.

iii, 19, 5. To this class belong particularly many antique statues, such
as the young athlete in the Capitol, Winck. W. v. s. 550., the bronze and
the marble statue in the Florentine museum, Ed, s. 446, 566. (both larger
than life), the so-called genius from Pesaro, M. Flor. 45. 46. Winck. W.
iii. s. 189. 393. and several others. Advancing athlete ? statue, M. Borb.

vii, 42. Two statues of athletes restored as gladiators, M. Borb. viii, 7. 8,

in a certain antique style which recals Myron. Fine bronze head of an
athlete with a tscnia around the hair (eyes hollow, lips gilt), at Munich.
296. M. Hap. iv, 74.
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6. Youths with Cosmetae, Sophronistae, Bidyseoe or whatever they
may be called, in vase-paintings, Bdttiger Hercules in bivio p. 42. Stele

from Crisso (.X^yo-o) with an Agonothete, sitting, a roll in his hand, a

kithara before him, a garland hung upon it, strigil with lekythos, a

sphsora entwined (1), Stackelb. Graber Tf. 2, 3. [Monument of a youth
who had distinguished himself intellectually and in the palsestra or who
had conquered as Githaroedus, and had also been previously distinguished
in athletic games, like Plato and others.] Exercises in presence of the

Aliptao, vases of Volci, Ann. iii p, 157. On the difference between Ago-
nothetso (in tranquil attitude) and Mastigophori (rather Aliptse, in mani-

fold activity) Ambrosch s. 80 ff. The Zeus-resembling figures, with

cothurni, on coins of the Macedonian time (for example the Bithynian,
Visconti Icon. Gr. pi. 43, 3 8), seem to be Alytarchs, who appeared in

this costume at Antioch, Malalas p, 286. 310. ed. Bonn. Gymnastic chas-

tisements on vases, likewise gems, for example, Tassie tv. 46, 8031.

Double rod. Jason as physician examining a sick athlete, M. Pourtal&s

pi 20. C. I. no. 606.

424 Games with. HOESES were honoured and valued in 1

an equal degree with gymnic agones, and represented by
Greek artists with life and spirit. The Romans also took 2

pleasure in seeing their CIRCUS-GAMES sculptured and painted,

especially in mosaic; the favoured charioteers of the fac-

tlones, notwithstanding their intractable costume, also received

honorary statues, and there are many works of the kind pro-

duced even in latest antiquity and in the very rudest style.

The combats of the GLADIATOBS, although their costume also 3

could but little correspond to the Greek sense of art, gave

occupation at least to subordinate artists who painted walls

and adorned sepulchral monuments; we may assume that

such gladiatorial combats, hewn out on tombs or embossed on

grave-lamps, sometimes supplied the place of actual combats;

and instead of the full honour for the dead were meant to

furnish the deceased with a semblance thereof,

1. Ancient horse-bits M. Borb. viii, 32. Olenine [Bssai sur le costume

et les armes des Gladiateurs] Article v. p. 27., one from Italy pi, 12. Ca~

vedoni on some coins which refer to Olympian victories, Bull. 1837. p.

1 54. On the management of horses and art of riding among the ancients,

Hase Philologus s. 53. ambling s. 64. K&.wriore$ on coins of Kelenderis

and vases, Tischb. i, 52. ii, 26. The race of the X^TTYI, as it seems, ibid.

i,
53. The racing of the Apobatse, . 118, 2 b. Bigce, quadriga, often on

coins (exceedingly magnificent) and vases, especially prize-vases. On

both we see particularly the important moment when they sweep round

the meta, and when the Ssl/oo-g/gof describing the largest circle, the most

spirited horse, is finely presented to the eye. On vases of Volci, Athena

also stands by protecting the chariot. The arrangement of the xwrgo*

and the pcumt, with the clappers (comp. Soph. EL 727. Anth. Pal. vi. 246.)

is seen in Millingen Un. Mon. 1, 2. ;
the harness of the horses particular-

ly evident, ibid. 21. Parts of the chariot, on vase-paintings, Ambrosch

in loco p. 73, Comp the work of Ginzroth (only too prolix) Die Wagen
2Q
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u. Fahrwerke der Gr. u. Romer. 1817, 4to. especially s. Ill* The
in agones on vases have often marks, in Volci a kcles has a 2 ((ju^o^t*}.
Tho carrying and shoeing are, as it seems (notwithstanding Bookman u
and others deny such an age to the latter practice), exhibited on an old

Attic vasc-paiuting, Walpole Mem. p. 321. pi 3. Comp. Glass, Journ T.

xxxiv. p. 206. Ancient horsemanship. Tarentme coin 138. On the ty-

ing up horses' tails Olemne pi. 1C. p. 38. Mounting with the stirrup on
the lance, on. a gem (Winck. M. L 202. Tassie tv. 44, 7585), is evidently
another and later custom than that described by Xenophon, in which the

lanco only served as vaulting pole. TygQKfl&9
>

i^/ on horseback, relief,

Mann. Oxoru 11, 58. G-em (thus much to be recognised), Impr. d. lust. ii ?

76
k

.
;
on foot, on coins of Larissa, Mionn* Suppl. iii. pi. 12, 2., of Orannou I

M. I. d. Inst. 49. A 5.

2. See Montfaucon iii, 161 sqq. The contorniati give docursiouoH,

venationes, pugilatus, scenica, with many interesting details, Eckhel viii,

p. 292 if. On the statuso aurigarum see Anthol. Plan, v, Wmok. vi, L
s. 32L 373. PCI. ui, 31. A victorious, triumphing auriga in. the relief

Winck. M. I. 203.
;
others on coins of the sinking empire and gems of

latest art, Q-. di Fir. 24, 3. The Maian miniatures of the Iliad repre-
sent the chariot-raoers at the funeral games of Patroclus in the chequered
garments, with the narrow caps and broad girdles of the circus- char-

ioteers, tb. 55., comp. p. 23. The pompa circensis on a coin of Gordiamw
Pius, Buonarr. Med. 14, 5. Pompa of the emperor as Alytarch, on u
Perinthian coin of Caracalla, Hid. 9, 5., (procossus consularis accoiding to

p. 185)- Circensian procession, lid of a sarcophagus in San Lorensso before
the gates, chariot with elephants, on hand-barrows Cybele, Victoria, Ger-
hard A. Bildw. Tf. 120, 1. Maximin at Circus games, the circus very accu-

rate,but the perspective execrable, instructivefor the history of art, sarcoph.
relief, Gerhard Tf. 120, 2. Circus-racing in reliefs, G. Giust, ii, 94

;
(L di

Fir. St. 99. with names inscribed . gems, M. Flor. ii, 79. Lipp. i, ii, 472. 73. ;

terracotta in the British Museum 60.
; lamps in Bartoli t. 27. Passeri ui r

26. (very accurate) ; mosaics, Laborde, Mos. d'ltalica p. 27 sqq. especially
pi. 18. Artaud Descr. d'ime mosaique rcpi*6s dcs jeux du Cirque, decouv. &
Lyon. 1806. Amores Circenses 391. E. 5. The mappam mittere is

seen clearly in 3) A.Bracci Diss. sopra un clipeo votive spett. alia famiglia
Ardaburia, trov. 1769. nelle vie. d'Orbetello. Lucca 1771. The meta of
a small circus, with its ornaments, Zoega Bass. 34.

3, See . 211, E. 2. Pomp, painting, in which a circle is drawn for
the combat, Gell Pomp. pi. 75. A Cyrensean one, Pacho pi. r>3

3 1. Bub
the mosaic, Winck. M. I. 197. 198., comp. Fabretti Col. Traj. p 250 sqq,,
is particularly accurate. Also the relief on a Pomp sepulchral monu-
ment to Ccistricius Scaurus (Mirmillones, Sccutores, Thraces, lietiarii,
also gladiatores equites), Mazois i, 32. Steinbuchel Atlas 17. 18. Gladi-
ators (as bestiani, ludii, aurigse) frequently on sepulchral lamps, Pusswi
iii, 8., and gems, Lipp. i, ii, 475. Two wounded and falling gladiators 1

statues, M. Borb. v, 7. vii, 25. [darao pi. 854 C. D. 865-72. ccstiani pi.
856 858. Belief with gladiators from Pompeii, the most important of
all, Bull Napol. iii, p 86 sqq. iv, tv. 1., comp. Henzen Bull. d. I. 1846. p.
89. H. Brunn Berl. Jahrb. 1846. i. s. 724 sqq. Mosaic . 322 a. 4. Com-
bat with wild animate, large bas-relief, M. d. I. iii, 38. Honzon Ann.
xiv. p. 12] Costume of gladiators Olenine pi. 1. 10, on M. Borb. vii, 20.
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p. 14, hard workmanship. Combats at sepulchral monuments on Etrus-

can urns are likewise to be understood as denoting ludi funebres. They
probably occur also on Greek vases, according to Campanian custom, for

example Maisonn. 23.

425. The near relation in which the ART OF DANCING stood 1

to sculpture (. 77, 2.), has been yet but little indicated with

certainty in particular cases; many ancient modes of dancing,
however, can be pretty well recognised in vase -

paintings.
Keither MUSICAL contests nor THEATRICAL representations en- 2

couraged to imitation in the good times of art, their costume

being in general as ample and gorgeous as the plastic art re-

quired it simple and natural (, 336, 3.). Only those branches
of art which, neglecting severe principles, imitate life in

greater extension, as vase-painting, miniatures, mosaics, fur-

nish theatrical scenes in considerable number,

1, Of the dances in Athenseus we recognise pretty well on vases the

xs^o^ogoc, v3rsf&et t x,'htfff66$, %zl(> <rtfAq (Laborde i, 78.), yjua^ or ffxoveo$

(. 385. R. 4 h.), *o'g$flt (Laborde i, 68. 386. R. 3). The KSv6<pogo$ also

on wall-paintings, according to the Ed. of the Pitt. Ere. iii. p. 154. Kv-

/3/o-TJ2<5 in bronzes, Micali tv. 56, 2 5. earlier ed
;
female K. on vases,

Tischb. i. at the end. The so-called Horse, L. 20. V. Borgh. i, 14.

Bouill, ii, 95. Clarac pi 163,, are Dorian dancing girls, with unhooked

chiton, . 339, 1. A chorus- dance wherein a temple is adorned, L. 21.

Clarac pi. 163. A young maiden dancing in light dress with castagnettes,

vaso-paint. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 66. A female dancer OPXHCIO from the

Vatican Manuscript of Oosmas in Winck. W. vii. Tf. 8 C. [Female

dancers in terracotta Clarac pi. 776.] Dancing Galli (Chinese-looking),

striking small cymbals and tympana, mosaic by Dioscurides, M. Borb.

iv. 34.

2. Victorious citharoodi often on vases, for ex. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 58.,

comp. . 96. No. 23., also 99. No. 1. Splendid figure of a maiden playing

on the cithern, on the gem by Onesas, Wicar ii, 43. Citharoedus before

a tomb, Impr. d. I. iv, 80. Caricature of an infibulated citharcedus,

bronze, Winck. M. I. 188. A musical virtuosa playing at the same time

on a standing and lying stringed instrument, M Borb. i, 30. Fine vase-

picture of a concert of female players on the flute, the cithern and the

trigonon, together with female singers, Maisonn. 43. A female flute-

player and a female cithern -player, before an athlothete, Laborde i, 11.

The very interesting picture from the necropolis of Gyrene, Pacho pi. 49.

50., exhibits a double agon of auletse and citharcedi in full costume. The

three figures on vases with high stephane (oy*o$ ?) seem to be statues in

the stage costume of Hercules, Hermes and a third. Comp. therewith

Pitt. Ere. iv, 42. M. Borb. i, 31. especially the faithfully represented flute-

player. The Panfili relief in Wmck. M. I. 189. alludes to the theatrical

games given by Valerianus Paterculus at a celebration for the dead,

among other things by a Hercules in the stage costume.

The vase found at Aulis, Millm ii, 55. 56. represents a scene of the

Attic theatre with the theatre itself. "We best acquire a knowledge of

the tragic costume therefore from the mosaic referred to . 322 R. 4. No. 7,
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Tragic scene, Gell N. Pomp, 75. Lower Italian farces, . 390. II. 7. ; Gfer-

liard Ant. Bildw, 73. [Players Olarac pi. 873-874 D ] Comic actors in

statues, PCI. iii, 28. 29, in Etruscan bronzes, Gori M. Etr. i, 180., on

sepulchral lamps, Bartoli 34 sq. Passeri iii, 21. Impr. d. I. iv, 51), GO.

61.? A Xanthias before Here ales, after the Frogs of Aristophanes,
Etruscan [Oscan], M. Pourtales pi. 9. Scenes of later comedy, Pitt. Ere.

iv, 33. 34. M. Borb. iv, 33. vii, 21. Gell N. Pomp. pi. 70. From Terence
. 212, 3 Zah.ii wall-painting 31. M. Borh. iv, 18., perhaps Terence's

Eunuch in, 2 [A collection is expected from Wioseler ] Ficoroni Be
larvis scemcis et figuris comicis. R. 1754. ed, 2. Scenes of the tragic,
comic and satyric drama as decorations of rooms . 150. R. 2, 209. R. 4.

Costuming of players for a comic and satyric agon, under the superin-
tendence of an old didaskalos, mosaic from Pompeii, M Borb. ii, 56%

[Dressing for a satyr-drama, vase in the Mus. Borbonico of the first class,
M. d. I. iii, 31. Ann. xiii. p. 303 Bull. 1837. p, 07, 0. Jahn Archaol.
Aufs. s. 143

If.]
Gell N. Pomp. 45., comp. Bull. d. last. 1833. p, 21.

Bacchus surrounded by Ins thiasotes, among whom Comoedia is costumed
in mask and sock, M. Borb. iii, 4. The relief Buonarr. Medagl. p. 447.

exhibits a tragic actor sitting on the stage in Dionysian garb, a little?

flute-player and a Victory, as it seems, beside him. M. Pourtales pi. 38,
Roman sculpture, according to Panofka a dramatic poet and #oo&/o<M<r-

AAof, comp. Visconti M. PioCl i. tv. 6. Dramatic poets are often repre-
sented looking at masks, in reliefs, Winck. M 1. 1,92., and gems M. Flor.

i, 44, 8. Comic poet with mask, pedum, scriniuin, Thalia beside him, Geli

H". Pomp. 17. A tragic poet, forming the plan of his piece, protagonistcs,
Pitt. Ere. iv, 4L Philosopher before the sun-dial, Impr. d. I. iv, 81.

Mathematico- musical instruction, Tischb. iv, 69. A school of mathe-
matical philosophers, mosaic in Winck, M. I. 185. Representations of
artists at work . 305. R. 7. 310, R. 1. 319. R. 4,

3. "WAR.

Representations of -war were naturally most con-
nected -with historical events, especially in the productions of
art at the Roman period, although scenes in particular winch
related to the fortunes of war, were often represented in gene-
ral reference, rather as matters of prophecy than of history.
But there can scarcely be a more important source than tri-

umphal monuments for obtaining a vivid knowledge of the
Roman legions, PrtEtorian and auxiliary cohorts, in dress, ac-

2
cputrements and standards. From that principle of the' an-
cients, which led them to give prominence to the human
figures, and to assign a subordinate rank to the lifeless masses
as mere accessories, even sea-battles could be treated in small

3 space ^in
an attractive manner. Statues of combatants in in-

teresting postures may have also for the most part originally
fulfilled their destination in larger historical groups, and after-

4 wards been erected as separate performances. It is otherwise
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with tlie numerous scenes In vase-paintings, which precede the

battle, accompany and follow it, wherein we can hardly at all

times imagine that such were occurrences of the heroic times,
but neither can we presuppose specific historical events.

1. Montfaucon iv, 1. Above . 419. R. 5. Erection of a tropaeon,
Pitt. Ere, iii, 39. ; on the large bronze helmet M. Borb. x, 31. A Roman
warrior bearing a trophy, crowned by a Nike, Pomp, pick M. Borb. iv,

19. A Roman general before whom prisoners are brought, sarcophagus-
relief, PCI. v, 31, Triumphs on Etr. urns, Gori i, 178. 179., imperial coins

max. moduli, on the triumphal arches, comp. the fragment in Hase Leo

Diac, p. xx. Roman soldiers adoring the legionary eagle (the signa were
a kind of deities), Impr. d. Inst. ii, 68. Ferentarii equites (with missile

weapons), picture, Varro L. L. vii , 57. Praetorians'? L. 752. Olarac pi.

216. A Punic elephant-leader, Mionnet T. ix. pi 9. no. 5.

2. Montfaucon iv, ii. Fine fragment of a sea-battle, S. Marco ii, 50.

[A cast of it in Bonn no. 385 d, explained as the flight of the Achaeans

from Mysia. There is another fragment perfectly like it Mus. Bresciano

tv. 51. erroneously explained as the battle of Marathon, derived from a

sarcophagus, not a frieze
] Larger representations in the relief, Montf.

tb. 142. War- ships on dariks, accurately engraved Mionn. Suppl. viiL pL

19, 3., coins of Gadara, Tripolis and other cities in Phoenicia (M. SClem,

28, 275. 284 sqq), Byzantium (Gab. d'Allier pi. 3, 7,), Cyzicus (of the Ro-

man times) ;
vases from Yolci, Micali tv. 103. Roman war-ships with the

standards of the cohorts upon them, on gems, M. Flor. ii. 49 sq. The

most accurate representation of a ship is furnished by the Prsenestme

relief with a bireme, Winck, M. I. 207. Beschr. Roms ii, ii. Beil. s. 11.

Besides, Le Roy Mem. de 1'Inst. Nat. Litt. iii. p 152. The relief, M. Borb.

iii, 44. is important as regards the disposition of the oars
;
the vela con-

trahere can be understood perfectly from the Pomp, relief, Mazois i. pi.

22, 2. Gori 6, 2., together with Bartoli Luc, iii, 12. Ships Impr. d. Inst.

iv, 77. 78. Construction of the ancient rowing vessels Antichitk di Br-

colano.

3. Borghese gladiator . 157, 3. Dying gladiator . 157, 2. A fettered

Gaul from a tropseon, an excellent bronze, in Grivaud Ant Gaul. pi. 23.

A falling combatant, with Phrygian cap, PCI. iii, 50. Bouill.
lii^ 17, 6.

Combatant sunk on one knee and continuing to fight, M. Flor. iii, 77. ;

L. 50. Clarac pi. 280. Barbarian warrior dying, M. Borb. vi, 24.

4. On vases: arming (Millin i, 39.), departure and libation thereat

(Millin i, 13. 41., comp. the fine Greek relief, St. di S. Marco i, 48.),

march to the field in chariot and otherwise, combats of war
riors^

(with,

heralds standing by), warriors with the Nice on the quadriga (Millin i,

24.) and the like. Ranks of hoplitse at the charge, on vases of Volci,

Micali tv. 96, 1. Horseman on a stele ;
holds for fastening the bronze bridle.

Stackelberg Graber Tf. ii, 1. Practice in shooting with arrows at a cock,

vase-paint. M. Borb. vii, 41. Olenine Article iii. p. 16. s. pi. 10. 11. 13.

Slinger in the act of slinging, very accurate on coins of Selge, Mionnet

Descr. PI. 57, 3. 6. ^Enianian slinging on coins Brondsted Toy. 11. Vign.

48. p. 303 sqq. missilibus the left foot advanced. Yeget, de re milit, p. 29.

ed. Schwebel.
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Judicial proceedings at the close (as on the shield of Achilles) arc

hardly to be met with
;
the challenge is alluded to on coins of the gens

Portia, Stieglitz N. fam. p. 107.

4 THE CHASE., COOTTBY LIFE, ECONOMICAL OCCUPATIONS.

1 427. Scenes of the chase were pretty frequently represented

in ancient works of art, especially the boar-hunt, which in

point of danger made an approach to war, and hunting the

2 hare, which required particular swiftness and dexterity. The

occupations of rural life were rarely represented by immediate

imitation of reality, as so diversified a mythical expression for

them was afforded in the cycles of Derneter and Dionysus;
at least art loved to mingle satyrs, erotes and other mythical

3 figures, as personages actively participating therein, llural

simplicity and bluntness did not lie beyond the sphere of an-

cient art; accordingly the short stature and thickset form

which were given to the earlier figures of the kind., were rc~

i quisite in the representation of a homely rustic nature. In

youthful forms this rustic character assumes the expression of

5 guileless innocence and naivet. An old fisherman also, grown
haggard and weatherbeaten by long-continued toiling at sea,

was a subject which plastic artists as well as poets in anti-

6 quity carried out with great truth to nature. Keliefs and

paintings which were intended to announce the profession of

the occupiers of the houses, gave occasion for manifold repre-
sentations of handicrafts and trades.

1. Montfaucon iii, 165 sqq. Philostratus describes i, 28. one pictui*e,

2uo3-*jgot/, Phil, the yr. another, Ki^ysra/. Statue of a hunter in coat and

chlamys of skins, with fowls and hares taken, M. Borb. vii, 10. Sleeping

huntsman, very fine relief in the M. Cap. iv, 53. On vases of the old style

boar-hunts frequently occur, sometimes in reference to dark mythic
stories, . 75. E. 2. 99. No. 4., comp. Paus. i, 27, 7, Wclcker, Jahn's Jahrb.

1829. i. s. 254. A wild-boar brought back, Millin Yases
i, 18, Qcrh. Ant.

Bildw. 70. Hunting the hare, fine in vase-paint. Millingcn Tin. Mon. 18.

The lion-hunting in the reliefs : G. Giust. ii, 130. ; Mon. Matth. iii, 40, 1.2.;

Caylus iv, 1 19. ; Guattani Mem. enc. vii. p, 12.
; L. 423. Bouill iii, 64, 4.

[Lion-, stag- and boar-hunt, sarcophagus, Neapels A. Bildw. no. 185.]
venders of killed fowls, Impr. d. Inst. in, 49. Olarac pi. 151., introduces
a Eoma among historical figures, as in triumphal processions, Comp. .

412. E. 2. Lion-hunts often on later imperial coins and gems, comp. .

207. E. 7. Hunters chasing away their young from tigers, Bartoli Nason.
15. Ludi funebres, tigers, lions with persons appointed to engage with
them, Mazois Pompei. 31 32. Bartoli Kason 27, Luc. 31. Montf. iii, 1G5.
Herodes Atticus erected in woods and fields, statues of his foster-sons in
all sorts of hunting attitudes, Philostr. v. . 2, 1, 10. [This class of sub-

jects must have been extremely popular and widely encouraged in later
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times, judging from the numerous remains in statues and reliefs at Rome,
Naples and other places. In wall-painting also specimens of this branch
of art are not wanting, which in like manner occupied a not altogether

unimportant place in the vase-paintings of an earlier period ]

2. 3. A ploughman with the antique hooked plough, Etr. bronze,
Micali 114. [Vase-painting of Nicosthenes, in Berlin no. 1596] On a

gem, M. Plor. ii, 42, 3. Ploughs drawn by butterflies and bees, on gems,

couip. Emzroth Wagen u, Fahrwerke Tf i B. Operations of the vintage

(treading the grapes with the feet, pouring the must into the winter-

casks), Zoega 26. Clarac pi. 136. (L. 478.). Passeri Luc. ii, 48. 49. Gar-

deners beating down olives from the tree, vase-paint., Micali tv. 92, 2.

Olive-harvest, vase from Caere, Mon. d I. ii, 44, b, Ritschl Annali ix. p,

183. comp. G. Hermann Zeitschriffc fur AW. 1837. no 103. A conversa-

tion, here and also on the vase with the return of the swallow, M. d. I.

ii, 24. Ann viL p. 238- [Olive-harvest by seven women on an amphora
in the Munich collection Tine gathering, vase-painting Bull. 1843. p.

80. Two men beating the fruit down from an olive tree, which is col-

lected by a boy into a basket, Berl. Vasen no. 638.] Herd of cattle under

the protection of rural deities, Rondanini bas-relief, Guattani 1788 Jan.

tv. 3, now in Munich [Mon. ined. 67
,
E. Braun Zwolf Basr. zu. Tf. 7.]

Milking a cow, relief, PCI. vii, 23. (according to Vise, for priestly use).
A peasant disembowelling a slaughtered animal, excellent figure, L. 340.

Bouill. lii, 19, 6. Clarac pL 287. A rural scene, peasants loading a wag-

gon, described by Libanius p. 1048 R
,
the Baths of Titus contain a simi-

lar one. An old peasant, G. Giust. h, 45. A shepherd with an exomis of

skin, PCI. iiij 34 A peasant frightening a rustic beauty with a viper
coiled round a stick, idyllic painting en camayeu, M. Borb. ix, 49.

4. The boy extracting the thorn, the so-called Spinarius, is a repre-

sentation from country life, of truly touching simplicity, in bronze, Maffei

Race. 23. M. Frang. in, 21. Often repeated. The boys wrestling with

geese (according to Boethus infans anserem strangulans, of bronze,) espe-

cially that of the Capitol, Morghen, Princ. 10. Bouill. ii, 30, 1. M. Franc..

22., also belong to* this class. Boys with amphorae on their shoulders as

fountain ornaments.

5. The so-called Seneca L. 595. in black marble, much restored, is-

according to Visconti an African (?) fisherman, Sandrart ii, 1. 6. V*

Borgh. 3, 10. BouilL ii, 65. Clarac pi. 325. [Fisher Brit. Mus. x, 28. 29.

^Egyptian diver on a crocodile ibid. 27.] comp. the yg/o-gyg-, fatrguros

ytyw Theocr. i, 39. Similar figures PCI. iii, 32. L. 611. Bouill. iii, 19, 7.

Clarac pi. 325. A young fisher of bronze, M. Borb. iv, 55. Sleeping

fisher-boy, PCI. iii, 33. [A fisherman Clarac pi. 881. 882. A fisherman

and a boy with a duck in Gargiulo Race tv. 50. Shepherds Clarac pi.

741. 742,]

6. Game-market, G Giust. ii, 112. Booths of the female game-seller,

of the victualler, Zoega 27. 28. Wine-selling (it is poured into amphorae

from large skins in a waggon), M. Borb. iv, A. v. 48. Gell, N. Pomp. 81.

Market quite like that of Pompeii, in a mural-painting, Zahn Ornam, Tf.

42. Wool-selling, under superintendence of a magistrate, Arcesilas (ac-

cording to others the silphion trade of Cyrene), vase-painting from Yolci,

M. I. d. Tnst. 47. Ann. v p 56. [Rhein. Mus. v. s. 140. Panofka Bilder
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Antiken Lebens Tf. 16, 3. Micali M. ined. tf. 97, Ingliirami Vusi fiti iii,

250.] Business of the fullo, wall-paiating from the Fullonica of Pom-

peii, M. Borb. iv, 49 sq. Gcll N. Pomp. 51. The fine female spinner, Hot-

tiger Vasengem. ni. s. 37. Embroideress, vase-painting. M. Pourtales pi,

34 Female weavers 1 33. The -art of the flowcr-wrcathers (iiorari) repre-

sented by winged children, mural-painting M. Borb. iv, 47. Husband-

man bringing Ms produce to the market, relief, M. d. I. ii, 27, I. M. Wag-
ner Ann. iv. p. 47. Swine-slaughtering Impr. d. I. iv, 53. Mill with asses

iv, 79. [Swine-scalding, a group, Feapels Ant. Bildw. no. 26. The super-

cargo's return, E. Braun Ant. Marmorwerke i, 10. cornp. Clarac pi. 192.

no. 352. Tomb of Eurysaces the baker M. d. I. ii, 58. 0, Jahn Ann. x. p.

231. On a sarcophagus in Yilla Medicis, a mill turned by a horse, thus also

on a large bas-relief in the Mus. Chiaram., on another an ass turning the

mill Pomp. Gemalde M. Borb. vi, 51. Bronze-casting . 30G. R. 5. comp.
Bull. 1835. p. 166. Ann. ix. p. 184. A vase-manufacturer . 321. R. 3,

Studio of a sculptor, fragment of a bas-relief in the Kicciardi pal, Flo-

rence, Roulez Bulletins de TAcad. r. de Belgique T. 13. no. 9, Female

painter Pitt. d'Erc. i,
5.

;
another lately discovered. Bull. Hapol. 1840. p*

12.]

5. DOMESTIC AND MAEEIED LIFE.

1 428. Representations of social BANQUETS are more frequent,
as their festal character particularly adapted them for artis-

tic scenes; at these there are not wanting musical and or-

chestic entertainments (a^ca^ara) and transparently dressed

2 hetaerae. But as the simple family "banquets on Greek sepul-
chral stones are certainly conceived as feasts of the dead, who
appear there themselves as deities of the Nether World, so

also those festal banquets on the cinerary cistee and vases of

Italy probably express in great part the happy fate of the

departed, which Greek authors of hymns described as an in-

cessant feasting at well covered tables, and a perpetual intoxi-

3 cation. In so sensual a portrayal of the lot of the blessed,
even the freedoms which the guests at these banquets would
take with meretricious flute-players (Greek houris) might not

appear unseemly.

[Bottiger Kl. Schr. ii. s. 308341. Tf. 7. Human life. 1, Generation
and birth. 2. Desire. 3. Hesitation and shame. 4. Quickening. 5. Hour
of birth. 6. Good and bad genius. Panofka Bilder antiken Lebens xnit

20 Kpftf. B, 1843. 1. Education. 2. Gymnastic games, 3. Races. 4. Music.
5. Hunting. 6. War. 7. Healing art. 8. Plastic art. 9. Dancing. 10.

Sports. 11. Marriage. 12. Banquet. 13. Sacrifice. 14. Rural life. 15.

Sea-life. 16. Commerce and trade, 17. Domestic life. 18. 19. Female life.

20. Close of life. By the same author Griechinnen und Griechen B. 1844,
3 Kpftf. Statues of children Clarac pi. 875881. 883. 884.]

1. Such feasts on Etr. urns, Micali tv. 107. Vase-paint., Hancarv.

iii^62, ; Tischb. i at the end (where there are present a hoplomachos and
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a female kybisteter) ; ii. 55. (with a cymbalist and a female flute-player) ;

iii, 10. (the half-naked women are hetaerse) ; Millingen Cogli. 8. (the flute-

player, like those of Athens, is at the same time a hetaera) ; Laborde
i, 62.

(the flute-player figures in transparent drapery) ; Maisonn 45, On a vase

from Agrigentum, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 71., the carousers and the female

flute-playor have their names inscribed beside them. A fine vase-paint-

ing with a similar hetserso-banquct is described in a very animated man-
ner in Neapel's Ant. s. 341.; engraved M. Borb. v, 51, The transparent

draperies characterize maidens, as the Rhodian sambykistrige, Athen. iv,

129. A hetoora with such drapery and hair-net, Eros at hand, in the mural-

painting M. Borb. viii, 5., comp. i, 23. and the statue at Dresden 245.

[Cyhx in the M. Gregor. ii, tv. 81 a. b, A banquet around, and one,
whose head is held by a woman, is vomiting, he holds his finger as if he
had just thrust it down his throat. Another cylix in the same museum

by Epictetus, is only referred to, not engraved, in which a medicine ope-
rates both ways, and the patient seems to handle pills with repugnance.

Comp. Bull. 1841. p. 137. On the other side a man and woman of distin-

guished rank at table, with attendance, repeatedly painted in the tomb
discovered by Campana at Caere in 1846

5 Canina Etr. Marit. i, 63.]

2. Family banquets of the kind in Maffei M. Veron. 49, 1.; Winck.

M. I. 19. 20.; Zoega 11.; Hobhouse Travels pi. 1 ; M Word, i, 32.;

Clarac pi. 155 sqq Wiener Jahrb. xlviii. Tf. 2
;
Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 76, 2.

Especially M. Oxon. i. tb. 51, 135-140. Bas-relief at Merbeka in the plain

of Argos Exped. de la Moree ii. pi. 62. [Ccena feralis Brit. Mus. x, 49, 2.

Le Bas Mon. d'Antiq. fig. 2, cah. P. 1837. p. 85245, letronne L. k Mr.

Le Bas sur les sujets funeraires et des scenes d'adieu, Revue Arche'ol. iii,

1846. p. 214 s. p. 85. Gerhard Ant. Bildw. Tf. 315, 16, on 2 and 4 with

scenes from the lower world, comp. Beschr. Roms i. s. 323. E. Fried-

lander de operibus anaglyphis in mon. sepulchr. Graecis, Regiom. Boruss,

1847. 8vo,] The husband lies, the wife sits on the xX/y>? and has a Sgavt'oy

(comp. R. Rochette M. I. p. 145.) under her feet, a ministering boy fre-

quently stands by. Through a window is seen a horse's head (death as a

journey, comp. R. Rochette p. 96.) ; sometimes a serpent drinks from a

goblet presented to it (Oxon. i, 135 ii, 67) ;
and if, as often happens, the

husband has a modius on his head, we plainly see that the banquet of

Hades and Persephone is imitated. A procession of supplicants also often

approaches, sometimes with a sacrificial swine or sheep, for ex. Maffei M,

Veron. 139, 6. G. Gmst ii, 93. In Caylus ii, 74., where the names are

placed above, those feasting are crowned with garlands. The represen-

tation Inghir. Mon. Etr. vi. tv. c sqq. is the most simple and antique.

3. Accordingly the vase-painting Tischb
"

52 for example is perhaps-

a banquet of the dead ;
the eaters part?

1

^"of the eggs of the usual coense

ferales ;
and yet there is even here a fiaked female flute-player.

429. Among the scenes of MARRIED LIEE Greek art loved I

especially to employ in vase-painting tlie fetching of the bridal

"bath, and the taking home the "bride in a chariot as indica-

tions of a marriage. A very frequent representation injase- 2

paintings an ephebus pursuing a maiden might be inter-

preted from the wide-spread custom of mrginem rapere. But 3
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the giving away the bride by Hera, the goddess of marriage,
also figures prominently in several works of art, such as must

4 have been executed by an artist of the best Greek period. The
Roman sarcophagi represent marriage in a similar manner, by
Juno Pronuba uniting the spouses; besides, Aphrodite and

Peitho, and in later antiquity, Eros and Psyche, were intro-

duced as secondary personages. Further, there are not want-

ing sculptures which indicate in its main points the life of

the child through the period of rearing up, and that of the

youth till' the age of manhood.

I. Attic maidens bringing the bridal bath from Callirrhoe, in vases

from Tolci, . 99. No. 13. (the right explanation of these was already given
Gott. G. A. 1S31. s. 1331. and was afterwards confirmed by the inscrip-

tion KALIPEKPENE), also on gems Lipp. iii, 388. 89. Young man in

the bath, splendid early Grecian work, from Volci, Impr. d. Inst. iii, 46.

The bridal procession in cars, as it is described by Homer and He-

siod, together with the hymenwus represented by Apollo as citharoedus,

combined with the comus of Dionysus on many old vase-paintings (a

Sicilian one published by Maggiore) [1832], especially of Volci, Ann. iii. p.

162. Leading the bride to the house of the bridegroom, Apollo and Ar-

temis in advance Stackelb. Tf. 32. (also in Millingen Point, do V. 43.)

Hymenseos very complete in Stackelb. Tf. 42. [Poll, iii, 40. Ilosych.

dytiyy.] On other matrimonial subjects of these vases (kisses, presents,

lyre-playing) Ann. iii. p. 58. The Campanian and Apulian marriage-vases-

represent especially the adorning of the bride under the direction of

Aphrodite. The Grecian bride in her dressing-room, Bottiger Vasengem,
i. s. 139.

2. Several vases of this kind are given by R. Rochette M. I. i. as the

rape of Thetis. Youths carrying away maidens in chariots^ Millmgea
Cogh. 1 sqq. Comp. Gerh. Prodr. s. 76,

3. The giving away the bride in the genuwu Attic style, Lapp. Suppl.
394

;
the relief Adm. 57, indicates the same original with this

;
in that

in Guattani 1785. p. xxxi. Hera is omitted, but persons delivering mar-

riage gifts are added, from Greek compositions. Marriage presents, fine

relief in Guattani p. Ixi. [R Gironi Le BTozze de' Greci, Milano 1819,

Tase-picture, also in the Bibl. Ital. 1819 March (where, 1820 Febr. p.

228., another in the possession of Santangclo with marriage ceremonies
is described) , the paranymphos leads the bride by the hand, who is push-
ed forward by the pronuba to the husband who is armed with a lance ;

Apollo with laurel branch, Artemis with bow and quiver, and a woman
who speaks to him with the spear, perhaps the mother of the bride,]

4. Roman reliefs, in which Juno Pronuba brings or keeps together
the spouses, Adrnir, Rom. 56, 65. Brit. Mus. x, 50., as Commodus and

Crispina on coins, Vaillant De Camps p. 45, 1. Exactly the same or) a

larger sarcophagus in the Vatican, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 74. [Large sarcio-

phagus from Monticelli Mon. d. I. iv, 9, Ann. xvi. p. 186. B. Braurl,.]

Marriage of the later Roman period (a boy introduced with a fruit apron ),

L 492. Claracpl 203. Marriage sacrifice with favourable omens, AdmV
58. Wicar iii, 16. Bathing the feet of the bride (according to a probablcA
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interpretation), Adm. 59. Zoega Bass. 12.
;

L. 766. Clarac pi. 203. The
Aldobrandini marriage (. 319. R. 7.) unites the bride in the thalamus
whom Charis has anointed and Aphrodite (Peitho) persuaded, with the

adjustment of the bath and the preparation for the hymenseus, comp .

378. R. 4. The lying in, Adm. 65. Birth of a child, the Parcse cast the

nativity, L 459. Clarac pi. 159. [comp. the lying in of Alcmene, of Leda
in bas-reliefs.] Two nests with children on a tree, PCI. vii, 9.

; wall-

painting in Pompeii, Gell. N. Pomp. 48., an Idyll according to Hirt, Ann.
d. Inst. i. p. 251. Eros and Pysche on the sardonyx-vessel . 315. R, 5

,

comp. . 391. R. 9. Cadmus' and Peleus' marriages serve as mythologi-
cal representatives of real historical ones, [Zoega Bassir. i. p. 252.]

5. Thorn, Bartolini Antiq. vet. puerperii 1675. Offering a child to a

xovgorgo'pos
1 & . 96. No. 19. Bas-relief from Sigeum, Ion. Ant. i. vign.

2.; from Troas, in the L. 521. Panofka Ann. d. Inst. i. p. 395. tv. 9.

Clarac pi. 203.
; sarcophagus relief in the Campo Santo at Pisa, Rosellini

Ann. vi. p. 236. tv. d. agg. F. Marriage, and training of children on the

sarcophagus, G-uattani 1784. p. xliii., comp. R. Rochette M. L p. 406.

Course of life of a child, R. Rochette pi. 77, 1, 2. Rearing up and edu-

cation, Winck. M. I. 184. Youths wrapped in the manly himation,
at the back of numerous vase-paintings, Bottiger Tasengem. ii. s. 37.

. 337. R. 5. Also with armour on vases from Yolci, Ann. iii. p. 156.,

in reference to the solemn assumption of armour by the ephebi. A
Roman youth receives the toga pura, as it seems, in the relief Wicar iv,

16. Scenes in the women's apartment, embroidering-frames, lute, mir-

rors, spinning Stackelb. Tf. 33. 34. Female bath, douche Tf. 3 b. [Lady
and her maid, Ternite Pomp. Wandgem. 2d Ser. Tf. 3, a poetizing maiden
Tf. 1. and so forth. Panofka Griechinnen und Griechen. Griech. Frauen-

leben mit 56 bildl. DarsteU. B. 1844. 4to.]

Love incantations, Tischb. iii, 44. We must here by way of appen-
dix refer to the great number of obscene representations (especially the

Yeneris figurae, on pictures, gems, coins, lasciva numismata, Martial viii7

78.) to which also mythology gave frequent occasion, see , 137. R 3. It

is remarkable that the Volcentine vases usually represent obscene subjects

in the oldest style. On the pornographers of the later times . 163, 4.

430. But other scenes also of domestic life, such as the I

BATH, "which particularly suited the voluptuous art of later

vases and Etruscan mirrors, as well as all sorts of GAMES and

diversions, especially Avlien they gave scope for a peculiar de-

velopment of human characters, did not lie out" of the sphere
of ancient art; but it quite departed from its destination, 2

-when as in pictures at Pompeii it painted on the wall

libraries, dainty dishes, the house-dog, -which were actually

wanting, and thus sank to a mere substitute of reality.

1 Boys bathing in a public bath AHM02IA, Tischb. i, 58. A private

bath is designated in like manner on a vase by IAIA, R. Rochette M. L

p. 236. Bath and palaestra are often combined on vases. Women bath-

ing, Tischb. iii, 35. and often, also with ministering Erotes, in vase-

paintings as well as mirror-designs. "What Archilochus says Fr. 7. in

vase-paintings; ^wat* &Khov ^VQCIVVIS Irtgcrgro, JIQ^S Tt tethw t%&o$. A
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boy in the bath in thick mantle, Impr. d. I. iv, 73. The rack, which is

seen here and often in the hands of women bathing and dressing, is per-

haps merely an instrument for holding ribbons or something of that kind.

Douche-bath, vase-painting from Volci. Roman baths . 292. R. 4. The

painting of the countenance, Tischb. ii, 58. Maisonn. pi. 1C. The girl

playing at astragals, an atrr^ye&x/^W^ (comp. . 120. R. 3. 417, R 2.), is

preserved in several copies, in the Brit. Mus. [ii, 28, Clarac pi. 578, in

Berlin ibid. Gerh. Berlin's Alt. Denkm. no, 59.], Paris L. 680., Dresden

[August, pi. 106.], the Wallmoden collection, [Gavaccppi Stat. ristaur.
i,,

60.] Bouill. ii, 30, 2. M. Franc,, iv, 9. Clarac pi. 323. [One in the Colonna

palace, a fine work, the left hand supported, the right raised as if it had

just thrown; the shirt is very prettily wrought. Ficoroni i tali cet. p.
148. The earlier Greek model from TyMm9 in Naples, Bull. 1843. p.
60. Serradifalco Antich. di Sicilia Y. p, 52, Thus Arne plays on coins of

Kierion Millingen Anc. Coins pi. 3, 12, 13. Ficoroni dei tali cl. Antichi
R. 1734

] The small bow on the plinth (according to others a serpent) is

perhaps meant to designate one of the younger nymphs of Artemis. Comp.
Becker August. Th. iii. s. 21. Levezow, Amalth. i s. 193. Board-swing on

vases, Gerh. Ant. Bildw. iii, 53.; rope-swing, ibid. 54.; seat-swing, 55.

Millingen Un. Mon. i, 30. Comp. on these *lu%t, oscillu, von Ko'hler,
Masken s. 16. Playing at the trochos, Winck. M. 1. 193105. Tassic tv.

47, 7981, 84. comp. R. Rochette M. L p. 233., . 391. R. 4. (Eros?) ; [pe-
culiar to Ganymedes on vases] at large balls, Tischb. ii, 61. 62. Cottabus,
Jacobs Verm. Schr, vi. s. 106, still to seek for in works of art. [Perhaps
Mon. Ined. 200. Welcker Kl. Schr. ii. s. 225.] The game of enkotyle (but
not accurately represented) on vases, M. I. d, Inst. 47 B. Ann. iv. p. 336.
Children's sports at the Saturnalia, according to Melchiorri, on a relief
in the Vatican, Diss. d. Ace. Rom. ii. p. 147. Gerh. Ant. Bildw. 65,

Dwarfs as Roman articles of luxury, in bronzes, Ant. Ere. vi, 91, 92*
God M. Etr, i, 56. Pitt. Ere. v, 66 sqq. (as Pygmies).

6. DEATH.

1 431. Direct representations of death and the ceremonies
observed thereat are rare in Greek art

; the dead body ceases
to be an expression of life and precisely thereby a subject of

2
art^

To allusive representations belongs, besides many already
noticed, sometimes taken from mythology (. 39 7. R 2) some-
times from life (. 428. R 2.), the simple figure of a departure,
a journey, without further indication of the unknown bourne
whither it is directed.

1. Conclamatio, relief, L. 182. (an imitation of the antique) Gaylus iii
73 Bouill.

iii, 60, L Clarac pi. 154. Planctus L. 459. Bouill. 60, 2.

Qlarac pi. 153. ; urns from Clusium . 174. E. 2., comp. Gori M. Etr. iii, 3.
t.20-23. Carrying out the body, a strange painting, described by Gell
JST. Pomp. 11. p. 48. Depositing the deceased in the tomb, Stackelb. tf. 38.
{The three Athenian vases M. d. I.

iii, 60. Ann. xv. p. 276. are especially
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important. W. Henzen. Berl. Yasen nach Gerhard no. 1847-49. Similar

on a cantharos from Volci, Ball. 1844. p. 33.]

2. On the subjects represented, chiefly departures, and the fine style
of Grecian grave-steles, E. Wolff and Gerhard Ann. d. Inst. i p. 134 sqq.
Fine stele Stackelb. Graber Tf. 1. See the Marathonian vases L. 705

sqq. Clarac pi. 125 sq. and M. Worsl i, 6. 14. Caylus vi, 49 sqq. In con-

nexion therewith it has been correctly remarked that the sitting not the

standing figure is the dead man (Rinck, Kunstblatt. 1828. N 42, 7.),
see

also M. Yeron. 49, 2. 51, 11. Descr. de la Moree iii. pi, 16. Banquet, the

husband lies, he is the deceased, his wife gives him her hand. Comp. pi.

14. 1 8, 2. 19, 1. 20, 2
3 the man sitting the deceased. [Comp. Koulez Basr.

fun6raires d'Arezzo p. 13. not. 1. Le Bas Mon. d'antiq. fig. p, 142 sq.]
There is also a horse often introduced, L. 695. Clarac pi. 152.

;
K, Ro-

chette M. L 46, 1. p. 126. Mann, Oxon. n. No 63. (an Attic cippus, a
Siren above, . 393, 4.). Hereto belongs also the relief Winck. M L 72.

with the serpent behind the youth taking leave, comp Gerh. Beschr.

Roms ii, ii. s. 6. [Kunstmus. zu Bonn 1841. s. 122. Serpent round the

tree C. I. ii. no. 3366 and no. 2322. b 86 and b 94.] The fy&$ likewise

even rides up to a Hespendian tree enwreathed by a serpent (symbol of

a blessedness veiled in darkness and terrors) with an altar. Mafiei Yeron.

49, 8. However this symbol is rejected by Gerhard Archemoros s. 68.

The fyas in his heroon on vases, exactly as he appears on steles, see

Stackelb. at pi 2, 2. The departure-scenes on vases must also perhaps
in a great measure be conceived in conformity with the reliefs. On Etrus-

can cinerary cistae the departure often takes place before a grave-pillar

with a pine-cone, usually before a door. Mantus or Orcus whips on.

Here also the person taking leave is often on horseback ; an amphora
lies on the ground, a serpent issues forth ; genii of the infernal world lead

the horse. Comp. . 174. R. 3. Women, with the right hand placed on

the chin, the left on the breast (as prisoners were represented among the

Romans), seem to denote the final farewell (Tadieu supreme). R, Rochette

p. 132 and especially the stele in the L. pi. 46, 3., and the fine bust from

a sepulchral monument in Stackelb. Graber 1 Abth. s. 44. closing vignette.

The lutrophoros on Attic tombs of those who died unmarried., statue

in Berlin, Gott. G. A. 1830. s. 2016. A lutrophoros M. Chiaram. i, 11,

Clarac pi. 407. no. 703. AIAIM02 [xovrgopogoff vrctis see Gr. Hermann.

De duabus inscr. Gr. 1835. p. 13.] Tomb of a hunter (a stag devouring

the fruits placed before him), relief from Megara in Vienna, Wiener

Zeitschr. 1832. No. 144.

432. SKELETONS (c^Xs/, larvae), under which term are 1

only, in general, to he understood among the ancients, flesh-

less forms shrivelled into skin and bone, as well as death's

heads, did not make their appearance as symbols of death un-

til later times and on monuments of no artistic importance.
At Trimalchio's feast a silver skeleton admonished to the en- 2

joyment of life, and Appuleius was accused of carrying about

him a larva (larvalis imago, sceletus) as an amulet or charm.

1. Several things of this nature brought together by Welcker, Sylloge

p. 98. The tomb-stone with the inscription cited there and a larva be-
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neafch was to be seen in 1822 in tho cellars of the British Museum.
On a sepulchral monument from Pompeii a relief with a skeleton adorn-

ing a woman with ribbons, Mazzois Pomp, i, 29. Gippus at Naples with

a skeleton, from whose mouth a butterfly is floating away, Noapels Ant.

Q, 61. A skeleton escaping from the urn (on skeletons* in amphorsc,

comp. Steinbiichel Altcrth. s. 67.), while Eros sends light into it, Impr.
d. Inst. ii, 58. A skeleton dancing to Silenus' flute, Wicar lii, 28. Sec

also Gori Laser, i. p. 455. and the gems in Christie, Painted Yases 4. G.

(skeletons with lanterns). On the skeletons of Ouma (. 2(10. R.
1,),

works by Jorio, Sicklcr, Blumenbach, Gott. G. A. 1823- s. 12-13. Gothe
Werke xhv. s 194. Olfers, Schriften dor Borl. Akad. 1830. s, 1. Tf. 14.
[Stackelb. Grilbcr s. 16. "no dancing skeletons, but dry haggard human
bodies 1" The shades leave the graves larvali habitu, nudis ossilms

cohserente, Seneca Ep 24. ossea forma, Ovid Ib. 14G. So the two figures
on a vase, Mas. Chiusino ii. tv. 168.] List of the skeletons in ancient

art, ibid, s 30 if. Tf. 5 A bronze larva, consisting of bkiu and bones,
was said to have been consecrated by Hippocrates at Delphi, Pans, x, 2, 4.

2 The larva argentea in Petron. 34., sic apta ut articuli ojus verte-

br<rque laxative in omnem partem flecterentur, was accordingly a regular
skeleton. A skeleton at a feast also on the relief in the Louvre 25,

Appul. de magia p. 68. Bip,

III. SUBJECTS FROM THE REST OF NATURE,

1. ANIMALS AND PLANTS,

1 433. The mastery of the ancients in the representation of
the NOBLER kinds of animals arose from their fine sense of
characteristic forms. The horse was immediately connected
with the human form in Greek statues of victors and Roman
statues equestres; although seldom slender and high, the horses
of Greek works of art, however, are very fiery and spirited,
those of Roman execution more clumsy and massive; their

pace is frequently an artificial one which they were taught
2 ambling (tolutim). According to Pliny the tutelar!! were re-

sponsible with their lives for a dog licking his wounds, in the

Capitol, because it was of inestimable value; there are ani-
mals of this class of distinguished beauty; as well as wolves,
bulls, rams, boars, lions and panthers, in which sometimes
the forms of these animals are as grandly developed as the

3 human forms in gods and heroes. To represent powerfully-
designed wild animals, especially fighting with one another,
was one of the first efforts of early Greek art.

1. Winck. Werke iv. s. 236.

2. Iconic horses, JUlian V. H. ix, 32. Calamis' horses . 112. 2. Mar-
cel de Serres Ueber die Thierc der alten Kunst, Bibl. Univ. 1834. Mars
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p. 231 sqq., distinguishes four breeds of horses, the African, Apulian,
Thcssalian and Sicilian. The same lately on the animals on the mosaic
of Palsestrina; Froriep. Notizen 1834. N. 922 ff. Yery erroneous on the
whole. The heads from the Parthenon arc celebrated . 118, 2, c., as are
also the Venetian horses (compared \\ith the former by Haydon, L. 1818.
and Gdthe Werke L. s. 118

)
St. di San Marco i, 43 sqq 261. R 2., those

of Monte Cavallo . 414 R. 4., that of Marcus Aurelius . 204. R. 4. Fal-
conet (BuvrcB ii p. 1. comp, i. p. 157

, those of the Balbi . 421. R. 4., one
in Florence, Gall. St. 80. (comp. 8186). Herculanean quadriga of

bronze, Ant. Ere. vi, 66. Horse's head from the Colombrano palace at

Naples, Gdthe W. xxviii. s. 34. M, Borb. in, 10. [Cicognara Sfcoria d.

scult. iii tv. 19.] Fine horse-head in bronze, gilded, in Augsburg (Raiser
. 264. R. 2.). Fabulous horse (/SgoroVot^) on coins of Nicaea, Mionn.

Suppl. v. tb. 1, 2. p. 148. no. 861., comp. Sueton. Cses 61. Yery fine ones
on Thessalian and Sicilian coins. We learn from Xenophon, Yirgil, Colu-
inclla and Oppian what were the notions of the ancients in regard to

beauty in horses. Explanation of the muscles and the bas-reliefs on E,
Matthaai's model of a horse by Seller and Bdttiger. Dr. 1823. Coxnp. above

. 424, 1. [Ruhl ueber die Auffassung der Natur in der Pferdebildung
antikcr Plastik, Cassel 1846. 4to.] Mules especially on Sicilian coins.

[Eutychus with his ass Nicon, caused by Octavian to be represented ia
bronze at Nicopolis in commemoration of the lucky omen of meeting them,
Plut, Anton 66., removed to the hippodrome at Constantinople according
to a schol. in the Palatine manuscript. Creuzer zur Archaol. i. s. 47.]

3. A dog scratching his ear, an excellent work, in Naples. Splendid
molossi, Cavac. i, 6. Mon. Gab. 43. Wolf of Belvedere, a gigantic animal.

Myron's cow . 122, 2 comp. PCI. vii, 31. Toro Farnese . 157., bronze in

Yenice, S. Marco i,
47. Bronze in Dresden (after Strongylion^) Meyer

&esch, Tf 9 c. Fine bulls on coins of Epirus, Gortyna, . 350. R. 5. 351.

R. 4. Bulls which have *^TT^ on their backs like camels Arist. H. A.

viii, 29, gibbercs, like those of Cyprus, Serv. Georg. i, 138., Syria, Caria,
Plin. viii, 45., deformis scapulis torus eminet, Calpurnius vii, 61., comp.
a coin of Gordian at Ephesus in Tristan T. ii. The goat, which figures in

the primitive history of Macedonia, is magnificently represented on coins,

Mionnet Suppl. iii. pi. 9, 4 6, Giustiniani goat. Fine bronze of a cha-

mois, M. Borb. i, 51. Bronze rams at Palermo, Gothe Werke xxvii. s. 121.

[both from Syracuse perfectly alike, and two similar ones are said to have

been sent to Spain in the time of the Spanish supremacy.] On the aries

gutturatus, in Florence and Rome, a treatise by Ad. Fabroni. Calydo-
nian boar, in Byzantium, mentioned by Nicetas p. 357. comp. Anth. Pal.

xv, 51. ;
a very fine one, M. Flor. iii, 69. Fine wild-swine on coins of

Clusium, jEEtolia, N. Brit. 5, 25. A sow suckling, PCI. vii, 32.
; comp. .

418. R. 3. Swine, resembling those of China, on gems, Impr. d. Inst. i,

51. 52. Sow with young, ibid, iii, 55. Lions at Yenice from the Peiraeus

of Athens, S. Marco ii, 48. 49. . 253. R. 2. Farnesian lion, M. Borb. ix.

front. Splendid figures on coins and gems, comp. Jen. LZ. Erg. 1815. s.

290. Lion hewn out of the rock, in Ceos, in Brondsted Yoy. i. p. 11.

Similar ones here and there in Greece. On the tombs of heroes (Ptolem.

ITephscst. p. 147. Bekker), for instance, of Hector on the tab. Iliaca and

of Leonidas at Thermopylae. Lion on coins of Miletus xto yiya,g. Anthol.

Pal. vi, 256. J. de Witto Ann. vi, p. 343. Lioness with a young lion
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Impr. iii, 84. On the conformation of the lion (of Syrian race), bull (bos

urus), boar (sus JSthiopicus) on the temple of Olympia, Geoflroy, St.

Hilaire Rech. au sujet de quelques fragm. P. 1833. [vagaries ;
see Bou-

ner Kunstmus, 2d ed. p. 168.] Colossal lion at Ohasroaoa, Dupre Voy.

pi. 17. Lion from Platoa, L. 708 b. Bacchian panther on coins with

thyrsi or lances in its jaws. Battle of panthers and lions, powerfully de-

signed, Laborde Vases ii, 21. Comp. above . 322. R. 4. 427. R. i Tigers

are more rare than panthers and leopards. Elephants as torch-bearers on

coins of the Seleucidse, comp. Sueton. Cm 37. Cameh with foals, of

ivory, Buonarr. Medagl. p. 365. [Neapels Ant. Bildw. Marmore no. 499.

Rhinoceros ibid. no. 509.] An assemblage of animals of ancient art, with

eagles, peacocks and storks, PCI vii, 2634. Bouill. iii, 93, Olarao pi

350. An eagle with a serpent, Nicetas de stab, c. 8. Ictinus' owl,, Lobeck

Aglaoph. p. 973. Fine young stag in bronze, M. Pourtal&s p. 20
, from

the neighbourhood of Sybaris, the casting defective. [One the size of life

in black marble, in the Museum of the Lateran.J

4. The Homeric and Hesiodic descriptions, tho archaic vases and

Clusinian vessels, the Etruscan bronzes, the earlier coins and engraved

stones show the prevailing taste for battles of wild animals. (The so-

called JUgyptising vases are satisfied with mere collocations.) The mode

of introducing them is often quite in the style of arabesques.

1 434 IOTEBIOB, kinds of animals, marine-animals and polypi,

were chiefly treated in a style which rather strives to repre-

sent the bold and picturesque forms of such natural objects in

a general way, than the accurate conformation of the particu-

2 lar species. In like manner, we may say that in the ENTWINED
PLANTS in vase-paintings, as well as in the garlands and fes-

toons of decorative architecture and vase-work, although there

are manifold deviations from the objects imitated in individ-

ual features, yet the spirit and character of the vegetation are

3 often profoundly seized. But in all COMPOSITIONS of different

animal forms, which were partly introduced from the East,
but were developed with genuine Hellenic sentiment, there is

especially displayed a spirit which conceived natural life, in

its creative fulness of power, with equal truth and boldness;
hence such forms present themselves to us as real and actu-

4 ally existing beings. A totally different spirit from this sim-
"

pie feeling of nature breathes in the GHYLLI of later times
on gems ;

wit in the combination of things completely differ-

ent, often also an allegorically expressed reflection, here lie at

the foundation.

1. V. the sea-animals on vases (which are often entirely painted over
with them), for example Millingen Un. Mon. 10. Yet there were also

even under Phidias' name the most accurate imitations of bees, Hies, ci-

cadse (comp. .159. E. 2.), and rare kinds of animals also are often faith-

fully represented in antiques, Blumenbach Coinmentatt. Soc, Oott, xvi

p. 184. Painted cobwebs, Philostr.
ii, 28,

2. See as to Greek vases Millin i
;
15. 22. ii, 32. 39*

; Roman works ia
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Gavaceppi, Piranesi's Vasi and elsewhere. The difficulty of distinguish-
ing different kinds of plants on ancient works of art is remarked by
Sprongol, Hist rci herbaria i p. 29. Imitations of fruits in wax, . 305.
11. 4, and in rhyparographij [rhopography] . 163. E. 5. 210. R.6. 211. E.
1. Ant. Ere, i, 9. 11. 45. 47. and many others.

3. Marcel de Series Ueber die Wunderthiere der alten Kunst, Bibl.
univ. 1834. Fovr. p. 160. also finds much truth to nature in these fantastic

compositions, The sphinx on the coins of Chios as well as Gergis, Streber
Munclmer Denkschr. Philol. i. s. 200. (an allusion to the Sybil) is that of

Egypt, only more slender, and winged [as in Eurip. Phoeniss. 809.]. Grif-
fins . 361. at the end. Tragelaphi and other grotesque animal figures
on the vases . 75. E. 2. 171. E. 2., comp. 238. E. 4. Such were esteemed
on silver vessels b K^ro/ty Juven. i, 7. Bockh, Staatsh. ii. s. 305. On
the composition of the protomx of different animals on gems and coins

(lion and bull, bull and goat, and the like, often with wings) . 241. E. 3.

The winged sow of the Clazomenian popular legend (JSIian H. A. xii, 38,)
is even found on very old gold coins of the city, M. Brit, xiii, 23. A fine

panther with wings and horns killing a stag, Woburn Marb. 11. Two
griffins on a stag, Impr, d. Inst. iii, 91. The monster on the walls of

Amphipolis, Cousinery Voy. pi. 8., bears some resemblance to that on the

coins of Alexandria, Eckhel Syll. tb. 6, 15.

4. The Grylli (. 163. E. 3
) chiefly in jasper, Lipp. i, ii, 517 ff. SuppL

ii, 413428. Eaponi tv. 52. Tassie p. 709. Impr. d. Inst. iii, 48. iv, 67.

08. They are also found on coins, especially of Signia, Steinbuchel Al-

terth. s. 78, 144. 244. They sometimes spring from the conjunction of

Bacchian masks with other countenances. The representations of ani-

mals, especially insects, in human occupations, in mural paintings and

gems, are not to be taken, in the spirit of the animal apologue, but only
as sports.

2. ARABESQUES, LANDSCAPE.

435. The living and genial conception of nature which 1

pervades ancient art "was well adapted for ARABESQUES (. 24
JR. 2.), the age of which in Greek art reaches very far back;
on the contrary LANDSCAPE in the modern sense was just as

little suited to the ancient style of art
;
we only find it at a

later period and on a small scale. Greek art required of its 2

subjects an intimate relation, a close connexion of life and

form, of spirit and embodiment
; everything in it received pre-

cisely thereby a decided character, a distinct physiognomy.
The mysterious boding twilight of spirit which the landscape
breathes into us, must have seemed to the ancients, from their

tendency of mind, incapable of artistic development; their

landscapes therefore were generally conceived rather in a play-

ful manner than with earnestness and feeling; the pleasing
effect of a variety of buildings and pleasure-grounds, and mime-
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rous figures, is everywhere preferred, in the Herculanean plo
3 tures, to the impress!veness of solitary scenes of nature. Their

paintings of nature also gave occupation to a scientific atten-

tion, from their map-like survey of extensive tracts of country,
and furnished a pictorial chorography and ethnography.

1. The age of Arabesques ($sftu, in. Homer, afterwards called (pvrcigiez

and w(Ja^0t) is proved especially by the vases ; pretty nearly the same ara-

besques in vase-paintings, as M. Blacas pi. 25,, sports of humour, whei^e

every interpretation is questionable, andinterracottas of the Brit. Mus.

tv. 14, 22. 18, 31. their rich development in after times through Roman
mural paintings, . 210 sqq., candelabra, . 302. R. 3., and other vessels.

For the history of Arabesques H. Hase Palseologus s, 90. [Gruber De-

scription of the plates of fresco decorations and stuccos in Italy, with

an essay on the Arabesques of the Ancients as compared with those of

Raphael and his school., by Hittorff L. 1844.]

2. See . 209, 4. Of the nature of landscape was the Vetus pictum

Nymphaeum exhibens ed. L. Holstenius (ex sed. Barberinis). R. 1676.

Harbours, . 296. R. 6. Labyrinthus, Mgeander, Fest. STon. Villas in the

sea, Gell. N. Pomp. vign. 9. The picture, Winck. M. I. 208., is an exam-

ple of how much the ancients required human life and the works of man
in landscape. Yet they sometimes succeeded in producing in a small relief

a truly rural and solitary impression by means of a couple of merely in-

dicated trees and rocks, and a few clambering goats, for ex. L. 387. Bouill.

iii, 57, 9. Clarac pi. 144. Comp. the Athenian relief tablet, Walpole Trav.

last pi. ; such little scenes recal the ancient rhopograpliy . 163. R. 5. Re-

presentation of an habitual mood of the mind (sense) by the imitation

of a corresponding mood of nature (truth), the main problem of the art

of landscape painting, Carus Briefe ueber Landschaftmahlerei Lpz. 1835.

2. Aufl. Br. 3. B. 41,

3. See in Philostratus the paintings of the marshy country i, 9., tlio

very ingeniously conceived one of the Bosporus i, 12. 13, of the Islands

ii, 17., among which could be recognised the Cyclades Ceos, Tenos, Delos

and Rheneia, Melos, Siphnos and Naxos, comp. . 384. R. 4. These had

certainly a great resemblance to the mosaic of Palestrina . 322. R, 4.

Another but more mythological representation of Egypt, on the Egyptian
goblet, . 315. R. 5. Visconti PCI. iii. tv. c. Others more comic, Brit.

Mus. Terrac. 36. Egyptian landscapes were in much favour at Rome,
especially in mosaic, somewhat like the Chinese pictures at the present

day, PCI i. p. 14, n. Gardens of Alcinous on coins of Corcyra. Treatise

by Cel. Cavedoni.

According to Eustath. ad Dion, p 87. painters were wont to give
hills the form of lions and other animals. At Antioch there was a so-

called Charonian head hewn out of the rock, Malalas p. 205. Tzetz, ChiL

ii, 920.
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8. AMULETS, SYMBOLS.

436. We conclude with a hasty notice of the amulets of 1

antiquity, which from their nature everywhere transgress the

limits of art, nay are even in direct contradiction to the artistic

sense. The dreaded invidia, according to the belief of antiquity,
was with so much the greater certainty warded off, the more re-

pulsive, nay disgusting the object worn for that purpose; and
the numberless PHALLIC bronzes, although originally symbols of

life-creating nature, had afterwards, however, only this mean-

ing and aim. The eye, the foot, the hand variously applied, 2

are to be met with in symbolical and superstitious significance ;

all the limbs of the human body were modelled without par-
ticular signification as consecrated offerings to Esculapius for

recovery from sickness. Figures from the Egyptian religion 3

and Alexandrine eclecticism are otherwise by far the most
usual on amulet stones. Fulness of life, health and bloom 4

were most usually denoted in the later period of art, by the

CORNUCOPIA, which was also doubled, as an independently exist-

ing symbol. Where a secret sense is given to MATHEMATICAL 5

lines and figures, arbitrarily or from philosophical crotchets,
all artistic activity completely vanished with the natural

unity of the external and internal.

1. The phallm on houses in Pompeii with the inscription, Me habitat

felicitas, is well known. Perhaps the oldest amulet of the kind is to be

seen on the walls of Alatrium, Dodr^ Views pi. 92. [The Editor found

a similar one on a wall of the B*' *y Antheia.] An ithyphallic

figure was probably called tycho ol of Tyche. Probably the

ordinary fiewxAvtov, fascinum, be :>ps was also the same, Pol-

lux vii, 108. (ygXoTa two,, turpici up. Bottiger Amalth. iii. s.

340. Arditi II fascino e 1'amule 1 fascino presso gli antichi.

K 1825. 4to, II fico is often c . ,ath phalli as an amulet, Ant.

Ere. vi, 99. Phalli alati. But death-like figures served this purpose, and

a kind ofgrasshopper, which might be regarded as a larvalis imago, is said

to have been erected before the acropolis by Pisistratus as a x*T#9}j%
fascinum. Hesych., comp. Lobeck Aglaoph* p. 970. Hence the grasshop-

per in all sorts of human occupations on gems, Impr. d. Inst, ii, 93. 95.

2. The malm oculus is most interestingly represented in the relief

Wobum Marbles 14., comp. Millingen Archaol. Brit. xix. p. 70. where it

is exposed to every kind of insult and filth. In a similar way we see

it attacked by many sorts of animals on gems (Lippert Suppl, ii, 466.

Caylus v, 57. vi. 38. Kopp, Palseogr. iii. p. 604. and Expl. inscr. obsc. in

amuleto. Heidelb. 1832.), which are all to be referred thereto, and not

to eye-healing. Pedes votivi, entwined with serpents, with Capricorn

thereon as a propitious sign, and the inscription, faustos redire, Passeri,

Luc. fict. ii, 73. Feet, as signs of presence at places of pilgrimage. Amu-
let hands in Caylus iii, 63. Causseus M. Rom. vi, 11-14 etc. Hands of
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concord, dextrse, Gaylus v, 55, 4, Montf, in, 197, JSiichujwd hands, often

on gems and coins. Ears of corn growing out of them, troptca along with

them. On limbs as consecrated offerings for convalescence, 0, 1, 4i)7 sqq.
1570. Some of the sort in the Brit* Museum. A person is pulled by the

ear, with the inscription fAwpoveve, in gems and coins;, Bottigor's Op. p,

116 sq.

3. On amulets, works written "by Gaffarel, Arpe and others. Even

physicians, as Alexander of Tralles, recommend medicos gemmae The

figure of Serapis was a customary phylacterion. One of the best works
of the kind is the stone with Horus-Harpocrates on both sides and the

inscription: Mfcyetff'Xlgof" ATroAA&j/ Ag7rax>ami guAo&rog
1 T6 Qofiftvurt, Eck-

lael Pierr. grav. pi. 30. Impr. d, I. iii, 99, 100, Abraxas , 408/8.

4. Cornucopia^ entwined with serpents, on coins of the Bylliones, per-

haps in reference to Cadmus, 1ST. Brit. 5, 12. The double horn, which so

often occurs on coins with boys' heads, (with the heads of Epiphanos
and Callinicus on coins of Commagene,) was called om^, Alhon. v. 202
c. Kramer Ueber den styl der gemahlteix Thongellsse s* 127. Lipport

Suppl. ii, 398, According to Athen. xi. 783 c. the cornucopia was also

called 'EwtfyroV; comp. however v, 198 a.

5. On the pentalpha especially Lange in Bott. Archoool. u. Kunafc i. B.

56. The mystery types on early Greek coins regarding which see SUo#-
litz Unterh. ii. s. 17., are so in reality only to a very small extent, The

figure of the three revolving feet, which was formerly taken to bo a sym-
bol of Trinacrian Sicily, is found to have been of far more extensive UHO,

especially on coins of Cilicia, Pamphylia and Cyprus, and on Piinathonaic

vases, and does not seem to be yet satisfactorily explained. On coins of

Panormus the three legs, Medusa's head in the iniddlo
;
ears of com be-

tween. Torremuzza Sicilise numi tb, 58. 59,

paintings ol ^owioric cit

of the
Bos;'

nas a symb
recognised t ôro work-aht

^nd Kaxos, co'
lla rc

), Ooi

to the naosjf* c<>^tro dc
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ODEX OF NAMES OF ARTISTS AND SCHOOLS OF ART.

(The greater numbers denote the paragraphs ; R. the Remarks.*)

Accius Prisons 209. R. 1.

Acesas 113. II. 1.

Acestor 112. R. 1.

Acragas 159. R. 1.

Admon 200. R. 1. 315. R. 2.

^Kginctan school 332. R. 2.

JEgmetes 154. R.
J&hus 200. R. 1.

jEtion of Amphipolis, carver 154, R.
379. R. 4.

JEtion, painter 211, 1. and R. 1.

Agasias, son of Dositheus 157*. R. 3.

-, son of Menoplnlus 157*. R. 3.

Agathangolus 200. R. 1.

Agatharchus 135. R. 1. 136, 2.

Agcladas 82. R. 113. R. 1. 393. R.
1. 410. R 2.

Agesandrus 156. R. 1.

Aglaophon 134. R. 1. 135. R. 1. 405.
R 5.

Agoracntus 112. R 1. 117.

A&iQlus (52. R.
Alexander of Athens 210. R. 6.

Alexander, son of king Perseus 154. R.
Alexis 112. R. 1.

Alcamenes 112. R. 1. 117. 119, 2.

360, 5. and R 5. 372, 2.

Aleimaehus 139. R 2.

Alcon 307. R. 4.

Aloisius 194. R. 5.

Alypus 112. R. 1.

Amphiloclms 149. R. 2.

Amphion (?) 139. R, 2.

ofCnossus 112. R. 1.

Amplristratus 124. R, 1.

Amyckcus 82. R. 89. R 3.

Anaxagoras of JBgma 82. R.
Anaxandra 163. R 1.

Androcydes 137. R 4.

Androriicus Oyrrliestes 153. R. 4.

160, 5.

Androsthcnes 112. R. 1.

Angelion 82. R. 86. R.
Antcnor 82. R 88. R.

Antlxemius 194. R. 4.

Anthermus 82. R.
Antheus 154. R.
Antidotus 139. R. 2. 141. R. 1.

Antigonus 35. R. 1.

Antimaclucles 80. R. 1, 4.

Antioelms 154. R.

Antipttlrus 159, R 1.

Antipbanes 112. R. 1.

Antiphilus 163. R 1. 3. 4. 412. R. 2.

Antistates 80. R. 1. 4.

Antistms Labeo 209. R. 1.

Antondes 163. R. 1.

Apatndus 209. R. 3.

Apellas 112. R. 1.

Apelles 35. R. 1. 330. R, 1. 141.

142, 1. 319, 7. and R. 2. 406. R.
2. at the end.

of Colophon 139. R. 2.

Aphrodisian school 203. R. 1.

Aphiodisms of Tralles 197. R. 2.

Apollodor 191. R. 1. bis.

Apollodorus, brassc. 124. R. 1.

of Athens, sciagrapher
135. R. 1. 136. 137. R. 2. 415. R.
1. at the end 416. R. 1.

Apollonides 315. R. 2.

Apollonms 385, R. 3.

son of Nestor 160, 4. and
R5.

ofTralles 157. R. 1.

Arcesilaus 376. R. 3. 391. R. 5.

son of Tisicrates, painter
163. R. 1.

plastes, brass-caster, and

sculptor 196. R. 2.

son of Aristodicus 82. R.
-ofParos 135. R. 1.

Archennus 82. R. 334. R. 2.

Archias of Athens 112. R. 1.

of Corinth 152. R. 1.

Archimedes 152, R. 1. bis.

Ardices 74. R.
Arellius 208. R 1.

Aristandras 112. R. 1.

Aristeas 203. R. 1.

Aristides, brassc. and archit. 112. R. 1.

of Thebes, painter 139. 4.

and R. 2. 140, 1. and R. 1. 165.
R. 2.

son of Aristides 163. R. 1.

- brother of Nicomachus 163.

R 1. 3.

Aristodemus, painter 139. R. 2.

brass-caster 154. R.
from Caria 211. R. 1.

Aristodicus 307. R. 1.

Aristogiton 124. R. 1.

Aristocles, son of Nicomachus 163.

R. 1.

son of Clcoetas 112. R. 1.
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Aiistoeles of Cyclonui 82. R
of Sicyon 82. R. 393. K.I,

Aristolaus 139. R. 2. HI. R. 1.

Anstomedes 82. It

Aristomedon 82. K. 88. It

Anston 1G3, K. 1-

Anstonidas 30G. R 3. 412. K. 3, at

tlxe end p. 568.

Aristophon 135. R. 1.

Arrachion 87. K. 1.

Artemidorus 209. II. 1.

Artemon 411. R. 1.

painter 1C3. B. 1.

sculptor 197. R. 2.

Periphoretos 121. R. 3.

Ascarus 82. K.

Asclepiodorus 139. B. 2.

Asopodorus 112. E. 1.

Asteas 410. It 4. p. 556.

Athenians 154. R.
Athenion 139. R. 2. 141. R. 1. 351.

R, 2. 413. R. 2.

Athenis 82. R,
Athenian School of Painters 135.

Athenodor, son ofAgesandcr 15G. R. 1.

Athenodorns, brass-caster 112. R 1.

Atticion 203. R. 1.

Atticus 205. R. 2.

Attilianus 203. R. 1

Attic School, younger 300, 1.

Attic Clay-statuaiies 72.

Axilanius Euandnis 19G. R. 2.

Aulus 200. R. 1.

B.

Bathycles 85. R. 2.

Batraehns 180. R 2.

Beda 154. R.
Boethus 159, R. 1. 415. R 1.

Brietes 137. R. 4.

Bryaxis (of Athens, sculptor arid

brassc.) 124. R. 1. 128, 4, 5. arid

R. 5. 146. R. 151. R. 1. 158. II.

1. bis,

Bularchus 74. R.

Bupalus 82. R.

Byzes 53.

C.

Calamis 112, 1. and R. 1. 2. 197, 4.

359. R. 6. 433. R 2.

OaUaeschms 80. R. I, 4.

Callicles 112. R. 1.

Calibrates 109. R. I, 2.

. the Lacedaemonian 159. 2.

Calhmachus Catatcxitcchnns 108. R.
8. 112. R, 1. 123. andR. 1.

Callistonicus 124. R 1.

Callistratus 154. R.
Calhteles 82. R.
Callixenus 154. R.
Callon of JSglna 82. R 89. R. 2,

ofEiis 112. R. 1.

Calynthus 82. R.

Canaclius of Sicvou 82. H. 85. It 1.

80. R. KM.R. 1. 374. K. 3. 393.

R I. 394. JR. a.- of Sicyon, the younger 112.

R. 1.

Cantharus 154. R.
Carnwiridea 139. R. 2.

Caipion 35. R. 1. 109. I, 2.

Celcr 190. R. 2.

Ccphisodorus 190. It 2.

Cophisodotus 112. R. 1. 393. R. 3.

Ccphissodoras 124. E. 1. 1,15. It I.

374. R 5. G.

Cepliiasodotus 124. R. 1. 120. It 4

Chalcosthenes 72. R. 2.

Chmroas 124. R 1.

Chcoropliancs 163. R. 3.

Chares 154. R 155, I.

Cliarmtwlas 71. It
Ohaitas 82. It

Chciiisoplius 359, R. 5.

Cheirocratos 149. It 2.
4

Clicrsiphronof Onossus 35. It 3, 60.

It I, 1.

Chimams, v. Julius.

Chionis 82. R, 89. It 3.

Chryscs 104. It 4.

Ohrysothcmis 82. It
Cimon 99. and R. 1.-- En^ruver 3 1 7. H. 3.

Oloagorns 135. It 1.

Clcantlios 74, R.
Clearclms 82. It
Clciathonos 107. K. JJ. inn, R, 1.

Cloitonlia. It 1.

Cleoracnes of Naneratis 149. It 2.

. and R. 3.
- son of OlcoHicncB UK), 4,

and It 4

Klupwf 415, It l.p. 5H1.
Cleon 124. It 1,

Clcopliantus 74. It 75. It 1.

Cicalas 100. It 4. m. It I.

Clcsides 1(53. H. 1.

Cloudorus 317. It 2.

Clitias 415. It 1.

Coccoius, T. Auctus 190. It I, ii.

Colotes, scholar of IMiitlian

1. 121. It 3.

scholar of PuHJtele.H 100. It
of Tecs 137. It 4,

Coponms 19(>. It 2. 199. It 9.

Coroobus, potter 02. It
architect 109. It 1 5.

Corybas 108. It 1.

Cossutius 153. It 4. 180. 4,

Cratorus 197. R. 2.

Crates 149. R. 2.
'

Cretan School 359. 5.

Critias 82. R. 88. R.
Ciito 204. K. 5. 422. R. 7.

Cronius 315. B. 2.

Ctesibius 152. R. 299. k.
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Cte&idemus 139. II 2.

Ctesilans 112 E. 1. 121. 157.* B. 2.

Otesilochus 163. R. 1 3.

Cyims 139. 11. 2, 310. R 2.

(tyclcm 121.

D.
Bacdalidse 70. E. 2.

Dicdalus G8 R 2. 3. 70. 81. R.
of Stcyon 112. E. 1, 123, 3.

Bahippus 1 54." E.
Bahon 315 R, 2. 402. E. 3.

Bameas 82. E. 87. E. 1.

Bamocntus 124. B. 1.

Bamoplxilus 82. R. 180. E. 2, 319.
E. 5.

Bamopbon 324. R. 1. 312. R. 2.

Daniel 207. R. 5.

JDnyhnifl 109 E. Ill, 15.

Baitondas 154. R.
Dccius 19G. R. 2.

Decriaims 191. E. p. 175. 197. R. 3.

Beinias 74. E.
Deinochares 149. R. 2.

Bcinociates 80. R. I. 1. 149. and R.
2. 151. R. 2.

Bemomenes 3 12. R. 1 .

Beinon 112. R. 1.

Bemeas 112. E 1.

Bemetrius of Athens 112. E. 1. 123.

and R. 2. 135. R. 3.

of Ephesus 80. R. I, 1.

~, goldsmith at Ephesus 197.

E. 2.

<r0t%ay(>tc,(po$ 182. R. 2.

Bemocopus-Myiilla 106. R. 2

Bemocritus 107. and R. 2.

Bcmophilus 135. E. 1.

Biagoras 87 E. 3.

Dibutades 53. R. 1. C2. R. 63. R.
72. R. 2.

Biogenes 1G3. R. 1.

of Athens 196. R. 2.

Biognetus 211. R. 1.

Bionysius, painter 208. E 1.

of Argos 82. E.

of Colophon 135, 3. and
E. 1. 3.

sculptor 160. E. 2.

Bionysodorus 112. R. 1.

Bioscurides 209. E. 1. 425. R 1.

Bipoonus 70. E. 2. 82. E. 84. R. 2.

Diyllus 82. R. 89. E 3

Dontas 82. E. 308. R. 3. 410. R. 5.

Borotheus 201, ^ 1.

Dorycleidas 82.^. 85. R. 1.

Kchion 124. R 1. 139. R. 2. 140. R. 3.

Kction 154 R. 308. R. 3.

Enclrtuts 70. R. 2. 82 E. 368. R. 4.

Epeius 70. E. 4.

Ephesian artists 157*. E. 3.

Kphorus 139. R. 2.

Spictctus 428. R. 1

Spimachus 152. R. 1.

Epithermus 149. E, 2.

Erateus 149 E 2.

hgotimus 415. R. 1,

Erigonus 163. R. 1.

Erophilus 200. R. L
Eusenetus 317. R 2.

JEuanthes 396. R. 2. 414. E. 3.

Eucadmus 112 R. 1.

Eucheir 75. R. 1.

Eucheirus 82. R.
Eucleidas 124. R. 1. 317. R. 2.

Eudorus 107. E. 3.

Euenor 135. R, L
Eugrammus 75. R. I.

Eumarus 74. E.
Eumelus 211. R. 1,

Eumnestus 196. E. 2.

E nodus 200. E. 1.

Eupalinus 81. R.

Euphranor, Anstides' (Aristo's) Scho-
lar 163. R. 1.

35. R. 1. bis. 124. E. 1.

129, 1. and E. 2. 3. 130. and E. 2.

4. 139. R. 2. 140, 3. and R, 3.

141. R. 4. 366. E. 5. 398. E. 2.

405. R. 3. 409. R, 1.

Euphronides 124. E. 1.

Euphronius 415. R. 1.

Eupolemus 109. E. II, 10. 11.

Eupompus 137. R. 4.

Euripides 135. R. 1.

Euryalus 62. E.
Eutelidas 82. E. 87. R. 1.

Euthycrates 154. 1. and R.

Euthymides 257. R. 7.

Eutropus 207. R. 5.

Eutyches 200. R. 1.

Eutychides 146. E. 154. R. 158. R. 5.

Euxenidas 137. E. 4.

Execias 412. E. 1.

F.
Fabius Pictor 182, 2. and R. 2.

Fabullus 209, 5. and R, 1,

Fuscus 322. R, 4.

a
Galaton 163. E. 3.

GalKenus 207. R. 7.

Gitiadas 82. E. 89. R. 2.

Glaucias 82. E. 87. R 3.

Glaucion 139. R 2.

Glaucus of Argos 82. E.
of Chios 61. 311. R. 2.

Glycon 129. E. 2. 160, 4. and R. 5.

Gnaeus 200. E. 1.

Gorgasus 82. E. 180. E. 2. 319. R 5.

Gorgias 112. E. 1.

H.
Hadrianus 191.E.1. 203.R.1.211.R.1.
Harmatius 372. E. 5.
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Harm ankles 56. R
Hectitodorus 12-4. It 1.

Hegesias 82. R.

He^ias 82. II 113 R. 1.

Ilcfcna 163 R. 1. 6.

Helias 217. R. 7.

Helicon 113. B. 1. bis.

Hcphocstus 58.

Heraclidos of Ephesus 157*. R. 3.

372. R. 5.

ofTaicntum 152. R. t.

. from Macedonia 1G3. R. 1.

Horaclitus 209. It 1. 322. R. 4..

Hermodor 180. R. 2. bis.

Heimogencs 109. R. Ill, 17. 18.

Hermocies 154. R. 155. R. 3.

Hermolaus 197, R. 2.

Heron, son of Lilnus MO. R. 2.

the Hydiaulist 152. R. 2.

Herodotus 124. R. 1.

Hlero 196. R. 2.

Hilaims 211. It 1.

Hippias, about 01. 110. 124. B. 1.

about 01. 114. 124. K, L
Hippodamus 111. and R. 1.

Hippys 389. R. 3.

Hiiam Abif 239. R. 3. 2-10. R. 5.

bis.

Hygiemon 74. R.

Hypatodorus 124. R. 1. 370. R. 4.

ByperMus 62. R.

I& J.

Icmalius 56. R.
Ictinus 35. R. 1. 109. R. I, 2. bis.

5. II, 12. 433. R. 3.

Idceus 137. R. 4.

Joannes of Byzantium 194. 17. 4,

Ion 124. B. 1.

Isidor of Miletus 194. B. 4.

the Younger 194. R. 4.

Isigonus 154. B.
Isrnenius of Chalcis 139. B. 2.

Julianus Argentarius 194. B. 5.

Julius Chimarus 197. B. 2.

Miletus, Qu. 192. B. 1.

L.
Laerces 58. B. 1.

Lala 1G3. B. 4. 208, 3. aixd B. 1.

Learchns 70. B. 2. 71.

Xeochares 124. B. 1. 128, 1. 4. 5.

and B. 1. 5. 151. B. 1. 360, B. 1.

Leonidas 139. B. 2.

Xeontion 139. B. 2.

Leontiscus 163 B. 1.

Leostratidas 196. B. 2.

Lesbothemis 393. B. 1.

Libon 109. B. II, 9.

Ludius 209, 4. and B. 1.

Lycms of Eleuthersa 112. B. 1. 122.
B. 5. 345. B. 9.

Lysias 196. B. 2.

Iterates 108. B. 4. 345*, 7.

Lysippus 124. B. 1. 129. and B,.

130. and It, 1. L>. t. Wi>. H i*.

393. R. ii. JJOi). R. '?. 410. I. JJ.

and H. 4. 420. R. 4. Aw.

Lvsiatratws 12 k II. 1 . 1 20, f. ami U. f>.

M.
Malas 82. R.

Mundrodes 99. H. 1.

Mani 218. R. 8.

MochopiuiOH 130. R. 2. Ml. R, L
Modem 82. R. H5. R, 1.

Mclantliius LID. R. 2. 140, 4.

Monttsehmus 35, R.I. 82. H. H5. It. I.

Mcnalippus 153. H. 4.

Mencltius li)G. 'R. 2.

Monostratus 124. R. 1.

Mcnodorus 127. 11. 3. 107. R. S>.

Monopluintus 377. B. 1.

Mentor 124. R. I. I5i). !?. U
Metagcncs 35. B. 1. 80, II I, 1.

100. R. J, 5.

Mctou HI, 2. andB. 2.

Melrotlorus, painter 1(53. R. 1. IH2.

B. 3.

brass-castor 172. B. 2,

Micciadcs 82. K.
Micon of Athena 135. II, 1. 2. 6w

310. H. 5.

ofSyraciiKC 154. R.

Midias 414. R. 2.

ncHiclcs 109. R, T, 3 121, H. ,

MusUus 101. R, 1.

Mutius 188. R. 2.

Mydon 1(>3. R. 1.

MyrmocidoH 150, 2.

Myron 112. R. 1. 122. 359, It (I

410, 1.

Mys 112. R. 1. 110, . JUl. U. 4.

N.

Natieydes 112, B, 1, 123, JL

Ncalees 163. R 1.

Nero 197. R. 2.

Ncnantus 317. R. 2.

Nicwarclius 410, R, 0.

Nicanor 135. It 1.

Nicoratus 112. B.1,
Nicerus 163. K. L
Nicias 130. II, 2. 140, fJ, 141. It

4. 310. it r>, in i). it 2- 5. 40i).

R. 3.

Nicodamus 112. It 1.

Nicolaus 204. It 5. 422. R. 7.

Niconiaclnia 139. R. 2. 163, It 4.

395. It 2. 416. It 1.

Nicophanus 163. B. 1. 3.

Nicosthenes 427. It 2. 3.

Novius Hautius 181. It 5,

0.
Olbiades 163. B. 1.

Olympiosthenas 124. R. 1, 393. It 2.

Olynthms 140. B. 2.

Omphalion 163. B. 1.

Onassimedes 306. It 5.

Onatas 82. B. 83. It S. 85. It 4,
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89. R. 3. 112. R. 1. 135. and R.
1. ,359, C. and R. 6.

Onesas 425. R. 1.

Onesimus 369. R. 2.

Orsippus 77. R. 2,

P.

Pacuvius, M. 182. R. 2.

Pamplnlus, scholar of Praxiteles 124.

R. 1.

scholar of Eupompus 139,

2. and R. 2. 3.

Panronus 115. R. 1. 135. R. 1. 2.

319. E 5.

Pandas 112. R. 1.

Pantulems 203. R. 1.

Poionius of Ephesus 80. R. 1. 1. 109.

R III, 15.

of Monde 112. R. 1. 119,
2. and R. 2.

Papias 203. R 1.

Paimemon 158. R. 1.

Parrhasms 35. R. 1. 116, 3. 137.

R. 1. 2. 3. 4. 138, 2. and R. 2.

139, 1. HI. R. 1. 318 R. 395.

R. 3. 409. R. 1.

Pasias 1G3. R. 1.

Pasitdes 35. R. 1. 196. R. 2. 310.

R.2.
Patioclus 112. R. 1.

Pausamas 163. R. 1. 3.

of Apolloma 124. R. 1.

Pansias 139, 4. and R. 2. 140, 2. and
R. 2. 1G3. R. 4. 319. R. 5. 320.

R. 2.

Pauson 137. R. 4.

Pcdms 208. R. 1.

Pcirasus
,
68. R. 2.

Peidix 70. R. 2.

Pergamenian artists 157.*

Pcrgamus 200. R. 1. 315, R. 2. 385.

K 4.

Pcnclitus 112. R. 1.

Perilaus 82. R.

Penllus 82. R.
Perseus 163. R. 1,

Phidias 102. 112. R. 1. 113 sqq.
and R 118. and R. 4. 121. 122, 5.

308. R 3. 312. R. 1. 324. R. 1.

328. R. 2. 352, 4 354. R. 5. 374.

R. 5. 6. 399. R, 3. 400. R. 1.

434. R. 1.

Phcidon 98. and R. 1.

Philiscus 160. R, 2, 303. R. 2, bis.

Philochares 139. R. 2.

Philo, architect 35. R. 1. 109. R.

I, 5. 152. R, 1.

, brass-caster 124. R. 1.

Philoxcnus 163. R. 1.4. 6.

Phoenix 154. R.

Phradmon 112. R. 1. 121.

Phrylis 135. R. 1.

Phrynon 112. R. 1.

Pmus, Corn. 209. R. 1.

Piso 112. R. 1.

Piston 154. R.
Pixodarus 80. R. I, 1.

Polyeharmus 377. R, 5.

Polycles the Elder 124. R. 1. 128, 2.

and R. 2. 393. R. 2.

the Younger 154. R. 160.
R. 2.

,
sons of 154.

Polyclitus 106. R. 2. 112. R. 1.

120. 121. 122, 5. and R. 5. 312.
R. 1. 350. R. 6. 352. 5. 6. 422.
R, 7. 423. R. 3. 4.

the Younger 112. R. 1.

,
sons of 112. R. 1.

Polydectes 197 R. 2,

Polydoius 156. R, 1.

Polyeuctus 154. R.

Polygnotus 112. R. 1. 134. 135. R.
2. bis. 3. 139, 4. 319. R. 5. 415.
R. 2. at the end.

Porinus 80. R. I, 4,

Poseidonius 196. B. 2,

Posis 196. R. 2. 305. R. 4.

Pratmas 365. R. 5.

Praxias 112. R. 1.

Praxidamas 87. R. 1.

Praxiteles 124. and R. 1.

126, 1. 127. 128, 6.

151. R. 1. 357. R. 4.

365. R 5. 381. R. 2.

410. R. 4.

, the Younger 154. R.
a worker in vases 196. R. 2.

125. R. 4.

130. R. 1

358. R. 2.

398. R. 2.

Proclus 322 R. 4.

Prostatius 322. R. 4.

Protarchus 391. R. 5.

Protogenes 139. R. 2. 142.

Ptolichus of JEgina 82.

of Corcyra 112. R. 1.

Publius 209. R. 1.

Pyreicus 163. R. 5.

Pyrgoteles 131, 2. and R. 2.

Pyromachus 112. R. 1. 154. R. 157*.

394, 1. and R.

Pythagoras 112, 1. 3. and R. 1. 3.

351. R. 4. 414. R. 3.

-,
Father of 97. R. 2.

Pytheas 196. R. 2.

Pytheus 109. R. in, 16. 151. R. 1

Pythias 154. R.

Pythis 124. R. 1.

Pythocles 154. R.

Pythodorus 197. R. 2. 352. R. 4.

alms 197. R. 2,

R.
Babirius 190. R. 3.

Rhexibius 87. R. 1.

Rhodian artists 155 sqq.
Rhoecus 60. and R. 71. R. 1.

S.

Samian School of 'Artists 60. 71.
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Samohis 124. R. 1.

Siitumirms 200. R. 1, 201. R. 5.

Satyrus 151. II. 1.

Saiivas 180. R. 2.

Scopas 109, R. II, 13. 124. 125. 12<],

1. and R. 4. 128, 4. 6. 151. R. L
158. R. 1. 300, 1. 361. K. 4. 372,
7. 394, R 2.

Scyllis 70. II. 2. 82. R. 8Jt. R. 2.

359. R. 5.

Scymnus 112. R. 1.

Serapion 107. R. 3.

Severus 190. R 2.

Sicyonian School of Artists 74. 82.
163. R 2.

Silamon 35. R. 1. 124. R. L 128, 3.

306. R 3.

Sillax 135. R. 1.

Simon 82 R. 135. R. 1.

Smihs 70.

Soidas 82. R. 85. R. 1.

Socrates of Athens 70 R. 2, 112, R, L
of Thebes 82. R.

Solon 200. R. 1.

Sopolis 208. R. 1.

Sosias 143. R. 3.

Sosibius 363 R, 3. 379. R. 4,

Sosius 308. R. 4.

Sosocles 397. R. 5.

Sostratus of Chios 112. R, 1.

of Cnidos 149. R. 2. 3.

ofRhcgium 112 R. L
-brass-caster 124. R. 1.

Sosus 163. R. @.

Soter, Jul. 322. R. 4.

Spmtharus 80. R. I, 5.

Stadieus 112. R. 1.

Stallius 153. R. 4.

Stasicrates 149. R. 2.

Statilius Taurus 188. R. 4.

Stephamts 196. R. 2.

Sthems 124. R 1.

Stomius 82. R.
Stratomcus 154. R. 159. R. 1, 385.
_ K- *

Strongylion 124. R. L 306. R. 1.
393. R. 433. R. 3.

Stypax 112. R. l. 121. R. 3
Syadias 82. R.

Synnocm 82. R.

T.
Taleidas 99. R. 3. No. 2.
Talus 70. R. 2.

Tauriscus 157. R. 1. 159. ft. i
Tecteug 82. R. SO. R.
Telchines 70.

Telecles 60. R. 70. R. 4.

Telephanes of Sicyon 74. R.

Teleplmnes the Phocean 112. It L
247. R. 6.

Telcsareludcs 67. R.
Tcuccr 196. It 2.

Toucrus 410. R, 7.

Thalelio, Junius 196, U. 2.

Thcodonis (ncvcral) 35, U. I. f5,

R. (JO. and U. 70. II 4. 80. R, r,

1. 97. H. 2. 159, SJ. 2DL It fn

6w. 307. R. 4. iM)H. U. 5. 415. II L---- (OlllH.) 163. R.I.
Theodotus 182. II 2.

Thcoclofi 82. R. 85. R, 1. 410. it
4. p. 556.

ThcocoHittus 112. R. 1.

Theomnestus 139. R. 2.

Thoon 139. R. 2. 142, 2.

Thcoplulns Jtll. R. 2.

ThericloH 112. H. 1. 21)8. R. L
ThernmichuH 121. H. 1. I,'t9. R. 2.

Timngoras 135. R. 1. 138. II 3.

Tnmmihes 137. H. 4. 138, 3, mid It 3*
the Second 163. It 1.

Timarcludos 125. It 4, 154. It 160*
It 2. tcr. 360. R. 1.- ~

, nous of 154. U.
Timarolius 124. It 1. 345*. It 4.
Timoclca 151. It KJO. It 2. fcv.

TimomaehuH 207. R. 1. ii. bin. 412,
R. 5. at the cud. 415, It U t, 5H4.
416. It 2. p. 589.

Timothous 321. It 1. 125- It 4*

128, 4. 6. 351. It I.

Tisagoras 307. It 4.

Tisanclrus 112. R. L
Tisicratcs 154, R.

Tlcpolcmtis 196. Jt 2.

Tryphon 315. It 2. 391. It r>. 9.

TurpilianuH Labco 209. R. I,

Turrianus 171, 3. and It 3.

V.
Vitruvras 35. R. 1. 1HO. 3.

X.
Xenixms 149. R. 4,

Xonocles 109. R. r, 5. ftw.

Xcnocrates 35. It 1, 154, U,
Xenoplmntus 203. It 1.

Xonophon 124. Jt 1,

.

205. R. 2.

Zcnodortis 197, 3. 4
Zenon 203. R. 1.

Zcuxiadcs 154. It
Zooxippiw 135, R. 1.
Zouxis 130, 2. 130. R. L 137, mul
K- 4- 138, 1. R. 1. m L ,Urt-
R. 302. It 4. 410. It i

Zopyrus 196. It 2,

lT AW MACNAB, WUNTOBS, EDINBOTOH.



The following Additions and Corrections,finished chiefly by Professor

Welchr
}
were too late to be embodied in the Work

Page 18, line 3 from the bottom, after 1847 insert "Heyne's Akademische Vor-

lesungen uber die Archaol, der Kunst des Alterthums Braunschweig 1822

(containing chiefly the mythology of art)," and remove the bracket after

1847 to the end, placing it aftei published at all

27, 18, after eayh inseit Idem Alte Denkmaler i. s. 319.

34, 17, after Ihad insert xxiv, 15. Theodondas ep, 7. and Leonidas

ep. 16. speak of this figure, and also Palsaph. 9 seems to have it in view, *a2

jiptto tita. t&fAiSet U'VTJV, see Welcker Alte Denkm. i. s, 216.

41, 10, after 408 insert Gerhard Kunst der Phcenicier s. 14. not. 51.

58, s, 41. not 58.

49
5

4
?
after Bupalus insert Although four generations, which Pliny

gives, by no means make up 60 Olympiads,

52, 8 from bottom, after 162 insert K. Eochette Questions deFHis-

toire de 1'Art, p. 194 sq.

53, 15 from bottom, for 17 read 23,

56, 6, after 1829 insert Welcker Alte Denkm. i. s. 3066.

56, 2 from bottom, after 69 insertcomp. Scharf Obss. on the peculiaii-

ties of sculptures seen on the Monum, of ancient Lycia 1847.

62, before line 13 fiom bottom insert 17*. The relief with the murder of

JSgisthus, , 364, no, 8,

63, 8 from bottom, after 5 insert Mon. Ined. 38,

_
06, 10 fr. b,, after probably insert kng> and after Gr. dele A*

92, 9 fr. b., after original insert a torso of great beauty which was ex-

cavated at Treves in 1847.

_ 94
}

_
17, after 1806 insert Welcker Alte Denkm. TL i. s, 417-429.

And in line 18 for 35 read 85.

97, 26, after sect. 1. insert Welcker Alte Denkm. i,
204,

_
09, 5, insert at the end-Welcker Alte Denkm. i,

274.

_
102, 11, for 149 read 151.

_
105, 15 fr. b., after style

insert Sir Chas. Fellows' Account of the Ionic

Trophy Monument excavated at Xanthus. London 1848. 8vo. Col. Leake

in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature ii. p. 27. 37 1847.

and on the Greek inscription Th. Bergk in Gerhard's Archaol. Zeitung

1847. s. 34*. Watkms Lloyd Xanthiau Marbles: the Nereid monument,

an Historical and Mythological Essay, London 1845. 8vo. contains no-

thing that concerns the archaeological question.

118, 4, after Nero insert Caylus in the Mem. de 1'Acad, xxx, 442.

119, 2, after 480 insert Sillig Plinii Pnsfatio et liber xxxv. 1849. p.

64 sq.

_ 15$ ___ ^ fr .
"b,,

after Campana. insert Campana's tomb at Yeii, with

fantastically formed animals painted with variegated colours, is figured in

Canina's Antich. di Veii tv. 31. p. 75., important for the antiquities of art,

as are also the vases with animals found m Veii tv. 34. 35. p. 76., of the

second century of Rome and of Corinthian origin according to p, 80 sq.



63G ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Pago 227, line 26, after Bosellim II. insert advancement as regards industry,

from. Eamcsscs V. (Sesostns) onwards decline,

336, 1, for 17. 18. road 23, 24.

405, 15, for 7 read 13.

__ 405, 303
for 15 read 22,

409, 1 from bottom, for 11 read 17.

419, 23, for 16 read 22.

453, 27, for 15 read 14.



ERRATA.

Page 9, line 7, for illusive read allusive.

15, 15 from the bottom, for Belloni read Bellori.

27, 5, /or Ulrick read Urlichs.

27, 6 from bottom, place tlie [ before "A portion" in the next line.

49, 20 from the bottom, for brass-cutter read brass-caster.

77, 22 and elsewhere, for TJlnchs read TJrlichs.

80, 10, for piliere die read piheii dei.

113, from the bottom, for Scheider read Schneider.

130, 15 from the bottom, for -author's read author.

145, 7 from the bottom, for Gozza read Gozzo.
171, 18,/or bust readbusttim.

177, 5, for description on read description. On.
206, 15 from the bottom, for as read on.

215, 12, place a ) after 167.

215, 22,/0r30mzcm-0.
220, 12, for XK^TOS read xaflvfa.

244, 16 from the bottom, for an iron read a hammered.
258, 14 from the bottom, dele the full stop after Bamian.

. 276, 23, for Campana read Campana's.
276, 5 from the bottom, for Gabns read Gabii.

285, 18, fot the work read in progiess.

287, 16 from the bottom, for Rimes read Nimes.

289, 4 from the bottom, for 1844 read 1846.

299, 1 from the bottom, for election read doctrine.

309, 23, for nomines read nominis.

338, 5, insert a hyphen after mulo.

344, 8 from the bottom, dele the comma after mira.

385, 23, yw* Romans read Roman.
390, 13, insert a ) after ibid.

402, 4, for than read that.

405, 3, for refer read refers.

411, 19, for tuining round read turned down.

427, 29, /or Guathia read Gnathia.
- 437, 19,forpi,a,xtuvo$readft,KX6>vaS'

4.5 i
?

1 7, for candelabra read candelabrum.

457, 1 from the bottom, for "Viret read Vinet.

470, 28, for Solionto mzc? Solunto.

481, 6, for totav. read to tav.

494, 14:, for Zagiams reac? Zagreus.
497, 2 from the bottom, for Petronio read Petrouia.

500, 5 from the bottom, for pans read spans.

503, 2 from the bottom, for dcemonac read dasmonic.

5X7, 12 from the bottom, insert a comma after enveloped.
, 523, 10 from the bottom, for Nisyres reac? Nisyros.

524, 8,/or Proel rea^Piocl.

525, 12, for at Vascggio read in Baseggio's.

525, 14 from the bottom, for on read in.

53(5
? 25, for in dolphins read on dolphins.

538, 1, dele the a before PacettL

553, 22,ybr yrovng6<ru
izra$ lead ^ovyi^avfuvos-

574^ 24, dele the comma after statue.

575, 11 from the bottom, insert a ) after subject.

575^ 3 from the bottom, insert a comma after Naples.

581, 23, for thalamas read thalamus.

581, 7 from the bottom, insert a comma after all instead of after war*

583, 7, for grieves read greaves.
. 585, ] 5 from the bottom, for Polymester ?*ea<# Polymestor.

5<)4
?

18 from the bottom, for Hai momus read Hat modius.

605, 24, dele the the before Dubois.
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